








SOURCE
WELCOME ISSUE - 1992/1993

WELCOME TO THE SOURCE!

!

Academics isn't all C.C has to offer. We have concerts, lectures, dances, festivals, and much much more!

Where do you find out about them? In THE SOURCE!!!

Read THE SOURCE each week to find out what's happening on campus - and maybe WIN A PRIZE! The editors will randomly select aWomer Box Number each week (except Block Break issues) and insert it SOMEWHERE* in THE SOURCE If you read THE SOURCE
each week, you might find your Womer Box Number and WIN A PRIZR And not just any ole' prize, either!! We're giving away great stuff -

Munch Money, a GIGANTIC Blues Brothers Poster, Wooglin's Lunches, Movie Passes & Meals at Poor Richards, Gift Certificates from C J
Kard, Chmook Bookstore and Josh & John's Ice Cream, Arts & Crafts classes, more Bookstore Money (cause it's sooo necessary), and more!

••**IN THIS ISSUE ofTHE SOURCE**'**

We've hidden a Worner Box Number worth $25.00 at the Bookstore - good for the torever-expensive-but-oh-so-essential textbooks OR for
something you just can't live without! If you find your Worner Box number, bring your C.C. I.D. to the Leisure Program office (Worner Room
230) for verification and collect your prize! "Vou MUST claim you prize no later than SEPTEMBER 3, 1992 at 4:00pm.

YOU CAN WIN GREAT STUFF, BUT ONLY IF YOU READ THE SOURCE!!

THE SOURCE is full of events and activities for everyone - and there are lots to choose from. SO READ!

• Editors Ryan Webb, Georgia Robertson & Carolyn Gianarelli

*Worner Box Numbers will NOT be Room Numbers, Phone Numbers or Dates.

THE LEISURE PROGRAM
Worner 230 Ext. 6800

WELCOME TO C.C.!!

The Leisure Program offers a wide

assortment of activities, events, concerts

and other great things-to-do! Arts &
Crafts, Great Performers and Ideas, Dance
Workshop, Film Series, Outdoor
Recreation, Livesounds, Theater & Video

Workshops have lots to offer this year. In

just this Semester you can experience...

...Batik and Jewelry Making,

Arts & Crafts Christmas

Sale, Creach & Koester

Dance Company, Boy^ n'

the Hood, Hairspray, A
Magic Comedy Show AND
MUCH MORE!

Be sure to check out THE SOURCE each

week for schedules of these events AND
information from Center for Community
Service (Womer 205 & 207).

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232 Ext. 6802

BlENVENUEl VELKOMMENl SHALOMt
HUJAMBO! BtENVENlDOS! DOBRO NAM
DOSU! MAUGAYANG PAGDATING!

WELCOME!

Ever considered studying abroad?

Interested in International Issues?

THE OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS (OIP) is the place for study

abroad information & application. It's

never TOO EARLY to get started.

STUDY ABROAD FAIR - talk to

students who've been abroad, ask

questions, see their pictures, hear what

they have to say: It's a great place to get

information!

CHECK this space every week for info

on study abroad program representatives

and other OIP events.

REMINDER: The Kansai Gaidai

deadline is Monday, September 21. Apply

through Jeff Noblett, x6516 or contact the

OIP.

JOIN The INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT ORGANIZATION (ISO).

For info on meetings, contact OIP at 6802.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK...WATCH
FOR rr IN OCTOBER

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 234 Eirt. 6338

WELCOME
NEW & RETURNING STUDENTS!

THE OFFICE OF MINORITY
STUDENT LIFE assists and advises

minority students and other campus

organizations in planning events and more.

The seven groups - AASU, ASIA,

BGALA BSU, CHAVERIM, MEChA,
NASA - meet weekly & we encourage

everyone to attend!! For information,

contact the office at 6338.

YOU'RE INVITED to the Once-A-Block

Open Forum Dinner on Race Relations.

Bring your dinner tray, opinions &
concems to the Open Forum Dinner the

THIRD Thursday of each Block.

Locations & Time to be announced -

watch this space!!

EVENTS TO WATCH FOR THIS
YEAR...

BGALA "Queer Pride Week'

Chaverim Holocaust Awareness Week
Black History Month
MEChA Symposium

NASA's Heritage Week & Pow-Wow
Rainbow Jam

ASIA Awareness Week
AASU Candlelight Memorial

Worner Box 1245

AND MORE!

WATCH FOR "What's Up" IN THIS SPACE!!
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Monday
24

Tuesday
25

Wednesday
26

2-A pm - Early Regis-

ration, Worrier Campus
Center.

Thursday
27

All Day - Campus
Tours, Worner Center

Desk.

7:15-8:45 am
fast, Rastall

Hall.

Break-

Dining

8:30-11 am
Houses.

Open

8:30-11 am - Registra-

tion, Worner Campus
Center.

8:45-9:15 am - Contin-

ental Breakfast, Rastall

Dining Hall.

11 am - President's

Welcome, Armstrong

Theatre.

1 1:45 am-1 pm - Presi-

dent's Receiving Line

and Luncheon, Worner
Center North Lawn.

1:15-3:15 pm - Orien-

tation Feature Film, DO
THE RIGHT THING.

Armstrong Theatre.

3:30-5 pm - Film Dis-

cussion, see group
assignment card.

5-6:30 pm - Cookout
Dinner, Worner Center
North Lawn.

6:30 pm - Class Photo
and Student Welcome,
Washburn Field.



WEEK

Friday
28

7:15-8:45 am - Break-

fast, Rastall Dining

Hall.

8:45-9:15 am - Contin-

ental Breakfast, Rastall

Dining Hall.

9:30-1 1 am - Book Dis-

cussion.

•t1:15 am-12:45 pm -

Lunch, Rastall Dining

Hall.

11:30 am-12:45 pm -

Legacy Luncheon, Tutt

Alumni House.

12:15-1 pm - Transfer

StudentDessert/Social,

Gaylord Hall.

1-3 pm - Faculty Advi-

sor Meetings, Faculty

Offices.

3 pm - Preprofessional

Meetings. Law, Palmer
121; Engineering, Phy-

sics Seminar Room;
Teaching, Mierow
House; Health, Olin 1.

3-5 pm
es.

Open Hous-

3-5 pm - Loan Coun-
seling, Armstrong 300.

4 pm - Placement
Tests. German/Russian,

Armstrong 353A; Ro-

mance Languages,
Armstrong 303; Chem-
istry, Olin 1.

4:45-6:15 pm - Dinner,

Rastall Dining Hall.

6:15 pm - Wing Meet-

ngs, residence halls.

8 pm - Choices 101,

Armstrong Theatre.

9:30 pm - T-Shirt De-

signing/Wing Meeting.

Saturday
29

8-9 am - Breakfast,

Rastall Dining Hall.

10-11 am - American
Council on Education

Survey, Armstrong The-

atre, (first year students
only)

11:15 am-12:45 pm -

Lunch, Rastall Dining

Hall.

1-3 pm - New Student
Games, Armstrong
Quad.

4:45-6:15 pm - Dinner,

Rastall Dining Hall.

9-11:30 pm -All-Cam-

pus Dance with Live

Band, Cutler Courtyard

(rain. Tiger Pit).

Sunday
30

11 am-12:30 pm - In-

terfaith Worship, Shove
Chapel.

11 am-1 pm - Brunch,

Rastall Dining Hall.

1:30-2:30 pm & 2:45-

3:45 pm - Personal
Safety Course, Arm-
strong Theatre.

4:45-6:15 pm - Dinner,

Rastall Dining Hall.

7 pm - All-Hall Pro-

grams, meet at your

residence halls.

On-Going Events

and l\/leetinqs

THE DEADUNE FOR THE AUGUST 31-SEFTEU-
BER 6 THS WEEK- IS MONDAY, AUGUST 24 AT
4M) PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONf7TLL-
SWOOP INFORMATKM SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHED IN
THS WEEK.- THESE FORMS AREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER

Ttiis space will contain events end meetings that

occur on a continual basis ttimughout the year.

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk end The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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For more informaiion about career services check the Career Center Kiosk, Career Center door, or inquire ul the Career Center reception desk

Interviewing The Interviewers
Some Thoughts About Interviews From Human Resources Managers

Common courtesies such as letting people

know when and where you can be reached,

prowding current telephone numbers and

addresses for references, and sending a thank

you note are also noted and appreciated by

personnel managers.'

•Julie Smith. Employee Relailons Manager. Pepsi

Cola Co.. Riverside. CA

interviewer to question a candidate's potential

loyalty and professionalism).

"Recruiters welcome questions about career

growth possibilities in the company, long-term

career options, and Gaining opportunities. Such
inquiries communicate a candidate's profes-

sional aspirations and level of commitment."
.UnHrauf Ur-nnrmirk IRM

In the Winter, 1992 edition of £fi£££

author Deborah Flores wrote an inte

article entitled personnel Pet Peevi

are some of the responses she rece

recruiters about the interview proce:

Preparedrtess and Protocol

It strikes me as odd that so many p
are out of work aren't aware of or dc

to the formalities. They come in unp

don'l know anything attoul the orgar

don't furnish you with references or

IVe even received resumes without

letters-"

Larry Anderson. DIreclorot Personm

Hospllals tor Crippled Children. Shrevep

Candidates should "learn as much i

about the company and the overall i

Read annual reports or go to the lib

public Informabon on a particular on

Also, make suro that your resume h

your strengths and Is reflective of yi

educational and work experience-m

overstating or understating what yo
And, prepare a concise cover letter

explains why you qualify for the po£
- Andrew McCormlck. Media relations n
IBM

AHllude and Attire

1 can'l tell you how many times pei

with ttieir cut-offs and flip-flops, It g

indication right away that they're no

about getting a job. You need to Id

It's amazing how many people don'

strale good, polite manners; they m
or pushy with a receptionist, for exj

pays to smile and t>e cordial with 9\

come in contact with. That attitude

difference in terms of how you're p(

prospective employer. That first im[

better or worse-is a lasting impress

Note: These listings are }ust a fe<

check ihem out.

Welcome To The Career Bulletin!

The Career Bulletin appears in The Source which is

inserted in The Catalyst. Look for thesefeatures

each week:

• Career Articles

• Career Library Resources

• Job Listings

•Internships

• Upcoming Programs

• Career Worltshops

• Scholarships/Fellowships/Grants

Part-time/Seasonal MFull-Time Positions

Supreme Court ot the United Stales

Seeking summer assistants and interns tor

various offices. Duties involve clerical work
and filling in for vacationing employees, fylust

have strong interpersonal and communication
skills- Starting salary for college students is

$7.60/hr. and for college graduates S8.50/hr
.

To apply submit the SF-171 with a cover letter

explaining why you wish to work for the

Supreme Court, which office you wish to work
for, and dates of availability by March 19. 1992 .

Send to: Supreme Court ot the United Slates, 1

First Street, NE, Personnel Office. Room 3,

Washington, DC. 20543; (202)479-3404.

Work with ACORN tor Social and Economic
Justice - The Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now {ACORN} is a
grassroots, multi-stats membership of low to

moderate income families working together in

affiliated neighborhood groups to win such
issues as lower utility rates, better health care,

lairer taxes, jobs and income, and a whole
range ot improvements from new parks to

improved street lighting. ACORN chapters fight

for issues ot economic justice on the neighbor-

hood, citywide. statewide, and national level.

Positions are available nationwide. Salary

rangesbetween $12-15,000pBryear , with

opportunities for advancement based on
performance. Benefits include: paid vacation,

holidays, and sick leave. For more information

or an application, contact: Jacki Sharer.

ACORN, 410 S. Michigan Ave., 4th fl. Annex,
Chicago. IL 60605; (312)939-7488.

Wani to be a Stockbroker? Hibbard Brown
and Co., a national full service investment

banking and securities brokerage firm, may
have an opportunity for you! All academic
majors will be considered. Need to be

motivated, friendly, professional, and willing to

attend specialized training courses at recom-

mended financial schools and pass a national

exam for securities dealers. Contact: tuleg

Bayliss. Hibbard Brown & CO. 4501 Erskine

Rd.. Suite 250, Cincinnati OH 45242; (513) 984-

2500. (Business/Industry Job notebook).

Internships

7-9pm
3-26 Peace Corps Info Table, 9-3pm
3-26 CIA Inlo. 6-7:15pni

3-27 Peace Corps Interviews, 9-3pm
3-27 CIA Interviews. 9-4;30pm
3-28 Resume Writing Workshop, l-2:30pm

Stale Mutual Companies Internship
The State Mutual Companies of Denv
accepting resumes for an intern'

from any interested Colors^

Internship is paid an f*

an office setdn''

'

more informal

Colorado Agent

80206-5898; (3t

Cullen Hughes in

additional infonnat>

S*^
.^^

" Note : The Career Center Staff will be on a
planning retreat on Thursday, March 12th.

The Career Library will be open from 9:00

9a.m.-12:00 noon, and from 1:30 -5.-00 p.m.
Counselors will not be available for

appointments during this time. All

other resources of the Career Center will

be available.

El Pomar Foundallon
The Founda''on has 2-3 Assistant Program
Officer • ng Internship positions open.

P' include: monitoring El Pomar
determining effectiveness of

nd analysis, acting as a
qroups using the Confer-

bili^ to officially represent

is an important criteria

.SI 7. 000 Plus

.•US can be addressed to:

.ogram Officers Jeff Trujillo, Usa
-/. or David Palenchar at 633-7733. To

jpply submit a 1-2 page letter describing yoUr
interest in the internship program and career

objectives, along with resume, college

transcript, and 2 letters of recommendation by

AorillS. 1992 to: Mr. David Palencher,

Selection Committee Chaimian, El Pomar
Foundation, 10 Lake Circle. Colorado Springs.

CO 80906.

\^

Recommended
Readltig:

ks On The Shelf

/y Wall. 10 Essential Steps To
'ol Admission, " by Howard

lert Minton.

if and which graduate school is

ofessional schools: law.

:ine; Graduate programs from

mputer science; How to

ualificaUons; How to market

Planning your finances; And
DOlS,

ons. The 100 Most Popular,

Profitable Careers In America
licholas Basta.

liled look at the major estab-

ving professions in today's job

latest data on employment

,
job openings and future

) professions profiled were
' basis of size, growth rate.

, and an informed assessment of

e over the next five to ten years.

iumes For Scientists and
by Adele Lewis.

ie basic elements that go into

:tive technical resume-style,

I, word choice, clearly defined

3er summaries, and more,

than 75 successful resumes.

Colorado College

Major Found
3SS In An Aviation

onversation With

onald Roberts, English

s of '83

Monday, March 23, 12:00 Noon
Bring Your Lunch
Gaylord - Worner Campus Center

Listen to Don discuss his life and career after

leaving Colorado College,

Your College Career
On One Page
Resume And Cover Letter

Writing Workshop
Effective resumes and letters grab the attention

of interviewers. Poor ones end up In the 'round

file." This workshop will consider format,

content, style and layout in resumes and in

cover letter writing and will present many
axamples. A short session on the 'curriculum

vjtae' for those interested in graduate schools

or academic careers will be held at the end of

each workshop. No individual crib'ques will take

place at this time.

Friday, March 27fri 1:00-2:30 p.m.

Advance sign-up In the Career Center is

requested.

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolvn (lianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Rolierls, Director

Cindy Funk, AssisUnt Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

Palli Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Mati Moyer
Johnna Kielzmann Sharieen Pisciotla

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects ot

employment and education. We do not knowingly
list job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully disalmlnale
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*****IN THIS ISSUE

$25.00 of MUNCH MONEY
good in Rastall, Bemis or Benji's!

But you have to read the THE SOURCE

Your Womer Box Number MAY be
the one hidden in these 4 pages

The deadline is

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 @ 5:00PM to claim

your prize

in The Leisure Program Office!!

THE SOURCE Editors,

Carolyn Gianarelli

Georgia Robertson

Ryan Webb

*Womer Box Numbers wiltNOT be inserted into Womer Center Room numbers.

FILM SERIES - FAIT. 1992

BUXXl
Boyz n' the Hood Sept 4,5,6*

Drowning by Numbers Sept 18,19

BLOCK 2
Leningrad Cowboys Go America Sept 30, Oct 1

Barton Fink Oct 16,17

BLOCKS
Salaam Bombay Oct 29,30
Europa Europa Nov 6,7,8*

Mystery Train Nov 13,14

BLOCK 4
Hairspray Dec 4,5

Admission is $1 or a FILM SERIES CARD can be purchased

al Womer Center Desk; $6 for 10 movies.

'Sunday matinee showtime 2 p.m. All others are 7:30 p.m.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext 6846

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY,
STAFF, ADMINISTRATION &
ALUMNI...WELCOME TO C.C!

The CENTER FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE is looking forward to our many
activities, re-establishing old relationships

with last year's C.C. Volunteers, and
building relationships with our new
Volunteers. We encourage and welcome
your participation in the various student-

run volunteer organizations and the off-

campus volunteer opportunities. We also

offer assistance for any individuals or

groups who wish to initiate community
service projects.

Visit us in Worner Room 2051! Or call us

at ext 6846!!

*+****** ******+***

ATTN: Tutors - High School Student needs

to prepare for algebra test. If interested,

contact Center for Community Service at

6846.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 233/232 Ext 6802

GO INTERNATIONAL!

Join the International Student
Organization at their First Meeting on

Tuesday, September 8, 12 Noon in

Womer 213. ISO includes many of our

Intemational Students as well as students

who have studied abroad. Join us in

planning Intemational Week and other

events for the school year!! ISO will meet

Tuesdays at 12 Noon, Worner 216 for the

rest of the semester.

DEADLINES! DEADLINES!
DEADLINES!

ACM Programs

Both October and November.

(CHECK OIP for specific dates)

Non-AfBIiated Programs

NOVEMBER 1

START PLANNING EARLY!
AVOID THE RUSH!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Ext 6338 Womer 233/234

COLORADO COLLEGE MINORITY
STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS invite your

participation in their groups and activities.

Membership is open to ALL students,

regardless of ethnic background; meeting

limes & places are subject to change. Please

check Womer Desk for times and room

numbers.

AASU
Asian American Student Union

Thursdays, 12 Noon

ASIA
Association of Student Interested in Asia

Wednesdays, 12 Noon

BSU
Black Student Union

Wednesdays, 6:30pm SCC

Chaverim

"Friends'. Jewish Student Organization

Fridays, 12 Noon

BGALA
Bi-seanial, Gay & Lesbian Alliance

Tuesdays, 6:30pm

MEChA
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano Dc Aztlan

Tuesdays, 12 Noon

NASA
Native American Student Association

Wednesdays, 12 Noon

*AU meetings in Womer unless indicated. Call

6338 for more informationl
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Monday
31

8:30 am-4pm - REGIS-

TRATION.

9 am - Instruction

Begins.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES
Hall.

Tuesday

12:15 pm - Cutler Pub-

lications Board of Dir-

ectors, Warner How-
bert Room 216.

12:00pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room
212.

12:00 pm - Freedom
and Authority Lunch-

eon, Bemis Exile

Room.

*12:00 pm - Interna-

tional Student Organi-

zation (ISO), Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00 pm - New For-

mat, Worner Hershey

Room 215.

Wednesday

*12:00 pm - Any Stu-

dent Interested in Asia

(A.S.I.A.), Worner
Hayes Room 213.

12:15 pm - Theatre

Workshop, Taylor Hall,

next to Bemis.

*12:15 pm - Mini-Con-

cert and Open House.

Pacl<ard Hall. Spon-

sored by the Music

Department.

3:304:30 pm - Tutt

Library Orientation.

8:00 pm - CHOICES
101--EDDIE TALKS.'

Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by BAC-
CHUS and Residential

Life.

Thursday

*11:00 am -OPENING
CONVOCATION. (If

non-CC people wish to

attend, call Catherine

Rivers, 389-6703.) Ad-

dress by Gregg Easter-

brook titled, 'The An-

nual End of the Worid!"

Honorary degrees will

be presented to Gregg
Easteriirook '76, writer;

Laura Hershey '83. ac-

tivist; and Michelle

Flukey Thomsen '71,

scientist. Shove Chap-

el.

12:00 pm - Arts and
Crafts, WornerEdwards
Room 211.

*2:30 pm- Colloquium

with Alumni Honorary

Degree recipient, Mich-

elle Flukey Thomsen
'71-her work as a sci-

entist. Physics Seminar
Room, Barnes Science

Center. Sponsored by
Dick Hilt, Physics.

*3-4:30 pm Colloqui-

um with Alumni Honor-

ary Degree recipient,

Gregg Eastertirook '76

on 'Writing and Public

Policy.' Room 17, Pal-

mer Hall. Sponsored
by David Hendrickson,

Political Science.

*3-5 pm - Colloquium

with Alumni Honorary

Degree recipient, Laura

Hershey '83 on
'Changing the System:

Activism in the '90's.'

Gates Common Room.
Sponsored by Ruth

Barton, English.

5-7 pm - Class of '95

WELCOME BACK PIC-

NIC. Food and bever-

ages will be provided.

(Bring CC meal card.)

Cutler Quad. Sponsor-

ed by Class of '95.



WEEK

Friday

12:30pm - Class of '96

Elections Information

Meeting, Warner Wol-

cott Room 117.

5 pm - September 10,

Womer Box 1639.

5-7 pm - Class of '93

PARTY to kick off sen-
ior year...music, food
and beverages will be
provided. Cutler Quad.
Sponsored by Class of
'93.

Saturday Sunday On-Going Events
and l\/leetinQs

me DEADUNE FOR THE SEPTEMBER 7-13
THIS WEEK- S MONDAY, AUGUST 31 AT 4M)
PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-
SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN OR[)ER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBLISHED IN
•THIS WEEK.- THESE FORMSAREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERTS OFFKE. WORNER CENTER.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Gennan Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
BemisExile Room.

'This Week" Is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Aug. 31 -Sept. 4
for more mformalion aboul career services check the Career Center Kiosk. Career Cenler door, or inquire at the Career Center recepnon desk

We're Here to

Help You!
The Career Center staff can

help you with your career

decisions.
• nol sure wiiai you want lo do?

• need lo choose a major?

• thinking about graduate school?

• looking fora job (pan-lime, summer, full-time)

The Career Cenler can help you find answers lo these

and other questions you may have aboul your future.

We provide a wide range of career services, programs

and resources lo help you with all areas of career

development.

The CareerCenter services are based on a "leadiing

"

or career development model consisting of three

stages: self-assessment, careerexploration and career

implemenlaijon. We will work with you lo help you

delemiine where you are m lemis of these

developmental stages.

To find out more aboul what we have lo offer and

how we can help you, lake the "50 Cent Tour of the

Career Center." being offered from 4:3O-5;0O p.m. on

these dates:

Monday, OcL 5

Tuesday, Nov. 10

Thursday, Dec. 3

JT7^

YOU'RE
\

INVITED \

The Career Center

presents

"Inquire Within"

A
mystic poet

production

Time: 8:00-9:30 p.m.

Location: Armstrong 300

Septembers. 1992

Undecided about a career?

"Finding a Career With Your
Name On It"

Don't know what you want lo do when you grow up?
This workshop helps you to figure out who you are

and enables you to begin matching your skills,

inlerests, values, and personality characteristics to

potential careers. With a inie understanding of

youreelf. you can begin exploring yourcareer

options. This workshop will provide strategies and

describe resources for obtaining information about

different careers and tor evaluating alternatives.

Career Center Services
Activation with the

Career Center

Students and alumni/ae of The Colorado

College are encouraged to complete a

Career Center Information Form and thus

becomeactivated. Students andalumni/ae

should activate as soon as possible to avail

themselves of individual counseling, job

announcements, the credentials service,

and recruitment visits.

Individualized Services

Career Counseling. All students and

alumni/ae seeking assistance with career

planning, resumes, graduate school

programs, orjob-hunting issues may make
an appointment to see a counselor after

activating. Student Career Assistants are

available for initial resume reviews and

other career development needs. Regular

"walk-in" times are available for those

with brief questions or concerns.

Testing. Careercounselors use the Strong

Interest Inventory. Campbell Interest and

Skill Survey, the Myers Briggs Type

Indicator, and College Major Interest

Inventory to facilitate the self assessment

and career exploration process.

Credentials Services. The Career Center

will send out letters of reference and

resumes to employers and graduate schools

at the written request of the student or

alumnus/a. Allow two to three working

days.

Videotaped Practice Interviews. Job

seekers preparing for interviews can sign

up fora taped practice interview conducted

by a local area professional. Critiques are

given after each interview.

Recruiting Visits. The Career Center

sponsors visits from graduate schools,

corporations, and other organizations who
will interview on campus. Advance sign-

up is required.

Career Referral Network. Studentsand

alumni/ae who wish to contact alumni/ae

for information on their career fields or

geographic areas may use the Career

Referral Network at the Career Center.

Names of alumni/ae who have agreed to

serve as sources ofinformation to students

and to other alumni/ae are indexed

alphabetically, by occupation, and by

hie regions.

Career Related Videotapes. Videotapes

are on reserve for viewing in the Career

Center. The tapes cover the interviewing

process and presentations by employers

on the job search process within their field

and about their organizations.

Career Programs

Workshops. Participatory workshops on

career planning, careerexploration. resume

and cover letter writing, graduate school

process, job hunting techniques,

interviewing skills, andothercareer-related

topics are offered throughout the academic

year. Advance sign-up is requested.

Career Panels and Presentations. Panel

discussions and talks featuring employers,

alumni/ae, students, faculty, and others

are held throughout the year on different

career fields and issues.

JobandCareerFairs. The CareerCenter
supports and sponsors a number ofjob and

career fairs providing students and alumni/

ae an opporhinity to meet employers and

otheralumni/ae to discuss internships, part-

time and summer jobs, and longer term

opportunities, and to learn about various

career fields and options.

Career Information and
Resources

Career Library. The Career Center has

a small, non-circulating library collection

containing career exploratory materials,

directories, organizational literature,

annual reports, professional journals, and

job newsletters.

Job and Internship Listings. Thejoband
internship notebooks also contain detailed

descriptions of job vacancies sent by

organizations. In addition, the Career

Centerreceivesjob vacancy bulletins from

other colleges and universities.

Informational Booklets and Guides.

Informational booklets on topics such as

resume and cover letter writing,

interviewing ski lis. self-assessment, career

exploration, and thejob search are available

in addition to guides on specific career

fields. The booklets and guides are free to

current students and activated alumni/ae.

Booklets are $2.00 to all others.

Are You...
Having trouble with your resume? Preparing for your future?

"Your College Career On One Page "

Effective resumes and letters grab the attention of

inlerviewen. Poor ones end up in the "round file."

This workshop will consider formal, content, style,

and layout in resume, and cover letter writing and

will present many examples. A short session on the

"curriculum vitae" for those interested in graduate

schools or academic careers will be held at the end of

each workshop. No individual critiques will lake

place at this lime.

"Chilling Out In The Hot Seat:

Effective Job Interviewing"
Always be preparcd-the golden mle of job

inleiviewing. This workshop covers what you should

do before, during, and after ajob interview-on or off

campus. Guidelines for prepjaring, presenting

information and questions effectively, handling

different interviewer styles, dealing with sensitive

issues, follow-up. and negotiating salaries will be

discussed and illustrated.

Survey ofRecent Graduates. Each year

the Career Center compiles a statistical

report of fields of employment, salaries,

job hunting methods, etc. of the preceding

graduating class, including their current

jobs or graduate school activities.

Presentations

Career Presentations by the CareerCenter

Staff members may be given to classes,

student groups, residence halls,

departments, and faculty on services

available in the Career Center or related

career topics.

Announcements
All Career Center events are advertised

in The Source, a weekly publication found

in the student newspaper. The Catalyst.

Flyers describing career programs are

posted on bulletin boards throughout the

College. A schedule of all Career Center

events is available in the Career Center.

Publications

Career Bulletin is a weekly publication

appearing in The Source inserted in The

Catalyst. It features samplings ofjobs and

internship listings, articles on career and

job search issues, resources in the Career

Library, and contains announcements of

Career Center programs and workshops.

Fees

Currently activated students and alumni/

ae within one year of graduation pay no

fees for most services. Testing (e.g..

Myers-Briggs, Strong) is available at $5 .00

per test.

Alumni/ae beyond one year of graduation

who wish to use the services of the Career

Center must fill out an information fonn

and pay a fee. A fee schedule is available

in the Career Center.

Hours

The Career Center is open Monday to

Friday. 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Looking for a job?

"How To FindA Job" (Full-time, Part-

lime, or Summer Job)
How do Colorado College graduates find jobs? Job

hunting in both the profit and non-profit sectors

requires more than answering want-ads. This

workshop teaches you how to focus your job search,

develop alternative strategies for researching key jobs

and employcR. manage your lime effectively, and

how to initiate, maintain and foliow-up interpersonal

contacts Uuough networking.

Career Bulletin
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SOURCE
BLOCK I September 7 - September 13, 1992 WEEK II

Win LUNCH FOR TWO @ WOOGLIN'S DELI
Escape from the campus for awhile & enjoy great deli

sandwiches & desserts!

But you have to read THE SOURCE

The deadline is

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 @ 5:00PM to claim your
prize in The Leisure Program Office!!

THE SOURCE Editors,

Carolyn Gianarelli

Georgia Robertson

Ryan Webb

CONGRATULATIONS TO Randal Wiss, Womer Box 1245 he read THE
SOURCE and won $25.00from the Bookstore!!

WHERE CAN YOU FIND OUT WHICH
GROUPS ARE ACTIVE ON CAMPUS AND

WHAT THEY DO?

STUDENT ACTIVITIES NIGHT
& ICE CREAM SOCIAL

September 16, 1992

7:30pm
Worner Center's Perkins Lounge

(that's the main level area in Womer Center).

If your campus organization would like to have a table set up
at Student Activities Night, be sure to fill out the registration

(available in The Leisure Program Office) form by
September 11, 1992. It's a great place to meet new students

and recruit members for your group!!

READING & DISCUSSION

Well-known Argentine author and human rights activist,

Luisa Valenzuela,

will read from her works
September 10, 1992 8:00pm

Gaylord Hall

Discussion will foUow.

Sponsored by the Romance Languages, Latin American Studies,

Women's Studies and Comparative Literature Departments

le Colorado College Community is cordially invited

to attend a Dedication Ceremony for the

newly completed statue of

Charles Learning Tutt

September 11, 1992 at 11:30 am
West Entrance of Tutt Library

The statue by Denver artist Ckyd Barnes, was generously donated by El

Pomar Foundation and Ed Honnen.

MAKE A DIFPERENCE
Woraer 205 Ext 6846

VOLUNTEER ACTION needs:

'Dependable students who like kids

*On-campus time with elementary-aged

children

^Commitment of twice per block for two
hours

Look for our information table at Student
Activities Night along with our other volunteer

opportunities...

Break Out - Alternative Block & Spring breaks

The San Luis Valley Connection
DAAC - Differently-Abled Awareness Coalition

EnAct - Environmental Action

K.E.E.P. - "Kare Enough about Elderly Peisons"

READiscover
Sheltered Lives

Sunday Lunch at Shove
Into the Streets

Habitat for Humanity
SEAC - Student Environmental Action Coalition

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Woraer 233/232 Ert. 6802

Come join us at a recital of

AFRICAN KORA MUSIC
Thursday, September 10

at 8:00 pm in Packard Hall.

Alhaji Papa Susso, a

Visiting Artist in Residence,

will be performing.

Join the International Student Organization (ISO)at

theirfirst meeting Tuesday, September 8 at 12:00pm
in Womer 216. All interested students are

encouraged to attend Come hear and share ideas

and plans for the year, including International

Week!!!

DEADLINES! DEADLINESI DEADLINES!

ACM Programs

Both October and November
(Check OIP for specific dates)

Non-AfBliated ProgranB

NOVEMBER 1

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Eit 6338 Worner 233/234

THE OFHCE OF MINORITY STUDEl^ LIFE
receive's information on scholarships, internships,

fellowships and more every week, so slop by or call

to find oul if there's something right for you!

CHECK OUT THE NATIONAL DIRECTORY
OF INTERNSHIPS - lists hundreds of different

internships-paid and unpaid-in 75 different fields.

A great place to look for summenime & post-

graduate experience and work

SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
(SIT) will have a representative here Wednesday,

September 16, 1992 and she is very interested in

meeting with minority students who would like to

study abroad. SIT offers some scholarships for

minority students - it's a great opportunity! Meet
her in Worner Center Room 212.

CHECK OUT the AASU, ASIA, BGALA, BSU,
Chaverim, MEChA, & NASA at the Student

Aaivities Night & Ice Cream Social - Find out

how you can be involved!!
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Monday

12:00 pm - ORC, WES
Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious

Life Council. An inter-

faith gathering of stu-

dent leaders from cam-
pus religious groups
exploring possibilities

for cooperation and
mutual understanding.

Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

Tuesday
8

12:00 pm - Freedom
and Authority Lunch-
eon, Bemis Exile

Room.

*12:00 pm - Intema-

tional Student Organi-

zation (ISO), Werner
Howbert Room 216.

12:00 pm - New For-

mat, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced
WP 5.1. Palmer 20.

Call ext. 6716. Spon-
ored by Academic
Computing.

*8:00 pm - Lopat En-

dowed Lecture by
ROBERT C. MAYNARD
titled, 'Media and the

Modem Age.' Mr. May-
nard is Editor and Pub-
lisher of the Oakland
Tribune. Gaylord Hall.

Wednesday

*12:00 pm - Any Stu-

dent Interested In Asia

(A.S.I.A.), Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Aficiona-

dos Luncheon. CC
Professor Emeritus
Richard Beidleman will

speak about ecology
and conservation in

Colorado Springs and
his years at Colorado

College. $9 for lunch.

Gaylord Hall. Sponsor-

ed by Southwest Stud-

ies.

*12:00 pm - Shove
Council, Shove Chapel
Seminar Room.

3:30 pm - Education
100: Aides in Colorado
Springs Schools. A
pre-requisite for Teach-
er Education Program
open to sophmores
and juniors. Attend-

ance at this seminar is

required for course
credit. CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(CAT) offered 9/12.

Course requirement
Register at Education
Department by 9/9.

Mierow House. Spon-
sored by the Educa-
tion Department.

3:30-5 pm - Printing

and Transferring Files

and E-Mail with Kermit.

Palmer 20. Call ext.

6716. Sponsored by
Academic Computing.

9:30 pm - Alternative

Music Night with DJ
Phil Brown. Free food
and beverages. Bring
CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
10

*11 am - Thursday-at-

11. PAPA SUSSO, AF-
RICAN MUSIC. Pack-

ard Hall. Sponsored by
the Music Department.

12:00 pm - Asian

American Student Un-
ion, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning
WP 5.1. Palmer 20.

Call ext. 6716. Spon-
sored by Academic
Computing.

*8:00 pm - PAPA SUS-
SO, a recital of African

Music. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsor-

ed by the Music De-
partment.

*8:00 pm - LUISA VAL-
ENZUELA, the Argen-
tine author and human
rights activist, will read
from her work. Discus-

sion will follow. Free
admission. Gaylord
Hall. Sponsored by
Romance Languages,
LatinAmerican Studies,

Women's Studies and
Comparative Literature.



WEEK

Friday
11

*12:00 pm - 'Faculty

and Faith' is planned
by students in order to

bring faculty members
into a forum wfiere

they can openly ex-

press and explain their

faith, religious or non-
religious, in a personal

way. Bemis Exile

Room. Sponsored by
the Chaplain's Office.

*8:00 pm - Colorado
Springs Symphony.
Works by Rossini,

Dvorak and Tchaikov-

sky. Tickets $5 at

Worner Center Desk.

Pikes Peak Center.

Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas

of the Leisure Program.

Saturday
12

*8:45 am - The Califor-

nia Achievement Test

(CAT). Register by 9/9

at Mierow House. This

test is a pre-requisite

for Education 100. CC
students free; fee for

community members.
Mierow House. Spon-
sored by the Education

Department.

*11:30 am -CHARLES
L. TUTTStatue Dedica-

tion. Refreshments.
West side of Tutt Lib-

rary.

*8:00 pm - VINX-re-

cently toured with Sting

on his "Soul Cages
World Tour." His music
blends African, soul.

Jazz and blues-records
for IRS Records. Tick-

ets $10 w/CC ID at

KRCC; $13 general ad-

mission at Indepen-

dent Records, The Pre-

lude and Ticketmaster.

Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by KRCC.

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony.
See Friday, 9/1 1, 8 pm.

Sunday
13

*2:30 pm - Colorado
Springs Symphony.
See Friday, 9/1 1, 8 pm.

On-Going Events
and l\/leetinps

THE DEADUNE FOR THE SEPTEMBER 14-20
THIS WEEK- IS MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 7AT 4 00
PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-
SWOOP INFORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBLISHED IN
•THISWEEK.- THESE FORMS AREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, Tam-9pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Rotienson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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^0^^ TODAY!
Don't wait until your senior year to start

planning your career! Today's job market

makes it imperative to start early. At the

Career Center we can help prepare you for a

carecr~for work that reflects you and your

interests, abilities, values, and personal

characteristics.

There are three major tasks youll need to

accomplish when deciding upon a career

padi:

1. Learn about yourself

2. Explore the world of work
3. Implement career plans

We've outlined a four-year plan (first year

through senior yeai^) lo guide you through

the career decision-making process, and to

help you make the most of the Career

Center while at Colorado College.

Remember, this is only a guide! The
amount of time you spend on each task will

vary. Whether you are a first year,

sophomore, junior, senior, traditional or

non-traditional student, you can adapt this

plan to your own needs. The important

thing is to get started and take advantage of

the services and resources available to you
through the Career Center.

First Year & Sophomore Year

Your first two years at Colorado College

should be spent learning about yourself,

beginning to explore the world of work, and

discovering the resources available on

campus to help you plan your career. At the

end of your sophomore year you'll be

chcxKing a major. If you have been doing

your "homewoik" all along, you should be

able to select a major which fits into your

career plan.

Getting to Know You
Askyourself this question: "What do I need

to know about myself to help me decide upon
a career?" Self-knowledge is the primary

step in making career decisions. You may
want to talk to a career counselor who can

help you answer questions you have about

younelf and show you how to begin

exploring appropriate careers. Vocational

tests, interpreted by career counselors, can

help you relate your interests, skills, and

person[,lity to various careers. In addition,

workshops on career decision-making,

identification of strengths and weaknesses,

and clarification of career values are

available each semester.

As The World

(Of Work) Turns
Exploring the world of careers can be

exciting as well as informative. Currently

there are over 40,000 job titles; you'll need

to develop a broad overview of the world of

work and begin to narrow down your

choices. The Career Center Library

contains up-to-date information including

definitions and descriptions, career

outlooks, salary projections, and the kind of

training and education required for

hundreds of careers.

There is no better way to find out about

different careers than to talk to professionals

working in those fields. Informational

interviews provide an opportunity to ask

professionals about their jobs, career fields.

First Year/SoDhomore Check I.kt

Woik on self-assessmcnl exercises lo identify skills, values and
Browse through career books in Career Library to identify career options

Attend career infonnalion panels lo hear about various career fields

Identify five lo ten careers lo explore in depth
Conduci infomialional imerviews lo gather spiecific data

Check wanl-ads and job listings in Career Library for current job market infomialion
Gain practical experience through volunteer work, on-campus, part-time, summer, orfull-time
pwsilions

Talk to participants at annual Career Fair

Utilize Career Referral Network
Sel up an internship in a field of interest

Shadow professionals ai their work sites

Take courses thai interest you
Choose a major ai the end of your sophomore year

and sp)ecific companies. The Career

Referral Network includes over 2,000
Colorado College alumni and parents who
have volunteered to talk to students about
their jobs and careers.

To learn about a field, and to improve your
employability before you graduate, begin
now to get some work experience. Look for

a part-time or svunmer job, internship, or
volunteer opportunity. Most employers
agree that seniors are more marketable if

they have had three or four years work
experience, even if it was unrelated to their

future career fields.

Finally, look for the Career Center's

"Traveling Road Show" coming to a

residence hall near you!

Junior Year

At this point you should have narrowed down
your career choice and made a tentative

career decision. Now is the time to further

explore career alternatives, gain relevant

experience, and meet with experienced

professionals.

LEARN YOUR KEEP
Consider an internship, field experience, or

volunteer work in your chosen field as a way
of getting "hands-on" experience and gaining

some marketable skills. TTie Career Center

receives a wide variety of internship listings

each year. Check our job board for the local

full-time and part-time jobs sent in by local

area employers.

You may need to learn some important job-

hunting skills to help secure an internship or

simuner job. Attend one of the resume
writing, job interviewing and job hunting

workshops offo-ed throughout the year, or

schedule an appointment with a career

counselor.

GET INTO IT!
Another way to investigate career

opportunities and make some valuable

contacts is to attend one of the career

programs held during the year. Professionals

provide specific information about their jobs

y qualifiiand necessary

various woik envir

in December
over 80 CC
careers.

"ications for entry into

inments. The Career Fair

chance to speak with

about their jobs and

Keep your eyes open for career information

panels which present professionals from
various fields discussing their careers,

answering questions, and providing helpful

information.

Last but not least, get involved in a

professional organization, society, or interest

group on or off campus. You'll not only learn

about the field but will also make excellent

contacts with other students and

professionals.

Junior Year Check I.to

Review and adjust your academic plan lo pr^are for your career cl

Take specific coursework

Work part-time or during summer in specific career field

Secure an internship or volunteer position directly related to your c

Gather specific information about potential employers

Join a professional organization or association

Attend career fairs and career information seminars and panels

Conduct more informational interviews

Shadow professionals at their place of work

Begin researching potential employers and/or graduate programs

Utilize the Career Referral Network

WomerBox 2187

Senior Year
Your senior year should be spent in job

preparation and placement activities. You
have, we hope, done some (if not all) of the

things we've suggested before yoiu- senior

year. If you have, it will make your job

search easier. If not, you might have to do
some catching up!

On your Mark, Get Set...

A career counselor can assist you in your job

search and critique your resume and cover

letters. The Career Center brings

professionals from local area organizations

onto campus to conduct "practice interviews."

If you have not yet attended a job search,

resume-writing, or job-interviewing

workshop, now is the time lo do so. To help

prepare for interviews, visit the Career

Center Library, which contains aimual

reports and literature about employers. In

addition, the Library Usts job vacancies in a

variety of career fields. Directories,

magazines, professional journals, and
newspapers are available to further assist you
in your job search.

GO!!!
Smart job-seekers utilize every possible

method and resource to find the right job.

The on-campus Recruiting Program is a

valuable way to make many contacts with

companies. Each year, national and Front

Range companies conduci on-campus

interviews at Colorado College for seniors for

a variety of positions. Don't miss the

opjxjrtunity to interview with some of these

companies this year.

Finally...

Choosing a career is a complicated process

requiring hard work and active involvement.

TTiis issue of The Career Bulletin is intended

to help you through that process and

familiarize you with the services available

through the Career Center at the Womer
Center. Make contact with our office soon,

even if it seems like graduation is years

away. The earlier you start, the easier it will

Senior Year Chfgk».rt

Target specific jobs and career interests

Take appropriale adjunct courses

Set up specific internships and/or volunteer positions

Join a professional association and anend conferences/meetings

Utilize Career Referral Network

Develop effective interviewing skills

Complete one or more practice interviews

Produce a quality resume or curriculum vitae and write effective cover letters

Obtain at least three letters of reference from employers, supervisors, or faculty members
Participate in on-campus recruiting program

Utilize all resources of Career Library: career Iwoks, employer directories, and job listings

Contact friends, relatives, faculty members, and professional people forjob leads

Implement a comprehensive jot>-search campaign
Identify appropriate graduate or professional school programs

Complete and sutnnit graduate school application materials

Career Bulletin
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Career Center Staff:
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CCCA re-elects self
Council votes to extend term one semester

Leigh Gillette testifies as the victim at the mock date lape trail last

Wednesday.

Grace assumes presidency
ByROBERTA.NEER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On July 1. 1992, Colorado College

gradume and faculty membo' of 25 years,

Michael Grace, began his term as intmm
presidentofthe college. Following president

GreshamRiley*sresignati(HiearliCTthisyear,

Grace has assumed presidential

responsibilities until the search for a full-

time president is completed.

Grace was selected for tfie position by the

Board of Trustees from around 28 oth»-

nominees.The FacultyExecutiveCommittee

recommended to the trustees that a faculty

membo^ shouldbe chosen, Graceexplained.

'They went to the trustees and said

that.. they should have an academic person

to help sustainthe growth andkeep the college

going during this interim period. The

trustees responded to that."

Although he was quite surprised that he was

the board's choice, he agreed to take on the

position out of a love for the college.

"I thought it would be somebody more

political than I am. That could have been one

of the reasons [I was chosen]. There was a

feeling that they didn't want somebody who

mightpursue too strongly a specific political

agenda."

Although Grace has served in other

administrative positions in the past, including

Dean of the Summs Session at CC, he does

notsee this as a career change. His heart is still

in the classrooms of Packard Hall where he

has taught and served as music department

chair.

The position of intoim president endows

Grace with all respcmsibilities and pow»^ of

a president of the college. As he mentioned at

a p'ess conference in May, although his term

should only last a year at most, his time here

will not be a lost year for CC. "This won' t be

a time when we have a baby-sitter for

our educational enterprise."

Grace has a hefty task. He must balance his

desire to be active and effective in directing

the college with a wariness about the essential

temporary nature of his position.

"There are certain areas where I would not

make decisions. Areas that involve major

policy change. , . it would be inappropriate,"

admits Grace. There are certain areas that

should be left to the new full-time presidenL

However, the strategic planningprocess, which

began last year, will continue during Grace's

Continued on page 5...

By JUSTIN BLUM
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Members of C.C.'s student government

last Wednesday voted to move the campus
government election date to the end of the

academic year, effectively extending iheir

own terms by a full semester.

The Colorado College Campus
Association authorized the change in a

unanimous vote, with two abstentions,

arguing the move would provide greater

continuity in the council's leadership and

actions.

The new election date — now written

intoCCCA' s by-laws—will takeeffect this

year, unless CCCA determines campus
opinion is heavily against their decision.

Under the new plan, students will cast

their ballots in May instead of December.

The decision will also result in the current

council serving three semesters instead of

two. Future councils will serve two

semesters, beginning in September and

ending in May.

"We decided to go ahead and do it," said

CCCA President Tina Eyre, "because the

people lefton the council thought it was best

for CCCA, and they were willing to make

But she added: "All of this is really

contingent on campus response of what
happens. This is not an absolute final

decision."

CCCA also plans to discuss establishing

at least two dedicated positions on the council

for first-year students who would be elected

several weeks after arriving on campus, Eyre

said. There are a total of 15 students on the

council.

Unless the provision for first-years is

made, the class would not be represented on

die council.

The CCCA also plans to discuss whether

graduating seniors should be allowed to vote.

Eyre said.

Reaction to the council's move appears

mixed.

Former CCCA President John Calhoon

came out against the plan, and cautioned

students and thecouncil to carefullyevaluate

the reasons for the new election date.

"1 just don't feel like the problems are

large enough u> justify moving it," said

Calhoon, whose term expired last year.

"Having elections at the end of the first

semester allowed first-year students to play

an informed roll.

"It boils down to whether or not the siuing

council is representative of the student body.

Continued on page 5...

Support group gets "new focus"

By MANDY HALES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

For the last four years, the Boettcher

Health Center has held a closed-discussion

group weekly for any woman at Colorado

College who wished to discuss the issues of

eating disorders and female body images.

Nancy Wilsted, one of the facilitators of

the group, "Body Talk," reports that in the

past the group has been very successful,

mainly because of the remarkable support

system the members have been able to build

by the end of a semester. In addition, the

women who have attended it have taken the

issue of their self-image as it pertains to

food and have related it to other aspects of

their lives such as their families, their friends,

their sexuality and their relationships.

The evolution of the group has been so

positive that this year "Body Talk" has

taken on a "New Focus" and will now be "a

closed discussion group to explore how
women's homes, friends, and culture have

influenced their perceptions and feelings

about body image and self esteem."

Membership of this confldential weekly

support groupisopenloany woman student

at Colorado College; the only requirement is

that once the group begins, people must

attend weekly.

Membership will re-open at the beginning

ofnext semester. This is so that faces become

familiar and so that an actual support system

can be built where members can feel

comfortable enough to share their feelings.

Meetings will be held on Tuesdays from

12:00 to 1 :00 in the Womer Center. Anyone

interested in "New Focus" can call 389-6384

and leave their name and extension. "New
Focus" will begin after six women have

registered.

Inside...
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Presidential search narrowed to four
Candidates speak to campus and answer questions

ByAMYMAURER
Catalyst SlaH Reporter

On August 26 the Presidendal

Selection Committee announced

the names of four finalists in the

search for a new president of the

college. The candidates are:

Carolyn Elliott, Professor of

Comparative Politics at the

University ofVemiont,Burlington,

VT. Joseph Ellis, who holds the

Ford Foundation Chair in History

at Ml Holyoke College, South

Hadley, MA; Kathryn Mohrman,
Dean of Undergraduate Studies at

theUniveisityofMaiyland, CoUege

Park, MD;
and Daniel

Sullivan,
President of

Allegheny
College,
Meadville,

PA.

All four of

the finalists

wiU come to

Colorado
College for

t w - d a y
interviews in

September.
Carolyn
Elliott was on

campus
September 3

and 4. Daniel

Sullivan will visit SeptembCT

14 and 15; Josq)h Ellis on

Caiol'

"Whatever

development

they have

undergone is

built on that

foundation."

O n

December 19,

19 9 1,
Gresham
Riley
announced
h i s

resignation as

president of

the college

president,
announce the

position, and

solicit
applications

This committee

received 202
applicationsand

announced the

selection of 13

semifmalists on

June 5, 1992.The
Presidential

Selection
Committee was

then

Kathiyn Mohrman

Daniel Sullivan

Dean of the

important

noon.

All of the

candidates

have
significant

teaching and

administrative

experience.

Additionally,

all earned

their
bachelor's

degrees at

liberal arts

colleges.
According to

Tim Fuller,

College, this is

because.

effective

June 30,

1992. At

that time the

Board of

Trustees
announced

that a

national
search
would be

launched for

Riley's
successor.

A
Presidential

Screening

Committee was established to

develop a profile of the next

fonned

further
analyze and

interview
candidates. The

members of this

committee are:

Trustees:
Diana DeGette,

Chairperson;

WiUiam Ward;

BUI CampbeU.

Faculty:
Professor
Walter Hecox,

Economicsand
Chairperson of the Faculty

Executive Committee; Robert

Mc J i m s ey ,

History, elected

to the second

faculty position.

Administrator:

Barbara Yalich,

Vice President

forDevelopment

and College

Relations.

Ex Officio

participants:

Professor Gale

Murray, Art,

Women's
Concerns;
Associate
Professor
Douglas
Monroe,
History,

Minority Concerns; Renee
Rabinowitz, Legal Counsel

and General Secretary; Timothy

Fuller, Dean of the College.

After interviewing 8

semifmalists in Denver August 1 0-

1 1 , 1992, the Presidential Selection

Committee narrowed the fielddown
to four finalists. DeGette, chair of

the committee, is "confident that

Colorado College will thrive in the

years ahead under die leadership of

one of these exceptional

individuals." The final selection is

due to be announced by early

December 1992.
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By JOE BARBER

ColoradoCollege'scampaignto

increase alumni giving has met the

second of its three goals resulting

in a record of nearly 56 percent

alumniparticipationanda$100,000

grant from the Adolph Coors
Foundation.

On July 1, 1990, the college

began a three-year Alumni
Participation Challenge, seeking to

increase the number of alumni
donors each year. Thegoals include
44 percent alumni participation in

the fint year, 55 percent in the

second year and 65 percent by the

end of the campaign (June 30,

1993).

"Through the 1980s, about 32.5

percentofouralumni weredonating
to their alma mater," said Michael
Grace, acting president of the

Colorado College. "With an idea

generated by our national alumni
council, we set ourselves the

formidable task of literally doubling

that number, to 65 percent, in three

years."

The final tally for that second
stage hasjust been completed, with
55.59 percent of alumni, or 8,583
out of 1 5,439, condibuting between
July 1, 1991 and June 30, 1992,

said Kevin McTeman, director of

the Annual Fund.

That brought in $ 1 . 1 3 million to

the college in unrestricted gifts.

"The Adolph Coors Foundation
provided a great incentive for us,"

noted alumnus Doug Norberg.

"Continuing theirhistory ofsupport

forthe college, foundation officials

had said they would provide a
$100,000 grant if we reialized the

second-year goal, plus a second

$ 1 00,000 grant next year, when we
reach our 65 percent
participation goal."

The 1962 graduate and his wife,

Nancy, Class of 1964, are the

retiring volunteer co-chairs of the

college's Annual Fund.

The $100,000 grant will help

create a modern, all-weather,

outdoor running track. The second
grant is earmarked for improvmg
computer technology in the college

library, to better access national

data bases and specialized

periodicals.

The Adolph Coors Foundation
was established sixteen years ago,

and ils grants to Colorado College
since 1976 total $443,000
(including the $100,000 grant for

the track).

"Attaining 55 percent alumni

participation is significant for

several reasons," said Acting
President Grace. "It means that a

record high has been set for

Colorado College alumni giving,

plus we receive the $100,000
challenge granL It also tells us that

the campaign is working and is yet

another measure by which Colorado
CoUege is included in die top ranks

of selective liberal arts schools."

On that last point, he noted the 20-

30 percent alumni giving is the

average for most of Uie nation's

colleges and universities, "but the

best liberal arts colleges, with which
we are compared, are solidly above

50 percent participation."

The final year's goal is a challenge:

Starting the new fiscal year at zero,

the college must again build to that

record 55 percent participation and
then convince an additional 1,500

alumni to join the ranks of the

giving, to reach 65 percent.

"Other colleges told us that

doubling alumni participation in

only three years was virtually

unheard of," McTeman said. "But
thanks to our hundreds of alumni

volunteers, trustees, and students

making phone calls, that

'impossible dream' is gradually

becoming a reality."
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Activist discusses books
By JOE BARBER

Argentine author Luisa
Valenzuela, whose books and
human rights activism have earned

her acclaim worldwide, read from

her works in a free, public event

Thursday evening at Colorado

College.

Her reading was at 8 p.m. in the

Gaylord Room of the Womer
Campus Center, 902 N. Cascade

Ave., and was followed by a

discussion.

Valenzuela's eleven books

include Other Weapons, He Who
Searches,imiOpenDoor. Virtually

all of her novels, short story

collections and critical essays have

been translated into Enghsh.

The Buenos Aires native has

received widespread critical

attention and is regarded as one of

the most important of the many
excellent, contemporary Latin

American writers.

A popular speaker on college

campuses, Valenzuela gave a

keynote address at the 1990
convention of the Modern

Language Association. Herhonots

include having been writer-in-

residenceatColumbiaUniversity's

writers' workshop, a fellowship to

the New York Institute for the

Humanities, and having been a

Guggenheim recipient.

TheThursday evening eventwas
sponsored by the college's

department of romance languages.

its Latin American Studies

Program, Women's Studies

Program, and Comparative

Literature Program.

KRCC's new home is also the scene of a sexual assault reported last week.

ASIA finds a happy home
SINGEU AGNEW
Catalyst Staff Reporter

A 65,000 dollar renovation is

nearly completedon the Donaldson

House located on the CC campus,

now home to the Asia Center.

Therenovation, whichwasaided

byan architectural advisor, included

bathroom improvements, new
kitchen appliances, paint, major

intaior work and new furniture.

Many safety features were also

needed to bring the house up to

codes acceptable for dormitory

occupancy.

Theelectrical system was totally

redone, rotted plumbing systems

were replaced, and a new boiler

andemergency lighting wereadded.

A new fire alarm system was

installed, as was an additional Hre

exit from the second floor.

The carriage house, which has

additional office and bedroom

space, was also renovated.

George Eckhardt, assistant

director of the physical plant,

commented that "it's quite a

transformation for a pretty

reasonable budget It was in sad

shape before."

The house is now occupied by

twelve students, most of whom
participate in the activities of the

AsiaClub. Thisisthefirstyearthat

the Asia Club has had a theme

house and so it is technically called

the Asia Center. After a year of

probation status it can be called the

Asia House.

The project is supported by the

AsianandPacific StudiesProgram,

and many activities are planned for

the new center. AsiaForum
seminars and meetings will be held

about twice every block, and there

will be a weekly series of Asian

films. Japanese and Chinese

languagecessesandadjunctclasses

may also be held at the new center.

A lounge area is available in the

carriage house where a TV and

VCR will aid in the classes.

TheGrandOpening ofthe house

is will beduringHomecomingweek

and there will be many lectures and

activities scheduled for this time.

Asia week, next semester, will also

include dancing, food, and lectures

centered around current issues in

Asi^ cultures.

Japaneseand ChineseLanguage

Tables will be held every week,

and will be prepared by residents of

the house. Chi Shu, head resident

ofthe house, emphasized that "food

is a major part of this house; there

will be a lot of food parties!"

1931 W. Unitah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

News Briefs
By SETH HSHER -- News Editor

Student assaulted at KRCC
Last Thursday morning a Colorado College student assaulted a

woman at the KRCC radio station, sources report.

According to Joe Barber, head of CC relations. "I believe it is to
early to say that it was rape, but someone was definitely assaulted."

"As I understand it, it was twopeople whoknew each other," added
Barber.

Mike Edmonds, dean ofstudents is heading up an investigation into

the matter. A report has also been filed with the Colorado Springs
Police DepattmenL

Wilkes dies in climbing accident

On August20, Jason Scott Wilkes.aColorado College Senior died
in a climbing accident at the Garden of the Gods.

Wilkes was killed after falling from the Cathedral Spire at the top
of a two-pitch climb. The exact cause of the fall is uncertain but it is

speculated that Wilkes' rope got caught on a rock which caused the

rope to break.

"I have to take his death as a learning experience," said Pele
Mulvihill, Wilkes good fiiend, "Jason lived his life to the fullest...l

want to live like that."

Memorial services were held for Wilkes on September 7 in the

Culler Courtyard of Colorado College.

Recent alunnnus dies after crash

Joseph Roubik, a Colorado College Alumnus who graduated in

December 1991, died September 3 as a result of an automobile

accident.

The accident occurred on August 29 near Littleton. Colorado.

A memorial service was held at St. Mary's church in LiiUelon last

Friday.

Class of 1996 to hold elections

Class Elections for the class of 1996 will be held on Monday,
September 14, at Womer Center during lunch and dinner.

There are sixpresidentialcandidatcs.one candidate for vice president

and one for secretary/treasurer.

The class officers program was just restarted last year in the hopes

ofboosting class unity. The move was started by the pride committee.

Sharon Oleszek, the advisor for the class of 1996, commented that

she "thought there was a good number of candidates for president"

Oleszek also added that she felt "it was too early gauge the success

of the program."

The Officers are elected lo one-year terms.

OUier classes vole for officers in the spring.

MORRIS MEDINA
OWNER

^iTi/e ^en^t^r

110 East Kiowa
(Downtown)

10% off for CC Students
471-9110

We have a commitment to

quality and innovative
hair designs. Come
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complimentary deep
condition treatment and
discover your hairstyle

potential.
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New theme houses CC unveils Tutt memorial
inspire awareness

By JULIE BOHL
Catalyst SlafT Reporter

The new academic year has

added two new theme houses to the

campus: the Non-Violence House,

located in Wood house, and the

Kids' World House; located in

Tenjiey house.

Each theme house plans to offer

activities which any student or

member of the community can

attend, such as speakers or

environmental awareness projects.

The Non-violence House plans

to hold open discussions as to the

true definition of "non-violence"

and to sponsor speakers infonning

others about non-violence and how
it can be applied to daily life.

The Kids' World House plans

to involve children in activities in

which they would not normally have

the opportunity to participate.

Every year there are two new
themes which Residential Life

choses based on a proposal issued

by die students who wish to live in

the house. Each person in the group

needs to write at least oneparagraph

explaining why he or she would
like to live in the house and what
they expect to accompUsh during

the course of the year in relation to

Iheirtheme. Theproposalalsomust

include a master list of tentatively

plarued activities.

TTiere are 1 1 people, including

the Head Resident Leigh Gillette,

living in the Non-Violence House,

and 18, including Head Resident

Janet O'Brien, living in the Kids'

World House.

The Kids' World House theme
was decided upon by a group of
friends who enjoy children and
working with diem. The Non-
violence House theme was chosen
by a group of students with the

same dieme in mind; however,

most of the 11 students did not

know each other prior to deciding

die theme.

Non-Violence House resident

Amanda Feeexplainsherdefinition

ofnon- violence and the objectives

she would like to see accomplished

diis year "1 would like to see us

reaching out to other people.

Primarily, non-violence is a way of

life and a way of looking at the

world. It's an approach to life, an

attitude that you can apprtiach life

in a manner that won't cause harm

to others and can treat everyone

equally and look at both sides.

There's always an alternative to

fighting." Most speakers for die

Non-Violence House are planned

for the second Wednesday of each

block in the Bemis ExileRoom . All

students are welcome to aaend.

Raleigh Cobum of the Kids'

World House says Uiat die main

goal of their house is to "give

children a sense of love for die

environment and nature and to pass

itontotheirpeers." She would also

like to see die awareness widim the

community and campus increase.

On September 1 6 diere will be a

showing of "Fern Gully" and a

National GeographicFilm showing

to help inform students of our

current situation.

Bodi groups receive financial

support from Residential Life to

sponsor their activities, andeanalso
request extra funding from the

CCCA if needed.

Mostofdie speakers fordieNon-

Violence House are volunteers; the

Kids 'WortdHouse, however, needs
additional funds for food and
transportation for the children.

Presently, Uiey mustrent the school
vans to accommodate the kids.

The two houses would boUi like

to see students volunteerto help out

wiUi activities and participate in

campus events.

By DLiVNA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Charles Learning Tutt

bronze memorial statue which has

stood outside Tutt Library for the

past tfiree weeks, bound and tied in

tarps and garbage bags, will be

officially unveiled today.

The statue was donated to the

school by Ed Honan and the El

Pomar Foundauon of Colorado

Springs. Honan, who is also

responsible for the budding ofCC's
icerinkand for giftdonations to die

college's Fine Arts center, is a CC
alumnus from the class of '2 1

.

Library Office Supervisor Rita

Edgington explained Uiat Honan
had been good friends with the late

Charles Tutt and wanted a statue

built that would accurately depict

him. "He didn't like die bust that

sits in die vesdbule (of die library);

hesaid itdidn'tlook like (Mr. Tutt),"

Edgington said.

TheElPomarFoundation, which
grants funds todifferent institutions

in the Colorado Springs area, has

also been responsible for funding

die college's sports center and the

library as well as contributing to

dieWomerCenter. Tuttwasaleader

of die foundation until his death in

1961 and had been die forefront

advocator of funds for die library.

Tutt, a life-long resident of

Colorado Springs, was bom on Jan.

9, 1889, into one of Colorado's

most prominent families. As his

father had been one of the first

citizens to settle here, the Tutt

Tutt's new hood ornament was unveiled to a crowd of
awed onlookers today (eighth hole, par 4).

family was a part of the initial gold

rush.

In 1909, Tutt married Eleanor

Armit and they had four children.

In his lifetime Tutt headed many
area organizations, societies and
companies.

According to Head Librarian

John Sheraton, die statiie depicts

Tutt in his mid-50's.

When asked why the statue of

Tutt holds a cowboy hat, Sheraton

replied Uiat the statue holds not a

"cowboy hat" but a "western
business man's hat."

The statue was sculpted by
Denver artist Cloyd Barnes.

Sheraton estimated the total cost to

be 30,000 dollars. This, he assured,

was at no cost to the school.

The statue unveiling and
reception, scheduled to lake place

at 11 a.m. today, welcomes Ed
Honan as special guest. Attending

die unveiling will be Thayer Tutt,

paternal grandson ofdielateCharles

Tutt and maternal grandson of Ed
Honan. Tutt will speak, along widi

John Sheraton andActing President

Michael Grace.

Easterbrook advises students
By SEAN MCLAUGHLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Stock Up Now!

Supplies

SALE

Colorado
College

Bookstore

Students who attended Gregg
Easterbrook's discussion last

Thursday about careers in

journalism heard the writer's

opinion on subjects ranging from
die impact of journalism on public

policy to die value of attending

journalism schools aftergraduation.

Easterbrook, a 1 976 graduate of

Colorado College, was here to

deliver die Convocation address,

entitled "The Annual End of die

World."

Mr. Easterbrook attended die

Medill School of Journalism at

Northwestern University after

graduation from CC.
His first writing job was a brief

stint at a Bade publication covering
toxic waste issues. From there,

EasterbrtMk moved quickly to the

t(q) of his field, writing tat The
Washington Monthly and dien The
Atlantic and eventually becoming
a contributing editor of diese two
publicarions, as well as of
Newsweek. Mr. Easterbrook has

also published a well-received

novel entided ThisMagicMoment.
Mr. Easterbrook advised current

and future journalists to read oUier

goodjoumalism.especiallytheWeiv

York Times, which, according to

Easterbrook, is generally die first

periodical to publish important

stories diat will laterappearin Time
or Newsweek. He also

recommended reading George
Gilder's Wealth and Poverty and

ll<»"<fc—

.

We spoil our customers with
exotic and Holland flowers.

20% off all local
orders with CC ID.

Located two doors south of the Ritz on Tejon.
21 South Tejon

Colorado Springs, CO 80903
(719) 632-0707

Sttiobe Talbot's Deadly Gambits.

twobooks that, in Mr. Easterbrook'

s

opinion, had significant impact on
public policy in Uieir time.

When asked by a sttident about

the advisability of going to

journalism school,Easterbrook said

diat such schools will, "if nothing

else, force you to write often...

Some editors, though, " he
cautioned, "will make it a point not

to hire journalism school

graduates."

Mr. Easterbrook gave seminar

attendees anumberofinsights about
the worid of journalism, often

suggesting diat journalism careers

are accessible to young graduates

widi ambition. He said diat while

small newspapers are still the

traditional entree into the

profession, ttade papers are fast

becoming a proving ground for

younger journalists. Easterbrook

stressed diat, atmany ofdiese trade
journals and newspapers, writers in
dieirtwenties arewriting die articles

which make an impact.

Easterbrook'sseminarlentsome

encouragement to the aspiring

journalists who came to hear him.

His success impressed Mtfav
M\)XX£v: "He's about durty years

old, a CC. grad, and he's already

very well known."

Thosewho missed die discussion

maywanttoreadMr.Easterbrook's

forthcoming book on
environmental policy. The as-yet-

untitled work is scheduled for

publication by Viking in 1993.
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Year begins with Grace period
Continued from page 1...

tenn, and a '"penultiinate report"

will be issued in December.

"Thequestion is how strong will

therecommendadons[in thereport]

be," said Grace. The Greek system

isinreview.forexample.andGrace

commented, "Will thatcommission

in December come to the

conclusion, 'we will recommend
getting rid of Ihe Greek system. .

.

.'? Well, I would hqie that the

commission
would notcome
up with that

absolute firm

position. I think

that it would be

a mistake to do

that before the

new president

has a chance to

come in and
review that.

There are fine

lines as to what

can be done

[during my
term]. But we
really will

continue
studying these issues."

Grace also recognized the

struggle of dealing with the Board

of Trustees, one aspect of the job

which he considers, "uncharted

territory." However, his experience

asaXrusteeofiheColoradoSprings

School should give him a certain

insight

"I have to provide a certain

Acting President Michael Grace

amount of leadership to them [the

Trustees] without seeming like 1 'm
impinging on their authority. But I

must represent lo Uiem what I think

and what other administrators and

certainly the faculty think is best

for this college. That's really

important," he said.

Grace realizes the limitations of

his temporaryposition and stressed

that he has no personal political

agenda but also has strong feeUngs

concerning what

he can

accomplish.
There are areas

which can use

work without

major changes,

such as

academic
advising, he

explained. Grace

wishes 10 set a

positive scene

for prospective

presidential

candidates and

the eventual

president.

"There have

been certain areas where one might
not completely trust or agree with

another group. If nothing else, I

want 10 make sure that there are

good, open, trustful and candid

communications taking place

between various constituencies. .

.

that would be the right kind of

environment to welcome the new
president into."

Student government prolongs term of office
Continued {rem page 1...

The first-years— one fourth of

the campus— will be represented

by students they never voted for."

He said reserving a few first-

year positions is inadequate.

Laurel McLeod, vice president

for student life, said she supports

the amendment and believes firsl-

year students will be represented

by other campus groups.

"RHA (Residence Hall

Association) as a residence hall-

basedorganization isprimarily first-

years and sophomores," she said.

"First-yeais haveRHA to represent

them." RHA'smainroIeisfunding

residence hall activities.

Members of CCCA said the

change in election time will produce

a more fiscally sound student

government because one council

will be responsible for allocating

money for a full year. Until now,

councils were limited to spending

halfof the full year's budget in one

semester.

That caused problems several

years agowhen an outgoing council
exceeded its half-year allounenl of

funds. The next council to take

officewas left with a depleted bank

account.

"limakes sense that one council

is allocated a certain amount of

money and is held responsible for

it," said Eyre.

Moreover, she said decisions

about large budget allocations will

not have to be made as soon as the

council takes office, which occurs

CCCA poses for picture after being elected to first term.

now.

Eyre also said there will not be
as much turnover among stiident

government officials who
frequenUy do not return lo campus
10 serve the second semester of

Uieirterms. ThreeCCCA members
left at the end of last semester.

Alexandria Nguyen, CCCA
constitutional vice-president, said

Ihe change will assist campus
organizations who had to apply to

be recognized by CCCA in the

middle of the year. "This way
organizations will have Uieir status

recognized September through May
instead of throughout the first

semester," Nguyen said.

Nguyen does not Uiink first-

years will oppose the dale change

because she said they are not

typically involved wiUi CCCA.
"A lot of first-years don't run."

she said. "They don't know what

CCCA is about."

Although the decision lo change
voting dales has already been made.

Eyre said the council will overturn

its ruling if enough students are

unhappy.

"We plan to gauge student

reaction and give people an ample

opponuniiy to respond," said Eyre.

CCCA plans all-campus

mailings and student forums to

gauge reaction to the plan, Nguyen
said. She plans lo hold the first

forum on SepL 15 in Womer.
Nguyen said she docs not expect

much opposition butacknowledgcd

Uiat suidents who planned lo run at

the end of the semester might be

upset.

"1 tiiink people . . . who were

excited about running for CCCA
next semester might be

disappointed," Nguyen said.

She quickly added: "We're not

doing this jusl so we can stay in

another semester."

''Get The Breaks You Deserve "

Save Over $400.00
Old Chicago Beckett's Ritz Grill

Meadow Muffins O'furry's
Subway Josh and John's Wendy's

Michelle's Domino's Louie's
Grand West Outfitters Keystone

Independent Records Bungee Jumpers
Plus Many Others!

Coupon Books Are Still Available
At The Book Store!
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Mountain experiences await courageous
Rv 1L« ATT11I?11/ ClinC ^ .. ^ - _ -
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By MATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

In keeping with the tradition of
avoiding tlie madhouse that is the first

weekend of the school year, my friends

and I succumbed lo a more primordial

call; we headed for the mountains, not

of Busch, but the real thing, the Sangre
de Crisios, in all their autumnal glory.

Our goal was to climb Creslone Needle,

a towering, precipitous hunk of rock

with a 1700 fool face that tops off at

about 14,200 feet. Needless to say, I

was as nervous as George Bush on
election day.

As we hiked in to camp (he night

before the climb, I stared at "The
Needle," as my companions referred lo

it, in disbelief. Was I really going to try

to climb that sucker? On previous
excursions to South Colony Lakes (the

area below the Needle), my worries
were bad enough withoutplacing myself
half way up a wall of rock nearly twice

the height of the Empire Slate Building:

once, the mosquitoes were convinced that

I was flavor of the month—either thai, or

no one had informed them that ihey were
supposed 10 hate the smell of my bug
repellent; another time, I narrowly
escaped a bloody death ai Ihe claws of a
mixed gang of what I am sure were mutant
marmots and porcupines, determined to

ravage my camp in search of food, flesh

or otherwise.

But on both occasions I emerged
relatively unscathed, with a renewed
confidence that I had nothing to fear in

the mountains, provided I remained
within my bounds.

Crestone Needle was not necessarily

within my bounds.

My companions assured me that I

would "lame" the Needle, Ihai my relative

inexperience wouldn't be a factor. They
told me to not look down, no matter
what.

The climb began with about 1200 feet

of unropcd, class IV climbing—

^-1 , , ,
Malt Lewis

Cool as a cucumber, John Feiges '92 awaits the beginning of the first
technical pitch, while Travis Eisman '93 makes a meal of the scenery

*«,i^ -^ i

About as high as you can geL..Lewis chilling on the summit of 14
"97."^'

foot Crestone Needle, the 20th highest peak in Colorado

essentially, scrambling up relatively

steep rock, with lots of exposure (read:

falling is not an option). The key, as
Ihey said, was to not look down; of
course, being the curious fool that I

am, I did—once. Then I didn't look
down anymore.

Although I made ii through this

segment of the climb without wetting
myself, I was still immensely relieved
when we stepped into our harnesses
and lied into the rope. While my
climbing partner had done the same
ascent without any rope at all, I clung
to my "security blanket" Ihe way a 5-

year-old clings to Mommy's leg on the

first day of kindergarten. But much
like the five-year-old, I found that

school, in this case alpine
mountaineering, was not so bad. In
fact, once we reached the summit, I

was filled with joy, both at having
reached the lop of one of the harder
14'ers, at and having overcome my fear.

Colorado's 54 "fourteeners," or
peaks over 14,000 feet, are a veritable

playground for the outdoor enthusiast.
The views afforded from the top of
these behemoths is enough to make
King Kong envious; coupled with ihe

awesome feeling of reaching Ihe summit
under one's own power, ihey can
produce adrenaline rushes Ihai will keep
you high for days But they are not for

the faint hearted. Colorado's high peaks
claim the lives of many climbers each
year, often in accidents that could have
been avoided with appropriate
precautions. I was fortunate; my
climbing party consisted of three very
experienced climbers who were
constantly reassuring me and telling me
10 take my time. Something still could
have happened, but by being
overcautious, we slimmed those
chances.

If you intend to pursue a similar
"Rocky Mountain High." be careful.

Don't do something you don't feel

comfortable with, and especially don't
do something in which you have no
experience. How do you geiexperience,
you ask? Go on a O.R.C. trip, or ask an
experienced friend to tag along. The
Rocky Mountain High is all its cracked
up 10 be, but an accident can be quite the
buzz kill. So gel oul there and climb a
peak, but be careful. Don't become a
statistic.

Overcrowding: a classic CC housing goof
^^ /A 1976 and 1996 were both overcrowded r.. j._. .^

'!L*.^^,nr"'°"'°'""""'""'' O"^ ^'""enl who witnessed two

This vjeEK \ri c.il. HiStoRY..

BySTACEY SOWARDS
Features Editor

"Generally, when college students are
staying in hotels, it is a sign thai they
are individually wealthy or individually
homy. This year, however, it is a sign
that Colorado College is unusually
healthy." Steven Wilkes, 1972
Calalysl Suff Writer

This year every lounge in every dorm

has been filled with the overflowing class
of 1996 students. And not only do the
lounges serve as dormitory rooms now,
but each room has four people I

But this is not a unique problem. This
week in C. C. history, twenty years ago
.the first two Calalysl issues of the year
observed that part of the overcrowded
class of 1976 was homeless, much like
the problem we have on campus this
year. How interesting that the classes of

exactly 20 years apart
In 1972, with 492 incoming first

year students, sixty-three students were
left roomless.

Apparently, the reasoning behind the

overcrowding was due to
overadmission of students. The average
class size before the class of 1976 was
450.

Another reason for the lack of room
for the first years in 1972 was that
Residential Life had to make sure they
had no vacancies, so Admissions
overadmitted students.

Eligible students were encouraged
to apply for off -campus status, but as
that only included seniors, those over
2 1 .

married students, and those students
excused for medical or religious
reasons, many first year students
remained without a place to slay.

By the time school started, sixteen
students had no place 10 call home, so
the extras were put up in Acacia Hotel
in downtown Colorado Springs.
Apparently, this "quality hotel" left

much 10 be desired.

cockroaches in the building was quoted
as saying, "they were guests just like us,
so we didn't hassle them, and Ihey didn't
hassle us."

He also went on to say that he
thought that some of the residents hadn't
left the lounge since 1950.

On the other hand, there was actually
one student who enjoyed living in the
hotel because of the sympathy he
received. He had to walk six blocks 10

school everyday! That's a loi of walking
in two weeks.

Once this student was placed in the
dorm, he was sorely disappointed at the
lack of attention he received.

By the second week of school, the
hotel students were finally moved back
to campus and into dorm rooms, as
some seniors didn't return and a few
ineligible students were finally granted
off campus status.

So. all you first year students living
in lounges, do not despair. You may get
a permanent home yet. as did the class
of 1976.
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bSI^.^*^^^ ^^^ academia to leam... glass blowingByPt-ltMULVIHILL
directionforhislife. Hisenthusiasm O "^•»-v i » xil^

Catalyst Staff

Mountain biking, skiing. Lake
Powell, frisbee, pottery, geology

field trips. These are some of the

typical CC passtimes. But glass

blowing?

When Nick Kekic told me
he was taking a semester off to go
to glass blowing school, I gave him
the raised eyebrow that he must

have seen on many other faces.

However, after hearing about his

experience, how it changed his life,

how intricate and beautiful his an
is, I have become absorbed in it.

Last spring, Nick, after a

slightly more typical interim from

CC as a fuU-time skier, went to the

Penland School of Crafts in

Penland, North Carolina, for an

intensive six week program in

blowing glass. Penland is a

preeminent and historically

innovative institution for many
crafts. Glass blowing, which
exploded in popularity in the sixties,

is a medium that "doesn't occur to

many people," in Nick's words.

However, this highly technical and

diverse art form came naurally for

Nick.

Nick's father and, he

recently learned, his grandfather

were botfi glass blowers. Hisstep-

fadier and his brother both blow
glass; Nick, with characteristic

modesty, told me that he picked it

up relatively quickly. Observing

his father blow glass as a child,

combined with the emptiness

created by his father's death when
Nick was 12, helped him find a

and dedication to glass blowing

stood out as we talked for hours

about techniques, traditions, and

equipment This enthusiasm, along

with a growing appreciation of his

father acquired through meeting

people whoknew him well, merged
for Nick in what many Penlanders

call "the Penland experience." This

mythical feeling is different for

evetyoneatPenland,bmfewpeople

leave a program there without a
renewed or deepened interest in

and appreciation for their medium
and how it relates to their lives.

I asked Nick to describe

how he made a relatively simple
vase. Thecomplexityoftheprocess
is phenomenal but fascinating for

even a layman like myself. He
tossed around terms like glory hole,

annealer, punty, and blowpipe. I

can't reproduce his explanations

for even a simple vase due to the

intricacies and jargon. However, I

will neveragain be able to purchase

a store-bought glass mug without

feeling disgusted by the mold lines

that Nick pointed outand explained
to me with a vocal sneer.

To give you an idea of

how difficult and intense it is to

make what I casually refer to as an

"ordinary" vase, know Uiat Nick
starts with molten glass at 2000
degrees. Dealing with the heat and

the bums thatcome with one's

initiation into the craft, "was the

most difficult and frustrating tiling

I've ever encountered", says Nick
The constant cooling of the glass

createsaneedforfreauentandraoid

reheating and reforming of very

Kekic proudly displays the fruits of his labor

specific and often tiny areas on die working space, the shop takes three
now not-so-ordinary vase. Coupled

with patterns in the glass, texture,

color, and otiier innovations, this

vase tiiat Nick refers to as "nothing

I'm terribly proud of becomes
increasingly impressive.

Nick recentiy got a job at

die only glass blowing shop in the

Springs, adjacent to Surplus City in

Old Colorado City. In exchange

for free materials, propane, and

of every four pieces Nick produces

to sell in the shop. Although the

facilities are limited in comparison

to Penland, Nick is excited to be

glass blowing at all. In blowing

lingo, Nick is "hot"; Uiat is, he's

anxious to work.

Nick has found a vocation

that every aimless senior atCC can
envy. He simply must decide in

which ski town he will open up his

glass blowing shop, pending his

graduation. In the mean time, he

will keep blowing glass—and
skiing, playing frisbee, and
mountain biking. Glass blowing

can now fit in with these more
typical CC hobbies. Now, instead

of raising my eyebrows , I ask Nick
to lake mo to his shop and let me
keep his glass blowing books as

token of his formedy puzzling.now

enviable experience at Penland.

Olman receives Nick Adams story award

Chris Flood

Lynda Olman, winner of the Adams Short Story Contest

By STACEY SOWARDS
Features Editor

A painting of a gargoyle in a

bubble reaching out for something,

but never quite able to reach what it

desires. This is the description of

Uie poster tiiat Lynda Ohnan keeps

in her room that inspired her to

name her prize wiiming story "The

Gargoyle."

Lynda, who is currently a junior

English major, recenUy won the

Nick Adams Short Story Contest

withherstory'TheGargoyle." She

was awarded $1,000 for her effort

and talent.

Lynda first wrote "The

Gargoyle" for the Ebey Novella

Contest, a C. C. campus-wide

competition held annually . She Uien

resubmitted the story, with a little

revision
, to the Nick Adams Short

StiJty Contest, where her story was
one of 38 entries. EnDies were

from the fourteen colleges that

make up Uie ACM (Associated

Colleges of die Midwest).

The contestwas narrowed to six

fmalists, and then short story writer

Patricia Lear judged the top six.

She chose Lynda, along witii two

runners-up, as the top writers.

Lynda's story is about a young

woman who has just discovered

she has a brain tumor that could

eUminale her speech and writing

talent The story is written injournal

form.beginningapproximately two

months before the woman is

scheduled to have brain surgery, up

until the night before the surgery.

Lynda said dial aldiough the

woman in the story is in some ways
similar to herself, it was not

intended to be biographical.

According to Lynda, one of the

biggest challenges she faced in

writing this story was its basis on

reality. She is accustomed to writing

fantasy and has written two novels

in such form.

ALTERNATIVE
POPTHRASH

PUNKFUNKRAP

473* 1022
DJ Services * Mercury Morris Music

Taylor Travel Inc.
Taylor Travel wants to welcome

all new students to Colorado College
Come stop by and pick up two posters and an air

plane ... free

"Serving the Colorado College community for over three decades"

M^M 818N.TejonSt. ^^^,

Open Mon. thru Fri. 8:30 to 5:00

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Vacation Store
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1/2 pepperoni, 1/2 onions, karma all around
J"^ X Jl Butdon'tbetoohastyinyour

By MATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

The other day, as I sat and

contemplatedmyplace in this topsy

turvey woridofours,some difficult

questions invaded my thoughts:

What will I do after graduation?

Who is going to win the election in

November? Will humans ever

achieve a symbiotic relationship

with ol' Mama Terra? What

loppings should 1 get on my 'za?

That's right, pizza. You all are

probably wondering, "What has

this guy been smotdng?" But only

the tragically ignorant are unaware

of the importance of pizza in the

grand scheme of things. As Hairy

Ch^in used to sing, "All my life's

acircle "so all truly greatthings

are circular—the earth (in a

spherical sense), frisbees, bicycle

wheels, rolls ofduct tape, Roseann

Barr, andyes, thatbastion ofClassic

American Greasy Foods, pizza.

According to an informal study

donebyDomino's, the type ofpizza

MmDunm.... this little beauty

we eat is, in a sense, a reflection of

ourpersonality. The study suggests

that the kind of pizza college

students order is in many ways

connected to the college they chose

to attend. For example, small

schools of 10,000 students and

under onler 12% more pizza than

could detennine your future

large institutions; 68% of these are

no-meat pizzas. Big schools, in

contrast, order pizzas with meat

toppings 73% of the time. So, if

you like small classes, familiarfaces

and doublecheese, mushrooms and

onions, a small school is for you.

And where does one find the

pizza with the best kaima, on a

college budget? If you're after

sheer quantity, l-eon Gessi's has

all-you-can-eateveryMondaynight

for $3.25. As for delivery, no one

beats Louie's, boasting four

different crusts (including gariic)

and on-demand jalapeno peppers.

Butdon'tbetoohasty in yoursearch

for that orgasmic pie. Ssome

decisions, like fine wines, require

time and consideration to be done

properly. In the meanwhile, here

aresomepizzafacts to peruse while

you dream up some toppings.

-Ole Miss orders 32% of all

pepperonipizzasinthenation(goes

well with all that meat of

knowledge).

-Michigan, Duke, Stanford and

Bucknell are the lowest tipping

schools in the nation (tuition high

enough for ya?).

-Fiist-year students order 15%

more pizza than upper classmen

(this is the real "Freshman 15").

-LitjeralArts students lovepizza,

ordering 15% more than other

students, butdon'tcare what type it

is.

-Tulane students always try to

order beer with their pizza (What?

In New Orleans?).

And finally.. .-Schools that

actually order anchovies are:

Transylvania U., Yale, UNLV,
Syracuse, and Washington State.

^
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healthy appetites
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IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FORRETIREMENT ISWHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is. you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retiremen

can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll wan
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax-deferra] and give your
money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,530* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Even ifyou're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of

their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

St»rtpUnnin0 yourfuture. CM our BnroUnKnt Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Bnsaring the future
for those vrho shape it.^

'AjJuming an uiteratra

ff>ime «o, 3if/t^cAl^idO. CRBFuriiju^Uj art iub-tialt^ ly TIAA-CREFIn3i^^l an3 la^lttuliaaal St^ioj.

By TODD KEATHLY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Adams Mountain Cafe

Address: 733 Manitou Avenue
Telephone: 685-1430
* poor
•* fair

*** good
'•**'* excellent

Service: *"'*l/2

Price: $5- $14/ person

Food: *••

Atmosphere: *••

No Alcohol/No Smoking
Dress: Casual

Located about fifteen

minutes away from the C.C.
campus by car, Adams
Mountain Cafe offers a pleasant

setting for a tasty natural food
menu. This small but relatively

quiet cafe was voted "Best of

the Springs" for 1990 and 1991
for best natural food restaurant.

After visiting Adams, I can
certainly understand its positive

reputation.

After investigating the

menu, my friend and I decided
to split an order of "Macho
Nachos" for starters and then

share the Cashew Chicken
sandwich and The Coloradan,
an open faced sandwich that

has Muenster and Cheddar
cheese melted over tomatoes,

avocado, sprouts, and turkey.

The nachos came with melted

cheese, green onions, tomatoes,

and green peppers, and although

it was not a true representation

of Mexican cuisine, we enjoyed

the appetizer. The salsa that

came with the dish was one of

the best salsa dips I have tasted

in a long time. Our sandwiches

exceeded my expectations,

since the ingredients were so

fresh. Of the two we ordered,

we both felt that The Coloradan
was better than the Cashew
Chicken.

I feel the management of the

cafe is doing a good job. The
tables and floors were clean,

our waitress knew the menu
inside and out, and the hostess

was determined that our water

glasses would never run dry.

The good service, tasty food,

and pleasant atmosphere
enables me to give Adams
Mountain Cafe a strong
recommendation.

Reviewers visit the

restaurant randomly, order
directly from the menu, and pay
the bill without informing the

restaurant of the intentions for

a review.



Class of 1996 Officer Elections

Elections for officers of the Class of '96 will be held on Monday, September 14 dur-

ing lunch and dinner in Werner Center. All class members are encouraged to vote.

President
losenh S. Carpenter

My primary reason for running for president of the

Class of '96 is to insure that the events it sponsors this

year will befun and worth attending. Thisispossible,

if it is "the class" that dictates what happens. If

elected president, I would act not as a figure of

authority, but as a representative of the opinions and

thoughts ofmy classmates. I am not convinced that

this position requires any particular credentials, but I have had considerable

experience in student government. I am confident that my experience and

open mind will allow for sincere representation of the ideas of our class.

Kevin D. Roskop

I am running for the office of president because I

want to represent you and help make a base for the

best class ever at CC. Even though I lack a lot of

experience and qualifications for this position, I have

a strong work ethic, am honest, and believe 1 can

represent theclassextremely well. I would appnK;iate

your vote.

Melinda Anne Stocky

I don't believe that one should pick a class

President on the basis of whether or not they

have shiny hair, a pet iguana, a spectacular

body, or even just a mohawk. The basis for

choice must extend beyond that, however

persuasive the iguana may be. I believe every

member of the class deserves respect and a

chance to see their ideas happen. I believe class unity is important

in achieving anything. And, at the risk of sounding like a Nike ad,

I believe conformity is dull. As an enthusiastic, off-the-wall,

politely called "interesting" person, I would devote my time and

energy to the purpose of making our class the most dynamic group

around. So, make the difference—and vote for whoever the hell

you want to. Personally, I'd love the chance to work with all of you.

And remember the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson: "The less

government we have, the better."

Sandra .lo Weiland

"I am woman, hear me roar...

In number too big to ignore.

And I know too much to go back and pretend

"Cause I've heard it all before."

-Maya Angelou

I believe Iwouldbe a great asset toour freshcreatures'

class by serving you as your president. I am a very

strong, confident, intelligent and spontaneous

woman. I have had years of experience in leadership offices such as

Student Council, National Honor Society, and class presidencies. I also

have committed much ofmy time in projects concerning the environment,

vinderprivileged children, and the homeless.

I will serve you (the fresh class of '96) as the voice for all your

questions, complaints, and needs to the administration ofCC. I believe we

are each paying a helluv alot of money to attend CC, therefore, we should

have a very strong and loud voice in determining what happens here. So

if you want to make a stand, vote for Sandra Weiland and let them hear our

voice.

Ton! Davis

Hi! I'm Toni Davis and I'm running for President

of the Freshman Class. During high school, I served

as Junior Class President and was elected President

of the Student Government Association. From that

experience, one lesson I learned is that being a leader

means listening and delegating. Therefore, if I am

elected as your President, that's what I'll do. As

President, it would be my duty to listen to what our class wants and then

figure a way to meet those demands. If elected, any and all suggestions can

be dropped by my dorm room, 328 Mathias. (If not elected, come by and

chat, I love to have company!) Of course, I alone can't meet everyone's

needs and wants, which means I will need your help. As a class we must

band together and show our "spirit." By now, you are all probably sick of

walking into a room and hearing some upperclassman whisper, "Gee, I bet

that's a freshman." Damn right we're FRESHMEN, and proud of it!

Matt Reinhard

Basically I want to be the Class of 1996 President to

thumb my nose at George Bush and to advance the

Liberal Agenda. I was active in student council at my

high school in Iowa and I spent my summer in

Washington, D.C., as an intern for Senator Tom

Harkin. Okay, seeing die Congress work up close is

a little like watching a circus. At least I know what

nottodo. We freshcreamres are probably all a little lost and uncertain about

our future. I'll be the first to admit it. So let's just get through this year

togetiier. Youcantrustmetobeafairandhonestleaderforourclass. And

remember, vote Reinhard, if not now, in 2012, because tiien I'll be running

for President of the United States.

Vice President |Secretary / Treasurer
Lnri Pailer

Hi, I'm Lori Pailer from Albuquerque, New Mexico, and I beheve

in the people—specifically dieCC Class of 1996. Ifelected Vice President

my purpose will be to work for you and along side you. Without you—the

people—my position sf neitiier needed or desired; you are the sole

important factor. I'm not only in support of the people, but I pledge to the

people:

I, Lori Pailer, pledge allegiance to the people of the freshman class

of CC and to die principles for which tiiey stand—one body, under God,

indivisible, with tolerance and respect for all

Shawn Levin

^PP^B I wish to become the Secretary/Treasurer for tiie

cT^gH Class of 1996. I am die most competent for tiiis

'* V^m
j

position because I feel very comfortable dealing

~^P ' with die finances of an organization. I am orga-

^Jk^ nized and responsible. I have experience in

^^^1
note-taking at meetings done in parliamentary

procedure. Officers of our class are an integral

pan of class spirit. 1 want to be involved in our class and I see this as

the perfect opportunity. I want the best for our class and promise to do

what I can to make sure we stay in die black. Let's make freshman

year our best. —
.rf^i'SiSssaieKK.i
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ITS THAT
TIME AGAIN!

One Night Only!

6rdndme$t

Wednesday, September 16. 7:00-10:00 pm only!

CC Students & Faculty Only
Must have a valid CC ID

20-50% OFF EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

Teva Sandals
Packs

30% off Clothing • Shells • Jackets • Parkas
20-50% off 20-50% off

(Internal, Eztemal, & Daypacks)

Sleeping Bags 20-45% off

Tents 20-50% off

Boots 20-40% off

Northface
Marmot

Moonstone
Eureka

Patagonia
Men-ell
Vasque
Jansport

20-45% off Mountain Bikes (Over 20 Models-Hundreds in Stock)

Scott "Super Limited" (Suntour LTD)
Fuji "Sundance" (Full Shtamo DjO
Scott Teton" (Shimano 500 Lx)
Bridgestone CBl (Shimano 300 Lx)

EVERYTfflNG IN THE STORE IS ON SALE!

3250 N. Academy Blvd.

596-3031
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JasonV\^es, 1971-1992
BY PETE MULVIHILL

Writing an obituary forone ofmy closest

friends was not in my plans when I came to

C.C three years ago. But neither was rock

climbing, mountain biking, or ultimate

frisbee. These are all things that I learned

from or with Jason Wilkes.

Jason loved the outdoors. The image

that constantly reenters my mind is Jason

traversingmy doorway in Loomis during my
first year. As I read a book, I heard Jason

complaining that I didn't get out enough, that

1 could read a book back East I saw Jason

climb along the molding in the hall, stretching

himself to reach across double doors that led

to another wing. Iremanberhimrappelling

over the edge of a staircase overhang in

Loomis to demonstrate the reliability of the

rope.

It's easy to cry over Jason's death, but I

find iteasier and easier to laugh and smile as

images of him and our short time together

fill me.

Jason was one of my first friends; he

had no apprehension about meeting new

people and sharing his sense of humor. He

was generous, though many of his friends

alsorememberhim as cheap: generic ramen,

used bikes, and a munch-money mooch.

But what he had, he shared. Jason was

funny. I can't even pick an anecdote that

does justice to his smile, his laugh, or his

hair.

Jason worked very hard but balanced it

with play so well , that it is easy to forget how

hard he worked to help support himself and

Heather, his wife ofJust over a year. When
it came to Heather and ice cream, his

cheapness went out the window. I'm sure

most of the staff at Michelle's remembers

seeing Jason and Heather and company

several times a week. Again, who could

miss his hair?

Many people loved Jason. Although

that could be said ofeveryone who has died,

few people create smiles at the simple

mention of their name so soon after their

death.

Jason died on Thursday, August 20.

doing what he loved. He fell from Cathedral

Spire at the Garden of the Gods at the top of

a two-pitch climb. I never knew Jason to

give up on a hard route, and I guess the fact

that he completed the climb shortly before

his death symbolizes for me, how he made

the most out of life.

His devotion to biology is also an easy

symbol for his love of life. He spent much

of the summer collecting bird data for a CC
prof and even enjoyed entomology.

Yet fw all these metaphors, I simply

remember his laugh, his hair, and his smile.

From Jason's life and death, 1 have seen

a beautiful example of love, laughter, and

enjoying one sunny afternoon at a lime.

||N0"W£R ^WjM cf 7H6 fo.SS£<££j) CC 5PR)^«^ ^^SltM

Islamic Femininity Myths Dispelled

BY BRIGID MAKER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Many stereotypes about Islam exist in

America. People often think Islam is a

sexist religion characterized by

"fundamental fanatics." Despite tlie

stereotypes against Islam, however, it is the

fastest growing rehgion in the world.

Amena Sadler, a Colorado Springs

resident, converted to Islam three years ago.

She graduated from the University of

Colorado with a degree in North African

Studies. Sadler is a modier of two and has

found practicing her religion a difficult task

in the Springs community. In Islam one of

the traditions is for women to cover their

hair.

"Women wear long loose clothing and

cover their hair and face in public out of

modesty not oppression," says Sadler, who

feels that Islam is the highest expression of

feminism. "Iwasafeministbeforelconverted,

and I am now."

Originally, Sadler only covered her hair

in public. But, continued harassment forced

hertomakelhedecisiontocoverherface. Her

husband objected to her doing this at first,

afiaid that it would lead to further harassment

On the contrary, people no longer make

comments when they see Sadler cover her

face.

"If my husband walks in front of me in

King Soopers, it is notbecause Iam subservient

but because I don't walk as fast," she says.

"Often times I prefer to walk in back ofhim so

I don't shock people loo much when they see

me."

Sadlermade thechoice toconvert to Islam.

She now is fighting advertisements and the

media regarding their portrayal of Muslim

women as weak and silenu

"I am obedient not to my husband but to

my religion," she says. "Muslim women are

the most powerful in the world because they

raise the children. I am responsible for their

education. I am in charge of the next

generation. Many people choose to belittie

this but we see today how important the

family is.

The Palestinian Human Rights

Otganizadon (PHRO) invites anyone to meet

wilh Amena Sadler in a question- and-

answer session on October 1. One of die

campaigns of PHRO this year is to build a

basis of understanding Islam one of the

most misunderstood religions of die world.

If you are interested or have any questions

please call Brigid Maher at 389-7477.

CCCA
Amends
Constitution

Bylaw

To the Colorado College Campus
Community;

On September 22, 1992. the CCCA
Council voted { 10-2-0) to amend the Bylaws

oftheCCCA Constitution regarding the term

of office. TheCCCAtermofofficewillnow

coincide with the academic year. Elections

will be held during Block 7 for the following

year.

An All-Campus Open Forum will be

held on Tuesday, September 15. 12;30-2pm,

in Womer 216 to solicit student input We
strongly encourage anyone interested in this

matter to attend this meeting. If you cannot

attend this open forum, or if you have any

questions call X6676 or stop by the CCCA
office between 12 & 1 pm, weekdays.

Freshman
laments

inability

to

orientate
By ANGELA BOATWRIGHT

The last time I looked, die dictionary

definition of "orientation" was something

like "becoming adjusted to an environment"

After spending five days in sheer confusion

and utter bewilderment here at C.C. I decided

that it now means "ancient meUiod of torture

designed to make students look forward to

class more than Sharon Stone needsunderwear."
It all began upon arrival at my penUiouse in

Loomis. Did 1 make a wrong turn or had I

arrived at St. Luke's hospital downtown?

Neither- it was my dorm room- my home

away from home for Uie next eight monUis.

For some reason, 1 must have mistook the

measurements of die rooms in feet; now I

know it must have been in inches. Luckily,

our overhead light worked perfecdy. The

room looked so warm andcozywhenlhetile

was lit up by its lovely fluorescence.

The next day as I entered Armstrong for a

showing of "Do the Right Thing," I had a

feeling in die pit of my stomach (or was

diat from dinner at Raslall?) diat 1 was

about to learn a thing or two. WeU, I did -

along wilh about 20 words to add to my

vocabulary of profanity. You can't say I'm

Continued on pagel3
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Students At CC found to be

Apathetic - Virility Doubted!

mWHDIDRTESlHTHEMOMiMG

TAD WARE
Opinions /Editorials

Editor

Ahhh, The Colorado

College campus; all around

us we can see beaut— lush

Kentucky Bluegrass,

fountains of 'Non-Potable'

water making pretty rainbows

in the fall sun, that giant white

marble. ..thing. ..bet ween
Benjamin's and Cossitt Hall.

Soon the leaves will begin to

change and the aspen on the

slopes ofPikes Peak will seem

to light the mountain afire.

Familiar faces are

everywhere. New ones can be

seen at every turn, all would

seem peaceful and joyous

here in lovely Colorado
Springs.

One might even think that

CC. is the enlightened group

of concerned and aware young

people the administration and

our parents purport us to be;

though that man or womyn
[N. (wih-mn)] would be

wrong.

Things are amiss here. Our

predicamentis more insidious

than the Invasion of the Body

Snatchers, bigger than the

Death Star space station, and

more disturbing than Crime

and Punishment . The students

at this college are the tragic

victims of apathy. Yes, nearly

every one of the two-thousand

souls on this campus is

pusillanimous to the core. It

boggles the

mind.(Pusillanimous means
cowardly for those of you who
are timorous of dictionaries.)

At the disposal of every

human fluent in English is

the opinions page of the

Catalyst. Imagine, four pages

open to your thoughts, biases,

and opinions. Your name in

two thousand copies of our

well loved and widely read

publication. A
megalomaniac's,
propagandist's, and
revolutionary's dream come
true.

It is unimaginable to me
that anyone (let alone

evervone") would pass up the

opportunity to wow the world

with biting wit, dry cynicism,

outreaching optimism, and

piercing observations.

You have to write in with

what you think and feel and

^^^ Tbe ColoradoCoU^ ,_-,
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believe. Without you, my
compatriot Karen and I have

no jobs, and you have fewer

reasons to get mad at your

schoolmates. TELL ME
YOUR OPINIONS! If you

don't, every week I will write

more and more inane and

pointless articles casting

doubt on your personal

character and virility. Unless

people like this letter... in

which case I WILL STOP
WRITING AND HOLD MY
BREATH UNTIL YOU
SEND IN LETTERS!!
(Though if you really want

me to hold my breath, you'll

have to write in and tell me.)

Tell me what an idiot I am,

you simpletons! Have you no
minds?

Letters can be taken to the

Worner Post Office in an

envelope marked "Catalyst

Office" or one could even take

them directly to the Catalyst

office in the basement of

Cossitt. The letters must

include your real name,
although you may request it

be withheld.

iPfiRNilPEOFLELlKtHE! UH-OH...

(By the way, we all

support Buchanan in '96.

Woo Woo!) Catalys
CCCA Pulls

U.S. Senate
Maneuver....

Terms
Extended
Without
Representation
TAD WARE
KAREN ZEDER
Opinions Editors

CCCA has announced its

amendment of a bylaw of our

college's Constitution. This action

moves the election of CCCA
officials from fourth block (the end

of first semester) to eighth block

(the end of the year). Their

expressed reason for this action is

to provide fiscal continuity (making

CCCA's fiscal year match CC's)

and to ease the transition of power

ftom oneadministrationto thenexL

There are repercussions resulting

irom this amendment current

CCCA officers are allowed a free

semester in office; first year

students, in the past, were able to

be chosen for office in the open

CCCA elections during their

freshman year; and the effective

number of elections fliat students

will see theresultsofwill bereduced

from four to three.

When the smdents elected the

current CCCA council last winter,

it was for the understood term of

one year. If the new amendment is

enacted, it should notgo into effect

until after the next elections

(presumably in December of this

year) tiiereby making the NEXT
term's duration a year and a half

The amendment excludes the

freshmen from active participation

and representation in CCCA. None

at all will serve this year, and in

future yeais there will exist a token

two spots reserved for first-years.

Who is to say that two freshfolks is

an ample representation of their

class? In an open election all or

none of those chosen could be

freshmen. Repiesentadves should

be chosen on basis ofpersonal merit

ONLY, not on whedier tiiey are

fu^t-years, tall, cute, or can juggle.

Who will elect these first-years?

Just the freshmen? These

representatives will have a say in

events that effect all of us. If all of

us vote, the competition amongst

the candidates will be much more

fierce fortwo spots than for fifteen,

(also, for math buffs, one quarter is

a lot larger than two fifteenths.).

Graduating students will have

no vested interest in voting. They

have finals, theses ,MCATs,
LSATs, and oUier initials to deal

with. Why should they care about

what will happen in the following

years. If you renounced your

citizenship in a country and

woiUdn't return for ten years (at

least) you probably wouldn't give a

wang about the CCCA.
As a solution to the budgetary

worries of CCCA... GET TWO
BUDGETS!!!, one per semester.

We already experience four years a

semester (plus threein the summer);

so, split the budgets in half, (or

however you want).

Regarding "ease of nansition

of power"... candidates who have

justcampaigned adnauseam to win

elections should be skilled and

resourceful enough to talk to tiie

previous officers, or to cope witii

the problems at hand. Suck it up

and deal! Sheesh!
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MuUan's mullings...

ROS- ITS ? IW"l>trt>WJ(M6i./lHE:
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View
People now
have shelf life!
Meghan Mullan

Editor- in -Chief

Karen Zeder

Opinions / Editorials Editor

Temporarily housing first year

students in dormitory lounges,

storage areasand/orJ'sMotorMotel

is an unethical and unacceptable

practice on the part of the college.

Placing first year students in

"temporary housing" is an annual,

practicebEudcedbytheadministration

and the Office of Residential Life.

The Office of Residential Life is

bound by a tight budget, allowing

only a 2% vacancy in campus

housing , thismeans thatResidendal

Life can only permit a total of 20

vacancies. Because some smdenis

leave campus during the year,

ResidentialLifeis forcedtooverbook

to prevent room vacancies.

This practice saves money, but

is unfair to first year students. The

Res. Life Office explains that fewer

than thirty 'firstyears' are subjected

to lounge living,butthose sacrificial

few are taken advantage of.

Adjustment to the first year of

college is difficult Being forced to

cope with the ordeal of temporary

housingisunnecessary. Theunlucky

studentsplaced in temporary housing

deal with the trauma ofadapting to a

new environment along with that of

Uvingoutofasuitcaseinastoreroom.

Often they are isolated from other

freshmen.andarestuckinupperclass

wings. Separation from roommates

is also common.

All of the students in the

dormitory suffer from this practice.

Storage spaces and lounges are

essential for students living in snug

donnitory conditions.

Compounding the problem,

Residential Life refuses to allow

upperclassmen to move offcampus

to prevent the creation of possible

vacancies.

The cells assigned to students

cost us over nine-hundred dollars a

semester. Off campus living is

significantly cheaper. It is the claim

of the administration that over two-

himdred dollars per month per

soident is insufficient to allow any

vacancies. Private commercial

apartments are frequently vacant

without facing finarKial ruin. Either

Res. Life is remarkably inefficient

orsomeoneistelling half truths. For

well over twenty thousand dollars

per eight months the school should

be able to provide decent, dignified

shelter (this does not include

storerooms and the Boetcher

Basement). We are not natural

disaster victims waiting for national

guard aid in south Honda. We are

students paying criminal rates for

luxurious storage spaces. It is illegal

for public storage facilities to allow

tenants to live in their buildings, but

they only charge twenty dollars a

month.

It's fall semester '92 atCC, and
once again, sprinklers, frisbees and

clueless and/or hungover first year

students abound.

Speaking of first year students,

the class of '96 totals five hundred

and eighty something, the largest

class in recent histor! Why such a

colossal class, you ask?

Neither Res. Life, the

Regisd^'s office nor Admissions

seems to be able to come up with a

succinct or consistent answer.

Apparendy, Admissions aimed

for a class size of 570. Therefore,

in contrast to current rumors, the

class size is not bloated due to a

unexpectedly high response of

accepted students. The class size

was a calculated decision by the

Administration. Why? No one

quite knows; except, one could

suspect a largernumberofincoming

tuitions would be incentive

enough....

But, don't take me wrong, I

like first year snidents and I am
constandy impressed by this year's

class. They seem enUiusiastic and

earnest and "Gloomis" probably

hasn't witnessed so many good

parties in decades...

Myonequalm about first-years

is 1 don't like them living in my
storage space in Bemis Hall. This

predicament has resulted in a

situation wheremy wing mates and

I have no space to store our bed

springs and mattress.

According to Res. Life there is

available on campus. But, if we
don't prompUy remove our beds

from the Bemis fourth floorhallway

they plan to "confiscate them until

the end of the year". I wonder

where they're going to put them ?

In storage maybe...

But enough about first yean.

Did any of you watch the

Republican political convention

(you might have thought you were

watching an evangelist's telethon)?

The political platform they came

up with sounded more like the 10

commandments than a platform.

-Thou Shalt not have an

abortion.

-Thou Shalt have mandatory

prayer in school.

-Thou shalt never ever see a

condom in a public school.

-Thou Shalt neverpiovidebirth

control information in public

schools. This one really got me. I

would think preventing abortions

from occurring and providingbirth

control information (just the

information!!) to teenage girls

might be on the same plane, 1 guess

not...

The Republicans have really

been captured by the radical right

1 read in the New York Times that

George Bush criticized the

Democratic Party platform because

it does not contain the word God.

Alexander Rosenberg was quick to

point out in his letter to the editor,

"Well, neitherdoes the Constitution

of the United States." Sorry,

George, theocracy is over...

Did you realize that 6 out of 1

people in Africa are HIV positive.

Entire towns are being wiped out,,

leavingonly orphans and the elderiy

to deal with the epidemic not to

mention the starvation that plagues

Africa as well....

When you think about the

misery in Africa, itsortoftrivializes

everything else....

I would like to mention how
cool it is Uiat Chris Bell, Res. Life

and RHA are working so hard to

prevent date rape on campus. The

mock date rape trial was

When CC students are asked

what they're going to do after

graduation, why do so many of

them respond, "Well, I don't really

know, maybe law school or

something." ? Too many talented

men and women enter law school

every year assuming they will end

up with lucrative and rewarding

jobs.

America has five percent of

the world's population and 70

percent of the worid's lawyers.

Why don't brightcollegegradsuse

their talents todosomedting original

and useful with their lives? Like

Orientation
Continued from page 11

not diversified. The discussion

that followed certainly had its

momenis. The authors of Habits

of the Heart must have had a hand

in such exciting novels as Billy

Budd and Madame Bovary.

I attended a couple of programs at

Amistrong designed to make me
feel comfortable and at ease here

at college. For some reason, 1

don't recall hearing that Colorado

Springs has a dangerously high

crime rale during the campus tour,

nor do I remember reading it in

any of the college's ^tractive

brochures. Maybe I just wasn't

paying attention.

1 did, however, pay attention to

my options here at CC if I've

decided on having sex here at

college: condoms, condoms, or

condoms. Certainly no

suggestion to abstain - that would

be unheard of, right?

By the time Sunday finally rolled

teaching in inner city schools,

woricing on AIDS research or how
aboutbeing a see ial worker working

to prevent racial tensions?

Congratulations to the

Registrar's Office on the groovy

new registration process! ! If only

the rest of my life could be as

simple as handing a little white

card to a smiling person....

Before entering CC, I spent

twelve yearsofmy life in America's

public school system and. yes, it

Slunk....

1, now, study at a scenic and

peaceful privateliberalartscollege.

I attend small classes with caring

professors, and I am made to feel

special . I leam, sequestered from

the poverty, violence and other

abominations of the worid. But, I

am not necessarily assured that

private school is the answer.

Public schools (however
defective ihey may be) play an

important role in society. Public

school throws the children of

doctors and lawyers together with

the children of factory workers and

Target checkout clerks. Public

school promotes a sense ofequality

and hinders class lines.

My parents have given up on

public school. They've thrown in

the towel, taken out a second

mortgage on the house and placed

all threeof theirchildren into private

school.

But,,sending rich kids to

private school and leav ing the poor

system is not a legitimate answer.

We've got to try and salvage our

public schools...

As I watched Patrick Buchanan

deliver his convention speech

oozing ofhomophobia and racism.

1 couldn't help but think how
painfully true the slogan was on a

lee-shin I saw a man wearing at

Poor Richard's Cafe. The lee-shirt

read,

"Hattisnot a family value."...

-Meghan E. Mullan

Editor-in-Chief

around, my capacity to be

"oriented and adjusted" had

certainly overflowed. I could

think of nothing more comforting

and familiar than silting in class

for a couple of hours, even if I

was completely lost and confused.

Anything had to be belter than the

nightmares 1 had during those five

days about having to repeat the

words "Hi, I'm Angela, I'm from

Denver," for Uie resl of my life.

Not that orientation didn't have its

good side. I have met very cool

people— and not to mention very

intelligent ones. Anyone who can

party every nighi and still be

coherent in their 9 a.m. class has

already discovered one of the

best- kept secrets ofa good life. 1

guess they are right when they say

freshmen ~ or should I say

"freshcreatures" — have a lot to

leam.

Welcome to Colorado College.

Quote

of the

week...
"Drink beer, skip

class and argue

with your profs.,

oops, I mean, you

are the leaders of

tomorrow."

Greg Easterbrook

during his

convocation

address in Shove

Chapel on 9/3/92
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Questions by Ross Gimpel & Sarah Bly

Who is Michael Grace?? photosbyEimo

"Is he a real person?"

-Sophomore Mark Kintz

"Woof?"
-Chocko (Chockodophalus) &
Ehsir

"Isn't he that guy in the

underwear commercial?"

-Mikahla Beutler

"Does he work for the catalyst?"

"Did he make you do this?"

-Paul Ella and Kevin Murphy, Juniors

"He's the coach of the Colorado Rockies."

-Brendan Keenan, Sophomore

"Is he somebody Famous?"

-Dana Abrums, Sophomore

"He's the guy who came up with the

stupid idea for the CC mascot."

-Evan Hill, Sophomore

"He's the acting president."

-Sarah Davidson & Stripe the Tiger

(DDJOJuapisajd
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Joe Baker strolls wistfully amongst fireflies
By KRISTIN YOST
Catalyst Staff Reporter

AUGUST 18, 1991 '8:00PM
I arrive in Greenville. North Carolina with

three cardboard boxes holding mostly art

supplies. I have left family, friends and
familiar surroundings. I am terrified.

AUGUST19. 1991 -6:00PM -1 visitRiver

ParksNorth, awetlandspreserve. Thespace

comforts me, assaults me, frightens and
soothes me. I have encountered thesubject of

my work during my tenure as Visiting Arts

Faculty, East Carolina University.

This excerpt, taken firom the artist's narrative

describing his feelings toward his task, gives

us an idea of the level of intensity that Joe

Baker, a visiting professor at the College,

intended to produce in his work during a visit

10 North Carolina. "The Carolina Series,"

Baker's recent show in Cobum Gallery,

located in Womer Center, displays an

extraordinary exhibit of art

Creating an impression on the observer and

pervading through the art itself, the sense of

emotional turbulence that he felt upon arrival

at the wetlands preserve emerges as the

dominatingforcebehindhiswork. Described

by Baker as comforting, assaulting,

frightening and soothing, this conflicting

feeUng also perfectly explains the myriad of

emotions one feels when viewing his work.

Before he could eUcit this response, he

studied the wildlife and swampland of North

Carolina's Shepherds Mill Pond, Lake
Mattamuskett, Ocracoke Island, Cape

Cookout and the Green Swamp of North

Carolina. Bakerthencombinedthe experience

with fantastic elements of color, and, as a

result, created an almost mystical

interpretation of the wildlife around him.

Executed in muted-media which appears

to combine paint and oil pastels, the

interestingly rough texture brings out the

intensely emotional aspect of the work. Also

powerful, the composition in Baker's pieces

captivates his audience by arranging the

subject matter, which varies from segments

of a landscape to an image of a single animal,

in different shapes and sizes. The dream-like

quality of the work mysteriously combines

Lookie thar at them llghnin' bugs.

with reality itself and becomes one in the

viewer's sight. Hecommented in his narrative,

"My paintings and drawings are related to my
experience. As an artist I have sought to join

painting with life "

Joe Baker primarily achieved his goal

through his useofvivid colors. In studying his

work and the fantastic colors he utilizes, one

can truly understand a statement made by the

famous artist Henri Matisse, "With color one

obtains energy that seems to stem from

witchcraft." The mystical intensity ofcolor in

Baker's pieces unite traditionally "alarming"

colors, such as red and orange, with more

"soothing" colors such as blue and green. The

ccHnbination induces a rather contradictory

response, calming yet disturbing, and a

They sho is big and bright, by George.
FredLih

fascination with the intriguing way that Baker

uniquely uses neon colors. Often found in

unexpected places, the neon greens and

yellows, used specifically infireflies, create

a beautiful contrast in the images ofwildlife

as well as in the various parts of the

landscapes.

Aportionofthelandscape^re/7/ej boasts

a passionate an^y of colors and textures.

The piece has a dream-like, mystical air

about it as well as an interestingly rough

texture and use of composition. The

predominantimage.alarge tree, incorporates

reds and blue to resemble pulsing veins,

while the background trees shadow a rich

orange sunset that illuminates the piece.

Emerging from the farthest trees and

becoming larger and iarger, fairy-like neon

green and yellow fireflies fioai toward the

observer, inducing a sense of fiowing action.

Upon viewing^^M-^,AveryRunner,aV isual

ArtsmajwandaJunioraltheCbllege,ctxnmented,

"It is a piece ofgreat depth. His color-blending is

very unusual, unique, and quite complex. It

reminds me of a mystical, enchanted forest with

the fireflies coming towards you as litUc blinking

fairies." Perhaps Joe Baker intended us to think

of actual fireflies when studying this piece, yet

nonetheless, the incredible power of the coIor,

texture, subject mailer and composition combine

to imply a magical land of enchanted images,

where the fireflies really do resemble "blinking

fairies,"

Slocum Coffeehouse Columbus lands again

inspires bizarre antics
By STEWART BREIER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

A wild and crazy group of criminally

insane space aliens are preparing for

their first performance at Slocum
Coffeehouse. Just kidding, but it should

be a good show anyway. Last year.

Coffeehouse was held in Loomis lounge

on the second weekend of every block.

It offered an incredible opportunity for

aspiring performers and just plain

weirdos, not to mention a free show,

free doughnuts, free coffee, and a much
needed study break. Musicians, actors,

poets, and pretty much anyone with some
sort of talent (or supposed talent) showed
up to do their stuff at Coffeehouse. Many
people from all over campus came to see

ihe show over and over again.

Coffeehouse acts ranged from silly to

seriously funny or seriously silly with

many serious acts as well. Really though,

sometimes you hear a solemn poem

followed shortly after by a humorous

guitar tune. Coffeehouse tends to be

pretty eclectic, but the way I see it that's

part of the charm.

The spirit of Coffeehouse, yesterday

and today, is that anyone can perform.

There are no auditions. Word is they

could use a few more acts, so if you have

an idea or just enjoy standing up in front

of a lot of people, perform! Just call

Jesaka at extension 7433 and show up on

Sunday, Septemberl3 at 8:00 P.M. at

Slocum. Go to relax and enjoy the show,

put on an act, or just pop in for a snack.

By JULIE BOHL
Catalyst Staff Reporter

"Christopher Columbus," newly

released to nearby theaters, depicts the

first expedition from Spain to the

Americas and its surrounding events.

The story begins in Portugal, where

Columbus spent much time and energy

attempting to gain political and

financial support for the journey. After

failure and ridicule, Columbus fled to

Spain, where he appealed to Queen

Isabella and King Phillip. Receiving

the endorsement needed to carry out

the voyage involved much lime and

humiliation, but eventually it was

granted.

The journey itself is portrayed without

political bias; both the positive and

negative aspects of the travel are

represented. For instance, conflicts

amongst the crew regarding murder,

accidental death, stabbings and

rebellion againslColumbus himself are

well demonstrated. On the other hand,

death due to starvation, illness and other

hardships are not shown at all.

The film is not intended to be used as

propaganda in the defense of Columbus;

it is merely meant to give a different

perspective on the situation without

introducting any new information. The

tensions one would expect in such a

situation are presented, including the

doubts, false hopes and disappointments

involved.

When the ship finally reached what is

now the West Indies, the discovery of

the natives and the resulting alienation

was well depicted. The Spaniards

wrongfully assumed that the natives were

a backwards race simply because they

practiced primitive cultures and did not

speak the language. The exploitation of

the natives on their homeland concluded

in rage; some were forced to return to

Spain and convert to Christianity.

The movie was a good idea; as

entertainment, however, it moved very

slowly. Even with actors such as Tom
Selleck and Marion Brando, the

storyline, although enlightening,

remained dull.

Ji
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Charles Lemming Tutt's laurels displayed!!!
By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Gum

Statuary has traditionally

and continuously held a place

of the highest esteem in the

annals of Western culture.

Unlike those flimsy, thin,

disintegrating paint works that

have to be sheltered to protect

them from the elements {like

liquid mercury or chunks of

titanium cast from the wrinkle-

stained hands of the

disapproving critic), placed

delicately in a cradle of warmth

like a helpless child incapable

of performing any act of self-

affirmation to stave off

everything from the

unforgiving dust motes to the

careless droplets of misplaced

water to the very air that

surrounds it, a fashioned hunk

of masonry can stand proud, in

the open, and say, "I'm a statue

damn it! just bring on your most

brutal assaults short of bombing

and I will stand tall. Spray-

painters need not apply." From

the bold steps forward of the

earliest Greek statues (and even

before that, if you want to be

technical—but I am an art critic

who, unlike those meager folk

tinkering in the sciences, have

not the time to squander on

technicalities) to the firmly

rounded forms of the Roman
sculptors presenting figures of

humanity better and more
beautiful then the denizens of

reality with their firm bodies

rigid and rippling with power

and domination, supply curving

forms presenting themselves

with all the fire and passion of

their naked bodies glistening in

the forbidden streams of dawn 's

sunlight, the dew of morning

dancing on the slope of its brow,

the... (oh, sorry) to the dim,

hollow shell-shocked scourge

victims of modern art these

three dimensional art works

have been on centra! display in

the gathering places and

monumental sites of

humankind. These statues

announce to the masses the

strong character and

convictions to build a stronger

tomorrow. Or they revile the

emptiness of a vapid society

poised dangerously close to the

edge of oblivion, reveal the lack

of conviction and general

apathy of the people. Either way

they show what a society thinks

of itself and function as the

spotlight f:o where a culture is

driving itself.

So it is always a momentous

occasion when an artist decides

to announce a pespective on

culture's opinion of itself by

presenting a new work of

sculpture for public

consumption. Charles Learning

Tun 1889-1961, a fresh, new

work from Cloyd Barnes,

exemplifies the state of

education and the placeto which

knowledge has plummeted in

this dreary society of ours. Our

subject is shown as a kidnap

victim (Leaming, from the title,

is obviously "lemming" thinly

veiled. I'll allow the viewer

the latitude to contemplate the

lemming implications on their

own.) The figure remains

unseen, unknowable just as the

student who seeks out truth,

who strives to be educated is

buried, hidden, captured by the

systemour shrouded anti-figure

attempting to strive within. The

artist's use of industrial

compounds (trash bags and duct

tape) to bind and gag this

unknown figure symbolizes the

way this dehumanizing

society's corporate-industrial

complexes have hijacked the

individual and stripped him/

her/it of him/her/its personality

and very essence. Charles is

just another minion, a pawn to

the dictatorial grasps of the

industrial beast. Charles is an

enslaved Daedelus lurching

through the shadowy, sterile

halls of a Caligarian labyrinth

denied the ability to create

wings, his artistic mind
lobotomized beyond use. The

subject, and thus the society, is

the somnambulist that is

confident in his/her/its

conscousness. This work
exemplifies the pointlessness of

the individual in the vast

wasteland of humanity's mob-

strewn fields and ultimately

pointless the attempt to educate

one's self has become. This

structural achievement

approaches the pinnacle of

divine perfection, c' est comme
un petit choii. Clearly Barnes

has created a masterpiece, an

icon, a virtual archetype that

scholars and practicing artists

alike will be studying,

mimicking and echoing for

decades, nay, centuries to come.

Johnine Pietroskj

Hey! You! Someone help me pitch this tent!

"t^^ho

Creach/Koester

A Four Man Dance Company

A Repertory of Modern Dance
Thurdsay, September 17 at 8:00 pm

Armstrong Theater

"Duet work is ingerently dramatic. Ttie piiysical connection

between two dancers is enriclied by implied situations and
relationships. Our own focus begins witli ttie physical -- the

movement.

As men, we work together as physical equals, lifting,

supporting, leading and following each other, redefining and
expanding traditional Ideas ofpartnering.

"

Tickets are available at Worner Campus Center for $8.00

Free with CC Activity Card
WMEALL'S CINEMA

324 N TCJCN 578-§2Ce
$1 .00 off after 6 pm with CC ID
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Limeys export luscious sounds to America
By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH
0898 Beautiful South

Go! Discs/Elektra

No, The Beautiful South aren't

from Alabama (or Georgia, for that

matter). And no. they're not from

SouthAmerica. They'rereaUyfrom

northern England and their name

refers sarcastically to southern

England, which calls the North

"grim." Regardless of the band's

name, 0598 (the British equivalent

of 1-800) is a fine album. Former

Housemartin and current vocalist

Paul Heaton combines witty lyrics

with guitarist David Rolheray's

relaxing music to form a brilliant,

yetbizarre, creation. In"Something

THE BOO RADLEYS
Everything' s Alright Forever

Creation/Columbia

Imagine combining the fine

pop sensibilities of The Stone

Roses or Camper van

Beethoven with the discordancy

of Sonic Youth or Fugazi. Mix
the two styles together, add

vocals reminiscent of Ride or

early R.E.M., name the

resulting combination after a

character in To Kill A
Mockingt>irt) . and you have The

That You Said," lyrics like "So if

you walk into your house and she's

cutting up your mother" or 'The

perfect kiss is with the boy that

you've just stabbed to death" mix

surprisingly well with music

seemingly out of the '50s. Co-

singer Briana Corrigan 's girl-in-a-

dream vocals are the perfect foil for

Heaton's other-worldly creations.

Assomcpiniu0898BeautifulSouth

is an album you wouldn't be

embarrassed to play for your

grandmother. And there's nothing

wrong with that. Picks: "Old Red

Eyes Is Back," "We Are Each

Other," "36D," "Something That

You Said" and "You Play

Glockenspiel, I'll Play Drums."

Hurt?" could easily have been

an old Wonder Stuff/Ned's

Atomic Dustbin outtake. As
much as the Boos wear their

influences on their sleeves,

songs such as the opener

"Spaniard" or "Song For The

Morning To Sing" distinctly

create their own style. With

Everything' s Alright Forever,

the Boo Radleys look set to ride

the crest of the new wave of

English noise bands to hit

America.

Boo Radleys. On their debut

album. Everything's Alright

Forever, the Boos deliver the

goods. The single "Lazy Day"

has a killer guitar riff not unlike

Husker Du, while "Does This

Hey all you MorrisseyandSonic

Youth fans. Morrissey will be at

the CU Fieldhouse on October 1,

while Sonic Youth, Primus,

Mudhoney and Pavement are at

Red Rocks on September 21.

Y EARS A H G A D

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return ofall CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$30

Bring a friend in for the first time and

receive laCMIIgiaMMM tanning sessions

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

THE SMITHS
"This Charming Man" 2-CD
single

WEA

Unfortunately, Manchester's

finest offspring, The Smiths,

have not reunited. However, as

a prelude to the forthcoming

compilation Best Of. .J, their

second single "This Charming
Man" has been reissued,

available for the first time on

CD. Out of print since 1983,

the single features possibly the

three best B-sides by Morrissey

and Mart, namely "Jeane,"

"Wonderful Woman" and
"Accept Yourself."

Morrissey's vocals are

noticeably less refined than on

their later releases, while

Johnny Marr's guitar even at

this early stage was conceivably

the best around. The second

CD of this set features every

version of "This Charming
Man" ever released or recorded,

including the previously
extremely rare New York
remixes. Although they date

from 1983, the remixes sound
as fresh today as they did a

decade ago. If you want this

set, it will put you back a

whopping $20 at any decent

store that carries imports.

Never was there stronger proof

that The Smiths were simply

brilliant. Never was there

stronger proof that Morrissey

solo just can't compare with

his previous efforts in The
Smiths.

808 STATE
"Timebomb" CD Single

Tommy Boy/ZTT Records

Considered among the founders

of Techno, 808 State have evolved

from Uie 1990 trendsetting single

"Cubik" to their latest release,

"Timebomb." The title track is by

far the most hardcore Techno track

808 has ever recorded; whereas

"Cubik" clocked in at 122 beats

per minute (fast in the age it was
released), "Timebomb" is at least

128 BPM. "Nimbus." one of the

B-sides, opens with an interesting

synthesized orchestral theme and

goes into a more typical, if not

more ambient, 808 song. The other

B-side. "Reaper Repo." sounds

something like The Orb with its

ambient house motif.

^^^S^«^5^

The Smiths in their glory days (Andy Rourke, Mike Joyce, Morrissey and Johnny Marr)

M U

Once in a Blue Moon, Domino's Pizza' offers

astronomical savings. Nowthrougfi Oct.

4, 1 992, get a large cheese pizza with one

topping of your choice for just $5.99! Toppings are

specially priced at just $1 .39 each. No coupon neces

sary. Just Ask!

HURRY! Savings like this only come along d*
once in a Blue Moon. Offer Expires: 1 0/4/92 ip

Call Us: 444-8888

330 N. Wahsatch

5 LARGE ONE
TOPPING
PIZZA

.1
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Football gunning for best season in years
By RYAN EHRHART
Catalysl Staff Reporter

The '92 football season begins

this Saturday when the Tigers host

Grinnell College.

The Tigeis are looking forward

to a great season. With sixteen

retuniing starters on both offense

and defense, a winning record is

wellwithin reach. Starting tailback

and Senior Captain Chuck Jones

beheves '*that we will win football

games and we are going to put a lot

of points on the scoreboard."

The Tigers reported to camp on

August 20th and they participated

in intense two-a-day practices for

two weeks. The players worked

hard in the offseason and returned

in top condition. Impressive speed,

agiUty and strength tests were

recorded during the first practice.

The players enduied 90 degree-

plus temperatures to refine their

offense and defensive techniques.

Sophomore starting wide receiver

Jesse Yuranfeltthat"thepre-season

went well and we're all clicking as

a team."

The offense is much improved

and [ffomises to provide big plays

during die '92 season. Troy Knox,

a junior liansfer quarterback, has

b«n given the starting nod for the

fust game by head coach Craig

Rundel. Sophomore starting

offensive Uneman Tyler Finn is

looking forward to playing with

Troy. "When he stepsup to the line

you can feel the excitement and

electricity. Troy plays wiUi a lot of

enthusiasm, and he has a strong

desire to win." Wide receiver

Trevor Shetlron will be a deep

threat, while flanker Jesse Yuran is

not afraid to go across the middle

foraball. The backfield highlights

senior tailback Jones, and two

impressive fulllbacks Tim Hebert

and John Lyty are challenging one

another for the starting job. The

offensive Ime is the key to this

year'soffensive success. Freshman

offensive lineman Kevin Roskop

believes that"the offensive line has

proved themselves in the die pre-

season, and we're ready to show

our talent in the season opener

against Griimell. Our job is to

protect Troy and open holes for

Chuck. Andlhat'swhatwe'rcgoing

to do and do well." Retuimng

offensive line starters Ben Fryer,

JesseWhitehead,BlairBeiselli and

Doug Gryboskiwill definitelymake

a huge contribution to diis year's

team.

TheTigerdefensecouldpossibly

be the best in the past five years.

Senior slartuig comeiback Keith

Mottram slates, "We have nine

rettuning starters and this will help

us prepare better for each weeks

game." Senior Nik Bailey and

Junior Lairy Biitton complete a

very experienced defensive

secondary. Senior staiting inside

linebacker RJ. Gallardo has high

hopes for the Tiger defense. "Chir

defensive goal is to be the bestover

the past four years andlogelalotof

shutouts and keep our offense on

die field."

Playing inside linebacker with

Gallardo is fi^hman Villi Tuaone.

Tony Munoz and John Rodriguez

will Stan at the outside linebacker

positions. The defensive line will

be anchored by 1991 Defensive

Player of the Year Todd Mays at

defensive end. Neil Goluba will

holddown the other side of die line

at defensive end. Rettuning from a

season ending injury last year is

starting defensive tackle Mike

Drum. "We're a strong, tight,

determined unitwith a clear goal of

stoppingopposing offenses," states

Drum. Working in die trenches

wiUi Drum will be sophomore

defensive tackle Sean Mitchell.

The Tigeis are optimistic about

this season. With an exciting

offense, which possesses many

talented weapons, and a tough,

tenacious defense, the Tigers will

win many games.

Volleyball takes two of

three in opening tourney

Chris Flood

Junior nose tackle Mike Drum rips through a blocker during a

drill. The Tigers open their season Saturday against Grinell.

Intramural wrap-up

By SOPHY HAGEY
Catif)!3 StaffReporter

Tbe Colorado College women's

volleyballteamhasmanagedtoachieve

national ranking year after year. This

,
yearshouldbenodifferentdiantfiepast

Returning senicis Laura Ramos and

Jen Giegoiy should lead the team to a

specta[:u]ar season, along with tough

hitters Stacy Jonker and Heather

McGuire. The Tigers had a successful

weekend, taking two ofditee matches

at a pre-seascn KMimamem in Denver,

beaingRegisandCOSchcolofMines.

On T^iesday night the Tigers made

the trek to Denver once again to lace a

tough Meho Stale team to whom diey

had lost die previous weekend in

tournament play. Our Tigers lost in

three straight games, but not before

making a run in the final game which

caughtlvfctroStaleby surprise. Coach

Medina feels that die women need to

"pass well,serveaggiessively,andplay

^xxldefense inordertobecompetitive

widi die odier teams in their league."

TheTigerswinhaveampleopportunity

to prove dieir skills while hosting a

tournament Ihis weekend. Keyplayers

to w^tch this season along with the

ataementionedaie: SloanHiilips,who

letums with a "steadying hand and

focused strengdi" to die middleback

and seoing position: and newcomos

KendraJohnson andMolly Giosswho

show potoitial at the middle and light-

side hitler positions.

This Biday and Sahsday die

Tigers wdl be hosting die Pikes Peak

ChaUengeatElPomarGynL They will

test dieir skill against Qiadron Slate,

DanaCollege,HamlineUniveisily,and

Kansas Newman. For further

infonnaticiiontimesanddalesofgames,

loc^ for die tie-dye banners hanging in

WonierCeiiter,andconieoutandshow

your su|>pait for women's volleyball!

IM DEPARTMENT

OnTuesday, September9, 1992,

co-ed intramural soccer

commenced as "Nads" batded it

outagainst"FarSide." The"Nads"

were actually the only team with

girls, but diey managed to hold

their own throughout the game.

Each team came out strong, but two

goals scored by "Far Side" team

members turned the tables on

"Nads." Brad Pouts of FS scored

die very first goal of the season. In

an amazing display of passing

coordination, Sean Davidson

passed die ball to Matt Purdue who

UJelcome Back
Students!

then assisted Sean in a "diving

header" which lead ultimately to

another goal for "Far Side." The

final score, 7-0 in favor of "Far

Side",didn'tindicate die closeness

ofdie game, but bodi teams seemed

to have a lot of fun. "Nads" closing

comments in response to their loss

were "Keep the dream alive" and

don't ever forget that "girls have

gonads, too." The more aggressive

players of "Far Side" gave fair

warning to futiue co-ed intramural

soccer players; "We dominated

throughout die game and are a force

to bereckoned with" (Alex Fenlon ).

"2 Sweet" played against "2

Nordi" in the 3:20p.m. flag foodjall

gameandbeat diem quite easily. "2

Sweet", you have to understand, is

the third-year-retuming, now all-

senior team that held an undefeated

11-0 record last year, won die

championship, andboasts a few ex-

ec, football players. "2 North"

does noL "2 Sweet" dominated the

game and won 44-6.

Troy Salazarand Kirk Mitz gave

me dieir insights for die upcoming

season.They 'reexpecting a tougher

gameWednesdayagainstdieKappa

Sigma "Pigskin" team. Mitz told

me his prediction for die season.

He believes die real contest will be

between "2 Sweet," "Pigskin" and

"Nads," die Phi Delt team. His

prediction: "[Wednesday's] game

winner will be the championship

winner." My prediction: if "2

Nonh" keeps playing togetherfora

couple years and gets a few C.C.

foodiall dropouts, they'll end up

like "2 Sweet"
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Macalester, Saint

Thomas next for men
Continued firom page 19

theielendessbackline. Indudedinlhat

line was senior Ben "Rican" Sualcy,

win left tliis field looking lilce he had

attended a bikas' rally dressed in a G-

string. We're hqjpy to say Ben's nose

is getting beuer. The conest ended as

IheTigeis wiped Sl Johns 3- 1 , sending

theJohnnies liaci: to Minnesota to float

in the cesspocd ofddeal

On Mbnday,Day 3 oftheColorado

College soccer telethon, the Tigeis

anived at Stewart Fieki under heavy

sedation fiom Trainer Bnice Kda's

prescribedanti-inflaminatoriesandpain

kileis. ConsequenUy.theTigeisopted

lolakethefirsthalfoffasihe lOih-

rankedMuehlenbergMules(notaj(*e)

hee-hawedtDa2-01ead. However.afta-

another calm halftime briefing, the

inspired Tiger squad responded with

two beautiftil second half goals.

The fiist was a result cf the hawk-

likEinstincls,alnnstWoridCn)reaction

time, of fieshman defender Nick

Watteison, whose aoodynamic lid

s^vedasthelaunchingpodibrablasting

header that met the left comer. Now
fimctioning on solar power, the Tigeis

pressedon,andwithjustundei6minules

left in the match, Upp hopped en his

horse to btow past two grazing mules

andnelabreakaway.tyingthematch2-

2. RegulationtimeendedandtheTigeis

prepared for overtime.

The Tigers pressed, and eventually

finished a counter as sophomrae Josh

Howell connected with a long cross to

volley in the go-ahead goaL

Asthesecondovenimeperodbegan,

the Tigeis b^an hallucinating due to

excessive hea and sun exposuie, and

allowed a mule-type goal Thelroops

tried to figjuback, butwith 53 seconds

left in thegame, theopponents finished

on an unexpected counter attack,

winning the game.

Thegame was nota lenible toss for

CC Coach Richardson, whose liberal

arts philosophy allowed him to insist

that the loss was a learning experience

foreveryone involved.

TheTigersquadtravelsloMiniiesota

today for matches against Sl Thomas

and Macalester Colleges over the

weekend ThcgroupretumstoSlewart

Held on Thursday for a matdi against

the Univeisity ofSouttiem Cokrado.

TheTigeishopetohaveapromising

season,anduigelhenithlessCCstudent

body to the games this season. As
ahvays, free roses will be distributed to

qualifying female attendants.

Two-victory weekend sets

tone for women's season
Continued from page 19

Curtain" Zeits made a diving save
to her left to deny Metro die go

ahead goal. Sparked by Zeits'

efforts the team rallied, with

Mathias scoring the game winner

lessthanaminutelaler. "Wewere
successful, we were able to put

two wins under our beU which is

good for the confidence of the

team," said Black.

Rounding out the slats for the

weekend, and not to be forgotten,

are the efforts by Nott (3 assists).

Black (2 goals,2 assists), freshman

defender Shenk (2 assists), Lowe
(1 goal, 1 assist), and Hull and

Snyderwith one assistapiece. Zeits

was in the net for both games

stopping 14 shots in all. TheTigers
are cuirenUy ranked 19th in the

nation, and with two wins under

their beltandmany more to follow

don't be surprised to see them

slowly climb to the top ofthe polls

once post season comes around.

Catch more exciting action as CC
takes on rival DU this Friday at

four PM at Stewart Field.

Freshman defender Katie Shenk, 6, knocks the ball loose

while slide-tackling the opponent

Men*s x-country looks to nationals
By BLAINE OLSEN
Catalyst Sports Writer

The men's cross country
team begins its 1992 campaign
Saturday, September 12, at the

Adams State Invitational in

Alamosa, Colorado. The team
will begin its quest to return to

Nationals after barely missing

out last year.

Seniors Brian Kates and Jim

Macken return to lead the Tigers

this year as co-captains.

Rounding out the returning

nucleus are junior Mark Sweet
and sophomores Kris
O'Conner, Doug Gross and
Mark DeOrsay. Also expected

to make an impact are freshmen

Jack Hayes, Culley Thomas and

Elroy Iso.

Coach Ted Castaneda's team

will be tested this weekend by
several tough Division II

opponents including Adams
State and the University of

Southern Colorado. Castaneda

expresses optimism for the

upcoming season, "On paper

we look extremely strong.

We've got a strong nucleus of

five veterans with another five

to six runners capable ofmaking
our top seven." Castaneda
emphasized that, to make it to

Nationals, "The team must work
hard, stay healthy and we must

have some runners who come
out of nowhere to help the

team." The following weekend
the team will make the trip to

Pueblo for the University of

Colorado Invitational.

Dr. Rabbi's picks
I hate it when people try to tell

me that preseason records don't

mean anything. The preseason

dictates which team has the best

new talent, and that can be a vitale

factor in the race towards the

ultimate prize; the SuperBowl. My
colleague and I have come up with

some picks, actually he's passed

out, but I'm sure I speak for the

both of us when I proudly say thai

the SanFrancisco49ers should lock

up the Vince Lombardi Trophy this

season. Of course they will meet

some worthy adversaries in the

playoffs. The Minnesota Vikings,

led by first year coach out of

Stanford Denny Green, should be a

force to be reckoned with in the

NFC. Nipping at their shoulder

pads, arc the up and coming Dallas

Cowboys led by ex-UCLA
quarterback Troy Aikman. and the

incredible Emmet Smith. Other

teams to look out for in the NFC are

the Lions, the Falcons, and oh yeah.

the Redskins.

The AFC has always been the

weaker league and this year proves

to be no different. The team that

Please see PICKS, page 22
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"Go outside:" an informative recreation column
ByTOBYGADD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Welcome to "Go Outside."

the column dedicated to self-

propelled outdoor activities and

adventures.

A note onllie title: I owe it to

my mother, who, when my
brother and I were in the daily

process of turning the living-

room furniture into a talus field,

would yell, "Go outside to do

that!" Alas, her advice, given

on a whim, stuck. "Going

outside" has developed into the

most effective method of

burning the smog from the lids

of my otherwise postmodern

eyes. When 1 begin to believe

that Kafka should be a religion,

I just go outside.

Playing in the outdoors may
be the best fun that there is, and

we as students are lucky to have

both the time and the places to

enjoy it. Unfortunately, it

happens too often that the best

places are not discovered until

the days just before graduation.

That is where this column

comes in: I would like to

suggest areas and activities that

cover a wide spectrum of

outdoor experiences,

encompassing both hard-core

'^\

-^
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Rock climbing is just one of many outdoor sports to be covered

in the new recreational column, "Go outside."

and soft-core adventures. For

the sake of taking the best

advantage of seasonal

conditions, this column will

develop over the year, starting

with descriptions of local trails

and mountains, moving into

backcountry skiing and

mountaineering, and then

finishing with river sports,

spring skiing, and more trail

descriptions. I will have had

experience with every activity

and location ever mentioned in

this column, so you can be

assured that I will not send you

on a goose-chase down one of

Colorado*s endless duty roads.

I will also do my best to pass

along safety advice and
considerations, although in the

mountains you must be entirely

responsible for yourself — it

would not be as fun if it were

not so.

About Colorado Springs:

although itdoesn'talways seem

so, we really are lucky to live

here — the belly-button of

Colorful Colorado. Thanks to

the radical manifestations of

gravity, Colorado is one of the

greatest locations in North

America for outdoor sports. On
almost any given day, it is

possible to go white-water

boating, rock climbing,

mountaineering, mountain

biking, skiing, mountain
running, or hiking. Nobody
should ever get bored here. The

only down-side to Colorado is

that a car is a necessity; the

state is just too big for easy

skateboard access. The upside

is that there are many students

who are more than happy to

drive you around in their Saab

900 turbos (if you pay the gas,

and say please).

Enough introduction. My
first suggested area is the Waldo
Canyon Trail. To get there, go

west on Uintah, past King

Soopers, then turn left on 21st

Street. At the intersection of

21st and Cimarron (Highway

24 West), turn right and drive

out of town. The trailhead is on

the right side of the road, just

past the 296 mile-marker (about

6 miles out of Colorado
Springs). There is a big Smoky-
the-Bear sign in the parking lot.

Do not leave anything valuable

in your car, as it may not be

there when you return. The

drive takes about fifteen

minutes, so it is a great place if

you are pushed for time.

The trail is 6.8 miles long,

has great views, and is one of

my favorite spots to get a good

afternoon run in the sun. If you

are in reasonably good shape,

you can walk the loop in less

than three and a half hours. Or

you can run it (or ride it) in

under an hour.

Women's cross-country gains new depth
By HEATHER PANTELY
Catatysl Staff Reporter

The twenty-third of August

marked the beginning of the

women's 1992 cross country

season. Upon the team's auival

on campus forpre-season training,

firet-timeand veteian nmners were

greeted by a new interim head

coach, Mary Harrington. Starting

on that first day, the team began

training for the upcoming season.

a usual occurrence. But some
things definitely have changed.

Our new coach has brought some

positive changes to the program,

the usual ciew of runners has been

joined by some new faces, and the

team itselfconsists ofmore women
than ever before. Surprise — the

usually sparse cross country team

has had a population boom, and

we are anxiously awaiting the

arrival of more uniforms.

So, now you may be wondeiing

Lee's Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave. • 520-9907

Monday thru Saturday 8:00 am-midnight

We hope you all had a very nice

summer break.

We have great every day beer

specials

Import Special and Domestic
Large Selection on Kegs on Hand

*PBR 1/2 Keg $31.93 thru September*
*Milwaukee's Best $34.99 includes a

free sleeve of cups (50 count)*

CCID must be presented for above
specials

Try our new Rainbow Rim
Wine Special

Thank you for your patronage
Marianne, Dennis

who makes up our long list of

nmners— eighteen to be exact, at

least last time we counted. After

all, who knows what tomorrow

could bring. Well, the team is

young since there are only three

seniors: Carey Wall, Jen Eldridge,

and Jamie Schwellenbach.

Continuing down the line, the

juniors consist ofJen Crute, Claire

Carpenter, Jen Nesbitt, Becca

Fells, Lara Hanlon, and Marina

Tigner. Next in line are the

sophomores — Juli Brabson,

Heather Pantely, Melissa Potter,

Slacy Sowards, Kamla Gardner,

and Denise Gordon. And finishing

off diis lengthy list are the first-

years: Sara Fry, Wendy Fox, and

Jessica Phillips. Since the

beginning of the season, the team

has worked hard together and has

had fun getting toknow each odier.

As Harrington said, the team is

"doing well and having a good

lime. They seem to be a very

positive and upbeat group."

September 12marks the official

beginning to the competitive

season. The team will nm in the

Adams State Invitational in

Alamosa this Saturday. Season

highlights include our own
Colorado College Invite here in

Monument Valley Park on

Homecoming weekend. This race,

on Saturday October 10, will be

held along with the CC Alumni

5K. About two months later, the

team will compete at the regional

meet in Grinnell, Iowa. During the

season, the team will alsocompete

at schools in Coloradoand Kansas.

Team goals for the season are

to work together as a team, while

achieving individual goals at the

same time, and focusing on doing

well at regionals. In order to attain

these goals, Harrington has a

training program fashioned

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

according to her own personal

coaching style. It consists of a lot

of"variety and cycles of training,"

as she explained. We are learning

some new techniques both on the

trails and in the weight room. The

overall feeling is that the women'

s

cross country team's new additions

and changes have all been positive

and beneficial. We are excited for

what the season can bring.

Doc Rabbi
picks the

losers
Continued from page 21

first come to mind when I think

AFC is die Buffalo Bills, coming

offback to back SuperBowl losses.

Even though it seems Jim Kelly has

been taking lessons fiom John

Elway, the Bills are my favorite to

repeat as AFC champs. This team

has one thing thatno odierteam has

or ever had, Mark Kelso's top-

heavy, goofy-looking, concussion-

dissipating, padded hehnet. Let's

lake a quick jog around the rest of

the AFC. In the Central ya gotta

like the Oilers. I'm not sure why
but I think I saw a bumper sticker

somewhere that said that Last and

perhaps least, the hometown
favorites, (my paitener made me
mention these clods), the

dominating donkeysofDenver, led

by the infamous Biff Elway and

whalever'sleftofdie three amigos.

Finally my picks, Niners and the

Bills; pick 'em.
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BIZMART ISYOURBACK-10-SCH00LHEADQUARIERS!

BIZMART DELIVERS
3S6SX/25MH2. yoUGETAlLPERFORMANCE, THIS FOR ONLY

PRINTER & CABLE^ ^ L L«IL«i»
ALLATONE $4 4fl E^ 97
LOW PRtCE!

EXEC 386*25 '"

COMPUTER
•U' VGA Color Monitor
•Keyboard
•MS-DOS
•PFSiFlrst Choice

•386SX, 25MHz.
•2MB standard RAM
•85MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives

S4503069

ltt@Mr^ NX-1001
m^m!«"'»tw multi-font PRINTER
The ideal feature-packed 9-pin dot- matrix printer for

small businesses! Has five resident fonts, 10 sizes and
eight eniiancements, tf4501874.

PRINTER CABLE
Six-foot parallel printer cable. #4501838.

IH/LASER
486SXy25 COMPUTER
•80486SX, 25MHz.
'4MB standard RAM
•100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
' 1

4" .28mm SVGA color monitor
'Keyboard* Mouse
•MS-DOS 5.0
•Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Works for Windows
#4503091.

SOUNDBLASTER CARD
Add amazing sound capabilities to your PC.

Features 1 1 -voice FM music (AdLib
compatible), digitized voice input (DMA),
joystick port and microphone amplifier &
jack. MIDI Interface. 114501925

\wnter
QUE SOFTWARE

RIGHTWRrrER' PC SOFTWARE
The best way to improve your writing!

Proofreads documents for thousands of

errors In grammar, style, word usage and
punctuation Works within several popular
word-processing programs. /<450g761.

i^lM/jyiV^i IS schooiSmart
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STORE HOURS
' Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-9:00 PM

Sat, 9:00AM-9:00PM

Sun. 12:00 PM-6:00PM
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n.INTON/GORE
Headquarters Grand Opening

Meet state and local

Democratic candidates. Get

new infonnation, find out

future events, meet fellow

supporters, and engage in

stimulating conversation.

1120 N. Circle Dr. (South of

Uintah and Circle comer)

$1.^00 IN PRIZES
The 1992 Ebey Novella

Contest is accepting entries

untilFriday noon, September

23, 1992. For more

infonnation contact Professor

Thomas Mauch (Armstrong

237; x6502).

LEVIATHAN
Submit your Fiction, poetry,

art, and photography to the

Leviathan—theCC literature

and arts journal. Leave

submissions at Womer desk

or contact Rob at 471-8504.

CC IN FRANCE
Study in France Spring 1993

with Colorado College,

Blocks 5-7 in Peripignan,

Block 8 in Paris. Live with a

French family, immerse

yourself in the French

language and culture, and

study contemporary French

theater in Paris, for more

informationor to register, call

the Romance Languages

department at x6635 or Prof.

Gabriella Ricciardi at x6625.

You can still register.

BIJYAHOIISF.!

Only $34,900.

1 Beditxjm, offstreetparking,

close to campus. Call the

Strauss Co. 578-9933

NEW HAMPSHIRE—
LIVE FREE OR DIE

Friday. September II, 1992

OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

Are you interested in studying

abroad? The Office of

International Programs is the

pace to start! Our resource

area is open every weekday

from noon to 4 pm. Womer
233, X6802.

Andrea Simon from the

SCHOOL FOR
INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING will be here

Wednesday, September 1 6 at

12 pm in Womer 212. come

hear about what SIT has to

offer!

nKAm.TNFS!

October for certain ACM
programs.

November 1 for non-

affiliated programs.

Check the OIP for details

D.T SERVICES
RAPALTERNATIVE
POPTHRASHPUNK
FUNK
Mercury Morris Music

473-1022

ACM INDIA
Program deadline is

November?, 1992. Ifyou are

interested contact Prof. Vibha

Kapuria-Foreman, Palmer

101, x6419 for information.

EARN EXTRA
INCOME*

Earn $200—$500 weekly

mailing travel brochures.

For information send a

stamped self-addressed

envelope to: Travel INC.,

P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL
33161.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

SENIORS
Designs are being

accepted for the senior

class t-shirt. For more

information contact Class

President Jeff Lovelace

(aka Monster) 632-4123,

Box 1093. Prize: $30 Gift

Certificate at Old

Chigago's.

SUPPORT GROUPS
The Counseling Center

The following support

groups have been

proposed. If you are

interested in participating,

call x6384 and ask to sign

up for a specific group.

People who sign up will

be contacted by a therapist

about time and meeting

place.

Each group is limited to 8

people. There is no charge

for any of the groups.

Depression: For people

who have been

experiencing severe

depression. May have

been on anti-depressant

medication or been in

treatment for some kind of

depressive disorder or

manic-depression (bi-

polar illness).

Non-Traditional
Students: For students

who are over the age of 25

and wish to share their

experiences and receive

support.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SUPPORT GROUP

OFFERED
To deal with the trauma of

Sexual assault, a support

group is being offered to

Colorado College women
this semester. Female
students who have been

raped (stranger or

aquaintance) or sexually

molested after age 16 are

encouraged to attend this

support group.

If you are a survivor of

sexual assault and would

like to share, support and

heal, contact: Diana Fuller

or Jackie Fuller at 389-

6384. The sexual assault

Support group will begin

as soon as we have 6

registered members. The
group will meet Mondays
4:00-5:30.

ARIZONA IS THE
FORTY-EIGHTH STATE.

Senior.s

Nominations for Commencement Speaker are needed by

Monday, Noon, sept 1 6.

Submit to Box 1093

Name of nominee:.

Occupation:^

Affiliation with college:.

DRAWING SESSIONS
The CC Art Dept. is

offering free life drawing

sessions to students.

Monday 7-9 pm in the

main studios. For more

info contact Seth x7269.

MODELS NEEDED
CC Art Dept needs

occasional figure models

for informal drawing
sessions.

Experience preferred but

not neccessary. $8.00 per

hour. Call Seth x7269,

leave message.

(;REEKS and CLUBS

RAISE A COOL
$1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBERWHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.

You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO

just for calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE

Licensed massage therapist

available. Relaxation and

deep tissuee massage. Every

Thursday at Boettcher. Call

Judy at x6384 for

appointments.

LSAT
Be advised that the Roman
Numeral section has been

deleted from the LSAT.
Stanley Kaplan is the only

educational firm torecognize

these changes and remove

themfrom the testpreperation

curriculum. For more
information contact Molly at

635-3432.

FOR SALE

COMPLETE Guns n' Roses

CD collection, especially

LIES . Only $1.00 per CD.
Or best offer. Call Adam at

x7796.

PERSONALS

Jon, those two weeks we

spent together in RA training

meant more to me than all

my shallow lonely life before

ever could. But I'm left with

one burning question, you

hunk of fraternity

manhood—Are those Bugle

Boys you're wearing?

E.B.,

Clean up your boot in the

telephone booth. Its

starting to smell nasty and

make us all sick. Besides,

its the right thing to do.

Love Forever,

Woody & Brian

FOUND
One gold bracelet, lost in

Sigma Chi house Saturday

night in room 12. Lara to

claim call x7796 and ask for

Adam.

NOTICE
Ever been unjustly hassled

by someone with a gun and a

badge? Can W. Coach help

you? Call 1-800-462-5662

for the sex, the drugs, the

violence, and the shocking

truth.

DON'T FORGET
Wednesdays, 1 1 12 N Weber

Smdents in the Desert?

Not without grass!

LOOKING FOR LOVE!!!

5th year senior, seeks

acquaintance for bedroom

antics and occasional pet

sitting. Call 632-1021.

Anytime.

NOTICE
Ever been unjustly hassled

by someone with a beard and

a coupon book?

GO GRIZ. GO!

THE WEATHER IS

HERE. I WISH YOU
WERE BEAUTIFUL!
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Buetow suspended for misuse of hockey funds

By JUSTIN BLUM
Catalyst Staff Reporter

C.C.'s hockey team faces possible disciplinary action from

the NCAA in the wake of a disclosure this week that the head

hockey coach improperly diverted more than $700 from college

funds and gave some of the money to a volunteer coach.

The diversion— orchestrated by head hockey coach Brad

Buetow—could lead toNational Collegiate Athletic Association

penalties as severe as the suspension of scholarships and other

financial aid for hockey players, according to anNCAA official.

NCAA rules prohibit volunteer coaches from receiving

compensation.

Buetow was suspended this week by the college for 60 days

without pay after the college discovered funds were misused.

Part ofthe diversion involved$700 in proceeds from the sale

of usedC.C. hockey equipment earUer this month. The Catalyst

has also learned Buetow diverted an undisclosed amount of

money from the college's hockey deparmient funds.

Buetow, last season's Western Collegiate Hockey

Association coach of the year, admitted in an interview that he

gave the proceeds of the used equipment sale to a volunteer

coach.DaveWestby.insteadotputtingitinthehockeyequipment

fund. He did not comment on the diversion of hockey account

funds.
_^

"I sold some used equipment and got $700," said Buetow. '
I

gave him (Westby) a check from the equipment I innocently Brad Buetow

made a mistake."

Max Taylor, C.C.'s athletic director, confirmed Buetow's

story. Taylor said he discovered the diversion afternoticing an

advertisemcntannouncing the equipment sale. Taylorbecame

suspicious because money forthe equipment was not deposited

in the C.C. account.

"1 wasexpecting adcpositofsome kind" for the equipment,

said Taylor. "Instead, he (Buetow) diverted the funds ....

That's a very serious matter. He violated NCAA rules."

Taylor also confirmed that Buetow diverted funds fromthe

hockey account at the same time he diverted the equipment

sale money. But, Taylor refused to say how much money was

involved or for what it was used. Buetow flew to Pittsburgh

late this week and could not be reached forcomment about the

second part of the diversion.

Dave Lord,C.C s business manager, said his officerccenUy

discovered the diversion in the hockey department account.

Lord refused to say how much money was involved.

Taylor said he alerted dieNCAA about the $700 diversion,

which violatesNCAA rules governing thenumber ofDivision

I hockey coaches who are allowed to be compensated for their

services.

David Berst, NCAA's assistant executive director for

enforcement, said in a telephone interview that the organization

may take acdon against Buetow individually or against the

entire team.

Continued on page 3,..

Elliot addresses gay issues
By MAC MCDONALD
Catalyst StafT Reporter

OnFriday,Seplember4,ColoiadoCollege

students got their fust look at Carolyn Elliot,

the first of four candidates for the presidency

of the college to visit CC.

Elliot arrived at Colorado College on the

3rdtotourtheschoolandmeetwithmembers

of the faculty and student government The

school provided two forums where shidents

could ask questions ofElliot.The firstwas on

Thursday night, and the second on Friday

morning where approximately 40 students

attended the meetings.

On Thursday night approximately twenty

students addressed a wide variety of issues in

their discussions with Elliot.

One ofthe first questions asked was about

the treatment of gay students and faculty on

campus. Elliot floundered for a moment but

replied honestly that she did not have any

active participation with any groups.

However,shebeUeved thatsexual preference

should not matter in how a person is viewed.

She said that itwas important to have college

policies against discrimination of any kind

and Uiat the students must be educated more

on this subject

One female student asked Elliot about her

views on sexual harassment of students,

specifically from the Greek system. Elhot

agreed that at the University of Vemont

most ofthe sexual harassmentcasesstemmed

fromFratemitics.However.shefeltthatmost

Features
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Sullivan plans to cut costs

of these events were alcohol related, and it

was not fair to judge a group on the behavior

of an individual.

When asked a follow-up on what policies

she felt were necessary to deal with the

problem, Elliot staled that a formal education

program for the school was conducted by the

Greek system at her school. ElUot suggested

that a program of the same natare might be

beneficial to Colorado College as well. She

also said that she would not condone Uie

removal of any group from campus. If one

group was asked to leave, then all smdent

groups on campus would face the same

sihiation. Elliot stressed diat removal is not

the solution, education is.

Elhotstatedlhathermotivationforwantmg

to come to Colorado College was one of great

interest and admiration. She fell that the Block

program was an excellent idea.

Since she attended a Uberal arts college,

she wanted to return to that environment

because from her experiences she thought

that, "universities are feudal baronies."Liberal

arts schools are where students and teachers

can learn from each other in a comfortable

environment.

Elliot is currendy at The University of

Vennont where she has been the Special

Assistanttothe Interim President, ViceProvost

of die University, and where she is currendy

Professor ofComparative Politics. Mrs. Elliot

receivedherB.A.inchemisffyfromWellesley

and her Ph.D. in Government frflm Harvard

University.

By JUSTIN UPPARD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado College presidential

candidate Daniel Sullivan addressed an

audienceoffaculty members lastMonday at

die Gates Common Room as a part of his

scheduled two-day on-campus interview.

The 45-mmute speech by die current

Allegheny College President ouUuied his

goals forCC and was followed by aquesdon-

and-answer session in which members of

die faculty voiced Uieir concerns.

Should he be selected, he would fust

focus not on making any radical changes,

butonreducingcost to UiecoUege. "Deciding

which programs deserve more fimds Uian

others," Sullivan said, "is a key pan of a

successful financial strategy."

While he admitted that he knew too litde

about CC to go into specifics, he did speak

about cutting die budget in several areas.

Reducing financial aid funds was a key

point in his speech.

"Financial aid is a ticking time bomb in

liberal arts colleges," Sullivan said. "We

must accomplish a significant showing of

fmancial aid."

He would like to see Colorado College

"running leaner in the 1990s dian in Uie

1980s," including sUght reductions in die

number of students as well as in die number

offaculty widiin five years in order toenrich

the student-faculty ratio.

Philosophy Professor John Riker, who

Inside

Opinions Arts

"No to Admendment two"

p. 11

Beer reviewers frolic with

brewskies p. 15

attended die speech, disagrees. "[SulUvan's]

cutbacks on administrative and support staff

would be inconsistent with Colorado

College's play for die big leagues," he says.

"You' ve got to have a sBong support staff in

orderlocompele." AlUiough Sullivan stressed

that most of what he discussed was merely

speculation, he also favors aggressive

fundraising, which he feels is essential to any

college's plan for die future. Should he be

selected, he said, "aggressive capital

fundraising would start instandy."

Sullivan has directed and been involved

in fundraisingcampaignsof over $50 million

at two different hberal arts colleges during

the past decade.

Widi Bachelor's degrees m madiematics

and English fnjm St. Lawrence University as

well as a Ph.D. in sociology from Columbia

University, Sullivan began as a research

associate alBamard College before becoming

both a professor of Sociology and an

adminisuator at bodi Carlelon College and

Allegheny College.

"CC is among die most interesting places

in die country," said Sullivan. "My clear

impression is of a faculty committed to

creating a successful learning environment"

Riker Uked his answers as well as his humor,

but he has reservations about SulUvan as a

candidate. "1 felt like 1 was seeing a

professional college president," says Riker.

"1 was seeing a personality radier dian a

person."

Sports

Tiger football poimds

lo-wly Grinell p. 19
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New Sprinkler System Installed Shriners to crowd Commencement
BySINGELI AGNEW
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Thedangersand inconveniences

of the Colorado College sprinkler

systems are now fewer thanks to

major improvements done by the

physical plant this summer.

UndCTground watering systems

have be<m installed in the lawns

an>und Slocum hall, east of Shove

Chapel, and east of Cutler Hall to

the Boeltcher Health Center.

Installation is also in progress in

front of Montgomery hall and will

be completed by Homecoming.

The system can be programmed,

allowing the grounds to be watered

at night rather than the less

convenient morning and evening

hours when they are apt to catch

students unawares and waste water

due to evaporation.

The underground sprinklers,

which replaced aluminum surface

pipes, are expected to save 35-40

percent more water.

Orlando Salazar, the grounds

foreman for the physical plant,

estimated that the improvements

costaround$7,000. Hecommented

that "its going to savea lotofmoney

during watering season. Once you

do the initial spending it will pay

for itself."

Salazar also added that a new

volleyball pit is being constructed

north of Slocum and should be

completed within the next two

weeks.

Catalyst Staff Reporter

A Shriner convention will take

place in Colorado Springs on the

weekend of this year's

commencement Hotel rooms for

graduation weekend are scarce.

.

To help students' parents find

places to stay the college has set up

a toll-free number with Guide

Travel (1-800-821-2714) that

parents orstudentsmay calltomake

all travel and lodging aTiangements.

Several hotels have agreed to set

aside blocks for parents. The

President's Office is strongly

recommending parents to make

reservations as soon as possible.

Accommodations in the

Colorado Springs range in price

Ice Cream Social a success

Biyan Vindinsky

Students visit BACCHUS table at Activities Night.

By KATHRYN JONES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The CCCA Student Activities

Night and Ice Cream Social was
held Wednesday evening in the

Womer Center. This annual event

gives all new students an

opportunity to become acquainted

with various CC organizations

while eating free ice cream.

Representatives, ranging from

the traditional Student Alumni
Association to the newly formed

Manga and Animation Group of

Appreciators, were available to

answer questions, pass out

information, and takedown student

names for future contact Fr^hman
Les Johnston commented, 'There

are so many things. It's hard to

decide what you want to do," giving

some indication to the amount of

information available.

Several groups used unusual

methods to attract students to iheir

tables. Students dressed in

traditional Renaissance clothing.

Josh & John's Ice Creame

Presents;

2 for 1 madr\eee
^uy any ice cream item arid get the

eGCor\d one free!

This coupor\ is ^ood until October l5t a'(\d is only valid

Monday through Vniir5day.

102 E f;iowa 632-0299 Open daily 11am to Midnight

represented theSociety forCreative

Anachronism; STOP (Smart

Travelers Observe Precaution)

communicated its message with two

live car crash dummies complete

with plastic heads. ISO

(International Student

Organization) covered its table with

foreign flags and postcards, while

others handedoutcandyandplayed

music.

Free ice cream contributed to

theevening'ssuccess; however, the

wait prompted freshman Chris

McCauley to say, 'They should

make two lines!"

The CCCA, who provided the

Josh and John's ice cream, is a

sponsor for many of the

organizations that were present.

Several tables were especially

popular. TheCC National Abortion

Rights Action League (NARAL)
atfracted attention from many new
students. while ENACT
representatives were kept busy

answering questions about the

group's activities.

Several volunteer, religious and

ethnic organizations also had

informational tables. However,

freshman Sean Davidson expected

to see more outdoor groups, like a

mountain biking club. Abby
Hoverstock, co-head of the film

series, offered her advice for next

block's best film, Leningrad Goes

American; "Their hafr is just really

cool - it must be seen by all!"

The Non-Violent theme house

hosted a table to help clear up any

misconceptions and to invite new
students to participate in their

activities. When asked why he had

come, though, sophomore Allen

Reiners only responded, "I want

ice cream!"

The eventwas more successful this

year, according to sophomore Alex

Salazar. "There is more student

interest, and more signatures are on

the lists," he noted. "It'sgoingreally

well," said HAGS representative

Rebecca Kaminsky. All

participating CC organizations left

having recruited new members and
informing students about their

activities. When asked why he had

come, though, freshman Kyle

Maher said, "I wanted something

to do on the weekends."

from $28.50 for a double room in

oneofCC'sresidence halls to $170

per night at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Most hotel/motel rooms in

Colorado Springs are

approximately $50 toS65 pernight

CC has decided to make rooms

available on campus for parents.

The current plans are to use rooms

in Bemis, McGregor, Montgomery,

andLoomis. Some perks such as

continental breakfast may bi;

included in the cost. The goal is

make the stay in the dorms a low.

cost and pleasant alternative to ttit

crowded hotels.

Renee Rabinowitz, the

Commencement Coordinator, has

sent a letter detailing these issues lo

all senior's parents.

'96 Elects officers
By SEAN MCLAUGHLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Approximately 200 first-year

students votedonMonday tochoose

class officers. They chose Sandra

Jo Weiland as President, Lori Pailer

as Vice President, andShawn Levin

as SecretaryA"reasurer.

Sharon Oleszek, Advisor for the

Class of '96, believed that the

number of students who voted,

nearly one-third of first-year

students, "might be a record."

The race for President was a close

one, witii six candidates including

Weiland vying for the top spoL

Pailer was the only candidate for

Vice President to announce her

candidacy in last week's Catalyst,

andSecretary/TreasurerLevin also

ran without official opposition.

Pailer, though, faced significant

opposition from write-in

candidates, according to Oleszec.

President Weiland ran on a

platform of strong representation

from CC. students, who "are each

paying a helluva lot of money to

attendCC," and deserve to have a

"strong and loud voice in

determining what happens here,"

Vice President Pailer pledges to

"work for [the Class of '96] an

alongside [die Class of '96] ," whil

keeping allegiance to the principles

of "tolerance and respect for all."

Secretary/Treasurer Levin

promised fiscal responsibility,

saying he would "make sure wi

stay in the black."

When asked about her plans for her

term ofoffice, Weilandreplied that

she will focus on "acting as a liaison

between the first-year class and the

COLl
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hinted that she may help organize a
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Blues parly, which would be!

sponsored by the Class of '96. SheP'^"'''

requested that anyone who hasP
"'

suggestions for class activities diup |'"^S'^

them off at Womer Box 523.

Security Briefs
By LANGDON FOSS

Editor

8/27 -Three white males attempted to steal a car. They proceeded to

run away when the ownerof the auto, an employeeat thephysical

plant, spotted them and chased them off.

-A rock was thrown through a window.

-A mountain bike at an estimated cost of$750.00was stolen. The

bike was locked to itself.

-A $70.00 bike wheel was stolen from McGregor.

-An off-campus male was seen loitering in Tutt Library. The

security guard confronted him by saying, "The library is for

research, not girl watching."

-A purse containing $140.00 was stolen from an unlocked room

in Mathias.

-A walletconiaining$104.00 was stolen from areportedly locked

room in Loomis.

-A pail of $60.00 mountain bike bar ends was stolen.

-Three males were seen at McGregor attempting to break open

Kryptonitebike locks, but were chasedaway by a security guard.

-Two separate obscene phone calls were received.

-A wallet was stolen from a fanny pack on Stewart Field.

-A vehicle was broken into, had the stereo stolen and a heater

panel broken.

-A bike's handlebars were stolen.

-A wargame ground burst simulating explosive was set off near

Barnes.

-A bike thief was spotted in the act and ran off.

-Four teenagers were seen breaking into and vandalizing cars

near El Pomar.

-A Slocum resident was harassed by three non-C.C, males while

crossing Nevada street.

-Two smdents were caught puttingaHalloween mask on the new
Tutt statue, underneath the laip.

-An obscene phone was reported.

9/13 -An unlocked $800.00 bike was stolen from the outside of

Mathias.

8/28

8/29

9/7

9/8

9/9

9/10

9/11

Thus far, two first-year smdents have reported their ID'S missing.
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Foundation to ^^

yive fellowships

"r Mil /.

I '•' ;>

« COLLEGE RELATIONS
I

I

The James Madison Memorial

fellowship Foundation, a federally

Ldowed program designed to

lengthen instruction about the

onstitutioninthenalion'sschools,

ill award generous fellowships in

993 for graduate study of the

sjiiing and history of the U.S.

institution.

Outstanding college seniors and

^ntcollege graduateswho intend

) become secondary school

lachers of American history,

jnerican government, and social

udies are eligible for awards.

Through nationwide

ompetition, James Madison

ellowships will be awarded to at

astone legal residentofeach stale,

le District of Columbia, Puerto

ico, and the other U.S. territories,

liter completing study under a

jllowship, JamesMadisonFellows

re required lo teach American

istory, American government, or

ocial studies in a secondary school

or a minimum ofone year for each

ear of graduate assistance they

Eceive.

Fellowships carry a maximum

Spend of$24,000 (up to two years

if full-time study for recent

lollegians), which canbe usedonly

cover the costs of tuition, fees.

books.androom andboard. Fellows

may eruoll in graduate programs

leading to master's degrees in

American history.political science,

or education offered by any

accredited university. Participation

in an accredited four-weeksummer

institute on the principles, framing,

ratification, and implementation of

the Constitution and Bill of Rights

is required of all fellows during die

summer aftercompletionofthe first

year of study.

Details about the program may

be obtained on campus from Prof

Tom Cronin or from the James

Madison Memorial Fellowship

Program,P.O.Box4030,IowaCity,

Iowa 52243^030.

U

A student meets the smallest of the first years in front of Womer.

Student ambassadors sought to represent CC
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Colorado College Student

Ambassador Selection Committee

has extended an open invitation to

tile campus to submit nominations

for the 1992-93 Student

Ambassador Awards.

The Student Ambassador

Program, now in its first year of

existence, is designed to recognize

those students who have made a

significant contribution to the

community and togivetwoofthem

an opportunity to represent

Colorado College.

Duties of tiie Ambassadorscould

include speaking to local

organizations, representing die

study body atalumni functions, and

giving a welcoming address to

students andparentsatNewStudent

Orientation.

Two Ambassadors will be

chosen, one female and one male.

Nominations can be made by

submitting the nominee's name,

year, and major along with a list of

any academic achievements and his/

her activities at the college, as well

as a short (two or three paragraph)

explanation of why you feel this

student is a good choice to represent

the CC student body. Special

consideration will be given to those

nominees with outstanding

academic records as well as

participation in varied

extracurricular on-campus

activities. All nominations are to be

turned in to the Womcr Desk by

October 2 at 4:00 PM.

The winners of die award will

be announced at die all-campus

lunch on Saturday, October 10, of

Homecoming Weekend, and will

serve until the end of the school

year.

tiockey coach gets 60 days in penalty box
bntinued from page 1...

'Therecouldbepenalties against

uelow or penalties against the

)llege to insure the institution

lesn't have the same problem in

efuture," he said. "There are other

snalties provided for, such as loss

f(hockey players') grants and aid,

id scholarship and recruiting."

Berst said die NCAA will issue

s decision about the penalty in

iree to four weeks after the

[ganization reviews C.C.'s report

bout the incident.

Taylor said he does not believe

CAA's sanctions will be directed

wards the members of the team,

owever, Taylor conceded such

inctions are possible and said he

ould appeal penalties like

;holarship wididrawals.

"If scholarships were reduced,

would be damaging to our ability

I compete in tiiis league," he said.

After the hockey account

iversion was discovered, the

Ihletic department conducted an

ivestigation of department fimds

nd determined Buetow had not

lisused money in the past, Taylor

lid.

"I'mconfidenttiiis is an isolated

icident," said C.C.'s acting

tesident Michael Grace after

earning the findings of the

ivestigation. "If not, die college

lould have acted differenUy,"

ossibly firing Buetow.

However,Tayloracknowledged

luetow could have conducted sales

f used hockey equipment in the

asl and diverted the proceeds

nthout being detected.

Westby, die volunteer coach

who was given $700, refused 10 say

whether Buetow told him the funds

were diverted. But bodi Taylor and

Buetow said Westby was unaware

the money was diverted. Westby

has since returned the funds toCC,
said Taylor.

Buetow said he told Westby die

$700 check was from die college

for Westby to buy groceries.

"If I had known it's a violation

of NCAA rules, I wouldn't have

done it," said Buetow. "I've had 18

years of a clean record."

NCAA rules that went into effect

Aug. 1 prohibitttiepaymentofmore

than two full time and one "partial

earnings coach" who makes up to

$16,000 per year. The new rules

also allow for a volunteer coach

who is prohibited from receiving

any compensation.

BecauseCC ab-eady had direepaid

coaches, compensatingWestbywas

a violation of the new rules, Taylor

said.

Buetow diverted the funds,

Taylor said, because he was upset a

number of Division I hockey

schools skirted the new regulation.

The odier schools were able to hire

more than three coaches by

prepaying them before thenew rules

took affecL To Buelow's dismay,

CCdecidednottousetheloophole,

said Taylor.

"Coach Buetow was not happy he

would be asked to run a program

smaller in size than his

competitors," said Taylor.

Buetow's diversion is not the

first ttiat has been discovered by

college officials, said Lord. There

have been dueeorfour similarcases

during die last five years, he said.

Lord would not give details

about die previous cases but said

the fiinds in question totaled about

$3,000 to $4,000.

"If people were really intent on

misusing college funds, they

could," said Grace. "If somebody

really wanted to get away widi

something, it wouldn't be that hard.

I don't Uiink it's a big problem,

tiiough."

During Buelow's seven game

suspension, Westby will serve as a

paid assistant coach, joining

assistant coaches Greg Cronin and

Scott Owens.

Altiiough Buetow said he is

confidentCC's team will play well

in his absence, Taylor was more

pessimistic.

"It's bound 10 have a negative

impact," said Taylor. "Coach

Buetow was an excellent coach.

His absence is obviously going lo

be keenly felt by our program."

Bifflieniioclc
• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone

• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop p^
831 North Tejon

632-6161

MORRIS MEDINA
OWNER

1 1 East Kiowa
(Downtown)

10% off for CC Students
471-9110

We have a commitment to

quality and innovative
hair designs. Come
downtown for a

complimentary deep
condition treatment and
discover your hairstyle

potential.

.1
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Spanish House hosts consulates

Bryan Vidinsky

Spanish House to celebrate El Dia de Hispanidad.

By DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last Saturday night, the Spanish

House (Mullett House) hosted a

double Independence Day
celebration in honorofbothMexico

and Central America. This event

marked the first-evo- combination

ofthetwoholidaysonCC'scampus.

For the celebration, the 10

members of Mullett house invited

two speakers: Guillermo Aragon

ofCostaRicaandJuanJos^Salgado
of Mexico. Both men work as

govemmenl-designatedconsulates

for their countries. As a consulate,

each represents his country in a

specific jurisdiction in the United

Slates theirs being the states of

Colorado, Montana, North and

South Dakota, Kansas and Utah.

Alfredo Villegas, head resident

of Mullett House and Spanish

professor as well as native ofCosta

Rica, was one of the organizers of

the event. Commenting on the

success oftheevening, he estimated

that 40-45 people attended the

dinner. The meal, held on the lawn

outside Mullett, consisted of 'Tex-

Mex" food, with the rice and beans

prepared by Latin American
students on campus.

According to Villego, each

consulate then spoke ofthe histories

of independence for their countries

and the consequences that

independence has for them today.

Villego commented that

Independence Day is seen as the

"most important holiday" in Costa

Rica. Celebrated on Sept. 15, the

day reflects that day in 1821 when
CentralAmerica broke from Spain.

Central America then formed its

own countries of Nicaragua, El

Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras

and Costa Rica.

Gilberto Dorantes, fellow

student and housemate, spoke of

Independence Day in his home
country. "In Mexico it is usually

the biggesL.. the days are holy

days." Celebrated on the 15th and

16th of September, Mexico's

Independence Day is a two-day

celebration of nationalism,

recognizing the end of their five-

year-war with Spain in 1810.

Futon Connection
GRAND OPENING SALE

Largest Showroom in Colorado Springs

Frames

Futon

as low as

$139.00

Many

unadvertised

in store

specials.

$10.00

Savings with

Student ID

Located in Eridale Center
6691 N. Academy

593-8430

good thru 9-31-92

Oak, Ash &

Popular

hardwoods

models,

Available at

big savings.

M-SAT 10-7

SUN 12-5

$10.00

Delivery

and Setup

fee for

students

Also in attendance were many
students of Spanish dissent. When
asked if there had been any

hesitancy to celebrate a holiday that

was against their own country's

ideology, Spanish student Daniel

Haidh shook his head and

explained, "If I was supposed to

feel hate, Ididn'LButit would have

been good if they had asked us (the

Spanish students) our feelings

during the night"

Villego continued, "This house

is a sign of unity; we want all

Spanish-speaking [students] to feel

as if they were home." Haidh said

that he preferred to look for the

things they all have in common and

that nowadays there is no place for

animosity between the countries.

"We shouldjust keep it in the history

books," Haidh concluded.

The unity that Villego sees as an

integral part ofMullettHouse is not

only one of serious intent. He says

they do like to "make fun" by

speaking in each other's accents,

and comments. "We all learn so

many words fi"om one another."

The next event planned by the

Spanish House is surrounding Oct
12, El Dia de Hispanidad what

America celebrates as Columbus

Day. 1992 is the quincentennial

recognition of Columbus arriving

in the Americas. Villego says the

day commemorates the linguistic

link between Spain and Latin

America. But theholiday is a highly

controversial one, and the debates

on whether Columbus was a hero

OTadestroyerareheatedandcurrent

But Villego doesn't want their

celebration to reflect that

controversy. He recognizes the

differing opinions on campus and

opens the MullettHouse celebration

to all CC members who wish to

attend.

Bookworm to speak

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Colorado Collegeprofessor and

environmentalist Richard

Beidleman will deliver a talk

entitled "Tales of a Peripatetic

Bookworm " on Thursday, October

1.

The talk, which is free and open

to the public, will be at 1 1 a.m. in

Packard Hall (5 W. Cache La

Poudre).

The talk "will focus on the

adventures that researchers often

encounter through their work:

Sometimes humorous, sometimes

frightening, sometimes ironic, and

always unexpected. The adventures

will be Beidleman's actual

experiences over nearly 50 years as

a biologist

The stories are intended to show

that field research is not for the(

or the faint of heart but rathf

wonderful pursuit for advent

seekers. "Youjust neverknow Vi

you will encounter when you

conducting research, and often

results are quite humorous," s;

Beidleman.

Current holder of the Hulb

Center Endowed Chair

Southwestern Studies and Profes

Emeritus of Biology, Beidlerr

has been a prominent force

environmental issues in Colora

Springs. This commitment
recognized officially by the

through its creation, in 1988, ofi

Beidleman Environmental Cent

The talk is sponsored by i

Hulbert Center for Southwesie

Studies.

Columbus to be questioned by Loeffle

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Colorado College Professor

Bruce Loeffler will be delivering a

talk and slide presentation entitled

"Noble Savages and Savage Beats:

The Legacy of Conquest" on

Thursday, October 15 in Packard

Hall (5 W. Cache La Poudre) at 1

1

a.m.

The talk, free and open to the

public, was described as "another

look at the Columbus
quincentennial."

Loeffler, a geology professor,

recently complemented his Ph.D.

in geology with an M.A. in Art

History from the University of

Colorado at Boulder.

He plans to make a connection

between the first depictions

Native Americans in European

Euro-American art to the way \i\

people have perceived iho{

peoples ever since.

"The talk will cover 500 yea

of European and Euro-Americ

representatives of NatJi

Americans and will demonstra

how that image was manipulati

between the two poles - of savai

beast and noble savage - by tl

dominant culture."

Mr. Loefflw's talk is part {

Colorado College's weekl

"Thursday at Eleven" series whic

features performers and speake

in presentations which are usuall

interactive with the audience. F(

more information call 389-6636.

WES scholars honored
By ANNE BROWNLEC
Catalyst StafT Reporter

On Tuesday the 16th, the

Women'sEducalion Society (WES)
held their annual Scholars Tea in

the Stewart House. Approximately

1 50 members met to "celebrate the

program and honor the WES
scholars," according to Barbara

/^^st. Jhe group's president.

'Each year, WES chooses five

women from the freshman class for

whom to provide financial aid. A
central purpose of the meeting was
to welcome the five new freshman

scholars and to give them the

opportunity to meet with WES
members. All five were presented

with "A Quiet Work," a history of

the organization.

After the students have been

accepted with financial aid, the

financial aid office presents WES
with a list of potential students.

WES then looks over their files and

contacts the students. There are

currently twenty WES scholars at

Colorado College, five from each

class.

The scholarships are funded by

a college trust and a trust based on

the bequest of Margaret Harris

Cook.

The scholarship program
provides the students with several

opportunities to meet with the

members of WES. It is "a way in

which we keep a direct and more
immediate and loving relationship

other than if we sent a check each

year," said Amest. This sentiment

is echoed in the students. "It's nice

to see there is a system outside the

school that cares," said sophomore

Cody Glasser.

Freshman Kristie Starr also

appreciated theopportunity to meet

the group'smemberswho"seemed

sincere and very interested in you
and what you were doing."

Myrtyle Colhns, a graduate of

CC,was asked to beaboard member
three years ago. She stresses the

importance of interaction of CC
and the community and sees it as an

"opportunity for the community to

leam about CC."

Senior Lynne Chastain foimd a
personal supportinWES.Thegroup
enabled Chastain togo to the Soviet

Union by partially sponsoring the

trip. Chastain, a geology majoi

found "a large support system (ii

the group), given the hard time

women are having in the field o

sciences."

Other students see the group

providing more than fmancial ait

as well. "A lot of these women m
intocommunity events andare ver]

educated. The people seem to b

very nice and knowledgeable," sail

freshman Mary Harman.

WES is a local organizatioi

foundedin 1889 "to give assistant

to thestudentsofCC," according t(

AmesL The annual membership f©

is ten dollais andanyone can belong

WES sponsors lectures in the

community and is very involved

widi CC. The group has contributeii

several cases to the Special

Collections section of the librar)

and has builtMontgomery Hall and

the Boettcher Health Center. In

December they will be sponsoring

a lectureship called"Women in the

West,"asouthweststudies program

with Susan Scarberry-Garcia as the

speaker.
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Peaking in Alaska: Frost covers Denali
By ROBERT FROST
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On May 13th of this year.ZachDrennan,

Ben Spiess, and myself jumped into Zach's

Toyota truck on our way to Alaska, where

the thiee of us weregoing to attempt toclimb

Denali (otherwise known as Mount
McKinley, the tallest mountain in North

America - 20320 feet). Our goal was not

onlytosummit,butalso todotherarelydone

"traverse" of the mountain, which involves

ascending one side and descending the other.

Little did we know what the summ^ had in

store for us.

Our efforts from an entire spring of

logistical planning for the twenty-day

expediticHi would soon payoff. Unftxtunately,

everything now depended on Zach's truck.

To say the least, it's not the most reliable

form of transportation; Zach had done much

ofthe transmission woiic himself—andwhen

we wCTe pulling out ofColorado Springs, we
were sporting some classic hang-overs from

the previous evening's festivities.

Three-and-one-halfdays,4,600 miles, and

two intense car searches (at both the

Canadian and Alaskan borders) later, we
drove intoTalkeetna,Alaska. Thefirstnews

we heard was that two climbers had already

been killed on Denali. The mountain was in

the midst of one of the worst storms in ten

years, with temperatures pushing 70 below,

1 50f mph winds, and five feet ofsnowfall in

a 24 hr. period. TTie aviation companies,

which flew all Denali climbers into the base

camp at 7,000 feel, were not flying. The three

ot us waitedpatiently for a lullmme weatner.

The reality of the dangers we would be

experiencing in only days was weighing on

our enthusiasm.

On May 20th we received news that the

pilots were going to be flying again. We
made last minute calls to &mily and friends

and then lifted off the runway for an hour

flight high above the Alaska range and onto

the Kahiltna glacier. After dumping our gear

to tfie side of the plane, we stood there

feeling rather awkward as the pilot yelled,

"remember boys: the idea of this is to get

down again!"

Our typical day firtHn this point on would

ccMisist of a mountaineering method called

"ferrying load." The idea is that the team

loads up much of the trip's food, fuel, and

climbing gear. We thencany the gear 2,000

to 3,000 feet up route, dig a small pit in the

snow, bury the equipment, marie the cache

with easily identifiable maricers, and then

return to the previous night's camp down
glaciCT. The following day the team moves
their camp up to the cache made the day

before. The method is tedious, but necessary

due to theamount ofweight that is inevitable

on an extended expedition. In essence, the

mountain is climbed twice.

We approached the climb with a "one day

at a time" attitude. Our progress was
consistentfor the first seven days. We arrived

at the 14,0O0footcampa week after we were

flown onto the mountain. The weather had

been very nice to us; at times, it was
extremely hot on the glacier. As we ascended
during these frrst days, we ran into many
teams who had been stuck on the mountain

during the storm. They all seemed to be low

in spirits but were happy to be safely

descending away from the dangers of the

higher altitudes. Ben, Zach, and myself were

feeling apprehensive about venturing

towards the upper camps. But it J^peared

that the weather was stabilizing, so we
continued with our planned itinerary. We
received news that few people had summited

Denali so far this year, but we put this

thought in the back of our minds and focused

on our short term goal: one day at a time.

OUT tu^t obstacle strucK wnen we were

carrying a load from 14,000 feet to the

17,CO0footcamp—the weathei'turned rotten.

Visibility wasextFunelylow,thewinds were

picking up. and it was dumping snow. The
altitude was taking its effect on our bodies;

we were all experiencing headaches,

dizziness, and low ^ergy levels. V/hea we
were at approximately 16,400 ft. it became

ai^arent that we would not be able to make
the 17.0(X) ft. camp. We all agreed that none

of us were well acclimatized, and that we
should return to 14,000 feet to spend a rest

Robert Frost disolavs his 110-Dound
day, with hopes of becoming better adjusted

to the altitude. Hopefully the weather would

change fC7 the betl^ we would just have to

be patient and not test the mountain.

Two days later, we attempted to reach the

17,000footcamp. We made it with ease and

were feeling prettypumped aswe negotiated

the semi-technical snowandrock ridge frx}m

16,400ftto 17,000ft. There was an immense
feeling ofaccomplishment amongst us as we
established the "high camp". The next day,

we knew, would be our "summit bid," if the

Robert Pros WOr
oack. comolete with trash cans

weather held out.

Since we were also attempting a traverse

of Denali, wewould have to carry everything

up and over Denali Pass at 18,200 feet Our

plan was to drop a load ofgear on the pass on

our way up to the summit. The day after

summitting. we would break camp and go

back up to our cache, where we would load

everything in our packs and descend the

Karstens Ridge-Muldrow Glacier route.

At this point in the climb, things took a

Continued on page 9».

CC/s mortality rate: S.T.O.P. the madness

ByMATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

It was August of 1990. Tun Lindeman
was returning lo Colorado from Beikeley.

All thai slood between him and finishing his

senior year atCCwasa long.dreaiy highway
across the Nevada desert Unfortunately for

Tim, the highway was all he would see. His
car crashed. Tim was killed.

In late March of 1991, Daniel O'connor,

CC class of '94, hopped into aVW bus with

three friends, en route to Steamboat Springs

for a Phish concert. The car crashed after

hitting black ice on Rabbit Ears pass. Dan
was killed.

Nine months later, Brookes Drake, class

of '94, was driving home to Sl Louis for

Christmas break. An hour outside of St.

Louis, Brookes called his mother to let her

know he was safe (it had been snowing), and
that he would be home shortly. Brookes was
killed twenty minutes later when his car

crashed after skidding out of control.

Three weeks ago, Jason Wilkes, class of

'93, was climbing with a friend atthe Garden.
He was killed when he fell 100 feet to the

ground.

The death of these four students touched

the livesofhundreds. There isnoneedtosay

that they were beloved iiriends,brothers, sons.

For everyone that knew them, their deaths

seem pointless and unfair. But it did make
one thing clear no one is exempt from

tragedy, including CC smdenis.

In an effort to help lower the CC
mortality rate, a coalition of students began

S.T.O.P. (Students Traveling Observe
Precautions), a program aimed at raising

student awareness of safety issues, both on

the road and off.

S.T.OP. began as a group project in

MoUieAndrcw'sPolidcal Socialization class,

in which students were asked to identify and

address a major issue on campus. Andrews,

who had had Dan O'connor in this sameclass

two weeks prior to his death, encouraged

her students to see safety as a major issue

at CC. "The school does a good job when it

comes to attracting students for Colorado's

beauty and opportunity for recreation, but

when it comes to making students aware of
the dangers inherent with travel and outdoor

sports, 1 give them aN/C (that's "no CTedit'),"

says Andrews.

The students spearheading S.T.O.P. are

also disappointed with the administration's

involvement in safety issues. After several

frustrating failures at attempting to gel

recognition and assistance from the

administration, Maria Stelk '92, along with

Eric Del Balso '94, decided S.T.O.P. would

have to rely entirely on student initiative.

Says Stelk, "I was passed from one

administrator to another; no one would help

me. The school should have taken a

leadership role in promoung student safety

long ago."

Some of the projects S.T.OP. hopes to

undertake include a weather board in

Worner Center, a mandatory safety

awareness class during orientation for first-

years, and an open forum once a semester,

which will provide a place for students to

share their feelings about tragic accidents

they haveexperiencedand helpmake students

more safety conscious.

The first of these open fonmi meetings is

this Sunday at 6:00 PM in the Perkins

Lounge of Womer Center (that means in

front otWomer desk). All students, faculty,

and administrators are strongly encouraged

toattendand share theirthoughtsandfeelings

regarding loss and how it can be prevented.

Because no one is immune to death, no
matter how high our tuidon is....
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La Casita -not

everyday fast food

Photo by Elmo

'Zen and the art of Play-Doh
Or, how to cope with universal weirdriess

ByTODDKEATHLY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

La Casita

Located at I-2S & South Nevada

Ave.

Telephone: 633-9616

•Hours*; OPEN 24 HRS, 7 days

Food: ••1/2

Atmosphere;** 1/2

(stars are out of 4)

Service; Cafeteria style

Alcohol; Variety of Mexican

and Domestic Beers

Exuding a sort of spiffy

Mexican atmosphere. La Casita

offers a reasonably priced menu

and two flour tortillas, so the

extras can be thrown together

to create a veggie burrito.

The fajilas are simply your

standard grilled marinated

chicken strips coupled with

sauteed vegetables. The
combination of flavors is a good

mix no matter who is doing the

cooking, and there was nothing

extraordinary about La Casita's

fajitas.

My Mexican Plate consisted

of a crisp beef taco, a cheese

enchilada, and all the

trimmings. Everything on my
brown bordered plate was
quality food, and 1 have no

complaints with my order. The

I By CHRISTINA

i
SERKOWSKI

I Catalyst Staff Reporter

1 refuse to be a

! "freshcreature." I'm a well-

j oriented first year scholar with

J
visions ofBlock Break. Yes, I've

' been in college a whole two

I
weeks.

For two weeks I've been

wondering if I missed

orientation week altogether and

accidentally visited a conference

for the Study of Publisher's

Mistakes. And for two weeks

I've been having incredibly life-

like dreams of a four-day break

that consists ofNO READING!

!

I miss my dog and my parent's

car. But the sacrifice is worth it:

I'm learning to do new and

interesting things with my mind.

Since I've been at Colorado

College I have learned to think

deeply. After all, that is what

college is about, isn't it?

My first day in class I read Plato.

I always knew about Plato, but I

never knew he wrote. Plato

wrote a lot.

I still say Play-Doh is much

more interesting and intense.

Have you ever played

intensely with Play-Doh?

Try it. The barber shop set is

the best - you can make green

hair and watch it grow.

I have met so many people.

Weird people.

The other day a very dear

friend of mine, whom I had

met a week ago, was telling

me just how stupid I sound

when I say "POP" instead of

"SODA." (What are dear

friends for?) She still makes

fun of me.

I have now developed a

secret passion to visittheEast

and run madly down the

streets screaming "POP" at

the top of my lungs.

I met someone who could

stick his fist in his mouth.

I met someone with purple

hair.

I met someone who knows

Ted Kennedy. (Not that this

impresses me.)

I talked to someone who

knows the same person I used

to know in third grade. (Not

that this impresses me either.)

I personally know two girls

that use old wigs as decoration

in their room.

Everyone here owns either

Tevas or Birkenstocks.

That brings me to dorm life.

I've had deep conversations

at 2:00 in the morning about

everything from alternative

uses for condoms to politics in

Europe. It's amazing what

happens when you are awake at

2 a.m. People sliding on the

walls, wailing to music, and

tripping over the funky carpet.

They must act so weird

because they're up too late.

That could be why they look so

awful in the morning. Hmmm...

And the showers. Ha.

The showers are a lesson in

home-appreciation. Modern

technology has learned to mix

hot and cold water to make

WARM. But not here... that

would be TOO modem. No, the

showers spew hot, THEN cold

— no mixing.

And just when I think it

might be the right temperature,

someone, somewhere flushes a

toilet.

And while I'm on the subject

of toilets, I think a word is in

order regarding the food....

and delivers tastv Mexican food

at any hour of the day. In fact,

for the amount of food we

received, I would consider La

Casita a bargain. Starting at

$.89 for a Crisp Beef Taco and

goingup to$4.79foraChicken/

Beef Fajita Combo Plate, one

can dine at La Casita for nearly

the same price as other fast food

joints. Before you stop reading

this review, I would like to say

that La Casita is withouU doubt

worth a visit.

Elliott Perkins joined me for

the review of La Casita, and we

managed to purchase a

Chicken/ Beef Fajita Combo

and the Mexican Plate. All

plates are complemented with

rice, beans, lettuce, tomatoes.

only concern thai popped into

my mind and then into my
mouth was the salsa from the

condiment bar.La Casita offers

a variety of salsas to add to the

dishes, and after one dip into

the Green Salsa, my eyes

noticed a thick solid object

within. 7? Elliott said that it

didn't affect any concern for

his health, but I noticed he did

not scoop any onto his plate.

In conclusion, 1 would like

to say that you should give La

Casita a try before venturing

off to fast food. It is certainly

better than other such Mexican

restaurants and costs a fraction

less. I do not think that

anybody would be disappointed

with a visit.

Brother, can you spare a dime for...tuition???

THI'S VJE6F C.<^. H\£.TC5KV...

by STACEY SOWARDS
FeaturesEditor

What do knit dresses, corduroy

trousers, silk hose, and khaki shorts

all have in common? Well, not

only were these clothing articles

the breaking fashion in 1932,

but each item cost under two

dollars, as advertised in C. C.'s

1932 newspaper, "The Tiger."

Cigarettes were promoted for ten

cents a pack and to see a movie

cost a mere quarter. Even better,

one could actually get a leather

suede jacket for under five dollars.

Now, as amazing as it might

seem to get a pair of pants (brand

new, I might add) or a dress for

less than two dollars, here's an

even better bargain; In 1932, a

Colorado College education was

valued at $225 for one school

year.

Yes, this is die same Colorado

College that we attend,

surprisingly enough, especially

considering last year's tuition

hike. In fifty years, die total

expense to attend C. C. went from

$225 to around $20,000. That's

about a 10,000% increase!

Not only was tuition incredibly

low (at least by our standards),

but smdenls had die gall to actually

oppose a tuition increase Uiat

was enacted in 1932. The nervel I

bet if diose students knew what

was in store for their grandchildren

fifty years later, Uiey would have

kept their mouths shut!

Even though $225 seems like

an incredibly low price to the

average 1992 C. C. student, I

suppose money was a bit hard to

come by in those days. After all,

the year 1932 was die peak of the

Great Depression.

Furthermore, my friend Ray

told me Uiat his grandfather had

to work 40 hours a week to put

himself through college. And not

only Uiat, but his grandfather had

a big scholarship!

So, maybe it seems as if the

1932 C. C. tuition was pretty

cheap, but the students of 1932

had their hardships, just as we

have ours.

.1
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Put down that remote & grab yo' backpack!

.•^j

The south face of Crestone Needle, viewed from Broken Hand Peak

above 10,000 feet Once sickness

published by The Mountaineeis.

On with the route description:

the Crestone Needle's South Face

is a class 3 ascent, which means

that, while no technical equipment

or experience is necessary in good

weather, it is a steep scramble up

semi-solid rock on which you must

carefully use your hands for

yj^^ balance. In short, this is not a route

•'^ , for beginners. However, if you are

• >
' in relatively good shape, have had

V experience scrambling in the

J jj mountains, and you exercise good
^^ judgment, then thisroute is for you.

Remember that, since it is almost

-",
,

winter in the mountains, you should

^^ prepare for snow, freezing

'^•i'^ temperatures, etc. If the needle is

'»*^ >>: wet or snowy, it will be a much

'^'A^ more difficult and serious ascent,

$ jj requiring technical equipment and

^.' experience.

ByTOBYGADD
Calalyst Staff Reporter

Chances are, ifyou have been in

Colorado for more than a week,

you have already come across

somebody ranting about his or her

epic ascent of a fourteen-thousand

foot peak. While the sunbunied

narrator probably seemed
inexplicably rabid withexcitement,

there is a logical reason for this

reaction: Colorado's high peaks are

expeciation-shalteringly beautiful.

High on a fourteener, far from the

elusive thrill of Nevada Avenue,

you can saimler with the old Gods,

perhaps even Pan himself, through

explosively colored alpine

meadowsand wind- scouredpasses.

Wilderness still exists in America,

anditawaitsontheCrestoneNeedle

(14,197 feet), a wild and ragged

peak with a classic, moderately

difficult, route up its south face.

Before I describe the route, the

issue of altitude sickness needs to

be considered— especially if you

are new to Colorado. Anybody,

regardless of physical strength or

ability, can experience altitude

sickness.Thesymptoms, including

nausea, headache, weakness, and

dizziness, are usually experienced

sets in, the best way to recover is to

immediately descend to a lower

elevation. However, the degree of

sickness should determine your

reaction: if you feel only slight

effects, cautiously continuing to

ascend is OK. But if you should

feel worse, descend before you end

up a hopelessly vomiting lump of

misery. Fortunately, you can lessen

your chances of getting altitude

sickness by drinkingLOTS ofwater

(several quarts a day). For further

reading on altitude sickness, I

recommendJ.A. Wilkenson'sbook

Medicine for Mnnnlaineerinf.

To get to the trailhead

(Cottonwood Creek), use a good

road atlas to drive to the small town

of Crestone, where CC's Baca

campus is located. Just before

Crestone, turn right on the road to

the Baca Grande Chalets. Follow

Camino Baca Granderoad5 .4 miles

to the trailhead, which is near a

large water tank. The trail starts as

aroad,justtotheleftofCottonwood

Creek, and it shortly turns into a

real trail. Do not hike up the other

road diat crosses to the south side of

the creek.

Ifyou plan to takemore than one

day to approach and climb the

needle, which I recommend, there

are some nice camping spots at the

junction of two drainages, or yojC

can camp higher at Cottonwoajl

Lake where you can get an intimaiil

view of Crestone Peak and Hit

Needle. Note that there are several fl
points at which the trail is veryljT /-

difficult to follow—I highljOl-^'^

recommend buying a map of Uis'

Crestone Peak area from the Sanb

Isabel National Forest Service oil -rj-J

from a local climbing/hiking shop,!-

The trail, especially when it geisi

higher, will thoroughly test your|

roule-fmding skills.

From Cottonwood Lake (goodl

for a [biiiiii...] swim), walk up toi

the saddle between CrestoneNeedlei

and Broken Hand Peak. Once onl

the saddle, follow the well marked!

trail leading to, and eventually up,^^^
the Needle. The route starts in the

right couloir, and traverses into the

left couloir about half way up. The

entire route is well marked with

many small cairns, but you will

have to keep looking carefully for

them as they are often easy to miss.

If the climbing suddenly gets

difficult, youare probably offroute.

Watch out for rockfall from other

parties, and assimie they are trying

to kill you, even though they are

(probably?) noL

To descend the peak, follow the

same route you ascended. Again,

keep looking for the cairns that you

followed on the way up.

If you decide to make clunbing

fouiteeners a habit, 1 recommend
that you examine Gerry Roach's

new book Colorado's Founeeners

published by Fulcrum Publishing.

Bush attracts dull, unenthusiastic crowd
by BECKY BUNN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The first sign that I was
approaching President George
Bush's public campaign rally in

Englewood, Coloradocamewhen I

spotted the two police K-9 units

justbefore the Inverness Drive exit

off 1-25. From that point to the

rally's location, a parking lot near

Inverness Business Park in

Englewood, police, secret service,

andGerman Shepherds stood watch
on every comer, every building,

roof, and every long stretch ofroad.

I stepped off our shuttle bus at

about 9:30 am. with my professor,

Largely Literary

T-Shirts

100 % Cotton is^r>- $16.95

V^-' 55rf»'" '•''^N^

Colorado College Bookstore

Bob Loevy, and classmates from

"Politics, Ethics, and Journalism,"

into a sea of red, white, and blue.

From the elderly to the infant,

people had donned patriotic clothes,

accessories, and signs.

We hurriedly pushed ourway to

the entrance line, double checking

that we had the hot pink tickets

required to pass through the metal

detectors and into the courtyard.

Sweat droplets protruded on
foreheads whilewe stoodcrammed
together in the intense heat, waiting

for the band and press to enter and

setup.

I got nervous, waiting in line;

whatifthemetaldetectorwentoff?

What if the secret service decided

that I looked suspicious? I tried to

distract myself by attentively

listening to the conversations

around me; peopledressed in fancy,

conservative clothes made small

talk while they played with plastic

American flags. Surprisingly,

though, I heard no commentary

about Bush.

It seemed a lifetime before the

public began tomove into the tightly

secured area and toward the

podium. Directly inside the gates,

volunteers passed out flags and an

array ofpre-printedandhomemade
signs, free propaganda for the

asking, while vendors offered

Republican paraphernaliaand food.

Then began the flock to find a place

to stand.

We stood under the shade of a

tree in front of the podium. Soon,

though, a woman dressed in stars

and stripescameandaskedthecolor
ofourticket. When we told herwe

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N.Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

had pink,shequiteharshlyinformed

us that pink tickets were to line up

behind the bushes. So much for

equal rights!

The bands struck up around 10

a.m., pumping enthusiasm into the

audience who had yet over two

hours before Bush's expected

arrival. I took this opportunity to

observe those around me who had

taken to using the "BUSH/
QUAYLE 92" signs for shade from

the blistering sun. I was shocked at

thenumberofchildren;ofthe5,000

people in attendance,over600 were

elementary sbidents.

I wondered if the children even

imderstood the purposeof this rally,

asllistenedtothemboastofmissing

school. Alanningly few college-

aged students attended the rally,

but adults spoke of the need to

make up missed work through

overtime, and an elderly lady

remarked to me,"Exciting,isn'tit!"

Yes, itwas exciting, listening to

the Republican candidates for the

Legislature rally for President

Bush, and watching the crowd's

reaction. Lulls in enthusiasm were

corrected by the interchanging of

speakers and country bands.

Pickingupon thesubdy -disguised,

but blaringly-obvious once
discovered, theme of these songs

was also interesting. In accordance

with Bush's platform, family

values, family violence,and family

ties frequently came up in song

titles or descriptions.

continued on page 23
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SOURCE il^f^. £^Colorado
College

BLOCK I September 14 - September 20, 1992 WEEK III

THIS WEEK IN THE SOURCE-

WIN $25 WORTH OF MUNCH MONEY - good

at Benji's or the dining halls -

READ THE SOURCE!

Congratulations, Darby Karchut - she read her SOURCE, fovmd

her number and won lunch fornyofroin_Woogliris!

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext 6846

Are you having a tough time making up your mind about WHO
TO VOTE FOR this November? Need to dig deeper into each

candidate, not just listen to the fluff and fuss of commercials and

news bulletins?

Tutt Library may be able to help...

You can get copies of Bush and Clinton campaign speeches and

some position papers - full text -FREE - at Tutt Library!! See

what they really said. Analyze their views and rhetoric.great for

professors and classes too!

CONTACT: Angela Williams, ext. 6895, or ask for her at

Circulation.

DON'T FORGET...

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
NIGHT
&

ICE CREAM SOCIAL

September 16, 1992

7:30pm

Werner Center Lobby

«ilt*H(«it<*>lt>i<*

Everything you always wanted to know about Colorado

College Student Organizations will be available there so

DON'T MISS mi!

Don't forget to come to STUDENT
\CTIVrnES NIGHT, September 16, 1992,

;o find out more about student volunteer

;roups!

Volunteer Action: work with elementaiy school kids

wice a block.

READiscover loads of different literacy programs

•San Lais Valley Connection: serve an economically

lepressed, culturally thriving community

OJUi-C: Differently Abled Awareness Coalition

Bieakoul: alternative block and spring break trips

EoAct: Environmental Action

Sheltered Lives: Red Cross Shelter and other

projects

^Sunday Lunch at Shove: CC's soup kitchen

K.E.E.P.: Kare Enough about Elderly People

•AIDS Task Fence: promote knowledge &
inderstanding among students.

If you are unable to make it to STUDENT
^CTIVrriES NIGHT, stop by the Center

for Community Service, Womer 205, to find

out more about these groups or other

volunteer opportunities.

COLORADO GREEN ALLIANCE is

looking for volunteers to hand out literature,

do door-to-door petitioning and phone work

from now until the election. Stop by or call

the Center - x6846 - if interested.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 233/232 Ext. 6802

ITS STARTING!! Study Abroad

Representative are coming to campus:

Wednesday, September 16

SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING 12 to 1pm, Womer 212

Come hear about SIT's new programs in

Western Samoa; Cape Town,

South Africa; and the Women and

Development course in Jamaica!

Monday, September 21

BUTLER UNTVERSrrY . . 12 to 1pm
Womer 213

Need help getting abroad?

SCHOLARSHIPS ARE
AVAILABLE!!

Including grants for study in specific

countries, for specific areas of study, from

sponsoring institutions and also general

scholarships for study abroad. ONE IS

AVAILABLE FOR YOU!!

Going abroad? PONT FORGET your

BSTERNATIONAL STUDENT
IDENTFTYCARD -•

from the OIP for lots of discounts

EVERYWHERE!

DEADLINES! DEADLINES!!
NOVEMBER 1 - Non-affiliated programs.

>• Womer Box 642

OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER - certain

ACM programs.

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext. 6338

The Student Cultural Center is now

open and ready for studying, lounging,

meetings and more.

FALL 1992 SCC HOURS

Sunday & Monday 4pm to 10pm

Tuesday 2pm to 10pm

Wednesday 4pm to 11pm

Thursday 2pm to 6pm

Friday & Saturday . . by appointment only

The Student Cultural Center is a great place

for small dinners, informal lectures, movies

and discussions....contact the Office of

Minority Student Life to reserve the Center

for your event!

THE COLORADO COLLEGE
CHILDREN'S CENTER

is accepting applications for child care

from the College community...we have

a great program and wonderful

teachers - plus we're right on campus!

Contact: Gayle Dougherty, Director,

ext 6764
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Monday
14

12:00 pm - ORC, WES
Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Pub-
lications Board of Dir-

ectors, Worner How-
bert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Using

USTSERVOn-Une Dis-

cussion Groups. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

Tuesday
15

*12:00 pm - Film Ser-

ies, Worner Greg Room
212.

*12:00 pm - Interna-

tional Student Organi-

zation (ISO), WES Hall.

*12:00pm - Movimien-

to Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztian (MEChA),
Worner Wolcott Room
117.

12:00 pm - New For-

mat, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

*7:30 pm - Environ-

mentalAction (EnACT).

This committee deals

with environmental ac-

tivism, education and
outreach. Worner Pea-
body Room 218.

8:00pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes
(FCA). An organization

dedicated to presnting

to athletes, and all they

influence, the chal-

lenge and adventure of

receiving Jesus Christ

as Savior and Lord,

serving Him in these

relationships and in the

fellowship of the
Church. Palmer 119.

Sponsored by John
Windham.

Wednesday
hi

*12:00 pm - Associa-

tion of Students Inter-

ested in Asia (A.S.IA.),

Worner Hayes Room
213.

12:00 pm - Andrea Si-

mon, School for Inter-

national Training, will

talk about international

programs available

through SIT. Worner
Greg Room 212. Spon-
sored by the Office of

International Programs.

*12:00 pm - Shove
Council, Shove Chapel
Seminar Room.

*12:15 pm - MUSIC-
AT-MIDDAY. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

3:30pm - Informational

meeting for students

interested in the Lon-
don-Florence, Spring

1993 and Florence. Fall

1993 programs. Arm-
strong 245.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.
Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

7:30 pm - STUDENT
ACTMTIES NIGHTAND
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
Come and sign up to

be a member of your
favorite organization.

Perkins Lounge, Wor-
ner Center. Sponsored
by Leisure Project

Funds and CCCA.

9:30 pm - Alternative

Music Night with DJ
Phil BnDwn. Free food
and beverages. Bring
CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
17

*10 am-4 pm - Macin-

tosh Festival. Perkins

Lounge, Worner Cen-
ter. Sponsored by the

CC Bookstore and Ap-
ple Computer.

*11:00 am - Thursday-

at-11. Lecture-demon-

stration by CREACH
AND KOESTER, dance
performers. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by
Great Performers and
Ideas of the Leisure

Program.

12:00 pm - Arts and
Crafts, WornerEdwards
Room 211.

12:00 pm - Asian
American Student Un-
ion, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

*4:00 pm - MEN'S
SOCCER. CC vs. Uni-

versity of Southern Col-

orado. Soccer Field.

*8:00 pm - CREACH
AND KOESTER. A
men 's dance company,
exploring the physical

aspects unique to men
involving weight,
strength, timing and
shape. Tickets free

w/CC activity card at

Worner Center Desk.
Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by Great
Performers and Ideas

ofthe Leisure Program.
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Friday
18

Saturday
19

Sunday
20

On-Going Events

and Meetings
3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Graphics. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

7-9 pm - Come and
boogie to ELEMENT
308 and enjoy free

food and beer. Tiger

Pit. Sponsored by Lei-

sure Project Funds.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, DROWNING BY
NUMBERS. $1 or film

card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olin 1

*8:00 pm - PATRICK
BALL, Celtic Harp and
Storyteller. A real

crowd pleaserl Tickets

$8 w/CC ID; $1 1 gen-

eral admission at Fine

Arts Center, Tfie Pre-

lude, Ticketmaster and
KRCC. Fine Arts Cen-

ter. Sponsored by
KRCC.

9:30 am - Hall Council

Leadership Training

Day. Sessions and pro-

grams for all members
of individual Residence
Hall Councils. Sponsor-

ed by Residence Hall

Association.

*1:00pm -FOOTBALL.
CC vs. Pomona Col-

lege. Washburn Field.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, DROWNING BY
NUMBERS. $1 or film

card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olin 1.

*8:00 pm - POI DOG
PONDERING. The cool-

est band in Austin,

Texas. Tickets $8 w/CC
ID; $11 general admis-

sion at The Prelude,

Independent Records,

Ticketmaster and
KRCC. Armstrong
Theatre. Sponsored by

KRCC.

*7:00 pm - Colorado

College Concert Band
Rehearsal. A full sym-

phonic ensemble from

the college and com-
community enjoying

John Williams, Gustav
Hoist, Richard Wagner
and more. Some instnj-

ments and academic
credit available if you
wish. Call Bob Murray,

599-3830, for more in-

formation. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

*8:00 pm - LONNIE
BROOKS AND JOHN-
NY COPELAND. A
blues fan's dream
come true. Two great

bands on stage! Tick-

ets $8 w/CC ID; $11
general admission at

The Prelude, Indepen-

dent Records, Ticket-

master and KRCC.
Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by KRCC.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE SEPTEMBER 21-27

THIS WEEK- IS MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 AT
4M) PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-
SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHED IN

•THIS WEEK.- THESEFORMSAREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Womer Greg Room 212.

Frertch Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm.
Semis Exile Room.
Gennan Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Warner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm.
Semis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
rellection iiy Individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

•This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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For more informalion about career services check the Career Center Kiosk, Career Center door, or inquire al the Career Center reception desk

Careers "R" Us! Meet the Career Center Staff
. Hello! I'm Rick Roberts. I joined the Career Center staff

IfBllH^I as Di>ec/or in October 1991. A native of Buffalo. NY. I

ii IfflH^*^**! ha-vc a B.A. in classical language from Thiel College and a

liLJ'^I ''-J^^. M.S. in Counselor Education from Canisius College. In my
first life, I was a Latin/English teacher. The seventh-graders

convinced me to change careers. Returning to Buffalo, I

spent over two years as a job developer with the Catholic

Charities Refugee Resettlement Program. I then worked as

a Career Counselor/Employer Relations Rep. for Medaille

College. In 1985 I moved to Boston to take a position as

Career Development Specialist with Boston University

creating a career awareness program for first- and second-

A"
'^

year students. I also counseled technical, engineering, and

communication majors as well as undeclared liberal arts

students. In October. 1987 I moved on to the Harvard Graduate School of Education as

Assistant Director of the Career Planning and Placement Office working with masters and

doctoral students in all areas of education. At the Career Center, I oversee office operations

and services, supervise staff, plan programs, lead workshops, counsel students, and serve as

liaison with employers, alumni/ae, faculty, and other organizations.

Hi! Many of you may know me as a Student Advisor in the

Career Center, as I have been for the past two years. Those

of you who don't, allow me to introduce myself...rm

Jennifer McLean, a senior Sociology major and

Contemporary French Studies minor. Because of my
veteran status at The College and in The Center, I am now

the Student Manager/Career Program Assistant for the

coming year. My spwcial expertise in the Career Center is

in our library section that contains information on

"Summer Opportunities"--if you ever want to fmd a

imer job or internship please come see me! I also will

> be helping to coordinate career programs on campus~so
' ^' RAs or other student groups, if you would like a program,

please give me a call! After graduation, I would like to study social welfare for women and

children in France, teach English in a European country, be a volunteer in the Peace Corps,

or participate in the Teach for America program. The opportunities are endless! I

encourage you to come in to The Career Center and explore our resources, or even just visit

our candy bowl! I'mheremost afternoons and I look forward to working with you!

Howdy! My name is Cindy Funk. I have been employed

at the Career Center since August 1989. I graduated &om
the University of Kansas in 1983 with a B.A. in

Communication Studies. In 1986, 1 received my M.S. in

Higher Education. While at KU, I began counseling liberal

arts students through my work with the Admission Office

Summer Orientation Program, the Office of Residential

Life, and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. I

completed my master's thesis on the subject of advising

liberal arts and sciences freshmen. Before coming to

Colorado College, I worked for the Florida Department of

Health and Rehabilitative Services as an Employment
Specialist Besides counseling, I taught job search and employability skills classes and adult

basic education classes at the local community college. Presently, I am ihe Assistant

Director of the Career Center where I provide individual and group career counseling to

students (first-year through senior year), alumni/ae, and staff I am also involved with

employer relations in the local community and region, and oversee the on-campus
recruitment program. In the past, 1 have competed on the KU Forensics team nationally,

performed and soloed in various choruses and theatre productions, and appeared on several

radio and television talk shows.

Hello! I'm Sharyl Bender Peterson. Before

joining the Career Center staff in August 1990,

1

was a faculty member in the Psychology

Department of Sl Norbert College, a liberal arts

college very similar to C.C, located in Green Bay.
Prior to that, I worked for BSCS and taught high-

school Biology, Earth Science, and Physical

Science. I completed a Master's and a Ph.D. in

t '. i i**<?V US'
Cognitive Psychology from the University of

\WAiw>^*^ Denver. I also hold a Masters in Curriculum and

^:. Instruction from the University of Northern

Colorado, and my B.S. is in Biology and Science
Education from Florida State University. At the Career Center, I serve as the Research &
Resources Coordinator, which includes managing the Career Center Library, coordinating
computer resources and developing new computer applications, career counselling, and
conducting Career Center workshops. In addition. I teach two classes a year in the
Psychology Department, and I continue to pursue my research in women stucUes.

Hi! I'm Carolyn Gianarelli. I joined the Career Center
at the Colorado College in August 1987 as Secretary.

Starting in a part-time position, I now work full-time (9

months). My responsiblies include editing the weekly
Career Bulletin, tracking budget items, ordering/

renewing books and periodicals and general office related

duties. During this time I have worked for three

directors and witnessed many exciting changes in the

Career Center. Before coming to The Colorado College,
I worked part-time in my husband's office in the payroll

and accounting department and enjoyed being a home-
maker. I completed a two-year secretarial training

program at CSU, and I am a native of Colorado.

Aloha! I'm Patti Spoelman and I came to the Career
Center in August 1991 . Many of you knew me when I

was a travel agent at Taylor Travel. After almost 10
years of being a travel agent, I decided it was time for a
career change. I grew up in Hawaii and moved to

Colorado Springs in 1979. I still keep up on the culture
of Hawaii by belonging to a Hawaiian Group, (Na
Kamalii O Hawaii) "The Children of Hawaii". At
present I am contemplating the possibility of going back
to school. In my position as Secretary, I schedule and
set up on-campus recruiting, schedule appointments, set

up workshops, keep the monthly calendar of events, and
handle an assortment of front desk duties.

HI C.C! I'm Cullen Hughes, Student Career Assistant, Political

Science major and life enthusiast What exactly is a life

enthusiast you ask? Well, its an individual who loves breath-

taking mountain views, contemplating the meaning of life, and

enjoys meeting people. So. if you are contemplating the meaning

of your life or wondering how to prepare for an adventurous

future, stop by the Career Center. I look forward to working for

you.

Hi! My name is Johnna Kletzmann. This is my
first year in The Career Center even though its my
third year here at The Colorado College. I'm

currently a junior Economics major. Like most

juniors, I have no I idea what I want to do after

graduation, but I'm going to take this year to use the

resources in the Career Center and plan something

for the up and coming future. My job title in the

Career Center is Career Program Assistant. (Sounds

impressive, huh!) I will be helping with hall

programming, targeting underclassmen to start

planning for their future. So watch out fu"st-year

students. I will be after you! ! When I'm not in the Career Center, you can fmd me in the

Delta Gamma house doing all of that fun sorority stuff or I might be in a Panhellenic

meeting, or maybe I'm on my bike cruising around Colorado Springs, or quite pxjssibly. I'm
just hanging out with friends. However, when I am in the Career Center, I hope to see you
there.

Hi! I'm Katie McVeigb, one of the brand new Career

Library Assistants at the Career Center. I am currently a

sophomore here at C.C, and I plan to major in Chemistry.

Aside from my rigorous academic life. I enjoy cheerleading,

dancing, working with children, being with my friends,

exercising, and especially, laughing. My past woilc

experience has included teaching dancing to young children,

working as a receptionist in two different companies, and
working as a live-in nanny. With all of my experience with

children and my science background, I am seriously

considering a career as a pediatrician. I am very excited and
eager to start helping others with their career decisions, so
come in and see us soon!

Hello! My name is Matthew Moyer and I am a junior Poli.

Econ. major with a minor in German. A Colorado native, I

enjoy all kinds of outdoor activities especially those which

include lots of sunshine and smiles! After studying on the

CC program abroad in Luneburg. Germany last semester. I

initiated a seven-weeksummer internship with a German
fmance and marketing firm. This will be my second year as

a Student Career Assistant and I am excited about working
with you plarming your fwst-graduation activities. After

graduation I hope to begin a career dealing with global

interests and issues and earn a Master's degree. This year

my priority assigrunent will be managing material in the

International and Business and Industry sections of our library. We are anticipating a great

and productive year and hope to see you here soon!

Hello. I'm Sharleen Pisciotta, the Non-Traditional . . .in

SO many ways. . .Career Library Assistant This is my
Senior year at CC. I'm an English/Renaissance Studies

Major. My career goals are to fmd peace, happiness, and
the meaning of life in an aesthetically pleasing

atmosphere. . . My specialty areas are Arts & Media,
Women & Minorities, and Financial Aid & Scholarships.

If any of these concern you, come in . . .and we'll talk.

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolyn (>ianarclli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson. Research & Resources Coordinator
Patli Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Kalie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Man Moyer
Johnna Kieizmann Sharleen Pisciolla

Jennifer McLean

The Career Cenlef promoles and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects ol

employment and education. We do not knowingly

llsl job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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Denali humbles the strong, destroys the weak
Continued from page 6

turn for the worse. I remember

I
waking up in the morning to

I

temperatures of 35 below and

screaming winds. We decided

ihal this was not an optimal day

10 try for the summit. As we

were mulling around our camp,

' we met a French-Canadian man

who said that four of his friends

had gone for the top the day

before and had been gone for

26 hours (the usual time for a

' summit attempt and back to

L 17,000 is 12 hours). An air

search was called by a portable

radio; within an hour there were

two small planes searching for

the missing climbers. After half

an hour somebody in camp

spotted four dots moving under

a corniced ridge on the south

face at 19,000 feet. There were

sighs of relief in our camp, as

the planes were told that they

had been spotted.

As everybody was

celebrating this miracle, the

fourth climber of the parly

slipped and fell. His rope was

cut in half and we watched as

he tumbled 5,000 feet, to his

death.

Our camp grew quiet.

Everybody stood in awe and

hung their heads low. Without

having time to recover

emotionally, we watched the

second and third climbers fall.

Their rope was also cut, and the

one remaining climber watched

his partners plummet through

boulder fields down to 14,000

feet.

At this point we were all

crying. We felt helpless and

prayed for the last climber's

safety. Two or three minutes

later he fell as his friends had.

Until that point, the outdoors

had always been a place of

innocent joy—now it seemed

pointless. We spoke about

Fit for a king... an ice fort at the 14,000-foot camp

.89
AU._NEW10'J)ESSERT PIZZA

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM

+ ONE QUART OF POP

turning back oul of fear. Ben

and myself helped pack up the

deceased climbers' camp for

their families back in Canada.

The Park Service would take

their equipment off of the

mountain. As we were doing

this, we noticed ihatevery piece

of gear was brand new. We came

to the realization that they had

had little mountaineering

experience and were not

prepared for Denali. We
discussed our options. We
decided to go on with our trip

as planned. The next day we
summiled Denali and returned

"The outdoors

had been a

place ofjoy-

now it seemed

pointless"

-Rob Frost

to camp in 8 hours. We then

would go back up to 18,200

feet and start our descent down

the opposite side.

We left early the next

morning. For eight days we
would be alone, not to see

another soul. We were excited

to be venturing onto the seldom-

climbed north side but were also

nervous about our isolation

—

our radio would be out of range

once we traveled below Denali

Pass. We hastily descended the

upper sections of the peak on

untracked glaciers. While we

were happy with our new-found

solitude, the descent kept us on

our toes: it involved traversing

a 3,000 foot technical ridge in

highly avalanche-prone

conditions. We would not be

safe until we reached the tundra

thousands of feet below.

^w

'

i..
Speiss and Frost scout a potential camp sight

the solitude thai wc had enjoyed

for days. Yet our trip's ending

had billcrswcci overtones, as

wc could already laslc the pi/./.a

and beer thai awaited our

predation. We hitchhiked back

to Talkkcctna where a group of

Harley-Davidson motorcyclists

bought us pitchers of quality

ale and gave us an authentic

welcoming. As we were sitting

there in the Fairvicw Inn,

By the time wc had reached

the tundra, four days later, wc

had experienced some close

avalanches, one major crevasse

fall, and tricky glacier

navigation. To be on green earth

after living in the white world

of snow and ice for over two

weeks is an emotion unfit for

words. We were power psyched

to be safe and spent three

beautiful days crossing the

tundra, spotting two grizzly

bears on the way. The

magnificent mountain loomed

over our heads as we hiked

across the surreal Alaskan

landscape.

We arrived at the roadhead

with reservations about leaving

writing in our diaries and

thinking of songs to put on our

mix tape "Denali '92," we all

agreed that our only regret was

missing the Fat Man and the

boys at theCali' shows. Iguess

Jerry would understand....

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
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Extra Cheesa 1.99

Pick-up or Delivery (IDII970) Exp 12/31/92

$7.49
Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp. 12/31/92

I

1635W. Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
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Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
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Extra Cheese 2.49

Pick-up or Delivery (IDtf970) Exp. 12/31/92

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum
WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETITOR'S COUPONS

(Some Restrictions Apply)
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Wiggett Wonders "Why-

Parking Predicament
1 was shocked by the pompous

Hitude displayedby the employees

f the College who work in

tmstrong Hall. This particular

Lpe focuses on changes in parking

vailabiUty around Slocum Hall.

Apparently, someone in an

jminisoalive position decided that

lere wasn't enough room at this

DJlege for both students and

iculty. and the students would get

,e fast train out of town, or at least

ver to the parking lot on the east

ide of Nevada. True enough, the

[udcnts are allowed to park in the

locum parking lot at night and

unng the weekends. But, let's say

omeone gets home at 1 or 2 in the

loming and parks there. They will

ave to get up to move their car to

le other parking lot by 7:00 a.m.

le next morning or risk getting a

arking ticket.

Here's the bottom line to me:

he faculty doesn't want to walk

CO extra yards. "Why don't the

tudents walk?", professors and

ither workers might ask. "They're

ounger and agile, making them

lore able tododge cars onNevada."

ind this would all be a reasonable

rgumentexcept tor the differences

n i3mes.

Currently, students who live in

Slocum,both maleand female, must

venture out to their cars at NIGHT

if they didn't think to move their

car daily at six-thirty. The dirt

parking lot has nothing that

resembles adequate Ughting, and

the many trees bordering it provide

hiding places for whoever may be

lurking out diere.The faculty would

be parking there during die day,

thus avoiding the above problems.

Nowhere in my mind do 1

believe that everyone in Armstrong

Hall is to be blamed for this change.

Butldofmd the hypocrisy involved

to be reprehensible. This College,

which knows they are in a high

crime area, is fully guilty of acting

concerned, while endangering

students on anightly basis. I call for

an end to this policy, or at least a

reply letter attempting to explain

diis change using some fonn of

logic.

By the way, I live off campus

and I am not directly affected. But

I have many friends who live in

Slocum, and if anything happened

to them because they weren't in a

well-lit parking lot, 1 would be

extremely pissed (read: litigation).

Brian Wiggett

Used Car Salespeople

:ome out of the parking

jpace... Perkins Prompts

Revelation of Fuzzy Dice

Question of the Week...
Why is Abortion a Political Issue?

Should a Religious and Personal

Issue Fall Under the Regulation of

a Legislative Body?

lear C.C. Community,

Today is a proud day:

inally we, the Used Car

alespeople, have been

mpowered. Long have our

luggles and the unspoken

iscrimination against us gone

nrecognized. We'd like to diank

Vill Perkins for bringing this

:nder, controversial subject to

ight.

Will's words reminded us

lat used car salespeople (hereafter

ailedby our familiar epithetUCS)

uffer discrimination similar to that

'hich is endured by homosexuals.

le gave voice to our long- silenced

ight to come to terms with our

utomobile-dealing orientation.

Will really honked our

ollective horns when he exposed

le history of shame and

ligmatization against "people like

s." Literally, tears came to our

yes when Uiat plucky Uttle man

Bm Coloiado Springs stood before

hostile crowd and confessed his

atural propensity for a behavior

lat is ridiculed and condemned by

le vast majority of this "equal"

Kiety.

We were about ten years

M when we first felt those all-

onsuming (but oh-so-forbidden!)

ankerings to "wheel-n-deal" with

K boldest of them. When we

onfided diese feelings to ourloved

nes, we suffered the slings and

trows ofoutrageous scornandmis-

information. We were lucky; our

families, although disturbed by this

(poor souls, they thought it was

their fault!), were compassionate

and tolerant. But there are others.

The condemned, the guilt-ridden.

You may see them late at night in

back alleys breaking windows of

Pintos, and yes, even El Caminos to

(for die last time, again...) explore

die forbidden joy of cracked vinyl

and feel die elusive warmUi of a

still-warm, worn carbeurator.

Even for us, school days

were a constant trial. It was hard to

stay self-actualized in this

environment of humiliation and

intimidation. (On the darkest days,

we contemplated suicide.) The

biting, callousjeers still reverberate

in our heads, in our hearts. .

.

"Hey, UCS , slide behindTHIS

wheel!"

"See the way he/she walks,

what a goddamn UCS!"

"Hey, I don't care what you do

in your own home,justdon'tflaunt

your checkered blazer anywhere

near me or my children!"

Colorado College unite!

Come out of your musty garages of

oppression. Remove die shackles

of the establishment who tell that

different is dangerous. Join Lara

Kristin Dunn and Michael Jay

McClure (we disclose our names

with pride) in our founding of the

UCS Collective. Remember, civil

rights are for all of us.

Verbose Sophomore
Exercises Vocabulary In

Attack On Opinions/

Editorials Editor -

Accusation of

Megalomaniacal Morals
Letter to Opinions/Editor

Tad Ware:

Now, if you're like me,

you'd be upset too. I mean,

I'll take my virility in its

surfeit of mediocrity. Andl'll

like it.

Now, this editor of

opinions, Mr. Tad Ware, calls

on us to abandon our God-

given right to aver a less than

lukewarm sexuality. Don't

listen to him. I know his

mission. And I can tell you

it's not Scottish.

Tad is a man with a plan.

In fact, I recently heard him

say (in a poor imitation of

Arnold Schwarzenneger that

he wanted to get so buff that

it scared him.). "I weel git so

huge," he said, "zhat I vill

look at my arm and scream."

I'm not sure what this means,

but I'm sure it's phallic.

And another moral issue.

Ever wonder why so many

security guards hang out at

Rastall? I thought it was

because they loved the

pleasant ambiance and

delicious schzewan spicy

meatloaf — like me. But 1

learned the truth: Food had

been disappearing from our

cafeteria. Yes folks, I

couldn't believe it either.

It seems, our Tad, our man

of megalomaniacal morals,

was using the congealed beef

and bean burritos for his new

late night sport—beef and

bean burrito bowling. (He

developed this new sport after

being expelled from King

Soopers for "Shopping cart

demolition derby.") He has

also admitted to dancing in

his underwear, enjoying

Devo, and attempting to

"scam on righteous babes."

If he could have his way,

Where's Waldo would be

required reading for first year

students. . . Classes would be

held at Denny's . . . and all

students would have more

sexual stamina than the

Duracel Bunny.

Now, this media monger

is unfit as a moral role model.

The next time he attacks C.C.

students, tell him we are more

than willing to lead our lives

of quiet desperation.

Ian McCluskey

.i. i lA.lIJ-Jlj\Jlk±:^S(A^
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To The Editor,

BGALA
President

urges "No To
Amendment
Two"
To ihe editor,

Amendment Number 2 reads

as follows:

No protected status based on

homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual

orientation. Neither the State of

Colorado, through any of its

branches or depaitmenls, nor any

of its agencies, political sub-

divisions, municipalities, or school

districts, shall enact, adopt, or

enforce any statute, regulation,

ordinance, or policy whereby

homosexual, lesbian, or bisexual

orientation, conduct, practices, or

relationships shall constitute or

otherwise be the basis of, or entitle

any person or class of persons to

have or claim, any minority status

or claim of discrimination.

As a gay male. I fmd this

amendment threatening, disgusting,

and a violation ofmy constitutional

rights. The proposedamendment is

basically legalizing second-class

citizenship. Which in itself is

blatantly discriminatory towards a

group of people, in this case gays,

bisexuals, and lesbians. The
proposed amendment also

legitimizes prejudices by making

the assertion that gay. lesbian, and

bisexual people are inferior. Once

prejudice is legitimized, whoknows

what will happen to other minority

groups in this country? Above all

though, the proposed amendment

is simply unconstitutional.

I believe that all people should

be treated equally — with equal

respect, dignity, and freedom from

discrimination. Lesbians, gay men,

and bisexuals deserve the same

basic rights to life, hberty, and the

pursuit of h£q)piness as any other

Americans. No person should be

made to sufferbased on their sexual

orientation. The above was stated

in the Bill of Wrongs, created by

Gays, Lesbians, and Bisexuals, who

along with me feel threatened in

this country which is supposed to

be a free democratic society.

I myself have been attacked

both verbally and physically,

because ofmy sexual orientation. I

have been spit on in the frat quad. I

have been called obscene names in

the frat quad. I have been chased by

cars when crossing Cascade to go

to class. The worst thing that has

happened to me happened last year.

I received threerude and disgusting

messages on my answering

machine, one of which was a death

threat. Now what really scares me
is what if I was physically attacked,

and hurt Shouldn't I be able to get

proper recourse through the legal

system? I won't be able to if

Continued on next page
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Givens Galled - Finds
Fault With Catalyst Staff -

Vents Anger At
Sensationalist Tactics

Yoder Upset WI^L
Malarky... Findi"^

At Humor "ChiH"
And Mislead!

To the Editors,

May I suggest you cease to use

such derogatory terms as "limeys." I

also believe that the first year class is

not as stupid and pathetic as youmake

them out to be. Conciliatory remarks

such as "But don't take me wrong, I

like first year students" are degrading

to the newspapCT. News topic for the

week that you apparently overlooked;

where the hell was thePathfinder? Mr.

Fisher, why put male and female

symbols about the presidential

candidates* pictures? Hopefully, and,

indeed, I have faith that our next

president will be chosen m. basis of

meritonly. The candidates areperhaps

the most important news item on

campus: where was your coverage of

Elliott's visit?

Why do you insist that seniors

will not vote in May for CCCA
election? I am a senior, and the fact of

the matter is, I love this school. That is

why Iam attending all the presidential

candidates' interviews, even though I

will notbe here next year. That is why

I will vote for next year's CCCA
members. However, perhaps I am a

minority in that I love CC. Your

Opinions editor called every single

studentoncampusa"simpleton."And

why? Because no one wrote to the

editor in this first issue. Why should

we write to the editors when we don't

know who they are or what they stand

for? And Ms. Boatwright apparently

hates CC.May I suggest toher thatshe

attend an ultra-conservative school

where she will fit right in?

Ms. Mullan: why are you so

against lawyers? Do you seriously

think law is useless? The Supreme

Court is at least one third of the ruling

force in America. If it were not for

lawyers, God's law would probably

rule supreme, meaning an end to any

sort of theoretical equality that

tenuously exists in American laws. As

far as "original and useful" goes, how

useful are these very original (yet

misleading) sensational headlines:

"Students atCC found to be Apathetic

— Virility Doubted!" or "Charles

Lemming Tott'sLaurels displayed!! I"

or "People now have shelf life!" or

"CCCA re-elects self'? That last

headline overlooks the fact that the

main issue about the CCCA decision

is not that the present members will

serve for four more months, but that

office years will now coincide with

fiscal years, which in turnmay ormay

not screw up first year representation.

Mr. Ware and Ms. Zeder wrote a

refreshingly intelligent article: they

took a stand, theydefended theirchoice

fairly well, and they offered

suggestions for change. Perhaps the

editors could teach the rest of their

staff a few things.

Fmally,thenewspaper'srelent]ess

Continued on next page
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To the Editor,

This letter is a response loTlLvJ'
Ware's Op/Ed piece in the Frid

September 11, 1992 issue of

C^yst. I am a senior this year;

a former 1989 summer start I ]

off campus and rarely stop

Womer Centerexcept to checki

mailbox. Imagine my surprj

when, as I passed through
i

studentcenterSaturdaymominj rnir:,

foimd the following caption at
i

bottom of the front page - "Sex;

prowess ofCC students questiorif

seep. 12".Thisrelative!yhami](

but misspelled headline caught

attention. As it was listed will

the boundaries of the "Inside

box and under the subtitle
'

Ed", I quickly opened my o\

copy in the hopes ofrevealing w

the editors were so excited abc

printing the words sexual prowt

that they misspelled sexual,

In reading Tad's inane piect

found no rhyme and certainly

reason. His article began

damning the student population f

being apathetic and"pusillanimo

to the core". Tad then informs

that pusillanimous meai

cowardly,ofLatin derivation, bra

Tad! His mission then devolv

into a series of pleas He says, "I

stop writing and hold my brea

until you send in letters." Su(

Yoni

Res Life Rape Trial
draws small crowd
- Men Not Present
Karen Zeder

Opinions/Editorials Editor

A mock date rape trial was put

on last Wednesday, September 9,

in Aimstrong Hall, by Chris Bell

and the Office of Residential Life.

Frankly, I was appalled by the

number of people who showed up.

Or should I say, didn't show up.

There were, at the most, fifty people

there, 97% of which were female.

The Honorable 0. Edward
Schlatter , an El Paso County
judge oversaw the trial which

was judged by student jurors

picked at random. Two
attorneys, Bill Berger and Kim
Kitchen also donated their time.

This was an important event,

folks!

I went to this same trial last

year, and Armstrong was filled

to the brim! What's the

problem? Signs were put up. I

find it hard to believe that no
one knew about it. And why
was it deemed more worthy by

women than men? Judge
Schlatter explained that "This

is an American Tragedy. It's a

man problem much more than a

woman's problem." This being

the case, 1 sure would have like

to have seen the male species

more interested than it looked

to me.

1 found out some surprising

stuff which a lot of you who did

not attend may not know. In

order to be found guilty, the

jury must find: (1) Sexual

penetration was inflicted on
another, (2) The defendant

caused submission of the victim

by applying physical force or

violence; (This is a tricky one,

the fact that a defendant weighs

more than a victim can be a

determining factor) and (3) that

the victim did not consent to

the act of sexual penetration.

When they say consent, they

mean consent beyond a

reasonable doubt. (Read:

Coir

COT

volu

our
verbal!)

In the event thala defendi

is found guilty of first degi

sexual assault, probation lii

is 5-6 years, 30-60 days in

community service,

mandatory sex offenders a

mental health counseling. T!

is typical, but the law allow

8 years jail time unle

aggravating circumstances

present, in which case that tii

could be doubled.

So, how do we avoid this

don't think women should

to take responsibility I

stopping rape. But, accordi

to Michael Bailey, self-defei

expert, a woman in a potentia

dangerous situation shoo

forcefully say, "Stop it, you

raping me."

What can be and cannot

considered rape are ambiguo

at best. 1 can't see why mc

people at CC. weret

interested in this event

Ho
inte
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THIS WEEK IN THE SOURCE...
WIN ONE OF 20 SUPER-SPIFFY, ECOLOGICALLY

<l SENSITIVE, STYLISH, FRESH, RECYCLABLE MUGS!

»l THERE ARE 20 WORNER BOX NUMBERS LISTED, SO..

READ THE SOURCE!!!

Congratulations, Stacey Smith - she read her SOURCE,

found her number and won $25 in Munch Money!! SEE!

NEW CASHIER'S HOURS

In an attempt to better serve College constituencies, the Cashier's

window will be open Monday through Friday as follows:

8:45 am - 9:00 am
9:30 am - 12:30 pm

2:00 - 3:30 pm

Enhanced service hours are effective Monday, September 14.

During the summer, Womer Box 227 the Cashier's Window was

moved from the first floor of Armstrong Hall to the second floor.

Easiest access is through the Great Hall up the stairs to the

second floor. The window is on the balcony.

Take a break from studying for finals (ugh!) and check out

"GRUPO SACRIFICIO"

BUT, WHO ARE THEY? Hondouran percussion musicians and

dancers who will perform traditional pieces based on their

religious and philosophical beliefs.

FREE ADMISSION

TUESDAY AT 8PM - PACKARD

Sponsored by MEChA, CCAP, Womer Box 1340,DanceWorkshop

and Leisure Project Funds.

jLO MEJOR DE LA CULTURA
HONDOURENA!

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
(Vomer 205 Ext-6846

ALL YOU STUDENTS
OUT THERK...

Come to the CENTER FOR
COMMUNITY SERVICE, to

volunteer womer box 1722 in one of

our student groups

OR

{ to find an individual project that

interests YOU!

BREAK OUy

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 233/232 Ext. 6802

Monday. September 21

BUTLER UNIVERSITY
12 pm - 1 pm in Womer 213

Come hear about Butler programs in

AustraUa, England, Womer Box 29, Ireland,

Scotland and New Zealand!!

COLORADO COLLEGE is a part of the

Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM)

which sponsors programs in ten countries!

Credit transfers from these programs and

CC financial aid applies. To leam

more about the advantages of ACM
programs, stop by the OIP.

PONT FORGET!!

International Student Identity Cards

are available from the OIP.

We also have a large file on

AVAILABLE SCHOLARSHIPS!!

DEADLINES! DEADLINES!!

SEPTEMBER 23 for KANSAI-GAIDAI

semester or year in Japan. Jeff Noblett,

advisor

NOVEMBER 1 for non-afSliated

programs.

OCTOBERANDNOVEMBER for certain

ACM programs.

Check the OIP for all the details!

Mi^'ovrry student liff,

Womer 233/234 Extj338

For Your Information

THE OFFICE OF MINORITY STUDENT
LIFE WILL BE OPEN OVER BLOCK

BREAK, SO STOP IN FOR A VISfT!

Just a reminder to you all that it's

IMPORTANT for you to have input into

the Colorado College Presidential Selection

process womer box 406. The next, and final,

candidate, Kathryn Mohrman, will have an

open session FOR STUDENTS ONLY ON

MONDAY, SEPT. 21

8:00 PM - WES ROOM
WORNER CENTER

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO GRILL

'EM!

THE
x/tTMnBITY STUDENT niRRCrORY

IS HERE!

This is a voluntary listing of minority

students including academic fields, other

interests, etc.

Also includes information on Minority

Alumni, Faculty.and Administrators

A LIMfTED NUMBER OF COPIES ARE
AVAILABl F - FIRST COME
FIRST SERVE .
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Monday
21

Worner Box 21

12:00 pm - Steve Sea-

worth, Butler University,

will be on campus to

discuss study abroad
options througt) Butler

University. Worner
Hayes Room 213.

Sponsored by Office of

International Programs.

Worner Box 84

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

Worner Box 125

Tuesday
22

*12:00pm - Movimien-

to Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan (MEChA),

Worner Wolcott Room
211.

Worner Box 224

3:30-5 pm - Advanced
WP5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.

Worner Box 388

6:30 pm - BGALA, a
confidential group for

bisexual, gay and les-

bian students. Anyone
wishing to explore is-

sues of sexuality is wel-

come. Student Cultural

Center.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

Worner Box 400

*8:00 pm - 'GRUPO
SACRIHCIO.' Four per-
cussion musicians and
four dancers from Hon-
duras perform tradition-

al pieces based on
their religious and phil-

osophical beliefs. Free
admission. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by
MEChA, CCAP, Dance
Workshop and Leisure

Project Funds.

Wednesday
23

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

Thursday
24

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

WP5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.



WEEK

Friday
25

Saturday
26

Sunday
27

On-Going Events

and IVIeetings

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Graphics. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

Worner Box 2222

*1:00 pm - Football,

CC vs. Greenville

College. Washburn
Field.

Worner Box 1037
Worner Box 976

*4:00 pm - Men's Soc-

cer, CC vs. The Col-

lege of Wooster. Soc-

cer Field.

Worner Box 743

THEDEADUNEFOR THESEPTEMBER 2»^XTO-
BER 4 •mis WEEK- IS MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

AT 4M) PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-
FELL-SmOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER
TO HAVE YOUR EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSH-
ED IN -THIS WEEK.' THESE FORMS AflE AVAIL-

ABLE AT NELJJS REINERVS OFFICE, WORNER
CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm. Worrier Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howtjert Room 216.

Kalian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and

reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; J35 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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for more informalion aboul career services check the Career Center Kiosk. Career Center door, or inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Seniors! Mark Your Calendars!!!

Career
Center

The
Colorado

College

You are cordially invited to attend

Special Presentation:

"September Strategies For June Jobs"
(and Graduate Study)

Time: 6:00-7:30 p.m

Location: Gaylord Hall

Date: September 30, 1992

Refreshments

September Strategies For June Jobs

(and Graduate Study)
What will you do after graduation? Whether you plan to seekfull-time or part-time employment or attend

graduate school, you can rruxke the most ofyour senior year to prepare. This program will provide some

helpful tips on how to preparefor life after Colorado College.

Slide Presentation:

Panel Presentation:

Program

"September Strategies for June Jobs"

This 5-8 minute presentation gives a brief overview of

Career Center services and programs available to help

you with your career plans.

Recent Colorado College graduates will discuss how

they plannedfor post-graduation and how they used

their time during their senior year to prepare.

Panelists:

Ethan Hemming, Sociology '92

Colorado Stale University, Ft. Collins

Master's Program, Sociology

Kyle Samuel, Economics '92

Underwriter. Energy Resources Depl

Chubb Insurance Group

Wrap Up:

Refreshments:

Colleen Currie. Political Economy '92

Assistant Program Officer

El Pomar Foundation

Assistant Director, Cindy Funk, will briefly discuss the on-campus

recruiting program. Worner Box 1912

Please join us!

Full-time Positions I Workshops/Events

Seminar Teacher

Local area posilion in educational and college

planning services offered. Starting ASAP, this

$25,000-$30.000/year posilion involves teaching

and factlitaling seminars of 10-30 college bound

high school students on the subject of "How To Get

Into the College of Your Choice." Required: BA
degree orjunior or senior status, strong

inteipenonal skills and an interest in helping

others. Flexible hours/week, weekends available.

Contaa Eric Wall al Foster Associates, 1 202 E Pike

Street, Seatlle, WA 98122-3934; (206) 860-9063.

(Business and industry Job Notebook -JOBTRACK
Fax)

!8 Medil School of Journalism, Info Table

1 1:30-1 :15, Womer Center lobby

10 "September Strategies for June Jobs" —

Senior kickoff, 6-7:30pm, Gaylord

-

1

'Tinding A Career Wth Your Name On
It," 3-4:30pm

-5 "The 50 Cent Tour of the Career Center."

4:30-5pm, Career Center

-6 "Your College Career on One Page,"

1 -2:30pm Womer Box 56
7 "The Grad School Game." 6-7:30pm
-9 Homecoming alumni/ae panel, "A Look

at What Lies Ahead," 1 -2:30pm

Sign Up at Career Center for workshops!

Miscellaneous

Preparing for Ihe GRE
Review and improve your abilities in math, English,

and test-taking. Take practice tests, leam how the

tests are scored, and leam how graduate schools use

scores to delermine your acc^tance. Tuition is $89.

Class begins Nov. 7 - Nov. 30, Mondays (+1 SaL), 6-

9pm, Sabin Jr. High, 3605 N. CarefiEe Circle, fiisl

class is SaL Nov. 7, 9am- 12 noon. Registration form

available in the Career Center or contact: UCCS
Continuing Education, P.O. Box 7150, Colorado

Springs, CO 80933-7 150. Womer Box 334

Internships

PesK Performance AssnHates. Inc.

Peak Performance Associates Inc., an international

training and development company, is seeking a

motivated, self-starting individual who can handle

multi-faceted usks. Requires experience in

managing a computer database and the ability to

interface with many different people. Maricet

research experience is helpful. Send resume to:

Peak Performance Associates, Inc., 630 North

Tejon, Colorado Springs, CO 80903 or call Megan

Williams at 633-0804. The Career Center has

complete listings on this Inlfrnshlp and others.

(Colorado-Based Iniemship Notebook)

l.ATK NIGHT WITH DAVm I.ETTERMAN
Work in research, talent, music, production, with

writing staff, producer's office, or~wilh Dave's

assistant! Intern will have "gofer" duties — zerox,

phones, run errands. Full-time position is non-

paying, but experience rich. Undergraduate status

required. Send cover letter and resume three

months [wior to desired semester lo: Susan Shreyar,

Internship Coordinator, LATE NIGHT WITH
DAVID LETTERMAN, 30 Rodcefeller Plaza, New
York, NY 101 12. (Arts and Media Internship

Notebook)

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

Stale of Cflllfnmtfl F.xecuHve Fellows Program

The California Govemor's office and California

State University are offering graduating seniors an

opportunity to receive graduate credit while

working as a fellow in the California Executive

Branch. This eleven month fellowship includes:

twelve graduate course credits from the CSU.

Goverrmient DepL, full tuition, government

benefits, and S1560Anonth stipend. Students will

work in one of ten California Stale Government

Offices. Application materials are due by MaidLL
1993 . For applications and additional informalion

conUct: The Center for California Studies. CSU
Sacramento. 6000 J Street, Sacramento, CA 95819-

6081: (916) 278-6906. (Government & Public

Affairs Financial Aid Notebook) Womer Box 782

Anrinver Teat-hint. Ffllowshlp Program
Internships/Fellowships available in 14 diciplines

for 1 year at Phillips Academy. Fellows serve as

teachers, dormitory counselors, and coaches for the

school's athletic teams. Fitness for the full range of

boarding school duties required. Stipend of

$10,500; medical insurance, room/board included.

Application deadline: February 15. Send

application and transcript lo: Dr. Helmuth W. Joel,

Jr.. Dean of Faculty, PhiUips Academy, Andover,

MA 018IO-4I66: (508) 749-4003. (Education

Internship Notebook)

Part-time/Seasonal

I^nmwArivPrlking

Clerical Position (with possible advancemoit),

Daurow Advertising, on South Tejon, Flexible to

accommodate C.C schedules. Could woric into fiiU-

lime position. SS/hr. + depending on experience with

Word Perfect for 20 his./wk. Call Linda Daurow at

636-2201. WomerBoxI567

Rder Care

Care for the elderly through Life Quality Homes'

"Assisted Home Living" program. Provide

pergonal care and aid with evening activities for

five elderly ladies in a suburban home. Two, three,

or four night shifts, including weekends, are

available; one shift is 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Earn

$70.00- 140.00/week; overnight shifts compensate

for sleep. Psychology. Sociology, Gerontology, or

recent graduates are encouraged to apply. Contact:

John Schonewill, Life Quality Homes, 1924 E.

Chesapeake Lane, Highlands Ranch, CO 80126;

1-800-859-5433. (Part-Time Jobs Notebook)

NnrihwMtern University

Medll School of JoumaUsm
A representative from Medil Sdiool of Journalism,

#2 rarJced school ofjournalism in the U.S., will be on

theCC. campus September 28, from ll:30-l:15pm

in the Womer Center lobby. An information session

and interviews will be held from l:30-4;00pm.

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolyn (lianurelli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts. Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Petenon, Research & Resources Coordinator

Patti Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors;

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer
Johnna Kietzinann Sharieen Pisciotta

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal oppomjnity in all aspects ol

empioymem and education. We do not knowringly

list job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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ce-Wasting

J Ware's Attempt
»' Poorly Spelled,

tie

childlike poetry; maturity escape

our Catalyst editors once again.

Tad wants students to write letters!

He wants students to free

themselves from the chains of

apathy and cowardice! (I think our

Catalysteditors alsowant us tofree

ourselves from the chains of

grammar and literacy.)

OurCatalysteditorshaveonce

again led by example; they are not

a&aid to print a headline thatreads,

"Sexaul prowess of CC swdents

questioned." By gum, there's no

cowardice there! Heck, ifTadwants

someone to tell him why the

students do not give the Op/Ed

section of the Catalyst the time of

day, I'll tell him. I would venture a

guess thatmoststudentsdon'twant

10 be associated with rampant

spellingmistakes and thenopenup

the student weekly to be told how

pathetic they are. If the Editors

want to encourage student

involvement through opinion and

editorial submissions they might

try to lure us intellectually. We all

know they can catch our attention

with a title about virility and

sexuality, but whenwe fmd out the

story is only an uninteUigent plea

for a response we turn the page in

disgust

Sincerely,

Brad Yoder

-BGALA:
"Ammendment
Two BAD!"
amendment two is passed. So is

getting beaten up because I'm gay

my fault? Should itbeallowed under

law? I don't think so. What am I

going to do if amendment two

passes? Well, if I get attacked,

instead of going through the legal

system which will no longer help

me, rU probably take the law into

my own hands. What else can I do?

The system is already starting to

fall apart as we all saw in L.A. last

spring.

Amendment two is a threat to

all kinds of people, if it is passed,

watch out because you might be

next. The following quote is from

the Colorado Chapter of the New
Jewish Agenda. "We have an

historical resistance to oppression...

We are appalled that any group

would seek to limit the rights ofany

citizen." Sogooutnow, and register

to vote in Colorado, if you haven't

already, and vote NO ON TWO!

Givens Galled

Continued
attacks on any group that was not the

Catalyst staff were childish and

annoying. Please grow up and at least

pretend that you have some

professional standards.

Scott Givens

P.S. In your corrections column,

you need to say that you mixed up the

pictures and the names of the

presidential candidatesDanielSullivan

and Joseph Ellis.

Goodw^in Calls

For Change In
Editorial

Emphasis
To the Editor,

I write with a vile taste in my
mouth brought on after reading

"Mullan's Mullings. .
." What's the

point? Reading her column was

slightly more informativethan reading

the U.S.A.. Today. (Mc. News
Nuggets anyone?) Now that weknow

"that 6 out of 10 people in Africa are

HIV positive, whatdo we do with this

fact/ Perhaps it will come in handy for

Trivial Pursuit someday. MissMuUan

writes, "When you think about the

misery in Africa, it sort of trivializes

everything else. .
." What? This

"mulling" is about as deep as when

your parents told you to eat all your

vegetables because there are people

starving in Africa. What 1 am asking

for is a little depth. Why drop a fact

like this with no exploration of the

issue? This topic alone could have

made for an informative and thought-

provoking editorial. As it stands this

is one more thought I can put into my

head along with the knowledge that

squirrels lose fifty percent of the nuts

that they store because they forget

where they put them. And as Susan

Sontag writes in AIDS and iis

Metaphors, lets be careful writing

about "entire towns . . . being wiped

out," by AIDS. She writes, "We are

not being invaded. The body is not a

battlefield. The ill are neither

unavoidablecasualtiesnortheenemy.
We - medicme, society - are not

authorized to fight back by any means

whatever. . . . About that metaphor,

the military one, I would say, if I may

paraphrase Lucretius: Give it back to

the war-makers." Please, all I am
asking for is an informative and well

thought-out editorial, one that leads

me to think about an issue in all its

complexity.

Colin Goodwin

Catalyst

Misconception of

"White Marble

Thing" Corrected

- Amy Allen

Explains True

Cosmological

Mullan's Mullings...
I finally did it!!

I picked up the phone and

dialed voter registration in

the beauteous, yet majestic

city of Rockville. Maryland.

You have reached voter

registration.

Press one if you wish to

receive voter registration

information.

Press two if you would

like to be sent an absentee

ballot.

Press three if

Boomp(lhat's the sound of

me pushing two)

Please hold, (mellow

musical interlude)

Five to ten minutes

pass... A nasally voice greets

me, I disclose my full name,

date of birth, home and

college addresses to the voice

and hang up the phone
reasonably well assured that

my absentee ballot is on it's

way.

O.K., the point is that

most of us here at CC are

registered to vote out of state,

and in order to vote in the

Nov. 3 general elections we

must obtain an absentee

ballot. As a resident of a

state other than Colorado, it

is difficult to cast your vote

in Colorado.

According to Democratic

headquarters in Colorado

Springs in order to become a

registered Colorado voter one

Purpose
"That giant white [Colorado]

marble . . . thing. . . between

Benjamins and Cossilt Hall," that

you all havebeen busy defacing

and abusing for the last year is a

Sun Shaft Stone: Colorado

Springs Equinox. (No, the school

has not bought it). It is slow art

-

not to be confused with slap you

in the face shock value art. Eagles,

Dolphins, or bronze portraiture.

If you care to take the time to see

the earth move and seasons change

and perhaps be reminded of your

own insignificance, noon would

be a good time to start looking...

the closer to equinox the better!

Amy Allen

must change his/her driver's

license, claim residency, and

pay Colorado state taxes. Also,

once you claim Colorado

residency your parents cannot

claim you as a dependent in your

home state. Unless you arc from

Colorado or are planning on

moving here, voting in Colorado

is impractical.

Procuring an absentee ballot

may seem quite basic, but, if

you are like me, actually doing

it may lake a lot of reminder

post-it notes and whacking

yourself in the head. And (brace

yourselves) in some slates you

actually have lowrite voter

registration a letter to receive

an absentee ballot. So, do not

delay! Time is running out. In

Maryland, voter registration

must hear from you no later than

October 27 or you will not be

able to vote!!

Historically, people aged 18

to 26 have the smallest voter

turnout in the U.S. Our age

group generally votes

progressively for change in our

country. As voters we can effect

how our nation will be run in

the future. And the future is

ours to determine. We can not

allow the future government of

our country to be determined

by upper middle aged voters

who live in Florida, Texas and

California. So cast your vote.

We don't want to have to pick

up the pieces left by a

Q^uote of the
Week...
"Eventually, some
graduate student in

political science will

measure the number
of votes a candidate

gains by appearing at

a local rally vs. the

number of votes he

loses from those

inconvenienced by the

extreme traffic-

stopping measures

taken to "protect"

him."
Peter Blake, columnist for the

Rocky Mountain news, Pg. 7,

Sept. 16, 1992.

government that we didn't vote

into office.

Living on campus definitely

has its high points. When else

in life can you walk blindly

into a bathroom at 8:00 am,

curse and struggle with your

contact lenses only to realize

that the woman standing next

to you is half awake and

attempting to insert foreign

plastic things into her eyes, too.

Isn't commonality a wonderful

thing? Or how about the fact

that you live way closer to class

so when you wake up at 9:01

you only have two flights of

stairs and a 200 meter dash

between bed and classroom....

Time Magazine
characterized Hillary Clinton

as being, "insufficiently aware

that she was not the candidate

herself." They also mentioned

that she is intelligent, witty and

that shedoesn' t mind correcting

her husband in public. All right,

Hillary! It's about time the

wife of a presidential candidate

didn't conform to the reserved,

dignified first lady image....

But it's not like Hillary is

an extreme anarchic feminist.

Marilyn Quayle deemed her a

member of the "liberal, radical

wing of the feminist

movement." Where has

Marilyn Quayle been for the

past thirty years? Hillary

Clinton is far from a radical

feminist. If she was (ha( radical

ner last name certianly

wouldn't be Clinton and she

would be running for president

herself....

The sad fact is, however,

that if Hillary ran for president

she wouldn't be taken seriously

or receive as much recognition

as she does as the wife of a

candidate....

A thought on the abortion

issue, do the Republicans really

think they can stop abortion

from happening by legislating

against it? Abortion has been

practiced for centuries by

desperate women. Abortion is

not going to disappear by

legislating against it and

ignoring it. Abortion rates will

decline by promoting family

planning, providing birth

control and educating young

women....

Another thing, let's please

stop fighting over whether or

not the fetus is alive! Yes, the

fetus is alive. Yes, abortion is

tragic. Yes, abortion is ending

a life. But whether or not the

fetus is alive is UQi the issue.

Abortion is a fact of life.

Aboruon happens whether it is

right or wrong. What is

important is that women do not

die needlessly because they

can't receive safe legal

abortions....

1 realize that many Bush

supporters are n(3( Pro-life. And

they stand behind Bush anyway

claiming that Bush isn't really

Pro-life. Well, how can one

trust him on any of his stances

if we all know he's lying about

this one which is so critical to

women's lives?...

MeghanE. Mullan

Editor-in-Chief
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Interviews by Ross Gimpel &Elmo

What issue(s) are going to most Photos by Eimo

influence your vote in November?

"Not Bush."

Chris Geison, sophomore

"I'm not voting for Bush, I've been

unimpressed with forign affairs. He

just scares me overall."

JaneMeads, first year

"More emphasis on on marshmellow

roasting as a sport."

Hacey Tarbox II, sophomore

"Hats"

"The bean dilemma"

Maitland Finley, David Ury, sophomores

"Health insurance"

Paul Hynes, sophomore

"Abortion, the environment and
federal funding for private education."

David Bimbaum, first year

"Sex education"

Ross Gimpel, sophomore
"I'd like to vote for a change, but my
only choice os to vote against Bush."

Ann Skoe, senior
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C.C. experts frolic through the world o' beer
By PERRY BROWN and JUSTIN

I

HERMANN
j
Cotolj's* Staff Reporters

Hello kids and beer lovers, welcome

to The Catalyst beer review. I'm Perry

and the guy sitting next to me is Justin.

For the next semester we will be the

great arbiters of beer taste on the campus

of The Colorado College. We hope to

bring you lots of good ideas on what

swill to chug at the nice price, as well as

many fine thoughts of sipping some

soulful suds.

The column should be pretty

straightforward, but for the rest of the

drunks on campus we will clarify things

a little. For those that can't stand to be

bothered with spending the time to read

and really learn something about these

beers, there is the simple mug rating

system.

©PiM The ultimate. The beer

of salvation. Justimagine if God brewed

teet tJiis_would be it.

A great beer.

Good (a staple beer).

Rotten but it works. Standard

Eegbeer.

Worse than keg swill. Not

recommended for human consumption.

For our first article we chose three

beers: Schell Pils, which is brewed in

Minnesota by the August Schell Brewing

Company; Wheat Hook Ale, which is

brewed in Seattle by the Red Hook

Brewery; and Samuel Smith's Taddy

Porter, which is brewed in England by

the Samuel Smith Brewing Company.

SfiHslLEils©PM
This beer comes in a 22 fl. oz. bottle

for the not-so-low price of $2.25. We
both agreed that this was a good beer. It

has a nice golden color but lacks a real

Golly gee, guys, looky here at all them hooch bottles over yonder

head. Schell Pils is a beer with a full

mouth and a spicy hoppy flavor. Light

and refreshing, this beer gets the "No

harsh bitter" compliment from Perry.

That's not to say this stuff is piss water,

it still has that nice "beer" quality. It's

worth the money and we would show up

at any kegger that was serving this stuff.

Wheat Hook Ale fptfp
This one is $6.39 a six pack, again a

little on the steep side but hey! it's our

first time reviewing, and we're still

feeling rich.

Before saying anything about this beer

we would like to thank the Red Hook

people for their wonderful top label

which "honor[s) the gallant Seattle

UoUeymen of 1884 to 1941". This
beer is brewed to resemble a German

Wiezen bier. It uses an unusual

ingredient, wheat. At first glance this

beer looks promising with its great color

and healthy head, but as soon as you get

your nose near enough to smell it, look

out . . . quite a malodorous concoction.

However we tread where angels fear to

and we soon found ourselves quafting

this unusual brew.

In the end it was a good decision because

this beer is actually pretty good. It is

very light and refreshing, which is

typical of a wheat beer, but it lacks the

fruity flavor most German wheat beers

have.

Wheat Hook Ale would make a great

summer beer and would most likely be

improved by a traditional slice of lemon.

If nothing else, the lemon would help

improve the smell. We gave this beer a

mug rating of three because compared
to the other Red Hook products this

brew doesn't measure up.

This brew comes in a 18.7 fl. oz.

bottle for $2.49. This is by far the best

beer we are reviewing this week. We
gave it a well-deserved four mugs. Since

it is the last beer we reviewed we were

both probably in a pretty good mood by

the lime we drank this one. So, our

impressions might be a little colored.

If you like a good head, whoa! This

one's got a head with a vengeance. This

beer is darker than mud and has an odor

that is slightly reminiscent of good

coffee. Justin tells me that the smell is

produced by the generous use of

chocolate malt, which is barley thai has

been toasted until it turns a rich brown.

I don't know if he's right but it sounds

good to me.

This is truly a great beer which is no

small compliment coming from me. I

find most really dark beers much loo

heavy with an aftertaste that sticks to

your tongue like a bad suit. Thankfully

this beer is extremely well brewed and

lacks the aforementioned

characteristics. Although this beer is a

bit pricy we look forward to the next

time we can afford to drink this beer.

On a final note, we hope you enjoy

Iheseseleciions.andif any of you home

brewers on campus would like to have

your beer reviewed we'd be more than

happy to drink it. See you next week,

and keep your feet on a chair and keep

reaching for the beer.

Thursday at Eleven

wa totemo suki desu

Biyan Vidinsky

The Fine Arts Center building-please do not eat.

Enjoy your Fine Arts
By MELINDA STOCKY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado Springs Fine Arts

Center, located behind Packard Hall, is

open Tuesday through Friday from 9

until 5. Saturday from 10 to 5, and

Sunday from 1 to 5.

One of the highlights for September

is a Spencer Tracy film series, including

Father of the Bride and Judgement ot

Nuremberg .

The Classic Film Series plays a large

part in the Fine Arts Center and runs

throughout the year. It takes place

Tuesday evenings at 7:30 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Center Theater.

In January and February a number of

Broadway Musicals will be shown,

including The Music Man (1/5), Paint

Your Wagon (1/12), 1776 (1/19),

Carousel (1/26). How to Succeed in

Business Without Realty Trying (2/2),

and Camelot (2/9).

In March and April, 30's and 40's

Oscar Winners will be shown, and in

June, an Ingrid Bergman film series will

run.

The cost is only $2.75, so for an

inexpensive night out, stop by!

BY CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI
Ca(a/ys« Staff Reporter

It's entertaining.

It's educational.

It's FREE.
It's happening at 11:00 (a.m.) on

Thursdays.

It's . . .

THURSDAY AT ELEVEN!!

What, you may ask, is this illustrious

event that everyone is talking about?

It's a series of performances and

lectures given by well-renowned artists

and speakers that combines an

entertaining program with current class

topics.

Each Thursday morning, the program

is held in Packard Hall and is open to the

public at no cost. Many of the programs

are part of the Great Performers Series.

At 11:00 will be a basic inuoduction

and demonsuation of the artist's work,

with the actual performance being at

8:00 in the evening at Armstrong

Theater.

The evening performances arc $8.00

or FREE with a C.C. activity card (that

cute green thing you got at registration).

Tickets can be picked up at the Worner

Desk.

OCTOBER PROGRAMS

October 1: Dick Beidleman

"Tales of a Peripatetic:

Who Knows What Interesting Tidbits

the Academic Pursuit Might Unearth?"

October 8: "Chanticleer"

This is an all-male a

cappella vocal ensemble— the only one

of it's kind in the United Slates today!

!

October 15: Bruce Loeffler

"Savage Beasts and

Noble Savages; The Legacy of Conquest.

(Another Look at the Columbus

Quincentennial)"

Artists scheduled to come later in the

year include John Parker — a pianist,

Jude Narita— who is involved in theatre,

Heinrich Schiff—a cellist, and the

Wallace Collection — a brass and wind

ensemble.

If you have any questions or

suggestions for future shows, the

coordinators of the Thursday at Eleven

program are Owen Cramer, Armstrong

#130 ext. 6443, and Diane Henn.

Armstrong #126 ext. 6636.
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There's a Spectrum of Sugar up Your Arsenal
By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

MORRISSEY
Your Arsenal

Sire/Reprise

One has to wonder what the ol*

Mozzer has been up to. Coming

after the pathetic AT/// C/flc/e album

and the surprisingly good tour

which followed, Morrissey has

come up with a new album that at

first left me puzzled, then

somewhat relieved at what were

seemingly offensive lyrics. No,

damn it, I'm not one of those

PMRC types, but lyrics which to

me seem a little bit xenophobic or

racist just do not appeal lo me.

And this is what I felt upon first

hsltn'mgioYourArsenal. Starting

with "Bengali in Platforms" off

hisfiistsoloLPWva//fl/f ("Shelve

your Western plansA-ife is hard

enough when you belong here").

"Asian Rut" from Kill Uncle

CTooled up Asian boy/oh they

may jusl impale you on railings")

to "We'll LeiYou Know" and"The

National Front Disco" from Your

Arsenal ("We are the last truly

British people you will everknow"

and "England for the English,"

respectively), Morrissey appeared

to exhibit xenophobic tendencies

which grew ever so stronger with

each new album. Upon further

listening, however, songs such as

the aforementioned "The National

Front Disco" really do have a

legitimate point lo make. This

song speaks of a boy who has left

his friends and family to join the

National Front, a British terrorist

group which preaches fascism and

BLUE MESA
mn JEWELET CO. 211 sins
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At Wholesale Prices
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Silver or Qold
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WITH \oira C.C. ID

racism. The boy repeatedly tells

his friends what he wants to do,

even saying things like "England

for the English," but they fail to

realize that the boy really means

whathesays. Morrissey is actually

lamenting the fact that no one

slopped the boy, not preaching

xenophobia. He even tells the

listener to ignore what he is saying

in "We'll Let You Know": *The

songs we sing/They're not

supposed to mean a thing."

Musically, his new album is good,

even brilliant at limes, considering

his backing band is made up of

rockabilly rejects. Regardless of

the fact that Morrissey appears to

refute his own statements, it seems

to me that the former Smiths

guitarist Johnny Marr was right

when he said "Sometimes I think

he is in need of a good humping."

SPECTRUM
SOUL KISS (Glide Divine)

Silvertone Records

Ex-Spacemen 3 and current

Spectrum founder-member Pete

Kember (AKA Sonic Boom)
appears to have taken one hell of a

wild mental trip on his band's debut

LP SOUL KISS (Glide Divine).

The Spacemen (Sonic and his

partner Jason Pierce. AKA J.

Spaceman) were infamous for their

professed use of mind-altering

substances while making their

records, and this neat little mental

trick has not departed from Sonic's

life. Spectrum claims thai SOUL
KISS (Glide Divine) was "road

tested on 17 levels of

consciousness," and the songs

appear to bear that up. "How You
Satisfy Me" is pure power, with

Sonic's guitar shimmering in the

spacious void, while others such as

"Neon Sigh" and "(I Love You) To

The Moon & Back" are songs you

would not want to play at three in

the morning while driving cross-

country in the middle of Nebraska.

Imaginelhe mostpe£u:efulclassical

music piece you can find, make

that even more peaceful and quiet,

add gently droning and repetitive

guitars and acid-drenched vocals

along with gently throbbing

percussion and you have an idea of

what most of this album sounds

like. That's not to say the songs

aren't good, it's just that they have

a little lesspower and fury than, oh,

say Nirvana or Metallica. SOUL
KISS (Glide Divine) is definitely a

different album than most others

I've heard. Sonic Boom has not

lost his magic touch which made

Spacemen3sogood,asIhadfeared,

and it even appears lo me that this

album could hold appeal for

everyone. Also, check out the

limitedimport version of this album

which comes in a bizarre liquid-

filled sleeve, as it looks super cool

(even the CD itself looks funky).

SUGAR
Copper Blue

Rykodisc

Many of you know who Husker

Du were. Probably a smaller

amount of you know who Bob
Mould (or, as Abby put it. Mouldy

Bob) is. It therefore makes sense

that very few of you know who
Sugar are. Formed by Bob Mould,

ex-Husker singer and guitarist,

Sugarand iheirdebutalbum Copper

Blue are a return to the power trio

and thundering guitar-style music

largely abandoned by Mould on his

two solo expeditions. CopperBlue

opens with a heavily guitar-laden

piece "The ActWe Act," which as

far as I can tell is a return to theBob
Mould we all knew and loved five

years ago, although unfortunately

lacking his telltale screaming vocals

which marked the best of Husker.

"A Good Idea" is strangely

reminiscent of ihe Pixies*

"Debaser," with its similar iKissline

andguitarplaying, whDe"Changes"

sounds too much like solo Mould
off his last album Black Sheets of

Rain , which is not necessarily bad.

The single "Helpless" is a modem
day classic with its screaming-yet-

melodic guitar riff and Mould's

pleading for help lyric recalling

Camj[y /l/]p/e Grey -era Husker. "If

ICan'tChange YourMind" is pure

power pop. Mould's bouncy
acoustic guitar work and Malcolm

"**** WICKED, LUSH AND INGENIOUS!'

D rowning

By ]\[ umbers
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Travis' brisk drumming make for a

simply beautiful composition. By

and large, Mould seems less full of

sorrow and desperation as he did

during the later period of Husker

Du and his solo work. He has

oriented his compositions (he wrote

all the music and lyrics on Copper

Blue ) more towards those who

were into Husker ages ago; they

generally are less punky and more

melodic than those of before.

Besides having one of the best

album names I've ever heard,

Sugar's Copper Blue is the

definitive statement testifying to

Bob Mould's genius as a

songwriter.

Yes, it*s

Filmtime!
By MICHAEL GROSSMAN
Catalyst StafT Reporter

The Film Series will present the

film Drowning by Numbers on the

18th and 19th of September, the

first in a series of sixteen movies to

be screened this school year. The

Film Series is a group of human

beings working to infiltrate subtle

glimpses of entertainment and

perhaps true "experiences" into the

life forms ofColorado College. As

a committee, these film fiends

choose movies to be shown

throughout the year, presenting an

average of two films each block.

Film Series will also present a Cult

Film Festival in Armstrong Hall

later this year. All other films are

shown in Olin Hall.

Abby Hoverstock, head of the

Film Series committee, explains

that the committee exists to speak

for an underrepresented arts

populous as well as to provide a

campus activity for students. Abby

adds that there has been talk of

screening a batch of student fihns

from New York University and

perhaps a few of C.C.'s own.

Becoming a member of the Film

Series is not as difficult as one

might think. The committee does

not require members to have full

background knowledge of Fellini,

all one needs is a slight interest in

film.
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Doin' the blues with KRCC
^y NATHANIEL FEIS

Ijlrts Spiritual Leader

One hundred twenly-seven. one

liundied twenty-eight, one hundred

twea..Oh, hello there. (Note: this use

ofintemipdon is a standard technique

Ijiat allows the audience to feel

^iliarity. nay, kinship with the

perfonner or the subject It causes

members ofiheaudience to say "Hey,

llm (fill in the name of the peison

applicable to the sitiiaiian and adhere

ic fcim 724-553waId #672 which you

ftill find on the reverse side of the

newsletlemotincludedinthisenvelope,

t)uiwhichcanbeonleredbycontacting

die Depanment of Extraneous and

Useless Forms located on 6tfi Street in

tie Himalayas thea..) is a nonnal guy

just like us. We often find our selves

jiiiing on Miicated sets covered with

: menic tons worth ofknickknacks that

are eitherpartofthebackdroporglued

t) a canlboand table reading overly-

brgebooksthaihavenoprintinthem."

This technique is often emptoyed by

Blevision personalities of all walks (rf

life, fiomlhepandainghostsofsnooty

PBS programs about the damned

:
English beck in their salad days when

Iteywoniedaboulwhichtypeofsoones

(and just what the hell are scones

anyway? Tliey sound like something

thatmighlbegnjwingonaccralreefor

a seldom-discussed province of

Nramandy) to serve with tea down to

burly guysnamedBobwho have their

own Exit shows on Public Access. But

seldom in print is this nifty little

technique used, and damn it I'm not

going to sit around and allow those

self-righteous, publicity craving

bastards to keep it to themselves any

longer (Vk. President, we can not

allow a mineshaft gap!"). Now it's

mine! C'Back off, man!!") As the

maniacal laughter fades into the

backgroundwe realize dial the reason

this technique is seldom used m print

is, well, diatit'sjustabone stolid thing

10attemptand itusuallydoesnotwork.

Caseinpoint,Mr.NalhanielFeis.Once

not-so-mild-mannered college

student, now the lifetime dweller in a

vacant ward in the outer edges of the

Twihght Zone.) Welcome to yet

another installment of (drum roll,

lan6re)_.of, um, of...What the hell is

the nameofthis column anyway? Oh,

wellC'estlamorte.

Anyway, here it is a fine weekend

dayonlovelyCokjtadoCollegebcated

beautiful downtown

Confcraiityville, home of (Hvis and

Lonnie Brooks-he's not the Edge, but that's OK.

theancientGteeks-jotrywtongtown)

the Pto-Rodeo HallofFame (a treatof

an experioice the whole femily can

sleepthrough),FocusOnNazi Values

and many other like-minded,

freethinking oiganizations, our daily

papertheRq)ublicanTtmes,and more

military installations then most third-

world countries.

So, how can theCC student on the

move enjoy this time off ftom class

(besides the obvious get so shitfaced

you areincapableofseeing untilblock

break. Well, zowie, jeez, andjunipos

are theresome special treats in storefor

you- Our very own Film S^es has

been kind enough to bless thecampus

with Peter (one hell of a pretentkxis

asshole, but darrm can he create

amazing fdms) Greenaway's

Drowning by Numbers C'one, two,

three/just as easy as your abc's^ as

mentioned elsewhere in this very

section (Can you find the other places

it's mentioned? I'm soproud ofyou.).

But there is also a plethora of live

music to be heard. KRCC alone is

presenting not one , not two, not

fifty-four, but Uiree concerts for

your dancing pleasure and the

amusement of the children. On

Friday it's Patrick Ball, everybody.

He'll be playing Celtic harp and

telling Celtic tales. (Need not be

Celtic to attend.) On Saturday we

have my concert pick of the week

(Uie coveted "Hey, that sounds like

Uiey'U be jamming some groovy

tunes, dude" awardpresented, well,

sometimes.) Poi Dog Pondering on

Saturday. They're a way cool

collection of musicians so check

'em out. Bring a friend, bring an

enemy, hell bringwhomeva ya want

it ain't no thang to me. I'm like

AT&T, yo friends are yo own

bizness (reason 522 why I am not a

hip-hop star). And rounding out the

ttiad is a Lonnie Brooks/Johnny

Copeland duet in an extravaganza

of blues. Go and get down with

some genuine bluesmen. Ya, boy!

All these thmgs are in Armstrong,

jus* so ya know.

And finally. Element 308, a band

that hails all theway fiom dievery city

youarelocatedin,unlessofcourseyciu

are not located Uiere (that's right.

Grade), wiUbepumping thesounds in

the TigerHtonFridaynighL Wordon

the street is that there willbeboozeand

eats at this lastconceit Thusendsthis

space filling article; hope you liked it

Tune in next week to find out how

Louise ended up in the mwgue with

the president of flK pocket pool club,

whatreallyhappenedtoUncleWilly's

sow, and special cooking tips fiom

Bananaiama. Until then, occupy your

time with something else.

No, it's not Papa
Smurf up there
By STEWART J. BREIER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last Thursday Alhaji Papa

Susso, a master kora player

from The Gambia in West
Africa, spoke for Thursday at

Eleven and played later at 8

p.m. Alhaji Papa Susso
depicted his musical

excellence that night playing

traditional songs, involving

several notes not found on the

European scale, colorful

melodic arrangements

interchanging with strong

rhythms and interesting non-

Western harmonies. In West
Africa musicians act as oral

historians, so Alhaji

translated some of his songs

to English for the audience,

and everyone learned a bit of

African history.

Alhaji Papa Susso came
across as a friendly and

humorous man who shone

through cultural boundaries

that usually divide people.

Susso comes from a very

different society where "We
have no radio in The Gambia.

We have no TV. We have

talking drum." There

musicians are highly respected

as historians and storytellers.

The cultural barriers are

formidable when the gap is so

wide, but I felt a deep
connection every time Susso

smiled his big smile, laughed,

then proceeded merrily to

describe a West African

cultural nuance to attentive

American ears.

Aljahi Papa Susso plays kora

throughout Africa, the U.S.,

and Europe. He has been

playing the instrument since

the age of five. The Susso

family brought the instrument

into existence about 300 years

ago, and although it is

traditionally a Susso
instrument, others may learn

to play it. The kora consists of

21 strings, a half gourd

covered with cow or goat skin,

a hardwood neck, "and now,"

says Susso, "thumbtacks" as

he points to the circle of

thumbtacks impressed within

the gourd. Alhaji Papa Susso's

stay here may be over, but I

think I heard word that Susso

has produced a few recordings

of traditional kora music

which would be worth a search

to find.

Patrick Ball likes to think that he's an angel with his harp.

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return ofall CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$30

Bring a friend in for the first time and

receive |BfiiBfawWI tanning sessions

1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552
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You must never ignore the fine arts

By MEUNDA STOCKY
CaUlyst Staff Reporter

Events for the Month of September at

the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

-MUSEUM CLOSED MONDAYS-

9/18 8 p.m. Patrick Ball, presented by

KRCC($11)
9/19 5-7:30 p.m. Members Opening

Reception, Ukiyo-e

7:45-9:30 p.m. Ikebana

Demonstration (Theatre Members, $10,

others, $15)

8 p.m. DaVinci Quartet, Music

Room 9/20 View the Charles M.

Russell Studio

9/21 9:30 a.m. Ikebana Workshop

($20) R.S.V.P. 633-0835

9/22 7:30 p.m. Classic Film Series

"Judgement at Nuremberg" ($2.75)

9/23 11:30 a.m. MVA Box Lunch

11:30-3 p.m. Lunch at The Balcony

(Tues.-Fri.)

9/24 View the Open-Storage Exhibit:

Taylor Museum for Southwestern

Studies Native American Collections

9/25 6:30 p.m. Pikes Peak Watercolor

Society "Quick Draw"

9/26 10 a.m. Docent-Led Tour (every

Sat.)

10 a.m.-2 p.m. View Bemis Exhibit,

Pike's Peak Center

9/27 2-4:30 p.m. World Horizons

Travelogue: Grand Canyon ($4.75)

9/28 2-7:30 p.m. World Horizons

Travelogue: Grand Canyon ($4.75)

Events for the Month of October at the

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

10/1 View the Open-Storage Exhibit:

Taylor Museum for Southwestern

Studies Native American Collections

10/3 10 a.m.-2 p.m. View Bemis

Exhibit, Pike's Peak Center

10/4 2 p.m. Lecture on Ukiyo-e, Tea

Ceremony following lecture

10/7 Make reservations for Brunch or

Dinner at the Balcony Bistro before

Pirates ofPenzance

10/9 Tannahile Weavers presented by

KRCC ($13)

10/10 10 a.m. Docent-Led tour (every

Sat.)

10/11 Bonsai Demonstration (call for

lime)

10/13 View the Charles M. Russell

Studio

10/14 View the Ikebana Exhibition

10/15 7:30 p.m. Air Force Academy

Jazz Combo, Music Room (Free)

10/16 4-8 p.m. Plein Air Show & Sale

6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at the Balcony

Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

First Nighter Party after show ($5)

10/17 10 a.m. -4 p.m. Plein Air Show

&Sale
6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at The Balcony

Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

10/18 1-5 p.m. Japanese Art

Identification

2 p.m. Lecture by Steve Savageau

of Savageau Gallery

2 p.m.-4:30 p.m. World Horizons

Travelogue: Brittany and Normandy

10/19 2 p.m. -4:30 p.m. World

Horizons Travelogue: Brittany and

Normandy ($4.75)

10/20 7:30 p.m. Classic Film Series

The Producers ($2.75)

10/21 View "Highlights: A Survey of

Modem Art" from the Taylor Museum

Permanent Collection

10/22 Make reservations for dinner at

The Balcony Bisuo during Pirates of

Penzance

10/23 6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at The

Balcony Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

10/24 Free Admission to Galleries

and Library

6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at The Balcony

Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates ofPenzance

10/25 Free Admission to Galleries

and Library

12-1:30 p.m. Brunch at The

Balcony Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

2 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

Win Free tours of CSFAC Journey

into Art & Journey into Time

7:30 p.m. Classic Film Series Irma

La Douce ($2.75)

10/28 Free tours of CSFAC Journey

into Art and Journey into Time

10/29 5-7 p.m. Evening of Jazz

Free tours of CSFAC Journey into Art

and Journey into Time

10/30 Free tours of CSFAC
6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at The Balcony

Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

10/31 6-7:30 p.m. Dinner at The

Balcony Bistro (R.S.V.P.)

8 p.m. The Pirates of Penzance

Oh no ifsCultun]

Don't tell the young'uns i

Hello and welcome to the firstinstallmento
j

the weekly culture club calendar. Ifanyoit

can think ofa bettername (although we at Ih

Co(al>'i(likethisone)diopitoffintheoffic(

First Strike Theatre pesents "America Us
^

Booty-ful:ColumbusChrDniclesandChroni(

Ills" Saturday, October 3 at 7:30 p.m. ii

Packard Hall here at CC.

Classical Romance October 9-11 at ih;

Colorado Springs Symphony with virtues;

violinist Aaron Rosand featuring Brahms

Violin Concerto.

CU presents fonner Smiths singer Morrissej

in concert at the CU Fieldhouse October i;

Experience the weird sounds ofSonic Youil

Primus, Mudhoney and Pavement at Rei

Rocks September 21

.

r

The first person to identify this dude will win

a surprise literary gift worth at least $100! r

?]

B
SI

TRAVEL FAIR
WORNER CAMPUS CENTER
SEPTEMBER 29TH, 4-8PM

DOOR PRIZES

REGISTER TO WINANAIRLINE
TICKETFOR SPRING BREAK

OR
HOME FOR A WEEKEND

THINKABOUTHOLIDAY TRAVELNOW
TALK WITH THE TRAVEL EXPERTS

FEATURING REPRESENTITIVES FROM: AMERICAN AIRLINES, AMERICA WEST AIRLINES, CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, DELTA
AIR UNES, TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, UNITED AIRLINES, ROYAL CRUISE UNES, MLT VACATIONS, AMERICAN LEISURE
VACATIONS, TOUR EXPRESS, HILTON INN, RADISSON HOTEL, LEBARON HOTEL, BEST WESTERN-PALMER HOUSE,
HEARTHSTONE INN, VAIL ASSOCIATES, WINTER PARK RESORTS, AMERICAN SKI ASSOC, BUDGET RENT-A-CAR, FLYING-W
RANCH, AND OTHER TRAVEL EXPERTS.
Travel Fair is brought to you by Carleson Travel NetworklGuide Travel. For more information contact the campus office of Guide Travel in

Armstrong Hall (room 5, lower level) at 389-6732 or stop by and see Cindy Rogers.

^IGUIDE Carlson Travel Network
TRAVEL SYSTEM. INC.
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Players see

Buetow's

suspension in

different light

By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

It was a simple, innocentmistake. Right? Well

mostof tie playas I had the oppratunily to Elk

with steered away from the actual conflictofthe

BradBuetowsuspensk)nandfocusedon thelact

[hat they won't let the event interfere with the

beginning of the seasoa Tliai, there were the

few playas who artculated their feelings on

another level, that of confljsion and questkjn

towards the school's xlk)ns.

inches
the general mood of the team is one of

dis^jpointmenL TTieyaredisappCHntedthattheir

stellar fourth yearcoach will miss the firstseven

gamesoflheseason. Tliesamecoachthateamed

WCHA Coach ofthe Yearhonras last season is

now serving a 60 day su^jenston, withoutpay,

for divEiting funds to an assistant coach. Tie

gay details ofthe fiasco have been smeared all

over the kxal pspeis, including this issue of the

Caia(ya,whichlsuggestyou read. Regardless

of Ihe actual details, the piincqiles involved

botherme and the playas.

'It's a big loss having our coach gone, " stated

sophomoregoaUenderPaulFrank. "He'spaitof

Please see HOCKEY, page 20

Tiger football pounds lowly Grinnell
75-7 victory is second-most lopsided win in Colorado College history

By RYAN EHRHART
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On Saturday afternoon at 4:00 the

scoreboard on Washburn field read C.C.

Tigers 75. Grinnell 7.

The Tigers exploded for 714 yards total

offense against the Pioneers. Any way you

look at it, 714 total yards is voy impressive.

Senior Tailback Chuck Jones ran for 170

yards and three touchdowns. *The offensive

line played great today. They were opening

huge holes on every play, and aU I had to do

was run. I also got some great downfield

blocks by Trevor (Shettron) and Jesse

(Yuran)." saidJones following thepost-game

celebration.

One highlight of Jones's afternoon was a

61 -yard touchdown run up the middle on a

fourth down and one yard call by head coach

Craig Rundle. The play was designed as a

short 1 yard gain, but Jones found a hole left

ofcenter, and before heknew it, he was off to

the races.

The entireTigerbackfieldhadagreat day.

Junior fullback Tim Hebert rushed for two

touchdowns and 119 yards, while sophomore

fullback John Lutz ran for 92 yards and two

touchdowns. Freshman Graham Smith, at

tailback, ran for one touchdown. Junior

transfer quarterback Troy Knox generalled

the Tigers up and down the field in his fu-sl

game as a Tigei'. Knox passed for 23 1 yards

and completed 11 passes in 21 attempts.

'Troy has a great perspective of the entire

field. He can sense where our receives will

be downfield. He is a very explosive

quarterback," stated offensive lineman Tyler

Finn. Knox connected often with two of his

favorite targets, Trevor Shettron and Jesse

Yoran. Shettron had one touchdown and 70

yards receiving, while Yuran also had a TD
and 80 yards receiving. Shettron said

following the game that, "Jesse and I ran the

plays well, andsomeone willalways beopen."

The defense spent a lot oftimeon the field

since theoffense was scoring so quickly. The

defense proved that they are a force to be

reckoned with in Division III this year. The

unquotable Todd Mays had 14 tackles, 3 for

a loss and one interception. Inside linebacker

The Week in Preview!
I

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

W Soccer vs. Air Porce Academy 12 pra Stewart Field

Footbailvs. Pomona (California) Ipm Washburn Field

M Soccer at University of Denver 1 pm
Volleyball at Fort Lewis College 7 pm Durango

I
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

W Soccer vs. Creighton 11:30 am Stewart Field

Volleyball at Adams Slate 3 pm Alamosa

I

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

Volleyball at Pomona-Pilzer 2:30 pm Pomona, CA
M Soccer vs. The College of Wooster 4 pm Stewart Field

W Soccer at University ot Virginia 4pm CharlouesviUe, VA
Volleyball at LaVeme 7:30 pm Pomona, CA

I

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7A

Football vs. Greenville (Illinois) 1 pm Washburn Field

Volleyball at UC San Diego 4:30 pm Claiemont,CA

Volleyball at Claremont McKenna-Harvey Mudd-Scripps 7:30 pm Claremont,CA

I

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

W Soccer at The College ofWilliam and Maiy 12 pm WiDiamsburg, VA
M Soccer vs. Trinity University 2 pm Stewart Field

An tinidentified CC player wraps up the Grinnell quarterback, as junior

defensive lineman Mike Drum (53) continues pursuit

The only lowpoinl in the game was the

loss of starting free safety Larry Britlon.

Britton tore a ligament in his knee while

tackling aGrinnellnmning back. It is doubtful

that Britton will return this season.

RJ.GallardohadlOtacklesandthreebroken

passes. Gallardo said, "The d-hne played

exceptionally well. They kept the offensive

linemen off of us, so that made our job that

much easier." Defensive linemen Shawn

MitchellandMike Drtmi plugged the middle

and helped to shut down the Pioneer offense,

which gained negative 33 yards rushing.

Comerback Keith Mottram felt that, "The d-

line pressured their QB to make mshed

throws, and the linebackers had great drops.

It helped Larry. Nik and 1 a whole bunch. It

takes this kind ofteamwork to be a successful

team."

The defense will most assuredly test

Pomona this Saturday afternoon. "Our

defense is very salty and no one will push us

around," stated wide receiver Jesse Yuran.

The Tigers are not celebrating anymore

this week. Everyone is back to business and

focusing on Pomona. The Tigers blasted the

Pioneers this past weekend, and right now

they are reloading to lest the Sagehens from

Pomona this coming Saturday.

Bayles leads men's soccer

to 3 consecutive shutouts

By JON WHITFIELD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Maybe Hazel, the morning waitress at

the Days Inn restaurant in Blain,

Minnesota, said it best, "Go out there

and sock it to 'em boys. Win! Win! Win!

Kick 'em in the you-know-what!" The

Colorado College Men's Soccer Team

responded to Hazel's war cry as they

swept a two game series in Minnesota

against perennial rivals Macalester

College and the St. Thomas Tommies.

Hypnotized by an electrifying pep talk

from buffet expert Hazel, the Tigers

opened the festivities against multi-

cultured Macalester College. Thrown off

by the various accents, CC took a few

minutes to gel organized. Anchored by

Big Baggage Pool victor Tom "Smooth"

Heisler, the defense stayed strong.

Stellar goalkeeping from Ezra "I'll write

this paper when I'm damn good and

ready" Bayles snuffed enemy attacks

allowing the Tigers potent offense to

eventually prevail.

Senior loud guy Jon Whitfield opened

the scoring with a nifty shot to the right

corner. Minutes later, Aaron

Frohnmeyer outsmarted the Macalester

defense as he nodded home a beauty

from an accurate atmospheric cross from

Aaron "Assist Guy" Lujan.

The second half saw the Tigers tally a

third goal as scoring guru Jon Whitfield

netted once again as he kicked the ball

right at the goalkeeper - not knowing

what to do, the goalie kind of wallowed

in the sand a bit as the ball continued

into the net.

The Tigers started strong, playing

tough in the air and on the ground. After

a dominating first half, the Tigers

returned in the second half to open

scoring with a surprise goal from the

Please see SOCCER, page 21
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Chuck Jones is CCs Athlete of the Week
By JOSH ORFANAKIS
Qtia Staff Reporter

"I just want to be remembered

for working hard and giving it my

alJ
." Chuck Jones started his senior

year with a great step towards his

goal. With 175 yards. 3 TD's, and

3 catches. Chuck Jones was

responsible for almost one third of

Ok Colorado College Tigers' 75-7

win overGrinneli. However, ifyou

talked to Chuck, this would be one

Stat he would never mention. In

fact, this is one game thatChuck is

not very satisfied with. Due to the

weak Grinneli squad, therewas not

much challenge after theexhausted

team quit Chuck does not deny

that 3 TD's and 175 years rushing

is not something to cheer about,

buldon'tlook for any Icky Wood's

shuffle. Not only is it not his style

to brag, but he feels better about

games where he may have run for

less yards but worked harder for

those yards.

The overly modest senior

tailback and offensive captain of

the Tigers has given his time and

devotion to his career as a Tiger

player. He has come from a part-

time, receiver part-time blocking

back during his freshman year, to

the starting rurming back of the

Tigeis.Still,Chuck Jones is hoping

that he reaches his fullest potential,

something thathe has been working

for all his life. He is coming back

Cliris Hood

Chuck Jones shows us his version of the Heisman, as he

scampers for a chunk of his 280 all-purpose yards.

from a disappointing junior year,

one for which he was unable to

train due to injuries to his back.

Thisyearheisready, andthecaptain

wants to make it his best.

Chuck'sapproachtohisposition

as captain is a fine example of the

individual. He sees that position as

an honor and not ajob. He believes

that his team has selected him to

lead them because of his ability.

and also because of the individual

that he is. He does not believe that

he can make any player more ready

than the individual has made

himself Chuckgoes topractice and

comes to the games ready to play.

His example is what he feels leads

the team. He relies on his

teammates' ability and devotion.

He sees allgames as big games, and

personal motivation is created by

desire and not somebody else.

There is, however, much more to

life besides football. Chuck Jones

has found his priorities during his

experience at CC. Chuck has found

the importance of God in his life.

He says he has put the relationship

with God at the top of his priority

list. He is actively involved in the

Fellowship of Christian Athletes.

FCA is important toChuck because

it envelopes two very important

aspects in his life. Chuck has been

a counselor at FCA camps where

he has come in contact with and

admired famous athletes with

similar priorities.

As far as life after CC, Chuck

says it will be a time when he is

going to have togrow up. His feeling

is that he must now face the real

world and leave the comfortable

cove of CC. He is an economics

major and, beyond that, is very

noncommittal astowhathewillbe

doing in the coming year. He plans

to investigate all areas of the

business world but would prefer to

be involved in securities. After a

couple of years working, he wants

toreturn to school andget hisMBA.

For now Chuck is looking

forward to the season, especially

those games against their toughest

opponents, because they are the

games that will challenge himself

and his Tigers the most. Whatever

Chuck does, he will give it his all.

and that is all he wants.

Cross country women take third at invite
By HEATHER PANTELY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

With theviewofthemoon setting

outside the van's right window, and

(he sun rising out the left window

early last Saturday morning, the

Colorado College womai set off to

run in their first meet of the season:

the Adams State Cross Country

Invitiati<Hial in Alamosa. It was a

successful first meet The team ran

strong (HI the sandy course, which

was complete with an occasional

hay bail or tree trunk to hurdle over,

making ita truecross country course.

Overtaking every obstacle and

runnerpossible,theteamplaced third

outof five in a field thatconsisted of

four division n schools. As coach

Harrington remarked, we had a

"terrific first outing," especially

considering that it was the "first 5K
competilion for a lot of people." It

was "good to get the first one out of

the way and still do really well."

Leading the team to its success

was first-yearSarahFry , whoplaced

Lee*s Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave. • 520-9907

Monday thru Saturday 8:00 am-midnight

We have great every day
beer specials

Import Special and Domestic
Large Selection on Kegs on Hand

*PBR 1/2 Keg $31.93

thru September*
*iVlilwaukee's Best $34.99 includes

a free sleeve of cups (50 count)*

CCID must be presented

for above specials

Try our new Rainbow Rim
Wine Special

Thank you for your patronage
Marianne, Dennis

tenth overall in her first collegiate

race and ran a time of 20:25.

Following her with a personal best

of 21:22 was Heather Pantely. a

veteran sophomore,whocrossed the

finish line in 16thplace in the field of

48. The first-years ran well for the

team lastweek, with threecoming in

as the top seven runners. Number

ihreefortfieteara thisweek isWendy

Fox. She also ran a personal best,

coming in at a solid 22:26. The final

fourofthe top seven stayed together

inanimpressivepack,comingacross

the line in four consecutive places.

Tliese women started with senior

JenEldridgein22:47,captainBecca

Feltsin23:13,LaraHanlon,running

her first SK in 23:30, and Jessica

Phillips, completing the pack and

three minute spreadbetweenthe first

seven women, in 23:36. Talk about

team work!

Shortly thereafter the rest of our

team followed - Marine Tigner,

Claire Carpenter,KamlaGamer.Jen

Nesbiu, and Denise Gordon — to

finish off this "good showing from

vets and new team members" alike,

as Harrington said.

This Sabirday, the team will be

compelinginPuebloaltheUniversity

of Southern Colorado at 10:00 a.m.

To add to the Ust of women's cross

country fiists atCC, both anA and a

B team team will be competing in

thisrace,socoroej(antheexcitementl

SHCcess can be
a matter of making
the right

connections.

Reporting & Writing D
Magazine Publishing D

Broadcast Journalism O
Newspaper Management D

The new curriculum D
in Integrated Advertising/

Marketing Communications

Make a connection.

A Medill representative will be at

Colorado College

September 28
Or call 1/708/491-5228

tUledni School of Journalism Graduate Programs
{

Northwestern University

Team to

stand
behind
Buetow

Continued from page 19

thefemily." All of the players are

grangtomissBuelow;that'sslandard,

butlcan'thelpbutfeelsomesympalhy

towards the freshmen. Their new

coach has been suspended before

official practices have even begun.

"We'releaving our feith and Inist

intheassislantcoaches(GregCronin,

and ScollOwens)," says AllWCHA
Defenseman, and captain, Chris

Hynnes. "We're going to try and

cany on as ifhe were hoe." Hynnes

adds, "We'regoing to miss him most

on the bench; he's a real leader.

There are two schools ofthought

on the issue, neither of them righting

the wrong that has been done, but

bothpressingargumentsinthedefense

of Brad Buetow. Fw one, Buetow

has had an illustrious and successfiil

18-year career without a single

blemish as a hockey coach. He has

entirely turned around the Cotorado 1

Collegehockeypiogram,leading the

team to it's firsthomeplayoffberth in

years. Andtotopitoff,hehaseamed

theWCHACoachoftheYearawaid,

one ofthe most honwable accolades

a college hockey coach can receive

Withall these tilings in consideialion,

the players are concemed that the

administration was so quick tojudge

the innocent actions of a respected

member of the athletic department

Some players have even gone so far

as to question the intentions of the

athletic tlepattment, and in particular

of the athletic diiectffl-. Aplaya-to

remain anonymous states, 'It almost

feels like Ihe school's coming down

ontheteam. Itseemslikewe'reunder

the magnifying §ass just because

we'reDivisionL Callme kooky, but

Ithoughtlheadministiaticn,especially

the athletic diiector, was supposed to

back the team 100%."

The other school of thought

questions the school's actions in

regards to who received the diverted

fiiKls. Theanswertothatquestionis

assistantcoachandacademic advisot

DaveWestby. Sraneoftheplayersas

weD as myselfaie (juiteconfused on

Ihe reason that Ihis position waai't a

paidoneinlhefiistplace. AUtheolher

scttyiM in the league have similar

people in Iheir agani2ation who are

paid in oeative ways, and it is the

school's admiiustration who is

leqxmsiUe for making it hipien.

Thisposcmisavolunteerwhohasihe

immense tespraisibility of steering

the team to academic etoellence,

which is what the Cokxado College

slanis for, right? Coach Westby

takes caie ofthe academic concerns

of Ihe team as weU as helping the

freshmen adjust to a conqietitive

acadenuc environment

Whether or not the suspension

was administered with malicious

undertones is a nnot poinL My
question is, is this school doing what

itcan to supportour hockey team,a
finding excuses to point out reasons

forits termination? Itisawonderdial

wecan competein a leagtie in which

eveiytEamhasoveiwhelmingsuppat

from their oitire school, stonming

from the administiatioiL
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Volleyball captures crown of own tournament
By SOPHIE HAGEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last weekend the Tiger

Volleyball team hosted the

pikes Peak Challenge

Lournament here at Colorado

College. Each match was

played to the best of five, and

[he "teams were all pretty

evenly matched," said Coach

Medina of the participating

schools. The Tigers played

against Dana College and

Hamline University on Friday,

and on Saturday took on tough

Kansas-Newman and Chadron

State in order to clinch the first

place seat. "All the games in

the tournament were played to

five, except the three that

Colorado College won, but the

scores are deceiving because

[hey were all close matches,"

said Medina of the tournament

scores.

On Friday afternoon the

Tigers "came out strong and

played hard, intense

volleyball." They beat Dana

College in the first three games
15-10. 15-10, and 15-7. This

gave them the momentum and

the spirit to defeat Hamline in

the next match in four games.

15-11.15-6. 13-15. and 15-10.

Saturday morning, the Tigers

were defeated by Kansas-
Newman in five games 15-13.

15-7. 7-15. 13-15. and 14-16.

The Tigers "never controlled

the match, but instead played

with Kansas-Newman" giving

Kansas-Newman the chance to

come back and take it in the

fifth game. "We were

disappointed and really wanted

to win," said Heather McGuire,

who was later nominated to the

All-Tournament Team. "They

were discouraged." Medina
said, "but they learned from

their defeat and left it behind."

The Tigers' last match against

Chadron State decided the

tournament winner. The Tigers

defeated Chadron State in four

games 10-15, 15-7, 15-11, 15-

5,^nd took first place.

Notable players this

weekend were Heather
McGuire and Stacy Jonker, who
were nominated to the All-

Tournament Team, and Sloan

Philips, who was named Most

Valuable Player of the

Tournament. Another valuable

asset to the team is Wendy
Abeyla. who with her consistent

serving, hitting, and passing,

kept the team going in a lot of

plays. "Everyone played last

weekend, and the starters saw

time, which gives everyone on

the team more confidence." said

Coach Medina.

The Tigers are looking

forward to their match Thursday

night against Regis College,

who they defeated in the

preseason tournament two
weeks ago. "We did well,

"

said Wendy Abeyta speaking

of last weekend," and that gives

us confidence, but there is a lot

of competition out there that

cannot be taken lightly." This

weekend the Tigers will face

Ft. Lewis College and Adams
State in Durango and Alamosa.

Chris Rood

Heather McGuiie (14) chalks up another kill during the

Pikes Peak Challenge.

Women's club soccer posts strong showing in tourney
By JEREMY VANNATTA

The Colorado College women's

club soccer team opened their

season with a 2- 2 record in their

firsttoumamentoftheseason. The

killer Tigers returned with three

trophies and one out of four spots

on the All-Toumament team.

Saturday morning began at 5:30

a.m. with a three hour car ride to

Alamosa, Colorado. With the rest

of the teams having spent the night

in Alamosa, the Tigers' opponents

may have been a bit too confident

Four minutes into the first game

against Colorado State, Heather

"the one and only" King ripped the

back of the net with a blistering

shot The Rams tried desperately

to battle back, but they were not too

"Ram tough" for the Tiger defense,

spearheaded by senior sweeper

DeAnnEley andnew keeperAimee

Gabel. Not long after the Rams
made a feeble attack. Heather King

(the only other senior) fired her

second shot through the back ofthe

net The tournament officials had

to resort to the rules book to figure

out that they did not need anew ball

after King's foot scorched the fu-st

game ball. In the second half,Lynn

Evans, the first-year first-touch

sensation, added to her two assists

by tallying a third and decisive goal

as the Tigers shut out Colorado

State. After the game the CSU
coach complained that itwas unfair

that these snarling, blood-thirsty

women could shoot from thirty

yards, one-touch pass with their

eyes shut, and steal the balls from

offensiveplayers more deceptively

than Jim Baker files financereports.

With the Tiger's having

rightfully secured a killer

reputation, the University of

Northern Arizona asked to play on

a smaller field. Field size made no

importance as the Tigers trounced

NAU 2-0. Heather King pulled

into the lead for tournament scorer

and Lynn Evans broke the all dme

tournament record for assists in the

first twogames on East-West fields.

Jen West almost singlehandedly

shut down the formidable NAU
offense. Northern Arizonacrawled

back to the team bus whUe theLady

Tigers waltzed back to the hotel.

After sixteen showers, a crazy

dinner at Pizza Hut (the only place

in Alamosa that serves

carbohydrates), and a nght of

tossing and turning, Colorado

College awoke to defend their fu^t

place seeding in the tournament

Adams State, the host team,

conveniently seeded diemselves

with a bye in order to be fresh for

the match of the day against the

Tigers. The competition started

out fierce and heavy with especially

good play coming from first-year

Jen Cerovski, Cristina Hickock, and

Aimee Gabel. Unconfirmed

sources tell the Catalyst that the

Adams Slate coach was close to

cardiac arrest as die Tigers played

cat and mouse with the opposition.

Aimee Gabel posted her third

staight shutout as die final whistle

blew which sent the game into a

shootout In sudden death shootout,

the luck of the Irish was with Adams

State, which sent CC into die

consolation bracket

In die third place match, the

twenty-four minute rest was not

enough for die Tigers. Western

State beat CC 4-2. Goals for CC
came once again from Heather "can

I get at least one in every game this

year?" King and last year's club

keeper, sophomore juke sensation

Jen Cole. With King's assist to

Cole, King won the tournament

trophy for "The Golden Foot

Award" (most goals in the

tournament) and secured a spot on

the All-Toumament team.

The CC club team gets a chance

to avenge their defeat Uiis weekend

in Gunnison against Western Slate

and Adams State. Practice times

and locations are double secret

highly protected in order to prevent

scouts from finding the Tigers

newest offensive threat Sorry for

anyinconvieniences. Forallofyou

who religiously watch practice in

awe, practice times will return to

normal after block break.

Lujan leads team with 14 points
Continued from page 19

hand of Sneaky South Denverite

Jeff "Spicket" Spight. The
Tigers continued to pressure the

Tommie defense and were

rewarded with another

spectacular tally by another

freshman, this time from the

magic foot of Andre "No Puff
Nunley. The hungry Tigers

ended the day with a textbook

goal by senior Rob "Wake that

Monkey" Lipp, who took the

hors d' oeuvres off "Assist Guy"

Lujan's platter.

This weekend ended in

success, and head coach Horst

Richardson proclaimed it the

most "positive away series in

many, many years,"

The Tigers returned home to

Stewart Field yesterday to spank

the University of Southern

Colorado in a 5-0 goal fest. The

feast began with youngster Jeff

"Spicket" Spight netting a short

hop cross from Jeff Montera.

Minutes later Aaron "Lujack

City" Lujan played the post

nicely, finishing another nice

service from Assist Man
Montera.

The third goal came in the

second half as Lujan tallied a

penalty kick from a USC hand

ball.

The Tigers continued to

pressure the USC net as junior

Aaron Frohnmeyer found the

shelf above where the monkey

sleeps. On a stellar roof shot.

the Tigers finished strong as

Lujan, with 1 5 seconds left, took

a cross from freshman Jeff Loe,

once again finding the net (with

additional help from the post).

The 5-0 final continued the CC
offense dominance consistent so

far this season.

The Tiger dominance has

been aided by the performance

of keeper Ezra Bayles. Bayles

has an 86% save average in the

six games.

The Tigers, with their 4-1-1

record, face the Pioneers of DU
tomorrow in Denver. The squad

returns to Stewart Field next

Friday when they will face The

College of Wooster. As always

the Tigers appreciate your

support.
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Lady Tigers remain undefeated I x-coumry takes third at Adams state

By KRIS SHUDOWDAL
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Division 11 Denver University

proved to be no matcli for your

Division I powerhouse women's

soccer team last Friday. C.C.

cruslied tlie Pioneers4-0 en route to

their first sliutout victory of the

season.

The game included four great

goals combined with solid defense

from thebackline. "We scored four

good goals overall ,and defensively

we had a more solid game in terms

of team organization," said Coach

Carl Beal. "We did not play loo

well offensively, but we were still

able to create scoring opportunities

and capitalize on them."

Tara Nott set up the first goal of

the game three minutes into the

Brst halfwhen she dribbled the ball

down to the endline and crossed it

to Stacy Black,who then powerfully

volleyed the ball into the back of

the net

Discipline and outstanding

individual efforts characterized the

Tigers ' second and third goals. The

second goalcame when Annie Hull

ripped a shot offthe goalpost and a

husding Tara Nott followed up to

knock in her firstgoal ofdie season.

WiUi the score 2-0, coach Beal

urged his players at half-time to

keep the pressure on the Pioneers

and to score more goals . . . and

score more they did. Midway

ttirough the second half, goalkeeper

Kris Zeitsrippedapuntwhich sailed

past mid-field and over die entire

D.U. defense. Freshman speedster

Paula Madiias then chased the ball

down and gracefully slipped it by

the stunned Pioneer keeper to give

die Tigers a 3-0 lead.

The fourth and final tally of die

game was similar to the first as

Sloan Miller volleyed in a cross

from Black late in die game.

Zeits's 25Ui career shutout can

be credited todiestellarplayofUie

young Tiger defenders. Freshman

sweeper Rebecca Keman
commented about theirfirstshutout

of the season, "It feels good:

personally it gives me a lot of

confidenceespecially beingUiatwe

are so young."

C.C. is suretobe tested diis weekend

as diey play Uieir first Division I

opponent of die season, a tough

squadfiom Creightonwho hasbeen

playing impressively as of late.

Coach Beal believes diatCreighton

will be, "a step above die previous

Division n opponents in terms of

overall ability and experience. If

people play as they are capable of

playing then it should not be a

problem." GametimeforCreighton

is scheduled for 11:30 a.m. diis

Sunday. C.C. alsoplays die United

Stales AirForceAcademy Saturday

at twelve noon. Bodi games will be

played at home on Stewart Field

Come out and cheer your Tigers as

diey attemptto improve theirrecord

to 5-0.

Note: Go figure! C.C. wins diree

games and drops to #20 in the

national polls.

By BLAINE OLSEN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado College Men's

Cross Country Team fulfilled

expectations last Saturday at die

Adams State Invitational by

placing diird in collegiate team

competition.

lire team trailed only perennial

powerhouse Western State and

Rugby notches shutout
By TED SMITH

The C.C. men's Rugby team

opened its season Saturday, SepL

12, at Boulder, Colorado. The

Ruggers battled a motley side

fielded by University ofWyoming

and University of Colorado. The

rugby squad, which sports a lot of

youth this year, had excellent

competition for their first test and

still managed to notch a shumuL

The team, led by Matt Francis,

came out very strong right from die

whisde. Ted Smidi put the first

points on the board by kicking a

diree- point penalty. The Tigers

then began to roll as Spencer Leese

followed up shortly with a try.

Anodier penalty kickby Smith and

astellar tryby Francisputthe Tigers

up 20-0 at the half,

file Ruggers came out roaring in

the second half. Sam Sharp

dominated lineouts by spoiling

ahnost all the other teams dffow-

ins. Matt "Wildfire" Douglas ate

up the loose play with extreme

determination. The back line

worked die ball exceptionally,

literallyrunning overtheopponent

A stand-out performance was

displayed by rookie Sean "Willy

John"McBride. He promises to be

a force on the team for die entire

season. The final try was scored by

Aaron LinsD-om, and the game

ended when Smith made the

converting kick, sealing die deal

27-0. Smidi led die Tiger's scoring

effort by kicking for a total of 12

points.

1991 NAIA national runner-up

Adams State.CC was ledby senior

Jim Macken, who mastered the

hot and dusty five mile course in

28:46 for a 34di place finish out of

over 70 runners. Behind Macken

came a pack of CC runners

including senior Brian Kates,

freshmen Jack Hays and Ehoy

Tso and sophomore Kris

O'Conner. Amazingly, diis group

of four was separated by a mere

20 seconds! Kates led the pack in

29:30 despite foot pain, while

Hays and Tso had excellent first

performances, rurming 29:32 and

29:40 respecfively. O'Conner

filled out die top five widi a 29:50.

Finishing 6di and7di fordie Tigers

were sophomore Doug Gross in

30:53 and freshman Culley

Thomas in 31:06. Sophomore

Mark DeOrsay and freshmen Bill

Mangle and Wing Goodale

rounded out the team finishers on

Saturday for CC.

CoachTedCastanedasummed

up the Tiger's performance on

Saturday by saying, "We had a

good team effort, but we have a

ways to go before we find out if

this team canmake it toNationals.

Captains Jim Macken and Brian

Kates did an outstanding job

leading the team, and our

freshmen are running well."
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Bunn reflects on first Bush rally
I
Continued firom page 8

'

Another way of passing the time before the

president's arrival was to engage in cheers

led by sign holders spelling, "Four More

Yeais, Bush Means Business." This being

my first political rally, crowd response

! siuprised me; it was very mellow, almost

apathetic.

As time passed, the crowd grew quietw and

|)egan to sitdown in the parking lot, worn out

fiomlheprolongedsunexposure. Republican

Terry Considine, a candidate for US Senate,

I stirred upemolionsaboutll:45a.m., enticing

, the crowd to chant, "Terry, Terry, Terry."

I

Xhis was the first real emotion I had seen thus

far into the rally.

At 12:20a.m., lOminutes after his scheduled

arrival, Bush'sColoradocampaignpromoters

announced,"There's a man!" in response to

the arrival of Bush's motorcade. Promoters

started the crowd cheering; everyone was

psyched to finally see the President of the

United States. But tive minutes and many

failed cheering attempts later, the President

still had not taken his placeat the podium; the

crowd became bored and few continued

cheering.

The arrival of the traveling press announced

that Bush had almost completed his walk to

the stage, in front ofasignreading, "President

Bush, Charting America's Future," and

behind the TelePrompTers. Upon the

President's arrival , thepubUc chanted, "Four

more years," and aman behind me remarked,

"He looks good."

After waiting for three hours to hear die

President, Bush spoke for 12 minutes.

touching on the issues of foreign policy,

family values, health care, education,

governmental intervention, and, of course.

Desert Storm. He included the "grand

canyon" separating him from his opponent,

Bill Chnton.

I had expected the traditional opponent

bashing, butcenainly not thebrevity ofBush's

speech. As he concluded and shook a few

hands in the crowd, I overheard the comment,

"He [Bush] gives a pretty standard speech

wherever he goes."

The crowd quickly and quiedy filed out after

the President's speech. Only one Clinton

supporter voiced his opinions, chanting, "No

foreignaid." Just like that, the rally was over;

people lined the street to watch the motorcade

disappear wiUi Bush's utterances of, "Great

rally, thanks." over and over again.

1 heard little discussion of, or reaction to, the

rally as the pubUc disbanded. Did Bush

make that small of an impact on the voters?

Bush stated that because "we," the

Republicans, have the correct ideas, heknows

that"we"willwinthise!ection. Based on the

polls and die crowd response. I have to

wonder.

Overall, my first political campaign rally

was a pretty incredible experience. I was

surprised by an unexpected lack of

enthusiasm, but perhaps with a mainly

conservative crowd, this is typical. 1 am
interested in observing die Clinton rally in

Denver on September 17th to compare die

atmospheres. Maybe then I'll be able to

predict die winner of die 1992 Presidential

Election.
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ISAT PRF.PF.RATION

Be advised that the Roman

numeral section has been

deleted from the LSAT.

Stanley Kaplan is the only

educational firm to recognize

thesechanges andremove this

portion from the test

preperation curriculum. For

more information contact

MoUy at 635-3432.

I.OFT FOR SALE
CC alum, is selling a very

sturdy loft. You will have to

comegetitinDenver. Asking

$50. Call Colleen 303-755-

4416

m.Onn TRUMAN
FF.T.l.OWSHIP

Ifyou are ajunior interested in

a career in public service,

broadly understood, and you

hve a strong academic record

and an excellent history of

political and/or community

involvement and leadership,

and you would like to receive

money tohelppayfor graduate

school.pleasecontactProfessor

Andy Dunham, Palmer 32,

x6587 forfimher information.

FULLBRir.HT
The Deadline for Fullbright

applications is October 10.

Completed applications should

be turned in to Professor Dick

Koc no later than 5fl0 pm.

OFFTCKOr
INTERNATIONAL

PROGRAMS
Womer233,x6802

A representative from Butler

University will be here

MONDAY atnoon inWomer
213 to discuss available

programs. Please join us!

The OIPwill start spodighting

two countries a block. Next

week COSTA RICA wiU be

featured!

ACM, of which CC is a part,

sponsors two different

programs in Costa Rica:

Tropical field Research in the

Spring, and Latin American

culture and Societ in the Fall.

Each of the programs allows

for independent study, home

stays, and close contct with

the local community.

SEPT. 23 for KANSAI-
GAIDAI year or semester

srudv in Japan. JeffNoblett,

advisor.

FRTnAYNTTFITVT:
Join us for music and practical

Biblical principles! Loomis

Lounge, Friday Sept 18, 8 pnL

Music by Joe Hesh of "the

MOB" ! ! Sponsoredby Campus

Crusade for Christ

Going Home ^|^
for the holidays? tU
Call us NOW! asSTi
818 N. Tajon SirMt Cob. Springs, CO 80903

V.A.T.

The Victim Assistance Team

is available to provide peer

support and information to

victims of discrimination,

harrasssment, sexual assault,

abuse and other types of

victimization. Call531-1312

and leave a message. A
member of the team will

return your call within 10

minutes.

An.TllCT COURSES
Adjucntcourses atthebeginning

andlevel are being offered again

in German, Russian, Japanese

and Chinese. Students are

encouraged to sign up now. For

moreinformation, callProfeesor

Wishaid,x6520.

STimV IN GERMANY
Two Germany University

fellowshipsareavailablefcH'StiKiy

at the Univeisity ofRegensburg

and the University ofGottingen

in 1993-94. The stipend covers

tuitionandmcaithlymaintainance

for one academic year. Students

must be junior or seniras. For

details call professor Wishani,

x6520.

FOW SALE
4 tenth row Mettalica/G n' R
tickets! Must sell to pay for

bail in Nebraska. Price

negotiable. ContactAdam at

x7765.

SENIORS
Designs are being accepted

for the senior class t-shirt

The deadline for submissions

is September 30th. To turn in

submissions or for more

information contact Jeff

Lovelace (aka Monster) at

632-4123, Box 1093. The

prize for the winner is a $30

gift certificate at Old

Chicago's.

MODELS NEEDED
CC An Department needs

occational figure models for

informal drawing sessions.

Experience preferred but not

necessary. $8.00 per hour.

Contact Seth Fisher at x7269

and leave a message.

PERSONALS
Cheri , I am a firstyeardriven

mad by your feminine

charms. Spareme thetorment

Chuckles x 7634.

Erik, Iknow we broke up last

week, but does that mean we
can't sleep togetheranymore?

Ditzy

SomebodyputmarshmeUows

in my Womer Box! Please

stop! I hate marshmellows

they make me constipated.

Send dill pickles instead. Jill

- WB 1032.

Coach with lots of free time

seeks work. Will skate for

food. I have creative

accounting skills too. Contact

"cross checker" at x7425.

Hey, you stole the back tire

off my bike. It costs $70.

Please bring it back ~ no

questions asked. Drew in

McGregor.

Respectable bronze statue

seeks bodyguards for

protection from frisbees. No
experience necessary. Inquire

with John Sheridan at Tutt

Library.

Oppressed used car salesman

seeks support group on

campus to discuss issues of

discrimination and exclution

from society. Contact Will at

666-7328.

Gena, you borrowed n|

WindexlastweekandhaveJUr /

returned it! Please bring p
back. I have smudges. StacI

193 1 W. Unitah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

CCCA seeks the where abon

of the thief who stole

computer. Will pay cold ca

if your information helps
i

nab the crook. Call

x6606.

I mispalced my ham roll

the last Political Uni'

meeting. If you have seen

call me. Pat x7234.

I have too much Munc

Money! Will trade for lai

lamp or over due librai

books. Call Ryan at x7734

Tad, you left your hair at n

house last week. Please con

and pick it up. I am afraid

touch it. It's the eyebrows th

I wanted. Sinead

Weakly campus publicati(

seeks a competent staff wi

a sense of humor. Inquire

the basement of Cossitt

Physical Plant is looking fi

experienced groundskeepa

to help with watering on tl

campus. Must be skilled wil

non-potable water. Ca

Becky at the Plant.

Strategic Planning Commitf

seeks guidance. Contact tti

President's Office with tli

code word "musco."

What if Rabbi threw a part

and nobody came?

Somebody left their keg ;

Sigma Chi House after th

Jungle Party. Call Bria

Ormiston to identify it

Balding Aryan seeks Ha

Club for Men brochn

Contact Langdon Th

Wandering Sage x7269,

Jason, you checked out th

hammer from Loomis des

last week. PLease bring

back or we will have to cal

the Dean. Loomis Desk

Athletic Department seek

qualified personnel to skin

hair grease from Schlessmai

Pool. Contact Max

Tl

Wl
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SOURCE The , £^
Colorado^oioraao rauan
College VQJ/

THIS WEEK IN THE SOURCE-

WIN A SCHOLARSHIP FOR AN ARTS & CRAFTS CLASS!

LOOK FOR YOUR WORKER BOX NUMBER LISTED

SOMEWHERE IN THESE FOUR PAGES, SO...

WPAn THF. SOURCEll!

As you all know, the recent hurricanes wrecked a LOT of havoc

in the South Seas. You can show your support for reUef efforts

by attending the

HURRICANE INIH RELIEF BENEFIT

A LIVE Polynesian show to raise funds for the island of Kauai.

PACKARD HALL
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1

7:00 PM

THERE'S NO SET ADMISSION FEE - PLEASE COME AND

DONATE WHATEVER FUNDS YOU CAN.

If it's your fondest desire to get away from it all, go up in

the mountains and ....well, sweat while shovelling dirt or

brandishing a paint roller.

OOH, HAVE WE GOT A TREAT FOR YOUl!

Join other rustic and outdoorsy-types to put some finishing touches

on the brand-spankin'-new CC cabin:

CABIN WORK DAY
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 3

10 AM - 5 PM

I JINCH IS INCLUDED!

So, call the Leisure Program at X6800 if you want to sign up to

help.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 ^{L6846

VOLUNTEERS ^fEEDED:

IS VOTIJNTEERS for YMCA-
GARDEN RANCH. Talk with K-4th

1 grade kids about drug education and

self-esteem. Involves two

two-hour presentations a month from

art mid-October through mid-April.

Training starts October 7. Womer
box 516

VOLUNTEERS at CHEYENNE
MESA, a psychiatric treatment center

for adolescents:

•work one-on-one with students

on classroom assignments

•help with group actvities

A six-month commitment is required,

with a minimum of one hour per

week*
PATIENT. RFT .TABLE
VOLUNTEERS for the

CHILDREN'S LITERACY
CENTER. Help kids who are

struggling with reading.

Volimteers commit one hour twice a

week for a mimimum of 8 weeks to

tutor one-on-one.

For more information, please contact

the Center for Community Service.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 233/232 Ext_6802

Watch for the country spotlight

of
» ZIMBABWE!! «

Drop by the OIP to learn more about the

ACM sponsored semester-long program

in this African nation.

Check this space every week for

notice of upcoming events; such as

visiting study abroad representatives

and the Study Abroad Fair.

DEADLINES! DEADUNES!

NOVEMBER 1 for non-affiliated

programs.

OCTOBERANDNOVEMBER for certain

ACM programs.

CHECK THE OIF FOR AUL THE
DETAILS!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE

Womer 233/234 Extj338

We'd like to wish everyone a

HAPPV RDSH HASHANA!

Monday, September 28 is the first

day of ROSH HASHANA the Jewish

New Year.

It's a time of penitance, reflection

and thanks.

WARMEST WISHES FOR A NEW YEAR
FILLED WITH PEACE, HEALTH AND
HAPPINESS.
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Monday
28

*12:00 pm - Leisure Pro-

ject Funds, Womer Pea-

body Room 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

ions Board of Directors,

Worner Howbert Room
216.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning MS-
DOS. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*6:30 pm - Silent Signing

Hour. A weekly gathering

ofstudents and community
members. Deaf and non-

Deaf, wtio enjoy communi-
cating in sign language. A
time to learn, stiare, and
laugh. All levels of experi-

ence welcome. Womer
Howbert Room 216. Spon-

sored by the Sign Lan-

guage Club.

Tuesday
28

*12:00 pm - Film Series,

Womer Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm • Advanced WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

*4-a pm - TRAVEL FAIR.

Everyone welcome! Per-

kins Lounge, Womer Cen-

ter.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Student

Cultural Center.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Womer Greg Room 212.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Palmer
119.

Wednesdayr
30

*12:00 pm - AS.IA,
Womer Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-

cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning E-

MaiL Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

6:00 pm - Septemt>er Stra-

tegies forJune Jotxs. What
will you do after gradua-

tion? This program will

provide some helpful hints

on how to prepare for life

after graduation. Gaylord

Hall.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, LENINGRAD COW-
BOYS GO AMERICA $1 or

film card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olln 1.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by Dis-

tinguished Visiting Profes-

sor, BRUNO NETTL, titled

Iran in the 20lh Century

and the Heritage of Persi-

an Music. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
AND TECHNO MUSIC
NIGHT with DJ Phil Brown.

Free food and beverages.

Bring CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
1

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

Eleven. Lecture/slide pre-

sentation byRICHARD BEI-

DLEMAN titled, "Tales of a

Peripatetic Bookworm.'
Who knows what interest-

ing tidbits the academic
pursuit might unearth? Dr.

Beidleman is the holder of

the Hulbert Center Endow-

ed Chair for Southwestern

Studies and Professor

Emeritus of Biology. Pack-

ard Hall. Sponsored by

Southwestern Studies.

12:00pm - Aits and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - Asian American
Student Union, Womer
Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

5:30 pm - Political Union,

Womer Peabody Room
218.

*7:00 pm - HURRICANE
INIKIREUEFBENEFTT. Live

Polynesian show to raise

funds for Oie island of

Kauai. Admission by dona-
tion. Packard Hall.

*7:30 pm - Contra Danc-
ing, featuring caller Chris

Kemiet and a live band.

No experience, special

outTits or partners neces-

sary. Free wjCC ID and for

children; $5 general ad-

mission. Gaylord HalL

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie. LENINGRAD COW-
BOYS GO AMERICA. $1 or

film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.



WEEK

Friday

TBA - Volleyball, CC Invita-

tional. El Pomar.

*12:00 pm - Faculty and

Faith with Tim Fuller.

Come join us for an in-

sightful and introspective

discussion. Bring your

lunch. Bemis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas. All students

are invited to attend and to

mal(e suggestions for the

performance series. Wer-

ner Howbert Room 216.

Saturday

1-4 pm - Dr. George

Rausch will interview

students interested in the

Health Careers Opportunity

Program (HCOP) given at

the CU Health Sciences

Center for six weeks each

summer. This is a prep

program for the MCAT.

Make an appointment with

Judy Gibson, ext. 6429, or

drop by the Fishbowi on

Friday, 1012. Southeast

corner of the Fishbowi.

Sponsored by Prehealth

Professions Department

e-8 pm - Manny Rodela

will teach country dance

lessons so you'll be pre-

pared for Homecoming

this year. Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by Leisure Pro-

gram and the Homecom-
ing Committee.

*9:00 am - Men's Cross

Country, CC Invitational.

Monument Valley Park.

*12:00pm - Women's Soc-

cer, CC vs. Southern Meth-

odist University. Soccer

Field.

*2:00 pm - Men's Soccer,

CC vs. Messiah College.

Soccer Field.

*7:30 pm - 'AMERICA THE

BOOTY-FUU COLUMBUS
CHRONICLESAND CHRO-
NIC ILLS.' ~ a musical

revue by First Strike Thea-

tre. Tickets free wICC ID;

$2 low income; $5 general

admission at Womer Cen-

ter Desk. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Chap-

lain's Office.

Sunday

*2:00 pm - Men's Soccer,

CC vs. University of La

Verne. Soccer Field.

*3:00 pm - ARVST FACUL-

TY CHAMBER CONCERT.
Works by Ravel, Persichet-

ti, Mozart and Heins.

Featured musicians are

Michael Hanson, violin,

Kay Lichtertwalter, violin,

Philip Tietie, viola, Susan

Smith, cello, Jeani Muho-

nen. flute, Daryll Stevens,

clarinet, Ann Seytxild, harp

and Chris Nelsen, percus-

s/on. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored

by the Music Department

On-Going Events

and Meetings
THE DEADUNE IKM THE OCTOBER 5-11 "THIS

WEEK" (S MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21 AT4MI PM.

YOU MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FEUi-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERrS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese TaWe First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Womer Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Gennan Tatile - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table First Three Wednesdays, 5.30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and

reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-IO pm

YOGA- Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Ailddo Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASEBE

PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

This Week" Is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public



Career Bulletin
719-389-6H93Career Center 226 womer center

For more informaiion aboul career services check the Career Center Kiosk. Career Center door, or inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Colorado -

College

Sept. 28 - Oct. 2

Internships

Vouny Vcntiiw Aiwoctates is looking for a student

to work part-lime as an associate. The associate

will receive hands-on training on how to start a

business and how to nm one. This is a non-paid

position but has potential for bonuses- An

appticani must have a GPA of 3.0 or better.

Contact person is Qirisiina Turman- For more

information on this internship, come into the Career

Onter. The Career Center has many Internship

listings OD rOe. (Coloisdo Internships Notebook)

Thg Vtolgncp PftllPT Cpnlq- Intprmhin Rropram

TTie Vioknce Policy Center is a non-profit

educationa] foundation that conducts research on

violence in America. Its primaiy goal is to promote

non-violence and find alternative approadws to

decrease violence. The oiganizati(»i maintains an on-

going and active internship program and always has

open positions. Strong lescaich and writing skills are

ne^eitaiy as well as an ability to wodc independently.

Internships are unpaid. If interested contacU Josh

Sogarmann, Violence Policy Center. 1300 N. Sticet,

NW. Waihington, DC 20005 or call (202) 783-

4071. (Public Affairs Internship Notebook)

HIBOPK MAr.A7.TNK..&lHortai and

Marfc^riny fntPrrwhlM

This is a substantive learning experience. Editorial

inlenu do reseatcfa aitd write for each issue.

Marketing intents design and implement

advertising projects. Position is unpaid, but interns

leave with dips from an internationally distributed

magazine and a professional knowledge of

magazine publishing. At student's initiative, course

ciedit is possible. Knowledge of a European

language other than English — especially Frendi -

is help^. Advanced writing and editing skiUs

needed. Experience on school or professional

publication valuable. Send resimie and cover

letter for Winter semester (January) inlemship to:

EUROTE Magazine Internships. 2100 M St.

N.Wy Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20037. (Arts &
Media Inlemship Notebook)

Part-time/Seasonal

NaUnnfll Park Service has several seasonal

employment opportunities for next summer.

Positions range from park ranger lo seasonal

laborer. Application deadline for both positions is

January 15. 1993 . The deadlines for other

positions vary. Formore infomiaiion oran

application, contact: National Park Service. Rocky

Mountain Region. 12795 W. Alameda Pkwy. P.O.

25287, Denver. CO 80225-0287; 303-969-2510.

(Summer Opportunities: National Park Service

Notebook)

Look Who*s Coming to

Campus During Block n
Graduate Schools Recruiting.

9-28 Medill School of Journalism, Info

Table 1 1 :30- 1 :30, Info Session

1:30-4:00

10-16 Collie of Pediatric Medicine,

Info Table 11^)0-1:30

Companies/Organizations Recruiting;
10-13 Peace Corps. Info Table 9:00-3:00

10-14 Peace Corps, Info TaMe 9*0-
3HX), Info Sesiioo 9K)O-3:O0

10-15 Peace Corps, lofo Table

9:00-3:00

Seniors!

September 30, 1992

6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Gaylord HaU

Career Center Presents

September Strategies For June Jobs

(and Graduate Study)
What will you do <tfter graduation? Whetheryou plan to seekJull-lime orpan-

time employment or attend graduate school, you can make the most ofyour

senior year to prepare. This program will provide same helpful tips on how to

preparefor life after Colorado College.

SGde Presentation:

Panel Presentation:

'^September StrategiesforJun£ Jobs"

This 5-8 minute presentation gives a brief

overview ofCareer Center services and

programs available lo help you with your career

plans.

Recent Colorado College graduates will discuss

how ihey plannedfor post-graduation and haw

they used tkeir time daring their senior year to

prepare.

Paatlists:

Ethan Hemming. Sociology '92 Kyle Samuel. Economics "92

Colorado State University, Ft. Collins Underwriter. Energy Resjurces Dept.

Master's Program. Sociology Chubb Insurance Group

CoOeen Carrie. Political Economy '92

Assistant Program Officer

El Pomar Foundation

WrapUpc Assistant Director, Cindy Funk, wOl firfejffy discms

the an-cantpus recruiting program.

Rrfresfaments: Pleasejoin usf

Free recyclable mugs for the first 25 students! ! I

Fiill-Time Positions

Oak RIdgg BeMSiyh Inirtihitg

Chemist posirion available to petfoim chemical

analyses for organics, inorganics, and/or

radionuclides in a variety of matrices. B.S. or B.A.

in Chemistry with grades of C or better and U.S.

citizenship required. Salary range of 322,000 to

$27,000 with paid oveitime. Salary for advanced

degrees negotiable based on experience. Sulnnit

resume and transcript to: Laura Potter, Oak Ridge

Research Institute, 1 13 Union Valley Road, Oak

Ridge, TN 37830,(615)481-5000. Multiple

hirings through December 1992. (Science and

Technology Jobs Notebook)

Miscellaneous

Math, Cbem, Physics Ma^onW
NCR Corporation is seeking volunleen to interview

on Friday afternoon, October 2. Practice your

interviewing slrills with professionals. This

expCTience can only help you when you interview for

real jobs afterCC Contact Ondy or Patti at the

Career Center, exL 6893, if yoa are interested.

Theoloplcal Fducatkin Dav

Designed to introduce prospective students to

Harvard Divinity School. Friday, Nov. 6. Talk with

faculty and students to becone acquainted with ttie

academic progrBtns and resources of the Divini^

Sdiool. Those planning to attend should return flie

reservation form (available in the Career Center) by

Friday. October 30. 1 992 to: Admissions Office,

Harvard Divinity School, 45 Francis Avenue,

Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 495-5796

Finding a Career With
Your Name On It

Self-Assessment Workshop
Don't know what you want to do when you grow up?

This woikshop helps you to figure out who you are

and enaUes you to begin matching your skills,

interests, values, and peisonality characteristics to

potential careers. With a true understanding of

yourself, you can begin exploring your career

options. This woiksbc^ will provide strategies and

describe resources for obtaining infomiation about

different careers aitd for evaluating alternatives.

Thursday, October 1

3-4:30 pm
Advance aign-up in the Career Centeriequired.

To All Students Thinking
About "Careers In Business

and Industry."

On Friday, October 16, fnwi 3-3pm the Queer Center is qwtuoring a site viih to Oaneol, Inc. Tour their
facilities and leam about Out varioiu c^ratioiu inchiding: pUnniag, prodoct development,
mmnfactmiag. sitipping, nuufceting, cmtomer lenrioe. manateanent md nmA mote. Lcun about the
diffeieot types of caiecropportmutiei and the qoalificalioni needed. Sign op in the Career Center. Weare
limiled to 13 to sign op now) Ttanqioitatlon will be provided.

^^L^
!8 Medill School of Joumalisra, Info Table

1 1:30-1 :I5, Woroer Center lobby

10 "September Strategies for Jime Jobs"—
Senior kickoCf, 6-7:30pm, Gaylord

-

1

"Fmding A Career With Your Name On
It,"3-4:30pm

5 "The 50 Cent Tour of the Career Center,"

4:30-5pm, Career Center
-6 "Your Collie Career on One Page,"

1-2:30pm
-7 "The Gnd School Game." 6-7JOpm
-9 Homeooming alnmni/ae panel, "A Lode

at What Uet AheMl," l-2:30pin

Sign Up at Career Center for woilubopsl

Mcdffl School or Joumidlnii

A iqxeaeatative from Medill School of loumalim.
#2 ranked scbod ofjounullnn in the VS., will be on
theCC campajSeptember28,fromn:30-l:3a[ni

in the WomerCeolei' kMiy. An infomutiao testloo

and inleiviewi will be held fann l:3O-4:O0pia

^^r

Library Highlights

Each week, we receive several new additions to the

Career Center Library. In the past two weeks, some

of the exciting new books we've received include:

The Hidden loh Market - a directory of the

2,000 fastest-growing high-tedi companies in the

U.S. - it includes a number of smaller and less

well-known companies, all of which have shown

tremendous growth in the past few years, and are

doing lots of hiring!

1992 Educator's Hiring Oulde ~ the newest

directory of school district infomiaiion and hiring

procedures on 1300 public school districts and

1200 private schools in the Western and

Northwestern U.S.

Ifth< In Arts A Mw»a Mflnaw-ment - describes

how the arts and media industry is organized and

what the top jobs are, and himdredsof jobs in this

caicer area, including such diverse areas as

financial management, marketing, public relations,

sales, fundraising, jobs in arts councils and service

organizations, how to prepare for these kinds of

jobs, and how - once you've decided what you

want to do - to go after themi

}(iv}ftS 1^ China - for those of you who are

interested in woilung in the intematioiuil arena, this

fascinating book describes a variety of issues

around worlcing abn>Bd — specifically in China ~
and bow to pnraue work/career opportunities in this

The Booh of II-S. Governmait Joha - this hwi-

seller descrOiel wtiere government jobs are, what's

available, what the benefits are, what kinds of

trainiiig opportunities are available, and how to go
about gcuing ooe of these great career

oppoitooiliei.

Chedc oat these and other Caicer Library holdlngi

- they're a gnat way to he^ in your career

dccisioi^making procesil

Career Bulletin

IBBiBilUlilBE

Cuter CcBUr Staff:

Ride Roberts, Director

Ondy Rnk, Auiaml Director

Shaiyl Bender Peteruo, Reseaich A Resources Cootdtoalor

J Pitti Spoeknan, Strff Aiaiaant

Shxlent Career Advtoon:

CueyHau Katie McVdgfa
Cullen Hngbes MallMoyer
Jofaona Kiel2niaiai Sharieen Rsciotu
JenmferMcLean

The Caraar Cantw promom and adharas 10 a
policy of equal opportunity In al a^Mcts of

artykiymani and aducafloo. Wa do not knowingly

liatjob opporunHlaa from amployara who
untanfluly dhcrlmkiata
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CC students arrested

Yearbooks pile up in Cutler's office.

Yearbooks crowd Cutler
By SETH FISHER
News Editor

Since the 1990 Colorado CollegeWuggel

(the campus yearbook) anived in the spring

of 1991, over half of these books have

remained undistributed and stadonaiy in the

basement of Cossitt Hall -- constituting a

large fuiancial loss for Cutler Publications.

Toward the end of 1990 the yearbook

staff, under the leadership of now-graduated

Stephanie Ching, the Editor, collected a list

ofstudentswho wishedtopurchase yearbooks

by either paying in advance or by having

their student accounts billed.

AccordingtoCuUerPublicaaonspresident

Cheri Getti, the listwas lost over the summer

afterpublication was delayed until die spring

of 1991. When the yearbooks arrived, the

majority ofdie yearbook staffhad graduated,

leaving no one in charge to sort out the

distribution of die books.

All the graduating seniors were sent

yearbooks, and all the students who paid for

the yearbooks with checks got them,

explained Getu, but those are die only reconls

of yearbook sales that were stiU available.

The students whose accounts were supposed

to be charged were never charged, and the

students who paid in cash were never

delivered yearbooks.

"You have to wonder if anyone was in

charge," commented Getti.

Getti explained Uiat "it is not unusual for

a yearbook to arrive in die fall; the problem

was that people expected it to arrive in die

spring. However Uie '92 yearbook will be

arriving in the spring."

Features

Planned Parenthood put

at risk p. 5

The yearbook is financed by money from

sales and from CCCA; in addition, money

from die president's office pays to have

yearbooks delivered to all the graduating

seniors.

The yearbooks are nonnally sold for $26.

BecauseCuderPublications.whooversees

the yearbook, collected virtually no money

from sales of the '90 yearbooks, they took

what Getti called a "huge loss."

The yearbook has the largest budget of all

the publications sponsored by Cutler

Publications. Cuder PubUcations is also in

charge of the Catalyst, the Disparaging Eye

and the Leviathan.

According to a survey taken 8th block of

1992 for an Economic and Social Statistics

class, die Nugget is the least read of all the

campus publications.

However, according to Phil Brown, one of

die administrators of die survey, "There is a

reasonable doubt to die accuracy ofdie survey

because it included first-years who have

probably never seen the Nugget."

Bodi Brown and Getti agreed, however,

diat die yearbook is a permanent fixture at the

college. "The yearbook is especially important

to die alumni," explained Brown.

"The people diat usually want to buy

yearbooks are freshman and seniors," said

Getti.

For the time being, an estimated 420

yearbooks remain stacked in die Cutler

publications office wiUi die '9 1 yearbooks due

to arrive very soon.

"This year die book wdl be smaller; we are

hoping to recoup some losses," added Getti.

By AJLI WALTER and SHARPY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Three Colorado College students were

among six people arrested Monday, SepL

28, on suspicion of blocking a Forest Service

road leading into dieSoudi Monument timber

sale in the San luan National Forest. The

students, camped near a road blocked with

logs,wereawakened early Monday morning

by federal officers and arrested.

The six were taken to the La Plata County

Jail in Durango and released on a $5000

unsecured bond after each appeared before

Federal Magistrate David West, die same

official handling the much publicized

Sandbench case of last year. The suspects

have not been charged but will appear before

West again today for arraignment. There

now have been over fifty arrests in die San

Juan National Forest since June 1991.

Thirty protesters representing Ancient

Forest Rescue. San Juan EarthFirst, and

others staged a rally at die site. The San Juan

NJF. contains some of the last ancient forest

inColorado. The forestofficials have planned

over 90 timber sales in die next five years.

Monday'sroadblock was cleared by midday,

allowing loggers to continue cutting.

The arrests and protest stemmed from a

Forest Service decision to allow Stone

Container Corp. (based in Chicago) to log

281 acres in the San Juan National Forest

Stone was also responsible for the ancient

forestcut in Sandbench last year. The timber

sale officially consists of a "selection cut"

process including 5.750 trees, or 1.7 million

board-feet from die area. Opponents of the

cut worry about Stone because of dieir

previous record of clearculs on areas

designated as selective. Officials at dieSouUi

Monument sight concuned that clcarcutting

in Aspen groves was under way.

A letter provided by Stone justifies dicir

cuts, saying die process will "advance... the

growth and health of die enure forest."

running on tile argument diat "diinning out

the older u-ees"eUminates overcrowding and

reduces susceptibility of the forest to fire.

Stone C.E.O. Roger Stone also states dial

"die environment will benefit, because as the

trees get older, they convert less carbon into

oxygen, and when they die and rot, they

release carbon back into the aunosphere."

"Old, dead forests can become fire hazards,"

he says, "and we all know what dial does to

the environment."

Opponents of Mr. Stone contend dial his

argument lacks ecological grounding. They

say that removing older, dead, and dying

Bees breaks an essential link in die forest

ecosystem, interfering widi die recycUng of

nutrients for new trees in die forest. Fires,

tiiey say, give natural preference to fire -

resistant trees, evenlually making die forest

very strong. In fire-resistant species, such as

lodgepole and foxtail pines, die seeds in the

cones are "serotinous," meaning dial only

fire can release diem and make Uiem viable.

The carbon dioxide released by 5750 rotting

trees has a negligible global effect "It is

Continued on page 4...

Faculty debates candidates

By SEAN McLaughlin
Catalyst Staff Reporter

TheCC faculty metWednesday afternoon

to voice concerns about, questions about,

and occasional support for the four

candidates for President of Colorado

College. Those in attendance had intended

to vote for dieircandidate ofchoice.realizing

diat die non-binding results of such a sB-aw

poll would be presented to die selection

committee.

At die opening of die meeting, however,

professor Walt Hecox informed die faculty

diatRenee Rabinowitz, legal counsel for die

college, had advised against die vote for

legal reasons and diat, dierefore, the agenda

forWednesday'smeetingwouldnotinclude

tile straw poll.

The meeting was organized to allow for

15-20 minutes of comments about each of

the four candidates.

The fust two candidates discussed at die

meeting.CarolynEUiottandDanielSulUvan,

seemed to draw fewer comments dian did

Joseph Ellis and Kadiryn Mohrman.

When die faculty was asked dieir opinion

of Elliott, one professor's response was

simply, "Don't hire her!" Anodier defended

Elliott's strength of conviction while

maintaining dial she was not his fust choice.

Many faculty members expressed concern

over Elliott's apparent lack of eloquence,

widi one professor noting that public speaking

ability was indeed a substantive issue, as die

president of a coUege is often called upon to

act as its representative.

The next candidate under consideration.

Dan SuUivan, found UtUe support among die

faculty members present at the meeting. One

professor complained dial Sullivan said he

would cut financial aid, and "wasn't very

specific about how he would do diis widiout

lowering the level of diversity at CC."

Anodier mentioned dial Sullivan's "vision"

was to "cut staff, cut financial aid. and add

Continued on page 4...
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Ellis outlines ideas
By JUD LOHNES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On Thursday, September 17,

Joseph Ellis met with a handful of

students in the W£.S. room to

discuss a wide range of issues

concerning the future of the

Colorado College. EUis was the

thirdofthe final four candidates for

President ofthe college to take part

in such a forum.

Ellis now serves as professor of

history at Mt. Holyoke College in

Massachusetts, where he served as

Acting President for eight months

in 1984 and as Dean of Faculty

through 1990.

The meeting began at 8:00 pm.

Ellis appeared weary and hoarse

after a long day ofsimilar meetings

with the faculty and administration

in his firstvisittoColoradoSprings.

Ellis opened the meeting with a

description of his plans for the

college and addressed first what he

called a"lag" between the improved

quality ofeducation at C.C. and its

nationwide reputation. "The

function ofthenew president," said

EUis, "is to improve the college's

reputation."

He stated that the block plan and

the college's location in the

Midwest made it an ideal place for

attracting public figures to C.C.

"Let's create an environment such

that the most interesting people

talking about public policy and

cultural issues come through

Colorado College as a matter of

course,"

Ellis believes that the blockplan

allows such people to teach at C.C.

because they need notcommit to an

entire semester. Ellis' primary

concern, however,wasthefinancial

health of the institution. "The

President of this college needs to

raise 100 million dollars in the next

five years," said Ellis. This would

raise the college endowment fi-om

150 million dollars to 250 million

dollars and place C.C. on par with

suph colleges as Carleton, Oberlin,

and Middlebury.

Ellis stressed that financial aid

should not suffer for such an

improvement. "The need-blind

admissions policy is to be

sunendered only as a very last

resort" Students took advantage

of the discussion of finances to

question Ellis on his opinion of the

college's investments in S. Africa-

Ellis said, "I bring an experience

that [Divestment] can be done." He

described a similar debate that took

place at Ml Holyoke in 1984. He

said he publicly supported

divestment within two years. Mt
Holyoke did divest, and the

college's investment portfolio was

not harmed as a result.

However, EUis went on to say

that it was primarily the Trustees'

responsibility to control the

college's investments. "It is

appropriate for the Trustees to be

detached and focused on the long

term."

Of particular importance to

many students at the forum was

ElUs'sopinion on the typeofgroups

that should be allowed to recruit

and represent themselves on

campus. The college allowed the

organization Focus on the Family

to set up an information table in

Womer Center last year, and this

created a firestorm of anger and

debate among several students.

Focus on the Family is an

organization that clearly

discriminates againsthomosexuals.

Ellis responded, "Free speech is

a primal issue to me." He said he

would never keep groups from

coming to C.C. "We don't want to

close doors topeople on ideological

grounds."

When discussion turned to the

faculty, Ellis strongly supported a

high degree of scholarship among
professors. EUis said, "People who
dOTi'twritethingsoveralong period

of time -- their lecture notes begin

to look like the Dead Sea ScroUs."

Hebelievedthatitwouldbepossible

toreduce theprofessor-studentiatio

in the next several years in order to

accommodate scholarship along

with continued, close teacher-

student relations.

Bush's diehards confident

IGUIDE
TRAVa SYSTEM, INC.

Carlson Travel Network

THANKYOUAIXFOR
MAKING OUR FIRST

ANNUAL TRAVEL FAIR A
HUGE SUCCESS

THE FREE AIRUNE
TICKET WAS WON BY
JAYMORSEIIII
CONGRATULATIONS JAY
COME BY OUR CAMPUS OFFICE IN
ARMSTRONG HALL TO BOOK YOUR
TRAVEL OR CALL CINDYAT 389-6732

By CHERI GETTE
Catalyst Staff Reporter

From the secondrow, amere six

feelaway firom the President of the

United States, it would appear a

November victory is well in hand

for George Bush.

The confidence and enthusiasm

of the invited guests of the

Republican party in the area in front

of Bush's podium permeated the

atmosphere.

The parking lot of Jeppesen

Sanderson, Inc., in the heart of

predominantly Republican

Arapahoe county, was transformed

into a political arena for the

campaigning president

Red, while, and blue draped the

sun-soaked area. Everyone in the

"Focus Zone" (the area between

the press and the president) had an

American flag and a Bush/Quayle

sign.

The environment was intense as

bags were checked, secret service

agents patrolled the area, and

everyone was required to pass

through a metal detector.

Two local high school bands

engaged in a battle of the bands.

Afterwards country music with a

family values theme echoed

throughout die area.

In between the entertainment, a

steady stream of Republicans

addressed ihe crowd of 5,000.

Bush supporters waited for over

two hours, in the hot sun, for the

president's arrival. Republican

politicians used the time to talk

about their cause.

President of Douglas County

Republican Women Marolyn
Scheffel, wearing a scarf

embroidered with GOP elephants,

caUed the Democrat dominated

congress the country's most

pressing problem.

"Ifwe could get rid ofthe last 38

years ofthe Democratic Congress,

this country would be just fine,"

she said.

"A Clinton victory," Scheffel

said, "would break this country.

(Democrats) have too many give-

away programs. They give

everything away. Americans have

lost all sense of responsibility

because the government takes care

of them."

Shealsoconsiders foreign affairs

"too sticky" to entrust to Clinton,

who she said has no foreign policy

experience.

Scheffel blamed the press for

CUnton's lead in the polls. "The

press is very biased. They are aU

flaming liberals," she said. "We do

need a change. We need to change

the Democratic Congress. The
press is trying to seU us BiU Clinton,

but we can see through that and see

the issues."

Chairman of the Fifth

Congressional Republican Central

Committee, Bob Lynch, views big

government as the key issue. "We
need to reduce the size, cut

spending, and go back to smaU
government," he said.

Despite recent polls showing

Clinton tohaveacommanding lead.

Lynch predicts a Republican

landslide. He anticipates most

voters wiU choose the conservative

candidate in the national election.

Lynch condemned Clinton's

record and his economic plan.

'There is nothing moderate about

him. He wants to increase the taxes

on therichwhocan create thejobs."

"Arkansas is the worst state in

just about everything. They are

one of only two states widi no civil

rights law," he said.

Quayle, Lynch beUeves, is nota

Bush campaign flaw. "He has

improved every single day. He
would make a tremendous

president."

Hillary Clinton, however, is a

Clinton campaign flaw, according

toLynch. "Herstandsaresoliberal.

She is for increased spending and

socialized medicine," he said.

Four students from Ponderosa

High School in predominantly

Republican Douglas County

supported Bush'sviews on abortion

and family values. They believed

many of their schoolmates also

agree with the president's pro-life

stance.

The students condemned Vice

President Dan Quayle as "hokey"

and voiced concern over Bush's

reelection chances with Quayle in

tow. They suggested that Bush

"pitch him."

They also denounced HiUary

CUnton for what they interpreted as

her "women should stay at home"

viewpoint.

HiUary has been a practicing

attorney throughout the duration of

her marriage to Clinton. She has

received intense criticism from

RepubUcans for being a "radical

feminist."

Stating the economy is the key

issue in this race, lifelong

Security Briefs

By DIANA ZIPETO

9/10/92

• Female student was confronted in front of Slocum by 3 non-student

males as she was getting out of her car. The 3 men appeared intoxicated.

• The student reported that it was a threatening situation, and she ran

away.

9/14/92

CC security found a locked bike with a missing rear wheel. After

identifying and contacting the bike's owner, security discovered the

wheel had been stolen.

9/15/92

• Screams were reported from Wood Ave. Security checked the scene

but found nothing.

• The front fork, rear wheel and handle bar ends ofa bike were reported

stolen. The missing parts are valued at $500.

9/16/92

• Security received a report of a rear wheel stolen fit)m a bike (value

$200) n ^ ^ u A.Continued on back page...

R^ublican Brian Dickerson aid

his toddler son came out to ch^ t

Bush* s reelection bid.

He fears what would happen if

Clinton were elected. JimmyCarter

is what comes to mind when
Dickerson thinks of Clinton.

However, Dickerson said he would

be more comfortable voting for the

more conservative Quayle over '''

Bush.

The crowd became restless as

tell talesigns ofBush's arrival began

appearing. The presidential seal

wasplacedon thepodium, the secret

service agents began tensing up, a

military helicopter circled

overhead, the presidential plants

were placed in front of the podium,

and a glass of ice water was put

next to the podium.

The chanting began. "We want

George!" Signs were waving.

"Four more years!"

Bush reinforced theirconfidence

with his opening, taking off his

jacket, roUing up his sleeves, and

stating, "The polls may show us

behind today, but I know we are

going to be ahead in November,

because we have the right ideas."

The diehards muttered

approving phrases as he spoke;

"What a handsome man." and "He

is a good guy." It was a religious

experience for some, as several

"Amen's" were heard from the

crowd throughout Bush's speech.

The scene turned to chaos as

Bush concluded his appearance

with a brief hand-shaking stinL A
woman with her special edition

George Bush Timex watch began

to tackle people trying to touch the

president.
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Clinton criticizes economy
By CHERI GETTE
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Blasting George Bush's

economic and domestic policies.

Bill Clinton offered his presidential

plan to an estimated 30,000 people

in Denver's Civic Center Park.

Attacking the economy, CUnlon

asked the sun-baked crowd, "Four

years ago, George Bush said we

would be better off today. Are you

better off than you were four years

ago?"

The Republicans offer "nothing

more than a warmed-over version

of trickle-down economics. My
fellow Americans, we are better

than that, and we can do better than

that" Clinton added: "Literally

two-thirds of our people have

workedharderforlessmoney. Let's

abandon what has plainly failed."

"I have done my best for nearly

a year now to offer the America

people a new approach, one that

goes beyond trickle-down

economics without going back to

tax and spend economics, one that

says we have to invest in our people

and their jobs and their education

and their health care."

Clinton's economic plan

includes an increased tax on the

wealthy but provides a loophole

giving a tax break to those who

"invest in American factories and

starting small businesses, putting

the American people back to work."

Temporarily steeringaway from

the economy, Clinton addressed

education and the environment He

gave some Colorado flavor to the

enthused crowd, which waswarmed

up by local politicians Governor

Roy Romer and Denver Mayor

Wellington Webb.

"I have always thought of

Colorado as being a stale for the

future," stated Qinton.

He said theNational Renewable

Energy Laboratory in Golden has

"been allowed to die on the vine

under Reagan and Bush. It will

flourish like a flower in the desert

under Clinton and Gore."

"We believe we ought to have a

new energy policy thatwill improve

the environment Ourenergypolicy

is: use more natural gas, use more

renewable resources, use more

alternative fuels."

Clinton called the Bush energy

plan "cheap oil and nuclear power

and hope nothing bad happens."

Making aplay to be the education

president, Clinton said: "I went to

a private university; I went to a

Catholic school for two years when

I was in grade school. I think they

have an important role in our

society. Our schools can be fixed."

"The president says there are

great differences between him and

me, and boy, is he right about that,"

said Clinton.

He criticized Bush's priorities

during presidency, saying, "We
havequadrupledlhenational deficit

and at the same time, unbelievably,

somehow managed to reduce the

amount of money we are investing

in education and infrastructure."

decision to get an abortion.

Noting that half of the crowd

was younger than himself, Chnton

said of the young people, "This

shouldn't be the fu^t generation to

do worse than their parents because

we didn't face the challenges."

Those same young people

reacted wildly to Clinton's plan

that college loans could be paid

back with two years of community

service.

Clinton also added law

enforcement to the longlistofissues

he touched on, calling for an

additional 100,000 poUce officers

Amendment two opposed

by CCCA and faculty

Clinton discusses proposals with enthusiastic

supporters at a recent rally.

Using the Republican platform

offamily values, hecondemned the

president's lack of support for the

family leave bill.

"Let's join the ranks of the 72

countries in the world diat give

working people a littie time off

when there's a baby bom or a sick

parent I think it would improve

productivity. It would improve

morale. It would strengthen die

family," said the presidential

hopeful, asserting his own famdy

values.

"I believe in personal

responsibility, empowerment, and

family values," he said.

Tougherchild support laws, low-

costhealthcare, AIDS research, and

welfarereform are alsoonClinton's

agenda. "Let's make welfare a

second choice, not a way of life."

Pro-choice Clinton wondered

aloud how abortion could be okay

for Bush and Dan Quayle when it

contradicts their party's platform.

Both Bush and Quayle said they

would support a family member's

to be on the street within five years,

and reduced sentences for first-time

offenders involved in nonviolent

crimes.

Notbeing shy about what would

be cut firom the budget to pay for all

of these social programs, Clinton

said he plans to use the defense cuts

to propel the United Stales into

international economic leadership.

"I don't want to leave the people

who won the Cold War out in die

cold; there' s been no strategy to put

them back to work. Al Gore and

Bill Clinton will do just that in

Colorado and elsewhere," said

Clinton.

The draft issue which hasdogged

Clinton throughout his campaign

was not mentioned.

Clinton "pressed die flesh" with

die crowd for nearly an hour after

completing hisaddress to the heavy

beat of loud rock music. Lyrics

such as: "Lean on me, I'll be your

friend," echoed dirough die Greek

amphidieater as Clinton made his

laps through die crowd.

By JUSTIN BLUM
Catalyst Staff Reporter

C.C.'s student government and

faculty have overwhelmingly come

out against Amendment Two, the

statewide ballot initiative to ban

civil rights protection for

homosexuals.

In a 10-0 vote with three

abstentions, the Colorado College

Campus Association approved a

resolution Wednesday condemning

Amendment Two. The faculty

approved a similar measure during

a Sept. 21 meeting in a 73-4 vote

with nine abstentions.

"I'm really happy about die

faculty and their decision," said

Nate Grey, chair of Bisexual Gay

and Lesbian Alliance. He said the

CCCA resolution is not as strongly

worded as he would have liked.

Although neither resolution will

have a direct impact on students,

supporters said the measures would

send a message to voters and C.C.

trustees who are involved with

groups favoring AmendmeniTwo.

The amendment is sponsored by

Colorado for Family Values, a

Colorado Springs organization

headed by auto dealer Will Perkins,

a C.C. alum.

Perkins' group, which calls

homosexuality a danger to society,

has spread pamphlets across the

state labeling gays and lesbians as

child molesters and carriers of

AIDS. Opponents of the measure

have distributed studies disputing

their claims.

Sponsors of the C.C. faculty

resolution arguedAmendmentTwo

is bigoted and said it is a threat to

academic freedom at some public

colleges— most notably Colorado

Slate University — where

homosexuals are legally protected

from discrimination.

"It's a direct threat to academic

freedom if thisamendment passes,"

said anthropology Prof. Paul

Kutsche. "The protection of CSU

would be repealed— die only state

institution that has a policy. It would

also frusD-ale and abort a policy

being considered by C.U."

The Colorado constitutional

amendment would also overturn a

number of local laws — including

those in Denver, Boulder and Aspen

— protecting homosexuals from

discrimination.

Prof. Chris Griffidis of the

economics department argued

unsuccessfully against die faculty

resolution, saying it should not be

die role of die faculty to make

political stalcmenLs.

"I have a problem with making

a statement outside academic

policy," he s;iid prior to the vole.

"Should faculty members be asked

to stand up and be counted ... on an

issue which does not directly beiir

on academic freedom? Faculty

should not be in die position of

creating official doctrinal

decisions."

Griffidis— who said he opposes

AmendmeniTwo— announced he

would abstain from voting and

encouraged oUiers to do so as well.

A similar concern was raised

during ihc CCCA meeting by

Residence Hall Association

President lason Asllc. He said

CCCA should not take positions on

statewide political issues.

No one in either the facully or

CCCA meeting spoke in favor of

Amendment Two. However,

proponents of the amendment,

including Perkins, have argued that

homosexuals are given special

rights under existing laws.

But opponents of Amendment

Two argue that the laws arc the

only recourse for gays and lesbians

who have been discriminated

againsi. They say widiout such laws,

it is almost impossible to

successfully win lawsuits against

employers or property owners who

openly discriminatebasedon sexual

orientation.

Bruce Loeffler said die facully

resolution would send a message to

several C.C. trustees who are

involved with conservative

organizauons that support

Amendment Two.

"Bill Hybl (a C.C. trustee) is on

Uie Board of Focus on die Family,"

he said. "There arc a few members

of die board who want to rescind

die college's policy" protecting

homosexuals from discrimination.

Several employees of Focus on

die Family also serve on die board

of Colorado for Family Values.

Hybl is also largely responsible

for bringing Focus on die Family to

Colorado Springs. The El Pomar

Foundation, which hechairs,helped

pay for the group's recent relocation

to die city.

^^^^ Primitive and Ethnic Art, Qothing & Jewelry in Old Colorado City

2510 West Colorado Avenue • Open Daily • Ph. 633-0584



Environmental protesters jailed
Condnued from page 1...

telling that Stone ignores this

information to claim that a clearcut

is less harmful than a forest fire,"

say logging opponents.

Forest activists feel that the San

Juan National Forest has become

the pnmary logging target for the

Forest Service in Colorado. Due to

its uniqueold-growth characterand

the number of endangered species

composing it, theSouth Monument

cut has been heavily protested.

Resting between the Piedra and

Wiminuche Wilderness areas, the

sale sparks much fear for the well-

being of wolverines, salamanders,

and bears in the area. Activists feel

this occurrence marks a growing

tend to take the influence of forest

managementaway from the public.

They cite the closure of national

forests in logging areas as one

example. A current bill c-alled the

Montana Wilderness Management

act. which would open up six

million areas of Montana

Wilderness to mining and

timbering, has also been cited. One

section of this bill would eliminate

appeal rights, a last chance lo stop

a cut in case of new information

emerging about the forest.

The contest between forest

activists, timbering companies, and

the Forest Service has emerged,

this time at the South Monument

timber sale. The corpor^ons want

to continue to present low-cost

methods of cutting trees; the

activistswant to(reserve theancient

forests; and the San Juan National

ForestService, which lost$612,000

in 1989-1990 through timbering,

The six campers arrested were

Sarah Bly. 1 9, Sean Bohac, 19. Bill

Bromage, 20, Jeff Schwartz, 19.

Matthew Sawyer. 19, and Richard

Auiant, 37.A basecampofactivists

Merits of presidential

candidates reviewed
in faculty meeting

''1

w r
An old growth fir tree in the Sandbench logging area.

want to regain some of their

legitimacy as they decide what to

do with die last old growth forests

left in the United States.

will continue to exist near the sale

area, where they plan to hold

demonstrations throughout the

state.

Continued rrom page 1...

faculty, and thatdidn'tseem like

much of a vision to me."

Joseph Ellis seemed to eUcit more

comment than did Elliott and

Sullivan combined. Some faculty

were concerned about an

aggressive, combative side to Mr.

Ellis' personaUty which they saw

in interview sessions. One professor

suggested that ifchosen , EUis would

lead a "macho administration."

Some faculty members expressed

strong support for Ellis, saying they

"found him to be intellectually

compelling" and "very personal and

personable." As debate on Ellis

continued, a wideninggulfappeared

between two camps - those who
were concerned that Ellis would

change the nature of CC toward

that of a more research-oriented

college by emphasizing the

publication of articles as a

prerequisite for tenure, and those

who felt that Ellis realistically saw

the need for more pubUcation ifCC
is to become a "great college," as

pubhcation is the major "intellectual

currency" of academia today.

Kathryn Mohrman, the fourth

candidate tobe discussed, may have

had the widest support of all the

candidates. Someprofessorsslated

that Mohrman's lack of teaching

experience was of serious concern

to them, and one even proposed

that she be hired for a six-month

trial period and required to teach

full-time for the duration of the

period. Others, though, felt thai

she would be "a healing presence"

at the college, alluding to a division

of the faculty. The possible future

of CC under Mohrman was hotly

debated, as it was with Ellis. Somt.^

suggested thatCC would never gain

in academic standing with Ms-

Mohrman as President and favored

Ellis's style of leadership. Others,

though, felt that Mohrman would

help CC maintain its focus on

"excellence in teaching" by

resisting the nationwide push for

publication as a standard for

evaluation of faculty.

Dean Fuller, when invited by a

faculty member to speak, declined

to name his choice for president,

saying that he wouldbe comfortable

working with any of the four

candidates. Fuller urged those in

attendance atWednesday 's meeting

to give thought to their vision of

Colorado College's future and to

consider that vision in their

deliberations.

You can load your shelves with these,

^\^\\\
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Plaraied Parenthood suDCvives in face of adversity
I By MIKAHLA BEUTLER

I Catalyst Staff Reporter

How ironic: one ofthe Catholic Church's

biggest targets of protest today. Planned

Parenthood (PP), began with the efforts of

Margaret Sanger and a small group of

women in the basement of a church.

Despite weekend protests. Planned

Parenthood of Uie Rocky Mountains, a 76

year old organization, has managed to

continue its services to over 60,000 patients.

PF provides counseling for birth control,

pregnancy, HIV and sexually transmitted

diseases, and other issues pertaining to

sexuality and relationships. Certain clinics

offer abortion procedures as well as

vasectomies for men. If PP cannot provide

a service in this area, they are most likely

capable of refering a client to someone who

can.

The average patient of PP of the Rocky

Mountains (awoman between the ages of20-

24), does not come for an abortion as the

protesters might suggest 92% of these

patients come for contraceptive and

gynecological care while only about eight

percent of the women actually come for an

abortion.

Cathy Reilly, the Education Coordinator

for PP, says it is a great place for women to

leam about themselves and about how to

take care of their bodies. "We really believe

people have the right to be educated," she

fT„.
>

Youthful protestors rally outside Planned Parenthood office.

says. Reilly reiterates the need for women

to take advantage of their health services by

pointing out that PP provides gynecological

check ups, testing for sexually transmitted

diseases, and other services.

Planned Parenthood operations around

the country, however, will soon be faced

with aproblem. In 1970 the Family Planning

Services Act (otherwise called Tide 10) was

passed to provide funding for many

organizations such as PP.

President Bush, who was originally

one of the sponsors of Title 10 as a Texas

congressperson, has undermined his support

of these organizations by enforcing what is

called the gag rule. The gag rule says

organizations wanting government funding

cannot give references to patients

considering abortion or adoption. In 1988 it

was taken to the Supreme Court to be tested

for its constitutionality. Recently the

Supreme Court decided on the gag rule and

found it constitutional and allowable.

Many of the Planned Parenthoods will

now have to rely solely on funds from

private donations and fundraising projects

in order to provide abortion services and

pregnancy options counselling. However,

Reilly feels that while this is a conservative

community, there is enough private support

to keep these services available. "We have

a strong base of support here." she

suggests, even more than in some other

communities. She feels people in Colorado

Springs are willing to give not only money,

but timeas well. Anyone can bca volunteer,

Reilly says; all they need to do is call.

But what of the Saturday morning

protesters? Arc they making it difficult for

people to use Planned Parenthood? If one

takes adrive down Colorado Avenue, where

a local clinic is located, one might sec

somethingcomparable 10 Saturday morning

cartoons but with an even more predictable

plot. PP escorts and staff make sure no

client is forced from entering the clinic and

when pickelcrs get in the way police make

sure to get them out of the way.

On October third, this coming

Saturday, PP is sponsoring a pledge walk

in Denver, For more information about

this Walkabout call the Educational

Resource Center in Denver at 303-830-

8906.

Footie reflects on peaceful pastoral pleasures
By KATHRYN JONES

Block breaks are one of the best aspects of

education at CC. They allow students time

outside the classroom to experience new

acdvities, explorepersonal interesIs,andgrow

within themselves. Wheie else can you take

four-and-a-half-days to backpack through the

mountains at the height ofAspen season? I am

sure thatwhen looking back on my year atCC,

my fust block break Foot hip will stand out

as a highlight

Our trip left Wednesday afternoon for the

Big Blue Wilderness m southwest Colorado

to climb Uncompahgre peak. I was looking

forward toappreciadngtheSan Juan mountans

and sharing my experience with thirteen other

people. Josh Kelthy, one of our superhuman

leaders, started die trip off right by repeatedly

passing outcookiesto allofus.Six hours later,

we arrived in darkness to our start along the

East Cimarron Valley river, southwest of

Gunnison.

By this time the excitement expressed by

the other Footies had heightened myown.and

1 was ready for a night hike to our first camp

spoL Josh and Chris Spaulding, our other

inCTedibleleader,unloaded piles of pita bread,

tortillas, apples, and oOier food which we

distributed into our packs. Hiking along in

the moonless night widiout the help of our

headlights made me curious to see our

surroundings the nextday. However, 1 wanted

first to contemplate the coundess number of

stars, unduninshed by city Ughts.

I was not disappointed the next morning

when 1 unzipped the tentdoor Stately hardrock

formations formed the valleys, with colored

Aspen patchesclimbmg halfwayupeachside.

The day was devoted to a ten mile trek to our

base camp further up die valley. Already, the

group was growing together, dading casual

banter along Uie trail and developing a sense

of camaraderie. The sights, sounds and smells

Elated Footies bask in San Juan Serenity

of nature gave me a feeling of mner calmness,

and 1 stopped noticing my pinched shoulders

and sore feet. When we finally stopped for

lunch, however, a bagel wilh peanutbutter had

never looked better.

1 did not even realize we had reached our

camp until Josh and Chris laughed at us for

continuing obliviously along die trail. We all

immediately shed our packs, set up tents, and

a few of us scrambled up to a nearby

waterfall. We discovered a perfect rinsing

pool, though the waterwas frigid. The stteam

was so invigorating that our screams could be

heard back in camp.

Thatevening our wholeFOOTgroup joined

inaclosecucleand individually read poems

from Chris's nature book The Earth Soeaks .

Everyone sat quiedy, watching Uie oncoming

twilight and absorbing Uncompahgre's

looming presence over the valley. The peace

and relaxation after a day of backpacking the

wilderness bonded us . 1 felt very contented

wilh nature and considered the moment one of

the nip's highhghts.

Early Friday morning, a passing storm

bombarded our tent wiUi heavy rains and

winds. That made a morning's ascent up

Uncompahgre out of die question, but the

possibility still existed for an afternoon

departure. By noon an ultimate frisbee game

was proposed, and 1 found myself attempting

to run on amouse tunneled fieldat an elevation

of about 11,000 feeL Needless to say, it was

oneofUieaaziestgamesI'veeverparticipated

in.

Around 4 p.m.. Chris and Josh determined

Uncompahgre climbable, so we set off for the

soutiieast shoulder Lighter day packs made

the going easier; however, we still were forced

lo rest frequentiy along die cUmb.

Our summitof Uncompahgre wasperfectiy

timed. We scrambled up the last rocky bitjust

as the sun disappearedover die horizon. From

14,309 feel Uie world became beautifully

surreal. It was ringed by endless snowcapped

mountains, widi a red and orange sunset to top

celebrated wiUi shouts of exhileration while

we all snapped pictures. My exhaustion was

overwhelmed by Uie emotions which raced

Uirough my mind and my life seemed

reduced to only its fundamental elements. 1

fell Uie power of die biting w inds and realized

my tiny place m Uie world, ll Buly was Uie best

experience of Uie entire trip.

The descent was equally difficult, since it

was dark outside, so half way down we rested

inastonesheUcropenioUienightsky.Everyone

crowded in togeUier and silendy relaxed

looking at Uie coundess stars. We stumbled

into camparound eleven p.m., still awed by die

hike but very ready for our sleeping bags.

Sahrrdaymomingwasjusdy s-pcntrelaxing

and refiecting on Uncompahgre's majesty. In

Uie later afternoon we repacked our packs and

headed out for a final camp site in die

neighboringEastCimarron Valley. Thefalafel

dinner diat night was delicious, especially

after a second peak experience we had on

nearby Matierhom peak (13,590 ft).

Somehow my final evening did not quite

seem possible. Aching shoulders and sore feet

were insignificant in comparison to where we

had been and lo Uie harmony 1 fell wiUi Uie

outdoors and widi myself.

Our Sunday hike down die valley went

quickly and by one in die afternoon we had

reached die end of Uie trail. Chris ran ahead to

rettieve Uie van while we read or napped in die

sun.

My shower back in MaUiias fell wonderful,

but 1 stiU could not help dreaming about being

back under Uncompahgrc'sshadow.Chmbing

10 such a height will definitely remain in my

memory, but I hope also to noi forget die

smaller details of Uic experience.

Each time I gel away into die mouniains, 1

re-esiabUsh touch widi an in nerpartof myself

1 try 10 carry diis into my daily life around

campus, butlknowl'll have logo back soon.

As one of Uie poems we read our second night

said, "It's Uie sides of die mountains which

sustain life, not Uie lop ."



The heresy of iced-tea: a British student's view
By KERRY TAYLOR
Catalyst Saff Reporter

Take away their tans and

Birkenstocks and one might be

excused for mistaking a CC student

for a student of Manchester

University, England. Of course, if

you have ever seen that TV
programme "V" (in which the aliens

wear human suits?) you will know

looks can be deceiving. So while we
Brits may look like our American

cousins beneath the skin, we are

planets apart.

For a start. Americans eat blue

food and savory doughnut things

called "bagels", and they drink iced

tea, a veritable sacrilege of the great

British tea-drinking tradition. Tea

should be brewed, never stewed, in a

scalded pot and poured piping hot by

"mother." Nor do Americans

dunk (dip) their biscuits in their

tea but eat them with gravy at

breakfast.

And we supposedly speak the

same language. What rot!

(translation: bull). If I use a rubber

in England I am simply erasing my
pencil markingsandnolembarking

on some sexual exploit. To be

pissed is to be quite drunk and not

at all annoyed. We use plasters,

notbandaids, our lines are engaged

and not busy and when we smoke

a fag we do not commit some

brutal anti-gay ritual but have a

cigarette. What's more, the British

are never "psyched" and rarely

find things to be "awesome."

The whole college experience

is vastly different in America,

too. Maybe the difference stems

from Manchester being apulsating

hive of ecstatic activity with

something different and exciting

to do everyday of the week and

Colorado Springs being living

proof that the dead srill walk

amongst us. Or perhaps the

differences arise due to America's

drinking age. British university life

is focused around the pub (bar),

and every self-respecting student

goes to thepubat least seven nights

a week for a couple of pints. In

America no one goes to the pub,

there is not a pub to go to. Instead,

the American student appears to

Beer bong down on a Friday night

with pathological immaturity what

the British student drinks over a

week! NordoCCstudentsseemto

go night-clubbing and take class

14 drugs, which is sadly the sole

O'Brien reflects on Japan
By JANET O'BRIEN
Catalyst Staff

My experience in Japan . . .

WOW! 1 really have no clue

where to begin. I decided to

go to Japan because I noticed

that they were investing
heavily all over America and
that there were a lot of
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problems resulting from
cultural misunderstandings. I

also thought that Japanese
would be a challenging
language to learn and boy, was
it ever!

When I walked off the plane
in Osaka. I realized that I was
one of maybe two or three

Americans in the airport. It took
me about a month to gel used lo

the staring, and even then
sometimes I would look up
while riding the train to realize

that I was the only white person

Continued on page 7

pastime of many thousands of

Manchester students.

Roommates are another

American college phenomenon

and one which the infamous British

reserve could not endure. The

possibility of being thrust into a

confined space for a year widi a

nebulous Metallica fan with a

flatulence problem is a concept

utterly abhorrent to the British

mentality. Also, Americanstudents

seem for the most part to take their

studies more seriously than the

British. In England our tuition is

paid for and so the work ethos that

prevails hereexists only between a

couple of students with bad haircuts

who sit at the front of the class.

Most British college students spend

the majority of their university

attending their 8-10 hours o[

classes a week (maximum). Ai

Manchester University, with ]^

studentpopuladon of20,000, fewei

people are involved widi extra!

curricular activities than here ail

CC, one-tenth of its size. The on

activity British students are like

to take up is smoking.

But any college where you c^in

get free beer without having lo

wear full body armour to get to t)ic

bar can'tbeall bad. When someont

suggests a game of volleyball or

SATURDAY night I remin

myself that variety is the spice ul

life and when at Colorado College

do as CC students do. So for th

semester at least I have hung n

my dancing boots and shall slip on

my Birkenstocks and head dow
careers drinking beer and not to the Ice Cream Social.

Beirs Burgers
Fast food, friendly service

prices, and its "off balanced," early

sixties design. The combination of

these qualities seems to match its

By TODD KEITHLEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Bell's Better Burgers

623 N. Nevada

Hours: 6 AM - 8 PM

Price: S2.30 - S6.00

Food: ***

Atmosphere: ***

(*'s out of four)

Service: **• (•**l/2 for

regulars

No alcohol

menu, and the food complements

these features.

I've dined at Bell's three times

this school year and intend to return.

I think that the best sandwich

ordered was the Patty Melt and

french fries. With additional, grilled

onions to spice up the sandwich,

the patty melt delivered all the

necessary requirements - smooth

to chew, crisp but not crusty, and \

Located just a hop, skip, and

jump from CC. campus. Bell's

Better Burgers offers a sensual

delight for the passionate grease

eater while effectively imposing a

nighunare upon die health addict.

Aldiough Bell's is not the slickest

burger in town, the food creates a

sort of slump form in its customers

after eating one of the heavier

sandwiches. I recommend Bell's

Better Burgers because of its

proximity to campus, reasonable

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return ofall CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$25

15% off all services
for CC students

1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

of cheese. I had to restrain myself

from ordering another. Bell's

French Fries are no frills and no

spills, just your standard fries.

Another dish I have tried is the

country fried steak. I cannot

complain too much about the steak

since it's next to impossible to find

excellentcountry fried steak in any

restauranL Bell's is decent but a

litUe on die dry side. On top of Uiis,

die white sausage gravy is more for

biscuits than it is for steak.

NoneUieless, the meal filled me up

since a choice of potatoes, salad,

and rolls accompany die order.

The third dishl'veeatenatBell's

is a BLT sandwich. If a restaurant

cannot make a good BLT, then one

should never return to that

restaurant. Period.

In conclusion I can say widi a

straight face that Bell's Better

Burgers offers a good value for its

tasty food. The servers are prompt

and efficient, and the staff

remembers good tippers and regular

customers. I've nouced Bell's hasa
fair amount of regulars, and this

fact speaks well for any type of

restaurant. So, investigate a bit.
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jTo vote or not to vote: choose your criminal
iiByJOHNLANGHUS

pAcatalysi Staff Reporter

1 ii3'

;weri Only 32 shopping days left! No,

Ltraf not until Christmas, until the

e ai! election.

Hello ... is anyone still reading

this? Don't worry, this will not be

another diatribe against the criminal

apathy ofCC students. It's difficult

to argue that apathy isn't the safest

emotion to have during thi s election.

After all, how many murders have

tieen committed out of

uncontrollable apathy? How many

people have lost their minds because

ihcy didn't much give a shit about

something? Probably very few on

both counts. So what is it about

American politics that is always

able to produce candidates that are

passionless at best and overtly

criminal at worst? Further, how

should we vote when the options

seem so limited?

Some say that candidates are truly

a reflection of the electorate. The

argument goes that in a country

where the average ciuzen's most

intimate relationship is with a

television, and wherewhite collar

crime is punished by something

along the lines of being flogged

with a wet noodle, our candidates

will be equally shallow and equally

morally bankrupt. GJnfortunately,

Bart S impson is unavailable, at least

until he turns thirty-five).

Extra-credit: identify the happy candidate

Another camp says that we are

still trying to recover from

Watergate. This argument says that

watching the disintegration of a

President who presented himselfas

a family-values, law enforcement

President was too shocking to the

American psyche. Supposedly this

is why Ronald Reagan and Co. were

not tarred and feather for the Iran-

Contra scandal. We are in a sort of

national slate of denial.

This makes a certain amount of

sense. Watergate demythologized

the Presidency in a very ugly way.

It is not a huge logical leap to

suggest then that if we elect people

that we know are crooks, we won't

be surprised when we find out that

they ordered the assassination of

Mother Theresa or used the entire

Social Security fund to buy hookers

andcocaine for their sons' bachelor

parties.The last option is that

Americans don't like the idea of

elites. This was evidenced by Dan

Quayle 's castigation of the "cultural

elite" {which can be assumed to

mean anyone who hasever watched

PBS or has read a book thai wasn't

assigned to them, or can spell

potato). This theory says that if

someone is going to be in charge,

we sure don't want it to be some

egghead Harvard know-ii-all who

thinkshc'';hctlcrthaniis That was

Carter's problem - always going

around telling people to be nice,

always wearing those damn
sweaters because he had turned the

heat down in the While House.

Dukakis ran into the same

problem when he told farmers what

crops they should be growing. So

maybe we elect morally deficient

officers (P.C. for evil bastards)

because we know that they will be

unable to moralize and tell us to be

belter people. Well, except they

might tell us what T.V. shows to

walch... oh yeah, and they might

tell us to pray everyday in school

(like everyone didn't pray enough

on test days!).

Regardless, there is still the

unresolved issue of November 3.

Perhaps the best argument for

voting was everyone's ninth grade

civics teacher. Their logic was

always, "If you don't vote then you

have no right to complain about

what happens." God knows
everyone loves tocomplain! Maybe

a wrile-in campaign would work.

Charlie Manson would, of course.

be the logical choice. Nothing he

could do would surprise us, and

he'd give a huge shot in the arm lo

the nuclear disarmament

movement. We already know he's

a charismatic leader, and he sure

would be a change! So dial's my
advice; Vote change, volccriminal,

vote American! Charlie Manson

tor President!

Japan experience rewarding
Continued from page 6

board. It took me about

another month to realize that

there were many different

reasons for people staring at

me, and not all of them were

related to hatred towards

Americans.

Finally the realization came

that I was different, and this

helped a lot. Never before in

my life had I been a minority.

This experience sensitized me
to the more complex issues that

minorities face in both Japan

and America.

My homeslay family was

fantastic. Only my homestay

father spoke English, and he

was rarely home, so I heard a

lot of Japanese everyday.

Despite the fact that I had gotten

an "A" in my Japanese class at

CC, I had a very hard time

understanding my homestay

mother and the two kids. The

main reason for this was I had

learned the Tokyo dialect of

Japanese, and they were

speaking Osaka, Kyoto and

Kobe dialects. So, not only did

I learn Japanese , but 1 learned

at least four different dialects

of Japanese (there are over a

hundred dialects that I know

of).

My family took me on a trip

to Daisen, which is a smaller

version of Mt. Fuji and is

considered more beautiful by

traditional Japanese. We stayed

at my homestay father's

company's seminar house, ate

traditional Japanese breakfast

(raw egg mixed with soy sauce

fish, sushi and tea) and entered

the onsen as a family (the onsen

is a Japanese name for hot

springs and some are co-ed;

others are unisex).

I loved the food in Japan and

I quickly got used to utilizing

the sentos, which are public

baths with showers, with my
homestay mother and little

sister (my homestay father and

little brother always bathed

separately from us, but usually

whole families bathe together).

I learned so much about

They were generous to me at

every turn and really tried to

make me feel at home.

I have only given you a

flavor of Japan, and I found it

very difficult to put into words

some of the situations that 1

experienced, but I can tell you

that I will return lo Japan

someday.

I love Japan and its people

and definitely feel that their

culture is something that

everyone should experience for

his/herself.

rTold a piece of tape up to your eyes,

dim the lights and try to fill out your
taxes.

Now you're seeing things from her

point of view.

ist everybody has to file taxes, but nol

( vL'ryone can do it on their own. Volunteer and

liflp make someone's taxes less taxing. Call

800 8291040.
^ ,«- ^.^...^ ^"J^,
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ALL NEW LOCATION

Coming Soon to

131 N. Tejon
Corner of Bijou & TeJon

99 <J MEAL DEAL
Buy anyjootlong sub and a medium

drink and get the 2ndfootlong of equal

or lesser valuefor only 99<'

Valid only at this location

ALL NEW DOWNTOWN LOCATION
Coming Soon to 131 N. Tejon

on the Corner of Bijou and Tejon

^UBUIflV*
Not valid with any other offer

One coupon per person • Expires October 31. 1992^

BLUE MESA
mux JEWGLE? CO. m BinQ

Come See Where the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At Wholaaale Pricea

Handmade Indian Jmmliy By
2UNI — MAVAJO — HOPI INDIANS

A Great S«l«ctlon of

SAND PAINTINGS — KACHINA DOLLS — POTTERY
FETISHES — CLOCKS — AND MORE

Alvmys Sommlhlng For Thai Special Person or OccaalonI

SBnt. Gold and

Indian Jawahy Rapafaa

SOvar or Gold

Custom Ordara

COME SEE USI

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111

(2 Bloctca East o( Panrosa MaJn Hospitai)

Monday-Saturday 10:00 A.M. lo 6:00 P.M.

COLORADO COLLfEE STUDBTIS

STAFF - FACULTI

CLIP TTIIS AD

< RECEI»E AH ADDinOIIAL

DISCOUHT OB MOST ITOIS
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One dog, two bikers and a mountain

)uriesy Mountain Bike Aaion

Don't try this at home-to air is human, to Iive...unlikel)'

By CALEB FRANKLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The popularity of mountain

biking seems to be growing

constantly. In light of this

development, I was asked to

start a column covering

mountain biking, both at

Colorado College and in

general. Hopefully you all will

be able to gain something from

what I write here. I will share

with you what knowledge I have

as both a biker and as a

mechanic.

I know that everyone will

appreciate the fact that the trail

I want to tell you about is only

a seven hour dash away from

Colorado Springs. . . Sorry, why
do you think I went there over

Block break? The place is

Moab, Utah. My guess is most
of you have heard of Moab, the

home of the SlickRock Trail.

This geological miracle is

pretty neat, but part of a popular

trail is hordes of uninvited,

fluorescent riding buddies. I

prefer a little solitude, if you

please. If you go to Moab, I'm

sure that you'll ride Slick Rock.

You should definitely ride the

trail, because it's unique.

However, after Slick Rock,

there's still three days of block

break left. You should

definitely check out Todd
Campbell's Above and Bevond
Slick Rock . It outlines bunches

of trails in the Moab/
Canyonlands area.

Between my companion Rob
and I, with some help from

Angus (canine mountain-biker

extraordinaire), the decision

was made that we would head

for the La Sal mountains, not

the far more popular Poison

Spider Mesa or Porcupine Rim.

The La Sals are about a twenty

minute drive from Moab. Our
goal was to ride nine miles and

4000 feet up a jeep road to the

la Sal Mt. Pass. True, nine miles

of ascending is long and

grueling, but we started early,

so there was plenty of time to

take breaks. The view from each

stop got better the longer we
rode. After the land had

changed fully from desert

bushes to mountain Aspens, I

thought we to be nearing the

top. Angus (the dog) set me
straight, pointing out that we

had just passed the turn-off

point that Mr. Campbell told us

was only 4.1 miles up. We
decided to keep moving;

fortunately, the road relented

and became a bit flat for a while.

I often find climbs enjoyable; I

crawl along and my legs burn,

but trails like La Sal Pass help

me overcome the burn by

making my head swim with the

beauty of the space I'm in. I

was tired, but I kept pushing.

Eventually, we reached the top.

The pass was unbelievable!

From where we were, w e could

see the San Juan Mountains in

Colorado — we were in Utah.

We had ascended to 10,400 feet

and we still had the energy to

jump around and holler in our
' NvoTiafciiaidv^taillhaveafeKlcwnhilDdi!

!!''

dance. We gave Angus (the dog)

a needed rest. We (Oops, I mean

he) recovered quickly. We had

a bit more climbing to do, so we

waved to all the people we knew

in the San Juans and were off.

The trail for the descent was

not marked well. A little

creativity, along with hints from

Todd Campbell, soon got us on

track. The narrow singletrack

trail quickly dove into groves

of golden Aspens. It weaved a

path through rocks and tight

trees. Rob must have gotten

delirious from the mixture of

exertion and altitude, because

he seemed to keep jumping from

his bike as we rode, apparently

thinking the golden aspen

leaves were actually pieces of

gold. Fortunately, he never got

hurt too badly. Angus, angry

that I had cut him off, pushed

me off my bike once. Lucky for

him I was too happy to care.

Soon the trail returned to the

jeep road that we had ridden

up. We took off! Jeep roads

make for great descents. This

one was steep and rocky enough

to be exciting. It was also wide

enough that you could really

tear down the road and nc

worry about going off the edg

into the woods or off a clifi

With constant braking turnini

our forearms into iron, we spe;

to the bottomAt the bottom wj

both commented that the ridt^

wehadjustdone was what Tod[

Campbell calls a "career ride.

Part of the experience was itii

achievement, part was thi

beauty and part was ou

isolation: we saw three rider

on the pass, but otherwise wc

were alone the whole time,

you go to Moab, you should

consider doing this ride. If you

lake the time to look arourn]

some and enjoy the rid

assuming you are in deceni

shape, it should take about ]

hours (with a half-hour luncli

break). You will alsowanl lo

take the next day off. Rob and

have both done a good bit ol

riding and this trail wa

exhausting. Some of the ridirii

isdifficult and strenuous. We

also took and ate and drank at

least two gallons of water,

multiple sandwiches, power

bars, and a couple of pieces of

fruit.

PHOTO OF THE WEEK

Wow, what lung power—but always exercise caution when slaclcing

Hours
9 AM to 6 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday

y
New Salon on the Block!

735 N. Tejon at Dale And Tejon

' Full Service Salon
> Eve Appt Available
> Free Consultations

We'd like to welcome YOU to come by. Just for visiting us, we'll give you a 20% discount on your first visit.
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The low state of higher education
By ROBERT J.

SAMUELSON

You should treat loud cries now

coming from collegesand universities

ihal the last bastion of excellence in

Americaneducation isbeingguttedby

state budget cuts and mounting costs.

Whatever else it is, higher education is

not a bastion of excellence. It is shot

Lhrough with waste, lax academic

standards and mediocre teaching and

scholarship.

True, the economic presanes—
[rem the Ivy League to stale systems

are intense. Last year nearly two-

thirds ofschools had to make midyear

spending cuts to slay within their

budgets. It is also true (as university

presidents and deans argue) that

relieving those pressures merely by

niisingtuitionsandcuttingcourseswill

make matters worse. Students will pay

more and get less. The university

students and deans want to be spared

from further government budget cuts.

Their case is weak.

HighCT education is a bloated

enterprise. Too many professcrs do

too little teaching \o too many ill-

prepared students.Costscanbecutand

quahty improvedwithoutreducing the

number of graduates. Many colleges

and universities should shrink. Some

should go out of business. Consider

Exceptfor elite schools,academic

standardsarelow. About70peicentof teachmglbods dn^.

freshmen at four-year colleges attend

their first-choice schools. Roughly 20

percent go to their second choices.

Most schools have eagerly boosted

enrollments to maximize revenues

(ttiition and state subsidies).

Dropout rales are high. Half or

mcffeoffreshmen don'tget degrees. A
recent study of PhD programs at 10

majoruniversities (including Harvard,

Stanford and Yale) also found high

drt^out rates for doctoral candidates.

The attrition among

undergraduates is particularly

surprising because college standards

have apparently fallen. One study of

seven top schools (including Amherst,

Duke and the Univasily ofMichigan)

found widespread grade inflation. In

1963, halfofthe sttidentsinintroductory

philosophy courses got a B- or worse.

By 1986, only 21 percent did. If elite

schools have relaxed standards, the

practice is almost surely widespread.

Fxultyteaching loadshave fallen

steadily since the 1960s. In major

universities, senior faculty members

often do less than two hours a day of

teaching. Professors are "socialized to

publish, teach graduate students and

spend as little time leaching

[undergraduates] as possible."

concludes James Fairwealher of Perm

SlaleUniversityinanewstudy.Faculty

pay consistently risesasundergraduate

UnivGsities have encouraged an

almostmindlessexplosionofgraduate

degrees. Since 1960, the number of

mastas'degreesawardedannuallyhas

risen more than fourfold to 337,000.

Between 1965 and 1989, the annual

numberofMBAs (masters in business

administration) jumped from 7,6(X) to

73,100.

Oursystem has strengths. Itboasts

many top-notch schools and allows

almost anyone to go to college. But

mediocrity is pervasive. We push as

nnany freshmen as possible through

the door, te^dless of qualifications.

Because bachelors' degrees are so

common, we create more graduate

degreesofdubiousworth. Doesanyone

believe the MBA explosion has

improved nwiagement?

You won't hear much about ihis

from college deans or university

presidents. They created this mess and

are its biggest beneficiaries. Large

enrollments support large faculties.

Moregraduate sUidentslibeiatetenured

faculty firom undergraduate teaching

toconcentrateon writing and research:

the source of status. Richard Huba, a

formercoUegedean, writes knowingly

in a new book C'How Professors Play

the Cat Guarding the Cream: Why

We're Paying More and Getting Less

in Higher Education"):

''Presidents, deans and trustees . ..

for more recognition of good

teaching with prizes and salary

incentives. The reality is closer to the

experience of Harvard Univasity's

distinguished paleontologist Stephen

Jay Gould; 'To be pertecUy honest,

though lip service is given to leaching,

I have never seriously heard leaching

considered in any meeting for

promotion .... Writing is ihe currency

of pestjge and promotion.'

"

About four-fifths of all students

attend state-subsidized systems, from

community colleges to prestige

universities. How governors and slate

legislatures deal with their budget

pressures will be decisive. Private

schools will, for better or worse, be

influenced by state actions. The stales

need to do three things.

First, create genuine entrance

requirements. Today's low standards

tell high school students: You don't

have to work hard to go to college.

Slates should change the message by

raising ttritions sharply and coupling

the increasewithgenax)us scholarships

based on merit and income. To get

scholarships, students would have to

pass meaningful entrance exams.

Ideally, the scholarships should be

available for use al in-slate private

schools. All schools would then

compete for studenis on the basis of

academic quality and costs. Today's

system of general tuition subsidies

provides aid towell-to-do families that

don't need it or unqualified students

who don't deserve iL

Next, stales should raise feculty

teaching loads, mainly at four-year

schools.(Teachingloads atcommunity

colleges are already high.) This would

cut costsand reemphasize the primacy

of teaching at most schools. What we

need are icachcrswhoknow theirficlds

and can communicate enthusiasm to

students. Not all professors can be

palh-breaking scholars. The excessive

emphasis on scholarship generates

many unread books and mediocre

articles in academic journals. "You

can'tdomoreofone[research] without

less of the other [teaching]," says

FMAvealher.'Tcoplcarcworking hard

— it's just where they're working."

Finally, slates should reduce or

eliminate ihc least useful graduate

programs. Journalism (now dubbed

communications"), business and

education are prime candidates. A lot

of what they teach can— and should

—be learned on ihcjob. Ifcollegesand

univcRities did a betterjob ofteaching

undergraduates, there would be less

need for graduate degrees.

Ourcollegesand universitiesneed

toprovidebeucrcducation todeserving

sttjdcnts. This may mean smaller

enrollment, but given today 's attrition

rates, the numberofgraduates need not

drop. Higher education could become

a bastion of excellence if wc only tty.

Continued on page U

Wiggett Wonders

^Why?" - minority

enrollment decline
By Brian Wiggett

Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado College has had

adecllne in thenumberofminority

students from last year. We had a

record-setting number of people

apply to Uiis college, so I find this

report confusing. There should be

more and more minority students

attending every year. Even a

maintenance of current levels is

disappointing.

Last year, I was informed by

the Head of Trustees that the

college is actively seeking outmore

minority students. Either he was

lying, which I don't believe, or the

college isn't fully committed to

this goal. Without financial aid,

positions in the college set aside

for minority students will go

unfilled. And this is an area where

the college truly falls short. More

on financial aid next week.

A certain percentage of

minority studentsmust be accepted

every year, and apparently, that

quotahas been filled. Some reading

this might be angered that there are

quotas for minority admissions,

saying that this is reverse

discrimination. So let's assume,

tor the sake of argument, that the

college follows a "blind"

admissions policy, where no one's

race, gender, or any other

unimportant personal trivia is

known until after Ihestudenus arrive

here. Giving spots to die most

quahfied only, no matter what,

wouldbe thebest solution possible.

Idealism rarely gels us anywhere

in reality. This approach supposes

that all things are equal, so all have

an equal chance to succeed. But I

think anyone who comes from an

inner city school, which have high

concentrations of minorities, are

not taught at a level equal to those

firom private schools. Anyone who

has succeeded at a public school is

to be commended.

I fully believe that prejudice

exists here, there, and everywhere

to some extent. If it seems like

there may be fewer here in

Colorado who are openly racist

than others m some parts of the

SouUi, (though it's a tough call

here in die Springs), there exists,

in many minds, an unspoken

racism. There is probably an even

greater number of people who

subconsciously discriminate

between women and men based

solely on looks and heritage.

Totaling up all these

arguments, 1 see no reason why

this school, with Ihe endowment

well past ONE HUNDRED
MILLION DOLLARS, can't at

least sustain its numbers of

minority students.

To learn even more about diis

subject, please call die Minority

Student Life office or Concerned

Citizens Active for Jii: :ic;.

Question ofthe week. .

.

Why is Ross Perot running for the

office of president, and what will

e the fate of the U.S. if he wins?beth
Write your opinions to the Catalyst.

Ammendment two:

a student's opinion
Thuisdayevening.Seplember 17,

adebaleoccurredinacrowdedPackard

Hall about a very serious issue, the

proposedAmendmenttwo,which will

appear on die November ballot in

Colorado. WUl Peridns spoke in favor

of the amendment. He is a

repiesentative and financial supporter

ofColorado forFamily Values(CFV),

the Colorado Springs-based

organization which sponsored die

amendmenLColoiadoCoUegegeology

professor Brace Loefiler spoke on the

opposing side, representing Equal

Protection of Colorado (EPOQ.

Aslhedebatefocusedonkeypoinis

ofcontingencybetween thetwocamps,

1 was disappointed not to find any

coverage of the debate in last Friday's

Catalyst.

Therefore, I would hke to bring

the wider campus's attention to some

of the issues addressed in die debate,

fortheveryexistenceofihisamendmeni

should evoke a significant feiiramong

the rational, thoughtful coinr.'iliiily i)l

Colorado College.

As one of his main contentions,

Peikins reiterated CFV's rhetoric that

gay, lesbian, and bisexual people do

not deserve any special rights or

privileges. However, as Loeffier

pointed out, die amendment reads tiiat

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals would be

prohibited fiom making any "claim of

discrimination."Loeffleremphatically

maintained that gays, lesbians, and

bisexuals are asking not for special

protection nor minority status but the

same civil rights guaranteed to all

citizens of the United Stales, The Civil

RightsActof964protectsU.S.citizens

fi^om discrimination based on race,

gender and religion.

IfAmendmenttwopasses.Petkins

couldfileasuitifhewasdenied housing

becauseofhisreligion,whichprobably

would never happen. Loeffier,

however, would have nolegalrecourse

if he was denied housing, fired from a

joborkicked out ofaresmurantbccause

he is a horici-'xiial. This kind of

discrimination unforiunalcly does

happen,acarly.thisamcndmentisnot

about special privileges, but laUter,

basic rights. It would deny a whole

group of people recourse against

discrimination, tiius legitimizing ttieir

second class citizenship.

Funhennore, Perkins said tiiat

everyone reaUzes the CivU Rights Act

of 1964, or similar legislation ,would

beobUletaledby die inclusionofsexual

orienlation because all of us have a

sexualorieniation. Loefllerrefutedtiiis

nicely by pointing out die obvious: we

all have a gender, race, and some type

of religious orienlation which has not

destroyed the legislation as of yet.

Again, Peridns' argument seemed to

lack rational thoughL

Inanotheranempttodislortreality,

Peridns suggested dial the amendment

does not have a religious motivation.

Loeffiermaintained diatCFV isindeed

a Christian organization, citing a

sialement exacUy lo that effect by

CFV'sprcsident,KevinTebedo. Citing

Tebedo again as saying,

"homosexuality is an abomination in

lheeyesoflheLord,"LoefllerTCiieraled

that CFV's agenda is not political but

religious. He pointed ini jic First

Amendmeni to the U.S. Constitution

Continued t)U';e 1
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To the Editor...lJewish High
HolidaysClinton praised for

education plan
To the Editor,

In this election year, it is very

important that the voice of young

Americans be heard and

acknowledged. The easiest way to

play a part in die future of our

country is to vote in the upcoming

presidential election. As a student

at an expensive college, please

consider the education records of

bodi candidates when deciding for

whom to cast your vote.

During the Bush/Reagan era,

the share of the federal budget

allotted to education has dropped

from 2.5 to 1.8 percent. At the

same time, the cost of a college

education has more than doubled,

with Bush proposing a 79 million

dollar funding cut for existing aid

programs. In his last two budgets,

Bush proposed cutting off Pell

Grants for 400,000 students from

families with incomes over

S20.000. Finally, since 1989. the

Perkins loan program has been cut

by 31%, College Work Study by

11%, and the Stafford Loan

program by 6%. Bush promised to

be the "education president", but

his record shows just the opposite.

Bill CUnton, on the other hand,

has accomplished many goals in

education as governorofArkansas,

and has created a viable plan to

improve the educational system

for the entire nation. Clinton

created an education partnership

in Arkansas that demands

accountability and rewards

responsibility from students,

teachers and parents alike. He set

minimum graduation standards for

students, established competency

testing for teachers and fines for

parents whose children are

consistently truant. The tough

standards he promoted as Govemor

have resulted in markedly

improved math and reading scores

in Arkansas. Clinton has also

established a tax-free college bond

program to help the people of

Arkansas save for their children'

s

education.

Bill Clinton's solution to non-

competitive test scores and lack of

geography knowledge is not to cut

as many programs as he can, but to

provide competitive, safe
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schooling for everyone from an

early age. Clinton would like to

have fidl funding for programs

such as Head Start and Women,

Infants and Children, which give

our youth an early start in

education. He plans to overhaul

the public school system to ensure

world-class, safe education for

everyone, and to implement a

national examination system in

core subjects. Clinton desires that

everyone out of high school have

job skills and plans to install a

National Apprenticeship Program

bringing together business, labor

and education leaders to offer skills

training to non-college bound

students. Finally. Clinton will set

up a National Service Trust Fund

that guarantees every American

the right to borrow money for

college, and the option of how to

repay the loan either as a small

percentage of their earnings over

time, or by serving their

communities.

If you are concerned about

paying for school, not being

competitive in the international

marketplace, and the future of the

educational system for our

children, vote for a change, vote

Clinton/Gore in '92.

BELINDA BURNS

explained
To the Edilor.

Something we thinkyou should

know.

What areRoshHaShanah andYom
Kippur? How do you pronounce

them, and whatdo they mean? We
have been asked many questions

in die past years about the Jewish

High Holidays. So diis is for your

interest and information:

Rosh HaShanah means Head of

the Year and it marks the Jewish

New Year. But we do not celebrate

it by getting drunk or lighting

fu-eworks. It is more serious than

that— in fact it is one of our two

most holy days in the year, the

other one being Yom Kippur. On
Rosh HaShanah, we reflect on die

past year — on the good things

and the not-so-good. We express

gratitude to God for our life and

for our blessings, and in that way

the holiday is joyous.We eat large

Jewish meals (there's nodiing like

it!) including apples dipped in

honey, which we hope will bring

us another good and sweet year

Criteria for
"sexism"
examined
By Tad Ware
Opinions / Editorials

Editor

Ican'tbelievediegallofsome

people! Stiippers are sexist and

degrading to men. Can you
understand the concept of

OBJECTEFICATION? Men are

more than just penises and sperm

donors. Is there a reason why
large buildings always have

doormen? What about
doorwomyn? Why is it that most

arduous and injury-causing labor

is given to possessors of the Y
chromosomes. Does the fact that

ofir final DNA pair is unmatched

make us inferior? Is height,

hairiness, testosterone, and
hiplessness a basis for

discrimination? Absolutely not.

I don't take any of the above

arguments seriously. Otiier than

the doorman and labor arguments

(which are accurate in this writer's

opinion) die entire paragraph is

intended as a parody of feminist

arguments.

The administi-ation at CC
seems to feel, in part because of

feminist group pressure, that men
are safe and autonomous beings

while females (fepeople?) are in

need of extensive protection and

security measures. Regardless of

the validity of all arguments and

statistics offered in support of die

programs (VAT,CC escort service.

gender parking lots, etc.) at CC,
these privileges are sexually

discriminatory. Statistics Uiat

remain unmentioned on this

campus include the fact that well

over 90% of all gunshot deaths in

die U.S. today are suffered by

males (among African-Americans

this statistic is far higher), and that

the male mortality rate is far higher

than that of women in every age

group before middle age.

In our society, males are

encouraged toparticipate and excel

in hazardous activities. Every CC
student who has died in the last

three years has been male. Men
have the war casualty market
cornered, even including civilian

deaths. Never have I heard a

rational, persuasive argument for

a change in society's values. I

have heard die feminists' scream

demands, accusationsand criticism

of what I'm told are my views, but

angry browbeating does httle more
than annoy and evoke animosity.

In this editor's opinion,

organizations for change should

attempt to promote equality,

justice, and fairness in society

through brutally frank self-

examination. Maneuvers by
special interestgroups aimed solely

at improving one's position, in

whatever context, are detestable.

If male strippers are

acceptable, why aren't female

strippers?

(apples are symbolic of the round

earth and the circular life cycle).

ButUieNewYearisnotjustfestive.

We consider diis to be the time

when God judges the world.

Hopefully, God will inscribe each

ofus inthe Book ofLife for another

year. On die High Hobdays, we go

to synagogue to pray, to reflect, to

be together. During the service, a

special ram's horn, called a shofar,

is blown in marked rhythms of

one, three, and nine blasts. This

custom has been practiced forever

(honesUy!) but die specific reason

is not known. The shofar used to

be used as a warning or gathering

call, and one interpretation of die

Rosh HaShanah ctistom is that the

shofar's sound is a call to the

spiritually slumbering to wake up

and respond to the call ofJudaism.

Yom Kippur (pronounced

Keep-oor, widi die accent on the

oor), is eight days from die end of

Rosh HaShanah. The Jewish

calendar is lunar, so our holidays

begin at sundown. This year, Rosh

HaShanah began Sunday at

sundown, when we had a dinner

and then went to services at

synagogue, and ended Tuesday at

sundown (the holiday is two days

long). Yom Kippur, die Day of

Atonement, begins next Tuesday

at sundown, with a service called

Kol Nidre (pronounced nee-dray).

BetweenRoshHaShanah andYom
Kippur, Jewish law teaches us to

consider the sins we have

committed over the past year and

to apologize personally to those

whom we have hurt. On Yom
Kippur we recite and repeat a long

prayer listing all of the ways we
have sirmed, and we ask for

forgiveness from God. But God
carmot forgive us for sins which

we have committed against odier

humans, which is why we must

first apologize and ask forgivness

from die people diemselves. On
Yom Kippur we fast for 24 hours,

as a reminder that on diis holiest

day of the year, we must
concentrate not on our bodies but

on our souls. At the end of Yom
Kippur, die shofar is blown— one

single blast— and the fast is over.

We partake in a break-fast, which

Chaverim will provide this

Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 6:00 in

the sec.

We hope this shortexplanation

of our holy days will encourage

both awareness and sensitivity on
die part offellow students and also

faculty on this campus. Too often,

our customs are overlooked as

insignificant because Uiey do not

relate to, or coincide widi, a more
common (Christian) holiday, or

because people just do not have

die opportunity or interest to learn

about different cultures and
practices. "L'Shanah Tovah!"
Chaverim wishes a happy and
sweet new year to everyone.

MELANIE BERWIN
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Be sure to stop by one of this year's new theme houses

THE ASIA HOUSE

for their grand opening kickoff during Homecoming Weekend

OCTOBER 9-11

Located at 1123 N. Cascade Ave. (Donaldson House)

HOMEOOMDJG T-SHIRTS!

Unless you've been under a rock, you know that this weekend is

Homecoming/Parent's Weekend.

Commemorate this exciting event with an ofBcial T-shirt designed

by David Hewell '93, Captain of the CC Cheerleading Team.

100% cotton, a pocket-size logo on the front with the glorious CC

tiger blown up to frightening proportions and devouring Cutler

Hall on the back. Only $8. CaU the Alumni Office at x6775 for

more info.

It's ... COMEDY!!

It's ... MAGIC!!

IT'S ... BOTH!!

It's the BRAD MONTGOMERY MAGIC AND COMEDY
SHOW and it's

In Perkins Lounge (that's the Womer Lobby)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6

6:30 - 8 PM

MAICE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 ExL 6846

VOLUNTEER ACTTION NEEDS YOU

•hang out with neato kids from area

elementary schools (by yourself or

with a CC buddy)

•just two afternoons a block!

•parties, games, lots o' fun toys, so

•SIGN UP TODAY IN THE
COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER

To Whomever Mistakenly Took our

Imagewriter,

We know they aU look alike - that's

why it was probably very easy to become

confused and accidentally take ours

instead of picking up your own.

HOWEVER, we are pretty attached to

it, so PLEASE BRING rr BACK!

DO YOU SPEAK CHINESE?
Two Chinese students need tutors to help

in explaining chemistry concepts. Stop

by the Center for more info.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232033 Ext. 6802

eSTUDY ttJ ISTANBUL!!)*

Professor Libby Rittenberg will present the

Beloit College program on Istanbul

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7 AT NOON
IN WORNER 232

Please join us!!

NEWSFLASHES«

•Now available for your viewing pleasure:

a video on the ACM LONDON &
FLORENCE program.

•Watch for

INTERNATIONAL WEEK

Beginning of Block III!

•ZIMBABWE/ACM PROGRAM
INFORMATION SESSION

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6

4:00 PM - WORNER 211

Meet returnees, the Program Advisor and

our CC student from Zimbabwe!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE

Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

If you're still interested in the

student-to-student mentoring

program, but haven't signed up

yet,

THP.RE'S gmX TIME!!

This program matches up first-year

students with returning students

based on academic interests, hobbies,

etc. with a focus on cultural

diversity.

If you would like to be a MENTOR
or a MENTEE call the Office of

Minority Student Life at X6338

or drop by.

For those of you ALREADY signed

up for the program, DONT FORGET

MENTOR/MENTEE MEETING
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7

7:30 PM - STUDENT CULTURAL
CENTER
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Monday

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

V/omer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Leisure Pro-

ject Funds, Womer Pea-

body Room 218.

12:00pm - ORG, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Ufe
Advisory Council, Shove
Chapel Seminar Room.

*6:30 pm - Silem Signing

Hour All levels of experi-

ence welcome. Womer
HowbertRoom 216. Spon-

sored by the Sign Lan-

guage Club.

*7:00 pm - Lecture by

DAVID C. HENDRICKSON
titled, 'Collective Security.'

Or Hendrickson is Asso-
ciate Professor of Political

Science at CC. Free ad-

mission. Gaylord Hall,

Warner Campus Center

*8:00 pm - CONCRETE
BLONDE. IRS recording

artists on a rapidly rising

star One of America's

most popular rock bands!

Tickets $12 w/CC ID; $15
general admission at Pikes

Peak Center Box Office,

KRCC and Ticketmaster

Pikes Peak Center Spon-
sored by KRCC.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - ACM Urban

Studies Program Informa-

tional Meeting, Womer
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Womer
WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - Meeting for all

students interested in

working with NAFtAL (Na-

tional Abortion Rights Ac-

tion League) this election

season to support pro-

choice candidates. Womer
Edwards Room 211.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Student

Cultural Center.

6:30-8 pm BRAD MONT-
GOMERY, MAGIC AND
COMEDY SHOW. Freshly

brewed comedy followed

by a half hour seminar on
comedy and magic. Per-

kins Lounge. Sponsored
by Leisure Project Funds.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Womer Greg Room 212.

7:30 pm - EnACT, Womer
Peabody Room 218.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Palmer
119.

Wednesday

12:00 pm - ACM Urban

Stijdies Program Infonna-

tional Meeting, Womer
Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - AS.IA.,

Womer Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - CC alumnus
and visiting prof of South-

west Studies, Tom Wolf,

will talk on, 'Changes in

the Land: The Sangre de
Crista Mountains From Zeb
Pike to Dick Beidleman.'

$9 for lunch at the door
Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by Southwest Studies.

12:00 pm - Prof. Ubby Rit-

tenberg will present the

Beloit College Program in

Istanbul, Turkey. Womer
232. Sponsored by Interna-

tional Programs.

*12:00pm - CCAP, Werner
Edwards Room 211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

3:30-5 pm - Using Kermit

For File Transfer. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Sponsor-

ed by Academic Comput-
ing.

*5:15 pm - Democratic
Socialists of America,

Womer Hershey Room
215.

*7:00pm - Lecture by DR.
LUCYGOODISON. Univer-

sity of London titled, 'In

Search of the Minotaur.

Some Myths AJboutAncient
Cretan Ait' Free admis-
sion. Packard HalL Spon-
sored by the Art and Clas-

sics Department.

*7:Q0 pm - Palestinian

Human Rights Organiza-

tion. Video by Bill Meyers
on Arab stereotypes. Dis-

cussion following. Womer
Peabody Room 218.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
AND TECHNO MUSIC
NIGHT with DJ Phil Brown.
Free food and beverages.
Bring CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
8

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

Eleven. Lectureldemon-

stration by CHANTICLEER,
Vocal Ensemble. Packard

Hall. Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas of

the Leisure Program.

12:00pm • Asian American
Student Union, Womer
Hershey Room 215.

5:30pm - DifferentlyAbled
Awareness Coalition, Wer-

ner Peatjody Room 218.

*7:00 pm - Lecture by
Greg Hoffman, Hoffman
and Dalton, Dublin Ireland,

and Steve Seplow, Mos-
cow Correspondent, Phila-

delphia Inquirer, titled

'Russia Today: Aspects of

Change.' Free admission.

Armstrong 300. Sponsored
by Venture Grants and
German and Russian De-
partments.

*8:00pm - CHAmiCLEER.
Twelve men creating "an

orchestra of voices" in

Renaissance, Contempor-
ary, and commissioned
works, gospel, spirituals

and vocal jazz. Tickets free

w/Activity Card; $S general

admission at Warner Cen-
ter Desk. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by Great Per-

formers and Ideas of the

Leisure Program.



WEEK

Friday

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas. Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:30 pm - 'Final Four

Games.' Students from the

four classes ('93, '94, '95

and '96) will compete in

games such as tug-o-war,

water balloon toss, etc. All

students welcome. Lawn
area on the north side of

Worner. (In case of rain,

go to Turf Room.) Spon-

sored by Office of Alumni

Relations and Student

Homecoming Committee.

1:00 pm - Homecoming
Career Panel: A Look At

What Lies Ahead. Alumns,

local area employers and
a representative from a

graduate school will talk

about what will be expect-

ed from a recent college

graduate. Bemis Lounge.

Saturday
10

4-8 pm - Benjamin's is

closed for a Homecoming
event-Rastall will be open.

*7:00 pm - Volleyball, CC
vs. University of Southern

Colorado. El Pomar.

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony. An
evening of classical ro-

mance with Aaron Rosand,

violin. Tickets $5 w/Activity

Card at Worner Center

Desk. Pikes Peak Center.

Sponsored by Great Per-

formers and Ideas of the

Leisure Program.

*8:00 pm - TANNAHILL
WEAVERS. Scotland's pre-

mier traditional Celtic mu-
sic bands. If you enjoy

bagpipes, don't miss 'em!

Tickets $10 w/CC ID; $13
general admission at FAC
Box Office, The Prelude,

Ticketmaster and KRCC.
Fine Arts Center. Spon-
sored by KRCC.

*7:30am- Women's Cross

Country, CC Invitational

w/CC Alumni. I^onument

Valley Park.

*10:30 am - Volleytmll, CC
Alumni Ivlatch. El Pomar.

*1:00pm - Football, CC vs.

Austin College. Washburn

Field.

7-9 pm - All seniors are in-

vited to a Pre-Homecom-
ing Dance Happy Hour for

the classes of 1988-93 (re-

cent graduates and sen-

iors). Beckett's Brewhouse

and Restaurant Watch for

a shuttle bus schedule.

Sponsored by the Class of

'93 and Office of Alumni

Relations.

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony. See
Friday, 1019, 8 pm.

Sunday
11

11:30 am - Rastall will

open for Brunch.

*2:30 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony. See
Friday, 1019, 8 pm.

On-Going Events

and IVIeetings

THE DEADUNE FOR THE OCTOBER 12-18 'THIS

WEEK- IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 5 AT 4i)0 PM.
YOUMUSTCOMPLETEA ONE^FELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and

reflection by Individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese manial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE

PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of dally life.

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public

-
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Por more information about career services check the Career Center Kiosk. Career Center door, or inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Your Future Starts Today:

A Look At What Lies Ahead
Join us for a glimpse into your future.

What do employers and grad school

reps look for in recent graduates? To

get the inside scoop on life after

Colorado College, come hear Colorado

College alumni/ae, local area

employers, and graduate school

adinission representatives.

Moderator: Owen Cramer
M.C. Gile Professor

Chair of Classics Department

PaneUsts:

Ms. Jackie Kammer
Administrative Asst. to Dean

ofGraduate Studies

University ofDenver

Mr. Peter Husak (History, class

of 1987)

High Volume Product Manager
Xerox Corporation

Mr. Gary Hale (Business/

Economics, class of 1982)

Business Administrator

Samida House

Friday, October 9, 1992 1:00-2:30 p.m. Bemis Lounge

Ms. Mary Hilbert

Administrative Coordinator

American Red Cross

Pikes Peak Chapter

Ms. Mara Zagoras (Political

Science, class of 1989)

Project Coordinator

Colorado Healthy Communities

Initiative

National Civic League

To All Students Thinking
About "Careers In

Business and Industry."

On Friday, October 16, from 3-5pni (he Career

Center is spotuoring a site visit to Cunent, Iik.

Tocr their facilities and learn about the vaiioiis

opemioDs including: planning, proditct

development, tnannfactQring, shipping, marketing,

cQstomer service, managemenl and mndi more.

Learn about the diSerent types of career

opponunities and the qoalificatioDS needed. Sign

up in the Career Center. We are limited to 15 to

sign up nowl Transportation will be provided.

10.5 "The 50 Cent Tour of the Career Center,"

4:30-5ptn, Career Center

10-6 "Your College Career on One Page,"

l-2:30pm

10-7 "The Grad School Game," 6-7 ;30pra

10-9 Homecoming alurrmi/ae panel, "A Loolc

at What Ues Ahead," l-2:30pm

10-13 "Chilling Out in the Hot

SeaL..lnlerviewing," 6-7:30pm

10-14 How to Fmd a Job," l-2:30pm

10-14 Peace Corps hifo Table

10-14 Peace Corps Fihn Presentation, 6-9pm
10-15 Peace Corps Info Table

10-15 Your CoUege Career on One Page,^

3-430pm
10-16 CoUege of Podiatric Medicine Info Table,

ll-lJOpm
10-16 On-Sile Visit to Current, Inc., 3-5pm

Sign Up at Career Center for mrkflfaops!

Look Who's Coming
to Campus
During Blocks n & m

This fall and nexl spring the Career Center will sponsor companies and organizations that

come to campus and conduct information tables, sessions, and/or interviews. Workshops,
graduate school sessions, and information sessions are open to ariyone. In order for you to

interview with any of these companies/organizations, you must be a senior, attend two
woritshops, "Finding a Career With Your Name On it" and "Chilling Out in the Hot
Seat.interviewing Skills;' and have an approved resume on file.

Gndmle Sdiooli lecmitiiig thii Edl aie College of Pediatric Medicine;

Thunderbird, The American Graduate School of hiteniational Management, Washington
Univcreity Law School.

CotiipiinieiA»g>niatioi» reonilmg thit Eall are Peace Corps, independent Educational
Services, Teach for America, and MCI Communications.

Scbeduln wilb data and times are available in Ibe Caico- Coder.

Career Bulletin

Internships available in various program areas in its

Resources Conservation and International Affaira

Departments, Interns research environmental

policy issues and cover congressional activities.

Responsibilities include such activities as attending

congressional hearings, briefings, and seminars;

ItAbying on environmental legislation; and

commenting on environmental impact statements

and resource management plans. Interns receive a

stipend of S270/weelc plus benefits for the 24-week

session fromJuIy 7 through December 21, 1993.

Must be a college graduate with excellent writing

and speaking abilities. To apply, send cover IrtUr,

resume, names and telephoie numbers of 3-5

references, and a 2 page writing sample to: Nancy

Hwa, Resources Conservation Intemship Program,

National Wildlife Federation. 1400 Sixteenth Street,

NW, Washington. DC 20036-2266. Application

deadline is April 1. 1993 . (EnvironmenUl

Intemship Notel»ok)

II-S. nmartmpnt of State .Student Intern

Pf-ogram

The U.S. Depaimient of State offers college juniors

and seniors internship oppoimnities for summer,

fall and spring terms. Some examples of

internships are: Art in Embassies Program, Bureau

of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs, and

Bureau of International Organization Affairs. A
total of 3 1 internships are available , some paid and

unpaid. Deadline for summer temi is Nov. 1. For

more infomialion contact: U.S. Department of

State Intern Coordinator, Recruitment Division,

P.O. Box 9317. Arlington, VA 22219; (703) 875-

7490. Slop by the Career Center for application

materials and general information. (Government

Intemship Notebook and Department of State file.)

V l'ilg'V *" Action • African Urhan I>gvclQpment

Visions in Action offers a one year volunteer intern

program with nonprofit organizations in urban

areas of developing countries. Tuition for the

program is $5,000 plus travel and living costs.

Program areas include working with project

management, journalism, youth groups, health care

education, women's issues, low-income housing,

scientific research, and environment, wildlife and

nature conservation. The programs run six months

to a year and only US citizens are eligible. There is

no second language requirement. Deadlines for the

'93 programs are as eariv as October 15th. Contact

Visions in Action, 3637 Fulton SL NW,
Wastungton, DC 20007; (202) 625-7403.

(International Intemship Notebook ~ Misc. section)

F.YPC. nir. Buslnpffl of ArLs Center

Assist in the culmral and economic development of

the Pikes Peak region. Promote liaisons between

Business and Art Help artists pursue their careers

Admin, of staff and faculty; fmancial mgt;

fundraising; marketing; volunteer supervision.

Salary commensurate. Strong organizational and

communication skills. Send cover letter, refs, and

resume to: Search Committee, 1231 E. High Point

Lane. Colorado Springs, CO 80904. To be fdled

ASAP, 10/15/92. (Arts & Media Job Notebook)

Fwrter AssflclalM is looking for juniors, seniors, or

graduates to be Seminar Teachers. The job

involves teaching and facilitating seminars to

college bound high school gtudraits on the subject

of "How to Gel Into the College of Your Choice."

Must have strong interpersonal skills; sales

background helfrful. Send resume ASAP to: Alan

LindquisI, Foster Associates. 1202 E. Pike Street,

Seattle, WA 98122-3934; (206) 860-9063, The

Career Center has complete Job listings on this

Job and o\has. (Colorado Based Jobs Notebook)

Part-time/Seasonal

f^erman Technlrfll nociimentflHon Tranilator

Colorado Springs company needs a translator for

personal computer user's manuals developed in

Gemiany in order to market in the U.S. Projects

range from brochures to large manuals and are

related to database management Access to a

personal computer is required. Set own hours;

payment is on a contract basis, ff interested, please

send a summary of qualifications to: Rodielle

Phillips. Turbo Power Software. P.O. Box 49009,

Colo. Spgs., CO 80949-9009, or fax it to: 719-26&

7151. (Local Part-time Job Notebook)

The Student ron-«Tvatton Afsoclatlon. Inc.

Resource Assistants needed to serve as volunteer

seasonal staff for public and private natural

resource management agencies throughout the

United Slates. Work in areas administered by the

following federal resource agencies: National Pari.

Service, U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land

Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and

U.S. Navy Namral Resources Program. Travel

funds, housing, and food allowance provided.

Applications available in the Career Center or

contact: The Student Conservation Association

Inc., P.O. Box 550, Chariestown. NH 03603-0550.

Need Help?

Quick Questions, Concerns

Follow-up

WALK-INS

One-on-one session

5-7 Minutes with a Counselor

or Student Career Assistant

In Career Library Area

In-depth discussions about

your career plans and

decisions, resume, letters

interviews, job search, etc.

APPOINTMENT

n. "^
One-on-one session

30+ Minutes with a

Career Counselor

in his/her Office

First-come, First-served

basis _

Sign-up Sheet is on

reception counter

All Appointments are

schedided in advance

Schedule appointment at

reception counter or call

X6893

Career Center Staff;

Rick Rol)eiu, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Direonr

Sliatyl Bender Peterson. Reseaitli & Resouites Coonlinalor
Patti Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigli
(Allien Hughes MattMoyer
Johnna Kicl2inann Shaileen Pisciotta

Jennifer McLean

Ttte Careof Center promotea and adheres to a
pottoy ol equal opportunity In an aspetas ot

employmem and education. We do not knowingly
list job opportunities Irom employers wtio

unlawfully discriminate •



Opinions TinC CATALYST

Stripper

rends

garments
i
To the Editor,

"A good ^jpedzCT." - Ben Bmsdl

"America all the w^!!" - Jacob

Bovin, student firan Switzaland

"It was funny!" - Amy Gafbiey

"Damn, I (Hdn't go eat hmch." -

Teresa Cohn

"Damn, I did go eat lunch." - Uz

Jensen

We asked people what they thought

of the stripper who appeared in Rastall

during lunch on Monday. The live

eniertainmenthadbeen abirthday present

foramembarofIhewomen'scrosscountcy

team. For Fifty bucks, he ripped off

everythingexcepthis G-string. Heputon

his show for all fiie studails, workos,

visiting guidance cousnelors and

jxjspectives to the sweet strains ofheavy

metalmusic. Afterhevelchroed his pants

backon,securi^giianls escorted ttielong-

haired Adonis (NOT) out of die dining

haU

A lot of people woe light-hearted

about the situation; a note Irft to Marriott

on Lhe commoit board read, "Love the

lunchLime entertainment! Clothing

optional is a great way to eat!"

Others, however, took it more seriously.

Erin Tmdell said, "I was disgusted - it

\va5n'i;ippropriate."AndChrisSweenQ'S

laied, "It was sick and wrong - the fact that

was at lunch."

E,: ^o^lc people's views were mixed.

Enc ??,directoroffoodservices atRastall,

said, "It bothoed me that otho: people's

rights were infringed iqwn. The show

bothered me, but that's college Ufe."

Siudait Angela Covaitry commuted,

"A lot of people had to be subject to it I

dffli t think that's far, though pasonally I

would have enjoyed it" Sara Spanbager

maintained that the stripper was "kinda

gross, but kinda funny."

A visiting guidance counselor from

Cohimbus Academy in Ohio, thought

Ihal itwas "a wild, silly moment"but was

upset that this sort of hTxral activity on

campus gjves collies a r^utalion for

being nothing more than "sancUiaries of

the bizarre."

Out of all the comments, however, there

onerged a serious issue. What if the

stripper had beoi female? Would the

reactions have been so lenient and

nonchalant, or would the issue have

Rick Moore was adamant, 'TveSCOT five

5nale strippeis since I've been here, and

ihere hasn't been wie word said about it.

But, if a female stripper were to come in

and perform, ihere'd be a huge . . .Uproar."
Scott Schroefdl added, "The feminists

would go nuts!!"

asked ha opinion, philosophy

leacho-Judy Geneva said, "Itwas aman?

Thaichanges things. TliankGod it wasn't

woman!"

f^rom all thepeoplewe talked to,very few

^wt offended by the stripper, and those

offended were female. And though the

appearance of a male stripper is not in

M a controversial faninist issue, it

fiibily asks us to look at why it is more

acceptable and lessdegrading foraman to

i^e off his clothes inpublic that it is for a

^'Onian.

-hristina Serkowski and

^iana Zipeto

Amend. 2
Continued from page 9

pi^ubits one religious group from

imposing their ideas by means of the

govenunent OTto the entire society.

Peridns could only feebly insist that it

is not a religious issue.

Another point P^dns insisted

i^pOT was the problan of identifying

homosexuals. I am still unclear as to

whyitwassuchanwnumentalobstacle

for him since it is not relevant in

considOTngAmendmMitlwo.Loeffler

relied that identifying hiniself as a

homosexualwasnoiaiHOblem,andhe

asked Pakins how be could prove he

was a Chiistian. I think the issue hoe,

thougji, was thatPeridns confijsed the

existoKeofalawwithitsenforcement

Yes,iffOvinganykindofdisoimination

in our legal system is difficult, but the

feet that discrimination is Ulegal ^d
that die possibility exists for recourse

against discrimination means thatas a

society we do not ctrndone it If we

believe in the ideal ofhuman equality,

we cannot condone discrimination

against an entire groi^ of people.

Peddnsexpandedupontheideaof

enforcing anti-discrimination laws by

stating,'ThereisonIyaCCTtain amount

ofmoney and manpower to deal witii

civilri^ts issues.Thoe isa hmit to the

potential to meetthe needsofeveryone

who needs protecticHi." In his twisted

thinking, a good way to Umit the cases

is to prohibit gays, lesbians and

bisexuals from claiming

discrimination! Loeffler pointed out

thatextending civil rights to one group

neverdiminishes the rights ofanother,

that the Civil Rights Commission of

Colorado voted 6 to 1 against the

amendment, and that if more pe*>p!c

are needed to enforce anti-

discrimination laws, we should focus

our efforts an changing that system.

Although Perkins made

demeaning comments to Loeffio" and

theaudieiK:ethrougJioutthedei)ate,his

closing statement proved to be the

mosiiidiculousandinfuriating.Loeffl€T

very tactfiilly ended by summarizing

his main ideas and by stating tiiat this

amendment would repeal legislation

already in existaice in four Colorado

cities which allow gays, lesbians, and

bisexuals recourse against

discrimination (repeaHng these laws,

Loefflerpointed out, would invalidate

the wishes of the people who

democraticallymade those decisions),

Perkins, on the other hand, ended

by saying, "Bruce, you and I have the

sameproblem.I'mausedcarsalesman

and you're a homosexual." The

audiencecouldnotcontainahissattills

point, yet he proceeded. He equaled

"discrimination" endured by used car

salesmen — butt of jokes in board

rooms, nobody truststhem, theyare all

ctHisidered unethical, &£. With the

discrimination endured by

homosexuals. Then, he said diat

homosexuals, like used car salesmen,

have earned their reputation , and they

can only improve their image through

hard work, the old-fashioned way. In

cwie fell swoop he negated anytiiing

intelligenthemighthavehad tosay . He

proved his views of gay people are

based on ignorance, misconcqition,

the attribution of individual actions to

an entire group, and general contempt,

if not hate. Nothing about his support

of Amendment two is rational nor is it

free froTi apervertedsense ofChristian

morality.

I left die (debate frustrated and

appalledby such blatant ignorance and

Mullan's Mullings...
Do we want a president who

looks like FrankPurdue lhe chicken

man?? IfPerotreceives any percent

ofthe voteonNovember3 , itcouldn'

t

possible be because of his

trustworthy character, lovely

personality or stunrung good looks.

The more likely reason he may win

votes is because Americans

disgruntled with the other two

candidates or politics in generalmay
vote for Perot in protest

Questions concerning Perot's

trustworthiness and his ability to

abide by the constitution have been

brought up in newspapers across die

country. A lecenlNew YorkTimes

article revealed that he hired private

detectives to investigate business

competitors and even his own
campaign volunteers!...

There are legitimate fears that,

if elected, Perot would become this

nations first autocraL And his past

policies and ideas about how to

govern seem nothing less dian

dictatorial. For example, his plan

for ridding aTexas neighborhood of

drugs was to close of the whole

neighborhood with military help,

search the area house by house, find

the drugs, and anesl the owners.

Has heeverheard oftheConstitution

of die United States of America?

But what I find most disturbing

about his character is his blatant

homophobia,racism and sexism. In

a time when racial gang wars and

vicious gay-bashing aresome ofour

most frightening national problems,

having aman like Perot in the White

House could be devastating...

Have you noticed the attractive,

new, ash tinted glass doors to Cossitt

Hall. If you haven't, I suggest you

come by and lake in tiieir beauty. I

appreciate our school's attempt to

beautify our lovely campus. But,

what I want to know is what was

wrong witii the plain wooden doors?

The Cold War is over. George

Bush has proclaimed he , single

handedly, won it May I be so bold

as tosuggest diatGorbachev , Reagan

and the people ofthe what used to be

the Soviet Union may deservesome

credit as well??...

On a Delta flight returning from

my block break spent in Rome,

Georgia, of all places (it's a long

story), I read a New York Times

Magazine article tiiat described our

generation as facing. " an epidemic

of racism, sexism, homophobia and

religious intolerance on campuses,

as well as, ... a virus of materialism

that die young have caught from

society."

What a cheery statement Do
we really care more about die color

of our Tevas than the homeless? Is

ours a selfish, intolerant, boob-tube

generation?...

Possibly, but I have faith in the

inherent good of CO students. We
have entire offices staffed witii full-

time employees and student

volunteers for community service

and minority student life. When the

Persian Gulf war broke out students

participated in acandle light vigil in

Shove mourning the event of war.

Diehard vigUerseven spent tiie n ighi

on a median in downtown Colorado

Springs, playing guitar and holding

hands. The L.A. riots last spring

sparked a spontaneous gathering of

students in Shove to discuss race

relations and the need for

understanding.

Meghan E. Mullan

Editor-in-Chief

bigotry, frightened by the potential

implication forthecitizensofColorado,

and still no closer, really, to

understanding why CFV would want

to pass this amendment Aside from

the concept of opposing all

discriminabon.thecumsntlawsinfour

Colorado cities do not directly affect

anyone except lesbiiin, gay, and

bisexual peopi: :intl the people

discriminating against them. The

average perstxi, indeed the average

fundamental Christian, is in no way

reachedby theselawsexceptifdiey are

discriminating. So why, why, why?

Do they want to be able to legally

discriminate and have the law justify

Uieirmisinfcffmed, indoctrinatedhate?

Ifanything.recognitionoftills prejudice

shouldmakeus allthe moreopposed to

theamendment as itexposes die need

for protection against discrimination

by people like them.

Since mostof tiie pnaponents find

validarion for thefr position in

Christianity, I find myself wondering

what hai^ned to John 1 5 : 12 "This is

my commandmait that you love one

anothCTasIhavelovedyou" wanyof

the other numerous times this idea is

mentioned in tiie Bible. The image of

Jesus trying to fimit anyone's civil

rights could make even the most

noraeUgious person chuckle with its

ridiculousness. Even in their own

language, their support for the

amendment does not make sense. If

theyspendhalfasmuchCTiergy learning

toundersandgay, lesbian,andbisexual

people as they have ^nt building

their vi'alls of hate and ignorance the

issues would appear very differoit to

tiiem, even ifUiey never agreed on the

frindamentalideatiiatthere is absolutely

nothing wrong with being gay.

Gay , lesbian, and bisexual people

are your friends, neighbors, and

classmates. IfAmendmenttwo passes,

it will legalize discrimination against

this entire group of people, and will

pave the way for reUgious factions to

diminish tiiecivilrighisofoihergroups

in the future. We cannot allow dial to

happen. Vote NO on 2.

Quayle
Rally
To the Editor,

On Monday, Vice President Dan

Quyale aime to Colomdo Springs.

One might think that in a RepubUcan

stronghold such as tfiis city, dw ultra-

COTservative Vice President of our

country would draw a huge crowd ata

publicrallydowntown.However,most

estimates of crowd size ranged frx)m

800(GazetteTelegraph)to l(X)0(me.)

TheRepublicanparty.ofcourse, insists

that about 3500 peq)le showed up.

The crowdcontained a surprising

mbtofage. sex, and race. Forexample,

the eldCTly preacher guy who used to

visit (and curse)CC was tiiere, as well

asmanybrainwashedyoutiistooyoung

to vote; someofwhom were too young

toevenread,Racial minorities/persons

of color (take your pick) constituted a

significant percentage of tiie crowd.

This surprised me because of my

prejudice assuming tiiat Repubhcans

are by and large whites.

Mr. Quayle was preceeded by

unorganizedyelextremelyentiiusiastic

speakCTS (who 1 assume were locals,

but die sound system was poor, and 1

had to stand behind a yellow n3pe. so 1

couldnothearwho tiieywoe.)Because

I washoldingmy Clinton/Gore sign up

high , (and because no one was really

paying attention to the warmup

speakers) 1 received much harassment

fi-om ardent Republicans. For healtii

reasons. I remained unusally quietand

pohte. However, 1 received at least an

equal number of compliments or

sympadietic remarks from fellow

Clinton suppt)nswhojust happened to

be passing by . Overall, 1 would say that

at least 50 or 60 of Uie peoplewho

attended tiie whole rally were Clinton/

Gore supporters.

Finally ,
preceededbya significant

portion of the CSPD, Dan Quayle

arrived. Rolling up his shirt sleeves to

loc'k!ikeaswellguy,he smiles, waves,

and gaveashon run of tiic mill speech.

Again, because of the sound system. 1

could hardly hear what he was saying.

Finally, eager to hear whatsuch a great

and powerful leiidcr had tosay topeons

tike me, I gave away my sign and

moved in past the yellow rope. My
unerring senseoftimingallowcdmc to

heara whole minute or soofhisspccch

during which time he was able to praise

Gairyc '"fusil's br.iv;(iIiK(unngthcGiiir

War(witiKXUremembering tomention

tiw 150.000-200,000 casualities and

near complete lack of effectiveness),

and 10 make fun of Bill Clinton. He

ended with stxne otiicr soundbite tiiat

was so merafflable tiial 1 forgot it The

GTreported muchmwc of thecontent

of Quayle speech, if you are really

inlerested.

I suRXse you tiiinking tiiat I am

being tooharsh on Quayle ,and you are

jrotably right But tiic facts of the

matteraretiiattiiecrowd was incredibly

small for such a seemingly attractive

event (after all. Gore got at least iviace

as many people down in Pueblo to

come to his rally),andQuayle 'sspeech

wasbynomeansexttaordinaryineiiher

content or form.

For all you CC students who did

not attend therally to protestorworship,

let me take the time to encourage you

toget involved. If you are a Democrat

tiien help out of tiie team tiiai will win

in November. If you are a Republican,

tiien let tills article anger you so much

tiiatyou wantiogooutandshowclose-

minded folks tike myselfjust who will

win in November. And il you are

unaffiliatedor"other" tiien eitiiermake

up your mind and supportyourchosen

candidate or fight for your own

candidate.

Scott Givens

Education
Continued from page 9

This article is reprinled from lhe

Washineinn Posl DLstribuled by the

Collegiate Network, a prograrrr of the

Madison Center for Educational

Affairs.
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Hesaid he could hold this pose forever.
And remember... don't ever put

anything in your ear except your..

Inverted wedgie picking.

Arts

So that's what happens when you get bitten by a rabid

squirrel!

Tastes better than Rastall.



THE ARTS

Colorado Springs: The revolution is coming
Concrete Blonde comes to shepherd the musical revolution in Colo. Springs

By NATHANIEL FEIS

\Tts Sense!

So, when are the Republicans' dyslexic

juo ("to some they 're American heroes,

10 us they're American crap") going to

[lire Leni Riefenstahl to put together

some films for their campaign? Danny

eady has the arm motion down. They

need the help what with their

commercials now looking so absurd and

silly that you expect that battery

bunny to pound its way across the screen

and Leni still doing photography in the

old country, what would be a more

perfect match? Sorry, just a random

thought. It won't happen again (An' if'n

you believe that. ..well, you know how it

cocs from there, don't you?). But that

is not the purpose of this little article, it

is to discuss cheese and its relation to

the downfall of the Ottoman Empire.

No. that's not it either. (Can you at all

tell that I'm just having a hell of a time

trying to figure out a decent, or even

sutibly indecent, way to get this article

going? I thought you could.)

So, the real topic at upper-body

grasping appendage is that a true rockin

'

band is laying down some funky licks

live in Colorado Springs? Yes, it's all

true. The town that knew no culture, the

city with all the disadvantages of a city

and none of the advantages, the urban

center that usually welcomes such fine

artists as Conway Twitty and Engelbert

#\ ii^L^\
wr ''^if^^^lH|#^i
VHI ^ * ^1i^H ^^^^K'--4Mr Jk^

frf 1
Concrete Blonde fR-S.

HumperdenkCI'm sure I misspelled that,

but I am not intersested enough in it,

him, whatever, to actually go and figure

out the proper manner of ordering the

letters that form the name of such a hack

celebrity. Why is this person famous

anyway? He's like Tom Jones or Bert

Parks or all of those other celebrity types

that for some reason you actually know

who they are but can not fathom why or

how other than maybe some rerun of the

Love Boat at two in the morning when

you have extreme insomnia, the kind

where your eyes are twitching in their

sockets so you can' tread and you happen

upon this or Kojak and then you wonder

was everyone on serious drugs back

then? And then, and then. ..aw, skip it

(now it's time to play finish that song

line. So come on all you boys and girl

(I'd like to take you to the inside world)

you get to finish that line. So go ahead

and finish it. Clue: the rhyme is whip it,

and no, it's not Devo.) is actually getting

a way cool band to play their stuff for

our personal enjoyment. Yes. it's

Concrete Blonde.

Oh Joy! I can't wail to tell the missus

about this! (Time for me to gloat, a rare

thing indeed. I have front row center

tickets, close enough to sec what color

socks Harry Rushakoff (the drummer)

is wearing, not that I really care about

that, it was just a graphic example to

prove a point, okay?) I'm quite excited,

as you can see. You should definitely

check it out.

The press release I'm staring at is the

usual propaganda, but when it says such

^ things as "It's not the stuff of average

I
rock'n' roll lyrics, but then. Concrete

"J
Blonde isn't exactly an 'average' band"

I (and the whole thing goes on and on like

I that)-Oh, the prose. Oh, the mastery of

^ the English language. I am so

invigorated by this fine writing 1 fear I

shall spasm.

Concrete Blonde's music is

consistently wunderbar. Johnelle

Napolitano creates musical landscapes

that are affecting and beauteous. She

also plays a damn fine bass, and her

voice is powerful and haunting. (Yes,

it's more contrived writing). Let's just

say I really like the band and listen to

them quite often. But, since I'm rambling

and not saying anything, I'm hungry,

and my concentration is shot and has

been throughout this piece (of fecal

mattersomemightsay,) I'll drop it now.

Music at Midday actually exists
By MICHAEL GROSSMAN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

It's Wednesday, ten past noontime,

and you've just devoured another

scrumptious after-class Rastall meal.

One more cloudless, sunny day has fallen

upon Colorado Springs and, as if within

a trance, you are drawn outside. You
walk briskly out of Worner, swallowing

the perfumed aroma of the grass and

trees, feeling the sun's warmth nestling

in your arms and legs. You turn your

head to the Rockies and absorb every

pleasure this natural world offers. A
second later, as habit dictates, your head

fills with the same compulsive pangs

that suck herds of New York
stockbrokers through subway turnstiles

as they move towards Wall Street.

Quickening your step to your humble

abode, you're pumped to conquer

something that could probably be put

off for some later time. But before you

can take another step or utter one more

rendition of the word "dude," a

whirlwind force spins your entire being

clockwise, leaving you to face the

windows of Worner.

With all previous thoughts erased, you

are led by this strange force around the

home of Rastall towards the welcoming

doors of Packard center. Moments later

you walk within Packard, enter thorugh

the doors of the acoustically superb

performance hall and take a seat in the

middle aisle. The lights soon dim as

three C.C. musicians, voices of soprano

and tenor, and a pianist walk quietly to

center stage. Pulsations of Bach begin

to flow through the room as the weighted

regularity of your day drifts into the air.

With that, the sounds of Mozart,

Beethoven, Schubert, and Chopin

intoxicate the next licking hour.

Finally, the performance is over and

with glazed eyes and weak knees you

leave your seat to venture again into the

afternoon sun. As quickly as that magical

force came over you, it slips away when

you walk outside. The day is still wide

awake, and reality creeps back in (so

you feel)... You turn around to look at

the strange sight of Packard in the

distance behind you. The building seems

to be delightfully chuckling to itself...

You wonder: What happened?

Well, without a doubt you've just

witnessed an extraordinary event that

actually takes place on campus once

every block. It's called Music at Midday

and is open for free to all who wish to

attend.

This muscial experience occurs on

the third Wednesday of each block at

12:15 p.m. in the performance hall of

Packard. This means, of course, that (if

you did not attend the last performance)

there are only seven performances left

to see! Anyway, Music at Midday is an

event that you people are highly

encouraged to check out. What else do

you really have to do for that one measly

hour after lunch? If the music of classic

and perhaps even jazz composers can

add a new dimension to your day, you

might want to give Music at Midday a

shot.

Susan Grace, Director of Student

Performance, began Music at Midday

as a means to give music students of

"intermediate-advanced level" more

performing experience. The program

started out as "An Evening of Chamber

Music by CC Students" and took place

in campus dorms between 1983 and

1985.

Students who take lessons or who play

an instrument at the intermediate to

advanced level may apply to play with

Music at Midday and then audition with

Susan Grace. Normally, eight to ten

students perform in each program and

gain invaluable experience performing

in front of an audience. Your support

will be undeniably appreciated by both

these musicians and the arts community.

So with all kinds of reasons to spend

a mere hour listening to good music,

why not check it out? The next

performance is Wednesday, October

14th, at 12:15 p.m. So with that, I'll put

a stop to this coercive rhetoric and let

you see things for yourself. Carpc Diem.

(For more information concerning Music

ai Midday call Lyn Doyon or Susan

Grace in Packard Hall)

Those lucky Oirfee whowon our "Name this dude" contest please drop by the Catalyst office on

Wednesday or Thursday evening and pick up your SIOO.OO literary gift! Congratulations -Ed.

A thought!

about fish
by JON DRISCOLL

Catalyst visitor

The pel fish. Often forgotten but always

loved. But they need not simply to be loved

for theiraesthetic value. Lord, no—they are

so much mote useful. Allow me to illustrate.

Companionship. When you wake up to

die burble of the air pump, a warm glow

spreads through you. You look over at the

tank and think, "Oh, my God, 1 haven't fed

Uiemindays!" No, just kidding. However,

if youeiUier talk to or name your fish it is

time to talk to a counselor at Boettcher.

Gifts. No, seriously. You can give

them to friends in little glass jars (the

fish, not your friends). Get that special

person that special fish. Or, even better,

wait till your fish die. Dry them and

hang them from a hook. What do you

have? That's right, cheap tree

ornaments. Amd when better to give

tree ornaments than Christmas. Or put

them on a siring for thai special birthday

necklace. My, look at how much mileage

we got out of our twenty-five cent

goldfish, I won't go into any more

detail. I know that you get the idea.

Sustenance. Late at night, during

that early morning study break you just

grab one of the little wigglers out of—

wait! 1 could never do that to Petey

or Jessica. What? Uhhh, no, uhhh,

those are the names of some other fish!

No, I don't name my fish. Get away

from me, I don't want to go to Boettcher!

Helpmeee! AAAUUGGHHHH!!!

.
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Cheese beer celebrated by C.C. connoisseurs
By PERRY BROWN AND
JUSTIN HERMANN
Catalyst Staff Reporters

Hello fellow beer lovers.

Welcome back to school. I

certainly hope everyone had a

nice block break because it's

going to be a long lime until the

end of this bjock.

I trust you all enjoyed the beers

wc reviewed last time. If not,

drop us a line and tell us about

it.

This week we reviewed three

more fine beers for your

drinking pleasure. The first was

a French beer with a somewhat

ambiguous name, as the entire

label is in French, but we think

the name is Brasseurs. This beer

comes to us from the Alsace

region of France.

The second was Andecker

Beer which is brewed by the

Pabst brewing company. And

the final one was Schlitz Malt

Liquor which, if you know your

beer history, you know comes

to us from the great city of

Milwaukee.

At this point I, Perry N.

Brown, must inform you that

Justin was not able to help me
write this article up. So if it

sucks, there is no one to blame

but me.

Brasseurs QP^Iiyt
This beer comes in a 750 ml

bottle for an extremelj^-

expensive S4.69 a bottle. This

brew comes in a champagne

bottle and has a cork to boot.

I'm not sure whether I'm

impressed by the care they've

taken in bottling the beer or

offended by the obnoxious

pretentiousness of it all.

The beer has a nice golden

color and a reasonably good

head. The reason why we say

reasonable is because when we

first poured the beer it headed

up nicely but the head had no

staying power.

Justin commented on the nice

butterscotchy aroma. I thought

it smelled a bit watery.

It tastes a bit watery as well.

bring out the animal in any

lover. As no surprise it's

expensive too.

I'm sorry, I digress. This beer

contains no hops that we could

detect. So it did not taste the

least bit bitter. It has an almost

fruity flavor that is a very

refreshing change of pace from

normal beer.

And never in my life have I

had a beer that goes so well

reasonable S3.99 a six pack.

There's nothing flashy about

the box or the bottle or the label

it's just beer.

Neither the color nor the aroma

was exactly inspiring.

It looked and smelled like

your run of the mill light, highly

drinkable American light

pilsner beer.

The taste was good. One of

my housemates whom we shall

But it wouldn't be fair not to

keep an open mind about this

beer. For one thing, we paid a

pretty penny for it. Second, this

is not your everyday beer.

As you might expect, the

French do not brew beer like

anyone else in the world. France

is after all the country that

brought us Beir de Amour, a

malty mixture of fruit juices

and spices thai are supposed to

with cheese. Good sharp cheese

really brought out the flavor in

both the beer and the cheese.

Under no circumstances was

this beer worth the money that

we paid for it. But if I'm ever

much more wealthy than I am
now, I'd drink it again, with

cheese of course.

Andecker Beer]

This beer practically walks

out of the store for a very

refer to only as O remarked "Not

bad, it's clean." That about

sums it up taste-wise.

You could compare this beer

to something like Henry
Weinhard's. And at a fraction

of the price it' s certainly a much
better deal. What's more, it's

far better than that pond scum

that Coors, Miller and

Budweiser call beer, and you're

still paying less.

We agreed that this will b

one of our new beers fo

everyday drinking purpose

because of its high drinkabiliti

factor and its nice price.

Schlitz Malt Liquor ^i^^
In my estimation there

i

probably not much point i[

trying to be too intellectua

about malt liquor. This piss hai

no color to speak of, the aroms

was slightly reminiscent ol

toxic waste, and it tastes lik;

hell.

After his first drink, Jusii^

said, and I quote,

"Uggghhhrrrggh oh ii'j

terrible." We were surprised b)

its fine head though.

But don't get me wrong, I'm

not complaining. It's less thari

a buck-fifty for a forty ounce

bottle which will, in my

experience, get most people

well on their way to drunken

belligerency.

Chances are that if you rt

drinking malt liquor you aren
i

too concerned about things like

color and aroma anyway. The

consumer is looking to gei

drunk, plain and simple.

Not all malt liquors ar

created equal though, and

would like to do an all ma

liquor special one of these days

It's going to take time though

Anytime we start drinking th

stuff we end up getting way too

drunk. So it gets hard to remain

objective.

Well another edition of the

CC beer review has come to an

end. Keep drinking and have

faith that one day we will find

that ultimate beer and can all

rejoice.

N
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Sorely missed professor honored with music
By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Max Lanjier is a world renowned

pianist from Vienna who came to

the United States around the time

of World War II. Because of his

talent and love for music he was

soon apionted Chair of the Music

Department at Colorado College,

and after his retirement, he was

honored with the title Professor

Serving Lunch
j

&Dlnner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BAR [

$3^5

The Clubhouse . Downtown!
130 E.Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night
*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*

*$1.00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
October 2&3 Live Explodes

October 8 Spiney Normans (A CC Band)

Emeritus. In the summer of 1991

Prof^sor Lanner died. In his will,

he named an endowment for the

Music Department that is now

funding programs in his memory.

One of these programs is the Artist

Faculty Concert Series (part of the

Chamber Concert Series), which

will hold performances throughout

the year. The first of these will be

this weekend.

Sunday, October 4

3:00 PM Packard Hall

Michael Hanson

Violin

Kay Lichtenwalter

Violin

Philip Tietze

Viola

Susan Smith

Cello

Jan Gault

Flute

Daryll Stevens

Clarinet

Ann Seybold

Harp

Chris Nelsen

Percussion

Hanson is on sabbatical from the

Oregon Symphony and is serving

as co-concertmaster with the

Colorado Springs Symphony. He
is also concertmaster of the West

BirkensiocK
• Colors, sizes & styles For everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

Coast Chamber Orchestra.

Lichtenwalter is assisianl

concertmaster of the Colorado

Springs Symphony and the Taylor

MemorialChamber Players. She is

also a member of Soundscapes, a

contemporary chamber ensemble.

Tietze is the principal violist of

the Colorado Springs Symphon)'

Orchestra.

Smith is the principal cellist in

the Colorado Springs symphony,

the Memorial Chamber Players, the

Colorado Springs Chorale, and the

Colorado Opera Festival Orchestra.

She is also a member of

Soundscapes.

Jan Gault is replacing Jeani

Muhoneu' who injured her finger.

"Jan is quite heroic to step in ai

the last moment," said Professor

Muhonen, "I'll be the one in ihf

audience with my left index fingcf

in a splint!" Jan is the currcni

principal flautist for the Colorado

Springs Symphony.

Stevens in principal clarinetiJ^i

with the Taylor Memorial Chambci

Players.

Seybold is the principal harpisi

for the Colorado SpringsSymphony

and the Colorado Opera Festival

Nelsen is a member of th<

Colorado Springs Symphony.

Continued on 16
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Ministry, others mangle music as we know it

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
ris Editor

HAPPY MONDAYS
Yes, Please!

Elektra

These notorious street boys from

Manchester, England are at it again.

They've aeaied another album that

seems to defy categorization with

iheirlatesteffoit.ye^./'/easW . After

working successfully with British

DJs Paul Oakenfold and Steve

Osboume on their last release Pills

'n Thrills and Bellyaches, the

Mondays have recruited the Tom
Tom Club to produce this new one.

Chris Frantz and Tina Weymouth

added a new, more funky and

bouncy element to the typical

Mondays sound, calling inTomTom
Gub percussionist Bruce Martin to

embellish Yes. Please! with a more

riiythmic, driving dance beat This

album was recorded in Barbados,

which also accounts for the more

ethnic feel of this album.

"Sunshine and Love" features

Martin's percussion driving at full

till,providing the rhythmic backbeat

tosingerShaunRyder'sflip-flopping

feelings towards a lover ("I cam't

get enough of your sunshine/I can't

enough of your love" vs. "The

bad vibes so moody/When it should

just move me/So get me an Uzi/And

someone to use itAVho smiles").

Love Child" hasbassistPaulRyder

playing this greatdiscobass riff(think

of the Saturday Night Fever

soundtrack and you get the idea of

thediscobass),while"Cut 'em Loose

Bruce" invites the listener to "kill a

weed widi me" (no surprise here,

considering the Mondays' past

history of championing drug use).

The best part of the album,

however, comes three or so minutes

after the last song "Cowboy Dave"

(a la Nirvana). Here, Shaun Ryder

attempts to call the Pope, the Prime

Minister of England, George Bush,

and the Queen, only to be turned

down by all. They actually recorded

the attempted conversations, I guess

to provide a litde bit of comic relief.

Yes, Please! is a fine album,

regardless of the similarity between

it and the Tom Tom Club. It has all

the makings ofpotential hitmaterial,

somelhmg which the Mondays have

desperately been trying to attain in

America for the longest time.

MINISTRY
Psalm 69: The Way lo Succeed and

The Way to Suck Eggs

SireAVamer Bros.

Chicago's Ministry, consisting of

permanendy bedrazzledmainman Al

Jourgensen and his sidekick Paul

Barker, just don't know where to

begin. Starting with 1983'sHoward

Jones-ish With Sympathy, which

Jourgensen calls an "aboruon,"

1985's Twitch, 1988's The Land of

Rape and Honey, 1 989 ' s The Mind

is a Terrible Thing to Taste, and now

Psalm 69, Ministry ' s sound has been

in a state of constant evolution.

The new album opens with the

sample-heavy "N.W.O." (New

World Order), which features

samplesofGeorgeBushproclaiming

his vision for today, while "JustOne

Fix" sees the band moving into the

speed metal territory a la Metallica.

"TV 11" is a re-recorded version of

the "Jesus Built My Hotrod" B-side

"TV Song," which features the

memorable chorus of "Connect die

goddamn dots!!!" set to a festering

metallic guitarriff. "Hero" is meant

tobealitllepiece ofirony; Jourgensen

shouts "Hero!" and dien goes into a

very metal-like guitar solo, making

fun of the metal-world's worshipping

of its so-called guitar god

solomeisters.

The centerpiece of the album,

however, is last year's single "Jesus

Built My Hotrod." Butdiole Surfer

Gibby Haynes was in Chicago for

the first Lollapalooza tour last

summer, and stopped by Chicago

Trax Studios lo hang with MinisU7.

He got drunk, ihey gave him a

microphone, and he ended up

caterwauling on "Jesus." The music

is a brilliant fusion of Jourgensen's

current love, country/western, and

the typical metalish Ministry

mayhem. The second half of the

album consists of more brutal,

industrial/cacophonic chaos, as

exemplified by the last two songs

"Corrosion" and "Grace." Psalm69

is agood album, aldiough it does not

quite reach the standards set by such

standouts as Rape and Honey or

Mind

.

THE MOVEMENT
The Movement

Arista

First of all, I would like to thank

Arista for sending us at die Catalyst

such mind-boggUng bullshit as diis

new album by The Movement. It's

mind-boggling in the sense that

anyone can put out such crap as this

and still go on living and feeling

good about themselves. The

Movement claim themselves as

masters of techno, hip-hop, "ragga"

and house. I claim diat diey are

masters of making complete idiots

of diemselves. Their album comes

off as very weak techno in the mold

ofevoyone'sfavoritegrouptheNew

Kids, and it shows no real inspiration

or imagination whatsoever. I like

techno, personally, but stuff such as

this has already been done before,

and a million limes better, at that.

Even die most demented raver could

not get off on this copyist bullshit.

The best diing The Movement can

do is lo save the world from their

ffairDesignersforMen £ Women

w^s^^
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

niN, Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Ministry's Al Jourgensen and Paul Barker leading the revolt

bowel movementandgocrawl under

some rock and wither away.

THE WEDDING PRESENT
Hit Parade 1

First Waming/BMG

1992 has set itself up as a very

ambitious year for England's The

Wedding Present. Their plan is lo

release a single on the first Monday

of each month for die entire year,

with each A-side backed by a cover,

and diis album is a collection of the

first six. Gone is die Steve Albini-

induced darkness dial inhabited last

year' s Seamonsters , which has been

replaced by the fine pop sensibilities

of producers Chris Nagle and Ian

Broudie. A-sides such as "Blue

Eyes"and"Califomia" are standouts.

as both sec the band moving further

into the world of pop.

The Weddoes. however, picked

bizarre bands to cover. "Falling" is

a cover of Juice Cruise's hit from

Twin Peaks and comes off as an

excellent attempt al such a moody,

dreamy piece. "Pleasant Valley

Sunday" isihe Monko?s inUicgrunge

mode, and "Don't Cry No Tears" is

a faithful version of die Neil Young

original. OUicr bands Uicy cover

include die Close Lobsters, tJic Go
Belwecns and Altered Images.

All in all, it appears dial The

Wedding Present's scheme is

working out well; each single has

sold out its limited run in England

and die songs arc also very good.

The next Hit Parade comes out in

December, so wateh for it

The Wedding Present's Tirst six singles of 1992-pretty, huh?

Taylor Travel Inc. HQ
Let Taylor Travel help you plan >^||^

your block breaks, Holiday breaks, any breaks!

Come stop by and pick up two posters

and an airplane ... free

"Serving the Colorado College community for over three decades"

636-3871
at^'^j 818 N. Tejon St.

Open Mon. thru Fri. 8:30 to 5:00

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Vacation Store

Rep'esenlative
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Spawn means new Image for McFarlane
By LANGDON FOSS
Arts Editor

Deep within the darkened

confines Of a storm-shrouded

city lurks a nightmarish figure.

His soul wracked by memories

that are not complete, his mind

driven on finding his past and

avenging the present, he is

forced to live an incomplete

life.

Spawn is a recent addition to

the newly-founded comic

company. Image. Image was

founded last year by a few ex-

Marvel talents including the

popular artists Todd McFarlane

and Rob Liefeld.

The dark universe of Spawn

is created, written, penciled and

inked all by Todd McFarlane.

McFarlane is well known for

his exciting panels in Marvel's

Spiderman and Amazing

Spiderman.

Spawn tells the story of a

shattered man(?), once known

as Al Simmons, who lives in

the backstreels and rooftops of

a crime-ridden city. He is clad

in a somewhat black and red

outfit bound in chains, skull

medallions and spiked bands.

Spawn wields a strange power,

a mysterious magical energy

that he can control at will.

Spawn is constantly haunted

by partial flashbacks of his own
past which leave him with on^y

splinters of memory to live by.

Among these fragments are

Sorely missed... from 14

The program is a mixture of

different styles of music. Some
pieces are "very rhythmic and fun"

as Professor Stevens commented,

and others are a more traditional

classical style.

Sonata for Clarinet and

Percussion - Heins

String Quartet in B-flat Major,

K. 589 - Mozart

Serenade No. 10 for Flute and

Harp Op. 79 - Persichelti

images of a beautiful woman,

his duty to his country and...

his death.

At the pinnacle of this

psychological maelstrom is one

only referred to as "him". "He"

is the target of Spawn's

confusion and anger, and the

one who will one day be the

subject of his vengeance.

Issue one is well written,

especially considering thai

McFarlane is still an un-

seasoned writer. The characters

stir memories of Marvel, being

tragically heroic, but lack a

certain "real" quality found in

DC. What Spawn presently

lacks in plot, is made up for in

atmosphere. The story seems

to drag us into the mind of the

poor, confused Spawn as he

tries to cope with his life as a

vigilante. The dialogue shows

us his tormented soul well, but

what makes this comic really

noteworth) is the art.

Todd McFariane's panels in

Spawn are much more
impressive than his work in his

Spiderman titles. The

characters still have that

distinctive McFarlane style, but

in Spawn they are not nearly as

goofy looking.

Every frame has a new tension

not found in his earlier work.

This may be the result of the

vast amounts of black used or

the way Spawn's cloak is

drawn, always rippling and

twisting in some cold, unseen

wind.

Introduction and Allegro - Ravel

Other programs being presented

by the Music Department in

conjunction with the Chamber

Music Series are the Colorado

College Trio on Sunday, October

18, and the Colorado College

Woodwind Quinet on Tuesday,

November 10.

The series promises to be an

entertaining program in the

memory of a great Colorado

College professor!

Another factor contributing to

this tension is the way
McFarlane draws his frames.

They are not orderly and neat

as is so popular in comics these

days, but active and sometimes

almost chaotic, with different

line qualities and formats. The

frames that are orderly are

stacked so systematically that

they can depict the bars of a

prison. Some frames even

consist of a labyrinthine mesh

of spider webs thai any

McFarlane fan knows well.

The coloring adds a lot to

Spawn . Steve Oliff, the

colorer, has done a magnificent

job bringing a seemingly

unlimited spectrum of color to

the book. Il was done on

computer, reminiscent of Epic

Comics' English adaptation of

Katsuhiro Otomo's Akira.

The result is something not

possible in just normal ink

colors. In the beginningof issue

one, a bolt of lightning that

would look fairly dull just

outlined in black has been

brought to life as the dark blue

sky sharply fades and blends

into violet and then suddenly

into the blinding white of

electricity.

Elsewhere, gray shadows

subtly blend into a vibrant

orange as Spawn strikes a pose

in sharp light, the wrinkles and

undulations of his cape rolling

from crimson to orange. It's a

great effect.

Spawn is a good comic

ze
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holding true to the ideals of

Marvel and also incorporating

the new freedom of Image. The

story is original and very

interesting. McFarlane fans

will be delighted at the art and

at the slightly "Spidey-esque"

air that Spawn portrays. Todd

McFariane's work on Spawn

both artistically an

authorically, is much better than

anything else produced thus far

by Image , namely Rob Liefeld's

Youngblood.

The weekly arts contest
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Strawberry

i
Apple

Blueberry
Cherry

$4.89
I

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Items 1.39

Extra Cheese 1.99

Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp. 12/31/92

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUART OF POP

$7.49
Pick-up or Delivery (10*970) Exp. 12/31/92

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11:00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
Additional Items 1.S9

Extra Cheese 2.49
Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970)

(^ES
Exp. 12ai/92

SI

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETITOR'S COUPONS |^
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IM sports add

zest to CC
By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

Intramural sports arean important partofthe

CCcxperience. Thoseofyou whoparticipalein

one of the many IM sports offered are already

awareoftfiis. Agoodportionofthe participants

j]i [M are those of us who were high school

varsity athletes, and no longer feel it necessary

xpend the time or energy to play

4th and,..

inches
intercollegiate sports. Or pe-haps, we don't

ss the skill lo compete at the next level.

Whatever the reason may be, we should be

thankful forthe intricateIM sports system set up

by the school.

Contrary to popular behef, not all schools

have IM programs. Most students take our

program for granted, but I've come to realize

that it has a number of good qualities. For

sorters, anyone affiliated with CC can choose

from adozCTdifferentqxKtsextendingthrougJi

ihrce seasons. Not only is there a wide variety

ofsports tochoosefrom . buttheprogram offers

co-cdleagues,andseparalelevelsofcompetition

ranging from recreational to very competitive.

During the summer, I talked to agood frioid

of niine, who is attending Princeton, about the

intrdmural pro^^m at his school. He told me
to they had little choice of sports, very few

[)Kpieparticipated,andthereareseldomreferees

tecause they aren't paid. At CC, we have paid

refs, multiple fields, use of the ice rink, an

abundance of equipment, and lo top it all off,

championship T-shirts.

TheIM program is a fun part ofcollege life,

take advantage of the opportunities,

Congratulations lo2-Sweet, winners ofthe flag

football league,whodefeatedPigskinForeskin

by a score of 22- 14.

SPORTS
Fiidav, Octobei 2, iy92

Women's soccer beats top ten Wm. & Mary
By KRIS MUTCHEEGO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The past two weekends have been filled

with four action-packed games for the Lady

Tigers as they improved their regular season

record to 6-1. Just before block break,

Colorado College treated their home fans to

two exciting, nail-biting overtime victories

over Air Force and Creighlon University.

They edged a young and upcoming Air Force

squad 2-1, with goals coming from Jill

Jakowich and senior captain Stacy Black.

The following day, the Tigers battled their

fustDivision I opponentand came away with

a 1-0 overtime win over Creighton. After a

scoreless tie at the end of regulation, your

tireless Tigers came out strong in the ensuing

overtime period and stepped up the level of

play a notch. The winning goal was set up

beautifully off a free kick by Amy Snyder.

Snyder lofted the ball over to Black, who then

fed Paula Mathias in front of the Creighlon

net to score the deciding goal.

Over block break, the Tigers traveled to

Virginiaandbattled two national powerhouse

teams: #7 Virginia and #9 William and Mary,

The Virginia game was played on a wel.

soggy field left in die aftermath of Hurricane

Andrew. CC. lost 1-0 m a game that could

have gone either way but in the process

learned a valuable lesson. "The team realized

what it is going to lake to be competitive at

diat level flop 10]," said coach Beal. 'There

were moments where we played well, but our

inexperience definitely showed at times."

Despite the minor setback, the Tigers came

out on fire in the second half against William

and Mary to upset die Tribe 1 -0 on dieirhome

field. "We came out flat in the first half but

woke up in the second half lo really control

the pace of the game," said Beal. Jakowich

scored the only CC. goal of the weekend off

of a feed from Madiias. That goal proved to

be the difference as the Tiger defense was

able to shut down the Tribe offense, which

outshot CC. 20-6.

Senior goalkeeper Kris Zeits posted her

27th career shutout while recording 21 saves

for the weekend. Zeits also became C.C.'s

all-time saves leader with 342 saves in her

four-year career. Senior Stacy Black is

Junior mid-fielder TaraNott, 14, battles for the ball in recent action. The Lady

Tigers face # 9 SMU Saturday.

currently tied for tendi in the West Region in

scoring with 4 goals and 4 assists.

Colorado College was rewarded for dielr

efi'orls this past weekend as they jumped

from #19 to #12 in the national polls. The

Tigers face probably their toughestchallenge

of the season as diey host #9 Southern

Methodist University (7-2) Saturday at 12

noon on Stewart Field. "S.M.U. has two to

three very dangerous people up front, so we

will have lo be smart in the back. One

advantage that we have right now is that we

have a lotofmomentum building from a good

weekend and are riding onalotofconfidence,"

said coach Beal. Please come join the

cheerleaders and the rest of the campus as

they support the soccer team in one of their

last home matches of die season. They have

a fifteen home game winning streak on the

line. Note: The women's soccer team will be

in San Diego over Homecoming and would

appreciate all the support possible for die

game against S.M.U.

Football terminates Greenville, 21-6
By RYAN EHRHART
Catalyst Staff Reporter

A tough battle came to a rewarding

end on Saturday, September 26, when

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2

Volleyball vs. Mills College (California)

Volleyball vs. U of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

4:30 pm El Pomar

7 pm El Pomar

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3

M Cross Country hosts CC Invite 9 am Monument Valley Park

W Cross Country at CU Invitational 10 am Boulder

Volleyball vs. Macalester College 11 am El Pomar

W Soccer vs. Southern Methodist noon Stewart Field

M Soccer vs. Messiah College 2 pm Stewart Field

Volleyball vs. Wayne State (Nebraska) 4 pm El Pomar

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4

M Soccer vs. University of LaVerne 2 pm Stewart Field

the CC. Tigers defeated Greenville

College 21-6.

The Tigers handled a powerful

division II NAIA team which spotlighted

a loaded backfield. The Tiger defense

held the Greenville Panthers to six points

for the entire game. However, those

points were a gift from the football gods.

A Greenville receiver allegedly caught

a pass and immediately dropped it in the

endzone. He clearly didn't have

possession, but the referee made a

horrendous call and ruled the catch a

touchdown. Defensive back Keith

Mottram, who had one interception,

stated in the locker room following the

game, "The referee made a premature

call, and he didn't have the guts to

correct his mistake."

The Tiger D met the challenge on

Saturday afternoon by stopping an

explosive Greenville backfield. The

Tigers held Panther Anthony Dodson,

who was averaging over 170 yards per

game, lo only 74 yards. The Tigers

utilized a complex defensive scheme

which was instituted specially for

Greenville's power running game.

Senior inside linebacker R.J. Gallardo,

who led the team with 13 tackles, said
,

"Our defensive game plan and stunts

worked well. Everyone believed that we

could beat these guys, and we did." Mike

Drum and Sean Mitchell were a

penetrating force inside on the D-Line

while Neil Goluba and Todd Mays

contained the Panther backfield. Todd

Mays, #46 (Mr. Black Death), was

unavailable for comment following the

game. The linebacking core of Gallardo,

Villi Tuane. Jon Rodriguez and Tony

Munoz were a decisive factor in

knocking out the Panther's punch.

The offense came together, utilizing

their running attack to set up the passing

game. Quarterback Troy Knox felt that

"the offense played real well. We
established some long drives that

boosted our confidence and highlighted

our ability to play as a team." The Tiger

backfield was led by junior fullback

Tim Hebert, who ran for 75 yards, while

sophomore fullback John Luiz rushed

for 66 yards and caught a short pass

which turned into a 63 yard touchdown

run. Knox's main target was wide

Please see FOOTBALL, page 19
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Arron Lujan: CC's Athlete of the Week
By JOSH ORFANAKIS
Catalyst Staff Writer

Being ranked in the top ten (they

were #8 in last week's polls) is not

a place the men's soccer team has

bM:n for a while. One place the

team has been six times already this

year is the winner's column. One

reason for this is Arron Lujan. The

sophomore striker was involved in

ail six goals and scored four of

them himself in the team's past two

consecutive wins. In the game

against Wooster, he scored two

goals and had two assists in the 4-3

win and then the following day

scored both goaJs in the 2-0 shutout

against Trinity.

Puttingtheballinthebackofthe

net is not something new to Arron;

he has played soccer his entire life,

and more specifically he has always

been a striker. He grew up in Las

Cruces, New Mexico, playing

soccer for the Select Leagues and

was a three-year lelterman in high

school. His team from Las Cruces

played in the Pikes Peak Cup, which

matches the best teams from the

Central Region. There was never a

doubt in his mind as to whether or

nolhe was going to continue playing

soccer in college. He admits Uiat

Colorado College was not one of

his first choices. He looked at

schools with soccer being aprimary

focus, however, in the end, as a

result of one of his friends' (who

played soccer for CC)
encouragement and the appeal of

Sophomore Arron Lujan, 14, uses some fancy footwork to

deceive a defender. Lujan leads the Tigers in scoring this

season.

the block plan, he chose CC. He

admits dial he wanted to go to a

school where he could be a

constructive part of the team and

play a lot. He obviously has made

quite an impacL

Last year the team ended with a

recordofl4-6-2and was twogames

shortof making the playoffs. Arron

says that the team's mission this

year is to make the playoffs, which

has eluded them by a number of

goals over the past couple of

seasons. Arron has contributed

significantly towards this mission,

tallying 10goalsand7assistssofar

this season.

Outside ofsoccer, Arron's main

interestisNASA(Native American

Students Association), where he

enjoys getting involved with die

issues of minorities on die CC
campus. Arron is one half Kiowa

Indian, so he has deep interest in

this association and die issues diat

arise from it. One issue he notes is

that of diversifying the school. He

hopes diat CC will become more

diverse Will all kinds of minorities,

not just Native Americans.

On the subject of post-college

endeavors, Arron has not declared

a major, so he does not know what

he will be doing. Ifhehadachoice,

he would like to be playing soccer

professionally. He has an interest

in playing internationally but is open

to being able to play wherever the

opportunity arises. He has played

internationally on youth dips and

has friends who have played

professionally in Sweden, so he is

familiar with die global scene of

the most popular sport in the world.

For now he is focused on the '92-

'93 season. Arron hopes the team

can hold together and make the

playoffs. He looks forward togames

against theCalifomiateamscoming

up in a week, and to this weekend

against LaVeme. Go watch the

men's soccer and keep an eye on

Arron Lujan as he and his

teammates shoot for the Western

Regional Playoffs.

Women's cross country posts strong showing at USC
By HEATHER PANTELY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On Saturday, September 19,

the CC women's cross country

team set out for a race at the

University of Southern

Colorado in Pueblo. The team

ran well, placing sixth out of

eleven competitive teams,

behind CSU, Adams State, CU,

Ft. Hays, and of course USC.

The scores between the 4th, 5th

and 6th place teams were very

close (139, 151, and 152), so

our runners made a strong

showing.

In terms of individual

performances, the fourteen

runners than made up the A and

B teams all ran season bests,

and four of those times were
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personalbesls. CC's first runner

was Sara Fry, who placed I6th

out of the large field of 80

runners with a strong time of

20:01 . Next to cross the line for

CC was Juli Brabson in 25th

place with a time of 20:34.

Following her in 30th place was

Heather Pantely, running a

personal best for the 5K of

20:52. The next three CC
women sprinted to the finish in

a pack, placing 40th, 41st and

42nd. First was Wendy Fox in

21:24, a personal best. Then

came Jen Eldridge in 21:26, and

Lara Hanlon was on her heels,

running apesonal best of 21:33.

Shortly thereafter came Jen

Nesbitt, our seventh runner, in

45th with a time of 21:45. And
now our B team: running first

was Melissa Potter in 22:27,

and she was closely followed

by Becca Felts in 22:31. Then

came the next pair — Jessica

Phillips in 22:45 and. shortly

after she crossed the line,

Marina Tigner in 22:52. Next

came Claire Carpenter in 24: 14,

and then Denise Gordon in

25:27. Kate Regan set a

personal best when she finished

in 26:25. Overall, both teams

ran hard, ran well, and made a

strong showing. As coach

Harrington said: "Last week
was a great meet. The entire

team ran season bests, four of

which were PRs. I think that

speaks for itself!"

The women's cross country

team travels to Boulder
Saturday to lake part in the CU
Invitational. Start time is 10

a.m.

Lee*s Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave. • 520-9907

Monday thru Saturday 8:00 am-midnight

We have great every day
beer specials

*PBR 1/2 Keg $31.93 thru September*
*Milwaukee's Best $34.99 includes a free

sleeve of cups (50 count)*

CCID must be presented
for above specials

Thank you for your patronage
Marianne, Dennis
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By Sophy Hagey

Catalyst Staff Reporter

Ihecour

Since the last issue of i| jut tin

Catalyst, tlie women's volleybj ^e ^

team worked hard to earn a ranki out Ra

sixth in the entire Western Regies ^ged

The Tigerswent on the road

Denver to face Regis Universii

whom they had previously playi mderfu

in a preseason tournament. Sini jld cu

then.theTiger'shaveplayedeig iaily

games and currenUy have a 7. nspirec

record-

On September 17, the TigeAwned

held dieir own against Regi.s I, j; we

never dominated the match. 71

match ended with Regis winnii

in four games, 11-15, 11-15,
1:

12, and 12-15. The T
challenged the Air Force Acadcir^er spoi

last Friday night. The AF,^,

perennial volleyball powerhi)us

took the match in diree games,

15, 7-15, 7-15. However

Saturday the Tiger'srallied to bAspior

Ft. Lewis and win in four gam lonac

bythescores 15-11, 15-13, 14-1 In ref

and 15-9. Sunday's effort endi ben

in a three game loss to Adaji idition

State, 4-15, 7-15, 7-15. if you

ivlore recently, the Tige^^ ai handil;

back from Southern Califomi imban

where they won two and lost t» Blty k

in their four games again ;lanky

Pomona-Pitzer, University ( leabh

La'Veme, UC San Diego, ai atic hi

Claremont McKenna. OnFndj llielev

afternoon, the Tigers challengi E,and

Pomona-Pitzer and sealed ll Tlie ft

victory in four games, 15-9, I: lefeUi

12,10-15, 15-13. Later that san liege

night, the Tigers came back loradc

their third game against LaVeni 'erbea

but LaVeme managed to end il Wdi

surge in the fourth set, 5-15,8-1 isow

15-9,4-15. Saturday aftemoo dlon

the Tigers took on a tough Ss en. Al

Diego squad and played "a soU eal frt

match,''saysCoachMedina,"i« iieina

they lost their momentum." Tl Irava

scores for that match were 6-1 lesul

11-15,0-15. The Tigers endcdo adwa

a high note and played "a strong! pp ai

match against Claremont. Weai foime

working to achieve a playing an taginj

winningethictopushuntilfiftcen ghter

explains Coach Medina. Tl Isap

Tigers displayed this newfout DnSu

vigor as they trounced Clarema agedi

in thek last match, 15-12, 15-1

15-1. Strong performances

Stacey Jonker, Kendra Johnsi

Heather McGuire, and W
Abeyta led the Tigers to ih'

victories over the block break

for die team's attitude, Wen
Abeylasays"Wedidn'tdoasw^l

as we wanted to in California

we ended on an upbeat note '

our match against Claremon|

which brings our confidence bat

for the upcoming tournament"

On Friday , die Tigers will tack

Mills College at4:30, and at 7:1

will lake on Wisconsin-Oshkos

On Saturday, the competitii

remains fierce as the Tigers play

1 1 .00 against Macalaster anii

4:00 'ake on Wayne Slate Co! 1-'^

I

5r
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4en's soccer

^ins two,

rops to 14th

, JON WHITFIELD and ERIK

CHARDSON
^lyst Staff Reporters

Xhe word is out! The Colorado

illege Men'sTigers are number 14

^fie
country! I Andwe 'renottalking

Qut the Louisiana State Chili

i^ese Meat Pie Jamboree Boy

out Rally. The young booters

yiaged a stalemate against theDU
oneers 1-1, coupled with two

lekcnd wins which warranted

mderfully welcomed one-on-one

irld cup wealth: Wooster 4-3,

injiy 2-0. Here's how it

nspired....

SaCurday,SepL 19,onaconvaied

iwned football field, CC battled

J;
we aU know that DU sucks.

lyway, despite the referee's

legiate learner's permit plastered

his forehead and a washed up,

shtub-beUied, washer without a

fer sportin' a spare tire DU coach

th heavy clout, the Tigers

mianted a physical first half.

Dunng a defensive CC second

'\ siesta, the hacks with beaner

IS pioneered their way to a 1-0

don acomplimentary breakaway.

In reply, Senior Psych major

ben Lipp used classical

idiiioning and Pavlovian "fetch

if you can" salivation technique

haiiLiily fist his way through the

imb andU.gly defense, drawinga

laltykick. Luckily, Lipp's lying

lankyLujan's leftlaceslaunching

ikeable lazorcannon hTjerating a

lalic hnesman. The Tigers were

thelevel, 1-1.The match ended in

e,and the gamewas fun to watch.

The following Friday found the

le feline-pelted creatures facing a

liege from Ohio: Wooster.

lorado College had previously

Ti erbeatenWoosteruntilthisgoal-

ked day finally arrived.Thegame

iso wild and unpredictable, it's

rt)i d 10 remember who scored and

Yi ;n. All I remember is a hopeless

)li aJ&-omforward"Romeo"Noah

jii itein as he pleaded, "Dennis, this

n travesty, we want justice! !" The

1 result was due to a small off-

U Bdway production called the

igi ^ and Lujan" show as each

a! former"brokealeg."sotospeak,

ari taging the Wooster defense and

:n ighiening their statistics with two

Tt fc a piece.

un On Sunday, the stripedmammals

lO agedinfull-contactcompetitions

-11

ContiDued fk-om page 17

Tigers look for third win against Austin

Women's club gains tough win

Sophomore fullback John Lutz, 42, looks for running room last

College (Qlinois). The Tigers have Saturday offand will face Austin

Weekend.

with ecclesiastically-educated

Trinity College firom San Antonio,

Texas.They were urged torememl er

the Alamo as the Tigers shelled an

unprotected fonress. A decisive

victory for the home squad ensued,

2-0, but not without sideline

explosives firom a normally docile

veteran team. Using the imperative,

Horst demanded at the very least

satisfactory whistling from quite

possible the worst referee ever.

Rulebook in hand, Richardson

shrieked "Damn it" repetitively and

in several languages but couldn't

better the absolute incompetence of

an overpaid myopic gonad with a

whisde. Ignited by Horst's fervor,

Jeff Montera played the game of his

life and received player of the dorm

award. EzraBayles talliedhis fourth

shut out, Lujan netted two more

(bringing his total to 10 in 9 games),

and the pulses of the coaching staff

resumed normal rates after the 3rd

beer.

The6-1-2Tigers hope tocontinue

their success tomorrow when they

face perennial power Messiah

College and regional opponent La

Verne University of California, on

Sunday. Please come support your

14th-ranked Tigers!!!

Chris Rood

weekend against Greenville

College (Texas) Homecoming

receiver Trevor Shettron who
caught 2 passes for 104 yards.

Shettron's first reception was a

long pass left of scrimmage for

62 yards and a touchdown.

Shettron showcased his leaping

ability when he ouljumped two

Panther defenders to haul in a

42 yard pass which set up a 1

yard touchdown run by Chuck
Jones.

The Tigers offense and
defense complimented one

another well on Saturday.

Junior fullback Tim Hebert

believes that "the O and D
played great today. We have

the chance to be a great team

and accomplish some important

goals. We will improve every

week to get there." The Tigers

are pumped for their

homecoming game versus

Austin College, on October 10.

They have the week off to

prepare. Come out next

weekend to watch, it will be a

great fight, especially when the

Tigers step into the ring.

By JEREMY VANNATTA
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On the last Saturday of first

block, the women's club soccer

team travelled to Gunnison to

try to avenge their only two

losses of the season. Adams
State had beaten the Tigers in

an overtime shootout on their

own field, and Western State

had outplayed CC in their

previous meeting. On Saturday,

the Tigers whipped Adams
State and earned a helluva lot

of respect from Western State.

Against Western State, the

Tigers came out firing. "We
controlled the game. We were

kicking their butts!" said Junior

utility player Angle Setzer.

After fifteen minutes of

"kicking their butts," Western

State's stopper fired a shot that

seemed to increase in speed

with every tuft of grass that it

hit. This proved to be Western

State's only solid attack at the

goal, but was just enough to

beat the Tigers, 1-0. Had it not

been for a coaching error that

left Tina Kumerle out of the

starting line-up, things might

have been different. Said coach

Jeremy Vannatta, "It's hard to

know who to start with so much
talent, but it's exciting to be

that good." A strong defense,

spurred by Sophomore cyborg

Jean Ferguson (formerly "mean

Jean"), proved to be the Tiger's

best offense in the first game.

Seventeen minutes after

CC's 1-0 loss to Western, the

Tigers took the field to play

Adams State, who all had fresh

legs. It was hardly enough time

to even clear the bad taste from

the Tigers' mouths, but as soon

as your very own Hell-Cats

sized up their competition, their

energy levels picked up. But a

cross from the left side and a

divine intervention left the

Tigers wondering how their

opponents had scored. The first

half ended with a bunch of

"really pissed-ofF' Tigers, who

all knew they should be ahead.

Senior captain DeAnn Eley said

at halftime, "We can't lose!

*** that!"

Londono»$335
Amsterdam $314* Paris $314*

Brussels $314* Stockholm $334*

Frankfurt $314* Rome $339*

'AbcwefarEsareeachwayfromDerwerbasedonroundtripptjchase. Restrictions

do apply and taxes not included.

1138 13th Street, Boulder, CO 80302

303447-8101 • 1-800-743-1823

Mike, the flamboyant
halian-Amcrican deli worker

bet'-L'ti oui a very ;ippropriaLe

metaphor as he yelled, "Gimme
a notch on the volume, huh,

babe?" This is exactly what the

Tigers did. The Tigers cranked

the volume to eleven to start

the second half. Jen West, a

Junior fullback, gave a very

well -attended on- the- field

seminar on "How to be an

attacking defender while

simultaneously and completely

shutting down your opponent."

Among others, Jean "the

machine" Ferguson attended the

seminar and began doing the

same on the right side of the

field. These two players only

added fuel to a burning offense.

At halftime, West had offered

an intoxicating enticement to

any player who scored. In the

seventeenth minute, Katherine

Hughes, who had already made

the Adams State keeper sorry

to have ever volunteered for

that position, broke away to

score the tying goal. With five

minutes left in the game (keep

in mind the Tigers have now

been playing soccer for three

continuous hours) Katherine

Hughes crossed the ball from

the left side of the field. The

ball bounced once, and the

keeper moved in. Heather King,

who had not yet scored her

customary 'goal per game,'

stepped up and mustered just

enough energy to outleap the

Adams Stale keeper. Heather

headed the ball up over the

outstretched keeper and into the

net. Pretty. The Tigers went

home with a satisfying 2-1

viciory. King, feeling her cocky

self, said, "Three hours of

soccer? We're **''*ing suids!"
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F.VENTS

NOT NF.rFSSARILY
ArADEMIC

PTTNTON/GORE
Vote for change. Campaign

meetings Tuesdays, 5:30

upstairs Womer.

ATKIPO
Japanese martial art;

Beginners encouraged to

come! Practice begins

promptly at 7:00, please

respect. Meets every Sun,

Tues, Thurs, except Block

Break Thurs. We focus

mainly on technique with

occasional references to

GAIA, Geology, Eco-

feminism. Spirituality, and

other applications to daily Ufe.

rONCRETE BLONDE
Live in Concert, Mon. Oct. 8,

8:00 p.m. at the Pikes Peak

Center. Catch one of

America's hottestrock bands

!

Tickets $12.00, availible at

KRCC, PPC Box Office, and

Ticketmaster.

TANNAHILL WEAVERS
Scotland's premiertraditional

Celtic music band. If you

enjoy bagpipes— don't miss

'em! Fri. Oct 9, 8:00 Fine

Arts Center. Tickets $10.00

available at KRCC.

FTAMFNCnnANriNr.
Anyone interested, classes

starting second block. Call

Kiersten 634-2678.

romiRNr.Ai.i.ERV
New exhibit in Coburn

Gallery,WomerCemer. Tom
Zetterstrom CC '67 "Portrait

of Trees" Opening Friday,

Oct. 9, 4:30-6:30.

Refreshments will be served.

STUDENT
TELEMARKETERS
needed for Annual Fund

Gifts. Great pay, bonuses,

hours. Call Dolores x6753.

WIN $75.00

Design the winning poster

for CC's annual ARTS &
CRAFTS sale. Submit

entries to Worner Desk by

Oct. 12. Guidelines are at

the Worner Desk.

Question? Call Lara or

Gretchen at 635-8650.

FT.Il SHOTS
Available at Boetcher. Price

$7.00, beginning Oct. 15th.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT GROUP

For people who have been

experiencing depression.

May have beeen on anti-

depressant medication or

been in treatment for some

kind of depressive disorder

ormanic-depression (bi-polar

illness). The group will

provide mumal support and

education. The group is

limited to 8 people.

If you are interested in

participating. Call ext. 6384

and ask to sign up.

People who sign up will be

contacted by a therapist about

time and meeting place.

VrrTTM'S ASSISTANCE
The VAT is available to

provide peer support and

information to victims of

discrimination, harrassment,

sexual assault, abuse and

other types of victimization.

Call 531-1312 and leave a

message. A member of the

team will return your call

within 10 minutes.

INPUT NEEDED
TheExtra-cuiricularStrategic

Planning Committee is

seeking comments about the

future ofextra-curricular life

at CC. Please contact Bruce

CorieU at x6639 or via inter-

campus mail.

D/ NCE WORKSHOP
Dance Workshop Fall

Concert. Show consists of

ballet.modem, jazz pieces.

Student performed,

choreographed andproduced.

Fri & Sat, Oct. 13 & 14, 8:00

p.m. at Armstrong Theatre.

FOR SALE

1979DATSUN
Station Wagon, Reliable $850

O.B.O. Call x6530 or 471-

4727. Ask for Ron.

ANNOUNCEIVIENTS OF
EVENTS AND

DEADLINES THAT ARE
OF A MORE

ACADEMIC NATURE

LSAT
Be advised that the Roman
Numeral section has been

deleted from the LSAT.

Stanley Kaplan is die only

educational firm to recognize

thechangesandremove them

from the test preparation

curriculum. For more

information contact Molly at

635-3432.

ACM FLORENCE
Fall 1993. StudyRenaissance

Art History and Culture and

Italian in Florence, Italy.

Information and applications

are available in the History

Department, Palmer #212.

Deadline for earlv decision.

October 10.

ASTAI.F.rTIIRE

Public lecture by JagatMehta,

former Indian Foreign

Secretatry and Ambassador

to China speaking on: The

Legacy of the Cold War in

Asia. Oct. 12, '92, 7:30pm at

the Asia Center, the

Donaldson House.

OFFICE OF
TNTF.RNATTONAL
PROGRAMS

Professor Libby Rittenberg

win discuss the BeloitCollege

program in Istanbul, Turkey,

on Wednesday, October 7, in

Womer 232.

The ACM India Program

deadline is October 26.

Contact Professor Vibha

Kapuria-Foreman atx6419 or

in Palmer 113 for all the

details.

Don't miss this week's

spoflight on ZIMBABWE!

ACM URBAN STUDIES
Katy Hogan from the Urban

Studies staff will meet with

students interested in

spending a semester in

Chicago at noon on Tuesday,

October 6, and Wednesday

October 7, in Womer 213

(Tues) and Worner 212

(Wed). Interested students

unable to attend should

contactProfessor JeffLivesay

in the Sociology Department.

The application deadline for

the spring semester 1993

Urban Studies Program is

November 1.

my jacket and gave it to

Womer Desk.—Phil

lOOKTNFORIOVE
Junior seeks G 'n R lovin'

honey to stroke delicate ego

and patronize Irish fetish. If

you qualify contact Adam at

x7796.

PERSONALS

Wn.I. STRIP FOl^

FOOD!
PreferRastaUoverBemis, i

wUlingtobeflexible. Con

G-String Gerry care of I

at 520-JIVE.

AND REMEMBE
IT'S JUSTAJOKE, PEOI

THANK YOU
Thanks to who ever found

Security Briefs
Continued from page 2...

BY DIANA ZIPETO

9/16/92

• A bike, left unattended and unlocked for 10 minutes,

«

stolen from outside the Art and Drama woodshop, (

security responded immediately, chasing 2 individuals

bikes. Security lost the two individuals but later recovei

the bike.

9/17/92

•Female studentrunning on Monument Creek trailrepon

she had been followedby a man on a bike. The suident k

Security that the man has repeatedly followed her for ov

a year.

9/18/92

• A wallet was reported stolen from aroominlAwmis. 1

wallet contained $18 in cash.

• An unlocked bike was reported stolen &om 7-11 val

9/19/92

• Vehicle on Cascadeaccidentlydroveon top ofand stopp

on a student's foot.

•Ajacketwasxeported stolen fromWomer Center coatrai

during dinner.

9/20/92

• Security received a report ofvandalism to a car in Tenn

parking lot.

9/22/92

• Individuals were seen cutting bike cables and brealci

cryptonite locks. They ranaway when security approach!

• Student reported the rear wheel irom his mountain bil

was stolen.

• Car in Mathias parking lot had tiie driver's side n

window broken and two speakers stolen.

9/23/92

• Bike thief was seen tiying to steal handlebars off a bil

Security chased the individual, but he got a

• A CD player was reported stolen from a room in Loom

• A wallet was reported lost or stolen from aroom in Loon

with $75 in cash.

9/24/92

• Screaming was heard from Washburn Field; secui

responded but found no one.

9/26/92

• Student reported individuals attemtping to steal a bi

from the porch of Jackson House. The thiefran away wh

he saw security approaching.

1st Block The CC Escort Service walked 55 people.
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College voters prefer Clinton by 65% margin
By SETH FISHER
News Editor

According to a Catalyst poll , the

majority of Colorado College

students prefer Bill Clinton to

George Bush in the upcoming

election by a margin of 65 percent

In addition students felt that the most

important issue that influenced their

decision was the economy.

The poll reported that 74 percent

ofthestudentbodypreferredClinton

while only lOpercentfavoredBush

in the election.

While the men and women ofCC
agreed upon their choice for

president, they differed over the

issues they felt were most important

lotheelection. Thirty-seven percent

of the surveyed women fell that

abortion rights were the key factor

in the election, and 27 percent felt it

wastheeconomy. Thirty two percent

of the men on campus agreed the

most important issue was the

economy while 27 percent felt it

was the environment.

Theclassesof'93and'94fellthat

the most important issue in the

election was abortion rights, while

the class of 95 favored theeconomy

and the class of 96 felt the environment was

the most important concern.

CC Election Poll Results
Who do you favor in the 92 presidential election?

George Bush Bill Clinton Other/Undecided

Male 11% 74% 15%

Female 9% 75% 16%

Class of 93 4% 79% 17%
Class of 94 12% 70% 18%

Class of 95 9% 67% 24%
Class of 96 16% 77% 7%

What issue most influenced your decision?

Male

Female

Abortion Rights

18%
37%-

Economy

32%
27%

Family Values

5%
11%

Environment

27%
13%

I'oial 29% 30% 8% 20%

Male

Female

Extra Marital Affairs

1%
1%

Foreign Affairs

2%
2%

Other

15%
9%

Total 1% 2% 10%

The poll was conducted at Womer center

and is tallied out of 405 students that claimed

they were planning to vote. Over forty

students turned in surveys indicating that

they did not plan to vote in November.

In addition more than fifteen students

turned in surveys indicating they were

not U.S. citizens and could not vole.

Of all the surveys turned in over

50 percent of them had at least one

part that was filled out incorrectJy,

and over seven percent of these had

to be discounted from the survey.

Other issues not on the survey that

students indicated were important to

them in choosing a president were:

leadership ability, character,

credibility, and ethnic issues. In

addition three percent of the students

felt thai education issues were

important to the election and over

five percent were just concerned that

the person elected president would

not be George Bush.

Both candidates received about

six percent of their voles from the

opposite parties, and all of Bush's

cross party votes were from women.

Of the registered voters that

pariicipatcd in the survey, 12pcrcent

were Republican. 45 percent were

Democrats and 42 percent were

Independents.

Other people receiving votes tor

president were Ross Perot, Richard

Nixon, Jerry Garcia, Jeny Brown.

Frank Zappa, CapL Jean-Luc Picard and

postal worker Cliff Claven.

Homecoming
weekend
schedule

CC drops in rankings

The campus vrill be awash in sporting events this Hreekend. Indulge!

FRIDAY SATURDAY
12:30 Final Four Games 7:30 Tiger Classic Run

Class Competitions 11:30 Out door Picnic

Womer Quad Armstrong Quad

8:30 Tiger Rally- 9:30 Dance:

El Pomar Gym Country

9:00 Bonflre Big Band

Armstrong Quad Classic Rock

Broadmoor

By JULIE BOHL
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Every year U.S. News & World Report

pubUshes a list of the top colleges and

universities in the nation based on survey

response among college officials. This year

Colorado College was ranked 29Ui on the

list of National Liberal Arts Colleges this

year, with Williams College in

Massachusetts ranked fust.

Within the past five years, Colorado

College has been placed at 13th among

National Liberal Arts Colleges by tiiis same

survey report.

Dean of the College Timothy Fuller has

suggested thata possible explanation for the

instability in CC's ranking is: schools that

are regularly Usted in the top ten or fifteen

tend to remain there. Academic rankings

change very slowly; once a school is in the

top group, it usually stays there for a long

period of time. Colorado College has only

becomerecognizedasanationally prominent

college wiUiin the last 30 to 35 years, and it

will lake time to establish itself among the

lop group.

This, coupled with Uie fact that CC runs

its academic school year on the block plan,

which is considered unusual, makes it hard

for otiiers to assess die validity of the

program. Some feel that tiiis system is

experimental and unstable because it is

different and unconventional.

It will just take time for others to realize

tiiat a program other than tiie u^ditional

semesierplan offers a high quality education.

Because of the uncommon program offered

here at CC, some of the officials surveyed

are not sure how loevaluaiethe school since

they are not fully aware of how the system

works; Ihe slide in rankings over the past few

years can be attributed to this unawareness.

Other schools across die nation are balding

financial problems and budget deficits;

Colorado College, however, due to good

financial management, will not have to

experienceadecreasein faculty size, increase

Continued on page 4...
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students mostly satisfied
By JUSTIN UPPARD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The ACT Student Opinion

Survey was administered last April

to 313 CC students in order to

provide the office of student life

with a reliable source of current

information on how students view

life here at the college, and the

results have arrived. The survey

consisted of questions composed

by both ACT and the CC student

life staff, and the results were

compared with those from schools

similar to CC around the nation.

The respondents, selected on a

random basis in order to ensure

complete representation, answered

questicms dealing primarily with

student satisfaction concerning

topics ranging from academics and

facilities to administration and

schoolpolicy. Overall, the students

indicated satisfaction with CC in a

numberofareas, mostly connected

to academics.

The items with which students

taking the survey did not seem to be

satisfied included religious

programs, media and personal

security.

Students also indicated that

activities important to them at CC
include the Honor System, block

break trips, and intramural and club

athletics. They also suggested that

urban entertainmentinboth Denver

and Colorado Springs and more

on-campus beer parties might

improve campus social life.

The satisfaction rate at CC was

well above both the national average

and the average of other private

colleges in a number of categories,

including satisfaction with the

college's faculty, instruction,

student services and pohcies.

Vice President for Student Life

Laurel McLeodfeels diat theresults

will help the student life office

determine which areas should

receive priority in terms of both

funding and attenrion. "These

results will immediately affect the

priorities of the student life

division."

The results will also be used by

various presidential strategic

planning committees, and aCCCA
forum is scheduled so that students

can both voice their own opinions

and provide a means for

"disseminating the information,"

McLeod says, "rather than relying

simply on administrator's

analyses."

The forum, organized by Zac Gray

of the CCCA, will be held in the

WES room in Womer Center on

Tuesday, October 13. All students

are encouraged to jarticipate.

Alpha Lambda Delta Offers 15 Fellowships

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

For the 93-94 academic year the

National Council ofAlphaLambda

Delta Academic Honor Society for

Freshmen will award the following

fellowships for graduate study: die

Alice Crocker Lloyd Fellowships,

the Adele Hagner Stamp
Fellowship, the Maria Leonard

Fellowship, the Kathryn Sisson

Phillips Fellowship, the Christine

Verges Conaway Fellowship, the

May Augusta Brunson Fellowship,

the Fiftieth Anniversary Miriam A.

Shelden Fellowship, the Gladys

Pennington HouserFellowship, the

Katharine Cooper Cater

Fellowship, die Marget Louise

Cuninggim Fellowship, the Maude

Lee Etheredge Fellowship, the

Sixtiedi Anniversary Warner O.

Moore Jr. Fellowshipand the Sixty-

Fifth Anniversary M. Louise

McBee Fellowship. The amount of

each fellowship is 33,000.

Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta who has graduated with a

cumulative average of Alpha

Lambda Delta initiate standard is

eligible. Graduating seniors many

apply if they have achieved this

average to the end of the first term

of this year.

Apphcations will be judged on

academic record,

recommendations, and the

soundness of their stated project

and purpose.

Application blanks and

information may be obU.tined from

Mike L. Edmonds, Dean of

Students, Armstrong Hall 100.

The Application form must be

completed by the applicant and

received at the National

Headquarters of Alpha Lambda
Delta by December 3 1 , 1 992.

Anderson to be International Week speaker

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

John B. Andersonindependent

candidate for United States

president in 1980, will be the

keynote speaker for Colorado

College's International Week,
which runs from October 28 to

November 5.

All events are free and open to

the public.

Anderson will kick offthe week

^UB
ALL NEW LOCATION

Coming Soon to
131 N. Tejon

Corner of BlJou & TeJon

99 <^ MEAL DEAL
Buy amjjootlong sub and a medium

drink and get the 2ndfootlong of equal
or lesser valuefor only 99^

Valid only at this location

ALL NEW DOWNTOWN LOCATION
Coming Soon to 131 N. Tejon

on the Comer of Bijou and Tejon

.SUB
Not valid with any other offer

^
One coupon per person • Expires October 3 1 . 1992

on Wednesday, October 28, at 7

pjn. in Packard Hall speaking on

"Global Challenges for the US in

the90's." Hisfollow-updiscussion

will be the next day at 11 a.m. in

Packard Hall.

Between 1960 and 1980,

Anderson served 10 terms as US
representative from Illinois. In 1980

hereceived six million votes during

his bid for the presidency. Since

then, Anderson has been a visiting

professor ai numerous universities.

This year, Anderson became
president of the World Federalist

Association,

Thursday, October 29 will also

be the day for the study abroad fair

and international music and dance.

This will be held in the Womer
Campus Center from 4-6 p.m.

Monday, November 2 will be

devoted to"Intemationalization and

Careers: New Dimensions and

Visions" from 4-5:30p.m., and the

international career networking

reception will immediately follow.

Both events will be in Gaylord

Room in the Worner Campus
Center, as will "Minority Focus:

Going International" on

Wednesday, November 4, from 4-

6 p.m. and the finale with food,

dance and music Thursday,

Novembers, from 6:30-10 p.m.

Security Beat

By DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

9/28/92 8:30 AM
Report of VCR stolen from Bemis Lounge.

9/28/92 9:15 AM
A jackhammer was stolen near El Pomar. The tool was approximately

tiiree feet tall and blue.

9/28/92 2:30 PM
A Macintosh printer was stolen from the Center for CcAimunity Service

in Womer Center.

9/28/92 4:00 PM
Student reported purse and CD were taken from her room in Mathias.

Student's room had been unlocked and unattended for 10 minutes.

10/2/92 7:00 AM
Kilchen at S hove Chapel was broken into. Awindow was broken. Intent

was unknown.

10/2/92 5:00 PM
Apparently, a person posing as a custodian stole a backpack from

Palmer. The pseudo-custodian was slopped by a real custodian who told

him to lake the pack co ,>ecarity. Security never received the backpack.

10/2/92 5:40PM
A wallet was reported missing from Womer, it was later recovered by

security.

10/3/92 2:15 AM
Students reported to have head a female scream the word "tape" near

Shove Chapel. Security responded, but no one was there.

10/3/92 5:25 AM
Security approached a suspicious-looking person at Bemis bike rack;

the person ran away.

10/4/92 8:41PM
Whistle blow reported near Bemis. Secitrity responded, but no one was

in die area.

10/4/92 9:20PM
Electronic bike odometer reported stolen from a bike at El Pomar.

10/5/92 5:15 AM
Suspicious individual seen at Loomis bike rack. Person ran away.

10/5/92 1:10 PM
CC Student called Security to report two suspicious people looking at

bikes by Palmer. Security checked, but no one was in the area.

10/5/92 9:30 PM
Bike reported stolen from El Pomar. The bike was worth $700.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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STD*s abundant at Boettcher
By SETH FISHER

News Editor

Since the start of tlie academic

year, Boettctier liealth center has

seen an unusually large number of

students with upper respiratory

illnesses as well as the usual large

lot of students are tested for HIV at

CC, but the vast majority are

negative," said Holtby.

The healdi center sees 40 to 50

students everyday on average, and

five of those cases involve a

sexually transmitted disease.

The Clinic offers HIV testing

to focus on preventive heath care

formen. "Women have gotten a lot

of attention," said Holtby, "men

haven't."

In addition Boettcher has

implemented a new insurance

system . The new system will make

a lot ofchanges from the old system

Boettcher Health Center offers HIV testing billable to student accounts.

numbers of sexually transmitted

diseases.

According to Dr. Beth Holtby,

the physician's assistant at

Boettcher, "usually the year starts

out slowly, but this year we began

seeing students at a full gallop."

Holtby explained tiiat the healtii

center has seen a large number of

respiratory infections as well as an

increase in stomach flu cases.

In addition Boettcher has been

seeing an increase in the number of

students being tested for HIV. "A

for 24 dollars, and the results are

available within four days. In

addition the Health Department

offers free HTV testing, but the

results take two weeks to process.

Boettcher is also offering flu

shots for seven dollars to students

and faculty. The shot protects

against certain types of influenza

and other respiratory illnesses

alUiough, "it won't keep you from

getting a cold," explained Holtby.

The Clinic is also planning some

new services such as a men's clinic

including a different deductible.

The health center is now insured by

Blue Cross/Blue Shield.

Also, the center hopes to

implement a travel clinic by spring.

The clinic would help students fmd

out what immunizations they need

for ttips abroad as well as explaining

precautions that should be taken

when camping or beveling abroad.

Holtby stressed thatonly current

CC students can seek treatinent at

the center altiiough, "Faculty can

get their blood pressure taken."

CC plunges in national ratings
Continued from page 1...

in class size, or an increase in

teaching load. In fact, since tiie

school switched to eight blocks per

year, teaching load has actually

decreased. In this respects CC. has

'bucked die trends; we have done

better than some other schools

across the country," Fuller says.

Other schools attribute their

Fmancial problems to a decreasing

endowment; CC, on the other

hand, holds a leading record for

endowment growth. When
comparing gross numbers, it

appears that CC. has a smaller

endowment; however,CC started

with less and is slowly building

funds. Currently, CC has a 160

million dollar endowment for

approximately 1,890 students.

Pomona College in California,

ranked fifth on the US News &
World Report survey results, has a

S340 million dollar endowment for

a student body of 1300. Pomona

College is a well-established

institution and has been developing

their endowment for a much longer

period of time, however. CC has

not had a budget deficit for many

years and will continue providing

tiie same student services, such as ranked among die top fifteen have

health care, atiiletic facihties, and

social facilities.

DeanFuUer feels tiiat the schools

not been over-ranked; rather,

Colorado College has been under

ranked.
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News Briefs

Escort service reduces staff

By C.WALKER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

This year, the Safety Escort Service will staff only three people per

night shift in an effort to streamline the budget.

Last year the service staffed five people per shift. Because of this

change, there will no longer be an Escort Service table in the library.

To be escorted, call X7340 between 8 p.m. and 1 a.m.. The service

operates on all weekends and block breaks.

Block 5 introduces men's studies

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

During Block five CC will be offering a new class entitled

"Introduction to Men's Studies" instructed by Douglas Gertner.

Theoretically grounded in a pro-feminist approach, this course

examines traditional and changing roles of men from the perspective of

the social sciences. Emphasis will be on an experiential teaching-

learning model, discussion, and student reactions lo topics including:

powerand patriarchy, multiculturalism, family, friendshipand intimacy,

sexuality, spirituality, violence, war, play, work and culture as these

relate to men and masculinity.

Nugget arrives for Homecoming

Catalyst Staff Reporter

The 199 1 -92 Nugget yearbooks arrived yesterday and are currendy

on sale in Worner Center at a cost of 26 dollars per student.

The yearbooks are 207 pages long and weigh approximately six

pounds each.

The yearbooks are being dlsu-ibuled despite llic'prcsdncc of '90-'"
I

yearbooks adjacent tothem in storagein the CuUer Publications office

in Cossitt Hall. CuUer Publications is now taking suggestions for

alternative uses for the old yearbooks.

" My staff and 1 Bied to cover as many events, people and groups as

we possibly could, but it was difficult," said Beverly Vasquez, Oie

editor-in-chief.

The yearbook has die largest budgetof all die publications supported

by Cutier Publications.
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Columbus protest

slated for Saturday

IF YOU'RE WTO DOPE.

YOU MIGHT AS WEU SMOKE THIS.

By SEAN McLAUGHLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

A collection of CC students is

planning to travel to Denver this

Saturday to support aboriginal

cultures of the Southwest and to

demonstrate against the

quincentennial Columbus Day

paradealso scheduled for Saturday.

Michael Eastman, one of the

group's organizers, said that the

goal of CC's demonstrators, who

have a wide variety of racial and

cultural backgrounds, is lo protest

the "celebration of blalantracism."

The Knights of Columbus are

hosting the parade, despite a flurry

of recent criticism of Columbus'

historic portrayal as the man who

brought civilization to the New
Worid, Some academics have lately

arguedthatColumbus' contribution

to the New Worid includes the

introduction of European diseases,

and that the "civiitzation" of the

American Indians was gained

through slavery and murder.

Professor Salvatore Bizzarro

said that not long after Columbus

landed in the New World, "Most of

the Indians were wiped out by the

conquest and the diseases brought

by Europeans." Bizzarroconeluded

that Columbus is "no longer the

hero he's been purported to be."

The group of demonstrators from

CC will join with others from

Colorado and elsewhere to protest

the ColumbusDay festivities. Last

year, over 1 ,000 protesters gathered

in Denver on Columbus Day, and

Eastman said that even more were

expected for 1992, the

quincentennial of Columbus'

landing in the New World.

Eastman said that the protest

group hopes to stop the parade.

Such an action may involve the

protesters in conflicts with various

groups inten ton aliowing theparade

to continue. Eastman said that

poUce arrested four protesters at

last year's parade. The Federation

of Italian Americans and the Ku
Klux Klan have separately

promised to support the parade, and

protestersmay face opposition from

these two groups.

CC's protesters will leave for

Denver from the PACC house

behind Loomis Hall at 6:00

Saturday morning. Those interested

in protesting, acting as legal

wimesses, staffing medical stations,

or helping the demonstrators in

another capacity are requested to

call Rochelle Mason, Director of

Minority Student Life of Colorado

CoUege, at X6338.

^oar future ro up in smoke.
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Last year alone. Amenca's
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"The Hillary Happening" at CU, Boulder
5, MEGHAN MULLAN
Editor-in-Chief

If I hadn' t loiown that Hillary Clinton was

10 speak at CU on Friday, September 18,

1

might have thought that the crowd gathered

in front of Norlan Library was waiting to

hear a Tracy Chapman concert

Frisbees, cut-offjeans and mountain bikes

permeated the grassy quad. And in such a

sanguine setting, far from Bible thumping

and the corporate ladder, itseemed as if all of

humankind was made up of young idealistic

liberals.

Rejoicing bellowed forth from the Teva-

toling crowd as the lead singer ofThe Samples

{CL's latest national music success) stated,

"any candidate who doesn't consider the

"Anycandidatewhodoesn't

consider the environment as

oneoftheirprincipleconcems

doesn't get my vote."

-Lead singerof The Samples

environmenlasoneoftheirprincipleconcems

doesn't get my vote."

Clinton/Gore will protectawoman'sright

10 choose," declared the president of CU
N.ARAL from the platform where Clinton

was soon to appear. Posters displaying the

wnrds. "KEEP YOUR LA'WS OFF MY
OVARIES" and "IF MEN GOT
PRtGNANT ABORTION WOULD BE A
SACRAMENT" beat into the air.

To the delight of the belligerently pro-

ihoice mob, singer Michelle Shocked

appeared on stage. She spoke on feminism

and then segwayed into a song from her

.Arlcansas Traveler album.

I'd like to dedicate this song to George

Bush," she said in a rich Southern drawl.

' Tlic name of the song is "The Secret to a

Cii 'Od Life is to Know when to Go!'"

The crowd was euphoric. Hillary CUnton

Hillary Clinton, the recent victim of GOP attacks on working women, spoke

at CU on Friday, September 18, to a way enthusiastic crowd

was to speak. But, the mass enthusiasm

appeared to stem not from the fact that the

wife of a presidential candidate (a potential

first-lady) was to speak but because Clinton,

in herown right, is extraordinary. Andmaybe

the excitement was derived from something

even deeper, recenfly Hillary Clmton has

become a symbol of change, progress,

protection for children, freedom of choice

and approval of working modiers.

Hillary Clinton graduated from 'Wellsley

College in 1969, where she was the student

government president and the first student

commencement .spe;iker. She wasamont; the

first large group ofwomen to enter YaleLaw

school and since then has twice been named

as one of "The 100 Most Influential Lawyers

in America" by The National Law Journal,.

CUnton worked as a staff attorney for the

Children's Defense Fund and is the founder

of the Arkansas Advocates for Children and

Families and Chair of die American Bar

Association'sCommission onWomen in die

Professions. She has been deemed, "her

husband' sprofessional and intellectual equal"

in a recenCT/ffie Magazine cover story "The

Hillary Factor". And if the Bill Clinton is

elected on November 3 she will be the fu^t

career woman in US history to fill the role of

first lady.

Following an introduction from the

presidentofCU's Young Democrats, Clinton

approached the podium to the shouts and

hollers more commonly bestowed upon the

likes of Jerry Garcia than upon a politician.

Clinton spoke potendy. She addressed

the failing economy, the appalling state of

education, unemployment and die growing

poverty rate. She offered her husband's

poUcies as a plan for improvement. She

promoted Bill Clinton's proposed

apprenticeship program for high school drop-

" Just thinkwhat we could

do....with our young people

working to rebuild our

communities."

-Hillary Clinton

outs and the National Service Trust Fund (a

loan program for college students where

students could repay their loans by doing

community service work). "Just think what

we could do! Just think wliat we could do for

this country with our young people working

to rebuild our communides," she declarcil.

In a small conference room after die rally

,

along witli a group of college newspaper

editors I actually me: Hillary Clinton. She

worea electric blue sweaterand silver Indian

bead necklace. (Not dicstandard pearls more

commonly displayed by politicians wives.)

She seemed familiar to me. she was down to

earth. Shcremindedmeof a lot of people's

mothers (she reminded me of my modier! ). I

felt as if 1 knew what she was like. She

probably loves "Thelma&Louise"and"Fricd

continued on page 8

Call a place paradise, kiss it goodbye...

By MATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

About 500 years ago, on die Semana

peninsula of what is now the Dominican

RepubUc, a young navigator by the name of

Cristobal Colon had his last landfall before

sparking off what many see as the most

destructive era in human history. Columbus,

as he is betterknown , needed supplies for his

long return to Spain across die Adantic:

sugar, fresh water, mm, maybe

some coconuts, about all of

which he would brag to the

King and Queen of Spain, in

hope of scoring funds for a

return trip—to look for die gold

he believed was in die hills of

this tropical "paradise."

Columbus's pleas were a

success: he was able to return

to the Dominican Republic

(sic), provided he would claim

die island in die name of Spain.

The tropical splendor was

exactly what economically-

troubled Spain needed to pull

itself out of financial turmoil.

ForColumbus, the island meant

international fame and fortune

'discovered" the"New World";

for die Tainos Indians who had inhabited the

island tor countless centuries, Columbus

meantdeath—eidierfrom being overworked

as slaves in die gold mines, or from die

European diseases to which diey had no

defense, or simply because Columbus's men

enjoyed kilUng. One priest claimed dial

Columbus and his men "destroyed such

infinite numbers of (Tamos) by homicides

and slaughters never before heard oL" Widiin

Ihuty years ofColumbus'sarrival, die Tainos

had been all but wiped out; none remain

today.

Columbus's treatment of the Tainos set a

deadly precedent for future "discoveries" in

die Western Hemisphere; native peoples, or

"savages" as diey were known, were not

wordi die land diey lived on—if taking dieir

land from diem meant taking dieir lives as

well.sobeiL Thismediodofdiscovery-and-

conquest had a ripple effect diat was more

like a tidal wave in its efforts to annihilate

native peoples since Columbus's era. Yet

Columbus'sjoumey is still celebrated in diis

countryasdie discovery ofanewworld,not

as destruction of one by anodier.

To Native Americans die celebration of

Columbus' invasion ofdie "New World" is a

slap in the face. Andiropologists estimate

diat as many as 240 million people were

Uiriving in the Western Hemisphere before

any European setfoothere. The discovery of

America (sic), dierefore, was by die first

people who walked across die nauaral land

bridge between Asiaandwhatisnow Alaska,

at least 40,000 years ago.

The quincentennary of Columbus's first

landing is diisMonday , October 12. Colorado,

die first stale to celebrate Columbus Day,

will have its share of festivities in honor of

die occasion. But die meniment will not be

shared by Native Americans. If anydiing,

diey are outraged diat it is still celebrated as

a day of glory rather than a day of reckoning.

The American Indian Movement (A.I.M.)

plans to do its best to change how Columbus

Day is viewed by mainstream America.

Felix Sanchez,CCstudentandmemberof

N.A.S.A. (die Native American Student

Association), intends to assist A.I.M. in dieir

re-education efforts. Sanchez, along widi a

large group of students of mixed edinic

background, will be attending the anti-

Columbus Day rally in Denver diis Saturday.

"When people chose to celebrate Columbus

as die discoverer of America," says Sanchez,

"it is an injustice not only to native peoples,

but to all minorities, because it refuses to

recognize the reasons why we don'tcelebrate

Columbus Day. It is a basic insensiuvity to

events diathavecausedusagreat deal ofpain

and suffering. I don't hale Columbus; he's

dead. But the legacy of desmiction diat he

left behind is wordiy of mourning, not

celebration."

Sanchez does not suggest Uiat Columbus

Day be changed to aday ofmouming. Radier,

he would have people recognize it

constructively in die face of die desmiction it

represents.

Instead of celebrating it for the

desmiction it caused, 1 would Uke to see it as

a day for people from different cultures to

come logedier to help one anodierunderstand

our differences."
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Can someone tell me v^iat just happened?

A prime example of the senselessness of America's crackdown on speeding, mena Gsifidd

By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI the police and government don't My opinion of democracy

Catalyst Staff Reporter

I'd rather be in the Middle

East about now. At least in

those remote regions of chaos

mess with your mind, they just

shoot you. Here in America,

the legal system is run by Dan

Quayle clones. So much for

Democracy.

changed one day when I was

driving to the doctor. I was

practically dying. Okay, maybe

Iwasjustalittlesick. Anyway,

I needed to get there quickly.

Besides, I couldn't wait to slip

into a nice waiting room chair

and . . . well . . . wait. So, I'll

grant that I might have been

going a little over the speed

limit.

The cop followed me for a

few blocks, THEN pulled me
over (nope folks, that's not

illegal).

"Do you know why I stopped

you miss?" He was a power-

hungry schmo — it was

obvious.

I felt like saying, "Golly,

officer, did I do something

wrong? I was just watching out

for small children on the road.

Did I forget to turn on my
blinker? Gee, is my blinker

BROKEN?" But instead some

stupid wimpy voice came
squeaking out:

"Uhhh, yeah (gulp), I was

probably speeding."

"Do you know how fast you

were going?"

"Uhh. . . no." (Where were

these answers coming from?

Who was talking? Someone

shut that idiot up!)

"You were going ten ovei

the speed limit. I'm gonna have

to give you a ticket."

NO! (Gasp) Was I doing TEN

over? How could I be so stupid!

I'm a schmuck.

I didn't grovel, I didn't cry,

I didn't tell the officer aboui

my life-endangering condition.

I just sat in the sweltering heai

as the vinyl seats melted around

me. Cars whizzed by. going ai

least 20 over the speed limit

saw drug dealers, people

resembling escaped convicts,

and a plethora of illegal aliens

on their way to illegal jobs win

the government. They all

passed by waving happily

guess we all have to do our pan

to help the other guy

The cop took his merry time

and finally sauntered back,

waving at all the speeding cars.

By then I was wishing I had a

small firearm or a large knife,

but no such lucl

Continued on Next Page...

La Creperie offers

authentic French dining
By TODD KEATHLEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

La Creperie

204 N. Tejon

Telephone: 632-0984

Hours- Mon. 10 A.M.- 3 P.M.

Tues.-Sat. 10 A.M.-

9

P.M.

•1/2

Food: M/2

Service:

of four)

Atmosphere: **l/2

Price: About $3.0C)-$ 10.00 per

person

Alcohol: Domestic and
Imported Beers

Wine List

No Smoking

Knowing that this weekend

(*'sout is Homecoming. 1 felt that a

Y EARS AHEA D

HAIR DESION

Welcomes the return of all CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$25

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

higher quality restaurant

deserved a review. So, if you
are planning to either entertain

your parents or woo that special

somebody. I would suggest that

you begin with an appetizing

meal at a restaurant such as La
Creperie. Located on the

boundary of Acacia Park across

Tejon Street, La Creperie offers

a variety of Chef's Specials in

addition to its standard menu of

crepes, soups, and salads. I

have been eating at La Creperie

since my Freshman year and

have found that its quality has

not fluctuated over the past

three years. The restaurant is

not a dynamite stick of culinary

sophistication, but La
Creperie's reasonable prices

and delicious food offers a

strong appeal.

The starter for my meal

at La Creperie was French onion

soup. I found that the soup was

Prtonltlve and Ethnic Art
Clothing & Jewelry In Old Colorado Cl^

2510 >Vest Colorado Avenue
Open Dally - 633-0584

i^iiimllPi^

^^ ^ An Academic Year Abroad
, in the Arts and HumanitiesA^m^\ year or semester of undergraduate study im-

mersed in the life and culture of Florence. The pro-
gram combines university courses with individual
tutorials and language study and, for students of
the arts, work with Italian artists. c A D A XJ
For information and an application: O/Vlx/VM.
Sarah Lawrence College In Florence LAWRENCE
Bronxville, New York 10708 COLLEGE

a bit thicker than other French

onion soups around town yel

better resembles its preparation

in France. La Creperie opts not

to bury its soup under a mound
of cheese, and the soup is an

excellent opener for a main

course.

The main course

ordered was a St. Malo crepe,

The filling for this crepe is

slowly simmered beef in a red

wine and mushroom based

sauce. Having cooked for ove

four hours, the beef is tender

and tastes similar to a Beef

Bourguignon dish. The crepe

acts to enhance the dish since it

not only soaks up the sauce but

also adds a "meat and potato"

type balance to the meat. Every

crepe I have eaten at the

'Creperie has been delicious, and

the St. Malo is certainly no

exception.

The service at La

Creperie is exactly the style 1

appreciate. The servers are not

cheerful and zippy; they act

with courtesy and efficiency.

Although the restaurant is small

and usually crowded, the

servers pay attention to detail

and deliver the food quietly. I

admire La Creperie's staff for

their natural, down to reality

manner.

In conclusion, I am giving

a strong recommendation for Lii

Creperie. It is worth a visit and is

also an excellent restaurant to

patronize.
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Election time at C.C.: past and present
By KATY YANDA
Catalyst Staff Reporter

'I tell you folks, all politics is

applesauce."-Will Rogers, 1924

Applesauce it may be, but

nobody ever said the country's

ni>litics were clear. As the final

(iionth for campaigning, debates,

- tforms, ads, mudslinging,

hdrawals and re-entry into the

fjLC winds up to fever pilch, future

elections must sift through this

year's issues and promises. It is

much of the same: deficit,

environment, the national economy,

foreign policy. But what do

Colorado College students oftoday

have in common with, perhaps, the

classof 1944. '68. "80?

The elections in the early 40's

were influenced primarily byWorld

War II. The war was the main issue

on campus, and the student body

was largely in favor of Franklin

Roosevelt, mirroring the country's

opinion. This similarity was

continued into the 1950's, when

students as well as the nation

switched political views and

strongly supported DceEisenhower.

A pre-election poll taken in late

October of 1956 showed that

Eisenhower's opposition,

THl"^ \MEEh: \f4 ^-«^- V^I^TORV..

Stevenson, had 113 supporters on

campus while Eisenhower's

supporters numbered six times as

much at 679.

The tide switched again in 1960

with the race between John

Kennedy and Eisenhower's vice-

president, Richard Nixon. Though

theU.S. was almostequally divided

between die two, CC faculty were

in strong support of JFK, 45 to 19.

Ted Kennedy spoke to an audience

of 700 in Shove Chapel in support

of his brother, criticizing the

"glittering generahties" of the past

era.

In 1964 the student body was

reportedly one third Democrat, two

tliirds Republican, yet votes were

split between Lyndon Johnson (D),

28 1 , and Barry Goldwater (R), 243.

Media at the time accused Johnson

of being soft on communism and

Goldwater of not focusing on

important issues.

The issues became increasingly

important toCC students in the late

1960's. Peace rallies, including a

march on the city courthouse just

before the election, were held in

protest of the Vietnam War. The

draft and equal rights were

constantly being discussed and

debated. The students became very

active in organizations like the

NAACP who helped register voters

in poorer areasofColoradoSprings.

48.5% of CC students were for

George McGovem in 1972, a 15%

lead over Nixon. (Nixon neverwas

too popular on campus). There

wasn't much excitement in 1976 in

the race between Gerald Ford and

Jimmy Carter. According to

students, Ford showed a lack of

leadership, and Carter didn ' t know

what he stood for or where he

actually stood.

This uncertainty wiis mirrored

in 1980. The majority supported

Carter, but there were also many

supporters of Ronald Reagan. But

again students were unclear. One

student stated about Reagan, "1

might be impressed but I don't like

his references to God, too much

moral majority." Another slated

that candidates were avoiding too

many important issues such as

problems in Central America.

Walter Mondale received

57.7% of CC vote in an October

poll in 1984, and Reagan. 32.7%.

Students continued to work on

voter apathy and registration with

meetings, articles and

demonstrations. Only 226 out of

1400 students responded to a

written poll in 1988. Of dial small

minority, Michael Dukakis

received 144 toGeorge Bush's 73.

Confusion reigned amidst the

problems of economy, military

spending, the deficit and weak

stands on issues.

Which brings us up to dale lo

theelectionof 1992. Inafew short

weeks our results will also be

history, laid down beside the

opinions and ideas of long lines of

CC graduates. As the alumni

stream in this weekend, ask them

where they stood. What were the

issues, their dioughts? Maybe they

can help clarify ihe present day

political applesauce.

America's great legal system, or maybe not
Continued from page 6

"Real soiry about this miss, you

seem like a nice person and you

have a real good attitude (yeah,

if only he knew just how
good...). I made sure to note

that (like that will get me far in

life...) but we're under order to

crack down in this area (yeah,

he has a quota. ..). So, here's

your ticket and your court date.

Hope ya have a good day." (I

hope your day goes as good as

mine, buddy....)

Moron.

The court system has become

a breeding ground for Pee Wee
Herman wannabees (everything

ihey know they learned at a

movie). The nitwits take your

money in the name of America

and probably buy Twinkles to

sell to the Japanese, who claim

junk food is America's only

good product. But I can't

complain (at least that's what I

thought at the time); the D.A.

cut me a deal. Dropped some of

the points off the ticket and

enrolled me in a one-day-learn-

why-you're-a-criminal-and-

how-to-help-yourself-class (a

worthless driving class that

takes an ENTIRE Saturday).

But my license was still mine. 1

paid my money to the illegal

alien working at the court office

who cheerfully hollered, "Have

a nice day, miss!"

I went to the class. The

instructor was an elementary

school teacher from the Bronx

who admitted that he was only

in it for the Twinkle profits.

We sat in a circle and were

forced to introduce ourselves.

"Hi, I'm Christina and I'm a

speeder." The only thing

missing was a candle. I paid

my thirty bucks and walked out

cured of my terrible condition.

At least I wasn't a threat to the

general public anymore.

I know you were scared. You

can rest easily now.

I had to go back to court AGAIN
to turn in my certificate saying

I was officially cured (How

efficient). I came early and sat

for two hours in a crowded

courtroom. The only seat left

was in the front row by the

prisoners. They looked like

normal folk, except for their

prison garb, so I sat there. But,

1 should've guessed - the

schlocky judge thought I was a

prisoner too.

"Miss. Miss? Miss, have

you been read your rights? Are

you a prisoner, miss?"

I was forced to change seats.

I had to wait while other

cases were decided. One lady

got a jail sentence for stealing

eight bucks worth of stuff at K-

Mart. I don't understand why .

. . K-Mart sucks.

I turned in my certificate to

The Judge who cheerfully

offered, "Drive safely and have

a nice day."

Yeah, whatever.

But now matter how idiotic

the legal system is, I was

DONE!. . . unUl I got the little

envelope in the mail.

YOU ARE HEREBY
SUMMONED TO A
SUSPENSION HEARING.
COME, OR FACE THE
CONSEQUENCES.

Somebody up at the top

doesn't like me ... . Maybe I

know too much about the

Twinkle operation .... Someone

was trying to eliminate me.

The Hearing was in a small

room with a table and a tape

recorder. The Government sat

me in a chair.

"Hey, George, turn on the

interrogation light and The

Drip."

"Right, Dan. One brightlight

and one annoying drip coming

up."

"Christina, because of your

criminal activities, I'm going

to suspend your license for 3

months. Do you have any

evidence to offer in your

defense? Remember, anything

you say will be used against

you." I was so terrified I could

only squeak."Squeak."
"Good. We just have a few

simple questions. How do you

feel about me and George?

What do you think about single-

parent families? Would you

say that the middle class is a

worthless bunch of greedy pigs?

If not, would you be prepared

to undergo therapy?"

"Uhhh, ..." 1 sounded like a

peon! Someone slap me! It

must be the annoying drip.

"To get your license back at

Christmas, you'll have to go lo

a socially unstable and violent

part of downtown Denver, take

the written test again, and pay

forty bucks. Any questions?"

U h h
"

"Good, have a nice day."

Lee*s Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave. • 520-9907

Monday thru Saturday 8:00 am-midnight

We have great every day

beer specials

*PBR 1/2 Keg $31.93 thru September*

Milwaukee's Best $34.99 includes a free

sleeve of cups (50 count)*

CCID must be presented

for above specials

Thanl( you for your patronage
Marianne, Dennis

TRAVa SYSTEM, INC.

Carlson Tr.ivel Network

FOKTRAMrfALDES
USD

EZCEPTTOHrAL SERVICE

BERLIN OR MUNICH
$539 FROM DENVER
SHOPAND COMPARE
COME BY OUR CAMPUS OFFICE IN
ARMSTRONG HALL TO BOOK YOUR
TRAVEL OR CALL CINDYAT 389-6732
MAIN OFFICE 635 3511
TOLL FREE 800-821-2714
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What are we doing in France on the block plan?
By MARIE ADAMS and

MELISSA McGALL
Special to the Catalyst

Beyond the Borders

Welcome toBeyond the BcHders, a

weekly article written by students

about their experiences abroad. This

wedc we would like to introduce the

CC pogram in Papignan and Paris,

France.

Tlieprogram tfialCC. sponsors in

France is unique in several ways.

Students ^nd three months with a

femily in the geographically perfect

setting ofPerpignan, nestled between

thePyieneesmouniainrange(complete

with a pseudo Pike's Peak) and the

Mediterranean. C.C. professors

continue to teach on the block plan at

the University of Perpignan, thus

ensuring that academic excellence is

maintained. Oneneednotwcsryabout

credit OT financial aid transferring; the

transfer is automatic, and the credit

you accumulate in France may even

help you complete a major or minor.

Thetimewespent inFranceconvinced

us to majcff in languages. Qa^es are

taught in French and the home stay

also f(Hces you to use the language

evEiyday.hming yourcolloquia] skills.

Besides the language experience,

the fcmiilies also provide the cultural

experience. Melissa spent every

Sunday exploring the region with hCT

host family and c^)Curing it all on an

Courtesy of Melissa McGaJl

Melissa McGall enjoying the thrill of being overseas with a homestay friend.

unfOTgetlable (if at the time annoying)

videotape. Skiing in the Pyrenees,

mountain climbing with French

students, and playing with the dog on

the beach made it easier to bond with

the locals. Thepoundofdiocolateat

lunch wasn't bad either. Beware of

forming addictions to rousquilles,

muscat, nutella, aepes and gauffres.

Marie flewkitesonthebeach,collecled

rosemary in ^e mountains for tea, and

hiked to hot springs for an apres-ski

soak.

Don't forget thebonding with yoiff

fellowC.Cers.Thegroup takes trips to

various nearby locales, including the

Dali museum in Spain, as well as

Barcelona and Avignon, Nimes and

the Pont du Gard in Prov^ce. Block

breaks provide other travel

opportunines.

TTielastblockisspentintheamazing

city of Paris. Accommodations place

students in the heart of the city, two

stq)s away from the Luxembourg

Gardens and a short walk from the

student quarter. Everything is

accessible in Paris, including some of

theworld'sbestmuseumsand theaters.

MeUssa studied Twentieth Century

theater and poetry and had the

opportunity toattend theopeningnighi

performanceofSartre'sNoExist at the

National Theater. We also attended

several other small performances and

performed our own version of [The

BaldSopranoinLuxembourgGardens,

Our study was complemented by

several walking tours of Paris (like

following the footslqjsofHemingway)

andguided lours ofthePompidou (like

• byan incredibly well-informedcurator

of the National Museum). A trip to

VejsaiUesandtheCathedralofChanres

rounded out our experience.

Once overseas, you may not wani

to come home right away. Marie

found ajob in a Parisian cafe and then

traveled later in the summer. Melissa

divided her simimer between travel

and study, opting to attend the C.C.

program in Sulmona, Italy.

Even thoughwe findourselvesonce

again on the other side of the Atlantic,

westillhavefondmemoriesofthetime

we spent abroad and maintain close

contact with those who made oui

experience special. We want to shart:

thisenthusiasmbyassistingothers who

are trying to decide on a way to study

abroad. Come by and see us in the

Offrce of International Programs,

upstairs in Womer Center (open

weekdaysnoon tofourpjn.). Ifanyone

else would like tocontribute loan issue

of Beyond the Borders, let us know.

We can be reached at X6802.

Interview with Clinton ireveals typical 90'smom
CoDtisued from page 5

Green Tomatoes"and she probably

shops at the GAP, she is a typical

'90s mom.

Feeling more comfortable, I

relaxed and listened. She is not

polite or wishy-washy about her

beliefs, especially concerning [he

issues she cares most about

She cares deeply about children.

In answer to a question about high

school drop-outs who have no

opportunities and become gang

members, she slated, "We need

schoolsthatworkforthem. Weneed
to letkids like thatknow that there is

something waiting for diem: jobs,

opportunities, apprenticeship

programs. They need to know that

we willmakeacommitmenl to them,

be there for them.

She strongly opposes the Gag
Rule. She slated, "The work I have

done as a professional, a public

advocate, has been aimed.. .to assure

thatwomencanmake thechoices...."

Hillary's concerns extend fiom

theplightofinnercity children to the

world'sgraveenvironmentdilemma.

In response to a question about

how Bill Clinton's pro-

enviionmental leanings mighteffect

Futon Connection
GRAND OPENING SALE

Largest Showroom in Colorado Springs

Frames

Futon

as low as

$139.00

Many

unadvertised

in store

specials.

Additional

Savings with

Student ID

Located in Eridale Center

5691 N.Academy

593-8430

good thru 10-16-92

Oak, Ash &

Popular

hardwoods

models.

Available at

savings.

M-SAT 10-7

SUN 12-5

$10.00

Delivery

and Setup

fee for

students

jobs she replied, "ft is a false choice

between the environment and the

economy. The problem with the

environment is attitude and we can

change attitudes. We've done it

with smoking. We just need the

right leadership."

Presumably, Clinton feels that

the Clinton/Gore ticket is the "right

leadership" for America. Many
suspect, however, that Hillary

Clinton herself would have a key

leadershiprolein theWhiteHouse if

the Democratic ticket wins in

November. When asked, however,

about how she might change or

broaden the scope of the

stereotypically supportive-yet-

reserved job of the first lady she

asserted, " It's not really a job and

there is no stereotype. Each woman
who takes on the role shapes the

position. I plan to continue to do

whatl'vebeen doingand what 1 care

about mosL"

But what Clinton has been doing

for the past twenty years is not

traditional first-lady-like stuff. One

can imagine that a political acdvist

and hard-nosed political lawyer like

Clinton might be more interested in

public policy and lobbying congress

than floral arrangements in the oval

office. Granted, Rosalyn Carter's

activeparticipation inpolicy-making

and Nancy Reagan's War on Drugs

played important political roles

during their husbands' teims, but

neither were prominent lawyers

whose i iteUigence and political

experience rivaled that of most

cabinet members.

Recognizing Hillary's

intelligence, successful career and

non-traditional motherhood, the

GOP have attempted to use it as a

weaponagainstherhusband. Hillary

Clinton has been bombarded with

accusations and degrading

statements. Pat Buchanan accused

her of being influential in an evil

plan to make abortions avalible on

demand, put women into combat

and support gay rights. She's been

called, "a law-suit mongering
feminist" by Rich Bond, chairman

Laundry

Cleaners

With CCID Expires 1111192

1931 W. Unitah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

of the Republican National

Committee. The general sentiment

at the Republican National

convention was that she epitomized

the antipathy of fanily values.

But the Republican Party's

Hillary-bashing orgy seems to have

backfired. What the Republicans

didn't anticipate is that millions of

woridng mothers across the nation

identify with and admire Hillary

Clinton. Attacks on Clinton were

viewedasattackson workingwomen

in general. The result is that in the

eyes of many women, Rq)ublican

and Democrat alike, Clinton has

become a martyr.

Clinton has appearedon thecovers

of volumes of magazines and she

makes news twice as firequently as

Barbara Bush. Shehasreceivedpraise

and respect from American women

across the nation to whom she has

spoken. And thisNovember, pollsters

estimate that52% ofthe voters will be

female. TheGOPseems lo havemade

aboo-boo.

AtCU hundreds ofcollegewomen
lineduptoshakeOinton'shand,saying

things like "we love you Hillary" and

"you bake great cookies."

This is the 90's; if Bill Clinton

and Al Gore win on November 3rd,

the White House will get a 90's

woman. And maybe Washington

will receive something more--a

female with chutzpah who stands

powafuUy behind herdesires to help

women, children, the poor and the

environmenL

As I left Boulder, I found myself

thinking that Hillary Clinton and

Tracy Chapman might have

something in common; they aren't

afraid to stand up for what they

beUeve in.
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Wiggett

Wonders "Why?"
- Mo' Money
By BRIAN WIGGETT
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last week, I revealed that this

college has an endowment of over

ONE HUNDRED MILLION
DOLLARS! Is everyone sitting

down? The actual figure is at least

165 million! Can there be any

comprehension of this figure?

How many hundreds of BMWs
and Saabs could this amountbuy?

If you had that much money, you

could buy multiples of Tutt

Alumni House! Makes your

eighteen thousand a year seem a

little meager, doesn't it? And the

stock holdings! God knows you

won't like knowing where your

money is here, and who it's

funding, but Til give you a hint a

Hide later.

Well, gosh, you're saying.

This "poor" college of ours must

have quite a few debts or creditors

orsomeLhing, right? Mr. Gresham

Riley, our beloved greed-meisier,

^aid himself the college will be

free from debt come 1994. Tons

of money and no debt? Tuition

increases? What the hell's going

on here? I'll tell you. It's the same

disease afflicting colleges across

the country.

Tuition and fees at national

secondary schools increased

141% during the 80's, while

government contributions to these

schools increased 1 00%. All these

facts are substantiated by the

Congressional House Select

Committee, so let no one tell you

different. Herman Lujan,

president of the University of

Northern Colorado, seemed to

speak for all the deans when he

said, "We're going to turn, when

we are thirsty, to wherever there's

water. We'll do anything but

prayer to get support." At the

increasing rate at which money

pours into colleges and

universities, it seems that a few

administrators may be getting a

little bloated at the trough.

This is even harder to swallow

when you consider the

"administrative costs are the

fastest growing component of

college expenditures. . . 45 cents

ofeach dollar during 87-88." This

is from the same report, which

goes on to say that "It would be

difficult to find a commodity or

service tfiat rose faster than high

education costs" Or, in my ovm
words, a college education is

worth less and less compared to

what must be spent for it.

My main gripe about all of

this focuses on one main point:

the lack of financial aid on this

campus. I wonder how many

alumni would give money during

the Dialog campaignif they knew

the students weren'tgetting adime

out of it. The numbers of students

"We have a choice" -

good points of Clinton

examined
who have not been able to finish

their college careers at C.C. due

to a lack of funds reflects the half-

hearted, greedy view of the

students in die eyes of the Board

of Trustees. To be honest, folks,

we are all profit-making cogs in

their wheel of power and cash.

I've spoken to a few of the more

infiuential people on the Board,

and they are very hesitant to

increase financial aid, likely

because itproportionally cuts into

their bottom line.

So Daniel Sullivan comes to

C.C. and, hopefully aware of die

financial situation of the college,

proposes to reduce costs, widi his

main emphasis to be put on

financial aid! Yes, ladies and

gentlemen, this man went on

record as saying, "Financial aid is

a ticking time bomb in liberal arts

colleges." This man would be

more suited to fundraising with

the Girl Scouts than die running

of an elite college such as ours.

What else are we to do with

this money? Should we keep

investing it and making more

money? I would honestly be all

for capitalizingon ourendowment

if financial aid were better funded

and the stockholdings weren't so

repulsive. How repulsive? Try

Waste Management Inc. as one

example. Colorado College holds

large amounts of stock in diis

organization, which is one of

America's leaders in waste

mismanagement. In a majority of

the cities they have worked in,

they have had seepages into

drinking water supplies or

irrigation water. In Chicago their

mess was so bad the Congress

had to vote Superfund money to

the dumpsite. Superfund deposits

were set up for toxic disasters and

nuclearwaste areas. Ifyou support

our students arrested atSandbench

and care about our environment,

contact Bruce Coriell , ourcampus

chaplain, about the college's

stockholdings.

Why do I care so much about

this issue? Well, it does appear

self-serving, since I'm on

financial aid, but I'm al so a senior,

so any future decisions won't

affect me directly. The problem

here is hypocrisy. We have a

program here to recruit minorities,

yet minority numbers decrease.

Money must be a factor if we are

to see C.C. as something other

than an enclave for the rich and

the white . For any school to accept

a student, then effectively throw

him out for being unable to

contribute diat year's ransom to

the C.C. treasury is beyond

hypocrisy. It's immoral and

fraudulent. In keeping widi our

own Code of Honor, our u-uslees

and administration should be

expelled for these practices.

By MICHELLE BERRY

We have a choice. On
November 3rd we have a choice.

The choice for the next president

of this country is ours. We have a

choice on where we want this

country to go.

We have a choice about what

type of economic plan we want

implemented. We have a choice

about how high ofa priority saving

the environment will be. We have

a choice about whether a woman's

right to conu-ol her own body will

be preserved or taken away.

For those of us who feel the

need for a change in the economic

system , for those of us who want to

help save this planet from utter

destruction, and for diose of us

who want a woman to have the

right to control her own body. Bill

Clinton is the clear choice.

Bill Clinton has submitted his

economic plan. Hecallsit"Putting

People First." The document is

twenty pages long, so obviously it

would be hard to recap every point

in his article, but it is important lo

hit die highlights. First, Governor

Clinton plans to invest $50 billion

every year for die next four years

while cutung the deficit in half.

This would be the most dramatic

growdi program since World War

II. And Clinton is convicted that

this dramatic investment will help

to create jobs, thereby reducing

unemployment and spurring

further investment by die private

sector. Clinton's plan means

millions of jobs by creating, with

federal investment, a commercial-

based economy rather than a

defense-based economy. By
having a new commitment to

internal improvements such as

transportation, communication,

and environmental programs, he

hopes to create high-wage, high-

skill employment for the millions

who are currently underemployed

or unemployed. And while creating

jobs, America will improve from

the inside. He hopes to renovate all

ofthecountry's roads, bridges and

railroads, and to create a high-

speed rail network in all of the

major cities. He plans to invest in

environmental technological

research so that we will be able to

create the world's most advanced

systems of recycling, toxic waste

treatments, and clean air programs.

He does plan to cut defense

spending in this post Cold War

world, but those people in the

defense industry would find work

in the newly-created "Rebuild

America Plan."

To encourage private investment

here at home, Clinton would

provide a tax credit to loiks who

invested in new plants and small

businesses. He would put an end to

.the tax breaks for those who lake

their business abroad.

He would end welfare as we

know it. He wants to make welfare

"a second chance, not a way of

life." Those who are on welfare

will receive education and training,

and after two years on welfare,

they will have to get ajob. whether

that job be in the private sector or

in community service.

Governor Clinton believes that

die environment is "fundamental

to America's national security."

Clinton's commitment to the

environment is one of his highest

priorities. He hopes to reduce solid

and toxic waste. He feels it is vitally

important to preserve our places of

natural beauty and ecological

importance, such as national parks,

old-growth forests and wetlands.

He believes that economic growth

can and will be a direct result of

rewarding "green" businesses and

penalizing polluters. And
Governor Clinton wants to work

toward a healthier global

environment by reducing the use

of fossil fuels and airborne

chemicals that destroy the ozone

layer. He realizes there is no future

for the human race if the planet

cannot be saved.

Clinton is pro-choice. He

believes that an abortion is

fundamentally the choice of the

woman who is having it. He

realizes that no law will slop

abortions, and that illegalizing

abortion will only lake the process

out of hosipltals and clinics and

back lo ihc dark alleyways.

We have a choice. We can

decide to take the economic plight

of this county in hand and make

fundamental changes that will

benefit everyone. Wc can decide

to protect this planet so thai wc can

all live healthier lives. And wc

decide lo give American women

the freedom to choose what ihcy

want to do with their bodies. But

we have lo lake the responsiblity

and actively make our choice by

voting. America can be great once

again, but it's our decision. Make

the decision. Choose Bill Clinton.

Spanish House
announces

opinion of

qunincentennial
To the Spanish-speaking Consequenlly. we decided:

community at Colorado College and

people interested:

The Spanish House wants to stale its

position about the celebration of the

Quincentennial on October 12.

1 .TheHousemakecommoncause

with the indigenous people of Latin

America

2. The House will not direct its

demonstrationsagainstSpain sincewe

do not keep resentments lowaid this

country and its citizens. Besides, one

of the purpose of the House is lo unify

all the Spamsh-speaking nationalities.

a to show.on campus, support for

theindigenouspeopleofLatin America

b. to abstain fi-om having any

celebration on October 12 and to

postpone the FiestadelaHispanidadto

another time.

c. lo invite all those interested in

participating in a discussion on the

consequences ofColumbus' amval to

this continent 500 yeats ago.

AlftedoVillegas

Head Resident

Spanish House

Correction:
The Op/Ed editors

at the Catalyst would

like to apologize to

SheriPrud'hoinmefor

the omission of her

namefrom lastweek's

issue. She was the

author of the letter,

"Amendment two: a

student'sopinion."We

hope Ms.

Prud'homme will

foigive us,andwe will

try to avoid future

mistakesofthisnature.

Thankyou foryour

support.
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VAT
Member
responds to

editorial
To the Editor:

1 am writing in response toTad

Ware's editorial in the October 2

edition ofthe Catalyst Asamember
of the Victim Assistance Team
(V.A.T,), I feel it necessary to

address Ware's accusations that

groups on campus do not represent

the interests of the men.

The V.A.T. was designed as a

resource forany student on campus

who perceives him or herself to be

a victim. Victimization includes

{butis not limited to) rape, domestic

violence, sexual harassment, or

discrimination. The V.A.T.

recognizes that survivors of such

abuse are in no way limited to the

female segment of the population.

Additionally, membership in the

V.A.T. is open to both men and

women. IfWare feels that statistics

sucii as "90% of all gunshot deaUis

in tile US. are suffered by males"

are pertinent to he safety of die men
on C.C. 'scam pus and are not being

addressed, I encourage him to voice

his concern with Security. To my
knowledge, gunshot deatiis on
campus have not been sufficient to

warrant die formation of a group to

Student objects to

editor's "fulminations

about discrimination"
To the Editor:

In his fulminations
about the terrible
discrimination he, a poor
beleaguered male, suffers

on the campus of Colorado
College, Mr. Tad Ware
(see his editorial in The
Catalyst, October 2nd,
1992), shows himself
unable to interpret simple
facts. VAT and the escort
service are not gender
specific; their assistance
is available to all students.
And the statistical non-
sequitur in his argument
on the subject of gunshot
deaths among males shows

him to be equally unable
to correctly express
himself on matters of
quantitative analysis.

If Mr. Ware has any
intention of making his

living through his wit, his

writing or his talent for

statistics, perhaps he
should spend more time in

class and less time in

concocting confused,
semi-literate and entirely

innumerate attempts at

editorial humor.

SOPHIE CLARK

deal with that issue.

In his editorial Ware
encourages organizations to

"promote equality, justice, and
fairness in society Uirough bmial

self-examination." 1 agree Uiat men
are hurt by sex-role stereotyping

and that all organizations would do
well to examine any gender biases

they might hold. However, 1 would

encourage Ware to participate in

that same brutal self-examination

by asking himself questions such

as"Why have I chosen to depict the

feminists on campus as "screaming

demands and accusations?" and

"Why have 1 chosen to depict

feminists as 'anti-male' rather than

'pro-female'?"

VALERIE STRUTHERS
V.A.T. member
Co-chair of S.H.A.R.E.
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IThis year's first once-a-block

OPEN FORUM DINNER ON
CAMPUS RACE RELATIONS

[Will be held on

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15 - 5:30 PM

Cany your dinner tray up to Womer 213^

Examine some new perspectives on

COLUMBUS DAY

at a discussion session

MONDAY, OCTOBER 12

8:30 PM
UPSTAIRS LOOMIS LOUNGE

Just a friendly reminder from the folks in the Deans' Office and

the Registrar's Office:

We HATE to even consider the thought of you leaving us, BUT...

IF YOU MUST.

THE DEADLINE FOR REQUESTING A
LEAVE OF ABSENCE

(for a leave that begins in the Spring Semester)

OR
AWTTHDRAWAL

IS NOVEMBER 1. 1992

Personal Leaves of Absence will be considered for medical or

financial reasons or for a personal emergency. Visit the Deans'

OfBce (x6684) if you need this application... or just visit them

anyway.

See the Registrar's OfBce (x6312) about Academic Leave

applications.

All students who decide to interrupt their CO education and who

do NOT qualify for a Leave of Absence OR who wish to transfer

are expected to withdraw formally from CC. Whew! Again, see

the Dean's OfBce.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

VE'RE MAKING A NEATO
iCRAPBOOK AND WE NEED
yOUR HELP!

f you have any photos of

:ommunity service activities -

iltemative break trips,

/olunteer Action, etc. -

Irop extra copies by the Center.

He'W make you famous! (and

eimburse you for your expense).

iTREES MANAGEMENT EDUCATOR
'OSmON

*TEANS* (Teaching Early Adolescents

New Skills) needs people to teach

6th and 7th graders stress manage-

ment skills. Volunteers go through

one 4-hour training session, then

monthly commitment varies (the

program is deUvered over two days,

one class period each day).

Contact Nild Moore at 633-4601 for

more information.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext. 6802

SLIDE SHOW ON ACM/COSTA RICA
PROGRAMS

Dr. Phillip Dennis

October 16, 3pm, Womer 216

Countrv Spotlight - SPAIN

Join us for an informational session:

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDIES IN MADRID--

»- Wednesday October 14, at 6PM in

Womer 213 -«

Meet Spaniards at CC. who attended

this program!

See a video about CIS!

* DEADLINES ARE FAST
APPROACHING!! <t

ACM INDL^ PROGRAM - October 26.

Contact Professor Vibha Kapuria-Foreman

at x6419, Pahner 101 for all the details.

OTHER ACM PROGRAMS - October

and November. Contact the campus advisor

for more info.

NON-AFFILIATED PROGRAMS -

November 1 - Come to our office.

MTNORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

B-GALA (Bi-Sexual, Gay and

Lesbian Alliance) presents:

QUEER PRIDE WEEK - OCTOBEI^/l-17

Sunday. 11 - National Coming Out Day

4:30 WES Room in Worner -

Panel discussion on "Coming Out"

Monday. 12 - DENIM DAY
Show your support of Gay, Lesbian

and Bi-Sexual rights by wearing

Denim!
7:30 pm - Armstrong 300

Fihn: "Word is Out"

Tuesday. 13

Noon - Worner Lobby

Kissing Booth

6:30 pm - Student Cult. Cntr

BGALA mtg - Topic: Stereotypes

7:30 pm - Armstrong 300

Film: "Tongues Untied"

Wednesday. 14

4-6 pm - Armstrong 300

Film: "Parting Glances"

Thursday. 15

7-8 pm - Armstrong 300

Videotape of Loeffler/Perkins

Debate on Ammendment #2

8:15 pm - Armstrong 300

Film: "Lesbian Tongues"

Saturday. 17

S-midnight - Tiger Pit

Coming Out Dance

AIL EVENTS FREE AND OPEN TO
ALL!
Sponsored by BGALA & Off. of Minority

Student Life
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Monday
12

Denim Day in support of

Gay rigtits.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm Leisure Pro-

ject Funds, Womer Pea-

body Room 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Worner Howbert Room
216.

1:00pm - CCCA Open For-

um on bylaw changes to

CCCA Constitution, WES
Hall.

3:30-5 pm Using UST-
SERV On-Une Discussion

Groups. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

6:00pm - FindingA Career
With YourName On ft Ttiis

self-assessment workshop
will help you find out your
skills and interests. Sign

up at the Career Center.

*6:30 pm - Silent Signing

Hour. All levels of experi-

ence welcome. Worner
Howbert Room 216. Spon-
sored by the Sign Lan-
guage Club.

7:30 pm - Lecture by
JAQAT MEHTA, fonrter In-

dian Foreign Secretary and
Ambassador to China, ti-

tled The Legacy of the

Cold War in Asia.' The
Donaldson House.

*7:30 pm - Queer Pride

Week Movie, "Word Is Out'
Armstrong 300. Sponsored
by BGALA.

Tuesday
13

Queer Pride Week Kissing

Booth, Perkins Lounge.

Wednesday

10:00 am - Peace Corps

Irtforniadon Table, Perkins

Lounge.

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

6:00 pm - Chilling Out In

The Hot Seat..lnterviewing

Skills. Find out what you
need to do prior to any
interview and what you

should be asking in
an interview. Sign up at

the Career Center.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Student

Cultural Center.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Womer Greg Room 212.

*7:00 pm - Volleyball, CC
vs. UCCS. El Pomar.

7:30 pm - EnACT, Womer
Peabody Room 216.

*7:30 pm - Queer Pride

Week Movie, Tongues
United.' Armstrong 300.

Sponsored by BGALA.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Palmer
119.

14

*12:00 pm - A.S.IA.,

Worner Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace.

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

*12:15 pm - Music-at-

Midday. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music
Department.

12:15 pm - Theatre Work-

shop, Taylor Hall.

1:00 pm - How To Find A
Part- Or Full-Time Job.

Come learn job search

strategies and networking

techniques. Sign up at the

Career Center

*3:00 pm - Detjate be-

tween representatives of

the Bush, Clinton, and
Perot presidential cam-
paigns. Gates Common
Room. Sponsored by Polit-

ical Union.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Col-

umns and Macros. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*4:00 pm - Queer Pride

Week Movie, 'Parting

Glances." Armstrong 300.

Sponsored by BGALA.

6:00 pm - Peace Corps
Film Presentation and In-

formation Session, WES
Hall.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
AND TECHNO MUSIC
NIGHT with DJ Phil Brown.
Free food and beverages.

Bring CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
15

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

Eleven. Lecture and slide

presentation by Geology
Professor, Bruce Loeffler

titled, 'Another Look at the

Columbus Quincentennial-

Noble Savages and Sav-

age Beasts: The Legacy of

Conquest' Packard Hall.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - Asian American
Student Union, Worner
Hershey Room 215.

3:00 pm - Resume Writing

Workshop. After this work-

shop you will be able to

write an eye-catching re-

sume. Sign up at the Ca-

reer Center.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored byAcadem-

ic Computing.

*4:00 pm - Women's Soc-
cer, CC vs. University of

Northern Colorado. Soccer
Field.

6:30 pm - Traffic Commit-
tee, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

*7:00 pm - Showing of the

Loefner-Perkins Debate on
video. Armstrong 300.

*8:00 pm - TURNADOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VENTION. Brecht's last

play, written in Beriin and
left unfinished at his death,

is a scathing indictment of

political chicanery and op-

pression and the acade-
my's neglect to do any-

thing useful to combat the

situation. Directed by
Geoffrey Reeves. Tickets

free w/CC ID; $2.50
outside students; $5
general admission. Arm-
strong Theatre. Sponsored
by Drama and Dance De-
partment.

*8:30 pm - Queer Pride

Week Movie, 'Lesbian

Tongues." Armstrong 300.

Sponsored by BGALA.
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Friday
16

11:00 am - College of

Podiatic Medicine Infor-

mation Table. Perkins

Lounge.

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas. Warner

Howbert Roam 216.

3:00 pm - On-site Visit

Business and Industry. An
afternoon visit to Current,

Inc. You will be introduced

to a wide variety of jabs

associated with designing,

manufacturing and marl<et-

ing a product. Sign up at

the Career Center.

3:30-5pm -WP5.1 Grap/i-

ics. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by
Academic Computing.

*4:00 pm - Men's Soccer,

CC vs. Colorado School of

Mines. Soccer Field.

*7:00 pm - Intrasquad

Hockey. Honnen Ice Rink.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, BARTON FINK. $1

or film card; $2 general

admission. Oiin 1.

*8:00 pm - FRED SMA/J.
CONCERT. Tickets free

w/CC ID; $6 general ad-

mission at Womer Center

Desk. Packard Hall. Spon-
sored by CCCA and the

Leisure Program.

*8:00 pm - TURNADOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VEhmON. See Thursday,

10/15, 8 pm.

Saturday
17

*11:00 am - Volleyball, CC
vs. Eastern New Mexico
University. El Pomar.

*1:00 pm - Women's Soc-
cer, CC vs. St. Mary's

College. Soccer Field.

*3:00 pm - TURNADOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VEhmON. See Thursday,

10/15, 8 pm.

*7:00 pm - Intrasquad

Hockey. Broadmoor World
Arena.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, BARTON FINK. $1

or film card; $1 general

admission. Olin 1.

8:00 pm - Coming Out
Dance. Tiger Pit.

*8:00 pm - TURhlADOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VENTION. See Thursday,

10/15, 8 pm.

Sunday
18

*2:00 pm - Men's Soccer,

CC vs. Ripon College.

Soccer Field.

*3:00 pm - CC TRIO.

Michael Hanson, violin;

Susan Smith, cello; Susan
Grace, piano. Works by
Couperin, Ravel and
Dvorak. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department.

*3:00 pm - TURANDOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VEtmON. See Thursday,

10/15, 8 pm.

"8:00 pm - TURNADOT,
OR THE COVERUP CON-
VEimON. See Thursday,

10/15, 8 pm.

On-Going Events

and Meetings
THEOEADUNEFOR THE OCTOBER r^25 THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY. OCTOBER 12 AT 4:00 PM.
YOU MUSTCOMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Ttiree Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Womer Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Gemtan Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Howt>ert Room 2)6.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection tiy individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-S pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA- Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CO; $35 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of dally life.

'This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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New Realities and

Challenges for the

Class of '93

Internships

Pftcono Rnvlmnmentnl F/lurallon Center

Environmenlal education insinjclor wanted lo help

plan, implement, and maintain environmenlal

education programs; interaa with National Park

Service personnel and with officers of professional

environmenlal education organizations; and assist

with facility maintenance and upkeep. Bachelor's

degree, experience working with groups, and

interest working in a residential setting required.

Stipend of S500-S800/month, plus room and board

provided. Positions available for 6, 9. and 12

months beginning in January, March, June, or

September. To apply, send cover letter and resume

to: Florence R, Mauro, Director, Formal Education.

PEEC, RD 2, Box 1010, Dingmans Ferry. PA

18328; (717) 828-2319. (Environmental Jobs

Notebook)

I>nw Tones Npw<;papcr Editing Intern Program

Professional- level newspaper training begins with a

two-week editing residency, followed by a len-

week experience as copy editor. A total of 120

internships will be awarded. ASlOOO.OODow
Jones Newspaper Fund Scholarship is granted on

completion of a written report covering the work

experience. Qualifications include: A 500-word

essay on personal career goals as a journalist After

studying AP or UPl style book, a 60 minute

controlled editing/writing exercise will be

administered. Last residency begins June 6, 1993.

AppHcaiion deadline is Nov. 1. 1992. Contact:

Dow Jones NewspaperFund, P.O. Box 300,

Princeton. NJ 08543-0300. (Ails and Media

Inlemships Notebook)

Miscellaneous

OpDOrtunltlf^ In Piihllr Affatni

AtteotlOD all students looking for internships and

full-time jobs in D.C. A great job and internship

listings bof^ct just arrived in the Career Center. It

lists more than 200 current openings in public

affairs. The table of coiUenu includes: Jobs on

Capitol Hill, Government affairs, legislative and

public policy jobs, and internships and volunteer

jobs. If interested stop by the Career Center.

(Gov't & Public Affairs Jobs Notebook)

Full-time Positions

Tfen tips for success in landing

a job after graduation given

today's economic realities. .—
1 Believe that the job you want is out there. Make a coramilment lo yourself that

you wUl aggressively pursue any and all leads until you land the posmon you

2. H^e a clearly defuied job objecUve and begin your job search as early as

3 Us^Ihe'^people in your career planning and placement office. They are ready to

assist yoVin many ways. Schedule an appointment to talk w.th a counselor at

yourearliest convenience. .., j

4 PuU out all stops in your professional network lo learn about job leads.

'

Remember to include everyone you know from school, coUege. work, family.

Wends, acquaintances, etc.. in this effort.

5 Answer newspaper ads, attend job fairs, review computer database services

available lo job hunters, look for sources in local chambers of commerce bstmgs,

in industry directories, professional organizations, magazines and the hbrary. Be

creative ~ the list is endless.

6 Be willing to relocate. The wider the territory, the more options you have.

? Do your research and become thoroughly informed about the job market m your^

'

field so that you are not discouraged when you hear "there are no jobs out there!

8 Analyze your experience, skUls, and abilities and determine where you talents

'

can best be used. Have a "Plan B" career choice in the event you run mto

choppy job-hunting waters with your "Plan A" choice.

9 Be strategic! Plan and keep progress logs during your search.

10. Remember that the greatest investment you can ever make is m yourself; keep

at it until you End the job you deserve.

ahe Black Collegian. Seplember/October 1992 - copies available in the Career Center)
,^jj

Individuals with professional experience in

business, education, engineering, languages,

computet?, or lelaled fields with a university degire

intonated in teaching English in Japan for one year

to employees of major corporations and

goverranental agencies should send an in-depth

resume to: lES. Shin-Taiso Building, 10-7

Dogenzaka 2-diome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150,

JAPAN orfax: (03)3463-7089. (International

Jobs Notebook: Education: Employer Infonnalion

Files)

nmrni'^"^ """*'" is i"'"^ '»' ' <^°'

English major or graduate wiUi a degree ui Enghsh

to be a Sffiitiliaillliaitoilllff- Tliis position

requires creating stories and game niles, role-

playing design, and desktop publishing layout

Role-playing game experience is necessary, and

computer literacy is preferred. To apply, call

Dream (Juest Games, Ud. at (303) 878-4248 and

ask for Blake or come into the Career Center. The

Career Center will have more infonnadon on

this position and many others. (Colorado Based

Jobs Notebook)

Workshops/Events

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

Vnunw-r Scholars

The National Endowment for the Humanities'

Younger Scholars pnagram awards grants which

support full-time research for nine weeks during

the summer months. Applicants design research

proposals on a wide variety of humanities topics.

College students below the senior year of study

receive S2,400. A S400 portion of each award is

used as a stipend for an adviser who guides the

students during their research. Application

Hpj^riiine is ISpvember2. 1992 - Contact: Leon

Bramson, Program Officer. NEH. Room 316, 1 100

Pennsylvania Ave., NW. Washington, DC, 20506.

Urban Undprrla-^ Re^^earch Or-ants

The Social Science Research Council offers

dissertation fellowships and undergraduate

research assistantships for research on persons in

the urban underclass. Undergraduate research

assistantships offer financial support of up to

S5.000 per student to support research by

undergraduate students in collaboration with

faculty and/or advanced graduate students.

Application deadline is pecember 10. 1992 .

Contact: Social Science Research Council,

Research on the Urban Underclass. 605 Third

Avenue. New Yotk. NY 10158.

Part-time/Seasonal

Air Sales IntetTi/Unltwl Parcel Service

Great pay! 10-20 houi^ per week. Cold call selling

and follow up work with clients. Bring cover letter

and resume lo the Career Center before Oct 16.

(Local Part-time Jobs Notcboolc)

SnmmtT TohslWa is a book containing summer

employment opportunities across the United Stales.

The book includes: job listings organized by state,

a listing index according to job category, an index

of employers, and a job titles index for a quick

search of potential positions. Listings include

positions at: camps, resorts, ranches, theme parks,

national parks, summer thealera, and environmental

and conservation programs. Each listing describes

qualifications, pay and benefits, whom to contact,

how to apply, and special lips for intemational

applicants. Come and check it oull (Summer Jobs

section of the hi}rary-Shelf E)

"Chilling Out in the Hot

SeaL..Interviewing," 6-7:30pm

"How to Find a Job." l-2:30pm

Peace Corps Info Table

Peace Corps Film Presentation, 6-9pm

Peace Corps Info Table

"Your College Career on One Page,"

3-4:30pm

College of Podiatric Medicine Info

Table, ll-l:30pm

On-Site Visit to Current, Inc. 3-5pm

Sign Up at Career Center for workshops!

10-13

10-14

10-14

10-14

10-15

10-15

To All Students Thinking

About "Careers In

Business and Industry."

On Friday, October 16, from 3-5pm the Career

Center is sponsoring a site visit to Current. Inc.

Tour their facilities and leam about the various

ofKralions including: planning, product

development, manufacturing, shipping, marketing,

customer service, management and much more.

Leam about the different types of career

opportunities and the qualifications needed. Sign

up in the Career Center. We are limited to 15 so

sign up now! Transportation will be provided.

Recruiting News

If you want lo interview with MCI, Independent Ediit:ational Services or Peace

Corps you must complete the two workshops "Finding a Career with Your Name

on It" and "ChiUing out in the Hot Seat-Elfective Interviewing." You must

also have an approved resume on file In the Career Center. All this must be

completed by Friday, October 30th. Once you have completed the workshops and

have an approved resume, come in and sign up for an actual interview lime.

Space is still available for October 12th, "Finding a Career with Your Name on It"

and October 13th, "ChiUing out in the Hot Seat-.EfTecHve Interviewing".

MCI is looking for December grads or recent grads to fill the positions of Human

Resources Trainee and Sales Management Trainee.

American Graduate School oflnternationai Management (Thunderbird) will

have an information table in Perkins Lounge on Tuesday, November 3rd from 1 1:00-

1;00. Individual interviews will be held following the information table. Come

sign-up in the Career Center for interviews. Because this is a graduate school, the

requirements for on-campus recruiting are waived for interviewing purposes.

Want To Teach But Don't Have Certification???????

Peace Corps can use experienced people in Natural Resources, Business, Health and

Social Services or the most popular, Educationffeaching, Before the interview stop

by the Career Center and pick up an application. Bring the application, along with

your resume, hanscripts and letters of reference on the day of the interview.

Independent Educational Services (lES) is a non-profit organization that assists

over 450 independent (private) schools nationwide with hiring teachers and

administrators. Teaching certification is not required. At tlie time of the interview,

a resume along with an application is required. (Applications and informational

brochures are available in the Career Center). If you choose to interview with ES it

is mandatory that you attend the information session on Monday, November 2nd.

Teach for America will have an information table set up in Perkins Lounge on

Thursday and Friday, November 5th and 6Ui from U;00-2:00. The group

presentation will be November 5lh from 6:00-8:00pm. Come to the Career Center to

sign-up.

Career Bulletin
Kditor: Carolyn Ciunarclli

Career Ceater StafT:

Rick Roberts, IMreaor

Cindy Funk. Assistant Director

Shaiyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

PaOi Spoetman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes Mart Moyer

Johrma Kiet2mann Sharleen

Jennifer McLean Pisciotla

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a

policy ol equal opporturttty In all aspects ol

employmeni and edi«atton. We do not knowingly

list Job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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Catalyst View
-Homecoming is Alum
fun, no students please

TAD WAKE and KAREN
ZEDER
Opinions/Editorials

Editors

Hurry! Hurryl Hurry! Buy

your tickets to homecoming before

they're all gone supplies are

unlimited so get yours today. This

is the last time we'll have it at the

Broadmoor. Honest! No Kidding!

r-jever again before Fall 1993 will

Homecoming be at the beautiful

and well-priced resort. Where else

can you be completely

overwhelmed and oumumbered by

tipsy Colorado College Alumni!

Who's coming home? That's

what we want to know. The only

traveling we can see going on is

between alumni's checkbooks and

CC's bank accounts (by way of the

bookstore). What gives with the

picnics in October? If you have to

eat Ra(t)stall food, you might as

well do it at a table where you're

safe from frostbite.

Bui to the main event (direct

your attention to the center ring, if

you please). Holy Dance Action

Batman! Who'd a thunk FOUR
bands could be found to play music

nn-^ine (under 50) wants to hear!

Carrcnt tolerance record stands at

24 minutes - congratulations to

Maxwell Horbenschruber, class of

1894! We'll buy new batteries for

that hearing aid.

With all thosebandsplayingas

far apart as logistically possible,

when the music is too much you gel

to look forward to long treks across

the frozen tundra in search of (not

so) new music. Luckily, formal

clothing on an October evening lets

everyone look forward to rosy

cheeks (and rosy bronchial tissue).

Students are completely leftout

of Homecoming. I'm pretty

flattered that we're even allowed to

attend the dance. We are out of

place there. Rumor has it dial in the

not-so-distantpastthere wereevents

like off-campus house decorating

and a Homecoming parade. These

kinds of events would allow

students and the Colorado Springs

community to be included in the

festivities. CC is a school with a

history almost as long as Colorado

Springs'. The only evidence we

see of that is in the tn^phy cases at

El Pomar and in that tiny case in the

comerofWomer Center(Look over

by the information desk. You might

evenseeit). Why doesn't someone

try to make Homecoming an

inclusive (as opposed to exclusive)

event?

Marriott, an

opinion
To the Editor,

I'm not sure I should be writing this

etier to you, but 1 want everyone to read

his.

Last year eating in Rastall and Bemis

^-as always an advmture. Strange food,

jinhday cake bar, seafood enchiladas (it's

Bue, we have ihe card that tells us how

many calories were in them) and whatever

Else ihey could think of. This year the

Jdventure contirujes but I havai't even

Mde it thoughoneofIhe litiesfastenough

D get a glimpse of the cupcake bar and

brgei the dieesecake bar, it was long

jOiK. It tookme longer to gel to the pretzel

>ar in Rastall than it did to get U2 tickets

.

Rumors are flying about how an

inusually large freshman class is

Sponsible for all this lost time. Sure it's

asy to blame them, they're new. But it's

>Dbably bson to go after the folks thai

rough! than in and increased the college

lopulalioa

There are too many of us for the

"liquated dining system. It's not possible

5 feed eveiyone in the hour that that's

^ set aside for dinner . (1 won't evm
ike issue with the fact that dinner starts

''ten most of us just begin to exp^ence

^ agony of v/haiwe ate for lunch.) I got

^ agame of twister at the drinkmachine

fe other day. I wanted a glass ofwatc and

'alked away with a Gatorade. The drink

^hine atBemis was out of ice the other

'&htsoI wentto find someone to helpme.

ome guy, who pobably hadn't seen the

ght of day since early August, cranked

is lid off the machine,and a moth flew

"t 1 worcler when the last time was that

Kre was ice in that thing.

I'm not blaming the woikers, they

3ve more than enough to do. I saw a

young woman saving potatoes with her

feet the other day, (obviously an

exaggeration but she was woiidng harder

than her $4.25 perJir. could ever ask).

I've thought quite a bit about how we can

solve this problem, and the solution is

surpisingly simple. Wedon'tneed to turn

the Tiger Hi into another cafeteria, that

would raisehell with the leading scorers of

Street Fighter and ruin the Womer

ambiance that Mr. Lloyd E. was afto". I

don' t expect the school to build a Pi2zaHut

in Amistrong either, although I think the

place would smell belta" ifwe did. Rather,

opai Ihe dining rooms for morehours and

hire more people to work in them.

Start dinnCT at 5:15 in Rastall and

finish at 7:30. Open Bonis at 5:30 and

close it at 8:00. It would be grsat if lunch

would beopoi longer but I'm not sure thai

would help as most people get outof class

ar the same time.

Underneathmy sarcasm is an honest

plea for change. At this rale I'd rather not

own a meal plan if I have to continue

pretending thalllikewaiting25 minutes in

line for a baked potato. I got to Rastall at

5:40 the other night, and I didn't touch

silverware for 20 minutes, then when I

wait back for food, dinner was closed so I

went searching for more. I had to wait 10

minutes (I'm serious) just to orda dinner

at Benjamin's the other night because 15

otha people didn't get aiough Rastall

either.

I'm tired of writing this letter, and I

think you get my point If you don't, just

ask anyone who's had to dodge traffic on

Cascade while waiting for their dinner this

year.

I don't think I'm making an

unreasonableplea. morepeoplemustmean

more money for Marriott How about

giving ussomeofthatmoneyback through

extended hours and more .service.

RE.\D NORTON

Long, mustard station wagons

with fakewoodpaneling, mini-vans

with "HAVE YOU HUGGED
YOUR KID TODAY" stickers,

lime green Mercedes, and the

endless stream of Budget rent-a-

cars have begun to arrive on

campus. Theyre here .

It's parents weekend atCC and

the food is beginning to look edible.

Bemis is sporting beige table cloths

and the lovely dinning decor in

Rastall has never looked better.

The weekend kicks off with,

"Easy choices/hard choices:

Women composing their Uves." My
mom lives for stuff like thai. CC
really knows how to get parents

worked up. Thank goodness the

school isn't offering that

"Separating from your college

student" seminar again! I thought

my parents were never going to

leave after attending that event

during orientation my freshman

year!

Ah, Saturday night, the

beauteous Homecoming dance at

die Broadmoor where the while

man's over-bite and the bee-bop

reign free. (Aside: Are yourparents

horrendous dancers or is it just

mine?) I hope they don't do the

Twist again this year.

Then to top things off, on

Sunday, plaid, Bermuda shorts and

Izod alligators. Yes. you guessed

it... the annual Parent's Golf

ToLirnuincntl Cut-throat

competition is bound to take place

at the Pine Creek Golf Club where

"carts, prizes, a catered buffet, and

roving beer and soda carts" will be

available.

Sunday afternoon, the last

photos taken, the final pats on the

back given, the parents will wind

away tooting and waving.... Gee. I

love my parents but, well,

homework never looked so good!

O.K. now for my political

anecdotes. (Bear with me; I just

have to get in my political whining

for the week.)

Is there something wrong with

being intellectual? The Bush
campaign would have us believe

so. They've labeled Clinton a

snobby Rhodes scholar whose
foreign education has made him

anti-American and even

untrustworthy.

Considering the state of our

public schools.I can see how being

brightmightseem un-American but

since when did intellect and

sincerity have anything in common?

Besides, what's wrong with

having an intelligent president for a

change? Is being smart bad? Bush

seems to be breeding hate of

anything slighUy foreign and to be

promoting ignorance as an ideal.

Isn't intelligence somediing we
should strive for, notridicule? Just

because Clinton is verbose doesn't

mean he's un-American or

insincere!,..

Granted, neither of the two

candidates have been completely

straightforward throughout the

campaign. But, may I suggest that

the question over whether or not

one inhaled is far less worrisome

than whether or not one knew about

or participated in selling arms to

foreign nations to kill innocent

people at a profit? Or what about

misuse of U.S. grain export

guarantees as backdoor foreign aid

to Saddem Hussein?

Personally, I'dchooseGennifer

Flowers over Iran Contra or

Iraqgale, any day.

I guess Bush is not so bright

and untrusiworthy.

Why is military service such

an important issue in selecting a

president? Having a military man
in office was a good idea during

times of war. But in times of peace

we need a peace- time president.

The Cold War is over . We need to

cut militiuy spending and to focus

our attention on scary domestic

problems (i.e. drugs, homelcssness,

failing school system, AIDS).

Maybe diere's too many bored

cx-military men hanging around

the White House. (Iran Contra,

Iraqgate)... .

On to a lighter topic. .it's

Colorado College 80946! Where

Gortcx.poly-propalcnc. and beards

(or is that an extension of his hair?)

are oh, so fashionable. Where

matching socks and earrings is a

major faux pas and recyclable

underwear is "way cool dude".,..

This Saturday night the

Colorado College80y46 gang heads

to the Broadmoor for another

thrilling episode. Be mcc not lo

miss it!

Meghan E. Mullan

Editor-in-Chief

arrogant
used.

U.S. complacent and
freedoms should be
Candidacy criteria should be
qualifications - not gossip
To the Editor,

So far the 1992 elecrion

has demonstrated that

Americans are suffering from

a lack of political leadership,

and they have no one to blame

except for themselves. A wave

of complacency has swept our

country as we have developed

a "we are the best in the whole

world" syndrome. Until

America gets off of its pedestal

and begins to address that it

has a lot of economic, social

and political ills that need to

be remedied, it will continue

to run in place while those

who are not even close to

competing with it will jog right

on by. And no where is the

American altitude more
apparent than it is in the 1992

election where America has

become more concerned with

the personal lives of

candidates insteadof focusing

on more important issues like

how they are going to keep

America a top competitor in

the global marketplace.

Long before the

primaries, reporters were busy

at work digging into people's

pasts to make the election as

exciting as possible. Why do

they do this? Because the

media has received loud

signals from the American

public that there is a strong

interest in issues like whether

or not a candidate has ever

tried pot or had an affair. The

people in this country even go

so far as to condemn a

candidate because they feel

that his/her spouse is loo

radical. Perhaps these issues

have become top priorities for

people, because our country

was founded on such

fundamentalist ideals and

people are concerned with a

certain "mora! deterioration".

However, it can be argued

quite easily that our refusal let

go of the past and accept

change not only stagnates our

political growth but our

economic and social growth

as well.

On a more positive

note, one of the greatest things

about our country is that it

allows people to choose which

issues they want to prioritize

over others and then vote

freely according to thai

candidate which they believe

to be the best. Therefore, the

purpose of Ihis editorial is not

to condemn people for how
they choose lo vote but instead

to ask them to open their minds

so that ihey are able to question

what kind of leader our country

needs in order to forge through

the next four years. Clearly,

we have much more to be

concerned with than whether

someone avoided the draft

twenty years ago. We need

people to get their minds going

and toeome up with ideas

about how we are going lo

improve our educational

system, create jobs for those

in need, and compete in a

global economy. And we
cannot rely on politicians lo

do it all for us. Since we are

the ones who elect members

of our government, a lot of

their motivation stems from

the voters and our

expectations. It is about time

for us to start questioning our

government and our political

system so that we can build a

new structure that will house

everyone.

MANDY HALEo
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This Week...
Interviews & Photos by Ross Gimpel

What do you like best about CC?

"My brother."

Matt and Aaron Hulme, Sophomores

"The intellectual atmosphere."

Jane Jagelman, Alumna class of '92

"I like CC cause I don't have to shave.'

Jason Astle, Junior

"The sun and Armstrong."

Fred, Junior

"The vast diversity of people.'

Carey Sebera, Sophomore

"The Kentucky bluegrass."

Mark Nielson, Junior

"Colorado."

Dave Wei/, Sophomore



THE ARTS
THE CATALYST Friday, October 9, 1992

photographer gives trees their day in the sun
By BETH KERSCHEN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Now that his work is gaining national

iccoi^ition, he has retumed to Colorado College.

Pfioiographer Tom Zetterstrom is a 1967 CC
gnidijateandhasretumedforhis25thanniversary

.

From the 9th to the21st of October his work will

be displayed in theCobiim GaUery at theWomer

Coiiicr. The opening is on Friday, October9,and

i^tmm 4:30 to6:30. Zetterstrom 'sshow is called

p, inniil5 ofTrees," and he has included a few of

111-, phoiographs from his famous "Moving Point

ol\icw" series. Along with displaying his work,

Ziiucrstrom is here to commemorate formerCC
art department prufessors Herman Snyder and

Bernard AmesLOnSaQirday.OctoberlO,at3:30

a tree will be planted to show recognition for the

ppifessois' dedication to art and to their students.

Trees areTomZetterstrom 's focus.Hissubjects

ran^c from voluminousmapletreesfrom northeast

UmL'd States, to lush fern trees in Costa Rica, to

short, shrubby trees from the Tibetan River. Also

he shows his trees in a widerangeofatmospheres

and moods. Some of his subjects are encased in

mist and moisture while others are vibrant with

clarity and sharpness. The phoiographs in his

"Moving Point of View" collection were taken

\Mih slow camera speeds and with shots taken of

the subject while driving by in an automobile.

Thistechniquegivesamoving,abstract,swooping

eEfec L In ' PortraitsofTrees," hewanted touse the

same subject but with a different perspective. He

moved from the modernist perspective of the

mouonpictures toproduceamoreclassica] effect

Artist's representation of the theoretical trees photographed by Tom Zettestrom

with the 'Portraits of Trees." He successfully

creates this classical look not by taking the photos

while moving but by taking still, careful

photographs and capturing every detail, texture

and personality of the trees. Also, the photographs

are displayed on a small scale. The average size of

eachphotograph is 5 by 7 inchesand issurrounded

by a large mount and a wooden frame. In our

modem society, trees are taken for granted and

Zetterstrom is giving trees the recogitition they

deserve. To comment on the philosophy behind

his woiic he said, 'Trees could thrive without

humans, but humankind will expire without

trees." Through his art people are able to

"appreciate trees initially through photgraphs

which might be a starting point for a culture that

has separated itself from nature. Then through a

new awareness and respect for trees we can

develop a rapport with nature."

Tom Zetterstrom was bom and raised in

Canaan, ConnecticuL He attended CC in 1963

andplanned tobeabotany major . Hissophomore

year he took wic of Hennan Snyder's art classes

and was inspired to do art Because of Snyder's

influence,Zetterstrom beciimeanartmajor,which

catalyzed hlscareerin art Aftergraduating from

CCinl967.hcwenttothePraaInstituteforayear

and then taught photography in Washington

D.C.'s inner city from 1968 to 1970. Then, he

retumed toConnecticut to live in a cabin in order

to return to the Lmd and nature. During this time

he dcvclopcda rapport with miturc in a deliberate

fashionand took photograplisofeverything. This

is where his affinity for trees evolved, and he

began to single them out from the rcst of tlic

landscape. This is what led him to his production

and display of his present work.

After showing "Portraits of Trees" at CC, he

plans to go on a rcitional seven-week lour to

photograph trees trom Yellowstone National

Park, the rainforest in Washington, the pines in

iheSicnaNevadas.andtrccs in ArizonaandNew
Mexico. Then in 1994 he'll have another show

using his new material at Yale University.

Tom Zetterstrom has many photographs in

permanent collections at over 30 museums

around the nation. Other activites include his

"Faces of China" series; he was one of the 200

photographers to participate in the "A Day in the

Life of America" project; and the production of

his "While Russia" ponlblio . to name a few. His

work is refreshing and makes one recognize

trees, theirimportanceand theirbeauty . AsV iv ien

RaynorofOieNew YorkTimespointsouL"! Mr.
Zetterstrom has] a gift for somehow remaking

what he sees. . . eye, brain and hand work in

concert lo make the ordinary extraordinary,"

R.E.M. Automatic for the people everywhere
By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

R.E.M.

Automaticfor the People

Warner Bros.

TlieythoughtOu/o/7ime would sdl less than

amillkm copies. Tliey were feroff frran the final

sales count: five million co^aes sold and still

counting. They probably feel the same about

Aidormiicfor thePeople , their eightfi real album,

ll probably wall go Number One instantly. The

we are discussinghae is Athens, Geogia's

finest product,R£M Ccming offa terrific year

the band in terms of critical accolades (seven

Grammy nominations andNombCT One success

hOutcfTime innationssuchasIsrael.Gearmany

and Britain),R£.M. decided totone itdowna bit-

hencelhemellow,meIancholicmoodofA«/(?ma^.

The album opens with the minor key,

acousdcally-styled. pseudo-Kerouacian ditty

"Drive," which you alreadyknow ftom Colorado

Springs' new bastion of pop-calling- itself-

allemative radioknown as 'TlieMAXX" (which

basically is old KIKX minus the cheesy tofHW)

),astheyplayitatleastonceeveryhour. Asa
mood piece it's OK, but I think they could have

(lone a betto'job picking an opening tune. Next is

"rryNotToBTeathe,"averyConnells-ish reflection

onlifeanddeath. Tbetuneisaverybusyone.with

guiiars eeping and twanging all over the place.

Now comes 'TTie SidewinderSleeps Tonite,"

which is from the more typical R£.M. mold.

Singer Michael Stipe wails rather than sings,

^retching his vocal range to new heights about

^'escafe on ice, the Cat in the Hat, Dr. Seuss and

''lack-eyed peas. Most of the song, however, is

^mingly about some guy trying to contact

someone who can sleep on his floor. If you can't

figure out the engaging, sluned chonis, it's "Call

fie when you try to wake ha up."

After''Sidewinder"comes"Everybody Hurts."

^s tune isa slow, tripped-out dirge-like pieceon

how, literally, "everybody hurts sometimes."

Basically, Michael Stipe is tiling the listeno- that

eventhou^heffl-^Tnaybehurtinginsids,socmer

or latereverybody efce feels the sameway and that

regress of the huit, lifegoes on and £nds to take

careofitsdf. FoUowing*'Hurts"is"NewOrieans

InslnimMital No. 1
," which is just an out-and-out

weird cwnpositionreaKded live in the studio. TTie

last SOTg OT the first (ot, as thet^ and vinyl (yes,

it really is availableon vinylevenhae in Americal)

call it, "drive") side is "Sweetness FbUows,"

which tells the stwy of a group of siblings

attemptingtoccHnetolermswith thedeathoftheir

parents, set toamoody,pulsating musical theme.

Sidetwo(OT"ride")qsenswith"MontyGotA
RawDeal,"asaig(I'mtakingoveTlhisarticIefOT

amomoiL HaHa. Than.) dealing witii the trials

and otiier iwoblems of the undenated, but still

damned accomplished celluloid thespian

Montgomery Clift and his dealings with the

Anton Corbijn

Amblin' in Athens: R.E.M.'s Michael Stipe, Peter Buck, Mike Mills, Bill Berry

strictures and oppression of tiic ught-assed

Hollywood system, just breaking away from the

fascistcensoringoflheHayesOffice thatslips into

a"medilation on the movies and reality" (as Peter

Buck put it in srane masliirt)ating interview with

Pulse Mag). And now I gotta pass the mk to

Drew_.

Thanks to residenlArtsSvengaliThanFeisfOT

ihatinterestinglittieinteriude. "lgnOTeland"comes

next, whk;h is a virtual guitar slam-fest ridiculing

Republicans. Most of the song is sung in a higji

monotone by Stipe through a distcated amplifier,

which sees R£M returning to tfie early days

whenhisvocalswerefothe mostportuninlelligftile.

This ditty, besidesbeingofamore feisty type, also

has a cool bass motif courtesy of Mike Mills.

We tiien come to "StarMe Kiiien" (for all you

literate three-year-olds, really entitled "Fuck Me
Kitlen"),featuringtheethereal backgroundvocals

of Mike Mills set to an interesting swing beaL

"Man on the Moon" is a farcical trip through the

heavenswithlatecomicAndy Kaufman asStipe's

guide, with the singerplaying board gamessuch as

Risk and Twister and Monopoly with passing

dead celebrities (Elvis, Charles Darwin, Moses.

Sir Issac Newton, a professional wrestier...). The

lyrical tone contrasts well with tiie melancholy

musrc of the song. "Nighiswimming" is next,

featuring Mike Mills' beautiful piano playing and

Stipe's wistful recollection of the days when the

band would sneak into pools late at nighL The

gorgeous oboe is provided by the AUanta

Symphony's Debon^ Workman. Thelasttuneis

the 10,000Maniacs-ish"Find theRiver,"anelegiac

tune if there ever was one.

Auiomaticfor thePeople didn'timpessme^

firsttisten. The music. however, is of the kind that

grows on tiie Usiener with each succeeding listen.

People expected a retum by the band to the nxk-

n-roli oftheirearlierdays.andtiiisisnotthatalbum.

Nevertheless, it is brillianL For a band that is

known for its musical adventurousness, R£>1.

continuestoamazewith itscreati vityandbrilliance.
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Leftovers in the fridge make for decent grog
By PERRV BROWN and

JUSTIN HERMANN
Catalyst Stafflnebriates

Hey allyoukidsout there inTV land,

welcome to the "what's in the

rs&igeraiOT"editionofihe Catalystbeer

review. TTiisweekwe were feelingpoor

andlessthanadvenimous,sowedecided

[oreviewOTly whalwecouldfind in our

refrigeraiois and those of our friends.

Nonetheless we came up with

something thai you will hopeftjlly find

interesting.

As pn^mised, next week we will

review solely malt liquors just in lime

fOT the blockbreak festivities. We have

beoi loddngarctund trying 10 findsome

tas^ selections. It promises to be an

excellent column, so don't forget to

tune in. Before we fcrget, thanks to all

thosehome heweis thatgave usa taste

oftheirsuds,andallofyouthatpromised

us a taste, we're still game to try some

In particular thanks to Kevin Murph\

whowaskindenoughtoopenabotilcol

hiscrabapplesioutearlysoJustincould

trysome.lt'sabrewwilhadestinyiobe

greaL However, he was right when he

said "It needs to age for three months.

It's not ready yet"

Now for whal we found in the dark

recesses of a few friendly off-campus

refrigerators. Predictablywe found thai

CC staple PilsnerQubwhich isbrewed

somewhere in Texas in the land of 1000

springs (whereever that mig^t be).

Rolling Rock, which comes to us from

somewhere in the great slate of

Pennsylvania, was also found in great

quantity (in cans, blaagh). And last but

certainlynotleasuinourowniefrigeraior

we found Liquor Mart Bock from

Boulder which is brewed and bottled

for Liquor Mart by the Joseph Huber

Beer company of Racine, Wisconsin.

Pilsner Club ^^
Overiheweekendlwasatapartyand

this guy that 1 don't know yells to me.

"Hey Michael, when are you gonna

review PilsnerQub foryour column?

"

who has been here Icmger than a week

has tried. But in the spirit of our

journalistic re^nsilHlily, here goes.

The color was nothing to speak of.

The head was lackluster. And thesmell

wassobadweneariypassedouL I'dhad

PilsnCT Qub dozens of times but I'd

obviously never smelled it before

because it was worse than bad. Justin

felt Uie same.

politically coirect in this case) we had

tasted worse than it ever has before.

Perh^ it was the feet tiiatwe drank it

from a glass, something neither of us

hadnevadonebefore. Definitelyabeer

that needs to be consumed straight out

of the bottie, late al night, after large

amounts of more palatable alcoholic

beverages. Ofcourse the fun puzzles in

tiie cap and the fxt that it comes in a

So 1 was tiiinking to myself, "can tius

guyiead?"Oumamesarepintedclearly

in the byUne, and neitherofus is named

Michael. I don't have die foggiest idea

whyhecalledmeMichael.butIdecided

to let it slide. Anyway, as a malia' of

pure fate he's getting his wish.

I'm not really surewhy iherc'sa big

demand to review a beer thai everyone

Witiisuchaninvitinghead,colorand

smellwewaen 'ttoo excited to tasteour

beers, bul alas we forged ahead in tiie

name of good reporting. I tiiought the

taste was wa^y and in general poor.

Justin tiioughtitwas woise than donkey

piss, but tiien again he's an ebtisL

Forsomeodd reason thebouleofPC

(tiial defiititely does not stand for

boitie are maiks in tite plus column for

Pilsner Qub. ^^^
Rolling Rock ®P
Tq)pedwith a surprisingly hill head,

this beer is extremely lighL There was

quiteadehate whilewewerereviewing

over which beer was lighter. Rolling

Rock or Pilsner Club. In the end it was

decidedtiiatRoUingRockwas thelighter

of the two but only by a hair. It has a

slight metallic taste but I think this is

because we only had cans. Other tiian

the metaUic taste there was no flavo- lo

speak of.

This is your basic chugging beer,

folks, andouronly regret is that it is iw

expensive. Back in tiie old days when

Rolling Rock was cheap, before n

became a yuppie beer, we supported ii

wholeheartedly by purchasing al least

two sbteis a wedcend Now with ]\s,

excessive price we can hardly jusuh'

such poorjudgement
fj^fp^c:.

Liquor Mart Bock UiPlMiP^
Witiiout a question this is tiie finesi

beer we've ever had for less than kn

dollars a case. Yes tiiat's right, I repeat,

lessthantaiacase. It'sabargain withoui

adoubL

Thisbeerhasagreathead,arich dart;

color and a smell tiiat invited you to

drink heartily.

For a dark: beer die taste is very light

and easy drinking. You can consi^ne

moe tiian one bottle without feeling

like you just ate an enttie loafof tsead

It's not al all bitter yet it is full of flavor.

As a testament to its greamess we have

each purchased more than two cases of

tiiestiiffin the lasttwoweeks; hellwe Ve

Slocking up.

Sadly this beer is not available

anywhere in the Springs, but ifyou are

in Boulder we'drecommend buying as

much as you can fit in your car. As an

added bonus, being in Liquor Mart is

tike being a kid in a candy store. It's

about the size of a K-Mart, and it's hill

of notiung but discount priced alcohol

Until next time, rocksteady, hcMncs.

Christina Serkowski's personal drama column
By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI
Caiaiyst StafTReporter

RieDramaDepanmenifHOductiffli

tius fell is thewold premiere (rf Bertolt

Brecht's final [day, Turandot. ot tire

Cover-i^Convgitioa Theplayissetin

China al a time wtei the country is in

chaos. The tn^uble begins when the

Empoor, in cahoots widi his brotho",

drives iq) tiiejHiceofcottonby taking it

c^tbe market and stffling it in hisown

warehouses. T^pecpleofChina,who

need affordable cotton for clotiKS,

donand to know where all tiie collcm

has gme. So flieEmpOTB' (acomic sort

of figure) calls a convention of

intelleauals (Rtis) and offas the hand

of his daughter, Turandot, lo (he

academic who can prodtre the most

plausible reason (plausible lie) fcff tiie

disappearance of the cotton. The

convention causes an uproar and

eventually everytiting comes to an end

- (»iew^ OT another.

"Turandot is a savage satire cti the

way in which tfiose with knowledge

postitiite tiiemselves for powCT and

gkay"...it'saplaytiiatfitS£5popriately

into a college setting.

ITie showhasbeendoneasanqjera

but was recentiy adapted to a play by

Larry Maslon from the Aroia Theatre

in Washington D.C. Geoffrey Reeves

came fi^om England to direct the

pwluctiOT, and Tcsn lindblade wrote

musKfortheplayusingBrecht'spoaTis

aslyrics.StudCTitsfiOTnMoUyAndrews'

Political Socialization class have

pn^iared slides tiiat fit with tiie thanes

of tiie songs.

Turandot is styled in the true

BiEchtian feshicHi witfi slides, songs, a

large cast,andamodem seldesigtLThe

set reqimed extaisive adaptations of

ArmstrongTheatie,andbecauseoftiiis

tiieseatingforeachpeiforinancewillbe

lintited. So get your rickas early at

Need a ride for the Holidays?

Call Tkylor Travel

"Your Campus Travel Agency"

818 N. Tejon 636-3871

COLORADO COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
WELCOMES

ALUMNI AND PARENTS!

BOOKSTORE HOURS
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
8:30 A.M. -4:30 P.M.

Womer desk and come enjoy an

inaediblyentenainingandprovocative

performance!

The show dates are:

October 15, 16 -8:CX)pm

October 17: 3:00& 8:00pm
October 18 03:00 pm

Free with CC ID

General Admission $5.00

With other studentID $2.50

Are you ciealive? Do you love to

wiile?Ea:hyearlheTheaIieWoiitshop,

adramagrouprun entirelyby students,

putsonaplaywriting contestjudgedby

ptDfessasoncampus-ProfessfflsDonna

Amink,OwenCramer,TomLindblade,

andJamesYaffewilldecidelhewinning

play this year. Theatre Workshop \vill

awardthe playwright a cash prize ami

produce the play at the end ofthe year.

Imagine. . . not only could you win

money, but you will also have ilK

opportunitytoseeyourworkinaction.

It's time again this year fa

submissions. Anyone inlerestedshould

pickupanapplicalion/infonnation sheet

atWomer Desk and turn in an original

scriptby the firstday offifth block Tin

decision will be announced before U
end of fifth block. If you have any

questions about the contest, please call

Nathan Garrison at 471-8504

Christina Serkowski at ext 723 1

.

Sospend thenextcouple blocks and

Chrisimas break at the computer of

typewriter. Youneverknowwhatgrcal

things might come of it!



Musings from a disturbed arts guru (Svengali?)
Than Feis sputters on about Tannahill Weavers, Adolf Ross Perot's kids and Scotland
By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Svengali

I can feel the smoking hot

end of the gun bearing into the

back of my neck, ruffling the

skin, singeing the hair. The sour

scent of the chloroform is still

spiraling inside my nasal

passages, dancing the subtle

steps of sleep's sweet
seduction; the void of

unconsciousness is flashing its

bristling white teeth of oblivion

and then imploding in on itself

again. Reality comes in

desperate spurts; images flicker

and fade. The taste of blood

mingles in the back of my
seeping-raw blistered throat

with unswallowed saliva and

dripping remnants of an

unknown forgiveness.

The voices digging into

canals of my head, chiseling

craters into the emptiness of

lost memories, scraping

warping teleplays from the

ashes of tomorrow. Then the

voice clears from the pre-

evolutionary derogatory bitter

dank junk when the tongue was

in its infancy and language was

merely a dream circling in the

darkest hours of the forbidden

nocturnal haunts of the militant

guttural whine of the beaten

horse and the whipped mutant

child. Chills scratch shining

pus-running bruises and scars.

Then the voice clears, the

words explode individually like

timed mines crushing the

forgotten empire, the buildings

sucked into the earth; the limbs

and intestines of the dwellers

painting abstract pictures across

the leeching sands.

The individual words, the

syllables, even the dissected

letters are a mystery, as they

spread across the back of my
skull, released acid taking hold

and melting the whole, but the

ultimate meaning shines
through, the neon light of day-

glo, post- Armageddon
tomorrow; "Write!"

No!! Let me out of this

infernal existence. The dogs

are licking their festering craw.

The craven insects crawling

under my flesh. The children of

incest blaze shattered mantras

through the echoy hallways of

the crypt's entrance. Let me
out!

But, no. The assignments
keep oozing in like the

unwanted mail, the fascist

sentiments of our leaders and

the censoring hate of the radical

church. The strangling fist of

hatred breaks my spine. But,

still the call "Write" chimes

out in the ominous tone of an

excommunicating priest. So,

now he calls to write again.

This time to promote Scotland's

Tannahill Weavers (as the front

of the press kit proudly
proclaims in a stark curvy font).

Now, what the hell is some
po' white trash kid from the

mid-West supposed ta know
'bout Scotland anyhow. (Miss

Scarlet, I don't know nuthin'

'bout birthin' no babies.)

Septin' fur the fact that they's

all wear skirts over there, and

funny hats and blow into these

big cloth bags attached to sticks

tha sound like rhinos dying or a

broken transmission.

But all chiding aside, go
check the concert out. Hey, it's

cheap and you can study when
you're dead, something like

that. Anyway, they'll be a

breath of different air for you
kiddies weaned on guitar/bass/

drums rock'n'roll foreverparty

on dude type of cretins. They
play a variety of instruments

from the expected folk type to

things you find in those elitist

snooty high-culture concerts

your mom always dragged you
when you had to dress up in

those stiffly-ironed suits

handed down from that cousin

of yours who had to have the

smallest neck ever known to

humankind to instruments that

sound more like some bizarre

foreign pastry then an actual

musical device. So, it'll all be

educational, if nothin' else.

And, even though they all

look like they're in need of a

good dose of lithium (but
they're feeling much better,

now) or possibly extras from
the road company of the musical

version of Deliverance . No, just

joshing. I'm sure they're nice

folks— just stay away from my
yard, 'kay. But, that's all I really

have to say on that little subject.

So go see it.

And speaking of Lithuanian

techniques to torture the infants

of brutally stupid politicians

(I'm sure they'd have some
lovely things to do to Adolf
Ross Perot's kids, don't ya

think), oh that was another

conversation with someone else

in another land (Then I awoke/
is this some kind of joke) where
the trees grow napalm and their

leaves bleed grey. No. it's

against my policy to do concert

reviews 'cause they're anti-

productive, they're either "boy.

was you ever stupid to miss that

show. Now your life will be

forever devoid of meaning.
You'll always be searching for

something of worth, but you're

doomed to never find it. because'

you fucked up and missed the

one event that could supply

meaning to this utterly pointless

planet. You poor cretin you."

or "You is one lucky bastard to

have missed the dTudgery of

sitting through that crappy
excuse for a musical
performance."

Well, the Concrete Blonde
concert on Monday was
definitely the previous kind; I

would have liked them to have

played longer, but it was pure

ecstasy anyway. But enough

gloating for now. Suckers.

The cloth is shrouding my
face. The toxins rape my skull

with the force of a Vandal horde.

Consciousness is drifting,

vibrancy slipping, life

disappearing. (Or maybe that

new R.E.M. album is just

putting me right to sleep.) The
pain of thousand vivisection

victims sears into my cranium.

Silence abounds. And then

there is just the void.

Hcrichcl I'rccman Agency, Iiil.

Knitting away with Scotland's Tannahill Weavers

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM ^(IrfT

SALAD BARil^j
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night

*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*
*$1.00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
October 9 & 10

October 11

Auto No
Nobodys

October 13 Band Du jour

October 15 Steak

Hours
9 AM to 6 PM
Tuesday thru Saturday I

New Salon on the Block!
735 N. Tejon at Dale And Tejon

' Full Service Salon
' Eve Appt Available
' Free Consultations

We'd like to welcome YOU to come by. Just for visiting us, we'll give you a 20% discount on your first visit.
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"Re-issue, re-package, re-evaluate the songs"

Auxiliary Smith Craig Gannon, true Smiths Johnny Marr, Andy Rourke, Morrissey, Mike Joyce

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TBI PUTTING YOURSELF

THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Think about supporting yourself for

twenty-five, thirty years or longer

in retirement. It might be the greatest

financial test you '11 ever face. Fortunately,

you have one valuable asset in your

favor. Time.

Time to take advantage of tax-deferral.

Time for your money to grow.

But starting early is key. Consider this:

ifyou begin saving just $ioo a month at

age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539*

by the time you reach age sixty-five.

Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside

$227 a month to reach the same goal.

At TIAA-CRER we not only under-

stand the value of starting early, we
can help make it possible—with flexible

retirement and tax-deferred annuity

plans, a diverse portfolio of investment

choices, and a record of personal

service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education

and research are already enrolled in

America's largest retirement system,

Find out how easy it is to join them. Call

today and learn how simple it is to put

yourself through retirement when you
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Stmrtplmmmii^ytiirfiitmrv, Crnll ourEm»Um*ntHatUm* 1 800 S42-2888.

EnsoTing die future
for those who shape itr

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

THE SMITHS
Best...l

Sire/Reprise

^'How Soon Is Now?" 2-CD
single

WEA (import)

The good thing aboutBejr...

7

IS that it is conclusive proof

that The Smiths were basically

gods. The bad thing about

Best...} is that any Smiths fan

can probably make this album

himself or herself. We're not

talking about value-for-money

here, folks. There are no new

songs, no new versions of old

^ongs, or any other incentive to

buy this album (unless one's a

die-hard Smiths fan, who would

buy Morrissey's toenail

clippings if he or she could).

Eight of the fourteen songs

on this album are available on

Louder than Bombs ("William,

It Was Really Nothing," "Half

a Person," "Rubber Ring."

"Hand in Glove" (which also is

on The 5m///i5 ), "Shoplifters of

the World Unite," "Sheila Take

A Bow, " "Panic" and "Please

Please Please Let Me Get What

I Want"), two are from The

Smiths ("This Charming Man,"

"What Difference Does It

Make?"), two are from

Strangeways, Here We Come
("Girlfriend In A Coma," "Stop

Me If You Think You've Heard

This One Before"), and one

each from Meat is Murder and

The Queen is Dead ("How Soon

is Now?" and "Some Girls are

Bigger than Others,"

respectively).

The "How Soon is Now?"

single set could be considered a

Best...! 112 since it also

contains "classic tracks not

included on Best...! " as the

little sticker on the cover

proclaims. At least this has a

few different takes; "How Soon

is Now?" is an edit version,

while "The Queen is Dead"

(both from the first CD of the

double set) comes without the

"Take me back to dear old

Blighty" opening that exists on

the original album version of

the song. The other five tracks

on the set come from various

albums that are all available.

If you are not that fanatical

of a Smiths fan, but like their

music. Best...} is a good first

album to get. Similarly, this

album is a good introduction to

The Smiths for the uneducated.

Otherwise, I can't see any

justification for spending

$15.99 on this disc.

The songs all sound good

together, and they are some of

the best in The Smiths'

catalogue, but it still seems like

a lot of money to spend. This

album would be a far better buy

if a few dollars were knocked

off the list price (perhaps

SlO.99?). The "How Soon is

Now?" single package is belter,

for the simple reason that ti

contains otherwise unavailable

versions and edits.
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The weekly arts

contest, really!
I know all of you want a surprise

literarygiftworthoverSlOO.Towin.all!

you have to do is give the name of ikj

actorwhoplayedDannyPartridge,and

give his current occupation. Hint: It's

notdmgrehab. CallDrew orLangdon

ART SUPPLIES
ART STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

PICTURE FRAMING
FOR SENIOR SHOWS
NOVIS FRAME & ART

DOWNTOWN
206 1/2 NORTH TEJON

There's no place like home.
MlnneapoHs $ 80* LosAnseles $130*

Dallas $ 81* NewYork $149*

LasVesas $ 85* Chkago $150*

•Abcpveferesflmeachwo/fromDerN^rbascdonrouidtrippurchose. Restrictions

do appi/ and taxes not included.

1138 13th Street, Boulder, CO 80302

303447-8101 • 1-800-743-1893
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Can men's soccer

win it all?

By ADAM MCVEIGH
Catalyst Sports Editor

While watching the men's soccer team in

action this past weekend, it occuired to me

ihat this squad is capable of just about

anything. I've seen them go into a

introlled, touch-pass game, allowing them

toekeouta4-3 decision. On the other hand,

the men's team has been able to completely

open up its arsenal, pounding its way to an

2 drubbing. In any event, both methods

have proven effective in propelling the

Uh and,..

Tigers to an 8-1-2 season so far. The

question, then, is: "Is there a way for this

lalentedteamnotonly to make the playoffs,

but to win a championship?"

There are three things that must be

accomplished in order for the men's soccer

team to achieve diis uUiniate goal. First,

they must win all jf their i-emaining games

against NCAA Division III opponents. A
playoff berth is based mosUy on a team's

record against Div. in opponents. In past

years the NCAA selection committee has

not been kind to Colorado College teams.

Most recently,lastseason'smen'sbasketball

finished with a 21-4 record and

a home berth in the first round of

[he playoffs. Instead, the Tigers were

fortunate to receieve a bid that took them to

Iowa. In other words, as Head Soccer

"oach Horst Richardson says, "Our case

Tiusi be crystal clear."

So, the Tigers have five such Division ni

James left. They face Pomona-Pilzer (CA)

Jus weekend in what many feel is a grudge

natch. Some of you may remember that it

"as Pomona who last year knocked the

Tigers out of playoff contention. The
emaining four Div. HI games all come
igainstunranked teams: Ripon.Knox.Coe,

Please see CHAMPS, page 18
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Volleyball takes Invitational title
Six All-Americans return for Homecoming Alumni game
By SOPHY HAGEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The women's volleyball team had an

outstanding weekend as they dominated the

Colorado College Invitational on both Friday

and Saturday afternoon. On the team's

performance this weekend. Coach Medina

says, "We had good communication,
confidence, and when wegoton the court, we
played consistenUy. Also.everyonegotcourt

time, which added to our strength and

versatility."

Key players in lastweekend ' s Invitational

were: Stacey Jonker, an outside hitter, who
notonly laidclaim tobeing theMostValuable
Player in the Tournament, but also took

Athlete of the Week; Heather McGuire,

middle blocker, acquired one of the coveted

spaces on the All-Tournament Team; and

Sloan PhiUps and Laura Ramos, who with

then- consistent setting and hitting helped to

lead the Tigers to victory.

The Tigers first took to the court against

weaker Mills, whom they trounced in just

three games: 15-9, 15-4, 15-8. Keeping up

the momentum, the Tigers went on to beat

Wisconsin-OshKosh that same night; 15-3,

15-10,15-7.

The Tigers did not look back as they

pummeled Macaiester into the ground

Saturday morning: 15-3, 15-1, 15-6. Their

final mai'jii agali!.;'. i.ae dreaded Wayne State

tested th-j consistency and detennin'ition,

yet the ^\-Jf:(i. rn-;inaged to pull through,

winning injust three games: 15-12,15-1,16-

14. Their wins this weekend give them a 10-

7recordandplace them fourth in theirregion.

The volleyball team has planned a special

weekend forall the volleyball fans atColorado

College. Friday night, before the Pep Rally,

come watch the Tigers take on the University

of SouUiem Colorado at 7:00 p.m., and on

Saturday morning at 10:30 a.m., twenty

volleyball-playing alumni return to Colorado

to challenge the current team to two games.

Six of the twenty returning alumni are All-

Americans: Camille Bzdek (1983), Amy
Smith ( 1985, '86, '87), Cathy Costello (

1986, '87, '88. •89),EUssa Breitbard (1987).

Emily Smith(1988).andTeriJohnson(1990).

The players on the alumni team range from

women who played in 1975 when volleyball

was still a club sport at Colorado College to

players who played under the current coach,

Ms. Medina. History is bemg made this

weekend in El Pomar Gym, so don't miss

out. Be there!

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 9

Volleyball vs. University of Southern Colorado 7 pm El Pomar

Saturday. October lo

W Cross Country hosts CC Invitational 7:30 am Monument Valley Park
Volleyball vs. Alumni 10:30 am El Pomar
Football vs. Austm College 1 pm Washburn Field

W Soccer at UC-Berksley 1 pm San Diego

M Soccer vs. Pomona-Pitzer * pm Stewart Field

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11

W Soccer at San Diego State 1 pm San Diego

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13

Volleyball vs. UC-Colorado Sprmg^ 7 pm El Pomar

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 15

W Soccer vs. Northern Colorado 4 pm Stewart Field

Two Colorado College six-packers leap to block an attempted kill. The Tigers

did not lose a gaine on their way to the CC Invitational title.

Men's soccer mauls Messiah
By JON WHITFIELD and ERIK
RICHARDSON
Catalyst Si2Si Reporters

This pastweekend witnessed twelve Tiger

tallies to triumphandy travel the team towards

top ten transcendence. The Tigers racked up

two more wins: oneagainst nationally ranked

#17 Messiah College from Pennsylvania,

and one against unbearably ranked LaVeme
University of California. With 4-2 and 8-2

scores respectively, the Halloween-hued

sabertoothsonceagain proved dieir metatarsal

21 -panelled globosity mastery.

Combining earthly forces of air, V\x&, and

ice, Bible brothers Ezra Bayles and Noah

Epstein sermoned the opposition into pious

persecution and liberal arts inquisiton m their

quest to set-Ic the true messiah. Climbing the

holy sit;pl;ickler to hi gh-scoringheav-n. proud

pulpiteer Arron Lujan heroically hallclujahed

as he happily hammered a hypcrspced Hail

Mary. Lujan's free kick licentiously lofted

above a listless line of ludicrous loafers into

the back of the net. thus lifting the large CC.
lads 10 a laudable 1-0 lead.

A communal CC. baptism allowed the

visiting crusaders an orthodox equalizing

amen, 1 to 1. Evangelical monk RobertLipp

received a celestial message from altar boy

Jeff Spighl late in the first halfwhen Spight's

holier-than-thou service encountered Lipp's

halo and wasguided to the golden gates of the

goal gods. A 2- 1 lead lasted about as long as

a heretic in the Roman lion piL The angelic

delegatesofPAtiedthe religious battle at the

end of [he a'hletic pilgrimmage. prolonging

the burning of the bus<'L

Please see SOCCKP., p-i-i? IS
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Junior Stacey Jonker is CC*s Athlete of the Weel<w
ByJOSHORFANAKIS
Catalyst Staff Writer

As the Tiger volleyball team

swept the Colorado College

Invitational, one player had to

be mentioned with special note.

Stacey Jonker, the Junior

outside starting hitter, led the

Tigers to their victory over a

field that included one ranked

Division II team (Wayne State)

and one ranked Division III team

(Wisconsin-OshKosh). She

proudly mentioned that the team

did not lose one game all

weekend. Stacey was named

the MVP of the tournament, and

she leads the team this season

with 197 kills.

Stacey comes from Fresno,

CA, where she started her

volleyball career in seventh

grade. She lettered three years

in high school and has started

for the Tigers for three years to

date.

Stacey also likes to play in

doubles tournaments and

women 's leagues during the off

season in order to maintain her

skills. She finished second (with

a former teammate) at the

Lakewood Doubles Invitational

in California this past summer.

Unfortunately, besides not

being able to keep any of the

prizes from the tournament, she

suffered from tendinitis of the

Achilles.

Thankfully, there is no sign

of the injury now. as Jonker and

the rest of the Tigers are 10-7,

taking the first-place trophy in

their own tournament, and

looking forward to the rest of

the year.

Stacey says that her goal (the

team's goal) is to make it to

Regionals, which has eluded the

team in the past seasons. As of

now, they are third behind top

ten UC-San Diego and La Verne

College (CA) in the Western

Region, but the season is only

half over. She hopes the team

can carry their heavy arsenal

from this weekend into their

homecoming game Friday night.

Colorado College has been a

special place for Stacey and her

family. Both parents are

graduates of CC, and her father

was a soccer player for the

Tigers. Stacy chose CC because

she found excellent academics

in conjunction with a

competitive volleyball program.

Outside of volleyball, Stacey

focuses on Geology, her

declared major. She also likes

to get into many Anthropology

classes if scheduling allows. She

thinks the block plan is great

except for afternoon meeting

times and upper-level classes

that seem only to be offered

during the height of the

volleyball season.

After Colorado College,

Jonker hopes that volleyball will

still be a part of her life. She

hopes to play in competitive

women's leagues. As for her

Geology degree, she wants to

intern for a while and then go

on to graduate school.

For now, Stacey and the team

"all push to achieve their best

and attack the Regional

Playoffs." Stacey says as long

as the team, and especially the

setters, play this well, she hopes

she can keep up her

performance. So come out and

start off the Homecoming
weekend at 7pm in El Pomar
when the Tigers take on

Southern Colorado.

Junior outside hitter Stacey Jonker leads the Tiger volleyball

team in kills this season and was recently named theMVP of tht
; ^ u
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Colorado College Invitational.

Can men's soccer
win a national

championship?
Continued from page 17

and Ml Mercy. Chalk up five

wins for five final Div. HI games.

The team is now 13-1-2.

Second, the Tigers still have

four moregames to deal with, all

against NCAA Division II

schools. The wOTd here is that the

men's soccer team will take two

of these contests and tie a third,

bringing the final record to 15-2-

3.

The thixd thing that the Tigers

must accomplish is a shining

endorsement from the regional

selectors. Fourtofiveleamsfrom

oar region, the Far West, will be

selected to go on to the playoffs.

With afinalrecordof 15-2-3,being

selecledforaplayoffberth iseasy.

The hard part is getting a game at

home. Still, the Tigers willfinish

second in the region, behind

Claremonl-McKenna, earning

them a berth on their home turf.

The Tigers will win the first

rotindplayoffcontestand advance

to theregional fmals. From there,

the men's soccer team is capable

of anything.

Tigeis wallop I.aVerne^ 8-2

let. Ha'

)Iayer

ipproa

yould

ilustan

Continued from page 17

Extra time revealed two scoring

saviors, Noah Epstein and Rob
Lipp. The last supper was served

when the whistle from above

sounded and the Tigers refused the

evil forbidden fruit. A 4-2 victory

provided eternal salvation for the

black-clad shepherds who kick

other teams' balls.

The following day was Sunday.

However the Tigers halted their

religious endeavors and

commenced with socceronce again.

The Tigers started the contest with

theUnivsityofLaVemeby granting

the opposition a 1 -Ohead start After

numerous attempts to score on their

own goal, the Tigers decided to

embark in an 8-goal scoring fest as

six different Tigers found the back

ofthe net. Senior goal-scoring guru

Rob Lipp notched three beautiful

textbook goals regardless of what

Epstein said, while Epstein replied

wtih a masterpiece tally himself.

Sophomore Jeff Jurgens finished a

nice counterattack as he also

executed the greatest scoring/touch

percentage of all-time scoring on

his second touch of die ball in his

collegiate history. Senior Jon

Whitfield and sophomore Arron

Lujan also tallied. However, the

goal of the match was sophomore

father figure Paulo Villa, who
reminded the team that it was his

Alth

)ftheg£

first goal since the Nixon era. Ttv

greatest near-goal of the day caniE

from freshman Ian Creager as hi

flying bicycle kick just missed

LaVerne net. Newcomers Gilberts

Durantes and Jeff Lee also had

chances late in the match alonj

with second-year veteran Miki iyP.L.

Baca, who had to dig into his own

personal funds to replace a broken

crossbardue to his last-second clost

range blast.

The Tigers are warming up

this weekend 's homecoming match

against West Coast rival Pomona-

Pitzer College. The 13di-ranked

Tigers urge you all to come out

enjoy die homecoming festivities.

As always, free roses for the ladies.

CC golf gains experience

CCS OUTDOOR CONNECTION

vS^i^W
SALE BEGINS S^CtwMi^ OCT 10

9:00Am
• FINAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL SUMMER SALE ITEMS

•SALE ENDS OCT. 15 B33°0"732

By BRIAN RICHARDSON
Catalyst StaffReporter

Competing again this year in the

Rocky Mountain Inleicollegiale Golf

Association (RMIGA), the Colorado

College golf learn is in the middle of its

fall season. Wiiheightmenon theteam,

five of whom are returning letieimen,

the team is very optimistic about ihis

year. SophomoregolferJoshOrfanalds

says, "The team has a lot more

experience this year. Hopefully, we

willbeabletobea liulemorecompedtive

this season."

The team's experience paid off in

the first tournament of the year, when

the team shot a four-man total of 35 1

,

improving three shoLs over last year's

toial. The tournament was held during

firetblockbreakin Alamosa ill thcSand

Dunes Counuy Club. U'st week rhe

learn [il;iycdat\vodayi.oi[rriunien[ai'he

A;;*.-'' •'^:'j A:a(lcmv, ~j. <i.^jy '?:,ii ' :opux:l

toplay threenew golfers, hcping to adJ

to the team'swealth ofexperience. TlK

teamdidnotplayaswellaslastyear.bu!

pertiaps the experience will prove tob

helpful later on in the season.

The team continues to practice a

The Country Club of Colorado and a

Colorado Springs Country Club. NeM

Monday and Tuesday the te^n ttiivi

to Etenver to compete against the

UniversityofDenver,Regis Univer^li)'.

Colorado School of Mines, and L'C-

Colorado Springs. On Wednesday CC

will play a non-league, best ball

toumamentagainstColorado Schoolof

Mines. The tournament will be pla>'e'J

at Miixis' home couree, Rolling Hills'

"Wecan have (he best rounds oloiJ

lives and still not compete with the

schools in our league," Siiys Tu FW
The team hopcjs l> improve over ^
year's standing but realizes ^1'^

compering for rl <; I'-agiK ride is not ai

ol.>"'.>iniblei-ioal.
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Women's soccer tops SMU, advances to #10
By KRIS ZEXTS

Catalyst Staff Reporter

For the second straight week,

[he Colorado College women's

joccer team has knocked off the #9

[P^un in the nation. Their latest

victim was the Mustangs from

Southern Methodist, who fell to the

Tigers 2-0 last Saturday before

hundreds of enthusiastic fans.

Sophomore Sloan Miller started

ihe scoring off in the first half by

taking advantage of an untimely

miscue by S.M.U.'s freshman

liffiper. Tara Nott kicked the ball

into the 18 yard box, where it

appeared that the Mustang keeper

had gained possession. Seconds

later the ball was slowly dribbling

out of the keeper's hands and an

)pportunistic Miller proceeded to

lin her second goal ofthe season.

Outstanding individual effort

jnd timidity by the opposition

;haracterized the Tigers' second

joal, which put an exclamation

joint on the win for C.C. Midway

Jirough the second half, senior

Stacy Black biasted a freekick from

ust outside the 1 8 yard box over an

j.M.U. wall and into the Mustang

let. Had it not been for an S.M.U.

(layer ducking as the ball

ipproached, the ball probably

iv'ould not have made it past the

Vlustang's wall.

Although C.C. controlled much

)fthegame,S.M.U.was notwithout

\ien's cross country ends USC domination

Bryan Viiiinsky

The Colorado College women's soccer team has posted a 7-1 record while earning a #10 national

ranking. They travel to California over Homecoming weekend.

their scoring opportunities, which

were continuously thwarted by the

stalwartTigerdefense. "S.M.U. had

some really goodchances,moments

when they controlled the flow, but

overall we controlled the tempo of

the game," said Coach Carl Beal.

"We were opportunistic and had

solid play from the defense,"

continued Beal.

The players and coaches alike

definitely felt the impact of this

particular victory. "This was more

ofa defined win than last week's 1 -

win over William and Mary. We
lefta mark and let people know tiiat

we are out there to win. We are not

the underdog that everyone thinks

we are," exclaimed junior Tracy

Holbrook. Coach Beal agreed, "It

was an important win for us because

it reinforced the confidence we
gained after our victory over

William and Mary."

The Tigers improved their regular

season record to 7-1 and jumped

into the top ten in the national polls

for the first time this season with a

#10 national ranking. The team's

success can partly be attributed to

the solid play turned in thus far by

midfielder Holbrook. Holbrook has

not enjoyed the lofty stats that she

enjoyed in years past when she

played stnctly ^offensive position.

Instead, she has eagerly adapted to

her new role in the midfield and has

contributed in many other

intangible ways. "Tracy Holbrook

has been playing impressive

defense. She has gone from being a

strictly offensive-minded player to

one who covers the field from

endline to endlinc. She really has

become a complete player.'*

commented Beal.

The Tigers enter into a lough

and challenging second half of their

season as they face regional foes

California-Berkeley and San Diego

State University this weekend in

sunny California. ColoradoCollege

is on the road for six of their last

eight games, all but one against

teams in their region. If the Tigers

hope to make the playoffs, these

are the games that they must win.

"This weekend as well as the rest of

our games are all key games. They

are regional games, and for us to

move up in our region, wc have to

win them." said Coach Beal.

Note: Although C.C.

convincingly beat S.M.U.. 2-0,

S.M.U. is tf9, while Colorado

College is ranked #10.

Jy F.L. KUGRILUCUTTY

Last Saturday, the Colorado

Allege men's cross country team

oined the ranks of other successful

-C. teamsby claiming the team title

ii the C.C. Invite. With this race, the

Hgers put an end to U.S.C.'s string

if close victories at this meet in

Ecent years and also posted their

owest point score ever (21 points).

"or the first time this season. C.C.

ran at fiill strength, drawing on the

talents of all thirteen runners-six

veterans and seven newcomers.

Effecliverace tactics coupled with a

burning desire inspired the Tigers to

a convicing victory in their only

home meet of the season. U.S.C.'s

David McElhaney did, however,

claim individual honors with a time

of27:50.whileC.C.'sKrisO'Connor

finished second in 27:59.

In theweekspreceding Saturday ' s

YOU CAN EARN $35

If you are an
undergraduate

student planning a

career in teaching,

you can earn $35
for answering
some basic skills

questions on
computer.

The 4-hour research sessions are being held

at:

Sylvan Learning Center

6189 Lehman Drive, Suite 205

Colorado Spnngs, CO 80907

If you are interested, call (719) 593-1272

victory, die C.C. men tested their

mightagainstDivision Icompetition

in two recent Colorado meets. The

morning of Sq)tember 19 found the

Tigers at the infamous U.S.C.

Invitational in which the runners

explore not only the various

"treacheries" of the Pueblan

wasteland, but also the very stuff of

which they are made. For the second

year in arow at this meet, C.C. edged

out rivalU.S .C. inacloselycontested

dual for fifth place. As in die Adams

State Invitational, Senior captains

"Hungry Jim" Macken and Brian

"Worm"Kales led the team. Veteran

Mark "Perennial Pup" Sweet ran

third for the team in his first race of

the season. Pups Jack Hayes and

Ebx)y Tso, along with Sophomores

Mark"DeSade" De Orsay andDoug

"Kinjite" Gross rounded out the top

7. The fu-st-year uio of Jack Hayes,

Bill Mangle, and Wing Goodale all

set personal records at this meet.

Unfortunately, Kris *'Let's-Hurt-a-

LitUe" O'Connor suffered from

extremerespiratory distress and hurt

a lot. Strategically planning his

November Peak, Kris decided that it

wasn'tquiteyettimetodomorethan

just get by. The U.S.C. meet also

marked Triathlete-Senior Kurt

Anderson's cross country debut and

furthered Pup Blain Olson 's initiation

into the grueling world of collegiate

alhleucs.Asafootnote.C.S.U runner

Jason Sunatt, who hails from that

renowned breeding ground of elite

runners, Montana, deserves

recognitioforclaimingtheindividual

title.

The following week, the AirForce

Academy Invitational offered yet

anodier opportunity for the Tigers to

run against Division 1 competition.

This meetgave therunners invaluable

experience in running in a quality

field like thai expected at Nationals.

Veterans Sweet, Kales. O'Connor,

Birkeniiock'
• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

Gross and DeOrsay comprised the

C.C. scoring team which overcame

U.S.C. for the third time this year in

as many outings. The remainder of

the team "rested" and enjoyed their

block break. Adams State runner

Shane Heaty won the 8,000 meter

race in 25:40.

This coming weekend Uic men

will travel to Hasting. Nebraska for

die first of this season ' s low altitude

meets, where Jimmy "Joe" Macken

will attempt to better his 1990 third

place finish. The following week,

themenwillmectthe U.S.C. Indians

in this season 's final confrontation at

Fort Hayes, Kansas. The Tigers will

miss their rivalry with U.S.C, as the

U.S.C. cross country program will

be discontinued after this season.

Coach Casianeda and his 1 992 squad

salute the Indians for their

accomplishments but nonetheless

eye victory in Kansas to complete a

perfect 5 and record this season

against these worthy opponents.

Correction
In Ihe October 2, 1992 issue

of The Catalyst, Hurricane

Danniellc, rather than Hurricane

Andrew, caused the soggy

playing conditions at the

University ofVirginia. Also.Kiis

Zeits. rather than Kris

Mutcheego. wrote the women's

soccer story. Catalyst Sports

Editors Adam McVeigh and

Mike Rabinovitch regret the

errors.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF
EVENTS

NOT NECESSARILY
ACADEMIC

CLINTON /GORE
Vote for change. Campaign

meetings Tuesdays, 5:30

upstairs Womer.

AIKIDO
Japanese martial art;

Beginners encouraged to

come! Practice begins

promptly at 7:00, please

respect. Meets every Sun,

Tues, Thurs, except Block

Break Thurs. We focus

mainly on technique with

occasional references to

GAIA, Geology, Eco-

feminism. Spirituality, and

otherapplications to daily life.

FLAMENCO DANCING
Anyone interested, classes

starting second block. Call

Kersten 634-2678.

COBURN GALLERY
New exhibit in Coburn

Gallery,Womer Center. Tom
Zetterstrom CC '67 "Portrait

of Trees" Opening Friday,

Oct. 9, 4:30-6:30.

Refreshments will be served.

STUDENT
TELEMARKETERS
needed for Annual Fund

Gifts. Great pay, bonuses,

hours. Call Dolores x6753.

STUDENT TRAVELS
MACAZINE

coming soon to this newspaper on

10/16/92

INPUT NgEPEP
TheExtra-curricularStrategic

Planning Committee is

seeking comments about the

future of extra-curricular life

at CC. Please contact Bruce

Coriell at x6639 or via inter-

campus mail.

WIN $75.00

Design the winning poster

for CC's annual ARTS &
CRAFTS sale. Submit

entries to Worner Desk by

Oct. 12. Guidelines are at

the Worner Desk.

Question? Call Lara or

Gretchen at 635-8650.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT GROUP

For people who have been

experiencing depression.

May have beeen on anti-

depressant medication or

been in treatment for some

kind of depressive disorder

ormanic-depression (bi-polar

illness). The group will

provide mutual support and

education. The group is

limited to 8 people.

If you are interested in

participating. Call ext. 6384

and ask to sign up.

People who sign up will be

contacted by a therapist about

time and meeting place.

FLU SHOTS
Available at Boetcher. Price

$7.00, beginning Oct. 15th.

VICTIM'S ASSISTANCE
The VAT is available to

provide peer support and

information to victims of

discrimination, harrassment,

sexual assault, abuse and

other types of victimization.

Call 531-1312 and leave a

message. A member of the

Josh & John's Ice Creams
now offers

?re-?acV.ed pints of

Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough !!!

Only $2.25
(This coupon expires November l&t. no c^uantity limits)

102 East l^iowa 632-0299 Open daily 11am to Midnight

team will return your

within 10 minutes.

• DANCE WORKSHOP
Dance Workshop

HConcert. Show consists

ballet.modem, jazz piecf

Student performe

choreographed and product
^J,,,„

Fri&Sat,Oct. 13&14,8:|

"p.m. at Armstrong Theatrt The

itlheE

FOR SALE 10, an

'77 Yamaha 650 for $800 '^°?'

trade. Call Mike 389-738)
^^^^

jitlibi

IBM compatible compul :omm

and accessories. Great pric

Call x7243

ANNOUNCEMENTS ()

EVENTS AND
DEADLINES THAT AB

OF A MORE
ACADEMIC NATURF

ASL^. LECTURE
Public lecture by Jagat Mehi

former Indian Fore

Secretatry and Ambassad

to China speaking on

Legacy of the Cold War

Asia. Oct. 12,'92,7:30pra

the Asia Center,

Donaldson House.

OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

The ACM India Progra

deadline is October 2

Contact Professor VibI

Kapuria-Foreman atx64 1

9

in Palmer 113 for all

details.

ALL NEW 10' DESSERT PIZZA

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUART OF POP

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Hems 1.39
Extra Cheese 1.99
Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp. 12/31/92

$7.49
Pick-up or Delimry (10*970) Exp. 12/31/92

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
Additional Items 1.S9
Extra Cheese 2.49
Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp 12ai/92

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COiUPEniOR'S COUPON
(Some Restrictions Apply)
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Homecoming dance results in fmi and chaos
lySlNGELIAGNEW
'atalyst Staff Reporter

The annual Homecoming Dance was held

It iheBroadmoor Hotel on Saturday, October

10, and drew an estimated crowd of over

1,500 people.

The dance, organized by the Tutt Alumni

touse. included three different ballrooms

ivith bands chosen by a StudentHomecoming

Committee. The Frank Finelli Orchestra

jlaycd at Spec's Spot in Broadmoor West;

rhe Legend, playing mostly country music.

xTlormed in the International Center; and

Livewire, a classic rock band, played in

Colorado Hall.

According to Jan Heitman, associate

jirector of Alumni Relations at the Tutt

Mumni House, the figures on the attendance

of the dance are not yet processed. 4,000

tickets were printed, and Heitman stated that

many more tickets were sold to students

during pre-sale than in previous years.

Jack Gage, director of Conference

Planning at the Broadmoor Hotel, estimated

that between 2,500-3,000 students, parents,

and alumni attended the dance. Gage
explained that this is smaller than in previous

years, however, due to the larger class

reunions that have been held in the past

Three shutde buses ran between the college

ind the Broadmoor during the evening. One

of these buses also made stops at Beckett's

Brewhouse to transport seniore to the hotel.

Although, according to the Physical Plant,

three buses ran for the entire evening, many

Indents had to wail thirty minutes to an hour

order to obtain a seat on a bus. Heiimas

responded to this issue by saying, "We don't

have a solution to this problem; the crowds

bigger every year, and we never know
liow many to expect."

Only one incident ofproblems on the buses

wasreported. According to Heitmas, "a young

man got ill on the way to the Broadmoor and

threw up on two girls in front of him."

Students had additional opinions on the

shuttle system, reporting that it was
disorganized, insufficient,and dangerous. One
girl got her hand caught in the bus door as it

closed around the people crowding to get in,

and some students hitched rides in cars passing

on Cascade street due to the lack of space on

the buses.

Shannon McDonnell, CC freshman,

reported, "I had some friends who hitched a

ride in the back of a pick-up truck."

Gage, speaking for die Broadmoor, related

that the dance went fairly smoothly. He was "a

bit discouraged how drunk people were,"

however, reporting that there was "a very

large number of very inebriated people." He
expects that the issue of liabihiy will crop up

sooner or later, but in the meantime he "kind

of like[s] supporting Colorado College, and

after all, kids will be kids, you know."

Next year, the Homecoming dance will be

held at the Antler Hotel instead of the

Broadmoor. According to Heiunan , this is

due to the fact that dates could not be

coordinated with the Broadmoor. Shestressed,

"The main thing I want to get across to students

is that this is not because we are mad at the

Broadmoor; I've heard a lot ofrumbling about

this, but we are certainly not ruling out the

Broadmoor for the future."

Opinionsofthose attending the dance were

varied. Most felt that the drinks were

overpriced, and many thought the trek to the

separate balh-ooms through the cold weather

was a hassle.

Finelli's Orchestra, which has performed

for the dance in previous years, was widely

popular. Disappointmentwas expressed about

Cheerleaders whoop it up at the Homecoming football game.

theclassicrockbandUvewirc. CCfreshman

Kishan Manget bluntly stated, "that rock

band sucked balls."

Manget also reported that the classic

rock ballroom was too crowded and that

"somebody threw up on the floor, and people

were dancing in it."

Alcohol Awareness Week begins
By DIANA ZIPETO

Catalyst Staff

October 26-31 marks Colorado College's National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week, sponsored by BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol

Consciousness Concerning the Health of the University), the Office of Residential Life, the Greek System, and Anheisser Busch. The

week's goal is not to condemn or condone drinking, but to provide students with health y choice activities, as well as alcohol awareness

and education.BACCHUS adviserAdam CerTnakcommemed,"[The week] isaboutchoice,and ifyoudo opt to drink,doingitresponsibly."

T-shirts commemorating the week will be sold from Mon.-Sat., and those running in ihe races will receive the shirts at a discount.

1"he week will begin October 26 and will include:

Monday - 11:30 - 12:45, Woraer Center

Drug Free Zone Dancers

A group of young singers and dancers from

Denver.

Tuesday - Lunchtime outside Womer
The Convmcer

Car wrecked in a DWI accident

A slide that simulates a 7 m.p.h. car accident,

sponsored by UieColoSpringsPolice Department.

Drank Driving Contract Signing

Red Ribbons will be passed out in observance of the

Colorado Springs' Red Ribbon Week. The ribbons

show support for drug and alcohol awareness,

and signify abstention from drags and alcohol for

that week.

Wednesday - evening (time and location TBA)

Get-Your Stress-Out-Wiihout-Drinking Pillow Fight

Followed by an action-type movies (TBA) and

discussion about "natural highs."

Thursday - 6-8 p.m., Gaylord Hall in Womer
Mock DWI trial with Philosophy Professor John Riker

acting as defendant. Real law yers and real judges.

Get dinner in Rastall and bring it over.

Friday - 3 p.m.. Cutler Quad (rain - McGregor basement)

All-Campus party, co-sponsored by the Greeks Mocktails

and O'Dooles non-alcoholic beer will be served.

Saturday - Halloween, locauon TBA
Fun Run -Under 1-mile race run in costume

prizes for best costumes.

Run for HealUi

5Krun.

The excitement for the evening is said to

have occurred in the International Center,

where the country band was playing. It is

ramored that CC senior and daughter of

Dean Timothy Fuller, Margaret Fuller,

accepted a marriage proposal given from this

stage during the dance.

Inside

Features
The art of steaking

revealed p. 5

Opinions
Candidates discussed

and deliberated p. 9

Arts

Jon Elsberg encounters

used goodies p. 13

Sports
Men's soccer extends

unbeaten streak to 9 p. 17
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Security Beat

By DIANA ZIPETO
Calalysl Staff Reporter

10/6/92 2:50 PM
Wallet stolen from TV room in Phi Delta Theta House - S40 and four credit cards were taken.

10/6/92 4:00 PM
Wallet stolen from office in Palmer Hall. The wallet contained credit cards, blank checks.

10/6/92 4:05 PM
Backpack stolen from the fifth floor in Barnes. One credit card and S2 in cash was taken.

10/6/92 7:35 PM
Wheel reported stolen from bike.

10/6/92 8:10 PM
Security found cut cable with combination lock on the north side of Womer Center.

10/6/92 10:45 PM
Bike stolen from Loomis, had been locked with a chain lock.

10/7/92 10:00 AM
VCR reported stolen from Cossitt hall.

10/7/92 9:15 PM
Bike seat stolen from locked bike at Tutt Library.

10/8/92 3:00 PM
Emergency phone-was picked up. Security responded, no one was there.

10/8/92 9:50 PM
Damage to the top of a convertible car was reported. Nothing was taken from the car.

10/9/92 9:18 AM
Studentriding bike across Pedestrian crosswalk on (Cascade was hit by a car. No one was injured.

10/9/92 9:40 PM
Bike stolen from bike rack near Bemis. The front wheel was cut through and left behind.

10/11/92 8:40 PM
Suspicious person seen loitering by bike rack at McGregor.

Your Campus Travel Agencii

When your service is

100%, Competition
isn't tough. Call

Taylor Travel, your
full Service Travel
Agency Where
the client comes

first!

Taylor Travel

636-3871
818 N. Tejon

Cheerleaders set

hopes higher for

the future
By AMY MAURER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The twenty-four members of

CC's cheerleading team rallied

students, alumni, faculty and

administrators during two

performances over Homecoming

weekend. They performed at the

Tiger Rally on Oct. 9 and again at

the football game on Oct 10.

Most who saw the performances

were impressed with the skill and

athleticism of the team.

The cheerleading team is

comprised of two groups. The

performance team of 10 women is

captained by third year student

Sarah Davidson and the stunt team

of 7 women and 7 men is captained

by fourth year student David

Hewell. According to Hewell,

though, "The team has 24 captains.

All 24 members are responsible for

organization and decision-making."

Despite its status as one ofthe largest

athletic teams on campus, the

cheerleading team receives no

funding from the college. They are

currently working, however, to

receive recognition through the

,
athletic department. Barbara

Yalich, Vice President of

Development and College

Relations, estimates that the team

will spend almost S4,000 this year.

This money will come out of

members' pockets and from

donations from friends of the

college.

Expenses include thepurchasing

of uniforms and equipment as well

as fees for training camps.The team

is unable to travel to out-of-town

games due to budget constraints;

however, they are hoping to raise

enough money to go to the men's

basketball finals if our team

qualifies.

Yalich is impressed with the

commitment, dedication,

persistence and reliability of team

members.The cheerleaderspractice

twice a week for two hours per

session. Preparation for

Homecoming weekend was more

intense with eightpractices in a two

week period. In addition tocheering

at athletic events, the team is

responsible for all of the pre-gamc

advertising. Hewell admits that a

lot of hard work and time is

involved, but he maintains that fun

provides the motivation.

Prior to the early 1970's, pep

rallies, class reunions, homecoming

celebrations, etc., were integral to

student life. During the early 70's,

this aspect of student life took a

backseat to anti-war activities and

the growing women's movemeni,

according to Yalich. In l976Yalich,

then Alumni Director, re-instituied

class reunions and parents'

weekends in hopes of rebuilding a

positive sense of the college

community. Dismayed by low rales

of attendance at athletic events and

a general lack of school spirit, a

then first-year student approached

Yalich in the Fall of 1989 ahoui

starting a cheerleading team.

From the beginning, the te.im

has been concerned with noi

replicating the objedification of

women that characterizes

traditional /stereotypical

cheerleading. According to both

Yalich and Hewell, the team is

athletic and performance-oriented

TheCC Cheerleaders have come

a long way in fouryears, and Hewell

is confident that the success will

continue. Last summer, the team

received firstplace while competing

with Division 11 schools at a

Universal Cheerleading

Association training camp. In the

past four years, there has been

increase in school spirit and

attendance at games has improved.

Corrections

Last week The Calalysl titled an article "CC drops in rankings"

referring to a ranking drop over the last five years. The college has

actually gone up in ranking in the past year. The Calalysl regrets the

error.

Clean Air Environment

^^i

Full Bar

All natural, freshly

prepared foods...

Unique menu
consisting of salads,

pastas, mediterranean
pizzas, grilled fish &

chicken, and
scrumptious desserts.

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898
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[Social activism scholarships

expands its program
COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Gleitsman Foundation, a

Los Angeles-based non-profit

organization which encourages

positive forms of social activism,

has expanded its awards program

^ith the establishment of The

MichaelSchwemerActivistAward,

an annual honorcreated specifically

to recognize college students

nationwide who are proving

themselves to be outstanding

catalysts of social change in iheir

schools and communities.

The announcement was made

by Alan Gleitsman, founder ofThe

Gleitsman Foundation.

In addition,the foundation also

presented the biennial Gleitsman

Award For People Who Make A
Difference, which honors social

activists working within the United

States, and the recenUy-announced

Sakharov Award, to be presented

every other year (commencing in

1993) to exceptional social

crusaders outside of the country.

The MichaelSchwemer Activist

Award is dedicated to the memory

of Cornell University graduate

Michael Schwemer, adistmguished

civil rights activist who was

kidnapped and murdered in

Mississippi in 1964 (along with co-

workersJames Chaney andAndrew

Goodman). The award will be

presented every spring to five young

people currently enrolled in a

college or university in America

who have challenged some form of

social injustice, promoted positive

solutions for change and inspired

others to realize that they too can

make a difference.Award honorees

will each receive a $1,000 prize.

Nominations for potential

MichaelSchwemerActivistAward

honorees may be submitted by a

fellow students, as well as by

campus faculty, staff members,

alumni and others. Nomination

forms, which must be returned no

later than January 3 1 , 1993, may be

obtained by writing to The

Gleitsman Foundation, 6100

Wilshire Boulevard, Suite400,Los

Angeles, Cahfomia, 90048-5111.

Nominators are free to nominate

one or more possible honorees.

Commenting on the award,

Gleitsman said, 'Teople often have

important solutions to critical needs

but feel they are not powerful

enough to confront the system. By

recognizing students who have

successfullyeffectedchange.lhope

that others will realize their own
potential and will initiate positive

actions on behalf of causes

important to them. The result will

be a better world for us all."

For more information students can

contact Peter Berk, The Lipping

GroupA^A, 213/965-1990. or

Barbara ToUis, 212/986-7080.

Open forums planned to

discuss new amendments
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Representative Mike Duncan, at a

press conference today, announced

a series of four public forums on

this November's ballot initiatives.

Speakers representing diverse

viewpoints will present their ideas

on gambling, education, the

environment and Amendment 2.

GambUng is the topic of the first

forum, to be held in Manitou

Springs,October 13, at 7:30p.m. at

Manitou Elementary School. 701

Duclo Avenue. Manitou Springs.

Speaking against expanding

gambling will be Cathy Verlow,

who helped fight the attempt to

bring gambling to Manitou Springs.

Several proponents of gambUng

have declinedthe invitation to speak

at the forum.

Education,more specifically the

proposed Vouchers for Education

Amendment (amendment 7). and

the Children First Initiative

(Amendment 6). will be die focus

of the second forum. Duncan will

present the education forum at

Penrose Library, October 1 5 , 20 N.

Cascade, at 7:30 p.m. Speaking for

the Children First Initiative will be

Lori Thorn, a School District 11

Board Member. Speaking against

the proposed voucher system will

beRon Johnson, also a District #1

1

Board Member. Speaking for the

voucher system will be Ken Gray,

local attorney and former candidate

for the RepubUcan nomination for

Slate House District 22. Duncan

anticipates adding an additional

person to speakagainsttheChildren

First Amendment.

Panelists will discuss the

environment. including

Amendment 8, which would require

lottery proceeds to be used forparks

and recreation. October 22. at

Holmes Junior High, 2455 Mesa

Road, again at 7:30 p.m. A
representative of GO (Great

Outdoors) Colorado will speak in

favor of Amendment 8. Other

speakers have expressed interest in

attending but have not yet finalized

their plans.

Supports and opponents of

Amendment 2, or the "Family

Values" Amendment will clash at

West Junior High, 1920PikesPeak

Avenue, Colorado Springs. October

29, at 7:30 p.m. Proponent say the

amendment will deny special rights

to gays and lesbians; opponents say

that the amendment will

discriminate against gays and

lesbians and will deny them existing

rights under the law.

Speaking for theamendment will

be representatives of Colorado for

Family Values, Will Perkins and

Kevin Tebedo. Speaking against

the Amendment will be

representalivesofEqual Protection

Colorado (EPC). the Rev. Jim

White, and Betty Lynn Mahafey.

Duncan is presenting the forums

as a service to his constituents. "1

haven't had a chance to help this

district as its representative, so this

is my way of giving the voters both

sides of some very important

issues." Duncan took the oath of

office September 25, 1992, and is

now serving the remainder of

former Rep. Renny Pagan's term,

following Pagan's promotion to

slate revenue director.

Also on the agenda is a town

meeting breakfast at The Cookery.

3020 W. Colorado Ave.. Monday.

October 12, 1992. Duncan said, "It

will give me a chance to meet ihc

people of the district. Rcnny's

breakfast meetings were one of the

many great things he did; it's one

thing 1 will continue."

Concluding the press

conference. Duncan commented on

the term limitation movement.

"Term limitation can ensure we

have a uue citizen legislature, rather

than govcmmcni by professional

pohticians. But 1 just took office. I

have no intention of going down in

history as having the most limited

term on record."

Anderson to kick off International Week
By KATHRYN JONES and

CHETAN SHATE
Calalysl Staff Reporters

The upcoming international

week, October 28 - November 5,

contains an interesting agenda for

the promotion of international

awareness in the college

community.

International week provides

students with the opportunity to get

a sampling of world cultures and

events. In the past. International

Week has played a crucial role in

reversing the pestilent apathy

college students tend to have

towards international awareness.

International Week 1992 hopes

to stimulate our perceptions and

inieresis ofaworld that is becoming

more and more global.

Theweek Idcksoffwithapotent

keynotespeaker,John B. Anderson,

an Independent Candidate for the

US Presidency in 1980. He will

talk about the global challenges

that the United States will face in

the 90's (October 28, 7 p.m.,

Packard Hall). His talk will be

preceded by a Thursday at Eleven

discussion/question-answersession

(October 29) at Packard.

That evening, there will be a

study abroad fair both for

prospective students interested in

studying abroad and for all others

interested (Womer Lobby, 6p.m.-

8p.m.).

The following week will begin

with a career panel comprised of

individuals with international job

experience (November 2, 4-5:30

p.m. Gaylord Hall). This will be

followed by a reception giving

students an opportunity to meet the

panelists (5:30p.m. Gaylord Hall).

On die Wednesday of that week,

the Career Center will host anodier

panel for minority students

interested in working abroad (4-6

p.m., Gaylord Hall).

International Week will be

culminated by a grand cultural and

food festival Thursday evening

(6:30-10:00 p.m., Gaylord Hal!).

Student-performed dances.

Y E A !? S A H C A D

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return ofall CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$25

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

international songs, and food from

around the world will highlight the

night. Several sponsors, including

the Career Center, the Office of

International Programs, the Peace

Corps and the International Student

Organization, will combine to

produce a fun-fiUed, educational

evenL

Please feel free to contact the

International Programs Office in

Womer Center (2nd floor) for any

further questions.

NOVEMBER 1-NOVEMBER 12

DIALogue1992
1 6th ANNUAL PHONATHON for THE COLORADO COLLEGE ANNUAL FUND

HELP US REACH SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT ALUMNI PARTICIPATION

WIN INCREDIBLE PRIZES!
plane tickets, lift tickets, home-cooked dinners, restaurant discounts,

gift certificates, baked goods, artwork, CD's, concert tickets, iiaircuts

movie rentals, ski equipment, cash, clothing...and much, much more!

And—Everyone gets free food and a free long

distance phone call every night!

Sign up in Worner Center October 26-November 6
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News Briefs
Beidleman tells tales of a Bookworm
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Professor emeritus of Biology Richard G. Beidleman's Thursday-at-Eleven slide talk

on October 1 is titled 'Tales of a Peripatetic Bookworm."

He notes that outside the classroom many a professor piirsues his or her favorite

research, readings and writing, often with unexpected results. Some of these academic

adventuresprovehumorous,othersprovocalive,still others bcyondcoincidence. Beidleman

will reflect on the interesting tidbits his own peripatetic pursuits have unearthed.

Beidleman is well remembered with affection and high regard by fomier students, who
were inspired by hisenthusiasmandknowledge, entertained by his ready wit, and frustrated

by the rapidity of his speech, which made note-taking a haphazard affair. He hofds the

Hulbert Center fw Southwest Studies Endowed Chair during the 1992 fall semester and

will teach "Geology and Ecology of the Southwest" with Professor BruceLoeffler dui ;.ng

Block in.

Broeker to give natural science lecture
COLLEGE RELATIONS

ProfessorWallaceS. Broeker, Newberry Professor ofGeology atColumbiaUniversity,

will be coming to Colorado College on Thursday, October 29, in order to deliver the

college's annual Harold D. Roberts Lecture in the Natural Sciences.

The talk.entitied "WhatdrivesGlacial Cycles? (ImplicationsforGreenhouse Warming),"

will be presented in Packard Hall (5 W. Cache La Poudre) at 8:00 p.m. Admission to the

talk is free.

ProfessorBroekerhas published numerous articles concerning therelationship between

glacial cycles and global climate change. The Harold D. Roberts lecture series was
endowed in 1961 by the family and friends ofM-. Roberts, a Denver attorney who was an

authority in the field ofpetroleum and mineral law. Heandhis wife, the lateRhodaNorton
Haynes, graduated from Colorado College in 1908.

The lecture series' purpose is to bring prominent scientists to the college. Former

lecturers have included Jane Goodall, Herman Muller and Rene Dubos. For more
information, please call 389-6513.

Blackwell wins Cottingham Scholarship
COLLEGE RELATIONS

AngeliqueR. Blackwell, a sophomore with a3.9 gradepoint average, has been awarded

theLaura Frances Cottingham Scholarship for the 1992-93 school year by the GammaPhi
Beta Foundation.

Thisscholarshipprovides Blackwell with $650 to use towardher studies in architectural

engineering at Colorado College.

"Hie Gamma Phi Beta Foundation is a nonprofit, public foundation that awards

scholarships and fellowships to Gamma Phi Beta members who have an exceptional

academic record, a history of contribution to the Sorority and financial need.

Environmental themes basis of lecture

COLLEGE RELATIONS

IJie 1992 Roberts Lecture in the Natural Sciences will be given in late October by Dr.

WaUaceS. Broecker, Newberry Professor of Geology at Columbia University.

Dr. Broecker, a chemical oceanographer. is one of the world's experts on climatic

change, and especially on the role of carbon dioxide in climatic change. He is the author

of a number ofbooks and more than 200 papers on oceanography, geochemistry, climatic

change, and the environmental evolution of the earth, and is an excellent speaker.

He and Dr. George Denton of the University of Maine have recenUy published a series

of provocative papers on the interreladonships between ocean circulation, atmospheric

composition, and chmatic change, which bave shed considerable new light on both the

causes of ice ages and ±e prospects for greenhouse warming. These themes will form the

basis of his Roberts Lecture.

Three events are currenfly on the schedule for Dr. Broecker's visit: Robert's lecture;

Thursday October 29, 8:00 p.m., Packard Hall, entitled 'Ice Ages, Oceans and Greenhouse
Warming" ;"BiDwn Bag Quesuon and Answer Session," occurring Friday, October 30,

12:00 Noon, Palmer 16; and on Friday, October 30, 3:30 p.m.. Palmer 16 - "Is C02

Half Block critiquedby students
B^ SETH FISHER
News Editor

The results of a recent CCCA
survey on the half block has just

been compiled and suggests that

the student body in general favors

die half-block.

The surveys were mailed to

every student on die Registrar's list

of participants in the 1992 half

block. Two hundred and ninety-six

surveys were distributed and 93
were completed and returned. This

corresponds to a response rate of

about 35%.

The surveys indicated diat the

majority of the participanls took

classes in the humanities

department with the Natural

Sciences department coming in a

close second.

In addition 94.6 percent of the

students surveyed felt that diey
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would lake a half block again.

Nevertheless, die majority ofdie

students surveyed felt that the half

block in addition to the symposium
and die summer wild card option

did not make up for the lack of a

nindi block class, despite the fact

tiiat 44.1 percent of the students

did not attend die symposium.

Studentsuggestions concerning

the problem ofstudents not showing

up for half blocks that they

registered for included suggestions

of: violence, deposits and fines.

Other concerns included the

symposium. "Last year's topic

sucked - diis year's is even worse.

1 will not attend," said one studenL
Another student commented,
"Finals day of half block conflicts

widi first day of symposium. This

is not good."

Bike thefts

plague campus
Tips to avoid becoming a victim
By CHRIS BELL

Recently, several Colorado
College students have had dieir

bicycles stolen; others have had

parts stripped from their bikes

leaving cut brake cables, missing

seats, and ruined sprockets.

Although the thefts have
prompted concern on campus, the

amount ofbicycle diefis are similar

to last school year at diis time. C.C.

security, however, is taking die

matter very seriously.

Through increased staffing and
exB^ surveillance, C.C. security

Bou1:ique And ^ 4;&LLcRy
Primitive and Ettink An.

ClotMng & Jewelry In Old ColorMo City
25 1 Wen Colorado Avenue

Open Dally 633-0584

guards are pursuing all

opportunities to prevent furdier

thefts. However, the burden of

protecting bicycles on campus
cannot rest solely on C.C. security.

Bicycle owners can gready reduce

die risk of dieft if Uiey would follow

certain safety guidelines.

C.C. students are encouraged to

practice the following:

(1) Store bicycles inside

your residence hall room. There

have been no diefts diis school year

of bicycles secured inside a

residence hall room.

(2) If a bicycle is going to

be left outside, it must be locked

widi a U-type bicycle lock. Bicycle

diieves on die Colorado College

campus are now able to break these

locks.butdiey are stillthe best type

of lock available.

(3) Use an additional

securing system witfi aU-typelock.

A new device called "Bad Bones"

will be available at the C.C.

Bookstore soon. This device makes
it even more difficult to break a U-

type lock.

(4) When locking bicycles

outside, take all detachable items

(such as seats, water botdes, etc.)

widi you or at least lock diem wiUi

a calve or die same U-type lock.

Colorado College Security has

noticed that the thieves are typically

15 to 17 years old, dressed in dark

clodiing, and steal bicycles in die

late night/early morning hours.
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Getting naked in public: the art of streaking
py Matthew Lewis

Features Editor

It is the last night of first block.

A trio of students cruises through

tJieperiodicals section into the open

study area of Tutt and are greeted

by bellowing cheers and applause.

Wide eyes and nervous giggles

abound as the group parades, single

file, through every isle: special

collections,reference,upanddown

the stairs, making sure everyone

gets aglimpse of their bare tushies

and jostling genitalia. They are

sQ-eakers, that age-old institution

of college humor, making their

rounds on yet another cross-

campus excursion, au naturale.

Butwhy? Whatmotivates these

brave souls in their birthday best

to shed their clothing and subject

themselves to the ogling and jeers

of everyone they encounter?

"Because it brings a lot ofpleasure

to everyone involved," says one

veteran Colorado College streaker,

whom we will call "Drew" to

protecthis anonymity. Personally,

I wouldn'tconsider watching Drew

put his buff self on display in the

library (the #$!!#& library!!) a

pleasurable event (well, I suppose

laughter is

pleasurable); but

thoseofyouwho

were fortunate

enough to

witness the

event and liked

what you saw,

Drew informed

me that he isn't

busy Saturday

night...

In the past

four years,

streakers have

managed to

grace the halls of

S 1 o c u m ,

L o o m i s ,

W r n e r ,

Armstrong,
Bemis, and

McGregor, not The key to a good

to mention all

the space in between. "Wehaven't

been able to get into Mathias,"

says Drew, who has exposed

himself on numerous occasions.

"Security there is always too

harsh."

As insane as this practice may

seem, there is a method to the

streak is speed, composure and-

madness. "We try to organize our

streaking around times of high

stress, usually around the end of

the block," Drew says. "We find it

makes a good study break for both

streaker and streakee" (streakee?

def: one who receives a streak).

Streaking? As a stress release?

Sure, why not.

CC students have

been known to

relieve stress in

more hazardous

ways —
mountain
climbing,
drinking, bungee

jumping,
sucking on

plastic tubes

—

why not let

running through

buildings at top

speed without

any clothes on

join the ranks of

relaxation?

While Drew
enjoys easing the

MaiiUwis tension of fellow

well, nudity schoolmates, he

emphasized that

he's the one having the fun during

a streak, not the onlookers. "It's

damn fun," he says, "especially

trying to outrun CC security."

Almost every nude fiasco in which

Drew has participated usually ends

with a CC security truck getting

beUigerent and driving across one

of the quads (usually Armstrong),

pursuing the nude bandits until

they disappear, unhanned, in the

depths ofCC off-campus territory.

"The sketchy lime was when
Colorado Springs police were the

first to sec us; they drove up

through Slocum quad yelling

"Hold it right there" through their

loudspeaker, shining a spotlight

on my buns and all. 1 had to climb

over a picket fence, butt-naked, in

the dark. That was scary. But wc
got away."

While streakers here at CC
historically have been mostly

males. Drew says that a couple of

women and the occasional canine

have been known to "take it off'.

He gave no explanation for why
streaking appears to be gcndcr-

specific. although he did point out

that male and female dogs streak

with equal frequency.

Does Drew ever worry that

someone might grab him by the

lawsuit and pull him down? "Nah.

We're too fast. Besides, everyone

should know that its just a joke.

We aren't out to offend anyone,

we just want to have some fun and

make people laugh."

Earth First! means business

By KEVIN MURPHY
Catalyst SXaS!

Howdy folks! Welcome to

this week's environmental column.

This article will focus on the recent

emergence ofa ragamuffin group of

students bound together by the

intertwining threads of direct action

and 'iio compromise in the defense

ofmother earth! "You guessed it (or

maybe not), we're Earth First! and

here's a quick look at what we are,

what we do, and why we bother.

Earth First! took root

amongCC studentslastspringwhen

wild-man and spiritual ecologist

Lone Wolf Circles blew through

town and raised firstour awareness,

then our hackles with an emotional

andheartfeltdiatribeondeepecology

and spiritual consciousness, and

lastly raised our primal spirits with a

nxkin' 'n' howlin', dancin' 'n' a-

yelping midnight drum jam.

WiththeassistanceofLone

Wolf Circles and lots of energetic

students, direct actions quickly got

underway. Tliefirstactioncoincided

with the Earth First! International

Day of Outrage against the greatest

wilderness road builders and ax-

wielders of modem-day society—
the United States Forest Service!

Approximately 25-30 folksgathered

around the Colorado Springs Forest

Service headquarters and in front of

whizzing motorists, anybody who

happened to be watering their lawn,

and the Colorado Springs media,

and let the freddies (Forest Service

employees) know exactly what we

thought of their money-grubbing

policies with sign-pumping,

howling, and a daring roof-assent

and banner hanging.

From this first action

sprouted the first annual Earth First!

Spring Parade. Aimed to the teeth

with banners, bare feet, and buoyant

spirits,weswamiedTejonstteet&om

Wooglin's toMountain Chaletin an

efforttoget people topark their cars,

wiggle Iheii toes, and try out an

alternative form of transportation.

Since the day ofthe Spring

Parade to the present, other actions

in the spirit of Earth First! have

shaken the dominant paradigm in

hopes of easing our burden on our

motherearth. These actions include:

the temporary disappearance of die

above-ground sprinkler system near

Slocum; the arrest of three CC
students by the Forest Service for

allegedly rolling onto roads several

once-magnificent and rare old-

growth trees(nowchoppeddownand

stackedneatiyintopiles);andalimely

(parents weekend) food wasteaction

outside Bemis in an effort to lessen

our deserved woridwide image of

overfed pigs floundering in a grain

bin.

So lets get off our hefty

tushies and resolve to keep mother

earth safe from the clutches of

overblown , desmictive money-

funny corporations and the like.

Earth First! is a haphazard but

focused, student-run tribe, brought

togetherby ourcommon beUef in the

importanceandurgency ofdefending

our mother earth by means of direct

action and an unwillingness to

compromise. WemeetmostMonday

eveningsat9:0OattheTimLinneman

Memorial Garden (xeriscaped!)

between Shove and the Olin

fishbowl. Come join us!

One last note to all you

folks in search of some great music

to howl along with; there is an Earth

First! folk festival coming up

Sanirday,0cLl7. There willbe three

rocking acts, starting at 1:00p.m.

with renowned environmental

troubadours, Bill Oliver and Glen

Waldeck, followed by Dakota Sid

Clifford and son Travers at Culler

Quad or McGregor in case of sour

weather. The festival will resume

with Dana Lyons and Lone Wolf

Circles taking the stage after supper

at 7;30p.m. in Gaylord Hall. So

come one, come all— it's free and

gonna be some wild shiL

urtcsy MoiuiLiiii UikcAaion

Space, the final frontler...check those coordinates, Scotty....

Section 16: A rad ride
By CALEB FRANKLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

When 1 fust arrived at Colorado

College two years ago 1 was anxious

to find good mountain biking trails.

People were just great about telling

me the names of a couple ffails. My
favorite tip was, "Oh man, you gotta

ride Section 16. It's totally the best

trail around!" Gee, thanks.

I got no advice on where die trail

was, or tiiat there is definitely a

preferred direction to ride the trail.

Evennially, I found die tiailhead and

proceeded ID ride thetrail backwards,

which was less tiian pleasant

So, here are my tips for those of

you who want to ride a really fun

(and challenguig) ride. There is a

trail sign for Section 16 on Lower

Gold Camp Rd. You can park here;

it is where you will fmish your ride.

Lower Gold Camp is off of 26th

Street, south of Highway 24. Ride

farther on Gold Camp until it

intersects widi the end of 26th and

the Stan of High Drive. There is a

house here and just past that a gate

across High Dr. Ride up the dirt road

until you see a small gate on your

right. This is ihe trail. The fu^t part

of die climb is harsh, but it does not

last long. The trail is well-used and

therefore preUy obvious and easy to

follow.

Please be very mindful of odier

trail users. There was a hit-and-run

accident involving an elderly hiker

on this nail which may or may not

lead to the closing of this nail to

bikers. Please do not screw things

up foreveryone else: be a nice person.

The main downhill is very technical;

it is mosdy a dry, rocky creek bed.

If you don't want to do this part,

you can turn aroundand godown the

wayyoucame. Thisisactuallyquite

fun, as it is a relatively smooUi and

VERY fast descent. Again,

remember that you should yield to

everyone else (especially on the way

down). TherearemanybUndcomets.

Either way you ride this trail you

should have a great time.
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An espresso in every cup... ^

courtesy Liz

If you don't like coffee, Italy's rivers are nice...

By LIZA REEDER &
NATASHA LUTOVICH
Special to the Catalyst

typical day inFor us, a

Florence
slartedwiihan

espresso or a

cappuccino,

most likeJy a

double. An
espresso bar

in Italy can be

found on

almost any

corner,
sometimes on

every corner.

Italians don't

eat a lot for

breakfast; we
usually had a

brioche while

standing at a bar drinking a

coffee or picked up a cookie al

home. After coffee, we
walked leisurely to school

because in Italy nothing started

on lime. The walk to school

was one of the best parts of the

day. The streets in Florence

weren't made for cars, they

were made for scooters. The

scooter traffic in Florence is

very heavy—we often walked

single file on the sidewalk so

we wouldn't get hit.

Coming from the north

eastern corner of town, we
passed the Sant'Ambrogio

market that was bustling every

Wednesday

market downtown.

Past the market, through

Piazza Santa Croce, we took a

sharp right on Borgo Santa

Croce to go to school. The

Sarah Lawrence campus is

located in a beautifully restored

Renaissance palace that was
once owned by the Spinclli

family. The program was all

humanities with classes offered

in art history. Italian literature,

Italian film, as well as art
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EKWnOML SERVICE
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1
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studio. We were surrounded

by Giotto. Michelangelo, and

Leonardo. We took weekly art

history field trips around town.

Our art history professor,

Cristina Frulli, a Florentine,

was an expert in Renaissance

art history. She also knew
where all the little-known

treasures of the town were

hidden. During these weekly

outings, she was known to

divulge many Florentine secrets

in the Bargello, the Uffizi, or

the Pitti Palace, as well as all

the Brunelleschian churches of

Santa Maria dei Fiori, or Santo

Spirito.

After any outing with

Cristina Frulli, an extended

coffee break was in order. This

preceded lunch, which for the

Italians, is the biggest and most

important meal. Most of the

time, we ate only a panino for

lunch, but there were days when
we spent the mandatory three

hours eating lunch and drank

the required bottle of Chianti.

The afternoon in Florence

was a nice opportunity to stroll

through the Boboli Garden or

to read a book on the Ponte

Vecchio, or to walk around

town. We also tried to build in

some time to hide out in one of

the Renaissance libraries to

study because the work load

was fairly heavy.

The evening meal depended
on your living situation. The

students who lived with host

families caught up on their

"brothers' and sisters'" high

school traumas over a

traditional dinner of pasta,

meat, salad, and, of course,

dessert. If you lived on your

own you either threw together

the newest recipe you got from

your grocer or hit one of the

many famous Florentine

restaurants.

If you didn't eat too much,

or if you did eat too much but

your after-dinner double
espresso kicked in, there was
always something to do at night.

There were the discos that

played loud music, cafes like

the Rex, done in an Italian

Futurist motif, or another stroll

around town, which never got

old.

It was always nice to go to

sleep knowing that you would
be awakened by the Bells of the

Duomo to begin another day as

part of the Florentine An.

photo courtesy John Calh'.vi;

Calhoon: Skier, soccer player, CCCA President, Truman
Scholar, Volunteer Action... you name it, he's done it

Senior Spotlight:

John Calhoon
The class of 1993 has

nominated John Calhoon as this

week's subject of the Senior

Spotlight. Senior Spotlights

recognize seniors who have made
significant contributions of their

talent and time to the college and

campus community. It also gives

seniors a chance to offer words of

wisdom to underclasspeople .

Seniors who are spotlighted are

chosen by the faculty and
administration . Sara Sugarman

of the Leisure Program office

nominated John "because he has

done everything."

Q: How would you describe

your CC career?

JC: My CCcareerhas been great

fun, lots ofwork, and tremendously

revealing. An ad I saw recently

describes it well; "A little like

running a marathon, a little like

eatingahot-fudgesundae." Really,

I think my work atCC has changed

who 1 am. I have become more

thoughtful, more adventuresome,

more aware, and I guess even a

little more educated.

Is there anything you would

have done differently?
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I would have taken a geology

course, I would have studied more

philosophy, I would have

performed in a play (and still

might), I would have done the

Urban Studies program. Lots of

ideas, but that doesn 't mean lots of

regrets. The CC experience is one

of endless choices—fortunately,

choices between greatallemat

I've done as much as I could and

still have more that I would ho'

liked to do. CC is an excitir

place; the opportunities are limii;.

only by one's conscious hours in

given day. Sure, there's lots I'd iry

if I had it to do over again; bui

don't know where I'd squeeze

in, because I'd probably do all ilie

things I've already done over again

as well.

Is there a particular professorl

staff member/administrator thai

has influenced you?

That's a hard question; its hard

to know where to start because

there are many. But I think

Professor Tom Cronin has had thi

greatest influence on me as a

student, a writer, a citizen and as a

human being. I met Tom when

was aprospec tive and have worked

closely with him since 1 came to

CC. One summer I worked as his

writing assistant; now, he':

working as my "writing assistant'

as I forge through my thesis. Tom
is a first rate professor, advisor,

role model and companion. Any

student at CC who misses out on

the opportunity to work with him

is missing out on more than just a

great class.

A couple of others who stand

out are Mike Siddoway in

Mathematics, Professor Hecox in

economics. Vice President

McLeod, and Al Smith, the night

continued on page 8...
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Clinton looks promising
By BECKY BUNN
C(iJaJ>s' StaffReporter

ThesunshoneMllianllyaslwalked

ijirough the center of the Greek

Ajnphilheato- at Civic Center Paik in

penver toward Bill Clinton's

presidential rally on Thursday,

September 17, 1991 The blooming

floweisandrelaxed,emhusiasticcrowd

^vae in sharp contrast to the stufiy

parking lot of George Bush's

Englewood rally two days earlier.

Outside the tally's site, vendors

(naikeledthetypical t-shirtsandbuttcms;

no &ee propaganda was passed out

fffthewealhasparkedupcOTVCTsation

with one another as they uxA their

placesbehind theyellow rcq^es,waiting

for CUnlon's appearance.

Huge red, while, and blue flags

draped along the columns of the

amphitheater, silhouetted by snialler

Colorado and Arkansas state fla^ A
hotairballoon with "Clinton/Gore

'92"

emblazonedonitstoodlotherightofthe

podium,aboul20 yards into the crowd.

Restricted by the yellow ropes to

about50 yards behind thepodium , I felt

my first, and really, only sense of

disappointment at this rally; Icouldn't

believe I'd have to slarxl this far away

fiomthegovancr.Ralhearlhanconform,

1 assumed the role of the aggressive

leponeranddecidedtoseehowcloseup

1 could gcL

Rememboing tfie re^xxise of the

unfriendly woikeis at the Bush rally, I

anticipated being fOTcefullydenied any

access to the roped off press or VIP

sections of the rally. Aj^iroaching the

press entrance, a Secret Service agent

dressed casually in a Hawaiian print

shirt directed me to Barbara

Zimmerman, a rally OTganizCT.

Surprised to have even gotten this

far, I explair>ed my status to Ms.

Zimmomanwholislenedbutwassorry

that, withoutme calling ahead and also

havinga press pass,shecouldnotletme

in to theprime press seating. She said

.

"Wewanltokeq)peopleoutofthisarea
because this is a great place to see

Clinton." I gave her my Colorado

College ED card; she hesitated, then

decided to let me in, making me first

promisenot todisplayany anti-Clinlon

signs orbehavior. Determination is the

key to getting what you want!

Listening to the Reelwood Mac

music in the backgnDund and making

small talk with those around them,

Clinton supporters still had an hourand

a halfbefore Clinton's scheduled noon

appearance. No pre-Clinton

entertainment was planned except for

an upbeat, live jazz band that started at

11:20 a.m.

Thecrowdccmsistedofa substantial

number of college age supporters and

very few children. Everyone was

animatedly taDdngtostrangers, smiling,

andmakingthemosloftheirtimebefcffe

the govemcff's anival.

Rwn my seat on the raised pess

platfctfm,! wasabout 12yards to the left

of the podium. Unlike many of

^px3ximatcly30,(XX)peopIewhowere

slowly filtering in, I would have aclear,

direct view of the Democratic

pesidenlial candidate.

Theperiodicannouncementsurging

crowd confcnnity had a jovial tone;

even the organizersofthis rally seemed

fiioidlier and relaxed. The crowd

willingly respor>ded to the requests to

calmly file in and take seats in the

appointed areas.

All entered without signs, either for

oragainslClinton; theywereprohibiied

upon entrance. Thisproved abooming

successwhenatll:50,volunieersbegan

massively distributing ClinlonA3ore

signs and the amphitheater filled with

uniform support for the governor and

his running mate.

My perspective of this rally being

oneofajournalist, I felt much more Uke

an objective crowd observer milling

with the media and observing them

making calls to theirlocal slalionson the

"scoop phones" set up for this purpose.

Yet the spirit of camaraderie seemed

uniform throughout the entire

amphitheater.

Secret Service was low key, many

dressed in comfortable t-shirts.

The desire of security organizers

continued on page 8..

First Draft Choice: cheap

pool, cheap beer, free cheer
By PETE MULVIHILL
Catalyst Staff

Need any more
distractions from studying? In case

you do, or you're bored with your

present distractions, I found you

another one. It's a pool bar on

Fillmore called the First Draft

Choice. It's got about ten pretty

decent pool tables, a foosball table,

a killer CD jukebox, and bodi a

men's and women's restroom!

A friend of mine took me there

the night before our final during

first block, and I have been going

back pretty regularly. The

customers hardly holler "Norm!"

when I walk in, but that's not ray

name. I do feel quite at home there,

though.

The atmosphere is hardly Judge

Baldwin's, the pool tables are

hardly Beckett's, and the bartender

is hardly Sam Malone, Flannels,

Harley shirts and cigarettes are

typical outfits. Denim prevails, as

domenin their late twenties. After

showing up there the first time in

LL Bean garb and receiving a few

odd stares. I have toned down my
dress and, perhaps,

consequently(?) made a few

friends.

Get this, though. A game of

pool is a quarter! Twenty five

pennies! If you're as bad as me, a

dollar (only fifteen minutes ofwork

at Rastall !) can last you an hour or

more. Pitchers of beer are only

four bucks, which to my
Washington D.C. mentality is

much less than a typical happy

hour. They generally have live

music after around 9:00 p.m., and

there is never a cover charge.

Ifyou plan to go,andhow could

you not? (Did I mention four dollar

pitchers?), wear your bestjeans so

you don'tsiand out too much, make

some friends, shoot some stick,

and have a few brews.

I must warn women that the last

time I brought two women fiiends

there, they weresomewhat verbally

harrassed. However, they, Uke me,

enjoyed the overall experience as

both a relaxing evening of pool

and brew and as a novel look at

Americans from different walks

of life than we are accustomed to.

But, if you are intolerant, have a

fighting streak, or fear Harley T-

shirts, pool-playing, and Camel-

smoking men, bring a few large

friends, or don't go.

STUDY IN ISRAEL
Zoe Olefsky, Midwest Representative for

the

Hebrew University

of Jerusalem
will answer your questions on:

DATE: Friday, October 30, 1992

TIME: 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
PLACE: Worner Center Lobby

Call for naore information:

Study Abroad Office, 389-6802

Gay rights:then

and now
BY DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

1972 marked a milestone for

the Colorado College community, A
controversial symposium entitled

"Same-SexLifestyles"broughtthe first

fomial attempt toeducatcsludentsand

facultyaboutaltemative lifestyles.W ith

lectures, discussions, and movies, the

symposium—under the auspices of

Gay Liberation Front (GLF)

—

attempted to raise awareness on

campus. The organizers hoped the

forum would "...allow people to

understandhomosexuals,whetherthey

recogni2e(d) ihem or noL"

Accordng to a '72 Catalyst,

the symposium "began to shake the

entire community . . . iJic town was in

an uproar, news repons, editorials and

hale mail broughtcriesofunacceplablc

filth and unpatriolism." However, the

shock value failed to overshadow [he

events: 'Those who actually attended

. . . learned that gay men and lesbians

are not 'fags' or 'queers' and are not

'diseased'; they do not all dress in

flowered shirts and carry cigarette

holders, and, most of all, many are no

longer thought of as weak or

submissive."
Senior Dave Tynan, GLF

president '72, concluded, "If nothing

else, the campus as a whole should be

easier for homosexual students to live

on after the symposium."

Twenty years after the

pioneering symposium, is the campus

aneasierplacc forhomosexual students

and faculty to live on? While issues of

awarenessappear resolved,acccpuince

and understanding of altcmalivc

lifestylesrcmainclusivc.BGALA (Bi-

sexual.Gay &Lesbi;in Alliance)—an

official CC organization—continues

to press equality. BGALA's Queer

Pride Week asserted the validity of

homoscxuallifcslylcs. Eventsincluded

a gay/straight kissing booth, a movie

entitled Tongues Untied, a Coming

Outdance, andapancldiscussionwiih

gays and Icsbiara.

Homosexuality, as in 1972,

remains a controversial issue.

Colorado'samcndment#2 reflects the

modem prejudice soil prevalent in

society. Yet, BGALA and similar

groupscontinuc to raise awareness and

combat discrimination through

education.

EXPERIENCEJAPAN
FIRSTHAND

The Japan Exchange & Teaching CJET)

Program, sponsored by the Japanese

Government, is seeking college graduates

(must have B.A./B.S. by 7/93) from all

majors for 1-year positions beginning late

July 1993 as Assistant English Teachers

(AET) or Coordinators for International

Relations (CIR). Japanese language skills

are not required for the AET position, but

are necessary for selection as a CIR.

Tofind out more, attend

an informational meeting:

Wednesday,

October 28, 1992

1:00 - 2:00 pm
Room 216

Womer Campus Center

Meeting will be led by a

former JET participant

/

Forfurther information contact

Career Center
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A candidate for change: Bill Clinton
„ continued frwn page 7

andvolunteaswastohelpoul; they let

me in, eagerly answered all my
questicms, and even offered me a &ee

bag lunch after ttie rally!

Gulls went throu^ me when the

crowd qxmlaneously started chanting

and cl^jpingaround 11 :50. Tlieenergy

was unbelievable.

"No Marc Bush" echoed Uirough

the amphitheater while an airplane

banneroveiiieadread,'PuiPecpleFirst

ClinicxiAjoie." It was hard to believe

that ClinEn was due any minute. TTie

two hour wait had flown by in the

public- generated festivities.

At 12: 10, two Secret Sovice mai

had taken iheirplaceonihestageand the

crowd started up with a new cheeis,

"We Want Bill" and"No Motc Bush."

NoMCwasOTistagetoannaincewhen

Clinton wcHild anive.

Two vwrnien appeared on stage to

sing and sign the American Anthem,

annourKing Clinton's imminent arrival

loiheaowd. Pairiotismiesonaledduring

the Anthem.

Ointon appeared on stage with

ColoradoGcivemorRoyRomer,Denver

MayorWellingtonWebb,and ihe usual

array of Secret Service. Webb and

Rcxner each addressed the crowd with

shOTt speeches which shed a positive

light on BiQ Clinton as well as the stale

ofColorado.

"Let me introduce you to the next

pesidentoftheUnitedStates,GovemcM-

Bill Clinlon,"Romerconcluded, as he,

Webb, and Clintcm raised their linked

hands to the sJcy.

CUnton thanked his suj^rters,

remindingthem thatthey were there"to

make an important decision." He

continuedontoaddressplatform issues:

health care, employment figures,

educaiion,femi]yvalues,enviraimental

issues, governmental conird. and the

federal deficiL

Clinton stressed his differences with

PresidentBush butwithoutunnecessary

slander. He focused on change and on

new ^Tptaches to today's problems,

urging supporters to "Seize the

opportunity and move this country

forward again."

At 12:50. Clinton concluded his

speech by challenging young people to

be courageous. He waved from the

podium for a moment, took off his

jacket, and entered Ihe crowd to ihe

accompaniment of the upbeat song,

"Lean on Me."

Clinton circled amc«g the crowd

three times with lively music playing

the whole time. Listeningcloselylothe

words, I wasimpressed to find thateach

song siqp)rted Clinton's ideas and the

atmosphere that he wanted conveyed

The audience still was pumped up,

dancing, waving signs to the beat, and

hoping to see, or even to shake hands

with Clinton. Even the press mulled

around gettinglastminulecoverageand

chatting amongst themselves.

Chnion exjied the amphitheater at

1:20 leaving a happy crowd behind.

The pe<^le slowly left, still dancing,

cheoing, and talking about the event

Governor Clintonpulledoffa well.

orcheslialed,extremelysuccessfiil rally.

The enthusiasm generated among the

30,000 people was incredible. Having

onlyPresident Bush's rally to compare

it to, I found few similarities in

atmosphere.

I came away from the rally vwth a

posilive,h^)py feeling.Granted,Clin(on

was a superb public speaker, an area

whereBush was lacking, butBush, like

his ideas,seemed tired TTieDemocTdiic

nomineedrew a crowd sbt times that of

the incumbent, seeming to foreshadow

the November tfiird election results.

But, in pohtjcs, anything is pto'^siblc

Calhoon reflects on college
teEADiscover breaks language

barriers, seeks volunteers

...continued from page 6

manager at Womer Desk. AI will

make you think.

What do you consider your

greatest accomplishment?

Wow... I'm tempted to say riding

my bike to Aspen in 3 days last year,

but I suppose ihCTe are bigger things.

I am most proud of coming as far as

I have academically.

There was a time in high school

when I considered not going on to

college so that I might pursue ski

racing. I feel like I've come a long

way on that court I've come to

appreciate the tremendous potential

in education forpersonal growth and

to understand the challenges faced

by others so that one day I might be

able to lend a helping hand.

What do you like most about CC?
The block plan—and the kind of

people it attracts. Professors who
are teachers thrive on the block plan,

while professors who aren't find

themselves drowning in theintensity.

The result is that the college

environment is a healthier one,

defined by a sense of interactive

community and cooperation in

pursuit of higher ideals... of course,

there's also block breaks!

What would you change about

CC?

JC: Frankly I don't think the

college needs division one sports.

Itsahuge expense—with little return

to the college and its mission. My
experience has been that the

classroom is more often hurt than

helped bydivision one athletics and

that the athletic field can be just as

competitive at the division 2 or 3

level and just as much fun—for

competitors and observers alike.

I'd also reinstate the nine-block-

year.ManyofCC'scompetitorsoffer

as many as 36 and sometimes 40

courses over 4 years. Requiring 32

credits to graduate and offering only

32 units of real course work as CC
does defies all reason.

What are your plans for after

graduation?

Big question. Iam planning to go

on to graduate school a few years

down the road. I would like to study

pubUc affairs and possibly law, in

order to get into community

development

Before running off to graduate

school though, Iam planning to work

some, travel some and explore my
options.

If there is one thing you could

accomplish in the real world, what

would it be?

I'd like to be able to look back on

my life as an old man and smile that

I was pleased with how it had gone.

I'dlike tocompleteamarathon, write

a few books, and learn to scuba dive.

What advice doyou haveforfirsi

year students?

Take advantage of CC. Do
somethingyou'veneverdonebefore:

do something you have done, only

better. Learn to write and to read and

to speak. TakeJim Malcolm'spublic

speaking course. Explore, and have

great fun while you're at it

Find a niche to volunteer some

time. Community service can teach

you so much about yourself and

others, and it is time well invested

because of the dividends it pays for

odiers.

Get yourself adopted, as my
adviser often says. Find mentors in

all sectors of tne coUege wnom you

can emulate, learn from, become

friends with. There are too many
fascinating opportunities and

individuals at CC to miss out

Finally, a quote I found that I

keep as a reminder about studying at

CC, about working outside the

academic setting and in general about

all the things we work hard to

accomplish in life. It was said by a

philosopher named Teilhard de

Chardin;"Someday,aftermastering

the Viinds, the waves, the tides and

gravity,we shall harness theenergies

of love and then for the second time

in the history of the world, man will

have discovered fire."

B> KATY VANDA
Cflto/j^ StaffRqxaler

I
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I
New Salon on the Block!

735 N.Tejon at Dale And Tejon

• Full Service Salon
> Eve Appt Available
Free Consultations

We'd like to welcome YOU to come by. Just for visiting us, we'll give you a 20% discount on your first visit.

i'Tu'-f Kii-v i,v. *:i.-.s T.f.^XO.'
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Perot, Dimbulb
or President?

ByMAC MCDONALD

As I was growing up 1 constantly

heard the praises of ihe Republican

party fix)m my father. He felt that all of

[tieproblansourcountryhadstemmed

from iheDemocraticpartyandtheirill-

faiedleadaship in theexecutivebranch.

I took this all in strideand accepted itas

the truth because it came from my
parents. I really didn't have any other

options as I was all of 10 years old

when Ronald Reagan was elected. I

did not have any grasp as to what the

president could or could not do. I did

nothavean understanding oftheissues

and troubles of the country. I let my
parents think for me. However, now it

is time I and the rest of America think

for ourselves.
'

The 1992 election marksaspecial

point in historyfortheAmeaicanpeople

on two fronts. First of all, it is the first

time since 1980 and one of few times

in history when there have been three

presidential candidates instead oftwo.

TTieexisteiKcofthreecandidatesgives

the American voter a wider choice in

his or hCT decision for PresidenL The

olherpointisthatl992markstheSOOth

anniversaryofChristopherColumbus'

discoveryofthenewworld.Columbus

risked his life because he believed in

[he existence of a different and better

life. 500 years afterhis historic voyage,

the Amaican people are afr^d to try

sOTielhingnewbecausetheyareafraid

of what will happea Well, I don't

know what will h^^jpen, but I know it

will be better than the situation we are

in now.

GeorgeHeitertWalkerBushwas

electedPresidentofthiscountryalmost

4 years ago. During that4 years he has

helped to wid the Cold War, decrease

defaise Spalding, trounce Saddam

Hussein in theGulfWar, and create an

out-of-contTol economy. President

Bush has made more foreign policy

achievementsthanpracticallyanyother

President in history. However, a

country's success and stability is not

based cm fwagn policy. It is based on

the strength of the country inlaiially

and the strength of its economy.

GovranorClintonrealizesthenecessity

togiveawoman the right to control har

body,togetAmericansoffwelfareand

to give each and every American a

chance, something we mustgjve him.

PresidentBushjustwants to talk about

it like he has done for four years.

For 4 years President Bush has

given the American people what he

thinks they wanted. Fot four years

President Bush has axKentrated on

international problems and not

domestic.ItistimetheAmericanpeople

show him what we really wanted and

whydomesticpolicyneedsmuchmore

attention than he has paid it President

Bush had hischance, and he blew iL It

is time to let someone else steer the

ship. Time for America to choose a

captain who mightjust begin to solve

their problems.

When I fust started watching Bill

Clinton I thought of Earl Schieb who

said he could paint my car for S49.95.

He looked just like another slick

practicedpoliticianwithrehearsed lines.

However,as I listened to him I realized

that he isn't thai used car salesman I

first saw. Yes, he is a salesman. He's a

politician, it's hisjob, and anyonewho

doesn' trecognizethalisnot ftillyaware

ofwhat politics is all abouL But he has

something that neither Bush norPerot

have, aconnection with the American

people.

Governor Clinton is in touch to a

much greater degree with America

than either President Bush or Ross

Perot Heknowsweare fed up with the

ill-managed economy and the neglect

of the internal workings of the United

States society. I do notknow whether

OT not he can solve the problems we

face, butit is worth a try .Oneof the big

things Bill Clinton said in the first

Presidential debates is to give him a

clwice. Give him a chance to try and

work with America to solve its

problems. I think that most peq)le in

America feel that way. We want a

chance to become successftil and help

toputAmericabackon track. Bush has

had achance and fumbled; it's time to

put in the rookie.

FranklinRooseveltsaidthat,"The

country needs and, unless I mistake its

temper, the country demands bold,

persistent experimentation. It is

commcmsense totakeamethodand try

it If it fails, admit it frankly arxl try

another.Butabove all, try something."

What Roosevelt said over 40 years

ago. isstilltnKtoday .Wemustcontinue

Continued on Page 10

#
By CHRICTOPHER CLARKE

There is something inherent to

American-style democracy which

refuses to allow its constituenls any but

the most short-sighted and self-centered

political opinions. This, however, is

only a destructive tendency when it is in

control of the political process and not

held in abeyance by the Constitution'

s

(original) checks and balances.

But the fact is that it doej control

(he process. Hence, it's candidates for

office mustpiously spout thelatestparty

balderdash whilst avoiding anything

either intelligent or responsible. There

have, for example, been few events in

the history of Homo poUiicus more

entertaining than the latest Republican

convention. The president of our free

state evinced his "character" to all of us

when he held onto his anti-choice

position while winking knowingly to

the pro-abortionist gangs. Such a baldly

two-faced show is the mle, not the

exception. Nor is this a new

phenomenon—Lincoln diditonslavery,

and Washington did it on taxes. Only

now we have the ability to get it all on

live TV, and a banshee cry of

"Misquoted!" loses its deafening effect

I may be accused by the

intellectual crowd of being anti-

democratic, but to the contrary. I find it

to be a most enjoyable process. To

quote Bela Bartok- "I have a taste for

dissonance." The confrontation of

SCTeamingmullahson ihehill, absolutely

convinced of their righteousness, andof

that of the cause du jour , is comedy

only rarely achieved by other forms.

Shakespeare did it; God's aeation of

the platypus approaches iL But, with

comedy, man rules Olympus.

The "character" issue, raised

initially by tiie Republicans, most

effectively reveals the nature of the

process. The candidates, of course, use

visceral and cruel ad hominem

arguments against their opponents, but

once it has been proved that they are

liars and hypocrites to a man, their

supporters will continue to deny them

any culpability—accepting stimibling

and obvious rationalization with loud

enthusiasm. Worse, after repealed trials

ofthis.thevoterconlinues tobe surprised

when these facts come to light, outraged

abouteverything buthisownobtuseness.

George Bush has based his entire

campaign upon this curious behavior.

Having nothing to offer but a record of

damage control and cover-up, he has

asked for re-election because he is more

worthy of "trust" And a third of the

population screams, prays and weeps

forhim, denying forhimanyhypocrisy!

Perot is certainly equally

political (i.e. hypocritical), but he takes

the higher ground simply because he

only needs to attack Bush's record. But,

whenever he strays from this tactic, he

betrays himself as a messianic and

evangelic shouter. To disagree is to be

eidier stupid or immoral, regardless of

premise or method. This is hardly a

unique malaise in die age of the

soundbite, but is nonetheless irritating.

Still. Perot, with all his dim

bumbling, has made a case for his

candidacy, if not his presidency. There

are sound reasons to cast one's ballot for

him. But, an argument for this must be

premised with die idea [hat he docs not

stand die remotest chance of being

elected. Withdiis, all things^e possible.

First, one must remember that

one 's vote, for all the talk to the conuary

,

is about twenty times less valuable than

a Lotto ticket Therefore, the point of a

vote is not to immediately effect events,

but to satisfy one's opinion.

Nevertheless, these opinions addup~if

only quantitatively.

Second, one must see the effect

of this adition upon the post-election

political climate. Can anyone imagine

Ross Perot getting 20% of the popular

vote and tiien simply fading into the

bland canvas of losing independent

candidates? Perot has staked his

"program" on abalanced budget More

importiUitly. he has wedded his colossal

ego and gung-ho mentality to his public

image,

The simple fact is that no one

who wants to ascend to the Presidency

can seriously propose to deal with the

national debt Your parents, your uncles

and aunts, and most importantly, your

rich grandpa cashing his Social Security

checks have decided that you and 1 are

ungrateful offspring who owe it to them

to pay for their insane decadence. But

Perot, even with his dim sense of honor,

has put himself on our side of this,

Picture a Perot in 1995, with a

large minority of the popular vote and

all of his billions, meeting the

Appropriations Committee in some

legislative dark alley! Not only might

he force them to reduce the debt he

Continued on page 11

INone of

the above
By JASON FRIEDT

Who are these guys? That is the

question which kept running tiirough

my mind as 1 watched the presidential

debate thisevcning.Whoamlsupposcd

to vote for when noneof the candidates

appeal to me at all? I came to the

conclusion that none of these men

deserved to be president. Since,

however, 1 plan to vote for somebody

(at this pointiam seriously considering

Libertarian candidate Andre Maneau),

I figured that 1 may as well pick the best

of the worst

Sowhy arc there no decent people

running for the executive office? This

question intrigues mcagrcat deal. But

lultimatelyvsindupinihesamccircular

argument every time I consider my
proposition. My ilicsis concludes that

no n^ally gootl politician is going to go

through all the hassle and potential

embarrassment of a presidential

campaign. So then the only people

who run for pnisidcni arc the slc;izy

politicians. But assuming that a good

person ran, would I then assume that

this particular individual belonged in

theaforementioned ' 'sleazy"category

.

or would I recognize the good widiin

the individual and say to myself, "ah,at

last a person worthy of serving as

president"?
Thedebalcwas interesting.! washclpcd

by knowing beforehand Ross Perot 's

position on certain issues. He was less

than specific about the programs lie

intended toimplementwereheelected.

He did, however, stale, iluce times to

be exact, that there were plans all over

Washington D.C. and all he would

need todo would be to put some of the

more agreeable plans into action. In

Mr. Perot's defense, he did improve

hisstandingwithiheviewingaudience.

He was candid about his beliefs, the

state of the union, and how he fell,

personally, about one George Bush.

This sortofcandorrcqui rcsmuch effort

and skill. I applaud him for portraying

the role of anti-candidate so perfcctiy.

Bush garnered second place for

hisefforts. Hecameoffas lessstiffthan

usual. Heactuallyseemed tocare about

some of ihe issues he spoke of.

Unfortunately for Mr. Bush, someone

told him to keep hammering home a

few ideas, some of which became

tiresome. That he was on watch when

Continued on page 11

Wiggett Wonders, "Why?" - Columbus Day Discussed
By Brian Wiggett

Catalyst staff reporter

Somewhatoverehadowed in all

the debating, if it can be called that,

was that time-honored tradition of

Columbus Day. And 1 didn't even

get the day off. 1 used to gel the day

offin grade school, when alll knew

about Columbus is that he

discovered America.

To be honest, 1 don't know all

Ihat much more about him. 1 do

know he opened the floodgates for

other "discoverers" to come and

generally mistreat the Indians, or,

more correctly. Native Americans.

It's that term. Native American,

that really make me wonder why

Columbus was so great. Non-

Eiuopeans werealready living here,

and were presumably doing just

fine. So Chris comes over and

finds something that's already been

found. His famemay be attributable

toprovingthattravelingisjustgoing

around in circles.

The original C.C. didn't even

have anything to do with setting up

America, sopatriotismwon'twash.

I don'thonestlyknow enough about

the slavery issue to pin it on him

personally . All I canreally say about

him is he came, he saw, and

apparently conquered.

So, 500 years later, we're still

having parades? For what? If

anyone from that era deserves a

parade, it's William Shakespeare.

If it has to be an Italian, how 'bout

Galileo? Maybe a Plato/Socrates

tag-team parade? Anyone who

wasn't redundant m their claim to

fame.

This last Saturday, up at

Denver, a little over a hundred

paraders met up with around 1 ,000

protesters. (I'll refrain from any

Wild West analogies.) The

protesters promised civil

disobedience,my favorite kind, and

stayed true to their word. There

was no violence and die protesters

shut down a parade that was silly in

the fu-st place. My only problem is

based on a statement by Glenn

Morris, an AIM spokesman. (AIM

stands for American Indian

Movement.) Mr. Morris said, "We

will never ALLOW another

Columbus Day Parade in this city."

The capitalization is mine. This kind

of misfocused intolerance comes

off as, well, fascist Free speech

should apply to both sides of Uiis,

even if a protected group is a bunch

ofloonieswhocelebratemediocrity

in a non-PC way.

It seems to mc, in conclusion,

that AIM would call much more

needed attention to the injustices

its people have suffered by

immigrants here by stopping a

Thanksgiving Day Parade, where

this nation's slavery trouble had a

well-documented beginning. Or a

Founh of July Parade, where die

"principles" of this counU7 are

celebrated. I'm afraid Columbus

seems a litde removed firom any

event of great importance to really

hate or love him for.
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To the Editor
SDC Responds
To the Editor,

In regards lo Brian Wiggett's

article in the (pinions section last

week, I would like to have a chance

to respond. Brian Wiggettdisplayed

an exemplary lack of knowledge or

understanding of the endowment

fund,FinanciaIAiddistribution,and

Annual Fund ;p)roprialion, not to

mention a genuine confusion about

dealings in the non-profit worid. I

would like lo pose a series of

questions to Brian.

Do you know that the

endowment principle cannot be

spent? Doyouknowihatitis invested

and thatdiecollegespendstheinloest

cm these eamings? You seemed to

think that a 165 million dollar

endowmentwas outlandish. Did you

know that most colleges that

Colorado Collegecompetes with for

a diversified faculty and student

population haveendowments al least

twice that of CC's? And that

universities like Harvard have

endowmentsofovera billion dollars?

Guess what - students at Harvard

alsopay large amounts ofmoney for

their education. It is a fact that every

student at Colorado College is on

financial aid. Do you know that

endowmenteamingsand the Annual

Fund undercut the difference

between educating the students and

the tuition by 30%? THIRTY
PERCENT. Do you know that 50%
of CC's students are on additional

financial aid, and that last year

average scholarship packages were

approximately $8,000? EIGHT
THOUSAND DOLLARS.
Furthermore.didyouknow that total

aid awards averaged $12,000?

TWELVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS.

You also misrepresented

DIALogue.ltisnotacampaign.itis

aphonathonmanagedbytheStudent

Development Committee.

DIALogue raises money for the

AnnualFundcampaign.This money,

which you said,"thestudents weren't

getting a dime out of it," is used

mainly for financial aid - perhaps

even your financial aid, Brian. What

isnot used for financial aid is used in

operating costs for the college - like

buying toiletpaper or the light bulbs

or desks for classrooms.

In your article you have equated

education with money. I would love

togotoschool foracoupleofhundred

of dollars a year, too, but diat is not

a possibility at any quality private

liberal arts college. The education

that you receive here, assuming that

you take advantage of it, not only

^^-^ Tbe Colorado College ,»—
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will allow you to change vocations

many times if you choose. It will

also allow you, in most cases, to

make more money and make more

important decisions. If you do not

value that education here, why not

go to Denver Technical Institute:

you will be guaranteed a job upon

graduation.

If you want a greater diversity

on campus (as I also do) please, do

yourhomework on the facts. To help

in your pursuitsof facts, I invite you

lo join the Student Envelopment

Committee which meets in Womer
213 Thursdays at noon, or sign up

for DIALogue, which will give you

additional infomiation other than

that which I have presented here.

JEREMY BURR
VANATTA
Chairperson, Student

Development Committee

Clinton
Continued from page 9.

to try new ways to solve our jroblems

and notbecome stagnateand continue '

to relyon theoldmethods. BillClinton
'

maynotbeevayfflie'sideal candidate,

buthepCTSonifiesmOTCoftheAmerican

people than many Presidents or

candidates have in the past And isn't

thatwhata Presidentissupposed todo,

represent the pet^le? Think about it

and vote smart, but remember to vote

no matiCT what.

THEHORWIMfi flFitR HoMbCPMiNfe.

An enviro-political opinion
TolheEdtor,

It is undeniable that humans are

presently in a position to affect fer more of

this planet's ecosystems than any other

species. Our evolution has given us a grand

adaptatioa- the mind With this we have

developed the ability to be exsemely

veisatile by using the resouioes around us.

For this reason we have become able lo

cover the globe with our populations.

Periiaps we shall leam that the ecosystems

of the world do not work economically on

the same close-knit level as our global

international economic system Ifthis is the

case, we may diminish the diveisity and

stabilityofmany ofthe woild'secosystems,

eventually leading toadropinourpopulalion

to a more healthy level, within ecosystems

that can sustain us.

Presently, we continue to affect all

ecosystems, as well as the chemisdj ofour

global atmosphere and water supply

(necessary constants in the health of all

ecosystems). TTiough this massive level of

inteiaction,wehavegainedapositionfiom

whichwecontrolthe welfare ofmany other

species, just as grazing cattle control the

health of the botany within their small

fenced pasture. Our impact is powerfiil;

despite whether or not we have the right to

detamine whkih ^jecies live and die, we
have gained thepower to do so. Proponents

ofa Multiple Use, also called "Wise Use,"

policy towards natural spaasandresources,

say that human jobs outweigh the right of

so-called"non adaptive" species E) survive.

To people it can seem concrete that people

are more important than all other species in

nature. The presentpaiadigm isDiathnmans

must be the "fittest" of all life, in the sense

of survival of the fittest, and that our ability

to think rationally is unique and one of

several reasons why humans are separate

and more important than all other parts of

nature. Perhaps this attitude isan illusion of

our ability to understand and relate to all

other humans better than we can relate to

any other species? This is an extension of

the idea thatwe relate best to our family and

Kends ratha than people on the other side

of the gtote. Our sick mother seems far

more important to us than 1,000 sudden

deaths in another state. Due to our

understanding of the human condition and

emotions shared by us all, we are willing to

takeafew moments todosomething for the

femilies of the 1,000, even ifourmother is

sicL

Perhaps we should now expand these

attitudes to encompass all life. We have

arbitrarily gained power over these other

species but have been neglecting the

responsibility thataccompaniespowa. Ttie

logger who loses a job is lite the sick

mother; it is an intrafemily condition. In

this case the family is the entire human

family.Theecosystem thatis losingdiversity

and stability is lite the 1,000 people.Just as

we cannot ignore the 1,000 because of

Mom, we must not ignore the welfere ofan

ecosystem to protectajob.The hundreds of

land, that we have such a powerfiil part in

Therearemany intricacies whichwedonot

even know of, let alone understand, in [he

landorganism. There isafearful probability

that one of Wise Use's "non adaptive"

species is a condition specific butessential

piece in the healdi of the world.

We must consider these things and

analyze our present paradigm. We ma;

decide to accept the idea that humans aiE

only of highest value to humans, and that

we are but a part of the world organism,

with tempotaiy and arbitrary power in the

restoftheorganismlfthatis so, action must

come. We must act to offeet the mistakes

further mistakes by developing a healthy

worldview.Tochoosethischangeofcouise,

requires quick action. George Bush follows

the Wise Use philosophy and is willing to

work with the agenda of multiple use

organizations. This agenda not only

incorporates redefining the Endangered

Species Act to end protection of "non

adaptive"species, butalso includes opening

rely upon and must have the help of others

to readjust; the ecosystem must have the

support of the huinans itwolved in it to

remain healthy. More jobs can be created,

especially by working to gain appropriate

relations with such ecosystems.This works

in the same way as someone who is sick

gets better; it takes time and caring.

Our"divinely"granted powerinnaturc

has come without any undeislanding of the

systems and citizenry it affects. Just as we
wish for presidents and senators who are in

touch with the people, we may wish lo

understand the ways of this organism, the

to mining and oil and gas development,

redesignating 10 million acres of

Congressionally established Wilderness

Areasasopentodevelopment,and allegedly

working against global warming by cutting

alloldgrowthfoiestandrqilantingyounger

tees as part of a "Global Warming

Preventkin Act" We should look at our

position in this world now, and decide

where our fuuire lies, for ifwe opt to begin

a new, and dierefore challenging, course,

George Bush must not be re-elected as

President of the United States.

Thank you for listening,

BRYAN SHUMAN
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17TH ANNUAL gTATEWIDE CULTURAL DIVERSITY
CAREER CONFERENCE

Thursday, November 19, 1992

10:00 am - 4:00 pm
University of Northern Colorado-Greeley

FREE!
See Career Center or Office of Minority Student Life for details.

SPORTS PHYSICAL tiy^/\M iNUilLt-

Athlelic pre-pactjcipation Giams are set up prior lo the season. Separate days have been olablishcd

lo assure adequalc lime for orthopedic screening and examination by the leam physician. THE
TIMES FOR WINTER AND SPRING SPORTS SCREENING AND PHYSICALEXAMSWILL
BE PUBLISHED IN THECATALYST AND DISPLAYED IN WORKER CENTER. If you tail

to atletid the scheduled titne and date for your physical atam at Boettcher Health tZcntcr without

a legititnate excuse, i.e. class conflict (requires a note from the professor), medical emergency, court

appeai3nce, family emergency or serious illness (all requite written documentation), you will be

responsible for a missed appointment fee.. As a result, it will be your responsibility to set up an

appointment at Boeltchcr's convenience and/or obtain an athletic physical fonn another medical

facility and assume all costs.

EARLY NOTICE!

The folks in Mathias Hall invite all CC faculty

administration, staff, their families

(and students, of course) to a

Thursday, October 29, 399?

6:00 - 7:30 pm Mathias

Trick or treating, piiiatas and other games!

WINTER SPORTS PHYSICAL.^

Date; SATURDAY. October 17, 1992

Place: Boettcher Health Center

Times & Sports:

8:45 AM Women's Swimming

9:15 AM Men's Swimming

9:45 AM Men's Basketball

10:00 AM Women's Basketball

SPRING SPORTS PHYSICALS

Date: SATURDAY , JanuaiY 30, 1993

Place: Boettcher Health Center

Times & Spotts :

8:00 AM Men's Track

8:15 AM Women's Track

9:00 AM Women's Tennis

9.15 AM Men's Tennis

10:00 AM Lacrosse

Sorry we didn't have room to list all the individual coaches and

their numbers, BUT if you are interested in participating in any of

the above sports, please contact the Athletic Department - X6475.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

BEANS, BEANS, THE MAGICAL
FRUIT....

No plans for 2nd block break?

VISIT THE WOMEN'S BEAN PROJECT!!

The Project is located in Denver and helps

women become self-sufficient and eventually

find employment.

The trip is $25 and transportation is

provided. SPACE IS LIMITED. SO
CONTACT LYNN RHODES TODAY AT
x6885. IF YOUTtE INTERESTED.

::;:-:-.-^--:^t»« O + 4 = ? •«*«•**•*

If you can solve this problem, then there's a

first-grader who could use your help.

Tutoring sessions last one hour, 3-4 times a

week, and only a veiy basic knowledge of

math is required. Stop by the Center for

contact information.

Ivywilde Elementary is looking for fun

people to hang out with the preschoolers and

share personal interests and hobbies with

them. Stop by this week for more

information.

••INTERNATIONAL WEEK**
'beyond our Borders

Colorado College Goes International
"

** KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
JOHN B. ANDERSON **

Independent Presidential Candidate, 1980

"GLOBAL CHALLENGES FOR THE U.S.

IN THE 90S"

Wed., Oct. 28 7 pm Packard Hall

JOHN B. ANDERSON
Discussion, Questions, & Answers

THTTRSnAY AT F.T.P.VRN

Thurs., Oct. 29 11 am Packard HaU

<m IDY ABROAD FAIR
Thurs., Oct. 29 4-6 pm Womer Lobby

CAREER PANEL
"INTERNATIONALIZATION AND

CARRF.RS: NEW DIMENSIONS AND
VISIONS"

Mon., Nov. 2 4-5:30 pm Gaylord Hall

INTERNATIONAL CAREER
NETWORKING RECEPTION

Mon., Nov. 2 5:30 pm Gaylord Hall

MTNORTTY FOCUS PANEL:
CK^TNG INTERNATIONAL

Wed., Nov. 4 4-6 pm Gaylord Hall

INTERNATIONAL FOODS AND FINALE
Dance & Music Performers

Thurs., Nov. 5 6:30-10 pm Gaylord Hall

MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano

De Aztlan)

Invites you to join them

on a visit to the

AZTEC EXHIBIT

Thursday, November 19, 1992

(during 3rd block break)

9:00 am to 6:00 pm

At the Denver Museum of Natural History

Meet at Womer to ride CC van or carpool

SPECIAL DISCOUNT RATE! ONLY $9

EACH for Exhibit, IMAX Theater Show

and Planetarium Show.

SIGN UP ON A FIRST COME. FIRST

SERVE BASIS. LIMTTED TO 20! Stop

by the Office of Minority Student Life or

call x6338. Give your meal card number if

you want to have a sack lunch prepared.
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Monday
19

*12:00 pm - Concern-

ed Citizens Active for

Peace, Worner Greg
Room 212.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*6:30 pm - Silent Sign-

ing Hour. Worner How-
bert Room 216. Spon-
sored by the Sign Lan-

guage Club.

Tuesday
20

12:00 pm - MEChA,
Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced
WP5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.

6:30 pm - BGALA Stu-

dent Cultural Center

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

*8:00 pm - Inaugural

Daniel Patrick O'Con-
nor Memorial Lecture

in Social Justice by
DR. ROBERT BOL-
LARD titled, "People of
ColorDemand Environ-

mental Justice." Free

admission. Gates Com-
mon Room. Sponsored
by Venture Grants,

Dean's Office, Ameri-

can Etfinic Studies, Lei-

sure Program, Sociolo-

gy Deparmtent and
Center for Community
Sen/ice.

Wednesday
21

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored by Aca-
Academic Computing.

Thursday
22

*9:30 am - WES Fall

Coffee followed by an
illustrated talk by
Margaret Hillman and
LizAikin titled, 'The Joy
of Bicycling.' Packard
Hall. Sponsored by Wo-
men's Educational So-

ciety.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

WP5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.
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Friday
23

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Graphics. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

Saturday
24

Sunday
25

*8:00pm - Life accord-
ing to FOUR BITCHIN-
BABES. Remember the

"Girl Groups" of the

60's-Four Bitchin'

Babes is the 90's ans-

wer. The group is led

by Christine Ljavin and
Julie Gold (songwriter

of "From a Distance").

Tickets $11 w/CC ID at

KRCC; $14 general ad-

mission at Ticketmast-

er, Toons, Independent
Records, The Prelude

and KRCC. Armstrong

Theatre. Sponsored by
KRCC.

On-Going Events

and Meetings
THE DEADUNE FOR THE OCTOBER 26-NOVEM-
BER 1 -mis WEEK- IS MONDAY, OCTOBER 19
AT 4:00 PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-
FELL-SWOOP INFORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER
TO HAVE YOUR EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISH-
ED IN 'THIS WEEK.- THESE FORMS ARE AVAIL-
LE AT NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER
CENTER.

Chinese Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Warner Greg Room 212.

Fiertch Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Werner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
rellection by individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC: $35 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.
Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art:

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

'This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Internships

YMPA Inti-m^lp nppnrhinlH« movide sludent

interns wiih hands-on work experience in the

not^rofii. communily service sector in iJje

following areas: community development lo

markeiini and management. The YMCA practices

OirisliaA principles through its programs. Student

internships are generally not paid. The Rocky

Mountain Cluster YMCAs include Colorado,

Kansas. Nebraska, New Mexico, and Wyoming.

For more infotmaiion, contaa: Jim JOever. [)enver

Managemeni Resource Center. Denver

Melnapoliian YMCA, 25 E. 16th Ave.. [)enver, CO
80202; 303-861-2256. (Health and Human

Services Iniemships Notebook)

rnlftmrift .Sorinp .Junior Afhtpvcment is looking

for student volunteers interested in leaching

business basics classes at elementary schools. Each

class IS 4 houn long and can be arranged at the

student's convenience. Economics or Education

majon are helpful but not necessary. The student

must have strong inteqjersonal skills. 1/ interesied,

conlaa: Marilyn Allen, Colorado Springs Junior

Achievement, 2380 Montcbello Dr. West, Colorado

Springs. CO 80918: 594-9313. (Colorado-Based

Internships Notebook)

II.S Olympic TrBtnlnP Center

The US Olympic Training Center has an internship

program for every fall, spring, and summer. The

internship program has a variety of positions in:

broadcasiing, accounting, management informalion

systems, legal affairs, personnel, and sports science.

Each position offers room and board plus a small

wage allowance. To qualify for this program, the

applicant must be a graduate or undergraduate

student To apply, contact: Jan Schnittger. Intern

Coordinator, U.S. Olympic Committee, I750E.

Boulder SL, Colorado Springs, CO 80909-5760.

Application deadhne is E£bmflIxJiU222- The

Care«r Center has an extensive file on the

Olympic Training Center's interoship program.

Come in for more Informatloii. (Colorado-Based

Internships Notebook)

Republican Pnllcy rommlttee Sprim- Internship

The Republican Parly is accepting applications for

iheir spring internship program. The full-time

position nms fnam the begiruiing of January to the

end of May. Legislative miems will have the

opportunity to wimess the inside workings of the

Senate and the process of developing Republican

Policy. The iniem will receive S800 per month

working Monday ihrtiugh Friday. Requirements

include: Republican party aSiliaiion. an interest in

politics and good academic standing. To apply,

students need to send a current resume, a letter

staling why they would like to work for the

Repubhcan Policy Committee, and a writing

sample. Potential for positions are great, and those

applicants who are not chosen are referred to other

senate offices. Application deadline is Nov. 30.

For more information contact Wes Harris: (202)

224-2946. "Hie United States Senate, Republican

Policy Committee, Russell Senate Building,

Washington. DC. 20510-7064. (Washington

Internships Notebook)

Stmctural DTiiflmlcs Rpscarch CornoraHon is

offering college students a full-time temporary

marketing internship for $6.00/hour.

Students must have exceptional verbal

communication skills, be a self-surter and be

comfortable with tel^hone conver^atioa Interns

will initiate teleprfione calls to engineering

managers, organize direct mailings and deal with

daily calls. For more information contact:

Structural Dynamics Research Corp., 9085 E
Minei^ Cir., Ste 250, Englewood, CO 801 12.

(303) 792-3440.

Part-time/Seasonal

The Airforce Academy is looking for a Jifeeuard lo

work pan-time at the Communily CenterGym on
the Airi'orce Base. The position is paid, and will

remain open until filled. The applicant must have
current lifeguard training and must be certified in

first aid. CPR, and WSI. To apply, send application

forms to the HQ USAFA/DPCS al the Academy.
The Care«r Center has more infonnation on this

position and others. (Colorado Based Jobs

Notebook)

F.nvlronmpntnl I jiw [nsfltule

Research Associate positions available for recent

college graduates. Responsibilities include:

assisting the senior siafT with research projects in

natural resource protection and pollution

prevention issues, and helping develop training

courses. BA degree with some background in

environmental issues preferred. Applicants should

posses superior writing skills, research abilities, and

the ability lo work independently and as pari of a

gn)up. Salary: $18.000/year plus benefits. One

year commitment minimum. To apply, send cover

letter and resume to: Maria Costanzo,

Environmental Law Institute. 1616 P Street, NW.
Washington. D.C. 20036. (Environmental Jobs

Notebook)

Deer Valleg Wfldcmcss PiMfram

Residential Teacher/Counselor wanted to work

with emotionally and socially troubled, neglected,

and abused children in the 9- 1 5 age range on a 5-

day-on, 2-day-off schedule. Responsibilities

include designing, implementing and evaluating

behavioral and educational treatment plans for each

child, while using the group process approach to

therapy. Bachelor's Degree in education, social

services, psychology, or recreation or outdoor

education areas is preferred, but all major? are

encouraged to apply. $18,000 to star! with

excellent benefits. To apply, send cover letter and

resume to: C. Rainey Gibson, Staff Recraiter, Deer

Valley, P.O. Box 560, Linden. TN 37096; (615)

589-2500. (Environmental Jobs Notebook)

The CFiy Fund. Inc.

The nation's environmental career organization is

looking for senior undergraduates, recent

graduates, and graduate students to serve as

Associates in over 3(X) challenging environmental

jobs at corporations, consulting firms, jgovemment

agencies and non-profit organizations in twenty

slates. Associates eam stipends of S300-S7(X) per

week working on environmental projects of 3-18

months. If interested, applications are available in

The Career Center. (Environmental Jobs

Notebook)

KllDD rolu..«v lenk^ nuBnk Ai^hllecK P.C. is a

multi-disciplined (planning, architeaure, and

interior architecture) firm located in downtown

Denver. They currently have an opening for recent

graduates interested in the position of Marketing

Coordinator. Duties include woricing with the

Marketing Director to develop new business

prospects, working with the Public Relations

Director to promote the firm, working with the

Proposals Director to respond to proposals from

clients, among other duties in the Marketing DepL
Applicants must utilize good spelhng and grammar

and possess a knowledge of design, architecture,

construction, and good organizational skills. Send

cover letter, resume, references and short writing

sample to: Larry D. Jenks, Vice President, Klipp

Colussy Jenks DuBois, One Tabor Center, 1200

17lh Street. Suite 1 100, Denver, CO 80202.

(Business & Industry Jobs Notebook)

Wmiflm Blair &Comi>aDy
William Blair & Co., a full service investment bank

in Chicago, is hiring three 1993 graduates as two-

year financial analysts in their corporate finance

department, begiiming Spring/Summer 1993.

Applicants must have excellent mathematical,

writing and verbal skills, a familiarity with pergonal

computen and some knowledge of basic

accounting. Work preparing financial and non-

financial analyses of companies for a variety of

transactions. Send cover letter and resume to:

Susan R. Vadovicky, William Blair & Company.
135 South LaSalle Street. Chicago. IL 60603;

(312) 853-8130. (Business and Industry Jobs

Notebook)

IntetTiflltonal Student K^chanpe Propr^n. nKVP\
is offering a position as a Program Officer for the

United Kingdom. Canada, the Netherlands. Italy,

Cypms, Malta, and Sweden. Duties include:

serving as a liaison between ISEP memben in the

U.S. and those abroad, placing students in the

program, and completing administrative

responsibilities. Some qualifications include:

excellent English skills, foreign language

proficiency, experience in one of the above-named
countries, and familiarity with higher education

systems in foreign countries. Salary is S25,000;

starling dale is ASAP. Contact: Deborah C.

Herrin, Deputy Director, 3222 N Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20007-2849, amemational Jobs

Notebook)

f fiw^/^rxt* T^ i I

Editor: Carolvn Cianarclli

T>fvelnDment A^.;lflnt lo Mainr r.\{\s Director.

Carneyic Hall - Duties include assistance with

correspondence and proposal writing, donor

research, and general office support. Applicant

must be college graduate with knowledge and love

of music. Good phone and organizational skills

necessary, and knowledge of WordPerfect

required. Previous arts administration experience

helpful. Salary: high teens with excellent benefits.

Please send resume, cover letter, and writing

sample to: Lauren Scott, Director of Human

Resources Carnegie Hall. 881 Seventh Ave., New

York, NY 10019. (Arts & Media Jobs Notebook)

Freelance Illinrtr^lor for C hildren's Rooks

Pen and ink illustrations are needed for non-fiction

children's books on science and nature topics -

especially activities. Send copies of black and

while line art to: Kale C. Bradford, Associate

Editor, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.. 605 Third

Avenue, New Yorit. NY 10158. ALL
SUBMISSIONS ARE NONRETURNABLE. EX)

NOT SEND ORIGINAL ART. (Arts & Media

Jobs Notebook)

SiiioUirsliips/Fellowsliipsi

r.raduflte Fellnwihin. Hlllherrv Reperlorv Co.

Three year MFA program in acting, stage

management, cos lume/scenic/lighting design/

tedmology, and theatre managemeni available for

1993-94. Stipend, mition waiver, medical

University of rniftrfli1o.Schnnlf.fnenlktrv will

be holding their aruiual Open House on October 14.

1992 from 6:30-8:30 pm for those interested in

dentistry or dental hygiene. Faculty members and

students will be available lo talk, a tour of the

school with be given, lectures will be delivered to

potential students, and refreshments will be served.

To RSVP, contact Darlene al 303-270-7259.

The Intcrnatlonfll Workcamoer

Would you like to see the world? Visit foreign

lands? International Workcamps are a program of

Volunteers For Peace which offer students the

opportunity for inexpensive travel abroad and

domestically as a volunteer. Join a work group of

students from around the world and Icam a lot

about cultural, political and social conditions of

foreign countries as you work together in a work

camp. No foreign language proficiency is required.

Tuition is approximately SI 25 for a 2-3 week

program. Travel costs are the student's

responsibility. Room and board are provided.

Write to: Volunteen For Peace, 43 Tiffany Road,

Selmont, Vermont. 05730; (802) 259-2759.

(International Internships Notebook, Non-profit)

ForiT inforr

Department of Theatre, Wayne Slate University,

Detroit, MI 48202-3489; (313) 577-3503. (Aits &
Media Job Notebook, Arlsearch)

The Nallonal .Science FounrtaHon Fellowships

The National Science Foundation is offering

college seniors and first-year graduate students

graduate fellowships in science, mathematics,

engineering and social sciences. Fellowships are

awarded for study and research leading to a

master's or doctoral degree. (Specific minority

fellowships are also available.) They include: a

SI4,0(X) stipend for a twelve month tenure as well

as full tuition. However, the application deadline is

Nov. 6 so hurry! For more information call or

write to: The Fellowship Office, National Research

Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington,

D.C 20418, (202)334-2872. (Science and

Technology Scholarships Notebook)

TPflrh F.nrilth In .lanan

The Japan Exchange and Teadiing Program (JET)

offers the opportunity lo leach English in Japan. One

year commitment required. Travel expenses are

covered. A monthly stipend is provided to cover

various living expenses in J^an. A representative of

the JET program will be on campus Wednesday,

October 28. Slop by the informalion table in Pericins

Lounge from 11:30-1:00 or attend an information

session from 1:00-2:30 in Womerroom212. DetaUs

of the program and application forms are available in

the Career (>nter.

Yqu And The Rnvlronment: Fnvlrr ntal

Careers

As the focus on environmental i;

increases, more and more career opportunities will

be created Panelists representing different types of

organizations and levels of experience will discuss

employment possibilities, qualifications and

preparation and job search strategies. A panel

discussion will be held on Wednesday, October 28

from 3.00-4:30pm in the WES Room.

Recruiting News
fMCI, Independent Educational Services or Peace Corps, you must

complete the two workshops "Finding a Career with Your Name on It" and "Chilling out In the

Hot Seat-.EfTectlve Interviewing." You must also have an approved resume on file in the Career

Center. All this must be completed by Friday, October 30th. Once you have completed the

woricshops and have an ^proved resume, come in and sign up for an actual interview lime.

Space is slill avaiiablefor October 27, "Chilling Out in the Hoi Seai...Effective Interviewing.

"

MCI is looking for December grads or recent grads to fill the positions of Human Resources Trainee

and Sales Management Trainee,

American Graduate School of Internationa] Management (Thunderblrd) will have an

informalion table in Perkins Lounge on Tuesday. November 3Fd from 1 1:00-1 KX). Individual

interviews will be held following the information table. Come sign-up in the Career Center for

interviews. Because this is a graduate school, the requirements foron-campus recruiting are waived

for interviewing purposes.

Want To Teach But Don't Have Certification???????

Peace Corps can use experienced people in Natural Resources, Business, Health and Social Services

or the most popular area, Education/Teaching. First, stop by the Career Center and pick up an

application. Next, complete recruiting requirements. Then, bring the application, along with your

resume, transcripts and letters of reference on the day of the interview.

Independent Educationa] Services (lES) is a non-profit organization that assists over 450
independent (private) schools nationwide with hiring teachers and administrators. Teaching

certification is not required. At the time of the interview, a resume along with an application is

required. (Applications and informational brochures are available in the Career Center). If you
choose to interview with lES it is mandatory that you attend the information session on Monday,
November 2nd.

Teach for America will have an information table set up in Perkins Lounge on Thursday and
Friday. November 5th and 6th from 1 1 :00-2:00. The group presentation will be November 5th from
6:00-8:(X)pm. Come to the Career Center lo sign-up.

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Kredor
Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources CoonJinator

Patti Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Malt Moyer
Johnna Kieizmann Shadeen Pisciotla

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects ot

employment and education. We do not Knowingly
list Job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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MuUan's MuUings...
It's an intriguing state for

American politics when anatomical

references are the highlight of the

Presidential debates. The "I'm all

ears" line by Ross Perot and the

inadvertent nose louchby President

Bush when referring to crack

cocaine won the most enthusiastic

response from the hundred plus

people gathered in Bemis lounge to

watch the Sunday night debate.

The group was clearly bored

withthetwopartycandidates. Sighs

of doubt and looks of boredom

followed President Bush's lengthy

speech on converting the economy

from defensetodomestic spending.

Thecrowdcommenced to yawning

and moaning when Gov. Clinton

plunged into his diatribe on family

values. No one seemed to really

care when Bush continually

questioned Clinton's character and

people became somewhat lost as

Clinton spieled offhispoUcy plans.

Not a soul blinked a lid,

however, when third party

candidate Ross Perot spoke. The

squirrelly guy caught everyone's

attention with his first response to

Bush'sbraggingaboutPresidential

experience. "Well, they got a point

I don't have any experience in

running up a $4 trillion debt."

The Bemis bunch applauded

approvingly to his cracks at

bureaucracy and Washington

insiders. "I've got a lotofexperience

in not taking ten years to solve a 1 0-

minuteproblem."Yea!!! Applause.

Whistling. "Now all these fellows

with SI,000 suits and alligator

shoes, running up and down the

halls of congress... the lobbyists.

the PAC guys the foreign lobbyists

they'll be over there in the

Smithsonian...." Hoots! General

felicitous cavorting.

Why do we love Perot's

statements. Maybe its because he

says what wc all wish we could say

to politicians, but don't But if we
allare truly fed up with bureaucrats,

politicians and Washington insiders

why do we keep electing them to

office. Why can't Ross Perot get

elected? Isupposehe'snoteleclable

and maybe that's a good thing.. .or

is it?

Meghan E. Mullan

Editor-in-CKief

Election

Continued from page 9.

the cold war ended and that the cold

warCTdedhavelittle,ifanytfung,todo

directly with the pesid^L TTiat he

endlessly takes credit for this historic

event is difficult to believe, yet he

cmstantly yammers on abouthow he

made Amoica safe from the threat of

nuclear war. As became evident from

the final couple of sentences in his

closing ranaiks, trustwas supposed to

be a lowning character issue which

Perot

Continued from page 9.

might even destroy himself in the

pocess! Even ifnothing were to come

of it, it would be certain to be a most

entertaining spectacle, well worth the

price of basic cable.

Much has been made of Ross

pCTOt's motives. Ithas been said thathe

is a sniping reactionary, apower-hungry

despot The status quo portrays him as

the destroyer of constitutional process

and the personification of the special

interest group. He is seen as aprelude to

the rise of totalitarianism in America;

his followers are the brownshirts of a

movement to transfomi us into a nation

of cringing goose-steppers (as if we

weren't already).

I have no argumoit with the right

status quo as far as they go and might

indeed go a good deal further. I am
convinced that they are conect and will

heraldtheirelection with loud hossanahs,

pleased in both mind and conscience.

But the fact that they will conquer Perot

does not mean that they will have dealt

with him. The key to defeating a tyrant

is not to overwhelm him, or to shouthim

down, but to choose the proper battle.

The key is to not fight him when he is

Homecoming Chairs address editorial
To the Editor

As 1992 Homecoming Co-chairs

we would like to thank the editors for

ilBiro[miioa However, we were

ondaing where you were last Spring

when we wrote a letter to the editor

for student partic^Blion in

[banning activities for Homecraning.

N'owhoe on ai^ of our attendance sheets

did we find your names listed We do

want student iipit and are very willing

lo listen, but being told that there are no

ttiviiies for students olha than flie

"^ is very interesting especially since

ite &Dm page of last week's Catalyst

lisied activities for students.

As Co-chairs, we wanted to

incorporate students more into

Homecoming/Parents' Weekend. You
Tiightbe wonderinghow Homecoming is

H on. The Alumni Relations OEBce is in

tJiargeofHomecoming and through them,

i^e Student/Alumni Association is

frimarily responsible for coordinating the

'Ctiviiies for students. Since student

Wcipalion was a major concern of ours,

lit Spring we created a Homecoming

Committee which included the entire CC
^dentbody to tryandmakeHomecoming

' lime for students. We would soid out

60 notes to student organizations

asking for input about Homecoming and

maybe 10 would show up. The class

officers, the Greeks, CCCA and the

cheerleaders were the ones that

continuous^ attendedthemeetingsbesides

the Studenl/Ahimni Association.

Tliis group was undaunted by flie

lackofstudentpartidpadon.We discussed

ideas like: Homecoming King and Queen

(which evolved into the Student

Ambassador), house decorating (on

canpjsX aHomecoming T-diirt, tying to

Iseak a World's Record (or setting a CC
record to try to break in the future), and

contimiing with thenew traditions thatwe

have started in the past four years - Fmal

FourGames (class conq)etition), the Tiger

Rally, flie Bonfire, and the Tiger Classic.

When it came down to it, we just did not

have the people power m do the house

decorating and record breaking activities.

However, maybe with YOUR help next

year, flie Homecoming Committee can

add more activities for students.

HieclassofBcers andtfiecheerleaders

did an AWESOME job of organizing the

activitiesonFriday.TheFinalFourGames

went smoothly exa^t that we hope thai

there will bemore student participation in

the future. (We hope that the editors were

out supporting their class since ihey want

studeniacdvities.)TheTigerRallywasan

incredible show of talent from the

cheerleaders.Then theBonfiieandstudent

band. Rhythm Method, was afiin way to

cap off the evening.

Now on to thedance. Firstof all, there

are only THREE bands as was advertised

on signs around campus. Secondly, in our

committee, we discussed getting a more

current rock band that the students wouU

like. The only problem was fliat touring

bands wouM not make a commitment

early enough for our deadlines, and that

was^ fiiey wexegoing tobe in the area. So

our solution was to change from having

jazz to having a oountty and westernband

since that seems to be the craze at the

moment After visiting all three rooms (I

acttially saw more students at the big band

room flian alumni) it would seem that the

sttidentsdidenjoy themusic andfound the

band that they h^^pened to like the best

We hope that Homecoming did not

live up to the expectations of the Opinions

Editors but instead was much better. We
also would like to know how to improve

the event, so slop t^ the Tutl Alumni

House and fill out an event evaluation in

Older to help next year's co-chairs plan an

even better Homecoming.

ELIZABETH ORTIZ and

RACHELLE LATIMER
1992 Homecoming Co-chairs

would ultimatelydestroy the credibility

ofoneBill Clinloa In thesecond to last

sentence Mr. Bush stopped and

eloquently enunciated the word tmst

two times and then again in the next

sentertoe.Thisannoyedmenotsomuch

because of the obvious gimmick

involved,butmcHebecauseheappeared

andsoundeduncomfortablesayingthe

wcffd. Finally, I believe Mr. Bush lost

many points on the issue of die

DemocraticCongress.Icouldnotcount

thenumberoftimeshemaitionedhow

things will be different when the new

Congress gets elected in November. It

is laughable thatheshouldeven try this

technique, but the sad fact is, this ploy

may work. But how is it that Mr.

Reagan got many of his programs

passed through roughly the same

Congress. Mr. Bush ismwe moderate

than Mr. Reagan. Mr. Bush's aidless

appeals for a new congress only

highlight his inability to compromise

and his firm beUef that the president's

whim ought to be law.

Mr. Clinton fared the wOTStofthe

three. He looked too handled, too stiff

and uncomfortable until hegotback to

the safety of his prepared answers.

That was no Oxford debater on (hat

stage; I know, I was one. I was

paiDculariy dis^^inted thathe failed

to attack Mr. Bush and his ideas with

ihe same verve with which Mr. Bush

attacked his character. At one point

Mr. Perot had to defend Mr. Oinion

while at thesame timecastingabaib at

Mr. Bush. Rather amusing stuff.

Professor Adlo- will be disaRwinied

to note that both Mr. Clinuxi and Mr.

Bush danced around the

COTstitutionality of the gulf war. Mr.

ClintOT went so far as lo say that he

applauded Mr. Bush in getting UJ*1.

approval before any use of force.

No wieqx^e to me. That was the

real dis^jpointment this evening. Mr.

Clinton, who was in my mind the least

bad ofthe three really did notscore any

points. He is unconvincing when he

speaks ofchange. He isjustanothcrof

the c^itol robots who talk a good

game but fail to produce on the field.

Mr. Bush was more at ease than 1

though he would be, but his answers

were canned. 1 do not agree with

anythingMr.Busheversays,buttonight

I was dis£^jpoint lo find out that he and

Iseeeyetoeye. Atissue is theprotesting

of the Viet-Nam police action while

Mr. Clinton was abnaad. I am not

entirely sure of my feelings at this

point, but my gut reaction is that

Americans abroad have a

responsibility, at least not to fiiel the

fire. One has lo realize the changing

rolea citizen haswhen heorshe travels

to another country. The action of the

protester will be infinitely more

noticeable than the supporterwhosays

nothing. Asaiepresentativeofacountry

I believe that you may divulge your

feelings on an individual level, but not

in pubhc.

So there it is, my view of the

upcoming election. No CMie to vote far

and nobody to trust It does make it

difficult to get involved in the process.

Perhaps the Libertarians have it right.

Get government out of the peqile's

lives. At this point I find it difficult to

sifljpOTt any of the candidates. George

Bush said that this election was going

to be about trust He was right That

may be the mostimportant issue at this

point But the problem, George, is that

I do not trust any of you.

Quote of the
Week:
"...Next time I'll just

lick my floor"
Anonymous student's
comment on theRastall

comment board
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What did you think of

Homecoming?

Photos & Interviews by Ross Gimpel

"It was orgasmic."

Mike Yursondo, sophomore &
Jake D., junior

"Too many Alums."

Julie Murphy, first year

"I'm positive Les Claypool was there

(at the door)."

Eric the Tate, sophomore

te
fc^l

'-s^

"We don't remember..."

Bill Dunbar & Ethan Mortan, first years

"It would've been nice they would've played some music

for us (the students)".

Knox McDwain, sophomore

"Dance, what dance???."

Mark Handy, first year

"I would've liked it a lot better if I

had gotten there earlier. The buses

were so crowded."

Jen Coombs, sophomore

"A lot of fun."

Adam Goettsche & Todd Sweet,

juniors
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Used goodies as encountered by Jon Elsberg
A semi-weekly column exploring the used books and records market inaugurated

By JON ELSBERG
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Record and book reviews are very nice. It's

(uji 10 hear what's coming out of studios and

prtsics and to foUow the careers of our favorite

enicnainers and artists. The only p^blem is that

olicn we simply can't find it in ourselves to pay

£1 K\ n bucks for aCD OT twenty-two bucks for a

l^k. When something special comes out, it is

nice to go that extra mile and buy itnew, in onJCT

get the item sooner and also to send that Uttle

(Tionetary nudge the corporate way to let them

(jiciw what we Uke and what we want more of;

lus.iheartistjustmightgetasmallportionofthat

lOiicv. thus giving them somechance ofquitting

(heir day job and working full time on iheir art

Bu L in general,newbooks and records aresimply

noi \vonh the investment required.

So, in an attempt to compliment thenew item

lews in these pages.I would hkelooffersome

kws of objects that I find in used book and

ord stores. This is not a standard column, by

,' means, for the simple reason that finding

something good at the used store cannot be

guaranteed by deadline.When I find something I

think is worth your while, I will pass that

information on.

(>ie noterd like toadd: everything I describe

in here will be of such quality that I think they are

wortli the new price. I just happen to have been

lucky enough to find them used. Getting these

iiems used would of course always be the most

pleasant method, butpicking upthep^Kiback or

speeiaJ-ordaing the album would be a perfectiy

happy substitute. Or nevo- gel than. It's not my
loss.

Anyway, toget started, I offer to you theglory

tsplendcffofBob^^man.Canadianmusician

extraordinaire. I first came across Bob while

visiiing my good fiiend Hal in Tcffonto. As

enienainmentdirector,Haltookme toapublosee

this fella play some music. I was not particularly

overwhelmedbyBob'smusic thatni^t,although

his was an excellent show and I strwiuously

sugecsi that Livesounds bring him here. A few

^veoks later I was in Independent Records, and I

cameacrossacopyofhissoIoalbumBoijlVtseTOw

SingsWrenchTiUile' In HerDream. I say solo

album because Bob is keyboardist for the band

Blue Rodeo. I also hesitate to describe this as his

first soloalbum because he has also put out a few

jazz and classical piano recordings. To make a

short stwy readable, I bought it It was not Itmg

before I realized I had utter genius on my ears.

(Don't lake that overiy seriously as I am apt to

(fescribeeveryOTK I likeas genius,but 1 mean itthis

time!)

I do not pay enough attention to the musical

field to be able to exactly place this album in any

specific genre. Thus, you are stuck with my
descriptiCHi that this music is "altemative-blues-

folk-rock" with an occasional "grungey" feel.

Whatever the technicalities, it is fine, fine music.

ITiere is an interesing bit to this album in regards

toils lyrics. SoBob says on the cover, all the lyrics

ccHnefiompoemssent tohimby his firiendWrerKh

Tuttle (thus the title). Wrench is, in Bob's words,

"[a] poet, traveller, activistand philosopher." Bob

getsWrench'spoemsand puts them to music. The

lyrics sometimes tend towards the political but not

necessarily the politics we are used to hearing in

song. Two songs, "No Commotion" and "Just

Tourists," are based around the French

government's sinking of Greenpeace's ship. The

Rainbow Warrior. Another, "Bhopal (Driflnet

Plan)," is about Union Carbide's chemical leak in

India that killed so many only a few years ago.

ThCTe is a poetic call for environmental reasoning

in "All the Trees," one of my personal favorites

fix)m the album. It is quite a lively tune. The others

all dealwithstandardthemesofloveand fiiendship

and frustration with life and depression and a

desire for fi^edom (of all sorts).

The music accompanying these tunes is thick,

layered, and on the eclectic side. Besides the

standard instruments, the credits list violins,

trombones, trumpets, banjos, dogs and cats, and

sevoal answCTing machines, to mendon a few.

Mendelson Joe is credited with "bass & commrai

sense" fw the swig "If I Knew." All of this music

has a definite, comfortable feel. These are songs

you love to learn soyou can sing along,which isan

interesting activity in itself. See, as far as his

singing goes, Bobisabitofan unusual character.

Some people, upon first hearing Bob, deride him

as a Dylan wannabe. This is sheer superficiality

based only on the fact that both Bobs do not have

classically attractive voices. Yes. Wiseman's is a

bitwhinyandonthesurfacemay sUghtly resemble

Dylan, but no one would ever confuse the two.

More important than his tonality, though, is his

vocal timing. Wiseman spaces the lyrics, well, in

hisown way. Lines twistand stretch in the middle,

fall offat theend andare picked up be the next line.

Whatever he is doing, the man is perfecdy in tune

with his music.

(By the way,Bob has anew album outentided

PresenledbyLakeMichiganSoda . I havecome

to love it as much or a smidgen more than the

fiisL Peny and mystery-man sdll cling to.../n

HerDream . This new album has the distinction

of being entirely Bob's projecL He wrote the

lyrics as well as the music this time. This cme has

more of an environmental slant, as well as two

songsrevolving aroundNativeAmerican issues.

Edie Brickell has a guest appearance, as does

Eugene Chadboume masquerading as Oigone

Chadboumitsld. Eugene is a weird dude. One

inta^esling bonus to the new album is what must

be some of the longest song titles in history.

Coincidentally, the songs with long titles all

seem to be the more overtly political ones, but

that's okay. If you are curious, I offer these

examples. "Response of the lakota woman to

FBI intimidation circa 1 973 pine ridge" (one of

my favoritesongs in theworid); "Anotherobscure

death in the history of the american indian

movement (AIM)"; and the king-daddy ofthem

all, "Diary of a US crop-dusting pilot spraying

the defoliant tebuthiuron (spike) on coca

plantations in the upper huallaga valley (peru)"

(another masterpiece). I must admit it is a hassle

getting these to fitwhen labcllingacasscuecopy.)

1 think the key to Bob Wiseman's music is

how clearly itcomes across that, even when he is

serious, he ishavingalotoffun. You too will have

fiin ifyou listen to his music. As far as finding it

goes, this is a tough one. I have come across a

second used copy of this album, but it was

snatched up by your friend and mine. Perry

BnDwn, the famed beer reviewer. The problem is

that I doubtmany more copies move through this

fair city of ours. One was a huge surprise, two a

shuddering improbability. You mighthave some

luck up in Denveror Boulder, but I cannot vouch

for ihaL This may be a spec ial order. Don ' t stress

though; if you actually have been influenced by

this article feci free to give me a call and we can

an-ange a trial listen so you don't have tojump in

blind

I leave you widi a rough quote of myslcry-

man O: "Why can' twejust putBob Wiseman on

eternal repeat?" The answer is, you can and

should.

Livesounds: An aural time bomb
BALZAC THE JAWS O'DEATH

HOVERSTOCK and ODERUS
McDOUGALL URUNGUS
Catalyst Staff Reporters

'Phish heads, Phish heads, roly poly Phish

f"^ Phish heads, Phish heads, eat them up,

>^" To the dismay ofmany and the defight of

^
few, the CC Livesounds committee has been

"nffflmed that fortunately (or unfortunately, as the

^ may be) Phish, the cheese-gods thanselves,

^iU be unable to chami us with theirpresence this

^oweeninArmstTOTg'nieahe.Rumorsabound
uiaiPhishwaereoendy hit, headon,byarunaway

'^Chat^ceeinTellurideandthusaietempcrarily

^i of commission. Others attest that Phish are

^ply not touring at this time,and thatbecauseof

"Sir breaklhrou^ into mainstream music, the

would cost livesounds more than half iheir

^et even ifthey were available.

Cry if you must, but you do have anotha-

Ption.Fbrfourweeks,theLivesoundscommittee

has been putting together a "Musick-o-rama" or

"Halloween Blow-Out," if you wall, featuring a

varied of homegrown, country bred 'n' corn-fed

Coloradobands. Theshow will be an evening-long

deal,frEeforCCstudenls,andaculturalcpportunity

not to pass up. Bands who have confirmed theOct

31 event are the Reejers, a Boulder-based band

whom you may have seen picnicking in Cutler

Quad lastqjring.Ormaybeyou actuallyheardthem

play inCutlerQuad,but the point is, they werehoe,

andnow they're coming back. Joining the Reejers

will be the Acid Pigs—a hell raisin', "Welcome

BackKotler"-tovin 'bandfiomDenver—andJanet's

Basement frffln Fbrt Collins. Because we hale

labeling bands with vague and cliched adjectives,

we'll say three words about flieir music: loud, fast

andgoodUndeistand?Tliehi^pointoftheevening,

however, may tum out to be the open mike which

will be set up cwistage alongside Drew's acoustic

guitar donation to pass the time between bands. In

classic Henry Rollins style, students will be able to

vent Iheir frustrations to whoever h^jpens to be

listening or to sing their httle hearts out, and, fora

fleeting moment, feel like tme rock Gods and

Godesscs, lights, sweatand all There is even talk

that a surprise appearance by Jello Bia&a will be

in order. Could this be the debut of the long

awaited "Henry and Jello: Together At Lasl^'

World Tour? I think so.

And you can't inriagine that diis show could

soundanybetKT .... Well ,evenas 1 write, the little

Livesounds elves are busy trying to locale The

Breeders (Kim Deal's lady-power b^) to

possibly headline the Halloween show. Also in

the wCTks is a potential November show in

Armstrong featuring Sugar, ex-Husker frontman

Mouldy Bob's latest divine creation. So keep yer

fingers crossed fcff these possible gems.

If you're interested in giving your two tons

worth to Livesounds, come to a meeting -

Monday nights at 7 pm in Womer #21Z But

even if you're not, come to the Hallovv'een show

anyway. Treat your ears to somelhin' new: it

may very well bejust the wake-up call you need.

The weekly arts

contest revisited

For all of you faithful Arts readers who

have tried to win the surprise literary gifts

worth over S 100, we would like to thank you

for your participation. So far, the winners

have been:

Phil Brown (Namediisdudc-Ralph Snart)

Nobody for Sandman's Sisters

Karl DeCosta (actor who played Danny

Partridge-Danny Buonaducci, DJ).

This week's contest is as follows:

Who played Jan

Brady on the

classic show 'The

Brady Bunch"?
The winner of this contest will, as usual,

win a surprise literary gift worth over S 100,

and will enjoy it immensely. Give Drew or

Langdon a call if you have the answer.
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Chicago^s Jesus Lizard squeams way to fame
By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

the JESUS LIZARD
Liar

"Wheelchair Epidemic" single

Touch and Go Records

"BoiIermaker"/''Gladiator"

single

Insipid Vinyl (import)

The Jesus Lizard. The name

conjures up images of a holy

lizard, one with a halo over its

head. Really, though, there is

such a creature-a lizard that

appears to walk on water. A
band taking the name of such a

creature would appear to be as

meek and as mild as the animal

itself. However, this is not the

case, for Chicago's finest

current musical export. The

Jesus Lizard, is the aural

equivalent of Inqusitional

thumbscrews. The Lizard

consists of ex-Scratch Acid

yelper David Yow (his real

name), bassist David Wm. Sims,

a Scratch Acid/Rapeman alum,

guitarist Duane Denison and

drummer Mac McNeilly.

Liar, the quartet's third

album, is their best yet.

Engineered by Chicago noise

guru Steve Albini, Liar tends

to throw auditory hand

grenades at the listener, while

at the same time giving

credence to the members'

musical ability as songwriters.

The album opens with

"Boilermaker," a drums-and-

guitar-in-your-face tune which

introduces the listener to Yow 's

intriguing style of singing.

Yow's creative vocal style is

reminiscent ofone singing with

a mouthful of earwax and

phlegm, and he yelps and yowls

rather than the traditional

method of singing. Yow
doesn't sing about the

traditional rock cliches of love

The Lizard Fab Four: David Wm. Sims, Duane Denison, David Yow and Mac McNeilly

and time; rather, he growls

about events experienced by

him or his friends or about just

plain bizarre stories.

"Boilermaker" erupts into

the next song, "Gladiator,"

which features a monotonal, yet

intriguing, bassline and the

memorable line "You'll run the

risk of conceiving a bastard."

Good stuff. "The Art of Self-

Defense" is the archetypal

Lizard song, featuring pounding

drums and a throbbing Big

Black-ish bass, and is similar

to "Waxeater" off the Lizard's

first LP //ead. At this point in

the review things may go a

little bit haywire since I'm

being force-fed the Dead
againstmy will. BLAAAAGH!
Sorry. If there ever was a band

that contrasted with the Dead,

it is the Jesus Lizard. Anyway,

on with the review.

"Slave Ship" follows, which

is in a minor key and is one of

the slower Lizard songs. This

tune is a prime example of

Yow's wailing, complete with

low-in-the-mix indecipherable

vocals. It could be considered

Gothic, as the guitar part is

rather gloomy. Next is "Puss,"

which it ain 't. The intro is kinda

Mudhoney-ish, and this would

be a classic Lizard single

(which it will be as it is the

Lizard's side of the forthcoming

Jesus Lizard/Nirvana split

single) complete with a classic

guitar solo and disjointed drum

break in the middle.

Side two begins with

"Whirl," which, as the press kit

puts it, is the Lizard's first try

at "dizzying psychosis." This

song is chock-full of Yowisms
(defined as squeamish,

unsettling sounds), whose only

decipherable lyric is "G
undressed." "Rope" begins wii^

romping, rockabilly-ish drums

and is about a guy who dies

hellish death. Sample lyric

"He lay beneath a broken branch

face down in the grass/No

mason nor bricklayer he, but

trowel was in his ass." Paints
a

vulgar picture, eh?

"Perk" is next, and is the

only unremarkable bit on the

LP. "Zachariah" follows, which

could easily be the theme to a

warped Western movie. Itjusi

ambles aimlessly along for five

or so minutes. The tune is dy

for a guy with a lasso to feature

in the video, if there ever

one. Liar ends with a bang

with "Dancing Naked Ladies,"

a re-recorded version of the

"Wheelchair Epidemic

flipside. This one is classii

Lizard: thrashing, powerful

guitars, crashing drum

pulsating bass, phlegm-fillt

yelps. A grand ending for

grand album.

The Jesus Lizard released

some 7-inch singles recently.

"Wheelchair Epidemic" is a

brilliant cover of seminal

punksters the Dicks' classic,

complete with the memorable

chorus of "Hep! Hep!" given

the Lizard treatment. The

Lizard enjoys covers; their first

7-inch wasamedley of Chrome

songs entitled "Chrome," and

the B-side of the "Mouth

Breather" single was a cover of

the Trio song "Sunday You

Need Love." More recently, as

a prelude to Liar, the band pul

out "Boilermaker"/"Gladiator,

re-recorded from the album and

released only in Australia. All

in all, a wealth of brilliani

output from Chicago's finest.

Pirates of Penzance plunder Fine Arts Center
All for one brouhaha erupts after Gilbert and Sullivan's musical sails off to the sea

Futon Connection
GRAND OPENING SALE

Largest Showroom in Colorado Springs

Frame &

Futon

as low as

$139.00

Many

unadveiiised

in store

specials.

Additional

Savings with

Student ID

Located in Eiidale Outer
S691N. Academy

593-8430

good thru 10-31-92

Oak, Ash &

Popular

hardwoods

models.

Available at

big savings.

M-SAT 10-7

SUN 12-5

$10.00

Delivery

and Setup

fee for

students

By KRISTIN YOST
Catalyst Staff Reporter

ThePirates ofPemance opens the

1992/93 season for the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center's Repertory

Theatre and runs October 16-31 at the

Fme Arts Center. Written in 1879 by

Gilbert and Sullivan, the musical

comedy commemorates SuUivan's

150th birthday.

Starring David Scolnick, Marie

Epper^n and Karol Gates, the story

involvesapitateapprenticewhowishes

to leave his sea-faring masters in order

to live an honest life. While on his

journey .befalls in lovewithabeautiful

woman.

ThePiralesofPemance .sponsored

by Digital Equipment Corporation,

CellularOneandtheOazeiteTelegtaph,

provides an entertaining opportunity

for swashbuckling frolic and fun.

Tickets may be purchased from the

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

S27M Teion at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

FineArtsCenterBoxOfficeinadvana

for $14 or at the door for $15.

COLORADO SPRINGS FINE

ARTS CENTER REPERTORV
THEATRE PERFORMANCE
DATES 1992/93 SEASON

THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE

Friday, October 16

Saturday, October 17

Friday, October 23

Saturday, October 24

Sunday, matinee, October 25

Friday, October 30

Saturday, October 31

^liiil^ililllflil
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More malt than you can shake a musk-ox at
By PERRY N. BROWN and

JUSTIN HERRMANN
Catalyst Staff Lushes

Much to my surprise and

chagrin we have made good on

Qurpromise to review only malt

liquor in this issue of the

Ciiidtyst beer review. After we

all ripped up serious shit over

ihe weekend we were in no

mood to drink something that

spanks you as hard as malt

liquor. I know I'm going to take

holl for this, but I simply don't

have the drinking endurance

tiiji I used to have. Justin, being

the dedicated reviewer that he

[S, was completely fine with the

idc:i. How does he do it, an

juiilemic giant as well as a self-

fv-pocting drunk?

or those of you who don't

kn> w. malt liquor is referred to

.: ^uch because, according to

standards of the U.S.

vLTnment. it contains too

iiiu^h alcohol to be called beer.

The purpose of malt liquor is to

be v-heap and to get you drunk

,. possible for your meager
- ument.

-or your reading, and later

drinking pleasure, we reviewed

Justin and Perry blowin' the froth off a coupl'a tall, cold frosty ones

surprising because in Denmark
this stuff is sold as regular beer.

In Denmark they don't have the

i different malt liquors this

i
. The first is Carlsburg

l:l.['hant Malt liquor, which is

brewed in Denmark, and as I

understand the entire country
of Denmark gets drunk on this

stuff regularly, that says
something right there. The
second is Colt .45, which is

brewed right here in America,

are all the others that follow.

Third is St. Ides, and the fourth

Olde English 800.

Due to the aforementioned
alcohol content, and in the

interest of group fun activities,

*e decided to invite many of
our friends to partake of the

goodies with us this week.
Many thanks are given. —,

f^.

Elephant Malt Liquor^^^
Elephant is a light-colored

"^alt liquor that has an excellent

head and a nice light flavor. It

received such comments as "It's

Sood for malt liquor" - Sandy;
5nd "It tastes exceedingly well

31 the back of the tongue" - Al.

'^e both think it's the best malt

iquor we've had, but, alas, the

jrice is a little steep, especially

ormaltliquor. At $6.99 a sixer,

lephant Malt Liquor is closer

price to a top quality beer
lan anything else. This is not

silly laws we do which regulate

the alcohol content of beer

(bummer eh!).

The problem with

Carlsburg's price is simply that

the beer's quality does not

warrant it If this beer was

cheaper, we might have been

convinced to give it three mugs.

In the wise words of Sandy,

"[S6.99] That's not mall liquor;

that's a rip off!

CoU .45 ®®f
On the completely opposite

end of the malt liquor spectrum

comes Colt .45. It has an okay
head, no color, no smell, and

absolutely no taste. Which are

great qualities in a beer meant
for pounding, but they don't

make for much excitement. In

fact, the most interesting thing

about Colt .45 is the

unbelievable offensiveness of

its commercial.

The commerical stars Billy

Dee Wiliams, of Star Wars
fame, and Fab Five Freddy, rap

pioneer and former host of Yo!

MTV Raps. It goes like this:

Billy Dee and Fab Five are

sitting around in Billy's pricey

apartment drinking CoU .45 and

reflecting on the events of the

evening before; the signs of a

prosperous life are in

abundance. The scene then

switches to a fabulous party

from the night before. The
soiree features Billy Dee. Fab

Five Freddy, and a whole bevy

of women in skin-tight, short

dresses drinking lots of malt

liquor. Everyone is hanging all

over everyone else; sex is

assured for all. The commercial

ends with the scene flashing

back to the expensive apartment

of Billy Dee Williams, where

we are greeted by the

company's new slogan, "li

(Colt .45) works every lime."

Really? Why don't ihey just

come out and say that Colt .45

works great when you want lo

get busy with someone who
would not otherwise provide

consent to the act. They are in

effect condoning date rape, with

Coll .45 provided as the means
to the end.

U's drinkable and it's cheap,

bul on the basis of the fuckcd-

up sexual views of the company.
I'm afraid that we can'i

recommend this one with good
conscience.

St. Ides TO
Now this stuff is crap . . .

plain and simple. Neither Perry

nor 1 asked for more, and
considering our stale al this

point, this is quite incredible.

No head, no color, no lastc

except for a nasty aftertaste,

and an unpleasant smell—not

qualities we generally look for

in something we like lo drink.

What was with the craze with

this stuff about a year ago? It

seemed like everyone had to

drink this siuff because it was

controversial. As for us, we
could live if we never had

another sip of this junk again.

If you're looking forsomcthing

in this price range and general

style, you're much belter off

trying something else. Like Al

said "Yuk, this is bad beer!"

Olde English 800 ^^
Eight ball is a malt liquor

that you can sland by. Our
friend Neal called it "... a iricd

and true friend of the family."

For some families it's Milk of

Magnesia, ff r others it's mall

liquor.

The head was bad, the color

was belter than the rest, the

smell wasn't bad and the lastc

was passable. U's not as good

as CoU .45, and although we're

sure that at some level Olde

English's politics aren't much
better, al least they aren't

suggesting thai you should

commit dale rape.

Mall liquor fans we are not.

Bul ihc experience was not as

painful as wc had imagined it

would be. In a strange way, wc
agree with Jon when he said.

"Why do they even make
different brands?"

Make a Difference...

TEACH
lES on nuke a dUferenoeu yoa begin your te«dilng area. We will prorlde you with

Infofinationabout teadUnginaprivateschool,honestassessmentofyourcompetitiveness,

and reaxnmendatlons about your candidacy.

WB WILL BB VISrnNC COLORADOCOLLEGE:

NOVEMBER 2- INFORMAnON SESSION
NOVEMBER 3 & 4- INTERVIEWS

•"DeXtD" BOOK. SXLe

New & use"D 6001CS
59,c ana tit

ocxroBep, 19-30

C0L0P-XT30 coLueqe
Booicscop-e
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spiritualized exorcises wispy tunes
By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

SPIRITUAUZED
Lazer Guided Melodies

Dedicated/RCA

Spiritualized arose from the

ashes of England's drug-induced

droners Spacemen 3, and is

essentially Spacemen minus Sonic

Boom. Jason Pierce is the head

spirit, and he feels that

Spiritualized embodies all he

believes about music and its

creation. Lazer Guided Melodies

is their debut and is generally a

decent album.

As trippy as the Spacemen were.

Spiritualized wins the award for

the mostspacey album of the year.

Thickly layered guitars and

keyboards form the musical

background for Jason's dreamy,

blissed-out vocals, punctuated on

occasion with a simple drum

pattern or cymbal crash. Itappears

that spaciousness is the order of

the day on this album.

The opener "You Know It's

True" sets the tone for the album,

with repetitive guitars and simple

rhythms the rule here. It's one of

the poppiest mnes on the disc, along

with "Run" (with lyrics penned by

J.J. Cale) and "I Want You."

"Symphony Space" is a prime

example of the spatial quality of

the LP, with simple arrangements

and mixing the key.

Unfonunately, some of Lazer

Guided Melodies is simply boring

to listen to intently. There is much

to discover here musically, with

all kinds of hidden effects and

sounds, but the listener has to

endure other boring parts to get to

the good stuff.

However, the album 's high note

comes with die ending tune "200

Bars." Jason's girlfriend Kate

gently counts to 200 while the

music gradually builds and swells

to an astounding climax of guitars

and keyboards. Amazing.

If only the rest of the album

were as brilliant as this, then this

disc would be incredible. Alas, it

is not. Oh well, itstill is, in general,

a decent album.

Lost lovers die

entangled in web
By BILL WIGGLEPIKE
Catalyst Staff Reporter

William Shakespsaie'sRomeoand

JuHet will be periamed at Coksado

CoDege Wednesday through Sunday,

November4-9.The production, at8:00

pjn^isfreeandopentothepublicltwill

bepofonned inTaylOTHall (at the east

endofBemisHall).

While the play is one of

Shakespeare's most femous, directcr

Nathan GarTison,asludent, warned that

the audience shouM be prepared to be

surprised by what he called "a daring

and experimental producliorL" Not

willing to takeaway&Dm the su^jense,

GanisOTwouldonlysay ,"Theplayhas

beoi mociemi2ed and cut to beoMTie a

reflection oftoday'ssocietythrough the

Greg Wonhen Photography

Pirates ofPenzance cast members frolic for the camera

i

ideas and language of the past" He

speculated thai many of the changes

and interpretations would invite

controveisy.

Theplayis aproductiOTiofCoIorado

College'sThealerWatehop.anentirely

student-run organization fiin^ by the

Leisure Program. All aspects of the

fHtxluction, from acting, directing, set

design.and lighting.arerunby students.

Fot more infcHmalion call 389-6606.

l^thftil readers {i> engageiAVliMe spM&al hauieka*

^

If yoti can find your Worncr box number in any way^
3|pe orimm anywhere in this section, call Djrew ot

Fiidav. October 16, 1992

OhNo it's Cultun
Don't tell the yoimg-uns

Well, folks, animals anj

neightxirsiiilheplaiilkingdom.iti

time for the theoretically-weckl]

arts culture club calendar. We
a]]

know that Colorado Springs, a»!

Colorado College by default, is Hj

most happenin' cultural hotsp^i

since Peoria, Illinois, a few yeaii

back, andthiscalendar exists soleli

to documentlhiscultural explosion

Really, though, this town has

litUemore to offer the cultural typ^i

than the Pro-Rodeo Hall ofFamcoi

the world-famous Dog Track upoj

Nevada by the K-mart. Yes, I'n

filling space, but so what? it's f^t^

Atl:30 a.m. such simple pleasure,

are hard to come by. Enough

filibustering, here's some culiwf;

Enjoy!

Listen to composer and pianisi

Michael Harrison demonstrate "jus

intonation" on Thursday

November 12, at 11:00 a.m., ani

then enjoy his melodioui

performance of his latest vjor\

From Ancient Worlds," later

evening at 8:00 p.m. Both evenb

will be held in Packard,

U2 will be performing at Mile

High Stadium in Denver oi

Wednesday, October 21. Too

you won't be there because it's sole

out!

Activist lawyer turned acuvi5

musician Fred Small will perfom

today at 8:00 p.m. in Packard

there-hell, do you really want (c

hang out at the 39 CentHamburgji

Stand?

Physical, frenzied comi[

crusader Reno will appear with ki

stream of consciousness Friday

October 30, at 8:00 p.m. ii

Armstrong Theatre. Tickets ari

available at Womer Desk or at th

door for $5 (free with CC ID)

Nexus, the world-famous haii

care corporation and percussioa

ensemble, will be performing «

CC on October 28 at 8:00 p.m. it

Armsffong. Tickets are $8 or lr«

with a CC ID at Womer Desk

Strawberry
Apple

Blueberry
Cherry

$4.89
^LL_NEW_10'J3ESSERT PIZZA

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
* ONE QUARTOF POP

$7.49
Pick-up or Delivery (ID097O) Exp. 12ai/92

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Hems 1.39

Extfs ChoBso 1 QQ
Pick-up or Delivery (lOmyo) Exp. 1Zai/9!,

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11:00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
I
Additional Items 1.S9

' Extra Cheese 2.49
I Pkk-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp 1Z31/9!

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETPTOR'S COUPONS
(Some Restrtctlons Apply)



Men's soccer extends unbeaten streak to nine

THE CATALYST

SPORTS
Friday, October 16, 1992

gy ION WHTIHELD
(;^,(j/)^,j/ Staff Reporter

The Colorado CollegeMen's SoccerTeam

boosted its record to 9-1-2 this past

Homecoming weekend, defeating regional

opponent Pomona-Pitzer. Driven by the

energetic excitement of the Homecoming

celebration, theTigersoutplayed the opposition

by a 2-1 decision.

TheTigers started offslowly,abitdisturbed

awe of the size and vocal potency of the

homeiown Homecoming crowd. The two

camsconsistently testedeachotherthroughout

ilic first half, as CC came closest to scoring

from an outside cannon from Tigernewcomer

Andrew Nunley.

Calmed by a reality check halftime speech

by icam BigToe Horst Richardson, theTigers

entered the second half a new team.

Immediately, the Tigers surged forward into

[lie Pomnona half, threatening the goal.

Youngster Jeff Spight came inches from

nodding home the go-ahead goal early in the

second half as did finally quasi-healthy Junior

Noah Epstein.

The Tigers continued topiece together their

attack like a composer arranging a musical

masterpiece. Finally, afterone hourand twelve

ininufes,JuniorWhiteGuy Aaron Frohnmeyer

was tripped down on a CC counterattack, just

outside the Pomona penalty area. Lead point

man Aaron Lujan stepped in andblasted a free

kick that rang off the post, reboimding into

Pomona danger area Frohnmeyer, showing

split-second reaction time, directed the ball

into die Pomona goal wiUi a shot that still

actually has not crossed the goal line. Despite

the shot's lackofpepper, theTigers went ahead

-0.

Encouraged by the spirited crew of beer-

drinking keg standers at the north end of the

field, the Tigers continued to press forward.

After several attacks, the young CC booters

golcaughtdreamingabouttheirHomecoming

daiesand suddenly weresurprisedbya Pomona

counterattack which resulted in a goal. The

Tigers wereonceagainproviding entertainment

for the whole family as they began their fight

tocome back and win the game. With less than

five minutes left, the Tigers pushed forward

once again. Sophomore Brillo Spokesperson

Josh Howell penetrated the Pomona defense

and was fouled. With less than four minutes

left senior Jon Whitfield served the free kick

into thePomona area as Noah "Punish Them"
Epstein nailed in a header to the right comer,

puttingCC into the lead. Sprinting as if he had

small mites in his undergarments, Epstein

celebrated as his teammates joined the

festivities.

For the remainder of the match, senior

keeper Ezra Bayles urged his team not to spaz

out Tommy "Smooth" Heisler anchored the

defense while still being able to pan the crowd

for any available babes for the Homecoming

dance. Time ran out, and the Tigers were

victorious.

The victory marks the finalregional test for

CC during the regular season as they post a 5-

record in Far West regional competition.

Today, theTigershope tocontinue theirsuccess

as they face rival smart guys Colorado School

ofMines at3:30PM here atStewait Field. The

men must continue to win the remainder of

their games (eight to be exact) to ensure a spot

in Division III playoffs. With the stellar result

within their own region, Uie Tigers now sit #2

in the Far West and #15 in the national polls.

The Men's Soccer Team thanks all of you

whoattended theHomecominggame and want

to especially thank the fans who have stuck

with us throughout the season.

Senior forward Rob Lipp performs a textbook bicycle kick in the Tigers' 2-1

victory over Far West rival Pomona-Pitzer.

Young guns help women's soccer salvage two ties

ByTRACEYLOWE

While the Homecoming festivities

abounded here at Colorado College, your

Lady Tigers were busy battling two overtime

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16

M Soccer vs. Colorado School of Mines

Hockey Intrasquad Scrimmage 7 pm
3:30 pm Stewart Field

Honnen Ice Rink

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17

M&W Cross Country at Fort Hays Invitational 10 am Hays, KS
Volleyball vs. Eastern New Mexico 11 am El Pomar
W Soccer vs. St. Mary's College 1 pm Stevi-art Field

Hockey Intrasquad Scrimmage 7 pm World Ice Arena

Football at Trinity University 7:30 pm San Antonio, TX

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 18

M Soccer vs. Ripon College 2 pm Stewart Field

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22

M Soccer at Knox College 4 pm lA

W Soccer at UC-Santa Barbara 7:30 pm Santa Barbara, CA

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23

M Soccer at Coe College 2 pm Cedar Rapids, lA

Hockey at Michigan Tech 7:35 pm Houghton. MI

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24

FootbaD at Millsaps College 2 pm Jackson, MS
M Soccer at ML Mercy College 2 pm Cedar Rapids, I

A

Hockey at Michigan Tech 7:05 pm Houghton. MI

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25

W Soccer at Santa Clara Univeisily 1 pm Santa Clara, CA

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27

Volleyball vs. Fort Hays State 7 pm El Pomar

stalemates. They faced the Cal-Berkeley

Bears and the San Diego State Aztecs at

SDSU.

On Saturday against the Bears, the Tigers

came out strong with a 2-0 lead in the Hrst

three minutes. On acomerkdck from freshman

Amy Snyder, Katie Shenk, another first year,

volleyed in her first tally of the year. Just

minutes later, Synder launched another rocket

from the comer flag which deflected off a

Berkeley defender, crediting Snyder with the

second goal of the match. Half time came

with the Tigers still leading 2-0.

Unfortunately, the Bears awoke from their

hibernation andtied the match at2-2, forcing

thegame intoovertime. Although CC. fought

back fiercely, including a near miss on a free

kick by junior TaraNott and numerous other

opportunities on goal, the Tigers could not

fmish. The overtime came to a draw and thus

die match ended a tie in the record books.

Sunday's game against SDSU proved to be

no easier of a challenge. Slightiy worn from

the day before, choking on smog and sweating

it out in 90 degree weather, die Tigers took on

the fully rested Aztecs. San Diego started out

strong and scored early. The Tigers were not

able to connect, and the Aztecs led 1 -0 going

into half-time. TheTigers fought their overly

physical opponents and were able to tie up

the score at 1 - 1 before regulation time ended.

The tally came off a free kick from Katie

Shenk which was perfecdy hfted over the

Aztec defense and finished by junior Jill

Jakowich. The Tigers then had to play their

second overtime of the weekend. The score

was still 1-1 at the finish of die fu^t 15

minutes of overtime. Less than a minute into

the second overtime an SDSU player was

fouled just outside the 18 yard box. The

Aztecs capitahzed on this opportunity when

the free kick deflected off the crossbar and

landed at the feet ofa San Diego forwardwho

promptly knocked it into the goal. Trailing 2-

1 with less tiian 10 minutes left to play, the

Tigers poured on the pressure and a flustered

Aztec defender made a vital mistake-- a hand

ball in the penalty box. Shenk blasted the

kick into the back of die net, and again die

score was tied up. Now the Tigers were fired

up and doubled dieir intensity. They created

many opportunities with the closest coming

from senior Stacy Black who beat two

defenders inside the eighteen and had a third

flat on her heels. Past this last defender was

clear-open net when suddenly, out of

desperation, the Aztec grabbed a hold of

Black's arm, momentarily slowing her down

and allowing the other defenders to catch up

and close down the attack. The Aztecs had

been playing tiiis game all day and as luck

would have it, the referee never seemed to

make the calls. Unfortunately, time ran out

and this match also came to a draw.

Due to the extreme conditions of tiie

weekend the Tigers often looked to their

bench for depth and support. Help included

appearances from senior Julie Rappaport and

freshman Headier Jefferson. Theyprovided

a needed spark to die level of play. Also,

never to be overlooked, was the work ethic

and strength of senior goalkeeper Kris Zeits

who totaled 24 saves for the weekend to add

to her tally.

Yesterday aftemoon.tiie Tigers faced the

University of Northern Colorado Led by

Zeits, who recorder yet another shutout, the

Tigers recorded a 4-0 victory. Scoring for

die Tigers were Shenk, Headier Jefferson,

Jill Jankowich, and Erin Guinnee.

Be sure to come out and support your

Lady Tigers at their last home game of die

season! Final home appearances come from

seniors Stacy Black, Annie Hull, Tracey

Lowe, Julie Rappaport and Kris "the Iron

Curtain" Zeits.
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Tiger Football suffers disappointing defeat

ByRYANEHRHART
Catalyst Stall Reporter

This paslSatirrday.the Colorado

College Tigers met a challenging

opponent andcameupontheshort

end of the stick - very short The

Tigers were defeated by Austin

CoUege, 30-9.

Austin College fielded a sound

and disciplined team which

capitalized on Tiger miscues.

Sophomore back-up quarterback

Josh Vitt hit tight end Doug

Gryboski for a 34 yard pass along

the left sidelines. The play was

quickly nullified when the Tigers

were flagged for illegal procedure.

The Tigers fumbled the ball

twice and had one interception and

also missed a 36 yard field goal.

The Tigers failed to play up to dieir

potential and they allowed Austin

totake thegame away from them in

front of a Homecoming crowd of

2,700. Senior captain Chuck Jones

felt that, "We didn't play the way

we are capable of playing. They

beat us at our own game; diey out-

husUedandout-hitus and outplayed

us."

The Tiger backfield of Jones,

Tim Hebert and John Lutz

accounted for 36 yards on 17

attempts, all told. Austin was

playing the nm game with eight

players and allowing the secondary

to play man-to-man. The Austin

defense came at the Tigers with an

array ofblitzesand stunts. Offensive

lineman Ben Fryer said, "The

offense couldn't capitalize on the

defense's turnovers [the Tigers

defense got four turnovers from

Austin]."

An offensive highUghlthisweek

was wide receiverTrevor Shettron.

Shetd-on caughtfive passes for 132

yards and one touchdown.

The Tiger defense missed a

couple of key tackles and were a

step short on luck. Every pass Uiat

Austin completed was sharply

contested by a Tiger defender.

Austin's receivers just made some

spectacular catches. Sophomore

outside linebackerTony Munozfelt

that, "Austin didn't stirprise us at

all. They were j'ust a very solid

football team." The Tiger defense

yielded 120 rushing yards and 243

passing yards.The Tigersecondary

had three interceptions. Senior

comertack Keith Mottram had a

good game. Motti^m intercepted

two key passes and blocked an extra

point and returned die football 97

yards for a two point conversion.

The Tigers hit the road for a

three-game away schedule. The

Tigers wiD definitely bounce back

from this severe gut check and

return fighting against Trinity in

Texas this Saturday.

Chris Hood

Senior cornerback Keith Mottram (30) crushes an Austin

College receiver. However, the Kangaroosjumped all over the

Tigers, 30-9.

Ruggers fall to experienced Academy squad
By TED SMITH

TheRugging Tigas recently had

their second test of the season against

the Air Frace Acadony.

^Tpeared as if the game might be a

handily WOT math. Lance "Chunks"

Hfflton scCTcd a try within the fiist five

minutesof the lest, and the Tigers were

iq)7-0. Still, within die fiisttmminutes

ofplay, theTigers hadan qpcxtunistic

TTie Tigas came out aiaig and it pwialty kick, whidi put them iq) 10-0.

Lee*s Liquor
502 W. Colorado Ave. • 520-9907

Monday thai Saturday 8:00 am-midnight

We have great every day
beer specials

*PBR 1/2 Keg $31.93 thru October*

'Milwaukee's Best $34.99 includes a free

sleeve of cups (50 count)*

CCID must be presented

for above specials

Thank you for your patronage
Marianne, Dennis

Then theFalcons rallied sliong, and the

Tigers were left reeling.

The Tigeis' game quickly broke apart

The Tigerscontinued their styleofplay

by trying to stow the ball down and

consolidaling. This kept them in the

game, but they couldn't manage to set

the ball in fa a try. WhentheFafcons

controlledIheball,theysimfdyoutpaced

the faltering Tigers.

TTieseccndhalfwentvery similarto

the first In the last five minutes of the

game, the Tigers seemed to get a new

fire and made several valiant scoring

anempts. Unfortunately,theseatlempts

were turned back by the Falcons.

OutstandingplayrasforCCwereLance

Horton and Randy Czech. They both

playedveryaggressivelyin violentloose

play and ran the ball well. Lance was

also key in the success of the Tigers'

scrum. The game ended 27-10, Air

Fence. The Rugging Tigeis arenow 1-

1 . Tliey have a test again this Saturday

against Metro State in Denver.

IncidentaUy.theRugby team islooHng

forwomen tojointheirranks. Practices

areheWeveryTuesdayandThursdayat

4:00 at the Kappa Sigma field or the

SIocumQuad.

Sflni Lill[|[[ [OLLfGf IH

PfUS
flsemesterorgearof

acddemlc study for

juniors and seniors.

Students study in small

seminars and tutorials

uiith French faculty, and

in such Parisian

, ^ „ , ,

institutions as the
loniifoniatliiiiaiHlatiJWliulioii.oiiitail: Whnmip thpFrnlorfn
SOTh \mma tollBtiB in Puis r Z}, .""

Boticop uiuure. andthelnstitut

BraniiiiiUi!. leuM 1070! d'ftudesPolitigues,

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BAR^f^j
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtowns
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night
'Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*

*$1.00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
October 16 & 17 Zen Radio & Evie's October 19 & 21 D.j. Modem Rock
October 18 Alley Cat Scratch October 29 Random Spex

Who is

Francisco

Cabrera?
By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Spons Editor

Atlanta's Fulton Couniy

Stadium,Wedenesday,thel4th of

October. 1992. Over forty

thousand fans produce a chant

unison with tomahawk-chopping

arms and stomping feet The

seventh game of the National

League Championship Series

almost at a close as the Pittsburgh

Pirates are threatening to take

home the pennant. The Atlanta

Braves have trailed the Pittsburgh

Pirates for the entire game until

now, the infamous "bottom of the

ninth."

The Braves cut their 2-0 deficit

in half, but the Pirates weren't

about to fold. The historic second

out was collected, as the Brave:

saw their World Series repeat

hopes all but stymied. With Dave

Justice on third and Sid Bream,

who led the team in knee surgeries

v/ith five, on second,apinch hitter

approaches the plate by the name

ofFrancisco Cabrera. Who? The

Braves slugger collected only len

at-bats during the season and w^
successful three times.

As Slan Belinda stood on the

mound, Cabrera dug into the box

in an attempt to focus his

concentration on the biggest at-

bat of his life. Cabrera took the

first two pitches for balls, to the

delightof theraucushome crowd

The next pitch drew a big swing

fix>m Cabrera as herocketed a line

drivejustfoul down the third base

line into the first few rows of

seats. The count was 2X when

Cabrerra ripped a grounder in the

hole between third and short. The

tying run scored easily, but Sid

Bream, impersonating Kirk

Gibson of the '88 Dodgers, took

offaround ihirdand towardshome,

with a full head of steam. The

throw came into home as Bream

slid towards the outsidepartof the

plate. Mike"Spanky"LaValliere

collected the throw and swept the

tag towards the outstretched leg

of Bream, just after his deal

crossed the plate. The crowd

erupted in ecstasy as the umpire

widened his hands, indicatingihai

Francisco Cabrera had batted in

the runs that will send the Braves

backtotheWorldSeries. Bream's

attempt to getup and celebrate the

victory wasstifledbyanonslought

of Braves. The pile of bodies

grew as a rush of media flooded

the field. The Braves had won the

pennant in perhaps the most

exciting NLCS since the Ne\v

York Giants defeated the

Brooklyn Dodgers at the old Polo

Grounds in 1951. Francisco

Cabrera etched his name into

baseball historyforeveras the heio

that nobody had heard of. The

story of the Braves' miraculous

ninth inning comeback will be

toldand retold throughouthistory,

immortalizing Francisco Cabrera

and his game-winning RBI's. ^
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Frosh Amy Snyder is CC's Athlete of the Week
ByjOSHORFANAKIS
CflW/y-y' Staff Writer

Amy Snyder did somelhing this

weekend that she should never

forget. However.shedoesn'treally

know what happened. If you look

at the Stat sheet, it says that she has

scored one goal and had two assists.

This goal is special, however,

because it is the first goal of her

college career. She doesn't really

ihinkshescoredthatgoal and didn't

[jiow she had received credit for it

until after the game. One thing is

for certain: she also has five assists

and is tied for third on the teams

point list.

The past weekend'sgames were

not outstanding for Amy, besides

the mystery goal, but just another

series of outstanding plays by the

siarting freshman.

She comes from Burnsville,

Minnesota with over ten years of

experience as a striker. As it goes

this season, she finds herself in the

stopper (center defense) position.

She says that the coach came up to

her one day and asked her if she

would try defense, and she never

returned to the front line again. She

enjoys her starting position as

stopperfortheTigers, although she

admits thatithas been hard to adjust

because she has never had to defend

somebody all the time. Amy likes

to remember her striker days and

thinks back to what die defense did

to her to annoy her the most She

now tries to do itasmuch as possible

to the forward she marks.

Soccer has been her focus so far

this year, with the change in position

andthepressureofbeingafreshman

on a team that is proving many
preseason (such as "this year will

be a rebuilding one") prospects

wrong. Sheadamantly believes that

this team is capable of makingitto

the NCAA Final Four. She notes

the talentofthe team and the support

of the upperclassmen that has made

this team one of the best in die

nation. Her expectations are

revealed in her disappointment with

thenumber 1 2 ranking in the nation.

She can't wait to go to California

and take on Santa Clara and Santa

Barbara, where the team will have

to prove themselves to Uie nation

and their league. Shesayssheenjoys

"taking on the challenge of good
teams and proving her and the

team's worthiness.

"

Amy likes to take on challenges

in many odier areas too. In high

school, she played basketball and

ran track as well. AtCC. she would

like to play intramural basketball

and major in Biology. Amy favors

the block plan and is putting it and

herself to the test already this year.

She is currenUy taking Intro to

Psych and has Vertebrate Zoology

andChemistry waiting in the wings.

As she looks past Colorado

College, she would like to coach

soccer and be a physical dierapisL

She wants to go to PT school back

in Minnesota. However, as that is

in the future, she now looks only as

far ahead as the next weekend,

where the Tigers go back to

California and then finish the season

with games against University of

Portland and University of

Washington. Catch Amy and the

restoftheTigersasthey takeonSt.

Mary's this weekend.

Chns Rood

Freshman Amy Snyder is the starting stopper for the Lady
Tigers. She is third on the team in scoring with seven points.

Women's club soccer

ties CSU A team
ByJEREMYBURRVANNATTA
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The women's club soccer team

came away from Homecoming
disappointed wiUi a l-I tie against

ColoradoState'stopeleven players.

The Tigers were scheduled to play

CSU's B team but instead ended

up playing theirA team. The most

frustrating pari of the game came

from the Tiger bench where most

players Spent most of the time.

Twenty-eight players shared time

on and off the field. The crowd on

ihc Tigerbenchwas onlysurpassed

y Jie crowd that came out to view

ihe awesome display of talent

CSU was lucky enough to score

first on a shot that came from just

outside three yards. The Tigers

controlled the tempo for the most

part, due partially toplaying twenty

eight people (ahnost three times as

many as CSU). Fifty-five minutes

after the first halfstarted, fresh first-

year Lynn Evans finally found the

back of the net when she fired a

flame to the far right comer of the

goal.ShotsbyLibbyCapik,Heaiher

King, and Katherine Hughes hit the

woodwork. SeniorsweeperDeAnn
Eley kept such a tight reign on the

Tiger's ever-changing defensive

line-up that keeper Aimee Gable

was barely challenged.

Volleyball drops tough match to UCCS
By Sophy Hagey

Catalyst Staff Reporter

The women's volleyball team

kicked off Homecoming Weekend

with a blast as they dominated

University of Soudiem Colorado

in four games: 15-7. 15-7, 11-15,

1 5-8. Their next match was against

Colorado College's own alumni,

who had returned for Homecoming

Weekend. The current team won

die game, but the alumni forced

tiiem to take it to three. 'The game

was played at a good, competitive

level, but was also highly

entertaining," said Coach Medina

of die Alumni match.

Last Tuesday night, die Tigers

battied it out widi UC-Colorado

Springs. The match was an all-out

war with great defense and killer

attacks and could have gone either

way. In die fifth game, however,

UCCS managed to eke out die game

winning point. "The game was

very well played, looking at

consistency, competitiveness, and

determination," says Coach
Medina. A look at die scores and

statistics proves her statement. The

scores for the match were, 9-15,

15-5,15-7,12-15.15-17.

Stacey Jonker had nineteen kills

against UCCS and twenty against

use. while Heather McGuire also

racked up nineteen kills against

UCCS and fourteen while playing

use. In die nearer future, the Tigers

lake on Eastern New Mexico on

Saturday at 1 1 ;00 in El Pomar.ENM
is a good Division II team so the

competition should be fierce.

During block break the Tigers take

to the noad and visit Washington

University to participate in a

tournament that could decide

whedicrornol the team will receive

a post season regional playoff bid.

The Tigers arc ranked fourth in

dieir region, wiUiarccordof 11-9,

behind UC San Diego. LaVeme,

and Menlo College.

At Washington University the

Tigers will compete against the

College of St. Ben, Wheaton

College, UC San Diego, IBC.

DcPauw, and Washington

University. It's a tough line up, so

wish them luck, and come out on

Saturday at 1 1 am in El Pomar to

cheer them on against Eastern New
Mexico.

Function System Skiwear*

m wi«
Nevica Function System Sklweor salules Ihe exponsion ol

The Ski Shop, Coloiado Spring's finest speclolly ski reloilei. with o

ia22 SOUTH TEJON

636-3355

FACTORY DIRECT SALE - SAVINGS TO 70%!

4 DAYS ONLY - OCTOBER 15, 16, 17, 18

ALL JACKETS:
Reg. $31 5 - $345 -- NOW $99.99

Reg. $245 - $265 -- NOW $89.99

Reg. $215- $235 -- NOW $79.99

ALL PANTS - $49.99

Values to $225

REGISTER TO WIN A $300 GIFT CERTIFICATE FROM THE SKI SHOP

HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF JACKETS AND PANTS!

THURS - FRI 10-8

SAT 10 - 6
SUN 11-4

•••ALL SALES FINAL"
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ANNOllNrF.MENTS

OF EVENTS

IFAr.lIKOFWOMEN
VOTERS

To help voters understand

complicated ballotproposals,

the League ofWomen Voters

of the Pikes Peak Region has

a free, nonpartisan Ballot

Issues 1992 pamphlet. The

pamphlet is available at the

EDUCAHON
FORM

REALWORID

Graduate degree programs

(MA, PLD) in International

A£^ with an emj^asis on

contemporaiy policy-rdevant

issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

Interamerican Studies

(U.S.-Latin American

Relations)

European Studies

Q Middle East Studies

International Relations

Q International Business

Management

International Security

and Conflict

Comp^ve
Development

International Economics

Apply by Febniary 1 for

assistantships and other

financial aid.

I^North'South Center

Students who are interested

in Interamerican issues are

particularly encouraged to

apply for North-South Center

Graduate Assistantships.

El Paso County Clerks office,

200 S. Cascade Ave. ,
the

Penrose Library, 20 N.

Cascade, the East Library

5050 No. Union, or by calling

the League ofWomen Voters

at 633-0466.

BllSSTNESSOF
ART CENTER

Art Classes and workshops

are being offered at the

Bussiness of Art Center, 5 1

3

Manitou Ave., to Stan the fall

season. Call 685-1861 for

further info, or to request a

registration form.

ATHIFTTCSDEPT.
Student admission to CC
hockey games will be valid

I.D. at the NW entrance. No

tickets will be issued.

OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

-Dr. Phillip Dennis from

ACM will be here Oct. 16 at

3pm in Womer216 to present

a slide show on ACM
programs in Costa Rica.

-Applications for spring

semester, 1993, and for early

decision for fall semester,

1993, are due Nov. 1. Paul

Kutsche x6359 is campus

advisor for the fall semester,

Barbra Wintemitz x 6605 for

the spring semester.

-The ACM India Program

deadline is Oct. 26. Contact

Prof. Vibha Kapuria-

Foreman at X6419 or in

Palmer 101 for all the details.

CLINTON/GORE
Vote for change campaign

meetings Tuesdays at 5:30

upstairs Womer.

DANCE
Adjunct classes starting in

Block 3!

Schedule of classes:

Beginning Modern Dance -

(yes, this is for people who
have never danced before!)

Mon. and Wed. from 3:30-5,

Friday 1:30-3.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTHNATIONAL STUDIES

Admissirais, Room * 57
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010

G05) 284-1173

"B jruMVERsnroF

Miami

Intermediate Modem Dance-

Mon., Wed. and Fri. from

1:30-3.

Beginning Ballet - Tues.,

Thurs. 1:30 -3, Fri. 3:30-5.

Intermediate Ballet - Tues.,

Thurs. and Fri. 3:30-5.

-Study in France Spring 1 993

with CC, blocks 5-7 in

Perpignan, Block 8 in Paris.

Live with a French family,

immerse yourself in the

French language and culture.

For more info, call x6635 or

Prof. Gabriella Ricciardi at

x6625. You can still register!

-International studentidentity

cards are now available in the

Office of International

Programs, Womer 233.

-International week happen

the beginning of next block.

Don't miss any of this year's

events!

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
AND WrTHDRAWAL

DEADLINES
Applications available in the

Dean of Students' Office,

Armstrong Hall, rm. 100

The deadline for requesting a

leave of absence is Nov. 1 for

a leavea which begins in the

second semester. A leave of

absence will be considered

for one of the following

reasons: medical, financial

or personal emergency.

Applications for academic

leaves of absence are

available in the Registrar's

Office.

OFFFJCE OF
RESIDENTAL LIFE

Available now in the Office

of Res. Life located in Bemis

Hall:

1. Off-campus lottery

applications for spring

semester. Application

deadline is Nov. 16.

2. Senior off-campus

declarations - If you have

accumulated 25 units by the

end of Block 2 you qualify

Londono.$335
Amsterdam $31 4» Paris $314*
Bnisselt $314« Stockholm $334*
Frankfurt $314' Rome $339*
*Abo«faf«areeK*iwayfnDmDenrtrbasedon(Duncftrippiichas«, Restrictions
do appV and taxes not hcluded.

1138 13th Street, Boulder, CO 80302

303-447-8101 • 1-800-743-1893

for senior off-campus status

for spring semester. The

deadline for seniors to declare

is Nov. 6. Fraternity seniors,

your hou.se miistbe full spring

semester for vou to qualifv

for off campus.

3. Proxy forms - ifyou will be

away from campus spring

semester (Study Abroad,

Urban Studies, leaves of

absence, etc.) and will not be

here for room draw in April,

you must fill out a proxy

form before you leave at

semester break.

You may call Earline Crochet

at x6619 if you have any

questions.

DIALOGUE 1992

Free food, free long-distance

phone calls, and a chance to

win amazing prizes! Dates;

Nov. 1-12.

FOR SALE
Sleeping bag - purpleand

blue, like new, $ 1 00 call 475-

1591

IBM compatible computor

and accessories - Great price

!

Call x7243

77 Yamaha 650 - $800 or

trade, call Mike at 389-7389

New telephone answering

machine - 1 yr. warranty, 2

tapes, phone retrieval, $85

o.b.o. call x7262

U2 Ticket - Wed., Oct. 21,

Mile High Stadium, Row 5

Seat 5 Call 632-1021.

Macintosh Classic with

software - Call Micheal at

473-1022.

SERVICES
DJ Services - Mercry Morris

DJ Services, Call Micheal at

473-1022.

"Fauve Foods"- Wildly

artistic caterers will provide

fun and affordable food and

flowers for your next

function. Call Alicia at 475-

1591 or Natasha at 473-1815.

VyANTED
Volunteers - to help out at

Sun. lunch in Shove Chapel

which provides free food ij

the Colorado Springs

community every Sun. from

2:00-3 pm. For more

information please contaci

Becky Mandiester at x7784

Donations - Students and

faculty of CC have declared

their opposition tj

Amendment #2 by

overwhelming votes. No«

put your money where youi

mouth is. Donation ot

however much or little will

be gratefully accepted by

EPOColorado to pay the

campaign costs. Send checks

to P.O. Box 300476, Denver,

CO 800203.

Volunteers - Young Life is

looking for energetic

Christian college students

who would like to volunteer

in the local area outreach

ministry to kids. Various

opportunities include

working with high school

students, adolescents with

developmental disabilities,

foreign exchange students,

or being a part of a team to

run a Young Life Club in Zeb

Pike Detention Center. For

more information call Pan

Moore at 633-3342.

Science and social science

majors - Would you benefil

from a fall semester of

research at the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory'

Applications are now being

taken for the Oak Ridge

Science Semester, a one-

semester researc

opportunity which places

qualified students in on-going

research at the Laboratry in

Oak Ridge, TN. (FuI116hrs,

credit, $3,600 award, and

cost-free housing (contingeni

on DOE funding). On youi

campus contact: SallyMeycr,

Chemistry, or RobertLoevy,

Political Science.

The National College
Resonrce Center

Announces the avallabillly of

SCHOLARSfflPS, GRANTS,
AND FINANCIAL AID

Over 3 million students wiU qualify!
You are eligible regardless of

financial need. For information Eind
an application please call:

1-800-475-2288 ext. 1882
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Madonna book now avalible at Tutt Library
By JUSTIN BLUM
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Sex mightbealittle too sexy for Colorado

Springslibraries.butnol force's TutiLibrary.

Tult purchased two copies of Madonna's

new sexually explicit book Sex last Friday,

one day after the Pikes Peak Library District

jn Colorado Springs canceled its order for

the book.

More than 500 people called Colorado

Springs library officials lastweek to complain

after reading in local papers thai the library

planned to order the book. Many of the

callers threatened to vote againstanSS million

library bond referendum on the Nov. 3 ballot

if libraries carried the book.

"I read the book from cover to cover, and

my personaljudgment is itwas pornography,"

Bernard Margolis, the Pikes Peak library

director, said ofMadonna' s book, a collection

of grainy photographs of the actress-singer's

sexual fantasies.

Although the city libraries initially ordered

two copies of Sex. Margolis canceled the

shipment after deciding it didn't meet the

library's standards.

John Sheridan, C.C.'s head librarian,

objected to the decision saying, "Public

libraries are not censoring police."

He said Tutt purchased the book because "it's

a cultural artifact — it says a lot about our

culture." He said the current controversy

surrounding Sex led C.C.'s library to buy the

books at a local store instead of ordering them

through a wholesaler, which takes several

weeks.

Sex. which depicts Madonna in scenes

suggesting sadomasochism, appeared on

bookstore shelves duringblock break, and has

sold out around the country ever since.

Although anumber of libraries— including

some of the nation's largest— have ordered

thebook, public libraries in Colorado Springs

and Douglas Country, just north of here, both

rejected thebook . Many other libraries around

the state and country have ordered the book.

The Denver public library director

approved Sex, arguing that the library's role is

to provide books and that individuals can

Wave of fires sweep
McGregor Hall
By SEAN MCLAUGHLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

A series of early-morning fires in trash

cans and recycling bins has some McGregor
Hall residents worried.

The first fire occurred early in Block 2.

The fire triggered a smoke alarm, and a

nearby student contained the fire with a fire

extinguisher. This first fire was thought to be

anaccident,butResidentialLifeand Security

now believe it may be connected to three

fires which were set over last week's block

break, according to McGregor Hall Director

Chris Bell.

The more recent fires occurred at

approximately 3:00a.m. on Saturday, October

23. An unknown arsonist orgroig>ofarsonists

set the contents of two trash cans inside

McGregor and one outside the building on
fire. The fires didn't spread outside the

immediate vicinity of the trash bins, but one
fire melted through the trash can and onto the

carpet before it was controlled. The halls of

McGregor also sustained some smoke
damage.

Fires in an older building like McGregor
areparticularly worrisome, accwding to Bell.

McGregor Hall, built in 1903, has no

sprinkler system which might help to control

a fire which spreads outside the trash cans.

Features
Earning credit for

protesting?! p. 5

Also, McGregor's smoke detectors are

localized, meaning that detectors only alert

residents near the fire, and these residents

must pull the fire alarm to wake residents in

the rest of the building.

According to Bell, officials at C.C. don't

have any suspectsin the arson. Although

McGregor is designed to have limited access,

residents often give the door code to friends

andpropopen the frontdoor, which is supposed

to be locked at all times. These security

violations might allow non-students to enter

the building, and for this reason officials aren 'i

convinced that the arsonist or arsonists are

necessarily torn the C.C. community.

Residential Life has called the Colorado

Springs Police Department's arson

investigation unit to help them find the person

orpersonsresponsible for the fires. Residential

Life has no plans to install closed-circuit

television monitors in the halls, according to

Bell, but they are currently "talking about the

possibihty of having C.C. security patrol

McGregor."

Until C.C. officials and the Colorado

Springs Police Department find the individual

or group responsible for the fires, students are

asked to report suspicious behavior around

McGregor and restrict access to the hall by

keeping door codes confidential and the front

door locked.

Oiris Rood

The controversial book Sex by Madonna arrived on campus last Friday.

The book is bound by two sheets of metal and contains pages of sexual

photography. Currently, there is a waiting list to check-out Sex from Tutt

determinewhich ones they want to borrow, ordered thebook. Bui clearly, some feel it's

More than 60 people signed up on a waiting

list for Sex in Denver.

"You don't not buy a book because some

people don't want it," said Bob Reagan, a

spokesman for the Los Angeles public

library system, one of the nation's largest.

L.A. libraries plan to stock Sex. he said.

Ellen Herrick, a spokeswoman for

Warner Books, the volume's publisher, said,

"A large number of public libraries have

Grace focus^es on budget

inappropriate.
The controversy in Colorado Springs

escalated this week when Focus on the Family,

a conservative religious group, obtained an

advance copy of Sex and showed the volume

to library officials.

"It'shardtoimaginc this book on the shcir

Continued on page 3...

By VICKI SOUTHERN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Interim president of Colorado College

Michael Grace has had little to do but act as

a figurehead since his appointment on July

1, 1992. The question is not whether Grace

is interested in making a difference, however,

but how much his position as interim

president allows him lo do.

"The question always comes up," says

Grace, "should the issues be left or not?"

Although no majorpolicy issues have arisen,

the acting president has faced concerns

dealing widi residential life, the leisure

program, Greek system modification, the

college's budget, and personnel issues. As

Grace puts it, he has had to deal primarily

widi "reactive issues," not monumental

changes.

The interim president's primary focus

seems to be on next year's budget.

"I'm trying lo keep tuition as low as

possible and keep competitive faculty

salaries. And financial aid is a big problem

area. We've got to drive our budget to put us

Inside

Arts
Big Livesounds Halloween

concert p. 13

Opmions
Brave souls stand up for

Bush p. 9

in competition [with other schools]."

Colorado College is striving to compete with

other schools for tuition rates, available

education programs, first-rale faculty

members with comparable salaries, and an

increasingly diverse student body. And,

according to Grace, Colorado College is

anything but slipping in llie polls.

U.S. News and Worid Report has been

quoted as placing ColoradoCollege in thirty-

second place among the nation's leading

Liberal Ads schools. However, Grace sees

this as no great slip from CC's previous

rankings.

"We've always hovered right around

thirty," says Grace. "In previous years when

we were at thirteen . . . that was a popularity

contest. Now the rankings are much more

technical; they lake a lot more into accouni"

To keep the college in the competitive ring,

Grace attended a ten day ACM funded

conference in Japan in late September

concerning international education. Grace's

primary focus was lo gain financial support

from Japanese corporations for a Japanese

House

Sports
Men's soccer collects 25

goals in 3 shutout wins

p. 16
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Security Beat

By DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

10/12/92 8:25 PM
Two sLudenI5 in a fraternity reported their rooms being

vandalized during Homecoming Dance.

10/12/92 8:39 PM
Five bicycle tires slashed in fiatemity quad

10/12/92 10:25 PM
A woman was heard screaming outside Slocum; security

responded and found nothing.

10/12/92 11:45 PM
A tape deck was stolen from a baUiroom in Loomis

10/13/92 9:05 PM
Bicycle stolen from outside EI Pomar. The bike was locked

with a cable; the cable was cut The owner saw the thiefriding

his bike but didn't catch him.

Humor publication lives on

10/13/92 ):40 PM
Bicycle stolen from inside McGregor. Bike's valuewas 52,600.

10/14/92 12:30 AM
A student's car window was broken in the Sigma Chi parking

lot

10/14/92 11:00 AM
Unknown persons broke window in Phi Delta house.

By JUD LOHES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

This Friday, October 30, the

Misdemeanor, Colorado

College's only inlenlionally

humorous publication, rolls off

the presses. For the first time in

its three-year existence, the

Misdemeanor is pubh'ihcd

without its

fou n der

,

editor and

humor
foundation,

Doug
Lansky.

One of

this year's

editors,
Michael
Drennan ,

sees the

current
publication

as a shot at

legitimacy

for the

Misdemeanor.The
publication

without
Lansky
proves that

the Misdemeanor has

"continuity" and the support it

needs forproductlon in the future.

The Misdemeanor is and

always has been an entrepreneurial

publication. This means that aside

from a small donation from the

CCCA, which comprises 20 percent

of the publication's budget, the

magazine supports itself with

donations from students andfaculty

and advertisements from local

businesses.

Though the lack of funding

The Misdemeanor staif strikes a pose.

presents a financial burden to the

Misdemeanor, the magazine is

compensated with greater freedom

to lampoon prominent campus

figures and groups. Neither Cuilf

Publications nor the CCC;
"become accountable for ihf

Misdemeanor's content," saj

Drennan.

Independent funding also meaiii

that the magazine isn't required
if

advertise for writers

photographers on a campus-wict

basis. Drennan frankly admitie;

that he anj

Phil Brow[

sat down anc

jg^ hand picket

fW^ the staff. S;iy

" Drennan; W;

haven't [ij(

t h ,

obligation"
10

advertise fo[

staff

campus
However, hf

continued,

wouldn't k

opposed ii

taking i[

people" lo

the next issue,

scheduled foi

some t im

next spring.

"Some of

the things we

publish people won't like," says

Drennan. '"Wejust wantto takea

very seriouscampus and give some

relief, cause some laughs."

John DriscoU

CCCA to hold new election
By ALEXANDRIA NGUYEN

The CCCA council recently

passed a resolution to amend its

by-laws. Members voted almost

unanimously to alter the terms

DIALogue 1992
November 1-12

16th ANNUAL PHONATHON for THE COLORADO COLLEGE ANNUAL FUND

Grand Prizes:

• 2 Round Trip Plane Tickets from Guide Travel

• $100 CASH from the Development Office

• Full Futon from Futon Connection
and the Leisure Program

• 2 Remote Control Color
Televisions from
Soundtrack and CCCA

Lowe Backpack from
Mountain Chalet

Dinner for 4 at
The Broadmoor

Dinner for 2 at
The Antlers

HELP US REACH 65% ALUMNI PARTICIPATION
IN THE ANNUAL FUNDI

SIGN UP NOW!
Free food and a long distance phone call for everyone!

ofstudentgovenmient office from

January - December toSeptember

- May coinciding with the

academic and fiscal year.

open forums occurred to solicit

student input regarding

implementation of the by-law

changes. The primary

misconception concerned the

CCCA motive for the change (i.e.

an additional semester of office).

The council has decided to

administer the by-law changes in

the following manner:

1

)

Elections will be held at the

usual time (Block 4) to elect an

interim CCCA council (serving

one semester: 4 blocks).

Candidate packets will be

available atWomer Desk on Nov.

2.

2) Elections will be conducted

again 7th block of this academic

year, with the elected council

serving one full academic yeai

from 1 St block to 8di block of the

1993-94 academic year.

3). Two first-year members-

at-Iarge will be elected at the same

time as the Class officers (2ni]

weeks of 1st block) and wil

assume office in time for the

second CCCA Full Council

meeting of the year.

TheCCCA Council found this

to be the most appropriate

alternative because the elections

will be open and accessible to all

students. And the by-law changes

will improve the effectiveness ol

future councils by alleviating ihe

budgetary and administrative

fmstrations experienced in the

past.

London.«.$335
Amsterdam $314* Parii $314*
Bnissels $314* Stockholm $334*
Frankfurt $314* Rome $339*
•AboN«ef8r«ar«eachwayfromC)erTrtrbas«donrDuncftrippurchase. Res&ictions

cto appfy and tsxes not included.

1138 13th Street, Boulder, CO 80302

303-447-8101 • 1-800-743-1823
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Misuse of the American West

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Colorado College history

professor Anne Hyde will give a

slide show and talk entitled

"Misperception and

Ivlismanagement: Learning toLook

at the American West" at a noon

luncheon on Wednesday,

jsjovember 4.

The luncheon and talk will be

held in the Gaylord Room of

Womer.

The talk will focus on the ways

[irji Americans have misperceived

[he American West, and how that

has resulted in the misuse of the

landscape," said Hyde. She has

written substantially on the topic,

most recently publishing an article,

"Significance of Perception in the

History of the American West," in

the Western Historical Quarterly in

May.Shehasalsopublishedabook,

"An American Vision: Far Western

Landscape and National Culture."

The luncheon and talk are sponsored

by the Southwest Aficionados, a

group which brings together

community and campus members

for the purpose of learning about

the American Southwest.

Faculty Woodwind Quintet

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Colorado College Faculty

Woodwind Quintet will perform a

world premiere composition by

A ustralian composer VincentPlush

and other works by Francaix,

Debussy, and EUer in Packard Hall.

I

Thcfreeconcertwillbeon Tuesday,

November 10, at 8 p.m. and is open

10 the pubHc.

Plush's composition, "Cristobal

Colon: Guamaquina," is a

description of Columbus'

discovery and conquestoftheNew
World. 'The piece was written for

and dedicated specifically to the

Colorado College quintet," said

Daryll Stevens who plays clarinet

for the group. 'The title of the

piece," she said, "refers to thename

the Taino Indians gave to Columbus

aftertheSanta Mariawas marooned

on areefoff the island of Hispaniola

in 1492. According to legend, the

Guamaquina had descended from

the sky in a great ship and had

taught the Taino people their

peaceful way of life. When he left,

hepromised that he would return to

them one day." Then came
Columbus, also in a great ship, but

it was no "second coming." A
generation later, the entire Taino

nation had been enslaved by the

Spaniards; by 1560, the Taino race

was extinct.

The quintet is composed of:

Stevens, Jeani Muhonen, flute; Guy
Dutra-Silveira, oboe; Michael

Kroth, bassoon, and Robert

Murray, horn.

Alumni plant memorial tree
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

OnSaturday,OctoberlO,at3:30

p.m., on the lawn of Packard Hall at

Colorado College, an historic

memorial tree planting service was

conducted by members of the class

of 1967.

The service, planned, arranged

and conducted by Tom Zetterstrom

of the class of '67, was in honor of

two distinguished members of the

C.C. arts faculty, Bernard Amest,

for years head of the Art

Department, and Herman Snyder,

a teacher of sculpture and design.

Zetterstrom, a nationally known
photographer whose work appeared

in the book, "A Day in the Life of

America," led the ceremony.

Zctterslrom's exhibit of

photographs of trees had opened

the day before at theWomer Center

of die college.

Hunicr Frost

Tom Zetterstrom, Colorado College class of 1967, tills the

earth surroundmg the ash tree being plantedin memory of

honored teachers Bernard Amest and Herman Snyder.

The crowd that gathered

included a number of people who
read from their own poetry or

reminiscences. Those who read or

spoke included professors Bill

Hochman and Gilbert Johns, and

alumni from the class of '67 Alex

Primm from Missouri and Jim Rase

a painter from Denver.

The gathering included some 30

to 40 people and included, among
others, Lynn Aldrich Frost. '52.

andGaryKnight,*67. and Professor

Thomas Mauch.
The highlight of the ceremony was

ihc prcpiu^tion of the soil for the

ircc planted in honor of these two

liighly respected artist teachers.

Barbara Arnest, widow of the

Department's head, dug upihc earth

surrounding the tree, as did others.

A final very personal touch was

added to the ceremony by Tom
Zetterstrom. He served crackers

topped with his own homemade
rhubarb jam.

The brief memorial, held in

honor of two great and inspired

teachers ofan, occurred undcrcicar

Colorado skies at the lime of ihc

reunions ofmany Colorado College

classes. The tree that was planted

wasanash.cspccially suited to our

climate here and appropriate to the

strength and special talenLs of these

teachers. As Zetterstrom said. "This

tree will outlive us all. What a fine

tribute to the tasting effects of good

and inspired leaching!"

Sex stirs local contoversy; Tutt responds
Continued from page 1...

where children could get it," said

Tom Minnery, vice president of

Focus on the Family. "It contains

pictures of bald-headed lesbians

with knives going at Madonna's

genitals. That's not healthy."

Margolis said that once library

officials saw Minnery's advance

copy, they decided it did not meet

the library's standards.

"It was one-sided in terms of

presentation of sadomasochism,"

Margolis said. "It is our job to be

responsive to the community
interest and to present balancedissues."
Sheridan attributed Pikes Peak

Library District's decision to a

conservative shift in the

community. "It's because of a

change in the makeup of Colorado

Springs." he said. "I've sensed a

shift to being more restrictive in

what community standards are."

Sheridan dismissed Minnery's

complaint about children reading

Sex saying, "if they want to look at

that kind ofstuff, they can godown

to a newsstand . . . Public libraries

are built on the fact that parents are

responsible for what their kidsread."
Tutt Library is not taking special

precautions to prevent children

from obtaining the book. Sheridan

said he did not think kids would be

able to find it there is currenUy a

waiting list to check out Sex.

The Colorado Springs libraries

are not outofhot wateryeL Margolis

said someone offered to donate Sex

to die library and that a selection

committee would have to review

ihebookagain to determine if itcan

go on the shelf.

Also, die Colorado ACLU said

Margolis might have violated the

First Amendment and that the

ACLU could persue legal action to

force the libraries to stock the book.

"We're concerned and

disappointed in the process they've

engaged in ," David Mil ler,ACLU ' s

legal director, toldThe DenverPost .

"No matter what they say, they're

serving as official censors."

The controversy seems to have

generated an intense interest in the

book, Colorado Springs retailers

said. Most stores sold out of Sex.

last week and have long waiting

lists.

"We've been selling this as a

HairDesignersforMen & Women

SSiSMia
style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Don't Loose Your Head
Over Airfares

Let the friendly spirits at

TAYLOR TRAVEL
watch out for you!

818 N. Tejon St. 636-3871

Your Campus Travel Agency

matter of curiosity," said Richard

Noyes, owner of Cliinook

Bookshop, last Friday. "Twenty

copies have been claimed and we

have 20 people on the waiting list.

We rarely have this kindofresponse

on anytJiing."

bifluence the

CC Community

Edit the

Catalyst

or the

Disparagingi
"w^

next
semester

AppUcaUons are
available at the
Womer desk, and

November 18.

Questions can be
directed to Cheri at

X6675.
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Security Cont'

10/16/92 8:45 PM
Bicycle stolen outside Slocam.

10/16/92 11:25 PM
Student was assaulted at 7-1 1 on Nevada.

10/17/92 1:05 AM
A window was broken at Phi Gamma Delta.

10/19/92 2:40 PM
Mountain bike stolen from a student's off-campus house.

Valued at S850.

10/19fl2 3:40 PM
Bike stolen from McGregor bike rack. Bike had been locked

with Kryptonite lock, was valued at S500.

10/19,92 4:00 PM
Both tiresand the seat were taken from a bike locked atMathias

bike rack.

10/20/92 1:40 AM
Emergency phone was picked up somewhere on campus. The

caller spoke a few words into the phone, but when security

arrived, no one was there. Security believes it was a prank

phone call.

10/20/92 12:48 PM
Handlebars and rear wheel from bicycle stolen outside Slocum

Hall.

10/20/92 1:00 PM
Rear tire stolen from bicycle at Womer Center.

10/22/92 11:30 PM
Male student was confronted by a non-student on the football

field, A fist fight resulted.

Big changes to be left fornew president

Continued on page 4...

Continued from page 1...

to be established on campus in

years to come.

During his stay Grace also

visiledCoIoradoSprings' sistercity

and worked to promote Japanese

university-Colorado College

student exchange programs, t i ^

But it is difficult for the

college to establish new

programs without a

permanent president. Grace

sees his job to be primarily

"signing papers and

answering the phone. ... I

don't want to make a mistake

or hurt the college [by]

making momentous decisions

or major policy changes."

Meanwhile, Grace says he is

personally striving to create a

union between the

administration and thestudent

body.

"We must listen to each

other or we won't learn." For

diis reason Grace met this fall

with faculty and Trustees in a

panel discussion to iron out

any "misunderstandings,"

with the senior class officers

to begin the Commencement
speaker selection procedures, and

with the environmental group

ENACT. He also has worked to

maintain contact with the CCCA.
Major issues are to hang in limbo

until a permanent president is

appointed.

Michael Grace, Colorado

College graduate and faculty

member of 25 years, has worked as

acting presidentsince July 1, 1992.

His appointment followedGresham

Riley'sresignation earlier this year.

CurrenUy, die selection process

for a permanent president is

underway. The four candidates for

the new president for at least a

semester in order to help him or her

"learn the ropes,"

"He or she will have lo study the

interim report. I'll have to apprise

the new president of the major

issues."

Although he has enjoyed heading

the college, Grace looks

forward to his return to itie

music department upon the

appointment of the new

president.

"I've never felt that this

(acung as president) was

work. There's been no

drudgery. It's all exciting

and interesting. I've enjoyed

having the power to really

make a difference and to do

things." He continued:

"But I've met a lot less

students. And I miss thai"

Meanwhile, until his time as

president is up, Grace will

continue striving to create a

feeling of "collegiality" and

understanding on campus

,...,„ , , , ,. . r between the administration,
Michael Grace speaks at the dedication of ^^ f^^^^y^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^

the Donaldson House during Homecoming ^^y
"It may be [a word] or an

the position are underreview by die

Board of Trustees.

Grace expects the decision will

be announced by the Winter Break

and that the new president will take

the position in "late spring/early

summer next year." This time

period will correspond with the

usual July 1 - July 1 administrative

year. Grace hopes to work alongside

age gone by, but it'll make the new

president's job easier. [The new

president] is very lucky to inherit

such a marvelous college.We attract

marvelous students and a first-rate

faculty. We're doing really well.

"He or she (the new president}

has an envious position. There are

some very important decisions to

be made."

EX

KZ

FRATERNITY

Friday

5:00-6:30 Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta
6:45-8:15 Fiji and Kappa Sigma

Saturday

6:00-8:00 Fiji and Kappa Sigma
8:15-10:15 Sigma Chi and Phi Delta Theta

Sunday
3:00-5:00 Open Houses

Monday
6:00-9:00 Preferential Dinner

ms]i

OAe
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Creditable activism at the Nevada nudear test site

Sarah Bly

Protestors rally around an inverted American flag

symbolizing a country in distress.

By SARAH BLY
Photo Editor

I have found yet another reason why v/e

are damn lucky to be on the block plan.

Independent studies. If you can't find a

good class, make up your own. Want to go

fishing for a couple weeks? Study trout.

I was having a hard time deciding if 1

wanted to spend my time helping save the

world, or ifmy life is too short and I should

use my energy to enjoy what I have. In order

to do this, I felt I needed to completely

immerse myself in the scene for a while.

So I found a professor who worked with

me, helping me choose books to read, mak-

ing sure I stayed serious by assigning me a

20 page paper, and allowed me, for political

science credit, to spend most of the block in

govemment,for the

last 40 or 50 years,

has been testing

nuclear bombs here

on Western

Shoshone land.

There are protests

held at the test site,

usually twice a year,

sponsored by differ-

ent organizations.

This fall the protest

was centered around

the injustices of cel-

ebrating Columbus

Day and the 150

people who have

been walking all the

way from the east

coast since January

on a pilgrimage

called the Walk
Across America for

Mother Earth. Ne-

vada was their final

destination, a sym-

bol of how nuclear

bombs are the

epitomeofearth and

animal destruction.

But what's hap-

pening in Nevada is

not just a rape of the

environment. This

land was originally

"given" to the Na-

tive Shoshone
people and then "taken away" just as

nonchalantly, by the United States govern-

ment.

The Shoshones center their entire spiri-

tuality around the sharing between the earth

and its inhabitants. Therefore they don't

believe in ownership and are easy targets for

the government. The area that is left for

them to live on surrounds the test site and

has contributed to huge increases in the

incidents of cancer, miscarriages and birth

defects among those who live there.

What's even worse, this atrocity is true

of nuclear testing sites worldwide. Every

one of them is located on land that was once

set aside for indigenous people.

Then there's the issue of defense spend-

ing and why we are still making more and

more of these insane objects of mass de-

get to the test site and see these brainwashed

guards power-hungry, cold, violent egos

walking around in the bodies of big. burly

males, blood dripping from their trembling

jaws, hands molded in the shape of their

weapons.

Sorry, I've gotten a bit carried away.

This aspect can be frustrating, but the

rest wasempowering and intense. Wejoined

the walkers in Las Vegas, after a morning at

the Circus Circus slot machines, and the

next four days were spent walking the 65

miles to the test site. There were designated

camping areas and free food, obtained

through donations and dumpster diving.

By the time we got to the lest site there

wereacouple thousand protester - people of

all ages and races, many Shoshones, and

people from Japan, Belgium, Australia,

Germany, South America, a more diverse

crowd Uian most college campuses. Isn't it

odd that an event like this gets less media

attention than the personal lives of the

president's children?

There are really no

leaders at these gath-

erings and decisions

are made by consen-

sus. The five days at

the test site are spent

doing various actions,

either for media atten-

tion, fun, orjust cross-

ing the test site border

to symbolize the fact

that this is still

Shoshone land.

But more impor-

tantly, in my opinion

is the time spent going

to workshops, speak-

ers and the ceremonies

led by Native Ameri-

cans. It'sall very spiri-

tual and earth cen-

tered. I attended a

sweat in a sweat lodge

,

led by a Shoshone el-

der, and a very power-

ful woman's wailing,

both were really in-

credible experiences.

You might think

that this was just a

bunch of today's so

called "hippies", and although there was

definitely a large hippie presence-good and

bad. There were also a great deal of various

aged, very serious, intelligent, determined

activists. People who are going to actually

make a difference for the future genera-

tions, and who meanwhile are having a blast

going to things like this, finding pleasure in

dancing, singing and drumming, rather than

America's norm of mall shopping and golf-

ing dates.

In my two trips to Nevada I've met a lot

of really wonderful people, like the burnt

out 60's beatnik Diamond Dave who speaks

in verse, or the Earth First! singer whose car

was bombed by government officials, or the

hobo activist with whom I hopped freight

trains back to Colorado with. All in the

name of a college education.

P.S. Beginning on October 1st, a9month
moritorium on testing went intoeffect, mean-

ing that the U.S. is now the final counu-y to

stop testing, hopefully for good.

Big, strong, invincible men on a power trip

the desert in Nevada. The United States struction when it only takes one. Then you

Biingeejumping; Even better, public transit!

By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Some friends and I were bored. We
wanted to go anywhere, do anything. So we

sat in an empty bus stop and waited for a bus.

Any bus. I am turning wild. Watch out.

Now you may say, so what? You may

ask, why is this special? Well, for someone

from a small suburb where the hippest tiling

to happen is die construction of a brand new

Safeway, hopping on a strange bus that

could be going anywhere is a clear streak of

rebellion. There's no stopping me now.

We waited.

And waited.

Fourwomenon amission. Buses passed

right by us, and we began to wonder if we

were sitting in an operational bus slop, or if

this one was a dud. We sat and talked and

laughed and collected die 75 cents we would

need if the bus ever did come for us.

The bus came. We got on. We paid out

our spare change. We sat down—right

undemeaUi theJESUS sign Uiat was hanging

on die advertisement clips. It was Thelma

and Louise, Walter Cronkite.The American

Dream. Whoa.

A guy in black leadier and chains with a

very loud walkman sat right behind me. An

old lady with a romance novel was beside

me gasping at every odier page. A young

man, with choppy hair and ripped clothes

sat at die back of the bus holding two tiny

children. 1 fell like a UTie part of die human

race.

Thebus passed by schools and a homeless

shelter, fast food restaurants, and pawn

shops. We wound up al die mall (what a

coincidence!) and went for a carefree

afternoon of leisurely lingerie shopping (Do

you realize the sheer variety of gadgets they

sell as underwear these days? It's amazing.

A whole other worid. The Undei-world!).

We had a wonderful dinner al

McDonald's dien headed again for die bus

stop and sat on die benches to wait for die

bus. Any bus.

We were bus pros by dien. We hopped on

die first bus dial came along and casually

dropped our 75 cents in the slot. Somehow,

and I'm still nolquilesurc how. weended up

at home.

We were daring. We were adventurous.

This was definitely someUiing to tell my

children's children about.

The Colorado Springs Public Transit

Buses rival die good 'ole VW "love buses"

of die 60's.

Take a ride on one some day. You

won't get very far, but al least you won't

know where you are going!
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Sorority rush: more than

just a selection process
By BECKY BUNN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The anticipation. The
nervous chatter. The donning

of costumes and practicing of

skits and songs. The last minute

details falling into place.

Suddenly, a knock on the

door. "Okay you guys, three

minutes. Quiet down, they're

all out there." Opening night

of a Broadway musical? No,

it's 1992 fall Sorority Rush.

Wail, don't turn the page yet!

To many of you, the term

sorority may connotate snotty

girls in prom dresses who 'buy'

their friends. Yet that

stereotype doesn't fit any of the

four sororities here at C.C, not

Delta Gamma, Gamma Phi

Beta. Kappa Alpha Theta, or

Kappa Kappa Gamma.
On the ever changing block

plan, life and friendships are

constantly in limbo. Sororities

provide a constant within the

chaos.

A sorority is a group of

women who share common
interests, yet are unique and

enjoy one another for their

similarities as well as their

differences.

Besides planning formals,

parties, and social mixers, each

sorority has a philanthropy—

a

needy cause for which they raise

money throughout the year.

Sorority members play an active

role in almost all organizations

on this campus, they take an

interest in more than just

clothes and money.

Sorority education programs

educate Greek women about

environmental, political, and

social concerns, as well as

problems plaguing college

students. The sororities

participate in the Greek Lecture

Series; the most recent was a

presidential debate with

Professor Loevy and Professor

Dunham.

Rush, a period lasting for

five days, is a time for the

houses to replace their

graduating seniors with new
pledges. The five days each

have a different theme, varying

from house to house. Skits and

songs which support the themes

provide energy and also

conversation topics.

The parlies, skits, and songs

give the rushees a chance to

view the houses, as well as a

chance for the houses to get to

know the rushees. They are a

fun way to act out some of the

advantages to belonging to a

sorority.

The goal of rush, contrary to

popular belief, is not to select

the most glamorous or high

society women, but to get to

miMMIIItlMIL-IIMSIIIIMMIMBMIMmiaailMmmMHiH

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF

THROUGH RETIREMENX
T^hink about supporting yourself for At TIAA-CRER we not only under-X twenty-five, thirty years or longer stand the value of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest can help make it possible—with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor Time. choices, and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans 75 years.

Time for your money to grow. Over a million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in

ifyou begin saving just $100 a month at America's largest retirement system,
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five. today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$2117 a month to reach the same goal. have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Stmrtplanmn^jmtrfittun. OM <mr Enrottmtnt HutUmt I SOO S42-2gaS.

Ensurii^ the future
for those who shape it.**

/^ </ Z5% tniiltiU TIAA lUl^

Sara McKens

Jean Ferguson, Melissa Potter, and Jenny Aalborg
enjoying Safari Day at the Delta Gamma house.

know women and invite the

women who would give and
receive the most from the house

to be our sisters. Membership
is a lime to praise, not a time to

put down.

Each individual usually ends

up in the house where they feel

themostcomfortable. The most

special thing is that no matter

which sorority a woman
chooses, if any at all, her best

friends do not have to belong to

the same one.

This may be another
misconception in the minds of

many. Contrary to Greek life at

many other schools, the four

C.C. sororities support rather

than compete with one another.

On Tuesday, following the

fifth day of rush, women who
have chosen to pledge a house
receive their bid cards and begin

their pledge periods with a party

at their respective houses.

The pledge periods last until

sometinte into second semester,

and provide a chance for the

active members to spoil the

pledges; no hazing takes place

in any of the sororities on our

campus.

Following the pledge period,

the pledges are initiated, the

seniors graduate, and the cycle

starts all over again.

This year, about 65 women
went through rush, dramatically

down from over 100 last year.

Each of the four houses is

allowed to offer bids to an equal

number of rushees, thus about

15 per house (not all going

through rush actually join a

house).

The decline is disheartening,

but seems to be a national trend

which is expected to increase

(sounds like the economy!).

Despite the low numbers, rush

went over extremely smoothly

this year.

So, now you have an idea of

what it means to be Greek at

C.C. We have a lot of pride in

our sororities, and a lot of

influence. Next time you want

to make fun of the "dumb
sorority girls", think twice and

instead ask them about it.

The liberal attitude here is

about acceptance, acceptance of

those different from us. We
may not all fit into the same

social crowd, but that doesn't

make those different bad or

wrong. Although a sorority may

not be right for you, it may be

for others, and by keeping this

in mind throughout your time

here, perhaps you'll benefit

from one of the many things the

sororities do for our campus-

truiitfftrl tfttnfau^a,^. Itwrrtrtiftrrft

ATTENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS

^ Interested in

fi & & remaining in the U.S.M^^ after graduation?

Let us help you review your options

for obtaining a Green Card
or Work Permit

One half hour FREE coixsultation

LAW OFFICES OF ANN ALLOTT
2305 E. Arapahoe Rd., Suite 260

Littleton, Colorado 80122
303/797-8055 Fax: 303/7976136
Our Practice is limited to immigration matters

THE HIRING OF LAWYERS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
THAT SHOULD NOT BE BASED SOLELY UPON

ADVERTISEMENTS. BEFORE YOU DECIDE ASK US TOSEND YOU WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR
QUALIHCATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

IMMLAW^" A National Comortim of Immigration Law Firms



Klowden visits the land o' leprachauns
py MINDY KLOWDEN
Special to the Catalyst

Eire, or Ireland as it is known

in
English, is a country I feel can

t,est be described as "in transi-

[iQD," The forces of urbaniza-

[lon ,
secularization and European

iniegration are at the forefront of

,his changing so-

c\c\y, and its

people are striv-

jiig to reconcile

ihis with tradi-

lion.

The lush

i^reens and

browns of the

hilly landscape

jrc dotted with

rums of monas-

Lcnes and ancient

,jstles. Stone

wails encircle

urm and church

steeples can al-

ways be seen. But

more and more of the rural popu-

lation is leaving those farms be-

hind. The Spring semester of

1992 was thus a fascinating time

for me to learn about these issues

first hand.

The infamous case of the four-

leen-year-old girl who had been

raped and had pleaded to be al-

lowed travel to England for an

abortion epitomizes the complex-

ity of a gradual moving away
from the once all-encompassing

control of the Catholic church.

Up until the recent contro-

versy, church law and state law

were synonymous in Ireland.

Divorce remains illegal and birth

control has only become avail-

able without a prescription in the

past few decades. The Irish con-

stitution in fact still opens with

the statement that it is a Catholic

nation. However, the fourteen-

year-old's plight was met with

considerable support from the

Irish people in the form of mass

demonstrations calling for re-

form. The case also highlighted

another issue facing Ireland to-

; to what extent should Ire-

land integrate with Europe. De-

spite what media coverage in the

Stales would have you believe.

the Irish hesitancy in regard

to Maastricht was not solely

about abortion. Itrepresented

questions of autonomy as Eu-

ropean law would supersede

Irish law.

Repercussions of British

colonization of Ireland are

evident throughout the nation,

and just 70

susceptible to attack by the

highly organized, centralized

British empire. Britian's mo-

tivation was a fear of having a

Catholic country nearby-a

prime opportunity for a Span-
ish attack.

The Protestant Ascendancy

as they came lo be called,

settled in the Pale, which is

Dublin and surroundings, and

pushed the Irish Catholics

westward, where the land was

poor. Those who remained in

the East were not allowed to

speak Gaelic, were disenfran-

chised, and were forced to

give up their land.

Today, Ireland is one of

the only countries in Europe

that does not speak its native

tongue. 40% of the popula-

tion in Northern Ireland still

perceives itself to be under

colonial domination. Theco-

lonial legacy is reflected also

in the fact that despite its sta-

tus as a Western European na-

tion, Ireland does not have its

own production/industrial

base. Economic dependence

on EC subsidies now takes

the place of forced depen-

dence on Britain, as Ireland

continues to export its raw ma-

terials to be bought back pack-

aged and processed.

However, the image of Ire-

land as a poor nation may be

misleading, while the unem-
ployment rate does hover
around 20%. 1 did not see any

poverty that compares with

what can be found in inner city

America. The Irish government

puts considerable funding into

the Dole (welfare). Part of the

reason they've been able to do

so is, because Ireland has been

a neutral country and thus has

minimal military expenditures.

This may change with the com-

mon defense initiated with

Maastricht.

Other forces at work in Ire-

land today are urbanization and

what can only be called

Dublinization. The youth of the

villages are drawn to the pul-

sating night life of Dublin and

the recently expanding Galway

areas, and despite the fact that

Ireland is often referred to as

having the youngest and most

educated population of Europe,

many are forced to seek work

abroad.

Since the Famine, emigra-

tion has been a major part of

Irish life. There is much criti-

cism of the government for its

failure to create jobs. Another

factor is that the youth feel

London or New York will have

more to offer them. This re-

flects an attitudinal generation

gap that seems to be growing.

Many of the older Irish people

I spoke with never had the de-

sire lo leave their villages much

less the country.

Pub life in Ireland transcends

the generational differences.

The pub is the center of social

life for all ages, but this should

not reinforce the image of the

drunken Irish person. The at-

mosphere is particularly lively

with the recent cultural revival

of Irish folk music and Set

Dancing. Throughout the coun-

try I found that strangers would

join together for Guinness and

song. Being a small island na-

tion has made many of the Irish

Patrick's Hill in Cork City, Ireland

fond of meeting foreigners, and

I found myself often being in-

vited for tea and biscuits. The

only invitations I'd expect to

get in the Slates would be at a

bar....

Seasonal changes are fol-

lowed by drastic changes in

social atmosphere. Many of

the smaller towns in Ireland are

dependenton tourism and farm-

ing, and when the harsh, wet

winter sets in, even pub life can

seem dreadful. On those rare

days when the sun shines many
Irish people wear swimsuits no

matter how cold it is! The

weather is always a topic of

conversation, and it's one of the

few topics everyone can agree

on.

Despite the homogeneity of

Ireland's population (95% Irish

Catholic), there are growing

differences of opinion in how
the nation should be run. The

public elected for the first time

last year a Socialist female

President (the president is pri-

marily a figurehead), Mary
Robinson.

Ireland is a nation with a very

strong sense of its history, but

it is also a nation living in the

world of today. Its people seek

a balance, and thus, changes

are likely to occur with much

debate and caution. It is also a

country that I feel has much to

offer a student of culture, poli-

tics, literature, or . . . life.

*The "troubles" in Northern

Ireland will be discussed in a

future article, as I could not do

justice to such a complex issue

in this limited space.



A floating classroom!
Courtesy of Semester at Sea

On September 12, 1992

Semester at Sea's S.S. Universe

departed Vancouver, British

Columbia, beginning the Fall 1992

voyage. The journey includesfour

C.C. students: Whitney Borroughs,

Elizabeth Bennett, Sean Caylon,

and Anne McGarvey.

Semester at Sea is a program

that takes 450 to 500 students, from

colleges and universities across the

United States, around the world

each fall and spring semester.

Classesmeetdaily whilethe ship

o courtesy of Semester at Se^

CC students Whitney Burroughs, Elizabeth Bennett,

Sean Cayton andAnne Mc Garvey study afloat

Debating; a CC tradition
By KATY YANDA
Catalyst Staff Reporter

"I can't think of anything that

debate doesi't do for you," says first-

yeardebaieteammemberJeffTieman.

"It teaches you to think on your feet,

ailiculale,speakcomfralablyinpubUc,

and respond quickly to problems."

Perh^ that is thereasoi thedebate

teamisoneoftheoldestextracurricular

activitieswicampuswith arich histray.

Thevoy fimdebaie trip theC.C. team

took was over a hundred yeare ago to

KansasCityandtheirmeansoftran^XHt

brckedownevery30io45 miles. The

team traveled totheirlatesttournament

at San Die^ State University on

October 16 and 17 quite free of

automotive difficulties, but the same

fundamental ideologies of the CC
debate team have ranained the same.

Nomar^how one arrives at adeb^
itisnecessary toisesentanddefendthe

caseinthemostCCTivincingandclearest

way possible.

Which iswhat the teamcontinues

to do through a full season of

tournaments. The team started

competilion during firstblock beak in

late Sq>tember at the University of

Utah, then wait to San Diego in mid-

October. Their next event will be the

14th and 15lh ofNovembCTalthe Air

Force Academy, and will finish the

semesterinTempe.ArizcmaalArizona

State Univasity. Over this last block

break, C.C. hosted a toumament for

^jproximaiely 200 students, coming

from as far away as Princeton

University.

The traveling is a definite bwefit

accadingtosoiiorMarinTenglerwho

hasbeenoi theteamsinceho'fiisshman

year. '"We travel to places all around

the country - California, Alabama,

Washington. You see new faces,

experiencenewpeople, itisanamazing

form ofinfcmial educadoa No othCT

activity on campus offCTS such an

opportunity." Thou^ilisi'ihismain

reason for being on the team, Jeff

Tieman agrees on the pafcs of team

voyages, "It's great to see different

[debate] styles frcrni different states.

And because our team is feirly small,

we get to go to all these places."

This year there have been three two

memberteamssenttoeachtournament

Team members include Windy
Haddad, Marin Tengler. JulieWilsOT,

Jeff Tieman, Melissa Potter, Slacey

Sowards, Valerie Struthers. Orlando

Martinez, Dana CentreUa, and Jason

AsUe. In the San Diego, two of the

three teams broke into the octa-final

Take Life One Disaster

at a Time!

CALENDAR SALE
NOV. 2 - 6
25% Off

All Calendars

COLORADO COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

round. This is a higji percentage,

considaingthesizecomparedlogtoups

of20orm(Hesentbybiggerunivcrsities.

Al JohnsCTi, the team's coach and

pofessor of economy at the college,

has a lot to do with this success. A
graduate of CC, he has been the

president of National Debating

Societies and was a founding member

ofCEDA (CrossExamination Debate

Association), a voy pronin^t and

important group in collegiale debate.

He leaches the essence of debate

withoutrequiring the impossiblework

that some CHher schools insist upwi.

"Tliis flexi"bility actually inspires

mcffe wOTk and creative thinking.",

smied Tengler. "Because there are no

mandatory hours you find yourself

becoming embroiled in it and doing

mcHe."

Most of the team argues "value

debate", which iiKlude tt^cs such as

welfare (this semester's resolution),

fireedom of speech and the death

penalty. The team spends hours

researchingforeachtopicmeanbersof

the team must be able to express

tiiemselves and defend botii the

affirmative and n^ative sides of the

tc^ic.

The knowledge and experience

gained through debating helps team

members not only in tournaments but

inotho-fields. Onedoesn'thavetobe

majwing in pre-law tobenditfrom the

experience. Sof^moreMeUssaPotter

added,"Aswellasbeingnon-enK>ticHial

now with critique, I've noticed a lotof

improvementinmyabihty to logically

argue an issue, not just in a debate but

in real life."

/*

is at sea. The faculty are visiting

professors.

When in port, students can

choose from a wide range of

structured travel opportunities that

are developed by the Institute.

Acrivities in port can include

homestays witii families in the

countries, visits to universities or

travel to places of historic, cultural

and religious significance. Staysin

port range from 3 to 7 days.

Semester At Sea uses the S.S.

Universe, an 18,000 ton ship that

has been equipped as a floating

university. It includes classrooms

with closed circuit television

capabilities, a library, theater,

student union and cafeteria. It also

includes a swimming pool,

basketball and volley court and a

weight room, providing a campus

atmosphere for participating

students.

Apphcations are being accepted

for the Spring 1993 voyage.

Information may be obtained by

calling 800-854-0195 or412-648.

7490, or writing: Semester at Sea,

University of Pittsburgh. 81 i

William Pitt Union, Pittsburgh, Pa

15260.

Orgy of red meat
ByTODDKEATHLEY
Cofii/ysfStaffReporter

The County Line Barbecue

3350 N. Chestnut

Telq)hone; 578-1940

Food: ***

Service: ***

Atmosfrfiere: **l/2

Price: $5.00- $15.00

Alcohol: BeCT, Wine, and Liquor

For all those Homer Simpstms out

there who suffer fiTom a passicHi fcr

p(Hk,'TheCountyLine"sh(HJdbeable

to satisfy your lust i<x a heavy meaL

Located rjrth ofFilmae and westofl-

25 on Chestnut Road, "Hk County

Line"offasavarietycrfbarbecuedishes.

I have tried nrost of the barbecue

restaurants in town and can say with a

straight face that it offbs the best

barbecuepOTk I'veeaten in the Springs.

Tlie last visit to 'TTie County Line"

reconfirmedmy positicHi on the quality

of food that the restaurant offers. Two
ofus catkred the pork rib slab while the

third requested tfie All-You-Can-Eat

Special Our ribs were identical. The

middle section was moist and had a

subUe taste of hidcory smoke; the last

third was greasy and contained true

"hog" flavor. Overall, I think theribsare

good. The ribs and all larger entrees

irKlude 'slaw, beans, and pota© salad

The All-You-Can-Eat Special is an

extravaganzaofbed"n"tK,poIidi sausage,

and beef brisket TTie victim of this

indulgentwder reportedly spentasoljd

hour of reclined inertia on the couch

aftCT this meal. Since I am not a patron

of barbecued beef, my judgment of

"The County Line's" beef dishes are

somewhat irrelevant with regard to the

satisfectionmy firiendatlained frcm this

dish. Heenjoyedthemeal,andItruslhis

positive r^xyt cm the dinner.

In conclusion, I am giving a good

recwnmendationforabarbecue dinner.

The decision to eat barbecue should be

firm;onecannotenjoy itundera wishy-

washy attitude. However, if you fed

ajre that you are in the mood to sink

your teeth through somebarbecue, tbsn

give the County Line a shot

\
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Two Students for Bush Pro-Clinton ^
Yea Bushe, Boo

Clintone ^?]i
QIMLE

By MICHAEL MORRIS

There has beai a good deal oftalk in this

campaign about the need fw change in this

nation. IcouMn'tagreemore. Currently we

have a leadersh?) dial has enjoyed power for

w ay too Icxig, and that has abused thatpowCT

tpihedeiiimentofournation. Our congress

must go. For the past thiity-eight ycais, as

well as fif^-six of the last sixty years, the

HouscofRepresentativeshas been controlled

by the Democratic party. For fif^ of the last

siKiy yeare they have controlled the Senate.

All ihe talk going around about a new and

fi'ttialized Democratic party ls a farce. They

aa- the same old Vietnam, tax and spend,

1]^% inflation pai^. To give them the

presidency as well as the Congress is to ask

for a return to the very stagflation that we

liavespentlhelastl2yeaiscuring. Thereaie

sdU economic problems ^at need to be

addressed, but toassume that a Clinton-Gore

presidency would do anything besides

e\ii.^pciate those problems is to believe a

myth.

In fact there are many myth 's thathave

been perpetuated in this campaign, The

biggest myth is that the Reagan-Bush years

gave special tax cuts to the rich. It is most

definite that the rich got a lax cut during the

Rea^ presidency, but so did evoy single

othertaxpayingAmericancilizea Thel98l

laxcutloweredallincometaxrales. Theonly

reason that the rate decrease for the highest

tsacket was the most severe was because

they had the furthest to travel down. Befcre

the lax cut Ihdr rale was over 70%. Now, if

someone can demonstrate that cutting taxes

for the pocT and the middle class is actually

detrimaila] to thdr ecoiomic wdl-being.

Well, I'm all ears.

Tliis tax cut is rather similar to the lax

cutoftheKennedyadministralion that^urred

ECffliomic growth akin to theReagan growth

years. To hear Clinton describe it, a

Rqniblican taxcutof all rates iscmel trickle-

down econcmcs, but

A similar Democratic tax cut is good

xffliranks. Can you say "double standard"?

Another myth is that the rich are not

paying their fair share, and therefore they

need their lax rate increased, Asapercentage

of total income tax revenues, the wealtfiiest

Americ^is pay a larger share today then

during theCarteryears,whilethek)west50%

pay less. This is because many people on the

tower end of the tax bracket were tolally

exempted from paying taxes under the

Reagan-Bush adminisuadon. Theeconomic

growth spurred income increases that

outpaced the tax cuts of the wealthier

Ansricans. It is for this reason that they pay

a largCT percentage of income tax.

Now itmightbeliue that iherich gained

more than the poor and middle cjass did, but

thedaysofassuming that thepoorand middle

classcangainonly atthe expenseofthe upper

class are long gone(unIess, of course, you're

BillClinton). Whaieverthegainsofthepoor

and middle class during the Reagan-Bush

years, they are certainly better off under a

period oflow inflation, low unemployment,

and strongand steady economic growth than

ihey were under the Carter years of high

inflation, erratic unemployment and dismal

economic growth rates. They arealso better

off than under the Johnson years ofaeq)ing

inflation and the Vietnam war.

But what about the deficit? Afto-alL

aroi't the Reagan-Bush years the lime of

huge budget deficits? Yes, but not for the

commonly understood reasons. Mostpeople

are quck to point to the gnawing military

budgetoftheReaganyeaisas themain cause

of the budgetdeficits. It certainly had its role

in spurring the deficits of the 1980's, but it

alcme cannot explain the suddai rise in our

federal hidget deficils. The main cu^ is

domestic spending. Tax revenues as a

thesamethroughoutthe 1980's, butdomestic

^Kndingwentthrough the roof. Specifically,

spending on entitlementprograms increased

dramatically.

Tlieirwiy is that the presidenthas little,

ifany , conirol ofspaiding forthese programs,

and yet he is getting blamed for the iHoblems

Continued on page 11.

Walker
By TODD WALKER

This is no joke. You should vote

for George Bush. I know that will get a

lot of laughs on this campus, but it's

true. Why, you may ask, should I vote

for a man who is responsible for the

recession America fmds itself in?

Well, firstoff, George isn'tresponsible

for the recession. The recession is a

world-wide phenomenon. All the

economic superpowers are

experiencing a downturn across the

board. If you honestly believe George

Bush is responsible for the economic

malady affecting the entire world I'm

sure Oliver Stone would be more than

happy to listen to your paranoid

conspiracy delusions. Maybe the two

of you could work out a movie deal.

America is doing quite well in

comparison. Unemployment has been

decreasing for the last three months.

The Gross Nadonal Product rose more

than two percent in the last month. In

the global market America is making

great strides. The trade deficit has

dropped from over one hundred billion

toaround eleven billion. While America

is not advancing at the rate we all saw

during theReaganyeaiswe arecertainly

doing well. Who has overseen this

growdi? George Bush.

Would wc have seen this growth

under a Democratic Congress and

Presidency? I doubt iL We would all be

groaning under the weight ofexcessive

taxes and regulation. This is exacUy

what Bill Clinton proposes. He

promises to tax only diose making over

two hundred thousands dollars.

However, the amount of revenue he

wants to raise through those taxes is

unachievable unless he taxes all of

those making over fifty thousand

dollars. Bill Clinton says he won't tax

the middle class, but the fact is he will.

Bill Clinton says he wants to

change die character of the Presidency

,

The character of the Presidency comes

from the character of the President. I

guess thalmeans Slick Willie wants to

Continued on page 11.

By SCOTT GIVENS

Clinton, Bush, Perot:

which one do you want?
Bush wants to look at the

"character issue." This from
a man who has been proven
to have wanted to keep Iran-

Contra information away
from the American public.

A man who had the
background of Clinton's
mother checked out. He
calls Bill Clinton a

"waffler." This from a man
who was once strongly pro-

choice. A man who called

trickle-down economics
"voodoo economics" and
who is now proposing four

more years of the same.
Ross Perot. The man

who is so paranoid that he
hired private investigators

to check out his volunteers.

So paranoid that he believed

three anonymous phone
calls that the Republicans
were out to ruin his

daughter's wedding. The
man who GM paid millions

of dollars just to leave them
alone. The man who thinks

government and business
are the same thing.

Ross wants to talk about
the issues, so let's talk about
them. Abortion: Bush is

neo-anti-aboriion. Bill and
Ross are pro-choice.
Environment: Bush is anti-

environment; Bill and Al
are pro-environment/pro-

jobs; Perot has not taken a

stand (Big surprise,

although he did blow up a

coral reef, which must mean
something). Economy; all

three candidates have their

own ideas about this one.

Bush's ideas are more of

the same; Perot's will

probably hurt the economy
more than help it; and,

Clinton's have been
endorsed by a broad
spectrum of people.

Republicans and Democrats
and ex-Perot supporters
alike. Education: Bush
wants to fund private
schools with public money.
Clinton wants to improve
the quality of our public
schools and make college
financially accessible to all.

Perot has not taken a stand.

Foreign affairs: Bush has
waged three major military

assaults (two of which were
against UN action); Clinton
wants to work with world
leaders. Perot has not taken
a stand. Crime: has gone up
under Bush. Clinton wants
to put more police officers

on the streets, Perot has not
taken a stand. Welfare:
Bush wants more of the

same. Clinton wants to

completely revamp the
system so that it works.
Perot has not taken a stand.

Supreme Court Justices:

Bush would put an ultra-

conservative majority in the

Court. Clinton would keep
it more equal, and as for

Perot, look who he picked
for a running mate.

Listen, this is in the Op-
Ed section, so I can say that

1 have cast mv ballot for

Bill Clinton because he is

the one man who will

actually make positive

changes in our country.

Fine, enough of that. The
most important thing for

you to do is think about the

issues (whatever you
perceive them to be), think

about who is closest to your

position, and then vote.

Quite frankly I would rather

have you vote for the

mentally unstable Ross
Perot and his interesting

running mate than not vote

at all. Okay? So get out

there and VOTE!

Wiggett Wonders -"What the...?!"-
By BRIAN WIGGETT
Catalyst Staff Reporter

I would like to address Mr.

Vanatta's response to my previous

article. Mr. Vanatta argues that the

endowment cannot be spent. He
then goes on to state that other

schools we compete with have

endowments twice the size of ours.

{Sounds !> inda sexy, doesn't it?) I

wonder, ii the endowment cannot

be spent,how itmatters in recruiting

professors. The only answer must

be that their earnings used from

investments with the endowment

money lure a teacher oneway or the

other. So far, so good.

But, some of the places otu-

money is invested would not be

considered up to the high standards

this college claims to be using. I

detailed Waste Management, Inc.,

in which the school holds 3 million

dollars worth of shares. The

company that fouled drinking water

for many in the Chicago area. The

company that has made a habit of

fouling water for farms and cities.

C.C. holds stocks, purchased with

endowment money, in companies

in South Africa. South Africa is no

where near having equal voting

rights for blacks and whites. Their

president, de Klerk, has made some

gestures toward equality but has

also ratified a bill that continues the

white majority in their Congress.

There is some question about how

fair divestment in these companies

would be. But, it seems to me, this

is a college that looks out for its

reputation. It seems to me there are

many other companies that have

much higher standards, or at least

less suspicious motives, in which

we could invest.

Vanatta that there are some schools

in this country that have far smaller

endowments proportionally. I'm

talking about private, accredited

schools here, not the "Denver

Technical Institute." Somehow,

they manage to remain open and

respected. Rice comes into my
mind. But the main problem I have

with this school's endowment is

not its size, but its utilization.

This college, in the last three

years, has gained millions ofdollars

just in grants from private estates;

and I think that's great. The part

that reeks ofhypocrisy occurswhen

currentstudentsaredenied finishing

their college careers here due to

financial inabili ties. This factcannot

be reasoned away, as I personally

know of three students that have

faced this unfair decision. On paper

these people looked solid to the

to say that, in my opinion, those

with theFAO do theirjob fairly and

quite satisfactorily. Someone just

needs to loosen the purse strings

higher up. I continue to contend

that this school commits fraud with

every former student it turns away.

Aletterofacceptanceshouldnotbe

conditional upon your financial

status a couple of years down the

road. I ask the College to pull the

files on these students and research

the situations past the point of

shuffling papers. The FAF doesn't

cover all the possible money

resDictions for all families. I hope

Mr. Vanatta, as well as all of the

college administration, will

discontinue their ignorance or

apathy concerning these points.

Secondly , this week, it's voting

time! Get out there and do your

civil service. Those out-of-staters

who did or didn't file absentee

ballots, congratulate or reprimand

yourselves, whicheverapplies. But,

and this applies to any and all

elections, before you pull any levers

or punch any holes, educate

yourselves on all the facts. That

meansdoing the dirtyjob ofactually

finding out what the opponcnLs of

your favoritecandidate have to say.

1 would guess many of you reading

this column would be Libertarians

if the media made that party more

accessible. Look into them. They

have some interesting ideas.

Third, on Tuesday, the day of

the debate on Amendment 2 (anti-

gay bill) here on campus, the local

station ran theepisodeofM*A*S*H

where Hawkeye,Trapperand Frank

find out a private in the hospital is

gay. The irony here, in good ol'

conservativcColoradoSprings, was

thick indeed. To me, the main point

was summed up in one line from

the show: "What business is it of

yours, Frank?"

?.*i*fci
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Amendment 8, Plthpthpt!
To the editor.

There's no such thing as a free

lunch.EvensupportingsOTiething like

the outdoors — put forward by

Aniendniem8onlheNov.3ballot

—

doesn't come without cost. If this

constituli(xialamendmCTtisai^Toved

by voters,ColOTado'shigJiereducalion

campuses will be asked to pick up the

bill.

Pn:qxx)ents of the so-called Great

OutdocKsColffladoInitiaiivewillargue

instinctively that we live in a beautiful

stale and all appTOCiste the outdoors,

therefore we should vote for this

measure simply to protect something

we know to be an integral part of our

quality of life in ColcHado. Few of us

would disagree that protecting the

outdoors is important

Unfortunately, higho- education

in Colorado wiU suffer for what is

essentially a well-meaning but knee-

jeik reaction. The facts of the matter

are that if this amendment is adopted,

funding is withdrawn firom the

following projects (among many

others), and their future falls into

jeopardy: Engineaing Cento" Life

Safety Upgrade at CU Boulder

(52,079,500); Replacement of

damaged thermal insulation al the

School forihe Deaf& Blind Colorado

Springs (5110,000); Laboratory

construction at CU Denver

($9,467,400); Hazardous ventilatioiV

chemical storage and Fine Arts labs

replacement at Fat Lewis College in

Durango ($299,385); Natural/

EnvironmentalSciencesReplacement

Facility at CSU in Fort Collins

($3,509,478); Coolbaugh Hall

renovation at the Colorado School of

Mines in Golden ($7.012,1 16).

These are just a few examples of

hundreds of similar projects at risk

statewide. Lottery funding would be

yanked from liteary additions and

classrocm renovations at Red Rocks

Community College and Automotive

Resounx;cenienenovatic»isaiArapaho

Community College. The list goes on

and on.

These projects aren't glamorous,

andthey're unlikely toend up as center

spread photos in Ski Magazine— but

they're ours. These are issues that as

students we need to be worried about.

What's poh^s most finastialing,

is for once in our lives we have an

oppcfftunity for a win-win situation,

and Amendment 8 proponents want

nothing to do with it. Lottery, the

outdoors^d, the infrastructurecanco-

existand.in fact,havebeen co-existing

remarkably well since the lottery was

enacted in 1980. Environmental and

outdofflsprogramsthisyearwillreceive

^^^ The Colorado Coflege p_^
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nearly S30 millicHi in lottery revenues,

an increase of nearly S9 millicm in a

singleyear.This increase insuppcHtfor

theoutdoors cameatatime when other

important programs received budget

cuts. Current estimates— from parks

and recreation officials themselves

—

ofneeded funds for thenext20 years is

$340 million. Estimated lottery

proceeds for the next 20 years? $2

Billion.

When Colaado votas E^^noved

the lottery, they did so with the

understanding that theproceeds would

si^port parks, recreation and open

space, unless ihe state legislature sawa

need toapply thefunds tootherareasof

greatest need. There clearly exists a

whole range of valuable projects in

Colorado desperately in need of all the

financial help they can get Tying up

anypossiblefundingtoiheseprograms

because of knee-jerk reactionism is

more than one Wck short of a load. It

also exhibits a myopic world-view,

focused on the outdoors and related

concerns to the exclusion of issues

every bit as demanding and real.

Now, we recognize that some

people may not like the way the

Legislature has spent lottery money.

Butatleastlegislaiors are accountable

tovoters fcfftheiracticffis. Ifyoudisagree

with your legislatorvote him orherout

of office. After all, this is what

government is all abouL

But under Amendmaii 8, lottery

proceeds v/ill be spent by a new

government bureaucracy that is

accountable tonoone.Oncea^xiinied

by theGovemOTand confirmed by the

Senate, ihey are free to play Santa

Claus v/ilh tensofmillionsofdollarsof

your lottery money each year without

having to answCT to you. The initiative

specifically exempts this new
governing board from any orderof the

General Assembly or any department

of government If you disagree with

their spending priorities, there's

virtually nothingyoucando.Youcan't

even vole them out of office. The way

Amendment 8 spaids your mcHiey is

just wrong. Public officials who are

enlnisled by the public to spend this

money should be held accountable to

the public.

What will happen to other

pograms while this new governing

board spends all lottery proceeds only

on outdoors programs? There are only

threealtemadves. One, iheLegislature

can raise taxes to make up for the loss

of lottery revenues. Two, the

Legislature can cut die budgets of

importantprograms tomake up for the

shortfall.Orthree,wecansimplyignore

important problems facing the state

andwaichourqualityoflifedeterioiaie

as a result

Amendment 8 is the wrong

approach for Colcrado. It certainly is

nofreelunch.ltspendspreciouspublic

resources on only a single problem

area. It spends thatmoney vi^thoutany

meaningful accountability to thepublic.

Colorado should spend its lottery

revenues where the need is greatest

And public officials who spend that

money should be held accountable to

voters f{y their decisions-

Editorial by

:

yti/^ (vAWs^mP Kips uKtWwiai

ThtiO >a»>0 7HSM Oil /dfJ" IX* WWiT

VVinOftl-lli'^

-Eric Weedin, Presidait Associated

Students and Faculty of Adams Slate

College

-Michael Tolbert, President

Associated Student Government of

the University of Southern Colorado

-Noel Nelson. Presidoit Associated

StudentBody of Western State

-Craig Welling, President, Associated

Students of Colorado Stale

University

-Tom Mestnik, President, Associated

Students of Metropolitan State

College of Denver

-Charles Hancock, President

Associated Student Government of

Mesa State College

For more infomnation regarding

this critical issue facing Colorado

voters,conlacl: Travis Barry ,Colorado

Students Association, at (303) 831-

8831

Oops, I

Goofed
To the Editor,

At the September Faculty

Meeting, during a discussion on

Amendment 2, I stated that Bill

Hybl, Vice Chair of die Colorado

College Board ofTrustees, was also

on the Board ofFocus on theFamily.

Bill Hybl is not on the Board of

Focus on the Family; Bill Hybel, a

minister, is. I thought I had a good

source for my information but

should have checked it out myself.

I apologize for the error.

BRUCE LOEFFLER

A.P. on

Amend 2
To the Editor,

Amoidmeni 2, which would ban special

"rights" for hcsno- and bisexuals, has recently

feced monolithic q)poatiDn fern the CC

community. Not stnprisingly, it is a good

piece of legislation.

I endorse neither Cdorado for Family

Values nor its irrational hate and fearofhomo-

and bisexuals. In a poper society, people arc

free to interact with whom they please and do

what they wish with their bodies.

However, while attempting lo act cm its

disdain for hcxnosexuals, CFV inadveitently

created an amendment which protects the

rights of all citi2ens, some^ng members of

CFV couldn't understand or value

Tlie issue at stake is not the morality or

immorality of discrimination, as most at CC

have taken iL No one but CFV would claim

discrimination is proper. Discriminaiion '\s

inrational and immoral but a common

manifestation of the inaiional coUectivisi

ihinking pervading our worid It is judging an

individual on the basis ofagroup to which he

or she may belong, rather than ai his ot her

own mraits and faults. Eqmvalently. it is

judging someone on Qaiis not idevanl to a

rational evaluatioa

Being a moral issue, discriminaiion can

only be eradicated by individuals changing

theirways as they realize diey hurt themselves

by discriminating against others. It is not

pTc^riy Ihe subject of legislation. Since the

govemmenthasnorighttodiscriminaieagainsi

any of its citizens, it should not disaiminate

against some dtizens in favorofothers, as do

ihe "dvil-rights" laws Amendment 2 would

prohibit

The "anti-discriminaiion" ordinances in

Bouldo', Denver, and Aspen violate the

pt^i^ rights of landlonls, employers, and
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OH, NO„..rrS BACK!!I YESI, ITS....

RAINBOW JAM V!!

FRHE ethnic and cultural food, music and beverages (yes, that means beer,

loo.)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14 9 PM - MIDNIGHT

mi either be in BEMIS CAFBTBRIA OR GAYLORD HALL in Womer-Jelaib, delails....weTl

lei you know. MAKE PLANS KOW TO BB THERE_OR PONT.

Sponsored by your jriauU in AASU, ASIA, BSU, BCALA, CHAVERIM, ISO, MEChA, NASA,

CCCA, Leisure Pro-am and the Office ofMirtoriiy Student Life

Formerty of ttie ACM Chicago Urban Studies Program

Current Representative of the Mozambique government

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 4 - 7 PM - PACKARD
TOPIC RACISM-

•mURSPAY-AT-ELEVEN SERIES
NOVEMBER S - PACKARD
TOPig SOUTH APRICA'

We're Mill putting the Gnishing touches on the new cabin, so we've scheduled yet aooUier

CC CABIN WORK DAYl! SATURDAY. OCTOBER 31

(Yei, wc blow ift HaUotKen, but wcH only be Uien: lOBm-Spm)

LUNCH WILL BB PROVIDED!! Call Leisure Program at X66W to sign up.

» REUGIOUS UFE EVENTS »

SEEKERS - Sundays at 9:20 am at First Presbyterian Church

219 E. Bijou.

Tuesdays at 9:00 pm at Young Life Office -

824 N. Tejon

INTERVARSITY FPI I nwSHTP - Wednesdays at 7:00 pm in W.ES. Room.
Womer Center

FPI I nwsHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHI .PTRS - Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in Delia

Gamma House

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS - Thursdays at 7:30 pm in Womer

CAMPUS CRUSADES - Friday evenings in Loomis Hall. Time TEA

CATHOLIC MASS - Sunday evenings at 9:00 in Shove Chapel

SHOVE COUNCIL - Wednesdays at Noon in Shove Chapel Office

»If you have any questions about these groups, please call

Kathv or Bruce at the Shove Chapel at x6638 .

a BPi ir.ini is ACTlVmBS O

"Faculty and Faith" Series with MOLLY ANDREWS
Brown bag lunch in Bemis Exile Room

To share INSIGHT AND Dl'VERSE PERSPECTIVES
ON PERSONAL FAITH.

NOVEMBER gTH AT NOON

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext. 6802

MtNORTTY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext. 6338

SUNDAY LUNCH at SHOVE (the CC.
soup kitchen) needs:

*dishtowels (new or used)

*dish soap, bleach

^silverware

^dishes - coffee cups, dinner

plates, glasses

'drink mixes (tang, packets of

cocoa mix, etc.)

*cans ofground coffee and packets

of creamer

If you have an extra stock of any of these

items around, or if you would like to take

this easy opportunity to help students help

the Colorado Springs community by

purchasing some of these items, please drop

donations by the Center for Community

Service - Womer room 205.

The Family Visitation Center, providing

foster children a safe, home-like environment

to meet with their natural families for court-

ordered visits, needs volunteers to supervise

visitations. Volunteers must be 21, have

experience with children and be able to

commit at least 2 hours per week. Training

sessions are offered the first Wednesday of

each month. If interested, please contact

Mike Carter at 636-3366.

MONDAY NOVEMBER 2 IS

THE LAST DAY -

to turn in applications for approval

of non-affiliated programs

and leave of absence forms

DONT FORGET TO TURN YOURS
IN!!

DONT MISS THE REMAINING
INTERNATIONAL WEEK EVENTS:

"Internationalization and Careers: New
Dimensions and Visions"

Mon., Nov. 2, 4 - 5:30 pm Gaylord Hall

A Reception will follow

Minoritv Focus: "Going International"

Wed., Nov. 4, 4 - 6 pm Gaylord Hall

International Foods and Finale

Thurs., Nov. 5, 6:30 - 10 pm Gaylord

Hall

WHATS IT LIKE FOR AMERICANS
OF COLOR ABROAD?

Come and find out at the

MINORITY FOCUS PANEL
for INTERNATIONAL WEEK

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 4. 1992

4-6 pm - GAYLORD HALL IN

WORNER

YUMMMY refreshments will be served!

Meet professionals and students who have

studied, lived and worked in different parts

of the world!

A MESSAGE FROM B-GALA...

If you are a little shy or uncertain about

coming to our meetings, hut would still like

someone to talk to ... please feel free to

contact:

Sara at X7840

or

Lance at X7452

rConfidentialitv Maintained )
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Monday

*12M)pm - Concerned Citizens

Active tor Peace, Warner Greg

Room 212.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody Room
218.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES Hell.

12M) pm - Religious Lite Ad-

visory Council, St>ove Chapel

Seminar Room.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning Quatiro

Pro. Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting.

•4-5:30 pm CAREER PANEL
'InternationalizatlonandCareers:

New Dimensions and Visions.'

Gaylord Hall.

'5:30pm- INTERNATIONAL CA-

REER NETWORKING RECEP-
TION. Gaylord Hall.

'6:30 pm - Silent Signing Hour
Worner Howbert Room 216.

Sponsored by the Sign Lan-

guage Club.

7:00 pm - Livesounds, Worner
Greg Room 212.

'7:00 pm - Volleyball, CC vs
Adams State College. El Pomar.

7-9 pm - lES Infonmation Ses-
sion. Explore how to get certi-

lied and teach in private

schools. Worner Hayes Room
213.

'12:00 pm - ISO, Worner How-
bert Room 216.

12:00pm - H^EChA, Worner Wol-

cott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

2-3 pm - ThundertMrd Inter-

views. American Graduate

School of International Man-

agement will interview interested

seniors. Worner 214.

'3:00 pm - Russian Films (with

subtitles). Free admission. Arm-

strong 300.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Student Cul-

tural Center

'7:30 pm - EnACT, Worner Pea-

body Room 218.

8:00 pm - Fellowship ot Christ-

ian Athletes, Delta Gamma
House.

9:30 pm REGGAE NIGFTT.

Roots and dance hall music.

Come dance or just socialize.

Free food and beverages wICC
ID. Tiger Pit

Wednesday

9 am-3:30 pm - Peace Corps

Interviews, Worner 214.

'1 1:00 am- WEDNESDAY-AT-1 1.

Lecture by Prexy NesbUt titled,

'Southern Africa in the Inter-Reg-

num.' Packard Hall. Sponsored

by Venture Grants.

'12:00 pm - Lecture/Slide show
by ANNE HYDE, CC History Pro-

tessor titled, 'MispercepUon and
Mismanagement Learning to

Look at theAmerican West' Call

ext. 6649 for reservations; pay

$9 at the door for lunch. Gaylord

Hall. Sponsored by Southwest

Studies and Hulbert Center

'12:00 pm - Open lunch with

Prexy Nesbitt, former ACI^

Urban Studies professor, civil

rights and labor activist and
representative of the l^ozam-

bique government Upstairs,

Worner Center.

'12:00pm -ASIA Worner Hayes
Room 213.

'12:00pm - Concerned Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner

Edwards Room 211.

•12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar Room.

3:30-5pm - Using Kermit tor File

Transfer Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

'4-6 pm - MINORITY FOCUS:
"Going International.' Gaylord

Hall.

•5:15 pm - Democratic Sociai-

ists ofAmerica, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

'7:00 pm - Lecture by Prexy
Nesbitt on racism, Packard Hall.

Sponsored by Venture Grants.

'8:00 pm - 'ROMEO AND JULf-
£7" by William Shakespeare. 'A

daring and experimentalproduc-
tion.' Free admission. Taylor

Hall. Sponsored and produced
by Theatre Workshop of the Lei-

sure Program.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
NIGFTT. Alternative and techno
music with DJ, Phil Brown. Free
food and beverages w/CC ID.

Tiger Pit

Thursday,
n

9 am-5 pm - Peace Corps In-

terviews. Worner Edwards Room
211.

'11am-1 pm- SOUP SUPI Pro-

ceeds assist the Center for Pre-

vention of Domestic Violence

and CASA. $6 donation at the

door. Gaylord Hall. Sponsored

by Kappa Alpha Theta Alumnae

12:00 pm - Asian American Stu-

dent Union, Worner Hershey

Room 215.

12:15pm - San Luis Valley Con-

nection meeting, on the couch-

es upstairs in the Worner Cen-

ter

3:30-5 pm - Using USTSERV
On-Line Discussion Groups. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20. Sponsored

by Academic Computing.

'5-7 pm - Reception for Dave
Armstrong and his work 'Old

Stuff, New Stutr collages in

Coburn Gallery, Worner Center.

Sponsored by Leisure Program

and Art Department.

6-8 pm - Teach tor America

Information Session. Worner
Hayes Room 213.

'6:30-10 pm - INTERNATIONAL
FOODS AND FINALE featuring

dance and music performers.

Perkins Lounge and Gaylord

Hall, Worner Center

'8:00 pm - 'ROMEO AND JUU-
ET.' See Wednesday, 11/4, 8

pm.



WEEK

Friday

12:00 pm - Chaverim, Worner
peabody Room 218.

'12:00 pm - Faculty and Faith,

Bemis Exile Room. Sponsored

by the Chaplain's Office.

12:00 pm - Great Performers

and Ideas, Worner Howbert
Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Graphics.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting,

'7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,

•EUROPA, EUROPA- $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Olin 1.

'7:35 pm - Hockey, CO vs. Uni-

versity of Denver. Broadmoor
World Arena.

"8:00 pm - 'ROMEO AND JULI-

ET.' See Wednesday, 11/4, B
pm.

Saturday

'1:00 pm - Men's Soccer, CC
vs. Ft Lewis College. Soccer
Field.

'1:30 pm - Football, CC vs.

Washington University. Wash-
burn Field.

'7:05 pm - Hockey, CC vs. Uni-

versity of Denver at Denver.

'7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,

'EUROPA, EUROPA' $1 or film

card: $2 general admission.

Olin 1.

'8:00 pm - 'ROMEO AND JUU-
ET.' See Wednesday, 1114, 8
pm.

Sunday

*2:00 pm - Film Series Movie,

•EUROPA, EUROPA' $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Olin 1.

'8:00 pm- COFFEE HOUSE.
Everyone is invited to perform
anything helshe v/ishes~all lev-

els of talent and acts appreciat-

ed. People are also welcome to

come watch. Free coffee, lea

and doughnuts. Slocum Lounge.
Sponsored by CCCA.

'8:00 pm - 'ROMEO AND JUU-
ET.' See Wednesday, 1114, 8
pm.

On-Going Events
and IVIeetinps

THEDEADUNE FOR THE NOVEMBER 9-15 'THIS
WEEK' IS MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2 AT 400 PM
YOUMUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP IN-
FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT NEL-
US REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howben Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-S pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA- Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC: S3S non-CC for semester
Boettcher Basement

Alkido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.
Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

'This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Think About A Career

As A Long Vacation
Using Strategies You Have Mastered

To Choose A Career

[f you ajc prcparine for graduation and know exflclly what you plan to do, you are the exception n

rale ll is perfectly normal lo not have it all figured out Isn't that why you came to Colorado College in

the fiRl place? To gel an education, do some growing up, and see what life has lo offer? There are a lot oi

great career opponunilies wailing for you "out there" you jusi don't krow what they are. Bui. are you

willing to spend a little time and effon doing some research to find oul whal kind of jobs and careers wouL

suit you? Don'l answerioo quickly. The tralh is mosl people spend m'

vacation then ihey do planning their career. So, let's think aboul your <

since you know how to go on vacation, we'll simply apply the same strategies for deciding on a vacation to

your career

Start oul galhering 'brochure^' about possible vacation spoU.

There's a book or article written about virtually every career. By doing a little reading you can learn about

a wide variety of career fields and jobs. From the literature you can usually get enough information lo

decide if you want to leam more. There are a number of books which provide general <

wide range of career ficlda

Think aboul ihe type of vt

With a little self-assessme

and begin relating them to

n you would like.

u can identily your skills, interesU. values and personality characteristics

r choices. Think aboul the type of career or job you would like.

Gel Information Aboul A specific vacation spoL

Once you have some careers in mind, you can begin to gather information about specific careers. The

Career Library has a nice collection of career books and articles which provide information about career

fields. The books break each career field down into the different types of jobs within that career field.

Talk lo people who have been ikere.

Next loejtpcriencmg it yourself, there's no better way to leam aboul acarecrthan to talk to someone who

is doing that kind of work. Informational interviews are a greal way to visil a work siie. gel a feel for the

work environment, and ask ail the questions you have about a particular job or career field.

Gel all the details (e.g. airfare costs, lodging, meals, attractions, etc.)

Gather as much information as you can about the can

qualifications needed, salary, employment outlook, related

Once all the informalion is in, decide where you are going.

Continue to gather information until you have enough informalion lo make a decision. Information is

power. If you are unable to decide it means you haven't goi enough informalion. Conlinue your research.

you are considering (e.g. nature of work.

Call Your travel agent and bookyour >

Meei witha career counselor or your academic advisor and bounce your ideas off them and then begin

formalizing your career plans.

Identify potential employers, put logether a "targeted resume", interview, network, manage yourtime. keep

records and carry oul an organized, job-search campaign to achieve your career goals.

Have a great vacation! Drop us a postcard.

AI! your research and hard work should pay off with a job o

Drop us a note and let us know what you are doing.

r that should be a

Start planning your

The career development process

lifetime as you change jobs and

r throughout your

Colorado Springs Career Fair
Discover new pannerships at the Career Fair, November 11, 1992,

3-7pm at the Sheraton Colorado Springs Hoicl, 2886 S. Circle

Drive. Exchange information with employer representatives aboul

Ihe nature of their business, types of workere they employ, minimum
hiring qualiftcalions, etc. Some of the over 40 organizations

confirmed are; Children's Worid Learning Cirs., Colorado

Department of Corrections. Current Inc.. Kaman Science Corp., Si.

Mary Corwin Hospital, United Parcel Service, and U.S. Forest

Service. The fair is being co-sponsored by Pikes Peak Communiiy
College, Pueblo Communiiy Ollege, the University of Colorado at

Colorado Springs, and the University of Southern Colorado.

Internships

PamPfflP F.nrinwmpnl for Intprnallonal Peace

The Camegie Endowirient is offering graduating

seniors a great intemship opportunity in

Washington, D.C. Intems assist in research and in

ih^ p,.hiiraii»n of Forpifn Policv Magazine. Six-

monlh internships begin on June I, Sept. I.Dec. I,

1993, and March 1. 1994. Salary is S1.598 plus

benefils and roundtrip airfare between Ihe intern's

home and Washington. D.C. peadline is Jan. 15.

122i For more information contact: Jean Hensley,

Endowment Personnel Coordinator, Student Intern

Program, Camegie Endowment For International

Peace, 24O0 N. Street. N.W., Washington, D.C.

20037: (202) 862-7918. (Camegie Endowment

Internship File and Washington Internship

Notebook)

Full-time Positions

UnderwrI*'"P Awnclale

Colorado Public Radio is looking for an

Underwriting Associate lo develop non-profit and

new underwriting for radio broadcasts, assist with

fundraising and outreach, and work wiih other

current underwriters. The position requires three

years e;(pcrience with public radio; a clear

understanding of public radio underwriting: and

excellent speaking, writing, and presentation skills.

Applirjilions are due November 2. 1 992 . To apply,

send a cover letter, resume, and three references

with phone numbers, lo: Director of Development,

Colorado Public Radio. 2249 Souih Josephine

Street, Denver, CO 80210. For more information

on this position, come into the Career Center. The

Career Center has this position and others on file.

(Colorado- Based Jobs Notebook)

Teach Hungary - offers one-year programs lo

college graduates with some level of teaching

experience leaching conversational English in the

Republic of Hungary. Participants are employed,

paid and housed by the host institution. Work
involves teaching conversational English to

Hungarian primary and secondary students in the

classroom. Contracts r^in from lale August through

laie June and pay approximately S200/monih (very

high by Hungarian slandards|. Applications are

final deadline of March 1 along with a S50

application fee. Upon acceptance, a medical record

report, copy of diploma and a S250 placement fee

are due. For further informalion, contact: Lesley

Davis, Director, Teach Hungary, Beloit College.

Box 242. 700 College Street. Beloil. \VI 535 1
1-

5595: (608) 363-2619. Applications available in

the Career Center. (Iniemaiional Jobs Notebook)

17lh Annual Cultural Diversity Career
Conferenye - University of Northern Colorado in

Greeley invites you to attend this year's career

conference on Thursday, November 19 fn^m 10:00

am to 4 pm. The conference offers you:

1

.

The chance to meet with over fifty corporate,

public agency, and graduate school

representaiives from Colorado, Some of the

organizations participating are: Colorado

Division of Wildlife, Colorado Society of

CPA's. Denver Paralegal Institute, FBI. Japan

Exchange Teaching Program, National Cenler

for Atmospheric Research, Norwest, SUte Farm,

U.S. Olympic Committee, etc.

2. The chance to leam about and apply for possible

cooperaiive education opportunities, internships.

Deadline for rcgL-JtraHon l.s Friday. Novemhcr t -

Stop by the Career Center or Ihe Office of Minority
Student Life for registration forms. Transponalion

will be provided to UNC so don't forget lo sign up.

Workshops/Events

1 1-2 Peace Coips Info Table, 9-3pm
1 1-2 Intemational Careers Program.

Panel/Reception, 4-6:30pm
11-2 IBS Info Session, 7-9pm
1 1-3 Peace Corps Info Table, 9-3pm
11-3 lES Interviews, 9-5pm
11-3 Thunderbird hifo Table, ll-l:30pm

1 1-4 IBS Inierviews, 9-5pm
11-4 Peace Corps Inierviews, 9-3:30pm

1 1-4 Intemational and Minonly Focus on

Careers, 12-l&4-6pm
1 1

-4 "How to Find a Job (FT/PT)," 1 :30-3pm
1 1 -5 Teach for America Info Table. 9-3pm
11-5 Peace Coips Inierviews, 9-5pm
1 1 -5 TFA Info Session. 6-8pm
1 1 -6 Teach for America Info Table, 9-3pm

Sign up 111 the Career Center for workshops.

Scliolarsliips/

I'l'UowshipsKinnUs

ThP National In^Uute of AlH-rpy and Infectious

Diseases - Summer Fellowships available to

college juniors and seniors and students in graduate

and professional programs to receive training and

participate in ongoing research studies in a variety

of laboratory and clinically related disciplines.

Candidates must be inicreslcd in pursuing studies

in biomedical research, including the biological,

chemical, physical, behavioral, and computer

sciences and biomedical engineering. Applicants

must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents, at

least 18 years of age, and covered by adequate

health insurance. Stipend, commensurate with

education, begins at $l,200/month. Application

informalion and materials available in The Career

Center or contact Dr. Katherine Cook Jaouni at

(301 ) 496- 1409. (Health and Human Services

Internships Notebook)

Winter Recreation Internship

The Lake Geneva Campus of George Williams

College has an opening for a winter recreation

intern begirming in late December. The internship

is designed to prepare the student for work in the

commercial, parks, or resort recreation fields.

Recreation management training is an aspect of the

position. Room and board are provided, along with

a stipend. Applicants should be enrolled in or have

completed their junior year in college, and be

contemplating a career in outdoor recreation.

Contact: Rob Rubendalt, Outdoor Recreation

Dept., George Williams College, Box 210,

Williams Bay, WI 53191; 414-245-5531. ext. 37.

(Health. Human Services & Recreation Internships

Notebook)

Miscellaneous

Gflylord Prl7j for independent research in Pacific

Area Studies. The purpose of the Gaylord Prize is

10 encourage and support independent work by

students interested in Asian-Pacific Studies in

which understanding of the region is enhanced.

Minimum award is S300. Proposals due on Nov,

30 . Each proposal must be sponsored by a faculty

mcmberof the Asian-Pacific Program. All

applicants must have taken at least three courses in

Asian-Pacific Smdies. Please contact Prof. Kapuria-

Foreman or Prof Cheek with any question you

have about the program. (General Financial Aid

and Sdiolarship Informalion Notebook)

Recruiting News
Today, October 30th, is the deadline for Fall on-campus recruiting. If you

want 10 interview with Independent Educational Services or Peace Corps, you

must complete the two workshops "Finding a Career with Your Name on It"

and "Chilling Out in the Hot Seat...Effective Interviewing." You must also

have an approved resume on file in the Career Center.

American Graduate School of International Management (Thunderbird)

will have an infonnation table in Perkins Lounge on Tuesday, November 3rd

from 1 1:00-1:00. Individual interviews will be held following the infonnation

table.

Want To Teach But Don't Have Certification???????
Peace Corps can use experienced people in Natural Resources, Business,

Health and Social Services or the most popular area, EducationA"eaching.

Interviews - November 4 & 5

Independent Educational Services (lES) is a non-profit organization that

assists over 450 independent (private) schools nationwide with hiring teachers

and administrators. Teaching certification is not required.

Interviews - November 3 & 4

Teach for America will have an information table set up in Perkins Lounge on
Thursday and Friday, November 5th and 6th from 1 1 :00-2:00. The group

presentation will be November 5th from 6:00-8:00pm.

MCI has cancelled on-campus interviewing for the Fall.

reer Bulletin
Editor: Carolvn (Jianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rid: Roberts, Direaor

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Pelenon, Research & Resources Coordin
Paai Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes Malt Moyer
Johruia KielTirann Sharlecn PisciotCa

Jeiuiifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunlry In all aspects of

employment and education. We do not knowingly

list Job opportunities Itom emplo/ers who
unlawlully discriminate.
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MuUan's MuUings...
Why does the block[^ lure us to CC

and then capture us for four years? Isitthat

we, here al CX^ seek something difTerent (or

something more) ttian the average liboal

aits cdlege experience?

From the outside we may appear to be

ordinary b"beral aits students; we wear J

Crew, eat Ben and Jerry's and agree that

recycling is agood thing. But, I suggest that,

in fact, we are inuinsically different than

students at moe traditional colleges.

I suggest we are in search of intensity.

We crave life experiaiced in intense three-

and-a-half week segments.

Encasing ourselves in a topic is pure

miriK We encompass our lives with a

subject, delving into itand squirming around

in the depOis until we are encrusted with iL

Werdish the pressure and the stiessof being

forced to read ll^or and /"eace in foity-eighi

hours.

I believe we like sperrfing all morning

in lecture and aR afternoon and aSl evening

completing the Marx's Communist

Manifesto. We become absorbed by our

courses. We have new revelations; Marx

knew what he was talking about! Society is

suffering from blatant inequality! But then

we realize thatnoneof that matters anymore.

AflaTeading400pagesofNiet2sche(inone

night) we have a different revelation:

Nietzscheknewitall! Life is a never-ending

reahn of nothingness.

We here atCC don'tjust attend classes

we /ivf our classes. I realized this last year

whai my roommate began listing Latin

plant names in ha- sleep, "Pimceae Pinus,

Scr(5)hu]aTiceae Vebascum...
."

Professors atCCarejustas vehemendy

owners of"public"accommoda[ions (motels,

hotels, etc) by discdnTinating against these

peq}!e in favor of gays wlestaans.

Private businesses and individuals have

the right to choose with vAxm they wish to

deal, r^^aidless of their reasons. The right to

private property, guaranteed by the

Constitution, is the right to do as one wishes

with one's prqaly, including not renting

one 's molel rocmiDSometMiewnotOTiploying

sonrane, for any reasoa Tlie right to [livaEe

property includes the right to do something

inaiional, such as discriminate. A law fating

apcTSon to deal withsomeone else violaES the

light to pniperty.

Aniendment2 would explicitly prevent

certain such laws from being passed in

Colorado, though it should be superfluous

tecause it is nothing butanexp]idt^)fiication

of the righB guaranteed aU dti2Ens by the

Constitution.

I say "certain such laws" because

Amendment 2 fails to protect citizens against

discriminaiionbysimilar"anti-discriminaiiOT"

laws based on race, sac, and whatever other

iraiG someone might use to discriminate.

Giving "rights" such as die "right" not to

be dtscriminaied against to selected groups

caniiffl be done without violating die rights of

eveiyone dse. Noone should claim to sujqxHt

"TtMority rights" unless he or she supports the

fighisofdiesmallestminorily in the world, the

individual According to the Constitution,

every individual has certain rights, among

ihem those of life and pn^^eny, and more

"rights" cannot be given out without violating

itK proper rights of odien.

Not onlydo I suf^xHtAmendment2, but

I ^ould support a mate general amendment

^^sping the govemmentfiraninfringing upon

iiy rights in favix of the mentos of any

group. The government only encourages

'tscriminaiifflivHm itputs peq)le intogroups.

Amendment 2 symbdizes a chance to

fEvcrse the current trend of laws limiting ttie

^cm of individuals, ai least in Ccdfflado.

RANDY GROW

Bushe, Clintone

Continued from page 9.

thai these programs have cau^ Many of

these programs have autcmiatic increases in

iherrbudgetwilhoulanyvotebejngnecessary.

Only Congress can change this. Presidait

Bush has been speaking out against these

mandatory spendingclauses for years, butto

no avail President Reagan also tried to get

some serious ^Knding cuts, but Congress

wouldnotplay along Now we arc expected

\o believe that the very party that has truly

been responsible for these deficits will be

able to cut them.

Let'sbok at someoftheir ideas that they

have for solving (his potential economic

crisis. To start with, they propose S220

billion in new spending programs. They like

K) call it investment. Even if all this money

mimcubusly was used efficiently, which is

doubtfiiildonolseehowinaeasing^Knding

by $220 billion dollars will cut the deficit by

one dollar.

They propose to pay for tiiis new

spendingwidialax increase for thewealthiest

2%. They claim that they can raise S150

billion dollars with this tax increase. Even if

they could rmse this much with the taxes,

wMch is also doubtfirl, we woukl still be

increasing the budget deficit by S70 billion.

In fact, such a tax increase could possibly

decrease the amount of total lax revenues

taken in. Last time we raised taxes on the

wealttriestAmericans weentered arecessiai.

It is arrogance to assume tiiairaising the rale

even fiirther woukl this time around spur

growtii. Itis true dialBush broke his"no new

taxes" pledge and that he probably should

but thatdoes not mean that he shoukl be held

responsibte for ihe negative effects of the

1990 tax increase. That was a Democratic

tax increase. It seems that the Danocrals

motto is "if it cton'i work try and Dy again

because maybe some day it might work."

Of course, Clinton is quick tt) pointout

thaiheplans K)pay fcff his tax increaseon the

intense as the students. Only atCC would a

professor spend 45 minutes of class time

discussing the potty trainingofHopi Indians!

Intensity. Thai'swhatit'sallabouL Welove

intensity in life, whether itbe alpine skiing or

a// day in chem. lab. We are inherently

aident in our wideavorsand passionate about

our studies in a way students can not affonj

to be at traditional schools. Professor Tom
Cronin summed up the phenomenon when

affectionately referring to his Political

Science 318 class as "Tigers"

Don't Perot's recent accusations of

Rqiublkan "dirty tricks" sound mwe like a

bad episode of "MacGyvci" than reality?

His allegation that the GOP planned to min

his daughter widi a computer generated

photographofhainacompromisuig position

with anodier woman sounds a lot like a re-

run of "Hawaii Five-O."

Perot has claimed that ihe Bush staff

has been infiltrated by "Russian spies." and

he is convinced that there are Republican

conspiracies to kill his family. The security

system at hLs Texas mansion is said to rival

diat of small counnies. May I suggest that

Perot has watched too many late night

delative show re-mns and maybe William

Safire isn't so far off when he coined the

irnn "Perotiioia".

Ifyou have a tendency to suffa from a

tightened stomach and cringing uneasiness

when others publicly embarrass themselves,

James B. Stockdale's peri"ormance during

die Vice Presidential debates last block

probably didn't make you feel so groat

Perot's grandfatheriy running mate would

be more comfortable at a bridge match than

a highly combative political debate.

Stockdale's stuttering performance during

the debate at best confused die Amaican

peof^e and at worst turned diem off of the

Perot ticket allcgedier.

Through the muddled responses and

perplexing assertions of Stockdale's

discourse came one crystal dear statement,

however. In response toaqucstionaboutthe

abortion issue Stockdalc blurted forth, "I

bdievc a women owns ha own body, and

what she does with it is her own business,

period."

That remark didn't need any

clarification. With one short sentence,

Stockdalc dismissed abortion as a

government issue confirming the decision

as a female's personal choice. A surprising

assertion from someone who looks mote

like a TV evangelist than a defender of

abortion rights.

Nevertheless, Stockdalc, die most

patriarchal in appearance of the six white

men involved in this nice to govern our

nation, made a bold statement in support of

females. For his honest and straightforwanJ

supportofwomen'srigh IS hcdcscrvcs credit

November 3 is Ihc big day! Do you

know whom you'revoting for? Many of us

will base our vote on a certain issue. Otheis

will vole on deep rooted familial brain

washing towards a certain political party.

Many will finally decide who's Ihc lesser of

direc evQs, and a few wlU resort to the

implementation of Ecny.mccny, miny, mo.

It's time to finally cast dial much disputed

vote. So. get out thcro and practice your

constiujtional right Tigers.

Meghan E. MuUan

Editor-in-Chief

wealthy with a lax cut for ihe middle class.

However, this tax cut falls short of the $ 150

billbn that is siqiposedly going K) be raised

fiom the upper 2%. Anyway you kx)k at it.

theQintcm plan adds up to two things: larger

deficits and a weaker economy.

Still, firm bdievers in Clinton claim

that he oouldn 'tdo worse dial George Bush.

Alter all, hasn't Geage Bush had die worse

economic performance in 50 years. Hardly;

the 7.8% unemployment peak under Bush

fells way short of Ihe lugh unemptoyment

years of (he end of the Carta years and the

beginningoftheReagan years (notlomention

thel2.5% inflation raleunderJimmy Carter).

Obviously die economy is in a weak period,

but the economy goes through cycles. The

danger is doingtoo much during ihesecycles,

not doing loo little. Given that diere are

business cycles lels bdc at some of the

underlyingcausesofthis particularrecesskxi.

To start with, the entire worid is

experiencing economic slowdown.

However, on thedomesticfit)ntthae are four

obvious factors that have contributed to the

severi^ofthis recession and die weaknessof

the recovery. First, ttiere is die tax inaeaseof

1990. That is obviously the Democrats tax

increase. You can blame Bush for tweaking

his pledge; I'll blame Osigress for taaking

the economy.

Second are the defense cuts. While

these cuts are necessary, ihey have adverse

effects on die economy. Therefore, we must

makeourcutssbwly. Bill Clinton prc^wses

to almost double die rate per year tfiat we cut

as well as double die total amount of diese

cuts (given the uncertainly of the republics in

theSovietUnionand the instabilityofEaslem

EuropeanandMiddleEastern COuntries,such

sevoE cuts would be foolish).

Thinj is the unwillingness of Congress

to wcffk widi the president to pass some basic

and necessary eccjiomic reforms. Whenever

they pass any of the presklent^s ffftpsals.

there is always a tax increase tucked away

somewhere. They know hill well thai he will

veto such a measure (as he should). Tlus is

playing politics with our economy and our

future. Wecan'levengetasirr^lcailerprise

zone bill to help our inner cities. I do not

propose to rewarl such inconpetcnce by

giving the democrats the presidency.

The last factor has lodo with consumer

andfirmactivity. Both finns and consumers

have been shdling to Iowa, more sensible

debt levels. Also, many firms are making

some necessary adjusunents to increase dieir

overaU [roductivity. These activities have

some short run consequences, but in the long

nin (and the Iraig run seems to bejust around

die comer, especially given die latest

econOTik growth reports) die ground woric

will have been Iain for a bigger and more

productive private-sector econmiy

.

Anodier imponant difference between

Bush and Clinton is on the issucof free trade.

In diis front Bush is a proven leader. Free

trade benefits all countries involved and has

saved us great pain during diis nxession.

During hanl times it is easy to become

nationalisticand turn tDpn)lectroniga Clinton

flirts with nationalism. He talks about

"American jobs for American people." He

says foreign coqxjrations shoukl pay dieir

"f^ share" in taxes. Good idea; let's have

Ihemtake theirbusiness, andjobs,somewhere

else. Bush hasheldstrongand supported free

trade despite the criticism (that's called

leadership).

ToquoteSlanford Univosiiyeconomist

John Taytor Ihe " 1980's expansion ended a

period ofdoubleKligit inflatiOT, doubte-digit

unemployment rising poverty and declining

real incomes that no American who

remembers it would want to go through

again." The 80'sdidn 't fail us, ihey saved us.

We have a real chok:e. We can choose

Clinton and return to the faded polkriesofthe

1970's (policies that countries all over the

worid have been abandoning due to Iheir

obvious failures), or we can chooseBush and

continue *c growth.

President Bush has been and will

continue to beastionglcada. He has vetoed

bills, decile ihe political ramifications, that

would have caused greater damage to this

economy. He died, when he thought itwould

help, tocompromise with Congress. Hckqil

his endof die bargain; Congress broke theirs.

It isn't President Bush who has failed us, it is

the Denxxnatic Congress. Let's not reward

their failures by giving diem ihc presidency.

Vole for George Bush on November 3, and

vole fora Republican Congress. Let's vole

for a real and meaningful change.

Walker
Continued from page 9.

make the Presidency an office

associated widi duplicity and deceit

GeorgeBushwill maintain the integrity

of character which the Presidency

deserves. When George Bush makes a

mistake he admits it and takes steps to

make sure die same mistake doesn't

happen again. Hcapologizcdfor raising

taxes and has promised to ask for die

resignation of the men responsible for

orchestrating that decision. When Bill

Qinton makes a mistake, he offers one

explanation one day and anodier die

next. Whom can you trust?

The world we live in is not a peaceful

one. America cannot afford to tiim its

back on die world no matter how bad

diings get at home. America cannot

afford to have Bill Clinton in the White

House when the worid is in crisis.

George Bush is the only choice we

have who can face up to the problems

facing America. George Bush will

provide an atmosphere for growth,

unburdened by overtaxation and

regulation. On November 3rd, vote for

someone youcan trust. VoteforGeorge

Bush.
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To the Editor continued...

Student applauds

honesty of essay
To the editor.

I am writing to publicly applaud

Alexander Volk for his piece in the most

recent issue of the Disparaging Eye. It was

an honestand rational essay on his experience

asa gay male in various societies: his family,

his high school, and here ai Colorado College.

I think of myself as a good white liberal

who accepts people for what they are.

Homosexuality still seems a bit odd to me. I

realize this results from my Catholic

upbringing and the pervasiveness of anti-gay

and lesbian sentiment in popular culture. I

dishke myself for being apprehensive about

gays and lesbians. But it's hard to separate

yourself from twenty-one years of cultural

indoctrination.

Yet, it's necessary. Alex's article seems

to be just what we need. The more I see and

hear from gays and lesbians, the easier it is to

see them as people, as fellow students, as

something more than a social type.

Alex's article made me realize that I was

basing my judgments on gays and lesbians

through only personal contact, that of with

my gay uncle. Attaching names and faces to

this otherwise mysterious group within

American society makes it easier to deal

with. Your article helps assuage the fears and

stereotypes that I have been taught through

television, literature, political rhetoric, and

my primary education. I appreciate and hope

more gays and lesbians can come out

I know it's easy forme to proselytize, not

understanding the full extent of the social

stigmas attached to being gay or lesbian.

However, exposure in the public eye forces

people to come to terms with homosexuality.

The less people see of it, the less they think

about it, the less intelligent thought they give

to it, the more they recreate what they have

been indoctrinated with.

Again, I wish to applaud Alex Volk and

thank BGALA for an educational and

enjoyable awareness week. Keep teaching

us; we'll clue in sometime.

PETE MULVIHIL

Vote "No" on Amendment 8
To the Editor,

On November 3, voters will be faced

with an important decision on Amendment

8, the "Great Outdoors Colorado" initiative.

This amendment would permanently

dedicate all funds from the state lottery and

lotto to be used exclusively for parks,

recreation, outdoor and environmental

programs. I urge all Coloradans to carefully

study this issue so that they'll understand

what they'll lose in critical services should

Amendment 8 pass.

Avery troubling aspect ofAmendment

8 is thatthe lottery money for environmental

programs will be controlled by a new
bureaucracy of appointed politicians who

will not be subject to any oversight by the

Legislature or the citizens ofColorado. This

new body will be free to spend money on

whatever proposal they wish with no

accountability.

Lottery proceeds have been spent by the

Legislature to finance a variety of important

projects and programs. Over the years,

environmental and outdoor programs have

been a major recipient of these funds. This

year alone, nearly $30 million in lottery

proceeds will be spenton parks, outdoor and

environmental programs.

Several other important programs have

also benefited from lottery money. This

year we loaned, interest free, S25 million to

K-12 education to help with the school

finance shortfall. In the past, we've used

lottery funds to help build the Colorado

Convention Center, which has had a

significant impact on tourism. We've built

three prisons to address the overcrowding

situation. We've built facilities for the

developmen tally disabled. We've built and

repaired several buildings on our university

and community college campuses. We are

currently considering plans to use this money

to help modernize facilities for use by senior

citizens and the handicapped.

Colorado Springs has benefited from

millions of lottery dollars for renovation

and maintenance of buildings at Pikes Peak

Community College, construction of the

Sciences/Engineering building at the

University ofColorado at Colorado Springs,

and improvements to the School for the

Deaf and Bhnd.

All of the projects or programs might

not have happened without the use of lottery

funds. In fact, ifAmendment 8 passes, there

will be no more lottery money for programs

except parks, recreation, outdoors and

environmental programs. If it passes, K-12

education loses, higher education loses, law

enforcement loses, health care loses, and

menial health care loses.

Colorado's outdoors is extremely

important to our quality of life and to our

economy. However, if we direct all lottery

funds to Great Outdoors Colorado we will

lose the money needed to maintain state

infrastructure and to fund hundreds of

important programs that are also extremely

important to our quality of life and our

economy. It's a matter of prioritization and

compromise. I sincerely hope the voters

will take the time to educate themselves and

to consider all the ramifications of

Amendment 8 before they vote.

TOM NORTON
State Senator

Pro-Qinton/Gore =Pix)-enviromnent
To the Editor,

With less ihanfivedayslogo until the national

election, enviiCTimentally-minded students seem

lohaveaclearchoice. Pew naticmal figures have

oiraged environmentalists more ch" even ignited

mcHe plain haired than President Bush. His

I^esidency, likeReagan's befoe him, has at limes

seemed like an all-out war against the natural

environment and things good, wild, and sacred.

Now, with Al Gore on Clinton's ticket, it

would seem the envirwimental movement has a

southern savior. This pophet from Tennessee

fedngs his own message and go^l written in his

bode. Earth in the Balance. He calls fcr us to

becfflne stewards of the Earth instead of abusers

befffleitisioolaie.

Bush and Quayle have attacked this

apocalyptic visicwi of Gae's with relish. Quayle

has labeled Gore an environmental extremist diat

would cost the auto industry thousands of jobs

through his proposal to raise auto efficiency

standards. To Bush and Quayle, and to the

Rqxibhcanparty in^eral.Gore representssome

sort of environmental anti-Christ who will bring

economic ruin to the U.S. if Clinton wins.

Are Clinton and Gore as great as they seem?

Well,prDbablynoLClinton'senvirmmentalrecoid

inArkansasishorribleandGore'svotingrecordon

the envireinment in the Senate is notas great as his

book would suggest. Why, then, are

environmentalistshkemyselfprayingforaClinton

win?

Unlike Bush or Quayle I believe Gore

understands the "environmental" side of many

currentissues likeOldGrowth loggingandena;gy

conservalicHi. Bush's energy plan (which was

Quote of the Week:
"That's no Democrat. That's
my wife!"

-George Bush

to. 26, 1992, Press Conference

proposedduring themiddleoftheGulfWar)caIled

for easing regulations on nuclear power plant

licensingandqpening theArcticNationalWildlife

Refuge to oil drilling. Bushhasshown he lacks the

insight and compassion to listen to the

environmental side.

It is unfwtunale that the environment has

become a partisan issue. Like social justice,

women's rights, and especially abortion, there

seems tobenomiddle ground. Each party uses the

issue and those that are for or against it to polarize

thevoters.Insteadofadialogue.wegetmeaningless

rhetoric.

ThecunentRepublican viewcanbesummed

up in a letter I received from Rep. Joel Hefley, a

Rq}ublican congressman of Colorado Springs.

The letter was a re^nse to a call I made to his

office protesting a bill that would allow clear

cutting on federal lands in Montana He stales,

"Apparently, die only thing that will make these

peq)le (envinximenlalists) happy is to designate

most of the state as wildaness. Only then would

the areabejudged fit tooffer respite to sttessed-out

urbanites." Fra-HefleyandotherRq)ublicarK, the

natural worid is belter contained, cut, OT mined. It

ishislackofundaslanding,thou^,thatmakeshis

letter so sad.

Ofcourse, to be honest, Clinton andGotc are

uang their positions on environmental issues for

political gain. But, at the very least, the American

public will have a sensitive ear towards

EF! won't

compromise
To the Editor,

I would like torespondtoany anti-Earth Fira!

sentiment tfiat might be floating around the CC

community .Agood case hasbeen made that eco-

saboteurs actijally disrupt the progress slowly

being made by other, more conservative groups

and that radicals give all environmentalists a bad

image.

However, that is an opinion. The contrai^

opinion is thatthosewiddyacceptedenvirogroups

such as the Siena Qub have become so political

and" coiservalive that they often comprorms

with the enemy. Earth First! is needed to pull the

movement back to the left and to declare that no

compromise is good enough.

1 respect your right to disagree with EP.

tactics. However, 1 do not respect your right lo

slowly but surely, if also unknowingly, destroy

what is left of the wild, (EHd you know that CS

electricity comesfrom GlenCanycmDam, which

is killing the Grand Canyon?) Ifthe EFlers cause

a little disruption in your comfortable lives, it k

notiiing compared to the destruction your

comfortable liveswreakuponourbelovedplanet

AsforbeliefstiiatlocalEFlers have not done

anything substantial, I not only respect bui

encouragethem.Maybeiheeco-saboteurshaven'

done anything. Maybe tiiey have. Past CC

incidents notwithstanding. Earth First! is a group

that lends to operate in secrecy.

Thanks for nsading. We don't need your

support, but we appreciate it if it's thae.

Yours truly,

KASANDRA

What
theater-

goers

think
The following are the results of an

audiencepoUtaken over six performances

oftherecentdramadepartmentpnxiuction

ofTurandot. Thepoll wasconceivedand

conducted by students from FYof. Molly

Andrew's Political Socialization class.

1

.

Who is getting your vote for President?

Bush 5% Clinton 69% Perot 4% None

of the above22%
2. How many "Welcome to CC" statues

are there?

One 5% Three 23% Five 14% 1 don't

know 58%
3. Do you read the Catalyst regularly?

Yes 64% No 36%
4. Are you now or have you ever been a

member of the Communist Party?

Yes 6% No 94%
5. Are you single-issue voting this

November?

Yes 12% No 72% I don't know 16%
6. Who defines your family values?

Politics 2% Religion 5% You 93%
7. Are you aware of Amendment 2?

Yes 92% No 7% I don't know 1%
8. DidyouhearatleastoneCC Presidential

nominee speak?

Yes 12% No 87% 1 don't know 1%
9. Have you ever been a victim of

discrimination?
Yes 56% No 34% Idon'tknow 10%
10. Have you ever seen a CC Trustee?

Yes 20% No 53% I don't know 27%
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Music for the morbid and the vivacious types
Free Livesoimds festival on the Eve of All Hollows brings multitude of Colorado bands
By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Peon

The sticky glaze of the undead eyes staring.

coniroUing, vanquishing. The chipped fangs

stained by generations of drained fluid. The

crackling skin, the rubbing, ragged cloth, the

faiJow carcass shredded and rotting. Body and

being abolished in the lust-filled quest for new

life, Claws scryingthrough skin, bMie, marrow.

The hemmcriiaging and spurting of identity

draining into the netherland of forgotten

tomorrows. The ravaged bodies animated,

slouching through the tundra graveyards and

wintry nightsc^xs ofa blistaed moonland. Tlie

clouds shuffle across the void horizon. The dead

lands are bCOTi from the unholy couplingofshade

and fantasy. Tht orgasm of death.

"One mcxe day 'til Halloween, Halloweai,

Halloween.

One mwe day 'til Halloween, SUvct

Shamrock."

Asthenigjitchildrai bustletowardstheglowing

porchlights px)ffering degenerate treats ofcandy

andcoinsandjTObablytheoccasional undigestible,

and the elderly load their firearmsandprqjare fa-

ille hijinks ofr^egade young'uns, you (yes you,

reading this article, sitting in that slowlybreaking

chair, dreaming of oblivion in the shards of a

fevered lashing) could be a part of a COTnpletely

unexpected and unforseen activity. (No not that

you sick bastards.) Well, maybe it's not that

inaedibly exciting, but it is at leastextra neatand

maybe even supCTCooLIi'samini-festival,notas

big as that silly alternative stadium traveUing

ciicusofbands that (asmy friend Marty said)"the
concert might not have sold out, but all the. bands

did"(orsomeJhinglikethat,rmsonyitmightnot

be one-hundred percent directbut I didn't have a

mimeogr^ on me ^ the time, so sue me). It

should be quite a display of soiics unfuried fra-

you. It is a concert and its FREE. FREE. FRF.F.

Tliat means youse don't have to put down no

dinero to gain admittance. Who are the featured

artists for this Uttle thang? Well, I'll tell you. After

this messagefromour^xmsors.justjoshing (God,

you lake everything so sericxisly). The evening

will startout witharockin' liide trio plus one goin'

by the name of Uhmelmahay. This band was

peviouslylhree-fourthsofMythical Ethical Icicle

Tricyclewhich wasdefinatelyawaycool,funked-

up groiq). [Tliis band also includes a member of

929 (whorockedand shouldhavegone into the the

stratosphere of fame, at least in an underground

sense) and^ oldermember ofThe Rugrats (who

I will go into later on)] . They will be followed by

Janet's Basement from Greeley who include such

thingsasaviolin,asax,andatrumpet,andthey told

me they were working on a rumba song and also

play ska and shit like that (note: this band includes

a ffflmer membo" of The Rugrats, one of the

Springs' cooler bands and I'm not just saying that

'causel'vebeen friendswiththemforeons,really).

Then we move on to Acid Pigs from that bigger

burg north of us that has thai international airport

The finale comes with the Reejers who played

here last year in Cutler Quad at some point or

another. Ohand there willbean open mike fcryou

to ventyour fears and frustrations on the restof us,

cryoucouldjustsing a little tune on Dnjid's guitar

that he could never play anyway between bands.

All of this is brought to you by the committee

known lo the groundlings and the ehte as

Livesounds.Socome, listen
, grooveoutdude,and

enjoy your brains ouL It starts at the hour halfway

between noon and midnight and it will end early

enough for you to get sufficiently plowed to wake
up bleaily on Monday morning dressed only in

discardednewspapers halfway upa ttee in fiontof

a convait. And remember it'sFREE for you and

me. And dwi't fOTget lo vole! ! ! !

!
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Yothu Yindi yelp and yowl at CC
I
By STEWART BREIER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On November 1 the Australian band
Yoihu Yindi will play a KRCC-sponsored
concert in Armstrong, and will be bringing

*e voice of indigenous Australia to CC.
Indeed, their first release, out just this year,

is called Tribal Voice and is well worth
looking into. The band blends the sound of

Iraditional Australian music, tens of
Ihousands ofyears old, with the moremodem
musical genres of the past several decades:

alternative, pop, house, and reggae.

Along with the usual instruments of a
rock band, Yothu Yindi incorporates the

ilijeridu, an ancient musical instrument

"fiique to Ausd-alia.Thedijeridu is areedless

*ind instrument consisting of a long

bllowed-oul branch from eucalyptus of

approximately one meter in length, and
sometimes a litfle beeswax around one end
to be used as a mouUipiece. The sound
produced by the instrument is unlike

anything within the Western musical
•radition and is easier listened to than

explained. Today the dijeridu isoften played
liy Australian music groups, and it has

tecome a symbol for all Australia.

Yothu Yindi's music reflects an
Aboriginal perspective on life, and it brings
nut the thoughts, feelings, and conflicts in

Oodem Australia. The vocals alternate

'ciween the Aboriginal's traditional

language, that of the Yolngu, and English.

This makes for an interesing style, as one

can hear die sounds of a rare and isolated

language in song gaining abstract meaning

from their sound without any interpretation

Yothu Yindi is a fantastic band, and I

would strongly recommend paying the piUiy

sum of S5 to those wonderful folks over at

Look out! There's a killer platypus over yonder!

Hollywood Records

for there is no way to comprehend the words,

and through the English songs derive a more
concrete comprehension of what the music is

saying.

KRCC and purchasing the beautifully

recorded release Tribal Voice from the

nearest (or least expensive) outlet your feel

can take you to.

Come claim your

prizes, y'all were

rra^tyklndtowin

but we're getting tired

ofsitting on the

Magnificent Surprise

Literary Gifts! The

latest winner was Asia

House's fine resident

Julie. The super

special, new and

improved a)ntest is:

What was
Princess Leia's

home planet in

the 1977 classic

Star Wars?
Call Drew or

Langdon for SLG!!
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Pseudo-return of Stone Roses
Manchester's finest arrive with B-side collection

works, and is decenL The third tune,

"Going Down,"isabsoIuteIybrilIianL

It's an acoustic-tinged little beauty

and is one of the best songs the band

has written. "Mersey Paradise"

follows and is filled to the rim (with

Brim! Sorry, I had to say that.) with

the dueling harmonies of singer Ian

Brown and drummer Reni's backing

vocals. The next tune, "Standing

HCTe." is the Stone Roses' raison

d'etre . The first three minutes are

typical feedback-filled Stone Roses,

and then itcompletely changes tempo

into this slow, moody, dreamy piece.

BrillianL

"Where Angels Play" comes next.

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

THE STONE ROSES
Turns Into Stone

Silvertone

Hey! Look! Call the cops! The

Stone Roses are back! It's a new

album ! It's called Turns Into Stone!

They're coming to Armstrong

Theatre! SUCKER!! No, the Stone

Roses aren't back. Yes. there is a

new Roses album, but it is not new

material. And ifyou really believed

that bit about them coming to CC
then I'm afraid your time on earth

hasnotamounted ^,r^. _ ^ .~^ - ^
to much anyhow. '•'^ip^f-J^i^t^'^y'C^'^^^

So. Since the fi^c^^f^ " ^' -- >'' '".'rt-'

Roses sued to get ^^f^f^^
off of Silvertone,

the label has been

releasing awealth

of unauthorized

(by the band)

singles off their

debut LP The

Stone Roses . as

well as several

unauthorized

remixes. Thenew

LP Turns Into

Stone, is a

collection of B-

sides from the

band's various

Silvertone
singles, and it

includes both

1989"s trend-

setting "Fools

Gold" and their

last new release,

1990's "One Love."

The first tune, "Elephant Stone,"

is a different, longer version than

i^ionThe Stone Roses, although it

lacks the intensity of the original.

"The Hardest Thing In the World"

comes next, and it was a B-side off

of the UK "Elephant Stone" single.

It's chock-full of John Squire's

signature Byrd^-influenced guitar

Sally Cinnamon

Mani, Reni, Ian Brown, John Squire of the Stone Roses flee

and was the first unreleased song by

the Roses to be released since "One

Love."Itwasrecorded duringsessions

for their 1989 debut, but it sounds as

fresh as anything out today. After

"Angels"comesan extremely bizarre

pseudo-song called "Simone" which

is basically a fucked-up backwards-

tape using space filler that has no

redeeming qualities. Otherwise, it's

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BARii^
$325

'^

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night
*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*

*$L00 off menu prices*

October 30 & 31 October 31 Novembers
Head Full of Zombies HALLOWEEN PARTY Nowhere Fast

*Cash & Prizes for Best Costumes*

a great tune.

NextisthedefinidveStoneRoses

track, the one countless bands have

tried to imitateand hopelessly failed,

the track defining a movement, the

track everybody diinksofwhen they

hear theStoneRosesmentioned, the

track entitled "Fools Gold." This

track, along with Happy Mondays'

"Wrote for Luck," defined the

Manchesterdrugs-and-bell-botloms

rave culture named Madchesler. It

features drummer Reni's shuffling

you-want-to-gel-down-and-dance

pseudo-"FunkyDrummer"rhythms

,

lanBrown'sdreamy vocals,Squire's

ringing guitars; it's the epitome of

die Stone Roses'

sound.
Absolutely ,

undeniably
excellent. "What

The World Is

Waiting For"

follows and isonc

of the better

Roses'songsl've

heard. It also

would be brilliant

if it didn't follow

"Fools Gold"

bothonthisalbum

and on the "Fools

Gold" single.

The last tracks

are the "One

Love" single and

its B-side

"Something's
Burning." "One

Love" uses the

same drum

rhythm as "Fools

Gold," has inane

lyrics ("Anytime you want me, any

time at all/Anytime you need me,

all you gotta do is call") and is

nowhere as good as die rest of the

tracks. "Something's Burning" is

mellow. That's all I can say about it;

there's nothing special about iL It's

better than "One Love," though.

If there were any justice in the

world, everyone would buy this

album and give the Stone Roses the

success they deserve (and had. two

years ago when their last new

material was released). Turns Into

Stone works well as an LP, even

diough it wasn't recorded as such.

Seven songs have never been

available in the United States except

on import, so, unlike the recent

Smiths best, this is well worth the

investment. However, the most we

canhopefor is thatthe long-awaited

truly new album comes out soon.

Mike Morris (of pro-Bush

infamy): Prince of Public

Enemas or master reviewer?

Bt MICHAFL MORRiS
Cautl)it Stsiii Reporter

PUBLIC ENFMV
Greene it Mtssf'

PRINCfc:

Sonii. unik'tii'ht rohU i (nnbinaiion

of lilt male and female v^mfynls

Yvifrv undfi^i'rt it ci't

Besides btms; medtotre.

ummagtnati'.e nnadventureous

and i<^mewhat bormg, Fuhln,

£nem>'sne\\cstalhum is a totji

sticcess Gr(_ateM Mi^si\

coHMSts ot siv new songs and

S3X remix'-'^fand urie In^^ tui il

you get the C D ) The new

tratks lack the t.rt.aUviu and

emotion ot Uuir prcMOus

feleasts

The M\ remi-*r-4 are

ompleteU unnotes5dr>, ne\er

even cominL^ cloM to the power

of tbe orjgmaJs The tivc traik

of Shut em Down isthcbc^t

pjri ol ihc aitiuin hut is iku

worth sitlinu through the rest

of th^ A\buQ[ The most I tan

j^> lor this jihura is that it ts

well iwmed u luih ts their

Greatest Mis es

Spedljng ut naniLS Prince s

ncv alhuni is ntit andlhaveno

idea what a is called To

understand \ou'H jubt have i

buv thcaJhuRi Andbu\ it v j

should, because this is-Prtnce

fmeM dfbum in \cars In U^i

n ts one of his !k-si aibum

ever PnoLe ttniUv seems jbi

io mtorporate rap ind nofj

into his musiL hkc he o

abvu)UsK has wanted (v

musK docsn t Kcm strain <\

iik^ some of the '5*vngs en

Diamonds and FearU ^^

Graffiili Bridi^i did. Rather

one cets the imprLSSian thji

Printc I'l luit being hims If

on this album

L\riLa]i> Tht Sii.n, a 1

hdvc named U is: nhvioush j

Frtncc album Lovt*, sex. lik

mind heaven school busing

blue Ughti God crtaim

women the press KirsticAlkj

aad Pnnee are all topi s

co\cred So if \ou wini j

nue, eTiMfonmental, fnlJ. n

album then >,t>u \c just v.dstvil

orti^ious iimt readtna: tt

Hi>wev^,r tl vouarc k>of i

lor a Inu Nnk-y, soult .

imagmatnt bod> shai i

gmnl time ot an album t i

Loniains >omt of the b t

musit ever made then gtt ihf

new Frmce album

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

Mudhonev is Matt Lukin, Dan Peters, Steve Turner and Mark Arm

By ME and HIM
Catalyst Regular Joes

MUDHONKY
Piece ofCake

Reprise

Yeah, like lliis is enougli space lo

even liiink alxiut discussing mu
deities like Mudlumey. Piece ofCat:*:

is the Mudmen's I'ourdi valiaiu Irj' al

world supremacy, and with eacii

relcaseanewcounlrj'isdicirs.Inslion

it luckiji' rocks tlic tiou^-^ "^'^" -"^^

drop of' a hilt; jiic sad ll

proliablyifevourdian:

cretin will bo lui/zahi..^ 0.^11. ^.^ . -.

miss tlic days when only c'"iif'^™ oil

us knew oi" them.
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Hey! Read some books, OK?
The second installment of the used goodies column

ByjONELSBERG
Catalyst Staff Reporter

I'm thinking what I'd like to do

this time 'round is talk to you about

twobooks thatareboth tiedtogether

with that old environmental theme.

The first is The Population

Explosion by Paul & Anne Ehrlich.

The second is The Road To

£)CrREMA by Bob Reiss. ITiey are

two drastically different books,

attempting to do two drastically

different things, so Iam not going to

bother trying to compare them. I

simply thought that writing this

column with a theme in mind might

be nice. We'll see.

To begin with, the fearful and

[(^^sormThePopidadonExplosion.

This is a book fiill of numbers and

facts, yetitremains simple reading.

The Ehrlichs have clearlycome to a

drastic conclusion, and with this

book they do their damndest to

convince you ofiL It makes perfect

sense that they would write this

book with such a heavy hand,

because the conclusion they have

come to is utterly apocolyptic. It is

also a bit catchy.

In the course of this book we
learn a functional definition of

overpopulation; that is,

oveipopulationoccurswhen anarea

is unable to maintain its population

without depleting nonrenewable

resources and without degrading

the capacity of the environment to

support the population. This means

that population density is generally

irrelevanL After all, A&ica'sdensity

is only 55/sq. mile, a very low

density, yet it is quite evident that

under current farming practices

Africa is unable to support its

population without food imports.

ThePopulation Explosion does not

suggest thatevery continent, nation,

or community is supposed to fend

for itself, but it does raise the

troublesome specter that the rest of

ihe world is losing the ability to care

for itself, and therefore loses the

ability to help out Africa.

Someofthegeneral (frightening)

statistics put foward are that, as of

publication time, world per capita

food production peaked in 1984

and has slid down since then. In

addition, afterarecordgrain harvest

in 1986, absolute grain production

worldwide dropped 5% in 1987 and

fellanother5%in 1988.Meanwhile,

lie population grew by 3.6% in

those two years (equivalent to the

combined citizenry of the United

Kingdom, France, -and West
Germany).

There were some complicating

flatters that led to those food

'Eductions, including planned

^Eductions to control food prices.

But the Ehrlichs go on to explain

*hy we cannot expect any real

"nprovement and, with a world

population doubling rate of under

*0 years, why we should in fact

^fpectmuch worse. Forinstance, in
"le 1980s, more land went out of

production (laregly due to

^ustion, erosion, desertification,

^failed irrigation) than was newly

opened, and the world's cropland

areashrankbyaround7%. In addition,

rates of fresh water loss are as

alarmingasthatoftopsoilloss.Akey

example is that of the Ogallala

aquifer underlying the Great Plains

of the U.S. (the "breadbasket of the

world"). The Ogallala takes in about

a 1/2 inch of water a year, yet we
draw out four to six feel of water

annually for irrigation.

There are many more numbers

and declarations in this book that can

destroy your hope for any future. At

the end ofthebook, Paul and Anne do
attempt to warm up your heart with

some good news, but clearly they

don'texpectmuch to happen. If their

calculations and assumptions are

correct, population control will

happen. The question is whether we
do it humanely or Nature does it

viciously.

The Population Explosion is

sheer, unadulterated fear-mongering,

which does not mean that it is wrong.

Thebookischock-full ofexclamation

marks and simplifications.The cover

is brightly covered and labeled with

bold block letters. This is a book

screaming for the masses. Sadly, I

dunk it also needs to be read by the

masses (we are included in dial

category). One suggestion I have—
read this only ifyou are notsubject to

severe depression. It took me three

months this summer to get over my
near suicidal emotions. I am still not

joyful, but I have decided to trudge

on.

Trudge on I did, straight into The

Road to EXTREMA. Right up front I

will tell you this is an excellent book.

BobReissisagenUewritO'describing

harsh realities. He has taken an

ursusual. and utterly interesting, slant

with his collection of essays.

Reiss has gone to the Amazon
rain forest for this book and has

travelled down highway BR-364. He
searches out, meets, and most

importantly, gets to know the poeple

who live there.

Then he turns around and comes

back home to New York City. Again

he searches out, meets, and gets to

know the poeplewho live there. Only

this time, he sees them differenUy

than before he headed so far south.

Now he sees them in connection to

the people of the Amazon and the

Amazon itself.

This book, too, has its fairshare of

technical data, but the numbers and

theories here are not thrust at you.

Reisshas accomplished that difficult

task ofraisingjoumahstic craft to the

level of ait He does not tell you his

impression ofa meeting he had with

a scientist or cattle rancher or rubber

tapper or gold miner, he presents

their conversation so that you can

feel the multi-sidedness ofthe issues.

For instance, one of his chapters is

meant to be about catde ranching in

the Amazon. The rancher he spends

time with also hi^pens to be the man
most believed to be responsible for

themQrderofChicoMendes(ambber

tapper and activist). Reiss does not

tell us if Joao Branco is guilty or

innocent Instead, heslartsthechapter

by giving us Branco's words.

Throughoutthe ch^ter.healsogives

us the words of those who suspect

Branco. In die end, we are left to

make our own decision.

That is how it is widi the whole book.

Nothing is setinstone.Everyopinion

is questions, usually by the person

who first came up widi it There are

some things you simply learn

outright For instance, there are

anthropologists working in the

Amazon today whose job it is to

leach native tribes their own
languages. Most important though,

is the stmcture of the book. The first

chapter is about a new dam being

built on a tributary to the Amazon
river. The people working the dam
are proud and hopeful. Their work

will bring electricity to schools,

hospitals, and homes. Then, at the

end of the book. Reiss returns to the

dam. It has been overa year since his

first visit The hydro-electric

generators have silted up. Only one

or two of the five generators work at

any one time. This dam that was

supposed to supply the whole slate

with electiicity fails to completely

supply die one nearby city. The lake

it has created is dead due to die high

acidity level.

This is how Reiss works. He does

not tell you "dams don't work in die

Amazon"; he shows you his

experience widi die dam. He leaves

conclusions up to die reader, but

sadly, diere is hide doubt about what

your conclusions will be.

Simply put, The Population

Explosion is important reading diat

is not much fun. The Road to

EXTREMA is beautiful reading with

a sad undertone. The first you need to

read. The second you'll love to read.
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Welcomes the return ofall CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TA^fNING
$25

15% off ail services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon. Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

HeyMom! Guesswhat? There's

a New Exhibit over in Cobum
Galleiy. I know. Dad will tove iL

This time, itisabunchofcoUagesby

Dave Aimstrong entitled OldSnff,

/Vew^fi^. sowe can'tforget to bring

old Aunt Hilda and her

' pseudochildien. Oh-we have to

makesurewemake i t IDtheOpening

ReceptiononThursday,November

J 5, from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., also

in Cobum. Check this picmre 10 the

left out-it's called "A Pontait of the

Artist as a Chevy Truck" and it's an

t H E V R ™^'^°" of wta the rest of the

exhibit is like. The full exhibit will

nin from October 27 to November

18. so we have plenty oftime to see

iL We had better leave Uncle Billy

and his shotgun at home, though-

whoknowswhalhc'dbcupto.Also,

the exhibit is only open on Tuesday

through Salurtiay. Well. I goua go.

Love, Jethto

We regret to inform you that Justin and Perry have been run

over by a water buffalo in Vail over block break. They should

be healthy enough to review some brews for next week.

The Brides to come to Shove
this weekend-go see it, please.

r/u;»/jifei,astu<fe!il-n>n plny>Tritti;nby (iin^Kondoteonand dirffited

byCCstudi;nlSUiu.'ySmith,willtK-undispbytury'allt«peniSCIliisw«i!kend

in tluit niagnincent and miinhty chap«l ofmn named for that mysterious

Shtn c,whoenT Jk'orshe wits.'Hk*director iind w* at the Cfltt/yrfrespectfully

rtquest that yixi attendvm oftlie fo* hhiwiiiip (ctfwWch ttteonly twoareon

t>Tdiiy,tM.30al9:00p.ni.iindcm(.X'(ul>i.T.Uiitl(h()Opjn.)aiidtiiaty(«ienjoy

it imnicitstly. And y<n) know what? It's FRKF, it's FREE! Got it? Good.

Don't
vote
until

you've
seen...

OPEN'S FRIDAY AT 7:30

riMC/iLL'S CIMEMA

SHOWTIMES FOR WEEK BEGINNING FRIDAY OCTOBER 30 THRU
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 5

BOB RODERTS (103 MINI ZENTBOPA (107 MIN)
FRIDAY 5:3() 7:30 FRIDAY 9:30

SATLIRDAY 3:30 9:40 SATt;RDAY 5:30 7:30

SUNDAY 1:30 5:30 7:30 SUNDAY 3:30 9:30

MON/WED 5:30 9:30 MONAVED 7:30

rUEmiUR 7:30 TUE/THUR 5:30 9:30

S 1 .00 OFF WITH CC ID AFTER 6 PM



Canada took the

World Series,

Congratulations

ByADAM McVeigh
Catalysi Sports Editor

The World Series was completed last

Saturday, widi the Toronto Blue Jays

earning the title as the globe's best baseball

players. They accomplished Uiis while

half of the United States cried "Bloody

murder." Many so-called baseball

"purists'whinedthattheCanadiansshould

not be allowed to participate in die Fall

Classic. TheyneverimaginedthattheJays

might take die whole damned thing. Yet,

the inconceivable happened.

There is no reason that people should

harbor ill feelings towanls the Canadians

forwinningdieWorld Series. After all, we

offered to let diem have two baseball

franchises through league expansion. The

Canadians deserve die trophy as much as

anybody. And about this border war stuff:

the Series is contested between American

and National League winners, not

Americans and Canadians. Besides, it is

the World Series.

Let's examine the Toronto Blue Jay

rosier. Theteamismade up almost entirely

of Americans. Those who aren't from die

Slates arefrom eidierPuertoRico, Jamaica,

or the Dominican Republic. Not a single

Canadian can be found. Then again, there

aren't any Georgians on the roster of the

Atlanta Braves.

The Canadian culture has entered our

society more than many would like to

believe. Many prominent "American"

figures are Canadian, such as newsanchor

Peter Jennings, country singer Anne

Murray, game show host Alex Trebek and

actor Donald Sudierland.

Let's face it; die Blue Jays deserved to

win the Fall Qassic. They out-pitched,

out-hit, out-fielded and out-smarted the

Braves, who, in all fairness, couldn't seem

to find dieir consistency. The Jays won

half of dieir Series victories on American

turf, including the deciding sixdi game.

Don't be surprised to see a Montreal

Expos-Toronto Blue Jays World Series in

the near future. All you "purists" can howl

when you realize that the only anthem

stmg will be "O Canada."
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Men's soccer collects 25 goals in 3 shutouts
Tigers extend unbeaten streak to 14 with wins over Knox, Coe, and Mt. Mercy

The men's soccer team warms up before a recent contest. The Tigers, now 14-1-2, tied a school record, with a four

consecutive shutout streak. The squad has also scored more goals, 72, than any previous Tiger team in history.

By JON WHITFIELD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Whoop-oh boy... die Tiger men'ssoccer

team is #8 nationally, #1 in die West Region,

and is hangin' strong with a 14-1-2 season

record" the best ever in the program's 42-

year history.

The young monkeymen recently

celebrated a five game winning bonanza the

past two weeks. The Tiger's first vicums

were a comedic little group called the

Colorado School ofMines. The boys stack it

to them 3-1 with goals coming from

sophomore reader Serapio Baca, and two

Ifom Psych department brown- noser Rob

Lipp.

Two days later, the squad assembled to

rout die really red-robed Ripon College of

Wisconsin, 5-0. Sophomore Slim Guy Aaron

"You're Killin' Me" Lujan netted diree goals

(one widi die right foot, 1 Uiink), Lipper got

one and Andre "PuffLookin' Tough"Nunley

finished die talUes.

The block break found the young

bohemians on a trans-prairie U'ek to IlUnois

and Iowa. Although notfor a lack oflooking,

die crew regrets to report that Uiey did not

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30

W Soccer at University of Washington 2 pm SeatUe, WA
M Soccer at UC-Colorado Springs 3 pm Sky Sox Field (Shuttle from Womer)

Hockey vs. U of Minnesota 7:35 pm World Arena (Shuttle fromWorner)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31

M&W Cross country at Colorado State Invitational 1 1 am Fort Collins

Volleyball at Colorado School of Mines Noon Golden

Hockey vs. U of Miimesota 7:05pm World Arena (Shuttle from Worner)

Football at Hardin-Simmons 7:30 pm Abilene. TX

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 1

W Soccer at University ofPortland Noon Portland, OR
M Soccer at Metro State University 2 pm Denver

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2

VoHeyball vs. Adams State 7 pm El Pomar

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Volleyball at UC-Colorado Springs 5 pm UCCS Gymnasium

spot John Cougar Mellencamp strumming in

a nearby cornfield like diey had anticipated.

However, die Tigers did see diree convincing

victories diat boosted even Ben Straley's slat

sheet to unheard-of figures.

First, die boys faced Knox College of

Galesburg, Hlmois. Playingsome surprisingly

attractive soccer considering the 20 hour bus

ride and those omelettes in Monmouth, the

Tigers worked dieir way to a 6-0 victory.

Scoring hi die match was Noah "Pot it"

Epstein, Lipp, who stiiick twice, and "Lean

Mean and Not Too Far hi Between" Lujan

who got his third hat Bick (duee goals) of die

season.

Against Coe on Friday, the Tigers got a

true taste of midwest culture as diey played

on a converted carrot kibbutz in theh 5-0

victorious tilling of the opposition. Lujan

was die Tiger's top scorer widi four goals,

one of which earned him a six-pack from

gamblin' man Coach Richardson, who

challenged die viability of Lujan's free-kick

accuracy. Nice by skipper - make it Sam

Adams! Newcomer Latin lover Gilberto

Dorantes sealed die cermonieswith a thieving

goal from fellow freshman Ian Creager, who

was in mid-celebrationwhen Dorantespicked

up his eyes and looked to steal the goal at the

last second. It's an unjust world.

That night the crew travelled to the Amana

Colonies,a Mennonitesettlementnear Cedar

Rapids, where die hungry victors bankrupted

the all-you-can-eat special at theColony Inn.

The next day, die squad faced soccer

remedials Mt. Mercy, also of Cedar Rapids.

The Tigers opened die scoring widi CC

Athlete of the Week Noah Epstein's

breakaway goal. One just wasn't enough for

the seasoned international wayfarer, as he

stuck direemore in arow past die disbehevirrg

Mt. Mercy keeper.

Lipp, Nunley, Creager, Nick "Some Bij

Nose" Watterson and Josh "Ha" Howell all

added one a piece to die scoring effort while

two players finally broke the scoring chains,

Takuma Hayashi widi two, and Mark "T-

Bone" Thomas with one.

The event of die day was die career fiBi

goal of senior defender Ben Straley as he

propelled ahead of Tiger netminder Ezra

Bayles in pomts wiUi not one but two fine

goals on the day. Disbeheving was the Tiger

group, and even medical smart guy Bruce

"Make My Day" Kola called die event a

"epic widiin an epoch," as he reached for the

few remaining sunflower seeds nesdedaway

in his emergency supply fanny pack. A

disenheartened Bayles shared the 14-0

shutout widi back-up Todd Gradek.

The Tigers face crosstown rivals UCCS

today at 3:00 p.m. at Sky Sox Stadium. Abas

will leave from Womer Center at 2:30 lor

any interested die-hard ruthless hecklin!

banshees who want to earn some exua crediL

The Tigers are ranked 8di hi die counU7 anJ

hope for a home berth in die playoffs, set lo

begin next weekend.

Tech capitalizes on Tiger mishaps
By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

The Colorado College hockey team

dropped both games in the opening weekend

ofWCHAaction. Michigan Tech stepped up

their play in front of their home crowd to

defeat the Tigers byscoresof4-2and6-l on

Friday and Saturday night respectively.

"We gave Ihem too many quality scoring

chances," said Mark Peterson, one of CC's

three senior defenseman captains. "They

simply capitalized on their chances while we
couldn' t." Friday night the Tigers outplayed

the Huskies in almost every aspect of the

game; however, they had problems Fmding

the back of the net. In fact, they had problems

fmding the net entirely. Nonetheless, Lh^

Tiger offense played very well considering

the loss of six seniors to graduation afte

year's stellar season. "Every senior that w^

lost from last year'steam played animportan'

role on the team," stated Peterson. CC's lac*^

ofgoals was definitely the resultofapleiJiofS

of new faces in the offensive lineup. T^^

team holds a lot of talent in the foi

position; however, it will take time t

the players start to "click" with one anolh^f

"Our underclassmen played well," add'

Peterson. "Theywereourmaincontribuion

Those freshmen that made the trek ^^

Michigan were Jay McNeill, Colin Schmidt

Please see HOCKEY, page 17
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Senior Noah Epstein is CC's Athlete of the Week
By JOSH ORFANAKIS

Caiatyst Staff V/ntsi

"Iowa roadtrips are always

successful." This is the response of

Hoah Epstein to his five goals in

one weekend. Even though the

competitionwas notthe most fierce,

Lliis
weekend proved that he is back

from his blown knee and ready to

meet the playoffs. He has just

rccenUy joined die starting lineup

j^ Lhe knee injury kept him away

for a month. It is to his credit that he

only missed one month. He said he

jid heavy rehabilitation to come

back before playoffs.

Noah and the Tigers look

forward to a game Friday with

UCCS that will determine a home

or away berth in the playoffs. Noah

is ready to bring all his experience

[0 his final season at Colorado

College.

Noah is the attacking midfielder

for the men's soccer team and sees

John Holecck

Noah Epstein has played in only ten games this season. However,

the mid-fielder is fourth on the team in scoring, with 22 points.

his job as linking the defense to die

offense. Noah does not see himself

as a leader, yet his position makes

him the orchestrator of the team.

He looks at it as an hour glass, the

defense at his back, and the strikers

in front of him, which leaves Noah

as the one in the middle.

Noah brings to his position years

of international training. He has

played with the meticulously-

skilled South Americans in

Argentina and the master

technicians in England. What he

gained most was his vision. Noah

says thai soccer is 95% mental and

die superior mental game is what

makes great teams. Noah believes

that his training in England and

Argentina has given him a belter

understanding ofthegame ofsoccer

and what players should do- where

they should run. He uses what he

calls "vision" to spread the team

out He says Americans in general

run too much because of the

inexperience the country has with

soccer and specifically how to play

without die ball.

He has found himself running

too much this year. His schedule is

morning class, afternoon class,

Frosh scores season's first goal
Continued from page 16

Chad Remackel. and Jason

Chiistopherson. The first goal of

CC's young season was scored by

Remackel, who was elated tocollect

his first college tally. Schmidt,

who didn't gel die opportunity to

get in the game Friday night, scored

the lone goal for CC on Saturday

night. The fi"eshmen show great

potential to be impact players this

season. Allfourareforwards, while

the defense consists solely of

returning veterans.

"We (die defense) didn't play

very well," said Dave Paxton, a

sophomoredefenseman. "Wewere

nervous." And for good reason.

During the entire pre-season, the

media had hyped up the formidable

Tiger defense consisting of all

reluming players, including die

teams diree captains, Chris Hynnes.

Brian Bediard and Mark Peterson,

all seniors. Shawn Reid, another

high powered defenseman, was

moved to center diis season, and

taking his place was former forward

Marcus Taeck. 'Taeck played very

well," said Peterson. "He was by

fardiebestdefensemanonUieice."

The consistent play of Brian

Bediard, who scored the second

goal for die Tigers during Friday's

contest, die strengdi ofJon Steiner,

the tenacity of Dave Paxton, and

the loquaciousness of Mark
Peterson, will be the stronghold of

the team for the duration of the

season.

"We displayed poor leadership

Out there," Peterson lamented. "All

of our upperclassmen were guilty

oflhat last weekend."

The offensive veterans did dieir

'>est to spark die team but fell

somewhatshortofthatgoal. There

is a multitude of talent in the

offensive ranks led by juniors Jody

Jaraczewski.ChrisMcCafferty.Jim

Paradise, who collected two assists

'his past weekend, and former

defenseman Shawn Reid. The

sophomore class boasts two goal

scorers,RJEngaand Ryan Reynard,
as well as many forwards ready to

come off the bench lo contribute.

As soon as the dormant offense

erupts, the Tigers will have to look

past die defense to die men dial will

protect dieir lead by minding die

net. Sophomore Paul Frank started

bodi games at goaltender and was

absolutely stellar in Friday night's

match. Frank turned back all but

one of eight breakaways and came

up with huge saveswhen the defense

suffered minor breakdowns. Paul

Badalich entered Saturday's game

during die second period in reliefof

Frank. The senior goaltender is "a

very goodgoahe;heplays extremely

well under pressure," according to

Peterson. Freshman goalie Ryan

Bach is highly praised by the

coaching staff; however, he suffered

a minor injury in die inner-squad

scrimmage and won't practice for a

few weeks.

The team is going to put last

weekend's series behind them and

concentrate on this weekend's

games at home in the Broadmoor

World Arenaagainst the Minnesota

Golden Gophers. Interim head

coaches Scott Owens and Greg

Cronin emphasize diat die team

must concentrate on slaying widiin

their own gameplan. A well-

executed offense will be necessary

to compete with the perennial

Minnesota powerhouse. Practices

have been going well, and according

to dieplayers, die intensity has risen

several notches. The team must

take that momentum into the first

home series of die year.

"We love playing in the

Broadmoor," saysFrank. "Ourfans

are really great, and our opponents

hate playing diere. If we can stick

to our game plan and raise the

intensity level , then we have a good

chance of beating the Gophers."

The Tigers take die ice at 7:35

pm Friday and 7:05 pm Saturday.

Take the shutde from Womer, and

support Tiger Hockey.

Senior

Defenseman
Hynnes to

appear on

Good Morning
America

Chris Hynnes, senior captain

for the Colorado College hockey

team, will appear Friday,

November 6, on Good Morning

America. He is scheduled to

appear at 8:30 am MST, but may

be bumped to 7:30 am MST. The

morning show is watched daily

by 20 miUion viewers.

Josh & John's Ice Creams
2 for 1 sale

(ice cream items only, coupon expires 11/14/92)

(
I'm there]

102 E K-lowa 652-0299 Open urrtll midnight

soccer practice, play practice,

"which lends no time for a life," he

casually admits. Noah is Romeo in

the upcoming performance of

Romeo and Juliei and is also

working on his Comparative

Literature major.

Besides playing soccer, he

worked towards his major in Buenos

Aires and Manchester studying

Central AmericanLiieralure. Noah
treasured his lime in Argentina so

much that he plans to go back after

he graduates. He hopes to teach

English and maybe play a litde

soccer. No matter what he docs, he

will bring his vision and experience

wherever he goes. He Siiys he cannot

stress enough the importance ol

vision, as it has helped him lo play

soccer and lo gel die most out of

life. For the rest ofthc semester, he

is going to be very visible lo all who
happen across the play production

and theexciting playoff season that

is about to begin.

How you ski is your business.

What you ski on is ours.

At Mountain Chalet we
specialize in cross-country^

back country^ and
telemark skiing.

Kazama • Tua • Fischer

Rossignol • Asnes

Mountain Chalet
226 N. Tejon • 633-0732

CC's Outdoor Connection
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Volleyball continues toward NCAA tourney
By SOPHY HAGEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Witha 16-9record, the women's

volleyball leam has advanced to

the third seed in their region, behind

only Menlo College and UC-San

Diego. With each win, the Tigers'

chances of receiving a bid for the

NCAA Tournament increase as

does their confidence. Their

performance against Eastern New
Mexico, the teams in the

Washington University

Tournament, and Ft. Hays State on

Tuesday night demonstrated the

Tigers' ability to "persevere in the

second and third matches," winning

the match in three games instead of

a nerve-racking five.

Satunday. October 17, the Tigers

took on Eastern New Mexico

University in the El Pomar gym.

The Tigers got off to a shaky start

but managed to win the next three

games, ending the match in four;

13-15,15-13,15-6.15-7.

Over block break, the Lady

Tigers travelled to Washington

Univerei ty in SLLouisto participate

in a tournament and came back

with only one loss, placing them

third in the tournament and their

Catalyst phoio staff

The women's volleyball team, shown here in recent action, has earned a #3 West Region ranking

this season. The Lady Tigers take on Adams State 7 pm Tuesday in the season's home finale.

region. In their first match, the

Tigers blew past Wheaton College

15-6, 15-11, 15-13, only to come

up against undefeated Washington

and to struggle through threegames

of 9-15,6-15.9-15. The Tigers

regained their confidence as they

demolished DePauw University,

15-8. 16-I4,and 15-6, whichplaced

them in a playoff match for third

place. The College of Sl Benedict

challenged the Tigers in the five-

game match, but through

determination and skill, the Tigers

managed to pull out ahead, ending

the match by the scores of 5- 15,15-

12, 5-15. 15-11, 16-14. Heather

McGuire was named to the All-

Tournament Team.

Last Tuesday, the Lady Tigers

challenged Ft Hays State to a fast-

paced, aggressive game c

volleyball. The players, deckel

out in their tie-dyed unifonri;:

"passedand served well, improvii];;

from theb- weekend performajK;^

where their passing and servin;

was a weak spot." says Coac!

Medina. "Their consisten

aggressiveness from all position

at the net was also a factor in la;

night's win and will prove to bej

invaluable asset to making the teart

stronger m the future." TheTigt

won in three, but not easily: 15-1

15-13. 16-14 were the final score;

The Tigers travel to the Colorado

School of Mines on Hallowc^ri,

and next week the volleyball aciio,

will continue as the Tigers u-y it

avenge their losses against Adam?

State and UCCS.
Monday, November 2nd, ihe

Tigers take on Adams State at 7:

in this season's last home game,

which will also be the last honit

game for Seniors Jen Gregory and

Laura Ramos.

OnWednesday night, theTigi

travel toUCCS to play at 5:00. The

Tigers need all the fan suppon ihey

can gel, so come out and cheei

them on as they strive toward a

national bid.

Men's basketball begins season fourth in nation
By COREY PECK
Catalyst StaffReporter

Pick up a basketball publication

and you 're bound to fmd something

you've never seen before: the

Colorado College men's basketball

team is ranked #4 in the nation.

Losing only 3 players from last

year's 22-5 team, the Tigers bring

in an outstanding recruiting class

and return a crew of seasoned

veterans fo try and improve on the

1990-91 record-setting team.

Introductions are in order.

Al Walkerbegins his fifth season

as head coach and is already third in

career victories at CC. Walker's

philosophy ofpressure defense and

execution on offense was shaped

by assistant stints at North Carolina

and Cornell. A barbecue enthusiast.

Walker is highly successful off die

basketball court as well.

Joining Walkerare his assistants,

SteveProefrockandGregWilbom.

Proefrock had a successful high

school coaching career in Michigan,

followed by an graduate assistant

position at Eastern Kentucky,

before joining the Tigers this fall.

"Wilbie" is the only assistantpatient

enough to stay with Walker for

more than a year. Heisnowentering

his third season as a CC coach.

Leading the group of returning

letiermen are seven seniors, who
will provide leadership for the

Tigers. Jason "Can'tAnybody Get

a Morsel ofFood" Valant is already

CC's all-time leading scorer. This

versatile athlete is deadly from

three-point land and can drive die

ball at will, or Frank, or whoever

else is trying to guard him. An
Honorable Mention Ail-American

last year. Rick Moore should finish

as CC's all-time leading rebounder

and second leading scorer. Eli

Haskell may look like he's straight

out of Mario Brothers, but in

actuality he's the main long-range

threat on the Tiger team. He had 75

3-pointers last year, bringing his

career total to 182, and his great

ball fakes make him a dangerous

penetrator as v.'ell. Aaron Griess,

in the words of Coach Walker, is a

"powerpoint guard," whocantake

it to die hole and finish better than

Homer Formby. This floor leader

can play four positions and will

finish the year as CC's all-time

leader in steals. Phil Lozevski, the

Tigers ' resident thespian, was voted

Most Likely to Grow Sideburns in

high school and has fulfilled that

prophesy rather well. This Body

i^^ — MORRIS MEDINA
OWNER

OO^we ^eHft^r

110 East Kiowa
(Downtown)

10% off for CC Students
471-9110

We have a commitment to
quallly and innovative
hair designs. Come
downtown for a

complimentary deep
condition treatment and
discover your hairstyle

potential.

^^GUIDE
I Travel Network

TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

DISCOUNT SEATS ARE
SCARCE FOR THE

HOLIDAYS
IF YOUARE PLANNING
ON GOING HOME FOR
THANKSGIVING OR

CHIRISTMAS
CALL TODAY

SHOP AND COMPARE
COME BY OUR CAMPUS OFFICE IN
ARMSTRONG HALL TO BOOK YOUR
TRAVEL OR CALL CINDYAT 389-6732
MAIN OFFICE 635-351

1

TOLL FREE 800-821-2714

By Jake product is CC's

prototypical post man, scoring 83

points per game last season while

shooting 62% from die field. Scon

Schroefel is a back-up point guard

and defensive specialisl

extraordinaire. LookforScooterio

make life hell for the opposition

with his defensive pressure, while

his patented goatee allows him gel

into R-rated movies on team trips,

Corey Peck is a 6'2" swingman

who loves conditioning but nol

shampooing. A rider on the

professional motorcycle circuit

the off-season, Peck's lasting

contributions to the program are

his unique and varied hair styles.

Returning underclassmen will

also add punch to Uie Tiger attack.

Pat Jones has without a doubt ttie

sharpest elbows in die nation, and

his versatility makes him a threai

bodi inside and out. Junior Montell

Taylor has the open-court moves

that wdl get El Pomar rocking. Is

Montell quick? Is Rush Linbaugh

conservative? Jason Bradford

enthusiasm is often confused wiili

an epileptic seizure, but his size

and determination will earn him

quality minutes this year.

Seven newcomers join this

talented casL Kirk Robbins is a

junior college transfer from

Nebraska, where he averaged H

points and 7 rebounds a game. His

main complaint here at CC is thai

he keeps getting mistaken fof

Armstrong Hall. Jay Longino is 3Si

Atlanta nativewho transferred from

VanderbilL Though he talks more

trash than Roc, "Jello" backs it up

with great penetration and aquality

jumper. Mike "Dough" Cicerelli

Continued from page 18

Please see HOOP, page 19
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Lady Tiger soccer

runs into road block

Sports Information Department

The Tigers, now 9-3-2 for the

season,willattemptto regroup witii

pair of matches on the road this

weekend at the Universities of

Washington (2 pm Friday) and

Portland (noon Saturday).

ColoradoCollege droppedone spot

to#13in theNCAA Div.Irankings

after suffering a pair of defeats in

California. The Tigers lost to UC-
Sanla Barbara, 2-0, and Santa

Clara,4-2. Freshman Katie Shenk

scored both of CC's goals in

Sunday's loss to the Broncos.

Football takes one of two on road
By RYAN EHRHART
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On October 24 the Colorado

College Tiger Football team

traveled into the dangerous town of

Jackson, Mississippi to play

Southern rival Millsaps College.

The Tigers were shut out 15-0.

The game quickly became a

defensive standoff. For the first two

quarters of the game both teams

experienced a lack ofoffense going

three plays and out for each

possession. In the second quarter,

John Lutz broke through the middle

on an inside running play. Lutz

broke three tackles and raced

seventy yards for an apparent

touchdown. However.itwas called

back because of a holding call.

Millsaps' only first-half highlight

was a ten play drive capped off by
a 33 yard touchdown pass along the

right sidelines. The second half was

almost identical to the first half

The Tigers failed to string enough

plays together to get a drive going.

Backup QB Josh Vitt entered the

game in the fourth quarter to try to

revitalize the Tiger offense.

Sophomore starting wideoul Jesse

Yuran commented on Viit's role in

the game. "You have to try new
things and see if you can get things

going." The Millsaps Majors

Defense held the Tigers for the

remainder of the game. Millsaps

scored at the end of the third quarter

on an 1 8 yard run. The Majors' kick

failed.The Millsaps defense scored

two points on a safety in the second

half whichcompleted their 15point

game.

The Tigers played a hard-fought

game. Outside linebacker Tony
Munoz felt that the "Defense played

a good game, and our defensive

lineofTodd Mays, Shawn Mitchell,

Mike Drum and Neil Goluba were

the heart of our defense on

Saturday." The offense hung
together and had some big plays.

One was a 40 yard pass to Hank
Bunacki from Josh Vitt. Junior

fullback Tim Hcbcrt stated that,

"the key for our team to win games
is to have an above-average effort

from our offense and defense."

This weekend the Tigers travel

to Texas to play Hardin-Simmons.

This will be a difficult task, but the

Tigers never turn downachallcnge.

Women's x-country again sets season records

By HEATHER PANTELY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The CC Cross Country Tigers

went to a second Tiger Invitational

this year when the women's team

competed at Fort Hays State on

Saturday, October 17. The team

placed third overall, behind

University ofColorado and the host

school. Fort Hays, constituting a

race of strong team and individual

performances.

The first CC woman to come

across the line was Sara Fry, the

valiant leader of the cross country

women Tigers. Sheplaced 1 1th out

of60 runners, with a commendable

timeof 19:25. Juli Brabson was the

next CC runner to finish in 22nd

place with a lime of 20:07. Shortly

after hercame Becca Fells in 20: 1

3

for 24th place, and she was followed

by Jen Eldridge in 20:18 for the

next place— 25th. To continue the

close pack of CC runners, Wendy

Fox finished 29th with a lime of

20:36, and next came Lara Hanlon

and Heather Pantely, 32nd and 33d,

inashared time of20:38. Jen Nesbitt

completed this race of excellent

team work in 37th place and a time

of20:48. This was an exciting meet

in that it was the team's first road

trip out of Colorado, it was at a

lower altitude, and the entire team

ran season best or even personal

best limes.

Cagers look to national spotlight
hails from Salida, CO, and

emulates both the long-range set

shot and vertical jump of Larry

Bird. From Pueblo comes Kevin

Keilbach, an athletic big man with

a sweeping hook shot reminiscent

of George Mikan. He's also

eligible. Mike Fairchild, or Sieve

for short, is a 6'5" Sacramento

point guard who brings height and

a unique bench press style to the

Tiger pnDgram. Glenwood Springs

product Trent Peabody was the

MVP of the Western Slope

Conference and is so versatile he's

been assigned ihe job of washing

the Tigers' practice gear. And

Miguel McKelvey, a big man from

Eugene whose moves in the paint

and touch from outside have not

been seen since the departure ofEd

Lover.

They are the crew working to

bringCC basketball further into the

national spotlight. CometoPomar

and see what great Division III

basketball is all about

Good luck to the Tigers as ihey

embark on what promises to be a

successful season.

shanon's fname shop
anb GaLLeny

10% off on all framework
with student ID
• mounting
• laminating
• frameworking

614 tx tcjon
colORodo spnings
coloRa&o 80903

shoRon poRten
(719) 63S-oa.77

Strawberry
Apple

Blueberry
Cherry

$4.89
ALL NEW 10' DESSERT PIZZA

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUART OF POP

$7.49 (^ES
Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp. 12/31/92

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Hems 1.39

Extra Cheese 1.99

Pick-up or Delivery (ID#970) Exp. 12/31/92

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
I

Additional Items 1.59
' Extra Cheese 2.49
I PKk-up or Delivery (IDi>970) Exp 12^1/92

iLOUKJ.

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
(Some Restrictions Apply)
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ANNOHNrFMENTS
OF F.VENTS

HISTORY MA.IORS
Dept. party for all majors,

related majors and

prospective majors,

tonight, Oct. 30, 6:30p.m.,

211 East Uintah, upstairs.

niALogue
Student volunteers needed

to call alumni for gifts to

the Annual fund. Nov. 1-

12. WES Room. Contact

Isabelle Shaw x6751.

nF.ADLINE
Monday November 2 is the

last day to turn in

applications for approval

of non-affiliated programs

and leave of absence

forms. DON'T FORGET
TO TURN YOURS IN!

SKI AMERICARDS
are being sold by the

Senior Class during lunch

from Nov. 4-6 in Worner

Center. Only $10.

PEACE CORPS
Info, table about the

toughest job you'll ever

love. November 2-3, 9:00-

3:00, in Worner Center.

THUNDERBIRD
Information table for

Thunderbird American

Graduate School of

International
Management. Tues.,Nov.

3, 11- 1:30, Worner
Center.

TEACHING IN

PRIVATE SCHOOLS
lES interviews for people

who are interested in

teaching in Private

Schools. Tues. & Wed,

Nov. 3 & 4, 9-5. Contact

the Career Center.

CAREERS
International and minority

focus on careers. Wed,

Nov. 4, 12-1 & 4-6,

Worner.

FIND A lOB
Career Center program

outlining strategies to find.

Wed., Nov. 4, 1:30-3:00.

For more Info contact the

Career Center.

PRACTICE
INTERVIEWS

Bessie Reed from NCR
will be giving a real

interview, but for practice

for graduating Seniors.

Sign up in the Career

Center for the Thurs.,

Nov. 5, 1-5 session.

TEACH FOR

BLUE MESA
USUI JEWSU17 CO. AID SIFTS

Come See Where the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At Wholesale Prleea

HMidmacto IncRan Jewslry By
ZUNI — NAVAJO — HOPI INDIANS

A Great Selection of

SAND PAINTINQS — KACHINA DOLLS — POTTERY
FETISHES — CLOCKS —AND UORE

Mmya SomUng For Thmt Spadal Person or OecaslonI

Sim, Quid and SantorQold
Custom Ontora

COME SEE USI

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111
(2 Blocks East ol PsnroM Msln HospM)

Monday-Saturday 10flO A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

COU»AH) COILECE STUDDTR

STAFF - FAOILTI

CLIP TTnS »D

( tBxin a ADDmoMU.

DISCOOIT OR NOCT ITEMS

WITH TODl CO. ID

t~t HE

AMERICA
Information table for

Seniors about this program

in Worner Thurs. & Fri.,

Nov. 5,6, 9-3.

IF.ARN CHINESE
Adjunct class held every

Monday from 3:00 to 4:30

in Armstrong 338. Contact

Professor Haning Hughes

at 633-2131.

SERVICES

$.S HAIRCUTS
For men and Women any

style call Caroline 635-

0932.

All PAIR
Starting in Jan. 93. I am a

young foreign woman
seeking 6 month to a year

situation with a loving

family. Loves children. I

am interested in taking a

break from my civil

engineering major to do

something different.

Please call 635-8107 or

reply to WB 742.

ROMEO AND JULIET

Wed., Nov. 4, through Sun., Nov. 8.

8:00 p.m. in Taylor Hall

A Theatre Workshop Production. By SI

S News

WANTED

VOLUNTEERS
Needed for Kids World

Theme House. If you are 21

and interested in the Hi-Tech

world of school bus driving,

here is your chance. Our

easy two step program will

get you behind the wheel in

no time, with your own
personal van load of kids.

(We're desperate!) Please

call Mathew McKown at

7886.

LTVE IN BERLIN
Two CC grads looking for a

CC student who likes kids to

be our nanny in Berlin. We
supply airfare, room and

board, and stipend. You
supply responsible care for

our two year old son. Wt

will be in America lo

interview. Write to Tom

Shanner, 30 1 6 Regency CT,

Oklahoma City, OK 73120,

WRrriNG CENTER
Anyone interested in being a

peer tutor in the Writing

Center needs to see Molly

Wingate this week. The tutor

training course is being taughi

during the half block. If you

like writing, drop by the

Writing Center in Cossiii

Hall. Or call x6742 for more

information.

PERSONALS
Coo—Coo—Ca—Choo!
Kathy's 22!

Happy, happy birthday

Homey—we love you!

5>kACUSE
Abroad•<p

The Division of inlemationol Programs Abroad offers academic programs in

Aurtralia, Czedioslovalcki, England, Franca, Gennany, Hungary, Israel, Holy,

Poland, and Spain
br a semester, a year, or a suminer of study abroad.

for more information, please ccnloct

Syracuse UniversHy Division of inlemational Programs Abroad
1 19 Eudid Avenue, Syroane, NY 132444170- 1-80a23M472

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Address _

City

Phone

School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF IDinRNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
1 1 9 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New Ybrk 1 324441 70 1-800235-3472

I ,^J
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Election-day fire evicts McGregorites
li, SETH FISHER

\e\vs Editor

Uist Wednesday, in the early morning,

\lv.Gregor residence hall suffered the worst

,,; Lliree possible arson attempts resulting in

;;., evacuation of the entire haJ! for several

On November 4, at approximately 2:00

am, an unknown arsonist broke into the room

of Brendan Keenan, a sophomore, and set

fire to his bed and possibly his closet causing

approximately 500 dollars of damage to the

room.

The fire department received acall at 2: 56

am and responded evacuating the building

and suggesting that residents find another

place to sleep for the reminder of the night.

Two pump trucks and on fire ladder truck

reported to the scene.

The remainder of the morning was used to

investigate the fire, and all students were

allowed back into their rooms at by 10:00

am.

According to the arson investigation the

fire had been burning for almost an hour

before it was reported.

Witnesses reported that flames were

visible from the ground and black smoke was

"pouring out."

The arson investigator stated thai two

fires were probably set separately - one on

the bed and one by the closet door.

The fire damaged the closet door, the wal I.

and the mattress as well as Keenan's personal

property including a sheet, blanket, home-

made pillowcase, and some clothing in his

closet. Thearsonistapparentlydid notdisturb

any of Keenan's other personal possessions,

and, so far, none of his possessions have been

reported missing.

Keenan has been out the state since block

break and has been notified but will not be

returning early.

According to Mike Gower, the Captain of

the fire department, die arson investigators

have several leads but no clear suspects

McGregor residents suspect that the tire

was set by someone who lives in the hall

because the only ways to enter the room arc

through the door, which was locked, and the

window, which was not locked and can be

accessed . from the porch roof. Residents

suspect that die arsonist climbed out ot a

window from one of the four other rooms

accessing the roofand entered Keenan 's room,

although it Is possible that the culprit could

have climbed onto the roof from the ground.

Chris Bell, the Hall Director for Bem is and

McGregor, says he is leaning toward the idea

diat someone in the hall set the fires but said

it is much too early to rule anything out.

No residents have decided to move out as

a result of the fires but one student reportedly

approached residential life about his options

Continued on page 3...

While the final votes were being tabulated, an unknown arsonist set

fire to McGregor.

Senior trustees, Tutt and Lyons, pass away
SINGELI AGNEW

Catalyst Staff Reporter

Vacancies have been left on the Colorado

board of trustees by Russell Tutt and

George Lyons, both ofwhom died in October

1992.

Russell Tutt,who was
19 at his death on

October 21, had served

on [he CC Board of

Trustees since 1957 He
headed the El Pomar

Foundation, the slate s

largest charitable

foundation, and also held

lop positions at the

Broadmoor hotel and the

Cheyenne Mountain

Zoo. Tutt was Chairman

of the Board of Trustees

from 1966 to 1984, and

was Chairman Emeritus

Since 1989. Tutt was the

son ofCC trustee Charles

L- Tutt Jr., who donated Tutt Alumni House.

George Lyons died unexpectedly at age

64 on October 6. Lyons had served on the CC
Board of Trustees since 1985. He had a

Features
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Deceased trustee Russell Tutt

strong involvement in athletics during his

terms and was responsible for spearheading

the Carle Weight Room project. Barbara

Yalich. Vice President for Development and

College Relations at CC, commented that he

will be missed "in the fundraising scene," and

that he was "a dynamic,

hands-on fundraiser."

Both Lyons and Tutt were

charter trustees. With dieir

vacancies, the board now

consists of 25 members.

Three of these members

are alumni trustees, who

are elected by CC alumni,

and the rest are charter

trustees, elected by the

trustees diemselves.

The terms of office,

which are staggered, last

six years for charter

trustees and four years for

alumni trustees. Most

trustees serve more than

one term, however, and

spend an average of eight years on the board.

Theelection process fornew trustees is headed

by William J. Hybl, chairman of the

nominating committee. The committee

already has a list of candidates for the board.

According to Barbara Yalich of College

Relations, the committee has beenevaluating

and considering new members for quite

some dme, as there were vacancies on die

board even previous to

the deaths of Lyons and

Tutt. For this reason she

feels that "they

move fairly quickly to

make these [new]

appointments."
Yahch explained that it

IS not urgent for the

board to replace the

positions immediately,

however, and felt thai

the empty positions do

notcause aproblem "that

gets in the way of the

college doing what it

needs to do." Yalich

wentontosaythai"with

25 memberson the board

they still have "a very adequate number of November and March. The next meeting is

votes," and that it should not affect the scheduled for November 13 and 14. but it is

upcoming election of the new CC president, uncertain whether new appointments will be

Yalich explained that the criteria for new made.

Deceased trustee George Lyons

trustee members are based mainly on the

"strong interestand strong commitment" that

candidates have demonstrated for CC. There

is alsoa "high expectation that they will give

generous personal gifts to the college," and

that they will support the college financially.

Other considerations

include location, age, and

professional diversity.

Most arc cidier alumni or

have had children that

attend CC.

The most recent new

trustee appoinlmcnis

were of charter trustee

pL-icrson Zah, in

Nuvcmbcr of 1991.

Lh.iricr trustee Peter

Suscmini in Spring of

/ l'''i], andalumni trustee

( iKirlcsReubans.alsoin

the Spring of this year.

The board of trustees

meets four times a year,

In May, Septembers,
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Students escape death in

head-on coUision with semi
B} JUDLOHES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On Wednesday. October 21,

Colorado College students Janelie

Towns and Harris Hall were

involved in a near-fatal car accident.

They were traveling south

on 1-25 from Denver at

approximately 12:00 am

when their car swerved and

was broadsided by a semi.

Hall, a sophomore, was

released from Sl Francis

Hospital the following

Tuesday with a broken

pelvis and femur. He has

since left Colorado to spend

the remainder of the third

block at his home in

California.

Towns, also a

sophomore, sustained

senous head inj uries that left

herinacoma foraweekand

a half. She was transferred

to the Trauma Rehabilitation

Unit of St. Francis Hospital

on November 3 where she

remains in a state of semi-

consciousness.

The events of the accident

remainmysterious. TownsandHall

were returning from the Public

Enemy and U2concertat Mile High

Stadium in Denver. Towns drove

Hall'sFord Taurus while Hall slept

reclined in the passenger seat.

The Colorado State Police

investigation of the accident reports

that Hall's car was just north of

Monument, traveling south in the

passing lane. Towns applied the

brakes and skidded for several feet

before running into the rear end of

Janelie Tovvns

a second vehicle. This vehicle was

left at the scene of the ace ident and

remains unidendfied.

At diis point the car angled off

into die right lane and was struck by

a Kenworth semi on the passenger

side. The truck pushed the car for

23 1 feet before coming to a rest on

the right shoulder. Alcohol

consumption was not mentioned as

a cause in die police report.

Witnesses to the accident

described the scene as "horrible"

and were surprised that the

passengers survived. Towns's

mother said diat in lighlof

the accident's severity, she

is,"Thankfuldiat Janelie is

stiJl alive."

"She has serious head

injuries, the extent of which

won't be known for a long

time," said Mrs. Towns.

"She will have a long

rehabilitation."

Towns iscurrenUy listed

instablecondition. She has

shown signs of recovery

which precipitated her

transfer from the Intensive

Care Uni t to the Rehab Unit.

RecenUy, she has begun

responding to certain

stimuli such as voices,

touching and simple verbal

commands. A hospital

spokesman said of Towns.
" She has made it through a

lot, but she has a long way to go."

Towns is involved in several

campus activities, most

prominendy as student interim co-

ordinator for the Admissions

Department, organizing campus

tours and overnight stays for

prospecdve students.

Cuban relief to break embargo
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The US-Cuba Friendshipment

will pass dirough Colorado Springs

on Monday, November 1 8. Drivers

and volunteers for the

Friendshipment will hold a press

conference near the band shell of

Acacia Park at 12:30PM.

The US-Cuba Friendshipment

will directly challenge the morality

and legality of theUS trade embargo

against Cuba by delivering

powdered milk, medicine, bicycles,

school supplies and Bibles toCuban

churches.

The Friendshipment is

coordinated nauonally by Pastors

for Peace, a project of the Inter-

religious Foundation for

Community Organization. The

Rocky Mountain caravan,

originating in Boulder, CO, is one

of nine routes on the

Friendshipment. The primary

spokesperson on the Rocky
Mountain route will be Gail Walker,

who has led two research

delegations to Cuba for IFCO/
Pastors for Peace this year. Tom
Moore, a driver from Boulder,

visited Cuba in January, 1992.

The recent passage of die "Cuban

Democracy Act" - orTorricelli Bill

- has strengthened the existing

embargo and has heightened the

tension surrounding the

Friendshipment. Rev. Lucius

Waiter, Executive Director of

IFCO, said Oiat, 'The Torricelli

legisladon . . . will increase hunger

and decrease healdi care in Cuba,

^ $100/week
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Position for CC Catalyst
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Business/selling skills.

Send Resume To: WB267

making our mission more critical

dian even. It is inconceivable that

the US government would consider

it illegal to donate food and

medicine to brothers and sisters in

need. Nevertheless, if our

government decides to block diis

shipment, we will not back down.

We will succeed in this mission of

love."

Cuba has suffered the effects of

the US trade embargo for over diree

decades. Since 1990, nearly all of

Cuba's tradecontracts with Eastern

Europe have been broken, resulting

in what Cubans refer to as a"double

blockade." As a result, their

economy has declined by as much
as 50%.

Their program of universal

health care is in danger for lack of

medicine. Foodis in generally short

supply.

This historic project involves

thousandsofindividualsand groups

from every comer of the country

who are taking a stand against the

trade embargo. Up to 100 vehicles

and 200 drivers will travel along

nine US routes, departing from

northern US cides on November 6.

The routes will converge in southern

Texas on November 1 7, then travel

to Mexico, where donauons will be

loaded onto a freighter for transport

to Cuba.

Drivers will spend eight days in

Cuba distributing aid through a

coalition of Cuban churches.

Security Beat

10/23 1:40 AM
Emergency phone off hook. Security responded, bul no one was

there.

10/23 4:00 PM
Two students seen breaking /indows at Sigma Chi with frisbees.

10/24 1:30 AM
VCR from Student Cultural Center reported missing.

10/24 7:50 PM
Spencer Center found unlocked wldi alarm going off.

10/25 4:45 AM
Two Jeeps found broken into in Slocum lot.

10/25 5:00 AM
A blonde male seen behind Jeep, fled when he saw guard. Security

investigated and found canvas top slashed. Nothing was missing.

10/25 8:45 AM
Armstrong parking lot, security found black VW convertible with

slit rear window and radio apparently stolen.

10/26 3:05 AM
Jeep found by security with damaged dashboard and cassette tapes

stolen.

10/26 10:25 PM
Car stereo reported stolen from student's pickup truck.

10/26 10:00 PM
Two non-students reported loitering at bike racks by San Rafael

apartments.

10/27 6:00 PM
Student on a bike hit by car crossing Cascade.

10/27 7:00 PM
Rear bike tire stolen from storage in Mathias.

10/29 12:00 AM
Statue stolen from in front of Arts and Drama Workshop.

10/29 5:50 PM
Unlocked bike stolen from Annstrong Hall, just inside doors. Valued

at $400.00.

10/30 7:45 AM
Housekeeper reported that a car in Mathias parking lot had been

broken into. Radar detector and stereo were found missing.

10/30 11:30 AM
Student reponed rear window of car had been broken.

11/1 2:05 AM
Non-student male dressed as Shirley Temple found in Ticknor Hall

tied to the coffee table. Security issued him a verbal trespassing

warning.

1 1/1 3:25 AM
Student walking through fraternity quad was assaulted by three non-

CC males. He was taken to the hospital.

U/2 7:30 PM
Rear bike wheel stolen

Historic note: First bike thief of the school year was apprehended by

CC security and turned over to Colorado Springs Police. Since then,

bike thefts have been reduced.
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Student voters frustrated

with registration process
[ViKDlA RELATIONS

Young voters participate less in

,\]c
political process than any other

(jemographic group, but the reason

for ihai is not so much apathy as the

jii'fjculties of the registration

process, according to a national

policy group.

The Center for Policy

Alternatives released evidence this

month indicating that numerous

students who wish to vote in the

upcoming election are being

clamped out of the pol itical process.

In the 1988 election, one-third

of the eligible 18 to 24 year-olds

voted.

FrequenUy more than ten percent

of the student body, and in some

cases up to 30 percent, are not only

unregistered but want to register,

according to policy center officials.

American students are "ignored

by politicians and are left out of the

loop, and the difficulty of voter

registration plays a significant role

in keeping them off of the

registration lists," according to Ed

Field, director of the center.

"There are plenty of solutions

that would encourage more younger

people to vote." Field said. "It is

just a matter of implementing

them."

Many states have facilitated the

process by enacting motor voter

bills which allow people to register

when they apply for their drivers'

licenses. This method is especially

useful for young people, Field said.

Other states allow voter

registration by mail, and still others

allow registration to take place on

election day itself, thus eliminating

the cumbersome procedure of pre-

regi stration.

"In many states it remains that

registration is a difficulty and

unnecessarily complicated process

which discourages people from

participating," Field said,

Research from this election

season indicates that numerous

local registrars discourage students

from registering in their college

districts rather than in their

hometowns.

Investigator suspects arson

Continued from page 1...

of moving out.

While residents have refused to

speculate on who might be the

culprit, most are shocked at the

prospect of living in such a

potentially dangerous building.

"I don't feel safe anymore,"

explained resident Billy Bromage,

"because everyone thinks it's

someone in McGregor. It'sjusinot

comfortable. Two of those tu-es

have been right by my room."

Since the end of firstblock break,

there have been two other fires

reported and extinguished, all in

trash cans in and around McGregor.

The fire department has responded

10 two of the three fires and feels

confident that both fires

investigated were set intentionally.

The first fire was set on October 1,

and die second set of fires on

0ctober24. All Fires have occurred

around three in the morning.

"Who ever it is is an asshole."

articulated third fioor resident Drew

Crumbaugh. "He doesn't seem to

care about anyone's lives but his

own. I think there's a good chance

that it is somebody in McGregor,

and if diat is true there is no rational

explanation."

Bell and others feel there is

probably a connection between at

least the two most recent fires.

According to Bell, the fires that

have been set in McGregor seem to

be getting increasingly more
thorough, and that is cause for

concern.

The first fire was set in a trash

can; the second fire was set to three

paper recycle bins, two on the first

foor and one outside.

The investigators have no leads

fo the motive behind the arson.

In response to the threat,

residential life has installed smoke
tietcctors in every room in

McGregor and is contemplating

'fisialling security cameras in the

halls. In addidon the fires have

'"spired additional patrols by
campus security around McGregor
3nd elsewhere on campus. The hall

"^ill also have more fire drills, and

maintenance is looking into

increasing die volume of fire horns

and connecting the alarms on all

four floors.

Gower cautioned residents that

if they hear a smoke detector in a

student's room, diey should first

knock on the door, and if die resident

does not respond, they should pull

the hall fire alarm. He emphasized

diat students risk making the fire

worse or personal injury if diey

attempt to open a room containing

a fire.

Bell says that he feels students

arewilling to putup with the hassles

of more security guards in

McGregor in order to slop die arson.

The security guards are mainly

looking for suspicious-looking

people in McGregor, explained

Bell, but if diey see other campus

infractions of rules, they are

obligated to respond.

McGregor is one of the older

residence halls on campus, and

according to Bell die building is

more combustible than others on

campus. However, the building

does pass all fire safety regulations,

and with the installation of new

smoke detectors, it actually

surpasses diem.

Bell admits that the smoke

detectors probably will not detour

any person wishing to set the hall

on fire but, explained Bell, the

primary goal of residential life is

now protecting the safety of die

residents. He feels diat die new

system will enable earher warning

and evacuation in the event of

another fire.

Gower hopes that any student

having potentially helpful

informadon will contact the fire

department at 578-6540 or Crime

Stoppers at 634-STOP. If the

information is used by Crime

Stoppers, diey may pay up to a

1.000 dollar reward.
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Romeo, Romeo. .

.

By KATHRYN JONES
Catalyst StatT Reporter

Noah Epstein, Varsity Soccer's

star player, is also the lead in the

CC production of/?omeoart£i7u/ie(.

His participation in the national

championships will ovcriap with

the play's scheduled showings.

Instead of leaving with the team

Friday night. Epstein will remain at

CC for die Friday and Saturday

night productions (8 pm Taylor

Hall), missing Saturday's game. If

the varsity soccer team defeats St.

Olaf College, Epstein will fiy lo

California for Sunday's semi-final

round. Then, he will return in order

to perform again.

The Sunday night production,

however, needed to be moved to 10

pm to allow Epstein dme to fiy

back. The show was planned for

8:00 pm on Sunday.

This compromise involved both

coach Horst Richardson as well as

the director of Romeo and Juiiet.

Nathan Garrison, and the cast.

This solution to the problem

emphasizes CC's spirit of

cooperation which encourages

participation in multiple activiUcs,

according to Richardson. It shows

that student involvement in a wide

range of activities is supported by

the college's administration, he

explained.

Richardson'sownson Erik was

actually a drama major and

graduated last year.

Epstein's confiict of interests

resolved through the flexibility of

all involved. The 35-membcr cast

of Romeo and Juliet agreed lo

postpone Sunday's show, rallying

behind Epstein and making the

production more of an event. CC
students attending the show are

encouraged to support the play's

time delay.

(if Ur. Seuss

ho cunrinues lo entertain and educ;

generations of children

10% Off All Children's Books
November 16-20

(9{ationaC Cfii(^cirens 'Booli'WeeliJ

CC Bookstore
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NTews briefs

Rituals intended for healing offered

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Gaden Shame (Ga-DEN Shar-TEEZ) monks of Tibei, hving in exile in southern

India, have embarked on a second world lour lo share Iheir rich culture and traditions in

a colorful vanely of dances, chants, healing ceremonies and discussion.

"Sacred Earth and Healing Arts of Tibet" on Monday, November 16, at 7:30 p.m. in

Shove Chapel, will explore diese aspects of Tibetan culture. "Healing for Healers." a

uadilionalTibeian Buddhist healing ceremony, will be performed the nexldayat7:30p.m.

in Shove Chapel. The second ceremony is specifically for therapists and counselors, but

the general public is welcome lo boUi engagements. Both presentations are free, aldiough

donations of SIO and S15, respectively, for Monday and Tuesday, are encouraged as a

fund-raising effort for the monastery and the Tibetan people.

Gaden Shartse Monastery is recognized among Tibetans as one of the finest learning

sects for Buddhism and Tibetan culture. The 1 1 monks contend that their healing

performances have a spiritually therapeutic function. Each sequence has been chosen for

its role in healing the human body and mind and that of the Earth. Their presentations

include explanation and translation.

Please call Kaihy Monahan or Bruce Coriell at 389-6638 for more information.

CC one of nation's "Seven Most Innovative"

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Sassy, a national magazine aimed at young adults, calls Colorado College one of the

"seven most innovative colleges" in the country in its new November issue.

The article praises thecoUege's block plan, initiated in 1970, in which students takeone

course at a time in intensive 3 1/2 week-long "blocks" of study. Also mentioned are: the

college's requirements for a broadly based education via a wide range of liberal arts and

sciences subjects; opportunities to combine study and u-avel; the annual Colorado College

Symposium in January: the low student-faculty ratio; and, the special summer session and

orientadon for first-year students.

The oUiersix colleges were: Antioch, in Ohio; St. John's, which has campuses in Santa

Fe and in Annapolis; Marlboro, in Vermont; Evergreen S tate, in Washington; Kalamazoo,

in Michigan; and, Uie Lang College of the New School in Social Research, in New York.

Colorado College was recently recognized, too, by US. News & World Report. The

magazine's "1993 College Guide" issue rated the school as one of the 35 best national

liberal arts colleges, ranking it in the top quarter of the country's 140 lop colleges.

Holiday fundraiser to benefit needy

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Next week, from Monday, November 9, dirough Friday, November 1 3. The following CC

organizations will sponsor a campus-wide food and clothing drive: the Center for Communuy

Service; the Marriott Corporation; Sheltered Lives; Sunday Lunch at Shove; Chaverim; the

CC. Cheerleaders; Breakout; and All-Campus Christian Fellowship.

Their goals arc to help needy people and to increase awareness about hunger and

homelessncss issues. They plan to give the food and clothing collected to Sunday Lunch ai

Shove, the Red Cross Shelter, La Puente Shelter in Alamosa, the Department of Social

Services, the Emancipation Program, and the Women's Bean-Project.

Help the Holidays Happen events include:

1) Collection of food and clothing from administrations, faculty, staff, and students

Collection bins will be located at Womer Desk, Tutt Library main desk, Boettcher Health

Center, Benjamin's, the Center for Community Service, and major residence hall main desks.

2) Collecuon of Thanksgiving weekend meals. Students may donate meals that they do nui

plan to eat. In exchange for diese "meals," Marriott will give food and supplies to Sunday

Lunch at Shove, Alternative Spring Break service trips, and other agencies.

3) Party - A Help die Holidays Happening in Benji's on Thursday, November 12, from 3:30

to 7:30pm. Munchies and live music.

Senior completes apprenticeship program

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Julia Munsch of PorUand, Ore., a senior at Colorado College is one of 75 college students

from across the nadon who completed the Minority Research Apprenticeship Program

(MRAP) Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) research program this summer at

die University of Stony Brook, Long Island.

Participating students were selected from more dian 500 applicants and during eight weeks

did research and presented their results at symposium. Munsch's abstract chronicled hi

chemistry research on the tailless torand, an investigation of organic chemisU"y.

Administered by the Office of Undergraduate Studies and the Graduate School, the program

is supported by grants from die U.S. Department of Education, the U.S. Department of

Energy, and the National Science Foundation.

YOUTH
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Senior pontificates on the art of Keg party lingo
By PETE MULVIHILL
Catalyst Staff Reporter

It hascome to my atlenuon

ji various social gatherings

jround campus (like keg

p-uties and keg parlies) that

LJiere are a number of new

c,tudents. first-years and

[jansfers alike, who have not

mastered the art ofCC small

talk. They sometimes start

conversations with such un-

CC questions as "How are

you?" or "Have we met yet?"

First of all, CC
conversations in passing must

cither start with "hey" or

what's up?" But, the deeper

iiiiplications of the problem

jrisc not in passing greetings

ixiwcen the luscious green

r^a^iures of our desert

environment, butduring more

extended social conversations

at various social events (like

keg parties).

So I'm here, in my infinite senior wisdom,

to perpetuate the art ofCC social gab that got

me through so many social events here (like

keg parties).

After sociological analysis and in-deplh

discussions with other seniors, I have created

a basic introduction to small talk for students

\vho have yet to master the art of schmoozing

with people you hardly know orcare about, as

IS often the case in the huge range of social

events we have here at CC (like keg parties).

Therefore, what follows is a day-by-day

guide to how to get through a block when you

nan into random people you vaguely recognize

at Benjamin's, or. say, a keg party. Although

these basic Unes will get you through most

situations, you have to be quick on your feet in

adjusting some of the finer points to fit the

season. So good luck, and here it is:

WEEK ONE:

Monday - "What did you do forblock break?"

Tuesday - "What class are you in?"

Wednesday - "What class are you in again?"

Thursday - "What are you doing this

weekend?"

Friday - "Who is having dieFAC today?" Or

"Is the hockey team at home this weekend?"

Saturday - "Are you as hungover as I am?"

Sunday - "What class are you in again?"

WEEK TWO:
Monday • "What did you do this weekend?"

Tuesday - "When does diat play start?"

Wednesday - "I can't wail for the weekend.

What's going on around here?"

Thursday - "Do you want to go to Boulder

this weekend?"

Friday - "'What's going on tonight?"

Saturday - "Are you as hungover as 1 am?"

Or"Yeuchk. How can you even

drink this early?"

Sunday - "Are the Redskins on national TV
this week?"

(Or, if you dare not to be a Skins fan,

insert home team here; it often

strikes up ihcname game,

which providesendless strands

of entertaining conversation).

WEEK THREE:

Monday - "How was your

weekend?"

Tuesday • '"Whai class are

you in again?"

Wednesday - "What are you

doing for block break?"

Thursday - "Do you have a

paper or afinal?"

Friday "Who's having the

FAC today?"

Saturday - "Did the hockey

team win last night?"

Sunday - "Where arc you

going for block break again?"

WEEK FOUR:
Monday - "How is your paper

/final looking?"

Tuesday -"Whalclass are you

i n a g a i n ? "

Wednesday "When arc you

leaving for
?"

Thursday - "1 tlioughi you

were gone to ,?"

For those of you who are not familicir wiili

the FAC (Friday afternoon club), it is just like

a keg party; same people, refreshments.

convcrsalions,elc.,bulit'sdoneduring daylight

hours.

1 f you are not into hockey or sports, you can

fall back on upcoming dramatic performances

of. if worse comes to worse, rehash theclection

or talk about skiing, ihc weather, snow. Just be

careful not to seem too interested or converse

on a deeper level. For God's sake, you mighi

make lasting friendships!

"Ground Wasters" don footware, entertainLoomis
By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKI
CaM/jis/Staff Reporter

This Halloween there were interesting

costumes throughout campus, but a unique

group of guys decided on something a little

more daring. They went without costumes.

They went without clothes.

They sounded like a herd ofelephants and

were heralded by giggles and a camera flash

wherever they went.

"I felt exposed," was the comment of one

"^ anmna Scrkowski

Energetic "Ground Wasters" entertain Loomis Hall with birthday suit

presentation last weekend.

first-time streaker. (It's no wonder why.)

So, who is this illustrious group of wild

men? They come from the depths of Loomis

Hall , where few have ever gone and ever go.

GroundWest is their wing. Ground Waste is

their name.

Their Halloween hall-decorating hasn't

been die only stunt for the ground wasters.

lean Duplantier and Marshall Carver

began what is now the famous (or infamous)

"Ground Waste Stud Service." (Otherwise

known as men so macho diey strut.) This

service was formed around Homecoming

ume to provide dates for the dateless. This

joke turned into reality when the Stud Service

received calls.

"Some of diose calls were pretty serious,

loo. Two Homecommg dates came of the

whole Uiing," commented Duplantier.

Again, thanks to the talents of Carver and

Duplantier. Ground Waste ran a candidate

forclass president -Danforth Opulence Smith.

Danforth had impressive qualifications

(which seemed to mock the real candidates)

but unfortunately lost the election.

They have also formed a Surveillance

Team to keep Loomis in order and have

created an alternative Course Schedule full

of Stud classes, modeled after C.C.'s own.

Whatevercomes outofGround Waste seems

to keep the dorm laughing.

But these guys aren't all laughs. They are

taking CC. sports very senously. Four play

on varsity soccer, four play rugby, three run

cross-counuy, and two play football. The

wing has AT LEAST one team rcproscnlmg

inu-amural sports on campus.

And in all diis, the wing's favorite Hall

Sport IS chess. Is Unc campus ready for so

many talented men with brains too'?

How do the Ground Wasters feel about

the group they are part of'.'

"Wann and fuzzy" - Mike Roach

"It's the sphincter of Loomis ... but you

have to love it!" - David Birnbaum

"Ground Waste is intense male bonding.

. . it has to be" - Ian Creager

"It's likcafrai.butyoudon'ihaveto pay."

- Bill Mangle

"Good, clean family fun!" - Chris

McCauley

"There'sasenseofbrolhcrhood."-Chaim

Lodish

"Definitely the most creative wing on

campus." - Dan Burgurd

And creative they are. They have formed

Uieir own band called "Mr Wiggly." They

practice in the depths of Loomis and usually

get calls from Mathias to turn the volume

down.

Musicians Chris Pitts, Bill Dunbar, and

Dan Burgurd commented, "We haven't had

any performances yet. We're just hoping CC

can help us out." (Look for them on their first

CC tour.)

lason Stinson is the R.A. in charge of this

group. He was not available for interview,

because he's off campus for the block (how

convenient), but his wingees had much to say

about him . .
. "awesome, coolest, stud ... one

great man and his monkey!"

The Ground Wasters have been known to

party (they're quite talented at organizing a

good gadiering). and most of their members

tend to be a litUe off die wall. So be looking

for more funky stunts. If it's hilanous and

daring, it's probably Ground Waste!
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Sowards goes spdmikiiig in spectacularSpringCave
BvSTACEYSOWARDS
Features Editor

Go where no human has gone

before? As truly impossible as this

may seem in this day and age. ii is

indeed feasible lo set foci into

unexplored territory.

Far, far away in the high

mountains, reachable only by fool,

dwells a deep, dark hole within an

ominous-looking mounlain. Okay,

so maybe it's not that far away (only

five hours by car), and the hike is less

than half a mile, but it is definitely as

exciting as it sounds. I mean, really,

how many places do you know of

diat have not been completely and

thoroughlyexplored? This deep, dark

hole is more commonly known as

Spring Cave.

Caves are an especially distinctive

feature of nature because you can be

in the Great Outdoors but inside at

the same time. That's a pretty good

trick if you ask me.

Little known lo Colorado and

much less to the world (other than

locals and serious spelunkers), Spnng

Cave is the second largest cave and

alsocontains the largest underground

river in Colorado. Furthermore, ii

has never been completely explored.

Spring Cave was formed by a

limestone bed partially dissolved by

carbonic and sulfuric acid. What

remains is a completely awesome

cavern full of exploration

possibilities.

Stalagmites and stalactites, drip

holes as deep as your leg is long,

beautifully colored stone,

underground lakes, secretive caverns,

mudrooms, and butterscotch-colored

walls make this cave unique. If you

are into the wildlife scene, you may

see bats, or even better, guano (bat

feces). But that is probably the only

life form you will find a trace of.

other than your spelunking pals.

Located lu the Flat Tops
Wilderness Area, Spring Cave is

most easily accessible through

Meeker, Colorado, which is

convenienUy located near nothing. If

you really want to get to the cave,

you should go dirough Denver,

catch 1-70, and head for Grand

Junction. Once you raach

Glenwood Springs, head north

until you arrive in Meeker (wilJi a

booming population of 1,000

people, becarcful, you might .miss

it).

If you are planning a U'ip, I

recommend some serious

flashlight work (at least two per

person), a map of the cave or an

experienced guide, maybe some

rope (but probably not needed)

some very warm clothes and

socks, and some lunch. A trip

through die cave will take you at

least sa hours, and because die

temperature is 40 degrees

Fahrenheit year 'round, be

prepared. Don 'tsay I didn't warn

you lo bring warm clothes!

The best time of year to go is

m early fall before the snow flails

in the mountains and while die

cave has relatively little water

seeping through it. The start of

the cave is rather open and dry

and is fairly easy walking. But,

don'tbe fooled into thinking that

this will continue. 200 feet into

the cave, you will be crawling on

yotu' elbows in the mud. It's like

being a litUe kid all over again.

About 300 feet into die cave,

you'll come to a ladder.

Continuing on, you will run into

Thunder Road, Spnng Cave's

spectacular underground river.

There will also be a smaUish

looking hole that, yes, you arc

expected loclimb dirough (which

I can promise you, is not one of

the most fun diings you would

choose to do in your spare time).

Once dirough that hole, you

will definitely appreciate your

hard work because you have just

reached die Butterscotch Room,

appropriately named because of

die unique color of the rock.

Leaving the room the only way

possible besides the way you

came in will take you to a tunnel

^Q ATTENTIONMH FOREIGN STUDENTS
,M -^ Interested in

fi M M remaining in the U.S.
M^MI after graduation?

Let us help you review your options

for obtaining a Green Card
or Work Permit

One half hour FREE consultation

LAW OFFICES OF ANN ALLOTT
2305 E. Arapahoe Rd., Suite 260

Littleton, Colorado 80122
303/797-8055 Fax: 303/7976136
Our Practice is limited to immigratior^ matters

THE HIRING OF LAWYERS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
THAT SHOULD NOT BE BASED SOLELY UPON

ADVERTISEMENTS. BEFORE YOU DECIDE ASKUSTO
SEND YOU WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR

QUALinCATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

IMMLAW^*^ A National Consorlim of Immigration Law Firms

about 50 feet

high.

Eventually

you will find a

small passage

that breaks off

from the main

tunnel; this is the

turn you need to

make.

You are now

headed for the

Little Fairy, a

very tight

chimney, which

is probably also

something you

would rather not

climb, but by

now, you will

really beinto this

spelunking
thing, so you will

probably be

psyched. Well,

maybe not. I

remember
getting stuck

there because I had my backpack

on. You might want to take yours

off if you would rather not

experience the panic of getting

lodged between two walls of rock;

not able to move anything but your

vocal chords. I was very verbal

with my companions about how

unpleasant that experience was.

Once up the Little Fairy, you

are practically to Jone's Beach.

which is the final objective for most

inexperienced spelunkers.

Jones' Beach is just what it

sounds like a sandy litde beach

named after a man that died in the

cave (hah, hah, just kidding about

The deepest section of Spring Cave, the second largest cave in

Colorado, have yet to be explored.

the sandy..., I mean die man that

died in the cave). For experienced

cavers, it is possible to go past

Jones' Beach if you want to takeoff

all of your clothes and swim in

forty degree water for five to ten

minutes. And yes, I know it is hard

to believe, but there arc actually

some idiots that have done so and

have lived to tell about it.

Once past Jones' Beach diere

are an additional four sumps

(underground lakes that have

passages widiin in diem, leading to

the next sump) to conquer. This is

where experience becomes really

handy. You must have scuba gear.

and it is probably best if you area

cerdfied cave diver to continui' on.

But if you can get past the foiirih

sump, you have reached the

unknown, the unconquercd

where no human has ever laid eyes

before.

Caves, especially Spring Cave,

arc one of the most unique features

of the Great Outdoors. And

because largecaves such as Sprinj

Cavearc re laiivelv uncommon, jiid

remarkably fun to expk
(especially if you are into s*;

torture) I think a trip to Spri

Cave is definitely in order.

Fashion at CC... NOT
By Becky Bunn

Catalyst Staff Reeporter

Okay, look around you.

Observe what people are

wearing. What do you think of

it? Do you think about it?

Do you consider the apparel

of CC students fashionable?

But first, what is fashion and

how can one begin to define it?

Upon entering Colorado
College, freshman dress varies,

but not greatly. As time

progresses, differences abound.

In a school as diverse as CC,
"anything goes," says Shari

Chavez. Fashion here is self-

defined and comfort takes

precedence.

Shawn Reddington believes

that, "It's practical to dress

comfortably." So, does
comfort define fashion? One
sophomorebelievesnol. "What
looks good is fashionable, and

people here aren't fashionable."

Maybe we are unfashionable,

but more likely we are apathetic

to fashion. Most CC students,

anyway.

A few people on campus may
still define fashion by the

seasonal trends or styles taken

from magazines. Occasionally,

someone walks by in a dress or

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

Full Bar

And it's purple too!

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

tie, and heads turn.

But. typical CC dress

sweatshirt or wool swe;

jeans, and Birkenstocks or

Tevas over wool socks.

"Nobody really cares about

fashion," states Melissa Potter,

"Unlike big schools, people

rarely dress up."

Why doesn't fashion take

importance in the dress of CC

students? The liberal attitude,

the weather, and the emphasis

on outdoor activities all play a

role in this.

There is a noticeable change

in attire, though, as seniors

begin to branch out into the

real world and look for jobs.

Suddenly the seasonal trends

and fashionable attire arc

donned, a requisite for snagging

a job in today's economy.

So, we are aware that fashion

exists. Most simply choose lo

ignore this during their years

here.

Ray Bartlett states, "I care

very little about the subject ol

fashion."

On this note, who is to say

what is or isn't fashion?

Fashion here is what eacli

individual feels comfortable in

So go ahead, die your hair

purple and walk around campus
wearing an evening gown wiili

Birkenstocks.



Become famous, improve your writing,
win friends and influence people...

Write for the Catalyst !

Call Meghan at x7811 or come down to the Catalyst office in Cossit Hall.

Portrait of the
McGregor
Arsonist^

^

DIALogue 1992
1 6th ANNUAL PHONATHON for THE COLORADO COLLEGE ANNUAL FUND

Callers Needed November 8-12 • Groups Welcome!

SIGN UP NOV\f!
Grand Prizes:

2 Round Trip Plane Tickets from Guide Travel

$100 CASH from Sherman and Howard Law Firm'

$100 CASH from the Development Office

Full Futon from Futon Connection and
the Leisure Program

2 Remote Control Color Televisions from
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Dinner for 4 at The Broadmoor
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2 Lift Tickets tor IN THE ANNUAL FUND!
Copper Mountain

Free food and a long distance phone call for everyone!
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CC students experience Mexico on the block plan
Bv TAMMV TRUJILLO and

CONRAD DENNIS

Special to the Catalyst

Mexico, our fascinaLing bui

dilTiculi-io-undersiand neighbor to

ihc Soulh. Our group is an oddly

assorted crew, but all of us came

driven by one of our primary

instincts, curiosity.

Some students' parents speak

Spanish in their homes. Those ol

us from Texas and CaJifomia were

often the minority race in our high

schools. Mexican influence is

strong and becoming stronger in

the U. S., even if you only look at

Taco Bell. We came to Mexico

with an interest in the language, the

counu7, and the people. We have

found thai, even with ihe constant

influx of American products,

language, and music, Mexicans

definitely have a distinct history,

culture and society.

Keeping in step wiihthiscountry

of contrasts, we started off with a

short debriefing in the serene

backdrop of Baca, then off to the

biggest and perhaps most polluted

city in the world. Luckily, we only

passed through Mexico City in our

Students on CC's semester program in Mexico bond in Pla/a Tapatia.
Kevin O'Conner

travels, and the Hrst week we spent

in Cucmavaca (one hour souih of

the city). We visited the

reconstructed but still beautiful

Aztec city of Teotihuacan and the

National Museum ofAnthropology.

This was an appropriate

introduction to our first course

(besides being excellent frisbee

grounds), since itwas pre-Hispanic

history.

Our first month was spent living

with families in the southern, and

most indigenous state in Mexico,

Oaxaca. Living with families is the

best way to learn a language and

one of our best experiences here in

Mexico, even though it was junior

high all over again, sneaking out of

the houses. Oaxaca, like a lot of

Latin America, has paradoxical

feelmgs about their past, especially

this year. 1992 marks the 500th

anniversary of Colombus's arrival

in the "New World." While mostof

the country had parades and

festivals flaunting the Nina, Pinta,

and Santa Maria, other places were

protesting the lossof languages and

cultures much more ancient.

Block break... BreakOUT!
By Jeff Lovelace

This third block break,

BreakOUT. a organization devoted

to helping the underprivileged is

running three different trips:

a. Cook and help out at the La

Puente chelier and soup kitchen

Alamosa, CO
b. Package and sell beans for

the Women's Bean Project in

Denver, CO
c. Build houses in Cheyenne,

WY widi Habitat for Humanity

BreakOUT in Alamosa-

BreakOUT is running a third

Block Break trip to the San Luis

Valley. This trip is going to

Alamosa, and the group will work

at La Puente, a homeless shelter

and soup kitchen. The group will

help cook at La Puente and work

on the interiors of transitional

housing m the area. In the spare

time, the group will enjoy the

beautiful surroundings of the

Sangre de Cristo mountain range,

San Luis Valley and much more.

Contact: Saskia X7233 for more

information

Women's Bean Project

inDenver-

Siudents will travel to Denver,

CO, to participate in the Women's
Bean Project. Thisproject provides

women with temporary work and

emotional support as they measure,

package and sell Bean soups to the

Denver community. The Women's
Bean Project has helped many
women gain the confidence needed

to become self-sufficent and find

employment. Come along to help

women in the mixing, packing and

sellmg of their wonderful-tasting

Bean soups.

Contact: Mary Courtney X7694

Habitat in Cheyenne-

Habitat is an international

organization directed to provide

decent, affordable housing forlow-

income families in need. This trip

will work with local volunteers to

finish construction on one house

or to help begin two new houses.

No experience needed, just

enthusiam and a desire to help out!

Contact: Rachel X 7234

orMegX78l8
As always, if you need further

information, contact the Center for

Community Service atX6846.

THE INEXPENSIVE WAY
TO MAKE HIGH MARKS

ALLVnNnR!
Put just $100 down on a Loveland Student

Loan Pass and ski 10 days lor only $15 per

day. You pay as you ski! After your 10 paid

ski days (a total of $250). We'll give you an

unrestricted Loveland Season Pass good for

the rest ol the season. This is one student

loan plan that maka the grade.

AFEWLOVEIAND
SURPRISES

^ With 60 fun

and exciting trails on over 830 acres. Loveland

ranks as the 10th largest ski area in Colorado.

OM tMW tbn Sttabort An average of

over 375 inches of white shilf falls here every

year - more than any Colorado ski area

except one. CI«Mr tkm Whitr Pwk Orjy 56

miles west of Denver on 1-70, Loveland is the

closest major ski area to the Denver metro ai«a.

For more infonnation or to

order your Loveland Student Loan Pass,

call l400-2UHOn

INTRODUCING
LOVELAND^
STUDENT

Tmm

Now we are staying

Guanajauato (Uiree hours north
o^

Mexico City) for the remaindoroi

our .semester. It is a beautiful ulj

colonial style city, resurrected trort,

the richesofdicground, silver. W^

have two blocks of Mexican

literature and one of sociology

This block, it has been hard
i(,

concentrate since they are hosijn^

the International Cervantmo

Festival for two weeks. Studyinj^j^

intensive and dificult mixed

intensive cultural aclivi

partying and the C.C. Bloci;

Program in Mexico.

Mexico has been

unforgettable experience. Wc have

gained personal insight, lifelong

friends, loving adopted families,

and a few extra beer pounds,

Mexico is made up of ancioni

cultures tied to the past and people

looking to the future; oligarchy-

democracy, traditional,

posunodem, mariachi-rock-n-roll.

Mexico is a fascinating place thai

goes beyond our border towns and

beach resorts. Mexico isaneighbor

largely misunderstood and often

taken forgranted. VIVAMEXICO'
QUE VIVA!

Do you want to have influence

over the entire CC community?

Edit the Catalyst
or the

Disparaging Eye
nent semesterl

Rpplfcations are auailable at the
Uiorner desk, and are due
LUednesday, Nouember 18.

Questions can be directed to
Chert at k6675

51GUIDE
TRAVa SYSTEM. INC.

How about
a cruise for

spring

break?

Discounts available for 3, 4, and 7
day Caribbean Cruises.
COME BY OUR CAMPUS OFFICE IN
ARMSTRONG HALL TO BOOK YOUR
TRAVEL OR CALL CINDYAT 389-6732
MAIN OFFICE 635-351

1

TOLL FREE 800-821-2714
Carlson Trnvel Network
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Today's university students seem to

be a foitearing, forgiving loL Subject to

callous exploitation and victimization by

ofone of the biggest rip-offs in America,

iliey are remarkably silenL Perhaps for

good reason, for if they speak out and

protest, they are all too vulnerable to

reiiiliation from faculty and

administrators.

The victims of the rip-off are the

undcrgniduates, especially freshmen or

iophomores.iheoneswhoareoflOT taught

jnd graded by other students— teaching

assistants as they are euphemistically

called. In a variation of the old bail-and-

switch game, the universities entice

potential suidents and their parents v/ith

tales of exceptional teaching by emdiie

and sometimes world-renowned

professors. But when the checks are

wTiuenforS5.0(X),S]0,000,orsomeiimes

over 520,000 for a year's education, and

ihestudentsaresafelyenroUed. the reality

ihey find in the classroom is not exactly

what the catalog describes.

Thesehopcful ,expectantyoungmen

and women all too often fmd not a

professor standing in front of them but a

graduate student (sometimes an

undergraduate student). While these

psaido-professors rarely lecture in the

large halls, they often lead the smaller

class discussions where the real teaching

should occur. They grade examinations

and courses; ihey evai counsel students

aboutsomeofthemostimportantchoices

iniheir lives. Is thisauniveisilyeducation?

k this what students and parents pay tens

of thousands of doUars for? Is this why

soidenis studied so hard— lo be taught

and counseled and graded by men and

women who have not yet earned their

degrees, who arenotyet qualifiedenough

lobe hiredby theuniveisi^asaprofessor?

The consequences are serious.

Undergraduates arecheatedofthequality

ftlucaiion they have bought and paid for.

Grades lose much of their meaning, for

wone caies very much for one student'

s

'^ew of another, and this may be one

factor in the rampant grade inflation that

flakes a mockery of everyone's grades.

The bottom line is a cheapened degree.

Aslongasfewpeoplecatchon to the fact

ifet university students are taught and

graded to a significant extent by other

students, and that high grades are

•Bmmonplace, the value of the degree

^ hold up. Bulas the word spreads, and

ii will, the value of many college and

"niversily degrees will become more and

more suspect

Perhaps theworstnews is that itnow

lakes the typical undegraduate close to

six years lo earn tWs quasi-bogus degree.

The four-year bachelors degree has

^«come a relic of the past, largely due to

theunavailabdilyofcourses when needed

and inept counseling and guidance.

Graduate students may not be

cheated, but they are exploited ruthlessly.

Many of than are coerced into either

teaching or performing research tasks for

their professors. Approximately 44% of

aU financial aid to graduatesuidentscomes

in the form of "teaching assistanLships:"

an additional 38% is available for

"research assisiantships." When

economic coercion fails, an increasing

numberofuniversibesresortto making a

cenain number of semesters or quancrs

ofteachingarequirement for the doctoral

degree. The problem with all thrs ls that

teaching, even badly done, takes much

preparation and time, and the tune a

graduate student spends teachmg a

professor' s classes or doing a professor'

s

research is time stolen from die pursuit of

the Ph.D.

The r^ulls are predictable, tragic,

and htdespoken of Thenormal. accepted

time to earn the Ph.D. is three to four

years. Today, after one has received die

bachelors degree, themedian time it takes

to earn adoctoraldegree is 1 0.5 years. For

womenthetimeisl2.5years. For African-

Americans it is 14.9 years. The ^ical

student ismiddle-agedbeforecompleiion

oftherequirementsforthedoctoraldegree.

In one sense, diese stadstics are the

good news. Half the men and women

who struggle diorough die Ph.D. gauntlet

take longer and some of them are old

when diey finally receive dieir degree. It

gets worse. We worry about dropout

rates of 12 or 15 percent in our high

schools. The dropout rate today for out

doctoral degree candidates, many of die

brightest young men and women m diis

country, is 50 percent, widi most of them

dropping out after spending five, six,

seven, or more years in pursuit of the

Ph.D.

There is away to stop the cheatingof

undergraduates and the exploitation of

graduate students: simply prohibit the

use of students as professors.

"Impossible." the universities will say.

"We couldn't afford it, and besides, the

graduate students need teaching practice

fortheday when theybecomeprofessors."

But die universities could affonl it, by

providing the same level of fmancial aid

10 graduate students, with no strings

attached, if only they required their

pnafessors to teach more than a few hours

a week. As for teaching "practice," fewer

than halfofall doctoral recipienisevergo

on to become professors. Furthermore,

die time to practice should come after

receiving the degree, not while pursuing

iL Do medical students practice surgery?

Do law students fractice in court with

real clients?

Some politicians have called for putting

God back in the classroom. Think how

much we could accomplish if we jusi put

the professors back in ^e classnDom.

Earth FS,!
By MICHAEL
MORRIS

It is SO refreshing to finally

meet some people who are

right. After reading the last

two issues of the Catalyst I

have had my eyes opened to

the benefits of never

compromising, of being so

pompous and egocentric that

no one else's opinion is worth

the trees used to print up their

ideas. Earth First! is a perfect

example of arrogance and
ignorance at work. Theyclaim

they are working for the earth,

but in fact they are only

attempting to force their own
philosophy of life, that has

very little to do with

environmentalism, on the rest

of society.

What KASANDRA, or

whatever her real name is

(obviously she does not have

the courage to put her name to

her ideas), and Kevin Murphy
propose for our society is

nothing short of eco-fascism.

They view the world in black

and while terms; they 're right,

and everyone else is wrong.

They look upon compromising

as a form of selling oneself

short. The only thing that they

really sell short is the

environment and democracy.

Heaven forbid that we actually

consider someone else's

opinion is valid and worth

listening to. If anyone
disagrees with KASANDRA
or Mr. Murphy they are

automatically labeled

conservatives and enemies of

the earth.

At the core of the Earth

First! belief is something
called Deep Ecology. Put

simply, which is the only way
to put Earth First's ideas, Deep

Ecology professes that

humans have the same rights

as every other creatures.

Using that logic one must

consider lions and tigers and

bears dangerous threats to the

environment since they do not

respect the "rights" of other

animals.

Besides the lunacy of such

a notion that protozoa have

the same exact "rights" as

monkeys, elephants and

humans, the conclusions that

Earth First! has drawn from

the theory of Deep Ecology

are absolutely frightening.

Because man is so flagrantly

violating the "rights" of other

animals. Earth First! believes

that drastic actions are needed.

Some of their activities in

defense of the earth have

included conspiring to

sabotage a Nuclear Power
plant, spiking trees (which is

potentially lethal), spraying

unknown chemicals on lands

they consider precious,

attempting to kill one of the

last of the Californian

Condors, etc. So. according

to Earth First!, causing a

nuclear meltdown, spraying

unknown chemicals into the

atmosphere, and causing the

extinction of a species all

benefit the environment.
With environmentalists like

that, who needs polluters?

The true beneficiaries of

Earth First! activities are the

very groups that Earth First!

considers "the enemy" (as

KASANDRA refers lo those

who disagree with her). This

same "enemy" plays Earth

First! like I play the piano.

What Earth First! doesn't

understand is that we are a

political world, and they sure

aren't going to change that.

However, they might act so

juvenile and fascist that

people will automatically

react against the very

programs that they and others

might wish to enact. Other

"more conservative

[environmental] groups" have

realized this reality. They
understand that talk is cheap.

They want results and they

work to get them. If the old

ideas don't work, then try

something new (such as

pollution trading permits,

which have greater

environmental benefits at a

lower cost). However, Earth

First! isn't interested in

results, they arc interested in

being correct. That is what is

behind their "no compromise"

attitude.

But that is not surprising

since Earth First! is only on

surface an environmental

organization. Underlying

their actions are a basic

rejection of humanity as we
know it. Earth Firsier

Christopher Manes argues for

a return to the hunter-gatherer

tribes of days gone by. In

Manes ' book he quotes

another Earth Firster as saying

ihat"[m]anyof us in the Earth

First! movement would like

to see human beings live much
more like the way they did

15.000 years ago...." Just

imagine how wonderful life

would be with a 20 year life

expectancy, knowing poverty

and hunger for all of those

days. That is exactly the type

of world that Christopher

Manes and others are calling

for.

However, it gets even

better. (Not only is our life

expectancy cut by 66%. but

most of us get to. Arne

Naesshas envisioned for us

and pushed for a world

population goal of 1 00 million

people.) If Earth First! truly

believes in this population

goal then perhaps they can

volunteer themselves as the

first sacrifices for our greater

earth. However, I choose to

stick around a bit longer.

However, it should be

noted that some of Earth

First! 's members do not agree

with the organization's current

direction. One such person is

co-founder David Foreman,
who has just quit and disowned
the organization. He claimed

that he "doesn't believe that

muddying the issues with a lot

of class-struggle rhetoric and

weird-lifestyle stuff works.

Generally you arc most
effective when you remain pari

of society." Of course, to hear

KASANDRA explain it, Dave
Foreman has just become
another one of those evil

conservatives.

As for our little chapter of

Earth First! here on our oh so

conservative campus, I have

three suggestions. First, ifyou

believe so strongly in what you

do then stand up for it. Put

your name behind your
actions. If you decide to break

the law, accept the

consequences. That is in the

spirit of Thoreau, Ghandi. and

King. They believed so

strongly in their message that

they were willing to accept the

consequences. The people

were more than able to judge

for themselves whether or not

the actions of these men were

just. When Earth First! refuses

lo accept similar

responsibility, the public can

sense iheir cowardice.

Second, change the type of

protest. There is no benefit to

the environmental movement
for Earth First! to portray

themselves as childish

terrorists. If your goal is lo

help ihe earth then Earth First!

must learn to talk to people

instead of talking at them.

Protesting is a public relations

activity. The goal is to do

more than just attract attention

to your cause. The goal is to

convert more people to your

cause than the people you are

protesting againsl can attract

to theirs.

My last recommendation is

to the administration. Since

Kevin Murphy fell jusi short

of admitting his role in the

stealing of the sprinklers on

campus, it would be prudent

to question him on his

knowledge in the incident. I

doubt that he would divulge

anything, but the college needs

to send a strong message that

the campus belongs to all of us

students, not to a select few.

Besides. I doubt that Earth

First! would last long if they

realized that their actions

might actually effect their

livelihood. After all.

responsibility for one's action

has never been Earth Firstl's

strong suit. Then again. Earth

First! doesn't really have a

strong suit.
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To the Editor

Town Local Vocal on
Professorial

Expression of Opinion
To the Editor,

I have a few points of dispute

with Lynne Cheney's article in

the June Colorado College

Bulletin. "A Classroom or a

Pulpit?" Ms. Cheney staled in her

article that it was her impression

"that most students are not

affected politically" by classes in

which professors have openly

discussed their political

conviciions. In fact, she stated

ihai such classes deprive students

"of the opportunity to engage in

the free and open exchange of

ideas that should characterize

education," and that they are

"deprived of the opportunity to

know wherein the real excitement

of learning lies."

It has been my experience,

however, that classes which are

taught by politically active

professors have challenged the

students to determine their

viewpoints, whether they agree

with the professor or not. If the

professor is held back from

communicating her/his ideas to

the students, it gives the entire

class an air of ambivalence in

which the students feel that if the

professor is not concerned or

excited, then why should the

students be any different? If a

professor has strong convictions

which the students disagree, Llien

the students must be able to

verbalize Lheir beliefs in order to

challenge the opinions of ilieir

professor. I agree with Ms.

Cheney's statement that the

college classroom is a place for

the open exchange of ideas. It is a

place in which both professors

and students share knowledge,

experience, and values. But if the

studenisare not challenged, if ihey

are not asked to question their
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beliefs (not necessarily denounce,

simply question) then they will

not be learning any tiling that ihey

do not already believe they know.

Ms. Cheney seems to believe

iJiat the search for "tmth" is bei ng
denied to students via

proselytizing by their professors.

She implies that people can be

apolitical and objective in their

search for tlie "truth." Everyone

is political, however, and our

political convictions are

expressed by every action we take.

By simply deciding "objectively"

which topics should be discussed

in the classroom in order to give

students a broad "objective" view

of the course, llie professor has

already made a political judgment

call. "Truth" (Whatever it is)

cannot be discovered by disrobing

oneself of politics because it is

impossible to be apolitical.

Searching for one's own truth is a

political action begun by a

political decision.

Ms. Cheney stated, "But now
aJl we hear on our campuses is

that truth is no more than an

illusion constructed by some in

order to control others. Scholarly

objectivity, the disinterested

seeking after information, the

impartial weighing of evidence

— these are not ideals to be sought,

but veils to be ripped aside so that

the interests lurking behind them

can be exposed."

Cheney seems lo believe that

there is one universal truth which

we should all naturally end up

agreeing on. Political and social

elites have constructed iJieir own
truths and have imposed them on

the powerless majority for

centuries. There are many truths

which President Bush and Will

Perkins believe which will never

be truths for me. I also find the

"disinterested seeking after

information" to be an impossible

construct. Who would seek after

information if they had no interest

in it? The search for "truth" is an

ongoing saga because everyone

has different political conviciions

which are inextricably bound lo

their ideals, truths, and values.

The search for truth exists because

of ongoing poUtical discussions.

Cheney's article gives the

impression, intentional or not, that

the professors which
"proselytize" their students are

always from the left, progressive,

or radical side of politics. Most
people, including professors, who
form that side of politics have

historically been vocal out of

necessity. One must be vocal

when one is consistently being

pushed aside, trodden on, muffled

and ignored. On the other hand,

pfiRTH 'P

there is also a muliiiude of classes

offered in colleges and

universities around the country

taught by very vocal, very

opinionated professors of the

right, conservative side ofpolitics

as well.

The problem does not lie in

the lectures and discussions

provided by the professors. The
professor's political convictions

only become a problem if the

professors are closed to the

differing opinions of the students

and grade the students on their

opinions instead of their effort,

intelligence and motivation. The
problem is that students are not

being challenged enough to

verbalize their own political

convictions. Colleges and
universities have become
microcosms in which campuses

areenclosed in an artificial bubble

of protection from the "real"

world, lisabouttimethatsludents

realize that they are a part of the

world and that politics do affect

them and that they darn well

should be concerned. Politics

affects every aspect of our lives.

Politics affects our jobs, our

health, our environment, our

families, our social lives, our

private lives, and our rights.

At Colorado College it has

become "in" to be an

environmentalist, but how many
students actually write their

politicians to express their

concern about the Clean Air Act
or the Endangered Species Act?

Students today (many but, of

course, not all) think they are

political because so many political

issues have become the

"politically correct" issues. They
are supposedly political but their

areumenis arc comooscd of

propaganda and are typically

insubstantial. It is very easy to

politically correct when no one

questions your political

correctness. It is very easy to havi

a political opinion if you do noi

have to state your opinion in your

own words. Once you become

vocal you have to know exactly

what you are talking aboui

because you will always run inio

people who have opinions

different than your own.

Verbalizing your beliefs is the

first step to becoming an active

and intelligent participant in

politics. Knowing where you

stand in politics is also a first sicp

in establ ishing your own identity

Our politics are determined by

our values and our opinions which

define who we are and how
view the world.

I wish I had more professors

at college who made me angry

who made me argue with them

until I was exhausted and red ni

the face and forced to go back so

the books and find more research

with which to back up my

arguments. If you subdue the

professors, you will subdue die

students. Politically active and

verbal professors do not deprive

students of the chance to explore

other opinions or ideas. It is tin

students who subdue themselves

if they do not take a stance. And ii

is the institutions who will destroy

their traditional responsibility of

providing students the

opportunity to expand their

intellect and pursue knowledge

and truth if they do not provide

the students with professors who

offer exciting, controversial,

political classes.

marlaj.stelk
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Come to an informal discussion with

ABEL TENDEKAYl MUZOREWA,
Methodist Bishop and

fonner Prime Minister for

"ZIMBABWE RHODESIA"

Thursday. November IZ 4:30 pm
Gavlord Hall

WOULD YOU LIKE TO WIELD SUPREME POWER?

Well, maybe not supreme power, BUT if you join the Leisure

Program Committee, you, too, can have a voice in reviewing

proposals and handing out nice chunks of money for swell

campus activities and events.

Come to three meetings and you're in !

IT'S THAT EASY !

The Leisure Program Committee meets the

FIRST THREE MONDAYS OF EACH BLOCK AT
12 NOON WORNER 218

FIRST, there was Rainbow Jam.

THEN, there was Rainbow Jam II: The Sequel

AND, Rainbow Jam III in Super 3-D
THEN, Rainbow Jam IV: The Rebirth

NOw...rr's

RAINBOW JAM V: Su.yin-AU.e

OK, so it's a little lame, but still lots o'fun!

WHAT IS IT?

It's a BIG PARTY!
It's ethnic and cultural food!

It's ethnic and cultural music and dancing!

It's FREE beer and, naturally, alternative beverages

(commonly known as water and pop)

It's in GAYLORD HALL IN WORNER
on SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 14

9:00 PM-MIDNIGHT

It's sponsored by your friends in AASU, ASIA, BGALA, BSU, Chaverim, ISO. MEChA, NASA,
CCCA, Leisure Program and the Office of Minority Student Life.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ert. 6846

HELP THE HOLIDAYS HAPPEN!

Start this holiday season early by

participating in our Help the Holiday

Happen Drive.

November 8-13: >-Drop non-perishable food

and extra clothing in donation boxes located

at the dorm and Womer desks, and in Tutt

Library.

Donate meals for Thanksgiving Break
(Marriott will give cash equivalent to Help
the Holidays Happen for each meal
collected).

November 12: llam-8pm - Buy soup mixes
from the Women's Beans Project (great

presents for the family) and t-shirts from the

Soup Kitchen.

'4pm-8pm - Help the Holidays Happening
in Benji's with free food and live music.

Information about hunger and homelessness
and what you can do to help will be
distributed.

* Benefiting Simday Lunch at Shove, the

Red Cross Shelter, La Puente, Alternative

Break service projects. The Emancipation
Program and the Department of Social

Services.

^ MNESTY INTERNATIONAL presents

'HE DEATH PENALTY - REVENGE
OR JUSTICE?"

with Bruce Coriell

Thursday. November 2. 7:30 pm
Bemis Exile Room
Free Refreshments

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

ITALY is the Country Spotlight

this week!

ACM LONDON/FLORENCE AND
FLORENCE INFO. SESSION
Wednesday. November 11 3:30 pm Womer
212

The Council on International Educational

Exchange ... helping students with foreign

study and travel for 45 years

will host two programs on

Wednesday. November 11 in Worner 216

3:00 pm WORK ABROAD!
4:00 pm BUDGET TRAVEL!

STUDENT RESEARCH GRANTS &
STUDENT LANGUAGE FELLOWSHIPS
available from P.I.C.A.S

Leam about the options from

Executive Director William H. Kincaid

Friday. November 13 12:00 pm Womer 218

HAV^ VOU THOUGHT ABOUT
STUDYING ABROAD?
Hear tales from those who have been there!

MATIBAS November 10 6:30-7:30

SLOCUM November 11 6:30-7:30

LOOMIS November 12 6:30-7:30

M:M0R!TY STUDENT LIFFi

Womer 233/234 Ext. 6338

The Once-a-Block Forum

on Campus

RACE RELATIONS

WiU be held on

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 12

5:30 PM
WORNER 213

Please bring yourself, your dinner,

your concerns and opinions

and a friend!

MINORmr SUMMER PROGRAM

If you are interested in exploring doctoral

studies and careers as business profesors, the

GMAC-AACSB MINORITY SUMMER
INSTITUTE offers a six-week program.

Eligibilitv: Students between their junior

and senior years or between their first of

MBA study in the summer of 1993.

Dates: June 13-July 23, 1993

Location : The University of Michigan

(at Ann Arbor)

Deadeline: FEBRUARY 1. 1993.

Contact the Office of Minoriiv Siudenl Life.

x6XVS for more informniion.
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Monday

12MI pm - ACM Urban Educa-

tion Program (Chicago) informa-

tion session, Worner Ouonset

Room 219.

*12:00pm - Concerned Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner Greg
Room 212.

12M) pm - Leisure Project

Furtds, Worner Peabody Room
218.

12M) pm - ORG, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publications

Board ofDirectors, WornerHow-
bert Room 216.

3M) pm- ACM Urttan Education

Program (Chicago) information

meeting, Mierow House.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning Ouattro

Pro. Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored tjy Academic Com-
puting.

*6:30 pm - Silent Signing Hour
Worner Howbert Room 216.

Sponsored by ttie Sign Lan-

guage Club.

7:00 pm - Livesounds, Worner
Greg Room 212.

Tuesday
10

12M> pm - Film Series, Worner

Edwards Room 211.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner How-
bert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner Wol-

cott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced WP 5.1.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting.

6:30pm - Informational Meeting

aboutStudyAbroad. Mathias Pit.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Student Cul-

tural Center.

7:30 pm - CCCA ICE CREAM
SOCIAL An opportunity for stu-

dents interested in running for

student government to discuss

their plans, ask questions, and
familiarize themselves with cur-

rent council members and their

positions. Loomis, Slocum and
Mathias Lounges. Sponsored by
CCCA.

'•7:30pm - EnACT, Worner Pea-

body Room 218.

*B:00 pm - COLORADO COL-
LEGE FACULTY WOODWIND
QUINTET CONCERT. 20th cen-

tury works: world premiere of

Cristottal Colon: Guamaauina for

Wind Quintetby Australian Com-
poser, Vincent Plush; Francaix,

Debussy and EHer. Free admis-

sion. Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department.

8.-00 pm - Fellowship of Christ-

ian Athletes, Delta Gamma
House.

9:30 pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Roots and dance hall music.

Come dance or lust socialize.

Free food and beverages w/CC
ID. Tiger Pit.

Wednesday
11

*12:00pm-ASIA, Worner Hayes
Room 213.

'12:00pm - Concerned Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner

Edwards Room 211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar Room.

'12:15pm- MUSICAT-MIDDAY.
Packard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department

12:15 pm - Theatre Workstiop.

Taylor Hall.

3M) pm - Work AbroadlCIEE
Presentation. Hear about visas

for nine countries...plus other

tipsi WornerHowbertRoom 216.

Sponsored by the Office of Inter-

national Programs.

3:30 pm - Information Session

on ACM London/Florence and
Florence programs. Worner
Greg Room 212.

3:X)-5 pm - WP 5.1 Columns
and Macros. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full Council,

Gaylord Hall.

4:00 pm - Budget Travel/CIEE

Presentation. Hear from the

Council on International Educa-
tional Exchange, helping stu-

dents with foreign study and tra-

vel for 45 years. Worner Howbert
Room 216.

6:30 pm - Informational Session
about study abroad. Slocum
Lounge.

*7:35 pm - Hockey, CC vs. Air

Force Academy. Broadmoor
World Arena.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
NIGHT. Alternative and techno
music with DJ, Phil Brown. Free
food and beverages w/CC ID.

Tiger Pit

Thursday
12

*11:00am- THURSDAY-AT-ELE-
VEN. Composer/pianist MICH-
AEL HARRISON performing his

latest work, 'From Ancient

Wortds.' Harrison's work utilizes

a 'just intonation' tuning where
the piano is tuned relative to the

overtone series, producing a
richer, more resonant tuning

than standard equal tempera-

ment Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department

72.-00 pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room 211.

12M)pm - Asian American Stu-

dent Union, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Career Panel:

Should I Go Onto Grad School?
A panel of graduates discussing

the pros and cons of going to

graduate school. Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP 5.1.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting.

4:30pm - Abel Tendekayi Muzo-
rewa, former Prime Minister for

'Zimbabwe Rhodesia,' will hold

an informal discussion. Gaylord

Hall. Sponsored by Office of In-

ternational Programs and ISO.

6:00 pm - CCCA Reception for

students to familiarize them-

selves with student government
The second opportunity to meet
with council members before

they embark on campaigns.

CCCA Office, across from the

Bookstore.

6:30pm - Informational meeting
about Study Abroad. Loomis
Lounge.

'7:30pm - Amnesty Internation-

al, Bemis Exile Room.

'7:30 pm - Contra Dancing,

featuring caller Chris Kermiet

and a live band. No experience,

special outfits or partners

necessary. Free w/CC ID; $5
general admission. Gaylord Hall.

'7:30 pm The Death Penalty:

Revenge or Justice? Discussion

with Bruce Coriell, Chaplain.

Refreshments will be served.

Bemis Exile Room. Sponsored
by Amnesty International.

•8.-00 pm - MICHAEL HARRI-
SON, piano. Free admission.

Packard HalL Sponsored by the

Music Department



WEEK

Friday
13

*12:00 pm - Contemporary Folk

Mist, SHANE MCKMAN, will

perform a lunchtime concert.

Perkins Lounge, Worner Center.

Sponsored by the Leisure Pro-

gram.

*f2.-00 pm - NorhVident House
speaker-of-the-block. Bemis
Exile Room.

12:00 pm - ATTENTION ALL
PREMEDICAL STVOENTS: The

United States Air Force Health

Professions Recruiters will host

a luncheon pizza party. Sign up

at the Olin Desk or cell Judy
Gibson at X6429 NO LATER
THAN 11/11. Olin Hall FishbowL

12:00 pm - Cha/erim, Worner

Peabody Room 21B.

12:00 pm - Great Perfomters

and Ideas, Worner Howbert

Room 216.

12:00 pm - William H. Kincaid,

Executive Director of PICAS, will

present available student re-

search grants and student lan-

guage fellowships. Worner Pea-

body Room 218.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Graphics.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting.

*7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,

•MYSTERY TRAIN.- $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Olin 1.

*8:00 pm - DANCE WORKSHOP
FALL CONCERT, featuring ballet,

modern andjazz pieces. Student

choreographed, produced and
performed. Free admission.

Armstrong Theatre. Sponsored
by Dance Workshop of the Lei-

sure Program.

Saturday
14

'7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,

•MYSTERY TRAIN- $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Olin 1.

'8:00pm - DANCE WORKSHOP
FALL CONCERT See 11113, 8
pm.

9 pm-12 am - FtAINBOW JAMI A
celebration of multi-culturalism

and diversity featuring ethnic

and cultural food and music.

Free admission. Bemis Dining

Half Sponsored byAASU, ASIA,

BSU, BGALA, Chaverim, ISO,

MEChA, NASA, CCCA, Leisure

Program and Office of Minority

Student Life.

Sunday
15

*3:00 pm - A Senior Recital

featuring, MARGARET FULLER,
soprano and DANIEL S. BRINK,
piano. Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department.

*7:00 pm - CC CONCERT
BAND, Rotxn Murray, Director.

Works by Gustav Hoist, Richard

Wagner, film score great, John
Williams, and much more. Pack-

ard Hall. Sponsored by the Mu-
sic Department.

On-Going Events

and IVIeetinqs
THE DEADUNE FOR THE NOVEMBER 16^22

•THIS WEEK" «S MONDAY. NOVEMBER OAT 4M)
PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-
SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVEYOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBLISHED IN
•THIS WEEK- THESE FORMSAREAVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French TaWe - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Geman Tattle - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Tabte First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian faWe - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Tat)le - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA -Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Full-time Positions

Account Executive position in Denver Meiro area

in sales, ccniering around selling long distance

[rfione service. The applicant musi have good

communicaiions slcilts, a willingness lo Icam, an

aiseriivc pereonaliiy, and a car. Previous sales

experience is helpful but is not required. Salary of

SI 500 per month plus commissions and benefits.

To apply, send a resume to: Breii Lauble or Dean

Wilkin, Access Long Disunce. 555 l7lh Street, Sle.

800, Denver. CO 80202; (303) 297-0477.

(Colorado- Based Jobs Notebook)

(^flk Rlripp Rp^pfirch In-stttutc

Technical Analyst position available to perform

chemical analyses and extractions; chemical

analyses of air, water, and/or soil samples for

organics, inorganics, and/or radionuclides. B.S. or

B.A. in Biology with two-years cour«work in

Chemistry and grades of C or better required.

Salary in low $20,000 range. To apply, you must

be a U.S. citizen and submit a resume and transcript

lo; Oak Ridge Research Institute. Attn: Laura

Potter. 1 13 Union Valley Road, Oak Ridge. TN
37830,(615)481-5000.

(Envinmmenlal & Science Jobs Notebook)

Fairchlld Tropical Garden
Assistani Curator of Endangered Species needed

for a one-year full-iime position ai a tropical

botanical garden to help build and maintain cx-silu

germplasm collection of endangered plant species

from South Florida and the Puerto Rican

Archipelago. B.S. in biological sciences required

with coursework in botany, genetics, ecology, and

horticulture preferred. Good writing skills

necessary. Salary S2I,(XX) plus benefits. To apply,

send resume and cover letter to: Curator of

Endangered Species, Fairchild Tropical Ganien,

1 1935 Old Cutler Road. Miami, FL 33156.

(Environmental & Science Jobs Notebook)

l.ln-ily Outdoor Cenler

Environmental Education Instructor needed starling

March 15 to teach adventure challenge and

experiential environmental awareness programs for

elementary, secondary, and college students;

supervise day and evening programs; and assist

with daily operations. Qualifications include B.A./

B.S. degree; experience with ropes courses, caving,

wilderness trips; excellent writing and verbal skills;

and WSI. First Aid, CPR cerTifications, and

knowledge of PA standards. Salary S440-5540/

month plus room, board, and paid stipend. If

interested, contact: Mr. Michael He\rvL. Assistant

Director. LOC. 2425 Rt 168. Georgetown. PA
15043. (412) 899-2100 for an application.

(Environmental & Science Jobs Notebook)

AdmlnL<:lratlvp ^<;«:l«rtflnt In Puerto Rico

Fouropcnings for administrative assistants will

occur during the summer of 1993. All positions

will be in the San Juan Office of the Coun Monitor.

Complete fluency in Spanish is essential along with

excellent academic performance, maturity, good
judgement, and exceptional writing skills.

Responsibilities involve assisting deputy monitors

in organizing and writing compliance reports that

are filed with the court. Salary is S23.000. plus

benefits and a modes! allowance for expenses

incurred in moving to San Juan. Inquiries should

be addressed to; Vincent M. Nathan, Nathan &
Roberts, 644 Spitzer building. Toledo. Ohio 436l>4.

Include a writing sample and a copy of a transcript

of work completed lo date. Two letters of

recommendation from faculty who can comment
on writing skills should be mailed by the professor.

(Government Jobs Notebook)

CHASF. offen recent college graduates two very

different routes into wholesale fmance: the Chase
Financial Analyst Program and the Chase
Wholesale Finance Associate Program, in the

Analyst Program, training includes: accounting,

risk assessment, structuring, and exposure
management. The Wholesale Finance Associate

Program provides entry-level opportunities in credit

audit or account management. Qualifications

include high achievement, adapiabilily, customer
service skills, motivation, and interest in the

organization. For more infomiation. contact:

Wholesale Entry Recruiling, The Chase Manhattan
Bank, N.A., One Chase Manhattan Plaza. lOih

Floor, New York. N.Y. 10081. (Employer Files)

PLKASF. NOTFr Career Panel: "Should I

Go Onto Grad School" . Nov. 1 2, has be«n
postponed to the Career Fair on Dec, 2.

Cprporalc Finance Analyst

Piper Jaffray. Inc. is a full ser\

banking fimi hcadquanered in Minneapolis. The

Corporate Finance department offers a rigorous

iwo-year analyst program for exceptionally

qualified individuals. Three full-time positions

avaiUble in Minneapolis and Seattle to "93

graduates with a Bachelor's degree. Quantitative

analytic aptitude is a must. Send resume and cover

letter lo: Ken Rossiter, Corporate Finance Analyst,

at Piper Jaffray Inc., 222 S. 9ih Street, Minne^wlis.

MN 55402; (612) 342-6325.

(Business/Industry Jobs Notebook)

j^ssoclatc Supervisor

American Eagle Association is accepting calls for a

pan-lime or full-time Associate Supervisor. The

position requires answering phones, interacting

with clients, assisting with meetings, and

performing sales and marketing projects. Tlie

applicant must have good communication skills,

must be friendly and energetic, and must be able to

work independently or with olhen. The salary for

part-time is S1500 per month and full-time is S3500

per month. To apply, call Catherine Weber al

American Eagle Associaiion at (510) 888-4920.

(Colorado- Based Jobs Notebook)

Internships

WorldTeach
Volunteer for WoridTeach and begin leaching in

more than half a dozen countries around the worid

in subjects like English, maih, science, and sports

in rural villages, towns and cities. Participants pay

a fee to cover the costs of airfare, insurance and

orientation. In return, WorldTeach arranges a

volunteer position that provides housing and a

modest salary. Volunteers must have a BA degree,

make a one-year commitment and take a course in

leaching English as a second language. To receive

an af^lication form, reium the reply foim or call

Kym McCany at (617) 495-5527. (International

Internships Notebook)

Sponsorship PromoHons Assistant

Worid Pro Mogul is looking for a student inlem

who is willing to help produce and promote

professional skiing events on ESPN. Internship

starts in December and is full-time but is only

temporary through the ski season. Requires

flexible scheduling and a willingness to travel. The

Pay isSIOOp^er week plus travel expenses and ski

perks. Must have a background in

communicaiions, marketing, business or other

related major. To apply, call Debbie Coniini,

ASAP at (303) 671-5300. Monday through Friday.

(Colorado- Based Jobs Notebook)

The Colorado Houst of Representatives

Internship Program - Ttie Democratic Caucus of

the House of Representatives is accepting

applications from students inleresled in serving as

volunteer committee staff assistants, legislative

aides or journalism interns during the 1993

legislative session. The time commitment ranges

from 8-20 hours per week beginning January 13-

May 12. 1993. To apply, send resume and a cover

letter with information about major, employment
history volunteer experience and plans for the

future. Contact: Sharon Powers or Marilyn Davis,

House Democratic Office, Stale Capital, Room
222. Denver, CO 80203; (303) 866-2941, (303)

866-5523. (Colorado-Based Internships Notebook)

Adventure E<lucalinn Intgrnsttlp-;

The Ouidoon Wisconsin Leadership School
(OWl^) has several openings for Intern instnjdors

beginning in the spring of 1993. The internships

are designed to prepare students lo enter the

adventure education field. Interns go through an

intensive training period, covering both facilitation

and technical skills. Room and board as well as a

stipend are included in Ihe internship. Applicants

must have completed their junior year. A high

level of enthusiasm and energy in working with

people and in the outdoors is essential. For more
informalion, contact: OWLS, George Williams

College. Box 210, Williams Bay. WI 53191; 414-
245-5531, ext. 35. (Health, Human Services &
Recreation internships Notebook)

Spolelo Festival Aporentlrj-^^hlr^

Apprenticeships in production, box office,

development, merchandising, public relations.

eichestra management, housing, finance, and

administration. Stipend and housing provided.

Send leUcr, resume, and two letters of reference lo:

Spolcio Festival USA, P.O. Box 157. Charleston,

SC29402; (803) 722-2764.

(Arts & Media Jobs Notebook)

\M<.rt^\PA In .Social lustlcc?

Volunteer full time for one year to help the needy

in Florida. Volunteers are involved with teaching.

social woric, health care, senior citizens, food

banks, chemical dependency units, homeless

shelters, fanmworker clinics, youth shelters, prisons

and more. Those iniei^tcd in volunteer service

should expect to complete application, essay,

medical and reference fomis, auend an interview,

visit the service site and participate in an

orientation program. Volunteers will receive SIOO.

a montli, health insurance, and support for room

and board. For more infomiation call (407) 33 1-

6444 or write to: (2aiholic Volunteers in Florida

P.O. Box 702.Goldenrod, FL; 32733-0702.

(Ministry-related Opportunities Notebook)

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

The Office of Nnval Research Graduale

Fellowship Propram - flie office of Naval

Research is offering graduate fellowships lo

civilian graduating seniors interested in continuing

education in electrical engineering, mathematics,

physics, chemistry, computer science, biological

sciences and many oiher related scientific fields.

Fellows receive $15,000 for the first year, 516.000

for the second year and 517,000 for the third and

final year of siudy. In addition fellows may work

in Naval laboratories during the summer months.

A pplication deadline is Jan. 20. 1993. Contact: Dr.

George Outierson. NDSEG Fellowship Program.

200 Park Drive, Ste 211, P.O. Box 13444, Research

Triangle Parte, NC 27709-3444; (919) 549-8505.

(Scholarships Notebook, Science and Technology)

TheUSAF Laboratory Graduate Fellowship

Program - The United Stales Air Force is offering

graduate fellowships to civilian graduating seniors

interested in the engineering sciences, the computer

sciences, material sciences, physics, mathematics

and other retaied sciences. Fellows receive the

same stipends as the Naval Research Fellowship

plus 52,000 to help pay for departmental fees.

Fellows must wori< in a Air Force Laboratory at

least one summer during their period of study.

Application deadline is January 20. 1993 . For

more informalion contact the same address as the

Naval Graduate Fellowship. (Scholarships

Notebook, Science and Technology)

Part-time/Seasonal

Minority Summer Instltulc/Unlvcr.'ittY of

Michigan - Minority Summer Institute sponsored

by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools

of Business is intended to increase the number of

minority students pursuing careers as business

school faculty. The Institute targets African

American, Hispanic American and Native

American students between junior and senior year

of college and Island 2nd year of MBA study.

Classes are offered in quantitative and analytic

research for course credit from U. of Mich.

Seminars and workshops on doctoral study,

academic careers, GMAT and applications to Grad.

School. Financial assistance for travel, tuition,

housing, meals, books, social activities is provided,

as well as a S2500 stipend. Institute dates are June

13-July 23, 1993 Applicalion deadline is Fehmarv
1. 1993, Contact: Graduate Management
Admission Council 2401 Colorado Avenue . Suite

! 75 Santa Monica, California 90404; (3 10) 998-

9299 collect between 9 am and 4 pm PST.

(Minority intemship and Summer Opportunities)

Miscellaneous

rmnradn .Snrlnw Tflregr Fair

Discover new partnerships al the Career Fair,

November 11, 1992, 3-7pin al the Sheraton

Colorado Springs Hotel. 2886 S. Orele Drive.

Exchange infomiation with employer represeniaiivcs

about the nature of their business. typ>es of woriters

they employ, minimum hiring qualifications, etc.

Some of the over 40 organizations confirmed are:

Children's Worid Learning Qrs.. Colorado

E>epanmenl of Corrections, Cuncni Inc., Kaman

Science Corp., St. Mary Corwin Hospital. United

Parcel Service, and U.S. Forest Service. The fair i;

being co-sponsored by Pikes Peak Community

College. Pueblo Community College, the Univer^ny

of Colorado at Colorado Springs, and the Univeniiy

of Southern Colorado.

nih Annual Cultural Divcrsllv Career

Conference - University of Northern Colorado in

Grcclcy invites you to attend this year's career

conference on Thursday, November 19 from 10;00

am to 4 pm. The conference offers you:

1, The chance to meet with over fifty corporate,

public agency, and graduate school

representatives from Colorado. Some of the

organizations participating are: Colorado

Division of Wildlife. Colorado Society of

CPA's. Denver Paralegal Institute. FBI, Japan

Exchange Teaching Program, National Center

for Atmospheric Research, Norwest, State Farm,

U.S. Olympic Committee, etc.

2. The chance to learn about and apply for possible

cooperative education opportunities, intemships,

pan-lime, full-time, or summer jobs.

Slop by the Career Center or the Office of Minoriiy

Student Life for registration forms. Transportation

will be provided to UNC so don't forget to sign up,

Intcrpalion al .lQhFalr'93

On February 13 and 14, 1993 at the Los Angela

Airport Hilton and Towers, the Ciema Corporation

will be presenting the armual International Job Fair,

Individuals interested in working overseas in Japan

and/or employment with international corporaiions

in the U.S. Participation is by invitation only. To

be eligible, you must be a graduate from a four or

two-year college, graduating no later than

December '93 with proficiency in Japanese.

Applications along with a resume must be received

by January 15. 1993 . Approved candidates will t*

reimbursed for travel expenses. Mail applications

to International Job Fair, c/o Ciema Corporation,

19191 S. Vemont Ave., Suite 400. Torrance, CA
90502. (International Jobs Notebook)

WorkshopsIEvent

1 1-9 "Finding a Career With Your Name on

It," 3:3&-5pm

1 1-IO The 50 Cent Tour of the Career Center,

4:30-5pm

11-11 "Your College Career on One Page."

6-7:30 pm
11-17 Washington University School of Law

Info Table, ll-I

11-17 Washington University School of

Law Info Session, I-2pm

1 1-17 University of Vermont Law School. Info

Table, 1 1-lpm

Sign up In Career Center for workshops.

lem
md'»s

Interested in Law School?

The University of Vennont and

Washington University School of Law will

be conijucting information tables and

infomiation sessions on Tuesday,

November 17. Stop by from 11:00 to 1:00

to visit with representatives from these

schools.

Practice, practice, practice makes perfect.

There are still a number of slots left on Tuesday, November 24 and
Wednesday, December 9 for you to practice your interviewing skills.

Come by the Career Center and sign up for a time.

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolyn Glanartlli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

1
Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator
Patli Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullcn Hughes Mall Moyer
Johnna Kietzmann Sharieen Piscioita

Jennifer McLean

Trie Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects at

employment and educaton. We do not knowingly
list job opportunities from employers who
unlawlully discriminate.
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RedneckEcology
To the Editor,

Really, you'd argue, only lofu-

loving granola-munching long-

haired hippies demand organic

food. Many claim ihaEorganic food

is some rare and radical form of

eaiing. This is simply not true. I

should know. I'm a redneck. A
chaw-spitting beer-drinking drawl-

speaking cow-roping redneck. And
i support organic food just as much
as any champion of alternative

lifestyles.

The distrust and mystery

sunrounding organic food amazes

me. Organic food simply means

produce grown without toxic

chemicals— like fresh vegetables

fromagarden. Which, I think you'll

agree, makes a better salad than

any ingredient from Marriott. Take
a simple selection of good eats;

apples, carrots, lettuce, and
strawberries. From the FDA's
samples of domestic food, 48% of

apples, 46% of carrots, 52% of

'eiiuce, and 70% of strawberries

contain pesticide residues. Yum.
Using poisonous chemicalsjust

t^oesn't make sense to me.
Pesticides don't kill what we want

them to and harm what we don't

want them to. You see, we dump
^e toxins and they spread. Once
they're dumped, wind, soil, and

water take control. Animals —
domestic or wild — get the

chemicals. Worms, bugs, birds,

cats, fish, raccoons ... the chemicals

pass through die food chain.

But the pests have another

S'Ory. They do one thing and they

''o it well: they reproduce. Before I

can pack anodier chew, die insects

can develop genetic resistance to

the pesticides. When their natural

predators are gone, they are able to

propagate fast and furiously. By

usingchemicals, we create a greater

problem than what we started with.

Call me a cowboy, but it seems like

hitting yourself in the head with a

brick to get rid of a headache. It

makes no sense.

The farmers spend more on

pesticides. The chemical plants

profit. And we get to share a role in

all of this. We get to eat the residues

in our meals. Yum.

Some people argue that food

cannot be produced successfully

without chemicals. This is untrue.

What about people with gardens?

Or the farmers like Fred Krischman

,

who works 3,000 acres in North

Dakota, or Rex Spray, who has

worked 800 acres in Ohio for fifteen

years? Or nearly eveiy American

farmer before Worid War II? In

1989, the organic market was

valued at S1.25 billion— and said

to be growing at 30% annually.

(Safe Food Center for Science in

Public Interest. 1991). Organic

farming works.

So please, the next time you

can choose between organic and

chemicallygrown foods, remember

that you don't need to be a hippie

— oreven a redneck. The next time

that you walk from Rastall,

clutching your stomach, remember

this: food should not have to hurt.

IAN MCCLUSKY

MuUan's Mailings

•

Bill Clinton crushed
Nasty-man on Wednesday,
there \s finally snow on Pikes

Peak, and after this edition

of the Catalyst there are only

three more issues this

semester! Yes! Do the wave!
Life is good in the basement
of Cossitt Hall.

Drew, our
rambunctious Arts Editor, is

gleefully singing "The Sun
will Come Out Tomorrow"
from the recently released

y4/i«ie soundtrack. Karen and

Tad are actually speaking to

the rest of us. (They might
finish their section before

dawn this week.) Karen, in

fact, seems almost blissful.

She says that she might even

like Tad. And for the best

news of the day, there is

(brace, yourselves) no hate

mail for Tad (expect your

bribery checks shortly)!

Mike Drennan of
Misdemeanor/Catalyst
personals infamy is

contentedly creating News
headlines. Seth's hair is

growing back. What could

be better?

55% of all eligible

voters turned out to exercise

theirconslitutional right last

Thursday. That's the highest

voter turn out since the year

many of us were born. 1972.

It'sabouttime. Fedupvoters
decisively voted for change,

tolerance and hope for a

better future. Voters turned

off by the economic
situation, the moralistic tone

of the Republican party and

Iran Contra deception took a

stance. Our nation is

heading forwards.

Except in the case of

Amendment 2 (one of the

most backward pieces of

legislation to end up on a

ballot in years). The shock
and disbelief the Amendment
2 verdict brought to

Coloradans was seen and

heard on thiscampus. CCCA
and the faculty publicly came
out against the amendment
early this month. Colorado
polls and general consensus
predicted that the

amendment, removing anti-

discrimination rights from
homosexuals, would not

pass.

Some suspect that we
live in a state populated with

closet homophobics. I tend

to think that the wording of

the amendment was not clear

and that voters were
confused. But, then maybe
I'm just being an optimist

today.

Meghan E. MuIIan
Editor-in-Chief

Boy, are editors dumb!
Last issue, in our fury to publish our renowned and well-loved

periodical, we made a small mistake. We failed to mention that

the fine letter entitled, "Pro - Clinton/Gore = Pro-environment"
was scripted by our schoolmate, Bob Wilson. We would like to

apologize for our failure to give proper credit to this fine

gentleman, and with that said would ask that he put the chainsaw
away.

Rastall Lives up to its

Reputation During
Parents' Weekend
To the Editor,

Somewhere, somehow, I

must've done something wrong.

The only time that 1 could actually

forego the lovely experience of on-

campus dining, my parents signed

us up for the Parent-Faculty dinner

atRastaJI. They must've been trying

to get me back for diat time I locked

them out of the house on that brisk

winter morning in South Dakota.

They're like that sometimes; they

hold grudges. Actually, going to

Rastall for dinner with my parents

would have given me satisfaction.

At least now they might believe

what I say about the food here and

send more care packages. Ormoney

--I'm not a picky person.

However, when we got in the

back of the food line, the smug grin

on my face changed to one of utter

disbelief. Were those tablecloths

on the tables? Or articles ofclothing

left by a notorious stripper a while

back? We entered the room and I

broke out in a cold sweat. Was this

the Twilight Zone? Were those

waiters or high school boys ready

for prom holding pitchers of tea?

1 sat down at a table with a friend's

family. The lights were dim. some

so ft-rock radio station was playing.

I was so swept up in the mood, I had

to catch myself from asking my
friend's dad to go to Homecoming

with me. I diverted my attention by

examining the table setting. What

were there three forks for? To work

on mashed potato sculptures?

Finally, our evening of fine dining

began with a light salad, presented

with Ranch, French, and Italian

dressing. I was sure this was where

ihey would makeaculinary blunder.

Much to my dismay, the usual

chunks of jell-o were missing. The

main course quickly followed. It

consisted of green beans, ever-so-

slightly yet delightfully glazed m a

scrumptious butter sauce; wild rice

straight from San Francisco, Rice-

A-Roni's capital; and a carefully

prepared serving of cordon bleu. I

knew it - a conspiracy was at hand.

Where was the real Rastall and

what had they done with her?

Just as I was almost convinced that

Rastall had experienced some sort

of hostile takeover, familiar

experiences jolted me back to

reality. Instead of cordon bleu, wc

had been served the world famous

Chicken with an Empty Hole in the

Middle. In the rush of trying to

make dinner prcscnuible to our

parents, it is easy to sec how

someone could have forgotten the

ham and cheese. Honest mistakes

are common at Rastall, like

forgetting to fry the vegetables in

the vegetable stir-fry.

As usual, the dessert's origins

mystified even the best of us. What

do you call fudge cake with

chocolate frosting and chocolate

chips in chocolate sauce? I'm not

sure, but I think it explains the

recent outbreak of acne among the

faculty. To top it all off, wc were

given lukewarm coffee and warm

iced tea. This was the dining hall

I ' ve grown to love and be proud of.

My parents left Monday with hugs,

kisses, and promises for more

money andcare packages. Rastall's

mission had been accomplished.

Thanks, guys, for continuing to

make on-campus dining a unique

adventure, even when my folks are

here.

ANGELA BOATRIGHT
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What is your absolute favorite thing about

eating at Rastall?

Interviews

by

Ross

&
Elmo

"Cafateria moshing"

Casady Henry, firstyear

"Charles and his morning omlettes"

Alicia Griffie, firstyear

'The soup; it keeps my feet warm
Jenny Bush, junior

Stealing hot chocolate with my Benji's mug"
Dennis Apergis, sophmore

Photos

by
Elmo

"Short and fast moving lines"

Jonathan Beal, sophmore
"Playing guess the salad dressing"

Chris Len, firstyear
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Justin & Perry not run over by water buffalo
Itv PERRY BROWN and JUSTIN
jlirRRMANN

(iiialvsl Staff Braumeisters

ii was falsely reported last week ihai

^^c hjd been in Vail over block break

inJ had been run over by a water buffalo.

\\ ^ re here to tell you ihat il was a gross

,lisbiriion of reality. We weren't in that

jorry excuse for a ski town Vail nor did

vvc see any water buffalo.

In reality we were out in the

wilderness arming deer and elk against

ihe coming onslaught of hunters. Wc
thought it would be amusing to see how

long people stayed psyched about

hunting if the animals suddenly started

10 shoot back.

Since we were out in the boonies, we

certainly could not do ourduty and drink

beer. Drinking in the outdoors is just a

straight-out pain in the ass. First you

have to pack it in then you have to pack

it out. In between you have the

uncontrollable urge to throw a bottle or

[WO because the sound of breaking glass

IS so cool. Anyway, we figured you

could survive a week without us.

Departing from the downward trend

in the price of beers we have been

drinking, we decided to tread into deeper

waters and spend freely. Our first beer

is New Amsterdam New York Ale from,

you guessed it, New York City. The

second is Samuel Smith's Winter

Welcome Ale from England. The final

beer is Xingu Black Beer from Brazil.

New Amsterdam New York Ale S6.99

a sixer 4.0

This beer has a nice, almost amber

color (but not totally amber) and a fairly

good head that stays around for the whole

beer. Basically, it looks good right from

the start. The smell is reminiscent of

homebrew but is a lot cleaner, probably

a result of their dry hopping technique.

I'm not familiar with this term, but the

the liquor store, you can get a frosted

mug of this stuff for S 1 .00 (or Si .50) at

The Wetlands Preserve. Wetlands is a

groovy place to hang out if you're ever

in NY. It's a great hangout complete
with a hall covered wall-to-wall with

black light posters and a confession

booth thai serves as a telephone booth

(itevenhasapricst). Anyway, the point

New Amsterdam BrewingCo. claims that

it puts fresh cascade hops into its wort

(fermenting beer) after it has fermented

for a while. If you've done any home-

brewing, you know this is really a strange

technique.

New Amsterdam New York Ale hits

the mouth with a light flavor of toasted

barley that is soon followed by a crisp

bitter that is definitely present but never

overwhelming. Our only complaint about

this beer is its inflated price.

In New York, as I was telling Perry in

is that this is a great beer that may be

overpriced here but not necessarily

everywhere.

Samuel Smith's Winter Welcome Ale

S2.99 for 550 ml 3.5

Winter Welcome ale has an awesome
amber color that gets you psyched to

drink some beer. And the head on this

beer . . . well you could say it was a

little excessive. This is a high-class

beer and you can be sure of this once

you see the Shakespeare quote on the

label.

We're both big tans of the Samuel
Smith Brewing Co., so don't get upset

when you see that wc only gave this

beer 3.5 mugs. Wc still like it. but wc
just don't think it's anything spectacular

for S.S..

Winter Welcome Ale has a great

"beer" smell, for lack of a better word.
Its flavor IS clear and crisp like the cold

winter snow, and it has a bitter edge that

hiis the side of your tongue without

messing up that crisp quality,

Xingu Black Beer S3.99 for 640 ml
3.0

Xingu has a rich dark color, so dark

that the rich head on this beer is colored

brown. This is usually a sign that you
arc about lo drink a rich stout beer. Wc
had already poured the beer and in doing

so we noticed that it had the same
consistency as motor oil. Its smell

elicited quite a reaction from our friends.

It has a wonderful caramel flavor that

kept us intrigued for a while, but like I

said to Perry, "You don't smell a beer

all nightlong; at some point you have to

drink it!"

When we finally drank Xingu we
found that it was a sweet slow sipping

stout with no hoppy flavor or bitter.

This may account for its low score

because neither of us is really hot on

sweet stouts.

Anyway kids, we're back. So, don't

stress (and be thankful that Drew is so

understanding), always wear clean

underwear and don't turn your back on

an elk with .22 ... . Later!

Romeo and Juliet bring super fun and excitement to C.C.
By CHRISTINA SERKOWSKl
Caialysl StalT Reporter

It's the age-old story of boy meets girl,

boy falls for girl, boy dies. But this Theatre

Workshop production of Romeo and Juliet

has a few interesting twists. The play is set

m modem times with a style that is both

danng and moving-including special effects,

dance, and music.

Shona Curley, who plays Juliet, said that

many of the things she was asked to do were

difficult. Noah Epstein, who portrays

Romeo, remarked. "There is a kind of

serenity in the fact that everyone on stage is

doing the same things." Both performers do
a wonderful job of incorporating a modem
style into their characters. Although parts of

die play are slow, both Curley and Epstein

handle tlieir character and the style of the

play widi an energy and realism that keeps

'he audience involved.

Senior Nathan Garrison, who heads the

production as director, commented about

his choice of style. "I think its important to

^ new things. Theatre Workshop is the

"ily chance people like me have to do

something as outlandish as this. Once we
get in the real world we couldn't afford an

sjiperimeni like this, especially with this

'arge of a cast."Lighting designer Laurisa

'Rogers praised Garrison, "Nate is a very

•slented director and made some bold

'Choices. I think they work." The result of

i^ate's "experiment" is impressive. The cast

liandled the demanding script well and

presented a believeable and entertaining

Slory.

"The violence of diis show is upsetting,

^ui it's meant to be. The effect on the

Audience warrants it," remarked Scott

Boyelt, who plays a very brutal Tybalt.

"This show is definitely not for the

squeamish," commented Mark Irvine, who
plays a very entertaining interpretation of

Mercutio.

"Anyone who comes to see this will be

changed. My Mother was. (I love my
mother)," said Bill Pryor, who gave a startling

performance as Capulet.

Even though Pryor' s mom is probably

biased, the show did have a shocking quality,

and the end (which varies slightly from

Shakespeare's original) leaves the audience

with something to think about.

Theatre Workship shows are entirely

student-produced and directed. Garrison got

the idea for the show a couple of summers

ago when he was working with the Central

City Opera on a production of Romeo and

Juliet. "I got inspired to try it here, but I

wanted to do something different. Themes in

the play are relevant today. It's still the

young generation against the old generation

and the shit they are leaving us to deal with.

It was hard at the beginning because I met

with some opposition, but as long as people

come away with the idea that they have the

power to change what the world is like, the

opposition doesn 't bother me."

Assistant director Rob Neer, when asked

for an interview, simply said, "Give me a

second to deal with this vodka." (I diink the

vodka was a prop in the play.) After a second,

hewentontosay, "I've acted before, but I've

never directed. It was a learning experience

all around. Good or bad, people will talk

about this production for years to

come."/?omeo and Juliet is being presented

from Wednesday, November 4. through

Saturday, November 7. at 8:00 pm and

Sunday. Nov. 8. at 10:00 p.m. in Taylor Hall.

Mcrcuiio Moniague

Romeo and Juliet ponder death by mutual implication in the modem age
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'The death of a disco dancer" ^« ^^^^*
'^f-

^^^^^ ^^^^^^
on election and pyromania

Yes, the column devoted entirely to Morrissey returns

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

as much as possible. Even though

Morrissey whines about being run

over by len-ion trucks and being

THE SMITHS
"There Is A Light That Never Goes

Out" CD Single Set

WEA (impon)

Wamer Bros, has to be raking in

the cash. Since the demise of the

English record company Rough

Trade and the lucrative sale of the

entire Smiths catalog to Warners,

the bros. Wamer have been milking

the Smiths catalog for all it's worth.

FiTSl was the impressive "This

Channing Man" set, then came
Best.. J , then "How Soon is Now?",

and now this, the first single off the

forthcomingalbumSf5f..i/, "There

Is A Light That Never Goes Out."

At least these releases aren't illicit;

both Morrissey and Johnny Man
chose the songs(even though neither

of them have talked to each other

directly since the Smiths spht in

1987) and the artwork (which is oh

so cool indeed). The first disc is a

basic single; the second is a limited

edition.

The first disc of this new set

features, ofcourse, "There Is A Light

That Never Goes Out" and is

absolutely brilliant. The song

originally appeared on the album

The Queen Is Dead, and definitely

deserves lo be re-released and played

crashed into by double-decker buses,

the music isexcellent,and this song is

definitely one of the Smidis' best.

The first disc also features a couple

of live cuts and one rare instrumental

track,"Money ChangesEverything."

The livecut "Hand in Glove" is O.K.,

Mart's brilliant guitars.

"Some Girls Are Bigger Than

Others," besides having agreat liiJe,

is rendered absolutely wonderfully

live. Marr's guitar is gently

seductive, yet shattering with iLs

power. The last track, "Money

Changes Everything," is a Marr

instrumental. Morrisseydidn'tlhink

that vocals would work on ttic song,

but the tune is still good, if not great.

Disc two also, surprisingly

enough, has "There Is A Light."

Read three paragraphs previous

aboutthisone. The other three songs

feature 60's diva Sandie Shaw on

lead vocals. Morrissey has a deep

fascination for 60's girl groups and

acu'esses, and fulfilled one of his

biggest dreams by getting Shaw to

sing on re-recorded versions of

Smiths tunes "Hand in Glove." "1

Don't Owe You Anything" and

"Jeane."

Shaw's voice is gorgeous and

seductive, and breathesnew lite into

these old classics Shaw is also the

"cover star" ot the set both discs

have super-cool stills from her

movies gracing the covers

"There Is A Light That Ncvtr

Goes Out' IS an excellent

compilation single Seeing as how
most of (he songs in the set have

never been released or have been

as Morrissey's voice is uneven and

thesongdoesn'treally feature Johnny

aou-tique And cftLLenvQ&LLeRy
Primitive and Ethnk Aa

Clothing & Jeweliy in Old Colorado City
2510 West Colorado Avenue

Open Dally - 633-05S4

out of pnni lor ages, S20 for the set

sure seems to be worth it.

As much as the 5«/.,./ disc was

a terrible value for many people,

this set is a good buy. Check either

Budget or Independent on Platte if

you want diis, as both stores usually

carry imports or can order it for you.

Servant Feis outraged over several election results

By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Indentured Servant

Well, il'sniceioknow thai f;ej:ism

is alive and cackling in the state of

Cok"rado. R.^sclsminighipos.^iblybe

awccbitonthcstrongsidc, but at least

eUrogandy stupid ,bovine-he-adcd , hatt-

brcaihing Noandctthiits. i knew this

slate wa-< way fucked, bul 1 hud no

vague notion ihat the Nazi Christians

had taken over the collective

consciousnessofiliesiaiCMcompietcly

lliat such a kirgecore ofthe [X)puhi!ion

had become a staggering herd of

iinmacu lately groomed and iramcii

7ombics liuLkt) (tacking iheir ways to

tht' polls to insuiute llie malice anil

stupidity that had been bdlc-fcd b)'

their dark-eyed puppet masters in

{xcsscd suJLs and prc^^d -lir I'm

com^iIaeK [tinned. b\ tlK idioi.\ ol

m\ fellow dtniAns The taa that

Colorado ior Na^ Values u d,s abk to

brainxi-ashLiiout^hCTLtiaMntobclkving

tlm homosc \if.ils areakin tosome sort

of snivdins .:?3leras or arcliaic trolK

whoie sole purpose m lilc is stdu^e

children into bed and dcstro> th- n^ois

of(xu'ohsopeTfet-t'iOLiet> [Hk-H tven

oarprescnt but iMnkGudniM future

Vice Presidtnt (well not )et rL>i!l\

"^causc that old institution theEWnral
CoSegt Mill ius ia voteandihev toaJd

votL lor;m>on6 hell theycwldvlcct

Ant Shaw as president, not thai that

wouklncctsi-anh be a bad [hinc butn

wouldsuresurpnsc ate\\ folksmcludin

Artel commcnkd cm i s(.nnon that

sonithowLomparctlhomostxuaijt} lo

Siiamsni xs having [a] ver} posiiivt

mes jgc Now I jiLst kar wh^n his

spei-ttr is rtMvul in a ncv,er moa
j'i\)med tomi m tour ^tars to l^c

backAmencafortlieRepublicafis(iirh]

what's with all this America sitii-f-

doesn't iJie term imply two criurc

continents and some scattered islands

and not just our noi-so-humbJe Imi,-

nation, Thismaybetheybestnatidnun

the planet, bul only by default. '!
In.,

counEr>'Lsn'trcallysocf>oi,u's}UN[Lh:ii

iill ihc otlK-r (Xics Slick so hanj.) I (^.^

c;in'twan until the nexfcleclionciHnvs

around iind (here's mi iuncndraeni np,

the liiUlot to reeniict ^sla^cpf' (Hell (l'jj

stop Utc weif;u^ problem ('cause, in

the Na:^i Value way of thinking i u >,

only iliosc people whoare.weaniji!.' nil

tlic-ovcrly tender government's gr^v!,

miikand it'll keep ilioscp^-opleolhlk'

street and su^p the drug proh!. m
(because of course no v>'tute [Ko\--\:

ever take dmgs or do anything J-.,

wnung either). And we :ippafEnUy .
1

1
-,

.

votai to keep oiir kids stupid ( :u

bc^siaiily folks inCok>fadOAVOu!d railivi

kive llcxks of uneducated chikin.'n

andanextrathirtj'bucksaye^irthjtnilic

other way art)und- 1 meiui, you c^miU

say, 'HveO, at least Bush didn't wm,"

but come on, who in their nght mind

actifiiify voted for dial condnuoLLdv

constipated invertebrate f well, except

forover halfofthis head buried to Ute

lect m concrete counts,' who voted 1 or

the dweeb again}. So, basically ihe

state just gave itself a :ajpreme n:^ini

job(waitLsn'iiliaianon-consmutioa:illy

protected act now?); gee maybe \h- 1 .;

over-raiedfounding fathers wercn iso

wrong when they assiimcd tkit the

people were too stupid to elect their

ov/n leaders (or pass their own \s\\%

CaseinpoinLColoratto. l992.(CiKts>

ending, huh? Ob, well. I'd like ai yx^

you do better. I

EditorCrumbaugh spews forth on McGregor fires

B-v DRFW CRliMBAUCH
Arts Mjrtor

At times like diis 1 wish that such

corporate behemoths as 7-1! or

Conixowouldstopgivingawavlrec

maichbooki lo anyone who asks.

For .ill i know one of those very^

same matches given free lo Conoco

shoppers could have been

responsible for the not-so-funny

room (xre to hh McGregor early last

Weclncsday morning. If you are the

pyro responsible fornearly engulfmg

Bremlan Ke^nan's room in a total

conflagration, I hope you take the

dme to think about diese things that

I'm about to raeniion. First off,

weren't the four previous tires in

{lash cans enough to satisfy your

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
S27N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

destructive impulses? In my opinutn

tlicy were serious enough, W.mi'i

the HtUe ring of melted trash i, jii ini

the carpet m the lounge enough U^i

you to get your sick thrills? Or did

>ou diijik tiuii ti wouldn't be enoudi

until a few people died or sustamci

serious injur)' in a niajor buikints:

fire? Well, I am one of Lhi;:^'

McGregor residents whose !ivc5 s ni

put at risk wid^ each fire. O.K 1

admit that the likehhoodofmedviiij;

from a Crash can fire is rather siini.

bul when a serious room fire is the

case I start to get really scjired :in(i

worried- If you have somethniL;

against any or all McGregor

residents, deal wrtit it personall y ami

coastrucdvely, not destructive!) .
II

you arc. a McGregor residentjusi I'oi

for a little l™, I suggest you Like

your little ass somewhere else, I

personally value my life, and I ani

cextamly sure thai each iind even

other resident can say the same. Fitt

it this way; if I or anyone else m

McGrcgorfindoutwhoyouare,)Oii

had better be prepared to face ih^

consequences ofyour acdons. Ami \

can guarantee you iliat yUc-^-:

consequences will not be enjoyable

How does the word "felony" appeal

to you? Or the word "prison?"

"Expulsion?" You liavc no one w
blame but yourself, and tnjsl me

when I say this, the potential deaih^

of 60 people is no laughing matter.

one.

[hail

iipof

Van

fere

isasi

"P. a

^ore

sciivi

It

Mic'

ihan

:xpei

lanoi

^C(

^e V
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The mythical triad: FU
The continuing saga of Elsberg's epic adventures in the used world
pyjONELSBERG
dmh-^f Staff Reporter

This week I present to you a

I

i-ineiliacxtravaganza. Indeed,

[ i
,
ookingoutai the first snow of

[tic
season, and I don't know what

[^1
prcscni to you and what to hold

hjt'k, so I'll hold back nothing!

So what do you want to hear

about first: movies, music, or

^oks? For all you losers out there

who don 't read outside of class (or

even in class) I will cater to your

base instincts and give youa movie

(although, if you are the type of

person who does not read, you

probably won 't like this flick). The

movie is Zeniropa, and hopefully

11 still be playing at Poor

Richard's when you read this.

Zeniropa is, to say tlic least, the

noirc-'isi film I have ever seen. It

lakes place only weeks after the

end of W.W.Il in Germany when

American fella arrives and gets

ajob as sleeping-car conductor for

[he Zentropa train company. Most

everything lies underapaJlofgray,

so that sometimes I couldn't even

tell if a scene had been shot in

color or black and white (both are

sometimes concurrently).

The makers of this film use the old

noire lechniquesexceedingly well,

both in setting up jokes and as a

joke in itself. Back in the old days,

movies were made almost entirely

ludios, and in keeping with tfiat

tradition, so is this one. But the

makers of Zeniropa don't simply

mimic the techniques of old, they

iwisi them to their own purposes.

For the first time in my experience,

someone has figured out how to

use chroma-key as a part of the

film, rather than as a second-rate

special effect. The makers of

Zeniropa have succeeded so well

ihai there are times when I was

laughing with the direction while

being horrified by the story.

This is, by no means, a perfect

film, but it IS a definite joy to

atch. I saw it with a group of

eople, and we had some who liked

ifie film, some who didn't, and

some who couldn't figure out if

ihey liked it or not. More
importantly, though, was that no
one felt that it had been a waste of

lime or money. Enjoy it or not,

everyone was glad to have seen it.

Vou should, too.

Now, I move on to music.

Ever^'one likessome kindofmusic.
But will you like the Monks of

im? I can't be so sure for this

one. As a basis you should know
^iihc Monks ofDoom are made

^P of four ex/members ofCamper
^'an Beethoven. I put that slash

^ere because the Monks existed

Jsa side band before Camper broke

"P. and now that Camper is no

"fiore the Monks are a full-time

sciivity.

lell you (hard as it may be to

'relieve) that the Monks are better

^an Camper. They are more
'iperimental. Whereas Cracker

(inotheroffshoot ofCamper) takes

^'^ core ofCamper and uses that as

^^ whole, the Monks take the

^^nges ofCamper and mold them

"10 full coherence.

Theu- earliest album that I am
aware of is titled Somdirack to the

Film Breakfast on the Beach of

Desperation, made when Camper
was still together. I have no idea if

that is a real movie, but if it is, I want

to sec it. This album works very

well as a whole. The songs fiow

together smoothly. One fun thing is

that it is almost entirely

instrumentals, and I think the Monks
make great instrumentals (although

their lyrics can also be delightful

and weird). This album has a vast

psychedelic feel. This comes as no

particular surprise when you see

that the song tides include such

beauties as "Visions from tlie Acid

Couch," "Insana and her Manchi Id,"

and "Eldridge Street." Those of you

who know Philip K. Dick will

recognize the importance of the

name "Eldridge," and I am certain

that the song was written under

heavy influence of that great

hallucinatory novel, The Three

Siigmala ofPalmer Eldridge.

Meridian comes to us just when

Camper breaks up. This one took

me some time to get into. At first

listen (and second and third)

Meridian has a choppy feel. The
Monks are experimenting much
more with this album, and it lakes

some time to get down into the

music where you can feel the line

that moves through the album. It's

there, trust me. They don't use

wacky instruments, but somehow

they are able to produce unexpected

sounds that also happen to fit

perfectly in the songs. I'm not

musician enough to tell if they

actually change the time signatures

in the middle of songs, but some

definitely give me that sensation.

There is something a bit awkward

about this album, but if you like

your music just a smidgen off the

beaten track, your mind may be a bit

awkward as well, and these two

awkwardnesses may complement

each other. Helpful hint: I saw a

copy of this one used down at

Independent just a few days ago.

The most recent release (that 1

have found used) is Forgery. This

one hasn't thrilled me as much as

the others, but that could be because

I've been able to listen to the others

numerous times and I bought this

one at Independent only a week

ago. The thing about Former); is that

the Monks don't break much new

ground. It is sort of a smoother

version of Meridian. The

experimental edge is not as sharp.

When I say this, I want you to

understand that it is still wonderful.

By itself, it is sugar and spice and

everything nice, but after Afer/rfjfl^

it seems tainted by Nutrasweei and

MSG. Still good, but not as

wholesome. If you like Camper's

The Third Album, you ought to wig

out for the Monks. If you like

Camper's otherstuff,youalso ought

to like the Monks, but the guarantee

is not as strong.

All you who choose to be nothing

more than "functional Iiteratcs"can

stop reading now. I'm going to do

some quick book reviews. The two

books for this week have no

connecting theme. One is the high

literature of Wallace Shawn; the

other is the pulp science fiction of

Theodore Sturgeon.

Wallace Shawn, best known as

the guy who says "incontheivabic"

in The Princess Bride , is also a

quality playwright. Well, sort of. I

picked up his short"play"7'/icfevt'r

at Four Comers last week. It was a

lazy day, so I came home, sat down,

and read the thing. The whole thing

is one single monologue by an

unspecified character. In fact, there

is a note at die end that says, "This

piece was originally written widi

the idea in mind dial it could be

performed in homes and apartments,

for groups of ten or twelve. This

piece can be performed by a wide

range of performers— women, men
— older, younger." This would be

a difficult piece to perform. It reads

more like a stream -of

-

consciousness bit taken out of a

larger novel than something to be

spoken before an audience. In this

case, the actor's difficulties are the

reader's joys. Whoever this

character is. we are entirely in his/

her mind. The book begins with the

narrator on the fioor of a hotel

bathroom, vomiting. It is the

experience of being alone in a

foreign country, being a part of

classloneliness in the United States,

being a victim of revolutionary

torture, and an occasional bit of

understanding. This book

epitomizes the cliche of the

"thoughtful" novel/play. Reading

this will leave you in a truly

contemplative mood. Fans of

Shawn's and Andre Gregory's My
Dinner with Andre will find similar

pleasures here. Helpful hint: there

was at least one more copy of The

Fever at Four Comers when I got

^^ ^ An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

^^\ year or semester of undergraduate study im

mersed in the life and culture of Florence. The pro-

gram combines university courses with individual

tutorials and language study and, for students of

the arts, work with Italian artists. C A R AW
For information and an application:

Oxi-IVTU. J.

Sarah Lawirncc CoUcgc In Florence LAWRENCE
BronxvUle, New York 10708 COLLEGE

mine.

Finally, we arrive at the low art/

high pulp of Theodore Sturgeon's

The Cosmic Rape. From the cover

to the climax, this book is true 50's

pulp. 1958 to be exact. But this is

nosimple alien invasion novel. First

off, this IS an alien invasion like no

other, since it is entirely mcntaL

Secondly. it is written by Ted
Sturgeon (RIP) who is an excellent

creator of prose. The story may
strike some people as silly, but his

writing style is thoroughly skilled.

Like Asimov, Sturgeon knows thai

his first responsibility is to provide

the reader with a good yarn. This he

does, but we arc also blessed with

depdi. Sturgeon puts us in the minds

of characters you might not expect

(especially since this is a 1958

copyright), such asa victim ofchild

abuse and a musical sociopath; but

he does not merely provide us with

their thoughts. We discover how
they got to be tlie way they are. the

pain that put dicm on their path, the

pain that continues to drive them.

These are full-ficdged. fully fieshcd

characters in the midst of acosmic

fantasy. The Cosmic Rape was a

surprisingly good read, and good

for more than mere weekend fiull,

although it would function well in

that regard. Helpful hint: I don't

know if this particular title is in

stockanywhere(itismorecenainly

outofprint) but Theodore Sturgeon

is a name that often graces used

book shelves. Given a hide time, n

should not be too hard to come

across. In the meantime, try another

of his books. More r/i(i/i //uman is

common and swell.

I hope you have been able to

find something worthwhile in this.

If not, oh well, I've had fun.

Oh No It's Culture
Don't tell the young-uns,

; .4s the surf comes crashing

noisily down upon the sand, the

gulls caw mercilessly in the brisk'

marine air, the sharks fester like

firireling Wall Street traders upon

ihe.irloviy,helplessprcy,lheMAN

slowly contemplates death at the

hands of an unconscious deity.

He ponders, /ic... Wait!!! 1 thou|;hl

(his ua'i Ihf weekly culture club

Cilteiidiir!

Well, seeinR as litnv this

e;iinpus appears tii he devoid of

aetiial culture, I llimighl that tile

cciluniu should start ntt mlh a

little prose. Anyway, time for

whal little culture (here k this

week and beyond here at CC.
Kujoy! ,.^nd don't forsci to write.

Romeo and Juiict comes lo

Tuvloi lloll iliti m-ckend (see '

unhteonpaK IJI.
\

"Old Slulf. New Stuff", a

colleclion ol collages by Dave

.^nnsyoiig. is visible in Cobuni

Gallery until Novcmlicr 18, 1992.
i

Hours arc Tuesday thru Saturday
|

;froin the noonliinc hour to 7:00

ip.ni-
j

77k' I\0( 7v i^lountmn Women's

film Fcsuvai will he ntaking a !

i^rond appeurante at the fine Arts
\

Centre (otlay and Saiitrday, Nov
.7. from 6:00 p.m. to 11 :jQ p.m.

j

KRCC will present u concert

by famed recording artist Footer
j

Himmelman at the Fine Arts I

^Centre Thursda>'. Novcral>cr 12.
;

jCallorvisilKRCC(473-480I)for
\

Itickcts or other inlonuation.

'<

i

I

KRCC will also present jazz

[artistsTtickafidl'atli inArmstrong

'..Hall on SaiuTiiay. No^entber 21

.

\1992. Agairt. call the studios for

llickeis and other information.

BLUE MESA
QIDUR JEWELR? CO. ARD fiins

Come See Whore the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At Wholeaah PHcaa

Htndfnad* Indian Jvm\ty By
ZUNI — NAVAJO — HOP! INDIANS

PLUS

A Qr«at S«lectlon of

SAND PAINTINQS — KACHINA DOLLS — POTTERY
FETISHES — CLOCKS —AND MORE

Ahmya Somatfi/ng Far ThU Sptclal Pmson or OoctalonI

SRvvr. Qold md
Indlfln Jsnwiy ntptmt

SDvvrorQotd
Custom Ord*fs

COME SEE USI

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111
(2 Blodu East of PanroM Main Hospital)

Monday-Saturday 10:00 A.M. lo 6:00 P.M.

COLORAOO COLLECE SIUDHITS

StkFT - FAan,TI

CLIP nus AD

( IHXIVE AH ASDrnOHAL

DISOOUITT m MOST ITHC

HITH TOUI C.C. ID

5=.r
I t
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Kung Fu classic is a real kick in the pants
By LANGDON FOSS casual life. His daily exploits

range from trying to pass his

Movie: The Dragon Lord poetry exam while his servants

Rating: <#_C* IP Si3 perform charades behind his

^•^^^^•^" father's back, to his constant

Among the dusty catacombs

of the Tutl Library movie

section is a category of films

seldom taken advantage of

movie viewers. Within the

Chinese section of the Tutt

movie directory are films that

gogrossly unnoticed by the vast

majority of CC students. I will

endeavour to inform you of the

Kung-Fu flicks found there, as

they are truly gems that

shouldn't be ignored.

TheDragonLord is one

such film. It is truly a tribute to

everything a film should be.

The story is simple in plot and

form but spectacularly

fascinating in both story and

stunt. It will keep any sane

man laughing for hours.

Despite the lack of any

knowledge of Chinese and little

of itsculture, I thought that the

film was an instant classic even

though it was released many
years ago. Even the McGregor

arsonist would appreciate this

film enough to stop his

pyromaniacal shenanigans for

two hour to enjoy it. In fact,

the arts section would suggest

that the library give The Dragon

Lord to McGregor residence

hall on permanent loan in order

to curb the chances of more

fires and to lower fire insurance

rates.

The stunts are all

performed by the actors

themselves including several

falls from over twenty feet onto

solid ground. Steven Seagal

and yes, even Leslie Nealson

could learn something from

these amazing feats.

The Dragon Lord tells

of a Chinese 'lord named
Dragon, rambunctious and

obnoxious with youth, and his

struggle to win the heart of a

lovely peasant girl (who.

incidentally, ignores him in

every attempt.) Dragon and his

best friend. Cowboy, eveniually

stumble upon the illegal

operations of crooks as they

chase down a lost kite carryin;;

a love message to Dragon's

potential girlfriend.

during the mc

the

friends

clash

with
t h

criminals,and
eventually

help thwart

their evil plan

to

China's treasure

out of the borders.

In the middle

of the movie are five

to ten minute segments

showing Dragon doing

some traditional Chinese

sports. The first shows him ^

playing a soccer-type game \

with a small rock. Both teams

seemed in peak physical

condition as they performed

absolutely unbelievable tricks

with their bodies, keeping the

hacky sack-like rock in the air

for incredible amounts of time.

Any C.C. hacky sacker's Jaw

would hang really low after

seeing it. Mine did.

Near the end of the film,

another traditional Chinese

sport showed four teams of

about 20 men each as they

frantically climbed a 30 foot

bamboo pyramid. The object

was to get a ball at the top and

to shove it into a bag

corresponding to the team's

colour. It was the most amazing

thing I have yet seen in both

sports and Kung-Fu worlds.

About a hundred men, hitting,

biting and kicking each other to

get to the top, did absolutely

homicidal things to each other.

They were constantly throwing

each other off, sometimes 30

feet, to land on _ o t h e r

people

off
people bounced

others' heads before

hitting bottom, some
flew farenough away tojusthit

the dirt. If one paid close

attention to the people getting

thrown off, one could definitely

tell that they were in real pain.

It was truly amazing.

After the ball was
fetched from the bamboo
pyramid, (which eventually

collapsed, throwing the

remaining 80-some people to

the ground and landing on many

more) was a free-for-all

wrestling match. After seeing

this intense melee of sporting

violence, I hereby call

American football players

pansies. Even fans of

Australian rules football would

find it hard to go back after

witnessing this spectacle.

At the end of this chaos were

about 20 remaining players, the

others being hauled off the field

in stretchers. Seriously.

This movie isn't just

incredible sports and funny

antics. The fighting, the true

purpose for any Kung-Fu
movie, is super intense. The

fight scenes consisted of

constant flips, fade-aways,

eeps, aerial spins and

other super-human feats.

With the lack of mega-

zoom camera tricks or

expensive stuff like

that, you could really

tell that what these

uys were doing

was real. These

martial artists

could take on

Jean Claude

any day.

I'm sure. I

won't give it

to good

choreography, either.

Sometimes you could see sweat,

saliva and blood flying from

the fighter's faces as they got

struck. Such things can't be

faked by a near-miss. In fact,

the only thing really fake was

the sound effects, which all

sounded like bamboo poles

getting hit together. Kung-Fu
movies wouldn't be the same

without them.

The stunts these actors

did were absolutely

breathtaking. Once, Dragon

was thrown off a two-story loft

and landed smack on his back

on the ground. After that, he

fell about 30 feet and landed
oi

the back of another guy! Oh

Later, he slid down a grair

chute, flew out of a wa]|

planted his feet in the back
oi

another and sent him flyip

about 15 feet, making him do

270 in the air before landinj

smack on his face. These thi

just cannot be faked. Afje,

witnessing these astoundint

stunts, Arnold's double in T;

Jumping his Harley 20 hn
seems like a curb-hop.

All in all, this is a trulj

wonderful movie. Action

packed and funny, this

entertain any man, sh luld

entertain any woman and should

curb most homicidal suiluJjI

and pyromaniaca! tcndtniin

one may have 1 give flu

Dragon Lord 4 and 1/2 Kuim

Fu Feet, out of a possible

c|ipfiij|

',5S^i1S^f»Sj«^^ *
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TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Herns 1.33
Extra Cheese 1.99

Pick-up or Delivery (IDK70) Exp. 12ai/S2

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUART OF POP

$7.49
li£)

I Pick-up or Delivery (ID*970) Exp. 12/31/92 .

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
I'^SJg*!1 Additional Items 1.59

Extra Cheese 2.49
\ Pick-up or Delivery (IDm70) Exp. 12/31/92

]^

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETITOR'S COUPONS
(Some Restrictions Apply)



12-PAC,

anyone?
By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Cdialyst Sports Editor

Genuine Draft? Heineken? Keystone

Ligtu? No. unfortunately I am not going to

(jo an in-depth report on the marginal utility

ofdrinking twelve beers in one outing. The

twc I ve pack that I 'm talking about inc ludes

over a thousand burly men with biceps the

size of the CC economics department, and

cumulative G.P.A.s of 2.0 in physical

education. Yes. big time college football

wiih big time cash rewards is the topic of

discussion. The PAC-lOconference boasts

Lhc number one team in the nation along

with other teams who visit the AP top

twenty five for short periods of time,

sometimes only three hours! ThePAC-10.

who feels as a collective body that they

need more power than let's say England.

needs two more teams so they can have

more teams than the BIG-IO, who adds

Penn State to the league next season. The

two prospective teams to join thePAC-lO

are the University of Colorado at Boulder

and the University of Texas. ThePAC-10

feels that these two powerhouses from the

BiG-8 and SWC respectively could add

great things to the league such as a handful

of ex-con defensive linemen and coaching

staffs bigger than the White House cabinet.

1 am inferring, and this is a pure judgment

call, ihatthe motive behind this move would

be to gradually phase Oregon out of the

league because, hey, who needs them. Of

course, the rest of the teams in the league

would lose two automatic wins, but the

chance to visit Colorado and Texas would

make up for that

But, for at least a little while, the Pac- 1

would become the 12-PAC (notice the

spelling), and the revenues would pile in

exceeding the GNP's of some third-world

countries. Ofcourse .the new money would

be put into the physical education

department of each university to enhance

the educational experience of the players.

Ofcourse there is one shining star among
the twelve capitalist entities around the

league, and it's called Stanford. The

Cardinal, led by the infamous Bill Walsh,

is a very competitive football team at a

school who values scholastic achievement

above all else (except perhaps tennis).

Stanford has a rich football heritage

including the likes of many great

quarterbacks and John Elway.

I think that the PAC-10 shouldn't limit

themselves to twelve teams. The PAC-19,

jimmn, that has a nice ring to it.
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NCAA sells men's soccer short
By JON WHITFIELD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

ThcColoradoCollege men's soccer team

gotscrewed. A good, old-fashioned. quality

screw job was all the NCAA selection

committee could muster for the nationally

8th-ranked Tigers. The boys found out that

they would have to travel to California

today for the first round of the NCAA
playoffs, when, in fact, their first place seed

in the West region should have warranted

them a home berth for the first round. The
NCAA felt finances took priority over justice

and normal tournament regulations.

Catalyst reporter Jon Whitfield spoke

with team hairy dude and co-captain Ezra

Bayles about the new development.

"Dude, we were so amped to be in our

abode.and then the NCAA shirked. It really

K'd my B." Bayles, never at a loss for

quality commentary, sports a dazzling .98

goals against average despite his impressive

batch of lung cookies.

Sophomore pscudoltaliano-Spaniard Jeff

"Smokin' and Rockin'" Moniera added to

the conversauon, "Here's to all that gorgeous

snacksoutinCalifom-i-a," as he confidently

exited Benjamin's. Sophomore peg-legged.

toenail-polished Jeff Jurgens commented,

"I'm not the sharpest tool m the shed, but I

feel the situauon is a rape of justice and a

mockery of the notion of divine fairness

inherent in the cosmic..."

I had to stop him there. Junior Thespian

Noah Epstein commented shortly, "Parting

IS such sweet sorrow," and stayed home.

Other members reacted in various ways.

FreshmanTom Heisler remarked, "Playoffs?

California? O.K., I'm here, no problem."

Most of the remaining team members

were speechless about the situation, the

travesty, the mockery of a sham of a farce

obscured by debauchery within a facade.

The long road of regular season play

came to a close this week with a 2-1 victory

over cross-town "Harvard of the West"

UCCS. Despite the prairie-like playing

surface and distracting comments from the

UCCS bench, the Tiger crew managed to

get the victory. "90210" hopeful Aaron

"You guys are horrible" Lujan found the

back of the net twice for CC, securing the

victory.

Two days later, the Tigers traveled to

Road to a

National Title
If Colorado College is to win a championship,

they must endure the injustice of the NCAA,
not to mention five games. Here's a look at

where the Tigers may be headed.

Cal Lutheran (14-4-2)

Claremom(l5-2-2r

SEMIRNALS

Far West/
Si. Olaf (9-6-2 ) N_ Central

CC (15-1-2)
I

Benedictine (1 1-5^)

MacMurray(14-5^r

Fonibonnc (15*2-2)

Washington (12-3-3r

THIRD
ROUND

S. Central L

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

Denver to face Metro State College but

found that the unorganized Denverites

couldn't locale the referees. The game was

never played, and CC was awarded a forfeit

victory.

Currently 16-1-2. the Tigers carry their

best record ever into post-season play.

Breaking numerous records, the Tigers have

completed the most successful regular

season in CC history while propelling two

players. Aaron Lujan and Robert Lipp, into

close competition for All-American honors.

Head coach Horst Richardson looks

forward to the weekend's competition as he

sits just two wins shy of his career 300th

victory as CC's coach. The Tigers could

very well come home with two victories and

Richardson's milestone if they continue to

play the way ihcy have all season. The
Tigers face St. Olafof Minnesota on Saturdiiy

atClarcmontColiegcand. ifvictorious, stay

an extra day to face the winner of Cal-

Lulheran and Clarcmoni.

The Tigers could potentially host third

round action (quarterfinals) here ai Stewart

Field if they leave California with two wins.

The NCAA tournament is single

elimination, so winning is a must. If the

Tigers win the region, they face the winner

oftheMid-westregion.whocould very well

end up to be Washington University of St.

Louis, a team the Tigers tied the first match

of the season.

The squad is hopeful and wish thai the

entire student body and faculty pull for them

this weekend. Rovlo!

Volleyball beats UCCS, awaits call from NCAA
By SOPHY HAGEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Congratulations to the women's
volleyball team for an outstanding

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6

Hockey vs. UJ>enver 7:35 pm World Arena (Shuttle from Worner)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7

Football vs. Washington University (St. Louis) 1 pm Washburn Field

M Soccer vs. St. Olaf College 1 1 am Claremoni, CA
Hockey at U. of Denver 7:05pm Denver Ice Arena

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8

CC- St. Olaf winner vs. Cal Lutheran-Claremont winner I pm Claremont, CA

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER U
Hockey vs. Air Force Academy 7:35 pm World Arena

season! The Lady Tigers finished a

strong third in their region and are now

awaiting a regional playoff berth. Their

final three matches were all tough, but

the Tigers tenaciously held out for the

win every time.

Last Saturday, the Tigers challenged

the Colorado School of Mines. The

Tigers defeated the Orediggers in three

straight games: 15-1. 15-12. 15-10. On
November 2, the Tigers played their

hearts out against Adams Slate. Jen

Gregory and Laura Ramos, who are

graduating this year, enjoyed celebrating

their last home game with a win.

Fighting valiantly for every point and

returning from 1-8 streak against them

at one point during the match, the Tigers

pulled ahead in the final fifth match:

18-16, 15-12, 14-16. 12-15, 15-7.

The Tigers' final regular season

match was played on Wednesday
afternoon against UC-Colorado Springs,

to whom the Tigers had lost earlier in

the season. In a sweet season-closing

manner, the Tigers were hard-pressed in

every game, but the fifth game decided

the match in the Tiger's favor: 15-8. 1-

15, 15-5, 12-15. 16-14. "Effective

blocking, smart plays by newcomer

Kendra John son. and a whole lot of team

work won ihegame."' saidCoach Medina

of the Tigers' match against UCCS-
Finishing with a record of 19-9. Coach

Medina has only good things to say about

this year's team. "It's exciting to see

how they have changed and matured

both mentally and skillwiseon the court

during the season. They have an inner

confidence now, which enables them to

stay focused and hold out for thai win."

Currently, the Tigers are awaiting an

NCAA regional bid, to which only

iwenly-four teams are invited. The

Tigers will find out on Sunday if they

made iiand then will workio"reestablish

their goals, focusing on Nationals."

Congratulaiions again to ihc Lady

Tigers, and wish them luck in receiving

their de.served bid.
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Tiger Hockey takes dramatic OT win from Gophers E
By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

The Tiger hockey leam

rebounded from a sweep at ihe

hands of Michigan Tech to split

with WCHA powerhouse

University of Minnesota at the

Broadmoor World Arena in from

of a crowd of 3,188. The Tigers

exhibited their offensive prowess,

scoring ten goals last weekend in

the two-game series against a

nationally-ranked perennial power.

Friday night, Minnesota prevailed

by a score of 4-3 but fell to the

Tigers on Halloween night in

overtime by the score 7-6.

What was the reason for the

team's success? "We turned it on

big time," gestured freshman

forward Chad Remackel. They

certainly did turn it on. The Tigers

outshot the Golden Gophers 19-7

in the first penod Friday night and

44-24 for the entire game.

Freshman forward Jay McNeill

collected his first collegiate tally,

exploiting the short-handed

Gophers and opening the scoring in

the first period. Anodier freshman

forward, Colin Schmidt, was in on

the goal, collecting an assist along

with senior co-captain Brian

Bethard. The Gophers quickly

answered with a goal less than two

minutes later and took that

momentum into the second period

tocollecttwo more scores and bump

their lead to 3- 1. Both the first and

second period were marred by

multiple roughing, slashing, and

high-sticking penalties.

"Minnesota is a very physical

team ," said sophomorecenter Ryan

Reynard. "We played the body

very well, while managing to keep

good control of the puck,"

Friday night, the Tigers all but

dominated the Gophers but once

again faced the problem ofnot being

able to find the back of the net.

On Wednesday, October
28, some of our inventory
sustained smoice and/or
water damage due to a

fire at the Albany Hotel
So^ where there was

smoke. .

.

there will be savings!

2 DAYS ONLY
Saturday November 7: 9 am-8 pm
Sunday November 8: 11 am-5 pm

You'll find some flaming deals on:

Yakima rack systems,
sleeping bags, hiking

boots, and more.

yfJpwiiMf; (Jnalet
^^^OAWMG IN OUIDOOQ CiOJHING an^i MOUNfAINEERING EQUIPMENf

226 N. Tejon - Downtown Colofodo Springs • 633-0732

Down 3-1 heading into the third

period, it took another Minnesota

goal to spark CC's dormant offense.

At 12:46 of the final period, co-

Athlete of the Week RJ Enga took

a pass from Bethard and netted his

first goal of the weekend, cutting

into U of M's lead. Almost exactly

three minutes later, CC's Captain

Chris Hynnes, assisted by

sophomores Kent Fearns and

Reynard, converted on a power play

to pull the team within one.

However, the score would remain

4-3 as the Gophers won the first

game of die series.

As irony would have it, the

Tigers were outshot by [he Gophers

on Saturday night 56-34 and

managed to sneak away with a 7-6

overtime victory. Seniorgoaltender

Bo Badalich was absolutely stellar,

turning back fifty shots in the

exciting, fast-pacedcontest. Senior

co-captain Mark Peterson

complimented Badalich on his

performance. "Boplayedextremely

well. He came up with numerous

quality saves all night."

Badalich played an outstanding

game, but the night belonged to the

offense, who finally showed their

potendal to put up big numbers.

Enga opened his personal scoring

assault wiUi an unassisted goal

halfway dirough the first period.

His goal was followed by two

Minnesota goals; the second found

its way into the back of the net only

28 ticks into die second period.

Enga took matters into his own
hands, amassing his third goal of

die weekend, this one coming from

die sticks of McNeill and SchmidL

The score was tied for only fotu"

minutes before Enga completed his

hat trick by finding a pass from

Marcus Taeck and beating

Minnesota's goalie, for the first of

two successive short-handed goals

byCC.

Enga finished his leg of the race

and passed the proverbial baton to

junior forward Jody Jaraczewski,

who took it and ran. Junior Shawn

Reid combined with Remackel to

All-American defenseman Chris Hynnes, 5, pushes the puck up the

iceagainst the Gophers last weekend. Hynnes scored one goal in the

series split with Minnesota.

assist Jaraczewski on his first of

three goals for the evening. The

Tigers went to the locker room with

an apparently comfortable lead of

4-2.

However, this being the fast-

paced, high-powered WCHA,
coupled with the fact that Minnesota

always has a potent offensive attack,

the two goal lead proved to be.. .well

not quite large enough.

Even after Hynnes and

Jaraczewski helped Steve Nelson

increase die Tiger's lead to 5-2, the

Tigers couldn't let down one bit.

At this time Minnesota realized diey

were in dire su-aits. They turned the

power up one notch and scored

three unanswered goals to lie the

game at five apiece. Jaraczewski.

realizing diat he was still carrying

The University Of

Arizona
Tucson Arizona

INTERESTED IN
LAW SCHOOL?
Meet Professor Bill Boyd of the

University of Arizona
College of Law in Tucson

Friday, November 13, 1992
Worner Center

11:30 - 12:30
Information Table
in Worner Center

Lobby

1:00 - 2:00
Admissions

Information Session

Worner Center

Application deadline 3/1/93.

The U ofA is an AA/EEO employer.

the baton, gave CC die go-ahead

goal at 14:58. Senior Shawn

Reddington, along with Schmidt,

garnered die assists. CCwasn'ioui

of the jam yet; there were still five

minutes left in the game. The

Gophers took full advantage,

scoring with diree minutes to go

and tying the game atsix, frustrating

fans and players alike.

The game went four minutes

and thirty-eight seconds inio

overtime before Jaraczewski

completed his hat trick, the assisis

coming from none other than Colin

SchmidtandJay McNeill, die sitmc

two who combined to assist Enga

on his diird goal of the game."Tlie

coaches were a little upset that we

lost the 5-2 lead," added Peterson,

"but in a way it was a blessing in

disguise. We now know thai we

can win the close game against the

betterteams in pressure situauons."

Congratulations to the Tigers,

who are likely to improve on their

record diis weekend as they play

Denver University.

London
$289*

Aniitcrdiiii

tarb
Madrid

Frankfurt

Zarick

Remt
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Council Travel
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Enga and Jaraczewski are Athletes of the Week
pvJOSHORFANAKIS
[^,w/w/S[atT Writer

This past weekend the

Minnesota Golden Gophers visited

tjic
Broadmoor in hopes of

,ji,:iiinating the Tigers as they did

^xi^x. However, one major event

inH allow that to occur. Two hat

[[i.b in 0"^ game, courtesy of RJ

£ni;a and Jody Jaraczewski, led the

Tiaers to a victory on Saturday

night. The two forwards

accomplished this improbable feat

for the first lime in at least fifteen

years.

Rj earned his hat trick before

the third period, but Jody wailed

unul overtime to score his third,

and game-winning, goal. This

capped offa weekend ofchallenges

iliat the Tigers, especially Jody and

RJ, rose to. In both games the learn

played well, bul the two forwards

shined for the Tigers Saturday.

RJ attributed his performance lo

Slaying with itdespite the frustrating

loss on Friday. "Some nights you

gel into a rhythm and die puck stays

on your stick. Sometimes the goal

looks like a golf hole, and other

nights It looks like a soccer goal."

RJ and Jody are pivotal for the

Tigers this season, as they will not

only be looked to for putting the

points on the board, but are also

going into a season with some of

:he highest expectalions of the

Tigers in years. Jody is quick to

admit that "this is what we are here

lodo. There is no time for excuses;

we have to score; it is our job."

Besides iheir obvious offensive

capacity, their fire and persistence

is what drives these two brilliant

individuals. Jody says thai CC has

a hisiory of starling off slow, and

ihe team has had to prove

themselves undersome lough sians.

However, Jody is not one to lei the

Chns Rood Chris Rood

RJ Enga and Jody Jaraczewski, both shown scoring, respectively, led the Tigers to a 7-6 overtime victory over the Minnesota Golden Gophers.

The two did this while accomplishing a rare feat- a double hat trick game. The t^vo Torwards scored three goals each in the season's first win.

past hold him down. "I know that

the Tigers are good, and I know we

can score. We have to do that more

than occasionally."

Neither player has any lack of

ability. RJ, a native of Colorado

Springs, was a star at Culver

Military Academy in Indiana. He

led the team to the best record in

school history and was ihe leading

scorer for three years. The NHL's

New York Islanders has also noted

RJ's ability. In his first year as a

Tiger, he appeared in all bul one of

the 4 1 games and was the second

leading scorer among the CC
freshmen.

Jody Jaraczewski, in his two

years as a Tiger, has impressive

siais and some memorable goals.

He scored the firstgoal ofthe season

for the Tigers as a freshman. He

also has six game-winning goals,

including the GWG in the triple-

overtime win against Minnesoia-

Duluth in the playoffs. He has a

unique strength in scoring

shorthanded goals. Jody played with

a USHL team thai was coached by

now CC assistant Scott Owens.

Jody was the third leading scorer

on that Madison Capitols team.

Since becoming a Tiger,

Jaraczewski has noi missed a game.

This junior from Wisconsin is

expected to be one of the league's

premier forwards.

With all of diese achievements

and expectations, one has to be

impressed with RJ and Jody.

Handling the pressure is as much a

skill as scoring. RJ notes that

cominginasa freshman, he thought

he was prepared buldiscovered thai

Men^s cross country continues to improve

By F.L. KUGRILLICUTTY

On October 10 the Colorado

College men's cross country team

kicked-off the second half of the

season by travelling to Hastings,

Nebraska ,for the first of this year's

long-awaited, low-altitude meets.

TheHastingsCollege/PepsiClassic

also represented the season's Hist

opportunity to run against regional

opponeniNebraska-Wesleyan. The

men.comingoffa victory at home
Ihe previous week, met this

challenge with enthusiasm,

confidence, and momentum. With

only five runners competing for

C.C. this meet and only a single

veteran, C.C. lost to Nebraska-

Wesleyan by a mere seven points.

Other notable accomplishments at

ihis meet included Senior Captain

Jim Macken's fifth place finish,

and personal records (prs) set by

both Cully Thomas and Bill

Mangle. Jack Hayes and Elroy Tso

Once again proved their ability to

consistently run strong races amid

highly competitive fields.

The following week, the men's

learn travelled to Fort Hayes,

Kansas for the Tiger Invitational

and iheir last ever confronialion

with traditional rival University of

Soudiem Colorado. Relying on the

full strength of all thirteen runners,

the team easily defeated U.S.C. and

completed a perfect 5-0 record

against them this season. While the

course offered little in terms of

serious obstacles, the runners did

have to contend with some

significaninavigationaJ challenges.

Fortunately, coach Casteneda's

remarkable visualization abilities

reduced this maze to a simple

progression through theanatomical

featuresofa mutated mammal: the

rare and ferocious beaked moose.

After blazing up the lower jaw, the

runners attacked the moose's right

antler, followed by die left antler,

and, of course, the creature's upper

beak. After successfully coping

with both the physical and

philosophical challenges inherent

in running on a moose's upper beak,

the men gratefully returned lo ihe

familiarity of the lefi and right

anders and finished, quite naturally,

on the tongue, or perhaps more

accurately, the dewlap.

Senior captain Jim "die Hook"

Macken led not only the team, bul

also the entire field up the lower

jaw and through the first mile of

this race. Mark "the Knife" Sweet

offered his support to Macken by

keeping him company en route to a

ballistic mile split of 4:52. Macken

and Sweet proved their strength by

holding on forimpressive 16th and

22nd place overall finishes,

respectively. Jack "Fort" Hayes,

Senior captain Brian Kates and pup

Elroy Tso rounded out the scoring

team. Kris O'Connor and Doug

"Peak Week" Gross followedclose

behind, bringing all seven varsity

runners through in 27: 31, the fastest

C.C. seventh-man lime in over five

years at diis meet. This impressive

effort yielded diis season's best

limes for all thu-teen runners and

nine personal records. Special

recognition must go to Senior Kurt

Anderson for shattering the

formidable thirty-flat barrier, and

to firsi-year Blaine Olsen, for

cutting over two minutes from his

previous pr. In the end, Macken's

words proved prophetic. Afierall.

what else is Kansas good for.

besides being a place to run fast

times- really fast times'? Therunners

will again seize the opportunity lo

do that very thing, as they travel

this weekend to Southwestern

University in Winfield^ Kansas.

there was no way he could have

been. RJ mentions thai Jody was

somebody who helped him work

his way inlo the league.

Jody, as a freshman, was also

laken under the wing of one of

CC's great forwards, Ed Zawatsky.

RJ andJody tookthcseexpcrienccs

and have utilized them to this year

as they are working with several

freshmen forwards. One of their

greatest challenges is to help these

freshmen as they were helped eariy

in their career. Jody says, "Wc arc

players who lead by example, so

our job of helping the freshmen

really stems from ourjob lo produce

for the learn. Some guys like lo

scare the younger ones, but t was

always encouraged by Ed, and the

pressure of being on the ice with

him was frightening enough."

RJ, only a sophomore, says he is

here to score goals. "What t can do

for the freshmen is be an example-

someone who will give suggestions

whenever my experience will help-

buimainlylolcad by playing well."

Both RJ and Jody say thai tlic

best thing that came oul of last

weekend was llial the team knows

whai ii is like to win. "Wc hope that

this weekend proves to die icani

that we can win. and we can win in

the toughest circumstances."

The Tigers get ready lor a big

matchup on Friday. Denver

University is red-hot and full of

winning emotion. Jody says that

he believes the Tigers are more

seasoned and have more mature

experience lo bring to the game this

weekend. Both admit that this will

be a big lest, but they can't wail to

gel to the game. Jody and RJ have

provenihemselves butsay thai this

weekend is a new series. They are

not satisfied with one win in a

weekend. Both arc selling their

sights on a sweep. If anybody in the

league has theirgame under con u-ol,

these two do. Their expectations

are the Final Four, and nothing short

of that will do.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BAR^I
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night

*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*
*$1.00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
October e&7 The Auto No October 72 Spiney hiormnn

October 8 Aggressive Desire October 13 &U Ltfe Explodes
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF
EVENTS

GERMAN MA.10RS
There will be department

reception for German majors

and for students interested in

participating in German study

abroad programs on Tues.,

Nov. 10, 7:30 p.m. at Prof.

Koc's home (111 East

EspanolaSt.— 6 blocks north

of campus).

OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

Womer233,x6802

Italy is in the country spotlight!

ACM LONDON/
FLORENCE AND
FLORENCE information

session! 3 pm, Wednesday,

November 1 1 , Womer 212.

The Council on International

Educational Exchange will

present two programs on

Wednesday, November 1 1

,

Womer 216: 3 pm work

abroad, 4 pm budget travel.

Thought about study abnaad?

come talk to some people who
have done it Mathias, Nov.

10, 6:30. Slocum, Nov. 11,

6:30. Loomis, Nov. 12,6:30.

Student Research Grants &
smdent language fellowships

available fromP.I.C.A.S. Hear

about the options from

Executive Director William

Kincaid, Friday, Nov. 13, at 12

pmin Womer 2 18.

BLOCK BREAK TRIPS
Looking for fun, excitement

and a chance to help out

someone who needs YOU?
Join one of 3 community

service trips this block break,

forfourof the best daysofyour

life! Call x6846 for a good

3. Proxy forms - Ifyou will be

away from campus spring

semester (S tudyAbroad,Urban

Studies, leaves ofabsence, etc.)

and will not be here for room

draw in April, it is imperative

that you fill out a proxy form

before you leave at semester

break.

You may call Earline Crochet

at x6619 if you have any

questions.

and Macros, and WP 5.1

Graphics workshop, as

scheduled, the week of Nov.

16-20. Instead these three

workshops have been

rescheduled one week earlier,

on the dates of Nov. 9,11, and

13, respectively.

SENIOR SHOW
The works of Amy Allen will

be on display in Armstrong

FRATERNITY RUSH
DONTMAKE THE BIGGEST MISTAKE OF YOUR LIFE BY MISSING IT!

FRIDAY
5:00-6:30 SIGMA CHI &
PHI DELTA THETA

6:45-8:15 FIJI &KAPPA
SIGMA

SATURDAY
6:00-8:00 KAPPA SIGMA

&F1JI

8:15-10:15 SIGMA CHI &
PHI DELTA THETA

SUNDAY
3:00-5:00 OPEN HOUSES

MONDAY
6:00-9:00 PREFERENTIAL

DINNER

Influence flie

CC Community

Bme!!

OFFICE OF RES. LIFE
Available now in the Office of

Residential Life located in

Bemis HaU:

1. Off-campus lottery

applications for spring

semester. The application

deadline is November 1 6.

2. Senior off-campus

declarations - If you have

accumulated 25 units by the

end of Block 2 you qualify for

senior off-campus status for

spring semester. The deadline

for seniors to declare is

November 6. FRATERNTTY
SENIORS, YOUR HOUSE
MUST BE FULL SPRING
SEMESTER FOR YOU TO
QUALIFY FOR OFF
CAMPUS.

Edit the f and
Catalyst Travel in

or the II Europe '

Disparaging
T"

next
semester

AppHcaHonsare
available at the
Womer desk, and

are due Wednesday,
November 18.

Questions can be
directed to Cheri at

X6675.

FREE Seminar

Wednesday Nov. 11th

3H)0 pni-St30 pm
Werner Room S16

•Wcxk lEGAliy in 8 countries.

•All types ofjobs: casual and
career related.

•Ijeam the basics of budsct

travel.

•Learn travel industry tips and

techniques.

DONTMISS nasi

GET A .lOB

find a career with yotir name

on it . Self assessment career

workshop. Required for

recruiting on campus in the

spring. Sign up in die Career

Centerfor Mon., Nov. 9, 3:30-

5:00 session.

TOUR
The 50 cent tour of the Career

Center. This tour gives a brief

overview of the services tiie

Career Center offers.

Refreshments will be served.

Tues., Nov. 10, 4:30-5:00.

RESUME WRITING
This Career Center workshop

goes over the basic ideas of

how to construct a good

resume. Sign up in the Career

Center for the Wed.. Nov. 1 1,

6:00-7:30 session.

ACADEMIC
COMPUTING
WORKSHOP

RESCHF.nill F.n

Ed Winograd cannot teach the

Quattro Pro, WP 5. 1 Columns

Hall Nov., 10-18. Opening

Reception Nov. 9, 7:00-9:00.

SERVICES

AU PAIR
Starting in Jan. '93. Young

foreign woman seeking 6

months to a year situation with

a loving family. Loves

Children. Taking a break from

a civil engineering major to do

something different. Pleasecall

635-8107 or reply toWB 742.

BALLROOM DANCING
Anyone in die CC community

interestedinballnxjmdancing?

Ifyes, please contact theCCCA
Office at x6676 and leave a

message.

CULTURAL EVENTS
ChecktiienewboardinCobum

Gallery Hallway. We're

providing Denver and

Colorado Springs cultural

events. We'll provide drive or

ride cards for Denver car

pooling.

WANTED

AUSTRALL\N
SHEPHERD WANTS

FRIEND
Someoneneeded to "feed Jal(j

during Thanksgiving Brea);

Will pay for help. Ifinteresie;

call 632-1021.

ADVERTISING
MANAGER NEKDFn

Utilize your business and

selling skills for tht

.
CATALYST. Pays well and

is

fun. Send resume to WB 267,

POETRY WANTED
College students now have an

opportunity to get their poetr\'

published in an intematioiiallv

distributed anthology! Sigma

Publishing, a Midwest based

publishing company, is now

seeking, by invitation only,

submissions for their nevvesi

publication, THE BOOK OF

AMERICAN COLLEGIATE
POETRY.
Anyone interested in leaminj

more about this opponuniti

should write immediatel)

Sigma Publishing at 4211

Highland Rd., Suite 188

Waterford, MI48328, ATTN
Inquires. All requests fordetails

will receive an application

package immediately, and

interested parties should act

now as there are a limited

numberofspaces to be filled in

THEBOOKOFAMERICAN
COLLEGIATE POETRY,

FOR SALE

MATTRESS
Twin mattress for sale, alniosi

new, $50. Please contaci

Bonnie McKay at x6384.

PERSONALS

Kappa Sigma invites the studly

men ofG.W.toexperience Fall

Rush. Remember, it's hard to

live together for all four years.

YEARS AHOAD
HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return of all CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
$25

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

q) q) ^) q>^>^)^ ^)^^q>4) i4>

Didn't buy a $10

Ski-Americard

Too Late—NOT!!

Save precious $

Buy today

-or-

CaUJeff, 632-4123, by

Tuesday 6 pm to get yours.

Sponsored by your

Esteemed Senior Class.
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AmendmentTwo evokes

some faculty constemation
By SEAN MCLAUGHLIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Many members of the CC community

were shocked to leam that Colorado volers

passed Amendment 2 on November 3rd -

taking legal protection from discriminaiion

away from homosexuals and bisexuals in

Aspen, Boulder, and Denver . and preventing

the future implementation of civil rights

protection for Colorado homosexuals and

bisexuals.

Colorado College is a private institution

and is therefore legally exempt from the

provisions of the amendment, but its passage

will sail impact the CC community,

according lo Professors Margie Duncombe

and Paul Kutsche. Colorado College has, in

its bylaws, pledged not to discriminate

against faculty, staff, or students on the

basis of sexual orientation. The new
amendment won't affectCC's policy, which

could only be revoked by decision of the

Board of Trustees, according to Kutsche.

Other schools in Colorado may not be

exempt from the ruling. Only two other

Colorado colleges and universities, Denver

Metropolitan University (Metro Slate) and

Colorado State University (CSU), currendy

have anti-discrimination measures to protect

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals, according lo

Sean Bohac fell from the top floor of McGregor at approximately 10:45 pm.

CC student falls from

McGregor's fourth floor

By SETH FISHER
News Editor

On Wednesday night, November U,
McGregor resident Sean Bohac slipped on a

patch of ice on the roofofMcGregor and fell

four stories. Bohac is now in intensive care

and in stable condition.

Doctors report that Sean's prognosis is

good.

Bohac suffered three fractured vertebra, a

broken left wrist, a collapsed right lung, and

numerous abrasions.

Bohac's lung has been re-inflated, and he

is now breathing out of both lungs. His wrist

has been operated on and doctors believe that

Bohac 's spinal column has notbeen damaged.

According to Bohac, he climbed out his

window on the fourth floor of McGregor so

he could climb in a friend's window and use

their phone. Bohac slipped on a small patch

Features
African women come to CC
p. 5

Professor Kutsche. Both CSU and Mcuo
State are state-supported institutions, but

neither school is certain of what effect

Amendment 2's passage might have on their

anti-discrimination policy.

MetroSuite's policy is based on Governor

Romer's executive order banning

discriminaiion in the hiring of slate

employees. The university's president told

the Catalysi in an interview, "Wc won't

change that policy unless the Governor or

AttomeyOeneratissuesadirectivc mandating

such a change."

CSU officials weren't certain whether the

amendment would change their policy and

stated that theirlawycrswcrc still determining

CSU's future course ofaclion regarding their

non-discrimination policies.

Legalities aside, Colorado College will

likely feel other effects from Amendment 2,

according to Professor Duncombe. She

believes that the pas.sagc of Amendment 2

sends a message lo ihe rest of the nation that

Colorado "is a very hostilcplace" for lesbians,

gays, and bisexuals.

Duncombe believes that the job of

recruiting professors to teach at CC, already

difficult because of the sU"cssful nature of

teaching under the block plan, will gel even

harder now that Colorado, and especially El

Continued on page 3...

of ice and fell four stories.

After falling, Bohac crawled around the

building to the front of McGregor where he

was discovered by another resident. The

resident called 911, and an ambulance and a

fire truck responded.

Bohac says he can remember everything

that happened except hitting the ground.

McGregor hall director Chris Bell said,

"Sean was very lucky; it could have been

much worse."

According to Bell, seven sets of bars had

beentakenoff the windows, allowingresidents

access to the roof. All residents whose bars

wereremoved will be reviewedfordisciplinary

action.

The bars were installed over third and

fourth floor windows in 1990 after Sean

Fitzgeraldfellfn^m die third story ofMcGregor

in a similar accident and suffered massive

injuries.

Seniors choose speaker
The votes for the 1993 CommencememSpeaker were lalliedTuesday. November 10.

Due 10 Iheir popularity as speakers, as well as their busy schedules, there is a chance that

thefirst-placechoiceforspeakerwillnotbeabletospeakonMay24, 1993. But the hope

of senior class officers is to follow through with your nomination and have Toni

Morrison as the 1993 Commencement Speaker.

The speakers on the ballot were John Frohnmayer, Carlos Fuentes, Barbara Jordan,

Toni Morrison, Amos Oz, David Packard, and Tim Wirth.

Toni Morrison isan established black author, and she has spoken ataCC symposium.

Commencement Speaker

Senior Class

11/11/92

Inside
Opinions

Political correctness on

campus lamented p. 11

Arts
CC bands rock the house

party at the drop of a hat

p. 15

Sports
Men's soccer heads to St.

Louis for quarter finals

plT
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Security Beat

Seih Fisht.r

11/3 6-lOpm

Suspicious looking male began knocking on doors on the third floor of Mathias. He entered a room, began

watching TV and talked with the residenu After he left, the resident contacted security. The man was

discovered in the laundry room by security and asked to leave.

11/4 2:58 am

Fire reported in McGregor room.

U/5 8:25 pm
Vehicle reported on fire on Tejon west of Mathias. The fire was reportedly caused by "Easy Start Ether."

1 1/6 8:45 pm
A 60 year old man was reported harassing a meeting of Bisexuals, Gays and Lesbians in Womer Center.

11/8 7:05 am

Tutt statue painted with red and yellow oil paints.

11/9 2:00 pm
Burned cardboard found in Shove Chapel.

A summons was issued to a non-student for assault and battery involving a CC student

Career fair to host alumni
By KATHRYN JONES
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The 1992 Career Fair is

scheduled for Wednesday,

December 2, in the WomerCenter.

The fair is a way for students to ask

questions about career fields and to

gather ideas for work in various

professions. The fair is divided into

two sections where students can

attend severaJ workshops and then

interact directly with CC alumni

from over 50 careers in an open

forum.

The Career Center, the sponsor

of the Career Fair, is emphasizing

the fair's networking possibilities

for students. This year's theme,

"Expose Yourself to Careers,"

stresses the opportunity for

gathering internship and summer

job ideas as wellasmakingcontacts

forpost-graduate work. All students

are encouraged to attend the fair to

meet alumni professionals, to ask

questions about specific jobs, and

to get information about possible

career fields.

The Career Fair has four

workshopsessions scheduled. From

2-3 pm students can attend either

"Corporate and Non-Profit

America: YourLiberal Arts Degree

at Work" (WES room) or "Should

IgoonioGraduateSchool?"(Room

213). Then, from 3-4 pm, the

workshops "Making the Most of

Those Summer Months: Creative

and Exciting Summer
Opportunities" (WES room) and

"Breaking the Glass Ceiling:

Obstacles toWomen and Minorities

in the Workplace and How to

Fridav, November 13, I9'J2

Slocum collects

clothes for needy
By STAFF
CORRESPONDENT

RHA is looking to Slocum

residents to donate food. Slocum 's

Residence Hall Association (RHA)

is currently sponsoring a canned

food drive. The food is to go to a

local food shelter for the

Thanksgiving holiday.

The box for the food, placed

downstairs near the main doors, is

ab"eady beginning to fill.

"I hope we'll be able to bring

down a lot of food this year," said

council member Vicki Southom.

"Fm glad people are already

showing an interest. Hopefully,
ji

will keep coming."

RHA is a student-run committee

active in each dorm, which
Is

responsible for organizing donn

acfivities and addressing dorm

problems and concerns.

Currently, the council is lookino

for suggestions on activities
to

sponsorcloser to the holiday season.

Students with ideas for hall events

(dances, parties, competitions, etc.)

are encouraged to attend the brie[

RHA meetingson the first and third

Wednesdays of the block, a

suggestion box will also be placed

at the front desk of Slocum.

Overcome Them" (room 213) are

scheduled. The second half of the

fair is from 4-6 pm in an open

forum format Tables set up in the

Womer Center will give students

the opportunity to meet direcUy

with alumni representing a variety

ofcareer organizations for summer

jobs.

The career fields represented by

the 65 alumni include the arts and

media, business, community

services, government, law, health

and human services, environment,

and science and technology.

Students are encouraged to ask

specific questions but also to come

to get an idea for work following

graduation. The Career Fair is a

great opportunity to meet working

professionals and to gadier ideas

for die future.

Womer Center is undergoing remodeling. Some of the

improvements to the interior include putting in new

carpet and painting the walls.

Craft fair to offer

unique gift ideas
By STAFF
CORRESPONDENT

This holiday season, Colorado

College students will have an

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

opportunity to shop for uniqw

Christmas presents. The Colorad(

College Annual Arts and Crafi

Sale will be open to the public aii(

will be held Friday and Saturday

December 4 from 11 am - 7 pm an'

December 5 from 10 am - 5 pm. I

will be held in the Womer Campu

Center, and there is no admitianci

fee.

More than40 artists from arouw

Colorado will participate in the sal

as will several student and facult;

artists. No art is imported for tli

sale. Sale items will includejeweln^

toys, pottery, holiday omamc

rugs, clothing, drawings, paintings,

wreaths, and cards. Visa an(

Mastercard will be welcome.

The art sale is being sponsors

by the Colorado College Arts ani

Crafts Committee and the Leisu'

Program. For more informatioi

please call 389-6769.
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Faculty News
DOE offers awards for basic research

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Non-tenured engineering and science faculty are eligible for the U.S. Department of

Energy'sEnvironmental Restoration/Waste ManagementJuniorFaculty Award Program.

Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and administered by the Oak Ridge

Institute for Science and Education, the program offers up to a $50,000 annual award for

participants to conduct educational development or applied and basic research in the areas

of environmental restoration and waste management.

AppUcants must be full-time, non-tenured faculty members holding tenure-track

appointments at accredited academic institutions in the United States, and they must be

U.S. citizens. Because the program is designed to supportjunior faculty members, eligible

applicants must have held their Ph.D.'s in a specified science or engineering discipline for

less than six years (December 31, 1987 or later).

Applicants should have received their doctoral degrees in one of the following

disciplines: Engineering— nuclear, civil, environmental, sanitary, mechanical, chemical,

metallurgical, agricultural, industrial, materials, ceramics, biotechnology, electrical,

petroleum, or related engineering disciplines; or Sciences — applies mathematics,

environmental sciences, health physics, ecology, industrial hygiene, chemistry,

radiochemistry, geology, hydrology, materials science, toxicology, epidemiology,

radioecology, applied physics, soil sciences, or other related sciences.

Apphcants must submit proposals. Awards are made on a competitive basis and may

be renewed for a second year.

Applications are being taken through Jan. 28, 1993, and awards will be announced in

June/July 1993. For more information contactLeilaGossIee, Environmental Restoration/

Waste Management Junior Faculty Award Program, Science/Engineering Education

Division, Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, P.O. Box 117, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

37831-0117, or call (615) 576-1078.

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) carries out national and

international programs in science and engineering educadon, (raining and management

systems, energy and environment systems, and medical sciences. ORISA conducts these

programs for the U.S. Departmeni of Energy through a management and operadng

contract with Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU). Established in 1946, ORAU
is a consortium of 65 colleges and universities.

Money to be given for "innovative ideas"

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

College and university faculty members with research interests in health physics-

related technical areas may apply for the U.S. Department of Energy's Health Physics

Faculty Research Award (HPFRA) Program.

Sponsored by DOE's Office of Environment. Safety and Health, the program is open
to all full-time faculty appointments at accredited colleges and universities in the United

States. The HPFRA Program is designed to increase the numbers of faculty members
conducting research in health physics education. Other program objectives include

encouraging innovative ideas for research in the field and strengthening ties between

academic institutions and DOE facilities.

Awards for the 1003-1994 academic year will be S50,000. Awardces arc eligible for

two additional renewals, for a total of three years. Travel funds may also be available on

a limited basis, for trips to and from a collaborating DOE facility, to technical conferences

and meetings, and to an annual program workshop.

Administered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education in Oak Ridge,

Tenn., the HPFTRA Program supports research in health physics areas related to the DOE
mission, with particular interest in radiation safety and protection. Specific areas include

radiation dosimetry, risk assessment and as low as reasonably achievable concepts,

radiological emergency management, radiation protection standards and regulations,

environmental monitoring and assessment, and air monitoring and sampling.

Program participants must maintain their full-time faculty appoinuneni status and must

conduct their research at their home institutions. In addition, they must collaborate with

a DOE contractor or approved facility and must submit annual and final reports.

The apphcation deadline for the 1993- 1 994 HPFRA Program is Feb. 28, 1993. Awards

will be announced in June 1993. For more information or for application materials, contact

Leila Gosslee, Health Physics Faculty Research Award Program, Science/Engineering

Education Division, Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, P.O. Box 1 17, Oak
Ridge, Tenn. 37831-0117. (615) 576-1078.

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) carries out national and

international programs in science and engineering education, training and management

systems, energy and environment systems, and medical sciences. ORISA conducts these

programs for the U.S. Department of Energy through a management and operating

contract with Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU). Established in 1946, ORAU
is a consortium of 65 colleges and universities.

Amendmenttwomay strain relations with ElPomar
Continued from page 1...

Paso County, has voted to deny

protected civil rights status to

homosexuals and bisexuals.

Professor Duncombe beUeves

that CC may also have trouble

retaining some cunenl homosexual

and bisexual faculty members who,

like herself, "perceive Colorado

Springs to be a more hostile climate

than [they] had in the past."

Duncombe stated that she was

"reading job ads in a way that I

haven't previously."

Kutsche feels that the passage of

Amendment 2 will serve to "isolate

CC from the city of Colorado

Springs," because El Paso County

provided half of the 80,000-vote

margin of victory which

Amendment 2 garnered in the

statewide election.

Kutsche also believes the

amendment may strain further the

college's "already tenuous"

relations with the El Pomar
Foundation, which helped fund

construction of the El Pomar Sports

Center, theWomerCampus Center,

and Tutt Library, in addition to

numerous smaller projects.

The El Pomar Foundation

recently gave a substantial grant to

Focus on the Family, a group that

strongly supported Amendment 2.

The grant enabled Focus on the

Family to relocate their

headquarters from California to

Colorado Springs.

While El Pomar would not

discuss the amount of the grant,

two sources said that the grant

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

totaled $4 million.

Kutsche stated that the CC
community has "become

accustomed to looking over its

shoulder" at the El Pomar
Foundation and trying to sustain a

relationship with the foundation that

is acceptable to both institutions.

The amendment's passage has

renewed the concern among the

faculty about El Pomar's dual role

in supporting Focus on the Family

and Colorado College, according

to Kutsche.

Barbara Yalich, CC's Vice

London
$289*

President for Development and

College Relations, believes Kutsche

isoversladng ihatconcem. She feels

that any endowed institution must

strive to maintain an amicable

relationship with its donors, but

that the El Pomar Foundation's

support of Focus on the Family

won't strain that relationship, as

long as the CC community

understands that El Pomar's grant

was solely for the purpose of

economic development and is not

necessarily an endorsement of

Focus on the Family's politics.
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BACCHUS offers drinking tips

Delemiine in advance how much you are going to drink and never exceed tlial.

In regard to your drinking. Uiink in lerms of moderation and keeping watch on how much you have had.

Avoid mixing two different alcoholic beverages such as beer and whiskey.

Sip and savor your drinks - don't gulp them.

Eat something when drinking (the one possible exception would be when you are having no more than two

small drinks 20-30 minutes before dinner).

Limit the length of time of you drinking. Stop after an hour or two.

Perceive getting drunk as something not normal.

Do something else when you are drinking - like having a conversation, reading, etc.

See drinking as something extra, not as a remedy for boredom or "having nothing to do".

Always have soft drinks and food available for your guests.

Remember the host who pushes drinks is, at the very least, impolite.

See a hangover as a warning that you were drinking too much the night before. Remember, though, that

some people can drink too much and never suffer a hangover.

The worst time to drink is when you feel "I need a drink."

At a party, sip the first drink over 30 minutes and take the same time for the second; stretch the third drink

out until you leave. Never take a fourth.

Suiprise yourself occasionally be doing something else when you otherwise would have had a drink -

exercise, take a hot bath, or drink some juice.

Never use alcohol in the morning to get you going or to fight a hangover.

If you akeady exhibit alcoholic behavior, practicing these tips will not make your drinking "normal." (If

you are from an alcoholic family your risk of becoming an alcoholic is increased.)

About BACCHUS: BACCHUS is a college-based alcohol abuse prevention program. The BACCHUS
Philosophy is that college students can play a uniquely effective role in encouraging their peers to reflect

on, talk honesUy about, and to develop positive habits and attitudes toward beverage alcohol use or non-

use. There are currently over 500 BACCHUS Chapters in the United Slates.

POLLUTION.

A Special Offer
For C.C. Students

You've worked hard. You're craimning for exams.
You've pulled all-nighterg...

Isn't il tinie lo reward yourself?
-j:!!::::

UlllliW
t(llli:il, Tako advanlagr oflhia one-lime specialfrom Colorado SpringM CablevUion

• With more than 50 channela to choosefrom...
• NIIL hockey... Ihe beat in alap-abol action

• SCI-FI hilt including Lost in Space, Dr. Who Ballleslar Calaclica and morel> * El Celebrity interviews

j|jii|lll
• C-SP/l(V'j Coverage ofthe NEW FACES IN WASHINGTON

•••:::::! •
* X-PRESS information services (compatible with most PC's)

!!!!!t'V*
' Cull/auoriles (Gilligan's Island; the Beaver and other nostalgic hits)

j::::::;:
VOVLL get aU SO^ channels ofCableviiion's preferred serviceforjust $5 now through Dee. IS.

::::;:::; January 25 - May 25 u jmt tat, payable in advance. • Mastercard and Viaa accepted.

iiiiiliij*
order nowand get covpons for two free lovie's pizzas...

I::::::::
"' ^^v mention tiiisadi CaU ess-eeie today.

•Cnmpiu fioiuing only. Ifyou live off-campm, ask about CabUvision's Holiday Harvest campaign speeiaU.

COLORADO STRINGS

CABLEVISION
213 North Union

ColonJo Spilngs, CO 80909
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Four C.C. women "Out of Africa"
[i\/ing inAmericawithAfrican heritage is dificult, lewardingand something they haveincommon

liyKATYYANDA
C(i/(j/>'s'

Staff Reporter

The sense from all four is indescribable, thatto

jfscribe Africa is impossible. "Ifyoublindfolded

[ne and flew me around the world, the minute I

siepped off the plane, I'dknow I was there," said

^leigh Parsons. "There is something in the air

[haione can not imagine unless one has been, it is

j^s[afeeling."Itwasthatmyste^yandloveoftheir

]io[T)e that Ashleigh, Alex Kennaugh, Simone

]j[er and Zenziwe Matshe have in common.

fliey were each bom in A&ica, attend Colorado

College, and as there are four people, there are

four ifferent ideas of the continent they came

from.

Zenziwe was bom in Zimbabwe and had

never been to the United States until she came to

CCthreeyearsago.Shepickedthisschoolbecause

of its reputation, its size, and because she wanted

10 travel and see other pans of the world. "It was

a shock, but I fit in very well. The snow was

strange though." She hasn't been back since she

aiiived,andhasspentsummers working with the

chemistrydepartment "It ishardnotgoinghome;

1 miss ita lot" She plans to returnsometime after

graduation.

Alex, Ashleigh and Simone have lived in the

United Stales for varying lengths of lime before

coming to campus. Alex left South Africa for

Canadawhen she was seven, Ashleighmoved to

New Mexico when she was eight, and Simone to

Iowa when she was thirteen. Alex now lives in

Denver and Simone in Hawaii. "When one is

eight, it is easier to make the change," Ashleigh

stated "TlieU.S. was sodifferent, and I hadsome

very specific ideasbefore I came. I thoughtthat all

ihe cars would be big, and my image of the

country was like Westerns we'd see on TV. That

and a lot ofsnow. But, I made many friends and

didn't mind after a while. It was harder for my
troiher and sistCT, who are oldCT than I am."

Juter, Matshe, Parsons, and Kennaugh: happy to be at C.C.

For Simone, the transition was also difficulL

"I had a very hard time at first, butnow I am glad

I live here. I have found a place that is right for

me."

Each of their families moved because ihey

foresaw thegrowing problems Africawas facing.

In recent years it has been almost impossible to

transfCT money out of the country, making it

dilBcult for pe<^le to leave. There has been

increasing strife within the govemmenls, "My

father was offered a job here and took it," Alex

said "Thae wasn'ta future fcffmy family there."

Ashleigji's parents wanted their children to

have lhechoiceofAmericancilizenship."Itis the

most vCTsalile and allows the most freedom.

There are so many countries thai won't allow a

South African passport

They saw a chance and decided tocome while

itwasstill available." ForSimone's family it was

also a chance- the choice between the relative

luxury for ihem in South Africa and the security

of theUnited States. "I will never lose my identity

as a South African," Simone stated, "but I am

smart enough to realize the benefits ofa passport

from this country."

However, though ihey are happy to be here, each

(Hie is joyful to go back. AH four have many

friends and family thai remain. "For me, it is like

returning home," Alex explained with a smile. "I

feel better there than anywhere else. And the

country is magnificent; there is awing

appreciation of witdness and nature."

"One must go there lo experience it," said

Simone."Youcannoiknowthecountrieswiihoui

visiting and living in some of it."

Another thing that all four women agreed upon

was thai one has lo know at least a part of Africa

beforejudging iLEachhassulTercdiromprejudicc,

especially ifthey say ihcy arc from South Africa.

Simone found ihai, in the beginning, the

immediate assumptior\s thai people would nuike

were piunful. "When 1 told them thai I was from

South Africa, ilicrc would be a sudden coldness

in iheir eyes and a siunncd silence. 1 felt ihal I had

lo answer for my entire country and explain what

people saw as wrong-doing."

Ashleigh said angrily."Many people assume

that I am racist. I am not at all! People need to

realize their stereotypes and know that South

Africa and Zimbabwe aren't everything thai the

media feeds ihcm. There are problems, bui there

are also so many wonderful things."

These wonderful things arc the reasoas that

Ashleigh and her family go back al least every

two years, she finds that il is fun to have friends

from the area. Alex agrees, 'There is an

upbringing and culture ihal is unique." Zenziwe

finds thatthesenseofcommunity ismuchstrongcr.

"Everyone isfricndly immediately here, bui there

are times when il is supcrilcial. At home people

always say and act exactly how they feci."

Zenziwe will return lo Africa; Alex is

considering whether she wants lo eventually live

there. 'Tlicrc is always a chance when I go Ixick

for Christmas that I just might stay." However,

Ashleigh and Simone think they will noL "I will

always visit, perhaps even stay for a year, but 1

want my children lo be raised here," Ashleigh

staled. Simone agrees. "I know that I could never

go back to Uve; tfiis is my home. But there arc

partsofmelhatwillbeAfricanforcvcr. Itisone

of the most beautiful places in the world.
"

"Lilac and Me" wins

Ebey Novella Contest

H^

'i.f.

l-A^.-'

t-^M'^^l'jM^^^ "i% -^^
Johninc Pielroskj

Bartlett, the winner of the Ebey Novella Contest.

"y Stacey Sowards when asked how he felt about winning

features Editor

"I was shoclced! I was simply

^limned!" was Ray Bartlelt's response

this year's Ebey Novella Contest.

The contest, held at the end of Block

One, inspired around fifteen novella

entries. The top three stories, judged by

4 C.C. professors were awarded cash

prizes of 700, 400, and 200 dollars for

first, second, and third places,

respectively. The second-place winner

was Scott Craig, whose story was

entitled "The Blossom of the Sun," and

the third-place award went to Lakis

Polycarpou.

Ray Bartlett, who is a senior political

science-economics major, decided lo

write his story, entitled " Lilac and Me,"

because it was along similar lines to

another story he had written but was too

long for the novella contest. Ray let the

story idea simmer for a couple of months

until he had time to get it into words,

during first block.

Set in a small fictional Arizona town,

the story develops as a weird relationship

between a ten-year-old boy and a young

woman of about twenty. The woman

has just arrived to town and the boy

becomes infatuated with the woman after

seeing her once or twice. He then

becomes a peeping Tom, and the story

then develops into what he sees from

outside her window.

The theme of the story, as Ray tells

me, is a loss of innocence and changing

perspectives.

Winning the Ebey Novella Contest

was quite a surprise for Ray. He had

entered the contest twice before without

much success. And a few "friends" had

told him that he would probably not

accomplish much as a writer. However,

winning this contest may be the

beginning of a writing career for Ray.

For starters, he would like to enter his

story in the Nick Adams Short Story

Contest, an ACM college competition.

Ideally, Ray would like to pursue

writing as a career. Upon graduating

from C. C, Ray is planning to take a

couple of years off. He is planning to do

some freelance writing for his hometown

paper in Cape Cod and then to do some

traveling, perhaps to Japan, or just

around North America. His long term

goals include writing, writing anything

from novels to critical essays.

Essentially, Ray "would like to have

the educational background to write

critical essays on politics, social

structure, or economics," sograd school

is definitely in his future plans.

Ray would like to encourage writers

to enter next year's contest, because, as Ray

adds, "It's a great opportunity."
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Reap the benefits of Colorado ....Ski cheap! T

Zeder sparks a gnarly arc. Go ski!

Courtesy of Powder Maga:

By JEFF BUSH
Catalyst Staff Reporter

For those members of the

Colorado College community with

cashtoblow.anadvisableacliviiyto

spend it on would be skiing.

Although during the dead ofwinter,

lift tickets can run you almost fifty

dollars, the pre-season rates are

usuallyabout halfasexpensive. Since

there are numerous high quaJity ski

areas in Colorado, the competition

for skiers is fierce and they race to

open the quickest. As one

representative of Copper Mountain

said,"Basically,ifwecanopen earlier

than expected, we will." How
profound. So, with block break

quickly descending upon us, people

are scurrying about trying to find the

best and, more importantly, the

cheapest places to ski.

First of all, it might help to know

what will be open for the weekend of

the 23rd over block break. Well, all

of the resorts in Summit Country

will be open, with Keystone and

Copper Mountain having the best

conditions (according to the minion

Ispokewith). CrestedButte,Vflthits

infamous free skiing until December

19th,willopenNovember 20th. They

also have a deal that if you've never

skied before, they'll give you a firee

lesson, so for the money, Butte's

your place if you don't mind lift

lines.

Winter Park will open on

November 18th, with a brand

spanking new bowl, which will

probably be closed until midseason.

Vail has about 400 acres of skiable

terrain, but Beaver Creek will not

open untilNovember 25th. Forthose

with Vail passes concerned that this

investment will not be valid until

Thanksgiving, not to worry. Similar

to lastyear.thepre-season restrictions

have been amended, and passes will

be accepted.

Aspen Mountain is open

weekends only , and the Highlands is

planning to open on December 1 8th.

For those unconcerned with the gas'

crisis, Telluride will open on

November 2 1st, and Steamboat will

open November 18th. As far as pre-

season lift tickets go, the deals are

about 50% cheaper than regular

season tickets. In the Summit,

Arapahoe Basin will be S17 a day.

Keystone will be $18 a day and

Copper Mountain and will be $22 a

day. Winter Park and Mary Jane will

be$20aday, while Vail'spre-season

tickets are $30 a day. Crested Butte,

in case you've been asleep, is free.

The potential discounts do not

stop here, however. There are a slew

of discount cards ranging in price

&X)m$0.00toS3aorS40.Thepopular

ones, such as the SkiAmericard, are

about $10 and for that you receive

lift ticket discounts anywhere fi^

$5 to S 1 5 with one free lift tickctar

a one-lime S 1 9 discount for P^^
|y AA

Another, the National 51 pedal

Association card is S7.95 and giv^

you similar benefits, while clairni

to be the #1 skier discount card. ;\liere (i

of these cards give the buye juestit

additional discounts at area hoiek

car rentals, restaurants fasi foo,

place, and even liquor stores.

One of the higher priced

The Colorado Card, gives you saving 10111

of $8 to S13 at Vail and Beaver "oHeg

Creek with a blackout period fron, jestlc'

fcythel

itillda

December 26-31, $30foradulis(i

student discounts). Also, this care

comes with one free lift ticket it

buy it beforeNovember ISth.whichfcnxiet;

must be used either between

November 25 through Deccmbcf

18th or from March 29th to April

18th

Allinall,theskiareasofColoradt

spend serious time and money to vas

entice skiers to their resorts, and the

Colorado residents can easily reap

the benefits of their efforts. So, find

someone with a big car who has

girlfriend whose parents gave her

the key to their ski chalet in

mountains and don't forget the r

because those chair rides get chilly.

Break a leg!

JET accepts applications
Courtesy of Jet program

Applications for the 1993
JET Program are now being

accepted. The application

deadline is December 15. 1992,

The JET Program seeks to

enhance internationalization in

Japan by (1) intensifying

foreign language education and

(2) fostering ties between
Japanese youth and JET
participants. These objectives

are being achieved by offering

young college/university

graduates from the nine

participating countries

THE INEXPENSIVE WAY
TO MAKE HIGH MARKS

AUWINnit!
Put just $100 down on a Loveland Student

Loan Pass and ski 10 days for only $1 5 per

day. You pay as you ski! After your 10 paid

ski days (a total of $250). We'll give you an

unreshicted Loveland Season Pass good for

the rest of the season. This is one shideni

loan plan that makes the grade.

AFEWLOVEIAND
SURPMSES

Iif9*r Hmi AspM MMRtaiR With 60 fun

and exciting trails on over 830 aoes. Loveland

ranks as the 10th largest skj area m Colorado

Mori mow Him Stombott An average of

over 375 inches of white shjff falls here every

year - more than any Colorado ski area

except one. Closof Hmi WlRlir Nrii Only 56

miles west of Denver on 1-70, Loveland is the

closest major skj area to the Denver metro area.

For more information or to

order your Loveland ShjdenI Loan Pass,

call l-«00-]2$-lOVE

INTltODOCiNG
lOVELAND^
STUDENT
LOAN PASS

(Australia, Canada, China
France, Germany, Ireland, New
Zealand, the U.K., and the U.S.)

the opportunity to serve in local

government offices as

Coordinators for International

Relations (CIR) or in public/

private junior and senior high

schools as Assistant Language
Teachers (ALT). There are

3,325 young professionals

currently experiencing Japan as

JET participants, 1,708 of
whom are from the United
States.

ALTs must have an interest

in teaching English as a second
language and excellent English

pronunciation, writing and
grammar skills. Japanese
language ability is not required

for this position. Strong
Japanese and English language

skills are mandatory for the CIR
position, as CIR duties include

receiving guests from abroad,

editing and translating

pamphlets, interpreting on
occasions of international

events, and other duties, if the

All applicants must be of blew
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U.S. nationality and hold a

Bachelor'sdegreebyJuly 1993.

An interest in Japan, the ability^iudyi

to adapt to a different culture,

and an enthusiastic and flexible

attitude are prerequisites.

The length of the program is

one year, from July 1 993 to July

1994. An annual remuneration

of 3,600,000 yen isprovidedio

cover the cost of the

participant's accommodations,

living expenses and mandatory

health insurance. Provided thai

participants complete their

contracts and adhere to ihe

established terms and schedules

of the Program, they will be

provided with round trip air

tickets from designated points

in the U.S.

For further

information.please contact: JET

Program Office. Japan

Information Center, 50 Fremoni

Street. San Francisco. CA
84105 (Tele: 415/777-3533).
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/Vmericanism discovered while in Japan
;; ,

AARON LLOYD

St
pecialtotheCato/j's/

Who am I? What am I doing

^ere (in Japa")*? These were the first

i-ei

meslions I faced from my future

lassmaies in Narita Airport, waiting

'or
our other ACM participants in the

iVaseda University Japan Study/year

jbroadprogramtoarrive. "Aaron Lloyd,

fjon,
Colorado

College" was the

[g5lIcould manage

fiXihefLTStquestion,

still
dazed from jet

excitement

j^ety.andaweat

what I had

be, :ommiued myself

pril -

T h

ado ;econd question

lo was more

disturbing, in that I

[lid not have a clear

answer 10my fellow

itudent's question

'1 guess 10 study Japanese and learn

ibout Japan," I replied, but I did not

[lave a clear reason why I was there or

why ! wanted to study about Japan.

Closer to the truth is I felt drawn there

IS if it was something I had to do and

[here was something incomplete in me

[hoped to make whole,

Although the why's and how's

}f the coming year were not clear, I

laiew what I was to do. I was to be a

foreign student in Japan for the next 1

1

months, living in a Japanese home.

studying at a Japanese university in

rokyo. After a one-month intensive

language review/orientation in Nagano

piefcciure.Imovedinwithmyhomestay

family and began classes. My classes

were all in the Intemadonal Division of

Waseda. with mostly other foreign

siudenis. I spoke only Japanese in

language classes and mosUy Japanese

ai home. All this was to supposedly

'ieam about Japan."

After eleven months, I

Krtainly know more about Japan and

has dominated the non-

communist world since World

Warn. DespiteJapan'spost-war

occupation and U.S. imposed

Constitution, the economic and

poHtical systems of Japan are

uniquely Japanese and are

fundamentally a reflection of the

values of the Japanese culture.

With thecollapseofcommunism.

Western economists are just

beginning to

acknowledge

that Japan's

economy is not

a free maricet

system, not a

central
planning
system, but a

third road, a

K e i r e t s u

system.

Japanese

politics are

similarly based

on culture. The

typical view of

Japanese politics as rife with

corruption and based on back

room bargaining is completely

correct, from a Western cultural

viewpoint What is defined as

corruption, and the acceptability

of such practices as bribery, is

dependent on cultural definitions

Lloyd and Japanese buddy

and values thatare radically different

in Japan. Without an understanding

of Japanese culture, analysis of

economics and politics in Japan is

I3SS

Aaron Uoyd
u;iuuiiiy KJlow luurc auuuuapaii oiiu

^

'

more Japanese than the average CC Aaron takes the time to party with his friends in Japan

student. Yet, I would argue that the ^^^,^^^.^^_^^_^
most important question I answered

was not "what does it mean to be

lapanese?"but'*whatdoesitmeantobe

an American?" This, I would argue is

the most important fimction of study

abroad-to better understand one's own

culture and country by comparison to a

ifferentcultureandcountry.Forwhite-

uppermiddle-class Americanswhohave

lever had to be outside the dominant

culture, or have never had a minority

experience, I think this is notjust a good

but is vitally important to a

complete understanding of culture.

Ifthere waseveraperfeclplace

accomplish this understanding, it

^ould be Japan. Japan has the most

homogenous population on earth, with

^% of Japanese citizens identifying

lliemselves as eUinically Japanese. The

Values Americans place on allowing

immigration, celebrating diversity and

iiidividuality, and accepting minority

Cultures are simply not part ofJapanese

tolture. It is in the face of such polar-

^Ppositevaluesandpracticeslhatlbegan

ounderstandtiiecomponentsand values

^l^my own culture.

Japan is furthermore ideal

l^auseofitsresistance to the American

^onomic and political paradigm that

hang out in ancient cemetery.

inherentiy deficient.

All of my classroom

studies would therefore have been

incomplete, if not useless, without

the underslandingofculturel gained

from living an everyday Japanese

life. This mosUy came from my

homeslay with a Japanese family,

but it also came from commuting

one hour each wav to school bv

crowded uains, drinking widi

Japanese students, and even

adopting a Japanese manner of

social interaction and

communication. Itis ihemillionscf

small details tiiat can never be

taught, but must be experienced

and indeed lived, that construct the

understanding of a culture.

To su-etch a metaphor, it

was not enough for me to be a fish

outofwater,outofmy own culture,

to understand Japanese culture. I

had to be a fish that tried to fiy, to

interact and function in a new culture,

to really understand the differences

between the two. As you could

imagine, this is a very tiring process,

filled with frustrauonsandfcclingsof

ineptitude. But it is the only way to

gain more than a surface

understanding of both a foreign

country and iiscuUurc and to discover

one's own assumotions and abilities

at the same time.

I am completely convinced

of the value of study abnaad. But, I

guarantee no one a painless

experience. Personal gruwih often

involved "growing pains." and there

is a vast difference between four

blocks of separation from one's

culture and an entire year. Japan

offered much in terms of a learning

experience, but at die price of being a

stranger in a sU:angc land. Yet, Japan

will always be a second home of

sorts.

NOVEMBER 16 - 20

"Turkey Bags"* - .99 each

Selected CC Clothing and Insignia Items

25%-50% Off

Academic Calendars - 50% Off

AND MORE
COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Turkey Bag - mostly junk we want to get rid of,

but three lucky folks will find gift certificates

in their bags.

HGUIDE . /^
TDA\m SYSTEM. INC. ^^

IF YOITRE PLANNING
TO GO HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS, COME
BY OUR CAMPUS
OFFICE IN
ARMSTRONG HALL
SUITE 5 TO BOOK
YOUR TRAVEL OR
CALL CINDYAT
389-6732
MAIN OFFICE
635 351

1

TOLL FREE
800-821-2714

rarUnn Tr.ivel Network
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Lucky Dragon dining and goldfish too!

By TODD KEATHLEY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Lucky Dragon

402 W. Fillmore Sl

Tele #-635-0122

Food:**

Service:
***

Atmosphere: **

Price: S3J0-S5.25. lunch

S5.00-$14.95, dinner

Alcohol: Beer, Wine, Liquor

Delivery service offered

Located north of campus on

Fillmore, the Lucky Dragon offers a

lunch ^)ecial thai surpasses any fast

food joint's bargain "menu" plans. I

don't intend to berate the Lucky

Dragcm'sevening fere, butyoushould

always remember that Chinese

restaurants are rqHjffs when it comes

to dinner. A customer usually spends

twice the amountofcash at dinner in a

Giinese restaurant for the same dish

offered during lunch lime hours.

Therefore, ifyou are thetypeofperson

who prefers Biricenstocksoversandals,

thendisregardmywamingaboutbeing

taken fffl- a ride.

Returning now to the Lucky

Dragon, I ordered their Moo Goo Gai

Pan. Imade a mental mistake with this

order,fOTlthought thatthis\\^actually

a Moo Shu "pancake" order - the one

v/ith plum sauce. MooGooG^ Pan is

actually a sort of Veggie-Chicken

Combo in some other kind of thin

paste.Iamnotanexpertonlhenuances

and subtleties ofChinese cuisine; itall

seems to blend into one style. In any

event, this dish is complemented with

WE'VE PUT A NEW SPIN

ON INVESTING WITH TIAA-CREF

A TIAA-CREF, our goal has always

been to make your retirement dollars

go farther. Now, they can go as far as

London, Frankfurt or Tokyo— or anywhere
else in the world where financial oppor-

tunities seem promising— with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.

THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPANDS THE HORIZON

FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.

The CREF Global Equities Account is

an actively-managed portfolio of both

foreign and domestic stocks selected for

diversity and growth potential. As part of

a wide range of annuity and Investment

alternatives already offered by TIAA-CREE
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.

While returns may vary over time, the

CREF Global Equities Account is based

on CREF's already-existing strength

and the long-term approach to investing

that has made TIAA-CREF America's

preeminent pension organization.

WHEN IT COMES TO
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.

We've been speaking the language of

foreign investing for nearly twenty years.

That's when we pioneered investing pi

funds on an international level. All those

Ensiuii^ the future
for those who shape it!*

years of

cultivati.

h, market analysis and

of regional contacts have given

us special insight Into the risks and rewards

of today's global marketplace.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR
NEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

offered through your TIAA-CREF retire-

ment annuities, subject to the provisions of

your employer's retirement plan. It Is auto-

matically available for TIAA-CREF Supple-

mental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).

To find out more about the CREF
Global Equities Account or TIAA-CREF's
other annuity and Investment alternatives,

send for our free brochure. Or call

I 800-842-2776.

You'll find that at TIAA-CREE our

world revolves around helping you build a

secure and rewarding future.

SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET

The CREF Glabtd Equituj Account—
A WorlB of Opportunity^d learn more

about ihis exciting new CREF Account.

Mail this coupon to: TIAA-CREF.

Depl. QC. 730 Third Avenue. New York.

NY 10017. Or call I 800-842-2776.

Ift

re distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and InstilutionJ

, call I 800.842-273.1. ext, 5509 for a prospectus. Read the proipcc

Nami{?[tutp rintj

Aiiraf

C-ay, s,.„ ZipCr^r

/«./././i.« (Full name)

TitU Daj^luni Pbonc { )

TIAA-CREF Pa

D Y,, a No

""""' l/y^.S„US„urUi*

refully before you invest or Bend money

fried rice and an egg roll during lunch

hours and is stuff worthy material for

a $5.00 tab including tip. The lunch

menu includes twaity eight different

di^es under five dollars, so there

should be something at the Lucky

Dragon which would appeal to any

group of people.

I have toadm it thatChinese food is

notmy strength in cidinary criticism.

The atmosphere is the typically weak

attempt of recreating an "Oriental"

environment,buttheLucky Dragon is

conconedenough toaddan aquarium

interject, but tiiey are quality goldfi:

who mind their own business. \
seancontwitandiHOudtobeswiiTiinj,

around in a tank owned by the LtKi

Dragon, and this display of valid prci

isenoughtoconvinceme thatthe Uici

Dragon is on to something.

Therefore, I urge you to tr^'

yourselfthe secret recipes of the Luct,

Dragon; die food is not bad, and %
fortune cookies reveal the mysierieso

theunknown more accurately ihandct

NASA's billion dollar Hubbl

Telescope. I'm telling you, the place!

ofgoIdfish."HoworiginaI!"youmight abargain.

Frats throw party

for youngsters

By ALEX SALAZAR
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On Thursday, October 29. the

Kappa Sigma, FUI, Sigma Chi,

and Phi Delta Theta Fraternities

hosted a Halloween Party. Children

from the Boy's/Girl's Club of

Colorado Springs and Volunteer

Action attended.

All Sororities contributed

greatly in decoration and as

chaperones for the children. More
than 100 kids attended the fun-

filled evening.

The FUI's and Sigma Chi's s

up a haunted house while the Pt

Dells provided food andbeverages

The mostpopularwas die Kapf<

Sigma's Fun House where [k

cotton candy machine highlighiK

the fun enjoyed by all the children

The haunted house successful!]

spooked the children and the adulii

Thanks to Marriot for donating

the apples, the bookstore !oi

providing art supplies and Curreni

Art Supplies for a fifty dollar

certificate.

-^Q ATTENTION
Mil FOREIGN STUDENTS

,Sj^S Interested in
fi M M remaining in the U.S.

^ iBI after graduation?

Let us help you review your options

for obtaining a Green Card
or Y>Iork Permit

One half hour FREE consultation

LAW OFFICES OF ANN ALLOTT
2305 E. Arapahoe Rd., Suite 260

Littleton, Colorado 80122
303/797-8055 Fax: 303/7976136
Our Practice is limited to immigration matters

THE HrRING OF LAWYERS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
THAT SHOULD NOT BE BASED SOLELY UPON

ADVERTISEMENTS. BEFORE YOU DECIDE ASK US TO
SEND YOU WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR

QUALIHCATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

IMMLAW"" A National Cojisortim of Immigration Law Firms
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Inner City Blues
By MICHAEL MORRIS

Come this January Bill Clinlm will

be able to show America what is

incotporaled in his brand of "change."

nicrearemanypromisesihatBillClinton

his made However, when it comes to

ijoaling with the inner cities, he has been

rjthervague Hespeaksof"invesling"in

J LiOes and of changing the welfare

su.m but offers few concrete ideas.

T
lis \ agueness offers as much hope as it

I s fear The right actions can spur

Tov.ih and hope in areas of our country

[hjt have, for years, been experioicing

utinomic depression and despair. The

wTong policies can be worse than doing

nodung at all. Still, the time for action is

low. but before wc do anything, it is

..nicial to know what has happened inside

[J urban areas.

Many people look at our inner cities

35 proof of [he limits of capitalism. The

exact opposite is tme. A good argumait

can be made that our inner cities are as

close CO socialism as America has ever

beca All housing is subsidizedandowned

by the government, most of the residents

receivewelfare,foodislargely subsidized,

and so is health care. Despite all of these

"benefits," the quality of living for the

residents of these neighborhood has

deaeased rapidly. In fact, the worst

neighborhoods seem to be the ones with

the most govemmeninl "services."

Rather than being the problem,

capitalism is the solution. Unfortunately,

capitalism is all but banned in the inner

cities. No one can own their own home;

anyone who can provide somewhat for

themselves must leave, and minimum

wage laws dramatically increase the

unemployment level among inner dty

youth, depriving than of crucial work

expaienc^ etc. Worst of all, success is

frownedupon Tosucceedistoloseone's

baiefits.Itisacondnuouscycleofdespair.

In order to improve our iruier cides,

we must change our altitude about what

ccffistilutes help. To provide for those in

ncedjuslcrealesdependency. Givingone

the opportunity to provide for oneself is

what is needed. People must be allowed

to fail if they are ever to succeed, and

success must not be punished. The

incentives are all wrong.

To change the incentives around,

Bill Clinton shouldpnaposetodramatically

change the welfare system. One of the

best ideas floating around is a negative

income tax. The idea behind a negative

income tax is thai when individuals fall

below a certain level of income they

receive a supplement from the

govemmenL The supplement is a certain

pCTcentage of the difference between the

cutoffincomelevelandlheperson'sactual

level (i.e., if the cutoff level is 510,000 a

year, the supplemental percentage 50%

and the individual's incomeequals 56,000

a year, ihoi thai individual would receive

a S2,000 supplement). The advantage of

such a system, if it replaces our current

system, is ihal it helps those who are truly

in need while preserving the incentive to

woric (the more one makes, the more

one's total income).

Besides incentives, our inner cities

also need money and coital. However,

notallmoneyandcapital is created equally.

Tohavethegovemmentbeihesupplierof

jobs will just further worsen the situation.

People will become more, not less,

dependenton the govemmenL In order to

reallyhelp our inner cities, it is cmcial that

the people who live there are allowed to

hdp themselves.

Todothis.CongressandBillClinton

should pass the Giteiprise zone bill. Any

and all areas of the United States where

there is rampant poverty and/or rampant

unemployment should be eligible. These

zones should haveno capital gains tax, no

minimum wage law. a permanent

investment tax credit, no tax on small

business and so on. The bill should be

geared to create new businesses in this

area and not to drag already existing

industries frcm one area of the country to

another.

Thae arc many other good ideas

floating around. Ideas areadimeadozea

We need practical policies. We've Died

the welfare state, and it didn't worit. A

look at the poverty rate for the last fifty

years will demonstrate this, hi the 1950's

and early 1960's the povoiy rate fell

dramatically, both as a percentage of the

populationandinabsolutcnumbCTs. Thca

after the implementation of the Great

Society programs, poverty slowly edged

up. Throughoulthce3itircl970'spoveTty

increased. The figures for the I980's are

rather conti'oversial. Some say the poor

got poorer, othCTS disagree. Statistics

abound. According to the latest census,

the poverty rate declined slightiy during

thel980's. Regardlessofwhathc^pened

in the 1980's, one thing is clear.,.we still

have a long way to go. It is time to decide

how serious weare about helping those in

the inner cities, We know what hasn't

worked, thewelfarestate. Lci'sgivegood

'ol capitalism a try. It seems to work well

for the rest of the nation.

Wiggett Wonders,
"Why" did

Amendment Two Pass?
By BRIAN WIGGETT
Catalyst Staff Reporter

So, it would seem that a

good percentage of us on
campus are happy today. If I

rememberright,CC students

preferred Clinton over Bush
and Perot by 3 to 1. So, we
have our "change." But all

we've really managed to do
is throw Bush on his tush.

And, ifwe truly want change,

we need to do much more
than this.

Let's take gay rights for

instance. I am not ashamed
to say I'm from Colorado,
that state that legislated hate.

And it's true. Gays and
lesbians have already been
fired from jobs, with one
bigoted boss claiming he let

one woman go because she

was looking for another job.

When she asked him if it was
because she was
homosexual, he shrugged his

shoulders. She has no
recourse in getting her job

back.
A sailor has been reinstated

in the Navy. Even though he

has openly announced being

gay, the Navy refused to let

him back in. The judge who
ruled in the case was
understandably livid. He
stated, "This is not a military

dictatorship. It is not the

former Soviet socialist

republic. Here, the rule of

law applies to the military . .

. even to the commander-in-

chief." (Bush might disagree

with that.) Unfortunately,

this case is bound for years

of appeals, resulting in a

probable overruling by the

Supreme Court.

What's up with this

country? Is Joe Suburb so

frightened of "the gay

menace" that he will take

Nazi-like actions to make
himself more secure? Hitler

would be proud of the latest

events here, let alone the

upsurgence of Nazism in

Germany.
What has happened to

protecting the rights of the

minority in this country?

That's one of the main
reasons why we do not have

a pure democracy in this

country. It's one of the main

reasons we have the Bill of

Rights and the ACLU. Is it

any wonder why the

American Civil Liberties

Union is so unpopular in

Middle America? It's

because they usually come
to the defense of the minority

and the unpopular
themselves.

We still have one of the

best nations in the world, but

like Than said last week, it's

more and more the best by

default. Inherent in our

country's doctrine is the

protection of individual's

privacy, both in their

workplace, and in their

bedrooms. Maybe the change

we're really looking for is

just a return to the principles

we laid down over 200 years

ago.

Political

Correctness on
Campus — "Did

you vote for

Clinton because

your parents

didn^t?"
By CATHERINE
SANTAMARIA
Cato/ys/ Staff Writer

"I just got a copy of my
high school newspaper," my
friend said last night. "There

was this letter to the editor

saying how sick and tired this

guy was of people rallying

behind a cause they knew
noihingabout. I'mth inking of

writing a letter back to him
saying, "You ain't seen nothing

— come spend two days on the

CC campus and really see what

you're calking about!"

I pondered that statement for a

moment. "What the hell do you

mean?"l asked. My friend went

on to say that it seemed to her

that a lot of people here at CC
were liberal for the sake of

being liberal, meaning that a

great deal of people are

dedicated to some cause,

rooting for some underdog,

doing it "just because." Just

because it's not what the

majority believes, just because

society rebukes it, just because

it's out of the mainstream.

I opened my mouth to

protest. How can you say that?

So many people here, all a part

of some cause or another, all

looking to help the common
man, putting others first . . .

Then I stopped. Hey, I thought.

She might have something

there.

How many of us involved

in some "cause" really believe

in it? Silly question, you might

say. But ask yourself— in ten

years, will you care? Will you

even remember what you

fought for during your years at

college? Will iteven be relevant

to you at that point?

Allying yourself with some

cause without feeling you serve

some true purpose for it is

almost like doing it to put it on

the big Resume of Life. Sure,

in a couple of years you can

point at that piece of paper (do

you know if it's recycled or

not?) and say, "Hey , look what

I did," and pat yourself on the

back, but then what?

This is notto say you should

shun all "liberal" organizations

because someday you might

not remember what you fought

for, and it's not to say that

everyone who is involved in

some sort of cause docs it for

future gratification, because

that's not at all true. I can see

for myself the students at CC
who have deep concern for a

cause and participate in some
organizationbccause they feel

indebted to some cause. But

the point my friend was trying

to get across, and what T see

great relevance in, is that it's

not uncommon on tliis campus

to get involved in something

simply because it's a "liberal"

cause.

Do you really believe that

Columbus committed genocide

by killing off countless groups

of Indians when he landed on

the North American continent?

It happened in 1492. This is

1992, a different century, a

different set of morals. Or arc

you just jumping on the non-

conformist bandwagon for a

hay ride to "Liberal-land?" Did

you vote for Bill Clinton

because you fully believe in

his economic and domestic

policies — or because your

parents voted forCeorgc Bush?

The liberal view is quite

enticing. But, you should not

blind yourselfto the other side,

the side you mightnot want to

see, for a myriad of reasons.

My mother tacked up a liule

saying/maxim to the

refrigerator at home that says,

"There are three sides to every

argument — yours, the other

guy 's, and the right one." This

makes a little too much sense,

Mom, but it's quite relevant in

today's society. You have a

view, the other guy has a view,

and somewhere out there, there

is arightview.lt doesn't matter

who's right, but you have to

believe in what you are fighting

for. If you arc going to pledge

your undying support to a

cause, make sure you do it for

yourself, not for an intangible,

unexplainable force out there

that makes you feel guilty if

you don't. Unfortunately, in

today's society, it's hard to

distinguish vogue causes from

venerable ones.



EarthFirst! a

Required
Reagent
To the Editor.

I am usually able to avoid

getting embroiled in the tangled

web of juvenile prattling that

dominates the Catalyst ''Opinions"

section, but the November 6 issue

ocxitained athou^t-provoking letter

(Mike Morris; "Earth First!

Fascist!") which brought up some

importantpointsconceming radical

environmentalism. I have met Mr.

Morris and 1 admire and appreciate

his political zeal and his respect for

the democratic process. It is people

like him who inspire constiuctive

dialogue.

I afplaud Mr. Monis's call for

radical environmentalists to accept

responsibility for their actions, but

for somwhal different reasons. I

wlroleheanedlyagree tfiatbyhiding

behind the nebulous shroud of the

Earth First! moniker and by not

acc^jdngperscMTal responsibilityfor

their direct-action protests, people

who engage in such activities do

indeed look like cowaitily vaixials.

This isnotthe puipose, as I see it , of

civildisobedience (recall thatHenry

David Thoreau wrote much of his

famous essay from a jail cell). By
subscribing to the tactics ofEF!, or

any other direct-action group, one

must also live by their creed. All

such groups stress vehemently that

their members must not endanger

the lives of other humans and that

they hold themselves accountable,

morally and legally, fortheiractions.

The type of inesponsible protest to

whichMr.Morrisrefers in hisletter

is preciselythetypeofaction which

drove Dave Foreman from EF! in

the first place. Poorly conceived

protests can set the entire

environmental movement back

decades. I also agree with Mr.

Morris that should the campus

activists mandate appropriate

conditions for their actions, their

"chapter" of EF! would see its

membershipdwindle significantly.)

But, what Mr. Morris
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misujiderstands, is the broad

spectrum and plurality of the

environmental movement In this

country we have nearly as many

brands ofenvironmentalism as we
have environmentalists. From
President Bush's gutting of the

pohtical gains of the past twenty

yeais and Vice-president Quayle's

"Council on Economic
Compedtiveness,"to the folkswho
mightadvocateassassinalingtimber

and oil industry executives in the

interest of self-defense, we have a

potpourri of opinions atiout how
besttoravageorproteaoumanon's

nalxjral heritage, Mr. Monis is

conea in pointing out tliatwe Uve

in a worid of political reaUty, but

what he has missed is the faa that

every American, through their

actionorinaction,createsthat reality.

For the past century, since the

founding of the Sierra Club,

conservative factions have

complained about "radical" and

"apocalyptic" environmentalists.

Wiihouttheeffortsofthe radicals, it

isunlikdythatthemoremainstream

environmental groups could have

made the advances they have. As

Christopher Manes to whom Mr.

Monisrefersloinhisletier,butwho

IVIr.Morrishas failedtoread closely,

author of Green Rage, points out

groups like EF! make the other

groups look like complaisant

Milquetoasts by comparison By
applyingpressure from tlK extreme

lelt, EF! aQows moderate groups to
get their foot in the door in

Washington. Clhis strategy is not

unknown to George Bush—"You
think I'm a puppet of the rigju

wingeisVWaitllyouseemynjnningmate!").
Mr. Morris has also failed to

understand the tenets of Deep
Ecology. WhenAmeNaess coined

the temi in his 1972 paper, "The
Shallow andtheDeep,LongRange
Ecology Movement," he was
writingnotsomuch aboutreverting

to a primitive Ufestyle, but of

reassessing our past and present

relationship with the bios[*ere. He
was pointing out the growing
distinctiontietweenantiin^XKaiuic

ecology (the past ofthe movement
Manes describes as "making
industry safe for humanity") and

biocentric ecotogy, understanding

and sustaining the complex
ecological relationship not of
humans and nature, but liumans as

a pan of nature. Earth Fustieis, by
and large, subscrilje to the Deq)
Ecology school not, as Mr. Monis
suggests, fiom "a basic rejection of
humanity as weknow it" but fiom
a deeply-rooted feeling that our

industry-driven society is

dangerously outofbalance withthe

only hving planet in the known
universe. They feel that waiting for

the slow machinery ofgovernment
to solve the crisis will mean the

irrevocable destruction of an
important part of the human spirit

So, while the sycophants author

and debate legislatioa represent

wildernessinlawsuits,aixlgererally

lick the boots of Congress and
industry.some activistsareoutthere

putting their words into actioa

Whose talk is cheaper, Mr. Monis?
I do not wish to enter a debate on
whether or rot the end justifies the

means
. That is notforme oranyone

else to decide.My argument is that

the actions of radical

environmentalists, for ihe greatest

part, havehadapositive effectupon
the national conscience as a whole.

They have helped to bring flie less-

than-peripheral issues of a global

ecological crisis into the fixus of

mainstream politicsandraainstream

consciousness. They have fought

anuiMl battle todo so, and Idonot
thinkthatwe should letahandfiilof

alleged indiscretions derailanentire

movement
I suspeathatMr.Moniswould

call himselfan environmentalist In

his letter he implies economic and
public policy solutions topollulioa

Sure, creative economic solutions

like transferable emission pemiits

are amuch-neededelement Butthe
nonmaricet amenities which have a

value that transcends economics
require a voice also. Where
economics fail us, we must search

for other tools and other means of
actioa An effective solution will

doubtless require a concerted effort

by all of us if we are toproteaand

preserveourmostvaluabletieasure,

the globe.

I thank Mr. Morris for his

provocative assessment of the

radical environmentalmovement I

hope that in the fiiture he will look

a Ultle more closely and be able to

seethe ecosystemthroughthe fallen

trees.

TUM VAN LUVEN

Parents:

Food
Service

"Horse

Pucky!"
To the Editor,

Parents Weekend '92 was a

great way to spend a sunny

weekend in Colorado Springs

with our sons (Class of '94 and

'96). We enjoy hearing about

their courses and activities and

meeting new friends and

teachers.

Our complaint keeps
recurring: the food service.

CC's mandatory food service

policy seems to be one of the

last bastions of the College's

attempt to act as surrogate

parents to our children while

they're away from home. In our

years as 60's college students,

the schools thought it was
important to have rules on

whether a woman could wear
slacks (they could, only if the

temperature was below 15

degrees F.), or if men could

visit women's dormitory rooms
(they could, but only on
Sundays with doots pppn!).
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MAKE PLANS NOW TO DO YOUR HOLIDAYS SHOPPING

ARTS & CRAFTS SALE!
COLORADO COLLEGE 1992

Mark your Calendars!

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 4TH - 11AM - 7PM
SATURDAY. DECEMBER 5TH - 10AM - 5PM
WORNER CAMPUS CENTER (Comer of Cache la Poudre and Cascade)

For Information CaM:389.6606

•REUGIOUS LIFE EVENTS*

The Monks of Gaden Shartse Present

f-

REMINDER!

Due to the THANKSGIVING BREAK, "THE SOURCE",

which wfll come out on FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 20.

will include items for the following dates,

SUNDAY. NOV. 22 Through SUNDAY. DEC 5

Information that you want included needs to be

in OUR OFFICE by no later than

NOON. WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 18

Thanks. Office of Minority Student Life.

SACRED EARTH AND HEALING ARTS OF TIBErr-<

Buddhist and Tibetan Folkdances

Monastic Chanting in Deep, Resonant,

Chorda] Tones Accompanied by Tibetan

Musical Instruments

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 16. 1992

SHOVE CHAPEL - 7:30 PM

FREE WITH CC ID

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext 6846

HEY GREEKS! Thanks for hosting

the 95 kids from Volunteer Action, the Boys

and Girls Clubs, the Red Cross Shelter, and

the Colorado Springs Deaf and Blind School

on Halloween afternoon. Thanks also to

Arthur House for hosting the Volunteer

Action kids on Tuesday and Thursday. You
did GOOD!

** ** **

Thanks to everyone who helped out

with Help the Holidays Happen! Next week
we'll give you a full report on how much was

collected and who benefitted.

*« «* **

SKIINGFREE! TweWe People signed
up for the Breckenridge Handicapped Ski

Program training and are on their way to

SKIING FREE, how about you? There is

still time. For more information stop by the

Center for Community Services or call Chris

at634'-;3847.' '

'
"

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

IDENTITY CARDS

are available right here at C.C.I

The Office of International Programs

can make yours

while vou wait!

THANKS
to all those students who made

The Grand Finale of

International Week such fun! We look

forward to next year's events.

WANT TO GO ABROAD NEXT YEAR?

We can help! Visit our office

any weekday between noon and 4 pm.

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

UNLESS YOU'VE BEEN UNDER
A ROCK, YOU KNOW THAT

RAINBOW JAM V!

Staying Alive!

IS IN

GAYLORD

«;ATtlRnAY. NOVEMBER 14

qPM - MIDNIGHT

FREE food by AASU, ASIA, BSU
BGALA, Chaverim, ISO,

MEChA and NASA!

FREE beer and other beverages!

Ethnic and Cultural music and dancing!

Other than that, there's no more

news for next week, so,

-HAVE A FUN BLOCK BREAK!
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Monday
16

12:00 pm - Hawaii

Club. Please come and
join this new club if

you're interested in

Hawaii. Worner Hayes

Room 213.

*6:30 pm - Silent Sign-

ing Hour. Worner How-
bert Room 216. Spon-

sored by the Sign Lan-

guage Club.

7:00 pm - Uvesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

*7:30 pm - 'SACRED
EARTH AND HEAUNG
ARTS OF TIBET.'

Buddhist and Tibetan

folk dances, monastic

chanting, accompanied

by Tibetan musical in-

struments. Presented

by the Tibetan Budd-
hist Monks of Gaden
Shartse. $10 suggest-

ed donation. Shove
Chapel. Sponsored by

the Chaplain's Office.

Tuesday
17

12:00 pm - MEChA
Worner Wolcott Room
117.

12:00pm - New Focus.

1-2 pm - Washington

University Law School

information session.

Worner Greg Room
212.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced
WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored

by Academic Com-
puting.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Stu-

dent Cultural Center.

*7:30 pm - "HEAUNG
FOR HEALERS." A
traditional Tibetan
Buddhist's healing cer-

emony for therapists

and counselors. $15
suggested donation;

space is limited. Call

Kathy Monahan, X6638
for more information.

Shove Chapel. Spon-

sored by the Chap-

lain's Office.

Wednesday
18

Thursday
19

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored

by Academic Comput-
ing.



WEEK

Friday
20

Saturday
21

Sunday
22

On-Going Events

and l\/leetings

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony,
Christopher Willdns,

conductor. Featuring

'Winter Fantasy with

Michael Hanson, violin.

Tickets $5 w/CC ID/Ac-

tivity Card at Womer
Center Desk. Pikes

Peak Center.

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony.
See Friday, 11/20. 8
pm.

*2:30 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony.
See Friday, 11/20, 8
pm.

mEDEADUNEFOR THENOVEMBER2^29AND
NOVEMBER 3MXC£MBER 6 -THS WEEK" B
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16 AT 4M) PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FEUSWOOP INFOR-

MAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Womer Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Gennan Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Hoviftiert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
Russtan Table First Three Wednesdays, 5;30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shave Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and

rellection by individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, Tam-Spm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA -Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC tor semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except bioct< break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese maniat an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with relerences

to applications of daily Hie.

•This Wee/c" is published weeldy by The Leisure

Program, Werner Center Desl< and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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226 Worner Center 719-389-6893 Nov. 16-20
check ihc Career Center Kiosk. Career Ccnier door. i<r inquire al the Career Center reeeplion desk

More Than a Few
Words About
"No Shows"
"No shows" and last minute

cancellations reflect poorly on

everyone at Colorado College.

Al C.C, most events don'i really gel staned uniii five lo seven minutes inio ihe scheduled lime because of whal

ij know as "Colorado College liinc." Arriving lale. noi showing ai all. and cancelling ai ihe lasr minuie are

also becoming pan of Ihe Colomdo College culiurc. Unforiunaiely, Ihe resi of ihe worid does noi operate on

"Colorado College Time." Employers arc not very ha[^ when you arrive five lo seven minutes into your

scheduled inierview. Being on time is a simple counesy and an mdicalion on your pan ihai you respect the

s of the olher pereon.

unseling appoininieni, a pradicBefore you "blow off a workshop, a

please consider Ihe following:

Workshops

•Our professional slaffdcvoioiconsidcnble time preparing for each workshop based on ihc

number of people signed up. It is noi lime effective lo conduct a 90-niinulc woikshop for only

.'' people when 18 had signed up!

Appoiiilmeiiti

• (Xir siiiff members set aside time for apiioin'menis. ISy noi showing or cancelling at the laq

minute you prevcnl another student from filling the slot.

Practice InienietesfRecruiimem
I An organization's represeniaiive has left his/herjob and responsibi lilies for the day and spirit

money and considerable Iravel time to meet people who have requested an inierview. He/she

has every right to expea those people lo show up.

2- Colleges Willi high "no-show" rales are fre(|ueniiy dmppcd from the list of c;impUNes an employer

visits; so. your no-show could cost olher C.C. siudenis interview opponunities,

3.When you fail lo cancel your inierview in advance, you are preventing another qualified

candidate from interviewing with the employer.

Managing your lime and your schedule are skills required in the "world of work." We hope that when you a

signing up for workshops, appointments, and interviews you will be professional and courteous.

Internships

The ACLU .Student Inlcrn'jhip Propram

The American Civil Liberties Union is accepting

applications for its Fall and Summer internship

program. The Civil Liberties Union implements

litigation lo expand civil liberties throughout the

country. Volunteer interns are associated with an

ACLU aitomey who will assign legal research

projects. Projects include issues like education,

racism, women's rights, gay rights, immigration ar

many others. Interns work a minimum of 3 days

per week for len weeks in New York City.

Application deadline is Dec. 15 for spring

miemships and May l.'i for summer internships.

Contact: Zachary Nightingale. Legal Dept.

Amencan Civil Liberties Union Foundation. 132 V

43 Si.. 7ih Floor, New York. NY 10036

(Government Iniemships Nolebook)

A( M Latin AmtrJcu n l'roi;nini>'

H^ve you pariicipaled in an ACM study abro.id

program m C.>j1j Rica .iiid h.ivc a conmiand ..f

Spanish.' If you li.ive. )ou arf eligible to apply lor

a year-long inicm>hir wilh the ACM Latin

American Programs. T\v: povilion provide^ round-

trip iransponalion between Miruni and San Jose.

Costa Rica, room and bo.ird with a Costa Ruan
family, a minimal salary for personal expenses and

books, and the opponuniiy to enroll for up to 6

credits at Ihe University of Costa Rica, along wiih

Ihe position as Student Inieni. The student iniem

acts as an advisor on Costa Rican culture, helps

students manage living arraiigemcnis. assists ACM
personnel, maintains archives, informs students

about recreation programs, helps administer the

ACM scholarship program, and handles olher

projects and aciiviiies for ACM. For more
infomiaiion, contact: Catherine Dillon at (312)

263-5000. 71ic application deadline is December
I5ih! (Inicmaiional Iniemships Nolebook)

Lale Night With Lclterman

Work in research, talent, music, production, staff

writing producer's office, or - wiih Dave's

assistamf Iniem will have "gofer" duties - xerox,

phones, errands. Full-time position is non-paying,

bul experience rich. Undergrad status required.

Send cover leaer and resume three nonths prior to

desired semester to: Susan Shreyar, Internship

Coordinator. LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID
LETTERMAN. 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
NY 101 12. (Aru and Media Iniemships Notebook)

;\(liiiipislnilivc/Markcling Intern

Land Properties Inc. is offering a challenging year-

round internship position to interested and

motivated students. The Adminislraiive/Marketing

Intern will Icam hands-on about the sales and

marketing business. Responsibilities include:

answering phones, working as an assistant with top

leasing agents, organizing letler and ad

composiiion and performing assorted clerical tasks.

The applicant must have a working knowledge of

Word Perfect 5.1 and Lotus 1-2-3, and must be able

to type well. Knowledge of D Base IV and olher

computer programs helps but is not required. The
internship is paid at S5.00 an hour. To apply, send

a letlerof qualification and a resume lo: Ellen

York. Director of Administration, Land Propenies

Inc., P.O. Box 2376. Colorado Springs, CO 80901.

The position will remain open until filled.

(Colorado- Ba^ed Internships Notebook)

Pfizer Inc. . Central Re-icarcli Division

Research assistants needed in the Fhamiaceutical

Research and Developnieni Dcpanment to aid in

ihe design and development ol dosage forms and

dosage delivery devices, the prefoniiulation and

evaluation of new approaches lor improving the

absorption of dmgs administered orally, and the

evaluation of dmg stability and drug release from

various dosage fomis. Applicants should possess a

B.S. or M.S. degree in phamiaty, chemistiy. or

biological science and have a strong inlerest in the

design, development and manufacture of

pharmaceutical dosage fomis for human and/or

animal health applications. Excellent salary and
benefils package offered. Please send resume,

transcript, and three references to: Lorraine C
Corr. Supcn'isor. Employee Resources, Pfii^er Inc.,

Ceniral Research Division. Eastern Point Road.

Groton. CT 06340. (Environmental, Science. &
Technology Jobs Notebook)

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolvn (lianarelii

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Direaor

Sharyl Bender Peterson. Research & Resoui

Patli Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Expose

Yourself

Career Fair '92

Wednesday, December 2, 2-6 pm
Womer Center

WORKSHOPS

2-3pm "Corporate and Non-profit America: Your Liberal Arts

Degree al Work," WES

"Should I Go On To Graduate School?, " Room 2 1

3

3-4pm "Making the Most of Those Summer Months: Creative and

Exciting Summer Opportunities," WES

"Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Obstacles to Women and

Minorities in the Workplace and How to Overcome Them,"

Room 213

OPEN FORUM

4-6pm All Students: Talk with people in your potential career fields

during the open forum. Learn about jobs and careers and

network with "alums" from across the Front Range.

To Careers

Part-Uine/Seasoiial

Outdoor Education Field Teacher/I nstr\ictor

Horizons For Youth is a program in Massachusetts

designed to teach school children about the

environment and their impact on iL The staff and

instructors are responsible for developing activities

and teaching lessons in the outdoors pertaining to

such areas as: ecology, conservation,

environmental science, and group dynamics.

Applicants must have a sincere interest in working

with children; a background in science or education

is helpful but not necessary. Room and board are

provided along with a stipend of Si 50.00 per week.

The dates of the position are from early March

through mid-June 1993. Summer and year-round

employment are also possible. For more

information, contact: Steve Cleaver, Program

Director. 121 Lakeview St., Sharon, MA 02067;

6 1 7-828-7550, (Summer Job Opponuniiies

Notebook)

Washington Uni

Info Table, I l-l

Washington Uni

Law Info Sessio

Vermont Law School. Info Table.

1 l-lpni

Mty School of La

sity School of

Sign up in Career Center for workshops.

Recruiting News

Interested in Law School?

The Vemnoiii Law School and Washington University School of Law will be

conducting information lables and information sessions on Tuesday, November
17. Stop by from 11:00 lo 1:00 to visit with representatives from these schools.

Practice, practice, practice makes perfect.

Tliere arc still a number of slois left on Tuesday, November 24 and

Wednesday, December 9 for you to practice your interviewing skills.

Come by the Career Center and sign up for a time.

Didyou know that?

The University of Chicago Business School will have an information table on

December 10 from 11:00-1:00 and a presentation from 2-3 in Womer room
215.

Please Note: The deadline for applications to the JET program is

December 15.

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer
Johrma Kietzmann Sharleen PisciotU

Jennifer Mcl^ean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects of

employment and educaUon. We do noi knowingly

list job opportunities trom employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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MuUan's MuUings , •

.

Don't these rules sound trivial

25 years later? Today C.C. has

elaborate rules that require

administrators to spend their

time reviewing letters from

physicians and/or clergy if a

student requests an exemption

from the food service.

We would suggest that, with

parental permission,

sophomores,jimiors and seniors

have the additional option of

not subscribing to the food

service. Room, board, and
tuition place a great financial

strainon most families. Making
food service optional would
help us to reduce petty

arguments with our sons and

daughters over additional food
money requests!
We look forward to having this

option in food service policy

available to us. Of all the

legitimate concerns of parents

and students, food service

complaints certainly must be
among the most annoying, time-
consuming issues which
needlessly divert the

administration's attention from
more serious matters. Time and
money wasted on enforcing the

food service policy could be
letter spent on other faculty

and student needs.

We will read the Catalyst to
see if this matter warrants
further attention from the

administration, student body,
and/or their parents.

JANIE and ELLIOT
STONE
Stoughton,

Massachusetts

Amend.
Two
Lamented
To the Editor,

I do not understand.

Amendment Nimiber Two has

passed, and discrimination has

reared its ugly head by fifty two

percentin Colorado. lam but a

naive first-year smdent here. I

had dreamt of what college

would be like for years. I never

expected this.

In the beginning of the

school year, I was against

Amendment Two. But, I did

nothing. As the election day

finally came around I mustered

enough activism to don a "No
on 2"button. On the actual day,

I sacrificed a mere half-an-hour

to hold a banner outside during

rush hour. This may be more

activism than some show, but

hardly enough to claim being

an activist.

The next morning, I heard

the results. Unbelievable. 1 was

very disappwinted and angry. I

kept the button on.

But by Friday the sixth, the

issue would effectme more than

I could have imagined. I felt

both sides of the fight that day.

A woman at a travel service

nearby welcomes me with a

pleasant smile and said,

During my senior year in

high school, a friend at a nearby

D.C. public school wimessed a

drive-by shooting during lunch.

The shooters were a group of

teenage guys who were angry

at a girl who attended my
friend's school. The victims

were three random students, one

a girl standing next to my friend

who sustained a fatal wound to

her head.

This was when I woke up.

People my age, my generation,

shoot and kill people all the

time. Death is not foreign or

out-of-the-ordinary to many
teenagers who live in my city.

This is true for the teens who
live in Colorado Springs but do

not attend schools as docile as

CC.
During Halloween night,

not far from CC, a young trick-

or-treater received a gun shot

wound to the back. The child

was apparently caught in

gunfire between teen gang
members. The wound was
caused by a stray bullet.

Last year a man was shot

and killed while walking on a

block in downtown Colorado

Springs. Theteenagerwhoshot
him said the man was walking

on his street.

Gunshots wounds are the

second leading cause of death

for people aged 1 5 to 1 9 and the

leading cause of death for black

males of that age.

With the good guys in office

and a Congress with more
females, let us hope that

something can be changed.

With luck Congress will pass

the Brady bill, requiring a

waiting period for gun sales.

Those who argue against the

bill say it is "inconvenient." I

guess they don't see it as

inconvenient when innocent

high-school students get shot in

the head while eating lunch.

It snowed yesterday. From
my insulated dorm room I took

in the view. Every thing was

white and soft, but my eye

caught something out of the

ordinary. A man in a thin brown

coat was digging through the

dorm dumpster. He pulled out

a grease stained Louie's pizza

box and removed the remaining

crusts. I guess snow isn't the

that wonderful for everyone.

In Womer today two CC
women selling beans for the

Women's Bean Project handed
me a sheet of paper. I want to

share some of the statistics on
the sheet in case you didn't pick

up a copy.

In America: 37% of the

homeless eat one meal a day.

36% go at least one day a week
without food. 20miHionpeoplc
rely on a soup kitchen at least

once a month, more ilian half of

all poor in 1990 were either

children or elderly.

CC hosts a Sunday Lunch at

Shove every week for 75-100

homeless people. Poverty is

real. It's here at CC, and I

commend the students who are

working to do something about

it. Those going on BreakOUT
block break trips, those who
have helped with the campus
food and clothing drive and

those who have donated time or

items to help the homeless.

Sorry, my column is such a

downer this week, but lately

being editor docs not always

keep one chipper.

Meghan E, MuUan
Editor-in-Chief

"Anyone wearing that button

can sit right here." Later that

night, 1 returned to my dorm
room to find the notes between

my roommate and I ripped and

scattered across the hall. On the

door, written in stolen

construction letters, were the

words "Yes on 2."

This is a hate crime. It may not

be a severe one, but one still. I

admit that I cried. I was hurt. I

did not understand why.
Thankfully someone was there

to comfori me. My roommate

and I were victims of a hate

crime. Yet, we are not the real

victims. The homosexual
community is.

I am not denied marital

status. I am not rejected from

serving my country. I am not

refused employmentbecause of

my sexual orientation. I am not

denied housing. I am not fired

for being a homosexual. My
rights of equality are not taken

away. I am not beaten by hate.

I am not feared by the ignorant.

They are the real victims.

And whose shoulder can they

cry on? Who will comfort and

support them? I will. They
deserve my help.

Yet, they will not be crying.

The homosexual community

has a greater strength to oppose

hatred that I do. I cried. They

will continue to teach the

ignorant and to survive the

discrimination.

Amendment Two and the

supporters of it will never stand.

Power that comes from

oppressing others and inciting

fear and hatred never conquers.

We who embrace and cherish

diversity will stand strong.

Everyone has equal rights.

Everyone.

ANDREA BUCKVOLD

Salty Student

Writes "Letter of

Disgust"
To the Editor,

I am writing a letter of

disgust to the staff of the

Catalyst , the Colorado College

newspaper. First of all, where

is the news, as in, "news
stories?" Many things are

happening on the school

campus, in particular, a play

and an art show that the Catalyst

claimed to be covering yetnever

printed any piece ofinformation

on. What does it take to get

coverage in the Catalyst ; how
many friends must one have on

the staff in order to receive a

solitary printed word?
Choosing stories according to

personal biases and making a

school newspaperthe forum for

widess humor devoid of any

pertinence to anything

happening on campus defeats

the purpose of having a school

news publication. I suggest

those interested in creative

writing join the Disparaging

Eye or the Leviathan and

someone slightly interested in

reporting the college news step

forward and do it. Save the

paper next time!

IAN EDELSTEIN

P.S. - Your "editing out"

of this letter from the paper

will only further prove my
point that your staff is elitist,

unmindfiil of anyone else's

ideas, opinions, and activities

other than your own and your

good buddy's own.

Quote of
the Week...
"You can take up sports that are more expensive than

ski racing -- polo (the kind with horses), yachting and

Formula One racing come to mind. But it's difficult to

find anyone who would dispute the assessment of

George Rau, assistant headmaster of Burke Mountain

Academy, when he says developing into a world class

racer is 'frightfully expensive.'"

Ski Racing Magazine

Oct 31, 1992



IF YOU'RE INTO COCAINE,

WE'VE GOT A LINE FOR YOU.

Now there's another tragic

side effect of cocaine.

It's called unemployment.

Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60

billion to drugs. So this year,

most of the Fortune 500 will be

administering drug tests. Fail-

ing the test means you won't be

considered for employment.

And that's a little dose

of reality.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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CC bands rampage in search of eternal fame
Spiney Norman crawls from Funk Truck with new moniker and new style

, By KERRY TAYLOR

I
Catalyst Staff Reporter

My debutattemptatmusicjournalism finds

me in a penthouse McGregor suite sitting

opposite none other than Dave Smith, former

Psychedelic Zombies member and new

drummer for Spiney Nonnan, the undisputed

godfathers ofCC campus bands.

Dave was discovered by the other two

members: Jamie Mclntyre (guitar and vocals)

and DavidGreenbCTg(bassandbacking vocals)

while jamming in the exotic location of the

Mathias second floor lounge. Since then, the

long-haired sophomore hasn't looked back.

Until recently, Spiney Norman were

universally known as Funk Truck, but they

changed their name to separate themselves

from the stream of Funk bands flooding the

Boulderscene which they played this summer.

I ask Dave where the name "Spiney

Norman" originated. It seons to be a good

music-joumo question to ask. "I'm not sure, a

. haracter in a Monty Python film?" he suggests.

AllanswersonaSASE to theCam/y.S'f office.)

"What about influences?" 1 ask. No
problems with thisquestoin. Davetakesadeep

breath and begins:

"My philosophy is that to learn from the

amsters, you have to learn from who the masters

learned from: like The Meters, they're a big

influence of ours, and Seventies funk like

Grand Central Station andThe Commodores.

"We want to put the soul back into CC"
enthuses Dave, and I cannot help but think he

has seen The Commitments once too often. He

continues, "We're influenced a lot by

ParliamOTt, the Tower of Power and The Red

swarmsofgroupies outsideMcGregor. "Fans?

repeats Dave modestly. "Well, our friends

like us a lot." Clearly, the game has not yet

gone to his head.

"We haven't played much on campus this

Ross Gimpcl

Spiney Norman are losing touch with reality in the epoch of fame

semester," he apologizes and informs me thai

ifthedrinkingagewere dropped to IS.Spiney

HotChili Peppers. No,don ' twrite ihaL Everyone

is influenced by The Red Hot Chili Peppers

nowadays. Write Primus instead." David grew

up on Police and they're one of his biggest

influences.

"So what about the fans?" I inquire,

anticipating tales of mobbing in Bemis or

Norman would undoubtedly have a bigger

following. At the moment, when they play

bars and clubs most of their fans cannotcome

to see them. Perhaps they should send a tape

to Bill Clinton to persuade him?

Spiney Norman have played The Marquee

Club and The Fox in Boulder, and this week

sees them at The Underground pub and The

Deluxe.

"So, how much do you get paid?" I ask

curiously. 1 know thai living in McGregor

doesn't come cheap. "Wc play loo many free

gigs," Dave fumes. I realize that 1 have hit a

rawnerve."Pcoplc think musicians don'tnecd

paying because they love music so much, but

I'd rather be rich than famous and be on the

cover of a drum magazine with a $4000 drum

set." I can see dollar signs behind his glasses.

Dave sighs wistfully. He continues, "People

just don't understand what musicians go

through. Practice is neverending, and it's so

hard when you're in school:you really have to

work your butts off."

"So what does the future hold?" I ask. My
pencil is getting blunt, and music journalism

is thirsty work. "We know it's idealistic, but it

would be good to gel signed," says Dave.

"David has already graduated and Jamie is

about to. so maybe we'll go to New York.

Fame would be good," he adds.

Fame would be good for Spiney Norman.

I can already see my interview in Ihe pages of

Time Magazine.

So advice to all readers: it's probably a

good idea loseeSpiney Nonnan soon because

they are either going to be massive or someone

will make a film about them called

Commitments 2. I wonder who will play mc?

Psychotic Mary makes historic Arthur House debut to raging crowd
ByKNOXMcILWAIN
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last Saturday night, C.C.'s newest band.

Psychotic Mary,played their firstshow in Arthur

House. Two tiungs happened thai night that I

neverthought

I'd see here:

Lots of CC.
students
dancing
{even
moshing.sort

oO, and a

party that

outlasted the

keg. The
band hit the

stag at 10:30

and never

looked back.

They k^t a

packed
AnhurHcHise

gyrating all

nighL After

about halfan

hour, the

crowd was
dancing. By
Lhe second

set, a healthy

size mosh pit

had taken

shape. Even

after the keg

died, the

whole crowd Buff-ish Psychotic Mary and
stuck around

for an hour and a half, a new CC. recaxL

Thebandsoundedgre^NomorereaUyneeds
10 be said, I will not insult your intelligence by

Tiakinglamebutpoeticanalogies toothergroups

(The singer had the voice ofa pre-pubescent Jim

Monison with the presence of Axl Rose), but I

will do my best to describe them fcff those ofyou

who niissed the show. Sc^rfiomOTe Mark Dbcon,

the band's guitarist and foundCT, obviously has a

passiwi for the blues. It cones through in his

writing, his playing, and his style. Single While

Male frosh ToferTowe anchras the band with his

steady and

creative

drumming.

Add in his

Santa hat

and his hair,

and he has

thepolential

for true

psycho
drummer
status.
Junior
Barry
Gordon,the

band's bass

man, is a

very good

bass player,

pure and

simple. He
pulls off

Flea slap

solos like

he's
flossing his

teeth.
Finally.

senrorTerry

Bomsiiobei;

ChmH^ Psychotic

Sir Tutt- at Jackson this weekend Mary's vox

man, is the

type oflead singer even your mothCT would love.

His stxnewhat reserved style adds an element of

normalcy to ihe otherwise tweaked hneup. It ail

adds up to a band wilh style, talent, and a unique

CCflair.ThisbanddoesNOTsoundlikePhishor

theDeadbutstill had thepolential toplayacrunchy

school. Psychotic Marry has the blues, the funk,

and the power to wake upCC, but quahty and

finesseaie notsacrificed in theirmusic.Theycan

pull it all off. Their set list includesRed Hot Chili

Pq)pers, REM., Pink Floyd, The Church.

Hendrix, Spin Doctors (for the granolas) and

LivingColor,aswellasafeworiginals(whichlhc

crowd really liked, anotherCC first).To sum it

all up, judge fw yourself; their playing ^is

weekend Don't miss il!

Yet un otro book review
By CHRISTOPHER CLARKE
Catalyst Staff Reporter

AimeRicehasarareabilitytoconfionlpoweriul

questions in thecontextofpopular literature. Her

new woik. The Tale of the Body Thief, provides

anexcellentiUusaaionoflhistalenL Thebook's

centralchara:;ter,thevampireLestatdeLioncourt,

is primarily concemed with what his role is in the

coniextofhumanexistenceandwhat thenalureof

that human existence really is. He is the

consummateanli-herD.Heexists withexuberance

andsensuality butseesthisexislenceasdevoidof

meaning. For Lestat, only to experience life as a

humancouMsavehisexistenoefiomthedamnation

of irrelevance. In The Tale of the Body Thief.

Lestat gets his chance.

With the epic nature of The Queen of the

^mn^itseemedthaiAnneRicehadabandoned

the aesthetic principles utilized in the two earlier

installments of the Vampire Chronicles. But her

new woric returns us to the level of story-telling

ff^nndinThe VampireI^tat. Itisclearthatinthe

context of this series, a bod! like Queen was

necessary toexplore the details and history of the

vampire lore, but in Tale of The Body Tliief.

characters once again are able to drive the story.

The(lowbetweenscenesseemscontrived,butthe

real point is to force Ihe characters into richly

symbolic situatkins that effectively demonstrate

several different viewpoints on the meaning of

human existence and the paths that lead one to

these meanings.

Lestal is in a constant soirggJe with himself,

trying to understand these creahires that he feeds

on, who give his life its only purpose. When the

Body Thief approaches him with an offer to

switch bodiesforafew days, Lestal sees this as an

opportrmity to experience life for the first time in

over two hundred years. He understands Ihe

implicationsofIhisactbut isnevenheless attracted

irresistibly.

When the switch actually occurs, Lestat is

overwhelmedby theprioritiesofalivingbeing. He

considers mortal life to be an "endless cycte of

consumption, digestionandelimination." Buthe

gradually grows axusiomed to these processes

(tiiough hestill finds them revolting) and is able to

see more. Rice uses several helpers for Lestal's

findingsasamonalbutthe most importantLsanun

withwhomhefallsinlove. Thcnun.lhoughfirmly

CatiioUchasnobeliefinGodShe believes Ihather

Ufe is given purpose (only be Ihe alleviation of

suffering by others.] Her views have a profound

impaa on Leslat, forcing him to examine liis role

as Evil.

The Catholic interpretation of existence is not

timiled tothenun and, indeed,permeates the entire

woric The supposition of mind-body duality and

the denial ofmortality in favorof Ihe supernatural

are central tiiemes. Rice sees a very wide vista in

the context of these suppositions and conducts

herself well in Ihe questioning of them.

No one is really sure what place Anne Rice is

creating for herself, least ofall Rice. Shehasbeen

able to become a popular writer without

compromising her literatirre. Her woric seems to

nanscend the bounds of any one genre yet fits in

many. She hasbeen called the 20th Cenniry Mary

Shelley, a comparison she docs not dislike. Bui

regardlessofcomparison , she has revealed herself

to be one of the important writers ofour time.
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Livesounds presents New Order in McGregor
Actually, Manchester's New Order have just re-released their first LP, Movement

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

NEW ORDER
Movemeni (re-release)

Qwesl/Wamer Bros.

After the stylish suicide of

the sadly underrated Joy

Division singer Ian Curtis as

described by Psychic TV (in

the song "I.C. Water," Genesis

P-Orridge describes how Curtis

supposedly put a noose over his

neck, stood on an ice cube and

waited for it to melt), or by the

more traditional method of

simply jumping off a stool with

a noose around his necli (the

actual way he died, as 1

understand it), the three

remaining members of Joy

Division-Bernard Sumner

bifluence flie

CC Community

Tom Shuhan

New Order, clockwise from top left: Peter Hook, Bernard
Sumner, Stephen Morris, and Gillian Gilbert

(guitar), Peter Hook (bass),

Stephen Morris (drums), and

new addition Gillian Gilbert

(keyboards and additional

guitar)-carried on as New
Order.

However, their voice-their

identity, if you will-was lost

with the death of Curtis, and

therein lay their problem. Not

only was Curtis the symbol of

the group to many; he, as record

label honcho Anthony Wilson

of the influential Factory

Edit the

Catalyst

or the

Disparaging

Records in Manchester put it,

was the singular most

influential voice of his

generation. After much
consternation and

contemplation New Order

decided against bringing in an

outside vocalist to take Curtis's

place. Rather, they chose to stay

within the group and elevated

Sumner to lead vocals.

198rs Movemeni, the

group's first album since the

demise of Curtis, clearly shows

the stylistic connections with

and continuity from Joy

Division. Joy Division's music

was about melancholy, about

feelings, about desperation,

wrapped in music with severe

Gothic overtones. Sumner

perhaps gives the best

definition of Gothic in

describing his favorite film,

Nosferatu: "The atmosphere is

really evil, but you feel

comfortable inside it." This

perfectly describes Joy

Division-the music is often

dark and gloomy, yet the

listener feels as if the music is

speaking directly to him or her

and therefore feels a part of it.

Movement also has a rather

Gothic atmosphere to it: there

are only two tracks on the disc

that are slightly upbeat,

"Dreams Never End" and

"Denial."

Sumner's vocal style and

lyrics also leave something to

be desired. In attempting to

imitate Curtis's lyrical

construction and meaning and

emotion, Sumner comes off as

being weak and passionless.

When Ian Curtis sings "Now
that I've realized how it's all

gone wrong/Got to find some

therapy, this treatment takes too

long/Deep in the heart of where

sympathy held sway/Got to find

my destiny before it gets too

late" in "Twenty-Four Hours",

you know he desperately feels

that way, especially in his

embittered and pleading vocal

style. On the other hand, when
Sumner sings "Line of force

from heaven, a tear in a

stranger's eyeAVhere all things

never die, then it goes forever/

These places have been won,

minds just full of reading/When

these moments have begun" in

"ICB" (Ian Curtis Buried? I

next
semester

AppHcaUonsare
available at the
Womer desk, and

aredueWednesdty,
November 18.

Questions can be
directed to Cheri at

XB675.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return of all CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

25% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

I I •
NEWORDER
FACD.501981

MOVEMENT

I •
wonder...), his voice is just too

weak and passionless to give

the words any emotion or

feeling. Curtis was a master of

the vocal style; Sumner comes

off as a cheap, soulless imitator.

The music on Movemeni is

eerily reminiscent of Joy

Division in the haunting

melodies and synths. Joy

Division's sound had evolved

rather quickly in the year

between their debut LP
Unknown Pleasures and the

career-closing Closer (rhymes

with "poser"), clearly showing

the band's maturation from the

herky-jerky rhythms of "She's

Lost Control" to the beautifully

arranged synths and moody bass

of "Decades" or "Isolation."

Movemeni, regardless of its

lacking Curtis as a frontman, is

even deeper in the moods and

styles hinted at on Closer.

Anguished keyboard riffs,

sparse percussion, gloom-and-

doom bass melodies, and

"fractured" music is the rule

here. "Truth" is a prime

example of this evolution;

Sumner's guitar takes a back

seat to the melancholic synths

and jarring drumming, and

Peter Hook's bass provides the

emotional backbone for the

song. "Dreams Never End" is

similar to "Ceremony," one of

two Joy Division songs that

New Order recorded;

"Ceremony" was the new
band's first single and was

recorded as a bridge between

the old and the new; Joy

Division had never recorded it,

but did play it live at their final

concert. Again, it would be an

excellent tune but for Sumner's

tuneless, weak vocals. At other

times the music is simply too

gloomy to really enjoy, such as

in the despairing "ICB."

Movement is a somber,

desolate work. It seems that the

ghost of Ian Curtis lingered a

little too long around the band

at the time of its recording.

Although the music is

sometimes rather good and

involved, the vocals leave much

to be desired. Sumner, as much

as he tries, cannot invoke the

emotions that made Curtis'5

vocals so meaningful and

evocative. It's interesting to sec

how the band completely

changed around their sound

with their next release, the awo-

inspiring dance-floor sensation

"Temptation," which was a 180-

degree reversal from the

melancholy of Movemen/. New
Order must have made

Movemeni to exorcise the

demons left by Ian Curtis s

suicide, and once they were

exorcised, the band moved on

to the brighter pastures of the

dance floor.

Heaps o' thanks go

to Tim from

Manchester for

winning our Dr.

Who contest! The

answer is Tom
Baker. This week's

question is:

Who played Edith

Bunker on "All in

the Family?

Ifyou are the firstj

one to call withj

the right answer;

you will, as Tim

from Manchester^

happily did, win^

asetof nifty little:

Surprise Literaryj

Gifts! Call Drew
or Langdon with

the answer: -
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A little pizza, a can of Schaefer, a great night
By PERRY N. BROWN and

JUSTIN HERRMANN
Catalyst Staff Imbibers

Pizza goes with beer and beer

goes with pizza, that's all there is to

it To celebrate the joy of writing

our column this week, we decided

[0 make ourselves some pizza, eat

lots and drink our tasty selections

(or our non-tas^ selections as the

case may be).

As an added service to our

readers, we thought it would be a

good idea to include our recipe for

great pizza. Since the secret to any

great pizza is starting out with a

great crust, here it is, courtesy ofmy
mother Shirley J. Brown.

Start out with a cup oflukewarm

water. Addonepackageofdry yeast

and allow it to sit for a few minutes

till most of the yeast sinks to the

bottom of the bowl. To the water

and yeast add one isp. of salt, a tbsp.

of sugar or honey and two tbsp. of

oil. To all of the above add one cup

offlour.youmay use whiteorwheat.

whichever puis the wind in your

sails. Beatthe mixture on low speed

with a mixer or by hand for about

five minutes. This is an important

step because it allows the gluten in

the dough to build up, which makes

the dough elastic so it can tolerate

being spread into a pan. Add more
flour until the dough is workable by

hand. Knead the dough with a good

dusting of flour on your board until

the dough is about the consistency of

yourearlobe. Becaieful to notkncad

too much flour in as too much flour

will make your crust dry.

Place the dough in a well oiled

bowl to rise. Cover the bowl with a

towel or something of the like. When
the dough has doubled in size, punch

the dough down, cut it in half and

spread it into pizza pans. Top with

your favorite toppings, sauce, cheese

and such things, and bake at 350

degrees until the crust is brovm and

the cheese is melted. Then you can

crack open some brews and have a

great evening.

This week, we are reviewing:

Michael Shea'slrishAmberPubStyle

Lager which comes to us from

Rochester,New York; Pete'sWicked

Ale from St Paul, Minn.; and finally

we forceddownSchaeferBeer which
is brewed in Detroit, Michigan.

MichaelShea'sIrish Amber$4.99

a six pack ®S®
This is a little bght for an amber

beer, but it has a thick rich head that

sticks around. Michael Shea's is not

a bad beer, but it's nothing special.

M.S.'s has a nice flavor with a slight

bitter that's not really much to talk

about. Neal says. "It's got no dick."

Perry says in response to Ncal, "It's

definitely not a 'My dick is bigger

than your dick beer.'" I don't really

understand what all this phallic stuff

is about, but I think these guys need

help.

Pete's Wicked Ale S2.25 for 1 pt.

6oz. <mm.
When you drink Pete's Wicked,

there are two things that you notice

right away. The first is thegreatcolor

of this beer. It has a nice dark amber

color that is almost as dark as a stout

but is still crystal clear. The second

thing that you notice is the thick,

obedient head on this beer. Yes, we

said obedient, and its the truth. No
matter how haphazardly we poured

this beer, we could always keep it

from spilling over the cup by saying

"STOP!" Instandy the head would

stop at the lip of the cup. Pete's

Wicked has a fine flavor to

accompany this awesome head. It

has a nice full mouth and a great

bitter. The aftertaste is reminiscent

ofchocolate malt (a malted specialty

grain) but is not too strong. All in all,

Pete's Wicked is a truly enjoyable

brew which had a flavor that could

stand up to our awesome pizza.

SchaeferBecrSl.35for40Fl.oz.

m
Fora brief time. 1 wondered why

1 stopped drinking this stuff in high

school.Now Iknow.It'sawful. There

is no color, the head is weak, it

smells like shit and the taste is

unfathomably bad.

The label on the bottle states that

Schacfer is "America's oldest lager

beer." Judging by the taste. 1 don't

doublitabit. I wonder where they've

been storing it all that time?

This week we had the pleasure of

reviewing former Womer Desk guy

Ray Bartleii's homebrew. It was a

Back in high school, when this

was our beer of choice my friends

and I bought it because it was the

cheapest beer you could buy. For the

investment ofonecrisp dollar I could

get good and loaded. Even then we

knew it was awful though. We just

bought itbecause itwascheap. Which

I suppose is the reason people are

still buying it

Thomas and Capote resurrected
UCCS to present works by Dylan Thomas and Truman Capote

ByANTONIN ARTAUD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

THEATREWORKS/UCCS
will presentnew stage adaptations

of two of the most timeless and

beloved Christmas stories of our

time, A child's Christmas in

Waleshy Dylan Thomas and A
Ckrisintas Memory by Truman

Capote, Nov. 20 through Dec. 19,

FridaysandSaturdaysat8:00P.M.

in Dwire Arena Theatre on the

campus of the University of

Colorado at Colorado Springs.

There will also be two Sunday

matinee performances on

November 29 and December 13

at 2:00 P.M. Donations to the

UCCS Holiday Service Project,

in the form of new toys, new
clothes and non-perishable food

items, will be gratefully accepted

at the Friday, November 27,

perfomiance. These items will be

donated to 35 needy families in

the community.

Adapted by Randal Myler,

Associate Artistic Director of the

Denver Center Theatre Company,
the two short plays each offer a

vivid and evocative picture of

Chrisunas as seen through the eyes

and memories of very different

i^hildren continents apart. A
(hild's Christmas in Wales,

through the lyrical prose of Dylan

Thomas, evokes the sights,

sounds, smells and sensations ofa

snowy Christmas day in a tiny

"elsh seacoast village while

T'ruman Capote's A Christmas

^Umory (first dramatized for

television in 1967 featuring

jeraldine Page) offers a nostalgic

yet timeless glimpse of a long-

ago Christmas season in he rural

deep South and of the unique and

profound relationship between a

young boy and an old woman who
find the true spirit of the season in

each other.

For THEATREWORKS/
UCCS, Bob Pinney will direct A
Child's Christmas in Wales The

play features Michael Borghi as

the grown Dylan Thomas. Michael

Suggs will play Thomas as a young

boy. The cast also includes Brian

Roland, Donna Martin, David

Thomas, Bronwyn Maxwell, Joan

Hassel, Jesse Andrews, Jeff

Holland, Jason Willard and Joel

Beck. Sharon Andrews will direct

A Christmas Memory which

features HelaRobran, Ken Pellow,

John McDaniel, Eric Bosse,

Margaret Patterson and Ronnie

Storey-Ewoldt. Settings are by Curt

Layman with lighting by Steve

Graybill and costumes by Basia

Grabowski.

Tickets for this special evening

of family holiday entertainment are

SIO.OO General Admission, S8.00

for Students and Seniors and S5.00

for UCCS Students with ID.

Advance reservations with Visa or

Mastercard arc available by calling

593-3232 in Colorado Springs.

Tickets are also on sale at KRCC,
912 North Weber, Taylor Travel

Briargale, 7603 North Union and

at the UCCS University Center.

most interesting concoction. I think

it was a first attempt at a Lambic

style beer. In any case it was a

raspberry beer which, although we

really don't like this style of beer

very much, was not half bad. It was

a little over carbonated, but I suspect

this problem will be taken care of in

the next batch. This type of beer is

not at all what we think of when we

think of beer. It was sweet with no

perceivable bitter or hoppy flavor.

This is not achugging beer, it's more

like an after dinner beer, sweet and

light Although this beer is a little

odd (making something different is

always the way to go in

homcbrcwing). we both give it the

thumbs up. If you ever run into Ray,

askhim for some-you may get lucky.

Well another installment of the

Catalyst beer review has mercifully

come to an end. Wc sincerely hope

the recipe serves you well. Until next

time, RAVE ON.

BLUE MESA
nSIAI JEWELST CO. AID QHTS

Come See Where the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At Wholmaah Prices

Handmad* Indian J«welry By

ZUNI — NAVAJO — HOPI INDIANS

A Great Saloctlon of

SAND PAINTINGS — KACHINA DOLLS — POTTERY
FETISHES — CLOCKS — AND MOBE

Alway3 Something For thtt SpecM Ptnon or OccaslonI

SItvar, QoM and

Indian Jawalry Rapalra

Sftvaror Qold

Cuatom Oidara

COME SEE USI

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111

(2 Blocks East of Panrota Mafn HospHaO

Monday-Saturday 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.

COLORADO COU.ECE STUDEHTS

STAFF - FACULTY

CLIP THIS AD

< RECEiyK AH ADDITIOIIAL

DISCOUKT OH HOST ITIHS

wrm louK c.c. id

I I
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Geek Love inspires Elsberg
By JON ELSBERG
Catalyst Staff Literate

I was talking wi th a fella inmy class

yestoday about this and that, and he

mentioned how he doesn 'l read much

cwitemporary liL cause the old stuff is

so good, and it's so hard to find solid

ccHilemporary writers. So, I was telling

himbouithree authorslhavediscovCTed

over the last year that are both

contemporaryand groovy. Inaddition,

I was telling him how there seemed to

be some sort of cmnecticHi between

the novels of each of these different

writers, but I wasn't sure what it was.

They are all about drastically diifereni

things and are written in drastically

differentstyles, yetthey all spoke tome

in a similar mann^. The best I could

ejqjiESS it at the time was that they all

shared the same "aura" I hate that

woffti, but I find myself using it all the

time since I am always getting these

feelings from books that I can't quite

put my finger on. Despite my English

majffldom , 1cannotsimplyreadabook

and know what abcail it may have

affected me.

This time, though, I think I may

have figured the "aura" ouL All of

these bodks I was telling him about

have solitary main characters. By

solitary I mean that, even when

simrounded by family and "friends,"

they are also distinctly separate.

The first of these three is Geek

Love, by Katherine Dunn. I was quite

waryoflhisbookforalongtimebefore

I read it for a couple of reasons. Fust, 1

wasn'tsurelhatlw^tedtoreadabook

about the trials and tribuladcHis of a

geekwho falls in love. Second, the plot

summary on the dustjacka seined a

bit odd to me, despite my solid

gTDunding in ^)eculalive fiction. In

case there are those of you out there

who share my feelings, letme explain

a few things. TTie lenn geek in Geek

Love is not syn(Miymous with nerd.

This is the gedc ofa fi^ak show, that is,

the person who bites off the heads of

live chickens.

M)re impcstantly, [his isnotsimply

a stay about a femily whose children

have been inienticHially mutated. Yes,

that is the basis upon which the novel

takes off, but if you can accqjt that

minor oddity, you are in for a serious

tre^

Geek Love is a novel that reaches

mythic pnaportions while insisting on

an individual and personal

COTSciousness, ItisnanatcdbyOlympia

Binewski.analbinohunchback dwarf.

She tells two connected stories. One is

the story of her childhood as pan of

Binewski's Fabulon, her family's

traveling freak show. Ifever there was

a family with screwed up dynamics,

this is it The second story is about the

present and her difficulties trying to

protect and leach a daughter who

doesn't know that Olympia is her

mother. I know that it is very difficult

to imagine such craziness as being the

basis for real Literature, but believe

me, it is. KatherineDunn refuses to see

hercharaclersasanything less than real

andfully-fleshed,and from themoment

you start reading, you too will view

them as such. TTiese characters are not

allegoricalormelaphoric;iheyaresome

of the most realisticand individualistic

I have everccHTie across.

I also recently read Dunn's earlier

novel, Arfi'c. It isa little harder to figure

ouLSufficeittosaythai-4/ncisaroller

coaster ride in the amusement park of

insanity3ack to the threesome I was

talking about earlier. The next one I

read was Sarah Canary, by Karen Joy

Fowler. This one is told mainly from

the point of view of Chin, a Chinese

laborer in the Pacific Northwest circa

the mid I SOO's. The novel follows his

attemptstoreOimamysteriouswoman

from abackwoodsroad to some sortof

civilization that will accept her. There

are manyproblems with his situation.

To begin with, she does not speak a

wonj during the entire novel, and he is

constantly under threat of being

lynched.

This is the most "story" oriented of

the three novels, with the mosteclectic

cast of characters. There is high

adventure in here as well as severe

emotionality. Fowler does a great job

of controlling the tone of this novel.

Much of the story ventures into the

absurd, but Fowler lays down such a

thick hsyer of apprehension that those

occasionsonlywork lodraw thereader

fiirther in (at least if the reader is

me)Additionally ,FowlerfiUsthebook

with facts and true anecdotes from the

era that serve to educate the reader as

wellas todeveloptheioneJ^umorhas

it through the grapevine that Sarah

Canary is whipping through literary

circles like the Tazmanian Devil

through Bugs Bunny.

The last, thickest and most

experimental of these three novels is

John Dollar, by Marianne Wiggins. I

made my dad read this one and he said

Wiggins reminds him of a cross

between the mastery of language of

Faulkner and the occasional brutality

of Twain. Them's pretty good

ccMnparisons in my book!

John Dollar focuses, for the most

part, on a British woman in the colony

of Siam back in them yesteryears

when the sun never set, empircwise.

Chariottes solitude stems from her

refusal lolive up to the highandmighty

standards of her fellow Brits and her

inability to form any sort of real

connectionwith thesubjugalednatives.

Only the mysterious John Dollar

suppliesherwith any happiness. Then,

the novel takes a hard turn towards the

unexpected.

There are those whohavesuggested

a similarity between John Dollar and

Lordofthe Flies. There is good reason

forthal, since therearesomeproximities

in plot, but the force of the authors is

completely differentWiggins ismuch

more subversive with ho" novel. Both

authorsexpresshoTTcyatthecapabilities

of humankind, but Wiggins is much

more successful at evoking a sense of

true hon-or in her reader— honror of

our capabiliues as well as our

mundanaities.Thisisanovel thatis full

of idea, of philosophy and soul

searching, of pain.

All of these novels are intelligent

and occasionally humorous. They are

beautifijl to read and ask to be mulled

over when finished- Indeed, they truly

are WOTks of literauire, despite their

contemporary births. Fail to read them

atyourperil.Sadly,yc'/ui£>o//aristhe

only one in the CC library (along with

a gorgeous collection of Wiggins's

short stories. Herself In Love). I've

seen all three at Four Comers in the

past,andGee^LoveatPoorDick's,but

not recently. I can only wish you luck.

Luck.

Dance Workshop will be giving performances today and

Saturday, Nov. 14 in Armstrong. It's free, so why don't you go?

The Arts Section would like to issue a sincere apology to the

Tater Art guys for not putting this in last week's Catalyst. Therd

wasn't enough room, but seeing as how theexhibit runs through

Saturday, here it is. Go see it , faithful readers, it's really coolj

I
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CAA,
Buetow,
Giants
B, ADAM McVeigh
Calalyst Sports Editor

Why is it that the National Collegiate

Athletic Association despises Colorado

College so much? It seems that every time

(that I can remember) CC produces an

excellent athletic squad, the NCAA
decides that we're not worthy to host a

deserved playoff contesL It started last

season when the men's basketball team

was denied a home playoff berth, and was

forced to hit the road, The Tigers were

able to win their first game, but dropped

the second by two points. Undoubtedly, a

home crowd could have made up for diose

two points. Then this year, as many are

aware, the men's soccer team has been

used twice in as many weeks, deprived of

a hard-earned home playoff game. The

Tigers have faired very well to this point,

but, while t have said all season that they

can win diewhole thing, constantly playing

on the road could take its toll. When will

the NCAA wake up and realize that

Colorado College deserves more respect

than we have thusfar received.

Brad Buetow returns to the Tiger

Hockey bench today. How will it affect

the team? How will they respond to a

"fresh" face, already partway into the

season? When Johnny Majors left die

Tennessee sideline for a time, and then

returned, his players reacted by losing

four games in a row. In other words, the

team dropped a third of its games after

Majors' return. WhileUiissortofscenario

is doubtful widi regards to die CC hockey

squad, the possibility is still there.

Last Tuesday, the National League

Baseball Owners overwhelmingly voted

to deny the movement of the Giants from

San Franscisco to Tampa/St. Petersburg.

While San Franscisco is rejoicing and die

SunCoastDome is weeping, fromastrictly

objective viewpoint, diis decision was bad

for the National League. San Franscisco

has never really supported die Giants,

They are, for die most part, fair-weather

fans. When push came to shove, diey

refused to approve the funding for anew
baseball facility, a minor request by die

Giants considering die poor Candlestick

Park Uiat diey have been forced to play in.

San Jose and Santa Clara were also asked

to approve a stadium, but diey failed as

well, showing that the entire Bay Area

doesn't support the Giants.

Tiger football drops heartbreaker
By RYAN EHRHART
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On November 7, the Colorado College

Tigers came within one pass of defeating

Eastern foe Washington University.

However, the pass was batted down by a

defender and CC. lost 27-26.

The Tigers started the game flat and

couldn't string any plays together for a

sustained drive. The Tigers were held

scoreless in the first quarter but did

manage to put twelve points on the board

in the second quarter. Senior tailback

Chuck Jones scored on a three yard run,

and sophomore quarterback Josh Viit

connected with wide receiver Trevor

Shetlron for a 24 yard touchdown pass.

Sophomore wideout Jesse Yuran felt

that "The first half and maybe even the

third quarter - well, we were flat - we
came close on connecting a lot of big

plays but it just never happened."

The turnaround came in the fourth

quarter, and in a big way. The Tigers

were down 15 points, 27-12, with less

than four minutes left in the game. The

Tiger defense stepped up to the occasion.

Sophomore defensive tackle Shawn

Mitchell recovered a fumble which in

turn jump-started the roaring Tiger

offense. Sophomore starting quarterback

Josh Vitt led the Tigers down the field

in an 1 1-play drive capped by a six yard

pass to Chuck Jones. Vitt and Jones

successfully connected on the next play

for the two point conversion.

The light at the end of the tunnel

became a lot brighter. Washington

University received the ball on the

Tigers' ensuing kickoff. The tenacious

Tiger defense wasn't going to allow the

Washington offense any leeway at this

point. The defense held Washington

University to three plays and a punt.

The Tiger offense began their final

drive on their own 32 yard line. The

clock continued, with only a couple of

minutes left in the game. Field general

Josh Vitt marshalled the Tiger offense

Junior fullback Tim Hebert, 34, plunges through a hole during the

Tigers* 27-26 loss to Washington University.

down the field in a two-minute drill that

John Elway would have been proud of.

Vitt completed 6 of 8 passes for 68

yards including the 17 yard crossing

route that Doug Gryboski and Vitt

hooked up on for the touchdown. The

Tigers trailed by one point with 24

seconds to go in the fourth quarter. There

was no question that the Tigers would

go for the win with a two-point

conversion. The pass was batted down

by a Washington University defender.

Senior Chuck Jones stated after the

game that "the important fact about this

game is that not one player on our team

ever gave up mentally or physically."

This show of strong will by the Tiger

offense and defense demonstrates the

strong team unity. This team and

program can only go up and after today's

game only the sky is the limit for the

Tiger football team.

NCAA reams men's soccer a second time
By JON WHITFIELD
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado College men's soccer team

has one small question. What in Sam Hill

does a quality soccer team have to do to get

through to the hard-headed bureaucratic

NCAA Committee? The young record-

breaking Tigers at 18-1-2 have been put

Utrough die ringer, hung up to dry, urinated

on, put back dirough die ringer and sent to die

The Week in Preview!
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13

Volleyball vs. Menlo College at University of LaVeme

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14

Mc&W Cross Countiy at Regionals 1 1 am Grinnell, lA

Football at Hastings College 1:30 pm Hastings, NB

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15

M Soccer at Washington University 1 pm St. Louis

cleaners all in one post-season playoff

tournament.

First die Tigers were denied deserving

host priveleges for die regional tournament

(Island 2nd rounds) despite dieir#l ranking

in die region and #7 national ranking. Pissed

off and kind of psyched for some warm

weather, the squad n^avelled to Claremont,

California where diey faced St. Olaf College

of Minnesota, die #4 seeded team in die

region on Saturday. The Tigers arrived on

Friday, had a short practice session, and

concluded die day of travel widi an exquisite

meal at a neaiby Olive Garden restaurant—
bUl payable to die thoughdess NCAA.

The next day die Tigers played St. Olaf.

The opposiuon was lall and defensive as diey

frustrated die Tiger attack. Finally, after

numerous attacks, die second half saw a

break. Who odierdian Aaron "It's so Greasy"

Lujan to find die back of die net? Widi a nfity

lofter over dieOlafkeeperinto die left comer,

die Tigers propelled to a 1-0 lead. The CC

defense remained sffong despite some joking

from freshman sweeper Tom Heisler as he

tempted senior keeper Ezra Bayleswidi some

cute "Oh yea? See how you like diis one"

plays. Anyway, die Tigers got die win and

once again head for Olive Garden (Oh yea,

not widiout first checking out a nick —

payable to die NCAA, of course. Do you sec

a pattern growing here?)

The next day die boys faced Califomia-

Ludicran, who had also advanced die day

before, dcfeaungClarcmont. This wouldtum

out to be die batUe of the year for die Tiger

squad. Junior Noah Epstein, who was not

able to attend the game against St. Olaf due

to diespian commiunents back at CC as

Romeo in "Romeo and Juliet", arrivedjust in

time to play die game, get back on die plane,

and close die performance back at CC. The

trip would be wordi his while. This batde

against Cal-Luterhan was CC's best of die

year. Once again, continuing dieir second

half goal scoring philosophy respected all

year, die Tigers finally su-uck widi about 30

minutes left in die match. Robert "Pretty in

Pink Taco Man" Lipp took apass from Epstein

and Hoated die ball over die outstretched

arms of die Cal-Ludieran keeper. After much

celebration, die Tigers regrouped to finish a

classic counterauack. Epstein tan down a

long pass from Lujan, beat diree players and

left die ball for Lipp, who sealed die victory.

The Tiger defense had die game of dieir

season as Ezra Bayles came up widi two

brilliant saves to record die shutout.

Please see SOCCER, page 18
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Early verdict: Tigers a formidable team

By COREY PECK
CoM/ys/ Staff Reporter

Head coach Al Walker is in a

position many of his colleagues

would envy. He siands al the helm

ofIhe #4 ranked team in the country,

with a talented group of returning

letlermen and an exciting collection

ofnew players at his disposal. Last

year's team exceeded all

expectations and looking forward

to the 1992-93 season, all he can

see is "continued success for the

program."

A few things have changed this

year, however, with the biggest

change occuring due to NCAA
regulations. The traditional starting

date for hoops programs across the

land has always been October 15.

but this year teams could not begin

practice until November 1. The

result, according to Coach Walker,

is a situation which is detrimental

to both players and coaches alike.

"The shorter pre-season is tough on

coaches because it doesn't give us

timeloprepareproperly. Wesimply

don't have the time to mstall the

offensive and defensive principles

necessary to be ready for the first

game of the year. But more than

that, the rule change affects new

players drastically. With not

enough time to drill and review,

there is tremendous pressure on

first-year players to absorb a lot of

new information. The rule change

was meant to alleviate some of the

tensions created by athletics, but in

fact it has made the jobs of both

coaches and players that much

harder."

Colorado College may actually

benefit from theNCAA rule change

when battUng their first opponents

in New York City on November

21-22. Wilhfouroflastyear'sfive

starters returning, as well as other

returnees coming off the bench, the

Tigers have experience unmatched

by any other teams in the opening

NYU tournament. Their first

opponent. Tufts University, is a

"quaUty program" from Bostonwho

went 14-10 last year, but returns

only one starter. Theotherteamsin

the touniament, NYU and Bates,

face similar dilemmas concerning

returning players. This lack of

experience should give CC an

advantage, especially considering

the shortened pre-season

preparation lime.

In addition to their experience,

theTigers are, in the words ofCoach

Walker, "one of the most talented

teams in Division ni. The one

characteristic of this year's team

will be its versatility. We will likely

start a small lineup, one that can

pressure full-court, run the floor,

and utilize our three-pointshooting.

But with strong big men coming off

the bench, we canslow itdown and

take the ball inside to score. The

combination ofscoring threats from

both in the paint and from outside

willmakeusaverydifficult team to

defend." Opponents will also have

the problem of dealing with CC's

relentless pressure defense, which

often sets up fastbreak opportunities

following steals, and has

traditionally held the opposition to

a low field goal percentage.

It appears that everything is in

place for yet another exciting year

of Tiger hoops. While CC opens

the season on the road, you can

catch a preview of the upcoming

yeartonightat7:00pm inElPomar,

when the Tigers scrimmage the Air

Force Junior Varsity. Come out

and support your Tiger cagers.

Volleyball returns

to NCAA playoffs

after a year away
SPORTS INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT

The women's volleyball

team, 19-9 for the season,

returns to the NCAA playoffs

after a one-year hiatus and will

meet Trinity University (28-

11) in a first-round match

Thursday (yesterday] at a

Division UI regional

tournament hosted by the

University of LaVerne in

Southern California. The

winner of Thursday's contest

will advance to meet Menlo

College (19-5) in second-

round action on Friday. The

championship match is

scheduled for Saturday.

Also competing in the

regional are the University of

La Verne (14-11), Claremoni.

Mudd-Scripps (19-11) and

UC-San Diego (10-18). The

winner of the tournament

advances to the national

championship round of four

teams, scheduled to

November 20-21.

The Tigers are led by junior

All-America candidates

Heather McGuire and Stacey

Jonker, who are hitring .351

and .307, respectively

McGuire also averages nearly

six blocks permatch. Another

junior, Sloan Phillips, leads

the team with 483 assists, to

go with 1 87 kills and 21 Idi;

H

Cross country teams focus on National meet
By BRIAN KATES

Of the 21 schools that have a

cross-country program within the

midwestem region, eighteen will

have their seasoncome to an abrupt

end on Saturday,November 14. On
this day in Grinnell. lA, one five-

mile race will determine who will

headout toNew York - and compete

in the National meet - and who will

gohomeandlhinkaboulwhatcould

have been.

For Colorado College, this race

has many personal lies. It is at this

same course where one year ago a

sub-par team performance put a

bitter end to what otherwise was a

very successful year full ofbroken

records and personal bests. It is

also at this same course where two

years ago the men' s team competed

in its first ever National meet and

became the fifteenth ranked team

in Division III.

This season, like last year, has

seen some impressive individual

performances and several

commendable team performances.

Most recently the team raced at the

Southwestern Invitiational in

Winfield, KS and placed 4th in a

SYRACUSE ABROAD
ENGLAND HUNGARY GERMANY SPAIN •

FRANCE • ITALY POLAND AUSTRALIA •

CZECHOSLOVAKIA ISRAEL •

Apply now for SPRING 93

• Internships

• Courses

• Field Study

Enrich your learning, your life, your resume.

Substantial Study Abroad Grants are Available.

For information & catalog:
1-800-235-3472
SPRmC 93

Syracuse University
Division of International
Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse. NY 13244-4170

meet that fielded 14 teams and 90

runners.

In that meet, co-captain Jim

Macken ran a 5:14 pace lo come

through the chute at personal best

lime of26:08. ClosebehindMacken

was the pack of Mark Sweet, Jack

Hayes. Doug Gross, and co-captain

Brian Kates, who were separated

by only :12 sec (26:47 to 26:59).

This performance marks the fu"st

time since 1988 that aCC team has

had all five of its runners under the

27-minute mark in the same race.

Other results were: Culley Thomas
- 27:32, Kris O'Connor - 27:38.

Elroy Tso - 27::52, Mark DeOrsay

- 28:23, Bill Mangle - 29:31, Kurt

Anderson - 29:45 and Wing
Goodale- 31:03.

Coach Ted Casteneda believes

that this kind of team effort is what

will bring a team like this one to

New York on November 21. Said

the man at the helm for the 13lh

consecutive year, "By running in a

tight pack, our guys will not only

score well for the team, but will

spoil the scoring for the other

competing schools."

Regardless of what happens at

Grinnell this weekend, the CC
men's cross-country team has a lot

lobe proud of. It has accomplished

more during the races before the

Regionals than other teams. And
with its abundant crop of freshmen

talent, the future looks anything but

bleak.

For those of you who enjoy the

thrill of sports gambling, here is a

free tip. Call Las Vegas, see how
poor the odds are for the men's

cross-country team to qualify for

the Nationals,and then bet the house

on CC. We've been defying the

odds all season long, and there is no

reason why it should stop here.

For those wanting results on

Saturday, November 14, feel free

to call X6483 after 1 PM.

By HEATHER PANTELY
Cflto/ysr Staff Reporter

The Colorado State Cross

Country Invitational on Saturday,

October 31 marked the end of

regular season competition for the

cross country women. It was a

spectacular finish for the team as a

whole, even those who have

continued to train for regionals this

weekend.

Colorado College competed

with three Division I schools —
CSU, CU. and University of

Wyoming, as well as Northeastern

Junior College, and the Tigers

placed an expected fourth. All of

the talented athletes at the meet

brought out the best in the CC
women. Eight of the CC women
set season high altitude best times,

and Kate Regan ran her lifetime

best! In a field of 37 runners, Sara

Fry ran first for CC, placing 19lhin

19:43 — a strong time, especially

at altitude. Next came Juli Brabson

and Becca Felts, 23rd and 24 th with

times of 20:27 and 20:45. Jen

Eldridge finished shortly thereafter

in 27th and a time of20:58, and \k

teamwork continued, as Jen Nesbiii

and Wendy Fox followed her

closely, coming in 28th and 29lli

withtimesof21:10and21:21.NeB

to cross the line forCC in 2 1 :56 and

3 1 st place was Lara Hanlon. Then

came Jessica Phillips in 33rd place

and a time of 22: 30. The fmal

of CC women consisted of Kamla

Gardner, Kate Ragan, and Denise

Gordon, who completed the race in

umes of 23:06. 24:25, and 26:W

respectively. This race was

excellent in terms of teamwork

what impressive grouping!

As the season completes its final

week, you will see CC's top runners

continuing lo train and

ahead to regionals and even

nationals. As coach Harrington

excitedly said: "We have a goo

chance to do very wellatregionalsl

The regional meet will be ihii

Saturday November 14, at 12 noon

in Grinnell, Iowa. Continue running

strong, cross country women, and

we will look forward to stories from

the Midwest and hopefully

nationals in New York!

Soccer heads to St. Louis
Continued from page 17

The win put the Tigers into the

quarterfinals in the national

tournament and also signified head

coach Horst Richardson's 300th

career victory as CC's coach.

AssistantsEric"Kuklo"Richardson

and regional cool guy Dana Taylor

joined in the celebration as coach

Richardson got his head and back

soaked with cold water from the

infamous Gatorade cooler.

The Tigers now face Washington

University of St. Louis in

quarterfinal action on Sunday.

Mysteriously, the Tigers, although

ranked higher than Washington

University for the last month, w

have to once again travel to continue

their playoffendeavors. TheTigcr>

apologize to the dedicated croW'

who has stuck with them all througl'

theirsuccessful season. TheNCAA

committee suggested that if ih'

Tigers beat Washington University.

there is a possibility for the fins'

four to be played at CC. The Tigei

are not holding their breath. Tti^

squad is ready for any adversity i^

its quest for national recogniiio"

and hopes to bring home anothe'

victory after the weekend

Go you young wild bohemians!
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Hockey splits with DU, then mauls Air Force
By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

A standing-room-only crowd of

over 3.800 watched our Tigers

shellack the 9th-ranked Denver

University Pioneers last Friday

night at the Broadmoor World

Arena. The fans had much to cheer

about as the Tigersjumped out to a

5.0 leadafter the first period. Ryan

Reynard, Chris Hynnes, Colin

Schmidt. Chad Remackel, and

Brian Bethard each tallied in the

first period while Dave Paxton,

Shawn Reid, RJ Enga, Steve

Nelson, Jody Jaraczewski, Jay

McNeill, Chris McCafferty, and

Schmidt collected assists. The

Tigers cooled off in the second and

third periods, scoring one in the

second and two more in the third.

"The DU-CC rivalry is always

intense, and wecame out in frontof

our home crowd realy pumped,
"

said Paxton, a sophomore

defenseman. "Wegolon'emquick

and scored five unanswered goals,

and as a result I think we relaxed

too much in the second period."

When Denver poured on the

offense, Paul Frank came up big in

ihe net for the Tigers. Frank turned

away 17 of 19 shots in the second

period and collected a total of 36

saves for the entire game. The

second period saw freshman Jay

McNeill score his second goal of

the season on an assist by Shawn
Reddinglon. In the third period,

Steve Nelsonpicked up an unasisted

goal, and freshman Colin Schmidt

found the back of the net for the

third time this season, converting

on the assists by Nelson and

Jaraczewski. The team had the

necessary momentum going into

Saturday night's game at the DU
Arena.

"U seemed like we were trying

10 feel die team out in the first

period instead of jumping all over

them, " stated Paxton. DU came

out firing and jumped out to a 4-1

lead after the first period of play.

Jay McNeill scored his third goal of

the season as Bethard and

McCafferty grabbed the assists.

Jay McNeill, a freshman from

Cranbook, British Columbia, had a

hand in each goal on Saturday night.

"It feels good to be a part of the

lineup, " gestured McNeill. "I'm

playing with a lot of quality

players."

McNeill got an assist, along with

Shawn Reddington, on Hynnes's

second period goal and then netted

his fourth goal of the season on

assists from Nelson and Paxton.

Bo Badalich garnered 32 saves for

>he Tigers on Saturday.

Aside from a lackluster first

period, the Tigers played the

''ioneers very tough at DU and

gained needed confidence as they

plunge into the competitiveWCHA
season.

In between DU and the

upcoming series at Wisconsin next

weekend, the Tigers got the chance

'0 beat up on the team we love to

'^sie, the Air Force Academy
f^alcons. The Tigers lead die series

^iween the crosstown rivals 36-6-

- going into last Wedenesday
eight's contest. The Tigers wasted

Chris Rood

Freshman forward Colin Schmidt, 20, wraps around the DU goal just prior to scoring.

usfromthccoaches," said McNeill.

"Wejustgoouithcirand have fun."

The team faces one of their

fiercest challenges of the season

next weekend as they travel to

Madison to face the University of

Wisconsin. "We're going to have

to come out tough. They play a

very physical game similar to

Minnesota, and they arc very

skilled, " adds Peterson.

"The defense should stabilize as

wc head into the Wisconsin series,"

remarked captain Chris Hynnes. "I

can sec us getting better every

weekend."

Today marks the return of head

coach Brad Buciow. who takes over

the team from assistants Greg

Cronin and Scott Owens.

"Buetow'spresencealonc will raise

the intensity level a notch, " iterates

Peterson. "Coach Cronin and

Owens did an outstanding job."

Good luck to the Tigers next

weekend as Uicy face the physical

play of the Badgers and the verbal

abuse of their fans.

no time jumping all over die lowly

Falcons, causing thirddegreebums

to the back of their goaltender's

neck. Jay McNeill and Colin

Schmidt did their best Enga/

Jaraczewski impersonation as the

torrid twosome collected seven of

the team's twelve goals in a 12-3

massacre of die Falcons. The two

freshmen each tallied twice in the

first period, along with Paxton.

McNeill scored again in the second

period five minutes after Bethard

made the score 6-1. Then Peter

Geronazzo, playing in his first

collegiate game of his carreer, took

a pass from Rob Shypitka and beat

the Falcon goalie for his first

collegiate goal. Freshman Chad

Remackel finished off the second

period, scoring with his third goal

oftheseaon. "We're (the freshman)

taking full advantage ofthe playing

time that we're getting, " said

Remackel.

In the thijd period, Schmidt

completedhishattrick, and McNeill

nonchalantly scored his fourth of

thegame. Tofinishoffthescoring,

freshman Dan Carney found the

back of the net with 29 seconds left

in die game for his first collegiate

goal.

The neuninder for the Tigers

Wedenesday night was none other

than freshman Ryan Bach. Bach

sprained his ankle in theinner squad

at the beginning of the season and

made his collegiate debut against

the Air Force, grabbing 23 saves.

"He looked nervous at first but

played very well, " commented

Mark Peterson. "He made an

amazing glove save while in the

complete splits."

The team's early success can be

directly attributed to the efforts of

die freshman class. 'They'vebeen

the most productive guys in the

lineup," said interim head coach

Greg Cronin. "They play widi a lot

of confidence. They play to win."

"We're (the freshmen) all in the

same boat. There is no pressure on

Patagonia^ Flannels

Each jail, Patagonia's chiefofdesign deoelops

newfknnd patterns. This season, most of

the patterns find their inspiration in the

period between 1900 and 1930.

AIN'T NO ®
TURKEYS B
n ^ r\ L. • We don't sell donuts.

We do more than sell just trips. We educate.

We can help you with transportation. You

provide the dough. We'll help you ^,^^7,,
keep your trip affordable. d^lM^^
We're located caddy «a!l?^BBtA
corner from CO.

>«alWiih ^Hfc J

Taylor Travel
818 N. Tejon

Colorado Springs, CO

636-3871

patagonitf

Mountain Chalet
226 N. Tejon • 633-0732

CCS OUTDOOR CONNECTION
© Patagonia, Inc., 1992



CLASSIFIEDS
Friday, November 13, l'J92

ANNOHNrF.MENTS

OFFICE OF
^NTFRNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

is here to help you research

your opportunity to study

abroad! Visit our office

upstairs in Worner Center

any week day between

noon and 4 pm.

ARTS ANO CRAFTS
Clay: Bep. Clav - Mon./

Wed 3:00-5:00 p.m., Bfig^

Intermediate Wheel
Throwing - Mon./Wed
6:00-8:00 or Tues./Thurs.

6:00-8:00 p.m.,

Jewelry: Tewelrv &
F.nameling - Tues./Thurs.

7:00-9:00 p.m., Open
Studio Jewelry - Must have

previous C.C. Jewelry

Class. Fimo - Mon ./Wed

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Fiber: Weaving/Basketry

- Mon./Wed 6:00-8:00

p.m. Open Studio

Weaving - Must have

previous C.C. Weaving
Class. Batik - Class 1:

Mon./Wed 7:00-9:00 p.m.

Class 2: Tues./Thurs.

8:00-10:00 p.m. Sewing -

Thurs. 6:30-8:30 p.m.

Knitting - Mon./Wed 7:00-

9:00 p.m.

Calligraphy and Holiday

Card Class: Mon./Wed

6:30-8:30 p.m.

THANKSr.IVING
Rim.mNO HOURS

Worner Center Desk :

Wed. Close 1 1 p.m. Thurs.

Closed. Fri. 11-4. Sat 11-

4. Sun Reg. Hours.

Bookstore : Wed Close

4:30 pm. Re-Open Mon.

8:30.

Tiger Pit : Same as Worner

Center Desk.

Remis Dining Hall : Tue.

Close 7 p.m. Re-Open

Mon. 11.

Gates Common Room :

Wed Close 1 p.m. Re-

El Pomar Sports Center :

Wed Regular hours.

Thurs. Closed. Fri. & Sat

10-2. Sun Regular Hours.

Rastall Dining Hall : Wed
Dinner4:45-6:15. Thurs.,

Fri., & Sat. Brunch 10-11

a.m. Dinner 5-6p.m. Sun.

Regular Hours.

Beniamin's : Closed Wed.

3 p.m. Re-Open Sun noon.

HINTTARIANS
Unitarian Universalist

SLUTS and the

GUATEMALAN SHORT
HORDERS do bone

crushing IMPROV battle

at THEATER SPORTS,
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
244 AT 10:12 IN

TAYLOR HALL! Special

celebrity judges, too!

FOR SALE

TUTT SLUTS. (KA
BLAMMY!)

(AARGH!)

Ooooooh! We, the Mighi)

TUTT SLUTS, are shakinj

in our silver-studdej

combat boots,

( S M. A C K O !

)

(GARFPH!)

Yorx

Open Mon. 11.

Ticknor Office : Close

Wed 4:30 p.m. Re-Open

Sun 8:30.

Tutt Library: Close Wed
5 p.m. Re-Open Sat. 12-5.

Sun 12-12. Mon. regular

hours.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM ^A

SALAD BARil
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night

*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*
*$1.00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
Nwxmber J3 & 14 Life Ezploda Nommber20&21 Zen Radio
t-lcmember 15 Stump Box Element November 27 6- 25 lamaican Edipse
Nooemberl9 School Boys Nooember29 Snostrebb and the

Nobodies

Counesy

Young Adult Group (ages

18-30). Sundays 10-llam.

All Souls Universal

Church. 730 N Tejon.

Question 633-7717.

AunmoNS
Theater Workshop
Modular plays. Mon, &
Tues.,Nov. 16&17,3:00-

7:00. Sign up on drama

dept. call boPard.

THEATER
WORKSHOP

Come see two Theater

Workshop Improv Group

(TWIG) teams, the TUTT

STEREO
Bookshelf Stereo

" System, CD
player, AM/
FM Receiver,

dual cassette

deck, 2

speakers.
$10 0.00
o.b.o. x7060.

FUTON
Full size futon

mattress
asking
$10 0.00
x7060.

WANTED

SORRELS
Women's
Size 7

ofOimHood Sorrels. Call

Alicia at 475-1591.

PERSONALS

Hey! Eric "The Buffaloe"

Brittain's l.Q. is lower

than the temperature!

(WHACK!) (OOOPFF!)

Hardy HarHar! Oh Yeah?!

Well Mark "The Animal"

Irvine couldn't...

Shut up! The
GUATEMALAN SHORT
HORDERS are gonna

whoop the flowery pants

off you whining, slinking.

SflllfiH «[iCE [llLL[(i[ IHm
For infomation mi m appliution. conlad

Sarah lamnce College In Pans

Bon COP

BioiHullle.lleiyoililOIOS

II semester or gear of

academic study for

Juniors and seniors

Students study in small

seminars and tutorials

uiitti French faculty, and

in such Parisian

institutions as the

Sorbonne. the [cole du

louure.andthelnstitut

d'EtudesPolitiques.

COOL PLAY
"A Coupla White Chicks

Sitting Around Talking;

direected by Brigid Malier,

plays this Saturday starrin:

April Brody and Amber

Boast at 7 pm in Armstroni

3000. The story revolves

around two suburbai

housewives who liberate

themselves from their

choking marriages on their

voyage of self discovery

The playwright John Ford

Noonan portrays the two

women's relationship anil

inner struggles with wit and

humor. This delightfn!

comedy that should not b

missed. The play finishes

before Dance Workshop at S

pm.

ARTS WRITERS
The Arts Section is asking

you to write! Immortalizt

yourself in the last two issues

of the semester—call Drew

orLangdon (7723) for details

and fun o' plenty!

WORMS
The worms crawl in... and

the worms crawl out.

FraE-BUG
To you who insist on flame

broiling McGregor

residents ... I CHALLANGE
THEE TO A DUEL.

Seriously, please, let's have

no more.

FAT ME!
You think you won, wrong'

You ain't won shit! You have

only proved that you are

children unable to accept thai

you got a good old fashiond

ass-whipping! Well kids, we're

back and stronger than ever!

You can't hold us down, **

own you and your miserable

petty lives. So... Game Oven

TruthHurts,don'titDicks! Sei

you next year, baby! When rlis

magic number is 30+! WeW

gonna crush you! And this

the shit I love.

LATER MEAT!
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You're invited to join us in

DECORATING SHOVE CHAPEL FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 2

5:30 PM

YUMMY GOODIES PROVIDED!!

For more information, call Cathy at Shove Chapel, X6638

CANT GO HOME FOR THANKSGIVING?

PONT BE ALONE AND LONELY!

IF YOU DOtn: HAVE PLANS
PLEASE JOIN US FOR

THANKSGIVING AT THE CC CABIN

HOSTED BY:

SIGN UP FOR YOUR GROUP TO
USE THE CC CABINFOR
SECOND SEMESTER!

(The cabin is available for PERSONAL USE FOR
BLOCK 4 ONLY!

SIGN UP AT WORNER DESK
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 23 STARTING AT

SAM

FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE !

CHAPLAIN BRUCE CORIELL AND
HIS FAMILY

AND
JOHN AND DINDY SHERIDAN

You MUST RSVP no later than Tuesday. Nov. 24

by tailing

Kathv at Shove Chapel. X6638

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Werner 205 Ext 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRi^K
Woraer 2327233 ExL 6802

MINORITY STUDENT UFE^
Womer 233/234 6576338

THANKS FOR YOUR GENEROSITYl!

Ov ce again, THANKS to eveiyone who donated food,

clothing and meals to -HELP THE HOLIDAYS
HAPPEN"! The Community Service Center was

filled with your donations which were distributed to

the Emancipation Program, La Puente Soup Kitchen

and Shelter, the Women's Bean Project, the Red

cross Shelter and the Department of Social Services.

1800 Marriott meals were collected from students

which translated into real $$ to supplement your

donations and to help keep "Sunday Lunch at Shove"

and Breakout Trips happening.

CHRISTMAS UNLIMITED
DESPERATELY NEEDS HFTP FROM
NOW UNTIL CHRISTMAS!

'Enter computer data and do phone work for the

Family Identification Program (identifying families

that need assistance). Shifts are Monday-Friday from

9am-lpm and l-5pm.

Work at the Chapel Hills Mall ChristmasUnlimited

store distributing toys to families in need from

November 30-Christmas eve. Slop by the Center to

find out more about available shifts - there are tons

from which to choose.

CALL SUSAN JENKINS AT 383-0100 TO
VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME!

GOBBLE, GOBBLE, GOBBLE. STUCK AT CC
FOR THANKSGIVING?
The Family Inn needs volunteers to serve

Thanksgiving dinner! If interested, call Barbara

Peterson at 633-1236.

JAPANIACM PROGRAM

An information session given by

Steve Nussbaum, Director

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 1 - 2:30 PM
PALMER 16

International Student Identity Card

are available right here at CC! Come by

the Office of International Programs

for more information!

CZECHOSLOVAKIA/ACM PROGRAM

Carol Gayle, the Fall 1993 Director,

will present an Information Session

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 30 - NOON
WORNER 212

INTERESTED IN STYDYING INA
FOREIGN COUNTRY?

We'll help you get started!

Visit our office between

12:00 and 4:00pm

Monday through Friday .

BGALA, CCCA, Leisure Program and

Office of Minority Student Life proudly

present the return of:

ROMANOVSKYAND PHILLIPS

SATintDAY. DECEMBER 5

8 PM - PACKARD

TICKETS AT WORNER DESK - FREE
WITH CC ID!

This musical duo will once again bring their

unique outlook, that of two gay performers,

to CC with humor and sensitivity. They

both enlighten and entertain. FUN FOR
EVERYBODY!

• »••**••*•*

If you're interested in Hawaii and

Hawaiian culture, come to meetings of the

new

HAWAII CLUB

MEETINGS ARE HELD ON MONDAYS AT
NOON

IN WORNER CENTER
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Monday
23

•IZ-OOpm- Concerned Citizens

Active torPeece, Warner Wolcott

Room 117.

J2.-00pm - Hawaii C/uft, Womer
Ouonset Room 219.

12.-00 pm - Leisum Ptx^ect

Funds, Womer Peabody Room
218.

12Mpm-ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler PuW/caffons

BoardofDirectors, WomerHow-

bert Room 216.

3:30-5pm - Beginning MS-DOS.

Call X6716. Palmer 20.

6:30 pm - Silent Signing Hour.

Womer Howbert Room 216.

6.-00pm - NABAL, Womer Hayes
Room 213.

7M prh - Uvesounds, Womer
Greg Room 212.

Tuesday
24

12.-00 pm - Film Series, Womer
Greg Room 212.

*J2.t» pm - ISO, Womer How-

bert Room 216.

•12M) pm - UEChA, Womer
Wolcott Room 117.

12.iX) pm New FixMS.

1-5pm- Practice ligeniews with

Chubb Insurance. Sign up in the

Career Center Womer 214.

3:30-5 pm - Advanced WP 5.1.

Call X6716. Palmer 20.

6M) pm KEEP. Bring direc-

tions to buddy's home. Manda-

tory meetingi Upstairs Womer

6:30 pm - BGALA. Student Cul-

tural Center

'7:30pm - BiACT, WES Hall.

B.-00 pm - Fellowship of Christ-

ian Athletes, Gamma House.

9:30 pm - Reggae Night Must

have CC ID. Tiger Pit

Wednesday
25

*12M>pm-ASIA, Womer Hayes
Room 213.

12X10 pm - Concerned Citizens

AcUve lor Peace, Edwards

Room 211.

'12M) pm - Shove CauncM,

Shove Chapel Seminar Room.

12:15 pm - Theatre Woilahop,

Taylor Hail.

3:30 pm - CCCA FuU Council,

GaylordHall.

3.-304 pm - Beginning E-Uail,

Call X6716. Palmer 20.

9:30 pm - NtemaSve Music

Night Must have CC ID. Tiger

Pit

Thursday
26

M
E
E
T
I

N
G
S

Monday
30

'12Mpm - Concerned Citizens

Active lorPeace, Womer Wolcott

Room 117.

12:00pm - Czechoslovakia/ACM

Study At>road Program inlorma-

tion session with Fail '93 Direct-

or, Carol Gayte, Lake Forest Col-

lege. Womer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club, Womer
Hayes Room 213.

12.-00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Womer Peabody Room
218.

12M pm - one WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Life

Council, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

3:30-5 pm - Using USTSERV
On-Line Discussion Groups. Call

X6716. Palmer 20.

6:30 pm - Silent Signing Hour
Womer Howbert Room 216.

7:00 pm - Uvesounds, Womer
Greg Room 212.

Tuesday

'12.-00 pm - ISO, Womer How-
bert Room 216.

'12:00 pm - MEChA, Womer
Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

12M) pm - Non-Traditional Stu-

dents, Womer Edv/ards Room
211.

2:30 pm - JAPAN/ACM PRO-
GRAM information session by
Steve Nussbaum, Palmer 116.

'3:00 pm Russian Films,

Armstrong 300.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning Quam
Pro. Call X6716. Palmer 20.

6:30 pm - BGALA Student Cul-

tural Center

'7:30 pm - EnACT, WES Hall.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of Christ-

ian Athletes, Gamma House.

9:30 pm - Reggae Night l\^ust

have CC ID. Tiger Pit

Wednesday

'12.-00pm- ASIA, Womer Hayes
Room 213.

12X)0 pm - Concwned Citizens

Active for Peace, Edwards

Room 211.

'12M) pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar Room.

3.-30-5 pm - PriitUng & Transfer-

ring Files S E-Mail with Kermit

Call X6716. Palmer 20.

'5:15 pm - Democratic Social-

ists ofAmerica, Womer Hershey

Room 215.

9:30 pm - Alternative Music

Night Must have CC ID. Tiger

Pit.

Thursday

'11:00 am - Thurs.-at-ll. Lec-

ture by SUSAN SCARBERRY-
GARCIA titled, 'Thought Woman,

Buffalo Woman, Thinking Wo-

men: Pueblo Concepts of Diety,

Selfand Creadon.' Packard Hall.

'12:00 pm - Aficionados & WES
Luncheon. Question and answer

session with Prof. Scarberry-

Garcia. $9 for lunch; call X6649

for reservations. Gaylord Hall.

J2.-00 fim - Asian American Stu-

dent Union, Womer Hershey

Room 215.

*3-5 pm OPEN HOUSE AND
CAFIOL SING. Shove Chapel.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP 5.1.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

'6:00 pm - CC NAflAL Chapter

video and letter writing party.

Armstrong 300.

'8:00 pm - David Mamefs,

•AMERICAN BUFFALO.' Three

'businessmen' plan to repos-

sess an American buffalo nickie.

Free admission. Armstrong 32.



WEEK

Friday
27

TBA - Women's Basketball, Hil-

ton Inn Thanksgiving Tourna-

ment. El Pomar.

12M) pm - Chamrim, Womer
Peabody Room 218.

4 & 6 pm - Men's Basketball,

CC Thanksgiving Tournament. El

Pomar.

Saturday
28

TBA - Women's Bask^ball, Hil-

ton Inn Thanksgiving Tourna-

ment. El Pomar.

4 A 6 pm - Men'

CC Thanksgiving Tournament. El

Pomar.

WBBK

Sunday
29

On-Going Events

and Meetings

Friday

*1lBm-7pm -ANNUAL ARTS i
CRAFTS SALE. Womer Center.

'12:00 pm - Ctmverim, Warner

Hershey Room 215.

*12:00 pm - Faculty and Faith,

Bemis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Performers,

Womer Howbert Room 216.

'3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Graphics.

Call X6716. Palmer 20.

'6:30 pm - Men's Basketball,

CC vs. Bethany. El Pomar.

'7:30 pm - Film Series, 'HAIR-

SPRAY.' $1 or film card. Olin 1.

Saturday

'10 anhSpm - ANNUAL ARTS S
CRAFTS SALE. Womer Center

V.-05 pm - Hockey, CC vs. St

Cloud. Broadmoor World Arena.

'7:30 pm - Film Series, 'HAIR-

SPRAY.' $1 or film card. Olin 1.

'7:35 pm - Hockey, CC vs. St.

Cloud. Broadmoor World Arena.

'8:00 pm - Choir Winter Cort-

cert, Daniel Brink, conductor

Works by Charles Ives and Ned
Rorem. Shove Chapel. Sponsor-

ed by the Ivlusic Department

'8:00 pm - 'AMERICAN BUFFA-

LO.' See Thursday, 11/3, 8 pm.

'8M) pm - ROMANOVSKY AND
PHILLIPS. As they have done

successfully in the past, R & P
will once again bring their

unique outlook, that of two gay

performers, to CC with humor

and sensitivity. They both en-

lighten and entertain audiences.

Tickets $8 at Womer Center,

$10 at the door. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by BGALA, Leisure

Program, CCCA and Minority

Student Life.

•8.-00 pm - 'AMERICAN BUFFA-

LO.' See Thursday, 1113, 8 pm.

Sunday

'6:00 pm FESTIVAL OF LES-

SONS AND CAROLS. A Christ-

mas candlelight service of read-

ings, carols and choral selec-

tions modeled after the tradi-

tional service at King's College,

Cambridge, England. The CC
Chamber Chorus will perform

selections from The Messiah .

Join us for this beautiful and

majestic celebration. Shove

Chapel.

'8:00 pm - 'AMERICAN BUFFA-

LO.' See Thursday, 1113, 8 pm.

'8:00 pm - COFFEEHOUSEI

Everyone is invited to perform

anything he/she wishes-all lev-

els of talent and acts appreciat-

ed. Free coffee, tea and dough-

nuts. Slocum Lounge. Sponsor-

ed by CCCA.

THEDEADUNE FOR THEDECEMBER 7-13 THIS

week: B MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30 AT 4M) PM.

YOU MUSTCOMPIFTEA ONEFELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Womer Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Hovifbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Sfonlsh Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer

and reflection by individuals and groups during

the following hours:

Monday-ThiMSdey, ZanMIpni

Friday, 7 am-S pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Levell, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1pm

Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

AiUdo Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement Japanese martial an:

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASEBE

PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily lile.

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robenson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Career Fair '92

"Expose Yourself to Careers"

Wednesday, December 2, 2-6 pm
Womer Center

WORKSHOPS

2-3pm "Corporate and Non-profit America: Your Liberal Arts

Degree at Work," WES
Two CC alums from coiporate and non-profit America will

relate their personal job experiences and discuss how their CC
degrees have contributed to their cai'eers.

•Should I Go On To Graduate School?," Room 213

Graduate study is not for everyone. A Panel of CC alumni/ae

will discuss the ins and outs of going on to graduate school.

Presenters will shaie their decision processes, their discoveries,

strategies and experiences.

3-4pm "Making the Most of Those Summer Months: Creative and

Exciting Summer Opportunities," WES
Representatives from the US Forest Service and Sanborn Camps

of Colorado will speak about summer opportunities for college

students with their organizations.

"Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Obstacles to Women and

Minorities in the Workplace and How to Overcome Them,"

Room 213

Two guests will discuss current issues facing women and

minorities in the workplace and offer personal perspectives on

solutions and alternatives.

OPEN FORUM

4-6pm All Students: Talk with people in your potential career fields

during the open forum. Leam about jobs and careers and

network with "alums" and other professionals from across the

Front Range.

Making The
Most of The
Career Fair

T llf Alumni rarpcr Network

Tlie bcsi source of infominljon is somconi; who perfomis Ihe kind of woric Ihal uiieiwsls you. Most people j„

dcligliicJ 10 talk about what iliey do. If you are not asking for a job, you will find ihalyou are rarely lumcd

away with a rciiuesi to leam aboui a ^xnon's ficld^ob/kind of work selling.

It Colomdo College'

,'illing 10 sen

fortunate because ourgraduates keep close ties with the school and are often

to each other and (o students.

Why Notsvork?

Statistics have consislentiy shown that networking i'^orie of the most effeciive job-hunting and career

cxplorjiion lecliniques. TTic Circer Fair offers an excclleni opportunity lo expand your career network -m

gather infomiation about careers. Tlic following benefits can rcsuli from effeciive networking:

1

.

Informutioii on a jobfield: ils characlcrislics. il.s growth, trends, training rc<tuiremenls. careerW

2. In/ormaiioii on an organizalion: job lilies, dcparlment names, types of jobs that exist, key issues

?. Feedback o;i you: and your suitability for a given line of work.

4. Strategiesfor pursuing work in thai field.

5. Resources: professional journals to read, associations lo join, conferences to allend. other organi?j

6. Contacts: geBing names of other people for your network

Networking at The Carper Fair

Many students arrive at the Career Fair wilh

maximize this of^nunity. The queslion th.i

.LCiualiy approach an alum and st

Effective Tips for Networking

1. Tlie Usl Of Participants Is Available When You Arrive Al The Fair. Review the list ajidki

coming and decide with whom you might want to make connections.

2. Be Aware That Our Alumni/ae Appreciate The Opportunity To Meet And Talk With Current Sludenu.

3. Don't Be Shy. Introduce yourself; il helps if you have an idea of general areas of inleresl so the alums

can leam a liltle about you and how ihey might be helpful.

I. Make A Point To Collect A Business Card And Ask JfYou Can Fo/low-wp the conversation with a

phone call and pertiaps a more in-deplh meeting.

5. People Love To Talk About Themselves, and they are happy to open up.

6. It's Important To Circulate. You want to open up discussion which you can follow-up later on the ph<

7. Wear Your Nametag. Include your full name and be sure it is easy lo read.

8. Bring Copies Of Your Resume To Give Out When Appropriate.

9. Set As Your Goal Several Meaningful Conversations

lO.Remember To Have Fun!

but for one reason or another are not able to

iuiy students (especially ones who are shy) have is: "How do

that will lead lo something wonhwhilc?"
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Workshops/Events

Practice Interviews. l-5pm

Your College Career on One Page,

1 -2:30pm

Finding a Career Wilh Your Name on ll,

6-7:30pm

Career Fair. 2-6pm, Womer Center

"Hie 50 Cent Tour of Ihe Career Center.

4:30-5pm

Grad School Game, l-2;30pm

Chilling Oui in Ihe Hoi Seal, 3:30-5pm
Practice Interviews, l-5pm

Your College Career on One Page.

3-4:30pm

Tis Ihe Season to be Networking,

l-2:30pm

'<:z^:^^.

'%
'/>s

Practice, practice,

practice makes perfect.

There are still a number of

slots left on Tuesday,

November 24 and

Wednesday, December 9 for

you to practice your

interviewing skills.

Come by the Career Center

and sign up for a time.

ByJl-

c
By^

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolyn Gianarelli

I, Research & Res

Student Career Advisors;

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes MaltMoycr

The Career Center

policy ol equal opponunity in all aspects ol

employmeni and education. We do noi knowlrciv

list job opportunities Itom employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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Trustees select Mohrman to lead college
gy
JUSTIN BLUM

C0lystStaSf Reporter

University of Maryland Dean Kathryn

f^ohrman— the favorite C.C. presidential candi-

jaie ofmost students, feculty and staff— is set to

^i office in July as the college's first woman

president

"The different campus constituencies over-

whelmingly supported Mohrman," s^d econom-

ics Prof. WaltHecox,whoservedon thePresiden-

tial
SeleciionCommittee."Shewasastrongfirstin

support."

The Chaiiman of the college's BoardofTrust-

ees, N4innesota tool cmipany ownaJohn Knight,

toldCollegeRelatiOTSofficialsWednesdaymcm-

ing that Mohrman, 47, accepted the board's offer

) be president and will take office July 1 , 1993.

Mohrman waschosenovertwootherpresiden-

tial finalists— Carolyn EUiotof the Universily of

Vermont and Joseph Ellis of Mount Holyoke

College.Athirdfinalist,DanielSullivanofAIlegh-

eny College, withdrew his name from consider-

ation eaily lastblock after hiscurrentcontraawas

lEfKwed,

WhenMohrmanarrivesoncampus,shewill be

immediatelyconfixKiledwithanumberofpending

issues, including how lo resolve the college's

strategic planning pocess and whether to cap

financial aid.

Mohrman did not return repeated phone calls.

But in a written statement, she sai± "1am honored

and excited to be invited to become a member of

the Colorado Col-

lege community.

Myextensivemeet-

ings with faculty,

trustees, and slu-

denlsconfinnedmy

impressionofitasa

distinctive place,

where traditional

undergraduate

learning and inno- I

vative teaching

combinetoproduce

extraordinary re-

ailts."

Mohrman is

scheduledtozppear

on campus Dec. 14

for a i^ess confer-

ence. She will then

return permanently

in early Apni to fa-

miliarize herself

withC.Cbeforeshe

takes office. She

may also leach during block 8.

Prof. MKhael Grace, C.C.'s acting president,

s^d he will remain in office until Mohrman takes

over in July. Grace rq^laced Gresham Riley last

summer after the former president resigned at the

suggestion ofthe trustees. Riley hasnot yetfound a

permanentjoband hasspplied forihepresidency of

several institutions.

Knightwasin-

volved in contract

negotiations with

Mohrman since

she was offered

the job as presi-

dent last block.

CollegeRelations

officials first

learned Wednes-

day morning in a

phone call from

Knight that the

negotiations

ended and

Mohrman ac-

cepted the job.

"There was a

period of pro-

longed negotia-

tions of when she

would begin" as

president, said

Hecox,amember

of the selection

committee. He said Mohmian and

Knight also spent a lot of time talking about her

annual salary.

Although trustees have tried to keep

Mohrman's selection secret since they agreed to

offer her the job during their quarterly campus

meeting last block, rumors nave persisted on

campus fw weeks that she would be the rKxt

Kathryn Mohrman

presidenL

Most top administrators were not officially

notified of the decision until Wednesday night

when many received phone calls from Grace.

Most of the trustees were also notified by phone

Wednesday night that Mohrman accepted the

board's offer. Notices were put in inicr-campus

mail late Wednesday aftemoonlo notify the reslof

the college.

"We have what looks lo be a good oulcon:ie of

a long search process," said Vice President for

Student Life Laurel McLeod Wcdncsdiiy afkr-

noon when told thai Mohrman would be the next

president. "I'm really thrilled."

Tina Eyre, president of the Colorado College

Campus Association, the student government,

s^d she looked forward lo Mohrman's prcsi-

derxry. Eyre also said Mohrman was students'

favorite canditlaie."Of the students who saw the

candidates, she was the most popular," Eyre said,

adding: "Il'sgoing tobe i\icewelcomingawoman

president to C.C."

During discusskms with students, feculty and

administrators first block, Mohrman did not say

shehadanymajorchangesplannedforihe college.

But she s^d she would pay close attention to

reviews of the Greek system and Division I athlet-

ics.

As dean of the 24.000 student undergraduate

studies program at llie University of Maryland,

Mohrman was forced to implemenlseveic budget

cuts in which

Continued on page 3...

Committee nears decision on future of Greeks
BjVlCKI SOUTHERN
Ca(ii(>'s/ Staff Reporter

The future of the CC Greek system is

currently being reviewed by the Presidential

Commission on the Greek System, chaired

by Professor Joe Pickle of the Religion

Depanment.

Thiscommission was established lastyear,

along with several other boards to be a part of

ilie Strategic Planning Program. Su-ategic

Planning involved specific committees,

predicting the College' s future financial status

and reviewing the alternative scenarios for

cutbacks or improvements, as the upcoming

financial status permits.

"The Commission first looked at the

fiaiernities' exemplary programs," said

Professor Pickle in a telephone interview

tarlier this week. "We're looking at their

contributions to college life, their cost to the

college, the saving that would be brought

about by revivals, and we're also doing an

overall assessment of changing die Greek

system."

The Commission is made up of thirteen

members, including students, an alum,

professors, the Dean of Students, a Board of

Tnistees member, and others. Currently the

soup is looking over the results of a student

Features
Geology & Ecology of the

Southwest at 65 m.p.h. p. 5

questionnaue handed out earlier this year,

concerning the Greek system and reviewing

information brought up at meetings held widi

faculty members, Greek leaders, and with

people opposed to the Greek system.

Said Pickle, "We're looking to estabUsh a

meaningful homework for all of residential

life. We're swamped with information on

the issue. Now we're just got to step back

and evaluate."

Pickle's position as Chair of the

Commission came a surprise late last year.

The fate of the Greek system on campus will be decided soon.

Inside
opinions

Are anti-drug ads

appropriate? p. 10

Arts
Choir, Choir, Choir!!! p. 13

at the end of Sualegic Planning founder

Gresham Riley's presidency, as Pickle was

out of town when he was nominated. It is a

difficult job to undertake, not only because

die Greek system and die fraternities on

campus seem to be an integral part of Uie

social scene on campus, but also because the

College is without a permanent president.

"The problem is that Strategic

Programming isusually done by apresidcnt,"

said Pickle, "This was all established as

Gresham was finishing up, presumably before

he knew he would be resigning so soon. All

of asuddcn we weredoing Strategic Planning

without any leadership."

Acting President Michael Grace chaired

the posifion during die summer and is

currently awaiting the Commission's

presentations of die College's options.

However, as Grace is only in the role of

Acting President, no monumental decisions

will be made until die new President takes

over, presumably during the upcoming

summer.

Strategic Planning's goal is to solve

financial problems before they occur. Like

die Presidential Commission on the Greek

system, there are many odier committees all

over campus currently reviewing dieir

options.

Sports

Ohio Wesleyan pushes Tiger

soccer "off a diff" p. 17
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Ski slopes resort to bargains

Ryan Brown gets an early start on the season.

By SEAN MCLAUGHLIN
CaUlyst Staff Reporter

ManyCC students tiit the slopes

at Crested Butte or Vail over third

block break. With the ski season

underway, students are faced with

the dilemma of choosing the best

ski bargain.

Created Butte, near Gunnison,

is offering free lift tickets until

December 19. Lodging reservations

aren't required in order to ski free.

Thesnow conditionsare alsoamong

the best in the slate, with 33" at the

summitasof Wednesday morning.

Earlier this year. Vail offered

deeply discounted season passes to

students. These passes are no longer

for sale, however, and lift tickets

are $42. Vail reported a 3
1
" base on

Wednesday.

At Breckenridge, early season

discount tickets are available for

S29 at the ski mountain. Skiers can

purchase S29 Breckenridge

discount tickets after the start of the

regular season at King Soopers or

Safeway.

King Soopers and Safeway also

offer discount tickets for Copper

Mountain and Winter Park. Copper

tickets are S22 at Safeway and King

Soopers, and S37 at the mountain.

Winter Park discount tickets from

King Soopers or Safeway are priced

at $20 until December 14.

A local favorite. Monarch, had a

28" base on Wednesday. Monarch

skiers can save money by picking

up a Gems of the Rockies card at

Conoco stations. The S8 card allows

skiers to buy an unlimited number

of Monarch lift tickets for $17.

The Gems of the Rockies card is

also valid at Arapahoe Basin, a

popular area for spring skiing. A-

Basin tickets are S17 with a Gems
card, or S33 without one. A-Basin

reports 25" of snow at the summit

as of Wednesday.

President Elect;

KATHRYN JAGOW MOHRMAN

GEORGE WASHINGTON UMVERSITY: Ph.D. in PubUc Policy, 1982.

UNTVERSfTY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON: M.A. in American Hislory, 1969.

GRINMLL COLLEGE, B.A. in Hislory, 1967.

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPERIENCE AND FACULTY APPOINTMENTS:

1990- BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES.

1988- DEAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND AT COLLEGE PARK.

1988 - ASSODATE PROFESSOR IN THE SCHOOL OF PUBUC AFFAIRS, UNlVERSflY OF MARYLAND.
1987-88 GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.

1987 GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY.

1983-1988 ASSOOATE DEAN OF THE COaEGE, BROWN UNIVERSITY (on leave 1986-88).

1986-1988 GUEST SCHOLAR. BROOKINGS INSTTrUTION.

1975-1983 MEMBER OF THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE STAFF, ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN COLLEGES.
1980- BOARD OF TRUSTEES, GRINNELL COLLEGE
1974-1975 RESEARCH DIRECTOR. MIDWESTERN COLLEGES OFHCE, Wn.D.C.

1971-1974 HISTORY AND SODAL STUDIES TEACHER, BELHELD SCHOOL
1970-1971 EDITORIAL ASSISTANT, THE PAPERS OF GEORGE WASHINGTON, University of Virginia.

1969-1970 HISTORY TEACHER, SPARTANBURG DAY SCHOOL.
1968-1969 RESEARCH ASSISTANT, STATE OF WISCONSIN HIGHER EDUCATION AIDS BOARD.

HO.'HOIHO!
TIS THESEASONOF

SLEIGHBELLSAND SNOWFLAKES,
CANDLESAND CARDS,

BLACKICEANDBLIZZARDS
AND

HOLIDAYEVENTS
ATTHE CCBOOKSTORE

DECEMBER4&5
CHILDREN'SBOOKFAIR

(BENFITFOR THE CHILDREN'S CENTER)

DECEAmER 12
SPECIAL SATURDAY SALE!

ALL CC INSIGNIA GIFT ITEMS 20% OFF

DECEMBER 14
ANNUAL HOLIDAY PARTY & SALE
HOLIDAY GOODIES & SPECIALS

THROUGHOUT THE DAY

BOOKSTORE CLOSED
DECEMBER 19 - JANUARYS

Security Beat
By DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

1 1/10/926 PM
Leather jacket stolen from Womer Center coat rack. The jacket was

valued at S75.

11/12/922:37 AM
A mountain bike was stolen from a room in Slocum Hall.

1 1/12/926:40 PM
A jacket was stolen from a rack in Womer Center

11/13/923:35 PM
A backpack was reported stolen from Packard Hall Lounge. The value

of the pack and its contents is esumated at $175.00.

11/14/9211:15 AM
A female smdent reported that a man driving on Cache La Poudre tried

to convince the woman to get in his car.

11/14/921:31 PM
Two snowboards were stolen from a car ski rack

11/14/921:00 AM
Bicycle stolen; valued at $200.00

11/15/9212:55 AM
A male non-sludent was knocking on random doors in Mathias Hall.

When students answered, the man just stared at them. CC security

issued a "No Trespassing" warning.

11/15/9210:15 PM
A rear wheel and seat were stolen off a bike locked at Packard Hall.

11/18/922:15 PM
Bike reponed stolen from Wood House rack; bicycle was not locked,

two days later bike was found at Womer Center bike rack.

11/18/926:05 PM
Someone was reported to have jumped over the fence at the Physical

Plant, stolen goods from the back of a truck parked at the plant, then

jumped back over the fence to get away.

11/19/926:45 AM
Manager from 7-1 1 store on Nevada and Cache La Poudre returned a

wallet belonging to a student. The wallet had cash and credit cards in it

11/21/926:00 PM
Ajacket was stolen from Womer Center rack. Jacket was valued at S75.

I1/21/92I0:I0PM

Oven in McGregor found left on.

1 1/23/92 11 :45 AM
Microwave oven reported stolen from office in OHn Hall. No indication

of forced entry.

11/25/927:15 PM
Security on a routine check through McGregor, smelted something

buming in a room. Upon entering the room, they found a pair of gloves

that had been left too long on the radiator.

11/26/928:55 PM
Suspicious individual was reported to be loitering near first floor

windows in Loomis. Security responded, but found no one.

Note: There were also reports of three obscene phone calls. Students are

encouraged to report all obscene phone calls to security.

Y E A a S A H C A D

HAIR DESIGN
Welcomes the return of all CC students

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

25% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS
15% off all services
for CC students

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552
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News from abroad

Greeks forced to go co-ed

(NSNS) - Trinity College in Connecticut has become the third

college this year to require fraternities and sororities to go co-ed.

Trinity trustees voted last month to require all campus Greek

organizations to enact the change by 1995.

"The existence of single-sex organizations is inconsistent with

Trinity's co-educational mission," wrong Douglas Tansill, chair of the

injsiee committee that oversaw the policy review.

Trinity currently has seven fraternities and two sororities on campus.

Two other colleges, Middlebury and Bowdoin, also have required

Greek organizations to open memberships to both sexes this year.

Prof suspended for discriminating

(NSNS) - A female professor has been suspended from leaching

sociology and women's studies at the Universityof Illinois at Chicago,

due 10 allegations that she discriminated against men in the classroom.

Sociology professor PaulineBartwas investigated by the university's

affirmative action office following a complaint last spring by a black

male student who claimed he was not allowed to express his opinion

1 Bart's "Gender and Society" class.

Bart contends that she has been the victim of institutional bias

because the university has never taken classes away from male

professors accused of sexism or racism.

Filmmaker discusses coup
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Chilean-born writer Anionio

Skarmeta will be coming to

Colorado College on Wednesday,

December 9, lo deliver this year's

Demeresi Lloyd Lecture. "The

Writerin Politics."The free, public

talk will be held in Packard Hall at

8 p.m. Skarmeta will give a second

presentation on Thursday,

December 10. also in Packard Hall,

entitlcd,"Thc Writer in the Media."

That presentation, part of the

college's Thursday at Eleven

Program, will be held at 1 1 a.m.

Skarmeta studied at the

University of Chile and did

postgraduate work at Columbia

University in new York City , where

he received a Master of Arts degree

as aFulbright Scholar. He returned

toChileand taught literature, then,

after the Chilean coup d'etat of

1973, he went to Berlin for writing

and nim-making work. His full-

length directorial debut was the

film, "Burning Patience," which

received awards and critical

Anionio Skarmeta

acclaim.

Skarmeta teachcsat Washington

University in St. Louis, Missouri,

and has been working on several

television projects in Chile. He

taught at Colorado College as the

Maytag Chair of Comparative

Literature in 1989.

Speaking about the topic of his

Wednesday night talk. Skarmeta

said, "In fact, I cannot see why we

writers must lead normal people

into the hands of politicians. In not

doing so lies our moral and political

responsibility." He said that the talk

would address his particular

experiences during the Chilean

coup, as well as the role of writers

in politics in general.

The Demcrest Lloyd Lecture in

the Humanities was established in

1959 by Karen Lloyd in memory of

her father, Demcrest Lloyd, who

was engaged with many
organizations which he believed

promoted the best traditions of

Americanism,

Administration expects change

Library tmstee named
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Dana Wilson, an administrator

in higher education, has been

appointed as one of the newest

members of the Pikes Peak Library

District Board of Trustees, to

replace Thomas Marts and Donna

Guthrie whose terms have expired.

Wilson's term will expire on

December 31. 1997.

Wilson is currently the Dean of

Residential Life at The Colorado

College, and has been with The

Colorado College since August,

1974. SheholdsaBachelorof Arts,

English and Russian, as well as a

MasterofArts in English Literature

from Kent State University. She

belongs to several professional

organizations relating to her

academic career.

"I am deeply committed to

contributing my skillsand resources

to this important trusteeship,"

Wilson states.

Her experiences in developing

and implementing educational.

social and multicultural

programming at The Colorado

College; as chair of the Human

Relations Commission of the City

of Colorado Springs; and as

presenter about multiculturalism,

diversity, and First Amendment

issues will assist her as a library

trustee.

Members of the Pikes Peak

Library District Board of Trustees

are appointed by a committee of

city Council members and El Paso

County Commissioners. Board

members are responsible for

establishing policy for the district

with includes 1 1 library facilities.

Continued from page 1...

dozens of employees were fired.

Administrators and faculty

members said they thought the

budget cutting experience along

with Mohrman's background in

public policy — she taught public

policy at Georgetown and earned

her doctorate in the subject from

George Washington University —
would help her deal with people

more effectively than Riley did.

"1 think her style willdiffer from

Gresh," said McLeod. "1 think she

will appear easy to approach. We
have had some issues of

divisiveness . . . that has been

avoidable. I think her style and

background will helpusavoid that."

Mohrman has also served as an

associate dean and professor at

Brown University. She earned her

B.A. in History from Grinnell

College and M.A. in American

History from the University of

Wisconsin at Madison.

Among the biggest issues

Mohrman will confront are:

completing the strategic planning

process, beginning a major

fundraising campaign, and dealing

with tightening budget issues.

When Mohrman arrives, most

of the strategic planning process

will be completed. Reports listing

options about many aspects of the

college's future will await her

decision.

"The big question diat awaits

her is how far the college can go

with need-based financial aid," said

Prof . Glen Brooks, who is in charge

ofthestrategicplanningprocess."!

think personally that decisions on

the Greek system and Division 1

athletics occupy a less pressing

place than some of theoiher issues."

When Riley was ousted last year.

Knight said one of the reasons Riley

planned to leave so quickly was to

allow a new president time to be

involved in the strategic planning

process. In an interview with the

Disparaging Eye last December.

Knight said he wanted a new

president in place by the end of the

last academic year to complete the

process.

"The strategic planning process

is very, very, very briefiy started,"

he said last December, "h's just at

its early stages ... A new president

needs tocome in and sec it through."

Riley, too. said it was in C.C.'s

"self-interest" for him to leave

immediately, "because it's very

important for a new president to get

in on the process as soon as

possible."

Despite ilic explanation of Riley's

departure, a new president could

not be selected before he left the

college. Both faculty and

administrators say that the uustces

did not understand how long the

presidential elections process would

take.

"Clearly that Itimelable] wasn't

realistic," said McLcod.

Despite the delay, Brooks said

the planning process would not be

hurt. "It has obviously slowed down

the process," Brooks said of the

duration of the presidential selection

process. "It will provide us with

more time (and]. . . a more

deliberative approach."

Nutcracker returns for holidays
By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The holiday spiritcontinues with

lerformances of the Colorado

Springs Symphony Chamber
Orchestra Holiday Concerts, on

December 3, 6:30p.m. at the Antlers

Doubletree Hotel, and December

5. 8:00 at the Broadmoor Hotel

with a festive program full of

holiday favorites accompanied by

ihe Colorado Springs Children's

Chorale. In addition, US West is

sponsoring perfomiances in Buena

Vista on Friday December4 at 7:30

P-m., and Canon City on Sunday,

December 6 at 2:30 p.m.

Three performances of "Deck the

^all" will occur Friday and

Saturday, December 11 and 12 at

S:0O p.m.. and Sunday, December

B at 2:00 p.m. as the Colorado

Springs Symphony and the

Colorado Springs Chorale, under

the direction of conductors Daniel

Brink and Steven Smith, present a

concert ofcarolsand holiday music

that will touch audiences of all ages.

The favorite of the holiday season,

the fifteenth annual "Broadmoor

Christmas Pops on Ice" glides into

the Broadmoor Ice ArenaDecember

17, 18. 19 and 20. Conducted by

Music Director Christopher

Wilkins. this popular holiday

program of skating and music

features 1992 Olympic Medalist

Nancy Kerrigan, world class

skaters, and members of the

Broadmoor Skating Club. Tickets

are on sale starting November 9 at

all Ticket Master outlets.

*TAYLOR TRAVEL^
has your Christmas seats

...reserve now for best fare

C0LLE6E HHPPV HOURI
7-10 PMMon-Fri

Bring college I.D. and get:

$2.00 off a large pizza

$3.95 pitchers of Bud or Miller

'Nightly Munchie Specials]

604 N. Tejon 635-5735

*
*

Wishina ycu a year cf:

•on-time departures $
gs •early arrivals

•triple bcnus miles

* * ^ * *

"Your Campus Travel Agency"^

818 N. Tejon* ^ 636-3871



News Briefs

CC Choir to present winter concert Graduate scholarships offered

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Colorado College Choir, accompanied with the Orchestra, will present its annual

winter concert Friday, December4, at 8 p.m. in Shove Chapel. The free and public concert

will be conducted by Daniel S. Brink and will include "An American Oratoria" by Ned

Rorem and Charles Ives' "General William Booth Enters into Heaven."

Ned Rorem was bom in 1923 and lives in New York City. "An American Oratoria" is a

compilation of I9th century American poetry by various authors put to music. Todd Teske

will be the tenor soloist for the piece. Charles Ives lived from 1874 to 1954, and based

"General William Booth Enters into Heaven" from American poetry about Booth, the

founder of the Salvation Army. Herb Beattie, a Colorado College graduate of 1948 and

soloist from the New York City Opera, will perform the bass solo.

Vocal group to perform Renaissance works

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

The Collegium Musicum will perform an array of Medieval and Renaissance works in

a public concert Sunday, December 13, at 3 p.m. in Packard Hall. The musicians will be

conducted by Martha Hopkins Booth, voice instructor at the college. The sacred, secular,

and instrumental pieces bring festivity to the holiday season through many different genres

of music.

The 25 inslnimentalisls and singers, composed mainly ofstudents and accompanied by

some faculty, will perform works by Willaert, Gombert, Morales, Gabrieli, Palestrina, and

others. Sixteenth century Spanish carols, English melodies, and a medieval chant. "Regina

Caeli," will ring the hall in music. The chant will be performed in several polyphonic

settings, in which different composers use the same chant as a basis but alter the voices and

melodies.

The group performs with records of various sizes and tones, lutes, guitars, harps, and

percussion. Also used are four sizes of crumhorm, an ancient double reed instrument much

like an oboe or bassoon. All come together to form rich, festive sounds of the classical era.

By COLLEGE RELATIONS

Graduate fellowships areavailable for enteringandfirst-yeargraduate studentsmajoring

in science disciplines and interested in pursuing research careers in areas pertaining [q

global change.

Applicants must be U.S. citizens and either entering or first-year graduate students in

appropriate disciplines. Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and administered by

the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education, the Graduate Fellowships for Global

Change Program includes full payment of tuition and fees at DOE-approved universities,

a SI ,200 monthly stipend, and required collaborative research experience at a DOE or other

government agency research facility associated with the National Global Change Research

Program.

Areas of study arc interdisciplinary and may include climate and hydrologic systems,

bio-geochemical dynamics, ecological systems and dynamics, earth system history , human

interactions, solid earth processes, and solar influences. Relevant academic disciplines

include agricultural sciences, atmospheric sciences and meteorology, biology and

biotechnology.chemistry, computer sciences,ecology,economics. environmental sciences,

geology, geochemistry, geophysics, hydrology, instrumentation, mathematics and statistics,

oceanography and ocean sciences, sociology, and physics.

Selection is based on academic performance. Graduate Records Examination scores,

recommendations, course work, experience, and a statement of career goals by the

applicant. Fellowship appointments are for one year and may be renewed up to two years

for the master's and four years for the doctoral degree.

The application deadline is Jan. 25, 1993. and awards will be announced in May 1992.

For applications or more information, contact Mary Kinney, Graduate Fellowships for

Global Change Program, Science/Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge Institute for

Science and Education, P.O. Box 1 17, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831-01 17 or call (615) 576-

9655.

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) carries out national and

international programs in science and engineering education, training and management

systems, energy and environment systems, and medical sciences. ORISE conducts these

programs for the U.S. Department ofEnergy through a management and operating contract

with oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU). Established in 1946, ORAU is a

consortium of 65 colleges and universities.

CCCR LUants Vou!
The Colorado College Campus Rssociatlon has
OKtended the deadline for candidates to turn in

their candidate packets to Monday. December
7th. If you are interested in student gouern-
ment, the CCCR is a great way to get inuolued.
Candidate packets are auailable at LUorner Desk.
other euents happening next lueek:

Fireside Talks - Tuesday, December 8th at 5:3epm
neKt to the fireplace in LUorner Center. Students' opportu-
nity to address candidates ujith questions and concerns.

Presidential Debate - Thursday, December leth at
7:88pmin LUES Room in Ulorner. Debate between presiden-
tial candidates, moderated by Prof. Tom Cronin.

Contact the CCCB office at k6676 luith any questions or concerns.
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Geology& Ecology of the Southwest at 65 m.p.h.
chase deer and skunks across the lawn on seen. There is nothing ihat comes close lo

MATTHEW LEWIS

Features Editor

Oick and Linda Beidleman were always energetic and helpful.

existence, our mission was to leave ihe

desert Southwest wiih a thorough

understanding of its ecology and geology,

Imagine this: you are hiking along a trail and how ihey relate.

" - With this in mind, we spent the first six

days of the block at the American Museum

of Natural History's Southwest Desert

1 the Aho Mountains of Southern Arizona.

\ warm desen breeze rushes up the valley.

refreshing you as it evaporates the sweat

behind your ears and on the back of your

neck. Your gaze turns skywards as you

notice a red-tail hawk spiraling down out of

ihe heavens, coming to rest atop a 30-foot

high saguaro cactus. He glares down at you

very briefly, but long enough to remind you

of the task at hand—to identify as many

and rock types as you can find along

Ihe rrail. After all. thi« is not a pleasure

hike—this is class.

Welcome to NS 200. Geology and

Ecology of the Southwest. Although it may

sound more like camping for credit than a

genuine science field trip, don't be fooled

by my description of pastoral glory. Yes,

did spend 75% of our time wandering

through remote desert wilderness. But our

activities were more reminiscent of John

Muir than Henry Thoreau; rather than hiking

10 contemplate the secrets of a holistic

the way to and from class sessions), the real

fun started after we left the research station.

For the next eight days, wc would be

traveling across southern Arizona in three

deluxe, state-of-the-art Colorado College

touring vans, fully equipped with high -lech,

aerodynamic roof racks and genuine vmyl

seats. We were also blessed with a P.A.

system in each van, which our professors

used liberally for our listening enjoyment.

It was these P.A. systems that really honed

our identification skills—try identifying low

desert shrubs and rock types out of the

window of a van cruising at 65 mph. It's

quality entertainment for the whole family,

or at least 25 CC students who don't have

anything better to do. Combined with

playing "name that olfactory offender"

(several students prided themselves on their

ability to eat everyday food and convert it

into nauseating fumes), the laughs were

never-ending (so long as windows were

easily accessible).

While we were not busy gasping for air

aboard our luxurious mobile classrooms,

we were hiking and camping in some of the

most pristine wilderness that I have ever

Uie stark beauty of the desert Southwest.

Every sunset discovered new colors hidden

in thccraggy volcanic peaks that were visible

in all directions. Giant saguaro cactus, the

sentinels of the desert, pressed against the

azure sky with limbs ready to grab you if

you ventured too close. As the class

progressed and our understanding of the

material increascd.each morning began with

the hope of new discoveries and adventures

,

and each evening found us pleasantly

exhausted and excited for what the next day

had in store for us.

As joyful as we all were lo return to

C.C. and the "civilized" world, the one

thought on everyone's mind upon arrival

was how greatly wc missed the desert

and the hijinks of "Dirty Doctor Dick"

Beidleman. the gourmet fare of Bruce

Loeffler, the helpful hand that Linda

was always willing to loan when a plant

refused to be identified. For those of

you who are still of the mind that the

desert is a vast wasteland. 1 won't try to

convince you otherwise. Just take

Geology and Ecology of the Southwest,

You will change your mind.

Research Station in the Chiricahua

Mountains of Southeastern Arizona. Our

intrepid leadersand mentors, Bruce Loeffier,

Dick Beidleman and his wife, Linda, were

omnipresent, making sure that no lime was

loston such irivialitiesassleeping. relaxing,

digesting food, or other activities that

students tend to slip into when there are ten

mintires that aren't planned for.

Almost every waking moment dunng the

first week was spent in "class": mornings

we spent either in lectures or identifying

rocks and plants in the field; afternoons

were reserved for either fieldwork or

lectures; and evenings we could choose

between staying awake at the evening

lecture, or falling asleep at the evening

lecture.

While the first week was not entirely

lacking in leisure time (we did have time to Students relax outside the field station before a field trip.

Bean Project helps women help themselves

photo councsy Tina Eyre

lossy Eyre provides work for women who would otherwise have none

By DIANA ZIPETO
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Three years ago, fonner nun and social

worker Jossy Eyre started a program called

The Women' s Bean Project. The Project was

designed to give homeless women
opportunities to enter die workforce and gel

off welfare. Last block break, 1 went with a

group of other CC students to the Project in

Denver lo help during their busy season.

The women employed at the Project clean,

package, and sell beans in soup mixes. The

soup mixes are sold mostly at churches in the

Denver area, though some stores have started

to slock the soups as well. The women arc

involved in every part of the process, from

filling bags with beans, to assembling the

crates in which the soups are sold. Every mix

sold carries a sticker with ihe signature of die

woman who packaged the soup.

While we were there, we worked and

talked with the 15 women employed at the

Project. In the one-room warehouse, we

packaged beans and listened to music all day

- Aretha Franklin seemed to be a favorite

choice. Sometimes die conversations 1 had

widi the women were serious -hearing stories

of the sirecls in die winter, of incest, of

prostitution to make ends meet, of abusive

relationships andalcoholism.Butsomctimcs

the conversations were much more

lighihearicd; about dicir kids, their dreams,

funny movies, and what happened last week

at work.

The first morning we were diercweattcnded

a prc-work meeting at 9 o'clock. It was a time

for discussion and reflection; wc each talked

about diings we were Uiankful for. Many

women were thankful simply for the job they

had, and for the assistance they had received

from Eyre.

Eyre, mother of Colorado College's

CCCA president Tina Eyre, seems to have

created an organic group therapy for the

women. Though it is a paying job for each of

the women fu-st and foremost , the Project is

concerned with teaching skills and, according

to Eyre, helping the women "recover from

the bruised self-image most of diem come in

with."

Other than employment. The Women's

Bean Project offers many opportunities and

benefits. The women are welcome to bring

their children with them to work and the

project pays the women's shares of PICA.

Eyre has begun a program on Thursdays

called the working lunch, where the women

arc asked to brown-bag their lunch and give

up dicimoon break toparucipate in a workshop

(Continued on Page 8)
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Colby abroad: youVe got to see it to Belize it

By TREENA COLBY
Special to the Catalyst

Beans and rice, stewed iguana,

vibrant sunrises and sunsets,

biting insects, poison wood, wild

pigs, humidity, sand, and coral

reefs are just a sampling of the

diverse smells, tastes, feelings,

and sights in Belize. As small as

Massachusetts

and with a,

population of less

than 200.000

people. Belize

can still claim to

be the

undiscovered
land in Central

America.

Situated east

ofGuatemalaand

south of Mexico,

the former

British Honduras

is home to

several distinct

ecosystems. As

our class from the School for

International Training studied the

watershed, we backpacked,

camped, swam, studied, and

bathed in all the rivers of the

country.

We would find ourselves in

the middle of vast wilderness, be

it mountain pine ridge with a

1.000 foot waterfall cutting a

deep valley through tropical

rainforest at the lower elevation,

rainforest situated on huge

limestone cliffs with an iguana

or two ready to meet us in the

river, grassland savanna looking

much like the plains of Africa, or

by a system of mangrove trees

holding the coast from the ocean.

When the river met the

Caribbean Sea, we packed on

boats to the outer "cays", or small

islands, that scatter around the

coral reef. Belize has the second

largest barrier reef in the world,

about 175 miles of beauty and

life. As we plunged into the

warm, clear, azure water (no, this

is not a J. Crew catalog), we found

ourselves surrounded by a myriad

of corals, fish, plants, rays, sharks

(yes. sharks—and BIG ones too),

and turtles. Vibrant colors were

bombarding us; I almost went

into sensory overload.

J ust as diverse as the landscape

are the people. Many ethnic

groups inhabit Belize. The
sunshine must have something to

do with their warm disposition

ndsmiles. Asyouwalkdown

the street in Belize City,

everyone is hollering out for

you to come over and talk to

them. Yes. part of it is the

Caribbean man's high libido,

but most are quite friendly

and wouldn't imagine any

bodily harm. Other bodily

things, I cannot say. Walking

to the post

office is

always an

experience,

as a large

group of

rastas always

loiters in

front of it.

" H e a h ,

beautiful
white girl!

Come over

here! Let me
take you to

my
plantation'

on the

Nothern Highway. I will show

you the other side of Belize!"

The natives are always quite

generous with what they offer

you.

Mayan villages are

scattered in the mountains of

the west and rainforest in the

south. When I stayed with

my Mayan family, I learned

to get my clothes clean in the

river with a huge rock, make

corn tortillas by first taking

off the dried kernels and then

grinding them into flour, shell

rice with an immense mortar

and pestle, roast fresh coffee,

climb up a coconut tree to get

breakfast, and sleep

comfortably in a hammock.

All eyes are on the token

blonde when I went to these

villages, places where not

many foreigners are seen.

Due to the colonization of the

Caribbean, many other people

have become part of Belize:

Mestizo people, a mix of

Mayan and Spanish

conquistador; Garifuna,

African descendants who still

hold onto their incredible skill

of paying drums, language,

customs, and beliefs; and

Creole, a mix of British

colonizers and African

descent.

The Creole language has a

range from "the Queen's

English" to thick Creole,

Treena Coiby

Treena Colby poses with host mom, "Miss Mary" Russell, Bermudian Landing, Belize

which, after four months in the

country, I could finally

understand.

I lived in a mainly Creole village

called Beimudian Landing in the

middle of the rainforest. The

residents have set upa community-

based land reserve, where farmers

set aside tracks of land for the

Black Howler monkey.

Economic development has

come in the form of tourism,

giving others the incentive to

protect the forest. Imustadmit,

tracking monkeys in the middle

of the jungle with 95 degree

temperature and humidity,

wearing huge rubber boots, long

pants and a long sleeved shirt

(to protect myself from the

myriad of killer snakes and

blood-sucking insects) was not

always fun, but it was

fascinating.

My time abroad climaxed

with my independent study

project (ISP). I studied natural

resource management and

conservation education at Hoi

Chan Marine Reserve and

within the diving industry on

Ambergris Caye. The reserve

consists of a strip of mangrove,

eelgrass bed, and coral reef off

of San Pedro Town, the only

community on the caye.

During my project, I lived

with a local family, talked to

tourist guides and tourists,

assessed stress on the reef, and

was involved in the "First World

Congress on Tourism and the

Environment" During my free time,

I pleasure dove, barbecued my skin,

sampled the Belikin stout and lager,

enjoyed the Caribbean rum v^ith a

few Cuba libres, and learned how to

geldown bydancing the local "punta
"

Many of the locals are more than

happy toshow you how toenjoy these

pleasures of life.

Aswe all know with our experience

with the block plan, hands-on learning

is the most rewarding. During my

studies, I saw no structured classroom.

Field studies and direct interaction with

government officials and locals were

the basis of our learning. I came back

knowingmuchaboutBelize,iis people,

and myself.
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Teach for America revitalizes public schools
py
JEFF TIEMAN

Cfl/fl/ys'
Staff Reporter

One of the grealesi problems

facing the United Slates today is

lie
lack of opportunities and

;ded resources in public schools.

program called Teach for

j\rnerica, established in 1989. is

designed to help repair these

deficiencies by putting motivated

liege graduates to workin public

;fhool classrooms.

According to the organization ' s

promotional pamphlet. Teach for

/America is a "national teacher

corps of talented, dedicated

individuals who commit a

jninimum of two years to teach in

resource-deficient urban and rural

public schools."Since the program

^vas introduced, over 8,600

graduating seniors have applied

and 1,800 have been placed in

distressed communities in nine

Slates to begin the effort to restore

ty and enthusiasm to the

public school classroom.

Teach for America currently has

teachers in urban areas such as

Baltimore. Los Angeles, and

Washmgton D.C., and in rural areas

of Arkansas, Georgia, and Texas,

targeting the needy areas in

sues such as these, participants in

the Teach for America program

hope to give all American children

the opportunity to attain a quality

education.

Applicants to Teach foj

America should be vibrant and

energetic individuals who are

interested in bettering the current

public educational system. Lori

*i;-

Teach for America provides a

Donoho, a 1 990 Teach for America

corps member, summarized her

experience this way: "I could say

that it was always wonderful but it

wasn 't. I will say that I have learned

a lot about myself and I would not

trade this intense experience for

anything."
Teach for America is a privately

funded, non-profit organization

that receives a majority of its

support from corporations and

foundation grants. The program

operates on a budget of

approximately S7 million, with

roughly 150 staff members.

Candidates for the program are

rare opportunity for both vol

required to be graduates of a

college or university with a

minimum grade point average of

2.5. They must complete an

extensive written application and

participate in an interview process

that includes a sample teaching

session, personal interviews, and a

group discussion session. Once

teachers have been selected, they

attend a pre-service institute that

prepares them for the

responsibilities and challenges

their initial teaching years will

demand.

After becoming oriented with

the region in which they are to

phoio councsy Teach for America

unteers and school children.

teach, the participants arc officially

placed in jobs by school officials.

Support is available to teachers

during their two years of initial

service, as well as after they have

assumed full-lime teaching careers.

An alumni program has been

established to keepcorpsmcmbcrs

in touch with each other after they

have served.

Teach for America recruits

actively at over 150 U.S. colleges

and universities across the United

States. Recruitment officials

welcome people of all educational

backgrounds, with all types of

majors and experiences. The

organization strives for diversity;

it derives its strength from people

of different backgrounds with

distinct abilities and a desire to

improve the education and

opportunities available to school-

age children.

Teach for America corps

members are paid directly by the

school disu-icis that hire them. The

compensation is comparable to

other similarly qualified teachers.

The organization assists students

with deferring or obtaining partial

cancellation of student loans.

Perkins loan recipients, for

example, can expect a 15% per

year cancellation, and make no

principal or interest payments

during their two years of teaching.

Teach for America allempls to

reach qualified and spirilctl college

students through its many chapters

on campuses around the country.

Vanderbilt University and the

University of Colorado are among

the schools chosen to target

students who want to influence the

state of education in the U.S.

At a time when America could

use creative, intelligent,

approaches to aging problems,

education takes on an increasingly

critical role. With the success of

programs such as Teach lor

America, the struggling public

schools can increasingly give

Americanchildrcnihcopporlunity

to contribute to a strong and

prosperous future.

If you have any questions

regarding Teach for America, or

are interested in applying, call 1-

800-832-1230.

No wine before its time: wine shop 101
By KATY YANDA
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Last Christmas break, a friend

from northern Spain took the train

lo visit me in Provence, the area of

France that is bordered by the

Mediterranean and Italy. It was a

twelve hour train ride, yet the only

thing she had to comment on was

the vast amount of vineyards that

surrounded the tracks. "Isn't there

anything else?" she asked

incredulously. "We must have

gone through hundreds of miles of

grape vines." I responded that of

course there were other things, one

just had to search for them.

Perhaps this is a bit of a

generalization, but it rings true in

much of my adopted counU7 of

THE INEXPENSIVE WAY
TO MAKE HIGH MARKS

AUWINnn!
Put just $100 down on a Loveland Student

Loan Pass and ski 10 days lor only $15 per

day. You pay as you ski! After your 10 paid

ski days (a total ol $250). We'll give you an

urvestricted Loveland Season Pass good for

the rest of the season. This is one student

loan plan that makes the grade.

AFEWLOVEUIND
SURPMSES

lt|9M Himhf Momtahi With 60 am
^nd exciting trails on over 830 acres. Loveland

ranks as the 10th largest ski area in Colorado.

Mor« snow rim StMaboat An average of

over 375 inches of white stuff falls here every

year - more than any Colorado ski area

except one. Clottr fknu Wiatw Nrk Only 56

miles west of Denver on 1-70, Loveland is the

closest major ski area lo the Denver metro area.

For more ir\formation or to

order your Loveland Shjdent Loan Pass,

caU M00-U5-10VE

INTRDDOONG
lOVELAND^
STUDENT

last year. As soon as you leave the

villages and cities of the south.

you are completely surrounded by

rows and rows of vines, stretching

as far as the eye can see. France's

eastern coast is completely covered

by its largest national resource, as

are the west and northern areas. At

this time of year, the leaves are

turning brown, though they remain

stubbornly attached to the vines

until sometime in January. Spring

is a symphony of newly blooming

buds, a sea of green [hat envelopes

the counU"yside in summer, but it

is in the fall when the vines truly

shine. When 1 arrived in mid-

September, the first bunches of

grapes were harvested (by students,

since the universities start in

October),and the whole area.shone

withgrccns.purplcs, and reds. One

only had to walk to the nearest

field to be rewarded with a handful

of pure deliciousncss.

One of the reasons people uavcl

to other countries is to rid

themselvcsofstcreotypes. WcU.it

is evident that there is one

stereotype that Americanscan hold

onto; the French enjoy their wine

and place il on the most important

level of culinary excellence.

A good meal is not complete

without a boide (or iwoor three) of

fine wine on the table. I had never

before taken wine very seriously,

perhaps a glass of white wine ai

(Continued next page...)

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

S27 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Beans
(contiDued from page 5)

in a workshop. The workshops

try to provide the women with

essential information they may

not have access to in

mainstream society. Some
topics of the workshops have

included information on AIDS,

job interviews, budgeting, and

recently, a Japanese exchange

administrator has started

teaching the women about the

I
Japanese culture.

Eyre is hoping to startan AA
group for the women, since

most have at one time abused

alcohol or drugs. Also, she

wants to begin a GED program,

giving the women an

opportunity to obtain a high

school degree. She wants to

prepare ihe women to enter the

modern workforce. The goal of

the Project is not to simply give

the women a job, but lo move

them into the "real"jobs outside

the Project.

The Women's Bean
Project helps women help

themselves, and gain the

knowledge they need to

function in society. "It is part

of a solution," says Eyre.

And it is: a real, tangible

solution for women who have

dealt with some of the most

horrible parts of life and

survived. The Bean Project

gives them the opportunity

to earn money, move
forward, and realize they are

able to rely on themselves.

An alcoholic beverage, and much more
(continued from page 7)

dinner, butmy lack ofeducation

was soon to be smctly corrected. 1

was told there wasn't any way 1

could remain in the country without

some knowledge of proper wine

etiquette, and my lessons began.

I was graced by the fact that the

friends with whom I lived had a

fully slocked wine cavein the cellar

of their house. It was filled with

everything from this last years

Beaujolais (young wine) to bottles

from before World War II (not

necessarily drinkable). A good red

wine is kept undl it reaches its

hypothetical level of perfection,

or maturity, detemiined by the wine

chartspulled out with every bottle.

A good year, a good vineyard (a

good wine) can be kept for twenty

to thirty years. White wine is drunk

more quickly because it does not

keep.

The appreciation of wine is

serious business. In the household

where I stayed, wine is only

consumed at meals with friends.

In other families, however, table

wine is present with both lunch

and dinner. This wine is purchased

direcUy at the vineyard and brought

home in five to ten gallon

containers each week (much more

like the system in Italy). The

drinking age is never an issue, like

all other countries in Europe. I had

heard that in France the legal age

was 1 6, but was told that as soon as

your could see over die counter at

a bar, nobody pays any attention.

This seems to cause much less ofa

problem than our system, since

alcohol is rarely illegal and not as

big of a deal.

Cocktails are served with

appetizers around nine. These

drinks can be sweeter wines or

harder liquor. One ofmy favorites

is a drink called kir or a kir royale,

made from cream of blackberries

and white wine or champagne; it

The first step is to catch the

scent (seriously!). As soon as the

wine is allowed lo breathe in its

bottle, it is poured into the awaiting

glasses. Each person takes his or

her wine, swirls it a few times, and

breathes deeply. The idea is lo tell

your first impression. There are

Uiree basic choices: fruit, vegetable

or animal. It was amazing to ieam

•mr ^
7\ 2<i

was heavenly.

Next is the main course, usually

served with red wine, but it

depended on the dish (red for meals

and some vegetables, while for

chicken and fish). It is here that the

real discussion begins and the

books are pulled out. These lengthy

works talk about all aspects of

wine—different years, qualities,

and regions.

that the wine, made from only

grapes, can smell like flowers, ihe

woods, mushrooms, even bananas.

There are hundreds of different

scents diatdiffer according to year

and grape. As one becomes expert

with the process, it is possible to

tell the exact wine by its smell.

The next area of analysis is the

color. Holding the wine glass lo the

light, one decided if the red is more

qualities of blue or orange. Thi

decides the age and type of wine

Finally, after all of this, you aj^

able to taste it, small sips that muii

be held in yourmouth lo discern
the

different aromas. This step ^

accompanied by a whole fleet of

descriptive words - Is it earthy?

bitter? sharp? pungent? Is it past its

peak or just right? After these

questions are answered, the foo(!

appreciated, you move on to iiie

salad course, then the cheese and

dessert. Each usually has a separate

wine, though the cheese is die only

one that requires the wine (the

flavors of the cheeses can not be

properly tasted without a wine

accompaniment).

The meals end between

midnight and one o'clock, the

lengthy discussion about wine

interspersed with other topics. Bui

wine analysis is not restricted lo

the table, people also attend

weekend wine workshops and

schools. Everyone is a bit of an

expert, and full-fledged

connoisseurs can be found on

evening television programs

and in the many wine

magazines. Wine is a serious

subject, and a bit amusing as

one swirls their wine glass and

argues if il is brick-red or violei-

red. However, it was a very

interesting subject to be

immersed in, and I find myself

looking at grapes and wine in a

completely different light. Thai,

and waiting till I can hop on a

plane and be surrounded on all

side by vineyards.

A Special Offer
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Abortion, Pro or Con?
MICHAEL MORRIS
Catalyst Staff Writer

Abortion is an issue thatno

Qiie in their right mind would

address publicly (however, I

have never claimed to be totally

ijimyrightmind). There are so

many emotions involved in the

Rebate that it is almost

impossible to have a rational

conversation on the subject.

Anyone who dares to put forth

an opinion on the issue is

immediately labeled as a

member of one group or

another. The main problem

arises from the fact that there

are actually two different

arguments taking place in the

abortion debate at the same

lime. There is a constitutional

argument, the pro-choice

position, and there is a life

argument, the pro-life stance.

Since neither side is speaking

the same language, so to speak,

there never really exists a real

conversation about abortion.

Therefore, the first step in

actually dealing with the

abortion issue is to find a

common ground on which

people can rationally discuss

ihe abortion issue.

Although I do not consider

myself pro-life, or pro-choice

for that matter, I believe that

the question of whether or not

an abortion is actually killing a

Hfe is the criteria by which we
must base how we as

individuals and a nation stand

on the abortion debate. If the

feius living inside of a woman
IS in fact a human being, then

abortion is immoral and should

be illegal. However, if the fetus

IS m fact not a life, then the pro-

life argument has no basis

whatsoever. Either way, the

issue of abortion is a political

and moral issue which should

be decided by the people and

the legislature, and not by the

supreme court.

The pro-choice position is

that abortion is a personal

choice and therefore the issue

is privacy. This may in fact be

true, but it in no way relates to

the Constitution. Nowhere in

the Constitution is the word

privacy ever mentioned, not

once. It is true that the ninth

amendment to the constitution

states that "[t]he enumeration

in the Constitution of certain

rights shall not be construed to

deny or disparage others

retained by the people."

However, that does not mean
that the "right" to privacy is or

is not covered imder our Bill of

Rights.

The problem with this

amendment is its vagueness. It

calls upon an individual judge

to determine for the rest of

society what is a constitutional

"right" and what isn't? If the

courts take on this task of

determining what "rights" are

constitutional and which ones

are not, then they (the courts)

will vacillate on their

interpretation of the

constitution, just as they are

doing right now with the

abortion issue. Surely, this is

not what our Founding Fathers

had in mind when they created

this nation and its Constitution.

However, somejudges have

interpreted the constitution, via

the ninth amendment, to

guarantee the right to privacy.

This interpretation adds up to

litde more than the Supreme

Court usurping the power of

the legislature. The authors of

ourconstitution most assuredly

knew the coricept of privacy

and yet they did not include it

in the Constitution or the Bill

of Rights. How then can any

judge declare that an abortion

is a constitutional right? Even

if they personally believe in the

pro-choice movement, they

cannot rightfully declare

abortion to be aconstitutionally

protected. It is not the

responsibility of the judges to

determine what is a good and

what is a bad law, but rather it

is their duty to determine the

constitutionality of the law.

This crucial difference is what

separates the legislature from

the courts.

TTiat does not mean that

abortion cannot become a

constitutional issue if America

as a society deems to make it

one. An amendment to the

constitution protecting the

"right" to privacy of her

citizens, or more simply, an

amendment protecting the

"right" to an abortion, can be

passed, which is how the

democratic process works. We
take ourpolidcal grievances out

in the voting booth and in the

legislature. This is how our

system is set up to work, like it

or not.

Once we start to realize that

the abortion debate is a political

question, and not a

constitutional one, we can then

begin to discuss the "real"

abortion issue: does abortion

terminate the life of human
babies? Put another way, is the

fetus a living child?

Answering that question,

however, is no easy task. It

must be based more on belief

than any actual facts. Each of

us have to decide that question

for ourselves, and then act

accordingly. However, our

actions should take place inside

of our political system. Wc
cannot tolerate the terrorist

activities of an operation rescue

and we cannot tolerate the

courts acting as a legislative

branch.

1 would argue that rather

than having Congress speak on

this issue, each state should be

allowed to decide for

themselves the legality of

abortion in their state or that wc

as a nation pass a constitutional

amendment declaring our

official stance on abortion. That

is because 1 believe that would

EarthWorth

Eco-News

Handy-Dandy
Eco-Friendly

Holiday Tips
By LIBBY CAPIK
Catalyst Staff Writer

During the holiday season,

we generate millions of tons of

waste paper and plastic, not to

mention the millions of trees

that we throw away after the

holidays.

In order to help reduce the

amount of waste generated this

season, there are at least six

simple things we can do:

1

.

Buy a live tree and plant it

after the holidays. If you do not

have a place to plant it, make

arrangements to plant it at a

school, park, etc.

2. Ifyoubuy acuttreeorcut

your own, look into local

recycling, which may lum the

trees into mulch and wood chips,

which are used to landscape

parks, impede soil erosion, and

for other helpful things around

the city. Try calling a local

recycling center, environmental

center, the city solid waste

management department, or the

city parks and recreation

department for information on

tree recycling.

3. When you go shopping,

take a large cloth bag or an old

shopping bag with you.

4. Make sure to buy cards,

wrapping paper and other paper

products made from recycled

paper. (Buying recycled

products completes the "cycle.")

Consider using alternative gift

wraps that arc not as wasteful,

or reuse something that you

already have, like a brown paper

bag with a bow!

5. Try to save your wrapping

paper, tissue, ribbon and boxes

for reuse.

6. Avoid using disposable

silverware, dishes and napkins.

If even one person would

simply do these six easy things,

it would cut down our waste of

trees, paper, and plastic a great

deal. Do your pan. and have a

happy holiday!!!

be more representative of the

people of this country.

However, Congress obviously

has the legitimate power to pass

legislation on this issue if they

wish to. Whichever legislative

branch finally decides this

issue, it will ultimately be the

American people who makes

the fmal decision, as their voice

is heard in die voting booth.

That is the democratic way, and

thatisthc American way. and if

each side has the support that

they claim to have, then diey

should have nothing to worry

about.

Wiggett Wonders, "Why" - will feminism

save the world?
By BRIAN WIGGETT
Catalyst Staff Writer

I should probably stale righl

up front that I believe in the

equality of the sexes. Which

means that if someone of either

sex is capable of doing the job,

ihcy should be given that job. It

also means that special rules

and regulations shouldn't be

used to try and give someone a

job they don't deserve. It's very

simple. When talking with

feminists, this seems to be their

basic credo, and 1 believe it to

be an admirable one.

1 believe that feminism will

not save the world. The

impression that Scott Craig's

essay gives, in the newest

Disparaging Eye. is just the

opposite. By the end of his

article, we will all be dancing

in well-flowered meadows. And

that's a fine ideal. But it's one

that I have problems accepting.

Mr. Craig makes the claim

that feminism will put an end to

class struggle, racial hatred,

even the unfair standards of

beauty. The basis for this

argumentrests in the beliefthat

women should be equal with

men, and so all are equal.

Unfortunately, all men are not

equal in this world. White men

oppress black men, straight men

oppress gay men, rich men

oppress poor men, and so on.

The empowerment of women is

a great thing, and 1 think it's a

growing movement. Yet 1 do

not feel secure in believing this

will solve all our social

troubles. I may believe that

having a woman as president

will keep us out of future wars.

This may or may not be true. 1

give you Margaret Thatcher and

Indira Gandhi as opposite ends

of a spectrum. Stereotyping all

women as pacifist and loving is

as dangerous as applying the

same principles to men. The

feminist movement has had

trouble in the past with while,

upper-class, women ignoring

the equality of their

counterparts of other races,

Craig is ambiguous on the

issue of gender specific writing.

1 think we would ignore

Hamlet if he called Ophelia

"nothing". Maybe that's exactly

what Shakespeare intended,

forcing us to question Hamlet's

character. Craig doesn't clearly

state what he means. I hope he

doesn't want to do away with

characters in any plays who are

misogynistic. If it's simple,

gender specific speech that

bothers him, 1 can certainly

sympathize. For someone who

writes about feminism with the

fervor of a born-again

Christian, gender specific

words such as "humanity" and

"women" seem out of place. If

he believes writing "women"

with a "y" is bold, why does he

not do it?

One other small point that just

seems to stand out: If feminism

makes sexuality and sensuality

more acceptable, why will that

not improve your sex life? I

guess only harsh, insensitive

men have good sex lives.

1 pick on this article so

cruelly to launch my article. I

agree with what Mr. Craig says

for most of his essay. But when

someone writes with such zeal

that they try to make us believe

their idea will save the world, I

get defensive. As people we are

not perfect, and 1 always have

serious doubts when sombody

states wc could have a perfect

world if we could only do this

or that. The further

empowerment of women is a

big, necessary step in the righl

direction. But, sadly, 1 do not

believe it could do all the things

claimed in Mr. Craig's article.
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To the Editor
Administration Responds

to Parental Complaint
To the Editor:

This leller responds to Mr. and

Mrs. Stone who chose this forum for

raising their complaint about food

service. Students who enroll at

Colorado College become members

ofa residential academic community.

Education here extends "beyond the

classroom" to such locales as the

dining hall, athletic fields, and

residence hall rooms. Far from being

motivated by a desire to act as

surrogate parents, the faculty and

administration al Colorado College

are committed to the residential

experience as an inhwent pan of our

education because it provides the

most powerful learning experience.

In the last issue oiThe Catalyst,

the Stones questioned the mandatory

nature ofour food service. Living on

campus entails both a room in a

residence hall and a meal plan. Why?

The most obvious explanation is the

lack of full-service kitchens in the

residence halls. Students who live in

the residence halls cannolcook there

on a regular basis so they would have

to eai in restaurants or private homes

if they were not on board. In order to

renovate facihties so that students

could cook on a regular basis in the

residence halls, the College would

need to provide commercially

equipped kitchens that meet health

department and building code

requirements. Such requirements

include exhaust systems, washing

areas, refrigeration, work surfaces,

andsloves-acostprohibitiveoption.

Cost effectiveness is the second

most salient reason for a mandatory

board program. The cost saving of

such a board program relates to the

consistent numberofstudents taking

meals. With l,260students on board,

the critical mass of boarders is

sufficienitoprovideformanyoptions

within the food service offerings. If

the number of students on board

drastically dropped, it is likely that

our smaller dining hall in Bemis

would be uneconomical to operate.

The current annual meal rate is

Sl,910, of which S300 covers fixed

costs (insurance, maintenance,

utilities, equipment, garbage, rent.
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etc.) and $60 en ters a reserve account

for renovation and new equipment.

If fewer students enroll in the food

service, the fixed costs (which do not

fluctuate according to the numberof

enrollees) would be spread among

fewer students, significantly

increasing the costs lo each. The

current room and board rates of

Colorado College are considerably

lower thanmostcomparable colleges,

to die benefit of all on-campus

students.

The strategic planning

presidential commission on

residential life is currently

considering additional options for

students, perhaps including

apartments widi kitchen facilities for

upper-class students who have

already had the experience of being

on room and board. Reports from the

strategic plaiming commissions will

be available for reactions torn the

campus community next semester.

There is a more compelling non-

financial argument regarding

residential colleges. That argument

is simply that students who study,

work, eat, and live together learn

more fix)m their college experience.

Diversity of contact and experience

is perhaps somewhat forced in this

model, but it is effective.

Finally, the Stones request that

students have the option, widi

parental permission, of not

subscribing to food service. For the

logistical reasons given above, this

would cause imposition on all other

students. Their argument could

logically extend lo allowing any

parent to request that a student be

granted permission to drop board or

to live off campus altogether. Such

parental prerogative would

undermine the entire residential

system (designed by students, by the

way, on the CCCA housing

committee) which provides for

judging requests forpohcyexceptions

basedon merit Furthermore, itwould

return the College residence life

program to the practice, which I

remember well from the '60' s, in

which parentalpermissionorrequest

was required for many "privileges"

such as moving, or even just staying

overnight, off campus— exactly the

effect of parental intrusion that the

Stones were trying to avoid. It is our

current practice to treat students as

young adults and to deal direcUy

withthem, notiheir parents, regarding

such requests.

It is our goal to support the

educational enterprise at Colorado

College, providing safe, healthful,

and relatively inexpensive

accommodations so thaiourstudents

can function at their best and benefit

fully from the myriad learning

opportunities offered to them.

Sincerely,

LAUREL MCLEOD
Vice President for Student

Life

Catalyst

Defended
To the Ediior,

A letter directed at the

disgruntled and dissatisfied Catalyst

readers in defense of the Catalyst.

There is a lol of noise every

Friday afternoon. There is an

indignant sigh as skeptical sarcasm

fills the air in Womer Center. The

campus saunters through and with

a smile snatches up the latest

Catalyst. They snicker al a

misspelled headline, are amused

by the photo-opinion, and toss the

rag aside with a disappointed snort

as they enter Rastall. Some do read

ihe ihing, I'm sure. Some go so far

as lo write scathing, personal attacks

to the editor or make tasteless,

cowardly late night phone calls

expressing theircruel opinions.One

would imagine that, with a campus

in such unified and galvanized

disenchantment, there would be a

wave ofbudding journalists, itching

to take copimand and right the

wrongs which have been so unjustly

imposed on the CC community by

the vile pubhcation. New editors

are being sought You! Why don't

you do it? That's it! With pride,

step up. Unite CC under a new

Catalyst masthead! We're all

behind you! Break die bondsof the

"elitist" staff that is so "unmindful

of anyone else's opinions, and

activities!"

Wait. I'm loo busy. Lei's be

honest it' s no easy job. Late nights.

Difficullstaffmembers. Recruiting

writers, budgets, meetings. No.

Leave me alone. Very nice. Well,

let'snotkid ourselves. The fact that

criticism comes much more cheaply

than positive involvement is no

news on this campus.

Ian Edelstein wrote a letter in

the last issue (Nov. 13 from which

I quoted above) in which he

lamented the lack of coverage for

certain events. He goes on to claim

that die staff has certain biases

which unfairly direct their news

coverage and "defeats the purpose

of having a news publication." I am

not defending inaccuracy or

incompleteness, of which every

Calalysl is certainly guilty. I won'l

dispute Mr. Edelstein, for, unlike

him I'm sure, I don't have all the

facts. I will argue dial what defeats

most soundly the purpose of a news

publication at CC is the attitude

held by certain vocal members of

the campus community who find it

in their minds lo vehemently (and

often anonymously) tear apart any

efforts at success the staff may
make. I don't by any means fee!

that the paper should be exempt

from criticism. I do think thai it

should be well formulated and

informed criticism offered with a

spirit of support and concern, not

spite and ignorance. There is no

journalism program at CC. We
cannot reasonably expect that a

predominately new staff will put

oulapaperon par with thatproduccd

by the Columbia School of

Journalism. The Catalyst office is a

place of learning as much as is the

classroom here at CC. Seventy-

four lypo's in one article is

inexcusable. But it is also a

lesson in careful copy edidng, ar(

one that the staff seems to
(^

learning. The paper has showr

tremendous improvement over
[h;

course of the semester in diis area

It has maintained a high level

interesting material, which

informative and entertaining.

Mr. Edelstein concluded h^

letter with a call for action, offeroj

in a context of anger ana

dissatisfacdon. I would like to sie;]

that portion of the letter and offen

out of context, in a vein of concero

and sincerity. "... someone slighij)

interested in reporting the collcg

news, step forward and do it. Sai

the paper nexltime!" Yes! Buildc

diis staffs successes, learn fron

theirfailures and takesome posiuvs

action.The staff for second semesto

is being built. Don't tear it dowi

with vindictive apathy. Jump ia

Save the paper.

Sincerely,

ROBERT A. NEER
Co-Editor of the Leviathan

Student

Describes

Homeless

Dqperienoe
Dear Meghan,

I saw whal we all see but so k\

of us respond to with a posiiiv!

reaction. The homeless and/or ihos

living in the shelters are having;

very hard time of it as winie

descends on all of us. I helped

litde bit widi the Sunday Lunch fo

diose down on their luck at Shove

and saw a glimpse of reality ngh

hereon dieCC campus. Many lime

I've felt that the CC campus is

protected While enclave, one will

few gaps that few try to en

Yet I saw fellow students, all o

whom were female forsome reason

reaching out and helping 100-151

people with smiles, conversations

and a positive attitude that is hard i

find in today's bump, ignore, an

run student life. I will never forgi

ihepleading look ofdie young Blat

woman with her two young ch i Idr^

at the Red Cross shelter. I was ih

representative having to tell N

that there was no more room in if'

van and that I hoped to return tH

somehow knew that I wouldn't!

had seen die line stretching aroun

the comer at Shove) I will not slef

easy tonight but I'm comforted

knowing diat CC people do cai

(some of diem) and are workin

positively with Uie local commuJii'

to provide a beacon of hope, o"

diat is dim and needs focusing fn^

you.

Humbly,

BRIAN DENNIS

Bl
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RAisIff
So, You Want To Be an RA.
Next Fall But You're Going

Away Spring Semester 19937

NO SWEAT!

Applications are available NOW

the Office or Residauiat Life - Bemis Hall

ApfScatiaa Due DECEMBER «ft at SHIOpjn.

(Good Gried That's coming up fasiil APPLY SOONilim

Film Series Presents

Five Films with one thing in common:
MUSIC O'SOME SORT!

DECEMBER 7-11 - 7:30 PM - OLIN 1

• Monday. 7lh : Rock-N-RoU High School'

> Tuesday. 8ih : "Hair"

Wednesday. 9th : "Lo«e Me Tender"

Thursday. 10th : "Cant Slop the Music"

Friday Uth: "Blues Bros."

FREE to CC Community

General Admisaioa: S2.00 / CC Admission: Sl.OO

Sponsored by Film Series of ttie Leisure Program

"DO LORD REMEMBER ME"

A play by James de Jongh with lines and

dialogue taken most exclusively from
WPA interviews of ex-slaves

recorded in the 1930s.

DECEMBER 10. 11 & 12

8 PM
ARMSTRONG HALL

Tickets at Womer Desk

FREE with CC ID
$5.00 General Admission

$2.50 Other Students W/ID

Presented by the Colorado College

Drama Department

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Woraer 205 ExL 6846

If you will be in town over Winter Break,

the Colorado College Community
Kitchen (formally Sunday Lunch

at Shove) needs you!

Many of our regular volunteers will be out of town
and, because we receive our food from Marriott over

Winter Break, we will need alternative food sources

for the Sunday meals.

On December 20th, 27th, January 3rd and 10th, we
need volunteers to:

1) contribute a food dish to feed 10-12+people

2) set-up and serve the food.

If you can help, please contact Becky Manchester,

X7784, before Winter Break or Amy Swiatek during

Ike break at (303) 773-3194.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Woraer 232/233 Ext 6802

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

IDENTITY CARDS

are available right here at

C.C.\ Come by the

Office of International Programs

for more information!

The Salvation Army needs volunteers to help with

heir Shoe-Fund Project from now until December 20.

'serve as attendants at giving trees

ivork four hour shifts: 1-2, 2-6, and 6-9,

Monday-Sunday

'Choose among 5 K-Mart stores and at Citadel

Mall in which to volunteer

Contact Pat Rose at 632-0089, or stop by the Center
for more information.

HO HO HO!
Be sure to check The Community Service Bulletin

Board for a listing of volunteer opportunities this

holiday season.

Interested in Studying in a

Foreign Country?

We'll help you get started!

Visit our office between 12:00

and 4:00pm

MONDAY through FRIDAY

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Wonier 233/234 Ejit 6338

GAY HELPLINE

471^tGAY

Hours:

Monday-Friday 6-9 PM
Saturday 3-9 PM

leave a message aiiytime

information concerning

upcoming events

referral to local support

groups and

political organizations

hate crime and harass-

ment reporting

crisis intervention

AND

Due to conflicting schedules with

rehearsals for the play "Do Lord

Remember Me," a few events

scheduled for next week

are being UN-SCHEDULED

Minority Mentors Meeting in

Career Center

Open Forum Diimer on Wednesday

(will resume next block)

Soul Nite on Thursday (will

resimie on the 17th)
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Monday

*f2.-00pm - Concerned Citizens

Active tor Peace, Womer Greg

Room 212.

12M pm - Hatmii Club. Please

come and join this new club H
you're interested in Hawaii. War-

ner Hayes Room 213.

12M) pm Leisure Prefect

Funds, Peabody Room 218.

12m pm ORC WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publications

Board ofDirectors, WornerHow-

bert Room 216.

'6:30 pm - Silent Signing Hour.

Worner Howbert Room 216.

Sponsored by ttte Sign Lan-

guage Club.

7.iX) pm Livesounds, Worner

Greg Room 212.

'7:30 pm - Music Film Festival,

ROCK 'N ROLL HIGH SCHOOL
$1 or film card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olin 1. Sponsored by
Film Series of the Leisure Pro-

gram.

Tuesday

7:30^ am CCCA Student Gav-

emment Electionsl Worner Cen-

ter Atrium.

12-7 pm - CCCA Student Gov-

ernment Elections! Worner

Center Atrium.

12:00 pm - Film Series, Worner

Greg Room 212.

'12X10 pm - ISO, Worner How-
bert Room 216.

12:00 pm - MEChA Womer Wol-

cott Room 117.

12:00pm - New Focus.

2:3OS:30pm - Prejudice Reduc-

tion Workshop. Open to ell inter-

rested members of the CC com-
munity, this workshop will help

participants understand and em-
brace the challenges of living in

an increasingly diverse com-
munity. International snacks pro-

vided. Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by the Student Life Division.

3:30-6 pm - Advanced WP 5.1

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20. Spon-

sored by Academic Computing.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove Base-
ment.

'7:30pm - Music Film Festival,

HAIR. $1 or film card; 52 gener-

al admission. Olin 1. Sponsored
by Film Series of the Leisure

Program.

730 pm - The Class of '96 Is

sponsoring the showing of

Beeitf and the Beast Refresh-

ments will be served. Down-
stairs Loomis Lounge.

•7:30pm • EnMCT, WES HalL

BM pm FeKotnhlp ol Owitt-
im> MMetn, Gamma House.

9:30pm- REGGAENIGHr. Roots
and dancehall music. Comeand
dance or just socialize. Free
refreshments with CC ID. Tiger

Pit

Wednesday

'12M)pm-ASIA, Worner Hayes

Room 213.

'12M)pm- Concerned Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner Ed-

wards Room 211.

'12X30 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar Room.

12:15 pm - Theatre Workshop,

Taylor Hall.

3:30 pm CCCA Full Council,

Gaylord Hall.

5:30 pm - Fireside talks witti

CCCA candidates. An opportuni-

ty for students to address can-

didates with questions and con-

cerns. Worner Center fireplace.

6.-00pm - NARAL, Womer Hayes

Room 213.

'7:30 pm - Music Fifm Festival,

LOVE ME TENDER. $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Olin 1. Sponsored by Film Ser-

ies of the Leisure Program.

'8:00 pm - The Demerest Uoyd
Lectiire by ANTONIO SKAR-
META titled, -The Writer in Pol-

itics.' Free admission. Packard
HalL

9:30pm ALTERNATIVE MUSIC
NIGHT. Alternative and techno

music with DJ Phil Brown. Free

refreshments with CC ID. Tiger

Pit

Thursday
10

'11:00 em - Thursday-at-Eleven.

Lecture by ANTONIO SKARME-
TA titled, 'The Writer in ttie

Media.' Packard Hall.

•J2.-00 pm - Laum Foster, Sen-

ior Chemistry major will speak
about herACI^ Science Semes-
ter at Oak Ridge National Labor-

atory. Olin 185.

12M) pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room 211.

12XK>pm - Asian American Stu-

dent Union, Worner Hershey
Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP 5.1.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic Com-
puting.

5.-00 pm - CCCA PRESIDENT-
IAL CANDIDATESDEBATEmedi-
ated by ProfessorTom Cronin. A
chance for students to review

candidate platiorms and issues

through panelist questions and
open discussion. Perkins
Lounge.

6:30 pm - Traffic Committee,

Worner Edwards Room 213.

'7:30pm - MARIO GRANADOS,
refugee from El Salvador will

speak on his experience. Bemis
Exile Room. Sponsored by Am-
nesty International.

•7:30 pm- Musk Film Festive/,

CMTTSTOP THE MUSK. $1 or

film card: $2 general admission.

Olin 1. Sponsored by Film Ser-

ies of the Leisure Program.

•7:30pm-S/UeSlnwbyMARK
HESSE titted, •Uandt In t»
Skjf.'A documenlaiy ofhis expe-
ditions to Alaska, Baffin Island

Soutti America end the HinOay-
as. Packard HalL Sponsored by
Outdoor Recreation.

1:30pm • Lectiire by a senior

environmental studies major tt-

M, Tto HIMto £m«i OptaMi; A
Cue Sboy in DmnanmaMf

WES HalL

Trao pm - Coon Omtettg.
Free wfCC ID; ts genual ad-
mission. Gaylord HalL

•OMpm-OOVaRDRBIBt-
BER ME. A plaf by James da
Jongh wHh dUogua artan from
WPA interviem* of exslavea re-

corded In the ;930's. Olrectad

by Adriama Smmd and mm
Edmondt. Tickets free wICC ID;

$2.50 other stijdenis wjlD; fS
genertU admisskm at Womer
CenterDesk. Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by ttte Drama and
Dance Department



WEEK

Friday
11

12:00 pm - Chaverim, Warner
Peabody Room 218,

12:00 pm - Greet Performers

and Ideas, Worner Howbert
Room 216.

*7:35 pm - Hockey, CC vs. Uni-

versity of hAinnesota-Duluth.

Broadmoor Worid Arena.

'8:00 pm - DO LORD REMEM-
BER UE. See Ttiursday, 12/10, 8

pm.

Saturday
12

'4M) pm - Men's Baskettxdl,

CC vs. UCCS. El Pomar.

'7:05 pm - Hockey, CC vs. Uni-

versity of Minnesota-Dulutt).

Broadmoor World Arena.

'8:00 pm - DO LORD REMEM-
BER ME. See Thursday, 12/10, 8
pm.

Sunday
13

'3M> pm - CC COLLEGIUM
MUSICUM WINTER CONCERT
Manha Hopkins Booth, Con-
ductor Works by Willaert, Gom-
bert. Morales, Gabrieli, Pales-

trina, and others. Packard Halt.

Sponsored by the Music Depart-

ment.

On-Going Events
and IVIeetings

THE DEADUNE fOR THE DECEMBER 21-27
•THIS WEEK- IS MONDAY, DECEMBER 14 AT
4X)0 PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FEU-
SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHEO IN
•THIS WEEK.- THESE FORMS AREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

Frertch Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-S pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA - Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC: $35 non-CC lor semester
Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.
Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners ere encouraged to attend. Pl£ASEBE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

•Tm Weeir is published weeUy by The Leisure

Program, Warner Canter Desk and The CaMyat
Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public



Career Bulletin ^

226 Worner Center 719-389-6893Career Center
For more mformation aboul career senkei check the Career Ceiiler Kiosk. Career Ceiiler door, or inquire al ihe Career Center reception desk

SUMMER
OPPORTUNmES

The
Colorado
College

Dec. 7-11

NEWSLETTER
Don't Get BURNED
Plan Your Summer Now!

If you are interested in any of the following opportunities, come to the

Career Center for more infonnation. Be aware of application deadlines.

INTERNSHIPS AND RESEARCH
POSITIONS

Rradfard Woods Outdoor Fiiiifurton/raninlnP

and l.padcrshlp Dfvclonmi-nt CtTiler. located in

Martinsville. Indiana: is a ccnier committed Co

raining future leaden in outdoor education,

Iherapemic recreation udmi nisi tation. and related

fields. The iniemxhip includes: Outdoor and

Challenge Education programs, resource

managemenr and administralion. and special

research pnajecls. The posiiions are offered in the

Spring. Summer, and Fall. Applicants should be

majoring in recreation, outdoor education, park/

resource managemeni, or related fields. For more

irtfomialion. contact the [ntemship Coordinator.

Bradford Woods Outdoor Education Center, 5040

State Road 67 Nonh. Martinsville, IN 46151; (317)

342-2915,

Coopci^Civo Wilriemcss Handicapped Ouldoor

Group is a regional self-help group designed to

integrate people with disabilities into society. The

Group offers siiicen-wcek inlcnuhips each year in

Research/Development, FiincssAVellncss, Adaptive

Skiing, Kippoiherapy thorseback riding), and

Outdoor Adventure. The Cooperative Wilderness

Handicapped Ouldoor Group is located in

Pocatello, lilaho among a variety of recreational

seiimgs. For more information, contact: C.W. HOG,
Box 3118. Earl I'ond Student Union, Idaho State

University. Pocatello. ID 83209; (208) 236-3912.

MBfiPfi,Ma""""' Insiiiulo is a research center

devoted to the study of marine mammals. The

institute is located in SausaJito, Califomia. The

Institute offers a Science Associate Internship for

siudenis studying biology or other life sciences.

Interns will gain knowledge of marine mammal
while a: X'ilh c :arch

projects. Tlie ftosition IS strictly volunteer. For

more infomiation. contact: Krista Hanni. Research

Coordinator. Ihc Marine Mammal Center, Golden

Gate National Recreation Area, Sausalito. CA
94965: (415) 289-SEAU If interested, send for an

apfdjcation as xoon as possible.

Sumtncr Minorilv Act-ess lo Rowarch Tralnlne

(SMART) \s a ten-week undergraduate program at

the University of Colorado- Boulder that offers

hands-on experience in research and introduces

graduate cduciition in a variety of fields. The

SMART progmm is an internship thai enables

students to uoil: m cooperation with faculty

mentors to design, carry out. and formally present

individual research and creative programs.

SMART internships are open only to U.S. citizens

who are members of minority groups thai arc

under- represented in graduate programs.

Applicants must have completed their so^^omore

year of undergraduate study arid may not have

received their bachelors' degree by June 1993. An
overall GPA of 2.75 is required. The SMART
program pays all the costs of the internship, and

students receive a stipend of S 1 ,500. The program
dates are from June 7 to August 13. 1993.

ADDlicaiion deadline is Febmarv 15. 1993. For

more information, contact the SMART Office at:

(303)492-5773.

Wyoming, is a school which centers around natural

and environmental science education. The school

offers two types of internship positions: a Research

Inienn and a Research Station Assistant A
Research Intern assists in data collection and

outdoor instmction. The position begins in early

June and lasts until mid- August. A Research

Station Assistant maintains a research station and

assists with on-going research projects. Both

internships require First Aid certification, and
provide room/board and a salary. The application

deadline is February 23. 199^ . For more
information, coniacl: Eric Stone, Director of

Research, I'.O. Box 68, Kelly, WY 8301 1 ; (307)
733-4765.

tJnl'Mt Sluigj Olympic rommlllec offers man;
different lypcs of internships during the Fall.

Winter, or Summer. The intemships are located at

the Olympic Training Center here in Coloi^do

Springs or in Lake Placid. New York. Applicants

must apply for a position within their major. The

posiiions provide a small stipend in addition to

room and hoard. Application deadline for the

summer is Febmarv 15. 1993 . To apply, send for

an application from Jan Schniitger, Intern

Coordinator. US, Olympic Conuiiiitee. 1750 East

Boulder Strvet. Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND
NATIONAL PARK
OPPORTUNITIES

A RTA Whitewater .School-; train prospective

commercial river guides in the an and science of

Whitewater nfling. Through intensive workshops.

the panicipani will learn lechrucal Whitewater

navigation and receive on-river skills in both oar

and paddle-powered rafts. The emphasisof each

workshop is developing safe and sound river skills.

Upon completion of the workshops, qualified

graduates can serve as "Assistant Guides" on

ARTA's commercial trips. For more infomi.ition,

conlaci: ARTA River Trips. Star Route 73.

Groveland, CA 9532 1; (209) 962-7873,

l,ftnf;acre Kxppdilions is a program ih.it allows a

trip leader lo take 10 lo 18 teenagers on outdoor

adventure trips. Longacre Expeditions offer many
different positions for people with varying skill

levels. Applicants must be able to communicate
effectively, feel comfortable with teenagers, and be

competent in a variety of outdoor activities. In

addition, they must be 21 or over, have a good
driving record, and certification in First Aid. EWS.
andCPR. The position is paid. For more

infomiation, contact: Longacre Expeditions. RD 3

Box 106. Newpon.PA 17074; (717) 567-6790.

Meet the Wllderin^ is an ouldoor adventure

program that introduces young people to the Rocky
Mountains. The program takes groups of teenagers

backpacking, mountain hiking, camping, fi.shing.

and rock climbing, with two guides accompanying
each trip. Guides must be fully qualified in First

Aid. have excellent outdoor skills, and the ability it>

leach young people about nature. For ntore

infomiation. contact: Jim Himmes, Box 46S.

Edwards. CO 81632: (303) 926-2010.

National Park Service has several positions for

Park Rangers in National Parks across Ihe nation.

Park Rangers' duties include providing visitor

services, planning and implementing resource

management programs, and law enforcement. The
Park Service also recruits for clerical posiiions.

Pay is subject to experience and qualifications.

The required application forni (1(>-139) is available

in the Career Center. The application deadline is

January 15. 1993 . To request more infomwtion. or

10 submit an applicalion. contact: Seasonal

Employment Unit. National Park Service. P.O. Box

37127. Room 2225. Washington D.C. 20013-7127.

TW Recreational Service. Inc. located in

Yellowstone, is the major concessioner for the

Park. Many employmeni opponunilies nrc

available in: lodging, reslaurants. and

iransponation services. Room and board are

available. For more infomiation. cont:ici: TW
Recreational Services. Inc. Employment Olfice.

P.O. Box 165. Yellowstone National Park. WY
S2I90. Ifinierciled. send foran application as

soon as possible.

Yoscmile Parh & Currv Company In rc^^ponsible

for the hotels, reslaurants. rvtail shops, guest

recreation, and suppori facilities in the Park. The
Company offers a variety of positions from office

. All posiiions arx: full-lime

and pay minimum wage. Room and board are

available, pormore information, contact:

Yosemite Park and Curry Company. Personnel

Department. Yosemite National Park.CA 95389;

(209)372-1236. If interested, send for an

applicalion as soon as possible.

CAMPS, VOLUNTEER, AND
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Colorado Monnlatn Ranch/Trolan Summer
Camp is a family-owned and operated summer

camp for boys and girls located ten miles weil of

Boulder. Several camp counselor posiiions are

available. Counselors receive leadership training

and contribute to an outdoor mountain community.

Room and board, plus a small stipend arc provided.

For more information, coniact: Colorado Mountain

Ranch/Trojan Summer Camp. P,0, Box 7 1 1

.

Boulder, CO 80306; (303)442-4557. Applications

will be available at the Career Fair.

Cnlvlf .Silver Camps, located in Durango, CO, hai

available posiiions for camp counselors/wilderness

leaders and assistant counselors. Resident and

activity counselors live with and are responsible for

fourto six campers ages 7-17. They develop

programs, games, and activities, in addition to

leading weekly expedition trips in the mountains.

Counselors must have knowledge and experience

in outdoor survival skills and First Aid. along wilh

a strong interest in children. Assistant counselors

help wilh camp maintenance on a daily basis.

Head counselors must be 2 1 years old at the lime of

employment; assistant counselors must have

complcled their first year of college. The camp
starts in early June and ends in mid-August. For

more infomialion, contact: Program Director.

Colvig Silver Camps. 9665 Florida Rd., Durango,

CO 81301: (303)247-2564.

Frost Valley VMCA. located in New Yoric's

Catskill Mountains, is looking for applicants who
h.ive good counseling skills and a positive atlilude.

The camp offers a variety of posiiions to college

students interested in spending Iheir summer as a

camp counselor or trip leader. Salary for the

position is based on age. education, previous camp
and youth work experience. For more information,

coniacl: Peter Swain, Director of Camping, Frosi

Valley YMCA, HC55 Frost Valley Road,

Claryi-illc, NY, 12725-9600; (914)985-2291. If

interested, send for an applicalion as soon as

possible.

HL-rtorlc Decrneld Masmchusclt.'i .Summer
Progi^m In F^rly American Hktnry a^
Material Culture offers undergraduates Ihe

opponunity to explore careers in museums,

historical societies, preservation agencies, and

college leaching. The program is held in Deerfield,

Massachusetts and runs for nine weeks from mid-

June to mid-Augusl. The curriculum involves boih

class and field study. Course credit is available

through the Univeniiy of Massachusetts.

Applicants must have completed two or more years

of college. Applications are due AEdLLJ222.
The program fee is S23O0, which includes tuition,

room and board, and field trip expenses. Financial

aid is guaranteed to all students with demonsiniied

need. For application fomis or further information,

contact: Director of Academic Programs, Summer
Program. Historic Deerfield. Inc.. Deerfield. MA
01342: (413)-774-i58],

Wlnane-Clayton Volupfcor^ In Britain spend

seven weeks during Ihe summer working wilh

trained social workers on a variety of projects, and

dealing wiih people of all ages with a variety of

needs. Most volunteers are placed in central cily

areas in Britain, and work with people on
playgrounds, in hospitals, day camps, seltlemenl

houses, and neighborhood associations. Room,
board, and a stipend of S50 per week are provided.

Volunteers are responsible for air fare and all

personal expenses. Applicants must be 18 years of

age and U.S. citizens. The application deadline is

January 31. 1993 . For more infomiation. contact:

The Coordinator. Winant-Ciayton Volunteers, 109

E. SOlh St.. New York. NY 10022; (212)751-1616,

cxt. 271.

SENIOR
NOTES

Spring Rgcruiting .

Here is a partial list of companies/

organizations that are scheduled for on-

campus recruiting:

Central intelligence Agency

Green Corps

Lanier Worldwide, Inc.

State Farm Insurance

The Travelers

VISTA
Xerox

Fundfor Public Interest Research

Teach For America

Peterson Consulting

Aetna

More additions are expected. During

the half-block a final list will be

available.

Inh Oppfiiny

Merrill Lynch is looking for qualified

undergraduates lojoin the Analyst

Program within the Investment Banking

Group. The Chicago office is seeking 1

or 2 undergraduates and the

headquarters in New York has

approximately 60 positions available,

CC alum Michelle McKinnon ('91) is

involved in the recruiting process. Job

description and recruiting information

are available in ihe Career Center.

Interested students should send cover

letter and resume to: Michelle

McKinnon, Investment Banking Group,

Merrill Lynch & Co., 5500 Sears Tower,

Chicago, Illinois, 60606 by December

Ig. 1992 . If you have questions, you

may call Michelle at (312) 993-2125,

Practice InterYJem
Two practice interview slots are still

available on Dec. 9 - sign up in the

Career Center.

Ilptnming Events

• Coming soon to a Career Center near

you: Resumania

• Look for the Senior Newsletter during

1/2 block!

• Interesied in interviewing on campus?

Recruiting Meeting on Tues., Jan. 26

WorkshopsIEvents

12-7 Grad School Game. l-2;30pm

12-8 Chilling Oui in the Hot Seal, 3:30-5pm

1 2-9 Praciicc Iniervjews, 1 -5pm

12-10 YourCollege Career on One Page.

3-4:30pm

12-10 University of Chicago-Business Sciiool.

1 1-1. Info Table; Pfescniation, 2-3pm

12-11 Tis ihe Season 10 be Networking,

l-2:30pm

Sign up for workshops in the Career Ceolcr.

•theu eiwoiking

developing your coniact list

•knowing ^^hat toask

making Ihe initial contact

• special cam; scenarios—conferences, cockiail

Friday, Doc. It 1 2:30pm

g~^ I"* II J • Career Center Staff:

Career Bulletin «-*«*„. i,-,,
Cindy Furd(, Assisl.-uil 1

Editor: Carolyn (ilanarelli

Studcnl Career Ad( Lsor>;:

Carey II;.Lis Katie .McVeigh

Culten Hughes Matt Moycr
Johnnu Kielzjiiaiin Sharleen Piscioili

JenniferMcLean

The Career Center promoies and adheres to a

policy ol ecijai opporrumty m all aspects ol

eoiplo/menl and educatjon. We do not knowingly

list |qD opooitLiniiies Irom employers who
unlawluily discriminate.



THE CATALYST

(\mfR RftSMU. MoMaCT

Are Anti-Drug Ads

Appropriate?
To ihe Editor,

1 am writing this letter because I am

sick and tired of seeing advertisements

for the "Partnership for a Drug-Free

America" in The Caialysi. I find it

completely unacceptable and offensive

Ihai a Colorado College publication is.

by mnning iheSE ads, supporting their

cause, I resent their message and their

goals. They use scare tactics and present

often limes false information in a

completely biased way. I do not need or

appreciate this conservative company

lelling me what the "right" thing to do is.

The choice of whether or not to use

controlled substances is a personal one.

Who are they lo mandate anything?

Isn't there already enough conservative

sentiment in Colorado Springs? Please

stop runrung the ads!

I have another complaint along

similar lines. This was the "ad" on page

four of the same issue. This ad showed

i>vo smokestacks belching black smoke,

ifie word "POLLUTION", and

underneath a profile photograph of a

f^erson smoking a pipe (presumably

fnarijuana). Who was responsible for

^at ad?There is no conclusive evidence

proving that marijuana "pollutes" the

l»dy, or anything else, for that matter.

What is The Catalyst trying to prove?

According lo the Family Council on

^rug Awareness, there is not one single

case of marijuana-related death, ever.

T^C is one of the few chemical for

*hich there is no known toxic amount

While I am not claiming that smoking

fnarijuana is good for you. its use

certainly does not warrant an ad such as

yours, which was a completely

unjustified, over-simpbfied lie. It is one

thing for The Catalyst to print ads by

Bacchus, which say, "if you choose to

drink, drink responsibly." It is entirely

another thing for The Catalyst to say

"marijuana is bad", so lo speak. Please

stop printing such biased materials.

Please respond to this letter.

MELANIETEMIN

Dear Melanie,

I admireyour sincere concern abou t

the anti-drug ads run in the last issue of

The Catalyst . Your vehement defense

of persona] choice is commendable.

However, although I respect your

persona] opinions, I do not agree with

ihem and I do not believe thai it is

"unacceptable and offensive" for the

college newspaper to run such ads.

First of all, the ad run last issue

concerning cocaine use was simply

stating a fact: ifyou use drugs and hope

lo gel a job with one of the "Fortune

500" companies, give up now. They

will not hire anyone who tests positive

for drugs. If you don't tliink cocaine is

dangerous, just ask anyone who knew

Len Bias, John Belushi, or any of the

other 1 OOO's ofAmericans who dieevery

year from cocaine overdoses.

Secondly, whether you wish to

admit it or noi, marijuana is hannful to

ihe body. Tar levels in marijuana arc

known to exceed those of tobacco.

Reports have proven that smoking one

joint is just as harmful an entire box of

cigarettes. Marijuana use has been

proven to contribute to lung cancer, the

deterioration of lung tissue, and lung

disease in general. Whileyouarecorreci

in stating that it is impossible to "O.D."

on marijuana, the long term effects can

be harmful. Therefore, 1 feel strongly

that the ad you mentioned is not

"unjustified". Marijuana does pollute

the body.

The Catalyst is not attempting to

provide biased information, preach or

condone anything. Nor arc we

attempting to "prove" anything, as you

so eloquently propose. We arc simply

providing ads which serve the public by

informing and alerting the community

about the dangers and results of drug

use.

An issue that you fail to address is

the fact that drugs arc illegal. Whether

or not The Catalyst agrees with the

illegality of drugs, as a newspaper ihat is

widely read by people with vastly

varying opinions, we feel that we have a

responsibility to discourage illegal

activity, regardless of our own beliefs.

Lastly, regarding the issue ofpeople

telling you how to lead your life, you are

100%righL Iiis absolutely yourdecision

as to whether or not you use marijuana,

or any other drug. If you really feci

strongly about this issue. I urge you to

join one of the many legalization

organizations that have sprung up in

recent years.

I suspect that your real problem

with the ads is that they are sponsored by

"Partnership for A Drug Free America",

which is a conservative organization.

Although I, too, may not agree with

their political leanings, I agree with the

basic philosophy and goals of the

organization. They arc attempting lo

uphold and support the law, as well as

promote health in our communities.

The Catalyst will continue lo run

ads by "Partners for a Drug Free

America" or any oiher public service

ads we feel arc fair, as well as bcncncial,

to the Colorado College community.

MEGHAN E. MULLAN
Editor -in-Chief

MATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

Pro-

Choice

Rally
To the Editor.

Oddly enough. I was under the

impression that the goal of a

newspaper was lo provide its

readers wiih news! Yet a thorough

reading of last week's Catalyst

lends to prove otherwise. I was

cxircmcly disappointed in the

absence of any mention of the

November 1 pro-choice rally. I was

equally upset by the waste of space

in last week's edition.

On the afternoon of Novem bcr

I , well over 1 00 people gathered on

the C.C. campus and soon

proceeded lo march to Acacia Park.

We were joined by community

spcakcrsai the park, These speakers

included a ColoradoCongrcssional

Disirict 5 candidate, two candidates

for Colorado State Rcprcsenuiiivc.

a candidate for ihe State Board of

Education, a national dclcgaic to

the Democratic Convention, a

member of Ihc C.C. adm inistraiion

and representatives of N.A.R.A.L

(the National Abortion Rights

Action League).

A lot of work went into this

rally. The event was sponsored by

a Colorado College organization

and was well publicized both on

and off campus. The Catalyst staff

was notified of the event ahead of

lime, yet there was not one word

about the eveni in last week's

edition.

The issue of choice affects

every one of us here at Colorado

College. The right to determine our

own fate and the right to control our

bodiesandbcliefsaffccis you, your

mothers and fathers, your children,

your partners, and your friends.

This is news.

Perhaps much of your audience

was amused by articles on "Keg

Party Lingo," "Funky Stunts," and

"Stud Service." Maybe some

students care to keep up to date on

your staff's personal disposition (so

thoughtfully provided in Mullan's

Mullings . . .) Raslall dining and

"Fashion at CC. . . Not" were

enlighiening. . . NOT!

These articles have a place in

The Catalyst, buinoi at the expense

of informative news. I urge the

editor and staff of The Catalyst to

search for worthwhile stories to

counterbalance reports on food

fashion and fun.

Colorado Springs Channel 1

1

News had the lime to cover the

Nov. 1 rally. I hope in the future

that The Catalyst will try to be more

aware of CC student-sponsored

events,

LISA GREER
Colorado College N.A.R.A.L.
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Non-\^olence

House Unhappy

With Amendment
Two

Not All College Students

Are Shoplifters - Promise

To the Editor.

Election day is over. A few

CLINTON/GORE posters still

decorate the windows of the

dorms, and die tattered remnants

of campaign signs still line

Uintah, but die votes have been

counted and the winners declared.

Colorado College students can

settle down to watch Star Trek

widiout being bombarded with

campaign slogans and negative

advertisements. The nation has

given a collective sigh of relief,

and life has pretty much returned

to normal for most of America.

For the gay and lesbian

citizens of Colorado, life may not

just return to pre-election routine.

The passage of Amendment 2

has legalized discrimination

against people solely on die basis

oftheir sexual orientation. These

people could lose their jobs or be

evicted from their houses simply

because they are gay.

This amendment also puts

the sexuality of all people on trial,

forcing everyone to conform to a

stereotypical heterosexual

lifestyle or jeopardize their

housing or employment.

The members of the

Nonviolence House believe Uiat

diis amendment is unjust and

discriminatory. We denounce die

hate andhomophobia that appears

to be running rampant through

the state, and we would like to

take this opportunity to offer our

support to the people affected by

the amendment. We would like

to diankBGALA and all the odier

groups and individuals that fought

so hard to keep Amendment 2

from passing.We appreciate your

valiant effort and applaud your

determination.

We hope that die courts rule

the Amendment 2

unconstitutional, so the basic

liberties that should be

"inalienable" to all Americans can

be restored.

THE NON-VIOLENCE
HOUSE

To The Editor,

A friend and I went
shopping for lingerie at Lace

and Silk Traditions about a

week ago. I had shopped there

before and had commented
on what a classy, friendly

store it was. But this time, as

we browsed through the

merchandise, it became
increasingly obvious that the

store clerk was watching us

closely.

Every time we went into

the dressing room, she

carefully counted the number

of items we had, remarking

loudly to the other clerk to

make sure we brought
everything back out with us.

My friend and I at first

tried to ignore the implied

accusation of shoplifting, but

the innuendo became
increasingly blatant. At last,

I remarked that I understood

why the clerks felt the need

to keep us under such close

surveillance, but if they were

more discreet about it,

everyone would feel more
comfortable.

The clerk exploded,
telling me that this was the

way she had been trained. She

said she could tell the minute

someone walked in the door

whether they needed to be

watched or not, and implied

that we needed to be. She

said that we needed to learn

when to leave if we weren't

going to make a serious

purchase. Then she told us

that if we had a problem with

this then we could talk to the

owner.

My friend and I had been

about to make several

purchases, but after this

display of discourtesy and

distrust we were a little

reluctant to patronize their

business. As we were
discussing this, the owner
arrived. She didn't wait to

hear what we had to say, she

simply told us that she knew
what was going on, and if we
didn't leave now she would

call the police.

At this threat, we handed

back the garments we had

planned to purchase and left.

We stopped outside to

recover our composure, but

the owner stuck her head out

of the door and told us that

she had had enough, she was
calling the cops.

I had never felt so angry

and so insulted in my life

am not a criminal. I haven'i

stolen anything since the

candy bar I snitched from the

grocery store at age 5. The

owner and clerks of the store

looked at my friend and I and

saw "college students" and

equated that wiih

"shoplifters." If we had

walked in dressed in business

suits instead of jeans and

sweaters, we would have been

treated with courtesy and

respect. But as customers and

as decent human beings, we

expected to be treated fairly,

regardless of our attire. We
were the victims of prejudice

and discrimination.

Christmas is coming, the

time of goodwill to all.

Goodwill means treating

everyone without prejudice,

dismantling stereotypes, and

treating everyone with a basic

sense of respect. Maybe ii

means giving your holiday

business to companies with a

little more courtesy than Lace

and Silk Traditions too!

CLAIRE
CARPENTER

Fahrvehrgnugen mit
den German House
Left to Right; Andrea Fiory, Derek
Kelm, DougCasson, and Ann Skoe
"Vogue" next to their snow creation.

How all of them fit inside remains a

trade secret. Luckily they were all

wearing their seat belts.

The abandoned vehicle shown solo.

Creative photography cleverly hides the

Fire Hazard / Not Currently Registered,

parking ticket issued by security

The German House Urges Everyone to

drive safely this winter.

Photo counc5cy of Andrea Fiory
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CC choir to perform
By LORI LARSEN
Caialysf Staff Reporter

The Colorado College Chorus will be

performing two 20th Century Americanchoral

vvorks in its winter conceri.

GeneraiWilUamBoothEntersInloHeaven,

by Charles Ives, was originally composed for

solo voice with orchestral accompanimenL

The version sung by the choir on Friday will

incorporate altemationg musical phrases

(jetween unison choirand tenor soloistHerbert

Beatiie. a Colorado College alumnus, will be

singing the bass solo.

Fine Arts

to present

"The Snow
Queen"
By HANS BRINKER
Cflto/ys/ Staff Reporter

Just in time for the holidays, the Colorado

Springs Fine Arts Center's Repertory Theatre

Company'sTheatreforChildrenwillpresent

"The Snow Queen", Han Christian

Andersen's beautiful story of magic,

friendship, and love. This delightful fairy

tale tells of the adventures of the young boy,

Kai, who is swept far away to the glittering

palace of the Snow Queen and of his dear

friend, Gerda, who journeys far and long to

reach the palace and bring him home.

This production has been adapted for the

Fine Arts Center Repertory Theatre stage by

Sharon Andrews, director of the acting

program for UCCS theatreworks. It contains

original music and lyrics by Michael Smith,

who wrote and performed the music for the

Broadway production, "The Grapes of

Wrath."

Performance dates are December 1-4 at

9:00 and 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

Theatergoers on December 5 th can enjoy

performances at 11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

Also on December 5lh enjoy the 1 992 Annual

Gallery of Trees free of charge. Admission

to 'The Snow Queen" is 52.00 for children

and 52.50 for adults. For more information,

call634-5583.TheFineAnsCenterislocated

just south of the CC campus on Cascade.

Oh No Ws Culture
Don't tell the yotmg'uns

Flxmcred, hescannedthe beachforsigns

^ kfe GradaaUy, u came upon him like the

cnes of a thousand screaming hordes-he

VQsalQne.Soio.HeponderedtHeimf^ka&ons

of this. No music No ptays. No art shows-

"Ikath is better than this, " he muttered to

fumself.Atleastyou're a^}t completelyalone

'« death He th£n )v&lke<l stowfy along tb£

"^veSy and sa^v in the distance afluttering

stmp ofpaper, it was the calturai calendar

ffom a newspaper called the CgislysL^'i^^
^^ exciting cuUumt events ofthe past, the

"wn gazed upon it. Gently, be pat it down,

turned to face the ocean, and slowly eased

laio the water^ never to be seen again.

Go see Spiney Norman in McGtegor

tonight-Friday-at9:00. FREEBEERfPOP!

Thesecondpieceperformed

will be Ned Rorem's An
American Oratorio, which is

based on the texts of eight 19th

Century American authors:

Emma Lazarus, Edgar Allen

Poe, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Mark Twain,

Sidney Lanier, Herman
Melville, Stephen Crane, and

Walt Whitman. The tenor

soloist will be Todd Teske.

Thechoir'sperformancewiJl

be on Friday, December 4th at

8:00p.m. in Shove Chapel, and

will be over in time for

concerigoers to catch Spiney

Norman in McGregor. It should

be a wonderful performance

and by all means you should

go. The Colorado College Chorus, as captured in rehearsal for their Friday concert

Romanovsky & Phillips play at CC
By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Infidel

Who are Romanovsky and Phillips? From

what (w)hole in the flow of the universe did they

emerge (covered in the sludge and foam of after-

birth, screeching to be soothed of their mortal

shock and fear)? On long winter evenings, they

enjoysittingbyafirehotenough towarp reinforced

steel by its sheer stench , del icaiel y blaring Mahler

£romthehi-fi,sippingsherTy from flagonsdecorated

with scenes depicting the arise of the Winnebago

froma notion toa universally loved reality, curling

up on the systematically wom sofa in a quilts that

their grandmothers forged from the remains of a

one hundred and six rags, and sifting through the

JC Penny 's catalog? What was Lheir involvement

in Ihelran-Contraaffair?Dotheypreferconversing

in ancient foi^ooen tongues or tap dancing their

way through the frozen food section of the local

grocery emporium? When they dream, what do

they dream about? Do they sec the world and the

process of life as leading towards some greater

existence, a Utopian vision, or do they foresee the

coming of enuopy, the slow, stiJted descent into

the jarring, spiraling pit of tomorrow's oblivion?

Are, like, they, ya' know, busy next week?

Ifthesequestions, orquestions strikingly similar

10theseveryonesaieplaguingyourmind, haunting

your every Uvid thought, stalking you tlirough the

dreamscapes of your nightmind like a pack of

drooling j^kals to devour you inside out or an

equally desirous pack of evangelical

fimdamenialists hoping to restructure your soul

into a carbon of one of their zombie minions then

you obviously have far too much time in your

bloodypawsandpossibly shouldconsiderseeking

professional assistance before those nice young

men in their clean white coats emerge from the

gulletof the horizon, strap you into a one-size-fils-

all I-love-me leisure suit, throw you into the drab

back of a special taxi, and drag your butt off to

Happydale. But, hey it's just a suggestion, there's

noneedtogetangryand,hey,puttheaxedown.No

not tha.... Scklakk! Glug, glawp.

Um, where were we, let's see...Drinking

daiquirisatasavorypubinBrighton?No... Fighting

Hey! This December15, thisfine year of

1992,therockin'skapunksoutulsofSkankin'

Dickie will rock the Phi Delt house, courtesy

ofLivesouttcfs. Including opening band^ the

show starts at 7:30 pan, and it's free! No
alcohol.

This coming Thursday the lOth there wiH

be Contra Dancing in Gaylord Hall. No
experience, special outfits, or partners

necessary. Free with CC ID/S5 general adm.

theoppression of the HolyRoman Empire? No...

PontificaiingvehementlyaboulArislotelian logic

and what sauce goes best with fetluccine while

corrosively gurgling spicy, black tea? No.... Oh.

now I remember. Okay, remember those

RomanovskyandPhiHipsguys

I started out discussing before

I became completely miruJ

down in this Gordian tangle of

rippling prose and the chutes

ofconsciousness. I'll give you

a minute to go check back to

ihebeginningand refresh your

collective memories.

Hmmmm. Da ta da ta do

dowdoo. Laa la lalala. "Fly me

to the moon..." Oh, there you

are. You know you shouldn't

siayawaysolong.Yourmothcr

and 1 were worried sick. Now

go straight to your room until

you ' rertady toapologize. Kids

these daze.

Before I startgrappling with

thetangentmonsteronce again

,

I'd best lei y'all know the

pertinent info about

Romanovsky and Phillips and

how they fought for twenty-

seven long years to rid the

agrarian southwest of the

tyranny of the hoe and die pick

and what.. There I go again.

Okay. Concentrate. Clear the

cranium of all that extraneous

cultural refuse. Drain. Drain. Romanovsky

Drain.

There. Sehr besser. The duo we've been

sporadicallydiscussing will be performing in the

beautiful unslarlit Packard Hall on Sauirday the

fifth day ofthe twelfth month ofiheonc thousand

nine hundred and ninety second year at eight

o'clock post-mortem, no, post meridiem. What

will they be doing? How will they be doing it?

And for what purpose, under whose authority,

and with what goals in mind will these doings be

carried to theircompletion? The answers to these

questions, Uke somany

isaphraseuscdcontinuouslyandrcpetauvelyby

all sorts of individuals. The use of cliches is the

sign of a Umited imagination and of excessive

conformity.Clich& are to avoided like insurance

salesmen, no, salespeople, no, salcsmammals.

The Collegium

Musicum Winter

Concert will be

given on Sunday,

Dec.i3atZMpjn.

in Packard. It's

conducted by

Martha Hopkins

Boothy and it's

FREE! Go.

muluple things in this

here life (rx)te: this last

remark is a phenomena

krrown to literatepeopk;

everywhere asaciichd,

orraihera variationon a

cliche butclose enough

for government woric

and college

publications. A clichtS

Irene Young

and Phillips by the fireplug

no, salescreaiures, no, salcscntJties for fear of

death, or at least hack writing. Thanks for your

avid atlenuon.). will have be discovered by you,

on your own time and in your little ways. 1 v/ill

relate thismuch to you for being so kind as to lake

the lime to listen, nay rcad, the iiLsipid babbling of

someone as certifiable as 1. The dudes (you know

who I mean) seem to be a pair of sensaiive new

age guys who will lavish the campus with their

own special distillation o' humor and

musicianship. So, they will appear in this, the

moltcnhcanoffascismsponsonxlby(lhcfascLsim,

not the artists) Focus on Fascism and the string of

other groups who would like U) ease your life by

thinking your thoughts for you and making all

your decisions for you (how thoughtful ofthem,

don'lyouthink).[Um.excuse mc. but wasn'lfree

willaChristian doctrine forquitealong Lime? But

1 guess that has been discarded along with civil

rights and individuality.] The rest is up lo you.

Good luck and all that cal.
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"Dead Billy will show you what it's like to die''

Big Black is back with a live album Pigpik; The Smiths release second anthology

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

BIG BLACK
Pigpile

Touch and Go Records

Steve Albini is an angry man.

Thismuchisevidenion/'/^p/7e. the

posthumous live release by the noted

Chicagoanger-rock-punkoulfiiBig

Black. Albini, lead singer and

guitarisl for the group (and a much-

wanted producer since), has no

qualms about committing his

fascinationsand dislikesof the weird

and bizarre to vinyl (orpolycarbonaie

plastic, as is the case with CDs).

Rape and murder at the drive-in; the

ritual killing of pigeons in a small

Indiana town; a pareni-led child

abuse ring in Jordan, Minnesota; an

extremely bored home dweller

turning lo kerosene as a sexual

release—all these and more are

covered in Albini's scathing tone

and angry lyrics, combined with

murderous and jarring guitars.

"Fists of Love" opens the set,

introducing the listener to Big

Black 'sguitar"grnT"and"skinnng",

as the band describes its sound. "L-

Dopa" is next, featuring the stunning

opening of "one two FUCK YOU"
shouted by Albini. This song is, as

the title implies, about the work of

Ohver Sachs in attempting to treat

"sleeping sickness" with the drug L-

Dopa. and, thc"entenaining behavior

of people with severe brain

anomalies", toquote Albini himself.

Other noteworthy songs include

"Dead Billy", featuring the

memorable line "Dead Billy will

show you what it's like TO DIE!"

and the brilliant bass lines evident in

much of Big Black's catalog. "Bad

Penny" isostensiblyaboutsome guy

out to wreak havoc on his friends by

screwing their girlfriends, while at

BLUE MESA
MAI JEWEU17 CO. AID BSTS

Come See Where the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At Whohaal* Pifces

. By
HOPI INDIANSZUNI — NAVAJO

PLUS

A Qraat S«tacllon of

SAND PAINTINGS — KACHINA DOLLS — POTTHHY
FEnSHES — CLOCKS— AND MORE

Alwmyt Sormmig For Thtt Spadal Parson or OeaalonI

SivarerQold

k.

COME SEE USI

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111
(2 Blocks East ol Psnron Main Hospital)

Monday-Saturday lOflO A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
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wriB Tout C.C. ID

ft

»

the same time coming off as a

sensible, nice, good guy to know.

The implication is evident in the

rathervulgar spoken biiin the middle

("I think I fucked your girlfriend

once, maybetwice,Idon'tremember.

Then 1 fucked all your friends'

girlfriends; now they hate you").

"Kerosene" is about the

aforementioned bored guy who uses

kerosene as a sexual release

("Nothing to do/Sit around home/

Stare at each other/Wait till we die/

I'm probably going to die in this

town/.. .Nothing to do but jump

kerosene. ../...set me on fire,

kerosene..."), and "Pigeon Kill"

refers to the town of Huntington,

Indiana and its citizens who kill off

scores ofpigeons with poisonedcom

each year.

"Fish Fry" is about a guy who

kills a girl with his boot at a drive-in

and then gets caught the next day

washing the cab of his pickup truck

(with "his 8-Erack playingREALLY
FUCKING LOUD")with a garden

hose. The finale, "Jordan,

Minnesota", is about an entire town

of child abusers and how the

authorities in the town were part of

the ring as well ("Sil with me, my
five-year-old/Sit with me, play hide

and seek/Sit with me, my five-year-

old/This is Jordan, we do what we

like/This will stay with you until you

die.../I will slay with you until you

die") set to powerful, disturbing

music, which mutates in the end into

wild feedback and distortion. Truly

a jarring ending to a jarring album.

Big Black, especially Steve

Albini, is fascinated with the bizarre

and weird. Big Black is fascinated

with the anger and effects music can

create. This anger-inducing music,

combined with Albini's anger-

containing lyrif- have the tendency

to build up (or release) a hell of a lot

of anger in the listener. If you're

looking for the right thing to listen to

afteran exam, listen io/'/^/7i7e. From

Chicago's finest forges. Big Black is

power. It's toasted.

THESIVUTHS
..Mesill

Sire/Warner Bros.

Yes, I know thatThe Smiths have

been in almost each Catalyst this

semester. I can't help it if all of a

sudden there has been a flood of re-

releases and collections in the past

few months, aftera four-yeardrought

of nothing. I happen to like The

Smiths, as many of you do as well,

and so I reviewed the latest releases

andsuch....fiej/// appears to be the

last release,baran import-only single

from it, and it is a welcome end to the

epidemic of re-releases

£esi II, as with Best J, offers

nothmg new for collectors ofSmiths

Bombs ("Heaven Knows r^,

Miserable Now", "Ask". "Oscillat;

Wildly", "Shakespeare'sSisler'.aji,-

"Girl Afraid"); and one is frort,

Sirangeways.HereWeCome ("L^

Night I Dreamt That Somebodi

Loved Me").

Some songs are obvious pict^

such as "Bigmouth Strikes Again'

and"Ask"; others are not-so-obviou;

gems, including "The Headmasie,

Ritual" and "Nowhere Fast"; whi|.

others seem to be completely randorj

picksjikc"Oscillate Wildly" (Oscai

Wilde?-Morrissey's favorite wri let)

and "Girl Afraid". At least this isn'

typical record-company bullshiiJo,

both Momsscy and Johnny Man

chose the songs and the cover an.

paraphernalia. Two songs, "Still III"

and "Reel Around the Fountain", are

from The Smiths; three are from

Meat is Murder ("The Headmaster

Ritual", "Nowhere Fast", and 'That

Joke Isn't Funny Anymore"); three

are from The Queen is Dead ("The

Boy With The Thorn In His Side",

"Bigmouth Strikes Again", and

'There Is A Light That Never Goes
Out"); five are from Louder than

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM .A

SAUD BAR^jJ.

The Clubhouse . Downtomi^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

Thursday Night = College Night
*Happy Hour prices ALL NIGHT*

*$1,00 off menu prices*

LIVE MUSIC IN THE UNDERGROUND
December 4 &5 December W
The Auto No Acoustic Juncture

The idea, however, of a Smiihi

besi-of set seems to be a bit over ihe

top, especially since neither St'ji

offer any incentive to be purchased

There are no otherwise unavajbbif

songs or versions of songs, so. a3

1

said about Best. J. this disc is a

terrible value for the money, if yoo

have any sort of Smiths colleci.ion

On the other hand, if you would

like to hear more ofThe Smiths and

don' t have many of their albums.

this-alS15.99reiail-wouldbeagooJ

buy. For, as Billy Bragg is woniio

say, all the songs are "basically

brilliant". In my opinion, these besi-

of discs would be even better if Uiey

included classics such as "Frankly,

Mr. Shankly" or "Cemeiry Gales'

(sic)or"UnhappyBirthday"or"Pairi

a Vulgar f^iclure" or.. .the list goei

All right, you self-

proclaimed arts

experts out there:

Who played

Archie Bunker's

son-in-law onAH
in theFamily and

what was he

called?

Answers to the

usual place.
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Mark Twain, Leo Kottke and Singles, all in one
gy jON ELSBERG
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Books and records today.

loks first, cause in order to

lalk about the records I'll need

listen to them again, and

right now I'm having a great

[jme listening to Ed Hall's

raucous and bitchin album

love Poke Here.

So here's the book; Mark

Twain's Roughing ft. You

didn't expect that did you?

/ifter all. Twain is a famous

mc and I seem to have been

focusing incessantly on

ihors only my friends and 1

ad. Well, not this time. This

time, 1 will lecture you on one

of the works of a great and

established nom de plume.

Roughing It is not a novel;

it is a conglomeration of

autobiography, diary,

newspaper articles, and

philosophical wax. As a

young'un Twain headed west

into the territories, whereupon

he had a multitude of

ventures and observed

firsthand the Nevada silver

rush. This was a wild time,

when much of the land was not

under any particular

governmental control. As a

result, the people tended to be

d act wild.

Which is where Twain
comes in. He provides us with

plenty of description of his

own wilderness along with

discussions of all those around

him. If all of this had been

written "straight" it would be

lolerably interesting and a

pleasant historical read. But it

is not.

Roughing It is written in

heavy dead-pan, with tongue-

in-cheek, biting sarcasm, and

often open scathing humor.

arely have I ever read

anything soconsistently funny.

This is literally, in places,

laugh-out-loud funny. I know
that lots of people say that

about lots of things, but this is

honest to goodness gracious

Iruth.

What is even more fun than

mply reading this for

yourself is the fact that you
win want to share bits and

pieces of this book with other

'le. I, for one. am planning

on copying the section on

horseback riding in Hawaii out

and sending it to my mom and

grandpa. There are many more,

but different sections for

different people. It's kinda like

a game.

(WARNING: I must let you

know beforehand that there are

limes in the book when Twain
lets through racist overtones,

especially when talking about

Indians, Chinamen, and natives

of the Sandwich Isles. Such

incidences occur briefly and not

very often, and when they do it

is a benevolent form of racism,

but you should be prepared.

Twain is not one-sided in these

regards, though. He has no

trouble commenting on the

ignorance and hypocrisy of his

fellow Whites. You'll have to

decide for your yourself if it is

forgivable.)

Roughing It is four hundred

pages of pure wit. Don't be

scared off by that long length.

The book is written in short

passages and can comfortably

be spread out over a goodly

period of reading.

That's it for the book portion.

If you get a yen for something

in a more "classic" bent, look

this one up. I have seen

multitudinous copies of

Roughing It pass through the

shelves of Poor Dick's and Four

Corners. I leave you with my
favorite quote from the book,

which is in reference lo the

"abuse of the Chinese." Twain
explains that the abusers are

"the scum of the population . .

.

and. naturally and consistently,

the policemen and politicians,

likewise, for these are the dust-

licking pimps and slaves of the

scum, there as well as elsewhere

in America."

And now for the musical

selection of the week. Drew,

the inestimable arts ed.. asked

for this one. He said to me,

"review some Leo Kottke,

woudja?" I said okey-dokey and

asked him if he liked Kottke an

especially large amount. He
said. "I don't know what he

sounds like. I just like his

name." Here's looking at you.

Drew.

Kottke is a supremely skilled

acoustic guitarist. Some of his

albums are just his guitars.

Some add on vocals, and some

add other instruments. His is

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it*s purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner

578-9898

great music as background or

foreground. Ii works well as

relaxing noise to read or

converse to, but can just as

easily get cranked up for a little

adrenaline rush.

This is music lo pay attention

lo. Kottke is one of those people

whose songs you can hear

twenty limes, and then on the

twenty-first you'll be surprised

by something new you never

caught before. A hidden
instrument or harmony.
Something that will perk you

right back up again (that is, if

you were feeling a bit low in the

first place).

My favorite Kottke album to

date is Guitar Music. I simply

think Kotlke works best when
he lets his fingers do the talking.

This album is extremely lively,

and you will not believe the

number of different notes Leo

can crank out at one time, not to

mention the variety of sounds

he can squeeze out of wires and

wood.

Burnt Lips is fine, but not

nearly as strong. Here Leo adds

vocals and I think that his effort

to work as a songwriter held

him back from making the most

of the music.

My Father' s Face is a full

conglomeration, with vocals

and oiher instruments. This

works belter than Burnt Lips

because what he loses from his

guitar he is able lo make up

with the other instruments.

His most recent (ihat 1 have

found used) is Great Big Boy.

This one is a bit difficult. Leo is

trying out new directions in his

musical style with this album

and I am having a little trouble

with it. I figure over time it will

grow on me, but sometimes I

don't want an album lo grow on

me, I want to like it from the

git-go. One great thing, though,

is the song "The Other Day

(Near Santa Cruz)". Ii is one

funny piece with a thoroughly

surprising ending.

I remember once I asked an

acquaintance if he wanted to

listen to a Kottke album 1 had

just found at Recycle Records.

He responded by saying, "isn't

Kottke kinda generic?" Hell, I

don't know. What the hell is

generic music? This guy is from

Boston and I believe that Kottke

is from Minnesota (Editor's rc-

spelling: Minn-eh-sough
[rhymes with "dough") -duh),

so maybe Kotlkc's soul just

isn't Eastern enough. All I know

is thai 1 have never heard music

thai I have mistaken for

Kottke's, and I think I kinda

like the Midwest.

P.S. The pleasant flick

Singles is (or at least was)

playing at the buck fifty. It's

worth it (although not loo much

more than that

—

I'd say four

bucks tops). London Kills Me
will definitely be playing at

Poor Dick's Cinema even after

you read this. Mystery Man
said it was good (he saw it in

Denver over Thanksgiving).

Muchas gracias go

out to the winner of

the Edith Bun^ker

contest;, our lucky

local Bemis-
McGregor hall

director Chris Bell,

Congrats!

MORRIS MEDINA
OWNER

1 1 East Kiowa
(Downtown)

SALON. INC

10% off for CC Students
471-9110

We have a commitment to

quality and innovative
hair designs. Come
downtown for a

complimentary deep
condition treatment and
discover your hairstyle

potential.

needed for

CC Catalyst

PAID BY
COMMISSION

$50fr/week

Send Resume To:

WB739
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Orion astounds with action, magic, and wit
By LANGDON FOSS

Arts Editor

As Japanese comic artists go,

few are praised more highly

than Masamune Shirow, author

and artist for the highly

acclaimed Black Magic and

Appleseed sagas. The latest

installment in Shirow's

repertoire is a6-issue translated

series called Orion and has

potential for being one of his

most fascinating works,

combining science, magic.

Buddhism, and action.

Orion lakes place on a

distant planet Lurieh, a planet

where both science and magic

have evolved alongside each

other.

In the first issue we meet

Seska. the unwitting heroine.

While on vacation on Lurieh,

Seska is caught up in the illegal

shenanigans of her father,

regarding the theft of a top-

secret government magical

spell. In the struggle between

her father's forces and

government troops, the spell is

inadvertently cast, summoning

an interstellar entity with the

magical power to annihilate the

whole of civilization.

Theironly hope is to summon

an equally powerful- and

uncontrollable- magical being:

Susano Orbatos, the goddess of

darkness.

As in all Shirow's

works, the artwork is

amazing. Shirow's style

is among the most fluid

ever seen in Manga
(Japanese comics.) He

has the uncanny and

utterly mind-boggling

talent of being able to

incorporate almost

infinite detail without

losing the Japanese

simplicity of faces.

bodies, and gestures.

His drawings

dictate the storyline

with a very animate

quality, seldom seen

in Manga and even

more seldom in

American comics.

The choice of frames

{drawn without

rulers for a change)

flow gracefully and

imaginatively into

each other.

In Orion,

Shirow's machines

have taken a short

leave from their usual scientific

and mechanical precision. In

Appleseed, as fans will surely

agree, all mecha were

seemingly designed by a skilled

theoretical engineer, with

torque differentials and

physical load

mathematics taken

v^'ell into mind. In Orion .ihere

is a certain flamboyant

medieval flavour about the

machines involved. After all,

they're supposedly powered by

magic.

Shirow's art style has

evolved quite

noticeably
since the U.S.

release of

Appleseed.
about 5 years

ago. Shirow's

art was oncemore
traditionally
Japanese, being

thick of line and

somewhat
simplistic,
certainly not

complex. Nearing

the end of book 4

of Appleseed.

released about a

yearago, hisart was

so busy and filled

with "motion lines"

and varying degrees

of dot shading that in

many cases it was

difficult to

understand what was

going on. Happily,

Shirow has

consolidated his use of

line for Orion, and has reached

what I think is a perfect balance

between clarity and detail.

Storywise, Orion may be;

wee bit hard to follow. As

Shirow's auihoric hallmark, ih^

story is packed with liing

details, describing the way
o(

life in the strange universe

depicted in the comic. Fot

instance, he formulates a theory

of how physic energy behaves,

how it can be contained, ard

the existence of Yangeronsanij

Yinerons, particles of magical

energy. In fact, Shirow preiiy

much develops an entire scienct

based on magic with ii;

principles and characteristics.

Orion is a bit more humoured

than Shirow's previous works

(with the exception o[

Dominion: Tank Police.) ami

has subtle social and political

jokes amidst the well-thoughi

out dialogue. Even if you don'i

get the jokes, Shirow sometimes

draws his characters in a very

silly way, with enlarged eyes,

mouth, hair (etc.) per the

Japanese tradition.

Orion issue 1 proved to bes

wonderful buy, from the extra

long 54-page square-bound

glossy format to the vibrani

hand-painted cover. Any fan

of Masamune Shirow

Japanese comics will be very

pleased with themselves afiei

buying it.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:

The Apple Computer Loan.

"Why should I wait in line at the

computer lab when I can own a Macintosh

, ^ ,„ for ^15 a month?"
Kevin Campbell -^

Aerospace Engineering Major

What allowed Kevin to own an Apple' Macintosh' PowerBook' 145

computer for such a low monthly payment? The Apple Computer Loan!

Kevin knew that owning the power and portability of a Macintosh

PowerBook for his full course load and his work in the Civil Air Patrol

was a smart thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loan was the smart

way to do it: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment

terms. So Kevin went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer

Loan, his Apple Campus Reseller

Macintosh. It's more than a present, It's a future.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6392
ll|iuli-r Ifii ^pii* ihv Appk-

1
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Ohio Wesleyan pushes Tiger Soccer "off a cliff"
By ADAM McVeigh
Catalyst Sports Editor

TheColoradoColIegeMen's SoccerTeam

completed its remarkable and record-setting

season by losing 5-0 toOhio Wesleyan in the

NCAA Division III tournament semifinals.

Xhe Tigers were the highest ranked team left

jfilJie tourney, but wereburied by the Battlin'

Bishops' relentless shooting and

counterattacking. Most of the team was in

shock when the game ended, and shared

Senior forward Rob Lipp's sentiment when

he said, "I never thought it would end like

this."

The stage was set during Friday's team

meeting. Head Coach Horst Richardson

called Ohio Wesleyan a "veteran tourney

leam." The Tigers needed to stay on their

IOCS because, as Coach Richardson said.

"They're fast, they're physical, and they'll

try to bowl you over." The team agreed with

Freshman midfielder Jeff Spight's further

assessment, "Semifinals are the hardest to

win. At this point you've just got to want it"

As thegame started at 10 a.m. the following

day. it was obvious that the Tigers would

have their work cut out for them. Playing

with the same style that got them to the Final

Four.CC allowed Wesleyan to penetrate into

the Tiger halfof the field, where the Bishops

had shot after shot, opportunity after

opportunity. With 31 minutes to go in the

first half. Ohio Wesleyan forward Wayne

Street missed a point-blank shot,and it seemed

that Senior Ben Straley's "bounces" would

be going the Tigers' way.

However, at 28:12 into the first half.

Bishop midfielder John Howard headed a

free kick past Tiger Senior goalkeeper Ezra

Bayles, giving them a 1-0 lead.

The Ohio Wesleyan goal seemed to wake

up the Colorado College squad, who, until

that point, hadn't been scored upon the entire

tournament.

The Tigers wentontheoffesnive. attacking

as the Bishops had earlier in the half. With

14:16 left to play in the first half. Sophomore

forward Arron Lujan headed a free kick bail

toward the Wesleyan keeper. Senior forward

Noah Epstein controlled the ball from Lujan,

and got a solid foot on it. In what was perhaps

the play of the game, Ohio Wesleyan

goalkeeper Harrison Jacobs sprawled out in

front of the ball and miraculously blocked

Epstein's shoL Epstein would later say, "I

can't believe it didn't go in." The Tigers had

two more shots on goal before the first half

Junior defender Aaron Frohnmeyer slide tackles Ohio Wesleyan forward Wayne Street, as Senior goalkeeper Ezra

Bayles slides in to block Street's potential shot. The Tigers finished their remarkable season with a disappointing 5-0 loss

to Ohio Wesleyan in the national semifinals.

ended, but went into the intermission still

trailing 1-0.

The second half began as the first did,

with Ohio Wesleyan attempting to bury the

Tigers. Just six minutes into the final half,

Ohio Wesleyan midfielder Chris Dugg shot

over Tiger keeper Bayles and into the upper-

rightcomer of the net. Down 2-0 at that point,

the Tigers needed to, as Sophomore defender

Jeff Montera later said, "put your hearton the

table."

Colorado College did, mounting a

courageous comeback attempt. However,

within a 3:09 stretch beginning at 18:59 left

in the game, Ohio Wesleyan scored their

final three goals. The Bishops were able todo

this by successfully counterattacking a

"pushed-up" Tiger offense. Clearly, die

Tigers were a frustrated group, exemplified

by Senior midfielder Jon Whitfield, who.

with 2: 15 left, dragged an OW player to the

ground by die player's shorts. The game

ended 5-0 in favor of the Bishops.

Montera, while walking off the field after

the game, said, "We're a second-half team,

but we couldn't gel anything to go our way.

Iljustwasn'lourday." Lipp added, "If Noah

scores that goal, we win the game."

The Tigers finished the season with a

record of 19 wins, two losses and two ties,

setting a new school record for best winning

percentage, at .869. The Tigers also setschool

records for most victories in a season (19)

and most goals in a season (78).

Later, back at the team's hotel, the players

reflected on their successful season.

Sophomore midfielder Mike Baca said. "This

loss can't negate the fact dial wc had an

otherwise stellar season." Bayles added.

"Even though we lost, I'm definitely proud

of this team and what we've done."

Rob Lipp, looking back on his college

career, said. "In past seasons, it was like a

rollcrcoasicr. We'd be up and down, up and

down all yearlong. This season, instead of a

rollercoasler. wc kept building and building

until .... It's like we jumped off a cliff

today."

Tiger cagers victorious in

Thanksgiving tournament

The Week in Preview
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4

M Basketball vs. Bethany College 6:30 pm El Pomar

W Basketball at Colorado Christian Toumey 7 pm Lakewood

Hockey vs. Saint Cloud State 7:35 pm World Arena

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5

M&W Swimming at Buff Invitational 1 pm Boulder

W Basketball at CCU Toumey 1 pm or 3 pm Lakewood

Hockey vs. Saint Cloud State 7:05 pm World Arena

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6

M&W Swimming at Buff Invitational 1 pm Boulder

M Basketball at Black Hills State 2 pm Spearfish, SD

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9

W Basketball at UC-Colorado Springs 5 pm UCCS Gym

By COREY PECK
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The weekend of November 23-24 found

the Colorado College Men 's BasketballTeam

in New York City to compete in the New
York University Tournament, facing Tufts

in tfie opening round.

CC opened strong, pulling to a 12 point

lead in the fu^st 10 minutes, but Tufts didn't

let up and closed the gap to 2 at the half. That

was as close as they would come, however,

as a 17-5 run by the Tigers, mostly on fast

break opportunities, pushed the lead back to

doubledigits. A running three-pointer off the

glass at the buzzer by Jay Longino made the

final score 71-52. Jason Valant led the team

in scoring, and Corey Peck pulled down 1

1

rebounds to pace the Tigers to their first win

of the season.

The championship game was. at best, a

disappointment, asCC lined up to face NYU.

The defense early on was superb, and the

Tigers U'ailed 12-11 despite missing their

first five three-pointers. Then the roof caved

in. NYU went on a roll, hitting shots from all

over the floor, and led by 14 at the break. The

Tigers were confident that NYU "couldn't

play thai well die second half." Wrong. The

Violets finished an incredible 12 for 16 from

3-point land, and die final was 88-64. Jason

Valant again led die Tigers in scoring,

followed by Aaron Griess widi 14 points.

Valant was named to the All-Toumamcnt

Team, but Uie Tigers flew home widi a new

outlook on what it takes to be achampionship

squad.

The new outlook led to an impressive

showing in the Colorado College

Thanksgiving Tournament. The Tigers

opened against Hoban College and won 94-

83 in a foul-plagued game. CC reestablished

its post game as Kirk Robbins went 3 for 4

andRickMoorehit 11 of 12, and die defensive

instensiiy held Hoban to40% shooting. Aan^n

Griess had 14 points and 8 assists, while

freshman Kevin Kcilbach came off die bench

to lead the Tigers with 7 boards.

Washington University was the opponent

in thechampionshipgamc, but die Tigers left

no doubt as lo who was die class of the

tournament. Moore was again a force inside,

and the perimeter players were 8 of 12 from

three, pushing the Tigers lo a 44-26 halftime

lead. Washington pulled to widiin 6 in die

second half, but a few uansilion baskets and

long-range bombs by Valant and Eli Haskell

pushed the lead back to 14, widi die final

being 81-68. Rick Moore had anodier stellar

game and was named lo die AU-Toumament

Team, while Haskell, who hit 11 3-poinlers

in iwo games, was named MVP.

The Tigers are now 3-1 and poised to

continue their winning ways. You can caich

the "Lords of the Boards" tonight at 6:30 as

they face Bethany College.
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Senior Eli Haskell is CC's Athlete of the Week
^S!

By JOSH ORFANAKIS
Catalyst Staff Writer

As the Tiger men's

basketball team kicked off the

season, they walked there way

to the championship game this

Thanksgiving break. In that

game, Eli Haskell led the team

to victory with 25 points,

landing 7 three pointers. The

senior from Glenwood Springs,

Colorado was named the

tourney MVP, and said "
I just

had the feeling that night."

The Tigers are ranked fourth

in the nation and are looking

towards the national

tournament. Haskell says he is

very proud to be ranked, and

honored to be mentioned in such

high regards as a team(such as

in Sports Illustrated). "It is

special considering where we

were three years ago, but it

really means little, and if

anything it makes it harder for

us. Before, nobody respected

us when we walked out onto the

floor. Now everybody is

gunning for you," explains

Haskell. He has put the ranking

and notoriety behind him and is

Chris Rood

Senior guard Eli Haskell led the Tigers to their Thanksgiving

tournamentchampionship. Haskell had 38 points, including 11

three-pointers, and was named the tournament MVP.

focusing on the season and CC. When Haskell

giving support to the high

accolades.

For Haskell, this season is a

perfect climax to a career at

was
considering attending CC, what

he saw was a basketball

program that had not had a

winning season in years.

however it did have a new
coach. Haskell was looking for

a strong academic school, but

he had always wanted lo play

ball in college. He was very

affected by the new coach, Ai

Walker. Walker pitched his goal

of turning the program around

if he had a core group of players.

Seven individuals made up this

core of players that has seen

CC basketball go from a losing

team to a nationally-ranked

team.

Haskell says this group of

seven teammates is the most

important aspect of his time at

CC. As a team they all know
each other and try to get the

ball to the one who is hot, as

they did for Haskell in the

championship game. As a group

they are the closest people to

him and have made the most

memories for him.

Outside of basketball his

mind is focusing on the oral

exams required for biology

majors. Eli has one of the most

difficult majors and participates

in a very long season, which

makes managing time very

hard. "
I have basically lost my

afternoons. I go to lab and th.

straight to practice and ih;

afternoon is over." When
hi

finds time outside of his studjej

and basketball, he likes to hun

and play golf. He is also very

dedicated to the Fellowship

Christian Athletes, roundinc

out a very busy life.

For now Haskell hope

compete as an independani

(which usually means playmj

Div n teams) and being inviied

to the national tournament. He

is not looking for any personal

records (like most three

pointers in a game (9). which

he holds), butjust to show up a,

the national tournament ani]

prove to the tournament am]

most importantly to themselves

that they have given their best

"
I just want to make this yeai

the best and know at the end

that Eli Haskell has given

everything."

Watch out for number 24

the starting shooting guardthis

season. I asked Eli where hi

favorite spot on the floor or

where we should watch for h

and all he could think of was

"behind the three point line."

Women's x-country wraps up season
By HEATHER PANTELY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The ColoradoCoIlege Women's

Cross Country team fmished off

theirseason on Saturday.November

14,in Grinnell, Iowa at the regional

meet. The team competes in one of

the most competitive Division III

regions, so the team was pleased

when ihey placed 14th out of the 22

teams competing. As coach

Harrington said, the team "did very

well considering" the region we
compete in. She continued to say

that the team as a whole was

aggressive and wanted to do well.

On the cold, windy Saturday

morning, the CC women took off

on the hilly Grinnell course, and

some CC runners started out at the

head of the pack. In the end, the

team finished strong and three of

the team members set season best

times. Sara Fry came in frisi for die

CC team, placing 30th in a field of

147 runners with a time of 19:25.9.

The next runner for CC was Becca

Felts— 60th in 20:06. 1. Following

her came Juli Brabson in 79th with

a time of 20:27. and next to cross

die line for CC was Jen Nesbitt.

90lh in 20:39. Jen, along withBecca

and Sara, set season best times.

CC's next runner was Wendy Fox.

who came in with a time of 21 :00,

and shorUy after her came Lara

Hanlonin 21;14. Jen Eldridge, the

one departing senior, finished off

her running career at CC with a

solid race in a time of 21:45. Asa
whole, the team ran well, and with

such a young group, it is looking

optimistically toward the next few

years!

Women's Track Informational Meeting

Anyone interested in participating with the Colorado College

Women's Track and Field Team should attend an

informational meeting on TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8di,

1992 (a) 4:00 PM EL POMAR UPPER LEVEL
CLASSROOM. Eveiyone is welcome. We especially need

sprinters and field event personnel. We can teach you the

technical side if you have the desire and commitment.

ContactCoach Mary Harrington at 648 1 formore information.

HAVE FUN, TRAIN HARD, BE POSITIVE

nMDALL'S CINE/HA
324 N. TEJCN STREET 578.82C6

IN THE T)€CC niCli/ll^C'S COMPLEX

OPENS rCIDAT 7:3C

MOVIE POSTED LIOUIOATION
SATLROAT 1C:CC AM
ALL POSTERS Sd tc SIC

Macken fares poorly at Nationals
By F.L. KUGRILLICUTTY

ColoradoCollege's Men's Cross

Country team performed well at

the 1992 regional meet. The team

improved from a tenth place finish

in 1991 toasixih place finish at the

1992 meet. Running against 23

schools (20 with complete teams),

the men's cross country team was
led by CC senior Jim Macken who.
along with Mark Sweet, led the

team through the first mile at 4:56.

As the race progressed, the team

moved steadily forward as the pack

of Mark Sweet, Doug Gross, Brian

Kates and Jack Hayes hung tight

throughout the race.

CC senior, Jim Macken, had a

great race as he stayed near the

front runners (most of the race) and

eventually moved to 8th at the

finish. This finish qualified Jim for

the National Meet in Schenectady,

NY on November 21st, where he

finished 177th out of 181 runners,

in a time of 29:15. He became the

only CC runner to move forward

after Regionals. Near the end of the

race, CC's top bunch of 2nd-5th

runners finsihed46ihorbeiterwhile

being separated by only 19seconds;

a Colorado College Regional first!

Five CC runners had their highesi

Regional finishes which included:

Jim Macken (8), Mark Sweet (33),

Doug Gross (41), Brian kates (43)

and Hack Hayes (46).CC also weni

from a team score of263 points: up

from 171 in 1991; quite an

improvement! Other CC runners

scoring well at this meet were EIroy

Tso (80) and Kris O'Connor (1 07).

The team title was won by S:.

Thomas with 71 points while i^':

individual title went to Gar;

Wasserman of Nebraska Wesleyan

widia25:31
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pig Cats dive into the swim season
gy DIRK DYKES and ROD
^IcCAULEY

The Colorado College "Big

Cats" swimming team is preparing

jtself for
another banner year. Often

pijsiaken as professional wresders,

the Big Cats look to be an

jnlimidaling force in the

Inicrmountain Swimming League

^liis
year. Leading the team this

arerelumingjuniorco-captains

Sj(j
"Dude!" Santos and Steve

Hulkster" Hicks. Senior Mike

Fester has made a triumphantreturn

ijie pool diis season after a one

year absence and should inspire

great performances from this years

freshman "Fresh Cat" class.

Speaking offreshmen, thisyears

learn isloaded with first-year talent.

Ex- olympian Bill MacFarlane is

Lhe lone freshman backstroker. Rob

"Sylvester" VanSickle, Matt

Travolta" Diebel, and Adrian

"Ace" Montgomery make up the

wonder-trio of freshman

buuerfliers. In the breaststroke.

Dave "Is-Such-a-Man" and Doug
"Dinner Party" Collins should

provide plenty of exciting Big Cat

action, whileJustin "Not So" Lucke,

Brendan "Doleman" Peppard, and

Erick "Why does everyone think

I'm a hockey player" Walker round

off the list of frosh freestylers.

Coach Jerrel Lear has been

particularly opdmistic about diis

year's team.

"I could tell it was going to be a

great year when we didn't have a

single leg cramp in the first week of

practice. Not a one! It's been at

least 15 years since we had such a

leg cramp freeyear. Woof!" Captain

Steve Hicks adds, "I can't believe

how hard we've been training this

year. Coach is really bustin' us into

shape."

Big Cat diving looks to be

especially exciting this year with

two of the three divers having no

previous diving experience.

Returning Sophomore Kent

"Randy" Travis will have to step up

and share his vast experience with

rookie divers Jesse "Just Do It!"

Beniz and Kenny "Get a litUe

closer" Harris if the team is going

to do well this year. Diving coach

Woody "Sing a Song" Franklin

thinks this ye^'s team has potential

to "..go all the way."

The Big Cats open their season

this weekend up in Boulder at the

Buff Invitational. Barringcomplete

and total catastrophe, the Cats

should walk away with the

championship trophy. Next

weekend, the Big Cats host Metro

State in what should be a knock

down, drag out meet, with both

teams trying to avenge last year's

season ending tie. If you've never

been to a swim meet, ( or have

nothing better to do) go and cheer

the Big Cats- it promises to be

good, wholesome, family-oriented

entertainment and they promise not

to bite. Woof!

(Next Week: The biography of a

CC swimmer's ambitions to

become an Olympic swimmer

entitled Wet Dream.)

Tiger Hockey loses

Freshman goaltender

Ryan Bach for season

Volleyball ends season

with 5-game loss to Trinity
By SOPHY HAGEY
Cflteiysr Staff Reporter

W^ith the last issue of The Catalyst,

we saw the Lady Tigers heading off to

California lo compete against the best

volleyball teams in their region. They

were pitied against Trinity University

of Texas fcr the first match of the

NCAA Championships. The Tigers

t valiantly against Trinity as the

scores attest: 14-16. 11-15, 16-14, 16-

14,]2-I5.However,Trinityralliedback

lo steal the fUih game from the Tigeis.

The evenmal natkmal champion was

WashingtCHi UnivCTsiiy ,who had a40-

record and had beaten the Tigers

eariier in the season.

"It was a disai^inting loss," said

^oach Medina of their game in

California. "Bulasanoverallexperience,

we had a great year. The Tigers, ten of

whom were returning players, knew

what they had to do in order to get lo

Regionals and Uiey accepted that

challenge." Maybe next year, with all

but two of the playCTS returning, the

Tigers will clinch Regionals and go on

to Nationals. "All in all, there were

enormous improvements made by

eveiyOTie, andwe havea lot tobe proud

of," reflects Coach Medina.

AsfOTindividual distinctionson the

team, SlaceyJonkerwastheonlyplayer

from the Weston Regicm to be named

All-Ameiican. Heather McGuire was

named District Academic Athlete, for

maintaining a 3.92 in Chemistry and

playing an outstanding game of

volleyball. This distinction puts her in

coniOTtion forAll-AmericanAcademic

Athlete. She will be notified later this

year of tiw lesulis. Heather. Stacy, and

Sloan Philips were also named All-

Region. Congratulations lo everyone

foranouisiandingseasonandgoodluck

in your off-season games.

By MIKE RABINOVITCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

As the WCHA season

progresses, ourTigerhockey squad

sits alone in the cellar, licking their

collective wounds and scratching

their heads.

Last weekend, the team dropped

both games at Northern Michigan,

losing by one goal each time, 5-4

and 3-2. Chris Hynnes collected

two goals on the weekend, while

Chad Remackel, Sieve Nelson,

Colin Schmidt, and Shawn Reid

each added one tally.

CC posts a league record of2-8,

going into this weekend's series

with St. Cloud State at the

Broadmoar World Arena. The

Tigers are ready lo start winning

games again and leave their early

season woes behind. Hockey

games weren't the only Uiings lost

last weekend. The team also lost a

poiemial WCHA Rookie ol the

Year in Freshman goaltender Ryan

Bach. Bach tore the anterior

cruciate ligament in his right knee

in the first period of lasi Friday

night's game, an injury that ended

hisseason. "We'realldissapointed

that Bach is out for the season,"

said Sophomore forward Ryan

Reynard. "lean feel forhim. Every

competitor has a hard time

watching the team. You jusi feci

helpless."

The Tigers are going to have to

help diemselves this weekend.

Senior Captain Hynnes simply

states the weekend's objectives.

"We're going to have to commit

fewer penalties, play Uie body

hard, and capitalize on our power

plays."

The power play unit was a

shining star in

discouragingweekend, collecting

four out of the six goals scored in

the series. Besides this lone Tiger

higlight. the main altitude in the

locker room is that of frustration

'The guys are more frustrated Uian

anything, "adds Reynard. "We're

just not getting the bounces."

Coach Buetow expresses only

optimism for die remainder of die

season, even though the team lost

a fantastic goaltender. "We're

still improving and playing sound

defensively . The encouraging

thing is that we're getting chances

offensively. Wejusthavctorefine

a few Uiings, try to keep injury-

free, and we'll be all right. I've

got a good gut feeling Uiai we're a

better hockey team than last year.

Losing these close games is tough

for a team as young as ours, but

looking at the big picture, we arc

improving."

IM hockey and basketball wrap-up
By SHERYLE TAMAGINI

Last Wedenesday there was a

clash of B league Titans on the

hardcourt, as the Vibrators took on

the Stale Bagels at El Pomar Gym.

The game was close in the

beggining, but shortly thereafter

the Stale Bagels prevailed by a

score of 35-24, and the

predominantly freshman team

rejoiced.

Last Monday, at Honncn Ice

rink, the skaters of the Sigma Chi

team got a rude "B" league

awakening at the hands of The

Grubbers. The loss was their firsi

"B" league effort since being

bumped up from the crowded "C"

league.

Later dial night, the Goals on

Ice cruised to a 6-0 victory over

G'suffa, in a "Rec" league

matchup.

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Items 1.39

Extra Cheese 1.99

Pick-up or Delivery (IDtl970j Exp 12ai/92

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUARTOF POP

$7.49
Pick-up or Delivery (ID*970) Exp. 12ai/92

I

1635W. Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 1 1 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

I

TW0 14"

j
LARGE PIZZAS

I
WITH CHEESE

I \i>y.yy
\
Additional Items 1.59 \^SH^^9\

' Extra Cheese 2.49 ^r^TTT^
\ PKk-up or Delivery (10*970) Exp. 12/31/92

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum
WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETITOR'S COUPONS

(Some Restrictions Apply)
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ANNODNCEMENTS

"GET A LIFE" EVENTS
University of Chicago

Bussiness School-

information table to be in

Perkins Lounge on Thursday,

Dec. 10, from 11 to 1:00pm.

Dorthy White ofUniversity

ofChicagoBussinessSchool

- will hold a public

information meeting in

Womer room 215 on Friday,

Dec. 11 at 2:00pm. The

Chicago Bussiness Fellows

Program , which offers

automatic admitance to the

University of Chicago

Bussiness School, will be

discussed. For more

information call Professor

Griffiths at x6417.

"The Grad. School Game"
- A workshop about graduate

schools will be held Monday,

Dec. 7 from 1 to 2:30pm.

Sign up in the Career Center.

"Chilling Out in the Hot

Seat" - A workshop on

interviewing sldllls will be

held Tuesday, Dec. 8 from

3:30 to 5:00pm. Sign up in

the Career Center.

Practice Interviews - Bill

Davis of CIG will be on

campus to give practice

interviews on Wednesday,

Dec. 9 from 1 to 5:00pm.

Sign up in the Career Center.

"Tis the Season to be

Networking" - A workshop

on how to make important

Career Contacts will be held

Friday, Dec. 11 from 1 to

2:30pm. Sign up in the Career

Center.

"Your College Career on

One Page" - A workshop on

resume vmting will be held

on Thurs. Dec. 10 from 3:00

to 4:30. Sign up in the Career

Center.

RUSSIAN EVENTS
Russian House - Students

interested in the Russian

House during second

semester should contact

Professor Wishard, x6520.

Study in Russia - Students

interested in studying in the

ACM Program in Drasnodar

or any other program in

Russia in 1993-94 are asked

to contact ProfessorWishard,

x6519.

OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS

International Student

Identity Cards! - available

right here at CC! Come by

the Office of International

Program for more
infomiation.

Interested in Studying in a

Foreign Country? - We'll

help you get started! Visit

ATTENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS

Interested in
remaining in the U.S.

after graduation?

Let us help you review your options

for obtaining a Green Card
or Work Permit

One half hour FREE consultation

LAW OFFICES OF ANN ALLOTT
2305 E. Arapahoe Rd., Suite 260

Littleton, Colorado 80122
303/797-8055 Fax: 303/7976136
Our Practice is limited to immigration matters

THE HIRING OF LAWYERS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
THAT SHOULD NOT BE BASED SOLELY UPON

ADVERTISEMENTS. BEFORE YOU DECIDE, ASK USTO
SEND YOU WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR

QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

IMMLAW" A Natumal Qmsortim ofImmigrmmn Law Firms

our office tjetween 12:00 and

4:00pm Mon. through Friday.

ROMANCE LANGUAGE
DEPARTMENT

Jocelyn Valverde - a poet

from Guadeloupe will read

his poems, in French , on

Thurs. Dec. 7 at 3pm , at the

French House. There will

also be a exposition of

drawings and illustrations for

his poetry. Refreshments will

be provided! Come!

REGINA CAELI
The CC Collegium

Musicum performs on Sun,,

Dec. 13 at 3pm in Packard.

HOLIDAY
HAPPENINGS

Open House and Carol

Singing - at Shove Chapel on

Thurs. Dec. 3 , from 3 to

5pm. Come sing and share

refreshments!

Festival of Lesson and
Carols - A Christmas

candlelight service of

readings and carols will be

held in Shove on Sun. Dec. 6

at 6pm. Join in for a beautiful

and majestic celebration.

Midnight Christinas Mass -

A Christmas celebration

sponsored by theCC Catholic

Community in Shove on Sat.

Dec. 12 Posada 11:00,

Christmas Mass 12:00

midnight. Mass will be

followed by refreshments.

Are you looking for

something Christmasy to

do? Come to the All Campus
Christmas Worship service on

London
$289*

Anuttrdaia

nils
Madrid

ttiMat
larich

$ftt'
$ftf*
tttf
iuv

t nv

( Council Travel
11 38 1 3th street (On the Hill)

Boulder, CO e03(K

Thursday, Dec. 10 from 7 to

8:30pm in Shove.

Refreshments will follow.

See you there!

Lennox House and Campus

Crusade for Christ is co-

sponsoring a Christmas party

at Lennox House on Sunday,

Dec. 13at7:00pm. Fun,Fun!

WRITERS
CONFERENCE TO

PREMIERE
An impressive array of

writers, including New York

Times bestseller Stephen

Coonts and Nobel Prize-

nominee Frank Water, will

gather in Colorado Springs

on April 2-4, 1993 for the

Pikes Peak Writers

Conference. The emphasis

of the conference will be on

"Useful Tips for Writing

Commercial Fiction." The

conference is also sponsoring

a writing contest for

unpublished authors. The

contest is open to seven

categories of novels. People

interested in entering the

contest or registering for the

conference should Nancy
Downs at 531-6333 xl200.

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

The Round Table Bookstore

is offering scholarships to

upcomingPikes Peak Writers

Conference. Individuals

wishing to apply for

scholarship assistance should

contact Bill Porter (a '90 CC

graduate) or Kathy Roe
;

578-5044.

UCCS COURSE
A course entitled "Writini

Science Fiction" will \,,

offered this Spring at UCCS,

For more information pleasj

call 593-9 191.-

STUDENT TO PRESElVf
;

RESEARCH
Senior Anne Brooks win

discuss "The White Eartl

Ojibwe: A Case Study k

Environmental Racism,

Thurs. Dec. 10 in the WES
room at7;30pm.

LOST
Cat Ariel, gray short hair

yellow eyes, female,

wearing teal green collar

last seen near Bemis on

Nov. 15. Reward for

information! Call 389-7751

FOR SALE
Roundtrip plane ticket -

Denver-Miami-Denver,

$350. Dec. 22 -Jan. 21.

Call 635-8107

Dynastar Course 200 cm
skies with Tyrolea 490

bindings. These are great

skies, I just never used

them. $150orB.O. Call

x7559

One day pass a Keystone,

one day pass at Steamboat

and two, two day passes at

Telluride, will negotiate

price. x7559

By SI
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GLOBAL ECOLOGY
A full year of study and travel around the world!

September 1993 - May 1994. ITINERARY;
England, Austria, Hungary, India, Thailand,
Malaysia. New Zealand, Belize, Mexico, U.S.
Live withfamilies. Courses in anthropology,
ecology, biology, sociology. International
faculty team. 32 credit hows, transcript issued
by Bard. Students age 18-50s+.

For course catalog and application, call or write:

International Honors Program (founded In 1958)
incooperation with BARD College

19 Braddock Park, Boston, MA 02116
(619)267-8612

By J
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CC prepares forheavy losses from amend 2 boycott

Bv SEAN McLaughlin
Catalyst Staff Reporter

GroupsalloverColorado are reeling from

il,e
public relations disaster generated by

;i.nicndment 2's passage and are now busy

[ping to assure conventioneers, skiers, and

oliier potential visitors that Colorado is still a

lolcrant. progressive slate; now it appears

that Colorado College hasjoined the ranks of

[hose Colorado institutions engaged in

damage control.

The boycott of Colorado to protest

Amendment 2 appears lo be working. The

l^ocky MouniainNews reported Tuesday thai

Colorado may have akeady lost SIO million

dollars in revenue due to the boycott.

Colorado Springs may not be hit as hard

bv ihe boycott because the amendment

doesn t repeal any Colorado Springs laws,

according to Krisien Bricker ofthe Colorado

Spnngs Visitors' Bureau. Still, the Visitors'

Bureau is "very concerned with theeffects of

ihc boycott" on the upcoming tourist season.

Several conventions that organizers had

planned to hold in Colorado Springs have

moved elsewhere due to the amendment's

Symposium plans finalized

passage, resulting in a loss of"several hundred

thousand dollars" that the conventions might

have brought to Colorado Springs, according

to Ms. Bricker.

Colorado College depends on summer

conferences to supply approximately 5500,000

in revenue each year, and until recently

Business Manager David Lord had expected

this summer to be "CC's busiest so far," in

terms of conference bookings. The backlash

from Amendment 2 is causing Lord to

reevaluate his earlier expectations, though.

One major summer conference thatorganizers

had planned to hold atCC had akeady canceled.

The United Methodists conference puUed out

of negotiations for a summer conference at

CC due to Amendment 2's passage, resulting

in a loss of some 540,000 to the college.

The United Methodists may not be the only

group reluctant to come lo CC, Lord says. A
conference this fall of the Council for Higher

Education Management Association voted to

boycotlColoradowhenplanningconferences.

Those attending the conference included

student government leaders and college

administrators. Amendment 2 was "oneof the

major issues discussed at the conference,"

J) JUSTIN LIPPARD
"atalyst Staff Reporter

"DefendingEarth,"this year's symposium

;o be held Jan. 20-23, marks the fifth

:onsecutive year in which members of both

Jie CC and Colorado Springs communities

lave been invited to participate in an

niellectuai exploration ofa socially relevant

ssue.

The list of accomplished guest speakers

nvited lo lead the symposium includes,

imong others, Pulitzer Prize-winning poet

lary Snyder. John Firor of the National

'enter for Atmospheric Research atBoulder,

conuibuting editor for the Atlantic Monthly

Charles Mann, Nalurahsm essayist Terry

Tempest Williams, CC alumnus Jane

Lubchenco, founding Greenpeace member
Paul Watson, and the Ghanaian director of

ihe female-environmental organization

WorldwideNetwork Waafas Ofosu-Amaah.
We have a variety of ways in which to

'^plore a wide array of significant

nvironmental issues," says Eli Boderman,

ociology professor and symposium director.

Tie activities begin on the lastWednesday of

the half block with a film documentary on the

alleged environmental carelessness of

t^eneral Electric. Snyder begins the series of

discussions with a dramatic poetry reading

3nd commentary afterwards.

Boderman stresses that the symposium is

Features
Hie Baca campus get-a-way

^n. p. 5

nolsimply going to be a lot of boring lectures.

"We try to get people who both have produced

significant writings and can convey their

message with excitement to an audience.
"

"We have striking environmental art

exhibits as well as a theatrical performance,"

says Boderman. National Public Radio's "E-

Town" will originate on Friday night from

Armstrong Theater for broadcast around the

country, and thesymposium continues through

Saturday, Jan. 23, when it wraps up with the

Dell'Arte Players' performance of "Intrigue

At Ah-Pah."

Parents, students, faculty members, and

administrators alike are all encouraged to

participate. "Last year's symposium on ethnic

identity was superb," Boderman says,

"according to the student evaluation sheets

received." After each symposium, students

submit comments and suggestions for next

year's topic to the symposium committee,

which in turn selects three possible topics on

which students can vote. The committee selects

topics which are exciting, deserve attenlion.

and will draw attendance. Symposium of the

past include intimacy, wealth, and the future.

Boderman is excited about this year's

activities, and he feels that the student body

should be as well.

"If a CC student isn't taking advantage of

this opportunity," says Boderman, "he isn't

taking complete advantage of what a four year

institution like CC has to offer."

according to Lord.

CC's Admissions Office is also engaged

in damage control and has already addressed

concerns from several prospective students,

regarding the passage of Amendment 2.

Admissions officers have been ensuring

prospectives that CC remains "a very

tolerant, diverse environmem" and Ihatmuch

of the impetus for the ami-Amendment 2

movement came from the CC community,

according to Dean of Admissions Terry

Swenson.

Swenson said that most of the

prospectives who have expressed their

concerns to the Admission office have

explained that they weren't homosexual or

bisexual, but were "concerned with living in

an environment that is not oppressive to

others."

While Swenson has been reassuring

heterosexual prospectives that Colorado

College is a tolerant environment, he said he

would find it difficult "to tell prospective

students who have already decided ihat they

are gay, that Colorado Springs is sfill an

environment they will be comfortable in."

A majority of Colorado Springs residents voted in favor of Amendment

Two. Colorado College is feeling the effects of the Colorado boycott.

CCCA election insert
Special student government election insert detailing

all the candidates' positions. See page 11.

Elections will be held Tuesday, December 15, in the

atrium of Werner Center.

Exercise your rigKtVOTE!
Inside

Opinions
A rhetoric of rump roast and an

editor farewell, p. 11

Arts
Skankin' Pickle, disco and

Paul. p. 17

Sports
Tiger basketball earns 80-54

blowout, p. 21
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Hockey coaches trial ended
By JUSTIN BLUM
Cflto/^x/ Staff Reporter

The NationaJ Collegiate Athletic

Association has decided not to take

action against C.C.'s hockey team

and its coach.

Brad Bueiow,

after he was

caught diverting

funds in violation

ofNCAA rules.

"As I antici-

pated, the NCAA
is not going to do

anything more

than the college

did," said Max
Taylor, directorof

athletics. "Our

actions were

sufficient,"

The college

suspended
Bueiow for 60

days beginning in

September after

Bueiow was caught diverting S700

in proceeds from the sale of used

hockey equipment to pay a

volunleercoach,Dave Weslby. The

diversion violated NCAA rules

which regulate the number of

coaches that are allowed to be paid.

Cynthia Gabel, an enforcement

representative with the NCAA, said

in a Nov. 23 letter to Taylor that,

"inasmuch as the college's action

in this case were substantial and

meaningful, no further action

Hockey coach Brad Beutow is back coach

Tigers for the season according to WCHA

should be taken by the NCAA in

the matter."

The Catalyst also first reported

in September that Buetow

orchesn"ated a second diversion of

funds a hockey department accounL

Taylor refused to say how much

money was involved, but confirmed

the second diversion.

But B uetow, speaking in aphone

interview this week, took issue with

Taylor's statement that there was a

second diversion of funds. "I don't

know what Max is

talking about," he

said.

Although
Taylor again this

week refused to

detail the second

diversion, he stood

by his original

statement.

"What Brad

uanls to

communicate to

you is his own
business," said

Taylor, who was

surprised by

Buetow's denial.

Nevertheless,

Buetow said he is

pleased with the

NCAA's decision, and is happy the

matter is concluded.

"I am anxious to move on," he

said. "I think it (theNCAA decision)

reinforces my record— 1 8 years of

a clean slate."

ing the

officals.

Students support the needy
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Teenagers fi"om Dale House, a

local group home, and the

Emancipation Project, an

organization which helps Dale

House residents to make the

transition from foster care to

independent living, helped

complete the campus-wide Help

the Holiday Happen Food and

Clothing Drive on Friday,

November 12.

AfterCC volunteers Jenn Sands

(President of Chaverim) and Kevin

Vaimier (from the Physical Plant)

look donated items to the Center

for Community Service, the

students from Dale House and the

Emancipation Project chose

clothing for themselves. Remaining

food and clothing was donated to

the Red Cross Shelter, La Puenie

Shelter in Alamosa, the Women's

Bean Project in Denver, and the

Department of Social Services.

Student volunteers from

Breakout helped with another

aspect of Help the Holidays Happen

by selling over $900 worth of

products for the Women's Bean

Project in Denver. This organization

helps unemployed and homeless

women to become self-sufficienL

A third facet ofHHH week-long

events was coordinated by student

volunteers from All Campus
Christian Fellowship who collected

over 1800 Thanksgiving weekend

meal donations from students.

Marriott Director Rob Dougherty

will convert these "meals" into

supplies that will be used

throughout the year by Sunday

Lunch at Shove, Alternative Spring

Break Service Trip donations, and

other volunteer organizations.

The holiday event will occur

again next year.

nn TAYLOR TRAVEL
^^r "Your Campus Travel Agency"
818 N. Tejon 636-3871

Security Beat

11/17 8:50PM

License plate stolen in Mathias parking lot.

1 1/24 3:20 PM
Recycling vehiclebackedintoCC student's vehicle near Worner.

11/24 3:45 PM
Squirrel entered Slocum 1 12. Got caught in radiator cover.

11/30 10:45 PM
Two students received obscene phone calls.

12/1 12:15 PM
Student reported obscene phone call.

12/2 12:35 PM
A suspicious male reported in Armstrong; security responded.

The person was asked to leave campus. He complied and stood

on the sidewalk south of Armstrong. He was reported still

standing there 30 minutes later. CSPD was then contacted and

the individual left.

12/4 4:00 PM
Smoke alarm went off on 3rd floor McGregor. Security entered

and it was not a smoke alarm but an alarm clock. Resident was

not at home.

12/5 2:00 PM
Criterium Bike Shop reported to CC Security a suspicious-

looking bike taken in for repairs . Security identified the bike as

belonging to a CC student. The bike was returned and the person

who took in die bike was turned over to the police.

12/6 2:10 PM
Woman in Tutl reported that a stranger approached her and

"touched her" a few limes. Security responded but the individual

had left.

12/6 9:05 PM
Student reported missing license plate fi"om Jackson parking loL

Mohrman officially

selected as leader
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Kalhryn Jagow Mohrman, Dean

for Undergraduate Studies at the

University of Maryland at College

Park, will become the new president

ofColorado College, effective July

1, 1993, John L. Knight, chairman

of the college's Board of Trustees,

has announced officially.

The distinguished scholar and

administrator was selected from a

field of 202 applicants in a process

that began shortly after Gresham

Riley announced, last December,

that he would be leaving the

presidency after 11 years. Riley

departed June 30, 1992, and

Colorado College Professor

Michael Grace was chosen acting

president.

"1 am honored and excited to be

invited to become a member of the

Colorado College community,

Mohrman said. "My extensive

meetings with faculty, trustees,

staff, and students confirmed my

impression of it as a distinctive

place, where traditional

undergraduate learning and

innovative teaching combine

produce extraordinary result:

Said Knight, "Kadiryn Mohrman

has excellent administrative and

teaching credentials and a

demonstrated commitment to

undergraduate liberal

education.
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DELL'ARTE PLAYERS
r-ONlPANY was founded in 1977

of ihe desire of a group of

professional actors locreate original

york and make a living in a rural

jrea.
The company has since

j,jiiniained its commitment to a

•ore
company of artists and to its

^ base in Blue Lake, California.

fifteen years ofcollaboration have

ifoduced original plays that are

omic, issue oriented, topical, and

jrformed in a distinctive physical

;(y]e which has gained DeH'Arte

international reputation from its

many

Environmental Syposium" guests selected

tours and festival

appearances. For its performance

the Colorado College

Symposium, Dell'Arte presents

'Intrigue at Al-Pah (79)" the first

length play that the ensemble

:ollecUvely researched and wrote.

[his half slapstick, half murder

nystery spoof, is a broadly comic

[reatmentofadeadly serious issue:

Ihe
decimation of the salmon in

>Jonhem California.

WALTER ECHO-HAWK, a

member of the Pawnee Tribe, is

senior staff attorney of the Native

American Rights Fund (NARF).

headquartered in Boulder,

lolorado. He has argued national

ases involving religious freedom

)f Native Americans, as well as

heir prison, water, and reburial

ights. In 1989 and 1990, he was a

lational leader in the Native

American campaign to obtain

)assage of the "Native America
jrave Protection and Repatriation

Aci" which is considered the most

mportant human rights act for

*)ative peoples ever passed by

[Congress. For his talk, "Indigenous

'eople and Their Relationship to

he Natural World", Mr, Echo-

lawk will focus on the difference

)etween indigenous and

ndustrialized perspectives on the

lalural world and why an

invironmental ethic associated with

he traditional ways of life may
lold the key to human survival in

he face of the planet's

-nvironmental crisis.

JOHN PRIOR directs the

Wvanced Study Program at the

^Jational Center for Atmospheric

Research in Boulder, Colorado. He
trustee of the Environmental

defense Fund and the World
Resources Insritute, and has

lublished in journals and books on

Cosmic rays, radio sources in the

iniverse, the sun's atmosphere, the

climate, the absorption of

^bon dioxide by the oceans. The
f^ew York Times" hailed his most

, 'The Changing Atmosphere:

^ Global Challenge" as "... a

'^er for anyone confused by the

'ealth oftechnical infomraiton that

^ been published about complex

atmospheric phenomenon."

ssor Prior will argue that in

^feriding the earth we no longer

^^\'e the option of attempting to

^'^e one problem at a lime; that

^obiems posed by acid rain, ozone

^pletion, and chmate heating are

"crtwined with such far-reaching

'obal issues as rich versus poor

^tions, rich versus poor people

'"hincountries,population growth

rates and the status of women.

JANE LUBCHENCO
(Colorado College, '69) is

president of the Ecological Society

of America and professor of

Zoology at Oregon State University.

She has published widely injournals

and books on a range of biological

and ecological topics including

biodiversity, conservation biology,

and hfe history and reproductive

tactics. In 1979, she received the

George Mercer Award for research

from the Ecological Society of

America and, in 1992, she was the

science advisor for the National

Geographic Society Film,

"Biodiversity." In her Symposium

talk. Professor Lubchenco will

discuss: the caus^ for the current

loss in biodiversity and why this

loss is serious; what is known and

not known about the "value" of

different species; and the difficulties

associated with making decisions

in the face of uncertainty about the

value of biodiversity.

CHARLES MANN, a

contributing editor of the Atlantic

Monthly, has written critically and

extensively about the assumptions

thai currently guide much of die

discussion regarding biodiversity

and habitat and species loss. He is

theauthorof"The Second Creation:

Makers of the Revolution in 20th

Century Physics" (with Robert P.

Crease); "The Aspirin Wars:

Money, Medicine,and l(X)yearsof

Rampant Competition" (withMark

Plummer); and "The Beetle

Problem: Hard Choices About

Biodiversity," forthcoming (with

mark Plummer). His articles have

appeared in "Science", "Mother

Jones", "The New York Times

Magazine", and the"Smidisonian",

and he has received an American

Institute of Physics Award for

Science Writing. In his talk Mann

will evaluate the evidence for the

assertion many biologists have

made that we will have to make

enormous changes in our lives to

prevent an extinction spasm. He

will examinehow much the changes

will cost and also ask - why should

we do it?

MARGARET MAXEY is

director of the Clint W. Murchison

Sr. Chair of Free Enterprise and

professor of Bioethics in the

Biomedical Engineering Program

ofthe College ofEngineering at the

University of Texas at Austin.

Professor Maxey is a former

consultantforLawrence Livermore

Laboratory, Livermore, California,

on the question of ethical issues in

radioactive waste disposal. She has

presented invited public testimony

in Canada, the Federal Republic of

Germany, the Republic of the

Phihppines, and die United Slates.

In her talk, "Managing

Environmental Risk: What

Difference Does Ediics Make?".

Professor Maxey will examine

popular beliefs about modern

technology, nature, and human

health, and assess die conflicting

ethical considerations which are

now used to reinterpret

environmental risks.

DENNIS MEADOWS is a

majorcontributor to Environmental

Policy Analysis and a co-audior

most recently of "Beyond the

Limits: Courting Global Collapse,

Envisioning a Sustainable Future".

"Beyond the Limits" is his sequel

to "Limits to Growth" which was

published twenty years ago and

caused a world-wide furor by

attacking unrestricted growth. The

book sold nine million copies in 29

languages. Professor Meadows
founded and coordinates (with

Donella Meadows) INRIC
(International Network Of
Resource Information Centers), a

coalition of systems-oriented

research centers in 20 nations, and

is currently the director of the

Institute of Policy and Social

Science Research at the University

ofNew Hampshire. Aconsultant to

the U.S. and Italian governments

and theWorid Health Organization,

he also received, in 1991, the J.W.

Forester International Award for

distinguished conlribudons to the

field of systems dynamics.

Professor Meadows wild describe

why so many of our environmental

problems are compounded by

overpopulation and what we must

do to develop a"sustainable" world.

WAAFAS OFOSU-AMAAH is

the managing director of

WorldWIDE Network, an

international organization that is

dedicated to advancing women in

environmental management. She is

a Ghanaian and received her

Masters Degree in Law in 1975

from die University ofLondon and

was admitted to the Barof England

in 1976. Ms. Ofosu-Amaah has

done studies on the capacities of

such developing nations as Ghana,

Malaysia, and die Sudan to manage

their natural resources, and she has

testified before the U.S. Congress

on women as environmental

managers in the contex l of food and

energy self-sufficiency in Africa.

In her Symposium presentation.

"Women, Environment and

Sustainable Development:

Defining die Linkages:, Ofosu-

Amaah will argue that although

women make up more than one half

of the worid' population, and are

London
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the primary managers of natural

resources in the developing world,

their voices are virtually ignored

and their roles as environmental

managers overlooked. Sustainable

development will not be possible.

she says, until women arc included

in environmental decision and

policy making.

JULIAN L. SIMON teaches

Business Administration at the

University of Maryland. His main

interest is the economic effects of

population changes. His recent book

of essays, "Population Matters."

and his earlier popularly v/ritten

1981 book. "The Ultimate

Resource." discuss trends in the

United States and die world with

respect to resources, environment,

and populadon, and the interac lions

between them. He concluded that

there is no reason why material life

on earth should not continue to

improve, and that increasing

population contributes to that

improvement in the long run. His

book, "The Economic
Consequences of Immigration,"

which lead to the conclusion that

on balance imm igrants to die United

States make citizens richer rather

than poor, received second prize in

the 1990 Atlas Foundation

competition forbooks in the service

ofeconomic freedom and progress.

Professor Simon's articles have

appeared in the Ailaniic Monthly,

Readers Digest, and Uie New York

Times. In his talk, "Life on Earth is

Getting Better", Professor Simon

will argue that all measures of

human welfare have been rising in

past decades and centuries, while -

and because - population has been

growing. He offers to bet a week's

or month'spay (winnings tocharity)

that any trend you pick, in any

country, will improve as of any

given year, relafive to now.

GARY SNYDER won the

Pulitzer Prize for Poetry in '75 and

is one ofthe West Coat's bestknow
poets. Since the sixties, his work -

both prose and poetry - has inspired

people to reevaluate their relations

with nature. While studying oriental

languages at the University of

California at Berkeley. Mr. Snyder

became friends wiUi Alan Ginsberg

and Jack Kerouac. Because of Uiis

association, Snyder is sometimes

identified with the Beat Generation.

He later uaveled to Kyoto, where

he worked as a researcher and

translator ofZen Buddhist lest. For

the last twenty years, Mr. Snyder

has been living in die Northern

Sierra Nevada on the edge of the

Tahoe National Forest. He has been

a Guggenheim Fellow and is a

memberof the American Academy

and Institute of Arts and Letters.

Mr. Snyder is on the faculty of die

University ofCalifornia, David, and

an active participant in his local

Water Shed Council. His most

recent book of poetry was

nominated in 1992 for the National

Book Award in Poetry. Mr. Snyder

will pursue his idea of "no nature"

- that the dichotomy between

humanity and nature is a false one

- with a poetry reading and

commentary titled "No Nature/

Mountains and Rivers Without

End."

PAUL WATSON is a Canadian

conservationist and environmental

activist who tias become
internationally renowned for his

daring, innovative and aggressive

approach to die field of wildlife

conservation. He was a founding

member of the Greenpeace

foundation and has since

established the Sea Shepherd

Conservation Society. The

Society's goal is to protect marine

life by enforcing treaties and

regulations governing the oceans.

Its activities have included ending

pirate whaling in the North Adantic

byramming the whaler "Sierra" off

Continued on page 4...
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News Briefs

Free poetry contest to begin

COLLEGE RELATIONS

TTie National Library of Poeuy has announced that S12,000 in

prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North

American Open Poetry Contest. The deadline for die contest is

December 31. 1992.

The contest is open to everyone and entry is FREE.

Any poet, whether previously published or not. can be a winner.

Every poem entered also has a chance to be published in a deluxe,

hard bound anthology.

To enter, send one original poem, any subject and any style, to

The National Library of Poetry. 1 1419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box

704-ZW. Owings Mills. MD 21 1 17.

Tlie poem should be no more Uian 20 lines, and the poet's name

and address should appear on die top of the page. Entries must be

posDnarked by December 3 1 , 1992. A new contest opens January 1

,

1993.

Student suspended for misconduct

By KAREN HUBER
Catalyst Staff Reporter

On November 24. 1992 the Student Conduct Committee held an

appeal hearing on a possible violation of the Sexual Misconduct

Policy. The student was found guilty and his suspension, given

originally by an Adminislradve hearing, was upheld in conjunction

with seveial other sanctions.

Symposium people cont.

Continued from page 3...

the coast of Portugal, in 1979,

documenting illegal whaling in

Soviet Siberia after being pursued

by the Soviet Navy and AirForce in

1981 , interfering in the activities of

sealing fleets off the eastern coast

of Canada, and leading a campaign

againsithe slaughter ofpilot whales

in the Faroe Islands which lead to

an armed assault on the Sea

Shepherdin 1985 and 1986. Watson

will describe how non-government

organizations attempt lo apply

international law on the high seas,

and how the Sea Shepherd

Conservation Society, in particular,

fights to enforce internarional

regulations.

TERRY TEMPEST
WILLIAMS is a writer and

naturalist-in-residence at the Utah

Museum of Natural History. Her

most recent book, "Refuge: An
Unnatural History of Family and

Place" is a poignant memoir/nature

essay in which she has woven the

story of the rising of the Great Sail

Lake, and its natural and political

ramifications, into the story of her

mother's death from cancer, a

cancer which Ms. Williams believes

was probably contracted by her

mother and others in Utah as a

result of radioactive fallout from

atmospheric tesUng of atomic

weapons in Utah in the 1950's and

60's. Reviewers have lauded her

book as a moving account of

personal loss and renewal. The

theme for her talk is that each of us

harbors a homeland, a landscape

which we naturally comprehend.

ForTerry Tempest Williams, home

is the Great Salt Lake which began

to rise in 1 983 at the sajne time her

mother was diagnosed with ovarian

cancer. How, she will ask. do we

begin to find refuge in change?

How dowe stand our grand in places

we love?

ALAN WOLFE is professor of

Sociology and Political Science and

dean of the Graduate Faculty at the

New School for Social Research.

He is the author of a number of

books including "Whose Keeper?:

Social Science and Moral

Obligation" which won the C.

Wright Mills Award of the Society

for the Study of Social Issues. His

most recent book is "The Human
Difference: Animals, Computers,

and the Necessity of Social

Science." His essays have appeared

in TheNewRepublic, The American

Prospect, and Harper's. He is also

a frequent book reviewer for the

WashingtonPosl and TheNew York

Times. In his presentation, "The

End of Humanism," Professor

Wolfe will examine weather our

concern for the environment risks,

downplaying thehuman beingswho

are also part of the environment,
|c

it worth saving the earth, he asks jf

we have to sacrifice the people who

inhabit it?

"E-TOWN" is Nadonal Pubii

Radio's weekly environmeniai

radio variety show, mixing

environmental information and

entertainment. Hosted by Nick

Forster - a 37 year-old guiiarisi

who became a bluegrass star as a

member of Hot Rize - the show
is

carried by more than 100 NPR

outlets. Forster and co-produ«r

Helen Suback Forster were recently

awarded a $25,000 grant from the

Environmental Protection Agency

for their environmental education

work. On Friday evening of the

Symposium, "E-Town" will

originate live from Armstrong

Theater with a surprise major

recording artist.

COMPLETINGTHECmCLE:
ARTISTS' BOOKS ON THE

ENVIRONMENT is an exhibit.

45 book works created by artists

response to environmental

concerns. The works are striking

and eloquent in their messages aiid

represent everything from the

beauty of a traditional letter-

printed book to innovative

sculptural works and an installation.

The exhibit comes from the

Minnesota Center for Book Arts, in

Minneapolis.
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The Baca: far and away from the everyday

The new Baca lodge was dedicated

By MATTHEW LEWIS
Features Editor

The affluent-looking youth,

s

lounging around in Tevas and Patagucci

pullovers, sure look like CC students,

but this is clearly not CC. The furniture

is modern and well-kempt, the kitchen

is clean, the refrigerator devoid of beer

and milk left over from the Reagan years.

Ominous peaks do loom outside the

condo, but the absence of low-rider

Chevy's and Kentucky Bluegrass negate

ihe possibility of this being Colorado

Springs. A good explanation would be

that, indeed, this is not Colorado
Springs, this is Crestone, Colorado; and
while the folks perusing history texts

and notebooks are in fact CC students,

ihey are definitely not at the CC campus
-at least not the over-watered, under

Pikes Peak campus that comes to mind
the mention of our glorious

institution. This is the Baca, the school's

Judy Pickle

on October 17.

"second" campus, although students who
have been there would just as soon have

il be the first.

Located about three hours south and

west of Colorado Springs in the San

Luis Valley, the Baca campus is the

result of years of high hopes and hard

workon the part of many of the college's

faculty and administrators. Joe Gordon,

the W.M. Keck Foundation director of

the Hulbert Center for Southwestern

Studies at CC, spearheaded the effort to

raise interest and, accordingly, funds

for the Baca Campus, beginning in 1986.

At that time a twinkle in the proverbial

eve of the school's administrators, six

years of anticipation have ended in

success.

The college recently dedicated a

new lodge for the exclusive use of

students, faculty, and friends of the

college, marking the end of one chapter

in CC history and the beginning of a

new one. "We must continue to

integrate the Baca Campus into the

whole life of the Colorado College

community," says Gordon. "It is my
hope that in a few short years every

student will have the opportunity to

share in the Baca experience."
And what, exactly, is this "Baca

Experience" which Professor Gordon
so highly praises? Could it be the

Ashram in Crestone? How about the

glory of the Sangre de Cristos. or

maybe the hot springs twenty minutes

away? According to students who have

been there, it is these things, and much
more.

"Going to Baca with a class gave me
the chance to hang out with a different

crowd than I am used to," says

sophomore Caroline Wadhams.
Wadhams recently went to Baca with

Susan Ashley's Intellectual History of

Modern Europe class. In addition to

providing a relaxed setting for students

to study in, Wadhams found that her

Bacaexperience afforded a unique social

setting as well. "Not only did we eat all

of our meals together," (Wadhams
pointed out that the food at Baca was of

the "highest quality" — another
distinction from our main campus), "but

we went for hikes, had snowball fights,

played Trivial Pursuit, watched movies
... it gave us a chance to grow closer as

a class. We had intense discussions, and
were really able to absorb ourselves in

the course material."

The Baca is more than a chance for

students to study together outside of an

academic setting. It is a refuge from

the concrete jungle, a pit stop in the rat

race, to which we so unwittingly

commit ourselves. As Joe Gordon so

eloquently put it, "Generations of our

students will share with each other and

their faculty a golden moment when
they can smell the pinon, see the stars,

and hear the coyotes, before going off

into what life holds for them."

Dick Beidleman explains the ecology of Baca during dedication.

The Terros Hotline: a shoulder to lean on
ByJEFFTIEMAN
^mlyst Staff Reporter

In 1971 , two Colorado College students were
lying to help a friend through a teddmg trip and

very little luck finding an outside source or

ine to assist them with the difficult problem.

Fiuscrated by the situation, the two students

foiindaj what is now known as the Colorado

Springs Totos Hotline.

The Terros HoUine, at 444-3444, staffs

olunteere equipped to deal with issues ranging

from dnjg problems and domestic violence to

ofieliness and suicide. The hotline, serving all

^Ifflado Springs residents, was originally set up

lohandledmg problems like theone the founders

had experienced, but gradually expanded to

include any crisis situation.

TheTerrorsotlinecurrenUy hastenvolunteers

comprised ofnine Colorado Springs community

members and one Colorado College studenL

Volunteers take calls from 7:00 PM to 7:00AM
every day. The hotline used to be available 24

houisperday.butwithihelossofvolunteersitcan

no longer cover the all day shifts.

AHvolunteersranaincompletelyanonymous

and are required to keep all calls absolutely

ccMifidential. Each volunteer must work at least

two hours per week and occasionally cover an all

nightshift. The hotline handles an average of 100

callspCT month from Colorado Springs residents

and one staff member feels that the need in the

community exceeds this number.

To become a Terros volunteer, apphcanls

must first submit a written application. For those

whose applications are selected, an interview

process conducted by current hoUine volunteers

follows. Last, likely voluntea^ are trained and a

final screening pnxess eliminates those not fully

qualified to become a volunteer.

According lo theCC volunteer, a majority of

thecallsarepeoplewhoarejustlonelyandinneed

of a non-judgmenial listener. Other frequent

situations include suicidal callers and victims of

domestic violence. "Most suicidal people are

calling because they really want help. Some call

just lo alert someone that they intend to kill

themselves, but such calls are rare," explains one

volunteer.

IfToTDS isn ' tc^jable ofhandling a particular

problem, or feels that further assistance is

warranted, volunteers will refer callers to other

help-linesCH-medicalprofessionalswhoaie better

qualified to provide further support

Volunteers feel that the single most importan t

thing to do when handhng a trauma call is to

remainlevel-headed. When dealing with suicide,

il is impOTtant rwt to let the caller romanticize

death inanyway suchas calling suicide "going to

sleq)." Volunteersalways explain to such callers

that death is a permanent soluticm to a temporary

ixoblem.

One important promise of the program

volunteers is to remain completely neutral on all

issues. Concerns regarding abortion and drugs,

for example, are always handled with complete

neutrality and no bias. This provides callers with

a greatersense ofease as ihcy aren 'tbeingjudged

or threatened by the Terros volunteer.

ThchotlinercccivedanumberofcalLsafterlhe

passage of amendment 2 from homosexuals in

iheColoradoSpringscomm unitywhohadbcctxnc

severelydepressed orscared asarcsultof the new

law. Typically, however, calls involve lonely

individuals, victims of a trauma such as rape or

incest, orpregnancy scares. Every suicide call fils

into one of these general categories, explains the

CC Terros hotline member.

Volunieos feel that callers must be willing to

help themselves and be sincerely seeking

assistance in order for the hodine lo be effective.

The CC volunteer says ihai the main source of

frustration associaied with volunteering is not

knowing ihe ouicOTie of the situation after a call

is finished.

The CC student feels that self-confidence is

enhancedby volunteering with Terros. "Working

on the hotline makes it much easier to handle

seemingly difficult situations that occur on a day-

to-day basis," the student explains. Additionally.

Terros has taught this particular student that CC
is a rel^vely sheltered community and there are

a great deal of people in Colorado Springs with

real problems.

Anyone interested in volunteering withTerras

can simply call the hoUine and talk to a volunteer

about applying. It's a great opportunity as well as

a challenge, but very rewarding. Once again,

the number at Terros is 444-3444.
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Hunters threaten Alaskan wolf population
By BOB WILSON
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Alaska has always marched to

a different drummer. The people

there are fiercely proud of their

state and wary of any ideas that

come from the Lower 48. Many
residents of the state also have a

strong dislike for the Federal

government and
environmentalists (also known as

"wolf lovers") in particular.

The dislike for the Federal

government is understandable.

Federal agencies like the National

Park Service. Bureau of Land
Management, and Forest Service

control over a third of the land in

Alaska. Hunting regulations tend

to be stricter on the lands under

ihe control of these agencies than

the parks and forests the state of

Alaska owns.

As you might imagine, hunting

is big business in Alaska. Money
from out of state hunters,

including foreigners such as

wealthy Germans, Mexicans, and

Asians, infuse millions into the

Alaskan economy every year.

Nonresident hunting licenses cost

$85.00. Big game lags must be

purchased from the Alaskan
Department of Fish and Game to

hunt animals such as grizzly bear,

moose, and caribou. These cost

anywhere from $225 to 51,100

dcDendine on the animal beins
hunted.

Hunting guides charge as much
as $10,000 for a one-week hunt

in Alaska. Since they charge these

high sums, guides are under
enormous pressure to make sure

their clients "bag" the animal
they're hunting. Anything that

might limit the amount of moose,
caribou, or Dall sheep is seen as

a serious threat.

This is where Canis lupus, the

gray wolf, becomes a problem.

Wolves feed on caribou and
moose. Hunters, and the Alaskan
state legislature, see wolves as a

threat to a valuable commodity.
Less big game means less hunters

and less money.

In the past few years moose

and caribou populations have

been declining. Drops in

population do not necessarily

signal over hunting or loss of

habitat. Wildlife biologists do

not fully understand why
these drops occur.

The state of Alaska hopes

to solve the problem by killing

200 to 300 wolves this winter.

This is not hunting. The
eradication of these wolves

will be done from airplanes

with Department of Fish and

Game officials shooting at

the wolves below. It is

unknown whether they will

attempt to even "salvage" the

fur and meat, which is

required of hunters under

Alaskan law.

Vietnam style free fire

zones like these are not the

only means the state uses to

eliminate wolves. Hunting

regulations for taking wolves

are incredibly lax. The
hunting season for wolves

lasts from late August to April

and the bag limit is five

wolves per hunter every year.

There is no limit on how many
wolves can be trapped by

trappers.

The Department of Fish

and Game maintains that they

are not wipiuE out all wolves
in Alaska. Indeed, the gray
wolf is not an endangered or

even threatened species in

Alaska. Current estimates

place the Alaskan wolf
population near 4,000.

The governor of Alaska,

Walter Hickel, says Alaskans
have the right to do what they

want with "their" wolves. He
chooses to ignore that the wolf

is a symbol of wilderness and
wildness for people in the

Lower 48 and around the

world. He could easily limit

the amount of nonresident

hunters taking moose,
caribous, etc. There would
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THROUGHOUT THE DAY! i
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then be enough big game
animals for both the wolves and

Alaskan resident hunters alike.

Hunter lobbyists, however,

are much too powerful in the

capital. Juneau, to do that.

The elimination of these 300

wolves sets a dangerous
precedent. As the population of

Alaska continues to grow,
habitat for the wolves will

decrease and hunting pressures

will rise. The state of Alaska

must decide if it wants the

living wolf.

Or, in the future, their stale

might become like most of the

Western U.S., where the

primal howl of the wolf no

longer echoes off granite

canyons.

It is sad that we might have

to say goodbye to one of the

most fascinating creatures in

the U.S. Alaska would become
less wild and an empty and a

sad shell of what it once was.

Hanukkah: festival of lights
By KATY YANDA
CoM/ysr Staff Reporter

The season around Christmas is

one of my favorite limes of year. I

love preparing our house, baking

goodies, decorating the tree... but I

also love going to my best friend's

house to light a candle on the fust

day ofHanukkah (which to confiise

everyone, is also coirecUy spelled

Hanukah, Chanukah, or

Channukkah; since it comes from

Ihe Hebrew and the English spelling

it's a matter of personal opinion).

Sometimes it's easy to be caught

up in the "Christmas Season,"

forgetting that Uiere are many other

reasonstobemerry. Soeveryyear,

I look eageriy for my annual

invitation.

The first candle of Hanukkah
will be lit on December 20th. The
hoUday lasts for eight days, and the

most traditional method is to light

one candle on the first night, two on
the second, and so forth. However,
the process can be reversed starting

with eight candles and moving
backwards. The candles are placed

in a menoiah, a candelabra with

eight arms, and are lit from left to

right. This is done on every day

just as night falls, with the

exception of Friday, the Sabbath,

when they are lit a half hour after

sunset The beginning evening of

Hanukkahchanges yearly because

the Jewish calendar is different

from the Julian calendar.

Hanukkah will begin December
8th in 1993.

The word Hanukkah means
"dedication" in Hebrew. It is the

celebration of the Jews' victory,

led by Judah Maccabee, over the

Syrians in 164 B.C.. and the

rededicalion of the Temple in

Jerusalem. Anriochus IV
Epiphanes, the king ofthe Syrians,

tried to force Hellenistic rule

over Judea (an are a slightly

larger than the Israel of present

day), and was defeated by a force

one eighth the size of his army.

The Jewish state won
independence and sovereignty

until die Romans conquered the

area.

As well asa holiday ofcourage,

Hanukkah, also called the Festival

of Lights, is a celebration of the

miracle that is said to have occinred

intheTempleduringthistime. When

the menoral was reUt, there was only

enough oil for one night, bui

remained burning for eight nights,

hence the eight candles.

Hanukkah is a time for happiness

(it is forbidden to fast) and for

with one's family. There are

traditional foods such as latkes,

potato pancakes, and sufganiyyol,

doughnuts. Songs aresung; children

and adults play games with a wooden

top called a dreydel. The drcydel

has four sides with die letters nun,

gimmel, he, and shin, on each side,

which stand for "a great miracle dial

happened there (in Jerusalem)."

Ironically, though a time of joy,

Hanukkah is not one of the more

important holidays m the Jewish

year, just given significance since

the growing influence ofChristmas,

Until recently, few or no gifts were

given. It is die hoUday, Porum, in

February, when presents are

received.

However, as we leave school

next week, be sure to wish a friend

Happy Hanukkah and a very merry

Winter Break.
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Acacia Park: skate-rat sanctuary, cultviral miliue

py
ROBERT SCHWARTZ

CflW/}'^'Stafr Reporter

Colorado Springs should be

proud of its Acacia Park. It is the

i-,iv's
Central Park, an oasis within

j[/
cosmopolitan framework.

\cacia provides citizens with the

rich
opportunity to escape the

oppressive urban environment—
a place to "kick back" and watch

metallic coffins fly by. Here we

can congregate among the young,

[he homeless, the "suits" on lunch

jifeak, the elderly who will soon be

buried under similar green u^cls

of land.

When 1 first visited the park, I

was taken by the youth culture

which dominates it- young skaters

who have made Acacia their

backyard. It is here that many of

these angst-fiUed adolescents have

taken their first fall, gagged on

their first smoke, kissed their first

love, pimples and all in this green

zit which serves the city. As a Los

Angeleno, and a veteran old-school

skater, I share a special bond with

these kids. When they fall face

first on the pavement, when they

swear at adult passers-by for

whatever reason - 1 see myself as a

child - an angry young hoodlum

with zillions of hours to kill. And

Rob Schwartz

Acacia riders are friendly, wholesome churchgoers

are "we" and "them" so different?

We still have TIME on our side. It

is these kids who truly understand

the ART of hanging out, making a

minute into an hour — their oral

dissertations on the latest band, or

injury, or go in widi the police as

rich and polemic as any discussion

we may have in Womer, orRastall,

or Bemis,orany other paltry excuse

this school has for a "hang-out"

place. Here these kids leach each

other moves, bum each other

smokes, pass the malt liquor freely

among themselves. They are

hedonists fed up with the paradoxes

and hypocrisies of the world at

large.

When I asked one skater why

he dropped outof school he looked

vacantly at the sun - the glint in his

eye radiating individualism and

self-empowerment - and he told

me "Because 1 could." His long,

nappy hair covered much of his

features but I could see his thin lips

curve into a devilish smile as he

asked me for some change to buy

beer.

So Acacia - in sum - has

provided us and especially the

skaters - our cyber-punked/alter-

egos— with a sanctuary. It is this

park which harbors diversity and

contrast, a place where

fundamentalist couples can walk

by and snicker at skaters while

Good clean fun at Independent Records

they wait for a Christian rap band, nestle away much of their

or Polka group, or NRA meeting

to converge after the sun has shed

its most bitter rays.

Yet people DO get along at

Acacia - the suits throw away their

lunch wrappings, the homeless

keep to themselves, and the skaters

unseemly energy under their

baseball caps. Even the cops have

a special kinship with the kids and

the cool new-school ones swap

stories with the skaters on the latest

happenings. But don 'task me -go

there and check it out for yourself.

Senior Spotlight: Jen Phelps dances on

Jen Phelps : teacher, dancer,

By JULIA FERGUSON
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Jennifer Phelps is a Senior

English major from Englewood,

CO. But this tells you nothing

'ond a name and a title. So, for

ihe sake of inspiration and interest,

Jen and I, tape recorder in hand,

journeyed toJose Muldoons during

y Hour last Monday night to

"alk about life. The discussion gets

Ktter as you go along— perhaps

luse we were warming up, or

fnaybeitwasthe2forlmargaritas?

Q: Jen, here you are—your
senior year—where do you think

y<>^ will gofrom here? What do
)ou want to do?

JP: I'm thinking about teaching

^^ social woric. Something to do
*ith education. I'm not sure if the

, ., , Jen Hielps
philosopher

classroom is the place I should be

right now.

How did you feel about your

student teaching at Coronado High

School?

Student teaching was hard. It

was the hardest thing I've ever had

to do because I was a student atCC
yet 1 had a full time job. I had a lot

of responsibility that I had to deal

with. I was teaching classes full

time; I'd gel up at 5 in the morning

and I wouldn't get back until 5 at

night. And then I had papers to

grade and lesson plans to prepare. I

came into Womer Center and I felt

like I didn't belong. And teaching

at Coronado was hard because it

wasn't my class room. It was just

hard. But it was a good experience

because I learned a lot about what 1

want to do with the rest of my life.

Do you think you'll pursue

teaching or did student leaching

steer you away from that?

It raised some questions and I

didn't know for a while whether I

should teach or not. I guess I feel

like I really need to find myself

first; after student teaching, I felt

like I shouldn't go into teaching. I

need experience before I can gain

the knowledge to be a good teacher.

But at the same time I want to leach.

I love working with kids because I

love their energy. It's such a

challenge to channel tiiat energy

into something productive. I think

that's why I'm so attracted to

teaching.

So would you say that teaching

was the most incredible experience

you've had here at CC?
No. ..probably the most

incredible experience I've had at

CC has been dance. I started

dancing at the beginning of my
junior year and I took a beginning

modem class, just because I had

always wanted to. I also took an

improv class and ended up

choreographing my own dance.

And it totally freed my soul. Dance

is about life— about the body, die

mind, the soul— a connection.

How does thai work?

It's like you have an impulse

and your soul wants to express

sometiiing but there's a voice in

your head saying "don't do that,

don't do that, you can't do that."

It'syoiuconscience. But yourbody

wants to do it The art of dance, I

think, is repressing that voice and

letting your body be free (and

therefore letting your soul be free)

to express. Everyone has theirown

expression in dance. And I see

poetry in dance.

Could you write a poem and

then express thai ihrough dance or

is the dance itself a poem?

1 think they come together. I

don't think you have one without

the other. I like to write poetry but

I also like 10 dance. Ihaven'treally

found how they come together yet.

It's really hard for me to get out of

my head but I ih ink once your body

just totally expresses something

then it's poetry. I'm such a beginner

that it hasn't happened to me yet.

Yet..

Willyou keep dancing once you

leave CC?
Definitely. I'd love to work in

some area ofdance—perhaps dance

therapy, or maybe incorporate

dance into my teaching. Because

sometimes in school, kids never

feel like they quite get it right

—

they can't find the right words to

express themselves. But everyone

can move. Everyone can dance.

And it's just a matter of finding

your own movement and your own

voice through movement Dance is

also a very spiritual experience for

me. If you're going to dance you

can't becompeUUve— with anyone

but yourself. Because everyone

moves differently, everyone has a

differentbody structure. Youcan't

feel like you have to be someone

else. Dance is about finding your

own way of moving and your own

way of expressing yourself. And if

you're trying to imitate someone

elsethenit'snotyouanymore. It's

a farce, a mask. The only way you

can be your real person and express

your real soul is to find your own

way of moving— to take the

movement and make it your own.

Words and movements will always

be there but until you make them

your own and internalize them and

find out who you are and then

express that through whatever form

of art you can, you won't be

yourself.

How does this fit in with your

ideas on relationships?

Continued on page 8
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Bars, Boats, Brits: A Seattle Yankee in Oxford
By JASON FRIEDT
Special to the Catalyst

It was wiUi much trepidalion and

anticipation that I left my cozy life

here atColoradoCollege andboarded

the airplane for Oxford, England. I

had no idea what waited forme at Sl

Annes College, not that it would be

perhaps the greatest experience of

my short life.

To me, English university

students were academics serious in

iheirpursuitofknowledge with little

else to offer an American student

Wiiat I found was very different than

what I expected

lairivedinOxfordmuchthesame

way any other tourist might, my
backpack filled tocapacity.agamient

bag slungovermy shoulder,slopping

people to ask where I might find St

Aldates Street. After much

wandering, I managed to tackle to

complicated system of winding

streetsand arrived at theporters lodge

of my college.

A briefindoctrination ensued and

Phelps on life
CoDtiDDed from page 7

I ^ink a lot of women and men

meet and wonder if this is "the

one." But I think that you need to

look at it from the perspective of

what this person is supposed to

teach you— what kinds of energy

thispersop will bring into your life.

How do these "energies" affect

you, your sense ofspirit?

It relates to Jung— that male

and female energies ^e one and

you need to be in touch with both.

When I was exploring women's

spirituality and spending most of

my time with women I became

very in touch with my feminine

side. Women need tobeempowered

and they need to find a voice. My
Grandmother has been a big

influence in that area. 1 see her as a

Spiritual Elder— one who teaches

spirituality. Through her I've

leamedaboutenergy, crystals.and

touch therapy. And I've learned

that tilings are meant to be—that if

somediing happens it is exactly the

way that it is supposed to happen.

Weneedtobeintouch. Weneedto
wake up and be aware of what's

around us and what our options are.

It has to do with connection

—

seeing everything in our lives

connecting in someway.

Do youfeet like you are where

you are supposed lo be right now?
Okay, time for a metaphor.

ITiere is a stagnant pond. But a

stream is flowing into it and it is

slowly clearing. T feel that's where

I am. My life is slowly clearing up.

Soit'saprocess. I think itcame out

of student teaching. I'd always

wanted to be a teacher but now I

realize there are other options.

Nothing is definite.

Do you think you'll ever reach

clarity?

There are glimpses of clarity.

But there will always be something

tocomealongandmuddythewater.

I think you always need lo move

forward. It^s okay lo rest

sometimes, reflect, but then you

have to move on. It's like dance—
you have to be in the moment You
just have to follow along and if

someone doessomething you react

toiL Youdon'tignoreJL Ifsomeone

screams at you, you scream back,

Ifyou 're not in the moment, you're

sleep walking.

Where doyouwanl to begoing?

I want to continue to move
forward. I want to be doing

something that I love, something

that's challenging. I'm applying

everywhere. I'm justseeingwhat's

outthere and whatdoors open. And
if a door doesn ' t open then perhaps

I'mjustnotreadyforiL Youcan't

be afraid to try something new
becauseyou neverknow where that

will lead. It's aboutkeeping doors

open and finding a network of

Mends, finding your family, finding

yourself.

Iwasoff to meet the roommates that

I'd have for the next five months.

This was my first, albeitjet-lagged

day in Oxford, and I was left

wondering if I would ever adjust to

life in this nol-so-strange country.

It took a few days to shake the

effects of traveling and to get my
bearing in this city. My roommates

helped me to acclimarize and

familiarize myself with this ancient

city. And from then on, I only grew

more comfortable navigating from

onespot to theother. Thus began my
adventures at the famous Oxford

University.

Life at Oxford is not so very

different than life at Colorado

College. Academics are centered

around the tutorial: a one hour

meeting, once a week, with a tutor.

To prepare for these meeting, one

must read a great deal and write a

2000wordessayon agiven question.

Tutorialswere thereason that Ichose

Oxford in the first place. C.C. likes

to advertise its small student to

teacher ratio and the individual

attention it provides the studenL

Tutorials take this one step further,

forcing a student to eloquendy and

succinctly engageinadialogue with

someone who knows way more

about the subject than the student

Academics might be foremost in

a student's life, but there exists an

excellent social life and a multitude

of athletic opportunities for those

who desire them.

Each college competes in a sort

of inter-college competition called

"cuppers", so named for the cup

awarded to the winning collegeeach

year in each sport All sports are

represented at Oxford, even such

North American favorites as

Lacrosse, American Football, and

Basketball and even some unheard

of sports like Korfball and Netball.

I chose twoold favorites,Rowing

and Basketball, I competed for my
college in both of these sports and

was even a trialist for the Oxford

Blues Lightweight Rowing Team.

"Blucs"are theall University teams,

selected from all the college teams.

The English have yet to master the

game of Basketball, which explains

why I was able lo start along with

three other Americans for our team.

Weadvanced to the semifinalsbefore

meeting a team with better

Americans on it

But Basketball was really only a

diversion; Rowing was the sport to

which Ifocusedmostofmy energies.

Our college was extremely

successful in the mostimportantrace

ofthe year.Summer Eights. To truly

understand the English, one must

watch an eights race. It is difficult lo

describe, but I will give it a go.

There are nine men's divisions.

Each division contains twelve boats.

The boats in each division form a

single-file line along the left bank of

the river Isis. When the cannon to

Stan the race goes off, the boats

charge down the river. The object is

to "bump" the boat in fiont of your

own, while trying not to get

"bumped"by the boatchasing yours.

A "bump" is awarded if the bow of

yourboatactuallybumps the stem of

the boat ahead of yours. Only the

English would try to slam $10,000

boats into one another. The object is

to getabump in each ofthe fourdays

ofcompetition. Ifa crew succeeds in

getting four bumps, they are

rewarded with a blade. Our boat

missed blading by one bump due to

a lost oar. Nonetheless Eights was a

great success for ourcrew. Iwasalso

able to coach our fourth men's eight,

which was a great privilege and a

great joy.

Social life at Oxford revolves

around the pub or the college bar.

There are many pubs in Oxford and

each college has its own bar q
goes to the bar to meetother siuder

in the college, while the pubs
^

places to meet students from
oitv

colleges.

Thebarwasaverydifferenipi^

than hall. Smdents go there lo unwir,

after a day of study. People whom

had never met would buy me a drif^

and chat forawhile. I met most ofm

ftiends either at the bar or
f[xt

rowing.

The other aspect of Universe

life is the Oxford University Stude

Union, the only all Universii

building in Oxford. Any student;

Oxford can become a lifeiim

member for about $100. The Unio

housed two libraries, a dining rocj

with good, cheap food, a cellar
te

open until 2:00AM on weekends,

regular bar, a snooker room, and
tli

centerpiece debating chamber. Tii

highlightoftheweek fell on Thursdj,

nigh twhen the Union hosted debalf

between all sorts of famous peopi

and members of the Debaiirij

Society, of which 1 was a prou

member.

Oxford turned out to have mud

moretooffer\hanacademics, thougl

that still remmns the most imporian

aspectoflife atOxford. TheEnglish

once you break through, are vei)

warm and outgoing. The Universii)

succeeds in the ancient Greek idol

upon which it was founded, oj

nurturing both themind andthe body,

Even an American can adjust lo lis

point where they almost fit

although there are some custom

which we will nev^ understand. 71)

pubs close at 1 1 :00 (We can ad^

but we do not have to like it).

Wearing a tux isjust an excuseli

get really pissed (drunk). Balls an

likewise a reason lo drink way to

much alcohol and heat is a nonentil)

in their drafty old buildings. Briti^

cuisine is an oxymoron and trying Ic

find an address is an exercise ii

futility.

Aside from these intereslin!

quirks of the English, I cao

confidently say that if you as

considering time abroad in England,

specifically at Oxford, it will be wei

worth it

Strawberry
Apple

Blueberry >

Cherry
]

.89($4,

LOUI'ES
(PIZZSl

ALLNEW_10[pESSERJPI2ZA

TWO
SMALL PIZZAS

WITH CHEESE & 1-ITEM
+ ONE QUARTOF POP

TWO 12"

MEDIUM PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$7.99
Additional Items 1.39
Extra Cheese 1.99

I Pick-up or Delivery (iD#970) Exp. 12ai/92
j

$7.49 lotas' »| i

Pick-up or Delivery (ID097O) Exp 12ai/92

1635 W.Uintah

635-5565

HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Friday and And Saturday 11 :00 a.m. - Midnight

TWO 14"

LARGE PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE

$9.99
I
Additional Items 1.59
Extra Cheese 2.49

I Pick-up or Delivery (ID*970) Exp. 12/31/92
j

FREE DELIVERY - $6.00 Minimum WE ACCEPT ALL OTHER COMPETTFOR'S COUPONS
(Some Restrictions Apply)
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A Rhetoric of Rump Roast
By IAN MCCLUSKEY
Catalyst Staff Writer

So, you're driving down

this road... a little winding

gray strip of faded concrete

out in who-knows-where-the-

hell, Montana. Or maybe it's

Oregon. In any case, you're

driving along, singing

raucously to the Dead
Milkmen, munching on a bag

of SmartFood® that you
bought with your last flex

points, thanking yourself for

changing your grading track

to pass/fail, when you see a

cow. And not just one cow,

but a few. Maybe Six. Your

friend next to you starts

mooing: Moooo Mooo
Moooow.

"Damn stinkin* dirty over-

grazing no good heaps of

artery-cloggin' red meat
beasties," you scream.

"Hun?" Your friend stops

mooing.

"Cattle Ranching, that

evil and archaic enterprise

should be stopped, cleared

from the West," you declare.

And your friend asks why, so

you tell her that it's bad for

the environment, of course.

"Actually." she explains,

"Cattle Ranching is belter for

the environment than most

other uses. You see, the land

is arid and alkaline—mostly

too poor for agriculture.

Irrigation would not only be

expensive but might cause

salinization. And of course,

you wouldn't want a non-

sustainable industry moving
in. They'd set up a strip mine,

or something, hire workers,

boost the local economy. ..but

then, when the mine ran

empty after a few years,

they 'd have to fire the workers

and leave."

"Sound familiar?" she

asks. "It's the economic
plague of the West: the Boom
and Bust. It leaves acres of

ruined land and abandoned
rural communities. The more
depleted rural economies

become, the more people are

forced to move into cities.

When more people move off

the land, more land becomes
available for large companies
to buy up, at cheaper prices.

Land is no longer passed

through families, generation

after generation, but becomes
bought and sold as shares of

corporate profit. Americans
grow farther and farther

detached from the land. In

turn, the land becomes more
and more abused by this use-

it-up and leave- it-quick

pattern."

"That's great," you say.

"Really, professor, just great.

But why is cattle ranching

environmentally kind?"

"Well, unlike other uses,

it preserves the root system.

This protects the soil from

drying out and being washed
or blown away."

"But cows," you argue,

"they're like bad smellin'

lawn mowers; isn't that

harmful?"

"Well, of course, when an

area is overgrazed. But the

grazers, when kept in balance

with the carrying capacity of

the land, actually help it. By
grazing, they increase the

range's floral strength and
diversity. With the vegetation

in check, the land becomes
more resistant to insect and

fire destruction. You see,

before cattle, other species

(mainly Bison) grazed the

grasslands of the West. Cattle

now assume this role. So
when managed properly,

cattle fulfill a natural role in

the grassland ecosystem."

"Dude. You talk like a

book. I don't think you're

right. I mean, why shouldn't

we just kick them ranchers

out and let all the wild animals

run around? I mean, dude,

who needs cows anyway?"
"Well, dude. Nearly

everyone. Of course they

provide beef and leather. But,

dude, did you know that we
can use 99% of a cow? Dude,

I bet today you've used a cow.

Check this: they give us ice

cream, yogurt, mayonnaise,

candies, margarine,
marshmallows, gum, candles,

crayons, deodorants, paints,

shaving cream, soaps, glues,

film, and phonograph records.

"And there's more. Let's

talk medical needs. Not only

do they provide bandages, but

they also give us insulin (for

diabetes), glycogen (for

hypoglycemia), blood plasma

(for hemophilia, anemia,
blood coagulant), blood
marrow (for blood disorders),

soft cartilage (for plastic

surgery), intestines (for

medical sutures), and ACTH
(for arthritis and allergies).

And the list goes on, dude."

"OK, fine. I love cows.

Whatever. How 'bout the

rednecks, those crew-cut beer

chuggers with shotguns."

"Well," your friend says,

rather quietly, "I can't speak

for ranchers as a group. Yah,

some are assholes. But they

don't represent the whole. It's

the same for any group. Just

like not all backpackers
uphold 'no-impact' camping.

Have you ever found garbage

and wads of toilet paper in

the wilderness? Would you
condemn all backpackers?

"Ya know, when you get

down to it, ranching involves

two jobs: raising animals and

maintaining the land. It's not

glamorous --hard work,
outside, every day of the year.

Near all the money earned

goes back into the upkeep of

the place. Some families have

lived with the land for a

hundred years. It makes sense

they'd preserve it; they want

to hand it down for another

century. If people could just

take the time to look beyond

the stereotype, I think they'd

see how close the cowboy and

the environmentalist stand."

"Yah, whatever, thanks for

the lecture Mom. Keep your

eyes open for the next gas

station, I'm gettin' down near

empty."

MuUan's
Mullings...

What will I miss most?
Will it be searching through
trash cans for lost front page
photos at 4:00 am on Friday
mornings? Maybe it will

be listening to Michael
Morris debate right wing
politics with anyone
(everyone) for hours on end.

Perhaps I will long for that

lovely, I'm going to vomit,

have a nervous break down,
what do you mean all the

film got exposed, feeling I

get at 10:00 PM on Thurs.

night.

No, now that I've

thought about it I think what
I will really miss most is

the indescribable elated

feeling one experiences
during the early morning
hours of Friday. No one
else on campus can
understand the joy that

overcomes the editor-in-

chief as the last headline is

pasted down. At this time

the paper is done for the

week and I am the happiest

person at Colorado College

or perhaps in the entire

southwestern U.S.

So, it's all over and it

went so fast. Just a whirl

wind of Louie's pizza

boxes, waxed paper and

screen savers. It seems like

just yesterday that we were
bemoaning and cursing the

whole thing and now the

masochistic side of me feels

almost nostalgic.

Looking back on the

semester. I want to thank

Lynda Olman for remaining

sane through pages and

pages of misspellings and

incomprehensible
grammar. I want to thank

Tad Ware and Karen Zeder

for taking on the position

of the ever so popular

opinions editors. Sports

section Editors Adam
McVeigh and Mike
Rabinovich brought the

beer and put-out a virtually

perfect sports section every

week. Thanks to Matt
Lewis for his ever so
creative headlines and
enlightening wisdom on
illegal substances. The
semester just wouldn't have

been any fun without the

presence of wacky
Misdemeanor models Seih

Fisher and Mike Drcnnan.
Thanks to Stacey Sowards
and Brian Orminston for

hanging out with mc late

into the night. Thanks to

my Arts Editors, Drew
Crumbaugh and Langdon
Foss, for enlightening us on

music,comics and creative

layout design. And of

course thank you Chris
Flood, you're a photo God.
Thank you to everyone I've

forgotten who made my life

easier this semester. Good
luck to Scott Craig and
Erika Williams and next

semester's staff.

I'd like to lake this

opportunity to apologize to

any Bush/Quaylc
supporters, fundamentalist

Christians, defenders of

family values, or

grammatical fanatics I may
have offended over the

courseof the semester. This

is a college newspaper and

peace. love, justice,

friendship and good will to

all are our ultimate goals.

Merry Hanukkah and

Happy Christmas, have a

rocking break and I'll see

you all in 1993!

MEGHAN E.

MULLAN
Editor in Chief

Wiggett Wonders -"Why?"- Somalia, Pearl

Harbor, and Holidays
By BRIAN WIGGETT
Catalyst Staff Writer

As I'm sure everyone is

3ware, or should be aware, the

51st anniversary of Pearl Harbor

wasjustrecentlyobserved.Sadly,

1 suspect this infamous day

generally passed right by our

generation. I am hopeful

December 7 wasdownplayed due
10 the current military mission.

Our armed forces are currently

over in Somalia, and we tread a

fine linebetween peacekeeper and

police. And it's amove I endorse.

I, in my rather liberal

background, have almost always

viewed the military with fear or

outright disdain. And so this

operation seems to be a great

publicity action, as well as the

right thing to do for a starving

nation. One can rightfully

question why we aren't doing

anything for those suffering in

Bosnia, but as least we are doing

some good. Even us skeptics can

see the positive results that should

come of this mission.

Yes, I'm as shocked as you

are that I'm condoning pro-

government and pro-military

action. I just wish this was the

only need for our armed forces.

This goodwill trip also restores

my pride in our country. I know it

has it's problems, but we are still

one of the only nations in history

to move into a coimtry to redeem

it, not conquer it. And no matter

how bad our government can

seem, it's still better than none at

all. Stop me before I start

sounding like a political

commercial for president.

Ifonly our military wasn't so

shortsighted about gays. It's as if

the commanders expect the

current gays in the armed forces

to start dressing in drag and

having sex together as soon as

they can, once the discriminatory

law against homosexuals is

dropped. I figtu'e if the Army,

Navy, Air Force and M, rines all

have "closet" gays, as the

government has admitted, and it

still functions well, what's the

argument? Ifanyonechooses life

in the military, they have my
endorsement. Of course, if gays

are accepted into the military,

they might have to move the

Academy to a less restrictive state.

Sotry, I've been weaving in

and out of a main point that

doesn't exist. Probably the

holiday season affectingme. And

that brings me to another idea: if

you are particularly well off

(chances are if you're reading

this, youqualify)consider having

your relatives and friends give

money to charities in your name

this year. Funds atmost charitable

organizations are down this year,

and this money would likely be

appreciated. lust a thought.

I'd also like to congratulate

Ms. Mohrman. This makes us the

only upper-echelon college in the

country with women as the

president and all vice-presidents.

I hope she does well.

Happy holidays to all, and

keep yourself squarely in trouble.
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Opinion
To the Editor,

This letter is being written

in response to both Michael

Morris' and Brian Wiggett's

op/eds in the last Catalyst. We
were more than a little

frustrated that two out of the

three op/eds that addressed

women's issues were written

by men who were obviously

uninformed about abortion

and feminism, and rather

presumptuous in their tone.

Mike: we. as active feminists

in our right minds, have never

had any qualms about
addressing abortion publicly.

First of all, stating that what
is "emotional" and what is

"rational" are mutually
exclusive is an age-old tactic

that has been used to

invalidate women's positions.

In addition, remaining within

this hierarchical binary
framework allows you to

present yourself as a

"rational", objective voice on
this issue and place yourself

in opposition to those

"emotional", therefore
irrational (by your logic)

parties who have a vested

interest in the issue. However,
yourpersona! characterization

of "the real abortion issue" as

being a "question of whether
or not [it] is actually killing a

life" reveals your agenda

which is suspiciously similar

to Randall Terry's. Focusing

the argument on the "life" of

the fetus is a pointless

philosophical exercise that

ignores the real day-to-day

necessity for women to have

control of their own bodies

and proper access to abortion.

Historically, it has also been
the anti-choice movement that

has supported state-by-state

legislation (as you propose)

as part of their agenda to

restrict as much access to

abortion as possible.

Regarding Brian
Wiggett's piece: before
writing about what feminism
won't do ("save the world")

perhaps you should rely on
better sources to critique than

one man's opinion on what
feminism can do. You have

every right to critique Craig's

article, but you should be more
careful in your references to

what feminism is about.
Maybe you should reserve

judgment on what the feminist

"credo" is until you have a

knowledge of feminism that

is wider than the opinions of

the few individuals to whom
you refer.

REBECCA
KAMINSKY
RINA KOFMAN
SHANAGOLD

P.S. these are, in fact, our
real names

Editors

bawl
tears

of pain
Deer Readers,

Wee, Karen and Tad.
wood liche two extend
hour grate-est thanks to

hour loyal reeders (all

fore of ewe). Thru yore

support and
encouragement, wee
found the strength too

edit. Yew maid hour job
sew fun and rewarding
that wee weep at the

thought of know more
issues. Hour speling has

improved tremendously,
and typose are a thing of

the past. Eww motivated,

caring and involved
bunch of intelligent nuts!

It's knot an adventure,

it's just a job. Big wet
lickery kisses and Thank
you for your support.

Happy Holly-daze.

Lustfully,

The Ware-Zeder
Coalition
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Elections for student government will be held Friday, December 15, in the Worner Center
atrium. The terms will be for the Spring Semester only. Ballots will be delivered to Worner
mailboxes. All students are eligible to vote. The polls will be open from 11 am to 7 pm.

Each of the CCCA candidates were asked the following questions:

1

.

In what activities have you been or are you currently involved in on campus

and how have these prepared you for a student government position? (Do you

intend to go abroad second semester?)

2. What personal qualities will make you an effective council member?

3. In particular, why are you running for the specific office in question?

4. What initiatives might you pursue once in office?

President
John Langhus
1 , RHA - Malhias Hall President, Political Union, Feminist Collective, CCAP, Theater

Workshop, Strategic Planning Committee for Admissions, Tuition and Financial Aid,

HAGS, ORG, The Catalyst.EPOC

2. 1 try to think before I act, I am open to having my opinions changed, I listen well and

seek out opinions and ideas different than my own, and I am a die-hard believer in coalition

building as a way of dealing wiUi issues.

3, Although! am always open tonew ideas, I have several ofmy own which I think would

help facilitate many of the tensions on campus. I also want to be in Ihe position (as CCCA

president) to be die primary link between the studentbody and die Board ofTrustees. Finally,

I'd like to insure that CCCA supports the same sort of cool events that we had last spring.

4. 1 want CCCA lo return to being a student advocacy group. 1 believe dial die CCCA
officers must be willing to clash with die administration and the Board of Trustees when

student concerns demand it A recent example was the administration's opposition to

informing prospective and first-year students about the high incidence of rape in Colorado

Springs. I want CCCA to offer full funding for sociaVcultural events such as Rainbow Jaw

which seek tobring members ofdifferent groups together. 1 want students to retain their voice

io the upcoming/continuing debates on the future of the college through die Sffategic

Planning Process and odier venues. 1 want 10 extend CCCA support to groups such as die

Accountability Coalition which seek to hold the college accountable for decisions which

affect student life. I want to see full-fledged open discussion of issues ranging from niition

increases (including where the extra money will go), building diversity atCC (in botii faculty

and thestudentbody), theGreek issue, and others which seem in needofopen communication

between various groups. I want organizations which receive CCCA funds to be held

accountable for them. Cutler Publications is the most obvious example. With die many

complaints which have been voiced this year, the CuUer Board will have to justify die

S60.OOO/yr. which ttiey receive from CCCA.

Financial Vice President
Aaron Lloyd
1. 1wasamcmber ofCCCAmy sophomore

year; specifically, I was on the Budget

Committee. lam involved in numerouscampus

groups.suchasA.S.IA,ENACT,andNARAL.

I have been a writing tutor, which hasrequired

professional responsibility and time

management. As a fourth year student, I have

experience and am well aware of issues on

campus and the concerns of smdents.

2. I am honest, I care about student

organizations and the students involved, and I

am experienced at dealing with the

administration. I am responsibleand committed

lo improving student activism on campus. I

am against Amendment 2!

3. Because I feel it is the position I am

most qualified to fill, and the position where I

could have the greatest impact. Historically,

minority andleministgroupshavehad difficulties with geltingfundingandbeingrecognized

as valid organizations. I would be concerned and active with this issue.

4. Examining the student organization budget proposal process to make the procedure

more accessible and simple. Increase accountability for funds given to Culler Board and

other large recipients. Increase openness and public disclosure of funding and budget

processes.

John "Mac" McDonald
1 . 1 am currently involved in theCCCA

as a member at large. I am also a staff

reporter for The Catalyst. I intend lo be a

FIJI pledge next semester and to join ihc

Aikido club. Since I am already a member

of the CCCA I feel that I have some

experiencewilhlhecouncil and enjoy being

there.

2. 1 fee! that I am a paiienl and open

minded person and always Iry to listen to

the meritsofolhers ideas even if I disagree.

I also think that because I am a u-ansfcr

student I have different perspectives and

ideas on what a college is to provide for ius

students.

3. 1 have been a mem ber-at-large and

feel that I would do a good job as an

executive council member. 1 am running

forFinancial VP because 1 have experience as a ueasurcr at my previous college and I also

want lo make sure groups at CC who need funds for their activities get them.

4. 1 would like to raise campus awareness of what the CCCA is and how students can

use it to communicate problems with the administration. I would also like to push the

administration to change Rastall policies and keep electronic equipment thai students use

in better shape. I also am interested in changing the way events are advertised so that much

lesspaper is wasted.

Cast your ballot on Tuesday, December 15^^
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Stxjdent Co>srcER]srsVicePresident
Beverly Vasquez
1 .CCCA - member-at-large.The Nugget

- editor in chief, Volunteer Action, Cutler

Board of Publications, Minority Concerns

Committee, Traffic Committee, Gamma Phi

Beta, Cabin Advisory Committee. These

activities have taught me responsibility and

dedication. I have learned leadership skills

and dealing with others. Also, my previous

experience on the CCCA has given

2. I have strong leadership skills and a

strong dedication to commitments. 1 am

motivated and work v/ell with others.

3. Addressing student concerns is one of

the most important things for CCCA to do

because we are the student govemment.

4. Because 1 think studentcorxems are so

important, I will try to address any concerns

and questions. Also, student relations to faculty and administration are very important and

I would try to work on improving communication and mutual understanding.

r _ Sunshine Lawiey
^^^flHftU^ 1 . My leadership involvement inc]ude^

^PHHH^^K being an outdoor wilderness leader for the^"^^^
Outdoor Rec. Committee at CC since rru

first year, as well as my past involvemcni

throughout high school at the Colorado

Rocky Mountain School, participation In

the Chicago Urban Studies Program (social/

political/economic issues of the city - bui

most importantly awareness and respect of

diversity/cooperation and tolerance),

teaching and facilitating non-violent conflici

resolution and art at an alternative school for

underprivileged children in Chicago, as well

as my involvement in the"! Have A Drejm"

program and tutoring in Colorado Springs.

Other activities include: WLTI (V/omcn's

Leadership Training), RHA vice presideni

my first year, student council VP in highs

school. Volleyball captain (2 years CC intramural, 3 years high school competitive), plus

SHARE, NARAL, and the Feminist Collective. What I have learned from these activlijos

most importantly - assertiveness, respect of difference and opposing opinions, and the need

for cooperation, respect and tolerance.

2. 1 feel that the most important qualities that I can contribute to CCCA are assertive

communication, commiunent lo the issues and working hard, my honesty, ideas and

enthusiasm and most importantly, my wiUingness to learn and work with others in

cooperation. I also feel that it is very important that women's voices are heard and contribute

to leadership for balance and understanding.

3. 1 see this position as giving me a great opportunity to be involved, committed and in

continuous communication with the campus as a whole and individual groups. I would \\kt

to ensure that students continue and always have a voice and influence in devisions that affcci

the whole college, its future and crucial decisions. I would like to reflect student concerns,

celebrate diversity, racial awareness/respect for all, theCC community (including Trustees)

as well as fun, uniting events such as the continuation of the Spring Fling Concert senes,

coffee house (student hangout) and other events that bring people together.

4. The initiatives that 1 would like to prusue once in office include: coalitio building, to

bring groups together in communicatin and cooperation, awareness/respect/celcbration of

diversity, as well as holding the college accountable for claims of muhiculturalism and

strength in diversity, making CCCA more of a student advocacy group that deals with

student life and concemsand not entirely asa faculty/student group, creating an environmeni

of open communication and understanding across all lines of difference and opposiuon.

student involvement and influence on all committees and groups with administration, ihe

Presidential Commission, Strategic Planning, etc. on all issues that effect student life on

campus, more community outreach and interconnection between community and campus

groups.

CoNSTTTxmoNrALVicePresident
Shawn David Levin
I. Although this is my first semester in college, I feel I have participated in many

activities which have prepared me for a student government position. Being the Secretary/

Treasurer of the Class of 1996 has given me the opportunity to actively participate in the

homecoming weekend celebration. Contributing to the final four games started my
productive career at CC so far. I took on the responsibility to obtain Womer Quad, get it

lined, and get all necessary items from the physical plant. This great experience taught me
many things.especially how to organize an eventand deal with the faculty and staff to reach

productivecompromises. In addition to homecoming, being a class officerhas given me the

opportunity to meet with officers of other classes and receive insight from their point of
view. Working with minority life department at true understanding of the minorities on
carapus'sopinions and ideas were obtained. I helped arrangeRainbowJam Uiis year, which
turned out lo be a great success, and I profited again by learning of die vast ideas here on
campus. I assisted in the organization ofMock Trial, Alcohol Awareness Week. Currently
lam working on several differentcommineestoorganizealeadershipretreai with theOffice
of Minority Student Life and helping get togeUier ASIA week for March of 1993. 1 am also

working with my fellow class officers to arrange two functions; one for Uie school and the

other for class of 1996. 1 am confident that my many experiences here at CC already have
helped prepare me for a student government position.

2. 1 feel many of my personal qualities will make rae an effective executive council
member. To start off with I am both a dreamer andadoer(someonewhonotonly Uiinks of
ideas but implies them as well). For me being active is an integral part of my college
experience - 1 enjoy being active and helping solve problems. I am able to use resources
given to me effectively and productively. Most of all I want to make a difference, it has
always been a part of me to create new and improve upon die old.

3. Ifeel there isadefiniteneedforafreshnewperspectiveon things. 1 have several years
experience widi parliamentary procedure, that used in dieCCCA meetings. I know thatdiis
will further ray experiences and abilities oncampus. I know diat I will be a tremendous asset
to CCCA and the college-campus-community as a whole.

4.
1
will help revise - overtiaul - die constitution. A project has been started in die

revision process, and finish iL I will make it my main objective to make campus a better
place.
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"HILTON INN/PEPSI HOUDAY' WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT

ELPOMAR
Times TBA

DECEMBER 29 and 30

OPEN TO NON CC COMMUNITY

CC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA AND
CHAMBER CHORUS WINTER CONCERT

Ronald Foster, Conductor with Works by Handel,

Excerptions from The Messiah. Mozart Orchestration,

Vaughan Williams, The Wasps Overture, Wagner,

Siegfried Idyll

MONDAY. DEC 14 - 8:00 PM
PACKARD HALL

-CHRISTMAS VACATION HOURS 1992-

wQmm Q*Mfus cewEfi
-Saturday, Dec 19 - Clou Cnme depending upon

weather, appmx. 5 pm)
-Monday, Jan. 4 • Ftiday, January 8, Re-Opai 8:00 am
4:30 pm
•Saairday, Jan. 9, Open for regular hours

BOETCHER
-Saturday, Dec 19, C3ote 12 Noon
-Sunday, Jon. 10, Re-Open 4:00 pm

-Friday, Dec 18 Cbne 4:30pm
•Monday, Jan. 4 - Friday, January 8, 8:30 arn • 4:30 f

-Saturday <£ Sunday, Jan. 9 i 10 Closed

-Monday, Jan. II. Open 8:30 am (Regular Hourjf

-Saiurday, Jan. 23, &30 am - 4:30 pm

RA^ALL DINING HALL
•Sanuday. Dec 19, Oose 1:00 pm
•Sunday, Jan. 10, Re-Open regular hours

BENJAMINS
• Friday. Dec. 18, Oose 1 1:00 pm
-Monday, Jan. 11, Re-Open 7:00 am

Christmas Vacaiion Hours Cont'd.

BEMIS DINING HALL
-Viunday, Dec 17, Close 700 pm
•Monday, Jan. 25, Re-Open regular h

FRATERNmES
•Saturday, Dec 19, dose 12 Noon
-Moiutay, Jan. 10, Re-Open 8:00 am

-TUTT LIBRARY-

SYMPOSIUM January 20 lluoush January 23, 199

1

- Wednesday, Jan. 20 8 AM • Midniglii

-Thursday. Jan. 21 8AM - i PM
(end ofJanuary Half-Block)

-Friday, Jan. 22 SAM • 5 PM
-Saturday, Jan. 23 9 AM - 5 PM
-Sunday, Jan. 24 Noon - Midi\ighl

-Monday, Jan. 25 Block V Begins

EL POHAR S CARLE HEIGHT ROOM

Friday, December 18 Normal building hours

Saturday-Sunday, December 19-20 CLOSED
Monday-Friday, December 21-24 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Friday, December 25 CLOSED
Saturday, December 26 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Sunday. December 27 CLOSED
Monday-Thursday. December 28-31 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Friday. January 1 CLOSED
Saturday January 2 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Sunday. January 3 CLOSED
Monday-Saturday. January 4-9 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Sunday. January 10 CLOSED
Monday, January 11 Resume normal building ho

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

** Be on the lookout for

information about

Alternative Spring Break 1993

available next week. This year's

sites include such exiting

destinations as Appalacia,

Chicago, Louisiana, Juarez and

Torreon, New Mexico.**

HEY ARTISTS!

Coming back for HALF BLOCK?
Longfellow Elementary School

is having an

ART FOCUS DAY
on THURSDAY. JANUARY 14.

They need people to present

interactive dance, music or art

projects to 1-3 graders and 4-6 graders.

Stop by the Communitv Center for

more information.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

IDRNTITY CARDS

are available right here at

CC! Come by the

Office ofIrUemational Programs

for more information!

lALlftMg^

HOLIDAY
GREETINGS

HAPPYHOLIDAYS

TO EVERYONE!

THE OFFICE OF MINORmf STUDENT LIFE

5,1

Interested in Studying in a

Foreign Country?

We'll help you get started!

Visit our office between 12:00

and 4:00pm

MONDAY through FRIDAY
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Monday
14

*12:00pm - •ROOM 4er-A

ROOM OF OUR OWN,
CC's own a capella group.

You've heard us at coffee

house, well now we're

having our own concert.

Come enjoy some great

pop, jazz and folk music.

Perkins Lounge.

12:00 pm - The director of

ACM Program in Czechos-
lovaUa will discuss this

exciting new program.

Womer WolcottRoom 11 7.

Sponsored by the Office of

International Programs.

Tuesday
15

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Adive for Peace,

Womer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club.

Womer Hayes Room 213.

12:00pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Womer Peabody
Room 218.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning
Quattm Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by
Academic Computing.

*S:00 pm - ANNUAL CC
FLUTECHOIRCHRISTMAS
CAROLS. We stand near
the fireplace and serenade
students as they line up for

dinner. Womer Center.

Sponsored by the Music
Department.

*6:30 pm - Silem Signing

Hour. Womer Howbert
Room 216. Sponsored by
the Sign Ljanguage Club.

7M) pm - Uvesounds,
Womer Greg Room 212.

*8.i}0pm- CC CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA AND CHAM-
BER CHORUS WINTER
CONCERT. Ronald Fostor,

conductor with works by
Handel, excerpts from The
Messiah. Mozart orchestra-
tion, Vaughan Williams,

The Wasps Overture, Wag-
ner, Siegfried Idyll. Pack-
ard HalL Sponsored by the

Music Department.

7:30-9 am - CCCA Student

Government Elections.

Womer Center Atrium.

12-7 pm - CCCA Student

Government Elections.

Womer Center Atrium.

Wednesday
16

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

12:00pm - MEChA Womer
Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-6pm - Advanced WP
5.1 Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Col-

umns and Macros. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

Thursday
17

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.



WEEK

Friday
18

3:30-5 pm -WP5.1 Graph-

ics. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

Saturday
19

Sunday
20

On-Going Events
and IVIeetings

THE DEADUNE FOR THEJANUARY 25Jt THIS
WEEK" IS MONDAY, JANUARY 18 AT 4M) PM.
YOUMUSTCOMPLETEA ONE-FEU-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS
WEEK' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINEHTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Ttiree Wednesdays, 5.30

pm, Warner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chape) is open tor meditation, prayer end
rellection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$30 CC; $35 non-CC lor semester
Boettcher Basement

Akk/o Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement Japanese marVal art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASEBE
PROMPTI Focus Is on technique wftfi references

Id applications ol dally lite.

•This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Womer Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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After the Dust Settles

Some Strategies For

After The Career Fair

Now thai ihc Career Fair is over and the Womer Cenier lobby has

relumed lo normal opcraiions. what happens now? "Schm(X)zing"

at the Career Fair with Colorado College alumni/ae and other

representatives is only the firsi step towards building an effective

career development network. Here is a quick checklist of additional

steps you can lake lo niake the most of the Career Fair.

i.Eilabluh coniaci with ihe represenlalivt. Hopefully at the Caiter Fair you w

ihose aiumni/ae and otlier professionals in whom you weie most interested. However, if you were not able

to talk 10 a particular individual, we have the list of names, addresses and phone numbet^ of all the

participants so you can contact them now.

1. Contact the individual at hisiher place ofemployment and ask if it is possible to set up an addiLonal

mceiing lo gel more infonmation. Tliis meeting can have several purposes:

a. If you are undecided and need more information about career fields, it is a great opportunity

to explore a particular career field. Arrange an "infomiaiionaJ interview" witli the individual,

prepare questions beforehand, and then interview the peRon for the information you need. (The

CareerCcnier has guidelines and questions for informational interviews.)

b. Job Shadowing is an excellent way logeia feel fora job or career field. It involves

shadowing an ir>dividual for a day or half-day while she/he goes about her/his daily work

c. Expand your own career development network. Ask the individual if he/she knows someone

else you can contact for information alxiut jobs, careers, job hunting, or even job opening:;.

3. Send a ihank-yoa note. After you have visiled the individual for an infomiational interviewer

shadowing, a thank-you note is a musL The thank-you note serves several purposes:

a. Ii is a courtesy extended lo the individual to Ihank himAier for her/his lime and consideration,

b- II is more likely she/he will remember you when you follow-up at a later date seeking further

information or assistance,

c You might come to mind when shefliehcarsof a great job that would be perfect for you.

4. FoUow-up. Keep reconJs of your contacts and follow-up periodically with those alumni/ae thai you want

to keep as part of your network, A call every 6 to 8 weeks to update them on your job or career search and

to see if they can be of any help is recommended.

Rememt>er. lo make a person pan of your

thai individual. It is asking a lot to expect

key to making your network woric for you!

network, you need to establish and

remember you after one conta

rapport with

Follow-up is the

Internships

The Unitarian Universalis! United Nallon.s Office

Internship

The intern will edit the newsletter. Window on the

World, follow environmental issues, manage a part-

time internship program, help to organize

conferences and assist with office woik. Applicants

must possess leadership skills, organizational ability,

and compulerexfierience, To apply, send cover

letter, resume, writing sample, and names and

addresses of three references. Stipend covers basic

living expenses, Ttie year-long internship begins 6/1/

93. Atrolication deadline is 2/26/92 . Contact UU-
United Nations Office, 777 UN Plaza, Suite 7D. NY.
NY 10017, USA, 212-986 5165- (Ministry-Related

Oppoftunilies Notebook)

Outdoors Wisconsin Leadership ,Schnol

interns assume leadership responsibilities in areas

including ropes courses, rock climbing, initiatives,

sailing, and canoeing, in an education program which

focuses on team building; personal growth, and
leadership development for adolescents, college, and
adult groups. Interns are also involved in program
design, facility maintenance, and administrative

duties. Completion ofjunior year, some experience

leading groups, and a high level of enthusiasm and
energy required. Generous stipend plus room and
board provided. To apply, send cover letter, resume,

and three references to: Cathy Cosier, Box 210,

Williams Bay, WI 53191.

(Environmental Jobs Notebook)

Cheyenne Mountain 7j»olopical ParK
Zoo is looking for a junior or senior with a major
relaUng to education or envinanmental interpretation

to fill an education internship. Intern will assist with
the Zoo's summer day camp program, and will help
design and implement the program. Applicants must
be willing to work with children and have prior camp
counseling experience. First-aid cenificaiion is

helpfiji. Internship begins mid-June and lasts till

mid-August; S600 stipend is included. To apply,

send resume and cover letter to: CMZ^Educalion,
4250 Cheyenne Mountain Zoo Road. Colorado
Springs, CO 80906. Application deadline is May I.

1993 . (Colorado-Based Internships)

Fieid Rlolf>t>T lnternshir>^

Interns study the influence of fly nest parasites on
blucbini behavior and immune response in Camiel
VaJIcy. CA. Duties include hiking to check boxes
and examine nestlings and flies, recording data, and
lab slide preparation. Suitable for college credit.

Mid-March to mid-July 1993. Housing provided.
Send resume and iwo letters of reference with phone

numbers to Dr. Jenella Loye, Dept of Entomology,

55 Briggs Hall, University of California, Davis, CA
95616: (916) 758-4728. FAX, (916) 752-1537,

(Environmental & Science Internships Notebook)

Inlemship Abroad! University of Miami's Office

of International Programs has developed a program

where students arc offered an internship tailored to fit

their specific needs. Internships are available in

Australia, London, Latin America, Paris, the

Philippines, and many more foreign countries and

cities. Totally immerse yourself in a foreign culture

while working in a meaningful iniemship which

directly relates to your academic and career goals.

Iniemship fields include: business, arts,

communication, healthcare and social work. S450
scholarships are now available. Contact Charloile

Kassab, Office of Inlemalional Programs, P.O. Box
248072, Coral Cables, FL, 33124-3300; (305) 284-

2936. flntemalional Inlemships Nolebook)

Four Corners School of Outdoor F^ucation

Four Comers seeks interns to assist wiih outdoor

field programs offered by the School. A background

in biology, archaeology, botany, or geology is

helpful, but not required. Iniemship lasts from 2-6

months during any semester in the year. School

offers room, board, and small stipend. To send foran

application, write: Four Comers School of Outdoor
Education. East Route, Monlicello, UT 84535,

Application deadline Febmarv 1. 199 ;^. (Summer
Job Opportunities Nolebook)

Volunteer

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolyn Gianarelll

Adult l^rnlny Nphvork

Tutors needed to help adults prepare for the GED in

all basic subjeds. Tutors would be working with

adulU with little reading experience and possibly

little knowledge of English, on a one-to-one basis.

Tutors must be over 2 1 and be able to give a 6-month
commitment of tutoring 2 hours per week. Tutors

must also be trained in a 12-hour workshop on

Tuesday, January 12 and 19. and Thursday. January

14 and 21 from 6-9pm. If training is wanted lo help

teach English as a second language, a 4 hour
workshop is offered on Saturday. If interested, call

637-3640 or 473- 1 160 to get more inTorTnation and
lo be placed on the reservation list.

(Education Jobs Nolebook)

HotOfrihePr.^r

Updated list of "Graduate Oppwrlunities for Minority

Students" is now in the Career Center.

Multi-Field, Arts. Humanities, Social Sciences.

Sciences and Engineering. Business, Law, Medicine
and Health, and Religious fellowships and
scholarships are included in Ihe list.

Come in and check it out. . .it may change your life!

(Minority Grad Pnjgrams Nolebook)

Career Center Staff:

Ride Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Researeh & Resources Coordinntoi
Patli Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Part-time/Seasonal

Maria MitchHI Ohscrvatory offers summer

positions for astronomical research for qualified

undergraduate students with interests in astronomy,

physics, matliematics and/or computer science.

Students are able to explore scientific careers and

conduct independent, supervised research. Minimum

of one year of college level physics is required. The

program also features seminars on astronomical

topics given by visiting scientists. Participiants may

also assist with astronomy classes for young people

and with weekly Observatory open nights. Positions

available starting June Lending August 3 1.

Housing provided, and a monthly stipend of SLOCJO.

Some travel funds are available. Deadline for

ji pplication is February 15. 1993 . ContacI: Eileen

D. Friel, Direaor, Maria Mitchell Observatory, 3

Vestal Street. Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)228-

9273 or (508)228-9198. (Summer Research

Opponunities Notebook)

National Institutes of Health (NIH) offers Summer

Internship Program in Biomedical Research al its

laboratories in Belhesda, Maryland. Under the

guidance of NIH scientists, students work on research

projects in a variety of areas. The Program hosts

weekly research seminars featuring prominent NIH
scientists, workshops on career opportunities, and a

poster session which provides siudenls an opportunity

lo present their reseanrfi. Iniemship rtjns

approximately lOweeks, mid-June to the end of

August, but dales are subject to adjustment.

Applicaiion deadline is Febnjarv 1. 1993 . Conlact:

National Institutes of Heath, Office of Education,

Summer Iniemship Program, Building 10, Room
ICI29, 9000 Rockville Pike. Belhesda. MD 20892;

(30 1 )402-2 1 76. (Summer Re^arch Opportunities

Notebook)

Delia Waterfowl & Wetlands Research Station

Researth Station needs 10 summer research

assistants. They will help researchers study breeding

waterfowl in Manitoba, Canada, including

canvasback brood ecology, telemetry on teal, and

breeding effects in mallards. Includes SI .200

(Canadian) per month stipend. Submit letter of

application, resume, transcnpis, and 2

recommendation leilers to: Dr. Frank Rohwer,

Forestry Wildlife and Fisheries, Louisiana State

University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, (504) 388-

4146. Indicate availability of a car and starting date.

Review begins in Febmarv. (Environmental &
Science Inlemships Notebook)

The Institute of Ecosystem .Studies

Summer research opportunities available for

undergraduates. Parlicipants experience the entire

research process, while being exposed to the

inlelleciual, theoretical, ethical and social coniextsof

ecology through seminars and discussion groups.

Participants receive S3000 stipend for the !2-week

program. Contact: Dr. AlanR. Berkowiiz. REU
Program Director. Institute of Ecosystem Studies,

P.O. Box R. Millbrook, NY 12545; (914) 677-5358.

(Environmental & Science Inlemships Notebook)

Wait DLsncv World Inc. Musical Auditions

Disney will be holding musical audilions in various

cities around ihe country for positions with one of the

Disney musical ensembles. Those chosen will

perform in one of the following musical groups:

American College Orchestra. All American College

Show Band, and the Best of Disney Jazz Combo.
Applicants must be able lo play an instrument witli

three contrasting styles, and be able lo sight read. If

chosen, you must be able to travel to California or

Florida for the summer, have an outgoing

personality, and demonstrate outstanding laleni.

Employment will be from May 30, 1993 lo August

14, 1993. Positions will receive weekly stipend and

possible college crediL Auditions beein December
18. 1992 and mn through Febmarv 14. 1993 . Wriie

or call: Disney Musician Auditions '93. P.O. Box
10.000, Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830; (407) 345-

5701. (Summer Job Opportunilies Nolebook)

Oregon Stale University

Oceanography summer intern program available for

students in the sciences, mathematics or engineering

to gain hands-on experience in one of ihe nation's

largest academic oceanographic research programs.

Applicants must be enrolled in an undergraduate

degree program and must be a U.S. citizen or

permanent resident. The program runs from June 14

throughAugust 13. and the stipend is S2600. To
apply, send completed application, transcript, two
letters of recommendation, and a letter explaining

interest and academic and employment background

by March I. 1993 in: Dr. Robert Reynolds,

Oceanography Summer Intern Program, c/o Sue
Pullen, College of OceanograpAy. Oregon Stale

University, Oceanography Admin Bldg 104.

Corvallis.OR 97331-5503. (Science and
Technology Internship Nolebook)

ScholarshipsI

Fellowships/Grants

The Raoul vyallonherg Scholarships

Hebrew University of Jerusalem armounces 10

scholarshipK for graduates to study leadership.

Program begins in Jerusalem with an intensive

summer Hebrew language course, followed with

weekly seminars, internships, luiorials, and site visits

with Israel's leaders. Benefits include full tuition,

plus 5 1000 travel subsidy. Additional financial aid

is available for living expenses. Dates of

employment are from July, 1993 to June, 1994.

Candidates must have Bachelor's Degree, two

academic tetters of reference and a letter of

nomination from Dean or Chair. Deadline is 2/16/

93 . Contact: Office of Academic Affairs. The

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1 1 East 69lh Slreei,

New York, NY 10021; 212-472-2288 Fax:2I^
5 17-4548. (International Internships Notebook)

Woodrow WlLson Program In Puhllc Policy anct

Intemallonitl Affairs

Provides variety of summer programs and graduate

fellowships to minority siudenls. Junior Year

Summer Institutes last from 6-8 weeks and are

located at universities across the nation. The typical

curriculum includes economics, maihcmaiics, and

pjolicy analysis, with an emjrfiasis on communicaiion

skills. Senior Year Summer Institutes and Graduate

Fellowships are open lo students who have completed

a Junior Year Summer Institute and are accepted into

an approved graduate program in public policy or

inlemalional affairs. All applications must be mailed

directly to one of five institutes noted in the brt>chure

on file in the Career Cenier. Application deadline i;

Mar<;h 12. 1993 . Contaa: Richard O, Hope. Vice

Presidenl and Director. Woodrow Wilson Program in

Public Policy and Inlemalional Affairs, The

Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation,

Box 2434, Princeton. NJ 08543-2434.

(Summer Learning Opportunities Nolebook)

The Graduate Institute of Peace Studies - Full

Scholarship Program
Kyung Hee University in Korea provides a globally

orienled peace education program for future world

leaden. The program is designed to develop well-

rounded leaders lo lead the world into the next

ceniuiy. Programs of study focus on public policy

and business. The Institute offers full scholarships

(fees, educaiional materials, and room and board) lo

qualified candidates. Write to the Office of

Academic Affairs, the Graduate Institute for Peace

Studies, Kyung Hee University, 258-5 Bupyong 2-ri.

Jinjobup. Namyangjugun Kyonggido 473-860,

Korea. (Graduate School Shelf File - Government/

Public Policy)

Full-Time

Merrill Lvnch & Co. Investment Banklnj^ Croup
is looking for qualified undergraduates to join their

Analyst Program in Chicago and New York. The
finii round of interviews will be finished in January;

resumes are due bv Christmas . Merrill Lynch
analysts work with senior officers, travel

domestically and intemaiionally. lake part in client

meetings and presentations, and coordinate

marketing presentations. If interested in Chicago

px>sitions, send a cover letter and resume ASAP lo

Michelle McKinnon, Investment Banking Group,

Menilt Lynch & Co., 5500 Sears Tower. Chicago,

Illinois, 60606 and no later than December 18.

1992 : (312) 993-2125, If imeresied in New York

positions, send a cover Ictier and resume to Sharon

Simmons, Director of Undergraduate Recruiting,

Merrill Lynch & Co., World Financial Center, 250
Vesey Street, New York. NY 10281. (Business and

Induslry Jobs Nolebook)

The Denver office of Trammell Crow Comt^anv
is recmiling for the position of Analyst This entiy-

level position offers an intensive, hands-on

exp)erience in the commercial rcal estate industry

with Ihe leading firm in the field. More information

available in the Career Center. Qualified candidates

will be contacted to schedule an interview in late

January. (Colorado Jobs Notebook)

The Career Center Staff

extends our best wishes for a

joyous holiday season!

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer
Johnna Kietzniann Shariecn Pisciotia

Jennifer McLean

The Career Cenier promoies and adheres to a
policy ot equal opportunity In all aspects of

employmenl and education. We do noi knowingly
llsi jot) opponunities from employers who
unlawfully aiscriminaie.



Friday, December 11, 1992 CCCA Election THE CATALYST

]VIE]V1BER-At-LaRGE (Voxe for ten)
David Coffey
1 . The activities I have been involved in

at C.C. include: intramural - soccer, hockey,

volleyball and basketball, CCCA member-

at-large, Little Brother/Sister program, and

Rugby. I think that the sports 1 have played

here have prepared me to work well with

people, to be a good team player. As aCCCA
^^ _, y, _ member I served on the Budget Committee

^Bk P '^
jf and the Constitution Committee so 1 have

^^^^0 m some CCCA experience.

=" ^ 2. I think a major personal quality I

possess is that 1 get along well with people. 1

^^tJj =«^S2^^^

,

haveworkedwithinnercitykidsfromDenver

^«**^ii* jf <,*^!?*^^a^^^^^ V\ as well as the terminally ill at the Hospice of

St. John. 1 work well with people and get

things accomplished. I also haveagood sense

of humor. I am very persistent (I used to be a

telemarketer). I also have some experience

with public speaking. I have a strong work ethic and accomphsh what I set out to do.

3. 1 am running for member-at-iarge because I enjoy being a part of student government.

I like seeing how things work, what makes the wheels turn in campus decisions. I also want

the opportunity to make a difference.

4. Basically the major initiative I will have while in office will be to save the world. Then

I think I'll take a nap.

Sarah Beaubien
1. During the Fall semester, I have

participated in the Shove Chapel soup kitchen,

student hosting, outdoor recreation club,

Resident's Hall Association, ENACT,
Volunteer Action, NARAL, Intramural

Hockey, HeadStartatOteroElementary, and

student employment at Rastall. I feel that the

more I know about life and activities on the

Colorado College campus the better suited I

am for representing C.C.'s students. No, I

don't intend to go abroad second semester.

2. 1 believe thatmy levelheadedness will

especially help me to be a competent council

member. I also feel diat my ability to be

patient yet persistent is important in holding

a position on council. Honesty, however, is

my most prominent value.

3. 1 am excited to represent students of

C.C. and to make important decisions for the entire college. But I realize that I must start out

in a basic position.

4. 1 would like to see our campus become more diversified. It could be opened up to

minorities such as Native Americans, African Americans, and Hispanics. I would also like

to commence a project to abolish paper and plastic in Benji's. Another ambition would be

to change the system of watering the grass on campus to better conserve water.

Jessica Clare Shiner-Breznau

1. I'm a first year student, and so

consequently have not had opportunity to

participate inactivities oncampus that would

further my qualificauons for government

office. Activities: BreakOut volunteers block

break ttips.BGALA.CCChamberOrchestra,

Shove Chapel Council. HAGS
2. 1 feel this question is radier ridiculous

- Icould goon abouthow wonderful I am but

would that really tell the campus what I'm

about? I think noL Furthermore, I'm sure it

would be quite repetitive - wouldn't want

them to have to suffer through iL Other than

that I like Pink Energizer Bunnies.

3. A woman that I respect asked me to

run for this office claiming that there was a

need for "people like me" to ran for CCCA.

Therewas also a need for Members-at-Large.

4 Was this fate'' I just came out of an amazing and exciting conversation about social

change and this woman walks up to me. She asks me to run for office as a Member-at-Large

in CCCA this was probably furthest from anything I've been thinking about in my life

recently. Yes, she admitted that there was a lack ofcandidates, yetwas quick to say that there

is a need for people, such as myself, to be in CCCA positions. Who are people like myself?

Well, just about everyone. Everyone has their own agendas - causes they are fighting for or

the apathy that plagues this nation. There is a need to combine these sociopolitical agendas

and incite the apathetic into a movement thai wiU be comprehensive in scope. I don't know

what this would entail; perhaps it will takea whole volume ofbooks to go into enough depth

and details. However, 'it' needs to start somewhere. CCCA could be one such spark.

-iK/f

i

Daniel Link
1. Being ihc president of BGALA this

year has been an imporiant experience for

mc. Il is boih challenging and rewarding to

work with such a diverse group of people.

With the passage of Amendment 2 it is

obvious that much work needs to be done to

dispel myths and educalc people. Through

acting as a leader of a campus group I have

learned to deal with many different tyjhrs of

people as well as with the administration at

CC.

2. 1 believe that I am a patient and fair

person. I think I am approachable and can

listen, as well as articulate and act on

people's demands.

3. I feel I would be effective as a

member-at-large because 1 am willing to

take the initiative on issues as well as to

responsibly perform some of the more boring tasks that come with the job.

4. It is my concern thai the desires and needs of all students are aired and considered

fairly. I would like lo see a greater voice given to all minority groups. 1 think I am among

many CC students who have never even seen a member of the Board of Trustees. Better

communication is needed between students, faculty, the administration and the Board of

Trustees.

Sara Romero
1. The following activities thai I have

been involved in on campus have prepared

me for a student government position by

giving me leadership, organization and

communication skills. Teamwork is the

key to organization and getting things done:

Women's Lacrosse, Intramural Softball,

Intramural Tennis, Job at C.C. Bookstore,

Volunteer Action member. Volunteer for

Clinion/Gorc campaign.

2. My involvement in numerous

activities throughout high school and

college have provided mc with high

leadership qualities and skills in

organization. I am also friendly and

outgoing which allows me to communicate

effectively with others.

3. IwouJdlike tobecome more involved

at Colorado College and have an effect on what happens here.

4. I'd like to work toward more open communicadon on campus allowing students to

have more of a say in what happens.

Chris McCauley
Ll try to stay active on campus. I play

club rugby and many intramural including;

soccer (outdoor and indoor), volleyball,

basketball, tennis and hockey. I recenUy

became a pledge in the fraternity of Sigma

Chi. I hope to run for fraternity office as

well. I'm a member of NARAL and

BACCHUS. I wasastudentcouncilmembcr

in high school and was head of several

committees. I Uiink that my involvement in

athletics shows that I can work as a

contributor and a leader in groups striving

towards a common goal. My desire to be a

member of CCCA was bom out of my

studentcouncil involvement and my desire

to be an important pan of this campus.

2. 1 am an organizer; I like to put

logeUier activities, teams, events, etc. that

will benefit myself as well as others. I am also an active contributor when on a committee

or team. I like to share my ideas as well as consider other people's ideas. 1 don't like to fad

,

so I try as hard as 1 can to accomplish my personal goals.

3. 1 would like to be a member at large as an entry level position to get the feel of how

the CCCA. operates and to be an integral part of that operation. I also am thinking of

Poliucal Science as a major and think this would help me. Hopefully, together we can get

a lot done for this campus.

4. 1 want to move up in office after this year. Hopefully, something ca be done lo further

the recycling on campus. We've barely tapped the amount of recycling that can be done.

Possibly we can sponsor programs by Amnesty International and BACCHUS, and help

them further their involvement in campus activities. This would help CCCA become even

more of an influence on the Colorado College campus.

B
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Kasandra Griffin

1 . 1 have been active with ENACT since

Igothere, and with NARALand the Feminist

Collective this year. Those, and all the groups

i have been in before, have helpedme practice

my decision-making processes. I am also on

the women's ultimate team, buti don't think

that relates to school government

2. 1 like being in groups and I also like

taking charge to get things done. I am careful

about spending money, which is important,

since that is the main thing CCCA does.

3. 1 would like to get involved in CCCA
but don't have time to commit myself to one

ofthe higher positions, I've never been in any

school government and 1 think it would be

fun.

\ 4. I'd like to put some more support

towards the minority groups on campus, 1

would also woik to make communications between students and officials - especially

trustees - easier.

Carol Lee Camacho
1. 1 am currently involved in Volunteer

Action. This is my second year in this

program. VA is not only fun but a very

T^ponsible experience. It gives me a chance

to be there fw someone else. Even though 1

have not had any government experience at

Colorado College, I was involved atmy high

school with student council and FBLA.

2. Each council member will their own

special qualities but specifically I will bring

my sense of humor and ability to relate with

people. I believe it is important to have fun

when working with othersjt is vital to work

as a team but also work individually. 1 feel

that those two qualities are most prominent in

3. First of all, I want to become more

involved in my school. This is the perfect opportunity to learn more about others and

myself. Then my hope is to help thestudentby being in the council. As a member-at- large,

I would strive to help ^e students with whatever problem that would arise.

4. 1 would Uke to be on the Res. Life committee because I would like to help students

who have problems with Res. Lifejust as I have had this semester. But 1 would like to help

CCCA and the students in any way possible.

N. Erica Ponce
1 . 1 have a great deal of experience in

volunteer work. I helped organize Special

Olympics activities in Denver, and 1 have

also been involved in Volunteer Action for

two years, f can use this experience to help

CCCA become more community-service

oriented.

2. 1 am patient and very open-minded,

I am interested in any new and innovative

ideas because changes are always needed

to improve any organization.

3. Last year I was on the Food Service

Committee, so I have experienced one of

the many functions of the council. As

member-at-large, I feel I can best contribute

to the effectiveness of CCCA.
4. 1 would like to address the awareness

of environmental issues. I would also like

to pursue student concerns, such as housing, meal plans, etc.

Eric Brittain

|^V/-:n
',' :'* >'^'''^??^!^<J^ 1 . StudentBody V.P. Senator, Colorado

5.'.*-*i>-' ' VX\'>A<^^
Student Association V.P. at USC. Blue

Key and T.W.LG. at C.C. As student body

vicepresidentoftheUniversity of Southern

Colorado I initiated several programs to

improve student life, I wish to continue

serving my peers through student

government at C.C.

2. I enjoy working through political

systems to bring about meaningful change,

I feel I can bring experience and a "can do"

attitude to CCCA.

C.C. My experience as Vice President of

the Colorado SiudentAssociation has taught

me to look at Student Government politics

as a way to improve student life.

4. 1. Propose membership in U.S. S.A,

2. Propose a new minority enrollment program.

3. Propose maintaining and improving a need blind financial aid policy at CC.

4. Propose the official recognition of labor pay at CC.

5. Propose zero landscaping at CC,

6. Propose increased hiring and teniuing of minority faculty members at CC.

Mark Bearce
1. On campus I have been involved in the Latin American Junta, for students that are

interested in Latin America. I am a big brother in the Volunteer Action program. I have

participated in the AltemativeBlock Break program, working on community service projects

in the San Luis Valley. I am also involved in the Film Series, selecting film festival themes

for the campus fihn fesdvals. Besides these club activities, 1 try to attend and support as many
of the campus activities as I can. 1 am a big fan of our^student theater productions, The Great

Performers Series, Coffee House, local bands, etc. I also hope to get involved in student

periodicals as the year progresses.

2. 1 am a good organizer and leader. I have previous student government experience that

I feel will add to my performance in CCCA. 1 would like to think that I am pretty open-minded

and non-jaded; something thati feel is really important in leadership at a Liberal Arts College

like CC. Also, while I do of course have personal goals I would like to see happen if I am
elected, I will also act in a representative capacity, reflecting die wishes and interests of my
peers.

3. 1 am relatively new to CC and it would be a bit unrealistic to run for a higher office,

say . . .president. The member-at-large office will afford me an opportunity to participate in

CCCA and learn how it works, what its su-engths are, and where it needs help. I will be able

to get involved in specific committees that interest me, and will have lime to put my full

energies into those areas. 1 think the member-at-large idea is great because it will allow me to get direcdy involved where I diink I can do
the most good.

4. My first goal is to see whether the CCCA is really representing the student body of Colorado College. If it does, great. If not, I hope
to push it until it does. After all, CCCA is die students only real voice to die administration of our college.

Secondly, I think CC {or more specifically the CC student body) could have a much larger voice in our community than it does. Let's
face it, Colorado Springs is provincial. Cultural and science facilities bond issues don't pass here. Educauon is denied funding here.

Discrimination is made legal here. CC could be a strong lobby in this community if die students got out and made some noise. Everyone
here has an agenda, wheUier it is hemp, the environment, education, civil rights . . . whatever. I would like to see more student involvement
in these sons of issues. Lei's face it, we do have to live nine mondis of the year in diis town. We might as well make some noise and try

to convert the heathens while we're here.

Dennis G. Apergis
4. With new president Kathryn

Mohrman at die helm, C.C. will be sailing

into new and uncharted waters. TheCCCA
has the potendal to play an important role

in diis transition to steer it in the student's

direction. I, Dennis G. Apergis, as a

member-at-large want to help CCCA fully

actualize this potentiality.
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Yolves are

Getting Worked
tVipeout

Scheduled in T
minus ten

Seconds
To the Editor.

Wolves. We were
introduced to the storybook

bad guys as youngsters;

Little Red Riding Hood,

peter, and The Boy who
Cried Wolf .conditioned us

to fear the wolf. For most of

us. the irrational fears of

wolves (along with those of

lions, tigers, and bears) have

faded into the distant past,

replaced by love and respect

of the animals. Movies and

media present images of

poachers and hunters who
indiscriminately kill wolves

and other animals in the name

of personal profit and
pleasure. People are

momentarily outraged,

others shed a few tears.

However, important issues

[hat have been raised are

dismissed because there is a

general sentiment that

individuals can do nothing

to change the current of

events.

Alaska plans to kill

wolves in order to inflate

game herds. An article in the

November 19 issue of the

New York Times details

Maska's decision to practice

extensive wolf control so that

herds of moose and caribou

^ill be larger. The reasoning
}ehind this control is simple:

luniers want more game
faster than nature will

provide it, and killing natural

predators of this game is the

quickest route to more prey.

The repercussions of human
interference with nature in

'he form of wolf control are

great.

1) The Times gives the

following population
statistics: moose and caribou
fierds number over one
''billion in Alaska, while
^here are less than 7,000
"solves. Aerial tracking and
shooting are permitted, so

finding and killing wolves is

relatively simple. Alaska's
plan entails the killing of
"lundreds of wolves a year.

How long will it take for

*^olves to disappear from
''^laska with efficient wolf-

''Unters in helicopters? How
iiany game animals do
^Uhters need at the expense
''f an already small wolf
population?

2) Nature 's predators kill

off the weak and sick prey,

and by doing so, they insure

survival of the fittest. Man
takes the biggest, strongest

game specimens and leaves

the sick and weak animals

behind to perpetuate
themselves. Nature
maintains a balance between
available food and
consumers. Natural cycles

keep herds from becoming
too large or too small. Man
plays with numbers to create

ideal situations for himself,

even if it might mean that

hundreds of animals starve

and die due to starvation.

Which is more logical?

3) Some areas face the loss

of 80% of their wolf
population. Such a blatant

disruption of the ecological

chain is bound to create

problems. Only about 10%
of the South Central and

Interior areas of Alaska will

protect wolves completely

from the new wolf-control

policy. Is Alaska going to be

able to justify the long-term

damage of such apian by the

short-term gains of Alaskan

hunters?

4) Bears, another
significant game predator in

Alaska, are also in danger of

being "controlled" in the

name of inflated game herds.

How much damage will be

allowed in the name of

hunters' greed - do we kill

off all natural predators and

let the hunt run rampant and

free?

The above problems are

not simply far out

speculation. They are real,

and they are happening here

in the United States. This is

inexcusable, yet it is in your

power to change it. Write

your state senators and
representatives to let them

know your opinion. There are

certain groups, such as the

Alaska Wildlife Alliance,

who could give you other

direction. A few letterss to

politicians, protest groups,

and newspapers expressing

concern can,, make a world

of difference. Take a stand

and stop this senseless

killing of Alaskan wolves.

"Blessed is the person

who sees the need,

recognizes the

responsibility, and actively

becomes the answer" -

William Arthur Ward

Sincerely,

JAMIE ROBERTS

The (Sorry) State of the

Nation at Colorado

College
To the Editor,

After almost one

semester at Colorado College

I have noticed a few things

that are out of whack. Since

I am a transfer student, I had

different expectations for

what the school would
provide. Some of these ideas

are because I came from a

very large school, but some

of them are things that should

occur at any school no matter

what the size. Over the

semester I have compiled a

list of a few things I think

that administration needs to

work on or I'm coming after

them.

First of all, how many
people have told some
member of Marriot or the

administration to change to

hours of Rastall dining hall

to allow students to eat

dinner later. 1 ate dinner with

the head of Marriot at CC
and the Business Manager
who agreed that the hours

need to be changed. What
has happened? Nothing, but

something better change
soon. 1 was also promised

that McGregorwould receive

washers and dryers which
had been promised to the

residents of the dorm last

year. What has happened?

Nothing, and 1 am getting

very tired of walking to

Loomis to do my laundry.

How many of you have

really observed security on

this campus: Were you at

Jackson House the night they

came to break up a party and

just stole the keg instead?

The two security personnel

didn't tell people to leave.

They simply picked up a keg

that did not belong to them

and stole it. What a great job

guys, you're worse than the

cops. Also, since McGregor
is the target of arsonists, we
have had increased security,

but 1 just don't think an 80

year-old man is going to stop

anybody.
Have you been to the

library recently? If you have

you must know that the copy

machines are always broken

and that out of four

microfiche and microfilm

copiers, only one works.

How can we copy
information for research

papers and other academic

projects ifall of the machines

are broken. That is probably

more important than

anything. Why is work
assigned if we can't do It

because the equipment is

broken . Someone better get

on the ball because otherwise

there might be a copier

revolt.

Though these problems

are not all the fault of the

administration, mostof them

are. We, the students, are

the ones who have the voice

and pay the money (the most

important thing) to the

school. If we have a problem

then we need to speak up.

There is no reason why
students cannot address their

concerns to a member of the

faulty or the administration.

This is your wake up call

Colorado College.

Everybody wants change in

the world. Why not start right

here at your own school? If

you can't affect your schools

policies then you will never

be able to affect a bigger

community. Speak up and

voice you concerns. You pay

all the bills.

MAC MCDONALD



THE STUDENT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
says THANK YOU to the Colorado College community for helping

raise over 104,000 in firm pledges for theDIALogue ANNUALFUND
The following individuals and businesses provided prizes for student volunteer callers

THANKS
Jewelry Design

Adun's Leaf
Africin Impons
KinnAgee
AH Thit Glinen
Julii Asdenon
Ken Andrews
Anne & Minn's Ice Cretm

Doubletree Hold

Anhur Murray Dance Suidic

Artistic Hail Dcsignas

Randy Bibb
Bienda Badial

Baggy Pants Gsllcry

Chris & Tracy BcU
Diane Benmngho£r
Ralph and Divmc Beitrand

JcffBieri

Black Eyed Pea
Blue Columbine
Blue Sky Ronl & Gifts

The Body Seen tcr

Maiti Booth
The Broadmoor Hold
Budget Tapes & Records

BndBuaow
PimBuick
Bulger King
MaiyBush
Jan Cassin

Ove of the Winds
Centerpoint

Chick-Rl-A
Chili's Grill & Bar

Eddne Gaik
ClilT Dwellings Museum

Clifton

$20 gift coiificatc

tuxedo shirt

African necklace

Baked goods
S2S gift ceriyicate

chocolate chip cookies

homebrcweo bo
lOo )r yogurt

dinner for 2 in Palmer's

free weekend use of cimcorda/VCR
3 1/1 private lessons, 1 group & 1 practice

50% off haircut & blowdry
TV, VCR. or sKiBO repair

baked goods

$1 5 gin certificate

home cooked meal in iheiihomc
Brownies & 9 Homecoming T-shirts

1 box peanut butler meltawayi
CD's
$20 gift certificate

2 pair hoop callings

$25 pfi cotificate

2 ba^ets of lotion, spray& soap

Hockey sUcks, shins & shons
brownies

20 free Whoppos
baked goods

n Vafl

4 passes & 4 for Hall of Presidents

free 1 hi, massage & 9 1 5-miniite free mas
1 chicken sandwiches

2 S5 gift certificates

Bulked goods

20 passes

24X36f>oslcr

Coal Mine Dragon Resuurant S25 gift certificate

College Riannacy picture frames, address books, notebooks

College Shoe Shop S40 gift certificate

Colorado College BocAston: S!00 in merchandise

IXCA S300 toward 2 color TVs (w/SoundTrack)

Colorado College Leisure Prog 5100 toward full futon (w/Fuion Connectia

Colorado Springs Bike Shop SlO pft certificate

Colorado Springs Symphony 2 symphony lickos

Copper Mm. Ski Res
Bruce CorieJl

Kaideai Conon

Daily Plana Option

Dairy Queen
The Date Bar
Dcvelopmcni Office
Marda Dobson
Quis Dougjass

George Eckhaidi
Rita Edgington

Mike Edmonds
Gino Ellison

Janel Enright

Fargo's Pi^
Flute Player Gallery

lay lift tickets

popcorn/candlelight dinner for 2

SlOgificcnificate

CC hockey i-shirt

"glow in the dark' stickas & laundry liquid

5 S5 gift cettificates

2 S5 gift certificates

51 00 cash

ballroom dance Icsson(s)

banana bread and pound cake
baked goods
apple pic

2 pes
gift certificate for Old Qiicago's & pudding

4 certificates, ea. for 1 small pizza

sterling silver earrings

Elaine Freed

Cindy Funk
Fuion Connection

Carolyn CianarcUi

EUcn Colliding

Michael Giic«

Helai Gtyboaki

Guide Travel

Mary Haeffeli

part Michael & Deb Hinnigan

Heailhrtcne Inn

Hcnri'i Mexican Food
Mai^arel Hillnun
TemHoridns
Gaylc House
Linda Himemuller
Independent Records
Ironi Springs Chateau

Jenc's Bowx & Treasures

The JoUy Giraffe

Julie Jones-Eddy
Josh & John's

Just Dyelightful Handwovens
Rullippa Kassover

Teny Kemp
KIKXFM Radio

King Pin

KiitgSoopers

KKFM Radio

KRCC Radio

La Baguette
iges Chris Langlots

Janice Lewis

Trni Lindblade

Little Caesar's

David Loid

LosNtnofi

Lots A3agels, Inc

Mann 3 Citadel Theaicn
Maniou Catering

McDonald's
Donna McFarland

) Marianna Mclimsey
McKenna's Pub
Laurel McLeod
Kevin McTeman
Meadow MufEns
Carole Mills

Bob Mollenhauci

Kalhy Monahan
Dolores Moon
Alicia Morley
Mountain Chalo.

Mountain Inn Oriental Cafe
Mountain Man
Pat Munson
Mutt & Jeffs Gifts

New Mexico Shop
Michael Nowak
Old Colorado Music Box Shop
Old Town Bike Shop
Sharon Olcszek

Oliver's Indian Art

^^ The Pampered Palate

whole wheat loaf Panino'a

brownies & Michelle's gjft certificate P»sta di Solazn

FuU futon (w/SlOOfromCC Leisure Program) Paul's Rowers

baked ^ood!
t)..n>-....i.-~,

Old Chicago gift certificate

S25 gift c^tificalc for LdxtenUp

dinner for 2 in her home
2 domestic round-trip tickets

baked goods
2 Josh & John's gift cotificatES

2bundtctkes
S25 gift certificate

lodging & ski lesson/2 lift tickets

baked goods
iicrti from her greenhouse^uiseiy

'April Showers" music box

5 $S gift certificates

$25 ffSi certificate

dinner for 2 at student's dorm
dinner for 2 at his house
CD's & tapes

S free game coupons
$15 gin certificate

CD's & tapes

tapes & KkCC sweatshirts

Sunday Brunch for 2

coupon for 1 large, 2 ite

dinner for 4 (Concept Ri

3 wallets & bell

SI gift certificate

DIALogue meals at 1/2 price

20 coupons
2 loaves homemade bread

blueberry muffins

S20 gift certificate

for 2/4 @ her home

lunch for 2
4 coupons, each for a panino

$10 mft ceruficaie

2 S15 gift certificates

14fteegamc*
S4caih
2 passes, each for 1 8 holes of golf

homemade lasagne for 10 at his home
11 'night owl" tickets & 4 atlmission tickets

baleed goods
2 *5 gift certificates

3 CD's
Christmas tie

$1 5 eift certificate

Sunday brunch for 2
soccer ball & cookies

ballroom dance lesson (s)

Libby Hitmbag cookies

Catherine Rivers lunch for 2 at WoogUn's & pie
Rocky Mtn. Chocolate Ftnoiy 1 pound fudge

Rogers Frontier Bar hat

Round the Comer 2 SS gift certificates

Seven Falls 20 passes

babelle Shaw brownies

Bud Shelton donuts

John & Dindy Sheridan dinner for 4, brownies & earrings

Shaman & Howard law firm $1 00 cash
Hammocks & More hammock

Peak Bowling Center

Sharyl Peterson

Pine Creek Golf Qub
Bob Pizza

Plaza Ice Chalet

Lonune Pluemer
Poor Richard's

The Prelude
Rags "N" Riches
ZcU Rector

Recycled Records

Red Lion Inn

Hoisi &. Helen Richardson
John Rikct

chot ecake
2frc£lL

pic/cookjes

4 movies & desserts @ Poor Richard's

candlelight dinner for 2 at the top of Shove
canister of popcorn & codcies

baked goods
S240 Lowe back pack
lunch for 2
tin with candy

Josh & John's gift certificate

Baja shirt

2 lift tickets and chocolate brownies

Unicom music box
S25 gift certificate

Skale City

The Ski Shop
Ski Sunlight

Leroy Smith

Lisa Smith

Maik Smith

Ron Smith
SoundTrack
Patti Spoelman
The Squash Blossom
Steamboat Ski Reson
Subway Subs
Sara Sugennan
Super Saver

Jennifer Supinski

Terra Veide

Mami Thompson
Tiffany Sq. 6 Theaters

Total Tennis

USOTC - Table Tennis Team
Kevin Vannicr

Video USA
The Villa at Palmer Lake
AI Walker

The Wash Pub Laundromat
Cathy Weir
Whickerbills's

Sally Whiiaker
Wild West Funwear
Nancy Wolf
Wooglin's Deli

Barbua Yalich

mouse plaque

a^He pie

pewter clown
chocolate chip oatmeal cookies

2 certificates for 4 box limches

brownies
Yakitori Japanese Restaurant dinner for 2
Yeais Ahead in Hair Design 4 haircuts & 2 tanning packages
Zero's Ma^c Castle 2 $10 gift certificates

[The following students donated 757 hours of calling time to talk to alumni about the

THANKS!
Karen Calderon

Laui3 CaiT
Jenny Chapman
Megan Dail^
Kate Davis
Anne Dean

Jack Denmar
S?sha Dietschi-Cooper

Katie CfiCola

Kelly Dixon
Menitt Driscoll

Stephanie Earl

Michelle Eddy
Kristin EWund

Samanlha EUlnun
Nathan English

Ansley Evans
Tma Eyre

Jean Ferguson
TVlerFinn
ClirisHood
Wendy Fox
Jason Friedt

Sara Fry
Dave Fumeaux
Kirsten Gabbert
Aimee Cabel
Rene Cabri
Alson Cand

David Gardener
Kantla Gardener
Stacy Gerdes

Amber Gillberg
Cabrieb Guzman

DerikHainy
Angle Harsxjold
Susan Haslcell

Shaiuion Hayden
Wendy Hazen

Shawna Hedlimd
Danyel Howard
Amy Hewlett

Katherine Hughes
Sarah Ittmann
Amber Johnson
Carrie Johi\son
Jocelyn Kasper
KrisKimber

Mirtdy Klowden
Jessica Knight
Lisa Knowles
Mary Koanan
Maria Lara
Jud Lohnes
Annette Long
Monica Lopez
Tonita Lopez
AiTon Lujan

Ashley Magdovitz
Paiua Mathias

Kintberly McCrea
Brick McDowell

Matthew Mc Kown
Jill McMillan

Kylie Menagh
Ma rrit Miller

Christine Moon
Erin Moore
Sara Morton

MarkMullanlly
Colette Munoz
Kathryn Norris
Grefchen Nowak
Janet O'Brien
Amy CLeary
Mary Orcult

Elizabeth Ortiz

Jody Owen
Kaly Palmer

Heather Panlely

Simi Palel

Qiloe Pederson
Jill Pederson
May Penuela
TuPhan

Rob Phillips

Wendy Powers
Alicia Ptilsifer

Sarah Rice
Mackey Richard
Penny Richardson

Kindle Rising
Brenda Rodriquez
Kevin Roskop

Jessica Sabennan
Sabiini Sammons

Celina Santana
Juli Schneider
Angie Setzer
Ketli Shannon
Charity Shouse

SaraSoule
JonSpeare

MaliaSperry
MlndyStam
Liese Stevens
Joanna Stewart
Kale Stewart
Betsy Stockard
Melinda Stocky
Pam Stone

Nicole Strieker
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Head ski bag

2 lift tickets

Old Chicago pizza coupon
cookies

"Death by Chocolate" bars

2colorTv's(w/CCCA)
baked goods
Pena IVim
4 adult (2-day lift tickcw)

20 sub sandwiches

dirmer for 3 at her home
15 passes

Godiva chocolates

dinner for 5 at his home
"Salad bar" soap

baked goods
4 guest passes

back pack

wind surfmg lessons

lifetime video membership
2 $20 gift certificates

CC basketball gear

2 value packs for wash & dry

Christine Suina
Gia Sullivan

Sheryle Tamagini
Lon Tatkovsky
Valeric Tom
Stacy Traylor

Stephanie Van Auken
Bcv Vasquez
Paolo Villa

Susan VUch
KikiVorpahl

Trida Weppner
John WhMeld

Shannon Whittaker
Brooke VWlnMrt
KerriWolfson

THESE STUDENTS
WON GRAND
PRIZES IN THE |^
DIALogue

DRAWING

Antler's

Copper Mountain
Broadmoor
Sherman & Howard
Development Office
Futon cotmection &

Leisure Program
Mountain Chalet
Steamboat
CCCA & Soundtraclc
CCCA & Soundtraclc
Guide llravel

Guide Tl-avel

Dinner for 2 in Palmer's
2 all day lift tickets
Dirmer for 4 in the Tavern
$100 cash
$100 cash
Full futon

Lowe back pack
4 2-day adult lift tickets
20" remote control color TV
20" remote control color TV
round trip airline ticket

round trip airline ticket

Mary Oreutt
Sheryl Tamagini
Merritt Driscoll
Cluistine Suina
Ramona Barhorst
Brooke Wilmot

Brick McDowell
Anna Bamhardt
JonWhitfield
Christine Moon
Paula Mathias
Melanie Cable

3xr

We are proud of our commitment to the gj^^^Hjlililll through

STUDENT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Lisa Knowles, Chair

DIALogue In:!

Recruiting Committee:

Genevieve Greer, Co-Chair
Elizabeth Ortiz, Co-Chair
Jenny Aalborg
Caroline Bruce
Nina Goldstein
Jessica Saberman
Kiki Voipahl

Prize Committee:

Laura Buckingham, Co-Chair
Many Hales, Co-Chair
Arrow Augerot
Megan BiUings
Anne Dean

Anne Dorman, Grand Prizes
Susan Haskell
Katherine Hughes
Fabiola Jacquez
Janet O'Brien

Publicity Committee:

Jeremy Vannatta, Chair
Omar Banmally
Tu Fhan
Gia Sullivan
Seth Vannatta
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Skankin* Pickle to rock the Phi Delt house
By MAITLAND FINLEY and DAVID
BRIAN URY
Catalyst Staff Reporters

Skankin'Picklewillplaya free

show at the Phi Dell house this

Tuesday, the 15th.

They are a good band from the

San Francisco Ska-Punk
explosion, the same scene from

which sprang forth such bands as

Operation Ivy, Green Day,
Psychefunkepuss and Primus. As
Rolling Stone magazine wrote,

"Skankin Pickle is a mixture of

ska, punk, metal, reggae, rap,

fnnk, speed metal, hip-hop, polka,

and vaudeville. Six freaks have

never had such a good time on

stage."

David Brian Ury says

"Skankin Pickle is one of the best

stageshowsaround today, oreven gj^nki
yesterday, now that buck naked

is dead." They are known all over

California for their wild stage antics,

fast paced brass section and extremely

kind tours.

Skankin' Pickle is a six piece band:

one guitar, a bass, a drummer, two Skankin' Pickle Fever.
trombones (slide and valve) and a Their songs encompass everything
saxophone. Ska is generally known to man, from bifuteki to WWF.
characterized by the real fast-like, hell- with an emphasis on The Hair Club for

^i^ ^^

in' Pickle exercising their right to absurd behavior Councsy of DiU

of-swingin', fully full-on full horn
section, and the reggae-calypso rhythms.

This is not a Dead cover band. They
have released two albums, the first titled

SKAFUNKRASTAPUNK and the second

Men. Spin magazine says, "Thanks to

Skankin' Pickle, the Uintah's are the

only mountain range thai runs east to

west." One popular song, "Fakin'
Jamaican", criticizes Milli Vanilli and

other such imitation rasta bands. "Hulk
Hogan" deals with the sensitive issue of
steroid use,

"I Missed The Bus Again" deals with

the common dilemma of missing

the bus constantly.

"Ice Cube, Korea Wants A
Word With You" is a scathing

attack upon Ice Cube's song which
inaccurately stereotypes big

dwarves, small giants, and Korean
cuisine.

Skankin' Pickle is currently

taking Colorado by its xiphoid

process.

They have played several sold-

out shows in the Denver-Boulder
area, and recently appeared on the

cover of Colorado Music
Magazine.

Warning: Skankin pickle is not

a Dead cover band. Skankin Pickle

does not sound at all like the
Records following musical groups: Mitch

Miller and the Christmastime
Chorus, Guy Lombardo and his Royal
Canadians, Reejers, Acid Pigs, Janet's

Basement, or Kriss Kross.

Get drunk first because no alcohol

will be allowed in the show.

Disco all night long
ByMELINDA STOCKY
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Saturday, December 12th, the

French House will be hosting their

annual "Disco Party" for which

guests are encouraged to wear 70's

style attire.

The party will start at 9:30 p.m.

.^^a^-, 11..^^ Originally, a contest for the best

flHOfcfiH^B ^ costume was scheduled, but has been

cancelled. Head Resident Arielle

LeCornec has supervised the

planning of the event and hopes many
guests will come and join in the

festivities. The Colorado College

alcohol policy will be upheld;

therefore guests must bring their own
drinks since no alcohol will be

served.

Although the costume party has

been canceled, people should not be

afraid to wear period wear, as

modeled by an Arts editor to the left.

Just don't expect a surprise apperance

JotaineKeirojki by John Travolta or the Village

Innamed Arts editor ready to boogey the People. Long Live Y.M.C.A.!!!

light away Everyone is welcome.

IDA Oh No It's Culture CALENDAR!
jThe last and final installment for this semester

Hey y'al I, this is your liisichancctt) experience actual, honest to Cod culture litis semester!

If you take the time to peruse this at your leisure, you will surely find that perfect cultural

''iippenin' th:u you have been wailing all this time for. GetoutI See a playl Look atari! Yodel

|"n lop of Utc Pass as if you were Swiss! Go see the Collegium Musicum concert! Whatever

"is. just tin it. Partake of the holiday festivities. You wants it, we gots it. Enough of all tliis

Usual habblini;, lot's hit ii with the culture. So lonu, and thanks for all Ihc fish.

Make pots with Paul

-upins will he coming all llic way out Packard. It's conducted by Marina Ilopkit

c Windy Ciiy lo play a yig with Booth, and it's free.

Norman on Sauirday ol ihc first Go sec ihc play Do Lord Remember Mt

1 of hlock .s. so be sure lo iio and hear which is co-direclcd by our very own dea

of an up-and-coniing hand! li'll he Mike Edinonds,aloniz wiih Adrionnc Lanie

11. ihcre will he hoer, so you have no Seward. All performances will be i

iio. See you there! Sponsored b\ Armslrontj Hall, and days and limes ar

nds. today and Saiurday ai S:{)0 p.m.. TickeLs ar

\>tlciiiiiin Mnsiaun W'uilcr Com en free wiili CC ID. so I expeet to sec you ihcr^

'ivcii this Siiihlax ill <:l)l) n.ni. in It's [>re.senied h> the CC Drama Deparimen

By ELLIOTT PERKINS
Catalyst Staff Reporter

This weekend the pot shop in the

bottom of the Worner Center will get a

new kiln with the help of world-

renowned potter Paul Soldner. Soldner's

kiln building workshop is free to all

comers and will run from nine to five

Saturday and Sunday. Anyone interested

is advised to dress for cold as this is an

outdoor, all day, any weather affair.

Paul Soldner teaches at Scripps

College in Claremont, California. His

pottery has evolved over his career from

the realm of function (mugs, etc.) to the

realm of art (consuuciions that look

like weird boats, etc.) over the course of

his career.

His devotion to artistic pottery has

remained crafty, though. His claim to

fame is as much staked in his pots as it

is in his inventions: the Soldner Mixer,

the Soldner Electric Wheel, etc.. In

addition lo inventing equipment,
Soldner has made astounding

contributions to the potters process.

He pioneered the American Raku
process, in which red hot pols are placed

in a bed of leaves which burst into

flames, and color the pol. Original Raku
was an ancient Japanese technique, and

a closely guarded secret, known to few.

When the ancient technique's

practitioners were loathe lo part with

their moniker, Soldner replied "Since

we do everything so differently, and

you won't call my pots, Raku, I will call

them Ukar." Raku, though, stuck.

Soldner will arrive in Colorado Springs

on Friday night.

The end result of the weekend
workshop will be a high-fire salt kiln.

Salt firing is a process unlike regular

firing in that salt is put into the kiln

during the firing.

The salt reacts with the pots and

creates its own glaze, which is often

pretty. The existing kiln cannot be used

with resin which would affect normal
high fire glazes.

"Don't expect great salt pots too

soon," cautioned a cautious Jack Lew in,

with clay on his face, "It takes several

firings to salt the environment."

Philosophies about the all-important

process of resin buildup vary from Mr.

Lewin's scientific notions of empty

firings to other potters more enthusiastic

conspiracies.

One CC potter, remaining unnamed,

impudently suggested dumping salt into

the regular kiln, basing his argument on

the fact that rock salt is cheaper than

bricks.

Other pot shop denizens suggested

robbing Seven-Eleven and Conoco,

strategies that were more
enthusiastically supported by the

larcenous Adele Schonbrun.

Fortunately for local businesses,

forward-thinking Josh Kelly petitioned

CCCA and that fine organization was

forthcoming with cash. The balance of

the money will be fronted by the deficit

spending Arts and Crafts Commiitcc.

Be on the lookout for a chili-bowl sale

this winter.

The feeling among CC potters,

though, is that the money is well spent.

Soldner is considered a world-class

potter as much for his ability to set up a

pot shop as for his pottery, and it is a

sure bet that his kiln will be a great

place to cook pols. "1 can't believe Paul

Soldner's coming to Colorado College,"

ejaculated a slack-jawed Perry Brown,

with theatrical reserve.

Other potters agree that this is a major

event. Jason Stein, whose sparse, simple

pots are the pride of the shop, said "Now
I don't have to trim or glaze."

Remember, even though jaded, second-

time-around senior Nate Warren said

"Pottery event? There's no such thing

as a pottery event." Anyone is welcome

to come and play with fire and mud.
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The Lupins are coming, the Lupins are coming
Chicago's Lupins show with Sloh why they're the best up-and-coming band around

Dave CaUflhai

Meet the Lupins, clockwise ii-om bottom: Lance Tawzer,

Biter, Jay Rajeck, Blast and Stoley

By DREW CRUMBAUGH
Arts Editor

THE LUPENS
Slob

Tantrum Records m
"It's like slick immaturity,

polished immaturity.. .knowing

what we're doing, ,but not

knowing how we're doing it."

With these words, singer Doug
"Stoley" Stoll describes

Chicago's latest, most likely to

succeed alternative power pop

combo, the Lupins. Taking their

name from a Monty Python skit,

the Lupins contain former

members of Material Issue

(Lance Tawzer, guitars) and

Laissez Faire/Weehawken (Jay

Rajeck. drums &
programming). Although they

put on one hell of a live show,

their debut release, S/oi?, shows

the Lupins in perfect form. Slob

takes the best of Material Issue,

namely their knack for catchy,

yet cheesy, melodies, and

combines it with the power and

enthusiasm of Ride or the

Pixies. Yet the Lupins are not

cheesy. Rather, they write

engaging, or, as Jamie from

Spiney Norman says, "heavy"

tunes with intriguing lyrics to

fit.

Slob opens with "Cheapo",

a little techno ditty recorded by

drummer Jay on his four-track.

The song features rhythm
samples from Ice-T and others

from a French language

teaching record, and is pretty

cool. It leads directly into

"Sunshade", a tune that was

recorded with the majority of

the album at Chicago Trax,

where Ministry practically

lives. "Sunshade" is the epitome

of the Lupins' sound: catchy

sounds; slamming, yet melodic

guitars; shimmering horns;

earth-shaking drums; and biting

vocals. Next is "All Your
Money", which seems to be

about mall chicks with big hair,

and about people going to the

rock 'n' roll show, throwing

their garbage at the freaks. It

also has a killer guitar riff.

"All Over You" follows,

which features a slowed-down

Xymox drum riff. This tune is

really catchy, and Stoley's

vocals about a relationship gone

sour are equally inspiring ("And

you can't pretend that you were

sleeping/Cause you never

closed your eyes/J ust all at once

it's gone away/You can't speak

what you came to say/But that's

OK, cause it's written all over

you"). This song also has a

really cool fiddle part provided

by Fiddly of Chicago's local

Irish rockers, the Drovers.

Bassist "Don't EVER call me
John, my name's Biter"Biter

provides a funky bass line, to

THE INEXPENSIVE WAY
TO MAKE HIGH IIURKS

AUWINnR!
Put just $100 down on a Loveland Student

Loan Pass and ski 10 days (or only $1 5 per

day. You pay as you ski! After your 10 paid

ski days (a total of $250). We'll give you an

unrestricted Loveland Season Pass good (or

the rest of the season. This is one student

loan plan that makes the grade.

AFEWLOVEIAND
SURPRISES

HNW thai fapM MoMliii With 60 (un

and exdting trails on over 830 acres. Loveland

ranks as the 10th largest ski area in Colorado.

Mort MOW Hmi StMMboat An average o(

over 375 inches o( while stuf{ (alls here every

year - more than any Colorado ski area

except one dour Hmm Whtor Nrk Only 56

miles west of Denver on 1-70, Loveland is the

dosest major ski area to the Denver metro area.

For more information or to

order your Loveland Stadent Loan Pass,

caUI400-nS4m

INTliDOeiRG
LOVELAND^
SniDENT
IQANPASS

top it all off. Definitely one of

the best songs on the album.

"People in the Kitchen" is

the next tune, and it is also

rather funky with its driving

guitar riff. The best part comes

at the end of the song when the

band breaks into the drum riff

from the Shamen's "Move Any
Mountain". After "People" is

"When I...", which is probably

the hardest, most scathing song

on the tape. Sample lyrics:

"This is my life, this is my pain/

Looking back, I'm glad it's not

the same when I touched you".

Featuring a long scream during

the chorus, this tune also has

distorted, angry guitar sounds

and Ministry/Nine Inch Nails-

ish vocal distortion at the end,

complementing the spastic

drums of Jay.

Following "When I..." is

"Start Breaking Your Heart", a

funky song if their ever was

one; one which was born to be

played on the dance floor.

Taking its drum line from

George Michael's "Too
Funky", this ditty also features

Fiddly's fiddle and guitars that

make you want to get down and

dance.

"Hope To Say" comes next,

and it is brilliant. This one is

about a guy who is pissed off

that his girl lied to him. and the

lyrics are rather scathing ("I've

heard every goddamn lie she's

ever told me"). Like "When
I...", this tune is rather harsh

and driving. "Blissed Out"
follows, featuring one of

guitarist Lance Tawzer's more
memorable riffs, and it shows
the competency of bassist Biter

in coming up with a good bass

riff. The sample at the end

comes courtesy of the film Big

Top Pee-Wee.

The rockin', throbbing pop
drums of the penultimate song

"Past Tense Now" carry this

tune along, and more of Stoley 's

love-hate lyrics provide the foil

to Jay's happy-to-be drums.

The last tune, "Epoxy", is

typical Lupins fare. It's a good
song, but there's nothing that

makes it stand out from the rest.

Slob is an excellent debut

release for the Lupins. It

perfectly captures their sound,

style and ideas at the time. As a

friend of mine put it. Slob is

pure garage pop in the vein of

"Radio Free Europe"-era

R.E.M., and is as enjoyable to

listen to as R.E.M. is. Seeing as

how the Lupins are shopping

this album around to the major

labels, any label who doesn't

sign them are fools for passing

on this great new band.

CO students will get to judge

the Lupins for themselves the

first weekend of fifth block, as

the Lupins will be playing a gig

with Spiney Norman in

McGregor basement. Miss them

at your peril.

So long, and
thanks for all

the fish! J^
Well, faithful readers, Langdon

and 1 would like to send this little

note of appreciation out your way.

To all who have taken the time out

to write articles for us. muchas

thanks go out to all of you for

maldng ourjob that much easier. If

only you knew what it was like lo

be up aL2 in the morning with four

pages to fill and only two pages

worthofmaterial. Luckilywe didn't

haveto experience thisoften, thanks

to your help.

To the Incoming staff, namely

Scott Craig and Erika Williams:

Good Luck! With all the shit you

have lo deal with (and just ask

Meghan about that), it's pretty

amazing how each Friday at noon

there is a relatively good-qualily

paper to lookat Justmake sure that

someoneotherthanSethvmtesyour

frontpageheadlines.ForArts,don'E

forget the campus likes the beer

review and actually sometimes

reads the rest of Arts. Bye.

$M^'
cry-

SPECIAL GIFTS

FOR SPECIAL FRIENDS
• Fine Old Books
• Vintage Children's Books
• Rare & Old Maps & Prints

AAMSTAR
333 N. Tejon 520-0696
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One buttload of good books, plus some crapola
ByjONELSBERG
Catalyst Staff Reporter

Ladies and gentlemenfolk, this

[nay be the last used book and

i^ord column; Drew told me to

jnake it a doozie. So be it.

What I'm gonna do then is,

with oneexception, only talkabout

Ijooks that I saw only a few days

ago at Four Comers. Thus, if you

are interested in any of them, you

have a reasonable chance of

finding the said books. I would

like to add that I don't endorse

FourComersespecially, but I have

not recently had time to check out

any of the other fine nearby used

bookstores. Many, if not most of

the following titles can surely be

found at the other stores, but I

can't vouch for any in particular.

Okay.

First up. Selected Poems by

Gwendolyn Brooks. This has been

sitting on PC's shelf for weeks

now, and that should end. Brooks

writes beautiful poetry that

sometimes grapples with racial

and sexual politics and always

explodes with life. Good stuff,

indeed, and for a buck seventy-

five, virtually in your pocket

Next up is- probably the most

important. I'm talking about2^ra

Neale Hurston here. Youjustcan ' t

do any better than that Ten dollars

gels you and your best friend each

a copy of Jonah's Gourd Vine,

Zora's first novel (I leave die

mind-numbing arithmetic up to

you). Many of you have probably

read Their Eyes Were Watching

God by now. It is Zora's most

famous book, and conceivably,

my favorite book of all time. We!!,

I'm here to tell you that it was no

fluke. Zora knows how to spin a

serious yam; and Jonah's Gourd
Vine isa full-on cable knit sweater.

Apparently FC got in a shipment

ofremaindersofthistitle.meaning

they've got about ten or so copies

in the shop. This is a perfect

opportunity for anyone in Sewards

fifth block Zora Neale seminar, as

Jonah's... is one of the required

books.

A couple copies of Jerzy

Viosinsld'sThePaintedBird-wcK

in stock. This book will make you

angry, depressed, and horrified in

turn as a child during W.W.II is

molded into the same type of

monster that defiles him.

Now for a special treat. There

are those of you who like reading

newspapers for more than theraw

info, rather because you know
wh atgood writing agood reporter

is capable of producing. This is

for you. If you have a favorite

reporter or columnist, I can

guarantee that their idol is a man
by the name of Emie Pyle. Trust

me on it. Emie was a reporter

back in the thirties for Scripps-

Howard newspapers. They tried

to make him an editor and stick

him behind a desk (thesame desk,

I might add, that mi madre had

when she got her first job at the

Washington Star as a "copyboy").

This pained his soul so he

convinced his higher-ups to let

him get in his Ford coupe with his

wife, Jerry, and drive wherever his

heart pleased. The deal was he had

to send in six columns a week,

about anydiing at all, as long as

they kept coming. Emie spent the

next five years criss-crossing the

US, with ventures into Canada,

South America, and a month in a

lepersorium in Hawaii. During

W.W.II he was a war
correspondent and was killed

by a sniper in the Pacific.

You have never read

anything that so perfectly

and truthfully captures the

essence of "real people"

living "real lives" as in

Emie's columns.

I say all this for the

simple reason that FC has

several copies oi Ernie's

America: The Best of

Ernie Pyle' s 1930'

s

TravelDispatches, edited

by David Nichols, and

selling for Sthree fifty.

The editing job is not so

hot, but Emie's original

collection titled Home
Country is incredibly

hard to come by. This

will have to do.

As for his war
columns, you don't

have to rely on

Nichols' editorship;

you can go for the

originals. The most

abundant of these is Brave Men.

marking in at $4. All the used

bookstores ought to have copies of

this puppy. A bit more on the rare

side is Here Is Your War, which,

happily, is currently on FC's shelf

for SUiree fifty.

Let's face it, who else could

write a full length newspaper

column about a one armed man

rolling his own cigarettes and keep

you as excited as when you first

saw Star Warsl I swear, Emie is

that good. Probably better.

Okay, well Uiat took up more

than its fair share of space so let's

get down to business. The rest of

these are gonna be of the fantastic

variety, meaning, for those who

care, that they reside in the Science

Fiction department. This is for no

particular reason beyond the

coincidence that, of the books in

stock at the time that I recognized

as goodly, many are of the

speculative bent. Some people do

care.

Radix, by A. A. Attanasio, is an

epic novel in every sense of the

word. The story covers hundreds

of years, contains dozens of

characters, and takes place in a

thoroughly mutated far-future

earth. It does get a bit big for its

britches, but we can forgive that as

it was A's fu^t novel. Attanasio

writes gorgeous prose, which is

nice. But more important than that

the story is just plain good. It's an

entertaining novel, and what more

doyou want for two

^=^-wu

measly bucks? ^
Philip K. Dick graces our lives

with his fiction and life. On the

fiction front we see The

Transmigration ofTimolhy Archer

for $two and a half. PKD can do no

wrong (although I must admit that

some of his rights are not as hot as

others). As for his life, we can be

intrigued by Divine Invasions: A
Life ofPKD by Lawrence Sutin. I

thought it was a fine biography.

On the other hand, when Harlan

Ellison was here a while back for

one-o-the symposiums, he told me
that Sutin had completely

misquoted him in the book. I don't

know if that was one little screw

up, or symptomatic of generally

poor biographing. For S6 and a 1/

2 hardcover, you figure it out.

Kim Stanley Robinson isasohd,

reliable writer and a beautiful

person. Hey, I looked diey guy up

in the phone book a while backand

out of the blue asked if we could

have lunch together. He said, "yes."

I'll never wash that ear again. So

you see how he is a groovy cat,

personality-wise. Well, believe you

me diat, the same goes for his

fiction. Memory of Whiteness, at

Stwo five oh is a magical musical

mystery ride. The Wild Shore is a

sobering coming of age novel, and

worth much more than the asking

price of $1.75. The same can be

said, in a totally new way, about

The Gold Coast at S4.50. Both

Shore and Coast are parts of the

thematic "Orange County
Trilogy," the

third portion

of which is the

recently
released
Pacific Edge.

Like
Attanasio 's

Radix. Ian

Mc Donald ' s

Desolation Road
is a full-on epic

novel. Iloved this

book, but do

yourselfafavor.lf

you should deign

to cough up the

Stwo and read this

sucker, DO NOT
read the last page. I

don'tknow what Ian

was thinking, and

who his bonehead

editor was that let it

pass by, but the last

page is some sort of

post-modem twisty-

tumy crapola that farts

in the face of a

wonderful STORY!
Enough said.

I stayed up all night,on a school

night mind you, in order that I

might read all four-hundred some

pages of Lucius Shepard's Life

During Wartime in one sitting.

How the hell much better of a

review could I give? Improve your

meager life, spend Stwo fifty and

experience hardcore literature. It's

the godawefuU trudi thai Shepard

is one of the most literate and

prosaic writers currenilychuming.

Which all but wraps things up.

I mentioned, way back at the

beginning of this interminable

column, that there would be one

exception. One book [hai was not

on the used book shelf at the time

of last checking. Thai book is Fup.

and it Is by Jim Dodge. Fup is the

name of a duck, and Fup is a tall

tale in the best spirit of Jorge

Amado's The Two Deaths of

Quincas Wateryell and J. M.
Bank's Peter Pan. This beauty of

a story fills a mere ninety-three

pages and can be read in under two

hours. It is such a simple read

(which is not the same as

simplistic) that we once attempted

to have three different people read

it cover to cover in one single

Saturday. We would'vc loo, if that

fool beer reviewer Perry (Pooh-

bear) Brown hadn't slacked upon
his end of the deal. Don't fret

though, he finally finished it and

loved it. Dodge fills his little

U-easure widi an immortal hooch

maker, a young man who docs

nothing but build fences, the

aforementioned duck, a vicious

wild boar, and at the end, the

greatestphilosophyoflivinglhave

ever had the pleasure to come
across.

I have often heard people

complain that CO students are

overly fickle and frivolous in re

political movements. I'm banking

on such attitudes when I suggest

that if you are looking for a new

cause, high your butt over to the

library and demand that they stock

up with a few copies of Fup. dial

we might all experience the higher

pleasure of book larnin".

You'll thank me when you get

older.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

BLUE MESA
mUl JEWEIA7 CO. AID BIITO

Come See Where the Local Residents

of the Pikes Peak Region Buy —
At WholmsmI* Prion

Hmimad* Indtan Jvmky By

ZUNI— NAVAJO — HOPI INDIANS
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FETISHES — CLOCKS —AND MOPE
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SRvarorQoM
Custom Ontora

COMB SEE USt

2125 N. WEBER STREET • 632-2111
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Rhythm Method
By KEaiRYTAYLOR
Camtyst StaffReporter

So I turn up fa: pop intaview

number 2, cmly tt) discovo- that CC's

own "Rhythm Method have broken

i^."LastThursdayactually,weplayed

our final gig at "Hie Underground,"

founder membCT, Jason Choo, tells

me.

i try n<x to panic , therehas got tobe

a stay in hoe sonewhere.

"Why did you split up?" 1 ask,

hc^g fw an interesting band dispute

angle. Nothing so exciting. The bass

player, Alek Orloff is spending a

semester in ftance, and their singer,

Laurie Brewsto" is cransferring. That

leavesdrummerRandy, "I don 'tkiKtw

his last name, we weren't a very close

band," and Jasm, guitar, keyboards

^ main lyricist

Rhythm Method played the CC
scerte fcH"twoyears(theyweretheband

oulade the Fraternity houses during

Alcohol Awareness Week).

"Wedidn'tplay very often,"Jason

infofmsme."Somecarapusbondsplay

evoy week and thai can get dulL We
played more fen: aijoymem, and we

only practiced a few days before

shows."ltishard to believe they didn't

practice much as Jasm puts in a tape

andLaurieBrewstCT'shauntingvocals

fill the Town. She sounds uncannily

like Tl>e Sundays' Harriet Wheeler.

"I think we were one of the best

bands on campus." he confesses.

"Maybenot talent-wise.B utmusically

we were very modem. Our music has

been called New Age Rock. It's areal

ccKnpliment to be told your music is a

slq3ahead."RhythmMeihoddidreach

partsolhercampusbandsdonottouch.

Tliey wereoffCTedaiecwding contract

with a J^)anese record company but

turned itdown because not all theband

members wanted to make the move.

TlKy made an album this summer loo

(Ifyou giveJason Chooa blanktapehe

will make you a copy for &ee!). Jason

teoughi the band together and was

responsible for most of the band's

malCTial. "I wrote the music and the

lyricsandthebandsaddedthdrpersonal

styles," he tells me.

"So what's next?" I ask him.

"Well, I'm v/riting a concerto fcff

the college choir, and a poet friend

wants to put his poetry to my music."

Qearly. Iam interviewing no ordinary

campus band guitarist. "I write music

toaccompanymy father'sslideshows.

He'saphotographer."He startsplaying

partofhisconcertoand I feel likedoing

aWayneand Garth "I am not wOTthy"

routine. It's briUiant I ask to see some

of his lyrics and he gives me the last

saig he wrote for Rhythm Method;

"Who will sing these songs?"

ThechOTUs goes "and I know what

you're thinking, you'll never hear us

again" Iam certainly notthinking that

The "Rhythm Method" may have

ended But I am certain we will hear

these four talented musicians again.

Ta daa, la la la laaa be boo
By NATHANIEL FEIS

Arts Bilge Pumper

Fine.

(That's thai dang fuuurin word and

not that 'murican word that is often,

though not exclusively, uttered in

response to such queries as: "How are

you?" or is inserted into (Erases such

as"Man, wasshe/he/it/ihat/thisA'olher

one(wonlIhatbegan thisherearticle)..."

to signify beauty or exquisiteness or

some other desirableness. Just a little

clarification loease thecontinuouspain

thai is life. No need to thank me.) Why
startan artic lewnthawordthatsignifics

conclusion?Atfirst,onemighlcOTceive

that il is tosignifysomedeep,deepway

cool post-modem, post-stmcturalist

sneer in the face of authwity and the

normsand ritualsoforderiy andproper

journalistic and literary styles and

dictates. And if diis one thought that

theymay notbe sovery farfrom wrong

and, also, they might want to stop

takingsomanycourses thatdissectand

reinvent the language for fear thai they

may someday find themselves on a

street comer staring into the vermilion

depths of a stop sign and having

epiphany after epiphany about the

multiple significations thatsiKh a sign

reveals and subsequently be late for

their waiting job (since we all know

that a degree in those liberal arts is

almost as usefulasaplacematfiom the

Grand Canyon or Sanskrit read to a

pony) and end up sharing company

with dismissed stockbrokers and

refugees from the Reagan/Bush

administration all because of those

hours upon hours of reading theory

and pondering meaning, A true

American tragedy.Someoneelsemi^t

believe that this article is to be read

backwards from last to first, but then it

would probably make even less sense

than it does the normal way, though it

might make more sense (that's your

call). Another chap or chapelte might

say that it isbecause this is the last issue

ofthis birdcage-liner.And still another

mJghtviTshthatrdquitansweringthis

pointless question ad nauseam. The

silver trailsofcharteredobliviondance

helplesslyalong thespiralsofinfinity's

cmsL The spawning, die bums. Well, I

can'tremembernow why I started this

article widi thai word(dierearenoeasy

answers in die real word). But, hark,

what ugly day-glo lightcomes shining

through that damned window frame.

Oh, yeah, its dialpagan holiday time of

year again so die airwaves wUl be

flooded with dumb songs and the

electricalbillsforeveiyoneontheplanet

will rise, rise, rise. Why? 'Cause

everyone and iheir dog Vem is putting

up a million and twelve little blinking

lights, or enough lights to land a

squadron ofplanes.allovertheirshabby

houses and rooms. Why? Because

they've all been brainwashed by the

Man and his many hobgoblins into a

plastic slate of perma-bliss, of vacant

smiles and put-on cheo" so that the

machinesofsociety willkeeprunning.

Thenighlmareofconformitycontinues

plunging all of us into a pit of surface

and uncaring. "Nowhere is the misfu

or the dreamerso alone." (God, I can'i

believewhat Ijustquoted; I reallym iig

be tired). What is the point of this

daisychain of the words, the words?

Why are you asking me, whadda ya

think,jus cuz I wrote this onslaughtof

random veibiage diall'm supposed lo

know what it's about And people

wonderwhy I chronically feel such an

overwhelming tonnageofstress wiiha

capital tee (which rhymes with dee and

stands fw diDol). Okay, in conclusion

the producers of this program would

liketo lakea fewmomentstoremember

all of the tittle people, nay, those

individuals of lesser stature, nay, folks

thai ain't quite so tall as ihe average

home sapien as shown in the

Encyclopedia Britlanica as seen on

T.V. Oeprechauns) who put hc^m,

blood, soul, rhythm, and blues into the

creation of this piece of art So, this'U

be the laslpieceofwriting bymyself to

graceihepagesofthisnewsp^)er (sorr>'

it's not very entertaining, but you gei

what you paid for (see note on cliches,

last issue)). In die spirit of closure, I'll

end this written account with a happy

thought At least the fascists among us

haven't outiawed freedom of thougtiL

So. after all of these long and futile

semesters of writing do I have any

regrets?

The funny thing about regret is...

Oh, and ifyou see your mom...

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks a new Macintosh will help

you succeed today as well as tomorrow.

It shows you're thinking ahead.

An Apple" Macintosh' computer is the one holiday gift that will help

you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because

Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applications are

available to help you with any course you'll ever take. There's even

software that allows you to exchange information with computers running

MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible computer
you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don't end when school

does — the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use Macintosh

computers! So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which

Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list. ^^^fc
Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future,

'^^^'

For more infonnation please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6392

© 1992 Apple Cdmpuief, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Maciniosh are registered trademarits ofApple &>mpuier, Inc. MS-DOS is a

registered (radetnark, and Window a irademarii. of Microsoft Corporaiion. 'Based on a survey condoned by &>mputer intelligence, 1991.
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Baseball

realignment? It still

might happen

By ADAM McVeigh
Catalyst Sports Editor

The Baseball Owners' Winter

Meetings were recently conducted in

Louisville, Kentucky, where baseball's

powers that be discussed trades, free-

agent signings. the addition of the

Colorado Rockies and Florida Marlins,

the collective bargaining agreement,

and, perhaps most significantly,

realignment.

Now, I know as well as you do that

ihe realignmentof the National League

was such a big issue this past summer.

However, that was minor surgery

compared to what was proposed at the

owners' meetings.

A coalition of owners put forth a

realignment proposal that would

divide each league's fourteen teams

into three divisons. instead of the

present two division format. This

proposal aims to spark more fan

interest in baseball, and, of course,

make more money for the owners in

order to counteract the spiralling

players' salaries.

The realignment would be very

similar to the NFL format, with three

divisional winners and two wild card

teams vying for each league title. This

would provide for more excitement

over the course of the long baseball

season, and playoff spots have a better

chance of being decided on the last

day of the regular season.

Turning to the financial aspects of

the proposal, the owners would be

making more money off this new
system. Increased television revenues

and ticket sales due to more playoff

games would allow the owners to

increase the average player's pay, as

well as compete for the high-priced

free agents.

While many might say that the

owners don't need any more revenue,

I say that if it brings the fans back to

baseball, then let them have their

money.

Tiger basketball earns 80-54 blowout
By COREY PECK
Catalyst Staff Reporter

The Colorado College men's
basketball team brought a 3-1 record

into the past weekend and came out with

an even better understanding of the fact

that it is easier to gel to the top than to

stay there.

Their first opponent was Bethany

College of Kansas, who came into El

Pomar with an 0-4 record and a desire to

hand the Tigers their first home loss in

over a year. However, CC was just too

much for them on their home court, and

the game was over in the first half. The
Tiger's pressure defense held Bethany

to 32% shooting and forced 3 1 turnovers.

Meanwhile, a balanced scoring attack

and significant contributions from the

entire CC squad led to a blowout, 80-54.

Point guard Aaron Griess dished out 6

assists, Jason Valant poured in 23 points,

and Rick Moore had 13 points and led

the team with 8 rebounds. Phil Lozevski

and Montell Taylor had exceptional

games coming off the bench; and all

told, 14 players scored for the Tigers,

who felt ready to face Black Hills State

on Sunday.

Unfortunately for CC. Black Hills

was even more ready, and anxious to

avenge a loss to the Tigers last year in

which their head coach was ejected.

After a 9-hour bus ride and a trip to

Mount Rushmore, the squad found itself

in Spearfish, South Dakota. Following

the game, the consensus was that even

the bus trip was better than the game,

which was a disaster for the Tigers. In

the words of Coach Walker, "Black Hills

played hard and smart, which are usually

the characteristics of our team." They

weren't on this afternoon, however, as

the offense could not get on track, while

the defense continued to give up easy

baskets. The final was 78-59, and while

the game was closer than the score

indicated, it did not reflect the potential

that this Colorado College team

possesses. It will take some hard work

and rededication to the fundamentals of

the program before the Tigers can live

up to their pre-season billing.

Your last chance to see the fighting

Gins Rood

Senior guard Jason Valant (21) lays in for two as Senior forward Rick Moore

lookson. Valant ledallscorerswith23pointsagainstBethany Collef^e. Hisall-

time school scoring record currently stands at 1,602 points.

Tigers in action this semester is break from your busy weekend to sec

tomorrow at 4 p.m., when CC will face some of the hottest hoop action in the

their cross-town rivals, UCCS. Take a land.

The Weeks in Preview (Dec. 11-Feb. 4)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11

Hockey vs. Minnesota-Duluth 7:35 pm Broadmoor World Arena

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12

M Basketball vs. UC-Colorado Springs 4 pm El Pomar

Hockey vs. Minnesota-Duluth 7:05 pm Broadmoor World Arena

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 29-30

Hilton/Pepsi W Basketball Tournament TBA El Pomar

(vs. Gordon, Judson, UW-Eau Claire)

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JANUARY 2-3

Holiday M Basketball Tournament TBA El Pomar

(vs. Cornell, Gustavus Adolphus, Maryville)

FRIDAY, JANUARY 8

M&W Swimming vs. University of Colorado 1pm Schlessman Pool

Hockey vs. Michigan Tech 7:35 pm Broadmoor World Arena

SATURDAY, JANUARY 9

Hockey vs. Michigan Tech 7:05 pm Broadmoor World Arena

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JANUARY 22-23

Hockey vs. North Dakota 7:35pm/7:0Spm Broadmoor World Arena

MONDAY, JANUARY 25

M Basketball vs. Regis University 7:30 pm El Pomar

FRIDAY, JANUARY 29

M&W Swimming vs. DU and UNC 4 pm Schlessman Pool

Hockey vs. N. Michigan 7:35 pm Broadmoor World Arena

SATURDAY, JANUARY 30

M Basketball vs. Fort Lewis TBA El Pomar

Hockey vs. N. Michigan 7:05 pm Broadmoor World Arena

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4

M&W Swimming vs. Metro State 4 pm Schlessman Pool
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Four freshmen are bright spots in dim hockey season
Jason Christopherson, Jay McNeill, Chad Remackel and Colin Schmidt draw high praise from coaches

By MIKE RABINOVrrCH
Catalyst Sports Editor

Our Tigers have been having a

rough lime in the WCHA this

season, falling to the bottom of the

league with a record of 2 wins and

10 losses.

The team dropped two games

last weekend to SL Qoud State

University by scores of 5-2 and 9-

5 on Friday and Saturday nights,

respectively. The score didn't

reflect the effort put forth on either

night. In fact, Friday night the

Tigers out-shot the Huskies during

the first two periods, actually

doubling their shots-on-net total.

CC's troubles stem from the fact

that even though they were putting

more pucks on the net, their

opponents have been putting more

pucks into the back of the net The

Huskies took advantage of CC's

propensity to allow quality shots

on net, scoring 14 goals in two

games.

Head Coach Brad Buetow has

installed a "blue collar" work ethic

during this last week of practice,

going as faras holding two puckless

practices on Monday and Tuesday.

"We have to start working harder,

like the Tigers of Old, like last

year," said Sophomore forwardRob

Shypiika who collected a goal on

Saturday night "Lasiyearweended

up fourth because everybody gave

1 10%, the whole team."

Catalyst photo staff

Tiger hockey coaches survey a recent practice at Honnen Ice Rink. Head coach Brad Buetow

says of his four freshmen phenoms, " The freshmen are really doing a nicejob." Assistant coach

Greg Cronin adds, "They play with a lot of confidence."

Shypitka's unassisted goal on

Saturday night was one of five

scored by the Tigers. Senior

captain/defenseman Chris Hynnes

collected a pair of goals, while

Sophomore forwardRyan Reynard

also added a tally. Freshman Chad

Remackel scored his fifth goal of

the season with an unassisted effort.

Friday night's game saw last year'

s

All-Rookie team defenseman Kent

Feams score his first goal of the

season. Junior forward Jody

Jaraczewski scored his fifth goal of

the season and raised his career

points total to 84.

The story of the season so far

this year has been the exceptional

play of four freshmen, none of

whom play like rookies. Jason

Christopherson, Chad Remackel,

Jay McNeill, and Colin Schmidt

have all contributed significantly

on the ice for the Tigers this year.

The fearsome foursome offreshmen

have played in 51 of 52 games

collectively and have totaled 41

points between them. McNeill

collected three assists this weekend

to bump his point total to 16,

surpassing classmate Schmidt, by

one point, who was held pointless

last weekend. The twosome are the

two top scorers for the team. Some

CC hockey enthusiasts have even

gone as far to say that the foursome

is comparable to the five forwards

who graduated last season. "The

freshmen are really doing a nice

job." stated Buetow. "They are

very coachable."

"They (the freshmen) are the

most productive guys; they play to

win," added assistant coach Greg

Cronin. "They play with a lot of

confidence."

Some ofyoumightbe wondering

what happened to the Tigers, who

were ranked as high as seventh in

the nation in one preseason poll,

Well, it's safe to say that a

culmination of the many injuries,

including the season ending injury

toFreshman goaltenderRyan Bach,

and the loss of five senior forwards,

coupled with a good old fashioned

dose of bad luck, has brought the

Tigers' record and morale down lo

the cellar.

The team has a positive attitude

going into this weekend's series

with league leading Minnesota-

Duluth at the Broadmoor World

Arena. "We've been woridng really

hard this past week," remarks

Hynnes. "We've got a hot team

coming in. Ifwe could get a couple

of wins, it would really boost our

confidence."

Come out to the Broadmoor

World Arena tonight at 7:30, and

7:00 on Saturday night, to watch

the Tigers, who are overdue for

some victories, battle the

Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs.

Big Cats hit rough waters at Buff Invitational
By DIRK DYKES and ROD
McCAULEY

Sony sports fans, but the Big

Cats' dreams were remarkably dry

lastweekend in Boulder- thatdoesn't

mean they didn't put forth the effort

akin to a Big CaL Despite their high

aspirations (not perspirations), the

Cats hauled in a massive fifth place

trophy out of four teams. "Duh, lik a

haw de hewl deh wee do dat?"

remarked math major/captain Steve

"Monon" Hicks.

Perhaps the biggest highlight of

Saturday was the adventurous drive.

thanks to the weather and Coach

"Wildman" Lear. Passing cars with

glee and off-roading like dey wuz

late, they arrived just in time for

Robby "Pull my Finger" Phillips'

mile. He devoured his competition

andcame away abetterCat.With the

highlights covered, let's move to

Saturday night. The Big Cats feeded

at the Gonda "Lear" Cafe where

Erick "Slick" Walker stunned the

maitre d' when he ordered two cute

and dainty highschoolers glasses of

milk - two percent, not skim. Coach

Lear was pleased v/ith the fluids and

potassium availability, "We're

La Dolce Vita
FINE COFFEES

is now open for business

MON-WED -- 7AM-5PM
THURS-SAT -- 7AM-MIDNIGHT

SUN -- 9AM-2PM

Offering:
Gaffe Americano Espresso

Espresso Con Panna Cappuccino
Caffe Mocha Caffe Latte

Italian Biscottis Bagels
Sinful Desserts Muffins

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Located 1 block south of CC on Tejon

HIUIilllBIKEillD5IIDIffl0lllllimiUnS

HOLIDAY SALE!

Save on snowboards

by Burton and Morrow I

II Day and Weekend g
Rentals; Expert

Tuning and Repair D

Great Clothing and |
Accessories

§ Show your CC ID for 10% OFF your purchase of a
non-sale merchandise through Decembar 241 ~

[immiiMin liiiliiJilHililililililtlilJiniilM

"EXT TO 'THE SKI SHOP'

definitely coming back next year!"

Meanwhile, Matt "It was so pretty

and shiny, I had to" Lorson, \

busy making offwith the restaurant's

prize silverware. Big Cat Man's

devilish behavior carried on into the

evening when he and fellow Cais

Phillips and Zack "Breaststroking is

fun"Steer played pokerandswapped

shirts with a couple of southern

honeys from the Mississippi Stale

Basketball Team.

Sundaycame and LaNate "Sven"

Anderson (he's Scandinavian, you

know) aroused the crows with his

Big Cat debut in the 200 freestyle

wiUi aumeof 1:52:54. "You know

what the problem was," exclaimed

Anderson, "not enough Tito! The

entire race Michael. LaToya, and

Jermaine were all there for me. But

where the hell was Tito?"

Unfortunately Matt "Massive Head

Wound" Diebel could not witness

the meet due to his freak accident

involving a good looking display

case in Womer Center. To topoff the

Cat's success, diver Kent "I wanna

be sedated" Travis, kicked ass. "I

just knew I had it in me, especially

after that burrito." However, tragedy

did strike the Big Cats on Monday:

Erick "Fiesta, this week?" Walker

hadalegcramp!!!ExplainedWalker,

"I just didn't have enough precious

bodily fluids in me.'

Tune in next week, cuz the Cats get

primed for the holidays and set to

take over J's Motor Inn. Will Nate

go caroling? Will Zack shoot poor

Rudolph and make caribou dogs?
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Senior Diver Dunn is CC*s Athlete of the Week
JOSH ORFANAKIS

CflW/ys/ Staff Writer

This week's AthleteoftheWeek

Lara Dunn. She flipped and

[wisted her way to first and second

place finishes in the Buff

Invitational this past weekend. Lara

look second place behind her

Colorado College teammate in the

meter board and left with first

place in the 3 meter competition.

flie Buff Invitational is the first

nieet for a team that starts off a

season of competition with mostly

Division II schools. Placing so well

two events at a meet like the Buff

Invite is quite exceptional.

Lara is from Los Alamos, New

Mexico where she has lived since

she was five. In a town where the

concentration of brilliant

intellectuals is intense, Lara felt

she dealt with the pressure of

academia quite well. Unlike most

whocome from the town where the

leading edge of science is often

developed, Lara found she enjoyed

the humanities more. She says her

parents never pressured her to take

[he physics and biology courses,

which helped a lot in dealing with

ilie academic pressure. While

enjoying biking and hiking (calling

herself a desert rat), she excelled at

diving as she focused on thatduring

her high school years.

Lara has been diving

consistently since herjunior year in

Chris Rood

Senior diver Lara Dunn anchors the women's diving squad.

She recently placed first in the 3m competition and second in

the Im competition at the Bufflnvitational.

high school. She entered Colorado she broke her eardrum. "I freaked

Cot lege four years ago very focused out on a dive from the 3 meter

on compedngatthe collegiate level, board and lost my orientation. I

One meet into that freshman season, came down straight on the side of

my head. It really hurL"* She did

not compete the rest of the season

as she had to wait for the ear to heal.

Lara remembers being very

fnisffatcd by being put outofaction.

She entered her sophomore year

ready forcompetilion, after training

every day during the summer. That

second season was injury-free and

very succesful.

The mental aspect of diving

started to wear Dunn down after

working so hard during her

sophomore year. "Diving docs not

have a physical endurance side so

much as endurance of die mental

side. If you are not fully

concentrated oneach and every part

of the dive you don't dive well."

Lara felt like she needed a break

and a change of scenery.

Lara decided to take a semester

in Florence, Italy. She studied

language, art, history, and tried to

not get killed by the aggressive

Italian moped drivers. She had

planned to take the whole year off,

but found herself ready to come

back to school after die international

semester.

Lara was a little reluctant about

getung back into diving, butdecidcd

that this year would be the last time

she would dive seriously. "I think

half of the battle is enthusiasum."

While this season has started well,

Lara hyperextended her shoulder

on one dive this weekend and has

not practiced all week. However,

Sports Editors

thank writers
The semester has flown by, but

^^ without some great moments in

•Colorado College athletics.

Without the help ofour writers, the

^pus would not have known
'tiout much of what occuned on

^ CC sports scene. Thanks to:

'an Ehrhan, Josh Orfanakis, Tim
fieben, Brian Richardson, Sophy

Jagey, Heather Pantely, Sheryle

'atnagini, Kris Zeits,TraceyLowe,
Corey Peck, Jon Whitfield, Blaine

'Isen
,Ted Smidi, Jeremy Vannatta,

'fian Kates, F.L. Kugrillicutty,

'ii^k Dykes, and Rod McCauley.

Y E A .? S A H E A D

HAtR DEStGN

Wishes everyone a Merry Christmas

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

25% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS

15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

she is holding to her goal of

qualifying for Nationals. She looks

forward to the trip out to California

where die team will compete with

Division HI teams and the judges

are "more sympathetic." Lara's

favorite event is die 3 meter board

because she has found more success

there.

After Colorado College, Lara

would like to do something thai

takes advantage of her ability to

speak German, Dutch. Italian, and

Spanish. While being a history

major, she has looked into education

and museum positions, but her

dream is to work for one of the bike

lour companies as a group leader.

Lara ultimately would like to own
her own touring company. She

believes she could organize

excursions to Europe and all around

the states. She plans to go out west

if ajob opportunity opens up in one

of thecompanies like Backroadsor

Venture.

Between now and graduation,

Lara mainly wants to qualify for

Nationals. Due to injuries, she is

going to focus on performing the

lesser difficulty dives more

precisely as she has found she can

produce the same results as when

she did not worry about getting

hurt. "1 was not too far from

qualifying (for Nationals] my
sophomore year, so I think I can do

it. It would be a great note to leave

Women's basketball

continues early-season skid

SPORTS INFORMATION

Head Coach Roxanne Dale's

troops dropped to one win and six

losses with defeats at die hands of

Colorado Christian University (77-

51) and Dana College (71-54) at

the Colorado Christian Invitational

last weekend. Michelle Berry

continued herstrong play by scoring

34 points and pulling down 13

rebounds over the weekend.

Freshman forward Erin Guinec

scored 17 points, and Junior guard

Anne Stolcis chipped in with 11

assists.

DlGUIDE
TRAVa SYSTEM. INC.

Skiing is not
the only thing
to dofor spring
break. We have
special low
package prices
to Mexico,
Florida, and
the Caribbean.

Call Cindy at 389-6732 or come

into our campus office in

Armstrong Hall.

Carlson Travel Network
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Hfll.inAV HAPPENINGS

Lennox House and Campus

Crusade for Christ is co-

sponsoring a Christmas party

at Lennox House on Sunday,

Dec. 13 at 7:00 pm. Food,

games, caroling, and a message

on the real reason for the season.

Fun, Fun!

$5.00 Christmas haircuts for

men and women—any style.

Look slick for the family

photos! Call Caroline 635-

0932.

There will be a slide show on

the history of archeological

excavations in Greece. The

presentation will lake place on

Tuesday, December 15, at 2:15

pm in Armstrong 300.

Sponsored by the Venture Grant

Committee and the Classics

Department. Refreshments will

be offered.

Student Telemarketers

needed for Annual Fund Gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours. Call

Dolores x6753.

Student Telemarketers really

needed for Annual Fund Gifts.

Great Dav, bonuses, hours. Call

Dolores x6753.

We're not kidding, Student

Telemarketers really, really

needed for Annual Fund Gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours. Call

Dolores x6753.

OTHER HAPPY
HAPPENINGS

Write a Play for the Theatre

Workshop Play-Writing

Contest. The winning play will

be produced in the Spring! Info,

at Worner Desk.

Collegium IVIusicum concert.

Sunday 3pm, Packard Hall.

Breckenridge Adaptive Ski

Program. Volunteer as an

instructor or "ski buddy" for

disabled skiers at Breckenridge

ski area. Receive a free lift

ticket for each day you help.

Contact Chris Lepisto at 634-

3847 for info.

There will be a permanent

"Goodwill Drop Box," starting

2nd semester located in WES
Atrium under stairway.

OPPORTUNITIES

Study in France Spring 1994

with Colorado College, Blocks

5-7 in Perpignan, Block 8 in

Paris. Live with a French

family and immerse yourself in

the French Language and

culture, for more information

or to register, call the Romance

Languages Department at

x6635 or Prof. Francoise

Paheau at x6623.

Snow Tires. 4dunlopQualifier

M+S. 205/60 R14 (fits most

small cars). Will Sacrifice at

50% cost—200.00/set. Please

call 527-1665.

Broncos vs. Seahawks. Two
quality first level, 30 yard line

tickets available for this

gripping (?) AFC showdown.

Sunday, Dec. 20. Will sacrifice

at cost ($30.00 each). Call

Zack atx7747.

CHANGE

Secretary of Treasury. Class

of 1996 Shawn Levin old

number: 7312. New Correct

number: 7033.

ATTENTION
FOREIGN STUDENTS

Interested in

fiAfi remaining in the U.S.
M^^j after graduation?

Let us help you review your options

for obtaining a Green Card
or Work Permit

One half hour FREE consultation

LAW OFFICES OF ANN ALLOTT
2305 E. Arapahoe Rd., Suite 260

Littleton, Colorado 80122
303/797-8055 Fax: 303/7976136
Our Practice is limited to immigration matters

THE HIRING OF LAWYERS IS AN IMPORTANT DECISION
THAT SHOULD NOT BE BASED SOLELY UPON

ADVERTISEMENTS. BEFORE YOU DECIDE, ASK US TO
SEND YOU WRITTEN INFORMATION ABOUT OUR

QUALIHCATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

IMMLAlAr'* A National ConsoTtim of Immigration Law Firms

The Lupins, the best, latest,

coolest band to come out of

Chicago, will be playing in

McGregor Saturday, Jan. 30

(first-weekend of 5th block).

Beer will be served, so make

your plans now!

Mike Drennan is the glue that

binds Colorado College. Our

new President, Kathryn

Mohrman, should consider him

a defacto Trustee of the College.

The Faculty should not be afraid

to consult him on matters

personal and professional. At a

time like this can we really

afford not to?

The Gentlemen

of

Ground
Waste

Cordially Invite

the Entire CC
Community to

Loomis Dry Jam,

Saturday,

December

12,1992, From 9

to 11pm in the

Lower Loomis

Lounge.
Refreshments will be

Provided and LIVE

MUSIC!

Featuring the

Debut of

Mr. Wiggly!

Socks Optional!

One more One a.m. Editorial

Greek minorities

voice concerns about

fairness of review
of us do not belong to these

organizations does not make

us less "Black", less

"Hispanic", less"Asian", less

Jewish", less "Native

American", less "Gay" or less

of a "human being".

Furthermore, one should

not accuse Greek

organizations of lacking

minority participation when

the entire college is as a whole

insufficient in terms of

minorities. If anyone on the

Greek review committee

would like to hear the

concerns and opinions of

minorities and the Greek

system, please talk to the

individuals involved.

Alejandro Salazar. Mecha

Treasurer. Kappa Sigma

Omar Banmally. B.S U

Treasurer. Kappa Sigma

Micheal Drum. Kappa

Sigma

Tu Phan. Kappa Sigma

Luke Casias. Kappa Sigma

Tony Munoz. Kappa Sigtna

Farrell Franklin. Kappa

Sigma

Mike Rabinovitch. Kappa

Sigma

Karen Bononle. Gamma Phi

Beta

Beverly Vazquez. Gamma

Phi Beta

Ed. Note: This letter arrived at one a.m. this Friday morning. Thai

is why it is on the Back Page. Had it arrived earlier, it would be in the

Opinions and Editorials section.

Hugs and Kisses,

The Editors

And Now... Return of the Editor with an Attitude

The Greek system is under

review and the issne of

minorities has had a negative

affect on the pending

outcome. Minoritiesthathave

exresssed concern do not

belong to any Greek

organizations nor do they

understand them.

As Greek minorities, we

feel it is necessary to shed

some light on the subject. We
joined fraternities and

sororities, and attend this

school, not becase of

affirmative action, but

because we are individuals.

We did not join the Greek

system to lose our culture but

to increase cultural

awareness. We did not go to

an institute of higher learning

to become stagnant in our

views. But because of our

decision tojoin, we have been

accused of sacrificing our

culture; we have been called

"sell-outs", "whitewashed",

etc.. This accusation reveals

the ignorance and the

prejudices of our accusers.

Why should we seperate

ourselves from others on the

basis of color?

Some of us do not belong

to minorities organizations

because of our individual

choices. Just because some

Hi kids, it's past your bed time

so I'll be brief.

Birkenstfock^
• Colors, sizes & styles tor everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

Why would anyone sacrifice

every exciting Thursday nighi i

Colorado College for the last yeai^

For love? For money? For love of

money?

No, it was for my resume.

Nothing more, nothing less.

Yes. the paper sucks. Yes, we

don't cover every event on campus.

But that's to bad. I don't care, we

don't care, you don't care.

But, you're reading this and

that's you're own damn problem.

Anyway, it's only college, and

it's only a paper.

Have a nice year,

Brian Ormiston

P.S. Meghan don't be afraid to

call. And, Happy Birthday Carrie,

from the Arts Editor.
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HATHA YOGA CLASSESl

Stretch Yoor Lunch!!!!!

Level I: Mondays 12:10-1:00 pm - Jan. 25-May IS

Level 11: Tuesdays 12:10-1:00 pm - Jan. 26-May 16

Level I: Wednesdays 12:10-1:00 pm - Jan. 27-May 17

BOETTCHKH HRAl.TH CENTER - BASEMENT

For more infonnation. please call Eirt. 6384

ARTS AND CRAFTS CLASS AT CCA

Ans and Crafts Class in the Leisure Program at Colorado College.

Ciioose any Block, any class!

Register at the FRONT DESK IN WORNER CAMPUS CHNltiR ASAP!

'RUTH LAREDO. " haiUd as "Ammca s /im lady of the

piano" wUl perform Honuae lo Rachmaninoft

TTWRSDAY. JAN. 28 - PACKARD HALL - aMtPM

Tickets FREE wICC ID, SS General Admission at

WORNER CENTER DESK.

Sponsored by Great Performers and Ideas.

The Colorado College Black Student Union presents:

'BLACK HISTORY MONTH"

Febniaiy 8-12 "Spirituality in the African

American Community"

(some items are tentative, please watch for new notices soon)

WEDNESDAY. FEB. iq 1993. 7:00 PM
GATES COMMON ROOM IN PALMER:

Panel Discussion featuring local leaders from various

faiths (including Baptist, B'Hai, and Muslim).

In addition, Professor Adrienne Seward will talk

about women in the ministry. Mr. Leonard Satterwhite,

Director of Financial Aid, will moderate.

THURSDAY. FEB. 11. 7:00 pm. W.E.S- Lower Level:

Video: "Say Amen, Somebody." A Celebration of Gospel Music.

"The Arts in the African American Community:"

Events TBA: Plans underway for dance, painting,

poetry, literature, song and more! Keep watching!

FEBRUARY 21-27 "Focus on Politics and Education"

Date, Time, and Place TBA
Congressman Major Owens (D-New York). Ranking

Democrat on the House Education Committee; Chair

of the House Select Education Committee.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

H^ere you aware that two of our CC
students received awards for

grunt proposals they had written and

submitted to Colorado Compact?

Urissa Penz's project, Colorado Students Supporting

Arts Education , involves students at Helen Hunt

Elementary, several CC students, and volunteers from

ihe campus community. The program's purpose is to

leach an to disadvantaged children of various ages,

mcome levels, and educational and ethnic

baclcgrounds.

Justine Crowley received funding for her program

which proposes to establish and environmental

tesource center at the college to e'ncourage research,

provide information about environmental issues, and

10 provide volunteer opportunities. The

.Environmental Resource Center would make their

resources available to the community and work to

tlevelop links between campus and community

environmental groups.

CONGRATULATIONS TO BOTH LARISSA
AND JUSTINE!!!

The Center for Community Service has

various student volunteer groups and

independent volunteer opportunities thai

are waiting for your commitment of time and

energy. Come visit us in Worner 205 if

you're interested in volunteering!

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Womer 233

Hours of Resource Library

Monday - Friday, Noon - 4:00pm

WELCOME BACK!

To you students out there

who are thinking about an intemational

adventure, it's never too early to begin

your research! (Many students have told

us they wish they had started much

earlier.) So, come by our oEBce today!!

Experience the

W O R L D....

*if^ ^j?^

Study Abroad!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

RJi. SELECnON PROCESS
1993-94 ACADEMIC YEAR AND

1993 SUMMER SESSION

In the Residential Life in

BEMIS HALL

Members of minority student organizations

on campus are encouraged to apply and take

part in the three phase selection process

for positions in the residence halls.

There will be an information session

regarding the process on

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 27. 1993

IjOOMIS lounge - 3:30 PM

Application Deadline:

MONDAY. FEBRUARY & 1993

12:00 noon
or feel free to call Ext. 6618

with any questions

PAUL HARVEY, Back by

Popular Demand!

BLOCK 6: HY 200 •Amaiam Images ofAsia'

BLOCK 7: HY 243 'Slavery aiul AndSlavay

Movement! to 186€r

BLOCK 8: HY 244 'Black People in the

U.S. since the Civil War"

Block 7 and 8 will fulfill the APB: Reguiremenl
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Monday
25

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Greg Room 117.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club.

Warner Quonset Room
219.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Worner Peabody Room
216.

3:30-5pm - Beginning MS-
DOS. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*6:30 - Silent Signing

Hour, Worner Greg Room
216.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*7:30 pm - Men's Basket-

ball, CC vs. Regis Universi-

ty. El Pomar.

Tuesday
26

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

HowbertRoom 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement

*7:30 pm - EnACT, WES
Hall.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes. Delta

Gamma House.

9:30 pm - Reggae Night

Come dance and social-

ize. Free refreshments

w/CC ID. Tiger Pit

Wednesday
27

12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner

Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

12:00 pm - Theatre Wori(-

shop, Taylor Hall.

3:30-5pm - Introduction to

E-Mail. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

6:00 pm
Hall.

NARAL, WES

9:30pm - Alternative Music
Night Free refreshments

wICC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday
28

*11:00 ant - Lecbjrej

Demonstration by RUTH
LAREDO, pianist. Packard

Hall. Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - Asian American
Student Union, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

*5:15 pm - Amnesty Inter-

national, Worner Greg
Room 212.

5:30 pm - Politick Union,

Worner Peabody Room
218.

*8:00pm - RUTH LflSiEDO,

hailed as "America's first

lady of the piano," will

perform an Homage to

Rachmaninoff. Tickets free

wICC ID; $8 general ad-

mission at Worner Center

Desk. Packard Hall. Spon-
sored by Great Performers

and Ideas.
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Friday
29

Saturday
30

Sunday
31

On-Going Events

and IVIeetings

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers artd Ideas, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Introduction to

E-Mail. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*4:00 pm - Men's Swim-
ming, CC vs. Denver Uni-

versity. Schlessman Pool.

*4:00 pm - Women's
Swimming, CC vs. Denver

University & University of

Northern Colorado. Schles-

sman Pool.

*7:35 pm - Hockey, CC vs.

Northern Michigan Univer-

sity. Broadmoor World

Arena.

*9:00 am - "ON THE
FROhfT UNES: WOMEN
ACTIVISTS IN THE 1990's."

A panel of eight women
activists will address the

topic, "Organization and
Management Issues Fac-

ing Non-Profit Activist

Organizations: The Role of

Women in Activist Organi-

tions." Gates Common
Room. 12 pm - Lunch in

Gayiord Hail; $5 non-CC,

free wj CC ID; call 389-

6415 for resen/ations. 1pm
- The panel will address

the topic, "Planning for

Changes Resulting from a

New Administmtion and
the End of the Cold War."

Gates Common Room.

*7:05 pm - Hock^, CC vs.

Northern Michigan Univer-

sity. Broadmoor World

Arena.

*7:30 pm - THE DENVER
WOMEN'S CHORUS.
Shove Chapel. Free Ad-
mission. Sponsored by
BGAU\.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE FEBRUARY 1-7 'THIS

WEEK" IS MONDAY, JANUARY 25 AT 4:00 PM.
YOUMUSTCOMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Tt)ree Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian 7ab/e - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 anh9 pm
Friday, 7am-Spm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement
Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except biock breal< Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese menial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F, - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming
SAT - CLOSED

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Career Center 226 Wonier Center 719-389-6893 Jan. 25 - 29
>re infommlion ahoiu career senm-s check ihe Career Center Kiosk. Caveur Center door, or inquire at the Career Cenler reception desk

Coming Down The Home Stretch... ^ -^
^r:&*» Jk

Seniors, Its Time To Begin Thinking About Life After Colorado College. i^^^, .-^*^*«6^ ^^T
If you are going to conduct a
When recruilcrs come 10 ihe Career Center al

Colorado College lo condua intcrvjews. ihey don'l

necessarily know whai Iheir employment needs will

be for Ihe upcoming year. They conduct interviews

ro screen and evaluate candidaies and create a file of

"second interview" or "can'l miss" candidaies.

When ihcy dciemiine their aciual employment needs.

they then go lo ihese files lo bring candidaies in for

final inlervicu'sandullLmalely, offer ihem jobs. The

concept of •off-campus recruiting" uses ihe same

basic idea of on-campus recruiting bui ii means thai

you are Ihe one who sels up the preliminary

interviews and docs ihe traveling. Using Spring,

1 993. as our dateline, here's how it works:

Januarv/Febmarv

Decide in which geographical regions you will be

conducting your search. Begin identifying and

generating a list of Ihe organizalions in whicJi you are

inieresled Be sure to geithe name and lille of the

person who does Ihe hiring for ihe types of positions

you are seeking. Sian researching these

oiganizalions. Plan a visit to your laigei area.

(Spring Break in March is a great time to visit

poienlial employers.)

Wriic cover letters and attach copies of your resume

and send them lo Ihe employers on your lisl". Indicate

you are interested in hilure employment, you will be

in the area in March, you would like to meet with

them, and you will call to set this up. Follow up with

a phone call and set up as many of these i

you can for ihc lime you plan to be in ihc

them lo send any available literature sucl

applications, and bnachures, etc. Keepai

records of all appoiniments.

job search campaign:

Keep 10 your schedule and meet with Ihe employers.

Leam as much as you c:in about Iheir organization

and Ici Ihem leam as much as possible about you.

Dress professionally and conduct the interview as you

would any job interview. After you return from your

"recmiling visits" consult your records, send "ihank-

you" notes to each cmployer.ind indicate you are

interested in working there and would like to be

considered when an opening occura. Thank them for

theiriime and consideration and let ihcni know you

will follow-up by phone every 6-8 weeks lo inquire

about openings.

AphI- August

Continue to follow-up with the organizations as you

contact new employers. You will need to maintain a

balanced job search using want-ads and job listings,

direct inquio' and follow-up, and networking.

Your goal with off-campus recruiting is lo get a face-

lo-face interview wiih the person who does Ihe hiring,

so that when an opening does occur, ihey will

consideryou for the positions and call you for a final

w. If you can mak^: it lo the file of "second

can't miss" candidates, you have a

good chance of landing that greal job. Simply slated,

you are sowing seeds now and hoping to reap the

"harvest" several months from now. Record keeping,

follow-up. and persistence are tlie keys to landing Ihe

jobyou really wanll GoodLuck!

Noie: If you need help, sign up for the Career Cenier

"Job Search" workshop or meet wilh a career

counselor.

If vou are going to take part in on-campus recruiting:

Attenid the information session, "How to Make the iVIost of On-
Campus Recruiting," on Tuesday, Januaiy 26 at 6:00-7:30 p.m. in

the WES room.

We will discuss:

•Typcsofemployer^ who will rc-cmit and Ihe type of positions lliey will ity to fill.

Clareer Cenler policies and procedures for On-Campus recruiting.

•Sign up procedures

•How to research the organization prior lo the interviews.

•How to make the most ofOn-Campus recruiling.

Sign up sheets will be distributed at this lime.

"Resumania" is designed to help you prepare for on-campus recruiting.

Resumania Schedule for Setiiors

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

January 25 January 26 January 27 January 28 January 29

Resumania Begins

1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Resumania

10:00-12:00 &
1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Resumania

10:00-1 2:00 &
1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Resumania

10:00-12:00*

1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

•>4aking the Most of

On-campus Reciuiting.

6:00-7:30 p.m.WES

•Self.AsscssmenI

Career Exploration

3:00-4:30 p.m.

•Inier^'iewing Skills

1:00-2:30 p.m.

•Resume Writing

1:00-2:30 p.m.

ebruary I February 2 February 3 February 4 February 5

lesumania

0:00-12K)0&

:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Resumania

I0:00-I2:00& 1:00-

5:00 Walk- ins

Resumania

10:00-1 2:00 &
1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Resumania

10:00-12:00 &
1:00-5:00 Walk-ins

Self-Assessment

>recr Exploration

::00-2:30p.m.

-Interviewing Skills

6:00-7:30 p.m.

•Resume Writing

3:30-5:00 p.m.

Deadline for On-

Campus Recmiling

5 p.m, Todav

KEY: Walk- ns; 5-10 minutes on a first come, first served basis.

Work hops: Advance sign-up is requested.

Procedures for On-Campus Recruiting
Ifyou would like to lake pact in Ihe On-Cimpus recmiling this spring you will need lo do ihe following:

1

.

Attend Workshop: "Finding a Career with Your Name on It" (Self-Assessment, Career Exploration)
2. Attend Workshop: "Chilling Out in the Hot Seat: Effective Interviewing"

3. Have your resume approved by one of the career counselors.

4. Attend (he January 26 Iirformation Session.

If you're still undecided about your future:

Come in and talk wiih a Career Counselor

Allendlhc woikshop: "Fmding a Career Wilh Your Name On It"

• Complete Ihe packet; "Self-Directed Self-Assessment"

• Explore your options utilizing the Caicer Library

If you're considering graduate or professional schools:

• Most application deadlines have passed but you can begin the process for next year

- Allend the workshop: "The Junior Jumpon Graduate School" on April I2th

• Pick up appropriate exam booklets (e.g. GRE. LSAT, GMAT. MCAT)
• Meet with Career Counselor to discuss application process

Use our Career Library to research graduate and professional programs

• Meet with faculty to identify potential graduate programs

RBSUMANIA H
"Two thumbs Up!'

Cisko & Epert

Prese

"Loaded with action verbs!"
Ray Zumay, Shopper's Worid Gazelle

"Resume writing at its very best!"

Hiriam Firem. Acme Inc.

"I've never seen SO many skills

and accomplishments!"
Wilshe Hircyu. The Examiner"

The Colorado College

n conjunction with The Career Cenler

A Career Center Production RESUMANIA
Director. Rick Roberts Assistant Director, Cilldy Funk

Research and Resources CoonJinalor, Sharyl Bender PetCrSOn

si.iff Assistant. Carolyn Giaiiarelli Staff Assisiani. Patti Spoelman

Introducing: TllC CUlSS of 1993 Also slaning THE SCA'S

The Colorado

College

Coming Soon

The Career

Center

226 Werner Center

389-6893

G All Resumes Welcome

Ifyou need to improve
your interview skills:
Praciice inierviews provide you wiih an

opportunity lo leam and evaluate how you react to

specific interview questions. Employers from the

Colorado Springs conununiiy conduct these

practice interviews which can also be videotaped.

The iniciviews usually last 15-20 minutes.

Following the interview, the employer will critique

your interview perfomiance. Sign-ups,

professional attire, and a resume are

mandatory. There are still some slots left on:

Tliursday, February 4

Tuesday. Febraary 10

Tuesday, March 2

Wednesday, April 7

Ifyou are looking for

summer jobs:
Visit Ihe info tables in Womer lobby lo gel

informaiion atxjut [xisitions wiih A Bar A Ranch
and Colorado Lions Camp on ihe following dates:

ABarARanch J.inuary 28. ll-l:30pm
Colo. Lions Camp January 28 & 29, 1 1 : 1 5-

l:00& '1:00-6:00

A "Summer Opponunilies Newsletter" and

Summer Jobs N'olebooks aie available in the

CareerCenler. The Career Center receives job

listings each day.

Ifyou need information

about Career Center
programs:
Stop by the Career Center and pick up a copy of:

"Career Programs Al A Glance." This calendar lists all

Career Center workshops, Career Information Panels,

and networking events.

Ifyou want to be included in an

Employer Resume Notebook (made available to

employers al their request), slop by Ihe Career Center

for further details.

If you are interested in job
vacancy listings:
Come into the Career Library and read thruugh the job

listings notebooks. Listings are received daily and filed

by career field.

If you're a Junior,

Sophomore or First Year:
Be sure lo pick up the February 1 edition of Uie Career

Bulletin which will feature career planning tips for vou .

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolyn (iianarelli

Career Cenler Staff:

Rick Roberts. Director

Cindy Funk, Assisiani Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson. Research & Rcsourc
Pait] Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey H3;is Kalie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer
Jolmna Kielzmami Sliaricen Pisciotia

Jennifer McL&m

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a
policy of equal opportunity In all aspects ol

employment and education. We do not knowingly
list |ob opportunities (rom employers who
unlawluily di
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m WINTER FORMAL ANNUAL DANCE
WITH LIVE MUSICAND BALLROOMDANCING Hi

DONATIONS WILL BE TAKEN FOR THE HOMELESS.

FRIDAY. FEB. 5 - 9:00PM - 1:00AM
ANTLERS DOUBLETREE HOTEL

ADMISSION: $5.00 W/DONATION - S6 WITHOUT DONATION

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD DURING MEALS 5TH BLOCKAND BY RA's.

Sponsored by Head Resident Staff and Residential Life

GROUND ZERO MONTHLY LECTURE SERIES PRESENTS

TERRY TAFOYA
NATIVE AMERICAN AUTHOR AND STORYTELLER

Speaking On

THE

-CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORTFOR
SEXUAL ASSAULT VICITMS-

• Have you ever Iseen sejnially assaulted by a stranger

or acquaintance?
• Have you ever been sexually assaulted on a date?

• Have you ever been sexually harassed and wanted to

talk about it?

• Have you ever felt sexually victimized?

tf you answered yes or maybe to any of these questions, then

Join wedal Milipoit trouD foe CC women irtliA

tocti on Ihae iwoefc

The ITOUD will meet every Monday from 3:30 • 5:00 pm

To register cali Jackie Taylor

or Diana Fuller at 389.6384

Terry Tafoya is a Taos Pueblo/ Warm Springs Indian v*ho

Incorporates therapeutic metaphor and American Indian ritual in

his work as a Family Therapist and Senior Staff Member of the

Interpersonal Psychotherapy Clinic, part of the University of

Washington Medical School. He is a Professor of Psychology for

Evergreen State College, as well as a National Consultant on

Native American Bilingual Education for the U.S. Department of

Education. He is the author of several books, including "Mother

Earth and Father Sky: Native American Concepts of Gender,"

SUNDAY * FEBRUARY 7 * 2pm * GAYLORD HALL

COLORADO COLLEGE

SPONSORED BY GROUND ZERO

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Woraer 205 Ext 6846

BREAKOUT.'.'

The long-awaited AlUmalive Spring Break

appBcalions are finatty avaOabU.

)estinations include: Chicago

Covington, Illinois

David, Kentucky

Juarez, Mexico

Torreon, New Mexico

Spaces are limited, and

applications are due no later

than 3:30 pm Thursdav. February 4 .

Wo plansforj^ block break?

iign up in the Center for Alternative Break

rips to the Women's Bean Project in Denver

ir the San Luis Valley.

*** *** ***

riie Education Committee of Ground Zero

las been formed to educate people about

^mendment 2 and its consequences, and to

ictively work toward its repeal. For more

nformation about this organization contact

Hel Berwin at 472-9696.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

RESOURCE LIBRARY OPEN"!

Noon to 4:00 pm, Mon.- Fri.

,).»**************

WELCOME BACK!

To our Study Abroad Returnees

from 27 different Countries!!

Mexico Program 13

ACM Programs 11

Non-affiliated programs 49

**********************

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
ORGANIZATION (ISO)

Foreign and U.S. students make up

this important student group.

New members are welcome. Make

your voice heard about internationalism

atCC!

Meetings: Noon, first three Tuesdays

of each block in Worner 216!

Time is running ""s*^ out!!

If you're intending to study abroad

this summer or next fall, the deadline

for approval is March 1st!!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

-Arts and Crafts Scholarships

are available for minority students

on a first-come, first-serve basis ^

MAKE EXCITING POTTERY!

WEAVE SOMETHING!

BE ARTSY!

BE CRAFTY!

Come by the Office of

Minority Student Life

to sign up... or just come by anyway!!

LIMITED TO 5 SCHOLARSHIPS

PER BLOCK.
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Monday
1

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Warner Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club.

Warner Hayes Room 213.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Warner Peabady
Roam 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Life

Council, Sliove Chapel

Seminar Raom.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

Tuesday

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Raom 216.

12:00pm - MEChA Worner

Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

Wednesday

12:00 pm - Non-Traditional

Students, Warner Edwards
Room 211.

*3:00 pm - Russian Films,

with subtitles. Free admis-

sion. Armstrong 300.

5:30 pm - Spurgeonj

McHendrie Pre-Law Din-

ner. Open to students

interested in pursuing a

legal career; there will be
a speaker Coat and tie,

please. RSVP required to

Jan Enright, ext. 6773.

Bemis Dining Room. Span-
sored by the Alumni Rela-

tions Office.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, WES
Hall.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by Pro-

fessor Ronald Morton
Smith, University of Toron-

to, titled, "Contrasts in

Indian and Western His-

tory." He will examine dif-

ferences in philosophy and
attitude to historical under-

standing between India

and the West. Gates Com-
mon Room. Sponsored by
Asian Studies and Aca-
demic Events Committees.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. Delta

Gamma House.

9:30 pm - Reggae Night
Come dance and social-

ize. Free refreshments

w/CC ID. Tiger Pit.

1 1 am-2pm - Volunteers in

Service to America (VISTA)

Information Table. Recruit-

ting for volunteers. Perkins

Lounge.

12:00 pm - ASIA Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

3:30-5 pm - Using Kermit

to Transfer & Print Vax
Files & E-MaiL Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Sponsor-

ed by Academic Comput-
ing.

*5:15 pm - Democratic
Socialists ofAmerica, Wor-

ner Hershey Room 215.

6-7:30pm - VISTA Informa-

tionalPresentation, Worner
Edwards Room 211.

9:30pm - Alternative Music
Night Free refreshments

wICC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday

*11:00 am - THURSDAY-
AT-11. Lecture/Demonstra-

tion by DANCE FORUM
TAIPEI, a modern dance
company from Taiwan.

Packard Hall. Sponsored

by Asian Pacific Studies

and Drama and Dance De-

partment

1 1 am-2pm - Volunteers in

Service to America (VISTA)

Information Table. Recruit-

ing for volunteers. Perkins

Lounge.

12:00pm - Asian American
Student Union, Warner

Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Col-

umns and Macros. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*4:00 pm - Men's Swim-
ming, CC vs. Metro State

College. Schlessman Pool.

*4:00 pm - Women's
Swimming, CC vs. Metro

State College. Schlessman
Pool

*7:30 pm - Contra Danc-
ing. An easy, fun form of

American dance. Live

music. No experience,

outfits or partners neces-

sary. CC students free; $5
general admission. Gay-

lord Halt



WEEK

Friday Saturday Sunday On-Going Events

and Meetings
12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

*12:00 pm - Faculty and
Faith, Bemis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

*3:00 pm - Lecture by

DAVID KNOWLTON titled,

"Structures ofMonnon and
Latin American Masculini-

ity." Mr Knowlton is a

Mormon wfio has done
ethnographic field work in

South America. WES Hall.

Sponsored by Anthropolo-

gy, Latin American Stu-

dies and Venture Grants.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, PARIS ISBURNING.
$1 or film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.

*8:00pm - Poetry Reading

by Jane Hilt>erry and John
Thelin. Bemis Lounge.

Sponsored by the English

Department

9 pm-1 am - WINTER FOR-
MAL Annual formal dance
with live music and ball-

room dancing. Donations

will be taken for the home-
less. Admission $5 w/do-

nation; $6 without Tickets

will be sold during meals

5th block and by FIA's. Ant-

lers Doubletree Hotel.

Sponsored by Head Resi-

dent Staff and Residential

Life.

*12:00 pm - Elaine Freed,

Director of Colorado Col-

lege's Office of Corporate,

Foundation, and Agency
Support, will give a talk

and slide show titled, "Pre-

serving New Mexico's His-

toric Adobe Churches," at

a joint Aficionados and
The Friends of the College

Library luncheon. $9 for

lunch; call 389-6649 for

reservations; deadline 2/3.

Gaylord Hall.

*3:00 pm - Artist Faculty

Concert MICHAEL HAN-
SON, violin and SUSAN
GRACE, piano. They will

perform The Violin and
Piano Sonatas of Brahms.

Free admission. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department

*7:00 pm - Women's Bas-

ketball, CC vs. Western

State College. El Pomar.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, PARIS IS BURNING.
$1 or film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE FEBRUARY S-14 -THIS

WEEK" IS MONDAY, FEBRUAltY 1 AT 4:00 PM.
YOU MUSTCOMPLETEA ONE-FELLSWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Ctiinese ra/)te - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

FrerKh Table - First Ttiree Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian TaWe - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement
Alkiao Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F, - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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iJorSion a'oJca'er slices check ,hc Career Ccnicr Kiosk. Career Cen,cr door, or inquire a, ,he Career Cemer recepuon desk

Why Wait For Senior Panic When You Can

Start Planning Your Career Now!

A rareer Planning Guide For First. Years. Sophomores and Juniors

Need lo figure out what you're interested in doing?

Need to figure out what your qualifications are?

Need to choose a major?

Need lo identify and evaluate your specific skills,

interests, values, and personality characteristics as they

relate lo your potential career choices?

Action:

. Complete the packet: "Self Assessment"

Cniinsgling Help:

• Meet with Student Career Assistants (SCAs) to leam

about Career Center resources

• Meet with a career counselor to discuss your career

plans

Workshops:
• Attend the workshop: "Finding A Career With Your

Name On It"

Resources:

• Uiilize seU-assessment books and articles in the

Career Library

Programs To Mark On Your Calendars

2-11-93 Workshop: "How To Get A Summer Job,"

1:00-2:30 p.m.

3-01-93 Career Information Panel: From The Other

Side: How To Talk With Employers, 3:30-

5:00 p.m., WES
3-06-93 Career Information Panel: Anthropology

Career Day. 3:00-5:00 p.m., Tutt Alumni

House

3-08-93 Workshop: "Finding A Major With Your

Name On It." 3:30-5:00 p.m.

3-10-93 Majors Fair. 4:30-6:00 p.m.

4-12-93 Workshop: "The Junior Jump On Graduate

School," 3:00^:30 p.m.

4-15-93 Career Information Panel: Career Options

For Math Majors," 3:00-4:30 p.m.

Workshops on self-assessment, resume writing, job

interviewing and job hunting are offered each block

Pick up a copy of "Career Programs At A Glance" for

dates and times.

All workshops require advance sign up in the

Career Center.

Do you.

Need lo find out what careers are out there?

Need to discover the career alternatives for someone

with your qualifications and interests?

Need to gather specific data about the career options

you are interested in pursuing?

Need lo identify and evaluate graduate school

programs?

Action:

• Conduct informational interviews to gather specific

information

• Work part-time, establish an internship, or volunteer

to gain experience and explore career choices

• Join a professional association in your career field

- Attend career fairs and discuss career options with

representatives from a wide variety of organizations

and fields

• Write to individual colleges and universities to obtain

specific information about graduate programs

Counseling Help:

• Meet with Student Career Assistants to leani about

career resources

• Meet with career counselor to discuss anticipated

career directions and needs

Worhshftps:
• Attend the workshop: "Finding A Career With Your

Name On It"

Resources:

• Utilize the packet: "Career Exploration"

• Utilize career exploration books in the Career Library

for general information

• Check want-ads and job listings in the Career Center

for specific job market information

• Use employer and organization directories in the

Career Library to identify possible employers, intern

sites, etc.

• Utilize the Colorado College Career Referral Network

listings to develop your network and explore careers

• Use the graduate school program guides in the Career

Library to identify possible graduate programs

Utilize the college catalogs available in Tutt Library

to explore graduate programs

Need to write a resume or curriculum vitae and obtain

supporting credentials?

Need to expand your career network?

Need to apply for summer or part-time jobs and prepare

for job interviews?

Need to apply to graduate or professional school

programs?

Action:

• Produce a quality resume or curriculum vitae and

write effective cover letters

• Contact friends, relatives, faculty members,

alumni/ae. and other professional people for job leads

• Develop effective interviewing skills through practice

interviews

• Type up application materials for graduate school

admission

rniin<;eling Help:

• Make an appointment with Student Career Assistants

to discuss resumes, letters and job search

- Meet with a career counselor lo discuss all aspects of

your job searches

• Make an appointment with a career counselor to

review your graduate school admission materials

Workshops:

• Attend the Career Center workshops: "Your College

Career On One Page," "Chilling Out in the Hot Seat;

Effective Job Interviewing," and "How to Find a Job

(Full-time, part-time or summer job)"

• Attend the Career Center workshop: "The Grad

School Game"

Resources:

• Utilize Career Center packets; "Resume Writing,"

"Job Related Correspondence," "Curriculum Vitae

and Related Letters." "Job Interviewing," "Job Search

Strategies," "The Long Distance Job Search," and

"Preparing For Graduate School"

• Utilize resources of the Career Library: career books,

employer directories, employer literature, and grad

school directories

/-^ 1-k 11 j« Career Center Staff:

Career Bulletin ?*''°'«- °"-°'
Cindy Funk. Assistant Director

Editor: Carolyn (nanarclli
1 Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

fatli Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Huglies Mall Moyer

Johnna ICietzmann SKarlecn Pisciotta

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a

policy of equal opportunity In all aspects of

employmen! and education. We do not knowingly

list job opportunities from employers v&\o

unlawfully discflmlnale.
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Buetow forced to resign at end of hockey season

)y Justin Blum
yialyst Staff

CC hockey coach Brad

jiietow Wednesday submit-

ed his resignation — effec-

ive at the end of the hockey

icason—as punishment for

lis repeated violations of

CAA and college rules,

Wednesday's announce-

nent ended an exhaustive 12-

lay investigation of the

lockey coach's recruitment

)[ prospecdve goalie Jason

iskra, a sophomore at North

)akotaState-BotQneau, ajun-

or college.

CC's investigation con-

ilnded that Buetow improp-

ily used college resources to

By Jiskra to Colorado Springs

n Jan. and allowed the pro-

jective student to practice

with the team—both viola-

tions ofNCAA rules. Buetow

)lso violated college regula-

ions by not alerting CC Ath-

letic DirectorMax Taylor that

liskra was on campus.

Taylor has reported

Buetow's violations to the

NCAA, which could take fur-

ther disciplinary action

against Buetow and the

hockey team. The NCAA
jnerally takes four to six

weeks to issue decisions after

violations are reported.

Buetow's most recent

rule-breakingcame aboutfive

months after he violated

NCAA rules by diverting at

least $700 in college funds to

anassistantcoach. TheCafa-

lyst alsoreported thatBuetow

orchestrated a second diver-

sion of an unknown amount

of money from Athletic De-

partment accounts.

Buetow, who has coached

at CC for five years, served a

college-imposed 60-day un-

paid suspension and was is-

sued a probationary contract

as a result of the diversions.

The incident was reported

to the NCAA, which did not

take fiulher disciplinary ac-

tion.

"He's out of here in six

weeks," said acting President

Michael Grace, who was frus-

trated and visibly worn after

supervising the investigation

ofBuetow. "It'saresignation

that resulted from the investi-

gation. Was it forced? You'll

have to draw your own con-

clusions."

When asked why Buetow

was not fired immediately,

Grace said: "There's a

[hockey] team out there we
are committed to, and there is

inadvertency on his

[Buetow's] part." Grace said,

however, that if Buetow vio-

lates any rules during the rest

of the season, "His departure

will be within minutes." The

season ends Mar. 6.

Buetow did not return re-

peated telephone calls. Ap-

proached last Friday after a

television interview, Buetow

told the Catalyst that CC had

forbidden him to speak with

newspaper reporters. CC of-

ficials denied they told

Buetow he could not speak

with print reporters.

Minutes before refusing

to comment, Buetow told

KOAA-TV: "We had a young

man come out and join our

team and afterhe did we found

out he was not supposed to. I

don't think I did anything

Reactions
The violation of NCAA rules by hockey coach

Brad Buetow has renewed criticism of Division 1

athletics and prompted college officials to release a

statement backing the hockey team and women's soc-

cer program.

"Let me emphasize at this time our continued

support of the hockey program," said acting President

Michael Grace in a written statement. "The college's

commitment to Division I men's ice hockey and

women's soccer is in no way lessened because of this

incident and Mr. Buetow's resignation."

Despite the statements of support, critics said

Buetow 's repeatedNCAA rule violations highlight the

problems associated with Division I sports and the

Western Collegiate Hockey Association,

"The college should learn from this that theWCHA
has outgrown this small liberal arts college," said

sociology Prof Jeff Livesay. "The college cannot

compete in the WCHA witiiout cheating. So either we

cheat or we drop hockey,"

Some administrators, faculty and students com-

plained that the action taken against Buetow was not

strong enough.

wrong."

Details of Jiskra' s cam-

pus visit— and exactiy which

NCAA rules were violated

—

remain murky. Faculty and

administrative members ofthe

ad hoc committee that inves-

tigated Buetow's actions said

conflicting statements ham-

pered the probe. The investi-

gative committee included:

Grace, Taylor, Assistant Ath-

letic Director Roxanne Dale,

History Professor Susan

Ashley, Chemistry Professor

Harold Jones and CC lawyer

Renee Rabinowitz.

After 12 days of investi-

gation, this much is clear:

Buetow violated NCAA rules

by flying Jiskra to campus

Continued on Pg. 4.

A^mendment 2 boycott will affect CC

fwo more conferences have been canceled because of

Amendment 2 in Colorado Springs.

By Jennifer Ryals

Catalyst Staff

Colorado's ski industry

may be making more money

despite the passage ofAmend-

ment 2, but Colorado College

is losing income. Since Nov.

4, the college has lost $80,000

worth ofconference business,

according to David Lord in

the Business Office.

Three summer confer-

ences have canceled: a Meth-

odist youth group, the Colo-

rado Association of Early

Childcare which moved to

Boulder, and the Poynter Cen-

terfor the Study of Ethics and

American Institutions. In the

latter case, enrollment con-

cerns were emphasized over

outright political statements.

In a letter received by the

Business Office on Jan. 28, a

representative from the

Poynter Center wrote, "Our

organizations have not taken

a stand on die boycott, but we

have to assume that it will be

honored by at least ten per-

cent of our constimency. In

these circumstances, we do

not think it likely that we will

be able to make budget this

year, so we have decided to

cut our losses and cancel

now."

Lord hopes the vacant

slots can be filled prompriy

because the college relies

heavily on conference-gener-

ated income.

He said that these rev-

enues fund most of the im-

provementsin the dining halls

and dormitories. Without

them, students will have to

assume a larger burden. This

can only lead to rising tuition

costs.

Continued on Pg. 4.
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News Summary
*Three weeks into his presidency. Bill Clinton is off to a politically rocky start. Trying

to fulfill his campaign promise to end the ban on gays in the military, Mr. Clinton faces

congressional, military and legal obstacles.

*The United States economy, according to the Commerce Department, grew 3.8% in

the last quarter of 1992.

*Four hundred Palestinians remained trapped in no-man 's land between Lebanon and

Israel even though the U.S. devised a treaty to remm one hundred deportees to Israel,

leaving the remaining three hundred trapped for another year. The refugees have said that

they will not split up as the U.S-Israeli treaty commands.

Jose Donoso speaks at CC
By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

Renowned Chilean author

Jose Donoso spoke at 8:00

p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 27

in Packard Hall.

One of the key figures in

South America's literary

"boom" which took place in

the early 1960's, Donoso is a

prolific author, whose works

include The Obscene Bird of

Night, House in the Country,

Curfew and The Garden Next
Door.

Donoso addressed ques-

tions from professors Marco
Dorfsman and Kevin
O'Connor, and from theaudi-

ence.

The writer answered sev-

eral questions about politics,

his exile in Spain and the cre-

ation of the novel.

"I'm a political writer, but

I have not been an actively

political political writer,"

Jose Donoso rests after signing books at the bookstore.

Donoso said of his involve-

ment in Chilean politics.

Donoso said that his work
is political, but that this dis-

tinction didn't make him a

politician.

He explained: "Writers

are terrible politicians, and

politicians are terrible writ-

ers. I tried to dissuade

[Mario] Vargas Llosa from

becoming a politician, but it

was to no avail."

Donoso lived in exile

near Barcelona, Spain for 10

years. The experience of

exile, Donoso said, "is es-

sential to a writer."

Exile distorts a

writer'sperspective, "like the

apparent bending of a comb
in a glass of water."

Novels written in exile

"are a re-creation, in the

imagination, of the country

one left behind," Donoso
said.

Donoso hopes to teach at

CC as a visiting professor in

the coming academic year.

In the meantime, he is work-

ing on a novel which details

Sir Richard Burton's stay in

Chile.

Donoso's novel The
Garden Next Door was re-

cently translated into English

and is available at the CC
bookstore.

The Gamelan orchestra

arrives in Packard Hall

^

By I

By Prof. Vicki Levine

Music Department

On Jan. 25, after a tradi-

tional ceremony to bless the

instruments, the Music De-

partment began instruction in

Balinese Gamelan Music.

The gamelan, CC's first

world-music performance en-

semble, is being taught by Jill

Frederickson, Artistic Direc-

tor of Tunas Mekar (the Den-

ver Gamelan). She is being

assisted by the Balinese com-
poser. Made Lasmawan, who
is a Visiting Artist in Resi-

dence at CC for the first two
weeks of Block 5.

Made will return to cam-

pus to direct our first gamelan

concert on Apr. 8.

The concert will feature

the renowned Balinese dancer

Nyoman Wenten, who will

perform five selections from

the Topeng masked dance rep-

ertory. Gamelan angklung

pieces and marching music

will also be performed.

Gamelan is a generic term

meaning orchestra; there are

many different kinds of

gamelan ensembles in Indo-

nesia, each with its own dis-

tinctive repertory andmu sical

genres.

CC has acquired two Ba-

linese ensembles, a gamelan

angklung and a geder wayang.

The gamelan angkung is a

village temple orchestra used

to perform music in honor of

the gods.

CC's ensemble is outfitted

with an additional set of large

drums and a large hanging

gong in order to accompany a

variety of dance styles,
i,

eluding music transcrib(

from the virtuoso kebjar ra

ertory. The ensemble
als

includes a set of procession;

cymbals, which enables
ft

gamelan to perform Balincs

marching music.

The gender wayang
jj

metallophone quartet usedi

accompany wayang kulit,
111

balinese shadow puppet

ater.

The Balinese gamelan

arrived at CC on October 1)

1992, after nearly two yeai
"'

of planning and preparation

The acquisition of th

gamelans represents the join

effort of faculty members
Music and Asian-Pacifi

Studies.

Funding for the gamelai

has been provided from th

John D. and Catherine 1

MacArthur Professorship, th

Gaylord Endowment fo

Asian-Pacific Studies and thi

Strong Endowment for M'

sic.

Curtently, 1 4 students at'

*"'

enrolled in Balinese Gamelaif'^^

(MP 126), which is being ol

fered as an extended form:

adjunct course for 1/4 unit

academic credit.

There is still room in th

gamelan; class meets ever

Monday at 2:30 p.m
Packard Hall, room 21.

Practice sessions are lieli

on Wednesday and Friday al

temoons.

For further informatio,

or to enroll in the gamelan

contact Professor Vick

Levine in the Music Depan

ment.

tone

nini

int

111 I

fc!

Wooglin's Deli Specials
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Wilkes Memorial Fund started

Peter Mulvihill

Cataiyst News Editor

Jason Scott Wilkes, a se-

nior biology major, died in

Ijte
August in a climbing ac-

pdent at the Garden of the

Gods.

His friends andfamily are

siablishing a memorial fund

ivhich will financially assist

CC students interested in bi-

ology-

Jason lived life to the full-

;st and was strongly outspo-

ken among his friends in fa-

tor of ethnic diversity and

minority support. Therefore,

iiisappropriate that the schol-

arship be awarded to a minor-

iiy student.

The fund will be awarded

,' the biology department to

ghlight Jason's love of life.

If no minority biology

major can be found, the deed

if gift reads, the scholarship

iind may be used for other

minority students interested

the outdoors, environmen-

lal preservation, or environ-

mental studies, the interests

tot were very much a part of

lason Wilkes' life" (and

ieath).

Senior class fundraisers

ire donating the money they

raise to Jason's Memorial

Fund.

People interested in do-

nating to the fund should talk

to Margaret Hillman in the

development office.

Jason ' s family and friends

are working hard to keep alive

the memory of a great son, a

great brother, a great student

and a great friend.

Jason Wilkes

NEWS BRIEFS
New Focus, a campus

support group originally in-

lended forpeople with eating

iisorders, is broadening its

focus and seeking new mem-
bers.

The group will now offer

iiipport relating to issues of

family, independent living

and relationships. The group

is open for new members un-

til the end of this block, then

will be closed to newcomers.

The group meets every

Tuesday at noon in the

HersheyRoom of theWomer
Campus Center.

** Volunteers In Service To

America (VISTA), "a 60's

era federal self-help pro-

gram," visited CC on Feb. 3

and 4 to recruit interested

students.

Anyone interested in this

worthy program should con-

tact Jane Marsh at (303) 844-

267 1 or go to the Career Cen-

ter for more information.

THEINEXPiNSIVEWAY
TO MAKE HIGH MARKS

AUWIHnR!
Put just $1 00 down on a Loveland Student

Loan Pass and ski 10 days for only $15 per

day. You pay as you ski! After your 10 paid

ski days (a total of $250). We'll give you an

unrestricted Loveland Season Pass good for

the rest of the season. This is one student

loan plan that makes the grade.

AFEWIOVEIAND
SURPMSES

N|9«r Hmhi As|m« Memtaii With 60 fun

and exciting trails on over 830 acres. Loveland

ranks as the 10th largest ski area in Colorado.

Mora MOW Ikn Sttniboat An average of

over 375 inches of white stuff falls here every

year - more than any Colorado ski area

except one (loMf Mm Mitw Nrk Only 56

miles west of Denver on 1-70, Loveland is the

closest major ski area to the Denver metro area.

For more information or to

order your Loveland Student Loan Pass,

caU l-<00-22S-lOVf

INTllDDOaNG
10VELAND^
STUDENT
10ANPASS

SECURITY BRIEFS

Jan. 11—11:30 p.m.

Obscene phone call reponed.

1:50 p.m.

VCR stolen from Bames classroom. Room was locked.

Jan 14— 9:50 p.m.

Report of woman screaming near Jackson House. Secu-
rity responded but found no one.

Jan 18 —2:25 p.m.

Harassing phone calls reported.

7:20 p.m.

Car reported stolen during Winter Break. Car later found

by friend at Fillmore K-Mart.

Jan 19— 2:35 p.m.

Harassing phone call reported.

7:15 p.m.

A male non-student was reported to have been harassing

female students near Womer Center.

Jan. 20— 2:45 p.m.

Harassing phone call reported.

Jan 23 — 11 :30 a.m.

Emergency phone was picked up. Security responded: no

one was around.

Jan 26— 7:00 a.m.

Backpack reported stolen during lunch on Jan. 25th

6:15 p.m.

A female studentreported on-going harassment by a male

acquaintance.

Jan. 28— 10:30 p..m.

On a routine check, CC Security noticed a suspicious

individual loitering in a parking lot. Security confronted

the man and he fled.

Jan. 30— 11:10 p.m.

Emergency phone taken offthe hook. Security responded

and found no one in the area.

Jan 30— 8:45 p.m.

Non-students driving on Cache La Poudre argued with

other non-students standing outside Womer Center. The

people in the car drove away, turned around and fired a

gun in the air. There were noinjuries andCC Security and

Colorado Springs Police responded.

Jan 31— 11:45 a.m.

Female student in Mathias reported that a male entered her

room at 6:30 a.m.. She awoke, and he immediately

departed. Nothing was missing from her room.

Jan 3 1 — 1:40 p.m.

A female student in Mathias reported that when she awoke

that morning, she discovered her purse on the floor had

been opened and $16.00 was missing.

Tutor-a-thon planned

Catalyst News Staff

On Thursday, February

11, the Writing Center in

Cossitt Hall will open at 10

a.m. and stay open through

the day, evening and night

until 5 p.m. on Friday after-

noon.

The first annual Tutor

Around the Clock /ere is in-

tended to publicize the Writ-

ing Center's free services.

Tutors, coffee and refresh-

ments will be available to help

students (and staff!) at any

stage of the writing process.

Whether you're working

on your senior thesis, starting

your final paperforfifth block

or writing cover letters, go

keep the tutors busy.

As long as they have to

stay up all night, you might as

well give your writing extra

attention.
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Buetow forced to resign his position
Continuedfrom Pg. 1

and allowed him to partici-

pate in two team practices.

Buetow told the investi-

gative committee that he

thought no rules were broken

because he behevedJiskra had

been admitted to CC and

planned to attend classes this

semester, Grace said. If a

student is not admitted to a

college, he is forbidden by

NCAA rules from participat-

ing in practices. Taylor said

Jiskra practiced with the team

Jan. 19 and 20.

Despite Buetow's asser-

tion, college officials said

Jiskra was not admitted. If

Jiskra had been admitted, as

Buetow claimed, it is a viola-

tion of NCAA rules to pro-

vide student athletes freeplane

tickets.

Buetow paid for Jiskra's

flight to and from Colorado

Springs with frequent flier

miles accumulated by hockey

coaches flying on official

business.

Terry Swenson, the ad-

missions director, said he told

Buetow that Jiskra had a good
chance of being accepted, but

that Jiskrawould need tocom-
plete a standard admissions

application before a finaljudg-

ment could be made.

Buetow told the investi-

gative committee that he was
confused by what the admis-

sions office told him and that

he thought Jiskia had been

admitted, Grace said.

Swenson, however, said

Buetow was clearly told Jiskra

was not admitted. "Coach
Buetow knew his [Jiskra's]

enrollment status," said

Swenson. "He did not inisun-

derstand."

Taylor said that Jiskra's

father told the investigative

committee that his son flew to

CC because he was curious

about the college, but that he
was sail enrolled at North

Dakota State. After two days
on campus here, Jiskra appar-

ently decided he was not in-

terested in CC.
Buetow told the commit-

tee that he initially bought
Jiskra a one-way ticket for the

Jan. 19 trip to campus be-

cause he thought the goalie

was coming to campus per-

manendy.

At Jiskra's request,
Buetow said he used frequent

flier niiles to obtain a return

ticket for Jiskra on Jan. 2 1

.

Even if Jiskra had been
formally accepted and de-
cided he wanted to attend CC,
he would have been ineligible

to be part of CC's hockey
team for his first semester on
campus. An NCAA mle pro-
hibits transfer students from

junior colleges playing dur-

ing their first semesteron cam-

pus at their new school.

Buetow informed the in-

vestigative committee that he

was told by a coach at ajunior

college in Illinois thatNCAA
rules allowed transfer students

to play during their first se-

mester.

In subsequent broadcast

interviews, Buetow report-

edly stated that "two or three"

coaches said that allowing

transfers to play in their first

semester would not violate

NCAA rules. Laterthatnight,

he said "many, many"coaches

told him it would not violate

rules.

In addition to Buetow's

NCAA regulations violations,

Taylor said Buetow violated

Athletic Department rules re-

quiring coaches to communi-

cate with the athletic director

about the status of recruits.

"I first heard about the

goalie when I read it in the

paper," said Taylor. "There's

no question there was a seri-

ous lack of communication

there. If I had been involved

in this properly, I would have

caught [the rule violations]."

Grace said the CC inves-

tigation took longer than

planned because of the intri-

cacies of the NCAA rules and

the conflicting statements

heard by the committee.

Both Grace and Taylor

said they were displeased the

investigation took 12 days.

"I'd be embarrassed to

admit to you how much time

rve spenton this," saidGrace,

who will remain acting presi-

dent until Kathryn Mohrman
takes charge July 1.

Amend. 2 boycott will affect CC
Continuedfrom Pg. 1

The administration is

trying to head off future

Amendment 2-linked can-

cellations.

Acting President Grace
has sent letters to various

newspapersreminding them
ofthe school's non-discrimi-

natory policy on sexual ori-

entation. He is also drafting

a similar letter to be sent to

all conferences and prospec-

tive conferences.

Lord is putting togedier

an information packet to be

included with diis letter. It

contains a letter from the

Dean of the College, Timo-

thy Fuller, and outlines CC's
stand in the Amendment 2

debate.

Also included is a mes-

sage from the Colorado
Springs Chamber of Com-
merce on Colorado Springs'

diversity, a detailed explana-

tion of the view^joints within

the debate, an editorial from
die Dec. 18, 1992 Gazette

Telegraph and a six-pagecopy
of the amendment itself.

The College hopes that by
raising the issues first, ratio-

nal discussion will prevent

spontaneous, emotion-riddled

cancellations by various or-

ganizations.

SUMMER STUDYABROAD

er than ever

Imagine the possibilities

Internships. Language Programs & Study Tours

Singapore • London • Paris • Florence
Madrid • Hong Kong • Russia • Greece

Strastxjurg • Germany • Geneva
Eastern Europe

SyncuM Unlvartlty
DMtlon of IntarnMlonal Progriira Abroad

119Euclld AvenuB
Syracuse, W 13244-4170

(315) 443-9420/9421

Reality Beat

By Taa Dixon
Catalyst Staff

(Jan.) Three CC students who live on Wood Avenui

reported that the windows of two cars parked in from

«

their apartment were smashed. The outside of their apan

ment displays a bumper sticker which reads, "Hate-Frej

Home," and depicts a pink triangle enclosed in a greci

circle. This incident follows similar incidents of vandal,

ism which have targeted houses and cars displaying tin

sticker,

(Half-Block) Two female CC students reported that thei

were approached at a local Denny's by a man whoideni
fied himself as an Amendment 2 supporter. He allegedlv

questioned the students' sexual orientation and continued

to harass them for approximately 45 minutes. When tht

students reported theincidentto therestaurant manager,k
explained that the man often harasses customers.

(Jan. 1 3) An inter-racial CC couple reported that they were

harassed at the Perkins restaurant located on the comer of

Chelton and Platte. Two Caucasian men reportedly madt

disparaging comments about the racial makeup of tht

couple. The couple felt uncomfortable and abruptly left

(5th Block) A visiting faculty member reported being

harassed by CC a security guard in Palmer Hall. Tht

professor relayed tiiat CC security officials wouldn't deal

with the issue because it involved harassment.

(5th Block) A female support staff employee reported

going harassment by hermale boss. She alleged that he has

been making overtly sexual advances towards two
workers. The woman explained that she decided to repon

the incident to the Catalyst because her boss recently

threatened to terminate her position, despite her satisfac

tory job performance.

The Cara/yif solicits reports ofharassment, discrimination

or hate-motivated crimes. Those members of the CC
community who feel they are victims of such incidents are

requested to call Taa Dixon at x7519 or write to Womer
Box #897,

Qood THIS IS THE
SUMMER
TO STUDY
ABROAD

IT'S MORE AFFORDABLE
THAN YOU THINK

The foreign exchange rate is in your favor.

Find out how it will reduce your costs

overseas by calling the Syracuse University

DIPA Summer Office.

Syracuse University

DIPA Summer Office

119 Euclid Avenue

(315) 443-9420/21
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Bruce Loeffler fights anti-gay amendment

Photo by Diana E. Zipeto

Bruce Loeffler speaks out at an Anti-Amendment 2 march

By Diana E. Zipeto

Features Editor

Bruce Loeffler is in the

middle of liis sixteenth year

teacliing geology at Colo-

rado College and in his first

yearofbattling anti-gay leg-

islature in ColoradoSprings.

On the first day of his

class, not only does Loeffler

gives students a syllabus, he

also tells them that he is gay.

This, he explains, give stu-

dents a chance to decide

whether his sexual orienta-

tion will be a problem for

them.

Loeffler has been keep-

ing this high profile on cam-

pus as a gayman since 1985,

when he first became in-

volved with BGALA - CC's

Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian

Alliance. Recently, his high

profile status has expanded

nationally: he has been a

spokesperson in the fight

against Amendment 2. ap-

On the first day of his class,

not only does Loeffler give

students a syllabus, he also

tells them he is gay.

pearing in many papers and

news shows.

Loeffler is on the coor-

dinating council of a local,

anti-Amendment 2 group

titled "Ground Zero." The

group is what Loeffler calls,

"a grass-roots organization,"

and was started in the

Springs last fall after

Amendment 2 passed.

According to Loeffler,

Ground Zero has three goals

.

The first is to educate the

public on what Amendment
2 actually is and what its

implications are. Loeffler

says the amendment, writ-

ten and coordinated by tlie

Springs-based fundamen-

talist group, Colorado for

Family Values, was delib-

erately worded to confuse

voters.

The amendment reads:

"Neither the state of Colo-

rado. . . nor any of its agen-

cies. . . shall enact, adopt or

enforce any statute, regula-

tion, ordinance or policy

whereby homosexual,

Continued on Pg. 8 w--

Victims of sexual assault learn to speak out
By Mariya Seacreast-

Perkins

My memory is a vivid one,

one that will be ever present

in my conscious and uncon-

scious. The scene in my head

is described best by what I

felt. I was trapped, I was ex-

hausted, I was in shock, I was

using all the strength I had to

fight but being powerless.

Through it all I could hear

him continuously whisper,

"I'm inside you, I'm inside

you."

I was raped. I could tell

the whole story, but it is a

story you have heard or read

somewhere before.We know

that date rape, acquaintance

rape, and the other names it

carries is an unreported crime.

We have all heard that one in

four women will be raped

before the age of 24. We all

think it's sad, but why isn't it

changing?

When I think back to how
I thought ofrape before it was

personal, I rememberreading

the stories and hearing the

numbers. I even remember a

high school speech I gave

about date rape. But I don't

remember feehng it. It has

only become a passion after it

became personal. Does that

mean we all have to be raped

in order to understand it, in

order to fight it? No, but we
do need to talk.

Terry Tempest Williams

said, "Wordsempower us, tear

us from our fear, set us free."

It is through words that we
may begin to fight this crime.

Some of those words need to

be statistics. It is important to

understand the impact ofrape

on society, but in reaUty, sta-

tistics are numbers, easily for-

gotten numbers. And all too

often they do not reflect what

is really happening. People

read statistics with precon-

ceived notions on rape. Within

those notions misconceptions

abound, especially about ac-

quaintance rape.

People are still trying to

blame the survivor rather than

the rapist. Part of that comes

from fear. For example, law-

yers believe it is better to have

men on a rape jury than

women. Surprising? The rea-

son for this is that women are

not ready to say that another

woman has been raped,

whereas men have less of a

problem viewing women as

victims. The women on the

jury are scared. Many ofthem

have had similar experiences

,

the others would rather deny

that rape exists. It is a luxury

to dismiss it and not think

about it.

That kind ofluxury is dan-

gerous. It is like burying some-

thing which is still alive. Rape

is very alive, and it is some-

thing people need to think

about in terms of themselves,

not in terms ofthe survivor. In

other words, instead of feel-

ing sorry for the victims of

rape crimes, people need to

think of how those crimes af-

fect them. Numbers and

magazines don't do that for

people, talking does. It opens

up the reality of rape.

The guilt and shame in-

volved in acquaintance rape

makes it difficult, and at times

impossible, to be able to say,

"I was raped." Not only is it

distiu-bing, the survivorknows

it still implies that she has

done something wrong. It is

not until the final stages of a

survivor's recovery that she

may be able to say that. If and

when that time comes those

three words empower the sur-

vivor and educate those

around her.

The empowerment for

survivors that comes from

talking is incredible. If 1 tell

my story, someone else may
tell hers, and another victim

may speak for the first tiine.

By opening up the dialogue,

survivors can take back some

Continued on Pg. 6

Support group is started at CC
By Diana E. Zipeto

Features Editor

Recovery from sexual as-

sault takes a long rime. It

takes even longer if the survi-

vor is trying to do it on her

own. For three years,

Boettcher counselors Diana

Fuller and Jackie Taylor have

faciUtated a support group for

women who have been sexu-

ally violated.

The Sexual Assualt Sup-

port Group was started by

CC's Feminist Collective in

thespring of 1990. Todaythe

group is a permanent part of

Boettcher's budget.

The group meets for one

semesterandis geared toward

women who have been mo-

lested, assauhed, raped or

sexually harassed during their

adolescent and adult years.

Diana Fuller stressed that

a majority of sexual assault

cases never involve inter-

course. She said because

most women define sexual

assault as rape; they don't

feel justified in seeking help

for themselves.

Fuller said, "The group

has been tremendously sue

cessful; all the women who

have stayed with the program

and completed the semester

have felt the group has helped

them deal with their abuse

and get on with their lives in

an empowered way." Accord-

ing to Fuller, many women

never join a group because

they blame themselves for

their abuse; they are trying to

deal with it alone, or because

they deny that the abuse has

affected their lives.

Sexual assault can have a

devastating impact on

women's Uves. Some com-

mon emotional and physical

responses to sexual assault

may include:

- problems with authority fig-

ures

- inability to express emo-

tions

- sleeping problems/night-

mares
- sexual dysfunction/prob-

lems with intimacy

- lack of concentration

- appetite loss/overeating

- loss of self-confidence

- drug/alcohol abuse

- fear

- suicide attempts

- feehngs of grief and despair

According to Fuller,

many women in the group

Stan with a lot of guilt and

shame about their abuse.

Shame occurs after date rape

because many women blame

themselves for letting it hap-

pen by reasoning, "1 should

have known,""I should have

had less to drink," or "I

shouldn't have let htm." She

said this destructive rational-

ization prevents women from

speaking out. 'The last per

son they blame is the man

who did it."

Fuller knows it is very

hard for women to call

Boettcher and come to the

first meeting, but she says

that by the last session, group

members realize "the support

of the other women is very

important."

The Sexual Assault Sup-

port Group will be held

every Monday, starting the

firstweek of sixth block, from

3:30-5:00p.m.. The average

group size is 8-10 women.

To register for the group,

women are asked to call

Boettcher Health Center at

x6384 and leave theu- first

name and phone number.

J.,^t-^^.^'.\'^x1:.^...
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Symposium focuses on theme "Defending the Earth"

Speakers discuss various problems and possible solutions concerning the worid's environment

By Saskia Nilsen

Catalyst Staff

This year's symposium

invited CC students, faculty,

staffand suirounding commu-

nity to join a four-day explo-

ration of current environmen-

tal issues. Titled "Defending

the Earth," the symposium

included speakers and artists,

many ofwhom visited the CC
campus from top universities

and institutions around the

country.

Speakers included writer

Terry Tempest Williams; At-

torney Walter Echo-Hawk of

the Pawnee tribe and attorney

for the Native American

Rights Fund; John Priorof the

National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research; Jane

Lubchenco, professor of Zo-

ology at Oregon State Univer-

sity; Charles Mann, contrib-

uting editor of Atlantic

Monthly ; Waafas Ofosu-

Amaah, pan of WorldWIDE
Network, concerned with the

advancement of women in

environmental management;

Dennis Meadows, author of

books about sustainable glo-

bal living; professor and au-

thor Julian Simon, who en-

gaged in a highly conUDversial

debate with Meadows; Pulitzer

prize-winningPoet GarySnyder,

Paul Watson, founder of

Greenpeace and the Sea Shep-

herd Conservation Society; and

author Alan Wolfe.

Pop/Folk singer Michelle

Shocked made an appearance on

Armstrong stage on Friday, Jan.

22. National Public Radio's E-

Town taped a live broadcast of

theconcert,whichistobeai(Edon

NPR.
Sattmlay night, the Califor-

nia Del Arte Playersperformed a

slapstick environmental comedy

about water rights. Throughout

the week, Cobum Art Gallery

hosted a book show, displaying

artisticinterpietationsofenviron-

mental concerns.

A member of the sympo-

sium committee commented,

"We tried for a variety of

events. What touches one

person doesn't touch another.

It was difficult to find alterna-

tive events."

Student and community

memberreactionsranged from
appreciative to apathetic. A
faculty member described

Terry Tempest Williams as

Photo courtesy of Office of College Relaiioi

Conversation with Jane Lubchenco, president of the Ecological Society and Charles

Mann ofAtlantic Montly

"impassioned;" a studentwho
saw Michelle Shocked's per-

formance said it was "excel-

lent".

Members from the Colo-

rado Springs community also

commented on the sympo-

sium; one said he was really

impressed by "the caliber of

the speakers;" another said

she "thought the symposium
was a great way to bring the

community and the college

together."

Most agreed that the sym-

posium was a success, and

that it addressed an especial!)

pertinent topic. The sympo

sium committee hopes to re

peat its success in next yeai.

They welcome opinions oi

this year's symposium, ani

most of all ask for su

tions for next year.

Ca

Rape victim speaks out

Continuedfrom Pg. 5
of the power that was taken

away from them By elimi-

natingthe silence, the attacker

is no longer in control of the

vicitm. That kindofacknowl-

edgment is the first step in the

fight against this kind ofvio-

lence.

It is comparable to stories

of oppression. Oppressed

groups did not begin to gain

freedoms until their voices

were heard. Through those

voices a strength began to

build and movements began

to form.

Rape is present in our so-

ciety.We cannot end it in our

lifetimes, but we can be an-

gry, we can make rape the

crime it is. Rather than a silent

suffering, wecanbegin tohear
the survivors.

Ican'tmakeyou feelwhat

I felt, but I can tell you my
story, answer your questions

and let you feel rape with

respect to your own life.

I have referred to survi-

vors as women and perpetra-

tors as men. This is not to say

thatmenarenot survivorsand

women are not capable of be-

ing perpetrators. However,

women are overwhelmingly

more victimized by rape than

men. This is the first in a

seriesofdialoguesaboutrape,

issues surrounding it and dif-

ferent perspectives about it.

The Colorado College

Victim's Assistance Team
(V.A.T.) has recently re-

viewedtheimportance ofthis

topic on college campuses

and has restated the mission

of the teamto enable them to

spend more time and energy

educating and empowering
people.

The team has also pur-

chased a new beeper system

with a new phone number.

The number is 475-4996.

Please be aware of this

change.

Volunteer opportunities
By Taa Dixon
Catalyst Staff

The Center for Commu-
nity Service is beginning its

fourth year at CC. Two new
programs are being intiated

by the Center.

Into the Streets is a brand

new program designed to in-

crease student involvement

within the Colorado Springs

community. Beginning Mar.

1 , students are needed to visit

one often agencies interested

inhaving CCvolunteers. The
studentson this selection com-
mittee will then decide
whether or not the agency is

an appropriate organization

for CC volunteers. Please

contact Farr Carey at x7817 or

WB 1488 for more informa-

tion concerning this innova-

tive volunteer opportunity.

The purpose ofFood Har-

vest, a second organization, is

to transport food from CC's
two Marriott cafeterias to a

soup kitchen/shelter locatd

just afew blocks away. Thest

leftovers help feed over 15(1

people each week.

If you are interested ii

learning more, please conit

to Food Harvest's first meet-

ing on Tuesday, Feb. 9 at noon

in Womer room 213.

THE HIGHER INSTITUTE
OF PHILOSOPHY

The University of Leuven (Belgium) offers

Complete Programs in Philosophy,
From a one year certificate in Philosophy

to the Ph.D.

All couses are in English
Tuition is 15,000 BfA'ear

write to:

The Secretary, English Program
Kardinall Mercierplein 2

B-3000, Leuven, BELGIUM

Never /
Shopped / Frunwl
Wit 1 Us
Before? Artfrom

Then You \ $I.9J

Have... \ , .

Surprises in Store! )

Goodwill 10 % Off

/All non-sale

Proceeds supportJob prognuns for local people with

disabilities and disadvantages. /' Merchandise

/ One-time only
Credit Cards - Free Parking - Dressing Rooms / „,. , ... .

For Locations: See p57, US West Business Pages. /'Expires March 13 1993
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y\sk Dr. Botcher

Hooting in bed concerns young manicurist
pear Dr. Botcher:

I am a 4' 10", 320 lb. male

0th a slight weight problem.

]
have tried all the diets, but

(Ot even Deal-A-Meal

(vorked for me. My stomach

lias been stapled, I have had

four liposuctions and once I

evendidn't eat for three hours,

but 1 have not lost any weight.

[jow can 1 lose the pounds?

Fatso

Dear Fatso:

I think your problem is

noteating but exercise. Iloiow

liow difficult it is to find the

lime to exercise, but it is nec-

essary in order to lose the

weight.

Try these simple exercises

for slightly big people:

Roll-exercise—lay on

your stomach and roll over to

your back. Continuedoing this

undl it hurts.

Floating—this exercise

can be done in any large body

of water. Hoat on your back

and try to move around like a

boat or something. Warning:

Do not float on your stomach.

Sitting—just sit and stand

up and sit and stand up. Do
this exercise until you fall

down. It may take you a while

to get back up, but the results

are worth the effort.

If these don't work, try

my dietary plan ofmilkshakes.

You make one milkshake for

each meal with a little choco-

late syrup, four snow peas, a

cupofmilk, soy curd and some

twigs or something fibrous.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I am a young woman who
just graduated from Clara's

Beauty College with a degree

in manicuring. My problem

is kind of embarrassing, but I

just don't know what to do.

You see, whenever I have

sex, I make a lot of noise. Not

like screaming, but hooting,

whisding and mooing. What
can I do?

Loud in Bed
Dear Loud in Bed:

This would require a

house visit. Please make an

appointment at 564-555-

1434.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I am a seventy-three year

old male who has been smok-

ing filterless cigarettes for

sixty years. I have had almost

no side effects from smoking.

After they removed my right

lung, I didn't even hardly

breathe. But now, 1 have de-

veloped a large growth on the

back of my head that huns

like hell.

It is the size of a grape-

fruit and gives me bad head-

aches. Is it my smoking that

has done this? What can I do?

Smoker

Dear Smoker:

There are two possibili-

ties; you either have a tumor

or have bumped your head

really hard. I would go for the

latter. Most tumors will kill

you, and so you couldn ' t have

written that letter if you had a

tumor, I would guess that you

hit your head, and that you

just don't remember.

Advice from Dr. Botcher:

If you have a really bad

heart attack and have stopped

breathing, don't panic, have

someone give you the

Heimlich maneuver.

Wore: Dr. Botcher is not a

real doctor, but he applied to

many medical schools around

the nation.

A sorority member responds to Fight the Power
By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

The underground publi-

cation Fight The Power re-

cendy published some con-

troversial views about minor-

ity participation in Greek life.

FTP is a privately funded

pubhcation thatdeals witii mi-

nority issues on campus, of-

ten provoking mixed reactions

from students of all races.

Below is aninterview with

acaucasion sorority member
discussing FTP's impact on

minority Greek issues.

: What is your reaction to

the recent controversy over

minority participation in

Greek life on the CC Cam-
pus?

Jen: The reason why there are

so few minorities in the Greek

systemis simply because they

don't rush. There aren't a lot

of minorities here so there

aren ' t a lot available to rush in

the first place. There's also a

lot of pressure on minority

students not to get involved.

Taa: What do you think the

nature of this "pressure" is?

J: Well, diere's a lot of pres-

sure from some of the other

minority students. They say

joining the Greek system is

selling out. I think FTP does

a lot to promote diat.

T: Do you see any benefit to

FTPl
J: I see a lot of potential ben-

efit in the idea ofFrP. It'sthe

execution of that idea that I

have a problem with. It's like

they're cutting off dieir noses

to spite their faces. You can't

force ideologies. You can't

force-feed feelings.

You have to pull your-

selves closer instead of far-

ther away, and diey're (FTP)

not doing that. I get die im-

pression that they just com-

plain. What are they doing to

help the issue?

T: What is "the issue"?

J: Minority voices on cam-

pus.

T: And what do you mean

when you say that you agree

with the "idea" of FTP, but

not the "execution"?

I: Well, their execution is

aggressive. This turns away

many people. By alienating

themselves, they're stabbing

themselves in the back. If

there were more articles about

personal stories, a more hu-

man side, this would make us

more receptive.

When you want someone

to understand you, you don't

want tomake them defensive.

Instead, you make them want

to defend racism or your spe-

cific cause. I would like to

ask them, "Who is your target

audience?" We're seeing at-

tacks tiiat make us uncomfort-

able. They're making us turn

offour minds. Many ofus feel

diis way.

T: Who are you referring to

when you say "us"?

J: They (FTP) have created an

"us"and"them" situation. They

have made it so Uiat ifsomeone

isnotactively fightingonfTP's

side, then they must be in the

other camp. Presenting minor-

ity opinions in such an aggres-

sive way is not conducive to

real understanding.

T: I have a couple of ques-

tions. First, am I correct in

saying that you think FTP is

the sole creator of the "us/

them" situation? And sec-

ondly, what is your role in

achieving this "real under-

standing" of minority opin-

ions?

J: The preconditions for this

stringent "us/them" tension-

filled atmosphere already ex-

isted. Fight The Power sim-

ply added the spark and more

fuel to the tire, so to speak. To

be quite honest, as for my

(he Catalyst Features section

will sell tfaeii souls, etc. for

decent writers. Call the

Catalyst and leave your name

and number. X6675
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role, I don ' t feel I have a direct

one. Their fight is not my
fight. I advise the staff of

Fight The Power to modify

their tactics and take a more

proactive approach. They

seem to have a commendable

purpose: that of providing a

forum for students who feel

they have less of a voice else-

where on campus.

T: Earlieryou said that FTP'S

aggressive approach is "not

conducive to real understand-

ing." I'm still not sure what

you mean by "real understand-

ing" or what you feel your

role is.

J: "Real understanding" is the

point when people can empa-

thize with and identify with

other people,regardlessofrace,

etc. Like the dream in Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King's "I have a

dream" speech.

As for the "role" question, I

do not have a role in Fight the

Power's daily campaign. We
all, however, have a "role" in

promoting the end of pre-judg-

ment based on race, among

other things.

T: Doyouhaveanyconcluding

remarks?

J: Well, I realize that I'm not

qualified to speak for FTP or

oversee their operation. Nor

are they likely to accept me or

anyone else assuming such a

role. Butwe all have a choice in

how we respond to a given situ-

ation.

By continuing to react, in-

stead of acting with a goal and

following up with the appropri-

ate steps. Fight The Power

will continue to miss a golden

opportunity to make a real

statement to people other than

themselves.
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Amendment Two affects professors and students at CC
continuedfrom p. 5

lesbian, or bisexual orienta-

tion, conduct, practices orre-

lationships shall constitute or

otherwise be the basis of or

entitle any persons orclass of

persons to have or claim any

minority status, quota prefer-

ences, protected status or

claim of discrimination."

Loeffler said this word-

ing confused people into

thinking the amendment sim-

ply guaranteed that bisexu-

als, gays and lesbians would

not receive "special rights" as

a minority.

Companies feared quotas

would be set requiring them

to hire a certain number of

homosexuals. What the

amendment actually did was

to deny any protection to bi-

sexuals, gays and lesbians if

they are discriminated against

because of their sexual orien-

tation.

Loeffler said, "It was im-

possible to get the voters to

see the difference between

'special' rights and 'equal'

rights . . . Word forword, this

is the same legislature that

tried to deny African Ameri-

cans equal rights in our coun-

try."

Recently, at a Colorado

Springs march to counter the

amendment, a protester held

up a sign reading, "A job and

ahome are not special rights."

In Colorado Springs, because

of Amendment 2, people can

be fired from their job just

because they are gay. There is

nothing to protect them any-

more from this kind of preju-

dice.

Another goal of Ground

Zero is to make the entire na-

tion aware of what happened

in ColoiadoSpiings. Loefflersays

when

were just trying to keep it to-

gether"Theirangerandshock

at the amendinent, Loeffler

said, "eventually got chan-

neled into organized resis-

tance."

The third goal of Ground

Zero, according to Loeffler
,

is to counter anti-gay senti-

mentand show the public what

the gay community actually

is. "Colorado for Family Val-

ues played on all the stereo-

began to boy-

cott Coloiado,

aniessagewas

sent out to the

public about

the serious-

ness of the

amendment.

"[Theamend-

ment] was

devastating

for the gay

c o m m u -

nity," Loeffler said, "It felt

like an indictment - like a slap

in the face."

Loeffler said he found it

hard to believe something

completely unjust could hap-

pen. For the CC students in

BGALA, Loeffler said it was

the first time they'd experi-

enced raw prejudice. In the

time just after the amendment

passed, Loeffler said, "People

Neither the state of Colorado . . . nor any of its agencies.

. . shall enact, adopt or enforce any statute, regulation,

ordinance or policy whereby homosexual, lesbian, or

bisexual orientation, conduct, practices or relationships

shall constitute or otherwise be the basis of or entitle any

persons or class of persons to have or claim any minority

status, quota preferences, protected status or claim of

discrimination.

-Amendment 2

types [when coordinating the

amendment] , claiming that no

one is safe around [homosexu-

als], least of all children... We
want to counter this misinfor-

mation."

Loeffler isconcerned about

the realization ofthis goal with

the build-up ofreligious, right-

wing groups in the Springs. He
said that there are now 53 such

groups, 28 of these have

moved to the Springs since

1 989 and 1 1 more groups plan

to settle here this year.

Loeffler has chosen to

stay and fight Amendment 2.

He said he thought a lot about

leaving Colorado Springs,

and that even when he first

moved here in 1977, he felt

like he was "going back a

decade."

On the CC campus at that

time, school President Lou
Womer stopped

the fonnation of

agayand lesbian

group on the

gioundsthatthere

simply were no

gays or lesbians

onthecampus.In

the early 80' s, a

gay and lesbian

group was
formed through

CC's Boettcher

Health Center.

Loeffler said this affiliation

with Boettchermade the group

"seem like a herpes support

group."

Loefflerdecidedhewanted

to be more visible on campus

and enlisted sociology profes-

sor Margie Duncombe to

work with him in the gay and

lesbian group, then called

"Out and About."

Loeffler said the initial

experience of being so vis.

ible on campus "was fright-

ening for both of us." But, he

also said it was worth it, that

he had "helped a lot of people

in a lot of pain."

In his class evaluation,

Loeffler asks students

whether his being gay was a

problem for them. He has re-

ceived a range of responses,

from "Yeah, how could I pos-

sibly respect you?" to "It was

a problem until I took this

class."

In class, Loeffler makes a

point of including informa-

tion on protected sex and

sexually transmitted diseases.

He says the students appreci-

ate it.

But Loeffler's Amend-

ment 2 activism and sexual

orientation are only parts of

his life. His intense style of

teaching makes him one of

the most popular teachers on

campus.

He has recently com-

pleted his masters in Art His-

tory, and teaches a half-block

ArtHistory course. The preju-

dice he is fighting now in the

Colorado Springs legislature,

to him, is not just a gay issue.

"People shouldn't wanttolive

in a society that condones dis-

crimination, [because] then

no one is safe from it."

Information about Amendment 2 provided
By Melanie Berwin

Catalyst Staff

Many people who have

not educated themselves on

the issues of gay rights and

Amendment 2 have taken it

we are having a

big

SALE
starting February

1, 1993

on many of our

favorite winter

items

10-15% off

upon themselves to misin-

form others. It is important

to know some basic informa-

tion about the current state of

gay rights in the U.S. and in

Colorado.

First, the Constitution of

the United States and various

Acts ofCongress protect citi-

zens against discrimination

on the basis of sex, race,

national origin, discrimination

but not based on sexual

orientation.

In the absence of federal

laws, it falls on each local

community to adopt ordi-

nances prohibiting discrimi-

nation based on sexual orien-

tation.

This is what Denver,

Boulder and Aspen have

done. Their ordinances pro-

tected homosexuals from dis-

crimination in employment,

housing, health and welfare.

Amendment 2 was writ-

ten by the Christian Coali-

tion, based in Virginia; Colo-

rado was used as a "test state"

because it is one of the easiest

states in the nation to place

initiatives on the ballot. Also,

PIRAMIDE

108 Canon Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO

80to
615-5912

CLOTHING-JEWELRY-GIFTS

the state constitution can be

changed with a simple major-

ity vote.

Amendment 2 passed by

a 53% majority in Colorado,

repealing the anti-discrimina-

tion laws in Denver, Boulder

and Aspen and prohibiting

such laws from being en-

acted anywhere else in

Colorado. In El Paso County,

the amendment passed by a 2

to 1 margin.

Judge JeffB ayless in Den-

ver recently passed an injunc-

tion keeping Amendment 2

from taking effect while its

constitutionality is being ar-

gued in the courts.

The judge stated that

Amendment 2 could be

"proved within a reasonable

doubt" to be unconstitutional

by the Colorado Supreme

Court.

Ground Zero and other or-

ganizations formed to "undo

2" are supporting a national

boycott of Colorado and spe-

cifically of Colorado Springs.

Someof tills informationis

from the Denver Metro Con-

vention & Visitor's Bureau,

and some from die National

Gay and Lesbian Task Force

Press Release.
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Just ask the Broadmoor . .

.

This certainly is NOT your high school prom
py Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

You remember high-

school, don'tyou? When, for

one glorious year, you were a

fteshman rather than a first-

year student.

Surely, at least, you re-

member the glossy pages of

The Colorado College's

viewbook: the pretty pictures

ofstudents studying on grassy

fields, concerned professors

demonstrating complex phys-

ics equations and sentences

ihatread, "In the course ofour

college careers, we learn that

we derive fulfillment not only

individual pursuit but from

our sensitivity to others."

Oops. That sentence was

from the 1993 Winter Formal

poster. "This is not your high

school prom," the poster

reads. Right. Myprom didn't

have a bar in the building.

Do you remember when

Kentucky Fried Chicken

made the big jump to KFC?
Commercial aftercommercial

informing of us of how great,

how noble, how new KFC
was. A frustrated friend fi-

nally yelled, "Come on! It's

only chicken!" See where

I'm heading? Same dance,

new packaging.

IVIaybe I'm being harsh.

Perhaps WinterFormal really

does comprise "both the el-

egance of tradition and the

spiritofconcern for the popu-

lation as a whole." Fine.

Maybe drinking a lot ofcock-

tails and trying to foxtrot re-

ally "will afford you the op-

portunity to be at your best, as

an individual and part of the

community."

As the Broadmoor will

cheerfully remind any stu-

dents looking to plan an event

CO students buy enough

clothing from Goodwill

that it's only fair for us to

help restock the racks.

on their fine premises, puking

on the carpet must be be an

example of CC's best. We
vomited on the dance floor

(and the dancers) for as many

years as the Broadmoor al-

lowed us to.

And now we're at the

Antlers Doubletree Hotel. A
sly R.A. must have convinced

the managers thatCC students

have mended their ways.

"Oh, no. That wasn't

drunkenness at those other

Winter Formals. No,see,sw-

dents were spilling their drinks

because they're used to wear-

ing Birkenstocks rather than

dress shoes. But don't worry.

We instituted Walking 101 as

a mandatory half-block

course."

All right. All right. And

the puking?

"Yes. Somalia was hav-

ing a famine. CC students

upchucked as a protest against

Amerca's hypocritical glut-

tony. We've since managed

to convince the student body

that hunger strikes are more

effective. We're just an

overly-aware campus."

Listen. I applaud the

H.R.s and R.A.s for soliciting

clothes for "the city's disad-

vantaged." CC students buy

enough clothing from Good-

will that it' s only fair for us to

help restock the racks. But

facts are facts. Winter For-

mal is a fancy dress ball spon-

sored by a fancy liberal arts

college. "The city's disad-

vantaged" aren't invited.

Don't try to convince me that

attending this dance is an act

of charity. It's like Sandy

says: "Winter Formal is just

an excuse for CC students to

dress up and get drunk." And

puke.

Come on, guys. It's only

dancing.

Editor suggests the status quo A brief manifesto
Gays, -women and minorities encouaged to write for Catalyst

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

The news is full of the

uproaroverPresident Clinton

allowing homosexuals to en-

ter the military, and I wonder

exacdy why people are wor-

ried about gays in uniform.

Historically, homosexuality

was a common part of the

military life in Greece.

Most of the vehement de-

fenders of the right-wing ar-

gue that gays would not be

able to fight (correctly?), and

that they would lower moral.

Okay, let's think about this

one.

The cliche of a gay man
wearing flower prints, having

a high voice and exaggerated

hand gestures is out-dated.

Really, gays, both female and

fflale, are physically and men-

tally completely normal.

The people who are op-

posed to the gays in the mili-

tary also happen to be prima-

rily men.

I have heard no women
speak out strongly against

gays in the military. So what
is it thatmen are so scared of?

Probably most men are

scared of homosexuals be-

cause gay men might look at

tern. Youknow what I mean.

sexually.

This is probably the same

fcason thatwomen don ' t seem
to object—they are ogled at

^y men all the time.

Gays in the military would

pose the problem of shower-

ing, dressing and physical

exams. Maybe as a transition

to the gays in the military, the

army could lodge them sepa-

rately, have different show-

ers and give medical exams

individually. Or not.

There is a very serious

issue involved with gays in

the military. lust now a ma-

rine is being prosecuted for

killing a gay marine last year

in Japan. Another man who

admitted to being involved in

the brutal murder was given

an incredibly light sentence

for the offense.

Beside the problem of

plain and blatant discrimina-

tion against homosexuals,

there is also the underlying

violence that goes far beyond

male insecurity.

Just recentiy in New Or-

leans, two marines dragged a

gay man out of a bar and beat

him up badly enough to crack

his skull. They fully admitted

to the crime and told the po-

lice that they felt no remorse.

I am afiraid that the vio-

lence will continue to esca-

late as long as gays continue

to demand an fair place in

society.

It reminds me of the civil

rights movement, and the vio-

lence that was directed at mi-

norities who were out-spoken

for equal rights.

What sticks out to me is

that this all involves men. I

have yet to hear of women in

tiie military dragging lesbi-

ans into the street and maul-

ing them.

It is the same thing with

abortion rights; the leaders

like RandallTerry are allmen

.

The same thing has happened

with Amendment Two; the

leader is no other than used

car salesperson, Willy

Perkins.

My point is serious; there

is a lot of violence directed

against gays, minorities and

women.
The problem is dehuman-

ization. There is something

very disturbing about how

people can look at homosexu-

als as sub-human.

I don't mean to leave that

hanging, but I want to go off

on a shght tangent. Since this

is the first issue of our Cata-

lyst, I want to make a stand-

ing request that people to

write for us.

I want specifically to ask

minorities, women and gays

to write for the Catalyst.

The Catalyst will not be

able to stop violence, but per-

haps if we can become a pa-

per that covers issues that are

of controversy, we can edu-

cate and make the issues a

litfle less volatile.

I want toopen up thedoors

ofCutiertoeveryone. So give

us a ring: I promise we'll re-

mm your call.

By Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

Before we reach the keen insights, witty banter, and

devastating clarity ofthought and word which will come to

characterize not only this column but the entire opinions

section of this semester' s Catalyst, permit me a few words

of introduction.

You, faint of heart and strong oftongue, take note: this

newspaper has an agenda. This agenda will not be hidden.

Our slant is so bold as to be itaUcized. Our pages will not

be white, but soaked in the yellow stain of editorial bias.

Let us hear no more rumblings of muted discontent in the

Rastall dinner line on Friday evenings. From now on,

those with a beef must shout proudly in the Worner

Common, waving the offending Catalysts like so many

tattered flags.

Guilty and unrepentant we stand, for our mission is of

a higher order. Our purpose, our bias, our slant, our tack,

our sole reason to exist for these four shon blocks is this:

Let it be known campus-wide that the Catalyst will be an

intelligent, provocative, engaging read, marked by consis-

tency in its excellence of both style and content, issue after

issue. It will shrink from no controversy, without shame or

apology to interests entrenched or special, until it ceases

publication. So Help Us God (ideally, you atheists are

already reaching, arms quivering, for your poison pens).

No opinion is too outrageous for these brave pages. No

cow is too sacred to be slaughtered here. No woman orman

is too young, tooold, too weaker too potentially dangerous

to have their say. Even the stupidmay be included (as long

as their stupidity is honest, heartfelt and artfully ex-

pressed), as cannon fodder.

So, Colorado College, bring it on. Come semester's

end, theCam/yjrwi 11 be renowned among S.L.A.C. (Small

Liberal Arts College. That is, your school and all the others

like it.) journals nationwide. If you feel so inclined, add

your own spin to the avalanche of ink, the cascade ofcopy,

the maelstrom ofmail which wiU soon inundate our office.

But, prithee, complain no more—methinks this campus

doth protest too much. Dreams into action, thoughts into

print. Lay claim to the fine college newspaper your

Catalog promised and your parents are paying for. We all

deserve as much.
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Encouraging words for a freshman President
Include advice from a staunch Republican about enterprise zones, taxes and that dam defici

P

By Michael Morris

Dear President Clinton,

I wish to commend you,

Mr. President, on some of the

ideas that you articulated at

your meeting with the gover-

nors of our country. Giving

more control to the various

states over health care and

welfare is a solid start toward

tackling some serious prob-

lems. I would like to suggest

that perhaps the same ap-

proach should be considered

with respect to our public

schools and housing. I un-

derstand that the states already

share the preponderance of

the responsibility for schools,

but perhaps funds could be

set aside with which states

can experiment. This is akin

toaprogramproposedby your

predecessor, but a good idea

is a good idea, regardless of

party affiliation.

Going back to welfare for

a moment, I would like to

propose that in addition to

limiting the benefits ofrecipi-

ents welfare reform should be

tied into economic revitaliza-

tion for the communities in

which these people live. The

idea that a welfare recipient

would have to do community

service if there are no jobs

available is a commendable

one and should be left in your

final proposal.

However, I think we both

can agree that it is far better

for tiie welfare recipient, as

well as the taxpayers, if the

recipient works in the private

sector. In order for this hope

to become a reality it is neces-

sary to create an entrepreneur-

ial spirit in these communi-

ties. This can be best achieved

widi enterprise zones.

However, it is crucial that

these zones be targeted to

small, upstart businesses. It

is not beneficial to America

as a whole to have a business

move from one area of the

country to the other. I believe
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that enterprise zones, coupled

vrith welfare and housing re-

form, can do a world of good

for the U.S. economy as well

as those who live in the poor-

est neighborhoods in this na-

tion.

The one problem with

enterprise zones is that they

might cost money. I use the

word might, becauseitiscon-

ceivable that if the enterprise

zone does itsjob—that is, cre-

ate new businesses—it might

actually increase the tax re-

ceipts for the government.

However, for the sake of this

letter let's assume that these

zones will cost the federal

government money. If this is

the case then I implore you to

reconsider the $31 billion

stimulus program thatyou are

about to propose. The Ameri-

can economy has recovered.

With respect to jobs,

there is no better job creating

program then an enterprise

zone. These zones will pro-

vide employment opportuni-

ties to millions of Americaan

citizens whocurrentiy are shut

out of the American job mar-

ket.

Surely, ifwe are going to

spend $31 billion to stimu-

late the economy we should

use that money to stimulate

die economic development of

communities which have

been depressed for years.

The potential benefits of

using tfus$31 billion to stimu-

late thenation'seconomy does

not equal the potential benefit

ofusing thatmoney to reduce

the federal budget deficit or

to stimulate die economically

depressed areas of our coun-

try. TheU.S.economyseems

to be taking care ofitself. The

economically depressed areas

of our country are not taking

care of themselves.

Breaking the mold ofpov-

erty in these communities ben-

efits us all. Besides freeing

millions of people from the

bonds of stagnation and pov-

erty, such an action would

free up billions of dollars of

federal funds currently being

used to "fight" povery. This

money could then be used to

tackle our most formidable

problem, the deficit.

There is a danger in over-

stimulating an economy.

Have patience, the jobs are

coming. Your primary con-

cern, Mr. President, should

not be jobs but the federal

budget deficit. You have, sir,

an opponunity to seriously

cut the federal budget deficit.

Thirty-one billion dollars is a

liftle under ten percent of that

deficit.

If you abandon your

stimulus package you can an-

nounce on Feb. 17 that you

will cut the deficit this year

by at least ten percent. That

would be a more promising

start to your presidency than

the announcement that you

are going to increase our

deficit by ten percent.

Also, sir, when it comes

to the policy that you are go-

ing to outline on Feb. 17,

1

wish to caution you from re-

lying too much on raisij

taxes in order to lower u LC
federal budget deficit. We a

know that there are bilionso

dollars ofwaste in ourfeden

budget. We also know th)

Congress has continued
i

spend money that it ju,

doesn't have. It might b

difficult to raise taxes, but
j

is even more difficult to ci

spending. Again, you hav

an opportuniity right nowi

effect some real change. Yo

can prod Congress into seii

ously cutting the amount o

money that they spend. It
i

folly to ask the Americai

people to pay more in taxc

when we all know that thi

amount we are currenti]

spending is not being prop

erly managed. Sir, your pri

mary weapon toward reduc

ing the deficit must be to ii

duce federal governmen

spending.

I wish to stress to yoii

Mr. President, that you hav

more power legislatively ft

day then you will ever haavi

again in yourpresidency. Iti

in these opening months thi

you can be the most persui

sive with Congress and thi n

American people.

Use this power wisely

change the course that on

government is talcing. Tali

more from the govemmeni

Mr. President, not the people Vo

Thank you for your rime

and may success be on boti

our sides.

With sincere best wishes

The Loyal Opposition.

Feminist redefines women's issues

When prevailing opinions eliminate choices, women lose

By Jennifer Ryals

Let's remember what
we're fighting for. We may
be female, or Latino, or Jew-

ish, or maybe gay or physi-

cally challenged, but we are

all fightingforthe same thing.

We want the same oppor-

tunities as tiie "majority" so

we can have the option of the

same choices. We are fight-

ing for the rights of individu-

als who are members of cer-

tain demographic groups. Un-
fortunately, this objective is

being neglected too often by

preoccupation with group

"advancement."

This editorial is about the

Feminist movement. Is it not

hypocrisy to fight hard to give

women die opportunities to

have a career in the field they

choose, and then to catego-

rize decisions as right or

wrong?
It is said of women who

choose to be full-time moth-

ers or not to continue their

educations, or even willingly

make their careers second to

those of their husbands'

(marry into the military for

example), that they are not

living up to their full poten-

tial, or are less than career

women, or maybe are not just

as smart.

The choice to be a mother-
- to stay home and bake cook-

ies (as Hillary Clinton said)-

is not as OK as working nine-

to-five. The woman becomes
a sell-out, an intellectual

waste, an embarassment,
someone you don't want to

emulate.

In the Hberal arts, high-

expense environment of edu-

cation, the choice of exercis

ing one's reproductive ri,

in or out ofmarriage is highly

frowned upon. Some youni

women don't want an abor-

tion, yet get one anyway

cause of the stigma attached

to having the child rather thar

aborting, not the stigma al-

tached to pre-marital sex.

A woman who chooses m

bear a baby instead of optinS

for an abortion is almost al

ways told, "Why didn't yo'

have an abortion?" The rea

son may have nothing to

with being pro-choice or noi

We are fighting for the ri;

forawoman to not only mani

but to bear children when sh

chooses.

Continued onPg. 11
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HOME MADE FRIED RICE AND EGGROLLSHN

$2.00 a plate.

TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 9TH

NOON - WORNER U3BBY

Sponsored by the Asian American Student Union.

The Colorado College Black Student Union Proudly Presents:

BLACK HISTORY MONTH'

Febmaiy 10-22. 1993

IN THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMVNTTY'*

SPEAKERS:

th

*JUDE NARITA-

Theatre. She will perform her

award-winning, one-woman show titled,

"Coming Into PassionlSongfor a Sansa."

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY IITH
8:00 PM - ARMSTRONG THEATRE

Tickets free w/Activity Card - $8 General Admission at Womer Desk

Sponsored by Great Perfonnera and Ideas.

Tentative: Representative o c Nation of blam

>^Vn>EO: "SAYAMEN. SOMEBODY" - A CELEBRATION OF GOSPEL MUSIC-

IMVM ffiRS. Room. Uma Ixwl - fforaw SfflVlH ffflW

-FOCUS ON POUnCS AND EDUCA TION-

(I>-Neir Yofk). RMildng Demoail

n tUe House Education Comminee; Chali ol the

House Select Commliiee on EdocaiioQ

mformation, caU ihe CC Office of Minority StuOeni Lift. 3S9.633S

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
toraer 205 Ext 6846

HELP THE HUNGRYAND
HOMELESS!!!

•• The CC. Community Kitchen

needs volunteers to serve a free

lunch to Colorado Springs hungry and

homeless each Sunday in Shove Chapel.

If you're interested in helping,

please contact Becky Manchester at

x6641 or x6846.

"FOOD HARVEST deUvers left

over Marriott food to a soup kitchen

twice a week. We need your help with

delivery. There will be a information

session Tuesday. February 9th. in

Womer 203. or you can call x6486

for details.

WE MAKEA DIFFERENCE!!

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

Resource library Open!

Monday - Friday Noon - 4:00pm

***••••**•••***••••*••****•••***••»*

Hey!! Did you know

DIP has info on

Travel,Volunteer,
Work, e!hs Study

abroad? Come in and

check it out!

**»****•*•**••••**•***••••*•••*

Thinking about Studying Abroad, but don't

know where to begin? Stop by our office for

assistance!! We have lots of great resources

available to get you started!

****»•**••**••***•*••*••***•••

If you are going abroad in the

summer or fall on a non-

affiliaed program, the deadline

for approval is MARCH 1st!*

COMING ATTRACTIONS!! (for OIP)

Mark your calendars:

Study Abroad Fair...Feb. 25!

(More Info Next Source! ')

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

>OPEN FORUM DINNER
ON

CAMPUS RACE RELATIONS

-

All members of our CC. community

are invited to join us on

THURSnAY. FEB. UTH
GAYLORD HAIL - 5:30 PM

to discuss race relations

on campus.

Please carry you dinner tray to

the Gaylord Room in Womer.

P.VP.RY THURSDAY
0-30 p.m. - TIGER PIT

CT in. REQUIRED

Don't miss it!!!!

Sponsored by BSU and Kappa Sigma.
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Monday
8

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club.

Womer Hayes Room 213.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody

Room 218.

12:00pm - ORG, WES Hall.

12:00 pm Culler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Worner Howbert Room
216.

3:30-5 pm Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*7:00 pm - Women's Bas-

ketball, CC vs. UCCS. El

Pomar.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,
Worner Greg Room 212.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - H^ECttA Worner

Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30pm - Intermediate WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-

ic Computing.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove

Chapel Basement

*7:00 pm - COLLEGE
BOWL FINAl. fiMTCH.

Come see our top College

Bowl teams face off. The

winning team will then play

a faculty all-star team in-

cluding, Owen Cramerand

Carol Neel. Olin 1. Spon-

sored by the Leisure Pro-

gram.

7:00 pm - Dialogue on

Racism. A community and
student group involved

specifically in defining pre-

judice and racism and
working through personal

example to preserve unity

and diversity. Student Cul-

tural Center. Sponsored by

the Chaplain's Office.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, WES
Hall

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes. Delta

Gamma House.

9:30 pm - Reggae Night

Come dance and social-

ize. Free refreshments

wICC ID. Tiger Pit

THIS

Wednesday
10

12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner

Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-

cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

*12:15 pm MUSIC-AT-

n^lDDAY. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the fi/lusic

Department

12:15 pm - Theatre Work-

shop, Taylor Hall.

3:30 pm - Meeting for stu-

dents interested in the

Florence Program (Fall,

'93) or the London-Flor-

ence Program (Spring,

'94). English Lounge, Arm-

strong 245.

3:30-5 pm - Using UST-
SERV On-Line Discussion-

Groups. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

6:00 pm
Hall.

NAFtAL, WES

6:00 pm - Tired of the

same old clubs? Want to

do something different this

semester, like help with

the Gong Show? Join the

Student Alumni Associa-

tion. Everyone is welcome!
Tut! Alumni House.

* 7:00 pm - BSU presents

PANEL DISCUSSION for

BLACK HISTORY MOMTH:
"Spirituality in the African-

American Community," with

members of various faiths.

Gates Room in Palmer
HalL

9:30pm - Alternative Music
Night Free refreshments

wICC ID. Tiger Pit.

Thursday,'^
*11:00 am - THURSDAY-
AT-11. Lecture/Demonstra-

tion by JUDE NARTTA,

Theatre. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by Great Per-

formers and Ideas of the

Leisure Program.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - Asian American

Student Union, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm Beginning WP
5.1 . Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-

ic Computing.

* 7:00 pm - BSU presents

Film for BLACK HISTORY

MONTH: "Say Amen,
Somebody" - A Celebration

of Gospel Music. WES
Room in Worner.

*7:30 pm - Poetry reading

by ADAM SCHONBRUN.
Gates Common Room.

Sponsored by the Art De-

partment

*8:00 pm - JUDE NARTTA
Theatre. She will perform

her award-winning, one-

woman show titled, "Com-

ing Into Passion/Song fora

Sansei." Tickets free w/Ac-

tivity Card; $8 general

admission at Worner Cen-

ter Desk. Armstrong Thea-

tre. Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas of

the Leisure Program.

*8:00 pm - "MODULAR
MADNESS!" God, written

by Woody Allen, directed

by Rob Stone. At Home,
written by Michael Weller,

directed by Brigid Maher.

Tickets free at Worner Cen-
ter Desk. Taylor Hall.

Sponsored by Theatre

Workshop of the Leisure

Program.
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Friday
12

Saturday
13

Sunday
14

On-Going Events

and l\/leetings

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worrier

Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

Microsoft Windows 3. 1.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*7:30 pm - Men's Basket-

ball, CC vs. New Mexico

Highlands. El Pomar

*8:00 pm - THE COLORA-
DO SPRINGS SYMPHONY,
with Samuel Wong, guest

conductor and Norman
Krieger, piano, in an All

Beethoven Concert. Tick-

ets $5 w/CC ID at Worner

Center Desk. Pikes Peak

Center Sponsored by

Great Performers and Ide-

as of the Leisure Program.

*8:00 pm
MADNESS!"

"MODULAR
Am I Blue,

written by Beth Henley, dir-

ected by Jesaka Long and
Springtime, written by Ma-
ria Irene Fames, directed

by Eric Brittain. Tickets free

at Worner Center Desk.

Taylor Hall. Sponsored by

Theatre Workshop of the

Leisure Program.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by

RODOLFO DE LA GARZA,

University of Texas at Aus-

tin, titled, "Americans All:

Insights from the Ford

Foundation Latino National

Political Surv^." Free ad-

mission. Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by The Hulbert

Center for Southwest Stu-

dies.

*8:45 am - THE CAUFOR-
NIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(CAT). This test is a pre-

requisite for Education

100. Register by February

5 at the Mierow House.

Fee for non-CC students;

free for CC students. Mie-

row House. Sponsored by

the Education Department

*2:30 pm - THE COLORA-
DO SPRINGS SYMPHONY.
See Friday, 2112, 8 pm.

*8:00 pm - THE COLORA-
DO SPRINGS SYMPHONY.
See Friday, 2112, 8 pm.

*8:00 pm - "MODULAR
MADNESSr See Thursday,

2111, 8 pm.

8:30 pm - In concert, "THE

AUTHORTIY," from New
York City. Doors open at

7:30. Free admission. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by

Livesounds of the Leisure

Program.

*3:00 pm - Dfif4IEL S.

BRINK, piano. Works by

Schubert and LiszL Free

admission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music

Department

*8:00 pm - "MODULAR
MADNESS!" See Friday,

2112, 8 pm.

THEDEADUNE FOR THE FEBRUARY 15-21 'THIS

WEEK" IS MONOAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT 4:00 PM.

YOU MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABL£ AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

C/i/nese Table - First Ttiree Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

Frencli Table - First Ttiree Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Semis Exile Room.

German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Span/sfi Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

SlKve Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and

reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement
Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE

PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications o/ daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Opportunities... Opportunities... Opportunities...
Whether you are looking for a full-time job, an internship, a part-time job, or a summer job, the Career Center has

tbousandsof opportunities for you! _-^ 'q
l^t^~i~0^\

The Career Center receives a wide variety ofjob listiags for a wide range of career fields from ai

Uniled Suies and thiou^oul the world. These jobs arc categorized by career fields and filed ii

Listing Notebooks. 'iTiese notebooks include the followbg career field classifications:

• Internaliona I

• Environmental, Science, and Technology

• Government and Public Affain

Education

* Business and Industry

* Health, Human Services, and Recreation

* Alts and Media

e daily. Slop into the Career Center to leain about

On-campui lecniiting is pot "just a bmnch of insurance companies looking for sales people." There are

some excellent career and job opportunities available from the organizations that visit Colorado College.

Here are some samples of the types of opportunities that will be available this Spring. For more

information about these organizations and our on-campus recruiting prograin, stop by the Career Center.

Colorado College graduates is. land some great jobs through this program!

^MtTtant Account ManBgcr^Spedal I.lahnity

Oroup Travelers, one of the world's largest multi-

line financial institutions, is looking for libera arts

graduates who have strong records of achievement

in academics, work experiences and extracurricular

activities. AssL Acct Managers research and

analyze information to resolve clients' claims. C.C.

stadents have typically been hired in the

EnvironrrKnial Operations area. Responsibilities

include assisting in the development of negotiation

and litigation strategies and extensive contact with

legal professionals and lechiucal experts. The

position openings are in Baltimore, Denver.

Hartford and Houston. On-Campus interviews will

be held on Monday, February 22nd. Come to the

Career Center to find out more information and to

signup.

rnmpnipn Organfa^r Green Corps is hiring 45

talented individuals from around the country for

the 1993-M program. Anyone who has an interest

in environmental organizing should apply. Green

Corps is interested in finding bright, articulate,

adventurous and creative individuals who will

enjoy the challenge of Green Corps. Applications

for on-campus interviews are available in the

Career Center. On-Campus interviews will be held

on Tuesday. February 23rd.

CampiLS Oryantor A Canvass niret;lgr Public

interest Reseaixh Group'i Campus Organizen
woifc in OD-campm offices alongside staff and
facally to build groups of student volunteers and

interns. PIRG's Canvass Krectors hire, train and
snpcTVise a campaign staff, worldng from 50
offices nationwide. The core of this job is building

a staff of commiOcd activists who can effectively

communicate the urgency of the issues, fundi^se
and HMvc citizena to take action. PIRG will be on-

campus coi»lucting interviews on Thursday,

February 25th-

Siaie Farm Insurance is offering a 10 week, June
through August minority internship in their

Regional offices located in Greeley or Denver.
Yon would be assigned to such departments

as...Accounting, Administrative Services, Data
Processing, E<^cation and Training, Claims,

Agency, Underwriting and Communication.
Interested students should come to the Career

Centerfor more infoniiau<»i.

[ntdjlgenco Annly^rt & Overseas Operation

Office - The Central Intelligence Asencys

bitelligence Analyst's position requires a four-year

degree with excellent academic record and abihiy

to write clearly and accurately. The Overseas

Operations Officer f>osilion requires a four-year

degree with excellent academic record,

interpersonal skills, the ability to write cleariy and

accurately, and strong interest in inlemaliorial

affairs and the desire to serve overseas. TTie CIA
will be conducting on-campus interviews on

Friday. Fd)rtiary 26th.

rialm Rpprwcntatlvcs Slate Farm Insurance is

looking for graduates who possess good oral and

written communication skills. Because of the

investigative nature of their jobs, they also must

have inquiring minds and pay attention to details.

Stale Farm will be conducting on-campus
interviews on Wednesday, February 24th. Come to

the Career Center to find out more, sign up, and

pick up an application,

Dlsahfllt? Sales Consultant UNUM Corporation

is the leading provider of group long-term

disability insurance in the U.S. and in the United

Kingdom. They are seeking individuals that

increase sales, not through direct sales, but through

the development of relationships with other

insurance professionals-brokers, financial planners,

slockbrokera and consultants. Each candidate

should pwssess a combination of the following

skills: strong communication skills-both oral and

written, a demonstrated competitive and

opportunistic spirit, a practical orientation to

problem-solving, a willingness to take on
challenges and new experiences, active listening

skills, a capacity to set goals, enjoyment of

independence, and demonstrated self-confidence.

UNUM will be conducting on-campus interviews

on Fridav, February 26th.

^HD^^^D
Need to help finance your education? Looking to get some experience in your chosen career field?

Looking for some excitement this summer? The Career Center receives summer and internship listings for

the following types of emi^oyers:

• Federal Government • Outdoor Education and Recreation

Summer Schools/Ethicational Programs • Retail Stores

Museums Environmental Organizations

•Theatres • Human Sen/ice Organizatiotu

Business and Industry • Forest and Parks Services

We receive a large number of intemships for the Washington, DC aj

Internships. Below are a few samples of the types of listings we rec

simimerjob and internship notebooks.

s well a

Cnrnmon Cause is a lobbying organization that

focuses on campai^ finance reform and ethics

legislation. Their internship program offers

undergraduate and graduate students a chance to

see how government functions, attend seminars and

discussions, and lour the Washington, D.C. area.

Interns act as grassroots organizers, researchers,

congressional monitors, press aides, and magazine

research assistants. Interns should be able to devote

2-5 days a week for 10-12 weeks. No stipend is

provided but interns will be reimbursed for

transportation expenses to and from the office. To
apply send a cover letter, completed application

form, a minimum 3-page writing sample, and two

letters of recommendation to Corrmion Cause.

2roOM Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Application deajlin; is April 1 . 1993 for summer

internships. (Government/Public Affairs Notebook)

Smith College .Summer Intprn Toarhlnp

Program offers six weeks of intensive training to

liberal arts graduates preparing to teach in

elementary and secondary schools. The program

includes both practice leaching and study in the

inlem's field. The program runs from Jime 28

through August 6, 1993. Applicants are considered

on the basis of their undergraduate record, their

commitment to teaching, and other personal

qualifications. No experience in education is

required. Tuition for the full program total $1,750,

in addition to an application fee of 535. A limited

amount of financial aid is available. Interns may
request room and board at additional cosL

Applications should be obuined and filed as soon

as possible Address all inquiries lo: Professor

Alan N. Rudnilsky, Coordinator, Smith College

Summer Intem Teaching Program, Morgan Hall,

37 Prospect Street. Northampton. MA 01063;

(4 13) 585-3260. (EducaUon Internship Notebook)

DelQltte & Touche in Washington, D.C. is the third

largest professional services firm in the worid

providing accounting, tax and consulting services.

Deloitte & Touche has several positions open for

fall '93 semester internships. Paid intemships are

available in the following departments: Federal

Prognuns; Legislative and Regulatory Consulting

Services; Middle Market/Emerging Business

Services Group. International Lending Agency;

Marketing; and Administrative, Library and

Information Services. Undeigraduate students with

academic backgrounds in political science,

economics, iniemalional relations, finance, or

business are encouraged to apply. For more
information, write or call: Joanna Clark, Intem

Coordinator at Deloitte & Touche, Suite 350N
1001 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Washington. DC
20004; (202) 879-497Z (Business and Industry

Internship Notebook)

Th^rolorarloRftckles axe looking for 2 interns to

work in the Special Events and Promotions

Department from March I until October 1. Most

work will be done at the Stadium on game days.

There may be a small amount of office work.

Hours will be varied, but any applicant must be

availablelowoik all 81 home games. Tliese

positions are unpaid. Previous customer service,

knowledge of WordPerfects.! and Lotus

recommended. Anyone interested should apply by

February 18th to: Mary Cheney, Promotions

Coordinator, The Colorado Rockies, 1700

Broadway. Suite 2100, Denver, CO 80290.

(Colorado-Based Intemships Notebook)

KKTV Channel 11 is looking for an intern 10

assist the producer of the "11 News at Noon" show.

Applicant will learn how to put together a l-hour

broadcasL They are looking for someone who is

willing to leam all aspects of a news broadcast

Will be taught how to do editing and type reports.

Able to type is a must Position to begin ASAP and

continue 'til summer with the possibility of an

1. Hours with some flexibility are from

10:00 am 'til 1 :00 or 2.00 pm. Send a letter

of interest and resume to: Jan Watkins. Producer of

1 1 News at Noon. KKTV. P.O. Box 21 10.

Colorado Springs. CO 8090L This would be a

great position for someone interested in Public

Relations, Television or Journalism. (Colorado-

Based Intemships Notebook)

This is an opportunity to write pieces for

publication. Climbinp Magazine wiL include

student's name on masthead. Intem will come
away with course credit (arranged by student) and

good resume credentials. Tasks include editing,

headline caption writing, copy decisions, research,

layout, as well as some phones, xeroxing, and

mailing. Publishing experience doing editing,

writing, layout is a plus, but not imperative.

Knowledge of climbing and skiing is helpful.

Internship will last two. possibly three monlhs.

Send letter and credentials as soon as possible to:

Alison Osius. Senior Editor, Climhine Magazine.

P.O. Box 339, Carbondale. CO 81623; (303) 963-

9449. fax (303) 963-9442. (Art and Media
Internship Notebook)

9ffl)o
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RECRUITING UP DATE 1

hi addition 1 otheo rigjnal listing of companies coming t recniit, the following oonqanies and grad schools
have been added:

BLOCKS
Feb. 9 Northwestern Mutual Info Table
Feb. 22 School for Field Studies Presentation

Mar. 2 Rent-A-Center Info Table
Mar. 3 Northwestern Mutual

Mar. 10 Reni-A-Cenicr

Career Bulletin
Career Center Staff:

Ride Roberts. Director

Cindy Funk. Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator
Patti Spocbnan, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Malt Moyer
Johrma Kietzmann Sharleen Pisciotta

Jetmifer McLean

Want to get some hands-on experience or pick up
some spending money? A part-time job may be

just the Ihing for you. The Career Centepand the

Financial Aid Office receive part-time jobs all the

lime. Many of the local area part-time jobs are

posted on the "Job Board" which is in the hallway

outside the Career Center. Other part-time jobs are

filed in the "Local Part-time" Job notebook which

is part of the job notebook system.

The types of jobs we receive are for babysitters,

waiters/waitresses, bartenders, telemarketers,

clerical help, retail work, salespersons, custodial,

housekeeping, landscaping, etc. Stop into the

Career Center and see if there's a part-time job for

The Career Center promoios and adheres lo a
policy ot equal opportunity In all aspects ol

employment and education. We do nol Knowingly
list job opportunities ftom employers who
unlawtuliy discrlminaie.
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Ambivalent about abortion,

pro-choice moderates seek

Abortion is rarely black or white anSWCrS cloSCr tO thc CCnter

Mailroom
0ear Editor,

DuetotheCatalyst'spub-

lication schedule, this is avery

belated reply to an opinioits

letter written by Rebecca

Kaminsky, RinaKofman, and

Shana Gold at the end of last

semester, which touchedupon

the issue of abortion.

Specifically, the reply is

to their statement that to con-

sider the Ufe of the fetus is to

place one's self in league with

Randall Terry, the head of

Operation Rescue. They state

that such considerations are a

"poindess philosophical ex-

ercise that ignores the real,

day-to-day necessity for

women to have control of

thieir own bodies and proper

access to abortion."

Such a generality regard-

ing women's experience of

abortion simplydoes notwork

because it does not account

for the range of experience

undergone by women who
abort. In other words, not all

women aborting consider it

solely in terms of their politi-

cal rights and/or economic

necessity.

To say that having an

abortion involves more than

the political issue of a

woman's right to choose is

not to place oneself in league

with Randall Terry. Rather, it

is to acknowledge the com-

plexity of the issue of abor-

tion. That "poindess philo-

sophical exercise" often

looms very large in the deci-

sion-making process.

Declaring diat the deci-

sion to abort involves—or

should involve—no wrestling

with the question of the na-

ture ofthe life of the fetus is to

deny the experience of any

women who abort. We did

not think feminism was about

denying the experience of

women.
The problem, as we see it,

is that the rhetoric surround-

ing the abortion debate is so

polarized as to deny the voices

ofmany pro-choice feminists.

To enter the public debatenow
is to face a choice between

two poles that fail to encom-

pass all points ofview: "abor-

tion is murder" or"abortion is

about a woman's right to

choose and the actual

procudure is about as signifi-

cant as pulling a tooth." While

such choices may satisfy

some, they do not speak for

all.

Maybe thereason forsuch

polarization is that it might

not be politically expedient

for the pro-choice side to say

that sometimes, yes, profound

ethical and even spiritual

questioning forms a part of a

woman's decision to abort.

With such clear-cut battle

lines, such a statement could

be seen as a concession to

Randall Teiry.

That's too bad, because

for many people, such black

and white terms do not apply.

Martha Ross

Penny Brandt

Janet Buttenwieser

Diana DiStefano

Amy Edwards
Mariya Perkins-Seacrest

Unfair campaign smear protested Emphasize the
(This letter was written in re- terests of special groups is a 1j,t+f»r cvlliiKlp in
sponse to a flyer distributed detriment to the CC commu- IdlLCl :>yil<lUiC 111

byCCNARAL during the stu- nity, for the personal interests rtro-cHoicP
dent government campaign of our representatives would r

become those of the college. Continuedfrom P. 10before WinterBreak. Theflyer

endorsedfour candidates and

said of a fifth was "a no go

tecaMiete is anti-choice. Tell

your friends and spread the

word!!!"[sic]-ed.)

NARAL,
I would like to express

my extreme displeasure at

seeing your tactics in con-

demning David Coffey as

"Anti-Choice" for the CCCA
elections. I am very pro-

choice and I commend your

purpose as an organization,

but to use means such as these

are both immature and irre-

sponsible.

An office in student gov-

ernment, or government in

general, should notbe decided

on a single issue such as abor-

tion, rather it should be de-

cided on the competence of

the candidate. A student gov-

ernment "stacked" in the in-

While the equality of eth-

nic minorities is praised on

this campus, and rightiy so,

moral minorities should be

given the same respect. How
is the suppression of a Pro-

Life candidate different than

that of a homosexual. Native

America, or Jewish candi-

date?

I'm sure you believe in

the importance of an open

mind in confroting new and/

or different ideas or beliefs. It

goes botfi ways. We can't ex-

pect oiff views to be accepted

if we don't at least respect

those of others. Don't lower

yourself to the narrow-minded

tactics of the Religious Right

that have hindered the Pro-

choice movement over the

years.Thank you.

Bill Mangle '96

For many women, moth-

erhood is not a burden but is a

blessing. Fulfillment comes

to all in different ways; let's

not regulate and label that ful-

fillment.

1 amvery pro-choice, with

emphasis on choice. But I can

see some real problems brew-

ing for the Women's move-

ment. We are fighting so hard

to assure our ability to make

choices about our bodies and

our lives that we have begun

to deny some of the very

choices we are fighting for.

This is beginning to lead

to a "dropping out," if you

will, of former members of

the cause. Look how many

women out there say they

don't wish to be called Femi-

nists, but say they believe in

the same ideals.

Remember, we are fight-

ing for the rights of the indi-

vidual. Let's not blind our-

selves to the trees because the

forest is so big. Tme success

can only be measured one

person at a time.

Don't filch, find your own foliage

CHAOS challenges
that supid monolith, of

course).

In the name of tradition,

good humor, and everything

collegiate, we, the members

of the class of '92, do hereby

issue a challenge to all future

graduating classes of Colo-

rado College. We challenge

you tokidnap the address sign

posted in front ofCutler Hall,

do something interesting, re-

turn the sign unmolested, and

not get caught.

Having accomplished the

first task, the abduction of the

sign, it is now up to us to

To the Dean of Mischief and

the Colorado College student

body:

We, the Council of He-

roes and OneScoundrel, have

abducted a prized possession

belonging to the Colorado

College Comminity.

After long hours of

thought we, the members of

C.H.A.O.S., came to the

unanimous decision that CC
has no true icon nor any long

standing tradition which sur-

rounds it. Taking it upon our-

selves to create such a tradi-

tion, we have "borrowed: the

only item we could thing of complete the mission and be

which vaguely represents a the first class in a long line of

CC icon (short of kidnapping CC students to show this soon-

the hockey team's mascot or to-be icon a good time. Stay

attempting to make off with tuned to die Catalyst for fu-

A Letter to Students:

SECURITY WINS
AGAIN.

Within 16 hours of the

theft of a large tree from the

Olin Hall Fishbowl, campus

security recovered the miss-

ing tree in one of the wings of

Mathias Hall.

This is not the first time

someone has attempted to fur-

nish theirdoimroom or apart-

ment with stolen goods, but it

is never any less irritating.

Those trees have been in the

Olin Fishbowl for 10 years

and it is obvious that they are

not there to be 'borrowed'

—

Those trees ... are not

there to be " borrowed"

-

for the sake of a

stronger word.

-Judy Gibson

for the sakeofastrongerword.

It is too bad that just a few

persons can ruin it for so

many! But this kind of

occurrance does create a sense

ofcautionanddistrust toward

students, the majority of

whom are delightful and end

up suffering for the stunts of

others. Nonetheless, who ever

said life was fair?

Whomeveryou are, please

do not take a tree again with-

out paying for it-or better yet,

don't take it.

Thank you,

Judy Gibson

ture developments over the

course of this next semester.

From all the members of

the class of '92, and from the

members of C.H.A.O.S. in

particular, remember, any

asshole with fast hands can

grab a tiger by die tail... it

takes a hero to hang on!

Chaotically yours.

Council of Heroes and One
Scoundrel

State your case.

Letters to the Catalyst

Cutler Publications

Cossit Hall, downstairs and to the left
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Photo wasn't funny Eye author lives and learns
Dear Catalyst.

I am writing in response

to an article by Robert

Schwartz which appeared in

the Dec. 11, 1992 edition of

your publication. His photo-

graph depicting an armed rob-

bery witii tiie caption, "Good

clean fun at Independent

Records", is offensive and ir-

responsible.

Violence in our society is

no joke. Need I remind tiie

author that two teenagers were

recentiy accused of Idling a

state ffooperin Colorado? Not

only did a family lose a father

in tills tragedy, but two young

men will more than likely

spend the remainder of thir

lives behing bars. Guns and

bullets are not suitable for

comic banter but deadly.

In addition to the photo-

graph and caption, in his ar-

ticle Schwartz glorifies ahigh

school drop-out by writing

diat "the glint in his eye radi-

ating individualism and self-

empowerment- and he toldme
'Because I could," to ratio-

nalize leaving school without

a diploma. Somehow I sus-

pect Schwartz will be reaping

the rewards of his Colorado

College diploma five years

from now, and his writing

won't be focusing on high

school drop-outs trying to sup-

port families on minimum

wage. Please proveme vwong.

I admire your efforts to

work with a student newspa-

per despite a challenging aca-

demic curriculum at the

collge, but, perhaps in a fu-

ture edition of this fine publi-

cation, you will curtail you

comic tendencies appropri-

ately and address the issues of

crime, poverty or education

more professionally. Call me
a crank if you will, but the

photo and caption were taste-

less to me.

Sincerely,

Tom Noonan

(The nascent Catalyst staff

wouldlikeMr. Noonan, a con-

cerned neighborhood citizen,

to know that we appreciate

his writing, agree about the

poor taste of said photo and

were not actually responsible

for its appearance. But we

will endeavor never to stoop

to the abysmal journalistic

levels of the prior Catalyst

staff.-ed.)

Womb with a view
Top ten things that really suck

10. They don't sell elephants in pet stores.

9. Whenever you wake up to the sound ofyourname being

called as the next contestant on "Dance Fever", and that

you are signed up to do a traditional Scottish jig witfi a large

neuter iguana named Tootie to Barry Manilow's erotic hit

'Copa Cobana'.

8. Despite massive petitioning, the third iption of the "The

Fetal Elvis" never made it on the new stamp ballot.

7. Ever try to shave a squirrel?

6. This is about as funny as it's gonna get.

5. Although he is possibly one of the greatest theatrical

talents of tiiis century, David Hasselhoff has been trapped

doing shows like "Knightrider" and "Baywatch," which

are far below his ability.

4. You can pick your friends and you can pick your nose,

but you can't pick your friend's nose, (for under $5).

3. Having to live with a small yet multi-colored frog up
your nose that insists uupon singing "Old McDonald Had
a Farm" at all hours of the night, though only you can hear

it and half the words are wrong, and in German, and

whaneveryou try to hiton someone it dangles its tongue out
of your nostril like a gross stringy booger.

2. There's always the chance that within die next ten

seconds yourpancreas could leap forth from yourabdomen
and wridie upon tiie floor like a goldfish. And no one will

believe you.

1. WHen @@##$<duck///pmtr error ****naked!

-By Marc Phiiipps

An Open Letter to the C.C.

Community:

I wrote and published a

piece in the December issue

of the Disparaging Eye on

minorities and writing on the

CC campus. My intentions

were to initiate a discourse

among any interested students

and present dismrbing data I

acquired in the fall of 1991.

Unfortunately, several

factors created a text that in-

sulted some minority students

on campus. I would like to

explain a bit about those fac-

tors, apologize to those I of-

fended and laud the students

who broughtmy ignorance to

my attention.

The article in the Eye was

an adaption of a talk I gave in

conjunction with two other

tutors and the Writing Center

directoratthe 8th annual Con-

ference on Peer Tutoring of

Writing in Burlington, VT.

My section was only one part

of four. I did not significantly

change the informal tone of

the talk to amoreformal struc-

ture suitable for publication.

The elimination of the con-

text in which the talk was

originally given largely con-

tributed to the weaknesses of

the piece as published. For

example, one co-presenter

focused on interviews with

minorities about theirpercep-

tions of writing and the CC
campus, faculty and adminis-

tration. Without this accom-

panying material, holes in my
piece were glaring and insult-

ing.

What I did discover, in

my computer-based research

and in faculty interviews was

that faculty members did not

tell me that minorities had

more or different writingprob-

lems than white students. Yet

the higher rates of minority

writing problems, revealed in

what faculty members tell the

computers, showed some la-

tent racism.

Inmy three years as a peer

tutor in the Writing Center, I

generally have not noticed

minorities having worse or

different writing problems

than any other campus group.

Yet professors here tell the

computers that minorities are

worse writers. Also omitted

from my submission was a

chart with more complete and

telling statistics. (I have cop-

ies of this chart and would

love to give it to whoever is

interested.)

I took a risk in publishing

Greeks answer FTP
Dear 'well-informed' non-

greeks:

You would not meet with

us because according to you

"the issue is dead." But the

issue is not dead because we
are extremely frustrated and

offended by your letter in

Fight the Power, issued dur-

ing half-block.

You misinterpret us just

as you misinterpreted our let-

ter in the Catalyst last semes-

ter. There is so much that we
could say in response, somuch
that we cannot write it all

down. Maybe someday you

will broaden your horizons

and meet with us so that we
can talk this over.

Then, maybe, you will un-

derstand that other people do
not have to live by your nar-

row standards. Then, maybe,

you'll realize thatpeople don't

have to let race determine their

lives.

We will leave you with

one message. Ifyou continue

to think segregation is the an-

swer, if you continue to look

at everything in such narrow

terms, you will find life is a

lonely, continuous trial.

Meanwhile, we will en-

joy ourselves and our ethnicity

with our various freiends.

Friends of all races.

Sincerely,

The diverse Greeks of all

colors at Colorado College:

Michael J. Drum
Omar R . Banmally

Luke J. Casias

Tu G. Phan
Tony Munoz
Elizabeth A. Ortiz

Karen Badonie

Mick Montoya
Ben Fryer

Craig Lopez
Jim Soldano

Mark Mullally

Mike Rabinovitch

Scott Roberts

Jason Kirkman
Brian Richarson

Brent Clemmer
Will Corum
Alex Salazar

Sean Cayton
David Hewell

Andrew Dougherty
Jesse Kruckeberg
Derek Krehbiel

Tyler Finn
Michael L. Brenner

Todd Frisbie

Jason W. Bradford

Jesse B. Yuran
Timothy P. Herbert

David Inglis

Beverly Vasquez
Mark E. Peterson

Josh Orfanakis

Farrell Franklin

this piece that few students

take. lintended to reveal some

tacitracism, discuss its impli-

cation, and model one Writ-

ing Center's theoretical ap-

proach to writing outside

"Standard Written English."

For many reasons, I partially

failed.

The risk paid off for me,

though, in that I learned a

great deal. There was at leasi

one studentwho cared enough

to give me a chance to discuss

my piece and clarify my in-

tentions. She taught me a lot

and I appreciate her interest

deeply. Thank you, Taa

Dixon.

So in sum, I welcome any

responses, in whatever me-

dium is comfortable, be it the

public eye of editorials or a

private conversation. I care

about tiiese issues and am
learning more every day.

Finally, I apologize not

for taking arisk, not for learn-

ing, not for raising issues, but

for offending people. I am a

middle-class white male. I

can't help that. But I'm try-

ing.

Pete Mulvihill

Short shrifties

In all seriousness, is any-

one else wondering why they

aren't wondering why your

prez Clinton has caught such

media hell since the inaugu-

ral? For God's sake, give the

man a break!

It is understandable, 1

guess, in that this "peaceful

tt'ansfer of power" phenom-

enon remains, in light ofother

earthly goings on, pretty phe-

nomenal. But sometimes 1

can't help but wonder what

this uptight, arrogant puritan

nation would do if it didn't

havesomeone to whine about.

Seems like people here-

abouts (meaning, within a

two-thousand mile radius)

have some difficulty reto-

ing. If you recognize someof

yourselfherein, at least you're

salvageable. Get away, get

out of the country and get a

little perspective before it's

too late.

On the other hand, if you

are indignant at the very idea

that you might be just a littie

stressed and sensitive-well,

you're probably too far gone

already. Take consolation in

the idea that it could well be

you that those other countries

are laughing about when they

think of our silly United

States.

So drink up. Tigers. Go
skiing; think petty thoughts.

You deserve it. Peace.
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Spiney Norman reaching for new musical heights

5y Evan Hill

Catalyst Staff

When I walked into Jamie

Mclntyre and David

Greenberg's house/practice

room, I got the impression I

would be dealing with musi-

cians.

There were three or four

guitars sitting around the

room, and a massive music

collection seemed to be the

focal pointof the wholeroom.

"We've been listening to

alotofFunkadelic/Parliament

lately," Jamie halfapologized

he turned off the stereo,

and Spiney Norman reluc-

tantly focused its attention to

my questions.

This past summer, when

the band was called Funk

Truck, they decided that it

would be very important to

play over the summer in a

town that had a good music

scene.

So Jamie Mclntyre, lead

guitarist and vocalist. Matt

Wiley, drummer, and David
Greenberg, bassist, allmoved
to Boulder and found jobs as

painters.

At any rate. Funk Truck

wasn't surehow to break onto

the Boulder music scene, so

they approachedCC graduate

Don Straussberg, of the Fox
Theatre, for some advice. Af-

ter listening to a tape, he

helped them develop a strat-

egy for the summer which

started with a gig opening for

another band in the Fox The-

atre.

Funk Truck also realized

that they needed a new name
because every band in Boul-

der was" funk" something.

A pianist friend of theirs,

Geoff Cleveland, solved the

problem when he was watch-

ing Monty Python, and the

name Spiney Norman came

about in much the same way

that Toad the Wet Sprocket

acquired their name.

To make a long story

short, Spiney Norman was

very well received at their first

Fox Theatre performance and

had a very productive sum-

mer season in Boulder.

As their summer season

drew to a close, it became

clear that SpineyNorman was
at a tiuning point.

They had transcended

their previous role as "just

another CC band," and had

placed themselves in a new
class of bands.

They either needed to

commit fully to their music or

let it go. David and Jamie

wanted to go on, while Matt

Wiley decided that his priori-

ties were different.

Spiney Norman decided

to get a new drummer. In the

words of Jamie, "Matt Wiley

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE
FEB .6

Open Auditions(drama)

FEB.7

Ballet Folklorico

FEB. 11

Jude Narita(actress)

call 593-3232 UCCS

2:30 Pikes Peak Center

11:00 Packard

8PM Armstrong

IN CONCERT
FEB. 6
Count Basic

The Radiators

Faith No More
FEB.7
Rembrandts
FEB. 9

Dada
Ice Cube

FEB.?
Brahms Sonatas
FEB. 9

CC Jazz Ensemble
FEB. 11

Music @ Midday
FEB. 12-13

C.S. Symphony

Arnold Hall

Herman's Hideaway(Den)

Gothic(Den)

Fox Theatre(Boulder)

Herman's Hideaway(Den)

Gothic Theatre(Den)

MUSIC

3PM Packard

7:30 Packard

12:15 Packard

8PM Pikes Peak Center

Photo by Chris Flood

Spiney Norman's lead singer, Jamie Mclntyre, warms up an anxious CC crowd.

is a good friend and great

drummer. . , we all decided,

Matt included, that it was the

right choice for the band."

In September, Spiney

Norman was faced with the

difficult task of finding a

drummer and making a fresh

commitment to their music.

"David and I had no ques-

tion in our mind that the an-

swer was David Smith," said

Jamie. The guitarists and bass-

ist are convinced that they

have fulfilled their two Sep-

tember objectives with the

new drummer. Jamie said

this: "Having David Smith in

the band has opened a cre-

ative door that was never there

before."

David Smith doesn ' t like

the accolades, his typical re-

ply is a detailed explanation

ofjust what he is doing wrong

as well as those areas of his

drumming he considers woe-

fully inadequate. It is clear

that the three members of

Spiney Norman are not just

coasting.

According to David

Smith, "we play music that

you can feel, rock with, a funk

feel." "We play happy music.

That means 2% Jazz, 98%
funky stuff," Jamie interjects

in perfect accord with Maceo
Parker.

Finally, I asked what

Spiney Norman plans for the

future. Innocuously enough,

the plan is for the entire band

to finish college and go on

tour, with a possible move to

Brooklyn.

Above all, they plan to

take music as far as they can.

Brahms' sonatas to be played
Press Release

A free, public concert of

classical music by German

composer, Johannes Brahms,

will be presented Sunday af-

ternoon, Feb. 7, by pianist

Susan Grace and violinist

Michael Hanson.

The well-known musi-

cians, members of the music

faculty at Colorado College,

will perform all three of

Brahms' sonatas at the 3 p.m.

concert in Packard Hall.

Susan Grace has per-

formed solo, chamber recit-

als and with orchestras in the

United States, Europe, the

former Soviet Union and

China, along with teaching at

Colorado College as principle

piano instructor.

Grace is the artistic direc-

tor of the Colorado College

Summer Conservatory and

Music Festival and member

ofthe Colorado College Trio.

She also performs with

"Quattro Mani", a piano duo

that tours in the United States

and"Bricolage",apiano per-

cussion duo that performs

music by contemporary com-

posers.

Susan Grace is married to

the acting president Michael

Grace, who is a musician in

the Collegium Musicum.

Michael Hanson studied

at Boston University and at

Reed College in Pordand,

Oregon.

For two years, he was a

Fellow at the Boston Sym-

phony Berkshire Music Cen-

ter at Tanglewood. Hanson is

currently concertmaster with

the Colorado Springs Sym-

phony, on sabbatical from the

Oregon Symphony.

He has played with the

GrantPark Symphony in Chi-

cago for the last six summers

and served as concenmaster

with the West CoastChamber

Orchestra since 1987. Hanson

also performs with Sound

Scapes.

The performance is spon-

sored by the music depart-

ment.

Next week, also try to at-

tend the Music at Midday, a

free concert featuringCC stu-

dents.

Dancing (?)

The Fun Finders

contra-round-square and

"Country Western

Swing" dance group will

hold registrations for its

beginningclassesat7;00

p.m. Wednesdays, Feb.

24, Mar. 3 and 10 in the

Margery Reed gym at the

Penrose Hospital Fitness

Center, 22 15 N.Cascade

Ave. Classes are from

7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Wednesday for 15

weeks. The cost is $45

per person. Call 597-

8888 for further infor-

mation.
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Asian actress to perform at CC
Award winning Jude Narita featured at Thursday at 11

Photo by Chris Flood

Lead singer of the Lupins rocks in McGregor basement.

Lupins give concert at CC
By Drew Crumbaugh
Catalyst Staff

The Lupins played to a

packed house in McGregor
Saturday night.

The crowd was so thick

there was barely room to

breathe (a CC first). There

was also a very active mosh

pit (another CC first), and

practically everybody had a

great time.

Spiney Norman warmed
up the crowd for the power-

house pop that is the Lupins'

music.

TheLupinscameon stage

to the fine sounds of "Scot-

land the Brave" performed on

the bagpipes and drums of

Scotland and immediately

jumped into "Stmshade."

Drummer Jay's spastic

rhythms whipped the crowd

into a flailing frenzy with

Blast's keys kicking out the

jams.SingerStoley screamed

outhisbitterlyricslikea wail-

ing banshee.

The crowd especially en-

joyed the more groove-type

sounds of"All OverYou" and

"Start Breaking Your Heart",

in which Blast's keys took

over the drums from Jay, who
was up front hip-hopping the

night away.

Othercrowdpleasers were

Carly Simon's "You're So
Vain", the Beastie Boys'

"Fight for Your Right", and a

thrashy original called "2:00

A.M."
Blast took over lead vo-

cals for a cover of G n'R's

"Liveandl-etDie", which the

crowd loved.

Twenty-one songs later

theLupins never showed signs

of fatigue, and the crowd con-

tinued its relenUess pursuit of

drunken ecstasy.

There is talk of another

visit to CC later in the spring.

The Lupins' successful

show proved that a band

doesn't have to love the Dead
orsound like Phish to be popu-

lar at CC, which means there

is still hope.

Actress, writer and pro-

ducer Jude Narita will give a

demonstration and discussion

on Thursday, Feb. 11, at 11

a.m. in Packard Hall.

She will then perform her

award-winning one-woman

show, "Coming Into Passion/

SongforaSansei" at 8 p.m.

in Armstrong Theater.

The lecture is free and

open to the public and the

performance has a general ad-

mission fee of $8 (free with

Colorado College I.D.).

"Coming Into Passion/

Song for a Sansei" ran for

over 20 months in Los Ange-

les and shows the lives of

many Asian people.

The portrayals are from

many rime periods: a young

Vietnamese prostitute in

Saigon during the Vietnam

war; a second generation

Japanese-American in 1965;

and a Filipino mail-order

bride being videotaped for the

international market.

Narita also creates a fairy

tale inspired by "Children of

Hiroshima", a collection of

letters written by the chil-

dren who survived the atomic

bombing, Naritahas been act-

ing for over 20 years. She

has performed all over the

United States, with sold-out

Photo courtesy of Public Relatiotis

Jude Narita, who will perform at CC's Packard Hall.

theatrical runs in Los Ange-

les, New York, Hawaii, and

Canada.

She received the L.A.

Drama Critics' Circle Award,

a Dramalx)gue Award and

a Vesta Award from the

Woman's Building of Los

Angeles for creating and per-

forming "Coming Into Pas-

sion/Song for a Sansei."

Her appearances are spon-

soredbyGreatPerformers and

Ideas.

Writers for the Arts Section Needed

Art, Music, Drama, Dance

If you are interested call: 6675.

How to Read the Arts Section

Smiley Faces are the entertainment value, with five faces

being the best. Light Bulbs are the intellectual value, again

five bein| the best. Graphics for next issue: promise.
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New releases review
Everybody loves new rap artist

By Anton Borja

Catalyst Staff

EX. ME AND THE STREET PRODUCTS
16 Lessons From the Street-'What up, folks? Chillin!

I definitely have some jams for you this week.

Another set of brothers from South-Central is E.L.

Me and the Street Products with their album 16 Lessons

From the Street. All I gotta say is they're hard core and

happenin'. These brothers are a lot like N.W.A.; but for

you Tipper Gore followers, not as explicit.

What they do offer are some jams for all occasions -

-kickin' ass, cruisin' and, of course, lovin'.

They also give a real insight into street ghetto life for

all you wannabees.

My two favorite cuts from this album are "Ghetto

Way", a smooth cruisin' tune and "Niggarz are in a State

ofEmergency" for hard core jammin', buthey, like I said,

the whole album is down.

So ifyour "^rWA" or "Ghetto Boys" CDs are getting

wom out, check out 16 Lessons From the Street; you

won't be disappointed.

Anyway, I'm outta here. Like E.L. Me likes to say,

"F Peace"

(4 Smiley Faces and 2 Light Bulbs)

THE STONE ROSES
Those of you who are still waiting on the new Stone

Roses album on their new Geffen label, do not hold your

breath. The band has supposedly broken up.

ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE BRODSKY
QUARTET

The Juliet Letters- If nothing else, this album is

unique. Elvis Costello successfully journeys where no

rock artist has gone before. The Juliet Letters is a

delightful combination of traditional Costello lyrics and

classical strings music.

The result is an album that fans of many musical

genres can appreciate.

Whilemany of Costello' s fans may not appreciate his

new work, everyone must admire the music as creative

and innovative. Thealbumisfarfromtypicalfor Costello,

or any other popular rock artist for that matter.

It is slow, soothing, classical and most of all, it is not

like anything you've heard on popular radio in a long

time. Try it. You'll like it.

(3 Smiley Faces, 3 Light Bulbs)

Two new, thrilling movies reviewed

•desks

•lofts

•bookcases

•freestanding double
bikeracks

» compact disk holders

Anything made of wood at affordable prices

and quick turn around! Refinishing also

available!

5 7 7-4331

By Rene Gabri
Catalyst Staff

The Crying Game -Have you

ever started watching a movie

and said, "Wow, it looks like

this is it. Finally a good movie

that was worth my money?"

Then suddenly one scene

makes you take back every-

thing you said.

Well, this movie came
very close to falhng in that

category, but it didn't. The

acting, the plot and the sus-

pense were far too involving

to dismiss it as another near

miss.

The story takes place in

England and Ireland. Forest

Whitaker, a British soldier is

kidnapped by the Irish Re-

publican Army and held for

ransom.

The plot seems simple

enough, but Whitaker

developes a close bond with

one of his kidnappers. As a

result of their newly devel-

oped relationship, Whitaker

tells his kidnapper about his

one true love; moreover, he

asks that the IRA agent keep

watch over her.

What ensues is a deadly

and suspenseful game of

friendship, honesty, loyalty

and love. This movie is much

Poetry reading

in Palmer Hall

Brooklyn-born poet

Adam Schonbrun will be

reading from his published

and unpublished works on

Thursday, Feb. 11, at 7:30

p.m. in Gates Common Room
in Palmer Hall.

The event is free and open

to the Colorado Springs com-

munity.

London
$249*

more than just another action

adventure movie.

Over a hundred critics

named this movie in their top

ten lists for the year.

In fact, if I am not mis-

taken , the movie won awards

at the Cannes Film Festival

for its intriguing plot.

The action is supported

with bites of humor and ro-

mance. If you like action and

are open to interesting plot

twists, this movie is a definite

must see. Then again, if you

voted yes on Amendment 2,

maybe you should pass on

this one,

(4 Faces, 2.5 Light Bulbs)

Damage - I entered the the-

ater expecting to see another

one of tfiose erotic murder

mysteries {i.e. Basic Instinct).

It was a pleasant surprise

to find out that Damage is a

far more personal and

thoughtful movie.

The screenplay is based

on Josephine Hart's best sell-

ing book.

The casting is nearly per-

fect. Jeremy Irons plays a fa-

ther in love with his son's

girlfriend (Juliette Binoche),

and the interplay between the

two characters is remarkably

convincing.

Amsterdam

Paris

Madrid

Frankfurt

Geneva
Rome

i M9'
$ M»«
$ M9'
$ M9'
i M9»
i M9'

Council Travel
138 13th StreetCOn the Hill)

Bouldef, CO 80305

303-447-S101 • 1-800-743-18!3

Binoche plays an emo-

tionally disttessedyounglady,

who has difficulty staying mo-
nogamous. Irons is a stub-

bom and unemotional stoic

with very little excitement in

his life. Their two lives inter-

twine when they meet at a

party.

Irons realizes that she is

his son's girlfriend, but he

can not keep himself from

falling in love with her.

Both the audience and

Irons are taught a lessoa or

two about the power of love

in this very abnormal love tri-

angle,

Miranda Richardson does

an excellent job in portraying

a wife who is tom apart by the

love for her son and her hus-

band. Her untrustworthy at-

titude toward her son's new
love adds more tension to an

already unbearable situation.

The movie delves into the

dark and possessive aspects

of love.

Although the erotic scenes

are a bit on the wild side, the

movie's gripping tale of love

is very thought-provoking.

If vou are looking for a

serious and entertaining

movie, this could be the pick

of tiie week.

(3.5 Faces, 3.5 Light Bulbs)

fifir^rfjs^(ib:^

$3 off any reg. price CD

30301; Platte 473-0882'

123 E. Bijou 520-5111

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531
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Hard times for

hockey coach

Brad Buetow

By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

It seems ironic that Ti-

ger hockey coach Brad

Buetow was forced to re-

sign afewdayaftercollect-

ing his 300th collegiate vic-

tory, ranking him ninth

among all active coaches.

There has been an ex-

cess amount of hockey

coach bashing in the CC
community lately. Certain

incidents regarding Brad

Buetow have been blown

so far outof proportion that

many people have no clue

about what actually hap-

pened.

Whether a mistake was

made by the coach is not

the issue anymore. A mis-

take was made, which vio-

latedNCAA regulations on

recruiting.

However, the issue has

escalated into a political

battle among the highest of

administrators. What
should bedone about Coach

Brad Buetow's mistake?

First of all let's examine

the entire situation.

"Sez who" was the

theme of my CC orienta-

tion weekend when I was a

first-year. I've been taught

to never accept what you

hear or read as the outright

truth. Let's examine the

entire situation.

At the begining of the

year Brad Buetow was sus-

Continuedon Pg.I7
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Big cats claw their way to three wins

By Dirk Dykes, Rob
McCauIey, J. Wendell H.

Catalyst Staff

Two paws up for the Big

Cats. Woof! But hold on to

your hairshirts, you

neomonks, we've got four

weeks of Big Cat litter to

throw out. J's Motel, the fine

and yet CC convenient estab-

lishment filled with two dol-

lar plates of pancakes and all

the pot you wanted from Billy-

Jo in room 47. J and friends

never knew the Cats were

there until the keg incident

—

oh well, they paid for the win-

dows. "I didn't know I could

throw a full one that far. I

guess it really was Busch

Light" said Nate Cat.

After a strong showing at

the DU relays (at least they

beat somebody) the Big Cats,

widi the Femme Cats in tow,

boarded the plane for the clos-

est they '11 get to heaven, L.A.,

City ofAngels and a bunch of

really scary-looking people.

After the Femme Cats yelped

at the Big CatMoon the teams

settled in at the Whittier Hilton

for three nights of hot tubs,

sun andbabes— sorryFemme
Cats. After kicking Catbutt

all over the Cal Tech Gleebos

and the Occidental Accidents,

Big CatsLaMatt, LaSteve and

LaNate held a swimming
clinique to assist those less

fortunate than themselves in

the field of aquatics.

But the Cats good fortune

changed the next day against

Whittier and Redlands. Al-

though Whittier was ruth-

lessly toyed with like a dying

mouse. Redlands proved to

be superior. "Must have been

the 'roids" said physiology

expert Rob "I weigh 149 lbs.

now thank you" PhilUps. Zack

"100 proof Steer was heard

mumbling on the blocks,

"Sandra will be mine, oh yes,

she will be mine." Unforfti-

nately for Zack, Sandra could

not hear his pleas of passion

because Erick"Ihaveamango

in my pants and it does a little

dance" Walker had his tongue

in her ear— for those trying

to visualize this -left one boys,

not right.

Big Cats in Hollywood!

City of Dreams! After per-

suading LaZack to keep it in

his pants, good old Woody
slammed it into park and the

Big Cats wizzed forth to mark

their territory. After walking

around for hours Brendan "I

just want to be loved"Peppard

exclaimed, "look at all the

pretty lights. Do you think

Captain Stubing lives around

here?"

All is not lost; LaMatt and

LaNate located and stepped

upon their childhood hero,

Michael Jackson. Searching

for a feeling of closure, they

vainly searched out the star of

brother, lover, and under-rec-

ognized musical genius, Tito.

These fanatic Cats could be

seen with heads down mum-
bling "Where's Tito?"

After two or three hours

of sleep, the Cats embarked

on a roller coaster ride to the

beach. On the way, Fashion

Icon Mike "socks look better

on the outisde" Foster did his

best four lane change

a-la-Coach Lear since

in DaNang. After a da;

catnaps on the beach, the

Cats packed up and headej

back to the hate state, that'

right youPC pukeheads, Colo-

rado.

Back home, the Cats wert

slaughtered by DU, but defi

nitely made a fashion stale,

ment. "Hey man, drag suit;

are in," remarked Sid "Yeah

dude, I go to practice dude'

Santos,

This week we see the Cais

preparing for Coach Lear'

200th win against Metro c

Colorado School of Mines,

Stay tuned for more Big Cai

information every week. Un

til then, this is Bob Barkei

reminding you to have your

Femme Cats spayed.

Photo by Chris FlooJ

The always fashion concious Big Cats are seen here poised, claws ready, fangs dripping

with saliva, ready to gnash into an unsuspecting opponent. The capacity crowd has filed

into the Schlessman pool bleachers to watch these masters of aquatics perform their

titillating skills. Next week they take their cat-like instincts to Golden on Feb. 6.

The Week in Preview
Friday, February 5

Hockey at University of Minnesota 7 p.m. Minneapolis-St. Paul, MO.

Saturday, February 6

Women's Basketball vs. Western State

Swimming at Colorado School of Mines

Hockey at University of Minnesota

7 p.m. El Pomar
12 p.m. Golden, CO.
7 p.m. Minneapolis-SL Paul, MO.

Monday, February 8

Women's Basketball vs. UCCS 7 p.m. El Pomar

T^iesday, February 9
Mens' Basketball at New Mexico Highlands 8 p.m. Las Vegas, NM.

Thursday, February 11

Women's Basketball vs. Adams State 7 p.m. El Pomar

Tigers split with NMU
By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

Ainid the controversy of

coach Buetow's recruiting

infractions, the CC hockey

team found time to notch a

fantastic victory in front of a

diminutive crowd of 1700 at

the Broadmoar World Arena
lastFriday night. The North-

em Michigan Wildcats lost to

the Tigers on Friday night,

then came back to win hand-

ily on Saturday night. Friday

night's game was the most
exciting hockey game I had

seen since last year's series

aginst Wisconsin (I missed

the overtime playoff games

with Duluth). To say thai

senior goaltender Paul

Badalich played well wouW

be an understatement

Badalich collected 44 saves

in the contest, a few coming

with less than a minute to play.

The game ended in a 4-3 vic-

tory for the Tigers, who

bumped their record up to (r

18 in league, but still occupy

the cellar.

The thrilling victory

marked more than a notch

theW column for Tiger head

coach Brad Buetow. He col-

lected his 300th carreer colle-

giate victory, spending the lasl

five years of it here at CC.

Continued on PgJ9
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Vindicated Bronco fan

revels in Buffalo loss

Tiger's return eight

of nine starters

By Jay Marx

Catalyst Staff

At least one happy result

of Super Bore XXVII is that

the Buffalo Bills are now
firmly enshrined next to the

Denver Broncos and the Min-

nesota Vikings in the Futility

Hall of Fame.

I was gripped by the odd

combination of both pity and

satisfaction while watching

the Dallas Cowboys shellac

Buffalo, 52-17, at the Rose

Bowl on Sunday. As a die

hard Bronco fan since 1977,

when Denver picked up the

first of its four Super Bowl

losses, I know only too well

the horror that must have

consumed Bills fans as they

watched their third consecu-

tive loss in the Biggest of

Games.

And make no mistake, it

is tte/rloss, the fans' , asmuch
as it is that ofMarv Levy, Jim

Kelly or whinin' Thurman
Thomas.

Buffalo is a lot like Den-

ver—and Minneapohs for that

matter. None are high-profile

towns known for anything,

really, but snow; all three are

quite pleasant cities where the

people are more or less con-

tent with their lot. Therefore,

thesefans are particularly sus-

ceptible to the heady delirium

that accompanies a winning

team in a major sport.

It is no less than crushing

to such a city's collective ego

to lose even one Big Game.
Tocome so close on the drive

to national respectability and

then watch the vehicle of all

their dreams throw a wheel in

front of an international audi-

ence . . . ouch.

But for that to happen

once, then twice, and then

once more? In a row, no less?

The result is the worst kind of

indifference: that of the lover

scorned and scorned again.

You want to care, really you

do, but it is simply too pain-

ful. Who needs it?

Thus did the cautious en-

thusiasm for their hometown
boys that Buffalo fans ex-

pressed this last week strike

me as deja-vu—I had heard it

all before, in Denver, three

years(wasitonlythTeeyears?)

ago. The same desperate

hope, the same vague notion

of impending doom—I knew
them all. And I must admit: I

loved it Eeeevery second.

Iprayed thattheCowboys

,

those same evil Dallas Cow-
boys that set Denver off on

the road to hell some decade-

and-a-half ago, would make
Buffalo know our pain. I

clenched my teeth and fists

when Buffalo scored early to

go ahead—but Denver, too,

had known SuperBowl leads.

My grip relaxed after the Bills

were stymied at the goal line

midway through the second

quarter.

My heart is not irredeem-

ably hard—I felt nojoy when
Jim Kelly went down to a

knee injury shortly after-

wards. Indeed, I could only

think of Denver's joint pain

had John Elway suffered the

same fate. We mortals can

scarcely imagine, I am sure,

the frustration of a world class

athlete tocome so close to the

top so many times and then.

when thepeakiswithinreach,

to be sidelined by fate, I

wanted the Bills to lose and

all, but

Oh, though, did I cheer

when Thurman Thomas, a

running back arrogant far be-

yond his talent, fumbled to set

up a Dallas touchdown. And
did I jump for joy as Dallas

converted turnover after turn-

over to score in the third quar-

ter. Was my soul at peace

when it became evident, even

before themerciful endofBud
Bowl DCC, that Super Bowl
XXVII was over and the B uf-

falo Billshad surely lost? Yes,

oh yes, and, God forgive me,

yes.

And I know that in Den-

ver Monday morning, thou-

sands of otherwise good and

kind Bronco fans felt exacdy

the same way. They woke up

Monday morning thinking the

sun was shining a little

brighter, the snow was melt-

ing a little faster, and that we
may have lost Super Bowls,

multiple times and badly, but

we never lost three-in-a-row.

The German word for this is

Schadenfreude—the perverse

feeUng of pleasure one may
receive from the knowledge

of anothers' pain.

Americans, less subtle,

call it sadism. Call it what

you will, it is a certain law of

human nature that misery

loves company, and in the

spirit of that law I join with

the fans of the Broncos and

Vikings as we extend our

warm embrace to the good

citizens of Buffalo and say,

sincerely, "Welcome to the

club."

By Honus Wagner
Catalyst Reporter

The Tiger baseball team

is geared up for tomorrow's

annual opener against Air

Force. Tomorrow's game will

mark the first of six games
against the Falcons this sea-

son,"Weplay them six times,"

says coach Steve Mandel, "we
should be able to get a few

games from them." The Air

ForceFalcons are one of three

Division I teams the Tigers

will be facing this season.

The Tigers only lost two

seniors to graduation last sea-

son, which puts them in a great

position for this year's thirty

game season. Eight of the

nine starting positions will be

returning for the Tigers. Scott

"pampies"Nilsen, RobToole,
and Chris Peper will be the

starters in the infield. Replac-

Joshua Orfanakis becomes

assistant sports editor
By Dan Rather

Catalyst Liason

This semester's Catalyst

staff of editors has been

blessed with the talent of a

man named Josh. This Lake

Oswego native is overquali-

fied for the esteemed position

which he now holds.

Mr. Orfanakis found his

way from Oregon to the CC
campus with a physics major

in mind; however, certain dif-

ficulties have arisen lately, and

a possible change looms in

the future.

Josh will be a valued

member of this semesters

Catalyst staff for multiple

reasons.

The first reason is his for-

titude with the Macintosh

computer. Look out Steve

Jobs! Josh's ability to learn

new programs such as

ing 2nd baseman Cash Levy

will be Freshman Todd
Johnston. In the outfield the

Tigers are returning Josh Vitt,

Mark MuUally, and Chris "I

need smaller pants" Burt.

Doing most of the work on

the hill will be ace-starter

Dave Solomon, Senior Todd
Holmes, Junior Tom Florey,

and Freshman Cliff Lantz.

Catching for the Tigers will

be Junior Todd Mays and

Freshman Adam Gunther.

Along with a strong defense

the Tigers are showing strong

offensive capability and are

provided with a deep bench.

Both games this weekend

will start at 11am at the Air

Force Academy. Scheduled

on Saturday isDave Solomon

and Tom Florey on Sunday.

We'd like to see many of you

there to cheer on the Tigers.

Directions to the Academy
are at Womer Desk,

Trivia Bonanza
1. Who holds the record for the most yards passing by a

professional quarterback?

2. Which four teams competed in the 1978 NCAA final

four? Who won the National Championship that year?

3. Which three Boston superstars wore the number nine?

(Hint: they all played professionaly in different sports,)

4. Name each player in the NHL who is still eligible to play

helmetless?

5. Who threw the winning touchdown pass to who in the

1981 NFC Championship game at Candlestick Park?

Answers to these trivial questions in next week's issue

PageMaker is uncanny.

Josh will be a valuable

asset to the sports staff be-

cause of his vast knowledge

of squash and golf; he plays

both at CC.
But most of all the staff

will be able to rely on his late

night work ethic.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

^/jii

SALAD BARil^j
$3J25

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

February 5th and 6th

The Auto No

February 7th

Ego Trip
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Men's hoop team pushes record to 14-6
a^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^H ^^H^^^^^MI Inrinn ended with the score

By Corey Peck

Catalyst Stafi

After five weeks of Christ-

mas turkey, annoying parents,

and Saved By The Bell re-

runs, there seems to be only

one question on the minds of

returning CC students: "How

is the men's basketball team

doing?" Well, the Lords of

the Boards spent their holiday

traveling across the country,

and the resultis a 14-6record,

with the best ball of the year

yet to be played. Let's recap

the Tigers' past month of

hoops action for their avid

fans.

UCCS came to El Pomar

on December 12 and left in

humiliation, losing to CC 80-

51. The Tigers' next contest

was in Iowa, where they faced

Wanburg in the Buena Vista

Holiday Tournament. The

game was close throughout

and went to overtime, where

Jay Longino hit a 3-pointer at

the buzzer to win it for CC,

88-87. The championship

game was billed as The Battle

of the Block Plans, as CC
squared off against Cornell

College. Unfortunately, the

Tigers came out flat and lost

53-47. CC's Holiday Tour-

nament was another disap-

pointment, with Gustavus

Adolphus (who knocked the

Tiger's out of last year's na-

tional tournament) beatingCC
81-68 in the championship

game. Then another touma-

ment in Maine, and another

second place finish for CC,
who beat Hamiltion 90-76,

then fell to Colby 79-66. The

Tigers wrapped up their trip

to Maine with 3 huge victo-

ries over 3 forgettable teams,

with the average score being

Photo by Chris Flood

A CC eager attempts to sink a lay up in a recent game,

while a teammate gets ready to crash the boards.

111-63.

CC returned to prepare for

the most difficult stretch of

the season, as they face the

local Division n teams. But

the Tigers seem up for the

challenge. After defeating

Bethany College of Kansas

96-76, CC prepared to batde

Regis University, a team
Coach Al Walker had never

beaten in 5 years. Battle was

indeed the right word for it,

and the game was one of the

most exciting El Pomar has

ever seen.

Good zone defense by the

Tigers neutralized Regis' of-

fensive attack, andCC led 25-

19 at the half. Regis stormed

back in the second half but the

Tigersrefused to letup. Regu-

Care of Sports Information Department.

Women's Basketball: The loss at the Air Force Academy made the Lady Tiger's record

2-19. CC slipped to 2-18 with losses on the road to Nebraska Wesleyan University

(87-56) and Hastings College (104-59) last weekend. Junior Michelle Berry (Grand

Junction, CO) scored 30 points in the two games, while freshman Erin Guinnee (Fort

Collins, CO) added 1 1 points and 16 rebounds, 1 1 of them offensive.

Swimming: The women's team went 1-1 in a three way meet at home last Friday, defeat-

ing the University of Denver, 1 19.5-103.5, and losing 163-70 to the Universty of Northern

Colorado. Top performers for head coach Sandra Janes included sophomore Lissy

McCaleb (Northfield, IL), who won the one-meter required idving competition and

placed second in the one-meter optional event. First year Emily Davis (Henderson, CO)
finished second in the 50-yard freestyle with a dme of 26.49 seconds, and teamed up with

senior Kathtyn Plummer (Littleton, CO) and sophomores Juli Brabson (Tampa, FL)
and Dawn Foreman (Phoenix, AZ) to place second in the 400-yard freestyle relay.

Volleyball: Junior Ail-American Stacy Jonker (Clovisk, CA) was named the team's most

valuable player for the 1 992 season, head coach Jacquie Medina announced at the team's

annual banquet last week. Other awards included first year Kendra Johnson (Oak Creek,

CO) as the team's most improved player and senior Jenn Gregory (Pueblo, CO) as the

most inspirational.

lanon ended with the score

tied 52-52, but CC was an

incredible 10 for 10 from the

free throw line in overtime to

earn ahard-fought victory, 62-

61. Jason Valant had another

stellar game, while Rick

Moore controlled the glass

with 12 rebounds. In addi-

tion, Montell Taylor, Kirk

Robbins, and Jay Longino

made significant contribu-

tions coming off the bench.

All in all it was an emotional

and satisfying win for the Ti-

gers.

Former CC coach Jim

Cross brought his Fort Lewis

squad to face the red-hot Ti-

gers and was once again re-

minded what good coaching

and hard work can do for a

program.

CC built a four point lead

at half-time, then blew the

doors off, finishing with a 98-

75 victory. Valant paced the

Tigers again with 26 points

and Phil Lozevski pulled

down 10 boards.

With a 6 game winning

streak CC was ready to tackle

Western State, ranked #17 in

Division II, thispastWednes-

day. The Tigers came out

smoking, building a 20- II

lead.

Then things fell apart.

Turnovers mounted, the de-

fense collapsed, and Western

capitalized. The final tally

was 97-65; an embarrassing

and disappointing loss for Al

Walker and his crew.

Despite the loss, the Ti-

gers are still in therunning for

post-season play, and theirlast

5 games are crucial. They'll

needmuch suppon during the

upcoming home games. Only

2home games remain, soplan

to head to El Pomar Friday,

Feb. 12th.

Head Coach Al Walker

hopes to lead his team back to

the NCAA Division UI tour-

nament. Good luck to the Ti-

gers as theirquestfortheplay-

offs continues.

Tiger Hockey

Continuedfrom p.l6

Another noteworthy accom-

plishment was reached this

past weekend. Junior left

wingerJody Jarazcewski, col-

lected two goals in the Tiger's

12-3 loss to up his goal total at

CC to 50. He now has 26

points this seasons, and 96 in

less than three full season with

the Tigers. He approaches

the century club, along with

senior teammate Chris

Hynnes.

Back to Friday night's

nailbiter. The Tigers rallied

from a 2-1 deficit with the

help of sophomore sensation

PeterGeronazzo from the cul-

tural 'Mecca' of Trail, B.C.

Geronazzo netted two goals

including the game winner

with 3:52 remaining in the

third period which he shelved

over the right shoulder of the

NMU goalie. He provided

the winning spark which di-

rectly provided Buetow with

his 300th win.

Geronazzo is no stranger

to clutch performances. In

mid-December against the

Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs

he netted two goals, the sec-

ond to tie the game late in the

third period. In fact

Geronazzo was picked by our

elite sports staff to be this

week's athlete of the week.

However, he was in Cripple

Creak. Oh well.

Back on a more serious

note. Freshman center Jay

McNeill leads the team with

29 points, despite being shut-

out this past weekend. He is

tied with fellow freshman

Chad Reraackel with 1 4 goals,

while McNeill's 15 assists

leads the team.

This weekend the Tigers

are playing the Minnesota

Golden Gophers in Minne-

apolis. The team has three

more home games.

Make sure not to miss the

last home game of the season

as the Tigers take on the DU
pioneers on March 6th.

To look

goodfor

Spring Y EARS
Break

A H

HAIIi DESIGN

Look

ahead

E A D to Years

Ahead

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

20% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS
20% OFF ALL PERMS
15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552
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LAX prepares for tough schedule

By Jeff Short

Catalyst Staff

New sticks, full-field

windsprints, practice in the

oym completely decked out

in equipment and full

sweatsuits, Une drills, and a

bunch of players who discov-

ered the hard way that they

are out of shape. Thus, the

Colorado College men's la-

crosse team began its 1993

season this week. The team

got right to work on stick

skills and, of course, condi-

tioning. Faced with a chal-

lenging season, the team will

need to work hard.

The Tigers, who finished

10-6 last year and second in

their league, hope to do even

better this year. But it won't

be easy. "This years schedule

is the toughest it has ever

been," said head coach Steve

Seville. The Tigers oppo-

nents include two teams from

Virginia- Roanoke College

and Washington & Lee Uni-

versity. In the preseason

NCAADisvision IIIrankings

thesetwoteamsare ranked #3

and #15 respecively. Other

tough opponents include Air

Force, Drew University,

Springfield College, Con-

necdcut College, the Univer-

sity of Denver, and the Uni-

versity of Colorado.

Tough schedule and all,

the players are looking for-

ward to a big season. Senior

midfielder Michael Harkins

simply stated, "I think we'll

have a good year." Harkins

points to the team's strong

attack and bruising defense as

signs of good things to come.

He adds, however, "The suc-

Photo by Chris Flood

A CC Lacrosse player runs through a drill in practice

cess of the season depends on "We'll be young and inexpe-

the play of the midfielders,

who need to pick up the slack

to take some pressure off the

attack."

Harkins is one of four se-

niors on the team. The other

three are attackman Will King,

goalie Ezra Bayles, and

midfielder Chuck Jones . The

seniors and other returning

players are joined by eight

rookies. Overall, the 1993

Tigers are a young team.

Coach Beville thinks that

regardless of its youth, this

squad will be successful.

we Can Get You
Out Of Town

Just Like That.

INCORPOfUTEO.EST

Some Travel Agencies Aren t Located
LessThan One Block Away Ptom The
Colorado College. Taylor Travel is.

aian. T^on 636-3871

rienced and short in numbers

in the midfield," Beville said,

"but we'll have a good, tough

squad with some hustle and

scrappiness." The coach adds

that if the team continues to

work hard they should be able

to top last year's record.

The regular season begins

on Wednesday, March 3rd

with a home game against

Regis University. In the

meantime, the team has at least

two more weeks of practice in

full sweats and probably hun-

dreds of more windsprints to

run. The husUe and determi-

nation of the team will pay

off, creating a good season

forthe players and good view-

ingforthefans. Seeyouatthe

lax games.

Coach Buetow gets bum rap
Continuedfrom Pg.l6

school for paying an assis-

tant coach a relatively small

sum of money for devoting

his time and efforts to the

team.

The coach who received

the money happens to be the

team's academic advisor as

well.

There was a date set by the

NCAA by which schools

could no longer pay more
flian two assistant hockey

coaches.

Buetow was suspended

by the school, not the

NCAA, because we were go-

ing to take care of this one

ourselves. The NCAA de-

cided that the suspension

was more than ample pun-

ishment for the infraction.

Suddenly Brad Buetow
is conniving and deceiving,

and not to be trusted in any

way shape or form.

Head coach's of Divi-

sion I programs accross the

country are treated with re-

spect, and I feel Brad

Buetowisgettingarawdeal.

Instead of preparing for up-

coming games, he must pre-

pare to deal with the Ath-

letic Director and the Ad-

ministration.

My question is; Where was
Max Taylor, who is the Ath-

letic Director, and the Ad-

ministration duringeach al-

leged incident?

I'm sure that the Ath-

letic Director is a very busy

person, butone would think

that the job entails making
sure incidents such as this

one don't occur.

The United States Gov-

ernment uses a system of

checks and balances to

make sure similar problems

don't occur. Maybe we
should try that with our ad-

ministration.

I hope situations like

these don't arise in the fu-

ture, especially with the new
hockey coach. If they do

we'll know exactly where

tiie actual problem lies. I

don'treally hold tremendous

animosity towards the ad-

ministration.

However the way the

school handles their mat-

ters with their Division I

athletics leaves something

to be desired. And I'm not

just talking about hockey.

I.M. hockey wrap-up
I.M. hockey began the 1993

season with a week of action

from every league. B league,

C league, and Rec took to

Honnen rink and carved up

the ice. When the rink closed

each night only sweat and

holes in the net were left for

the overworked rink atten-

dants.

The B league game left the

Hairy Tongues licking their

chops after a 7- 1 victory over

Some Guys. Although Hairy

Tongues had the best defense

Some Guys were relentless in

their attack.

The C league was full of

spirited teams and games.

Loomis Lushes and Selective

Pressure skated long and hard

with the Lushes leaving loopy

over a 4-0 victory. Selective

Pressure would get the win

for style as they came adorned

in team jerseys.

Rec league teams somehow

were at the right place at the

wrong time and had to forfeit.

Hopefully next rime they will

get a game. Come and sup-

port IM hockey.

Thats all from CC Sports

Center.

Syracuse University

Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

315-443-3471 or 1-800-235-3472

A World of Difference
SYRACUSE ABROAD

Programs in Africa, Ausualia, Czech Republic, England,

France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain

• Prior foreign language not always necessary

• SU credit

• Field uips/traveling seminars

• Internships

• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer

• Home or limited apartment placements

Financial assistance available
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College News

Notification of leave of

Absence and Withdrawl

Deadlines

Appliacrions available in the

Dean of Students' Office

Armstrong Hall, im 100. The

deadline for requesting a leave

of abscence is Mar. 1 for a

leave which begins in the fall

semester. On formal applica-

tion, a leave of absence will

be considered for one of the

following reasons: medical,

financial, or personal emer-

gency. Applications for aca-

demic leaves of absence are

available in the Registrar's

Office.

The withdrawl form must also

be submitted by Mar. 1. All

students who decide to inter-

rupt their education at CC,

and who do not qualify for a

leave of absence, or wish to

transfer to another institution,

are expected to withdraw for-

mally from the College.

Submissions

The Disparaging Eye is now
accepting submissions. Dead-

line is end of Block 5. Send

submissions to Womer Box
739.

Flowers

Valentine's Day Fundraiser

forGammaPhi Beta. Balloon

Bouquets to be sold for $3 to

$5 for two. Will be hand-de-

livered on Valentine's Day.

Career Center

How to Get a Summer Job—
SummerJob workshops. Sign

up in the Career Center.

PracticeInterviews—Sign up

in the Career Center before

Feb. 10.

Coping with Senior Panic—
BillDove from Boettcher will
be talking to seniors about

life after CC. Sign-up in the

Career Center.

For more information about

all these events call: x6893.

Food Harvest

If you want to help hungry

and homeless people in Colo-

rado Springs, Food Harvest

may be the volunteer oppor-

tunity you're looking for!

The purpose ofFOOD HAR-
VEST, aCC Center for Com-
munity Service program, is to

transpon extra food from

Classifieds

Rastall and Bemis to a local

soup kitchen. The program

happens on Tues. and Thurs.

afternoons of the 1st, 2nd and

3rd weeks of each block.

Please come to our first meet-

ing on Tues., Feb. 9 at noon in

Womer Center rm. 2 1 3. Any-

one will be welcome.

Poetry Reading and

Conversation

John Thelin and JaneHilberry

will read poetry and discuss

at 8:00 p.m., Fri., Feb. 5 in

Bemis Lounge—refresh-

ments will be served.

Applications for Theme

Houses for Fall

Applications for Theme

Houses for Fall housing are

now available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-

line for the Proposals is Mon-

day, Mar. 15, 1993 at 5:00

p.m. in the Office ofResiden-

tial Life. A general informa-

tional meeting for all groups

interested in theme housing
will be on Thursay, Feb. 1 1 at

3:30 in the Bemis Lounge.

Open house for theWood and

Tenney Theme Houses is on

Thursday, Feb. 25 from 3:30-

5:00 p.m. If you have any

questions, please contact

Eileen Beauregard, x6618.

CAT'S

CahfomiaAcheivermentTest

(CAT) offered Feb. 13, 1993.

Course requirement. Register

atEd. Dept. byFeb. 5, 1993.

Computer Stuff

Computer Books and Soft-

ware Fair all next week. Wed.

,

Feb. 10, 1993, Computer
Demos from 10:00-2:00 p.m.

Sponsored by the CC Book-

store.

Help the Features

Features Section of Catalyst

is looking for writers. All in-

terested should leave name,

phone number, and Womer
box #: call x6675.

Employment

Summer Activities

Rewarding, exciting summer
for sophomore and older col-

lege students counseling in

the Colorado Rockies. Back-

packing, Western riding, wa-

ter activities, natural science

and many outdoor programs.

Write: Sanborn Western

Camps, P.O. Box 167,

Florissant, CO 80816.

Park Rangers

College students from across

the country are being sought

for summerjobs at one of the

nation's most spectacular na-

tional parks at Glacier Park,

Mont.

For details on jobs and sala-

ries call Glacier Park, Inc., at

(602) 207-261 2, or write Gla-

cier Park, Inc., Dial Tower,

Phoenix, AZ, 85077-0924.

Summer Work in Europe

Small company of 8-12 em-

ployees in the Black Forest of

Germany looking for 2 sum-

mer helpers. Will subsidize

airfare and provide an apart-

ment. Contact Erik Mueller

632-1021 or W.B. 267.

Stuff Envelopes

Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly

stuffing envelopes. For de-

tails-RUSH $1 .00 with SASE
to: Group Five, 57 Greentree

Drive, Suite 307. Dover, DE
19901.

Travel

Costa Rica

ACM Costa Rica: Applica-

tion deadline March 15 for

Fall 1993 or early decision,

Spring 1994. See Paul

Kutsche, ext. 6359 for Fall,

BarbaraWintemitz, ext. 6605,

for Spring.

Office of International

Programs

The approval deadhne for stu-

dents going on a non-affliated

program in summer or fall is

March 1. Come by our office

for the details.

Study Abroad Fair

The biannual Study Abroad

FairissetforFeb.25, 1993,in

WomerLobby. FOOD.FUN,
plus great INFORMATION!

South Padre Island

Party with the best! Beach

Front Hotels or Condos with

Party/Activity Package $26

per person/per night— taxes

notincluded. Call 1-800-845-

6766 for more information.

Misc.

Women's Fair

The Women's Life Festival

and Trade Fair will take place

at the Broadmoor this Friday

and Saturday, Feb. 5 and 6, in

the Broadmoor Hotel. Semi-

nars on Friday and Saturday

will focus on continuing edu-

cation for men and women.

The "Women of Spirit and

Note" awards and reception

wall be held Friday from 4-6

p.m. at the Broadmoor. One

award will be presented to a

company which demonstrates

a strong commitment to the

development and advance-

ment ofwomen at all levels of

the organization, the second

will be given to awoman who
is a mentor for women and

has made a difference for

women in the Pikes Peak re-

gion.

For reservations and tickets,

call 389-8298 or purchase

tickets at Joslins Hair Style

Center at Chapel Hills Mall.

Yoga Classes

Three HathaYoga classes will

be offered at BoettcherHealth

Catalyst

Center. Thechargeis$45 ($35

for members of the CC com.

munity). For information call

Boettcher Health Center ai

x6384.

Matress Needed

CC student in need of a large,

cheap matress. Please call

Sandy at 473-3758,

Fundraiser

All it takes is a small group

with a little enegry and lots of

excitement to earn $;

$1500 in just one week. Call

1-800-592-2121 ext. 313,

Personal

Adoption

Happily, married, childless,

Colorado couple, wishes to

adopt newborn. Much love

and security . S tay home mom,

involved Dad. Call Sandy,

evenings (303) 790-2429.

See Europe in V.W.

camper van

2 CC grads selling their '78

bus inAmsterdam this Spring,

New engine, great condition,

and completely outfitted for

camping. The best way to

travel around Europe! Con-

tact: (303) 773-9914.

Very Personal

Employment Wanted
Hockeycoach looking forjob.

Will do little leagues. If you

needmecall-555-1323.

Woman Wanted
Blond frat boy interested in

finding a sincere woman who

can drink ten beers without

passing out. He is into com-

mittnent. Call 555-3412.

Catalyst

Writers Needed

Become involved in

the exciting life of

journalism.

You could travel to

exotic lands
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Grace and Coriell move to clarify Amendment 2

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

Acting President Michael

Grace and Chaplain Bruce

Coriell are teaming up with

local business leaders, com-

munity members and attor-

neys to draft a legal clarifica-

tion of Amendment 2.

The coalition drafted the

clarification with the help of

Springs attorney Greg Walta.

The as-yet-unnamed coalition

hopes to get their clarifica-

tion, itself a constitutional

amendment, on the ballot in

November of 1993.

The current draft of the

clarification seeks to prohibit

discrimination based on

sexual orientation but also

prohibits the establishmentof

preferred legal status based

on sexual orientation.

The clarification is an at-

tempt to protect gays, bisexu-

als and lesbians from discrimi-

nation, while outlawing so-

called "special rights."

The clarification "is an

attempt to take people at their

public word," according to

Coriell. Colorado forFamily

Values (CFV) said during

their campaign for Amend-
ment 2 that a vote for the

amendmentwas avote to pre-

vent "special rights" and"pro-

tected minority status."

Coriell feels that ifCFV's
intent was really to prohibit

"special rights," they would

support the clarification and

its prohibition of "special

rights."

CFV, however, is decid-

edly against the clarification

proposal. They issued a two-

page statement reaffirming

their support for the original

amendment and denouncing

theclarification as a"watered-

down 'gay-rights' bill."

Coriell believes that

CFV's statement indicates

that their real intent is not to

prohibit special rights, but

rather to protect the right to

discriminate based on sexual

orientation.

Kevin Tebedo, Executive

Director of CFV, said that "a

claim to discrimination is it-

self a 'special right'," so that

the clarification would give

"special rights" to homosexu-

als.

CFV believes that the pro-

posed clarification "cannot

actually prevent affirmative

action quotas for homosexu-

als while granting them a

claim to discrimination at the

same time."

Tebedo explained: "The

protected status and the quo-

tas go together, one is the

after-effect of the other."

Coriell acknowledges that

the coalition ' s proposed clari-

fication represents a compro-

mise. When asked if coali-

rion members would have

supported the prohibition of

preferred legal status if

Amendment 2 hadn't passed,

Coriell said, "the clarification

is clearly a response to

Amendment 2."

The second part of the

clarification is an amendment

to the Colorado Revised Stat-

utes. It has tiiree sections:

"Definirions," "Statistical

Evidence Prohibited," and

"Exemptions."

The first section defines

"sexual orientation" and "pre-

ferred legal status." The sec-

ond section prohibits "A find-

ingofdiscrimination . . . based

on statistical differences in

the percentage ofpersons of a

particular sexual orientation

in the general population as

opposed to the percentage of

persons in the activity or or-

ganization in question."

The third section exempts

several organizations and ac-

tivities from the provisions of

the amendment.

The third section grants

exemptions to small busi-

nesses, churches, tenants seek-

ing roommates, small-apart-

ment owners who live in their

apartments, certain non-profit

organizations, homeowners or

renters employing household

employees or babysitters and

some sub-lessors.

Those with exemptions

are free to discriminate or

grant "special rights" as they

File photo

Acting Pres. Grace is working to clarify Amendment 2.

wish.

The "Exemptions" sec-

tion, Coriell said, is a stan-

dard element of civil-rights

legislation. It was included to

help "diffuse emotional situ-

ations" arising from the

amendment.

The number of people af-

fected by the exemptions is

relatively small, Coriell said,

so that the section doesn't

compromise the coalition's

goals.

The goal of the coalition,

as stated by Coriell, is "to find

Continued onPg.4

Unplanned pregnancies increase at CC
Boettcher offers contraceptive options for sexually active students

By Treena Colby
Catalyst Staff

The number ofunplaimed

pregnancies on campus is the

highest in 15 years, said

Nancy WUsted, C.N.P. and

women's health care nurse

practitioner at Boettcher

Health Center. "We usually

see two to three cases each

semester, and this year it has

definitely increased,"Wilsted

said.

The actual number of un-

plannedpregnancies is uncer-

tain, since many women seek

health care off-campus.

Wilsted is concerned that

"we give children more infor-

mation aboutdriving cars and

handling money than we do

sex." Many students have

had litde or no sex education.

Also, "many [adults] teach

sex in apunitive way, without

acknowledging the realities

of it all."

Boettcher accepts confi-

dential appointments for

question-and-answer ses-

sions, and couples are wel-

come. Theappointments give

students a chance to receive

free professional advice.

Boettcher also provides

reproductive health care and

contraception. The free

condom bowl is always full

for students, and the contra-

ceptive sponge is also free

and available.

Other methods are very

inexpensive. A new vaginal

fihn only costs $0.50. For

birth conttol pills, Boettcher

performs cervical exams free

of charge, and pap smears are

only $10. The fu-st three

months of pills are free, then

Boettcher gives prescriptions.

Boettcher also has the

'morning-after pill', which

works to intercept fertiliza-

tion up to 72 hours after un-

protectedintercourse. Thepill

costs $5, but should only be

used if one's regular metiiod

ofcontraception fails. Also, if

yourjudgment is impaired due

to alcohol or drugs and pro-

tection is not used, the pill can

prevent an unwanted preg-

nancy.

If you do not want on-

campus reproductive health

care, there are clinics in Colo-

rado Springs. Full-time stu-

dents are eUgible for federal

subsidies in some cUnics.

The El Paso Health

Department's Women's
Clinic is moving to 301 S.

Union Blvd. on Feb. 22; their

telephone number will still be

575-8500.

Planned Parentiiood is lo-

cated at 1330 W. Colorado

Ave. Their number is 475-

7162. Subsidiesare notavail-

able at this location, but are

given at other Planned Par-

enthoodlocationsfurtherfrom

campus.
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Unknown arsonist ignites McGregor Hall with fourth fire

By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

A Colorado Springs fire

investigator said this weekthat

the string of recent fires in

McGregor Hall—including

one set early Saturday morn-

ing—are the work of a resi-

dent of the men's dorm.

"It's an inside job," said

Jerry Wolf, a Colorado

Springs fire investigator

working on the case. "It

would be very easy for some-

one who Uves in the building

to set the fires without being

spotted. I don't think there

are people from the commu-
nity out to get CC who are

starting the fires. McGregor

is also a secure building."

Saturday's fire was set

around 4:30 a.m. in a recy-

cling bin in a closet on the

third floor of McGregor.

Wolf said there are no sus-

pects or leads. Investigators

are, however, analyzing a set

of fingerprints taken from the

scene of Saturday's fire.

Saturday's fire marks the

fourth suspected arson in

McGregorthis academic year.

Wolf said he is investigating

a fifth fire—possibly related

—set in a closet of the Phi

Gamma Delta house.

The McGregor fires have

not caused serious damage,

said Paul Jones, Director of

Residential Life. Threeofthe

fires—those set Oct. 5, Dec.

4 and Feb. 6—were in trash

cansorrecycUngbins. A mat-

tress in a vacantroom was set

ablaze on Nov. 24.

College officials said they

have stepped up security and

installed smoke detectors in

every McGregor room.

"Our response is to take

every fire seriously," said

Chris Bell, the McGregorHall
Director and security educa-

tion coordinator. Despite the

recurring fires, he said, the
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building's residents are safe

because ofincreased security.

CC security officials now
walk through every floor of

McGregor three times each

hour during the night, said

Ron Smith, CC's security

director "All we're doing is

beefing up the patrols in the

building," he said.

Saturday's fire was appar-

ently set about 20 minutes

after CC's security guard pa-

trolled the building, said

Smith. The guard did not

report seeing anything un-

usual at the time.

Saturday's fire was dis-

covered by two McGregor
residents—junior Luigi

Cicala and sophomore Matt

Douglas—after hearing a

smoke detector go off.

After searching for a few

minutes, the tworesidents saw

smoke coming outofthe third

floor recycling closet, where

they discovered the rim of a

glass recycling bin ablaze,

said Cicala.

"We sprayed the fire ex-

tinguishers into the bin," said

Cicala. "The thing had been

burning for a very short pe-

riod of time — maybe five

minutes. We were able to put

it out."

Meanwhile, McGregor's

main fire alarm was pulled by

an R.A. and the building was
evacuated.

CC Security andColorado

Springs fire officials re-

sponded to the alarm and be-

gan interviewing McGregor
residents early Saturday
morning.

Investigators said none of

the McGregor residents they

spoke with saw any suspicious

people in the building. Wolf,

the fire investigator, said he

has returned to campus to in-

Photo by John Holecek

McGregor Hall has withstood five fires set by an unknown arsonist

terview McGregor residents

individually but has not been

able to develop any new
leads.

"I just don't know
whether it's going to esca-

late," Wolf said. "There's

just no rhyme or reason to it

—no time patterns or mo-
tive."

Despite the possibility of

future fires, Bell said no resi-

dents have requested to relo-

cate. "If anyone wants to

move out, we'll help them,"

he said.

But some residents said

they feel safe—for now.

"It's scary to think the

next time this happens it

could be 'done right,' so to

speak," said Cicala. "I'mnot

happy about it, and I've actu-

ally thought about moving,

but I'm actually pretty reas-

sured" by the increased se-

curity and smoke detectors.

Graduation speakers chosen

The speakers for this year's graduation and baccalau-

reate ceremonies are Tim Wirth and Peterson Zah, respec-

tively. Tim Wirth, a former U.S. Senator for Colorado, is

President Clinton's new Undersecretary of State for Glo-
bal Affairs, a Cabinet office Congress has yet to approve.

Peterson Zah is the first elected president of the Navajo
Nation and is a trustee ofColorado College. Toni Morrison,
the students' fu-st choice, declined the offer.

Reality Beat

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

(Feb. 6) Female student reported incident of discrimination

and harassment that occurred while members of CC sorori-

ties attended an invitation-only Valentine's Ball at the Air

ForceAcademy. Upon arrival, all students were reportedly

divided by race and height. The women were allegedly

whistled at and lined up against a wall to be paired with

cadets of the same ethnicity and height.

(Feb. 7) Female student reported being sexually harassed

by a man she identified as a CC employee. The man
allegedly said, "I like you. Do you like me? Come by my
house and tell me sometime." The student expressed

concern because the staff worker knows her place of resi-

dence.

(Feb. 7) Student employed at a Colorado Springs radio

station reported that she was only allowed to air one hour of

an all-day radio show designed to profile black artists in

honor of Black History Month.

(February) Poster reading "Hate-Free Zone" was report-

edly torn down this week and thrown in the recycling bin in

Montgomery Hall.

(February) Full page article from the New York Times

concerning the discrimination of gays in the military was

reportedly torn down this week in Bemis Hall.

(February) Poster addressing racism was reportedly torn

down, crumpled and stepped on in San Rafael Apartments

this week.

(Blocks) FemalestudentreportedbeingharassedatPerkins

on CheltonA'latte. Two men allegedly said that they went
to that particular establishment to find "some queer ass to

kick." Student also reported that these two men questioned

her sexual preference and verbally harassed her while the

management of the restaurant stood by and watched.

(Block 5) Female student reported feeling sexually ha-

rassed by male faculty member due to what she called

"lewd" comments.

(Block 5) Female student reported feeling discriminated

against by Caucasian male professor who called her "poor
white trash" in class.
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panel debates black religion
gy Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff Reporter

Four panelists discussed

spirituality in the African-

/iinerican community onFeb.

10 as part of events slated for

Blaclc History month at the

Colorado College.

The panel discussion,

sponsored by the Black Stu-

dent Union, was moderated

by visiting professorEllaRay.

Ray Ijegan the evening

with a 13 minute video pro-

duced and directed by panel-

ist and CC English professor

Adrienne Seward. The video

sparkeddiscussion on the role

of women in the Black

Church/community.

One topic, the power and

influence of the Church to-

day, highlighted the diverse

opinions represented by the

panelists. Mr.TonyGoggans,

a member of the B'Hai

Temple, commented that the

Church has diminished in in-

fluence in terms of political

and economical development.

He believes that "there's

a spiritual solution to the eco-

nomic and social problems we
face."

Rev. Benjamin Reynolds,

Senior Pastor at Emmanuel
Missionary Baptist Church

disagreed, stressing that, "the

church is still as powerful as it

has always been."

He also remarked that so-

ciety, not the Church, has

wealcened: "the Church has

more issues to deal with to-

day than yesterday."

Ms. Lonzie Symonette,

member of Payne Chapel

AME Church, supported

Reynolds and added that the

Church has helped tremen-

dously in the aftermath of the

L.A. riots, in addition to other

social problems.

Seward responded to the

same question ofpower in the

Black Church by challenging

the audience to question what

accounts for the perception

that the Church is no longer

functioning as it was. (The

"Black Church" is often re-

ferred to as a single entity,

even though it is made up of

many faiths.)

She also suggested that

the Black Church today is

more of a social/cultural in-

stitution than areUgious/spiri-

tual one.

The panelists were also

asked to address homophobia

within the context of the Afri-

can-American Church. The

issue was labeled a "hot po-

tato" by several of the speak-

ers and provoked many ques-

tions.

Goggans said that his faith

did not accept the act of ho-

mosexuality, but that it lov-

ingly accepted all individu-

als, regardless of their sexual

orientation.

Rev. Reynolds also

preached acceptance and said,

"the church can no longer dis-

criminate. Our job is in the

business of receiving."

The next event, on Feb.

22 at 7:00 p.m. in Gates, will

feature Congressperson Ma-
jor Owens (D-New York),

Chair of the House Select

Committee on Education and

Civil Rights.

Photo by Chris Flood

Panel member Benjamin Reynolds frames an argument

DIALogue gets underway
By Orlando Martinez

Catalyst Staff

Among the abundance of familiar signs hanging in

Womer Center this semester, you will probably find one

that reads: DO DIALOGUE!
DIALogue is a chance to help raise money which goes

to the improvement of CC's facilities. It is also an oppor-

tunity to win cool things (like TVs) with which to pollute

your room.

DIALogue is only one phase of a year-long fund-

raising process which takes place within the recently reno-

vated halls of Spencer Center.

The Development Office spends all year contacting

alumni of the College and asking for donations. The

Development Office is currently involved in a three-year

effort to increase alumni participation from 36% to 65%.

Part of the initiauve for the "Alumni Participation

Challenge" is the chance to obtain grant money from the

Coors Foundation.

The money from Coors is broken down into two grants

of$100,000 each. Both grants are pledged on the condition

that Alumni donations are increased a certain amount each

year to meet the goal of 65% participation for this year.

Levelsofparticipation are gauged on the numberofAlumni

who give, not the amount they give.

Also, the Development Office, along with other col-

leges and universities, calculates the percentage of partici-

pation according to the number of solicitable alumni.

Non-solicitable alumni are those whom the College has

lost track of or who have asked not to be solicited. These

people make up roughly 12% of alumni on record.

Coors pledged the first participation grant of $ 1 00,000

in '91-'92. This money will be used to help build a new

track around the playing fields.

If the goal of65% participation is reached this year, the

second $100,000 will go into expanding computer facili-

ties for the library (no wonder the Tutt statue is smiling).

One of the main strategies that the Development Office

is using to meet the goal is a switch from mail to the

telephone as the main means of solicitation. This move is

not only more effective, but saves paper and costs less

according to Kevin McTeman, Director of the Annual

Fund.

As of Jan. 31, alumni pledges were at 47% of the goal,

and 33% of the needed pledges had been paid as of

Monday, Feb. 8.

The Development Office is confident that the Partici-

pation Challenge will be met by the end of the fiscal year.
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Guatemalan speaks at CC
By Lilly Saarveda

Catalyst Staff

Jauna Batzibal Tujel, a

Guatemalan anthropologist,

will speak on "The Signifi-

canceofthe Nobel Peace Prize

to the Guatemalan Indig-

enous" at 7:00 p.m. in the

WES room of Womer Cen-

ter.

Ms. Tujel is a friend of

Rigoberta Menchu, the 1992

Nobel Peace Prize winner.

Menchu was scheduled to

speak at CC last semester, but

the U.S. embassy in Mexico

would not process Menchu's

visa application.

Tujel relayed some of the

experiences she had while

working towards sustainable

development in the Guatema-

lan village of Patzun: "The

most important work for me
and for the people of Patzun

was the work I did in the

Communtiy CenterofPatzun,

because this organization is

an indigenous group which
brings to light the needs of the

community itselfsuch as edu-

cation, health, economic de-

velopment and culture.

"This organization carried

out many work projects in-

cluding literacy training, tech-

nical training and instruction,

a women's organization for

exporting textiles, a museum
on the history of Patzun, care

for the handicapped and cul-

tural activities based on the

Mayan civilization.

"Our last project and one

of our greatest dreams was

exportingfarmproducts with-

out intermediaries. However,

this caused serious problems

for us with the commercial

firms who saw our program

as competition. At this point

our organization began to suf-

fer different fomis of repres-

sion."

Tujel iscurrendy living in

exile in Costa Rica. Her work

with Guatemala's underclass

is considered subversive by

her home country.

Tujel's presentadon is

sponsored by the History De-

partment, Shove Chapel and

Amnesty International.

Grace, Coriell

Continuedfrom Pg. 1

a solution" to the dissen-

sion thatAmendment 2's pas-

sageintroduced into Colorado

Springs. Rather than relying

on interpretation by the courts,

Grace said, the coaUtion hopes

to allow "the people to clarify

the amendment."

Grace declined to offer

CC's official support of the

clarification, saying that it

would be contrary to the

college's role in encouraging

diversity of opinion.

Instead, he said, "We will

offer the facilities and our or-

ganizational efforts to allow

debate and discussion on the

issue."

Grace is uncertain that all

members of the CC commu-
nity would support all ele-

ments of the clarified amend-

ment, particularly the sections

prohibiting affirmative-action

based on sexual orientation.

Therefore, he is willing to

"lend all the college's support

to discussion ofthedocument,

but not necessarily to each

I item in the document."

De la Garza reports on survey
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Contrary to a common
misperception, U.S. Latinos

generally take great pride in

the United States and have
heartily embraced American
culture.

So concludes the most
comprehensive survey of
Latino attitudes in this coun-
try—a study which will be

discussed in a special presen-

tation Friday, Feb. 12 at Colo-
rado College, by a principal

author of the survey.

Professor Rodolfo de la

Garza's talk, "Americans AH:
Insights from the Ford Foun-
dation Latino National Po-
litical Survey," will be at 8 :00

p.m in the Gaylord Room of
the Womer Campus Center.

The address is free and open
to the public.

De la Garza, a professor

ofgovemmentatthe Univer-

sity of Texas at Austin, was a

member of the faculty and

administration at CC from
1974-1980 and directed the

Southwest Studies Program.

A respected scholar of

government and politics, he

is a principal author/editor of
two books recendy published

by Westview Press in Boul-
der: Latino Voices (Mexican,

PuertoRican and Cuban Per-

spectives on American Poli-

tics) and From Rhetoric to

Reality (Latino Politics in the

1988 Elections). A compan-
ion volume. Barrio Ballots,

is due out later this year.

The comprehensive sur-

vey, conducted in 1989 and
1990, polled neariy 3,000
Americans of Mexican,
Puerto Rican and Cuban de-

^icg lADOIX^E VnA FINE COFFEES
801A North Tcjjon

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80003

(710)580-1218

aextiAnuiMM
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scent in 40 cities, and in-

cluded a small sampling of

non-Hispanic whites.

Sponsored by the Ford,

Rockefeller, Spencer and.

Tinker foundations, the sur-

vey focused on three Latino

groups because they account

for nearly 80 percent of U.S.

Latino residents. Thestudy's

conclusions came out in late

1992 drawing national media
attention.

A focal point, saysDe la

Garza, was "the aspect of the

'Americanization' of Latinos,

because there had been a lot

of hue and cry about how
maybe Latinos didn't want to

actively participate in U.S.

society and culture."

The majority ofthose sur-

veyed also opposed increased
immigration and professed

strong U.S. patriotism.

The survey showed, too,

that majorities in each of the

three groups preferred to be
known by the temi that re-

flected their national origin,

such as Mexican-American,
or of Mexican origin, rather

than simply Latino or His-

panic.

DelaGarza'sFeb. 12 visit

and talk are sponsored by
Colorado College's Hulbert

Center forSouthwestern Stud-

ies. For more information,

call the center at ext. 6647.

Cronin honored
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Political science profes-

sor Tom Cronin has been se-

lected to be Commencement
Speaker and recipient of an

Honorary Doctorate at gradu-

ation ceremonies this May at

Franklin College. Franklin

College is a small liberal arts

and sciences school in

Franklin, Indiana. Cronin

has lectured there on several

occasions.

Cronin is the author, co-

author or editor of more than

ten books on American poli-

tics and government.

With Professor Bob
Loevy, he co-authored Colo-

rado Politics and Govern-

ment: Governing the Centen-

nial State which will be pub-

lished later this year by the

University ofNebraska Press.

Cronin also recently

File phoio

Cronin to deliver address

signed a two-book contract

with the New York publish-

ing house of W.W. Norton.

Security Beat

Feb. 3—10:00 a.m.

Harassing phone call reponed.

Feb. 4—1:24 a.m.

A portable stereo was reponed stolen from a room in a

fratemity house. The room had been unlocked and die

stereo was stolen during a party in the house.

Feb. 6—2:45 a.m.

Someone picked up an emergency phone. Security

responded and spotted two males running away from
the telephone, across Nevada.

Feb. 7 —2:30 p.m.

Two males were reponed to have been harassing stu-

dents outside Tutt library. They were said to have
smeUed of alcohol. CC Security responded, but no one
was there.

Feb. 8—12:20 a.m.

Smell ofsmokeinSlocumreported. Security responded
and discovered that someone had hung a shin over a
wall light, and the shirt had begun to smolder.
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Cartoon world takes up fight against AIDS
gy Christina Serkowski

features Editor

Conroy theCondomis the

newest creation in the fight

for AIDS education and re-

search. Glance quickly and

youmight niistake Conroy for

a typical cartoon character,

butlookagain and he's asmil-

ing condom with running

shoes! This cute cartoon

adorns T-shirts, sweatshirts

and hats (some of which are

available in the Colorado Col-

lege bookstore).

Conroy and his compan-

ion characters, Connie and

Clarence, are designed to

"educate people about AIDS

in a fun and inoffensive way,"

describes Jeff Atkinson, the

cartoon's inventor.

"Hopefully, the condom

will generate more awareness,

especially in the younger gen-

erations, about the imponance

of safer sex, abstinence and

basic HIV/AIDS education."

Conroy is slightly differ-

ent from other AIDS para-

phernalia. 20% of the pro-

ceeds from the sale ofConroy

products are donated to AIDS

research.

Conroy was bom in 1989

when a race called the "Safe

Sex Spring", which was co-

sponsored by CC Boettcher

Health Center, needed a car-

toon spokesman.

JeffAtkinson, the Produc-

tion Coordinator for College

Relations at CC, was asked

by Boettcher and the South-

em Colorado AIDS Project to

create a running condom for

advertisements and T-shirts

about the race. He came up

with Conroy.

So many people com-
mented on how cute Conroy

was that Atkinson thought he

might be able to use his car-

toon for bigger purposes.

Atkinson enlisted the aid

of his brother-in-law Tim
Kosir, and together they

formed a company called

KOSAT (short for Kosir/

Atkinson), which specializes

in the creation ofcartoon char-

acters for T-shirts and

sweatshirts.

The two entrepreneurs

pooled their resources to-

gether to start the company,

pay for the trademark and

copyright on Conroy.

Once the start-up money

has been reimbursed,KOSAT
will donate 25% of its profits

to various AIDS research

projects, including pediatric

AIDS and treatment develop-

ment.

In addition, KOSAT sells

T-shirts to AIDS organiza-

tions, which in turn sell them

as fund-raisers, providing

even more money to fight the

disease.

IfConroy is a big success,

KOSAThopestocreateafund

tiiat will offset die costoftreat-

ment for AIDS patients by

donating a higher percentage

of the profits. "We're not try-

ing to getrich," Atkinson com-

mented. "We 're in this to cre-

ate the money needed for

AIDS research. Now we just

need people's support."

The team has contacted

Conroy the Condom spreads

approximately 1 ,500 agencies

and organizations including

AIDS activist Elizabeth Tay-

lor and the Clinton Adminis-

tration in hopes of expanding

the market for Conroy prod-

ucts. The company remains

unaffiliated because, as

Atkinson says, "I like to keep

exclusive rights to my car-

toon characters. Then I can

keep control of what they are

used for."

Recentiy, a group in Min-

nesota wanted to use Conroy

as the spokesman for Gay

Pride Week. "I have abso-

lutely no problem with the

HIV/AIDS awareness.

idea behind Gay Pride Week,

I just didn't want Conroy

locked into that spokes-

manship. I feel that would

detract from his use as a gen-

eral AIDS education tool.

Conroy doesn't care about

sexual preference, and I'd like

to keep it that way," Aticinson

commented.

Atkinson and Kosir have

run into some resistance, es-

pecially from a few religious

and other special interest

groups. Atkinson empha-

sized, however, that, "Conroy

is not used to promote sex, he

is an educational tool about

AIDS. A condom happens to

be directiy related to the fight

against the disease. I've

known two people who have

died from AIDS, so I appreci-

ate the need for direct educa-

tion." Kosiralsocommented,

"We're not saying, 'Here's a

condom, go use it.' The only

absolute safe sex is absti-

nence."

Conroy products can be

purchased at the CC book-

store. T-shirts cost $12 and

hats are $10. Any questions

or special orders can be

handled by Jeff Atkinson at

College Relations (ext. 6355).

Thursday at Eleven presents AIDS Task Force

Real facts replace misinformation: one out of every five AIDS victims is a young adult

By Michelle Beutz

Catalyst Staff

AIDS is one of the most

serious diseases of our time,

yet also one of the most mis-

understood. Stereotypes per-

vade in the popular press.

Some ofthese misconcep-

tions include the belief that

AIDS is a 'gay plague' or an

invisible 'contagion', trans-

mitted like the common cold.

Others perceive AIDS as a

'divine judgment'.

AIDS is a disease caused

by the human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV). This vi-

rus does not discriminate

based upon sex, lifestyle or

sexual orientation: college

students do get AIDS.

Consider some of the

facts:

*One of

every five

people with

ADDS is 20-

30 years old.

Many people

were in-

fected in

their teens.

AIDS is a disease caused by

the human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV). This vi-

rus does not discriminate

based upon sex, lifestyle or

sexual orientation: college

students do get AIDS.

as high as 1 in 50.

*Women are 18 times

more likely to get AIDS from

an infected partner than men.

Women are

rado Springs and on college formation on HIV testing, call

campuses. Boettcher Health Center at

For information on AIDS, ext. 6384 or the El Paso

call the A IDS information line County Depanment of Health

at 1-800-252-AIDS. For in- at 578-3148.

the fastest

growing
group ofHIV
infected
people in the

United
States.

_„. . _ *l»'O0OJjj;^
^Young heterosexuals, as peo-ple aged 20-29 have been \Z

opposed to homosexual teens diagnosed witii AIDS,

and young adults, are twice as The AIDS Task Force is

likely to get HIV. presenting "AIDS Here and

*3 to 5 students per thou- Now" at the Thursday at 11 _

sand are HIV positive. At on Feb. 25. They will discuss "^ X
some universities the rate is the impact of AIDS in Colo- Phoio by Chris Flood
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Environmental Resource Center to open at CC
By Michael L. Roach

Catalyst Staff

Early next block, the

ColoradoCoUegecommunity

will open the campus' first

Environmental Resource

Center upstairs in Womer
Center.

The idea for the Resource

Center was conceived by

EnAct, CC's environmental

group. EnActmember Justine

Crowley was responsible for

obtaining the grant that will

fund the Center

.

Crowley says the Center

has three main goals: to raise

environmental awareness on

campus, to provide a file of

environmental resource ma-

terials and to establish inter-

group communication be-

tween EnAct, other groups on

campus and the community.

Crowley hopes that the

Center will function as a hub

for all of the on-campus envi-

ronmental groups, providing

a medium for comiriunication

and coordination.

The Center will serve as a

meeting place for students

majoring in environmental

sciences. The Center's coor-

dinators hope to provide sup-

port for these students by cre-

ating a place for them to meet

and exchange ideas and infor-

madon concerning their ma-

jor.

Crowley and her new co-

worker, Danyel Howard, hope

to organize a trip or project

during each of the next two

blocks. Ideas includecommu-

nity letter-vmting programs.

Earth Week '93 activities, a

Children's Environmental

Day coordinated with local

schools and an Adopt-a-High-

way program.

Also on the agenda are

trips to the Beidleman Envi-

ronmental Center and the

Fountain CreekRegional Park

Nature Center.

In the long run, the project

Photo by Chris Flood

Junior Justine Crowley started the new Environmental
Resource Center.

memo:

Valentine's "Day

February IHfh

&r»af

Cards at the CC Hookstore

Don'f Forget A\om/

Thh public service announcement brought to you

by mom and your friends af the 3ookstore.

coordinators hope to estab-

lish a permanent location for

the Centeron campus by pos-

sibly creating an "environ-

mental" theme house mod-

eled after the environmental

program at Brown University

in Providence, RI.

Any students interested in

finding out more about the

Center, or how they can get

involved are encouraged to

stop by the Environmental

Resource Centerduring lunch

hours starting the first week

ofsixth block orcall ext. 6288
Anyone who has ideas fo,

projects or wishes to volun-

teer their time to the Center

contact Justine Crowley, Wfi

1559.

Tenney House creates Kids' World
By Cinda Henry
Catalyst Saff

Crash! Scamper! Scr-

eam! Bang! It is only nine in

the morning; it is Saturday;

and the kids do not make a

quiet entrance. So begins an-

other active day in the life of

Tenney House.

We are the seventeen stu-

dents Uving within the"Kids'

World" theme house. "Kids'

World", as the name sug-

gests, is devoted to one-on-

one experience between the

residents and a group of 4th

graders from local schools.

The emphasis in all of our

adventiu'es is environmental

awareness.

At Colorado College, we
have extraordinary opportu-

nities to integrate the out-

doors into our education. It

seems natural to extend that

opportunity to others.

Some of our activities

have included a trip to the

Bear Creek Nature Center, a

hike in Cheyenne Canyon, a

trash pick-up day downtown
andmany exciting challenges

on the CC Ropes Course.

We have also watched a

number of educational mov-
ies ranging from National

Geographic to Fern Gully.

Planned activities for the

, Photo by Raleigh Cobum

Theme house member works with local 4th grader.

spring include trips to the an environmental film series

World Sanctuary and the

Colorado Outdoor Education

Center. In addition toplanned

activities, we spend a lot of

time learning ways to incor-

porate environmental aware-

ness into our everyday lives.

One of the most impor-

tant facets of our experience

open to all students. The next

film to be shown will be

posted around campus soon.

We also integrate activi-

ties thatthe kids create, such as

plays and murals, into campus

life. Most of all we need help!

To get the kids out into the

big, beautiful world of Colo-
is the relationships that form rado, we are always lookin

between our kids and us, and for21 yearolddrivers fonhe
the fun we have together.

It can be hard to remem-
ber, here in our relative cam-
pus seclusion, how children

grow up determines their role

on a quickly changing planet.

Hopefully, we can help these

children to cultivate their love

ofthis world through ourfriend-

ship and knowledge.

Here on campus, we have

van. If you are interested in

more information or in help-

ing out please call ext.7194

oi- ext.7720.

We would like to give a

special thanks to all those who
have already helped in any

way; especially JanetO'Brien,

our head resident, whose as^

sistance andunderstanding are

gready appreciated.

i
]* i: -"v

iWAKE HIGH MARKS
With lite that take you weU above the treeline, Loveland lets

you leave your mark on 60 fun and exciting runs that get an
average of 375 inches of snow every year - all for just $30 for a

full-day lift ticket ($24 with advance purchase and even less

with our money-saving Student Loan Pass). Loveland. The
educated's choice in skiing. For information on lessons, group
skiing, and the Student Loan Pass, call 571-5580.

iffiW
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Small investors should consider mutual funds
gy Jennifer Ryals

Catalyst Staff

We all worry about mak-

ing the right fiscal decisions,

jnd slow economic growth

coupled with an ever shrink-

ing job market can make all

(lie choices seem pretty much

the same, especially when it

comes to investing. Stories

about making a fonune on

Wall Street can quickly be

[latched by the anecdotes

about the unfortunates who
lost their shirts.

The stock marketmay ap-

pear too risky a place to de-

posit your money. Keeping

funds in certificates ofdeposit

can barely match the value of

your assets torising inflation.

You may end up losing

money. No one ever got rich

being this super-safe. So what

can you do?

Think about investing, but

think about doing it right.

You can begin your port-

folio by opening an invest-

ment account with any num-

ber ofbrokerage houses (look

in \heYellowPages). Forsmall

transactions, you're betteroff

with a discount broker (la-

beled as such), but keep in

mind many may charge a

minimum transaction fee

(around $40). Buying several

hundred dollars worth of

shares may be the most cost

effective. All you have to do

is tell your new broker in

which companies you want to

invest, and how
many shares you

wish to buy.

You can pay

either by sending

a check or, pref-

erably, by giving your bank

account number and autho-

rizing a withdrawal. The
money will be debited from

your bank account five busi:

nessdays afteryour purchase.

When you redeem your

shares, you will be credited

yourmoney five businessdays

after the transaction.

Choose your companies

on the basis ofadvice in such

respected periodicals ssBusi-

nessWeek andTkeWallStreet

Journal, or pick some long-

established favorite like

Disney, currently going for

about $43 a share.

If you don't have several

hundred dollars that you are

willing to lose on a single

company, consider no-load

mutualfunds. "No-load"mu-

tual funds charge no com-

missionswhen you invest and

none when you withdraw

Since all of the stock of all of the companies in which

a stock mutual fund invests are not likely to rise or sink

suddenly en masse, mutual funds tend to be less volatile

and therefore more stable than individual stocks.

your money.

Investors with account

balances of less than stated

minimums (usually $1000),

can often expect topay a smal 1

managing fee every year.

However, not all mutual

funds are so willing to work

with the small investor. Many
require a deposit of $ 1000 to

$5000.

"The idea of a mutual

fund is simplicity itself," says

Jeffery M, Laderman and

Geoffrey Smith in the Jan. 1

8

issueof BusinessWeek. Mu-
tual Funds pool investors'

money and use the huge con-

solidated capital to buy com-

pany stocks, government
bonds or money-market se-

curities.

Investors buy shares in the

mutual funds just as if they

were buying a share in a single

company. "Individuals get

greater diversi-

fication, less

risk, lower
transaction
costs and far

more profes-

sional management then they

could achieve on their own,"

Laderman and Smith insist.

When the value of each

share rises or falls, the inves-

tors make or lose money.

Since all of the stock of all of

the companies in which a

stock mutual fund invests are

not likely to rise or sink sud-

denly en masse, mutual funds

tend to be less volatile and

therefore more stable than in-

dividual stocks. It's hard to

make a fortune overnight in a

mutual fund, but it is also hard

to lose one.

Once a month, each in-

vestor receives a statement

listing the transactions and

value of his or her account.

Once you open your ac-

count you may be required to

make regular deposits. Some
funds, like 20th Century, will

automatically debit your bank

account once a month for

whatever amount you autho-

rize- minimum $25.

Regular deposits to either

your individual companies or

your fund are key to maxi-

mizingyour growth potential.

This is called "dollar-cost av-

eraging".

By investing the same
amount each month, or quar-

ter, you will end up buying

more shares when the prices

are down and less when they

are up. You will have bought

more shares than if you had

purchased sporadically. It

works, and it works best when

you plan on sticking around

for the long haul.

Environmental Column

Boulder Conference discusses Brown Movement

By Bob Wilson

Catalyst Staff

The Wise Use Movement
(WUM),known as the Brown
Movement by environmen-

talists, has developed a large

following in the rural West
duiingthepastfewyears. The

movement was the topic of

discussion during a confer-

ence at theUniversity ofColo-

rado in Boulder last week-

end.

The three-day conference

included speakers from both

national and local environ-

fflental groups. Speakers fo-

cused on the agenda of the

WUM and ways in which

people concerned about envi-

ronmental issues in the West
can take action against them.

Themovement's aim is to

condnue business as usual on

lie Western lands controlled

by the Bureau of Land Man-

agement and Forest Service.

Resource extraction in-

dustries such as mining and

logging have been able to use

the public land forpaltry fees.

Many of these industries have

rapidly mined out or over-

harvested the public lands.

This has led to fierce battles

with environmentalists over

the relatively small amount of

land that remains untouched.

Support for the movement

mainly comes from people in

the small, rural communities

of the West. Many of these

communities rely on one in-

dustry (i.e. logging or ranch-

ing) to support theireconomy.

The WUM has drawn on the

dissatisfaction and fears of

these people to fuel their

agenda.

While members of this

movement are rural people

whowork directly on the land,

the organizers are 100% ur-

ban. Ron Arnold, head of the

Center fortheDefenseofFree

Enterprise, one of the largest

organizations in the move-

ment, works in a suburb of

Seattle. The brunt of the do-

nations to this and otherWUM
organizations come from cor-

porations and CEOswho want

the public lands kept open for

mining and logging.

It is in these companies'

best interest to frame public

lands issues as loggers and

ranchers vs. radical environ-

mentalists.

Themoney and power be-

hind these organizations is

immense and they are using it

to effectively block environ-

mental legislation. They have

killed bills in Congress to raise

the fees charged for grazing

on federal land and to amend

the Mining Law of 1872, a

law which gives public lands

to mining companies for less

than $5 an acre.

According to Ron Arnold,

another aim of the Wise Us-

ers is to destroy the environ-

mental movement. TheWUM
repeatedly refers to environ-

mentalists as anti-freedom and

as members of a conspiracy

to put honest Americans out

of business.

Environmentally con-

cerned students and people of

Colorado can begin to fight

the WUM. Environmental-

ists can combat some of the

negative charges against them

by acknowledging more of-

ten the people affected by the

environmental legislation

they propose.

They must also work to

dispel the myth that all envi-

ronmentalists are rich, white

snobs that only want the West

preserved as a playground for

backpacking, climbing and

skiing, if environmentalists

choose to ignore the people

who live next to the public

lands they want to save, it will

only validate what the WUM
wants mral Western people

to believe.

If you want more infor-

mation on the Wise Use

Movement for public lands

issues, come to the EnAct

meetings on the 1st and 3rd

Tuesday ofevery blockat7:30

p.m. in the WES room of

Worner Center.

To look

goodfor

Spring Y

Break

CARS
HAIR DESIGN

Look

ahead

a"H E a D to Years

Ahead

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

20% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS
20% OFF ALL PERMS
15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors

No Preservatives

Full Bar

And it's purple too!

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sal • Lunch & Dinner

578-9898
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Rape survivors need listeners

By Mariya Perkins-

Seacrest

Catalyst Staff

When someone is robbed,

they caU their friends and ex-

claim, "I'm so angry, some

jerk just ripped me off" The

person may feel violated, but

after reporting the theft and

spending time with a friend

who empathizes, feelings of

security begin to return.

When someone is raped,

especially by a friend or an

acquaintance, it often takes

months or even years before

they call a friend. Even then,

it would be considered odd

for the survivor to say, "I'm

so angry, somejerk raped me."

Robbery is not as serious as

rape, but they are both crimes.

They are both personal viola-

tions that need to be treated as

such.

Ifsurvivors begin to speak

out, there needs to be another

person, aperson that hears the

story, a person that listens to

the survivor. When a survivor

is able to talk to a friend, that

friend's response can make a

big difference in the healing

process.

Whether you are aware of
it or not, we all know some-
one who has been a victim of

sexual assault. As the silence

begins to end, so does the

comfon of not knowing. It is

a frightening thing to hear,

especially from someone you
care about, but as a friend,

you may need to respond.

Above all else, believe the

survivor. This may sound like

stating the obvious, but a sur-

vivor will pick up any indica-

tion or disbelief whether it's

we are having a

big

SALE
starting February

1, 1993
on many of our

favorite winter

items

10-15% off

verbal, physical or emotional.

You may not say anything

and, all of a sudden, after

bringing up the rape, your

friend the survivor changes

the subject to fishing in Monu-
ment Creek. Chances are, she

has in some way sensed dis-

belief

Momentarily, it may be a

relief to her, as she would

love to be wrong. No one

wants to believe she has been

raped. It is a long process of

self-doubt that finally leads to

blaming the perpetrator and

labeling tiie incident "rape."

You would not doubt a

friend who told you she was

robbed; do not doubt your

friend's rape. Believe it with

every part of you. That will

help her continue to believe

it.

A survivor has had her

power taken away, her con-

trol violated. As a friend you

can help restore that power
and control. Give her the op-

tions, but let her decide what

she needs and wants.

She may fight the idea of

choice, because many times

there is a sense of urgency

and dependency that makes
the idea of someone telling

herexacdy what todo appeal-

ing.

Unfortunately, unlike

otiier crimes, thereis no single

process every survivor must
go through in order to heal.

Each survivor will de-

velop her own plan of heal-

ing. Regardless of what that

plan is, it has to be one devel-

oped through a number of

choices about reporting,

choices about counseling,

choices about sex.

108 Canon Avenue
Manitou Springs, CO

80fo9
685-5912

CLOTHING-JEWELRY'GIFTS

They are hard choices, but

her rapist didn't give her any

choice. She will begin to re-

gain power from the choices

she now has. At times, the

choices may not seem like

they have anything to do with

the rape, but they are still im-

portant.

The worst thing a male

friend said to me when hear-

ing my story was, "Let me set

you up with one ofmy friends

for a date this weekend, that

might help." Not only did he

belittie what I had told him,

he was taking control ofa part

of my life.

Don't be afraid to touch

the survivor. This can vary

for different people, so use

judgment. Most of the time, a

hug or a hand hold can be very

soothing. Respect her need

for space, but also, respect

her need for closeness.

Bring it up. If you're

watching a movie and there's

a rape scene, ask her how she

feels about it. Chances are she

feels something, but may not

want to bring it up for fear of

"always talking about it."

It is an indication of a spe-

cial awareness of the survivor

and herfeelings when a friend

senses the possibility of an

effect and is willing to risk

asking about it. Talking about

it from many different per-

spectives is the best way for

both of you to heal. Don't be

afraid to do tiiat.

Finally, for the most part,

survivors don't want or need

pity. They want support, but

not to be felt sorry for. She's

survived; that's something to

celebrate. So, celebrate sur-

vival.

There are no rules for the

survivor, and there are norules

for tile people she share her

story with. Through my own
experience and the experi-

ences of other people, these

ideas seem to be fairly uni-

versal.

The greatest thing for a

survivor in any stage of heal-

ing is a friend who will listen,

cry, get angry, hug and heal.

Ask Dr. Botcher

Squirrel bites man
Dear Dr. Botcher:

I accidently washed my
hair, and I have now lost the

petuilly smell that was my
trademark. It took me years of

painstaking neglect to get my
hair into dreadlocks.

Bad Hair
Dear Bad Hair:

Myown personal hair care

formula is a combination of

lard, beer and some kind of

animal product. Of course,

your realize that no quick fix

will bring your hair back to its

old state.

Dear Dr.

Botcher;

Do any

societies ex-

ist in which

sons sleep

with their

mothers?

Confused

Dear Con-
fused:

Abso-
lutely not. That is too sick

even for this column.-

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I am a forty-year old de-

fense lawyer in Colorado
Springs. I was at my favorite

Jack-in-the-Boxandhad eaten

a fish sandwich.

Now I have a really bad
rash that covers my whole
body. Also, I have developed

horrible headaches, and I have

started seeing dots. What do
you think caused this condi-

tion?

Fishy

Dear Fishy:

I would say that you have

gotten a bad sunburn. This is

sometiiing that happens of-

ten, even if you have all your
clothes on.

You should probably try

and peel off a layer of skin

and then take a bath of milk

and alcohol. This will hurt a

little, but it is worth the pain.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

Iam afraidofheights. This

Birkeniiock^
• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon

632-6161

e BIflKENSTOCK

would not be a problem ex.

cept that I'm a construction

worker.

Whenever I get on the high

rises, I get shaky and am afraid

that I'm going to fall.

This has been a problem

ever since I was a child. Whai

can I do?

Scared of Height!

Dear Scared of Heights:

The only solution to your

problem is to face it. I would

suggest tiiat you drink heavjly

before going up next time (for

instance, drink ten or twelve

martinis) and then take a walk

on the high

rise. You

will notice

thatyouare

not scared

offalling ai

all.

Dear Dr
Botcher:

I am a

CC male

sophomore. I wasrecentiy bit-

ten on my groin by a squirrel

that came through my bed-

room window.

I quickly put a band-aid

on the wound, but the bite has

started to fester. Should I tell

my girlfriend?

Bitten

Dear Bitten:

Well, this is a tough one. I

would say that you have con-

tracted a bizarre sexual dis-

ease from the squirrel. Don't

worry, these things usually

pass.

I would keep this from

your girlfriend, especially

since it could be transmitted

sexually.

To cure this disease I

would suggest that you eai

plenty of Vitamin F (or G, I

forget).

Advice from Dr. Botcher:

Have you ever had a bad

cold? Well I have the perfect

solution for you. It is neces

sary to freeze a cold, so you

must make your body as cold

as possible.

If you are near a body of

water in winter, then you are

lucky. If not submerge your-

self in a bath of ice cubes.

It will be uncomfortable

fora while, but your body will

naturally get warm after a

while.

Don't stay in the bath or

water for too long, you could

drown.

Note: Dr. Botcher is not t

real doctor, but he had biol-

ogy in high school and did

very well.
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Has the time come for Division I hockey to go?
History from professor sheds some light on the question of big-time sports and Colorado College

jy Paul Kutsche

Professor of Anthropology

The question nobody asks

about hockey at CC: why do

we play Division I sports in

the first place? The answer is

that we were forced to, and I

explain the circumstances

below.

The Brad Buetow affair

is the latest in a history of

embarrassments which our

hockey program has caused

the College in the last few

decades.

A couple of years ago the

faculty, incensed about a

hockey scholarship problem,

recommended to the board of

trustees thatCC lower its two

Division I sports to Division

111, consistent with all our

other sports. The faculty ma-

jority, unfortunately, was

small, and the board ignored

our recommendation. Dur-

ing the debate I assumed that

all faculty understood the his-

tory of hockey at CC, and

failed to bring that history into

thedebate. Iwaswrong. Only

the oldest codgers like myself

knew it, and a number of

younger faculty voted in fa-

vor of Division I who told me
laterthey'dhavevotedagainst

it had they known the whole

story.

Here it is, so that students

will know, and also so that the

young faculty and the strate-

gic planning committee on

athletics will be able to form

their next recommendations

with more historical perspec-

tive than theyotherwise would

have.

The story starts in 1955,

when the board hired Louis T.

Benezet, a prominent young

Turk of education, as Presi-

dent, in a desperate move to

staveoffbankruptcy. Benezet

made many changes to up-

grade CC intellectually, in-

cluding "de-emphasizing" all

sports. He de-emphasized

hockey. He de-emphasized

football, which in the 1920' s

was so important that Dutch

Clark was named ail-Ameri-

can quarterback in 1929. All

these changes stuck, except

forhockey. RusselandThayer

Tutt's outspoken sister

Josephine Tutt Mills ex-

plained to me at her dinner

table in 1960 that Benezet

"soon learned what we
wanted" and reinstated big

league hockey. That is, he

wasforcedby the Tutts, which

means by El Pomar, which in

those days meant by the

Broadmoor Hotel, to resume

hiring hockey players.

The moral of this history

is that CC's hockey team is

not really CC's. It is part of

the entertainment package of

the Broadmoor, which owns

our home rink. Isn't it time

we asserted control over all of

ourown sports programs? The

Tutts of the two elder genera-

tions are now dead, and El

Pomar no longer owns a

controlling interest in the

Broadmoor. The alternative.

No discrimination at CC
despite Amendment 2

Dear Editor:

During the past two

months of debate over the

pasage ofAmendment 2 and
given the profound impact it

is having on all people of the

State of Colorado, I have

been asked frequenfly about

the position of Colorado

College on this issue.

It should be known at

the outset that Colorado

College has its own anti-

discrimination policy ap-

proved by the. Board of

Trustees and the faculty. As
stated in our publications,

"Colorado College wel-

comes people of diverse ra-

cial and ethnic backgrounds

and reaffirms its commit-

ment not to discriminate on

the basis of race, color, age,

religion, sex, national ori-

gin, sexual orientation, or

physical handicap in its edu-

cational programs,activities,

or employment policies."

No changes in this policy

are mandated by Amend-
ment 2.

It is my intention, and I

am certain that the Board of

Trustees concurs, to conanue

to uphold Colorado College'

s

anti-discrimination policy

with vigor and with pride.

As a private institution,

Colorado College does not

take political positions. We
do, however, encourage all

members of the college com-

munity-faculty, students and

staff-to exercise their right

of free speech and to partici-

pate in public political debate.

In some cases, constitu-

entgroups wiUmake theirown
public statement. Before the

election, forexample, the fac-

ulty passed a resolution op-

posing Amendment 2; this

resolution was subsequentiy

communicated to the media

through the Colorado College

news office.

In the spirit of open and

free debate of issues, Colo-

rado College sponsors public

lectures and discussions of

major political and social is-

sues. Before the elections,

debates on Amendment 2

were held on our campus.

These included leaders from

both sides of the issue. The

debates were open to all

members of the Colorado

College and the Colorado

Springs communities and

werepublicizedlocally. We
plan to continue offering

such forums on Amendment
2 as well as on many other

important issues ofregional,

national and global impor-

tance.

Colorado College is a

hberal arts educational in-

stitution. Our greatest

strength lies in our ability to

help students, faculty and

staff, as well as citizens of

our community, learn to

think critically, to under-

stand issues fully, and to ar-

rive independendyatreason-

able and ethical positions.

We hope that we can con-

tribute to the well-being, free

speech and equal rights of

ail people by our own ac-

tions and by our institutional

opposition to descrimination

of any kind.

Sincerely,

Michael D. Grace

Acting President

by keeping Division I sports,

is to cope forever with the

various anomalies of hockey.

A college like CC rightiy

sponsors sports for players,

not for spectators, and gives

scholarships for intellectual

reasons, not for athletic prom-

ise. For the money Division 1

hockey costsuswemight staff

fencing, tumbling, wrestiing

and other sports which do

wonders for players but which

few people want to watch.

The Development and

Alumni Offices say that the

alumni insist on our keeping

big league hockey. Benezet

said in the early 1960s that

alumni threatened to withhold

annual gifts if he de-empha-

sized football. But Benezet

discovered that those making

such threats weren't signifi-

cantdonorsanyway. The big-

gestmoney comes from foun-
dations which are impressed

with our academic record, not

our luck as gladiators. Let us

make important policy deci-

sions to promote student edu-

cation, not alumni entertain-

ment.

If CC is to become the

distinguished small liberal arts

college it boasts of wanting to

be, it has to make the changes

which will allow it toconcen-

ffate on tiiat goal and termi-

nate distractions.

Keep hockey in

the name of hope
By Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

The Tiger hockey program is one sick cat, and

some faculty, smelling blood, are itching to loose the

hounds.

In recent days, a sense of forboding far grinnmer than

that which usually accompanies a series with Minnesota-

Dulutii must lurk over loyal CC hockey buffs. Even the

staunchest fan must wonder how long the program can

withstand the dual assault ofa nasty reputation both on and

off the ice.

In tight times of shrinking budgets, a money pit like a

Division I sports team at a S.L.A.C. (that is, a Small Liberal

Arts College, for those who missed last week) had better be

giving as much as it's getting in order to justify our love,

and the sad fact is that this hockey club ain'tputtingout.So

some natives are becoming restiess. There is muttering and

grumbling, "Not agains" and "I told you sos." They say

that this dysfunctional relationship has already lasted far

too long.

Yes, all that money might be better used elsewhere.

Yes, die scandals hurt—although surely no more than our

location at the heartbeatofAmendment2 country. Saddest

of all, yes, we suck. The other teams in the WCHA out-

strong, out-skate, out-spend and out-score us week after

brutal week. And yet, all this notwithstanding, CC should

keep Division I hockey.

We should keep hockey because there is simply noth-

ing like the excitement ofbig-time college sports. Anyone

who has watched the Women's Division 1 soccer team erect

a dynasty over the last decade knows this to be ffue. Most

S.L.A.C.s are so caught up in their rarefied academic air

Uiat they never can touch that excitement.

The academic quality of this college will not somehow

improve without hockey; to think so is a fallacy. Ifwe need

better professors-and 1 can't imagine what we'd do with

tiiem-dien hockey will not keep them away. If we need

better students-which is far more likely-then we need to

look further than the convenient scapegoat of some 25

athletes.

When C.U. won the national championship three years

ago, theenurecampuswalkedon air. Yes, ourhockey team

is bad. But it might, one day, be good. And when that day

comes, the Broadmoor will shake to its rafters, the college

will walk on air, and the faculty malcontents will be left at

home howling at the moon.
,
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Curmudgeon editor casts vote to nuke V-Day
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

Valentine'sDayisa waste

of time: crumbled pinlc paper

with red print, reading, "I love

you. I love you."

Perhaps what is worse is

the candy. In every Valen-

tine 'sDay box ofcandy, there

are three or four good ones,

but the rest are all crap. I have

never figured out what the

green gooey ones are.

I have also always won-

dered about sending flowers

during this time of year. For

most men, this is the only

time that theyremember to be

romantic.

Also,why is it thatwomen
always receive the glories of

Valentine's Day. We poor

males mustwatch as theypick

through the box ofchocolates

and choose the three good

ones before offering us the

worst of the batch

Hell, I've never received

flowers or candy. No, every

yearl get some shmaltzy piece
of pink paper with some

pseudo-romantic thought

written in calligraphy.

I think that someday we
should revise our Valentine's

Day, a day of equality for

sexes when men get flowers,

and women get pink wrapped

footballs. Atleast I should get

one of the good candies.

This is not to say that I'm

bitter, even though in the

fourth grade I did not get any

valentines (not really).

Yes, there are genuine

lovelymoments, like lastyear,

when some jack-ass tried to

write that he loved someone

in leaves. Of course, as she

walked by the whole thing

blew away.

Or Marcia Dobson hav-

ing her Greek classes trans-

late the poetry of Sappho for

their loved ones—not that the

loved one will understand a

damn thing.

The truth is that I am re-

ally a die-hard romantic, and

I amjustjealousofthosemore
secure males who can send

flowers and candy to unsus-

pecting women and never
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even blush.

Also have you ever won-

dered exactly how much
unrecyclable paper is used in

Valentines? I think that it

could be the big environmen-

tal issue of the year.

No, the truth is really that

it is too expensive. Each bou-

quet of flowers costs about

twenty dollars and the bad

chocolates are about ten dol-

lars per box. For the most

romantic men they take their

female friend to dinner and

buy a bottle of wine too. This

runs the tab to over fifty dol-

lars. I'm sorry, but at our age,

no one is worth that kind of

money. Really, when you go
through a couple of relation-

ships a year, why should you

show the one who just hap-

pens to be seeing you on

Valentine ' sDay special treat-

ment?

I have a friend who once

said that the only time that

men send flowers iswhen they

have done something wrong.

I would hazard to say that is

pretty close to the truth.

This same friend gave his

girlfriend a kite for

Valentine's Day last year.

What ingenuity!

On a serious note, I would

like to send a much more sin-

cere valentine to Meghan
Mullan—as all goodmen send

valentines when they have

made a mistake. I send my
most sincere apologies for last

week's editorial comments.

Love, love.

Divisiveness has no benefit
By Michael Morris

Catalyst Staff

It seems to me that Fight

the Power has undertaken a

dangerous and foolhardy

practice in their criticism of

the Greek minorities 9n cam-

pus.

They, Michael Easunan

and Stacy Smith, attempt to

define what one must do in

order to be considered in tune

with their ethnic identity.

However, the only point that

tiiey succeed in making is that

any minority studentwho dis-

agrees with them on the is-

sues of Affirmative Action

and/or the Greek system is in

some way selling themselves

out.

Eastman and Smith make
two statements or warnings

which they wish for theGreek
minorities on campus toheed.

The fu-st is that "one of the

most important steps in the

desQucaon and elimination of

a race is to instill self hate."

True enough, but they never

demonstrate how belonging

to afratemity instills self-hate.

They state that by belong-

ing to a "mainstream" organi-

zation one automatically loses

their cultural identity. I guess

that by attending CC we are

seUing ourselves and our cul-

tures out. After all, CC is

about as "mainstream" as a

liberal arts college gets.

To suggest that one must
separate themselves from the

mainstream in order to main-
tain cultural awareness might
be what they have chosen, but
that does necessitate that all

ethnic minorities must adopt

thesamephilosophyorbesell

outs. Diversity within diver-

sity is a beautifiil thing.

They also state that the

stance that the Greek minori-

ties took against affinnative

action is illustrative of their

"resistance to the same cul-

mre [tiiat they] attempt to rep-

resent." AH that this demon-

strates is that the Greek mi-

norities are opposed to affir-

mative action; Nothing more.

It is possible to disagree

with Smith and Eastman and

to have pride in one's heri-

tage at the same time. In the

future, these two might try to

differentiate their political

agenda from the character of

those who disagree with their

views.

The second statement in

the Eastman-Smith article

puts forth that "another im-

portant step in dismantling a

race of people is the concept

of divide and conquer."
Again, I couldn't agree more,

but what they consider to be

"divide and conquer" is noth-

ing more than a difference of

This isnothingmore than
pitting one ethnicminor-

ity against another, but

that doesn't matter be-

cause those "individuals

(people of color) that

have deactivated" are

obviously right.

opinion.

It is possible, indeed it is

important, for ethnic minori-

ties to disagree with one an-

other and to debate issues that

affecttheir lives. Again Smith
andEastman interpretany dif-

ference of opinion from their

own as denial of one's iden-

tity.

The most interesting ar-

gument that they make is a

claim that by "speaking on
behalf of the white majority

in favor of white institutions

you create an atmosphere of

us versus us."

This all began when the

Greek minorities chose to de-

fendthemselves fix)mvarious

accusations made against

them. Eastman and Smith

wish to argue that by defend-

ing themselves, Greekminori-
ties are actually selling them-

selves out. They're damned
if they do and ....

In terms of creating an

"us versus us" situation, who,

might I ask, brought up the

issue "that there are a number

of individuals (people of

color) that have deactivated,

and who stand strongly op-

posed to the Greek system."

This is nothing more than

pitting one ethnic minority

against another, but that

doesn't matter because those

"individuals (people ofcolor)

that have deactivated" are

obviously right.

Ultimately, whatMichael
Eastman's and Stacy Smith's

article attests to is the narrow-

ness and limitation ofthe defi-

nition that they attribute to

culture and identity. It does

not in any way demonstrate a

lack of cultural awareness on

the part of those minorities

who belong to Greek organi-

zations.

If they are truly "tired of

figh ing each other for last

place" then I suggest that they

stop trying to Ubel the charac-

ter of those ethnic minorities

who disagree with their po-

litical stance. Obviously they

have strong feelings in favor

of affirmative action and

against the Greek system, but

to expect all etiinic minorities

to agree with their stance on

those two issues is an exer-

cise in futility.

One last note, since we
are on the subject. In their

publication. Smith and
Eastman make an indirect

reference to the Jewishpeople

as a "race." Although this

might not have been their in-

tention, the inference was

made. I wish to point out that

Judaism is not a race, but a

religion.

There are people from all

different races and countries

whoconsiderthemselvesJew-

ish. This might seem to be

nit-picking, I believe that it is

an important point to make in

the interest of accuracy.
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^HOCKEY: C.C. vs. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN"

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 19 - 7:35 PM

and

SATtJRDAY. FEBRUARY 20 - 7:05 PM

BROADMOOR ARENA

-IT'S BLOCK BREAKAND THERE'S NOTHING
TO BEANNOUNCED HERE!!!"

For any announcements you wish for us

to publish in the next "Source," please contact

The Office of Minority Student Life, x6338.

} i HAVEA FUN ONE!!! } }

•WE FIND OURSELVES CONFRONTED WITH CLEAR
OPTION: TO EDUCATE FOR LIBERATION OR

TO EDUCATE FOR DOMINATION. -PAULO FREIRE

THE 3 Rs: RACE REUGION, and REALITY-

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

—^^ —
Dr. Chuck Luna, Prof, of Educational Leadership al Colorado

State University will speak on The Reality of Diveisity' at 7 pm in Bemis Hall

Lounge. Come prepared for new insights for the heart and the mind!

—^^—^^—
' "Body Image Impact* Active Georgetown professor Susanna

Walters speaks out on the societal and media pressures for women to have the

"perfect" body. Hear this former C.C standout express her views at 7 pm in the

Gates Common Room.

Thur., March 11
: ^^n.^^^ j^js, Leo Tanguma will show slides of his work,

including iimovative free-standing sculptural murals, in Gaylord Hall at 12;30

pm. He has worked with Chicano Humanities & Arts Council and the new

Denver airport Bring your lunch!

—"'^ ' A panel from various religions including B'Hai IVlormon, and

Rastafarian will discuss current moral issues based on their faith traditions.

'Religious Perspectives: An Exploration of Various Ethical Issues" will be at

8 pm in Slocum Hall Lounge.

Mon., April 12: Qjny^si^p^i TnviSL Bowl at 7 pm in Bemis Hall Lounge. Join

the campus for a fun-filled TV-style game. Test your knowledge of civil rights,

sexism, and Jewish oppression. You may even win the Grand prize - 1st pick

of Room for next year!

February and March: ^^^ ^^^ bulletin boards on Racism & Women's History

in Residence Halls. „ _. i. t^ ,^„ _, „ -j . . ,SpofBored by Tlic Office at Rcaidcalial Life

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Woraer 205 Ext 6846

-PIKES PEAKHABITATFOR
HUMANTnr-

Current cniistnictioii site: 83S N. Walnut - very close

10 C.C. campus

Consmiaion limes: Every Wednesday and Saturday,

beginning at 9 am, volunteers can work as long as

lliey want to.

Haw to volunteer: Show up at the construction site

wearing hard soled shoes (bring work gloves if you

liave them), or call Kathleen Boyd at 475-7800 for

more information. Habitat also needs people to

volunteer in the office.

C SPRINGS BOUND FOR SPRING
BREAK?-

Mark your calendar for the 'Super Cides

Walk for Multiple Sclerosis'

SATURDAY. MARCH 27TH

Tlie walk will be a 7.5 mile route

beginning and ending in Monument Park

'affording walkers a spectacular view of Pikes Peak."

There are many opportunities to help with

the Super Cities Walk for M.S. besides

walking: entertaining walkers, driving support

vehicles, staffing rest stops, etc

Registration and pledge forms are available

outside the Center.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

Dontffforget

DEADLINE!!!

Going abroad on a non-affiliated program in

Summer or Fall? The deadline for

application approval is MARCH 1st (even if

you haven't been accepted by your programs

yet!!!)

The bi-annual STUDY ABROAD FAIR is

scheduled for February 25 from 4:00 to 6:00

pm in Womer Lobby!!! Swing by to learn

about various Study Abroad Programs!!!

SPOTUGHT...SPOTUGHT...SPOTUGHT

The new OIP Spotlights is on Hong

Kong/China !! Come check out info about

this exciting area!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Eitt 6338

A FEW REMINDERS...

-Arts & Crafts Scholarships

are still available for

mnority students.

Come by the office!!!

-Membership in Minority

Student Groups

is open to ALL

students who are genuinely

interested.

Check the Calendar inside

for meeting dates and times.

OIP Library hours: Noon - 4:00 pm
Monday - Friday _
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Monday
15

12:00 pm - Hawaii

Club. Vi/omer Hayes

Room 213.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

7:00 pm - Livesounds,

Warner Greg Room
212.

Tuesday
16

12:00 pm - MEChA
Worner Wolcott Room
211.

12:00pm - New Focus.

6:30 pm - BGALA
Shove Ctiapel Base-

ment.

7-9 pm - Dialogue on
Racism. Student Cultur-

al Center.

Wednesday
17

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Paradox 3.5/4.0. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

Thursday
18

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Tables. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.
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WEEK

Friday
19

Saturday
20

Sunday
21

On-Going Events

and IVIeetings

3:30-5 pm - Interme-

diate Microsoft Win-

dows 3.1. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*7:35pm - Hockey, CC
vs. University of Wis-

consin. Broadmoor
World Arena.

*7:05pm - Hockey, CC
vs. University of Wis-

consin. Broadmoor
World Arena.

THEDEADUNEFOR THEFEBRUARY22-28 'THIS
WEEI^ IS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 AT 4:00 PM.
YOUMUSTCOMPLETEA ONE-FEU-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEEnNG PUBUSHED IN 'THIS
WEEK- mESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE. WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Warner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm.
Semis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Warner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7anh9pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA- Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CO; $45 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

Ailddo Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

•This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information about career services check the Career Center Kiosk, Career Center door, or inquire at (he Career Center reception desk

719-3S9-6H93

Full-Time Positions I Internships

Ppwerforce Services Inrernatlonal. L.P- a

marlcciing suppwri company providing services to

consumer product and pharmaceutical industries,

has several openings available for those seeking

experience in sales, sales promotional, marketing

and public relations wofk. Candidates must have a

four-year college degree, be outgoing, well-spoken,

have a professional appearance and enjoy public

contact. A flexible schedule, exiensive local and

limited overnight travel will be required. Must be

available beginning March 8. 1993 . Candidates

need a valid driver's license. To apply send a

resume and cover letter to; V, Summers,

Poweiforce Services, Dept. RM, 303 E. Ohio Street.

Chicago. Illinois. 6061 1 or fax: (312) 670-3529.

(Business & Industiy Jobs Notebook)

Investment Ccnlers of America provides

excellent professional training and licensing to

become a Series/7 securities broker, ICA is

currently looking for qualified people who want to

succeed in the financial mduslry. Candidates with

previous job experience, close to graduation or

holding a college degree, willing to work and plan

financial solutions, a desire to manage their own
business, with computer experience and who shares

a common goal with people lo help them reach

their financial goals are preferred. To learn more

about opportunities with Investment Centers of

America and other opportunities in financial

planning, call (SOOS'M-?! 13 or write Robert F.

Thomas. Investment Center Group, Inc.. P.O. Box
10784. While Bear Uke. MN, 55110, (Business &
Industry Jobs Notebook)

Oak RIdPe Research Inslltulg

Hydnsgeologist needed lo perfomi hydrogeological

assessments and ground water remediation of

specific facility sites, assist in identifying the site-

sf>eciric geologic hydrologic variables which are

pertinent lo the investigation, and well designs and

aquifer test methods to be tailored lo each particular

environmenl. Bachelor's or Master's Degree in

Hydrogeology. Geology, or related field. Salary

S25K-50K depending on education and experience.

To apply: send resume and an original or legible

photocopy of transcript to Oak Ridge Research

Institute. Attention: Kevin E. Jeske, Human
Resources Manager, 113 Union Valley Road, Oak
Ridge. TN 37830,(615)481-5000.

(Environmental, Science and Technology Jobs

Notebook)

Lamont-Doherlv Summpr Inttrn Projiram nffpr^

the opportunity to do scientific research at the Earth

Observatory in the Department of Geological

Sciences at Columbia University. The theme of the

program is "Analyzing Global Databases." The
program is open to U.S. citizens or permanent

residents who have completed their junior year in

college with majors in geology, chemistry, physics,

mathematics, or engineering. All shjdents must
have at least one year of calculus. Interns will be

instructed in the use of a new Ocean and Earth

Science database and software program. Each
inlem will have a research supervisor. The
prugtiun dates are June 1 through August 6, 1993,

The stipend for a 10-week slay is S2200. Free

housing is available at the University. Application

deadline is March 10. 1993. There is no
application form. To apply, send; an official

transcript, two letters of recommendation, a resume,
and a brief summary of interest to: Dr. Dallas

Abbott, Summer Internship Program. Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory, Palisades. NY 10964,
(Summer Research Opportunities Notebook)

Everett Public ServicP.SiimmPrlnlPm^hlp

Profiram offers exposure to a broad range of

issues through placement in public service

organizations located throughout New York and
Washington. D,C., and in selected ciiies in

Colorado. Illinois. California, and Massachusetts.

Intcms prepjarc Congressional testimony and
legislative research, write policy papers and press

releases and cany out communication strategies.

New York City and Washington, DC. interns

gather lo attend weekly evenU, both educational

and social, featuring distinguished leaders from the
public sector. Each intemship provides for modest
weekly expenses. Applicants must apply directly

to the organization they selea. A brochure in the

Career Center lists the organizations, a descnpiion
internships, and contact names and addresses. The
Program is supported by: The Everett

Philanthropic Fund. The New York Community
Trust, 2 Parte Avenue. 24th Floor. New Yoric, NY
10016*9385. (Summer Research Opportunities
Notebook)

finvl'^""'^"*^! Education Intemship is available

with Northwest Youth Corps (NYCT) in Eugene,

Oregon. NYC is a summer job training,

employment, recreation, and education program for

teenagers 16-19 years of age. Youth crews work

on reforestation and recreation projects for the

Forest Service and the forest products industry.

Interns are responsible for developing, revising,

and updating NYC's environmental education

curriculum, which includes: job search skills, the

impact of society on the natural environment.

communication skills, leadership techniques, and

ihe sciences. Qualifications include: IBM/
WordPerfect skills, teaching and lesson plaiming

experience, an environmental education and

outdoor recreation background, a pleasant phone

voice, the ability to work independently, and an

interest in working with teenage youth. The

summer program extends from June to September.

Interns receive a stipend of S75/wk plus room and

board. To a^piy. send cover letter, resume, and list

of completed college courses to NYC's office:

Nancy Holwege, Office Manager. Northwest Youth

Corps, 5120 Franklin Blvd. #7 A. Eugene. OR
97403; (503)746-8653. (Summer Job

Oppwrtunities Nolebook)

Federal Government .lohs

Openings for both summer and full-time job

opportunities in Colorado. Montana. Utah and

Wyoming are listed in the Federal Job

Opportunities List . Positions are available in a

wide range of careerfields; pay vanes according to

expertise level and application deadlines vary

according to vacancy. Applicants must be U.S.

citizens, are usually required to pass a written

examination and to have completed various

application fomis. The Federal Job Opportunities

List is available in the Career Center. To apply or

to receive more information contact: Denver

Federal Job Information Center. P.O. Box 25167,

Denver, CO 80225; (303) 969-7050. (Government/

Public Affairs Job Notebook)

Site Manaeer/Hnu-«- Mother for Team Teen
The Housing Authority of the City of Colorado

Springs is looking for a Site Manager/House

Mother to assist and supervise teen parents so that

they may gain economic independence. The
manager must live on site with the teen pjarenls.

The position is paid a small stip>end. Interested

applicants must have at least two years college

experience with course work in psychology or

sociology. Good commimication skills, ability to

interact with various people, and CPR/First Aid
certification is required. To apply, call Amy
Valvcrde Martinez at (719) 578-6415 at the

Housing Authority of the City of Colorado Springs.

(Colorado- Based Jobs Notebook)

PBS Advertising and Pmmotlon Rvchanpp
Public Broadcasting Service Advertising and
Promotion Exchange (APEX) is offering an

intemship in which students will shari>en practical

and marketable skills in the advertising field

through contact with member stations doing
research and writing. Intems will have the

oppx)itunity to meet with staff in other PBS
Departments of interest lo them. Skills students will

use and develop are research for two APEX
publications, writing reports, summaries and
articles, organization of long term assignments and
networicing with PBS stations cross-country as well

as with some PR firms and advertising agencies.

Contact Kristine Barr, (703) 739-5081. or write

PBS/APEX, 1 320 Braddock Place, Alexandna, VA
22314-1698, A resume, writing sample, references

and an interview is needed. (Ans and Media
Internships Notebook)

U-S. Apencv for International nevelnnmpnl i.

seeking short- and long-term volunteers for the

FARMER TO FARMER program in Russia,

Volunteers will work in post-harvest preservation,

processing, packaging, storage, mariceling and
distribution of fruits and vegetables. They will also

provide technical assistance in helping state farms
conven to private businesses and organize trucking

comp)anies and public warehouses. Travel
expenses, meals, lodging and transportation will be
provided. Language training will also be provided
if you slay longer than 3 months. Contact: Yoo Mi
Lee at Tri Valley Growers, P.O. Box 7114 San
Francisco. CA 94120-7114 (415) 445-1658 for

application informalion. (Inlemalional Internships
Nolebook)

Retail and Rarilo Promotional Inlem-;hlp

program Sunshine Records is looking for studenLi

in the Colorado Springs area to participate in their

retail and radio promotional internship program.

Interns are responsible for promoting company
sales, coordinating promotional displays and artist

app>earances. and managing other sales-oriented

tasks. Must be a full-time college student, have

n GPA of 2.0, have access to a car, and be

s, journalism, or business major.

TTie position is not pwid, but the company does give

cash incentives to top performers, Toapjply,

contact: Mr. Cecil D. Rolle, Program

Administrator, at 1-800-397-3403, (Colorado

Intemships Notebook)

Sellolarsliips/FeUowshipsi

Grants

Attenllon All Mher-al ArU Tunlors!

Have you thought aboui careers in the business

world? Then consider the Chicago Business

Fellows Program, sponsored by the University of

dlhicago Graduate School of Business. Chicago

Business Fellows are admitted into the Graduate

School of Business for the summer between their

Junior and senior years in college. Earn course

credit toward an MBA while learning about carers

business. Chicago Business Fellows are highly

motivated students with diverse backgrounds and

interests, with exceptional academic ability, strong

leadership and communication skills, and an

interest in business. Applications need to be

submitted to Chris Griffiths (Economics Dept) by

the beginning of Block 6. For more infomiation see

Chris or stop in lo the Career Center.

The El Pomar Foundation

Two yearpx)st-graduate fellowship in community
service offered beginning September 1, 1993. The

Program Assistant will monitor El Pomar grant

recipients, determine the impact of El Pomar grants

in meeting the needs of recipients, research and

analyze areas of interest, assist the Direaor of El

Pomar Center, suppwrl the Foimdation 's Youth in

Community Service and Awards for Excellence

programs, work part-time at a community service

organization, and represent the Foundation at

events and programs. Applicants should have an

interest in public and community service with

excellent verbal and writing skills. The applicant

must also be able to travel throughout the state on

official El Pomar business. Starting salary is

S17.500 with competitive benefits. To a^jly,

submit a letter describing interest in program and

career objectives, along with resume, transcript,

and two letters of recommendation to: Mr. David

Palenchar. Vice President/Programs, El Pomar
Foundation. 10 Lake Circle, Colorado Springs, CO
80906. Applications must be postmarked no later

than April 15, 1993 . Contact: Associate Program
Officers Jeff Trujillo at (719) 577-7006 or Lisa

Remey at (719)-633-7733. (Jobs in Colorado

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolyn (lianarelli

Part-timelSeasonal

Camp KIppewa

Trip leader needed to hike, backpack, and canoe at

a girls' residential summer camp from June 1 8 or

21 through August 25. Duties would include

planning, packing, and leading overnight and day
trips. Travel allowance, room, and board available.

Write for qualifications needed and salary

information. Conlact Kippwwa. Box 307,

Westwood. MA 02090,(617)762-8291.

(Environmental, Science and Technology Jobs

Notebook)

1993 Student Inlern.ship Proerarn
The National Park Service is offering student

intemship posilions for the summer. Intems will be
responsible for presenting nature walks, hikes and
evening campfire slide programs, staffing the

visitor center, and conducting roving mterprclive

assignments in the park. The interns will work with

park staff lo achieve the goals of each intern and
the park. Interested applicants must have

experience in the biological or geological sciences;

demonstrate public speaking ability and
interpersonal skills; and must have First Aid
certification. To apply, send resume, three

reference letters, a copy of your college transcript,

and a brief slateineni of purpose lo; Rocky
Mountain National Park, Estes Park, CO, 80517.
ATTN: C. Hays. Interpretive Internship Program.
The deadline for this position is March 1. 19Q.3

(National Parks Nolebook)

Michigan State Unlveraltr's "RecnilHnp -^^
1992-93" was lust published. Basedona surveyj

employers from business, industry, and

government, the study concludes that "the

economic turnaround has not yet reached the job

market for new college graduates." The repon

indicates ihai employers are becoming more
selective in their hiring. New graduates are

therefore advised to stress flexibility, teamwor);

computer knowledge and career-related woik an,]

volunteer experience as they seek employment.

The repxirt also includes expected staring salarici

advice for graduates without jobs, job opjponuniti;

with a shortage of candidates and much more

Check the Career Center later this Spring to read

this valuable report for yourself!

To the

Job Fair for pjeople of color. Opportunities

teaching for minorities. The Association of

Independent Maryland Schools (AIMS) is offerij];

a day-long program on March 6. 1993 at Morgan

State University in Baltimore, MD. Theprogranii

specifically for minorities interested in leaching
in

private independent schools. Workshops and

informal meetings with pjersormel from

inde[>endent schools will be followed by ptersoaal

interviews with the schools. Participants should

have BA or BS, but no certification is required-

a strong academic background. Visit the Career

Center for a registration form, and sent it with 5

copies of resume by feb- 35 . 1?93 to: AIMS.PO

Box 813, Miller^ville, MD 21 108. (Minority

Graduate Programs and Financial Aid Notebook)
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Pikes Peak Knvlroninpnfal Fnnim
Attenlion all studenis interested in enviiijnmental

studies and careers. Attend a networicing litncliecffl

on Febniary 26, 1993 at 12:(X)noon, Presentation

by James Meirill '7!, attorney, "The Uneasy

Convergence of Law and Science in EnviiDnmeitlal

ManagetnenL" More infoimation is available in ta

CareerCetlter, Advance sign up required.

From the Oilier .Side; HowTo Talk With
F.ninlnvep;

On March 1. 1993 at 3;30-5 p,m. in the WES
lepresentatives from coipoiate and non-profit

organizations will discuss their peiTtpectives at>Mtli!

aspects of communications in the job search

including resumes and letters, phone

and

Ou
;idertl-

;entral

lolitici

Law School: I-iltFnrMe?

Are you thinking about a career in law? Are you

researching law schools? Are you wondering whaiii Jon (jj
will take to make it? Join us as two CC alums sbflK

their insights and experiences and discuss: the

LSAT. apiplying to law schools, first year of law

school, and jobprospectsandhow to find jobs. Mii j

March 3, 1993 at 6:30-8 p.m. on your calendar. ^^ %^
Advance sign up required in the Career Center. QCIl of

Th

Recruiting Up-Dates

Peterson Consulting - Hiring for Staff

Consultant, Application, transcript, resume,

and cover letter (opjiional) needs to be lunied

into the Career Center by Monday, Februar>

22nd. Informalion session will be held

Thursday. March 4th and interviews on

Friday, March 5lh. More information

available in the Career Center.

Rent-A-Ccnter - Hiring for Slore Managers.

Informalion table m Womer Lobby on

Tuesday, March 2nd and interviews lo

follow on Wednesday, March lOlh. More
inforaialion available in the Career Center

Practice Interviews - Space is still available

for the March 2nd schedule. Come to the

Career Center to sign-up.

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy FurJc, Assistant Director

Shaiyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resourc
Pani Spoclman, Staff Assislant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullcn Hughes Mall Moyer
Johnna Kietzmann Sharieen Pisciotta

Jennifer McLean

•iV^V^ . -.-.•-nAv.s^v-ws

The Career Cenier promoles and adheres lo a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects ot

employment and education. We do not knowingly

list job opporlunities from employers who
unlawtully discriminate

.
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D. C. deserves statehood

Writers on abortion

seek common ground
fo the Editor:

This letter is a reply to the

commentary written by

Martha Ross, Penny Brandt,

Janet Buttenwieser, Diana

piStefano,Amy Edwards and

Mariya Perkins-Seacrest

jbout our letter in the Dec. 1

1

Catalysi.

It seems that we are all on

Ihe same side here. However,

i, fit feel that they misinter-

preted our point. We did not,

in fact, say that "to consider

the life of a fetus is to place

oneselfin league withRandall

ferry, the head of Operation

.'iRescue."

Nor did we say that "such

ponsiderations" were in and

of themselves a "pointless

)hilosophical exercise." Fi-

lally, we in no way stated or

implied that, "the actual pro-

;edure [of abortion] is about

IS significant as pulhng a

ooth."

Our point was that to con-

lider the life ofthe fetus as the

:entral deciding issue in the

wlitical debate aboutwhether

legalize abortion ignores

the fact that, before such a

consideration can be made,
the option to abort must first

be available.

It is a pointless philosophi-

cal exercise for poHticians to

spend time debating over the

life of the fetus when the right

ofreal women to control their

bodies is at stake.

Of course, as women, we
understand thatevery woman
faced with an unwanted preg-

nancy necessarily goes
through a lot of difficult and

painful soul-searching, and

we are in no way trying to

deny this experience.

But before this soul-

searching can take place, a

woman must fet of all have

the option to abort. Then, with

all of her choices before her,

she can take the question of

whether the ferns is a life into

herown hands. It is not for the

government to decide.

We hope we've cleared

up any misunderstanding.

Feel free to come talk to us.

Rebecca Kaminsky
Rina Kofman

A. brief apologia
to the former editor:

Lastweek , thenew editor

if the Opinions section arro-

lintly and without provoca-

ion tmmpeted forth the pre-

umed and unsubstantiated

irimacy of the copy, layout

"id general journalistic acu-

len of the new Catalyst staff.

Three pages later, some-
ne-presumably that same
isufferable editor-made not

Be but two extreme and per-

sps inexcusable journalistic

Juxpas.

First, and worst, there was
brief, italicized addendum

' the letterfromTomNoonan
*ich saw fit, for reasons

"own only to the giddy gods
f all-night editing (with
hom you may be familiar),

' lake a swipe at the prior

'sff. Although this unpar-

"nable parenthetical was
d with an "ed." at the

"tl, it is my hunch that the

Wcular "ed" responsible

3s trying, with some unfor-

Oate success, to escape the

discredit that was due him.

Further, while on the sub-

ject of uncredited print, the

Short shrifties article in the

other comer of the same page
ran some possibly inflamma-

tory (though certainly insipid)

commentary without a byline.

Again, although we can

notknow forcertain,we inight

safely assume that the same
roguish editor therein tried,

for the second time, to get no

credit where credit was due.

Whomever is the acmal

culprit, I, the current and

deeply recalcitrant Catalyst

Opinions Editor, would like

to apologize for him or, well,

him. Also, I want to assure

both the former editor and the

reading audience of this fine

paper that there will be no
such errors in the future, and

thus these pages will be able

to live up to the standards so

boldly set forth in last week's

issue.

Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

Dear Editor,

I would like to spew on a

subject that gets little press in

this area (though probably for

good reasons). I"am talking

about D.C. statehood.

Although D.C. statehood

may seem a foreign issue to

most at CC, for the dozen or

so students from that area it is

a sticky subject.

The District of Columbia
has an elected U.S. Senator,

Reverend Jesse Jackson, but

he has no vote.

They have a black, female

mayor, Sharon Pratt Kelly,

and have voted Democratic in

every election since the par-

ties realigned on African-

American issues in the 1930's.

D.C. is a progressive city.

Ebony magazine noted

that "D.C. residents pay more
[Federal] taxespercapita than

any other residents besides

Alaska." (Oct, 1990) District

residents are eligible for the

draft, yet they have no voice

in the national government.

Washington D.C. holds

more residents than four

states, including our neigh-

bor Wyoming, my summer
home Delaware andresource-

rich Alaska.

Yet, just as Americans
complained in the 1770's,

D.C. residents are disenfran-

chised taxpayers.

Although it is certainly

impossible to read lawmak-
ers' minds, I think the District

of Columbia would be a state

by now if it was made up of

conservative, wealthy whites.

But the District is 70%
black. It has recendy led the

nation in murders per capita.

It has social, financial and

political problems, just like

any other city, but other cities

are represented on a Federal

level.

So what do you care?

What can you do? If you
sympathize with Democratic

party values, D.C.'s enfran-

chisement will help your
votes.

If you believe in those

beautiful abstract concepts of

equality, justice and one per-

son/one vote, then go cause

an uproar.

Hassle your representa-

tive, because D.C. residents

don't have representatives to

hassle.

If you're a Republican

type, enjoy Wyoming with

James Baker and George
Bush, (Sorry Wyomingites,

you have a beaudful state, but

Bush and Baker do hang out

there.)

Peter Mulvihill

H.R.'s spell out their relief
To the Editor:

We would like to publicly

thank all the students who at-

tended Winter Formal last

Friday for making it a tre-

mendous success.

Almost 600 tickets were

sold; this larger-than-ex-

pected revenue enabled us to

donate not only clothes but

also a check to the Center for

the Prevention of Domestic

Violence, which helps women
leave violent homes and pro-

vides resources with which

they can rebuild their lives.

Thank you for conduct-

ing yourselves in such an ex-

emplary manner throughout

the evening.

To our knowledge, there

wasn't a single mishap or

instance of rude behavior

related to alcohol.

To our knowledge, there

wasn't a single mishap or in-

stance of rude behavior re-

lated to alcohol, and Anders

Doubletree was thoroughly

pleased with the entire event.

We believe that the

Formal 's success indicates the

receptiveness of our students

to the idea of including con-

cern for others in our defini-

tions of personal fulfillment.

Again, our gratioide goes

out to CC students for show-

ing themselves to be a great

bunch.

We hope that you all en-

joyed yourselves and will

keep the ideals we had in mind

for this dance in our own
minds throughout the year.

The Head Residents

Culprits respond
In response to the letter of

Judy Gibson and anyone else

who hasn't yet grasped the

concept of humor:

Judy, Judy, Judy. Agreed,

theft is not a pretty thing.

We're sure we have all gotten

something precious stolen

from us at one time or an-
.

other.

However, in most cases

of theft or burglary, there are

several steps taken to insure

the success ofthe act. Among
these are pre-meditation,

stealth and common sense.

Now, let's think back to

the 'theft' ofthefishbowltree.

First of all, the two culprits

(us) were forced to carry the

plant, as we did not plan on

bringing a tmck or a cart.

Secondly, we hauled the

thing down Nevada in broad

streetlight, past Arthur house

and then actually asked the

Mathias guard to hold the door

for us. Stealth? I think not.

Third, look at the plant.

It's off-balance, sffaggly and

generally the ugliest plant in

thefishtx)wl. C'monwehave
moretaste than that. Trustus.

To top it off, do you know
where it was left? In a hall,

behind a large ground-floor

window looking across the

front of Mathias. Hmm. Re-

ally smart.

Well, it looks like you got

us. CC Security sure put an

abrupt end to this caper. Judy,

this is what is known as a

joke! Pure humor! Chill.

The Gardeners of

Vengeance

Letters to

the Catalyst

Cutler

Publications

Cossit Hall

downstairs

and to the

left
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Colorado religious right's political agenda exposed
Religious groups mandate governmental changes for their morals on abortion, families and gays

By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

The election was over a

month ago, and many resi-

dents ofColorado are still try-

ing to comprehend how
Amendment 2 was passed.

Although the general pub-

lic did the actual voting, the

primary reason for Amend-
ment 2's success (and exist-

ence, even) lies in the profes-

sional organization exercised

by Colorado religious right

groups.

The concemsof the Colo-

rado Springs religious right

community range far beyond

the issue of homosexuality.

As businesses, religious or-

ganizations have lawyers,

agendas and, most impor-

tantly, big budgets.

Their goals (outlined be-

low) are not just pipe dreams

but rather, as the passage of

Amendment 2 illustiates, real

possibilities.

Far from being satiated

bythepassage ofAmendment
2, religious right groups are

coalescing to achieve other

equally right-wing goals.

We now know that dis-

missing far-right groups as

fanatics is a mistake. Their

blunt tactics and seemingly

obvious bigotry do not, re-

gretfully, make them politi-

cally harmless. It seems that

political correctness is not

pervasively popular, much
less required by the voting

public.

The most active religious

right groups in Colorado

Springs are Focus on theFam-

ily, Rocky Mountain Family

Council, Colorado Family

Coahnon, Citizens For Ex-

cellence in

Education and

Colorado For
Family Values.

Each of

these groups

shares all or a

portion of the

following
agenda. This

agenda was
concisely
stated in the

"HELPFAMILY 1992" plat-

form, designed to"...helpcan-

didates develop aplatform for

their campaigns [and] to help

California citizens determine

pro-family candidates."

The platform was pub-

lished by the Capitol Resource

Insititute, California's coun-

terpart to our Rocky Moun-
tain Family Council. Follow-

ing are excerpts:

1. God and government:
"The powej-s of the govern-

ment are limited first by God
given and natural laws and

second by the consent of the

governed. Government shall

not endorse a religion, but

government may acknowl-

edge the Creator God and

government shall provide the

highest constitutional protec-

tions to religious faith and

practice."

ing American culture, civili-

zation and govemment.

"Marriage shall be pre-

served as available only to

members of the opposite sex.

"Government is most
helpful to families financially

when policies and tax codes

reward stable family life and

increase deductions for child-

raising whiledeterringthedis-

solution of marriages, espe-

cially those with dependent

children."

"The powers of the government are limited first by

God given and natural laws and second by the

consent of the governed. Government shall not

endorse a religion, but government may acknowl-

edge the Creator God and government shall pro-

vide the highest constitutional protections to reli-

gious faith and practice."

-HELPFAMILY 1992

2. Marriage and Fam-
ily: "The family is the pri-

mary social unit of civiliza-

tion and is established and

blessed by God Almighty . .

.

"The natural family, con-

sisting of the union between a

man and a woman in mar-

riage and the bond between

parent and child, represents

the living foundation sustain-

3. Lifelssues:

"The abortion

ofalmostathird

of our children,

the medical ne-

glect of dis-

ablednewborns

which results in

infanticide, and

the acceptance

of euthanasia

for others with disabilities and

for our elderly, demand that

we work torestore laws which

will protect these innocent hu-

man beings.

"The right to life is the

foundation upon which all

other issues of human rights

and justice depend . . .

."

4. Public safety: "Law
enforcement and corrections

Horoscopes by R.S. Tarot

ARIES (March 21-April 19)

Your life is going to take a great twist today. You will

probably be hit by a car. Your mother will call you,

because Venus is rising over tile moon.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

This is a bad week for you. You are the same sign as

Elizabeth Taylor, and tiiat means that you will probably
meet her. Mars is faffing into Pluto, and tiiat means that

you will soon come into a great fortune.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20)
Your sign is that of the twins, and today you will meet
your long-lost twin. If you already have a twin, you will

meet yourlong-lost triplet. The sun is rising, and you wUl
get a sunburn.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Your sign is cancer, and you will get cancer. You will not
die for a long rime, but you will get it, even if you don't
die from it. Jupiter has collided with Neptune, and you
will have a bad relationship.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You are fierce like a lion, and that is notjust because your
sign is Leo. If you are not fierce like a lion, you are as
mean as a lion, deep, deep inside you. Mercury has leftits

orbit, and you will soon fall off a chair.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Yon are a virgin, and today watch out for people who
want to sleep with you. Wait for three hours before
agreeing. The moon is rising, and you are getting sleepy.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

You see significant changes in your lover, but that is

because Pluto is frozen today. To defrost your sweetie,

dress up in leather and cover your body in honey.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov, 21)

You are a hard person to get along with, and you sting

like a scorpion with your tongue. Be careful driving

today, yourhands will start shaking uncontrollably around
noon, because Venus is wobbling on its axis.

SAGrrXARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Today you will meet anew lover, and this person will be
dark and mysterious. Your new lover will disappear in

the morning, because Mars is being eclipsed by the big

butt of Jupiter.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Your sign is the goat, and you will have a craving for

grass early today. Resist, and call Dr. Botcher. Uranus
has joined with Pluto, and so you will have good sex.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Listen to a close one, because tiiey are going to internally

combust this summer. You are going to get very wet
today, because your sign is that of wet things, Neptune
is in the seventh sign and is also very wet.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
You will be reunited with a lover tonight, who earlier

you had wanted to kill. You will spend a night ofpassion,
getting very drunk and forgiving each other. Mars is in
the twelfth sign, and you will have better luck next time.

shouldbe fiscal priorities

right of a person to bear am
against any entity that wou|(

threaten life or property mns

not be abridged.

"Finally, exceptions
fe

first degree murder which
a|

' lows the use of the deatii pej

alty should be defended ani

implemented."

5. Land use and envi

ronment: "Present reguli

tions often violate propeitj

rights, retarddevelopment
aiii

inhibit economic growth, ^

reformation must occur th

accomplishes the foUowiq

1

)

economic impact of all pro

posed regulations must Is

determined so that benefit

outweigh the costs

2) private property rights mus

be protected

3) command-and-contro
regulations should be replaca

by market-based policies tin

are founded on property right

and economic incentives.

The goals of religion

right organizations

over a frighteningly broai

range, from land control ti

gun control to control ove

women's bodies.

Thereligiousright group

in our community recent!

presented an all-day Comrau

nity Impact Seminar at Pulpi

Rock Church on Austin Bluii

Boulevard.

You can expect an in

creased push by the religiou

right in the Pikes Peak com

munity to impact Coloradi

Springs' decision-makini

bodies—from elected posi

tions to appointed boards l(

volunteer activities.

You can also expect tha

the religious right will be ef

fective and prepared when i

comes to arguments and evi

dence, as demonstrated b)

Colorado For Family Values

well-orchestrated and sue

cessful Amendment 2 cam

paign.

Awareness of thesi

groups is certainly only thi

first step in combating th(

right-wing tendencies of poli

tics in Colorado Springs. Fo

more activeinvolvement, con

tact Citizens Projec

(719)685-9899.

Citizens Project is a Colo

rado Springs based group tha

represents citizens dedicatei

to:

"Maintaining the tradi

tional American values

separation ofchurch and state

freedom of religion am

speech, pluralism, individu

ality, and tolerance and com

passion for others."
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Theatre Workshop presents Modular Madness

Modular Madness, a the-

jtrical extravaganza, explodes

Taylor Hall Feb. 11-14.

The extravaganza opened

ivith a laugh as Rob Stone's

production ofGod by Woody
Allen kicked off Thursday

night, Feb. 11. You can still

catch it by going to Taylor

Hall on Saturday.

According to director

Stone, God is "a play within

aplay that keeps getting more

and more random." It is ap-

pealing on many levels.

All audiences, no matter

their intelligence, will find

something likeable in God.

'And even if you're not a

Woody Allen fan," Stone

added, "you'll probably en-

joy this."

God's cast is also noted

for its size, which neais 20

members. "I love my exces-

sive and gigantic cast," Stone

"They're just so dam
wacky."

Following God on Satur-

day is At Home, written by
Michael Weller and directed

by Brigid Maher.

Marie Rubin and Michael

lay McClure star in this "neu-

rotic comedy about a couple

deciding whether or not to

stay together."

Maherdescribed this play

as "tackling a difficult subject

with humor and wit." It is a

comedy that CC couples, or

anyone who's gone through

relationships on the block

plan, can relate to.

Maher described the

chemistry between Rubin and

McClure as "lightning."

God and At Home run

one more dme on Saturday,

Feb. 13 at 8:00 p.m.

The second set of

modulars opens today, Fri-

day, Feb. 12. The first one-

act is Eric Brittain's produc-

tion of Springtime by Maria

Irene Fomes.

"I've always been im-

pressed by Fomes' writing

and I guess I was very im-

pressed by the language of

this particular play," Brittain

said, referring to his decision

to direct Springtime.

Springtime expresses a

"complex relationship" be-

tween two women with 16

scenes in one act.

"Such a fragmented na-

ture lends itself to abstrac-

tion," Brittain said. "So as a

director, I was attracted to the

play because it was a chal-

lenge to direct."

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE
Currently Showing

Juried Fine Arts Show
Feb. 11-14

Modular Madness 8:00PM
Feb. 25-27

A Midsummer Night's Dream

MUSIC
Feb. 14

Dan Brink, piano 3:00 p.m.

Feb. 12-14

C.S. Orchestra 8:00 p.m.

Feb. 26
Senior Recital

Doug Dawe, baritone 8:00 p.m.

Pikes Peak Center

Taylor Hall

Armstrong Hall

Packard Hall

Pikes Peak Center

Packard Hall

IN CONCERT
Feb. 20
Tim Allen

Feb. 23

Extreme
Feb. 26
Suzanne Vega
Feb. 27
George Carlin

Feb. 28
Harry Belefonte

TempleBuell Theatre

Paramount Theatre

Boulder Theatre

Pikes Peak Center

Pikes Peak Center

Photo by Chris Flood

Seniors Marie Rubin and Michael McClure act out a scene in the one-act play At Home.

Brittain also added, "I'm

very lucky to have Katie

Yanda, Andrea Chrisrianson

and Stewart Blair as my cast

because of their talent and

open-mindedness in tackling

the themes of the play."

Am I Blue, written by

Beth Henley and directed by

Jesaka Long, follows Spring -

time. "It has a bit of every-

thing," Long said. A friend

described Am 1 Blue as an

"emotional roUercoaster."

Charlie Keen, Christina

Serkowski and Rahel Butah

make up the cast.

Both Springtime and Am

I Blue play Friday, Feb. 12

and Sunday, Feb. 14.

The modulars are per-

formed by Theatre Workshop.

All shows start at 8:00

p.m. Tickets are now avail-

able at Womer Desk. Seating

is limited to 70 people per

night.

Feast your senses on Alive

By Anton Borja

Catalyst Staff

(ThemovieAUvehas been

outfor several weeks, but has

not received, the attention it

deserves at the box office.

Luckily, Alive is still in the-

aters and well worth your

time and money.)

-Arts ED

Before I saw the movie

Alive, the thingthatcompelled

me most to watch it was the

thought of crash survivors

earing each other. Two hours

later my view of the movie

had changed significantly.

I left the theater with a

revitalized energy brought

forth by the strength of hu-

man spirit that 15 Uruguayan

rugby players displayed in

surviving and overcoming

adversity.

In 1972, an Uruguayan

rugby team with members of

their families were flying to

Chile to play the Chilean team.

As the plane cropped the

Andes mountains, the pilot

made a critical navigational

error, and the plane crashed.

Alive is the story of how
the survivors overcome their

72 day ordeal fighting ex-

tremely cold weather, starva-

tion- which eventually chives

them to cannibalism-and

death.

The most fascinating as-

pect of Alive is the level of

spirituality that the survivors

reach during their ordeal.

Facing terrible conditions

and daily brushes with death

for 72 days, their minds open

to a new understanding of the

fragile Une between life and

death.

Tojustify eating theirdead

friends, the survivors com-

pare themselves to Jesus

Christ and his disciples.

Just as the disciples dur-

ing the Last Supper ate and

drank the Body and Blood of

Christ, so are the survivors

acting out a communion. In

theirown way, each character

becomes closer to nature and

God.

In a recent interview, one

of the survivorsexplained that

he no longer fears death. He
knows God is waiting forhim,

and it makes him happy.

If you are into action and

suspense, there is plenty of it

to keep you enthralled

throughout the film. There is

also something deeper to this

movie.

So if you are feeling wild

this weekend and want to

watch a movie that will leave

you encouraged and inspired,

cough up $5.00 and go see

Alive. 1 promise you won't be

disappointed.

Hey, if nothing else, you

will probably leave the the-

ater a vegetarian.

(3 Faces, 3 Light Bulbs)
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Brits direct Shakespeare's Dream

Photo by Bill Slarr

Thaddeus Phillips and Anton Borja at rehearsal in

Armstrong Hall. The play can be seen from Feb. 25-27.

Colorado College Drama
Department

Shakespeare's country-

men Bruno Santini and
Patrick Kealy will direct five

public performances of the

Bard'S/4 MidsummerNighf s

Dream at Colorado College.

The show will be per-

formed in Armstrong Hall's

room 32 at 8.00 p.m. on Feb.

25-27 with 3:00 p.m. mati-

nees on Saturday and Sun-

day.

Advance tickets can be

purchased at theWomer Cen-

ter or at the door (as avail-

able). The cost is $5 ($2.50

for students with ID, free with

CCID).

A Midsummer Night's

Dream is a lighthearted com-
edy of errors complete with a

king, queen, lover, magic
spells and aplay within aplay.

The play traces the action

of one day and night.

It opens on the formal

world of the court and fol-

lows a pair of lovers who flee

to the forest only to be thrown

into otherworldly confusion,

the world of nature and
chaos.

The cast is made up
entirrely of CC students.

"The ingredients are re-

ally promising," said Santini,

who has worked extensively

in the theater in directing and

production design.

Patrick Kealy has also

worked widely both in acting

and directing. He is currently

teaching a directing class at

CC.
The show is sponsored by

CC's Drama and Dance de-

partment, whichisresponsible

forbringingSantiniandKealy

toCC.

Poetry Contest

The NationalLibrary

of Poetry has announced

that $12,000 in prizes will

be awarded this year to

over250poetsintheNonh

American Open Poetry

Contest.

The deadline for the

contest is March 3 1,1993.

The contest is open to ev-

eryone and entry is FREE.
To enter, send one

original poem, any subject

and any style, to the Na-

tional Library of Poetry,

111419 Cronridge Dr.,

P.O. Box 704—XC,
OwingsMilIs,MD2in7,

The poem should be

no more than 20 lines, and

the poet's name and ad-

dress should appear on the

top of the page.

Entries must be post-

marked by March 31,

1993.

Up and coming New York band performs at CC
Word. The Authority gets

down with the tribal heartbefft

of urban meanstreets, where

New Jack City meets Carni-

val in Rio. The funk is hot,

fresh and definitely in-your-

face.

"Party up" is the password

at The Authority's over-the-

top Uve shows, where the ever-

swelling tide of exuberant

young fans sweatup the dance
floors ofNYC clubs and shout

"A-U-T-H-O-R-l-T-Y" when
the band revs into its signa-

ture tune, "Officer Friendly".

The band headlines many
ofNew York Citie's most pres-

tigious venues: the Marquee,
World Stage and Wetlands to

name a few. It is also the un-

disputed rulerofNightingales,

the CBGB's-of-the-nineties,

whose recent success stories

include Blues Traveler and
the Spin Doctors.

The Authority was con-

ceived atNew York'slegend-
aryNew School ofJazz,where
founder Rennie Lopez first

crossed oaths with saxophon-

ist Dave Masucci and bassist'

Frank Cotto. Trading in his

drum kit for timbales, Lopez
stepped out front as singer/

songwriter, with Masucci pro-

viding high-end harmonies

and high-stylin' raps.

In April of 1992 the band
went into the studio to satisfy

the increasing demand for an

Authority recording. Thepro-

ducer, Jon Fausty, success-

fully captured The Authority's

powerful live energy in nine

songs. Each song gives a dif-

ferent element of their tex-

tural sound.

The album was indepen-

dently released on May 21,

1992. As expected, has been

selling extremely well "on the

road" throughout the North-

east.

The Authority distributed

several hundred cassettes to

new fans when the band
played on the Lollapalooza

small stage in Waterioo Vil-

lage on Aug. 12.

They began to spread the

Authority word far and wide

Photo by Daisy Handgun

Funk band The Authority poses for a promotional photograph at home in New York.

when the bandplayed in Colo- funk sounds a bit amateurish the average listener, but The
rado and California at the end on the demo I received, but Authority makes for a great

of September. their music is lively. show.
The Authority's low rent This may not be music for See it!

GLOBAL ECOLOGY
A lull year of study and travel around the world'.

September J993 - May 1994. mNERARV:
England, Austria, Hungary, India, Thailand
Malaysia, New Zealand, Belize, Mexico, U.S.
Live withfamilies. Courses in anthropology
ecology, biology, sociology. International
faculty team. 32 credit haws transcript issued
by Bard. Students age 18-50+.

For course catalog and application, call or write:

International Honors Program (founded in 1958)
in cooperation with BARD College

19 Braddoolt Park, Boston, MA 02116
(619) 267-8612

3030 E. Platte

$3.00 off of any
regularly priced CD

• 1 2 3 Bijou

T
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Theatre Workshop writes, too

Photo by Chnsuna Serkowski

fWIG members gathered together during a rehearsal.

Theatre Workshop
Improv Group, an improvisa-

lionalcomedy troupe has been

performing around campus,

ai Coffee House, T.W.
modulars, their own shows

and sporadically in public din-

ig halls for two years. This

yearwe have institutedaonce-

i-block Theatre Sports show

and are plotting a big blow-

out blockbuster show for the

end of the year.

The Catalyst, ever hunt-

ing for wordy and opulent

copy, solicited us for "an ar-

ticle on TWIG. .

."

In the spirit ofimprov, we
decided to get together and

spontaneously give birth to

litis briefpiece. Before begin-

ning, as is the custom, we
accosted a member of the

Benjamin's studio audience

extracted a "Last Line"

from him, which we must use

10 conclude the article.

In a fit of euphoric glee,

blushing and sputtering ado-

larions, he subnnitted the fol-

lowing bit of genius: "To the

store we went" Chilling, huh?

Atid the rest went something

like this:

Act I, Scene v
Enter TWIG Stage Left

IMlassumeunnaturalposes.)

Howdy. We sit, here, co-

vertly consuming bagels, con-

sidering the implications of

the first edition of the second

annual, or the second edition

of the first annual TWIG ex-

travaganza, contained herein.

(Up on the rooftops 'Click

Click Click'.)

It behooved us to write

what we thought, initiating a

new form of performance

print, the Improv Article.

(Hereendeth the sentence

- APPLAUSE).
Unbeknownst to many,

TWIG is a pioneering (cer-

tainly not lumber) institution

ofintellecmality and what not

(think tank) proven by its

many illustrious endeavors

such as: TWIG, Tuesdays,

10:12, Taylor (nestled at the

foot of Bemis Hall, over the

river and through the woods)

the nighttime, sniffling, sneez-

ing, coughing, aching,

stuffyhead, fever, so you can

procrastinate improve com-

edy show.

"And why not," we ask

ourselves,"why not, indeed?"

(All not. Exit Rob Stage

Right, in a shower of small

stones.)

For surely, aswe all agree

that the board games are not

as entertaining as they ought

to be, it can be heretofore

stated that by the powervested
in Dave (where' s Nate or Phil

for that matter?) we do sol-

emnly declare oursehies mor-

ally bankreipt, legally insane

and more fun than you can

shake a stick at. Heck and

shor'n-be-glory, if it ain't

•••— . (Yellow towel - 30 sec-

onds to save this thing.)

(Enter Rob, no worsefor
thewear with proposed sur-

vey questions.)

We need some more
Turtle Wax. The Spam ra-

tions have been depleted. We
certainly hope that we have

not confused any of you with

ourrepeated allusions to clas-

sical and Greek literature.

(Enter Xerxes - looking

much as ke does on the home
video version.

Something Shakes-

pearean would be nice.)

Xerxes: Asleep my love?

What, dead my dove?

(He explodes, fusing into

the deck plate.)

A random plug for the up-

coming show. Please consult

your local letterT. (How close

are we to the end?) But soft,

here comes Nate, give us your

two cents.

(Grand pause, Beckett

style.)

"If you don't (very af-

fected) appreciate (all sigh)

crosswalks, then (hanging on

every word) Alice swings fit-

fully." Thank you, Nate.

(All recover, pass the vi-

tamin C.)

The Transition Team
challenges Kathy and the

Mohrmans to a duel of sorts,

the First Tuesday of every

block in Taylor Hall at 10:12.

(Block six included, batteries

not.)

And to the store we went.

(Exploduent)

Piano recital by Dan Brink features Schubert

Celebrate Valentine's

with lovely music

.

Daniel S. Brink will

perform a program of works

by Schubert and Liszt in a

free and open concert of

classical piano music oh

Sunday, Feb. 14, at 3:00

m. in Packard Hall.

Brink has been a member
of the music department at

CC since 1987. An accom-

plished pianist, he earned a

Is. degree from the Univer-

sity ofSouthern Colorado and
I Master's in piano from the

University of Colorado at

ulder.

In addition to teaching,

Brink is the artistic adminis-

trator, principal coach and

accompanist at the Colorado

Opera festival. He is also the

principal accompanist of the

figure
drawing
at tke Colorado CoCCege

MONDAY EVENINGS 7-9 p.m.

PACKARD ARTS CENTER

FREE FOR CC. STUDENTS
$3.00 FOR THE PUBLIC

for more information call

Nicholas Weigel 389-7227

New releases review
THE RED DEVILS King King Blues has been called

the cornerstone of American popular music. It is respon-

sible for some of the great musicians of the 20th century

including the likes of Willie Dixon, Robert Johnson,

Muddy Waters, Chester Burnett, B.B. King and "Sonny
Boy" Williamson. These artists had a profound influence

on many different types of music.

Today, blues is alive and strong. The Red Devils are

a tribute to the fact that true blues still exists. King King
is a raw, heavy duty blues album with a tinge of the

nineties.

The albutn was recorded live at King King in Holly-

wood, CA. The group is a combination of old favc^rites

(i.e. "Hoochie Coochie Man"
0, and original grooves to keep the album catchy yet raw.

In "Cross Your Heart" they reproduce an old favorite

with a nineties touch. With lyrics like "Last time I crossed

my heart for you baby / 1 was by your bedside on my
knees". . . this is blues at its best.

This album is full of wonderful harmonies, piano

solos and beautiful guitar riffs; It isnot overproduced. It

has a rough feel to it - like the way blues ought to be. This

album is very listenable.

Keep your eyes out for these guys. KRCC has a bid in

to get them to play in Colorado Springs. (3 1/2 faces, 3

light bulbs)

SHONEN KNIFE Let's Knife Great guitar but lousy

lyrics. A cross between the Darling Buds and a Japanese

version of the Chipmunks. It is hard to take this Japanese

duo seriously, but their first English recording is earning

good reviews elsewhere(Spin). An adventurous buy, but

not worth $15.(1 1/2 Faces, -1 Light Bulb.

THE CANDY SKINS Fun? The latest in a string of

bands, namely Nirvana, The Darling Buds and Material

Issue, to fall victim to the sophomore jinx. The band

simply did not respond well to the pressure of making an

album good enough to follow their catchy debut, The

Space rm In. In comparison to their first album, Fun's

rhythms and lyrics are amateurish and uninspired. As a

big fan of their first album, I highly recommended the

album after hearing only one song, "Wembly". 1 take it

back. Do not wait for the release of the full length CD.

Buy the single.(2 Faces, ILight Bulb)

D.D. WOOD Tuesdays Are Forever A cross between

Tori Amos and the Indigo Giris, D.D Wood's brand of

music is a pleasant twist on folk rock, slow but not

depressing. The listener must be in the right mood to

enjoy it, but Tuesdays Are Forever is sure to a big hit on

college radio. Look for a longer, better review in the next

issue of the Catalyst.

Colorado Springs Chorale,

and serves as director of the

Chorale's small vocal en-

semble, MOSAIC.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BAR J,

$3J25

The Clubhouse . Downtowms
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

February 12

Idle Hands

D-Mermaid

Febioiary 19&20

Zen Radio
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the Pike's Peak Center
190 South Cascade Aoenue

Tuesday, March 9th, 8 p.m.

tickets $10 and up at the Pike's Peak Center and HcketMaster outlets • Charge by phone 303-290-TIXS

on sale today
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Voices from

theBench

Uy Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

The focus on the coaches

if
today ' s teams in the colle-

riate and professional fields

las added another scrutiniz-

Bg quality. Today the play-

5' feelings and concerns

ire
affecting the tenure of

he coaches. The player is

lot always at fault when the

ilayer-coach relation breaks

lown; the chemistry of the

earn goes beyond those on

be roster. It seems that

oday's coaches must not

inly lead but listen as well.

In the past, die superstars

lave always influenced

nanagement's decisions.

lohn Elway was a bigreason

)an Reeves is gone, Michael

lordan controls die Bulls.

fhe only reason these play-

,rs had any say was that dieir

ibility was sufiicient to bring

n enough tickets to make
he owners listen.

Today, you don't have

be a super starplayer to be
icard. The Colorado State

ootball team members pro-

ided the evidence to fire

eachEarle Bruce. The play-

rs spoke of verbal and
fiysical abuse by coach
Iruce, administration lis-

saed and acted. Just a few
«eks ago the Cal basket-

nil players had part in the

ffloval of their coach Lu
lampanelli. The opinion

as thatLu pushed his play-

rs too much. The influence

Continued on Pg. 19

ports Page 17

Men's soccer nets two accolades
Coach of the year Horst Richardson joins All-American Rob Lipp

By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

Rob Lipp received Divi-

sion ni All-American honors

for his outstanding perfor-

mance this past season on the

soccer field. The honor was
well-deserved, making Lipp

only the third All-American

in CC's extensive men's soc-

cer history. His talents are

innumerable, ranging from
speed, dexterity, an uncanny

ability to head the ball, to his

abihty to inspire his team-

mates and intimidate his op-

ponents.

Rob didn't start his soccer

careeratCC. Infact,heplayed

at Metro State his freshman

season after being heavily re-

cruited by many coaches, in-

cluding CC's Horst

Richardson. Rob didn't en-

joy his firstyear at MetroState

and decided to try out CC.
Coach Richardson's persis-

tence landed him one of the

biggest impact players the

soccer program has seen. His

three year career at CC
boasted a total of29 goals, 17

of those coming in this past

season's campaign. He col-

lected a total of78 points dur-

ing the three seasons. The
statistics speak for them-

selves.

Rob's 43 points helped

lead the team to a 16-1-1

record during the regular sea-

son and a playoff berth. The
team made it all the way to the

semifinals before bowing out

to host Kean College. The
team set two CC records this

Men's soccer coach
Horst Richardson has been

named the Far-West
Region's Coach of the Year
in NCAA Division HI for the

1992 season. Hecoachedthe
team to an 18-2-2record,best

in the program's history. The
team earned a playoff berth

and made it all the way to the

semifinals. This is the fourth

time in Richardson ' s 27 years

as head coach to achieve the

regional honor.

The team realized their

greatness this season by fo-

cusing all of their energy on

playing one game at a time,

Richardson attributes a lot of

the team's success to a core

of players who played in Ja-

pan with the coach last sum-
mer, Rob Lipp, ArronLujan,

Jon Whitfield, Ben Straley

and Ezra Bayles took the op-

portunity to lead the team on

die field,

Richardson has taken his

teams on summer exhibition

tours ofChina in '88 in addi-

tion to the Japantriplast sum-

mer. This weekend the coach

has invited a pair of teams

from South America to chal-

lenge the '93 Tigers, The
Valentine's day matchup is

scheduled for a 10:30 kick-

off against La Plata Univer-

sity from Argentina, The Ti-

gers take the field once again

at 2:30 to play Catholic Uni-

versity ofRiodeJaneiro, Both

games are planned for the

same day because the NCAA
only allows one day of inter-

national play, "We want to

extend hospitality to them on

their soccer tour through the

U,S,A, and hope to play them
in South America in two
years," said Richardson,

The team will be playing

without five players from last

fall's roster, A few are study-

ing elsewhere, while others

are playing different sports.

The team is returning a very

competitive bunch of players

Pliolo by College Relations

fromthisyearsplayoff squad.

When asked about the pro-

jected outcome of next sea-

son the coach had this to say,

"My biggest concern is that

every opponent we play next

year will try and knock us

off, to impress the soccer

community. The players

must realize the kind of pres-

sure that they will be under

every game of the season next

year."

Come out and support the

Tigers this S unday at Stewart

Field. It will be an exciting

matchup, as well as a good

test for CC Soccer.

past season: most goals in a

season (79) and most wins in

a season (18), What can this

success be attributed to? Lipp

responded, "Personally, I be-

lieve it was team a chemistry

The Week in Preview
Friday February 12th

Women's Basketball vs. UCCS
Men's Basketball vs. New Mexico Highlands

Swimming at Colorado School of Mines

Hockey at Minnesota-Duluth

6 p.m. El Pomar
TBA El Pomar
12 p.m. Golden, Co.

7:35 p.m. Dulutii, Mn.

Saturday February 13th

Hockey at Minnesota-Duluth 7:05 p.m. Duluth, Mn.

Sunday February 14th

Men's Soccer vs. La Plata University,

Argentina

Men's Soccer vs. Catholic University

of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

10:30 a.m. Stewart Field

2:30 p.m. Stewart Field

thing. We were all friends;

there was no animosity be-

tween any of the players."

Coach Horst Richardson

agreed that the team chemis-

try played an important role

in the success of this year's

squad, "We had a solid unit,

with minimal friction anddis-

content. The players were

very supportive ofeach other.

The upperclassmen helped the

freshmen. There was a lot of

positive reinforcement,"

Lipp said that die differ-

ence this season was the fact

that, "we knew we were

good," Lipp's roommate,

Arron Lujan led the team in

goals and points, and was a

majorfactorin the team's suc-

cess. The two seemed to play

on the same wave length, Lipp

had this to say about hisroom-

mate, "He's an amazing
player, I don't know what it

was Louie and I just clicked

together."

Another player that had

an incredible impact on the

Tigers was goaltender Ezra

Bayles. "If it weren't for him

we wouldn't have beaten

Washington University in the

playoffs, " Lipp said, "1 can't

imagine what would have

happenedthis season without

him."

Now that Lipp is done

with his college soccer ca-

reer, he's taking his skills to

the Foxes, aprofessional team

in Denver, He will be travel-

ing to Las Vegas this week-

end to play with the team,

"It's always been a dream of

mine to play pro soccer," said

Lipp, "Coach Richardson re-

cruited me hard. If it weren't

for him I wouldn't be where I

am today,"

Best of luck to Rob Lipp

with his professional soccer

career. You can come out and

watch the '93 Tigers face two

South American University

teams this Sunday, The fu-st

game is at 10:30 a.m„ and the

second starts at 2:30 p,m.

Picture and Statistics

on Pg. 18
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Year

1990

1991

1992

Lipp's Career Statistics

Matches Goals Assists

21 3 5

22 9 3

18 17 15

Points

21

49

Totals 61 29 23 78

Lady cagers lose nailbiter

By Fred J. Pederndong

Catalyst Staff

Tiger sluggers rip into AFA
By Andy Van Slyke

Catalyst Staff

Last Saturday, college

Baseball in Colorado kicked

off when the Colorado Col-

lege Tigers squared-off

against the Division-I Air

Force Academy Falcons at

Falcon Field. The Tigers led

the contest for four innings

behind the strong arm of sea-

soned veteran hurler David

'Soly' Solomon, who also

punched in three RBI's with

two hits to help the Tigers'

cause. Ace rookie pitcher

Clifford Lance came on in

relief, but the strong Falcon

team rallied to a 10-4 lead

during the middle innings.

The fans that lost all hope

of a victory and left missed an

exciting season opener. The
stalwart hitting Tiger team
compiled thirteen hits and a

plethora ofwalks tocome with

in one run oftying the gameby
the eighth inning. The hits

were well distributed through-

out CC's lineup. Chris 'Pep'

Peper, Scott 'Pamp' Nilsen,

andMark 'Mowtown' Mullally
each contributed two hits

while Chris 'Burty' Burt and

Todd Johnston each added a

hit to the comeback. The Ti-

gers stellardefense was led by

the canon arm of outfielder

Josh Vitt, who also added a

hit, and the vacuum shortstop

Rob 'Pigpen' Toole, who had

two doubles on the day.

Despite a tremendous ef-

fort, the Tigers lost on Satur-

day. CC also lost to the Fal-

cons on Sunday despite the

pitching efforts ofTomRorey
and Todd Holmes. The bright

spot of the day came from the

catching debut of Adam
Gunther, and the hitting clinic

put on by cleanup artist Todd
'BlackDeath' Mays who was
3 for 4 on the day including a

long ball.

Student and faculty are en-

couraged to come out and en-

joy the games and the warm
weather thisyear as the Tiger'

s

play a schedule filled witii

competition.

The Colorado College

Women's Basketball Team
dropped a heart-breaking 74-

71 loss to the Adams State

Indians. The defeat pushes

the Tigers to a disappointing

2-22, while Adams State im-

proved to 7-13. The Tigers,

who led until 24 seconds re-

maining in the contest, lost

the lead to the Indians for

good on a Davina Price

putback. CC, now trailing

72-71, brought the ball up the

court, apparendy playing for

the final shot. With four sec-

onds on the clock. Sunshine

Jim-James missedfrom seven

feet. The Tigers immediately

fouled, and Adams State

sealed the game by sinking

two free throws with one tick

left on the clock.

The Tigers started the

game strong, roaring to a 6-0

lead, with Jim-James playing

tough in the middle for CC.

At the midway point of die

first half, Adams State called

a timeout as the Tigers ex-

tended their lead to 14-6.

However, the rest did the In-

dians no good as the Tigers

threw in ten straight points,

giving the Tigers an 1 8-point

lead, their largest ofthe night.

CC went into the lockerroom
with a 33-22 halftime lead.

Adams State left the sec-

ond-half gate in a hurry, cut-

ting the Tiger lead to six at the

17:41 mark. Indians guard

Armeda Flores then hit con-

secutive treys to slash -CC's

leadtothree. Thehometeam's

lead fluctuated between three

and seven for the next four-

'Mai.

teen minutes, at which tinu

Adams State again cut ini(

CC's lead, this time trimminj

it to one with 3:41 left on tht

game clock. TheTigers main,

tained a lead until the 0:24

mark. UnfotuneUy the gams

does not end until the whisn

blows.

The Tigers were led ij

scoring by AlfreWoodard ajj

Jim-James, each contributinj ^' ^'

14 points. Erin Guinnee la)

the team with seven boards,

five of them on the offensive

end. Anne Stolcis dished five

assists, while Cassie Robens

added five steals.

The Tigers play their final

game of the season as part ol

a men's/women's double

header tonight athome agai nsi

New Mexico Highlands. Tip.

off is 6:00pm in the El Pomat

Gym.
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Post season play for men's

hoops foiled with loss

nan t

A
lered

knn
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By Corey Peck

Catalyst Staff

In the world of college ath-

letics there are many factors

which can affect the outcome

of a contest. Individual abil-

ity, game plan, illness, and

officiating all enter into the

equation. The worst thing a

team can do, especially one

fighting to earn a berth in the

national tournament, is to

show up to a game not ready

to play. Yet that is exactly

what theCC men'sbasketball

team did this past Tuesday,

and the result was a disap-

pointing loss to an inferior

team, New Mexico High-
lands.

TAYLOR TRAVEL. INC.
INVriES YOU
ANNUAL

DATE:

TIME;

FEB 20, 1993

1:00 PM- 3:00 PM
PLACE MOOSE LODGE NO. 244

1104 S. CIRCLE DR.

(VERDE & CIRCLE)
COLORADO SPRINGS

DOOR PRIZES INCLUDING

2 FREE TICKETS TO HAWAII
7 NIGHTS AT SHERATON
PRINCESS KAIULANI
SHERATON PRINCESS KAIUIANI HOTEL

AmericanAirlines'
Something special in the air"

TO OUR
HAWAII PRESENTATION

RESERVATIONS BY
CALUNG

TAYLOR TRAVEL

636-3871
BY FEB. 19, 1993, 5 P.M.

GUEST WELCOME

SPACE UMITED
RESERVE EARLY

CASH BAR AVAIL^BLE
USHT REFRESHMENTS

TRAVEL FILMS

UVE HAWAIIAN ENTERTAINMENT

The game was of signifi-

cance for two reasons. The
first was that, with a 14-6

record, the Tigers needed to

win all theirremaining games
to have a chance of being in-

vited back to the NCAA tour-

nament. The Highlands

match-up was the first of 5

do-or-diecontestsforCC. On
a much different level, the

game was a meeting of old

friends. Tony Valencia, who
spent two years as a Tiger

starting forward, transferred

to Highlands last year, and

suddenly playing against him
was difficult for many CC
players.

CC appeared to be in con-

trol of the game early. Jay^

Longino had a great first half,

scoring from both inside and

out. At half-time the Tigers

led by two, 30-28. But CC
just could not stop Highlands

when they needed to in the

second half. Fast break op-

portunities led to easy buck-

ets, and Highlands hit theii

freethrows intheclosingmin-

utes to finish with a 69-64

victory. Phil Lozevski led the

Tigers with 14 points;

Longino chipped in 12, while

Corey Peck paced CC in re-

bounds and assists.

The game was a disap-

pointment for Coach Al ode

Walker and his crew, as theii rofe:

hopes for post-season play

weredashed. The Tigers hope

to end the year with a

Twohomegamesremain. The

first is tonight at 7:30 p.m.,

when CC again faces New k y

Mexico Highlands. Tues.,

Feb. 23 is Senior Night, as the

program honors its 7 graduat-

ing players. Come to send off

the most successful basket-

ball class in CC history.

Josh & John's \cc Creams
Valerrtine'e Cakes

• Heart-shaped.

* Serves 2-4 people

$6.95
Mocha. CoknkloCOaklM&Crisanv Dutch ChocolKAl

rmlna& aioc0lat« CMp Cdflkto DMi«h.
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rhe loss of a legend
Micbael Morris

'gialyst Staff

Shock and grief are all

l,at I felt upon learning of the

Ijath of Arthur Ashe. Shock

gcause although I knew that

le
had AIDS, I had never en-

oned that it would strike

ijm down so soon. Grief be-

juse Ashe's death signified

lie
end of a great life and a

eat man.

In addition to winning

ith Wimbledon and the U.S

.

)pen, Ashe was a great phi-

anthropist, having started and

naintained many charitable

irganizations. While at

J.C.L.A. Ashe would wake

ipevery morning at 5 :00 a.m.

ind serve a thousand tennis

lalls. It was this type of hard

rork and dedication thatmade

lim a champion, but itwas his

irength of characterthat ulti-

nately made him the great

nan that he was.

Ashe must be remem-
lered as more than an athlete.

)uiing college, Ashewascon-

(idered a good student, but it

ras after his yearsatU.CL.A.

hat he dedicated himself to

eally sttengthening his mind,

n 1 9«S he wroteA Hard Road
Glory which is a chronicle

)f the history of African-

Imericans in sports.

ArthurAshedied with the

same spirit that made him the

best in his field. The last day

of his life, Ashe was without

his voice because he was on a

ventilator. However, he still

managed to jot down his

thoughts and questions to his

doctors, his wife leanne and

to his lawyer and long-time

friend Donald Dell. The last

time his doctors saw him alive,

Ashe was mustering all the

strength that he had so as to

make the o.k. sign with his

hand to signal that he wasn't

going to be beat emotionally

even if he was deteriorating

physically.

Throughoutitall, from the

very beginnings of his career

when he was barred from ten-

nis tournaments due to the

color of his skin to the very

end when he was barted from

life by an insidious disease,

Arthur Ashe has always been

a man of exceptional charac-

ter. "Drummed into me above

all," Ashe once said, "by my
dad, by the whole fainily , was
that without your good name,

you would be nothing." At

the very least it can be said of

Ashe'sdeath thathe managed
to die with class. May we all

live as well as Arthur Ashe

died.

CC sports shots
Sivimming & Diving

The post season competition begins for Colorado College divers this weekend when the

Tigers send their representatives to the Inter mountain Swim League Championships
Saturday hosted by Metropolitan State College of Denver. The CC women's team, coached
by Sandra Janes, carries a 7-2 record into the post-season after claiming victories last week
againstMetro State athome and against the Colorado School of Mines in Golden. Themen 's

team heads to the ISLs with a 4-5 mark. Coach Jerry Lear' s "Big Cats" dropped both of last

week's duals against Metro and Mines. Janes will pin the team's ISL diving hopes on
sophomore Lissy McCaleb, who finished first in the one and three meters at both meets last

week.

Other ColoradoCoUege standouts against metro State included sophomore JuUBrabson,
who posted individual victories in the 500-yard and 1000-yard freestyle events, as well as

swimming a leg in the winning 200-yard freestyle relay with senior Kathryn Plummer,
freshman Emily Davis, and sophomore Dawn Foreman. Plummer and Foreman also won
the 100-yard backstroked andfreestyle events, respectively, while freshman Dana Robertson

was first in the 100 butterfly and 400 individual medley. Plummer, Robertson and Davis

added a pair of individual victories apiece to highlight the triumph over Mines.

Junior Steve Hicks and freshman Bill MacFarlane won the 100 breaststroke and 100

backstroke, respectively, in addition to helping CC's 200 medley relay team finish first

againstMetro State. Hicks also won the 200 butterfly against Mines while sophomore Nate

Anderson ruled in the 200 and 500 freestyle competition. Freshman Adrian Montgomery
captured first in the 1 000 freestyle and helped the "Big Cats" win tlie 400 freestyle relay with

a time of 2:31.60.

Track & Field

The men's team opened its indoor season with last Saturday's appearance at Colorado

Mines, with senior Pat Judge emerging as a standout for CC. Judge finished fourth in the

3000 meters with a rime of 9:13.3 and fifth in the 1500 with an indoor personal-best of

4: 15.31. The Tigers also got noteworthy performances from junior Kris O'Connor, who ran

the same two events in a personal-record 10:1 1 and 4:35, as well as from freshman Blaine

Olsen, with a 1:14.87 in the 500 meters. Colorado College sends its men's and women's
teams back to Golden this Saturday for an open meet at Mines.

Women's Soccer

Sue Montague, assistant coach at Colorado College the last two seasons, recently was

named head coach of the fledgling Division I women's program at the University of

Minnesota. CC head coach Carl Beal, who will begin his third campaign at the Tigers' helm

in 1993, hops to announce a new assistant soon.

loaches have to play with everybody or leave
'ontinuedfrom Pg. 17

ifthe teams feelings is begin-

ling at the college level, but

A! 10 doubt will move into the

eir|tofessional levels.

Prosperity ofNBA teams

if late have been those that

lave a more equal partner re-

itionship. ThePortland Trail-

ilazers reached the finals just

me year after getting rid of

ilike Schuler. Theonecom-
nent of the players about the

head coach (Rick

man) was that he was a

toyers' coach. Rick listened,

the players and in turn, they

Kponded to his coaching.

The fan support for the

ilazers may be low so I give

»y'all the San Antonio Spurs.
U the beginning of the sea-

on they had one of the most

Kcessful college coaches,

Cffy Tarkanian. However,
fe Spurs barely got out of the

teks and continued to be a

ncdiocre team at best. By the

Id of '92 the Tark was gone.

few John Lucas is the coach

'li the team is one of the best

itheNBA. DavidRobinson
lys the difference is thatJohn

'lates to everybody and that

iderstanding makes players

feel more confident on the

court.

John Lucas was a NBA
player until his problem with

cocaine ended his playing ca-

reer. He entered treatment

and now has started his own
treatment center for players

with addiction problems.

Lloyd Daniels has gone

through thatprogram andnow
enjoys playing for the man
who turned his life around.

Coaches are not getting

fired simply because they are

mean or don't listen. The

Tark was apositive aspect for

UNLV and the players he

coached.

However he did not relate

well to the Spurs, and so the

chemistry did not make for a

successful team. Conversely

RickAdeknan is not the great-

est coach, but he understands

his team and can put them in

situations where they feel

comfortable and confident.

As administrations

choose new coaches or re-

places old ones, they will now
have to keep in mind what the

players are thinking and need.

Possible players would have

a say in who their coach is, it

seems to me that it could only

help if the captain of the team

who understands his fellow

teammates couldbe on the

committee that was to deter-

mine the new leader.

Increased player involve-

ment is a positive thing. It will

improve the NCAA image if

everybody is talking and ev-

erybody is listening. For the

pros it makes the game more

enjoyable for the players, and

yet it has nothing to do with

salaries. This change is one

that makes the game more like

sports instead of business.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

S27N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

w

131 N. TEJON
CORNER OF BIJOU AND TEJON

BUYANY 6" OR 12" SANDWICH
AND A MEDIUM DRINKANG GE
ASECOND 6- OR 12" SANDWICJ
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE

FREE!

two for

EVERY Tuesday
T U E^ S D A Y
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Classifieds
Catalyst

College News

Notification of leave of

Absence and Withdhawl

Deadlines

Appliactions available in the

Dean of Students' Office

Armstrong Hall, nn 100. The

deadline forrequestingaleave

of abscence is Mar. 1 for a

leave which begins in the fall

semester. On formal applica-

tion, a leave of absence will

be considered for one of the

following reasons: medical,

financial, or personal emer-

gency. Applications for aca-

demic leaves of absence are

available in the Registrar's

Office.

The withdrawl form must also

be submitted by Mar. 1. All

students who decide to inter-

rupt their education at CC,

and who do not qualify for a

leave of absence, or wish to

transferto another institution,

are expected to withdraw for-

mally from the College.

Submissions

The Disparaging Eye is now
accepting submissions. Dead-

line is end of Block 5. Send

submissions to Womer Box

739.

Flowers

Valentine's Day Fundraiser

forGammaPhi Beta. Balloon

Bouquets to be sold for $3 to

$5 for two. Will be hand-de-

livered on Valentine's Day.

Food Harvest

If you want to help hungry

and homeless people in Colo-

rado Springs, Food Harvest

may be the volimteer oppor-

timity you're looking for!

The purpose ofFOOD HAR-
VEST, a CC Center forCom-
munity Service program, is to

transport extra food from

Rastall and Bemis to a local

soup kitchen. The program

happens on Tues. and Thurs.

afternoons of the 1st, 2nd and
3rd weeks of each block.

Please come toour firstmeet-

ing on Tues., Feb. 9 at noon in

WomerCenterrm. 213. Any-
gne will be welcome.

Applications FOR Theme
Houses for Fall

Applications for Theme
Houses for Fall housing are

now available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-

line for the Proposals is Mon-

day, Mar. 15, 1993 at 5:00

p.m. in the Office ofResiden-

tial Life. A general informa-

tional meeting for all groups

interested in theme housing

will be on Thursay, Feb. 1 1 at

3:30 in the Bemis Lounge.

Open house for the Wood and

Tenney Theme Houses is on

Thursday, Feb. 25 from 3:30-

5:00 p.m. If you have any

questions, please contact

Eileen Beauregard, x6618.

Help the Features

Features Section of Catalyst

is looking for writers. All in-

terested should leave name,

phone number, and Womer
box #: call x6675.

Employment

Summer Activities

Rewarding, exciting summer

for sophomore and older col-

lege students counsehng in

the Colorado Rockies. Back-

packing, Western riding, wa-

ter activities, natural science

and many outdoor programs.

Write: Sanborn Western

Camps, P.O. Box 167,

Florissant, CO 80816.

Park Rangers

College students from across

the country are being sought

for summerjobs at one of the

nation's most spectacular na-

tional parks at Glacier Park,

Mont.

For details on jobs and sala-

ries call Glacier Park, Inc., at

(602) 207-2612, or write Gla-

cier Park, Inc., Dial Tower,

Phoenix, AZ, 85077-0924.

Summer Work in Europe

Small company of 8-12 em-

ployees in the Black Forest of

Germany looking for 2 sum-

mer helpers. Will subsidize

airfare and provide an apart-

ment. Contact Erik Mueller

632-1021 or W.B. 267.

Stuff Envelopes

Earn $500-$ 1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For de-

tails-RUSH$1.00withSASE

to: Group Five, 57 Greentree

Drive, Suite 307. Dover, DE
19901.

Student Telemarketers

Needed for annual fimd gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours.

You must have a referral from

Financial Aid. Call Nancy

Kentext. 6691.

Travel

Costa Rica

ACM Costa Rica: Applica-

tion deadline March 15 for

Fall 1993 or early decision.

Spring 1994. See Paul

Kutsche, ext. 6359 for Fall,

Barbara Wintemitz, ext. 6605,

for Spring.

Spring in Chicago

ACM Chicago Semester in

the Arts Program-Informa-

tional meeting Monday, Feb.

22, 1993 firom 3:30-5:00 p.m.

in Womer rm. 213.

Work Abroad

Programs in Britain, France,

Germany, New Zealand,

Costa Rica and Jamaica. For

more information contact:

CIEE, WA-122, 205 East

42nd Street, New York, NY
10017. (212) 661-1414, ext.

1130.

Office of International

Programs

The approval deadline for stu-

dents goingon a non-affliated

program in summer or fall is

March 1 . Come by our office

for the details.

Study Abroad Fair-The bian-

nual Study Abroad Fair is set

for Feb. 25, 1993, in Womer
Lobby. Food, fun, plus great

information.

Study Abroad Fair

The biannual Study Abroad

FairissetforFeb.25, 1993, in

Womer Lobby. FOOD, FUN,
plus great INFORMATION!

South Padre Island

Party with the best! Beach

Front Hotels or Condos with

Party/Activity Package $26

per person/per night— taxes

notincluded. Call 1-800-845-

6766 for more information.

Misc.

Yoga Classes

Three Hatha Yogaclasses will

be offered at BoettcherHealth

Center.The charge is $45 ($35

for members of the CC com-

munity). For information call

Boettcher Health Center at

x6384.

Sewing and Alterations

25 years experience. Contact

Lavonne at 520-5627.

Mattress Needed

CC student in need of a large,

cheap matress. Please call

Sandy at 473-3758.

Fundraiser

All it takes is a small group

with a litde enegry and lots of

excitement to earn $500-

$1500 in just one week. Call

1-800-592-2121 ext. 313.

Personal

Adoption

Happily, manned, childless,

Colorado couple, wishes to

adopt newborn. Much love

and security. Stay homemom,
involved Dad. Call Sandy,

evenings (303) 790-2429.

See Europe in V.W.

camper van

2 CC grads selling their '78

bus inAmsterdam this Spring.

New engine, great conditio

and completely outfitted

camping. The best way

travel around Europe! Co

tact: (303)773-9914.

Missing

Anatomically correct inflj

able amphibious poikili

therm. Last seen with Natu

Woman & Co. Please doi

misuse my animal. Is nottij

sacred anymore.

Frog Kidnapped

Sandy-yourfrog has been l<i

napped. Morenext week.

Very Personal

Matchbook wanted

Lost avery personal (althouj

empty) matchbook. Lastsei

on third floor McGregor.

Special message

Happy Valentine's Day j

for de ho! Love, Pete

Wanted
Sane Op-ed editor with le

hair. Leave in Catalyst

fice.

Missing

Lost: AssistantSports Edito

illegitimate son. No, he's

Jewish; he's Greek.

Erik

Ach, Ich bin immer noch hi(

Weiss du, es ist jetzt 5 Ul

Was fiir eine Leben!

Stbllar Star
How come you're never j

Home anymore? CongratuI

tions!

Huh?
Can anyone tellme what is i

with Rush Limbaugh? Is I

for real? Huh?

• atalyst

WeWillNutureYou

all sections need help

Call: x6675

Travel*
Eat Great Food<
Meet Beautiful

People*
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An Ecnmsikal Service all are invited

Officiants;

Fatlier 0«en McHugh
Cbaplain Bnice Coiiell

Febroarv 24 12.-00 - 1230 pm - Shove Chapel

Spouomi by (he CC Calfaolic CommaDily OiaplaiQ^ Office

'COBURN GALLERY"
"Flamingo Flambe"

Presented by Tom Leech, Artist

FEBRUARY 25 - MARCH 17, 1993

ExhibitioD of Handmade Turkish Marbled Papers and More!!

Opening Reception:

Thursday. February 25 - 5:30-7:30 pm

Womer Student Center

DONT FORGET!!!

The Black Student Union Presents

Congressman Major Owens

* Democrat, llth District, New York
• Chair or the Sub-Committi ee on Select

Education and Civil Rights

This Monday

FEBRUARY 22. 19W
7K)0PM

GATES COMMON ROOM IN PALMER HALL.

"THE REAUTT OF DiyERSnV-
WUkPr. Chuck Luna

- From Colorado State University

- Professor of Educational Leadership

Mexican-American from Pueblo, Colorado

•* Insights tor the Heart and Mind ••

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 25. 1993

BEMIS LOUNGE - 7KX) PM

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 ExL 6846

^Ecumenical Social Ministries

is Now Recruiting Volunteers •<

"If you are caring, responsible and

have a desire to assist the needy by providing

the opportunity to become self-sufficient and

raise their level or self-esteem, then we need

you for our Job Program!

We are looking for volunteers for the

[j
jl following positions:

* 10 Resource Center Assistants

* 10 Initial Interviewers

* 15 Employment Cotmselors

* 5 Computer Data Entiy

Our volunteers hours are from 8:45

am to 11:45 am and 12:15 pm to 3:15 pm. If

you can donate at least 3 hours a week,

either in the morning or the afternoon,

please call Sami Yi, Volunteer Coordinator

at 633-1537."

Thank you!

The Ecumenical Social Ministries

Is located at:

321 South Nevada Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80903

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

Psst...

,

The DEADLINE for —-^^e—s=f

Non-affiliated study abroad application

approval is March 1st for summer and fall!!

Don't forget!

The Office of International Program's

biannual Study Abroad Fair will be Feb. 25,

from 4:00 -6:00 pm in Womer Lobby!!

Come leam about various study abroad

programs!

** ** **

ACM INFO SESSION!

February 25

If you're interested in study abroad in Russia,

come by Womer 212 at noon!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

Mark your Calendars now
for these Upcoming

Events!!

-ASIA AWARENESS WEEK:

March 1-7

• "REMEMBER MY SONG" - A
performance of historical African-American

Music and Poetry. Presented by BSU.

March 8 - 8:30 pm
Gavlord

MEChA Symposium:

'REGENERACldfr

March 11-13

Schedules will be printed next week.

In the meantime, give us a call for

more information at x6338.
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Monday
22

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Womer Quonset Room
219.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Womer Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Womer Howbert Room
216.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning MS-
DOS. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

7:00 pm - Uvesounds,
Womer Greg Room 212.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - ISO, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm- MEChA, Womer
Wolcott Room 117.

Wednesday
24

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Irttermediate

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement.

*7:0Qpm - Lecture by HIR-

OKO SASAKI titled, 'Teach-

er Education in Japan."

She is Professor of Early

Childhood Education, Nar-

uto University ofEducation,

Japan. Free admission.

Gates Common Room.
Sponsored by Asia Forum,
Education Department and
the International Reading
Association.

7-9 pm - Dialogue on Rac-
ism. Student Cultural Cen-
ter.

*7:30 pm - Men's Basket-

ball, CC vs. Western State

College. El Pomar.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, WES
Hall.

8:00 am - Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Come and dance to roots

and dancehall music. Free

refreshments w/CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

*11:00 am - Lecture by

DENNIS BRUTUS titled,

'The Struggle for Demo-
cracy in South Africa.' Mr.

Brutus is a South African

poet. Free admission.

Packard Hall.

*12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Greg Room 212.

12:00pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

12:15 pm - Theatre Wori(-

shop, Taylor Hall.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5pm - Introduction to

E-Mail. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-

ademic Computing.

6:00 pm - NARAL, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*7:00 pm - The 1992 CC
Award in Literature Win-

ners will report on their

projects. Interested stu-

dents are invited to come
and learn about the 1993
application process. Cook-
ies and cider will be seiz-

ed. Armstrong 245. Spon-
sored by the English De-
partment.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT. Listen to al-

ternative and techno music
with DJ, Phil Brown. Free
refreshments w/CC ID. Ti-

ger Pit.

Thursday
25

*11:00 am - AIDS: HERE
AND NOW. A panel discus-

sion with John Potterat,

Director, El Paso County

Health Departmentand the

Southern Colorado AIDS
Project Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the AIDS
Task Force.

12:00 pm - Arts & Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

*12:00 pm - Russia/ACM
information session, Wor-

ner Greg Room 212.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

4-6 pm - STUDY ABROAD
FAIR. Learn about foreign

countries with the use of

returnees, photos, stories,

etc. Perkins Lounge, Wor-

ner Center. Sponsored by
International Programs.

*5:15 pm - Amnesty Inter-

national, Worner Greg
Room 212.

*5:30-7:30 pm - Opening
reception for 'FLAMINGO
FLAMBE,' an exhibition by
Tom Leech of Turkish Mar-

bled Papers. Coburn Gal-

lery.

5:30 pm - Political Union,

Worner Peabody Room
218.

*8:00 pm - 'A MIDSUM-
MER NIGhTTS DREAM."
Directed by Bruno Santini

and Patrick Kealy. Tickets

free or $2.50 wIstudent ID;

$5 general admission at

Worner Desk. Armstrong

Theatre. Sponsored by
Drama and Dance.

*8:00 pm - Lecture titled,

'Rethinking Islam.' Gates
Common Room.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free refreshments w/CC
ID. Tiger Pit.



WEEK

Friday
26

Saturday
27

Sunday
28

On-Going Events

and l\/leetings

*10:00 am - Coffee fol-

lowed by "WES Scholars

Off-Campus, on Stage.'

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by WES.

12:00pm - Chaverim, Wer-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner
WolcottRoom 117.

3:30-5pm - Introduction to

E-Mail. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-

ademic Computing.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, NAKED LUNCH. $1

or film card; $2 general

admission. Olln 1.

*8:00 pm - "Songs of Tra-

vel and Other British Dit-

ties." Voice recital by

Douglas Dawe, baritone;

Erika Williams, mezzo-sop-

rano; and Daniel Brink,

piano. Packard Hall. Spon-
sored by the Music Depart-

ment.

*8:00 pm - "A MIDSUM-
MER NIGHTS DREAM."
See Thursday, 2/25, 8 pm.

*1:00 pm - Lacrosse, CC
vs. Denver Brine. Wash-
burn Field.

*2:00 pm - Film Series

Movie. NAKED LUNCH. $1

or film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, NAKED LUNCH. $1
or film card; $2 general

admission. Olln 1.

*8:00 pm - "A MIDSUM-
MER NIGHTS DREAM."
See Thursday, 2/25, 8 pm.

*3:00 pm - 'A MIDSUM-
MER NIGHTS DREAM."
See Thursday, 2/25, 8 pm.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MARCH 1-7 'THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22 AT 4M} PM.
YOUMUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP IN-

FORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELLIS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Tattle - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Semis Exile Room.
German Tabte - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howben Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove CtKipel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals end groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-IO pm

YOGA- Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement
Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block farea/t Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese manial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASEBE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming
SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION
SCHEDULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Monday & Wednesday - 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday & Sunday - 1-2 pm

'This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robenson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Career Center 26 Wonier Ccnler 719-389-6S93 Feb. 22 - 26
For more informaiion abotu career services check the Career Center Kiosk, Career Center door, or inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Networking The "Hidden Job
Market"
Seventy to eighty percent of all jobs are

found through contacts. Even where an

openuig is clearly published, your network

can make the difference in your probability

of being uiterviewcd. Mostof you know far

more people than you think you do. The key

to successful networking is to not restrict

your contacts to those people who are in your

chosen career field(s). Using the idea that

everyone knows someone else, you can use

your pnmary contacts to ieam about people

who may be more closely related to your

goals (e.g., your best friend's parents may
have acquaintances who could be helpful to

you).

Your network consists of three layers;

1. Your own acquaintances (friends,

classmates, colleagues, professors, co-

workers, supervisors, etc.)

2. People with common connections

(alumni/ae, members of organizations or

associations you join).

3. Acquaintances of people from layers 1

and 2.

Internships

fflfmnwrYlass Opera .Summer Inremshlp-; offer a

variety of positions in the production and

administration of opera. Iniems wori( closely with

inicmationally-acdaimed opera and theater

professionals, gaining practical experience in their

fields of inieresu Frequeni workshops enable

iulems to mcci company designers, direciois, and
ftdminislraiois for informal discussions about opera
ud cheater managemcnL Inlems are hired fora
period of I0-J6 weeks. Some posiiions begin as

eaiiy as May I : others begin or June and continue

to the end of AugusL Iniems receive a weekly
stipend and free housing. AppJicalion deadline i.<^

Febmarv 26. 1993 . Applications received after

Fcbraary 26 will be considered until all positions

arc filied. To apply, send a current resume and
cover letter. For more infomiaiion, check the

listing in the Career Ccnler or conUct: Intern

Search Department C, Glimmcrglass C^ra, P.O.
Box 191.Coopersiown,NY 13326. (Arts & Media
Internship Notebook)

New Jersey School of Conservarlon

A 10-month graduate Internship in environmental
cdDcalion available to teach small groups of
stflenti and their teachers environmental-based
coorees in science, social sciences, humanities, and
omdoor pnnuiis. Monthly stipend, meals, and
lodging provided. College graduates may contact:

Jc*n J. Kilt , PhD., Director, New Jersey School of
Cotueivation, 1 Wapalanne Rd., BranchvQIe, NJ
07826. (201) 94W646, fax (201) 948-5131.

(Enviroomeotal, Science &. Tedinology Jobs
NotdXKA)

Crow Canyon Educarion Intgnmhlii

Tlie Crow Canyon Archaeological Center ii

Q/Sms% a sommer edncatioa inlemihip program.
The inlem ihip program is designed to shaipen
leadung aod planning ikillt. Interns will woik
doacly wifli experienced icachera and assist them
in pRparaiion for educational programs, sopervise
•mall groapi. give lectures or preienlalions, and
prqwe for work in the field. Interested apiriicanb
naist be working toward teadier certificatico.

Posilkm is onpaid. To gel an api^caiion, write to:

Crow Canyon Archaeological cinier, 23390
CoantyRdlCCortez. CO 81321. The deadline
for the ^jplicalion is ManA31.199l. (Sommer
Learning Opporttmilics)

KtmbrriTSfottawd Atwnftot^ u offering one
fnU-time and one part-time paid internship. Inlems
work on Home and Senate Democratic campaigns,
fnodraisnig, FEC aod opposition research,
conespondence, and the data base. Applicants must
be Dentocrats who arc enthosiasiic and dependable.
Minimran of 3 months rcqniied. To a[^ly, send a
rcanne to; CharJes Collier, 505 2ikI Street, US..
Washington, D.C 20002; (202) 543-5008.
("Owortonities in Public Affairs" in the

Goveramenl/PoWic Affairs Job Notd»ok)

Networking can provide you with a wide

range of helpftil information including:

a. Facts about an organization

b. Feedback on your resume and

qualifications

c. Tips for your job search

d. Information about other departments

within the organization

e. Potential job openings

f. Names of other individuals within or

outside the organization who might be able

to assist you in your job search

Contacts may be followed up either by phone

or in writing, but the goals of both should be

an appointment Face to face meetings are

much more productive and memorable.

For more in-depth information on
networking, stop in to the Career Center and

ask for the information booklet "Job Search

Strategies."

Sclwlarships/Fellowsliips/

Grants

The FJ Pomar Fonndatinn

Two year post-graduate fellowship in conmiunity
service offered beginning September 1, 1993. The
Program Assistant will monitor El Pomar grant

recipients, determine the impact of El Pomar grants

in meeting the needs of recipients, detennine the

effectiveness of the grants, research and analyze

artas of interest, assist the Director of El Pomar
Center, supipon the Foundation's Youth in

Conmiunity Service and Awards for Excellence
programs, work part-time at a community service

organization, and represent the Foundation at

events and programs. Applicants should have an
interest in public and conmiimity service with

excellent verbal and writing skills. The applicant

must also be able to travel throughout the state on
official El Pomar business. Starting salary $17,500
with compelitjve benefits. To apply, submit a letter

describing interest in program and career

objertives, along with resume, transcript, and two
letters of recommendation to: Mr. David
Palenchar, Vice President^Programs, El Pomar
Foundaiion, 10 Lake Circle. Colorado Springs, CO
80906. Applications must be postmarked no later

than April 15. lt>93. For queslioos please cmUct:
Associate Program OCficcn Jeff Trojillo (7 19) 577-
7006 or UsaRemey (719) 633-7733. (Jobs in

Colorado Notebook)

Attention: Womt-n lnt^r«Mttg| In Nftti.

TradiHonal Fields of nrari..atg Smdy \^\f]^
have Potenllal fnr Rntonrlng ihg Status nf

Womi^nnfroinr The Women's Fomm of
Colorado, Inc. has established giants ranging from
$675 to $1000 available to state residents accepted
in a graduate program within Colorado. Appbcants
must demoiutrate financial need. Application
(available at Career Center), resume, transcript,

copy of graduate school acceptance, and three
recent lettersofrefeienoe must be submitted to:

Women's Fomm of Colorado, Inc.. 12501 WCR74
Eaton, CO 80615; (303) 654-0094. Deadline is

May 14. 199^ (Women's Graduate School
Financial Aid Notebook)

Attention All Students

Interested In Washington, D.C
* Are you curious about life in D.C. ?

* Do you anticipate working there at any time in

your future?

* Would you just like to explore careers in D.C?

The Career Center, in conjunction with the National

Alumni Council Career Committee, is plaiming a

networking event in June, 1993 in Washington, DC.
There are over 1000 Colorado College Alumni/ae

living and working in our nation's capitol. We are

thinking about hosting a networking reception for all

interested students/graduates and alimmi/ae. The
goal of the event would be to introduce you to the

wide range of interesting and often unique job and internship opportunities, increase your

familiarity with the D.C. job market, update you on ways to navigate within it, and introduce

you to some helpful alumni/ae.

TTiis is noi just for seniors; all students are welcome to participate. Before we start putting

the program together we need to know how many students are interested. If you would attend

this event, please stop in to the Career Center and sign up on the interest list for "Washington
D.C. Career Day."

Career
Networking

Luncheon With
CC Alums
Colorado College alumni/

ae will be available to

discuss their careers and

their Jobs with you over

lunch. Leam about

specific job-related

responsibilities, career

paths, and job search

strategics. Develop or

expand your career

network by connecting

with our alums. Space is

limited, so signup eariy

in the Career Center.

Advance sign-up is

ref|uired.

The Career Center receives complimentary

copies of the Black Collegian and Uiaanic
Business magazines. These magazines

contain interesting articles about a wide range

ofcaieers. There are also articles on
interviewing, job hunting and other related

topics. The infomiation provided would be

helpful to any student. If you'd like to receive

a copy of either of these publicarions, stop by
the Career Center.

Recruiting Updates

Teach for America - A national teacher corps of

talented, dedicated individuals who commit two

years to leach in under-resourced urban and rural

public schools. There is still time to submit your

application. The deadline is March 1st for a space-

available interview. Our last contact indicated that

there is still space available at Colorado College for

interviews. All day interview process is Friday,

March 12th.

VISTi^ - Volunteers in Service to America is part

of ACTION, the federal domestic volunteer

agency. Volunteers are assigned on a full-lime,

one-year basis to private non-profit organizations

or stale or local pubUc agencies. VISTA volunteers

currently serve in ail 50 states, the District of

Columbia and Puerto Rico. You are paid a stipend

while serving as a volimleer. Stop by the Career

Center to pick up an application.

Space is still available for the March 2nd BracUcfi
Interviews. Come lo the Career Center to sign up.

School for FtridSturtlgj - Interested in Wildlife

Management in Kenya, Marine Ecology in the

Caribbean, Rainforest Dynamics in Australia,

Marine Mammals in Baja Mexico, or Ethnobotany
in Ecuador? Come lo the infomiation session on
Monday, February 22nd, 6:00 p.m. in the WES

Green Corps - An information table is scheduled

on Monday, February 22nd from 1 1 :00- 1 :00 in the

Woraer Center Lobby. An evening informaiion

session is scheduled for that everung beginning at

7:00 pjn. m Woraer Room 211.

Attention all students inleiesied in enviraimenial
studies and catcera. AOoid a netwoiktag lundieoa
on February 26. 1993 at 12KX) noon. Presentation

by James Merrill '71, attorney, "The Uneasy
CtMivergence of Law and Sdence in EnvircMunental

ManagemenL" More infomiaiion is available in the

Career Center. Advance sign-up required.

FromthftOlh^-.Stri^. H»» Tq Talk With
Kmplnypra

On March 1. 1993 at 330-5 pja. in the WES room,
repiesenlatives from corporate and twa-profil

organizations will discuss their perspectives about all

aqiecls of communications in the job search,

including leaumea and letters, phone conversations,
and interviews.

LawSchonI; h ll For M«.?

Are you thinking about a career in law? Are you
researtiiing law schools? Are you wcmdeting "irtiat it

will take to make it? Join us as two CC alums share

their insights and experiences and discuss: the

LSAT, af^ying to law schools, first year of law
school, andjob prospects and how lofmd jobs. Maik
March 3, 1993 at 6i30-8pjn. on your calendar.

Advance sign-np rtqiri^^ in th.. Chwi-t Cmt^r

In honor of Paul Kutscbe's retitanent. a panel of
Colorado College alunmi/ae will discuss their careers

and jcrtn, jnoviding information about their

organizations, employmenl possibilities, preparation

and qualifications and job search strategies. Plan lo

attaid on Saturday, March 6, 1993 from 3*0-5:00
pjn. at Tan Alonmi House.

Career Bulletin
iiiiiiJiaiiwiiiiiiiiiid

Career Cenler Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator
Patti Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advbors:

Carey Haas Kalie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer
Johnna Kietanann Sharlecn Flsciotta

Jennifer McLean

The Ca/eer Center promotes and adheres to a
policy 0) equal opportunity In all aspects of

employmmt and educaUon. We do not knowingly
list jcA) opponuniUes from employers who
unlau^lty discriminate.
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Congressman Owens calls

for an educational reform
N.Y. representative condemms "piecemeal" approach

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

Congressman Major

Owens presented an address

at 7:00 p.m. in Gates Com-

mon room on Feb. 22. Con-

gressman Owens, a Demo-

crat from New York, spoke

about politics and education

as a part of this year's Black

History Month celebration.

He is Chair of the Sub-

Committee on Select Educa-

tion and Civil Rights, and

Senior Member of the House

Committee on Education and

Labor.

Owens began by pointing

outthatthe39 blackmembers

of Congress almost represent

tlie black population percent-

age of the United States. As
an example of change within

the system, he added that

blacks went frombeing three-

fifths of a person to constitut-

ing 8-9% of Congitss.

He also articulated the his-

tory of black Americans be-

ginning with theAUantic slave

trade. "[It] was the worst ho-

locaust of human-kind," he

said.

He added that aminimum
of 200 million Africans were

transported here foreconomic

"[Slaves were brought to

the United States] to be apart

of an economic machinery

that would yield high prof-

its," he said.

Owens stressed the fact

that neither the Civil War nor

Reconstruction made special

considerations to compensate

forthose blacks who were de-

humanized.

There were no policies to

teach former slaves how to

read to gain educational ben-

efits within the system.

He added that a "piece-

meal" approach can no longer

betaken. He stressed the need

for a "strategic comprehen-

sive plan" thatwouldimprove

education for all, but particu-

larly for blacks.

Heremarked, "The future

of the world goes to the na-

tion with the most brain

power."

Owens believes that our

nation needs to take the same

approach to educational re-

form as was taken for Desert

Storm. "Emergency alloca-

tion" should be administered

to inner-city schools.

Within the contextofedu-

cation, Owens pushed for

"special efforts in terms of

special aid". He asserted that

money is needed to compen-

sate for the 300 years ofdehu-

manization and 100 years of

government policies that

placed more obstacles on one

group than others.

He cited a school district

in New York that allocates as

much as $17,000 per student

in an affluent neighborhood

and only $3,000 in the poorest

area. "These government

actions must be challenged,"

he insisted.

Owens concluded his

speech by defining goals that

he hopes to see achieved in

his lifetime.

First, recognizing the

trauma of slavery. Next, real-

izing the impact of education

on the progress of blacks now
and in the past.

He also encouraged a

"New World Order" of jus-

tice, which he added isn'tpos-

sible with ethnic conflict. His

solution is a conscious and

systematic effort to combat

racism.

His goals included a cam-

paign to heighten awareness

ofa society that"proudly bran-

dishes its diversity."

Owens concluded by say-

ing it is the "duty of govern-

ment to maximize opportuni-

ties for humans to fully real-

ize themselves."

VAT Counsels Victims

By Martha Ross

Catalyst Staff

Victim's AssistanceTeam
(V.A.T.) was formed in the

fall of 1991 in response to the

studentperception that the ad-

ministration was inaccessible

to students and their concerns,

specifically thoseconcemsre-

garding sexual assault.

Founded by Chris Bell, the

Security Education Coordina-

tor, V.A.T.'s role on campus

is to provide a peer support

and advocacy team for survi-

vors of sexual assault, harass-

ment, and relationship vio-

lence.

All of V.A.T.'s members

are Colorado College students

except Chris Bell, who func-

tions as advisor and supervi-

sor. To be a member, students

attend a weekend-long work-

shop covering counseling

skills, issues surrounding

sexual assault and specific

informationregardingjudicial

procedures of both the Col-

lege and the Springs.

Training continues

during the semester as mem-
bers hear speakers on such

topics as domestic violence,

suicide, and hate crimes. Af-

ter the initial training week-

end and a conversation with

Chris Bell to determine the

member' s readiness, he or she

goes on call to handle calls.

V.A.T. fills a unique role

on campus: neither adminis-

trator nor policeman nor pro-

fessional counselor, the

V.A.T. member is both a non-

threatening source of infor-

mation as well as a compas-

sionate listener.

His or her role is to help

the survivor realize what her

choices are and then make an

informed decision as to how

to proceed.

V.A.T. understands that

men as well as women are

survivors of sexual violence

and encourages men to use

V.A.T. However, the major-

ity of such survivors are

women.
These choices include

counseling, joining a suppon

group for survivors of sexual

assault such as the one of-

fered by Boettcher, or taking

See VAT on Pg. 2

Student awarded for community service

By Taa Dixon
Catalyst Staff

Photo by Brigid Maher

Becky Manchester operates the CC Community Kitchen.

Sophomore Becky
Manchester was recently

named a national winner of

the CAMPUS COMPACT
Howard R. Swearer Student

Humanitarian Award.

The award is designed to

recognize and honor five stu-

dents' outstanding contribu-

tions to public service. It

supports their continued ef-

forts to address social needs

within a community.

The award money, in the

amount of$1500,willbeused

tofurtherhumanitarian activi-

ties as directed by the recipi-

ent.

Manchester was notified

oftheawardonFeb. 12, 1993,

and will receive it in person

later this spring. She said,

"[We] hoped that the Soup

Kitchen could create diver-

sity on a private campus of

mostly upper middle-class

over the long-term.

Her project, the Colorado

College Community Kitchen,

operates every Sunday, serv-

ing lunch to over 100 hungry

people. Students, administra-

tors, faculty and community

members work together to

serve food, visit with the

guests and clean up after

lunch.

Workers link service with

the larger social context of

See Award on Pg. 4
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Reality Beat
By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

(5th Block Break) A student reported that a Native

American student was standing in a line at Rastall and

was asked by a Rastall employee, "What do you want

Chief?"

(5th Block Break) A student reported that two posters,

one of which advertised the "Race, Religion and Real-

ity" discussion, were found crumpled up and urinated

on in the Jackson House bathroom.

The Catalyst solicits reports ofharassment, discrimina-

don, or hate-motivated crimes. Those members of the

CC community who feel they are victims of such

incidents are requested to call Taa Dixon at ext. 75 1 9 or

write to Womer Box #897.

VAT counsels survivors

of harassment and rape
From VAT Pg. 1

action in the Colorado Springs

or CC's judicial system. Re-

ferral and advocacy are also

important to V.A.T.

Members are particularly

well-informed peers, notpro-

fessional counselors. As such,

pan of V.A.T.'s job is to get

the survivor in touch with the

appropriate sources.

The V.A.T. member can

act as an advocate for the sur-

vivor in interactions with the

College administration or the

police.

Being an advocate often

means making thephone calls,

writing the letters and asking

the questions that the survi-

vormay not be in a state to do.

As a young organization,

one of V.A.T.'s biggest con-

cerns right now is that the

campus realizes the resource

it has in V.A.T.

As member Sheri

Prud'homme says, "I tiiink

the campus needs to know
that we 're here, we're a group
that is highly committed . . .

andthatwearewelltrainedto

be a peer support and advo-

cate for a survivor of sexual

assault, date rape, or relation-

ship violence, so . . . call us!"

V.A.T.'s newphonenum-
ber is 475-4996.

Students interested in be-

coming members should
watch fornews ofspring train-

ing and recruitment.

AIRFARE ALERTl

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND!!!

UJE STILL HflUE
GOOD RIRFRBES
FOR SPRING

BRERK

CRLL 389-6732
AND RSK RBOUT
RURILRBLE
DISCOUNTS

COME TO OUR CAMPUS
OFFICE IN ARMSTRONG

HRLL
DDUJNSTfllRS-CRSCHDE
ENTRRNCE SUITE 5 AND

MEET LRURR, VOUR NEUJEST
CCTRRUEL RGENT!

.GUID6
TRAVEL SYSTEM, INC.

Panel discusses AIDS issues

By Sean McLaughlin
Catalyst News Editor

The Feb.25 Thursday-at-

Eleven featured four speak-

ers discussing AIDS in a

panel forum moderated by

CC Geology ProfessorBruce

Loeffler.

The panel included Ri-

chard Blair, head of the

Southern Colorado AIDS
Project (SCAP); Sam
Broomall and Joe Malo, two
men suffering from the ad-

vanced stages of full-blown

AfDS and John Potterat, Di-

rector of the Sexually Trans-

mitted Disease Clinic of the

El Paso County Health De-

partment.

Broomall and Malo de-

scribed theirexperiences bat-

tling AIDS. Broomhall ex-

plained that to fight off op-

portunistic infections, he

takes 30-40 pills each day.

"Several times," he said "I

have told myself, I'm not

going to take any more medi-
cation.'"

Malo tries to stay away
from pharmaceutical drugs,

preferring to treat the disease

with homeopathic remedies,

acupuncture and vitamin

therapy. "I probably take 30
or 40 vitamins each day,"

Malo said.

The panel discussed the

danger El Paso County resi-

dents face of contracting

AIDS. Potterat, ofthe county

Health Department's STD

clinic, said that from 12 to 20

El Paso County residents will

contract the HIV virus this

year, while45-60 residents will

die of AIDS-related illnesses

in the same period.

Potterat said that he be-

lieves El Paso county "is a

microcosm of the United

States," and that the epidemic

"isn't spreading as fast in die

developed world as the media
suggests."

Broomall disagreed, em-
phasizing the continued dan-

ger to straight and gay sexu-

ally-active people. Both
Potterat and Broomall sug-

gested the use of a condom to

help prevent the spread of dis-

eases during sexual contact.

Potterat suggested that the

latency period of the human
immuno-deficiency virus

(HrV) presents an additional

danger, because people often

carry the virus for years be-

fore symptoms develop and

the person leams he or she is

HIV-positive.

"The median latency pe-

riod for the virus is ten years,"

Potterat said, meaning that half

the people who contract the

virusdevelopAIDS symptoms
within ten years, while the

other half develop symptoms
after ten years.

Malo said that AIDS vic-

tims have emotional needs
(like everyone else) which of-

ten go neglected because
people are afraid to get too

close to AIDS victims or hug

them.

"I often tell people wtij

are frightened ofme that the;

are more dangerous tome thjj

I am to them," Malo said,

AIDS sufferers have weak.

ened immune systems, and

viruses that healthy people

could fight off can be deadly

for AIDS sufferers. Boili

Malo and Potterat are in ad.

vanced stages of the disease,

A healthy human beins

typically has 800 to 1,000 i
cells, which "are like the sym.

phony conductor of the im-

mune system" and orchestraie

the body's response to infec-

tions of all kinds, according

to Potterat.

AIDS sufferers have T-

cell counts smaller than those

of healthy individuals,

Broomall has 1 1 T-cells, and

Malo has none.

Broomhall moved to

Colorado Springs to be with

his family after he had con-

tracted AIDS. Many HIV-

positive people, though, don 't

have family support. Blair,

of the Southern Colorado

AIDS Project, told of one

couple whowouldn'tcometo
Colorado Springs from Grand
Junction to see their son who

was dying of AIDS.
Malo related the loneli-

ness that comes from losing

acquaintances to the disease.

"I'm 43 years old and I've

lost all my friends; I didn't

think this would happen until

I was 80."

THE CONDOSLUXURY LIVING
NOW ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR THE
CONDOS. ABSOLUTE

DEADLINE: MARCH 31, 1993

The Condos contain:

520-1234

•All new appliances
•2 story cathedral ceiUng
•Dishwashers

•Washers/Dryers
•Hot Tub

•Fireplaces

•Decks
•Disposals

•Skylighs

•Alarm Systems
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World, National, and Local News
gy Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

President Clinton revealed

Ills
much-awaited economic

plan last week. His plan

(vould reduce government

spending, increase some

taxes, and eventually reduce

ihe federal deficit by half.

Tax hikes include acom-

prehensive fuel tax, an in-

creaseon wealthier social se-

curity recipients and on the

richest one percent of indi-

viduals. Spending cuts will

effect the space program,

government jobs and some

defense-related spending.

A characteristic portion

ofthe plan guarantees vacci-

nations for all children.

Clinton j ustifies this particu-

lar spending increase by es-

timating that preventing dis-

ease through inoculations

will cost ninety percent less

than treating active diseases.

Surprisingly to many
analysts, the public seems

willing to be taxed if Con-

gress and the government

make appropriate sacrifices

as well. The battle in Con-

gress will likely be brutal;

sides have already formed.

* President Clinton, in ajoint

press conference with British

Prime Minister Major on

Wednesday, announced a de-

veloping plan for a high-alti-

tude humanitarian aid drop

over Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Although the plan is still

rough, its characteristics in-

clude a leaf-letting effort to

alert people to the drops and

high flight patterns to assure

pilot safety.

* In Somalia, rioting and pro-

test in Mogadishu have im-

periled United States plans to

transfer relief operations to a

more broad-based United

Nations force. Although some

U.S. officials maintain the

transfer of power will take

place as planned, others feel

the early withdrawl of U.S.

troops is jeopardized by rival

warlords and a growing So-

malian fear of a return to co-

lonial rule.

* McDonald's announced a

no-smoking policy will go

into effect in many of its res-

taiu'ants. This decision sym-

bolizes a growing concern

about second-hand smoke that

caught the public eye with the

surgeon general's recent

declaration of second-hand

smoke as a class one car-

cinogen. The McDonald's

decision may trigger reac-

tions from other fast-food

chains,astheGolden Arches

setmany industry standards.

* Another conference has

pulled out of Colorado

Springs to protest Amend-
ment 2. The Colorado Bar

Association accused

Springs MayorBob Isaac of

referring to gays and lesbi-

ans as "queers." The asso-

ciation had asked for Isaac ' s

opinion on a letter specifi-

cally inviting gay and les-

bian lawyers to the confer-

ence, slated for October at

the Broadmoor. Isaac's re-

sponse to the allegations has

been smug, yet area busi-

nesses, particularly the

Broadmoor, will lose an es-

timated one million dollars,

according to Thursday's

Gazette-Telegraph.

* Kathy Mohrman visited

the CC campus this week.

She will replace Michael

Grace as the school's presi-

dent this summer. .

25^" ANNUAL SPRING SALE!

_ ^ ^ _ OFF SELECTED WINTER ITEMS

jat6|{onia

Mountain Chalet
CofcwdoSpflnw

226 N. T«|on • Downtown
63»0732

BLft^DIAlWONP

-•VARIETY OF PACKS •S-ELEt.T tf-OSS- COUUTKV \ BA^K COOfJTKV BOOTi."

College costs soar nationwide

By Meg Sophia Dixit

Nat. Student News Service

Millions of college

undergrads are plagued with

tuition increases each year.

Costs of college increased

more than 100 percent in the

last decade, according to the

College Board.

This starling figure is in-

dicative of the legacy from

the Reagan-Bush administra-

tions, which slashed funding

to higher education while in-

creasing military budgets.

Tuition and fees rose from

five to eight

their spending will go up-it's

not the other way around as

they represent it to the pub-

lic;" said Thomas Sowell, se-

nior fellow at the Hoover In-

stitution in Stanford, Califor-

nia.

A sluggish national

economy and the resulting

lack of state funding has re-

sulted in budget cuts to higher

education.

University officials also

argue that providing an edu-

cation is more costly as a re-

sult of the recession.

Students, however, argue

that admin-

percent for

the aca-

demic year

1987-88,
while tu-

ition fees at

four-year-institutions at both

public and private colleges

rose six and eight percent, re-

spectively, in 1990.

More than half of all stu-

dents enrolled in U.S . colleges

and universities today receive

financial aid in one form or

another.

This is good news for

those who qualify for aid , but

countiess American students

are forced to put their dreams

on hold because theyjust can 't

find any financial resources

to pay for education.

In the meantime, colleges

and universities across the

country are still increasing

tuition prices and fees to

record levels. "The amount

(colleges) get from increases

in tuition, donations and en-

dowment income are the fac-

tors that determine how much

Costs of college increased

more than 100 percent in

the last decade, according

to the College Board.

istrators of-

ten spend

resources in

ways thatdo

not directiy

benefit the

local student body. For ex-

ample, universities increas-

ingly are opening campuses

overseas.

Stanford University has

student centers in Poland, Ja-

pan, Chile, Italy, France,

Spain and Germany.

The University of Evans-

ville has a campus in England,

and the University of Dallas

has an annex in Rome.

Other recent events have

resulted in controversy, in-

cluding when the University

of South Carolina gave a

$350,000 travel and salary

payment to the widow of

former Saudi President Anwar

Sadat.

The departing University

of California chancellor re-

ceivedaSl million retirement

package while students' fees

soared.

DON'T BE A DUMB BUNNY..
BOOK YOUR EASTER
REVERVATIONS...

NOW

'Your Campus Travel Agency"
8 1 8 N. Tejon 636-3871
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Ambassadors to discuss

U.S -Korean relationship

Conference will focus on business

College Relations

Korea, the often-forgot-

ten business opportunity in

East Asia, is the topic of a

free, public conference— fea-

turing U.S. and Korean am-

bassadors — Friday, March

12, at Colorado College.

The sessions run froin

3:00 - 6:00 p.m. in the Gates

Common Room.
"People are welcome to

attend and ask questions about

business, about the political

furture of North and South

Korea, or other Korean-U.S.

topic," says History Profes-

sor Tim Cheek, directorof the

college's Asian-Pacific Stud-

ies Program.

Hong-Choo, the Repub-

lic of Korea's Ambassador to

the US, will give the 3:00

p.m. opening presentation.

At 3:30 p.m., Robert G.

Rich, senior director of the

Korea Economic Institute of

America (KEI) and a retired

ambassador, will discuss Ko-
rean and U.S. political and

security relations.

At 5:00 p.m., W. Robert

Wame, KEI president, will

speak on "Doing Business in

Korea: Economic Relations,

Regional Cooperation, and

Developments in Northeast

Asia."

The U.S. Ambassador to

Korea, Donald P. Gregg, will

give the closing address at

5:45 p.m., with a reception

and light refreshments to fol-

low.

"Thisconferenceisagreat

chance for people to learn,

from top authorities, about

business prospects or other

U.S.-Korea matters," says

Cheek.

The conference is spon-

sored by the college's Asian-

Pacific Studies Program and

the Korea econimic Institute

of America.

North Korea has been in

the media spotlight recenUy

for itsdevelopment ofnuclear

warheads.

This conference will pro-

vide an excellent opportunity

to raise questions about inter-

Korean relations.

Photo by Chris Flood

The new mathematics computing lab has $145,000 in donated computers from AT&T.

Math lab graces Palmer with new computers

Greeks plan Spring

rush to recruit pledges
Press Release

During the nexttwoweeks
the CC Greek System will be

holding Spring Rush. Frater-

nityrush will be held this Sat,

Feb. 27 from 1:00 to 3:00

p.m.

All thehouses will beopen

and all non-affiliated men are

invited to come by.

Sorority rush will be held

next weekend, March 5

through March?. On Wed.,
March 3 there will be a brief

infoimational meeting about

how rush will be run for all

interested women in Loomis
Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

On Friday, March 5 all

houses will be open for half-

hour intervals from 4:00 until

6:00 p.m., and a woman must
attend all four houses on that

day to be eligible for a bid.

On Saturday and Sunday
open houses will be held from
2:00 to 4:00 p.m.. Dress is

casual. Specific details will

be available at a table in

Womer during lunch. The
Greekwomen invite all inter-

estedwomen tocome through

rush and learn Greek life.

College Relations

A new mathematics com-

puting lab, made possible by

a grant of $145,000 wortii of

equipment from AT&T, will

soon change the way math is

taught at Colorado College.

"The main advantage of

this lab (compared to other

computerlabslocatedon cam-

pus) is that it will be custom-

ized for math students," said

Math Professor Steven Janke.

"It will allow students to vi-

sualize math concepts better,

because of the computer
graphics they can do."

The lab means help on all

levels: advanced students can

work on sophisticated graph

functions and such concepts

as "chaos theory," he said,

while remedial math students

"will be able to takeproblems

at their own pace, and get

feedback from the computer

as to whether they're on the

right track."

The gift to the college is

part ofa $19.5 million AT&T
packagedistributedamong90

U.S. colleges and universi-

ties. In CC's case, the award
includes 20 personal comput-
ers, each with mouse and hard

disk, and software. The grant

is in response to the college's

proposal, last April, to create

a math computing lab.

Two other Colorado
schools shared in the AT&T
grants. CUreceived$210,000

and Adams State received

$145,000 worth of computer

equipment for math instiiic-

tion.

The new lab will be open
to students in early March. Its

significance, Janke said "is

partly because it helps put us

more into the trendaway fipom

lecturing, and getting students

to take a more empirical ap-

proach to math."

Students can, with the

new lab, visualize chaotic

function and change param-

eters to investigate results."

"We view this support as

our share of the investmen!

needed tokeep Americacom-

peritive," noted Sarah Jepsen,

executive director of the

AT&T Foundation, the

company's principal philan

thropic arm.

Thenew lab compliments

other special computing labs

now in use at the college, in

eluding ones for writing as

sistance, the sciences, the li-

brary, and languages and

multi-media, saidRick Keller,

Colorado College's director

of academic computing.

Vlanchester wins service award
From Award Pg. 1

the cotmnunity need through

policy work, awareness rais-

ing, etc.

The grant money will be

used in three general areas.

First, $400 will go towards

miscellaneous supplies for

the soup kitchen.

Second, $200 will cover

the cost of training the newly
established homeless advi-

sory group, including sti-

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827N.Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

2831 North Nevada Ave.

632-1247

pends for speakers, transpor-

tation, and material costs.

Lasfly, $900 will provide

small grantsofmoney to serve

the long-term interests of

homeless or needy individu-

als.

These mini-grants, not to

exceed $50, might be used to

print a resume, buy clothes

for an interview or receive

haircuts.

The awarding of grants

would be overseen by an al-

ready existing Community
Kitchen advisory counsel

made up of shelter managers,

activists, college adminisn^-

tors and student volunteers.

Manchesterconcluded by

saying, "For me, this Soup

Kitchen has not only served

as a lesson in leadership, or-

ganization, and time manage-

ment, but as a heart-warming

testament to the fact that all

members of a community
have the capacity to give, even

the ones who are normally

considered deficiencies'."
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Breakout organizes community service projects

gy Rahel Butah and

Saskia Nilsen

Catalyst Staff

Actually, BreakOut folks

don't have many zits as far as

zits go, but they do have a lot

of enthusiasm when it comes

to community service.

Breakout is a bunch of

highly dedicated studentswho

overseeBlockBreakcommu-

nity service trips (ABC trips.

Alternative Spring Break and

other off-campus community

service projects).

These BreakOut folks put

a lot of effon into organizing

projects for their fellow stu-

dents and the CC community.

The purpose of BreakOut

community service projects

is to work alongside a com-

munity while learning about

local issues.

On these projects, com-

munities all over the state and

nation have been visited by

BreakOut in the beautiful

BreakOut. BreakOut even

branches out internationally

by working in Mexico and is

currently considering other

countries as possible sites.

This year BreakOut

projects included three first

Block Break trips, a third and

fifth Block Break trip to the

Photo by Brooke Wilmot

scenery of San Luis Valley

San Luis Valley. These trips

were ajoint effort ofBreakOut

and the San Luis Valley Con-

nection.

BreakOut is currently very

busy planning Spring Break

trips. The trips are traveling

to Juarez, Covington, Chi-

cago, Appalachia and

Torreon.

Sorry, if you want to sign

up, but the trips are already

full. There is also a trip being

planned for seventh Block

Break.

What exactly do
BreakOut trips include if they

don ' t have anything to do with

zits? BreakOut trips include a

wide variety of community

service projects.

On past trips students have

done everything from herd-

ing sheep and harvesting po-

tatoes to working with Habi-

tat building houses.

A typical trip combines

the uniqueness of a commu-
nity location and the ability

for the community and stu-

dents to share a wealth of

knowledge.

These trips also give a

chance for students to get off

campus and share new per-

spectives. First year student

Rahel Butah, one of the lead-

ers on this year's third Block

Break trip said about her ex-

perience with BreakOut: "I

really enjoyed going to the

San Luis Valley, after being

in class for three and a half

weeks, it's great to go get a

new perspective on hfe."

Saskia Nilsen, the other

leader on the third Block

Break trip, "was fascinated

by the San Luis Valley's cul-

tural richness."

BreakOut is a great way

to get involved in community

service. It is also a great way

to achieve personal satisfac-

tion. The experience of piu'-

ticipating in a BreakOut

project is one you shouldn't

miss.

Ifyouwanttogetinvolved

or have any questions about

BreakOut contact the Com-

munity Service Center or

come to a meeting held every

Wednesday at noon upstairs

in Womer.

Summer students experience Eastern Europe
By Matt Courtnage

Catalyst Staff

Eastern Europe. During

the upheavals of 1989 and

1990, these countries were

making headlines in interna-

tional news.

It was a euphoric time in

which the policies of

Perestroika and Glasnost

eventually led to successive

revolutions inEasternEurope.

Pictures of huge crowds of

celebrating Easterners, how-

ever, gradually gave way to a

more somber mood.

The devastation which

occurred in the Eastern bloc

nations following forty years

of communist rule was now
suddenly open to the world's

eyes. Food was scarce, the

economies had collapsed and

the political structures were

in disarray.

What would happen to

these countries if the transi-

tion to democracy and mar-

ket-oriented economies
failed? A reverse back tocom-

munism, maybe a dictator-

ship, or even pure anarchy?

As time has passed, the

headlines no longer closely

follow the developments in

Eastern Europe. Now that the

revolutions are over, there

does not exist a simple pro-

cess in which these countries

will begin to prosper along

the lines of truth, justice and

the American way.

These countries are in

uncharted waters, designing

policies andinstitutions which

they hope will forge the way
to a successful transition.

There is no theory orconcrete

plan which they can follow.

Instead the countries are hav-

ing to rely on ingenuity and

resourcefulness.

Sohow does one go about

studying the transition taking

place in Eastern Europe?

According to ProfessorLibby

Rittenberg, "You can talk

theory until you're blue in the

face, but you've got to give

students concrete examples

and concrete images, because

those will ultimately stick."

During the summer of

1991, 1 had the fortunate op-

portunity to participate in the

summer session course. Tran-

sition in Eastern Europe.

Rittenberg, aveteran ana-

lyst of Eastern Europe, de-

signed both the campus and

travel phases of the course.

The first two weeks of the

course were spent at Colo-

rado College studying the eco-

noinics, politics and social

issuesoftheregion; both from

a historical and current per-

spective.

We covered the entire

Eastern European region but

the emphasis of our studies

was on the three countries re-

ferred to as the 'Northern

Tier': Hungary, Poland and

Czechoslovakia.

Once we were equipped Prague, Czechoslovakia, now

with a solid background of

information, the class flew to

Eastern Europe for a month-

long tour of the 'Northern

Tier'.

After spending a few

nights in Vienna, we left for

the Eastern Bloc via a hydro-

foil down the Danube.

Our stay consistedofthree

one-week visits to Budapest,

Krakow and Prague. Each

city was in the midst of a

tough transitional stage.

Budapest, which had been

experiencing reform and mar-

ket-based structures for nearly

25 years, was by far the most

prosperous and developed.

One often hears this city re-

ferred to as the "Vienna of the

East".

Our second stop was in

Krakow, Poland. The prema-

ture decision I had reached in

Budapest, that the tragedy of

Eastern Europe was overem-

phasized, was effectively

erased. Forty years of com-

munist mismanagement had

indeed taken its toll on this

historical city evidenced by

the pollution, the blackened

buildings and the poverty.

The people and their en-

thusiasm for life and the fu-

ture, however, were remark-

able. Even under such de-

pressed conditions the spirits

of those we encountered were

alive and well.

Our final stop was in

becoming one of Europe's

premier tourist spots (espe-

cially for the younger, less

wealthy traveler). While this

city seemed to be 30 or 40

years behind the rest of Eu-

rope, the sights and atmo-

sphere made it more like

something right out of a fairy

were of vital concern to their

country's welfare and future

prosperity. They talked about

the problems which they were

encountering and how they

were adapting to the swift pace

of political and economic

change.

Examples of our discus-

sions ranged from a meeting

Photo by Libby Rittenberg

Group poses with a statue of Karl Marx in Budapest

tale. Castles, churches, ven- with the State Property

dors and street-side musicians

were everywhere.

In each of the cities we

were able to talk with public

officials, academicians, busi-

ness owners and ordinary citi-

zens. All had specific issues

to discuss, many of which

Agency in Hungary to dis-

cussing plans for

privatization, to a visit to ru-

ral farmers in Poland to dis-

cuss the changing agricultural

environment.

See Eastern Europe Pg.6
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The Second Sexual Revolution
By Christina Serkowski

Features Editor

According to tlie results

of a new study. The Janus

Report on Sexual Behavior,

Americans are back in the

bedroom and back to their old

sexual practices despite the

AIDS scare that caused sexual

panic across the country in

the early 80s.

The report, which was

based on a nine year nation-

wide study ofmore than 8,000

people aged 18 to 80, details

the changing sexual attitudes

and practices of Americans in

the 1980s and 1990s. It claims

thatAmericans are more sexu-

ally active now than they were

three years ago.

The study was conducted

by Samuel and Cynthia Ja-

nus, a husband-and-wife re-

search team. The report is

said to be the first in-depth

look at American sexual atti-

tudes since the 1940 Kinsey

Report.

The study does not inves-

tigate the behavior of homo-

sexuals or bisexuals, and it

does not research the use of

contraceptives to combat
sexually transmitted diseases.

However, the study did find

that heterosexual Americans,

after a period of abstinence

and caution caused by the fear

of AIDS and other diseases,

have resumed sexually active

lifestyles. We are now in the

"second sexual revolution,"

according to the study.

Within the test group, 62%

of men and 66% of women
agedl 8 to 26 are having more

sex now than they were three

years ago.

At a time when the singles

scene has become a predomi-

nant breeding ground for

sexual diseases, 48% of single

men and45% ofsingle women
claim to be more sexually ac-

tive. 80% of the men and

women in the survey still ex-

pressed concern about sexu-

ally transmitted diseases.

However, most of the parnci-

10%ofnienand4%of
women surveyed liave had

sexual relations with over

100 partners.

pants in the study considered

AIDS a problem that "prima-

rily affects the poor and gay

communities," according to

the researchers. This beUef

may be thereason that somany
Americans have retumed to,

oreven expanded, their sexual

habits.

The study also showed
trends in younger children.

An increasing number of 10

to 12 years olds are having

fiill sexual relations.

On the other end of the

age range, people in their 50s,

60s and 70s are more sexually

active now than ever. Often,

people 65 years and older are

as active, and in many cases

more active, than people in

the 18 to 26 age range.

The study also showed
tiiat religion is less of a factor

[survey of CC Students' Sexual Attitudes]

and Behaviors
Please take a moment to fill out this siu-vey and return
it to Womer Desk. Results H^ill be printed next week.

FEMALE MALE AGE CLASS

HAVE YOU HAD SEXUAL ILLATIONS? yes no

ARE YOU SEXUALLY ACTIVE NOW? yes no

DO YOU USE CONTRACEPTION? yes no

HOW MANY PARTNERS HAVE YOU HAD?
0-10_ 10-20_ 20-30_ 30^0_ 40-50_ 50-^_

HAS AIDS /OTHER STDs CHANGED YOUR VIEWS ON
SEX?

I

I

To look

goodfor

Spring

Break
YEARS

HAIR DESIGN

Look

ahead

A H E A D to Years

Ahead

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25
20% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS

20% OFF ALL PERMS
15% off all services

for CC students
118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 -Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

in determining people's

sexual behavior. Most Ameri-

cans who follow a faith choose

which teachings they will ob-

serve or ignore.

31% of those Americans

who consider themselves

"very religious" have cheated

on a partner at least once, and

many "ultraconservatives"

said they are three times more

acceptingofsadomasochistic

sex than either "ultraliberal"

or "independent" Americans.

Many ofthe changing val-

ues may have to do with the

changing face of American

education. Women with the

highest level of education

have the greatest number of

partners— twice as many as

other groups of women —
and the most sexual experi-

ences prior to marriage, ac-

cording to the study.

A final ironic fact, espe-

cially in the face of AIDS, is

that 10% of men and 4% of

women surveyed have had

sexual relations with over 100

partners.

Transition in Eastern Europe
that is prevalent among the

From Eastern Europe Pg.5

We visited Eastern Europe's

first stock exchange and had

a tour of the Auschwitz con-

centration camp.

We even met with anum-

ber of Hungarian students to

discuss theroleof education.

What I learned while

traveling throughout Eastern

Europe was something I

couldn 't have gained out of a

textbook or classroom
course. The result was the

most rewarding and enjoy-

able educational experience

I've ever had.

Just in terms of traveling,

there wouldn't have been a

better way to go about it. We
were both tomists and edu-

cated students. We learned

about the policy approaches

that are being taken and ques-

tioned those that seemed un-

sound.

By the time we left East-

ern Europe, we were
equipped widi the knowledge

of the immensity of such a

transition and the dedication

people towards its success

There is no simple plan.

It will be a long, gradual

process as these countries

adjust their economic, po-

litical and social orientations

to a non-communist way of

life.

Unfortunately, this

course was not offered last

year. This year, however,

Rittenberg and the Transi-

tion in Eastern Europe are

back, although in a slightly

altered form.

The program in Eastern

Europe will precede the

regular summer session but

you can still use your free-

tuition wild card option.

The opportunity to

study, Q'avel and broaden

your mind shouldn't be

passed up. Just think of the

people you'll meet, the

things you'll do and the

places you'll go.

Ifyou have an interest or

any questions, just contact

Libby Rittenberg in Palmer

102 or call her at ext. 6410,

DOMINOES PIZZA
Betivers Sata4s M Twisty Bread™

DOMINO'S VHlSTf BREAD' AND
GARDEN FRESH SALAD:

$1.00
indudat tax

When you ader an/ large,

onea more topping pizza.

r
I $5.99
I :l
I
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I 444-8888

Exptei March]). 1993
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Fresh Salad

$1.00
Wtth an/ Ftea PurchoM

444-8888

ExplrwMaRhSI. I99S

Twisty Bread

$1.00 I
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Colorado Springs offers plethora of activities
pespite its ultraconservative attitude, Colorado Springs has plenty of shops to choose from

gy Brian Wiggett

Cataiyst Staff

To put it bluntly, 1 de-

cided, in this article, to impart

;visdom I gained over my
four years here at CC.

Not book learning, of

course. You have plenty of

that. This is local knowledge;

specifically, where you should

pend your money in this

overly-conservative town we
share.

I'm sure many ofyou will

disagree with my judgments,

but I figure hey, this isn't a

scientific study, so I'll just

you where I have had good

and bad experiences in the

Colorado Springs market-

;e.

Remember, my motiva-

non here isn't arrogance or

perfection. Ijustthinkitwould

have been nice to haveknown

about some ofthe betterplaces

10 go when I was a freshman.

(Yes, I am a man, so the po-

litically incorrect term will be

used proudly.)

Starting randomly, don't

get a haircut at Cost Cutters.

You will suffer a month of

either ridicule or hat head.

'Nuff said. Great Clips,

near King Soopers (where all

of your groceries should be

gained) is the best bet.

I personally got great hair-

cuts frommy peers, but I can ' t

recommend this method.
Your judgment here is most

important

Looking to stuff a couch

in yourdorm room? I suggest

finding a truck and heading

down Cache La Poudre/

Yampa/Galley to the ARC,
whichsellsrecycled furniture,

as well as clothing and other

oddities at very reasonable

prices. All the money goes to

help fund local schools for

ihe retarded.

I hear good things about

Goodwill, but I personally

never purchased anything

there. Try 'em both, you smart

shopper, you.

Want some new tunes to

jamon yourSparkomaric? Hit
up Independent Records and

Recycle Records on Bijou by

Acacia Park. They both

charge $8 for a used CD,
which is reasonable.

I have had much better

dealings with the folks at In-

trade in that crappy CD your

kid sister bought you for your

birthday (New Kids, Michael

Bolton), these aren ' t your best

bets.

You need to get your

Patagonia over to Listen Up,

on the comer of Platte and

Tejon, on a THURSDAY,
That'simportant, because

Thursday is Trade-in Thurs-

day, so you trade in your crap,

and get one of their fine used

CD's in a straight trade!

own KRCC is superior, but

KIKX 102.7 and KKFM 98.1

are also good.

Just do yourself a favor

and stay away from the coun-

try music stations my friend

Jill listens to. It is the devil's

music and will rot your mind.

Don 't believe me? George
Bush liked country. Sends a

shiver down to your tuckus,

doesn't it?

Thinking of which, the

best gas station is in Manitou

Photo by Chris Flood

Independent Records near Acacia Park is the best store in town for buying used CDs

dependent. They are polite and

laid back, and they also have

an adequate selection of new
music to choose from.

Recycle is kinda dingy,

and the guy with the beard

scares the piss out of me ev-

ery time I go in.

He and I have argued

about various things, and he

actually pulled out a sword

from behind the counter, as if

to behead me for improper

credit card usage.

Otherwise, they are cool,

and the shop has a musty odor

that kind of turns me on.

Now, ifyou are looking to

Hurry over, because Ionly

need one more New Kids CD
to complete my collection.

You say you want to at-

tend a church here in the

Springs? That's too bad, be-

cause the nearest one to cam-

pus is on Monument.

You'd think a city of this

size would have at least one

church, wouldn't you? Those

of you without cars can orga-

nize your own services in

Shove, I guess.

Best place to buy alco-

hol? Coaltrain. Like you

needed to ask.

Best radio station? Our

Springs, right by Manitou

Jack's tourist shop.

They give away free cop-

ies of the brochure "Satan for

the Amateur Sinner" with ev-

ery fill-up.

OK, enough screwing

around. The best place to buy

comic books is Heroes and

Dragons, on Tejon by Acacia.

They carry most all the

cool new stuff, have a decent

back issue section, and a box
filled with neat stuff at 20

cents each.

They currently have cop-

ies of the compiled Watch-

men series, which is com-
monly thought of as the best

comic book story written to

that point. It won science fic-

tion awards.

Mails, the Pulitzer Prize

winning story (nojoke, it hon-

est-to-God won a Pulitzer!) is

about the Holocaust during

WWII, using cartoon cats and

mice.

Both are better than that

organics textbook you were

assigned.

Poor Dick's and Four

Comers are both solid used

book stores, and both are also

located by Acacia Park.

Speaking of Poor Dick's,

the best movies in Colorado

Springs are being shown there

as you read this.

The AMC theaters at

Woodmen and 1-25 are also

nice for the mainstream flicks.

And both establishments of-

fer discounts for students!

You're there!

Well, that's probably

plenty for this week. If any-

one cares, I might do another

article strictiy on restaurants

and pubs.

If you disagree with any-

thing I've said, God help you.

But call Christina at any hour

of the night anyhow to tell her

how much I've upset you.

Or, if you're really up-

tight, or don ' t want to do your

homework, you could do your

own column. Fame will then

be yours.

Syracuse University

Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

315-443-3471 or 1-800-235-3472

A World of Difference
SYRACUSE ABROAD

• Programs in Africa, Australia, Czech Republic, England,

France, Germany. Hungary, Israel, Italy, Poland, and Spain

• Prior foreign language not always necessary

• SU credit

• Field trips/traveling seminars

• Internships

• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
• Home or limited apartment placements

Financial assistance available

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM

SALAD BAR
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

February 26, 27 March 4

ZUBA (From Boulder) Face Plant

March 5, 6 February 28

Life Explodes Balance and Evie's Edge
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Beer Review

Justin and Perry discover a fabulous stout
By Perry Brown and

Justin Herrmann

Catalyst Staff

After an extended hiatus

away from the world of criti-

cal beer consumption we're

bacic and better than ever.

We must apologize forour

absence but we got sick of

doing charity work for Cutler

Publications. Not that we're

greedy or anything like that.

But now we are back in full

beer guzzling glory.

This week we reviewed

the beers on the top shelf at

Queen Liquors.

We saw Sheaf stout and

because we were not feeling

particularly motivatedwejust

grabbed the two beers next to

it.

These were SpatenClub-

weisse and La Belle

Strasbourgeoise by Fisher

d'Alsace.

Sorry we can't give you

the prices this week folks, we
just plumb forgot them, but

don't worry they're all in the

$2-$3 range.

J^|:->^ H£
^^ >;r f>\ 'ff-.,

^

Spaten Cluh-Weisse

This beer had a good thick

head but a strange perfumey

aroma. There was no notice-

able hop bitter but there was a

very nice malty taste that

might have been due to toasted

barley or maybe Munich malt,

we're not really sure.

It has a slightly sweet and

fruity taste and a creamy tex-

ture that one usually finds in a

Photo by Chris Flood

weisse beer. We are not re-

ally big fans of weisse beer

but this is definitely good as

far as weisse beers go.

La Belle Stra.shourgeiose

Following m our time

honored tradition of

Francophobic humorwe were

going to use the fact that we
are reviewing a French beer

to rail on the French about

anything. Unfortunately the

tastinessofthisbeerprecludes

any thought we might have

had.

The woman on the bottle

is wearing one of the most

ridiculous hats history has

ever known. Now onto the

beer.

Thebeerhasadisappoint-

ingly small head without a lot

of lasting power, but the nice

copper color more than makes

up for it. The bitter smell of

the beer greets your nose be-

fore you take the first drink

and prepares your mouth for

the beer's rather bitter taste.

The taste is great but not par-

ticularly persuasive.

Sheaf Stout

© '&a®
A full-bodied stout that's

perfect for those cold nights

we've had around here lately.

Not a sweet stout but not

particularly bittereither, Sheaf

stout has an awesome dark

color and malty taste. This

beer is loaded with toasted

barley and black patent malt.

Sheaf Stout is definitely a

beer that is worthy of its Aus-

tralian heritage.

Just one word of advice:

don ' t eat too much before you

have a Sheaf Stout because

drinking one is the same as

eating a whole loaf of bread

(i.e. it sits in your stomach

like a rock).

Now in conclusion we

would like to share some in-

teresting tidbits about the

world's greatest liquid (beer)

taken from The StraightDope.

First of all alcoholic bev-

erages are exempt from hav-

ing to list their ingredients so

there is no way you can be

sure a beer doesn't contain

harmful or obnoxious addi-

tives (we would wager a guess

that none of the beers we re-

viewed this week contain any-

thing weird).

Also, according to Cecil

Adams (the author of The

StraightDope) you could take

a room temperature or colder

can of beer into outer space

without it exploding.

And finally, despite what

some people claim, beer does

cool faster in the freezer.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
the high-performance Macintosh system.

IfyouA^^tmorepoweroncampus,
youcan aJways donatealibrary

The new Apple' Macinlosb Ceiitris 610 amiApple LaserWriter Select 300.

For the kind ofpower thatwi make your schoolwork easiei; however, fast, high-resolution laser priming, with lots of room to upgrade See both
we recommend the system above. It features the new Macintosh Centris~6lO now at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pric-
computerwith its blazing 68040 processor, to speed through even the most ing, as weU as service during college: And discover the power more 1^
complex software programs. And the new LaserWriter' Select 300 printer for students choose.The power of Macintosh: The power to be your best; •-

For more information visit Colorado CoUege Bookstore
in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

uiiniiiWr (wJj fium A/fie Gmpui Kaiilm iHxt ait ^/plt .lu 5 vmj \filt Cunipukr. Inc .lU ngba re;
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Bosnian conflict changes moral views

By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

Americans are viewing

possible involvement in Yu-

goslavia with a hypocritical

reluctance. When US Forces

entered the conflict in the Gulf

War, America wailed, "Not

another Vietnam." No one

wanted another war that

wasn't really ouri and where

lives would be lost for no rea-

son. Yet the majority of

Americans supported Desert

Storm.

Ironically, the situation in

Kuwait was packaged and

marketed to the American

public in a manner strangely

akin to the rationalization for

the Vietnam War. America

was told that the VietnamWar
was necessary in order to

"contain Communism" and to

protect the helpless against a

brutal, unjust and barbarian

threat. Translation: we were

flexing our muscles in the

hope that we would prove to

the Communists that we were

the more powerful nation.

Propoganda, however, ar-

gued that the Vietnam War
was being fought on moral

grounds. We were presented

with clear sides of right and

wrong, created in order tojus-

tifyUS involvement The Viet

Cong were packaged as the

bad guys; we came in to help

the good guys.

But then, sometime in the

late 1980s, the Cold War
ended. How could Ameri-

cans feel like the good guys if

there weren't any more bad

guys? Politicians shifted their

gaze from the SovietUnion to

the Middle East. Enter the

bad guys: Iraq.

Like Viemam, the Gulf

War was billed as a humani-

tarian cause. Not only did

Iraq invade Kuwait (inan area

where land disputes are the

fault of religion, history and

previous foreign involvement

in the form of land division),

Iraq also commited human
rights abuses. National news

magazines gavephotospreads

of over-run hospital mater-

nity wards and abandoned in-

fants.

Kuwait itself, as it turns

out, was less than innocent of

We cannot afford to say

that Yugoslavia doesn't

concern "us," simply

because the definition of

"us" has broadened.

such crimes. Later reports

revealed the abuses heaped

by Kuwatis upon foreign

workers; in particular, numer-

ous foreign maids were raped

by their Kuwati employers.

Somehow, Americans
were convinced that we were

fighting on the good guys'

side again. Perhaps the pro-

tests would have intensified if

scores of American lives had

been lost or if the conflict had

draggedon more than acouple

of months. As it was. Desert

Storm was such a military

success that no one had a rea-

son tocomplain after-the-fact.

Until, of course, things

began heating up in theformer

Yugoslavia.

In Yugoslavia, America

is finally faced with a situa-

tion where the issue truly is

one of human rights. True

enough, the conflict between

the Serbs and the Croatians is

not inherently our war. The

US has nothing tangible to

gain by interfering. But our

non-interference is a painful

reminder of our national hy-

pocrisy. Media coverage has

made us all too aware of the

on-goinghuman rights abuses

commited by both Serbs and

Croats. This creates a sticky

situation for the US—how do

we define who the bad guy is?

With the end of the Cold

War came the decUne of US
nationalism. A new trend of

globalismisreplacing nation-

alism. We see it in concepts

like Earth Day and in the UN
handling ofSomalia. We can-

not afford to say that Yugo-

slavia doesn't concern "us,"

simply because the definition

of "us" has broadened: we
are as much global as we are

national citizens.

In a more mature world

view, notions of"good guys"

and "bad guys" become ar-

chaic. Simple sincerity is

enough. People on boUi sides

are suffering in Yugoslavia;

to alleviate the suffering does

not require that we first place

blame on the Serbs or the

Croats and then champion a

side.

Americans are now voic-

ing concern that Yugoslavia

ought to be a European affair,

rather than an American con-

cern. We recognize that the

See Intervene on Pg. 1
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Doctor Death just eases pain
Assisted suicide decision should not

I have no way of imagin-

ing what it must be like to live

with a painful, terminal dis-

ease. My best feeble effort is

to try to envision knowing

that I would wake up every

day , for the rest ofmy natural

life, with a really bad hang-

over that would not improve

with aspirin or rest and was

not the result of bacchanal

revelry the night before. Even

as young as I am, the prospect

gives me pause and makes me
wonder just exactiy where 1

would draw the line.

But to have already lived

a full, active life—had some

fifty or sixty relatively pain-

free years—and then be told

by a government that I would

Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

Two more assisted sui-

cides last week brought to fif-

teen the total number of ter-

minally ill patients Dr. Jack

Kevorkian has helped volun-

tarily to end their lives.

Lawmakers in the state of

Michigan, where Dr. Kevor-

kian lives and where all the

assisted suicides have taken

place, are considering legis-

lation to stop what they con-

sider to be an insupportable

practice. Hostility of the state

notwithstanding, requests for

Kevorkian's service continue

to grow exponentially.

be made by states

not be allowed to decide for

myself that I was ready to die

... I can honestly imagine no

more frustrating and incom-

passionate indignity. Consid-

ering how grateful the good

doctor's clients claim to be

and how many patients are

pleading for his help, there is

a serious question about why

so many people object to

Kevorkian's chosen avoca-

tion. Why does Michigan

—

or for that matter, anyone

—

want to prevent him from

helping people to escape a

world where the pain has

grown unbearable? Whatkind

of system of morality places

See Dr. Death on Pg. 1
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Block plan defiled
By Erin Burkett

Catalyst Staff

Every yearCC struggles to squeeze itself back onto the

U.S. Ncivs and World Report list of top 25 liberal arts

schools in the nation. Failing repeatedly since that epic

year, 1988, when we gasped oiu' last breath of glory in the

25th spot, each of us as members of the Colorado College

community has been forced to face that ever-more frustrat-

ing question, "What are we doing here?"

Aren't our pesticide sodden lawns as green as any

Eastern institution's? Doesn't Marriott's cafeteria food

rate right up with the best? Despite a waning Greek system

and attempts by faculty to stamp out any and all social life,

doesn't the CC student consume as much beer and attend as

many keggers as any other college student in the country?

Aren't we sman? Creative? Athletic? Earthy? PC? Not

only are we of the Colorado College all these things, but we
can ski too. So what is it that we are doing wrong?

Every prospective CC student knows one thing about

Colorado College that makes it curious, unique, and a pain

in the tuchas to describe to relatives. This is our bizarre and

beloved Block System: three and a half weeks of one class

at a time. Yes, we like it. Yes, we recommend it to

prospectives. Yes, we get to go on extended field trips.

However, after three and a half years of nodding my head,

I'm beginning to question the effectiveness of the block

plan as CC's academic foundation.

When I first read about the block plan, flipping through

the glossy pages of CC's view book, 1 pictured a system

where a small group of students listened to a professor's

lecture in the morning, broke forlunch, metagain for class

discussion in the afternoons, and spent evenings cramming

in order to cover what would be the equivalent of a week of

work for one class at another school.

This, however, is rarely the actual structure of a CC
student's work day. Furthermore, all of us who have run to

the registrar's office screaming and waving our drop/add

slips when new professors pass out their class syllabi-as

well as the professors who have blushed at Ihe'a misunder-

standing ofCC life and quickly chopped class demands in

half-are to blame.

Somewhere between the CC student's demand for nu-

merous hours each day to meditate, bathe and keep up on

current episodes of 90210, and the average CC prof's

hesitance topush any well-rounded souls towards geekdom,

an essential principle of the Block Plan has been lost. In

three and a half weeks we don't cover a semester's worth of

work. More accurately we skim or flip through the pages of

the first halfofa given book. We rarely meet both mornings

and afternoons, except for science blocks; more likely we

meet for two hours in the mornings and study for an hour or

two in the evenings before scouting off-campus parties.

So why do we of this fine academic institution, the

national merit scholars of our high school classes, behave

this way? Because we can. Because it is often possible to

get aU B's doing littie or no homework. Because it is really

all that most professors expect ofus and, after first semester

freshman year, all we come to expect of ourselves.

The Block Plan has some indisputable advantages. No

finals week, a period of time to concentrate on one subject,

to really focus on something and get to know it in and out

. . . et cetera, et cetera, you know the drill. But in the

adaptation ofthis system of learning something at Colorado

College has been compromised.

CC Professors seem afraid to actually assign what

would constitute an entire week's worth of work at another

school. CC students have become so accustomed to limited

demands on their time that any attempt to change things

would be protested and shunned. A certain laxity, an

academic sluggishness, has been allowed to fester on our

campus, and as a long as it continues to breed, CC will

continue to be excluded from, or even considered for, that

ever-so sacred annual print out oftop 25 liberal arts schools

in the nation.
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Catalyst Editor wonders what exactly is Men's Studies?
Prof. Doug Gertner re-evaluates the role of male in our society from a feminist prospective

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

I was a little surprised to

see the sign on the bathroom

door of third floor McGregor

advertising a Men's Studies

Movie Series. I thought, "Oh

no. This is going to be a

Rambo-Terminator film fes-

tival with beer guzzling men
expressing theirdifficulties in

being chauvinists."

The Robert Bly following

of half-naked men dancing to

drums around bonfires in the

wilderness came to mind. I

even laughed out loud, trying

to imagine the CO men's

crowd in the Quad taking off

their polo shirts and setting

their CD boxes on fire.

So, being the roving in-

vestigative editor that I am, I

called the instigator of this

barbarism: Doug Gertner. In-

stead of being greeted by the

rough voice of a logger, Prof.

Gertner left an amusing mes-

sage on my answering ma-

chine about being a sensitive

male.

As he explained to me,

"The men's studies that I'm

involved in has its roots in

feminism, and essentially it's

a critique (to use current intel-

lectual language: decon-

struction) of male sex roles."

My first impression was

that there was no reason to

have a separate branch offemi-

nismformen; we already have

Civ. in the West at CC.

Prof. Gertner suggested

that there were good reasons

to separate the issues; one of

which was that women have

their own issues to deal with

sans men.

"I see feminism, gener-

ally , as arguing with the state-

ment thatwomen are notequal

to men in society and they

should be.

This is men sharing in that

battle for equality—that ev-

eryone is better if there is

equality in the sexes," Gertner

explained.

I think I understand his

point. Men need to have their

own dialogue about sexuality

roles (primarily the equality

of sexual roles), and find a

common ground with women
to make some sense of the

centuries of patriarchy.

Men's studies deals with

the issues of men's health,

the changing work force with

the increased female involve-

ment, the fighting and declar-

ing ofwars by males and male

power and patriarchy. Gertner

also believes thatmen 's stud-

ies can be instrumental in

dealing with multicultural-

ism, violence in society and

homosexual issues.

So, I was taken aback.

This was not men organizing

against the women's move-

ment (though I tiiink it will

offer a good, rational cri-

tique).

As a feminist (and now a

potential men's studies fol-

lower), I think that one of the

flaws of some feminist view-
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points is the exclusion ofmen
from their dialogues. I don't

blame the feminists—the

male contingency tends to be

defensive and hard to work
with.

What is a shame is that

most men don't actively get

involved in feminist discus-

sions because they are uncom-

fortable with the issues.

The logic behind men's

studies, in my eyes, is not to

evaluate the effects ofpatriar-

chy on women (the people

most harmed by it), but to

dive into the source ofpatriar-

chy: men.

Prof. Gertner made the

point that men are also af-

fected by a male-dominated

society with its rigorous ex-

pectations for the perfect

male.

He suggested that we be-

gin to look at why the expec-

tations of men in this society

are die way they are.

Well, here is where I

would tend to disagree. Imean

really-if men are worried

about the expectations of their

bodies, they should look

through a book on bulemia or

anerexia and the body image

problems plaguing women.
Prof. Gertner is teaching

a class this block on men's

studies: WS 206 - Introduc.

tion to Men's Studies: Tin

ChangingExperiencesofMen

and Masculinities.

He is also leading a film

series with discussions after-

wards: March 3 at 7:00 p.m.

in Bemis Lounge looking ai

MTV and music videos and

March 10 at 7:00 p.m. in tlit

Lounge watching Diner. If

you have the inclination,
I

suggest you go.

I am an old guard feminist

in a lot of ways, but I can'i

help but believe that men

wanting to help the feminist

cause is a good idea. Men's

studies are a step forward for

both men and women, and

hey guys, we get to leave our

shirts on.

Clinton's plans questioned
By Mike Morris

Catalyst Staff
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President Clinton last

week unveiled a bold new
plan that would drastically al-

ter the course of the Ameri-
can economy.

It is a serious plan that

attempts to honesdy deal with

some of the economic prob-

lems of this nation. Unfortu-

nately, what could have been
a meaningful and exciting

economic program turnedout

to be just more of die same.

PresidentClinton doesnot
need all the new taxes diat he
has proposed in order to cut

the deficit. The reason that

President Clinton has called

for such a massive increase in

taxes is because there are a

host of new spending pro-

grams that he would like to

see enacted.

Such a policy is known as

tax and spend. It's the same
old same old with a newname.
Taxes are called contribu-

tions. Spending is referred to

as investment. It's a little bit

like receiving last year's

present in this year's wrap-
ping. The packaging is

flashier but the contents are

the same.

The figures for Clinton's

economic plan speak for

themselves. There are, ac-

cording to die administrations

figures, $246 biUion in rev-

enue increases, $247 billion

in spending cuts, $ 109 billion

"investment" plan, $60 bil-

lion in tax incentives for busi-

ness, and a $31 billion stimu-

lus package.

When all is said and done
the administration projects

that thedeficit will be reduced

by about 38%.
However, if President

Clinton would cut the tax in-

centives and the "investment"

in half and bag the stimulus

package, it would thenbepos-

The President must also

sacrifice, and that doesn't

mean ditching a few
limousines here and there.

The President is going to

have to give up some of his

pet projects.

sible to cut the increase in

taxes by about $105 billion.

We would still have the same
deficit reduction.

In fact, the deficit reduc-

tion might even be greater

given the increased economic
activity that wouldresultfrom
decreasing the tax increase,

or, to put it another way, we
would lessen the severity of
economic blow that increased

taxes will have on the recov-
ery that the nation is curtentiy

enjoying. Also, such a move
might garner the Republican
and Perot support that the

President wants and needs.

What this requires of the

Presidentistomakesomehard

choices. He must realize that

he cannot have everything.

The simple fact is that this

country cannot afford all of

Clinton's programs.

The President must also

sacrifice, and that doesn'l

mean ditching a few limou-

sines here and there. The

President is going to have to

give up some of his pet

projects. This is especially true

ifhe is considering reforming

the health care system (but

that is another matter alto-

gether).

President Clinton needs to

sit down and prioritize his

spending increases.

He needs to decide what

programs he considers cru-

cial and which ones he con-

siders merely beneficial. Any
that do not fall in the crucial

category must go. These are

hard choices, but those that a

President must make.
When Congress raises

taxes. Congress spends more.

President Clinton needs to

make sure that this plan does

not turn out to be yet another

cruel hoax on the American
people. It is here that the veto

power can be most effective.

He must keep Congress hon-

est.

Ultimately, President
Clinton should realize that the

See Clinton on Pg. 1
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BLOCK VI March 1-7, 1993 WEEK II

t-Lectim by John Gershman tilled

"ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES INASIA: FOCUS
ON THE PmUPPINES.'-

TUESDAY. MARCH 2 - 7:00 PM
GATES COMMON ROOM

•• FREE ADMISSION. OPEN TO THE PUBLIC **

Sponsored by ASIA and EnACT.

Colorado College ASIA Club Presents;

ASM AWARENESS WEEK - MARCH f-7, 1993r

-P?
<=^

>CC TRIO CONCERT-

Mkhael Hanson, violin; with guests Philip Tieae, viola

and /oKpA Head, bass. Featured works, Block Nocluna,

Schuben Trout Qiima, Maam Trio in Eh Mtgor.

SUNDAY. MARCH 7 - 3:00 PM
PACKARD HALL

** FREE ADMISSION **

Sponsored by the CC Music Depanment.

¥^

Gmts Common Room in Pglmr' Hall TMom

'THE NCW-WOi£«T TRAO/nON IN INDIA AND US CONTBIBUTtON

TO TfSAFWCMtJWEBJCAN STRUGGLf FOR FREEDOM IN MIffUCA.-'

Sptiaker Suderstian Kapur

Wednaitov. Mareh 3

TTie Non-violence Hoiae; 1116 N. Qmade
6fl0 pm - Poilucfc tHnncT iikI Speaker

LOT WE FORGET THE ORAL HJSTOK
SPEAKER: I^NE RYO HIRABAYASHl A VIDEO WILL BE SHOWN
ThuKdav. March 4 • Gales Common Room In PaLmec Hall - T:UO pm

-P^

-V^?

>ASIA FESTIVAL DAY •

aiion ot Asian culiures-ial chi. aikido. kendo, sumo, origami, calligraphy, ji

in dance, hula dance, Cblncsc dances, and a variciy ot Asian food (ojsi (or I

Saiurdav. March 6 KKO am SiTO pm
Cavlord Room in Womer Ccnicr A Wonier Lohhv

z
A-

H-

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Eirt. 6846

HEY SCIENCE GREEKS
District 11 Elementary Schools need judges

for their science fairs. The science fairs run

from now until April 3. If interested, contact

LouAnn Dekleva at 520-2162.

CONFERENCES
a conference on

service learning as it relates to the academic

setting will be held Friday, March 12, 9am-

4pm at the University of Boulder. The

conference costs students $8, faculty and

other community members $15.

*• "Organizing for Social Change in the 905,"

a skill development workshop for the

politically active, will be held Saturday,

March 13, at 8:45am-4pm, at Rustic Hills

Shopping Center. The workshop will focus

on effective use of power, recruiting, issue

development, leadership, targets for change

and creative action. Registration fee is $35

until March 6, $40 after March 6.

REGISTRATION FORMS FOR THESE
CONFERENCES CAN BE PICKED UP IN

THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY
SERVICE.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

C^H^Q^

MINORITY STUDENT
Womer 233/234

LIFE
Ext 6338

DEADLINE!!

MONDAY. MARCH 1. 1993. is the DEADLINE for

approval of Non-A£Hliated Fall or Summer Study

Abroad!!! Please turn in the COMMITTEE ON
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS APPLICATION

FOR STUDY ABROAD form to the Office of

International Programs (Womer 233) no later than

March 1!

7>flVt/Granc

CIEE has travel grants available for students

attending study abroad programs in the Third

World...event ACM programs! Application deadline:

March 31 . Come by our office!!

Intanational Summar PUms

Looking for an exciting summer experience? Stop by

the OIP and research workcamps. internships, travel,

volunteer and more!! ClEE's new book, "inwrr

Vacations,' is now available.

DONT FORGET TO CHECK YOUR
CALENDARS!!!

COMING UP...

- "REMEMBER MY SONG" -

A performance of historic

African-American Music and Poetry.

Presented by BSU.

Monday
March 8

8:30 pm - Gavlord

» *MEChA Symposium:

"REGENERACION"

March 11-13

*Full schedule

will be in the next Source.

In the meantime, give us

a call for more information

at x6338.
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Monday
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*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Warner Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Worner Hayes Room 213.

12:00pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Life

Council, Shove Chapel
Seminar Room.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by
Academic Computing.

*5-1 1:30 pm - "Martial Arts

Movie Night" Korean, Jap-

anese and Chinese martial

arts. Free admission. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by
ASIA.

7:00 pm - Uvesounds,
Worner Greg Room 212.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - ISO, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner
WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

12:00pm - Non-Traditional

Studertts, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

*3:00 pm - Russian Films

(with subtitles). Free ad-

mission. Armstrong 300.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement

*7:00 pm - Lecture by
JOHN GERSHMAN titled,

'Environmental Issues in

Asia: Focus on the Philip-

pines." Discussion will fol-

low. Free admission.

Gates Common Room.
Sponsored by ASIA and
EnACT.

7-9pm - Dialogue on Rac-
ism. Student Cultural Cen-
ter

*7:30 pm
Hall.

EnACT, WES

*8:00 pm- SOUNDSCAPES
presents Arnold Schoen-
berg's, "Pierrot Lunaire"

followed by a lecture-dem-

onstration by CC Professor

Carlton Gainer Free ad-

mission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by Sound-
scapes.

8:00 am - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGtfT.

Come and dance to roots

and dancehall music. Free
refreshments w/CC ID.

Tiger Pit

Wednesday

*12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - Aficionados

Luncheon featuring a lec-

ture/slide show by CC
English Professor Joe
Gordon titled, "The Baca
Milagro Wars." $9 for

lunch; call 389-6649 for

reservations by 3/1/93.

Gaylord HalL

12:00pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

*3:30 pm - Lacrosse, CC
vs. Regis University. Wash-
burn Field.

3:30-5 pm - Using Kermit

to Transfer and Print Max
Files and E-Mail. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Sponsor-
ed by Academic Comput-
ing.

*5:15 pm - DemocraH
Socialists ofAmerica, Wor-

ner Hershey Room 215.

*6:00 pm - POTLUCK DIN-
NER followed by a lecture

by DR. SUDARSHAN KA-
PUR titled, "Non-Violent

Tradition in India." Non-
Violent House. Sponsored
by ASIA and Non-Violent

House.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT. Listen to al-

ternative and techno music
with DJ, Phil Brown. Free
refreshments w/CC ID. Ti-

ger Pit

Thursday

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

Eleven. Lecture/demon-

stration by TREFORSMfTH,
piano. Packard Hall. Spon-
sored by the Music and
German Departments and
the Leisure Program.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner
Hershey Room 215.

3-4:30pm - Peterson Con-
sulting Information Ses-
sion, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Col-

umns and Macros. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*6:30 pm - Lecture by
LANE HIRABASHI on
Asian-America issues. Free
admission. GatesCommon
Room. Sponsored by ASIA
and AASU.

*7:00 pm - Beginning

Waltz Workshop. No part-

ners or experience neces-
sary. Dorothy and Steve

Becker, instructors. Gay-

lord Hall.

*7:30 pm - Contra Danc-
ing. Easy, fun form of

American dance. No part-

ners or experience neces-
sary. Live music. $5 gener-

al admission; free w/CC
ID. Gaylord Hall.

*8:00 pm - TREFOR
SMTTH, piano, visiting art-

ist-in-residence, playing

works by Schubert, Kirch-

ner, Beethoven, Liszt and
Debussy. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music and German
Departments and the Lei-

sure Program.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free refreshments w/CC
ID. Tiger Pit



WEEK

Friday Saturday Sunday On-Going Events

and IVIeetings

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Peabody Room 218.

*12:00 pm - Faculty and
Faith, Bemis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

3-5 pm - SENIOR SHIN-

DIG. Live music by country

band, "LEGENDf and lots

of food and beverages.

Cutler Quad. (Inclement

weatlier, Gaylord Hall).

Sponsored by ttie Officers

of the Class of '93.

*7:35pm - Hockey, CC vs.

Denver University. Broad-

moor World Arena.

*8:00 pm - Feature film,

RAISE THE RED LANTERN.

A sweeping saga of love in

the Chinese feudal period.

Free admission. Oiin 1.

*8:00 pm - Poetry reading

by nationally-known poet,

GREGORY ORR. Free ad-

mission. Gates Common
Room. Sponsored by the

English Department.

*10 am-5 pm - ASIAN
FESTIVAL DAY. Tai Chi,

Sumo, Kendo, Aikido, Ori-

gami, Calligraphy, Ikebana

(flower arranging). Hula

dance, Chinese dances
and an assortment of As-

ian food. Free admission.

Worner Campus Center

Sponsored by ASIA.

*7:05pm - Hockey, CC vs.

Denver University at Den-

ver.

*8:00 pm - DENVER GAM-
ELON. Indonesian music

and dance. Free admis-

sion. Gayiord Hall. Spon-

sored by ASIA.

*3:00 pm - CC TRIO CON-
CERT. Michael Hanson,

violin; Susan Smith, cello;

Susan Grace, piano; with

guests Philip Tietze, viola

and Joseph Head, t)ass.

Featured works, Block

Noctums, Schut}ert Trout

Quintet, Mozart Trio in Eb
Major. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department

*6:30 pm - DENVER TAI-

KO. Traditional Japanese

percussion group. Free

admission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by ASIA.

*7:00 pm - IIMGES OF
limGINAVON. A piano

performance and short

story reading by JENNIFER
MOYES. A reception will

follow. Free admission.

Gaylord Hall.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MARCH 8-U -THIS

WEEK" IS MONDAY, MARCH 1 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chirtese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shave Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thur^lay, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except blocl< break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

tieginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASEBE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-1 1 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 Bm-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHEE^-

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Monday & Wednesday - 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday - 1-2 pm
Sunday- 12:15-1:15 pm

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Career Center March 1 - 5
•I aboui career services check the Career Center Kiosk, Career Center door, or inquire at the Career Center reception desk

Attention All Students

Interested In Washington, D.C.
• Are you curious about life in D.C. ?

• Do you anticipate working there al any time in

your future?

• Would you just like to explore careers in D.C?

The Career Center, in conjunction with the National

Alumni Council Career Committee, is planning a

networking event in June. 1993 in Washington, DC.
There are over 1000 Colorado College Alumni/ae

living and working in our nation's capitol. We are

thinking about hosting a networking reception for all

interested students/graduates and alumni/ae. The goal

of the event would be to introduce you to the wide

range of interesting and often unique job and

internship opportunities, increase your familiarity with the D.C. job market, update you on
ways to navigate within it, and introduce you to some helpful alumni/ae.

This isQQljusi for seniors; all studgnK are welcome to participate. Before we start putting

the program together we need to know how many students are interested. If you would attend

this event, please stop in lo the Career Center and sign up on the interest list for "Washington
D.C. Career Day."

Internships

Appel Farm Arts & Music Center, a mulii-

disctplinafy oris center in rural souihem NJ.

announces year-round internship openings in: ans
administration, camp administration, conference

marketing, public relaiions. & arts development
Create your own program. Minimum 3 months.

Stipend + room & board. Completed junior year.

Norj-smoker. For more infomiation contact: Terry

Herbim, Appel Farm Arts & Music Center, Box
888, Elmer, NJ 083 18; (609) 358-2472. (Source:

Check at ttie Career Center Desk for more
information.)

CJlizcn's Network for For-elgn Affairs has paid
internships for undergraduates and graduates this

summer and fall. Interns research U.S. Foreign

policy and international economic issues, prepare

briefs and assist in office duties. Interns are

expected to hold a 3.0 GPA and are noi allowed lo

enroll in classes during their internship period. To
apply, send: resume, cover letter, 3 letters of

recommendation and a short writing sample lo:

Alex Carpenter, Internship Coordinator, One
Farragul Square South, 1634 Eye SlrEcl. N.W.,
Suite 702, Washington, D.C. 20006; fax (202)
639-8648. (Government/Public Affairs Jobs
Notebook)

lob Oppornmltiw For Collepe Stiirtpnrs

The Amencan Red Cross Youih Volunteer Corps
has Team Leader positions available for the 1993
summer program. The Corps is looking for

college students who have the desire lo help

others and the ability lo lead a small group of

young people. Team Leaders will supervise 5-8

teenage volunieers as they work on a project

based in a local non-profil organizalion. The
position is paid. For more information, contact:

Marge Asay or Barb Vierling, Youth Volunteer

Corps, Pikes Peak Chapter of the American Red
Cross. P.O. Box 7640, Colorado Springs, CO,
80933; (719) 632-3563, (Summer Job

Opportunities Notebook)

Are You Trying To Decide
On A Major?

Don't leave your future to chance
Leam about potential majors, courses, and career options

Majors Fair
March 10, 1993

4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Womer Center Lobby

Representatives from various departments will be available
for informed discussion about specific majors.

Co-Sponsored by:

Career Center Blue Key

Career Bulletin
Kditor: Carolyn Cianarclli

Fi^m the Other Side: How To Talk

With Employers
On March 1 , 1993 at 3:30*5 p.m. in the

WES room, representatives from

corporate and non-profit organizations

will discuss their perspectives about all

the job search, including rcsiunes and letters, phone
conversations, and interviews.

Law School: Is It For Me?
Are you thinking about a career in law? Are you researching law schools? Are you
wondering what it will take to make it? Join us as two CC alums share their

insights and experiences and discuss: the LSAT, applying to law schools, first year

of law school, and job prospects and how to find jobs. Mark March 3, 1993 at

6:30-8 p.m. on your calendar. Advance sign-up required in the Career Center.

Anthronnlpgy Career Dav
In honor of Paul Kulsche's retirement, a panel of Colorado College alumni/ae will

discuss their careers and jobs, providing information about their organizations,

employment possibilities, preparation and qualifications and job

search strategies. Plan to attend on Saturday, March 6, 1993 from
3:00-5:00 p.m. at Tutt Alumni House.

Part-time/Seasonal

Helping Out In the Outdoors is a directory of

volunteer work and internships on America's public

lands. The listings arc arranged alphabetically by
stale and region. Each includes: ihe name of the

agency, park, or forest: a description of the area; the

types of positions available; Ihe application

requirements; any benefits offered; and the name,
address, and frftone number of the contact person.

Many positions are for campground hosts, trail

crews, and wildemess/backcountry rangers. If

interested, a copy of the dirertory is on file in the

Career Center in the "Naniral Park Positions"

notebook. For your own copy, send S5.IWt

American Hiking Society, P.O. Box 20160,

Washington, DC 20041-2160. Career Networking Luncheon
With CC Alums
Colorado College alumni/ae will be available

to discuss their careers and their jobs with

you over lunch. Leam about specific job-

related responsibilities, career paths, and job

search strategies. Develop or expand your
career network by connecting with our

alums. Space is limited, so si gn up early in

the Career Center. Advance sign-up j^

required.

Friday, April 2

12:00 NooD

Miscellaneous

CU Cai^r Connection

Local and national job vacancies in business,

education (K- 1 2>, government, non-profit, and
industry can be accessed through this 24 hour
telephone service. The vacancies are all

professional listings requiring a bachelor, master
or doctoral degree. The fee for this service is

$30.00. Registration cards and information are

available in Ihe CareerCenlerat the front desk.

Recruiting Updates

TeachfnrAmpriqi . a national teacher corps of
talented, dedicated individuals who commit two
years lo icach in under- resourced urban and niral

public schools. There is still time lo submit your
applicalion. The deadline is March 1st fora space-
available inlerview. Our last contact indicated that

there is still space available at Colorado College for

interviews. All day miervicw process is Friday
March 12lh.

Space is still available for the March 2nd practice
Interviews. Come to Ihe Career Center to sign up.

Fiill-Time Positions

Teach KnPli5;h In HUNGARY!! One position as a

Convenation Practice English Teacher at a high

school in Hungary will be available in June of this

year. A normal teaching schedule is expected: 18,

45 minute classes per week with tliird and fourth

year high school students. An apartment is

provided (not including gas and electric) along

with a net salary of 15,000Fl (Hungarian currency)

and national health care insurance coverage. In

addition, teachers receive 50% off a train-pass in

Hungary. Letters of inleresi along wilh a resume
and two leiters of recommendation should be sent

lo Ihe head mistress. Write to Gyulai Edit, Bocskai

Istvan Gimnazium. Hajduboszormeny, Bocskai ter

12, 4220. HUNGARY. Cover letlera should

include birth dale, binh place and mother and

father's names. (International Job Notebook)

Vf^^

Are von Inleresled In wnrklno In Aln^n? Tho

CaieerCenterhas just received The Alaska

Employment ProeRm manual, which is a

comprehensive guide lo finding seasonal and year-

round employment b Alaska's fishing industry.

Newcomers and experienced workers will find the

manual the most complete and comprehensive sourc
of infomiation on Alaskan fisheries employment
available anywhere.

Tlie Career Center receives complimentary

copies of Ihe Black Colle
|
;ian and Hi'jpanic

Business magazines. These magazines

contain interesting articles about a wide range
of careers. There are also articles on
interviewing, job hunting and other related

topics. The information provided would be
helpfiil to any student. If you'd like to receive

a copy of either of these publications, slop by
the Career Center.

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts. Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Shaiyl Bender Peterson. Rcsean::h & Resources Coordinator
Pani Spoelman. Siaff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Malt Moyer
Johnna Kictzmann Sharteen Pisciotla

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center p
policy ot equal opportunity In all aspects o(
employment and education. We do not knowingly
list job oppoftunibes (rom employers who
unlawluliy discriminate.
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Racial incident can open up dialogue

Reponse from NARAL member
In response to Bill Mangle

jrhoquestioned (attacked) the

actions and motives of

flARAL concerning a flyer

liistributed during the CCCA
campaigns last semester:

The flyer in question ad-

vised students that David

Coffey is anti-choice and

therefore probably not a can-

didate pro-choice students

would care to support.

Mangle expressed con-

cern aboutpersecuting"moral

minorities" and encouraging

others to vote "on a single

issue, such as abortion" rather

than the general "competence

of the candidate."

Competence can mean a

lot of things. Even I would

concede that George Bush

could be deemed a "compe-

tent" person. Does that mean

1 should disregard his moral

and political beliefs?

Voting for women and

men whose beliefs are similar

.. your own seems rather in-

evitable. Informing others of

a candidate's stand on an is-

sue is a very basic form of

campaigning and is certainly

not " iinmature and irrespon-

sible" as Mangle states.

I'd like to relate specifi-

callyhow the flyercame about

and what the motivations be-

hind it were. In December I

attended a CCCA meeting

with several other NARAL

members. We were there for

thepuiposeofobtaining funds

for a letter writing campaign

to elected officials so that stu-

dents (and others) could ex-

press their opinions on abor-

tion andrelatedissues. David

Coffey voted against the ap-

propriation of funds.

NARAL, like any group on

campus, depends on CCCA
moneys. David Coffey was

in factdoing exactly what Bill

Mangle accuses NARAL of

doing—suppressing opinions.

I can't thiiik of any reason

why Coffey would have voted

against NARAL's request

except that he is politically

opposed to the group ' s views

.

Obviously NARAL
would preferand supportcan-

didates for CCCA that will

fund its programs. I believe

thatNARAL does respect dif-

fering opinions. Informing

others of the opinions of po-

tential elected officials is an

important function of any po-

litical group.

Comparing NARAL's
flyer to the suppression ofho-

mosexuals. Native Ameri-

cans, and Jews as BiU Mangle

does is both insulting and very

deceptive.

-Justin Broce

speaking as a NARAL
member but not for

NARAL

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

A few weeks ago, accord-

ing to a New York Times re-

port, a student at Williams

College in Massachusetts

pinned three racial slurs to the

door of the black student

union. A guilty person came
forward and the administra-

tion suspended him for a se-

mester.

The black student's orga-

nization at Williams re-

sponded by blanketing the

campus with calls for racial

tolerance and dialogue. The

student sought the press and

revealed himself as the cul-

prit. He was a black male in

his junior year.

He contended that his

motivation was to spark dia-

logue about race relations. By
calling the attention of even

the national media, this man
accomplished his mission.

Other black students threat-

ened to walk out ofthe school,

but the guilty student warned

them not to do so.

If a student pinned racial

slurs to the doors of the Stu-

dent Cultural Center here at

CC, how would we respond?

Wouldthe administration sus-

Clinton's economic

policies questioned

From Clinton Pg. 10

American people would be

much more willing to go

along with a tax increase if

he adhered to the following

two principles: a) that the

money goes to reduce the

deficit (the American people

are not sacrificing to pay for

Bill Clinton ' s "investment"'

plan), and b) that there are

serious spending cuts en-

acted, not just proposed.

There is a long batde ahead

for die President.

As of today his plan

shows strong supportamong
theAmericanpeople, butthat

support might wane as the

citizens of this nation begin

to realize that their wide-

spread contributions need

not be so high to cut the

deficit.

Yes, diePresident'splan

is bold, but it is also reck-

less.

It is understandable that

there are a number of pro-

grams that the Mr. Clinton

truly believes will benefit

this nation, but he needs to

put things in perspective.

The massive federal budget

deficit is ofprimary concern

to the nation.

Being President means

making hard choices. Un-

fortunately, Clinton does

have, the discipline to swal-

low his own medicine.

As a result he has

launched a massive cam-

paign to sell us his economic

bag of goodies, but this is

one bag of goodies that this

nation just can't afford.

pend the responsible stud-

ent(s)? Did Williams give

their student a bum deal?

Should he be suspended re-

gardless of his race, regard-

less of his intent?

These are questions that

characterize the difficult and

tense relations between races

on campuses across the na-

tion, CC certainly included.

But where are the answers?

Recently I finished a block

on black politics with a visit-

ing black professor from
Swarthmore. We spent three

and a half weeks debating di-

lemmas of "selling out," "as-

similation," and "voluntary

segregation." But I finished

the class with more questions

then when I started in Janu-

ary.

I hate to be fatalistic about

race relations. I start by ex-

amining my own attitudes. 1

recognize my prejudices, and

yet I still offend some minor-

ity students. I have been en-

couraged to keep talking, to

keep learning, to keep meet-

ing minority students and talk-

ing with them.

Yet many don't want to

talkaboutracerelations.They,

too, are fed up with the ten-

sions. They don't want to be

always aware of their

ethnicity, even when they

have immense pride in their

heritage.

So do I leave them alone?

Do I stop questioning racial

relations and just try to treat

people "fairly"? 1 like to think

that 1 am sensitive, pretty well-

informed, and "fair." But I

want to keep learning. 1 want

to do more than dance to salsa,

watch rap videos and read

Japanese-American novels.

Those are easy ways of tast-

ing culture, but they don ' t rep-

resent the real people behind

some of those cultural expres-

sions

Maybe it's foolish tohope

anyone will read this opinion

because I'mjust anotherwhite

racist male. But 1 hold on to

the hope that someone has

answers to my questions.

So write in to the Cata-

lyst. Talk to your friends about

their ethnicity. Some won't

care, some will be glad you

asked. Think about how few

people of color there are on

this campus and why that

might be. Talk.

We shouldn't have to nail

racial slurs to an ethnic

group's building just to spur

some dialogue.

Bosnian conflict presents moral problems

From Intervene Pg. 9

independent countries that

make up Eiu-ope are part of a

largercommunity, butwe still

see ourselves as only Ameri-

cans, despite our heavy-

handed participation in the

UN. TheUN is a global orga-

nization and the situation in

Yugoslavia is rightly a UN
affair. The US, however, is

still powerful enough to wield

the heaviest influence in the

UN. Refusal on our part to

participate in Yugoslavian in-

terference will effectively

Individuals
From Dr. Death Pg. 9

higher value on the mere ex-

istence of a life—perpetuat-

ing it at whatever cost—than

on the quality of life?

Not every society has al-

ways had this same peculiar

unreasoning and determined

adherence to the idea that sui-

cide is an awful crime. Such

a view is, in fact, particularly

religious. It also stems from a

curiously paternalistic notion

that noone, regardless of then-

age or experience, is as quali-

fied as a doctor to judge

whether or not their life is

worth living.

table the likelihood ofUN in-

volvement.

Women who read about

the mass and brutal raping

that is the result of

Yugoslavia's "civil" war can

not help but feel that some-

thing must be done. Femi-

nism concerns itself with

women first and perhaps with

American women later We
are able to affirm that rape is

always unacceptable. The

alleged systematic rape

occuring in Bosnia-

Herzegovina is atrocious

enough to require interfer-

ence. A pacifist at heart, I

commended the UN's initial

non-military response and re-

peated attempts to organize a

cease-fire. Demilitirization

of Yugoslavia sounds won-

derful, but as theUN is finally

realizing, cease-fires enforced

on paper are almost worth-

less.

If it were only soldiers

willingly killing one another,

perhaps I'd stay silent and

uninvolved. But when the

worst of the war is heaped

upon women, children and the

land, passivity is not enough.

, not state, must decide
machine for a rational and

ravaged man who sees an un-

necessary future of nothing

but pain the same people who

would prohibit abortions for a

woman whose child's future

The absurdity seems self-

evident. But the questions

this issue raises about quality

of life versus, essentially.

. . . questions this issue

raises about quality of

life versus, essentially,

quantity of life are

even more troubling.

quantity of life are even more

troubling. The most obvious

associated example is that of

abortion. Are those who
would prevent Dr. Kevorkian

from setting up his suicide

appears equally as painful?

Further, as health care

costs continue skyrocketing,

due more than partially to the

escalating costs of caring for

the elderly, what sense does it

make to insist that those who

have decided, for themselves,

that they have "reached the

jumping offplace"(as Jessica

Tandy puts it in Fried Green

Tomatoes) mustremain in this

See More Death on Pg. 12
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Professor/Senator defines Amend. 1

Education funding will be affected by tax limitations of new amendment

By Mike Bird

CC Professor of Economics

Since the election in No-

vember, the Joint Budget

Committee (JBC) has been

working diligently to imple-

ment the many new proce-

dures needed for constructing

the state budget called for by

the passage of Amendment
I. The committee has also

been grappling with the key

budgetary issues of Medic-

aid, prisons, higher educa-

tion, and of course, K-12

school finance.

Education funding, espe-

cially for kindergarten

through 12th grade (K-12) is

a major pressure point in the

budget. After paying all for

other inescapable costs, es-

pecially Medicaid and pris-

ons, about 77 million new
dollars remain for public

schools.

In a normal year (if there

is such a thing anymore!) this

would be enough to cover the

projected enrollment increase

ofabout 16,(X)0 students state-

wide. Unfortunately, this is

not a normal year as the

schools will lose a "one time

pot ofrevenue" of over $200

million, which originated

through legislation passed

several years ago. That law

changed the fiscal year of

schools to match that of the

state as part of an ongoing

effort to holddown local prop-

erty taxes and increase the

state's share of school fund-

ing (now about 55 percent of

the total revenue with the

other 45 percent, the local

share, funded from property

taxes).

However, in order to sig-

nificantly mitigate the im-

pact of the loss of this "wind-

fall" the JBC has recom-

mended tiiat die state's re-

serve balance be drawn down

by a maximum of$60 million.

This will still leave a healthy

amount for emergencies of

about $170 million (over 5

percent of the general fund)

by the end of the next fiscal

year. If most other budgetary

items in the remainder of the

state's 20 executive depart-

ments are held to zero growdi

or reduced sufficiendy, as the

JBC intends, even this reserve

draw down may not be fully

required.

As a result of all this, new
state general fund spending

forschools would be increased

$137 million. This would still

mean an overall reduction of

4.3 percent in school finance

(6.9 percent on a per pupil

basis due to 16,000 new stu-

dents) due to die loss of the

"one time" source. Although

painful, this is a far cry from

die double digitreductions that

had been predicted earlier by

some observers and partisans.

Will Clinton's taxes hurt?
By Heather Pantley

Catalyst Staff

Last year during his cam-
paign. President Clinton

promised tax relief Now he

has outlined his economic pro-

posal for the American public
and Congress, making an ap-

peal to his constituents and

setting the scene for new lev-

ies toreduce ournauon ' s over-

whelming deficit.

Yes, we are prepared to

make sacrifices, and 54% of

the public thinks this tax in-

crease is necessary. But now
middle class America, those

families earning more than

$100,000 a year, about 4.4%
ofthepopulation.isfacedwith

shouldering 70% of the new
tax burden. This small group

of American middle class

families also includes many
families like yours and mine.

Asa good Democrat, I am
prepared to Sacrifice what is

needed for die good of our
nation so that we can attempt

to make life better for all

Americansin die fumre. How-
ever, my fear is that we will

pay more and get less, at least

until all of the new policies

are in place. President Clinton

promisedhewouldraise taxes

only on those earning more
than $200,000 a year, but he
and his aides said they felt it

was necessary to lower the

threshold because of a larger-

than-anticipated deficit. This
brings an increase up to 36%
on the income-tax rate levels

for couples earning $140,000

a year, and for individuals

eaming$l 15,000ayear.This

is much closer to home for a

larger group of middle
America.

In addition to this a broad

tax on all fuels under consid-

eration will boost everyone's

utility bill, about $10-$12 a

month for die average middle-

class family. This tax will hun
the middle-class the most. Es-

sentially Clinton went back

on his promise of protecting

middle-class Americans.

If President Clinton con-

tinues his bold proposal with

confidence, he will be able to

get enough for programs im-

portant to him, like national

service and police corps, as

well as other hopes for an

investment tax credit to cre-

ate much needed jobs, full

funding of HeadStart and,

spending on public works and
highways. Deficit reduction

will come in the form of an-

odier bill calling for spending

cuts and defense cutbacks in

addition to the well-known
tax increases. The other posi-

tive aspect is that Congress is

behind everything President

Clinton has proposed.

Eventually these resulting

benefits will be good for all

Americans, and middle in-

come Americans will get

something back from what
they have put into the
economy. But what do we do
until then?

Many middle-class Am-

erican families are like mine,

many of my friends, and
maybe yours. Myparents have

already financed one educa-

tion and continue to pay off

those loans. At the same time

they are financing my educa-

tion, for which they have had

to take out more loans. But

because of the combined in-

come of my parents, I cannot

get financial aid.

In addition to paying for

our college educations, they

must continue to run a house-

hold, pay bill, and take care of

all other typical family ex-

penses, like vacations, gen-

eral needs, and so on. This

may or may not sound famil-

iar to you, but I know it effects

many college students like

ourselves.

Something needs to

change in America's colleges

and universities. My chal-

lenge to President Clinton is

tocontinue toimplement these

necessary economic sacri-

fices, while at the same time

changing other aspects like our

nation's syatem ofhigheredu-
cation. He needs to work to

provide financial support for

all students desiring a higher

education.

In order to live the type of

lifestyle we have had all our

lives-that of our parents-un-

dergraduate and graduate
work are indispensable and
almost a necessity. I hope that

our new, young President can
live up to the changes that he
has promised.

In a longer time perspec-

tive, it is Ukely that the growth

of the state's economy will

exceed the allowable rate of

growth of public expendi-

tures. This is because the

inflation plus population

growth index does not directly

reflect the growdi rate of the

economy, which is most ac-

curately tracked by a statistic

called "state personal in-

come." A bill supported by

the JBC which passed two

yearsago,HB91-1262,called

for tying the growth of state

government to the growth of

the economy (using personal

income as the index) but that

spending limit is now subor-

dinate to the provisions of

Amendment 1.

In sum, the challenges of

Amendment 1 are great, but

there is little reason to think

that Colorado is facing immi-

nent budgetary melt down.

There is a greater need than

ever to insist on more cost

effective and innovative prac-

tices throughout state gov-

ernment, including

privatization whenever it

makes sense.

(Professor Bird is a Colo.

State Senatorand chairofthe

JointBudgetCommittee . ed.)

Suicide machine

From More Death Pg. 1

1

life against their will?

There are those who
will argue that "sense" and

"economics" can never be-

gin to measure the "inesti-

mable value ofhuman life,"

but surely the ownerof said

life can, in fact, make ex-

actiy those value judge-

ments.

Granted, at our age we

may easily be tempted—
unless unfortunate circum-

stances dictate otherwise—

to discount or even ignore

the imphcations of death.

But in the end, each of us

must come to terms with

death in an exclusively per-

sonal, often religious way.

To impose upon someone

else our personal views

about such a personal mat-

teris an offensive presump-

tion of the most egregious

sort. For a state to engage

in such an imposition is in-

excusable.

If, therefore. Dr.

Kevorkian decides to help

those who have opted for

an end that we might not

choose, under circum-

stances that we may only

guess at but neverknow for

ourselves, it is, quite sim-

ply, none of our business.

\

A Womb With A View
By Marc Phillips

Top 10 Names for a Pet Iguana . . . and Other Deep
Thoughts

10. Juana

9. Once when I was walking through the forest, a tiny elf

came up to me and said that he would give me a pot of gold

ifI performed three perilous tasks. I kicked him in the head

and stole his hat.

8. Ook-Ook

7. Filbert

6. Once a flying Chihuahua landed on my head and told me
I must come with him to save his people from an invading

horde of floppy eared lizards. I said, "Hey buddy, you've

gotta be kidding me." He said, "That's right, I am kidding,"

and flew away.

5. Loquita

4. If I was the last person on Earth, I think I'd like to go to

Disneyland, since there wouldn't be any lines for the rides.

Oh wait, there wouldn't be anyone working there to print

my name on ahat with mouse ears! Okay, forget it then, I'd

just go bowling.

3. 1 like eggs. They're neat.

2. Once I looked up in the sky and thought, "It's a bird, it's

a plane, no ... no. .. it's a falling rock." When I got out of

the hospital they told me it was called a meteorite.

l.Thefrog. Adog, Onel
cow, Ed,

A tree. The bee. Wow. The
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Visiting directors steal the spotlight
Rene Gabri

Catalyst Arts Editor

Last Thurs. night heralded

llie
first performance of Wil-

liani Shalcespeare's A Mid-

fiimmer Night's Dream

.

Theplay, presented by the

Colorado College Drama
artment, has been brought

10 life by two unique indi-

idiials: Bruno Santini and

Patnck Kealey. Both direc-

lors are natives ofLondon and

have spent the last month

leaching at CC while direct-

ing the play.

Santini has spent the last

20 years designing sets and

costumes for a variety of

;, dance pieces and op-

tras.

However, in recent years,

he had wanted to do a direct-

project. Consequently,

when Professor Malcolm of-

fered him the chance to direct

a play here, he could not

refuse.

Santini wanted to do this

project with a CC director,

his original partner could not

attend so he asked Kealey to

come.

What ensued was a chem-

istry between the two that

neither director could have

predicted.

Part of the chemistry be-

tween the two is a result of

their different backgrounds.

Kealey's roots are mainly in

acting.

He spent over thirteen

years acting in a variety of

theaters, but in his thirties was
disillusioned with acting as a

career. Having done some
directing as an undergraduate

at Cambridge, Kealey decided

to pursue a teaching and di-

recting career.

Besides teaching, the last

few years have been marked

with many directing jobs

stretching all across Europe

including Finland, Czechoslo-

vakia and France.

Their difference in back-

grounds and their similarities

in philosophies laid the foun-

dation for the dynamics be-

tween them and the charac-

ters in the play.

The cast, crew and two

directors have spent a great

deal of time and energy to put

up this play in only one month

.

Theculmination of all the hard

work reached its peak when
the cast and directors spent

the block break at the CC
cabin.

The following is an inter-

view with Bruno Santini and

Patrick Kealey.

How did you end up at CC?
Bruno: I have known Jim

(Malcolm) for foiu' to five

years and have often met with

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE
beginning Mar. 1

Student Art Exibit PikesPeak Center

feb. 25 - 28
Shakespeare's Dream 8:00 p.m. Armstong 32

feb. 27
Deathtrap 8:00 p.m. Pikes Peak Center

Mar. 4

Cape Dorsett Drawings Fine Arts Center

MUSIC

8:00 p.m.

Mar. 2

SoundScape

Mar. 4

C.S. Symphony 7:30 p.m.

Trevor Smith, piano 8:00 p.m

Mar. 5
Andrea Hull 8:00 p.m.

IN CONCERT
Mar. 27
George Carlin

Mar. 5
Skankin' Pickle

Mar. 9

Phish

Packard

Pikes Peak Center

Packard

Packard

Pikes Peak Center

Fox Theatre(Den.)

Pikes Peak Center

Pholo by Chris Flood

Visiting directors Patrick Kealey and Bruno Santini watch over the cast's final

rehearsal ofA Midsummer Night's Dream by Shakespeare in Armstrong's room 32.

his students in London.

I mentioned to him that I

wanted to do a directing

project, and he gave me the

opportunity to direct at CC.

I was going to come with

another person, but my origi-

nal plans fell through so I

asked Patrick because I liked

his previous work.

What impressed you most

about CC?
Bruno: What I found most

surprising about CC was the

amount of funding for the

arts for such a small college.

The facilities are great, given

the number of students.

Why did you choose to have

the play in Armstrong 32?

Bruno: I wanted the audience

to be in the round, which is a

more intimate space than a

See Play on Pg. 15

Poet overcomes adversities
By Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Staff

Nationally known poet

Gregory Or will visit Colo-

rado College during the fu'st

couple of weeks in March. He
will be accessible to students

who desire help with their

writing or seek advice on ca-

reer choices.

March 1-5 he will

be at Baca with Joan

Stone's creative writ-

ing class. On Fri.,

March 5, at 8:00 p.m.

he will give a free pub-

lic reading of his po-

session.

The rest of his time on

campus, Orr will be available

to speak with students. This is

a wonderful opportunity to

learn from a truly talented art-

ist.

Orr is an English profes-

sor at the University of Vir-

ginia and is an exceptional

Inside him, there are small bones

scattered in afield

among burdocks and dead grass.

-"Gathering the Bones Together"

his poetry style "Post-Con-

fessional Lyric," in which the

main subject is autobiographi-

cal.

Orr's personal history is

certainly important in his po-

etry. His mother died when he

was young and at age 12 he

shot his brother in a fatal hunt-

ing accident. Much of Orr's

poetry is about his— psychological jour-

ney of survival.

Inside him, there are

small bones

scattered in afield

among burdocks and

etry in Gates Common Room poet. He has been awarded dead grass.

of Palmer Hall. such honors as the Discovery He will spend his life walking

On March 6, from 10:00 Award, NBA and Guggen- there,

a.m. to noon, Orr will conduct heim grants and an award from gathering the bones together.

a workshop on poetry in room the Academy of American ("Gathering the Bones To-

2 1 3 of Womer Center. Poets.

Students are encouraged Ort has been praised for

to submit their poetry to Jane his style-at times flatly de-

HillberrybyFeb.26, 1993 for scriptive, other times dream-

Orr to critique during the like or surrealistic. He calls

gether")

He describes his themes:

See Orr Pg. 16
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CC greets Scottish musician
Press Release

Internationally acclaimed

Scottish pianist Trefor Smith

will give two free public per-

formances on Thurs., March

4 in Colorado College's

Packard Hall (5 W. Cache la

Poudre). Smith will present a

talk/demonstration at 11:00

a.m. in which he will perform

and talk about his work, and

he will perform a full concert

at 8:00 p.m. Both perfor-

mances are free and open to

the public.

German reviewers have

applauded Smith's perform-

ing as "soulful, cultivated and

full of color. . . Trefor Smith

coaxed miracles of sound

from the piano" (Hamburger

Abendblati).

Smith will be playing

Schubert's Sonata in A Mi-

nor; Kirchner'sFour Preludes,

Opus No. 9; Beethoven's So-

nata in E Major, Opus No.

109; Debussy's Estampas;

andHungarian Rhapsody No.

9 by Franz Liszt.

Smith, of Scottish birth,

has studied music and com-

position at Aberdeen and

Liverpool Universities and

received a Performer's Di-

ploma from Royal Manches-

ter College of Music.

He studied with Eliza

Hansen in Hamburg and has

made many radio recordings.

He gives concerts regularly

throughout Europe as well as

in the United States and the

Far East.

Smith will be teaching a

master class for piano at CC,

which is sponsored by the

music department.

Smith ' s visit is made pos-

sible by the college's music

department, the German de-

partment, and theLeisure Pro-

gram.

Soundscapes plays Pierrot Lunaire

"Flamingo Flambe" showing at the Cobum Gallery

own handmade papers, creat-

ing bright, elegant, highly-

patterned designs.

Thirty-six pieces will be

shown, and all are for sale,

art form of marbling on his This show will be combined

Tom Leech's "Flamingo

Flambe" is an exhibition of

handmade Turkish marbled

papers.

Leech masters the ancient

with an exhibit of historical

marbling from the Special

Collections of Tutt Library.

The show runs Feb. 25

through March 17 in Coburn

Gallery in Womer.

By Curtis Smith

Catalyst Staff

Tues. night, March 2,

1993, Soundscapes will

present a concert featuring

music composed in the sec-

ond decade of the twentieth

century. The program's mu-

sic includes Claude
Debussy's PremUre
Rhapsodie, Charles Ives

songs and Arnold
Schoenberg's Pierrot

Lunaire.

The threecomposers rep-

resent three radically differ-

ent approaches to modern
composition.

Debussy, an impression-

ist, relies on beautiful tone

colors and shimmering tex-

tures.

Charles Ives, a US na-

tionalist, often includes pa-

triotic songs and hymn tunes

in his music. Arnold

Schoenberg, considered to be

among the most important

influences in modem music,

is an expressionist.

Schoenberg's Pierrot

Lunaire foreshadows many
developments in music
which does not have a tonal

center and a radically differ-

ent treatment of the voice.

The performers on Tues,

will be: Sandra Craddock,

clarinet; Sara McDaniel, pi-

ano; Mary Louise Burlie,

mezzo-soprano; Jan Gauli,

flute; and CC faculty mem-
bers Michael Hansen, vio-

lin, viola; Susan Smith, cello;

and Daryll Stevens, bass

clarinet.

CC Professor Carlton

Gamer will present a shon

lecture-demonstrarion of

Schoenberg's work.

The concert begins at

8:00 p.m. and is free and

open to the public.

Senior art shows now on display in Packard

Photo by Chris Flood

This piece by Steven Grill can be seen in Packard Hall.

By Nicholas 'Weigel

Catalyst Staff

The senior art shows have

College artist to take the reins

is Steven Grill.

His show, entiUed Pro-

cess: A Collection of Works,

went up on Mon. Feb. 22
where it was warmly received

by friends and faculty during

an opening reception that

evening.

Process consists of ap-

proximately fifteen pieces and

will remain in the Packard

Arts building until Saturday

Feb. 27.

Grill has filled the exhibi-

tion hall with his mark as an

artist.

Demonstrating his skill in

gouache and sculpture, he has

compiled an interesting and

unique body of work.

Very big on exploring al-

ternative borders, use of the

canvass, and framing tech-

niques, Grill provides notonly

an interesting concept, but a

keen eye for mechanical de-

sign as well.

Perhaps, influenced by
Indian art, Grill has tapped

into the ideas of Indian sym-
bolism and mythology which

ATTENTION SENIORS !

Order your caps and goums NOW
in the bookstore
NO CHARGE

CoUege Ring Sale Ends Mar. 5

Commen4:ement Announcements
10 for $7.50

THE 1993 CC AWARDS
IN LITERATURE

$11,000 for Block
and Summer Projects

Summer Projects: up to $2,500
Block Projects: up to $1,200

Eligibility: Juniors

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
APRIL 2, 2:00 p.m.

Further information see Comittee Members
Profs. Butte, Mauch, Yaffe, (English); Prof. Kelso

(Biology); students Scott Givens, Jessica
Saberman, and Theresa Strausbaugh

can most clearly be seen in his

three part series of panels en-

tided, "The Path".

Grill has adopted abstracl

ofsophistication and simplic-

ity.

In his key piece, "Dissec-

tion", the biomorphic and in-

organic forms seem to dwell

or float naturally within the

confines of the canvas which

make for a rather soothing

visual experience.

These abstract forms,

symbols and mythical refer-

ences add a sense of spiritual

mystery which builds slowly

as the whole body of work is

digested by the viewer's

sense.

I often found myself say-

ing "Waahhaaa", or some-

thing to that nature, as I stud-

ied a piece like "Prelude"

which resembled a cryptic

funeral procession.

If I have to offer any criti-

cisms to Grill's work, I might

say that he is most impressive

in his larger scale work.

His smallerpieces, in par-

ticular"Red Sun" and "Break

Through"just didn 't do much
for me-

However, 1 found the ma-

jority of his pieces to be exci i-

ing and fulfilling which makes
this show a must see.

Unfortunately, due to the

multitude of local art patrons

present at the reception, I was
unable to talk with Steve Grill

about his work or even about

himself, so this artist for me
still remains in every sense of

the word, a mystery.
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conventional theater. Also, if

jtwas upstairs we would have
to deal with a completely

jew issue which would be the

actors' projecting. I prefer

saying, "The energy is not

enough" to standing at the

back of the theater and say-

ing, "I can't hear you."

If you were to leave CC to-

day what would be the most

joyful memory you would

lake with you?

Patrick: Truthfully, the great-

estjoy of this production was

ihediversityofthecast. Ithas

been so rewarding to work

with this range of people; a

group that would never have

jotten together if it weren't

for this play.

1 would also like to say

lliat the journey on the way
has been equally as exciting

as theperformance. The cabin

trip that we took had a great

depth of playing. We are not

a very playful society, and so

Hove the way that we played

igether. The trust of the cast

was incredible.

Brano: You see, theater is all

ibout bringing people to-

gether. You'd never see this

group together-the unique-

ness-when we leave it will be

very sad.

We are like a real family

except our common bond is

lot blood but the text of the

play.

Why did you choose to do A
MidsummerNight'sDreaml

Bruno: I had to combine sev-

[ral factors; Shakespeare be-

Eause the text is so rich. Sim-

plicity because elaborate cos-

tumes are not necessary in

iMs play , andcomedy because
I did not care to do a tragedy.

You see, I knew the play

would work well with stu-

dents; the play is for younger

le. Moreover, one char-

ter doesn't carry the whole

ay as in King Lear or The

hmpest. I thought we could

bve fun with it.

Anotherbigreasonlchose

Shakespeare is because after

seeing American productions

"f his work, I felt that they are

often over respectful. It was
like Shakespeare's plays are

Reworks of God.

In America they are done
often asmuseum pieces which

"lakes themmore inaccessible

lo the audience.

W'hat sets this production

spart from other produc-

By Jon Elsberg

Catalyst Staff

Photo by Chris Flood

Dream rehearsal with Anton Borja and Thaddeus King

tions of A Midsummer
Night's Dream?
Patrick: Both of us had seen

Peter Brooks' production of

the Dream (which has often

been considered the best pro-

duction of the play to date).

Both of us feel that in its own
way this play is every bit as

exciting as his. The actors are

different because of their age

and experience, but it is just

as interesting.

Why have you continued

working in theater for the

last 20 years?

Patrick: I was directing aplay

three or four years ago and

one day, before one of the

rehearsals, I was walking

down the street and felt deliri-

ously happy andknew exactly

why.

In one comer of the world

I wa« creating order out of

chaos. Itislikeinvitingpeople

to play in a vision you have.

Of course it (the vision)

changes because theater is a

communal activity.

Like a bowl, the director

holds a vision as the actors

play in it.

The culmination of this

playing is the magic that has

London
$ 249

'

kept me in love with theater

for so long.

If there was one piece of

advice you could give to the

audience what would it be?

Bruno; I don't like giving

advice but I will say this: I am
hoping nobody will come out

without having strong feel-

ings for this production, ei-

ther hating it or liking it.

I can't imagine people

coming out of it saying, 'It's

all right' -then we will have

failed. Itisgreatiftheyeither

hate it or love it.

You are fortunate if you

have tickets to the play

—

DON'T MISS IT!

(Disclaimer : No tape re-

corder was used for this in-

terview. Unfortunately, my
shorthand skills could not

match the eloquence ofeither

Patrick's or Bruno's words.)

First things first, and the

first thing today is an expla-

nation: 1 know how unethi-

cal this article is. You might

wonder why 1 say this, and I

am all too happy to reveal.

You see, 1 am co-chair

of the film series committee

this semester (along with

Pooh-Bear the beer re-

viewer, so don't let him try

to slip in an unbiased word).

Thus when I take the next

few lines to encourage you

to see Naked Lunch on Fri.

and Sat. I am committing a

heinous journalistic sin. So
belt.

Naked Lunch is a swell

flick. More than swell, ac-

tually Peter Weller in the

lead is delightfully subdued

throughout all the surround-

ing oddity. The whole film

in fact is covered by a layer

of'subduedity".

This is not to say the

fihnisdull. No sir. Rather

that the feeling of subdued-

ness is used to turn the whole

thing into an expression of

dead-pan humor.

The director, David

Cronenberg, is fully suc-

cessful in creating an alter-

nate world for the charac-

ters to inhabit. Nothing that

happens can possibly be

real, and all of it makes
sense.

William S. Burroughs

wrote the novel of the same
name.

I have not read the

novel, so 1 am only express-

ing hearsay when 1 relate

that the movie is supposed

to be more a telling of how
the book was written, rather

than a regurgitation of the

book's contents.

If that is true, it might

explain why Burroughs

claims he is unable to re-

member writing the novel.

If I shot myself up with

insecticide, took orders

from my typewriter and

sucked on a mugwump I'd

want to forget the experi-

ence as well.

Whatever the deal. Na-

ked Lunch is a trippy ride

well worth checking out.

Would I lie to you?

Remember, Naked
Lunch this weekend. It'll

change your life for the

better. Guaranteed.

Amsterdam

Paris

Madrid

Frankfurt

Ceneva
Rome

$ M»*
$ «»•
$ M9»
$ M»»
$ «»•
$ M9'

a statewid^-
By and For
Money and
overturn

taking over
SEEK To PARTY ALL NlGHT

LONG • IMPORTED DJ'S • CASH BAR
. $9 IN ADVANCE • $10 AT DOOR -

HIDE N' SEEK • 512 WEST COLORADO
AVENUE • GROUND ZERO: 719.635.60S5

SATURDAY MARCH 6TH 10PM TILL DAWN

A RAVE WITH HIGH ENERGY •

dance for rights party
ground zero • raise
raise awareness to
amendment 2 • we're
The Hide N'

Council Travel
1138 13th StreetCOn the Hill)

Boulder, CO 80302

i»3.4478101 • 1-aW-743-18H

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT GROUND 'ERO

mmmu^^iii^^^^iiiiiiiiii^i^
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Poet
FromOrrPg. 13

'[My] brother's death and

the equally-sudden death of

[my] mother a few years

later. . . become loci for such

recurring themes as guilt, ter-

ror, abandonment and grief"

Orr was also imprisoned in

1 965 as acivil rights worker.

Because of these traumatic

events, many of his poems

concentrate on solitude and

despair.

Even as the last bars clang

shut

and I start to rub the purple

ache

clubs lefton shoulders, ribs,

and shins, my mind isfash-

ioning

an invisible ladder, its rungs

and lifts of escape. .

.

Imagination is good wood;

by midnight

I'll be high as thatmocking-

bird

in the magnolia across the

moonlit road.

Orr's poetry deals with

difficult emotional topics.

Alan Williamson, a con-

tributor to the Washington

PostBookWorld, calls Orr'

s

bestpoems "tragic in tone."

Orr is part of the John

Ebey Writer-in-Residence

Program at CC. The pro-

gram is an experimentalven-

ture designed to enrich the

college's offerings by bring-

ing distringuished writers to

campus for visits, readings

and talks.

It is funded by John

Ebey, a 1963 alumnus, and

his wife, Susan. I'he Cali-

fomia couple also sponsor

the Ebey Novella Prize

awardedforoutstanding cre-

ative writingbyCC students.

New Releases
School of Fish Human Cannonball - The album starts

off with "Complicator". The first few seconds make it

sound kind of exciting, with a raucous group of guitar

licks. It quickly settles into a somewhat catchy and a really

repetitive chant of the song title. This paves the way for the

generic "chanty" sound of theentire album, whichis all too

reininiscent of the one popular song on their last album.

It says on the insert that the aim of the group is to "do

stuff that felt good to play live." They have no doubt

accomplished this with the small price of banality.

Their one attempt at something crazy was putting a

microphone in the lounge area during recording in hopes

of creating a live ambiance. Nuts.

If this had been put out about five years ago, it

wouldhave been worth buying, maybe even

groundbreaking. Instead, it is at best an okay effort, but

very predictable and uninspiring. This is by no means a

terrible band, it's just that there is nothing exceptional

about them.

(2 Faces, 1 Light Bulb)

Maxi Priest fe Real - Looking for a new reggae CD?
One that sounds a bit like the late- but still great Bob

Marley, with maybe a little Steel Pulse and Black Uhuru

mixed in to add flavor. Well then, DO NOT buy Maxi

Priest's new release/e Real.

InfeReal , Priestcontinues to sway away from his rasta

roots and go toward more of a Top 40/pop sound. But he

does enlighten us with bits of background reggae rhythms

and lots of excellent vocals, which pvtfeReal a flavor all

its own.

As I sat and listened to/e Real , I felt a mix ofmemory

and fantasy. I was in a convenible, driving along the PCH{
the Pacific Coast Highway, for all you non-Califomians),

on a BEAUtiful, 85 degree L.A. day, with the gorgeous

ocean stretching limitless to my right (left if you are

headed north). The artic, Colorado chill coming through

my window brought me back to reality.

fe Real does offer enjoyable songs if you like pop

music. Even if you don't, Priest's ultrasmooth and laid

back vocals and the fast beat R&B with a touch of reggae

rhythms, will offer you hstening contentment. My choice

of songs from the album include "Groovin' In the Mid-

night", "One More Chance", and "Amazed Are We".

Each of these songs have a real 'summer' flair, but un-

doubtedly the rest of the album deserves attention.

So Maxi Priest's album/e Real will provide listeners

with great music, a musical getaway you may desire

during these long, cold Colorado days when summer
seems so far away. This is a choice CD for all music fans.

(3.5 Faces, 3 Light Bulbs)

324 N. Tejon

578-8206

HowtoreadtheArts

Smiley Faces are the en-

tertainment value, with 5

faces being the best.

Light Bulbs represent the

intellectual value, again

five being the best.

Senior Recital
Doug Dawe performs tonight

By Erin Trampler

Catalyst Staff

There are many reasons

to attendDoug Dawe's senior

voice recital tonight. For one

thing, everybody can meet his

parents.

Also, the posters are cool.

And it's all in English so ev-

eryone can understand it.

Most of all, it will be an

on Thursday," he says. "Thci

I will be."

Doug will be accompa.

nied by pianistDan Brink, the

college accompanist, and win

share duets from Handel'

Semele and Gilbert and

Sullivan's The Mikado wiilj

Erika Williams, mezzo-so.

prano.

Is Doug going to look for

a career in music? No, but he

Cal
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Photo by Chris Flod

Senior Doug Dawe will perform tonight in Packard.

enjoyable concert of great isgoingtocontinueperfomiiig

music. recitals for fun.

Doug, a Political Science He's also interested in di-

major at Colorado College, rectingaOilbertandSullivM

will be performing "Songs of operetta and Handel's Mes-

Travel and Other British Dit- siah. "I'd rather sing in them,

ties" tonight, Feb. 26, at 8:(X)

p.m. in Packard Hall.

He will perform pieces

written by British composers

from Henry Purcell to Gilbert

and Sullivan.

One of the selections on

the program is a song cycle

written by Raph Vaughan
Wiliams to poetry by Robert

Louis Stevenson.

Doug sayshe's been plan-

ning to use this song cycle in

his recital since hearing it

during his first year at CC.
As of yet, he isn't even

nervous. "Just come find me

but, ya know...."

When asked what he

would like people to know

most about the concert, Doug

replied, "Go to it!" And this

reporter agrees. You can see

A MidsummerNight'sDream
another night.

In the words of Doug's

voice teacher, Martha Booth,

"Don't go see it to support

Doug. Go because it's gooc

music."

AsDoug says, "Entertain

ing, and you can understand

it."

What could be better?

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898
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Big Cat coach Jerry Lear retires after 30 years

Oy
Rod McCauley and Dirk

Dykes

[aialyst Staff

The 1992-1993 Men's

Swimming Team closed out

llie
dynasty ofBig Cat Swim-

iijng underCoacii Jerrel Leai.

IQiown simply as "Coach" to

(verybody, the King of Cats

lias
been the only men's coach

lince the opening of

ISchlessman Pool.

To many swimmers,

Jiach Lear has been as much

)f a friend as a coach. The

swimmers wish to express

iheir thanks for his unending

support. He will be sorely

missed, butatleastnowMama
Lear will have him all to her-

self!

It was a week of firsts in

ihc Big Cat world-six moon
salutes: Peppardwasontime,

naked 50s and there was si-

lence (Dana that is). A week

before. Ken "So what if I like

Bttle boys" Harris, CC's only

diver, got the Cats offthe right

Isiart atthe IntermountainDiv-

Big Championships. The big

2ats got to Conference with-

jut getting lost.

Shave down took place

"usiast Friday, exclamations of

"My gosh I have feet," and "I

have stubble on my breasts"

were heard from the Femme
Cats locker room. The bright

eyed Fresh Cats first entered

into the Arapahoe High Pool

with excitement and smooth,

smooth bodies.

Saturday the Cats started

scratching their way to the

top, breaking four school

records in

the 200
Medley and

Free Re-

lays, the

100 Breast

by Zack
"Alaska's

forthe sleek

physique"
Steer, and the 400IMby Steve
"3rd Try's a Charm" Hicks.

Mike "token Senior" Fos-

ter had good swims in the 100

To many swimmers Coach

Lear has been as much of a

friend as a coach. The
swimmers wish to express

their thanks for his unending

support.

barrier.

Matt"I'min the best shape

ofmy life" Diebel returned to

the pool to compete in the 200

IM and 100 backstroke. Doug
"I'll give you fifty bucks if

you swim it" Collins must

have found a taker in the 400

IM, since he posted a fourth

place finish.

Sunday the Cats hit the

pool with the

^^_^^_^_ incentive of

the upcom-
ing evening.

Fresh Cats

were eager

to shed the

Fresh image

as Dave
"Light-

weight" Suchman explained,

"I'm not all that innocent."

Suchman swam his heart out

in the 200 Breast, leaving the

Lear named coach of the year
Colorado College's Jerry Lear, recently named Coach

ofthe Year in the Intermountain Swim League for the third

time, has stepped down after 30 years at the helm of the

men's swimming and diving team.

Lear will continue serving as director of CC's
Schlessman Pool, as well as teaching accredited courses in

life guarding and water-safety instruction. He retires from

coaching with a 199- 119-1 record in dual meets. Two of his

team members, sophomore Zach Steer and junior Steve

Hicks, earned all-conference honors at the ISL champion-

ship meet last weekend.

A native of La Junta, CO., Lear earned his bachelor's

degree from the University of Denver in 1954. Duringhis

days as a prep athlete, he helped La Junta High School

claim state championships in three different sports—bas-

ketball, football and track & field—in a single academic

year.

Lear went on to serve as an officer in the United States

Marine Corps. Prior to joining the CC staff in 1963, he

coached at Paonia and PalmerHigh Schools. In addition to

coaching the swim team at CC, he was a member of the

Tiger football staff for 27 seasons.

fly and 200 IM; the IM was a competition to choke on his

personal best at 2:12:34.

For strategy, Foster en-

acted the old "Russian ice

screw in the speedo" diver-

sion in his competition. Erick

Walker had a career best in

the 500 free and the 200 free.

wake.

Rob Phillips had a per-

sonal best in the mile earlier

in the morning, before also

swimming the 200 breast.

Matt "It's not contagious, it's

just a rug bum" Lorson, com-

Nate Anderson also had a ing off great swims in the 500

good swim in the 500, break- and 50 on Saturday, showed

ing the ever-elusive 5-minute up for business Sunday in the

100 Free.

Bill "The key is earplugs,

guys, earplugs" MacFarlane

gave a marvelous effort in the

200 back. Adrian "Yes, I

embraced her tightly" Mont-

gomery put forth a strong ef-

fort in the mile, just missing a

top six placing.

The year of hard training,

dedicated effort, and taunting

all came down to this night.

The bunker was primed and

ready for the onslaught.

Congratulations to the

Fresh Cats for finallv becom-
ing one of the boys, except for

one, and you know who you

are. Well, the Cats are at the

off season finally so they'll

catch ya next year!

WOOF!

By Karen Heasley

Catalyst Staff
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Tigers drop two to Wisconsin, crush Air Force

While most of us were off

enjoying ourselves during

Block Break, the Tigers

hosted theWisconsin Badgers

St the Broadmoor World
Arena. Unfortunately the se-

ries ended in a sweep for the

visitors. Friday night's shots

ongoal were fairlyeven, CC's
34 to Wisconsin's 32, but the

Badgers had more accuracy

!o make the difference in the

score.

Junior Jody Jaraczewski

scored the long goal for CC a

few minutes into the second

period on assists by Peter

Geronazzo and Kent Feams.

Scoring after that belonged to

'Wisconsin, including an

tmpty net power play goal in

last minute of the game
sfter goal tenderPaulBadalich

*as pulled, bringing the final

score to 4-1.

Saturday night was much
more exciting, reminding me
ff last year's Wisconsin se-

ies at the Broadmoor. The
Tigers came out strong and

ready to play, outshooting the

Badgers 47 to 39. Chad
Remackel gave the Tigers a

1-0 lead in the first period on

a power play goal assisted by

Ryan Reynard and R.J. Enga.

30 seconds later the tension

which had been building since

the night beforeexploded into

three scuffles, resulting in

misconducts and roughing

penalties for Jay McNeill and

his Badger sparring partner,

plus game disqualifications

for David Paxton, Marcus

Taeck and two Badgers.

Less than a minute into

the second period, Jim Para-

dise increased the lead by an-

other goal before the Badgers

finally goton the board. Min-

utes later Jody Jaraczewski

got his 100th career point on

an assist to Peter Geronazzo.

Shortiy thereafter a frustrated

Badgersquad exploded, scor-

ing 3 goals in 3 1/2 minutes to

take the lead at 4-3.

Jaraczewski tied up the

game early in the third period

on a power play goal from Jay

McNeill andChad Remackel,

and the score remained at 4-4

for over 10 minutes until the

Badgers were able to regain

the leadat5-4. With only 1:15

left in the game, coach Brad

Buetow once again pulled

Badalich for a 6 on 5 advan-

tage. The Tigers didn't disap-

pointhim as Remackel scored

just 8 seconds later to tie the

game at 5-5 and send it into

overtime.

Overtime was fast paced,

but no one was able to find the

back of the net. It looked as

though the Tigers mightcome

See Hockey Pg. 19
CC's hockey team competing earlier this season.

The Week in Preview
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27

W Track at TAC/USA Indoor TBA Cadet Field House

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 28 ^ ^^ ^ . x. i^ uM Track at All-Comers TAG Indoor 10:00 am Cadet Field House

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3

Lacrosse vs. Regis University 3:30 pm Washburn Field
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Tiger cagers lose heartbreaker

By Corey Peck

Catalyst Staff

And so it came down to

this: Despite premature re-

ports of the demise of the CO
men's basketball team, events

had conspired to place them

rightin the hunt for a return to

the NCAA Division IH play-

offs. With other teams in the

Westregion faltering, the task

facing the Tigers Tuesday

night was simple: beat West-

em State to make the toiuna-

ment for the second straight

year. Coach Al Walker and

his squad knew what was at

stake. They also knew that

Western had crushed the Ti-

gers earlier in the season by

32 points. However, things

would be different at El

Pomar.

In addition to the impor-

tance of the contest, it was

also Senior Night for CC, as

the program said good-bye to

the most successful class in

Tiger history. In a ceremony

before the game, seniors Ja-

son Valant, Eli Haskell, Rick

Moore, Phil Lozevski, Aaron

Griess, Scott Schroefel and

Corey Peck were honored, and

their parents recognized, for

their contributions to CC bas-

ketball. It was an emotional

moment for players and

coaches alike, and set the stage

for one of the most exciting

games in the careers of these

seven seniors.

The first half was a pic-

ture-perfect display of the in-

herent talent of this CC squad.

After trading baskets for the

first9ininutes, the Tigers went

on a huge run, sparked by

Haskell's 3-pointshooting and

maintained by defensive te-

nacity. The scoreboard

showed CC up by 2 1 , and the

Pomar Rowdies were letting

Western know that this game
would be no picnic. Western

scored the last four baskets of

the half, but CC went into the

locker room at intermission

with a 46-33 lead.

That lead was fleeting,

however, as the Mountaineers

stormed back. The Tigers only

committed 1 turnover in the

first half, but had 8 in the first

seven minutes of the second

half, fueling Western's 17-2

run. With the score tied, the

lead changed hands back and

forth, with neither team able

to gain a distinct advantage.

CC's 3-point barrage contin-

ued, but Western answered

with baskets of then- own.

Trailing by 1 with 33 seconds

left, CC again looked for the

deepjumper, but the shot was

off the mark and the np-in

failed to fall as well. The

final score found the Tigers

on the short end of the stick,

81-80.

It was a hard-fought but

still disappointing defeat for

CC, which finishes the year

at 17-8. But this was a game

for the seniors, especially the

starters. Valant, CC's all-

time leading scorer, finished

with 11 points, while

Lozevski added 14. Moore,

all-time leading rebounder

and second leading scorer in

Tiger history, had 13 and 10

respectively. Griess, CC's

aU-time steal leader, collected

a career-high 1 1 assists. But

See Hoops Pg. 19

Rugby is back!
spring season swings into action

By Ted Smith

Catalyst Staff

Thespring season for the

Colorado College Rugby
Team has once again re-

turned.

Our Tiger ruggers face a

challenging schedule for the

second half of the season.

The team competed well diu'-

ing the fall season against

some formidable local tal-

ent.

After the frrst practice

Tuesday aftemoon, it was

evident that this year's squad

will be one to be reckoned

with.

Outstanding returning

players include Lance
Horton, Erin Linstrom, Jeff

Schnert, Brian Ignat, Matt

Douglas, Blond John, Clay

Cooper,Ted Smith, Woogie,

Randy Czech and Spencer

Leese. Powerful rookies

promise thesquadreal power

and depth.

The team will open it's

season at the Metro Tourna-

ment in Denver March 6th.

It is imperative that all

players interested in playing

rugby pay their dues of

$38.00 to Matt Douglas im-

mediately.Make checks pay-

able to him or to

E.R.R.F.U.!!!

Rugby is not for the

squeamish or depressed. It

takes a fearless person with

a high threshold for pain.

You can't be afraid to get

bloody or dirty.

Anyone interested in

coming out for the team;

practices are Tuesdays and

Thursdays4-5:30on thefield

behind the Kappa Sigma Era

temityhouse. "Youdon'tneed

to have any experience at

all. We invite any women to

come out who might be in

terested in blowing off some

steam and doing real male

bashing.

Cal

Meet: "THE GODFATHER"

The Honorable Prof. Bob PlZZi

will address the Senior Class
Sunday 28, 1993 at 6:00 P.M.

THE 1993 SENIOR
CLASS DINNER

SUNDAY, FEHRAUKy 28, 6:00 pjn. GATESCOMMONROOM
BROUGHTTOYOUBYYOURSENIORCLASSAGENTSANDTHEANNUALFUND

jers

r
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Bits and Pieces

3y Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

Twenty games ago the

Pittsburgh Penguins lost

their biggest star Mario

Lemieux for an indefinite

jniount of time due to

Hodgkin's disease. The

champs have missed his

presence on the ice going

10-9- 1. More dishearten-

ing news for Penguin's fans,

forward Jaramir Jagr is

temporarily out of the

lineup with a dislocated

shoulder. Adding insult to

injury, the Penguin's lost to

[he expansion Ottawa Sena-

lors two nights ago by a

score of 2-1.

Those of you who
thought the Indiana Hoo-

siers were a shoe-in for the

NCAA final four should

probably think again.

Lawrence Funderburke

and company at Ohio State

'on an overtime thriller to

oust the #1 Hoosiers in a

Big-lOthriller. lUhascome

looclose to losing toomany
times. I'm looking for Lute

Olsen and the Arizona

Wildcats to wreak havoc

upon the 64team fieldcome

March.

CC beats AFA 6-2
fixjm Hockey Pg. 17

away with a tie, but with only

22 seconds left, Wisconsin

managed to put one past

Badalich, with a litde help

from the referees. The offi-

cials didn't call a penalty on a

Badger who hooked Kent

Feams just prior to setting up

the winning goal. BothFeams

and Buetow were quite angry

with the referees and their

dispute led to a game dis-

qualification for Feams and a

misconduct for Buetow. It

was extremely unfortunate for

the Tigers to lose the game
this way, as bad luck contin-

ued to plague them in their

7th straight loss.

Three days later the Ti-

gers traveled to the Cadet Ice

Arena to face cross-town ri-

vals Air Force andprove once

again thatCC is the bestin the

city. The game got off to a

slow start, as the Falcons

broke a scoreless tie late in

the fu-st period. The Tigers

then came to life in the sec-

ond period, with 4 unan-

swered goals in 4 minutes.

Scoring these were Enga, a

shorthanded one by

Remackel, and two by

McNeill, including a power

play goal shot beautifully

from just inside the blue line

which sailed past the Falcon

goalie and into the back of the

net.

Air Force managed to get

another goal with 44 seconds

left in the period. The period

was apparently going to end

with a 2 goal lead for CC,

however the Falcons were in

for a rude awakening. With

one second left in the period,

Colin Schmidt scored a

breakaway goal from Mark
Peterson and Remackel, bring-

ing the lead to 5-2, and the

small CC crowd to their feet.

One more goal was scored

midway through the third pe-

riod by Jaraczewski on a

power play for a final score of

6-2. Paul B adalich stopped 24

shots and Paul Frank, who
played for the last 8:09,

stopped 5 shots. The Tigers

now lead the series with Air

Force 38-6-2 and have won
the last 7 games against the

Falcons.

The Tigers have this week-

end off, but return next week-

end for the final regular sea-

son series, a home and away

with DU March 5-6. Come
out to the Broadmoor and sup-

port the Tigers next Friday in

their final home game of the

season! DU sucks!

81-80 loss stifles playoff hopes
from Hoops Pg. 18

hegameofthe nightbelonged

Eli Haskell. His nine 3-

jointers tied his own school

ecord, and you would be

lard-pressed to find anyone

Ao has seen such an impres-

ive display ofshooting as the

ine he put on Tuesday night.

Unfortunately for the Ti-

lers, these outstanding efforts

ell just 1 point short, and the

ieason which started with

such promise is now over. It

is now in the hands of a tal-

ented collection of under-

classmen to continue the win-

ning tradition established by

Al Walker and this tremen-

dous group of seniors. They

have taken CCfrom being the

doormat of CC hoops to be-

ing recognized as one of the

premiere programs in the

country, and they have done

it with hard work, dedication,

and a love for one another

that is unmatched.

Great teamscome and go,

our clearest thoughts some-

times fade into the mist, but

there is no doubt that the

memories and experiences of

themembers of this Tiger pro-

gram will last a lifetime.

Photo by Chris Flood

A CC ball player takes some cuts in the turf room at

El Pomar. The Tigers have yet to record a victory in

six tries, but display a plethora of offensive firepower.

During what appeared to be a nightmare of a fairy tale,

the Colorado College Baseball Team dropped two jousts

with the necromancers of the Air Force Academy. The tale

included mysdcal snow storms frequented by unbelievable

appearances by the sun. PerfecUy dmed wind spurts aided

the magical wands of the Falcons to catapult shots through-

out the kingdom after a suspicious hit by Vern Mullis a.k.a.

Meriin the Wizard, the CC paladins were left wondering if

evil powers had intervened in the contest. Anyway, back in

reality, the Tigers would like to thank the fans who ventured

into the magical kingdom and witnessed the unusual hap-

penings. The next games will be in Denver on Sunday

against die Metro State 'Rusty Bephuses'.

MAKE HIGH MARKS
With lifts that take you well above the treeline, Loveland lets

you leave your mark on 60 fun and exciting runs that get an

average of 375 inches of snow every year - all for just $30 for a

hrll-day lift ticket ($24 with advance purchase and even less

with our money-saving Student Loan Pass). Loveland. The

educated's choice in skiing. For information on lessons, group

skiing, and the Student Loan Pass, call 571-5580.

mm
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Notification of leave of

Absence and Withdrawl

Deadlines

Appliactions available in the

Dean of Students' Office

Annstrong Hall, rm 100. The

deadUneforrequestingaleave

of abscence is Mar. 1 for a

leave which begins in the fall

semester. On formal applica-

tion, a leave of absence will

be considered for one of the

following reasons: medical,

financial, or personal emer-

gency. Applications for aca-

demic leaves of absence are

available in the Registrar's

Office.

The withdrawl form must also

be submitted by Mar. 1. All

students who decide to inter-

rupt their education at CC,

and who do not qualify for a

leave of absence, or wish to

transfer to another institution,

are expected to withdraw for-

mally from the College.

Applications for Theme
Houses for Fall

Applications for Theme
Houses for Fall housing are

now available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-

line for the Proposals is Mon-

day, Mar. 15, 1993 at 5:00

p.m. in the Office ofResiden-

tial Life.

Help the Features

Features Section of Catalyst

is looking for writers. All in-

ANNOUNCING
The Colorado College Contests

in Poetry and Fiction

Tbe Evelyn BridgesPoetryAward

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
For more information, contact Ruth Barton, x6S03

Tbe Reville PrizeforFiction

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Three Short Stories

For more information, contact Mark Stavig, x651

1

terested should leave name,

phone numberandWB#: call

ext. 6675.

Arts & Crafts

Space still available in Clay,

Jewelry and Fiber classes.

Sign up now atWomer Desk.

FiNANCUL Aid

Information session for CC
students incl.: how to apply,

deadlines and an opportunity

for students to ask questions

about financial aid. Thurs.

March 4 from 4:00-5:30 in

GaylordHaU.

Photography

Shawn Butler's Senior Thesis

Show. Packard Hall, March

1-6, 1993. Opening Recep-

tion: Monday, March 1 , 6:30-

8:30 p.m.

Women in the Media

"Vamps, Virgins and Killer

Nannies." Professor Susanna

Walters speaks on women in

the media. Monday March 8

at 7:00p.m. in theGates Com-

mon Room.

Recycle

Attn, all members of the CC
community: When you visit

Adam's Mountain Cafe, the

restauant in Manitou Springs

known for some of the best

vegetarian food in town,

please requestthat theyimple-

ment a comprehensive recy-

cling program.

Employment

Summer AcTivrnES

Rewarding, exciting summer

for sophomore and older col-

lege students counseling in

the Colorado Rockies. Back-

packing, Western riding, wa-

ter activities, natural science

and many outdoor programs.

Write: Sanborn Western

Camps, P.O. Box 167,

Florissant, CO 80816.

Summer Work in Europe

Small company of 8-12 em-

ployees in the Black Forest of

Germany looking for 2 sum-

mer helpers. Will subsidize

airfare and provide an apart-

ment. Contact Erik Mueller

632-1021 or W.B. 267.

Stuff Envelopes

Earn $500-$ 1 000 weekly

stuffing envelopes. For de-

tails-RUSH $ 1 .00 with SASE
to: Group Five, 57 Greentree

Drive, Suite 307. Dover, DE
19901.

Student Telemarketers

Needed for annual fund gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours.

You must have a referral from

Financial Aid. Call Nancy

Kent ext. 669L

See the World
Cruise ship now hiring stu-

dents. Summer/Full Time.

$300-$900 weekly. No expe-

rience necessary. Calll-602-

680-0323 ext. 23.

Fundraiser

All it takes is a small group

with a litde enegry and lots of

excitement to earn $500-

$1500 in just one week. Call

1-800-592-2121 ext. 313.

Travel

Costa Rica

Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta

ACM Costa Rica: Applica-

tion deadline March 15 for

Fall 1993 or early decision.

Spring 1994. See Paul

Kutsche, ext. 6359 for Fall,

BarbaraWintemitz, ext. 6605,

for Spring.

Urban Studies

ACM Chicago Urban Studies

Program: Informational

meeting with Tsehaye Hebert

at noon on Monday, March 8

in Womer 218.

Work Abroad

Programs in Britain, France,

Germany, New Zealand,

Costa Rica and Jamaica. For

more information contact:

CIEE, WA-122, 205 East

42nd Sti-eet, New York, NY
10017. (212) 661-1414, ext.

1130.

Office of International

Programs

The approval deadUne for stu-

dents going on a non-affliated

program in summer or fall is

March 1 . Come by our office

(Womer 233) for the details.

Czech Republic

ACM Czech Republic Pro-

gram at Palacky University in

Olomouc, Czech Republic.

Application deadline March

10, 1993. See Libby

Rittenberg, Palmer 102, ext.

6410 for further information.

Senator Mike Bird (R-Colo

Spgs.) is holding atown meei

ing on Sat. Feb. 27, 1993

10:(X) a.m. at the Centennial

Bldg.

Misc.

Sex

Students interested in partici-

pating in the National Col-

lege Student Sex Survey

should send a self-addressed,

stamped return envelope to:

National StiidentSurvey,P.O.

Box 13158, Des Moines,

Iowa, 50310.

Town Meeting

Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Personal

Wanted
Member of the dark side

seeks honey lover willing to

retrieve tined objects for

favors.

Frog Theft

If anyone knows anything

regarding a missing poikilo-

therm-please contact 473'

3758. Help!! 1 want my

frog back!

Relationships Sought

Lonely student seeks rela-

tionships with large men

wielding sticks. No one

turned away - except those

with an affinity for leather

and PVC.

Wanted
A beaver to dam the floods

ofmy emotional angst.

Mature pedophile seeks

Lolita-type affair de coeui.

Special privilege given to

those named Humbert.

Lost

My virginity. Last seen at

the Frat. Quad.

If found please return to

Chastity.

Alterations ferfomed

No job too large (or small),

I will do anything. Really.

No, I'm not kidding. Call

Pete.

Hey CC!!

Get off your lazy duff and

submit some PERSONALS
It's free, and you cwn't

even have to think. .

.

much.

Spring Sorority

Rush
March 5,6, & 7

Open Houses Casual Dress
Sponsored by: Colorado College Panhellenic Association

Open House Times
Friday, March 5

4.-00 Gamma Phi Beta

4:30 Delta Gamma
S :00 Kappa Kappa Gamma
5:30 Kappa Alpha Theia

Saturday, March 6

2: 00 - 3:00 Kappa Alpha Theio

& Kappa Kappa Gamma

3:00-4:00 Delta Gamma &
Gamma Phi Beta

Sunday, March 7

2:00-3:00 Delta Gamma &
Gamma Pfa Beta

3:00 - 4.O0 Kappa Alpha Theta

A. Kappa Kappa Gamma
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Committees galore debate college's future

Strategic Planning Report examines academic, athletic and residential future of school

By Peter Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Replace Greeks with

geeks? Make professors teach

more and live and dine with

students? Sponsor more

world-wide programs? The

recently released Strategic

Planning Report offers many

options for the future ofColo-

rado College.

The report agrees on only

a few issues: gender equality

in sports, continued excel-

lence in teaching, diversity

and the need for a performing

arts center.

More divisive issues

which merit hundreds ofpages

of text from a dozen commit-

tees include: the Greek sys-

tem, admissions standards,

historic conservation and

compulsory on-campus hous-

ing for all students.

Though the Strategic

Planning Report is too dense

and immense to merit wide

publication, Michael Grace

has released a very informa-

tive and accessible summary.

Included in this packet are

reports from Glenn Brooks,

the Directorof Strategic Plan-

Photo by Chris Flood

The Strategic Planning Report includes 1700 pages.

ning, and committees rang- a community focus.

ing in focus from Greek life

to sports, from business to

admissions.

Although few of the com-

mittees agree on divisive is-

sues for the school' s long and

short term future, Glenn

Brooks' section draws clear

lines in an otherwise hazy

mire.

While acknowledging his

simplifications and the need

for a well-rounded compre-

hensive plan. Brooks ap-

proaches the college's future

with three emphases: academ-

ics, student development and

Each approach examines

CC issues from a very distinct

point of view. The issues

Brooks traces fall into catego-

ries including academics, ath-

letics, residential life and ad-

missions standards.

The first approach, the

academic one, proposes

changes like eliminating Di-

vision I sports, "Oxfordian

high tables and dining enter-

tainment" for faculty and stu-

dents and a focus on full-time

faculty working closely (even

living) with students.

A second approach, the

student development empha-

sis, would "focus on the re-

cruitment and education of

well-rounded students." In-

stead ofeliminating the Greek

system and limiting extracur-

ricular activities, the student

development approach em-

phasizes "opportunities to

cultivate the interests and tal-

ents" that a diverse student

body would offer.

The community empha-

sis can be characterized by

words like "global," "family"

and "together." All students

would live on campus with

faculty members. The Greek

system would be replaced by

"college-sponsored, open

membership social groups and

larger numbers of theme

houses."

Brooks, in a phone inter-

view on Wednesday from his

hotel room in Newport , Rhode

Island, emphasized that his

report was "more an essay

than a summary." In his in-

troduction, he does not pro-

mote any one of these ap-

proaches. He highlights both

positive and negative factors

of each; he also realizes that a

compromise is inevitable.

Present-elect Mohnnan's

role in this process is central.

Brooks referred to Mohrnian

as the "linchpin in the opera-

tion," yet he does not predict

much change. Most likely.

Brooks said, the college will

not alter the block plan, add

graduate programs or make

major policy shifts. Butsince

"we're in a presidential tran-

sition, CC is in a position to

make changes in policy mat-

See Report on Pg. 4

More on Strategic Planning inside:

Justin Blum reports on newly released CC admissions stan-

dards for Division I hockey. The Strategic Planning Report

offers varied options for both Division I sports.

Heather Pantley examines options and opinion concerning

the fumre for Greek life on campus. The Strategic Planning

Report presents many options, from increased numbers of

theme houses to total elimination of social organizations.

CC profs evaluate Clinton's performance
L. disringuishedorofessorsfrom than anticipated. and the situations in Somal

By Krissy Dziedzic

Catalyst Staff

Recent polls reflect that a

majority of Americans still

support Clinton ' s administra-

tion despite a rocky start with

tax increases and some bro-

ken campaign promises. Two

distinguished professors from

CC'sPolitical ScienceDepart-

mentmet to evaluate the"New
Clinton Era" thus far.

Although Democrat Tom
Cronin predicted that he and

Republican Robert Loevy

"will usually agree ninety per-

cent of the time," they found

themselves differing more

Photo by Chris Flood

Conservative Loevy and Liberal Cronin debate Clintonomics.

than anticipated,

Loevy asserted that the

"CUnton Era" is really not all

that "new."

He explained that Chnton

did not focus his campaign

"on what the country needed,

but talked about what the

American people wanted to

hear. Now that he's presi-

dent, he's had to talk a com-

pletely different way.

"What we're really seeing

is Bill Clinton, who criticized

everything Bush did, turning

into George Bush." Loevy

criticized Clinton for reneg-

ing on his proposed "middle-

class tax cut," as well as rais-

ing taxes to reduce the deficit,

which is what Bush proposed

in 1990.

In his campaign, Chnton

was critical ofBush' s empha-

sis on foreign policy but has

now adopted most of Bush's

positions, especially those re-

garding the Haitian refugees

and the situations in Somalia

and Bosnia.

Loevy admits that Clinton

made the right decisions on

these foreign policy issues.

Loevy's main assertion,

though, is that "what we're

seeing is that Bush had the

right policies all along."

Cronin was quick to note

thatthisis "still George 'Read

My Lips' Bush that we 're talk-

ing about, whose main prob-

lem was that he was allergic

to vision." He feels that

Clinton, on the other hand is

"intrigued by vision, but it's

'vision' with a de-capitalized

V."

Cronin believes that

Clinton has come up with a

"bold program," but is "dis-

appointed thatit's just not bold

enough." Cronin thinks

Clinton should make several

more spending cuts, espe-

See Clinton on Pg. 3

Inside

Features

Safe sex survey is

done for CC
Pg.5

Opinions
Perot slammed by

Catalyst editors

Pg.9

Arts

Annie Hull plays

senior recital tonight

Pg. 13

Sports

Women's swim
season ends in

victory

Pg. 17
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Report reveals lower standards for hockey players

By Justin Blum

Catalyst Staff

CC's admissions office

has lower academic standards

and different application poli-

cies for Division I hockey

players than for any other stu-

dent group, according to a new

report by the college's Presi-

dential Commission on Ath-

letics.

"With a few exceptions

(probably one each year),

none ofthe scholarship men 's

hockey candidates are admis-

sible by the normal competi-

tiveness standard," said the

report. "Without regard to

their hockey playing ability,

these students would not be

admitted to Colorado College.

We have far lower standards

forhockey players than we do

for any other student group."

The report said normal

college admissions standards

are applied to Division I

women's soccerplayers, who
are often in the top half of the

applicant pool.

Additionally, Division I

hockey and women's soccer

recruits are offered admission

to the college before they send

in a full application, the re-

port said.

The information is in-

cluded in a strategic planning

report on the athletics depart-

ment
Details ofthe hockey play-

ers' academic backgrounds

are included as part of an op-

tion in the report advocating

abolition ofDivision I written

by Professor Bill Hochman.
The repon's details of the

lower admissions standards -

standards to them," said Tay-

lor in an interview Wednes-

day.

Taylor later said that he

does not object to the inclu-

sion of "certain data regard-

ing the hockey team."

Swenson refused to detail

the admissions policy, say-

ing: "That group [hockey

players] hasadifferentproce-

dure for admission. Ulti-

mately, we make admissions

decisions based on individu-

als, not groups. What I will

say is that the athletic talent of

our hockey players weighs

-based on aconfidential state-

ment about recruiting written

by Admissions DirectorTerry

Swenson - will likely be used

by faculty and student activ-

ists to try to convince incom-

ing CC President Kathryn

Mohrman to abolish Division

I sports.

The college's trusteesand

Mohrman, who will assume

the presidency July 1, will

make the final decision about

Division I sports.

Swenson's letter marks

the fu'St time in recent college

history the admissions office

has provided

a written

policy that

calls for dif-

ferent admis-

sions Stan-

dards for Division I hockey

players, although an unwrit-

ten policy has apparently ex-

isted for years.

"I can't say the academic

mission of the college is fur-

thered by this," said Michael

Grace, CC's acting president,

referring to the college policy

.

"But I can't say it's detrimen-

tal either.

"I think it is a matter that

has to be addressed in terms

ofevaluatingDivision I sports

in general," Grace continued.

Inclusion of the admis-

sions information in the re-

port drew criticism from
Swenson, Athletics Director "That's not appropriate for a
Max Taylor and History Pro- college of our type."

fessor Susan Ashley, a mem-
ber of the athletic commis-
sion.

"I find it particularly both-

ersome to singleout any group

of students and apply these

"With a few exceptions . . . noneofthe scholarship men's

hockey candidates are admissable by the normal

competitivess standard" -commission report

heavily in their admission

decision. But they are ca-

pable of doing the work aca-

demically."

Hochman analyzed the

hockey players' high school

grades and test scores and

found that they were lower

than those of most other stu-

dents on campus.

The athletic commission
did not release the academic

data.

"There is a long estab-

lished policy . . . that the ad-

ministration decided on to

lower the admission stan-

dards," Hochman said.

Taylor criticized Hoch-

man's analysis, saying the

hockey players graduate at a

higher than average rate.

He said the hockey play-

ers' cumulative grade point

average is 2.80, compared to

a 3.24 for the full student

body. There are about 20
scholarship Division I hockey

players on campus.

Ashley said the admis-

sions data was misleading be-

cause, "We don't have
straight academic admission.

The brightest person can be

denied admission because we
evaluate the

per-whole
son."

Neverthe-

less, the op-

tion listed in

the report to abolish Division

I athletics concluded: "The

diversity of our student body
would be increased to a much
greaterdegree ifwe used even

part of the funds spent on
hockey to give need-based

scholarships to minority stu-

dents and others who cannot

afford the expenses of a pri-

vate liberal arts college."

The report also said the

prospective Division I ath-

letes are offered admission

before they complete an ap-

plication.

The athletes are, how-
ever, required to submit high

school transcripts and test

scores before admission.

Although they must even.

tually complete an applica-

tion, the report concludes : "Ij

effect, Division I players ap.

ply to college after they have

been admitted."

Several years ago, the fac-

ulty voted torecommend abol-

ishing Division I but was over-

ruled by the college's trust-

ees.

The report also contains a

section in support of Division

I sports, saying they benefii

the community, provide good

publicity forCC and are valu-

able for the athletes.

Among the report's other

findings:

•Division I sports will cosi

about $1,250,000 this year,

•Men's intercollegiate

coaches earn an average of

$27,084 compared to $ 1 5,663

for women's coaches.

•CC is violating federal

rules requiring gender equity

in sports programs.

Taylor said the gender dif-

ferences in salary exist be-

cause most women 's coaches

work part-time and have not

been at CC as long as the

men's coaches. He said the

college is working to correct

the imbalance in salaries and

sports.

The report also lists op-

tions for expanding athletics

facilities. It recommends
plans for the development of

a gym and field on the East

side of campus.
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Security Beat
By Diana Zipeto

Catalyst Opinions Editor

Feb. 22 9:15 a.m.

VCR reported stolen from a classroom in Palmer.

Feb. 22 12:10 p.m.

Mountain bike reported stolen. Student estimated

bike's value was $500.

Feb. 23 4:00 p.m.

A scale was stolen from the ceramics area in Womer
Center.

Feb. 26 12:55 a.m.

Whistle blow reponed near Jackson House. Security

responded, but found no one.

Feb. 26 1:00 p.m.

VCR reported stolen from the Mierow House.

Feb. 28 3:50 a.m.

Security noted two suspicious-looking males in

Mathias parking lot. Security moved in for a closer

look, and witnessed the two males break a car win-

dow. The two individuals then were seen breaking

into another car.

Other cars had been broken into that night. Secu-

rity apprehended the individuals as well as a woman
waiting in a nearby getaway car. CC Security turned

the individuals over to the Colorado Springs Police

Department, at which time they were arrested on

felony charges.

Philippine development critiqued

Clinton evaluated by CC profs.

From Clinton Pg. 1

dally in the defense depart-

ment and CIA.

The idea of the Clinton

administration being a "new

era" is "much overblown" in

Cronin's opinion, as it is "ac-

tually quite modest in scope."

However, Cronin praised

Clinton forkeeping several of

his campaign promises and

said that Clinton has only

"broken the ones that didn't

make sense, some of which

were made on the basis of

phony Bush administration

predictions about the deficit."

Loevy pointed out that

"all Bill Clinton has come up

with is a plan" which still

needs to be approved by Con-

gress, and there is no guaran-

tee that his social security and

middle-class tax increases

will be enacted.

Cronin admired Clinton

because he has already

"signed the family leave and

medical plan that Bush ve-

toed, hfted the gag rule on

abortion and appointed, in-

cluding Hillary, six women to

the Cabinet which is an all-

time record."

Cronin saidClinton is also

"taking seriously the number

one problem in the economy,

which is health care costs.

"He's studying it and in

five months or so we should

see the outcome of this seri-

ous consideration," Cronin

continued.

Cronin gave Clinton "two

cheers, but stiU not three" for

"offering anew sense oflead-

ership and a whole new thrust

of inclusiveness."

Cronin said, "this is an

exciting new period in the

sense of a reversal of the in-

difference towards gay and

women Americans."

He only gave Clinton a

B- for his transition to office

and the early days of his ad-

ministration, but his overall

grade for Clinton is a B/B-i-.

Loevy agreed with

Cronin's overall evaluation,

assessing Clinton with a B+
performance. Loevy's grade,

however, seems to be based

on different grounds.

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

John Gershman, i

search assistant at Food First,

spoke on "Environmental Jus-

tice and Sustainable Devel-

opment in the Philippines" last

Tuesday evening. The pre-

sentation was part of Asia

Awareness Week.
Filipino development,

said Gershman, "has been an

environmental and social di-

saster." Phillipine rainforests

have been rapidly depleted in

recent years.

83% of one Philippine

province's rainforests was

decimated in fifteen years,

Gershman said.

Deforestation has been ex-

acerbated in recent years by

Asian demand for Filipino

hardwoods.

Additionally, Gershman

explained, Filipino timberex-

traction fees are among the

lowest in the world. These

low taxes have allowed many
timber barons to become mil-

lionaires.

The deforestation has

caused severe soil erosion.

Clearcutting allows topsoil to

wash into waterways by re-

moving the vegetation which

typically anchors the soil.

Gershman detailed theob-

stacles faced by developing

environmental organizations

in the Philippines. These

groups face determined, of-

ten violent, opposition from

government and from timber

interests.

On one of Gershman's

visits to the Philippines, he

attended an environmental

group's meeting. During the

meeting, military personnel

surrounded the church in

which the meeting was being

held. One soldier entered the

church and walked up and

down the aisles, staring care-

fully at each attendee's face.

Gershman looked around

the church and was surprised

to see that the other people

attending the meeting were

completely disinterested in the

soldier. The meeting contin-

ued despite the soldier's in-

trusion.

After the meeting, an at-

tendee told Gershman that

such interruptions were so

common as to go virtually

unnoticed.

One environmental group

demanded logging bans in a

province, and former Presi-

dent Aquino finally gave in to

their demands. Bribery ren-

dered the bans ineffective,

however, and Aquino depu-
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tized priests from the organi-

zation to enforce the ban.

One of the deputized

priests was assaulted by 3

gunmen while walking home,

Gershman said. The gunmen
shot the priest and "smashed

his head with a rifle butt."

"Being anenvironmental-

ist in a state of war," said

Gershman, ". . . means taking

on a lot of personal risk. The
Philippine environmental

moveiTient," Gershman ex-

plained, "must also be a move-

ment for social justice."

Pholo by Chris Flood

John Gershman expounds on Filipino deforestation.

Geneva Melbourne Rome

Isn't It Time You Went
To Taylor Travel?

818 North Tejon 636-3871
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CC Greek system reviewed
By Heather Pantely

Catalyst Staff

Over the past year, Colo-

rado College has studied its

options for the future. Co-

ordinated by Professor Glen

Brooks, this strategic plan-

ning involved hundreds of

people, including faculty, ad-

ministration, students and

support staff The Greek sys-

tem is among the many com-

mittee reports.

Some on the Greek Life

Commission feel the Greek

organizations are "meaning-

ful and positive" while others

view them as "unnecessary

and detrimental" to the fun-

damental purposes of the col-

lege.

The executive summary

of the study, on which this

article is based, outlines in-

formation about the current

operation of the Greek sys-

tem and four possibilities for

its future.

Student attitudes on cam-

pus are split. 40% of the stu-

dent body see some positive

value of the Greek system,

while 33% feel it holds nega-

tive value.

General faculty attitudes

tend to be negative towards

the Greek system because it

seems anti-intellectual, elit-

ist, sexist and racist.

A large number of Greek
alumni are donors or volun-

teers, and attend CC spon-

sored alumni events. In a

recent alumni survey, more
than 80% of those who were

Greek regard it as a positive

aspect of their college educa-

tion and experience.

At other institutions with

comparable Greek systems,

those who retained complex

Greek systems had higher

staffing costs. Those drop-

ping theirGreek organi zations

suffered losses in overall

alumni support.

The next step was to as-

sess the system's contribu-

tion to college life. The aver-

age campus membership in

Greek organizations since

1989-90 is 451, or 21.5% of

the student body. 7.4% of

Greek members consider

themselves an ethnic minor-

ity, compared with a 10.7%

campuswide.

Members of the Greek

system are also involved in a

wide variety of campus ac-

tivities, leadership roles and

community service. Aca-

demically, the G.P.A. of

Greeks is comparable to that

of all the students at the col-

In terms of disciplinary

incidents, which are confined

to the residential fraternities,

the proportionate number of

punishedincidents is approxi-

mately the same as those in-

volving non-Greek males.

In financial terms, the

fraterity residences and so-

rority lodges are not subsi-

dized. While the fraternity

residences are college-owned,

the sorority lodges are soror-

ity owned on land leased by

the college. If sororities were

eliminated, the lodges would

have to be purchased.

The committee then fo-

cused on the implications of

change or elimination of the

Greek system. They con-

cluded that there would be

little effect on the future of

the college in terms of pro-

spective students.

In social terms, changes

in the dynamics of campus

parties would be expected.

But completely irreparable

damage to a party atmosphere

is highly unlikely.

Because alumni support

ofthe current system is strong,

major changes could effect

alumni support. Currently,

40% of living alumni who
were Greek affiliated make
up45% of all donors and have

contributed 65% of the value

of alumni gifts.

The next step is evaluat-

ing the options. The commis-
sion is of the opinion that a

Greek system may not have

the same place in the next

century as it has had in the

past.

The commission is con-

sidering four options. They
are: retaining the present

Greek system with slight

modifications; making the

Greek system entirely non-

residential; establishing anew
social "structure" incorporat-

ing current sororities and fra-

ternities as well as other ex-

isting groups; and eliminat-

ing the Greek system com-
pletely.

The executive sum-
mary and strategic planning

document go into further de-

tail on the options and more
extensive considerations.

Reality Beat
By Taa Dixon

Catlysl Staff

(Block 5) Student with "Hate-Free Zone" sticker on car had

car windows smashed.

(Block 6) Student reports finding sign reading "Hitler is

alive and well at Colorado College" on door in Slocum ai

the end ofDecember. The student reported this incident to

an R.A. who encouraged the student "not to worry" about

it; it was probably done by drunk individuals. The student

had Hebrew words and postcards from Israel on the door.

(Block 6) Poster addressing racism was reportedly torn

down in Mathias.

The next four incidents come from Loomis residents;

(Block 1) Posters advertising the American Indian Move-

ment protest march were reportedly torn down.

(Block 2) A sign with an arrow pointing upward was

attached to an A.l.M. poster and read: "Find something

more worthwhile to do-like watch T.V. or something."

(Block 6) Bulletin boards throughout Loomis reportedly

were ripped down.

(Block 6) The majority ofFiji Rush posters reportedly were

ripped into pieces and placed on the floor in Loomis.

(Feb. 26) A student posted a poster for the Rage Rave (with

all proceeds benefiting Ground Zero) on Mathias Hall

announcement board. Within a few hours it was taken

down while all other notices remained intact.

(Feb. 28) Student reports hearing "noises" in front of her

door at approximately 3:30 a.m. The following day the

student realized that her name and various other items had

been ripped off her door.

Chicano

Celebration:

"Regeneracion"

College Relations

A three-day celebration

of Chicano culture is sched-

uled to bring a host of artists,

speakers and storytellers to

the CC campus next week.

The events, which run from

March 11-13, are fi-ee.

"Regeneraci6n" is spon-

sored by MEChA, CCCA,
theLeisureProgram, the Of-

fice of Minority Student

Life, Southwest Studies,

Shove Chapel and the Of-

fice of Residential Life.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

W^^Sg^^
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Lee's Liquor
Marianne and Dennis are happy to

offer a large selection of beer specials
to the CC community this Springtime

season

Specials on Kegs ,
"

Free Sleeve ol Cups with Keg Farchasc

CC Discount with CC ID
We promote responsible drinking

Open Monday - Saturday
8:30 am till Midnight

502 West Colorado Ave
Phone 520-9907

Strategic Planning

Report Released

From Report Pg. 1

-ters" after an intense institu

tional evaluation.

Brooks stressed that "no*

is the time for feedback. " The

next step in the strategic plan^

ning process is to hear from

all segments of the CC com

munity.

Brooks said that we must

use ourresources wisely. Bui

the "consensus is that CC

should remain a high-quality,

residential, liberal-arts col

lege."

Copies of the complete

Strategic Planning Report and

Grace's summary packet are

available at Tutt Library and

the Womer Campus Center.

Meetings and dialogue,

Brooks predicts, will charac-

terize the presidential transi-

tion.

Mohrman arrives on cam-

pus on April 1 to get a bettei

idea of how CC works day-

to-day by teaching a political

science class.

She assumes full presiden-

tial responsibilities July 1, the

summary reports.

Although Mohrman will

have hundreds of pages of

reading to catch up on, Brooks

predicts no radical changes.
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Many CC students do not practice safe sex
By Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Features Editor

Before the majority of stu-

dents reach CC and the world

of co-ed dorms, they've al-

ready had sexual relations. In

fact, many students began ex-

utedrandomly to 1 50 students

aged 18-24, the average age

being 20.

The results show that 83%
of the students at CC have

been sexually active at one

time or another. 65% are sexu-

ally active currenfly—most of

perimenting with sex at avery

young age.

Recently, senior Abby
Koch did an extensive study

of the sexual attitudes and

behaviors of CC students as

part of her sociology thesis.

She designed an in-depth

questionnaire thatwas distiib-

these are with one partner.

(88% of males and 77% of

females have been sexually

active.) 17% of those sur-

veyed were virgins. (12% of

males and 23% of females

were virgins.)

Including the virgins, 61%
of those surveyed have had

oral sex in the last 6 months.

Of those students who
have been sexually active,

49% had sexual intercourse at

age 16 or younger. Over 50%
have had 3 partners or less in

theirlife. Only 15%hadlOor
more partners.

Most of today's college

students became sexually ac-

tive at the same time as the

heterosexual AIDS scare.

Consequently, most students

have a high level of knowl-

edge about ADDS and other

STDs (sexually transmitted

diseases).

Even though the threat of

STDs has made many people

cautious in sexual relation-

ships, a large percentage of

students still do not practice

safe sex. 33% of sexually ac-

tive students always ask their

partner's sexual history. 10%
never ask at all.

The women surveyed

tended to be more cautious:

47% of females always ask

sexual history as opposed to

only 23% of males. 6% of

females never ask their part-

ner about sexual history while

14% of males never do.

Drug and alcohol use is

often overlooked when con-

sidering safe sexual behav-

iors, but it is a factor in sexual

practices.

When askedwhether they

use drugs or alcohol before or

Demographics of Survey Sample Compared with

Registrar Statistics (In Percent)

CLASS
Survev Group Registrar

first year

sophomore

junior

senior

34

23

18

25

32

26

21

22

GENDER
male 53 48

female 47 52

ETHNICITY
White 83 87

Black 2 2

Hispanic

Native American

7

2

5

1

Asian 5 3

other 1 2

during sex, 1 6% of males and

32% of females said never,

while 1 6% of males and 4%
of females said often. Only

18% of those students sur-

veyed ever ask about their

partner'sdrug and alcohol use.

Students surveyed were

not especially concerned with

safe sex methods. The Pill is

relied on heavily for contra-

ception, especially when the

woman only has one partner

at a time. However, the Pill

does notprotectagainst STDs.

Condoms are effective for

disease and pregnancy pre-

vention; however, only 38%
of sexually active students

who have had sex in the last 6

months used condoms every

time. 17% said they neveruse

condoms. Ofthe students who
had oral sex in the last 6

months, 50% said they did

not use prevention methods.

AIDS is only one of the

many diseases that can be

transmitted during unpro-

tected sex. When other STDs
remain untreated, they in-

crease a person's risk of HIV
infection. Only 39% of those

questioned knew this.

AIDS tests can be done at

Boettcher for $25 and the El

Paso County Health Depan-

ment for $10. Of course, the

best method to avoid STDs is

to practice prevention.

Environmental Column

Even low impact recreators endanger ecology

By Bryan Shuman
Catalyst Staff

A pair of motorcycles

rounding a comer in a Colo-

rado canyon and flying up the

creekbedpastagroup of"low-

impact" travellers can often

spark some anger.

"ORV's are not outdoor

rec, they are outdoorWreck!"

is often heard as a reply to the

echoing roars and spraying

dirt of Off-Road Vehicles.

When travelling in the

backcountry to escape the

whine of engines and roar of

everyday life, otherrecreation

groups do not look happily

upon such encounters.

If a group on foot has tried

to be aware ofthe canyon life,

and meant to pass through

without a trace, such an inci-

dent is especially frustrating.

The ORV travelers obvi-

ously had "low-impact"

thoughts lower on their list of

goals. But in reality, is "out-

door wreck" limited to just

motorcycles and ORV's?

ORV travel in natural ar-

eas may be blatantiy destruc-

tive to wildlife, clean water,

soil bases and solitude-not to

mention silence.

People travelling from the

Colorado College may be

highly skilled in low-impact

backcountry travel. This

means they can avoid obvi-

ously hamiful practices. That

is a good step in leading our

nation to better management

of our spaces.

There are however, less

obvious ways in which the

backcountry is harmed, of

whichCC students are equally

ignorant.

The hidden injury comes

from other things that may

not be inside backcountry at

all. This can include our de-

pendence on automobiles and

long drives to bring us to the

trailhead.

Our emissions become

part of the invisible hand of

air pollutants that has begun

to have a high impact upon

our ecosystems.

Driving automobiles is

one of the three primary ways

in which we burn fossil fuels.

This combustion is a main

source of acid rain. In 1988,

the S tate of the Worid reported

that many lakes in Ontario,

Canada, the Northeastern

United States and Sweden

were rapidly losing their fish

populations because of this

problem. Many trees in the

forests ofthe same areas were

being severely damaged.

The dependance upon oil

to carry out the work in any

sort of drive threatens many

wild areas with the heavy im-

pacts of petroleum explora-

tion and extraction.

The Alliance for a Paving

Moratorium reports that our

nation uses 115 billion gal-

lons of oil a year-all of which

has tocome from somewhere,

bringing us closer and closer

to needing the reserves under

the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge or the canyons of the

Colorado Plateau.

As Aldo Leopold, an

American conservationist.

said, "the Wilderness Society

seeks to exclude roads from

the hinterlands, and the Cham-

ber of Commerce to extend

them, both in the name of

recreation."

As more people go to the

backcountry to recreate, more

roads are required to get ev-

eryone out there-witness the

present state of Yosemite or

Yellowstone. Perhaps our

low-impact ideas can be ap-

plied to our transportation to

the wild places.

What kind of difference

would we make in ecosys-

tems if only one out of every

ten trips we took used alter-

nate transportation?

Maybe the impact upon

the soil would not be any less.

But people riding a bus with a

group of backpackers might

be hit by an idea of lessening

See High Impact Pg. 6
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Action helps rape surviors take back control

By Mariya Perkins-

Seacrest

Catalyst Staff

As I try to begin this ar-

ticle, I am struck with several

thoughts. Irememberthefear

I had when I wrote the first of

these articles.

I struggled with similar

feelings as I had before I was

able to tell anyone I had been

raped. I was scared to death of

a personal critique.

Would people believe my
story? Regardless of their be-

lief, would they think of it as

a cry for attention? Would
anyone challenge me? If they

did, could I defend myself?

I became aware that the

feelings associated widi rape

do not just disappear in the

healing process, rather; a sur-

vivor learns to use the feel-

ings differently, in a strength-

ening, rather than a weaken-

ing way.

I am also thinking quite a

bit about the healing process

itself. Every survivor's story

has different details.

Every survivor must find

her own means of healing.

There are some common
needs, though. Survivors need

to feel, and they need to act.

I was able to begin feeling

the rape when I was canoeing

on the Boundary V/aters,

away fi-om the reality ofaccu-

sations and right or wrong.

It was there that I felt

enough space to be sad,

enough courage to be mad
and enough strength to sur-

vive. That was the beginning

of my healing process.

Still now, feeling is an

essential part of my survival.

And, it is often in similar situ-

ations that I find the feelings

creepmg up.

Hiking through Canyon-

lands gaveme a chance to feel

it. It is vital for every survivor

to feel.

Many survivors feel a

need for action, not just ac-

tion to "get back at him", but

to take back power for her-

self Taking action can be the

most difficult part of the heal-

ing process.

The law is the best ex-

ample. Ifit works, it can give

the perpetrator the most ap-

propriate consequences, but

no matter what, the survivor

relives the rape over and over

to try to prove herself that she

was violated.

The reality of the system

today makes it a difficult op-

tion for many survivors.

I wrote letters. The letters

I wrote negated any recom-

mendation he could have re-

ceived from a job he held for

three years, got him kicked

out of his fraternity and let

himknow that I was no longer
keeping my mouth shut.

It was an act of taking

back control, control in the

sense that now I decided who
knew. For me, as long as it

was his story, he was still rap-

ing me; the act of writing let-

ters ended the rape.

There are other forms of

action. Action does not have

to even touch the perpetrator,

if the survivor feels she is

retaking control.

Some would ask what

good that kind of action does.

After all, he is not punished in

any way. That is true, but the

only way punishment occurs

is if the survivor is willing to

put herself on the line.

The way to begin to gain

thatkind ofstrength is through

Ca

P:
survivor priority. In othe

words, giving her ever

choice, even if it means j JyP
action thatdoes not touch hilt )eri

This leads to my finj

thought. The most importaj

person involved is the survi

vor.

Whileit would be nice
i )bso

every perpetrator were con iiict

victed to a life sentence, thj my

is not a realistic first priorii] let i

because, until survivors fee irtic

safe enough to speak out, the\

won't. If they are forced
li

prosecute, they will not

believed.

That means no matte

what we as society feel a sur

vivor ought to do, her pie

rogatives are the only one

that make a difference

In realizing this, survivor

gain power and perpetratoi

lose control. Eventually tlii

is the means to ending rape.

Rocky Mountain Limpet Snail disappearing from habitat

From High Impact Pg. 5

the impact. They might think

twice about their jeep trips,

backpacking trips, orevenjust

their everyday use of their

products in the wilderness.

How would Colorado
Springs respond if the next

CC block break was marked,

not by a mass exodus or cars

with ski racks, but rather by

many well packed bicycles

and a series of letters in the

Gazette-Telegrapht

This, of course, is a topic

that extends beyond recre-

ation. We live in a time when
water, forests, mountains full

of minerals and other pans of

nature are at thecenterofcon-

troversy over preservation

versus use.

There is weakness in re-

sistance against natural re-

source abuse when the activ-

ists seem to take no care in

how their leisure time activi-

ties affect the same wilder-

ness they seek to save.

The hidden impacts in our

low-impact travels must be

considered Ifone tries to fight

the Forest Service from need-

lessly cutting our precious

woods, does he or she belong

skiing down slopes from a

nicely cut National Forest?

A great deal of water and

energy is spent in the West

making snow. This has far-

reaching impacts, such as the

damining of wild rivers and

canyons for energy.

The Biodiversity Legal

Foundation has recently peti-

tioned the Department of the

Interior to list the Rocky
Mountain Limpet Snail as

endangered. This species,

once distributed widely
throughout North America,

has been found to be ex-

tremely rare or extinct in at

least half of its habitat.

One of its critical habitat

sites, Peterson Lake in Colo-

rado, is in a dangerous situa-

tion as it suffers severe water

loss from snowmaking.

This is not the only lake in

Colorado to suffer from this,

orfrom pollution from a num-

ber of similar sources includ-

ing some related to ffanspor-

tation. Resort skiing is as

high impact a sport as ORV
use.

The time has coine not to

merely echo the thundering

ofmotorcycles in the canyons

with cries against the high

impact.

Awareness is needed of

our many impacts-perhaps

even ofthe impact that ismade
when oil is taken from the

ground to make the materials

that form so many packs and

boots.

And beyond awarenesi

there lies a need for action

This may be even a slight

change in every tenth trip. Foi

when such a little change i

taken by a thousand people,

becomes giant. Especially

millions more know about i

The mountains am

deserts of the West woult

probably greatly benefit fron

people who, when on theii

SpringBreak, gavesomecon-

siderationtothe PavingMora-

torium or the Biodiversity Le-

gal Foundation.

Or , givejust the few min-

utes it takes to write an edito-

rial to the Catalyst or the Ga-

zette-Telegraph.

:ata

S

jlSpl

"The best Thaifood in Colorado Springs

1222 N. Academy Blvd.

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

The
THAI ORCHTD

Restaurant

•VEGETARIAN, SEAFOOD, BEEF
POULTRY AND CURRY DISHES

•10%OFFWITHCCLD.

•PARTIES OF 10 OR MORE
RECEIVE A FREE MEAL

719-380-8333
Mon-Sat 11:00A.M. - 10:00P.M.

Sunday 12:00P.M. - 9:00P.M.
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pilsner Urquell disappointsthe

, 1 jy Perry Brown andjustin

J jerrmann

ina Catalyst Stzii

tan

rvi Since I'm beginning to

suspect that Justin has been

jbsorbed into the great cos-

inic continuum I guess I'm on

[ly own for this one. Don't

,el me wrong though, this

Article will certainly not be

free ofJustin's voice and opin-

i ijions.

See, the story is that Jus-

jn and I drank the necessary

fluids for the wriring of this

jnicle, then I went to the bath-

loomandwhenlretumedhe'd

disappeared. You see, Justin

IS
simply not the kind of guy

or: who just disappears, at least

not without a very good rea-

son.

Forthis week's article we

were going to include another

i. recipe with pertinence to the

^ > consumption of alcohol, but

ce the recipe book is no-

where nearby we'll just have

10 skip it. We've never pre-

pared the recipe, but the name

ind description promise hap-

piness for the hungover

Irinker.

We're sorry to whet your

ippetite with promises of cu-

linary delights, but by dis-

closing the name now we
would make the recipe unac-

ceptable for filler at a later

lime.

(Justinhasjustresurfaced.

The universe is a happy place

10 exist once again.)

Enough rambling, onto

lie beer. This week, as al-

ways, we are reviewing three

beers.

They are Pilsner Urquell

from the no longer existent

Czechoslovakia (now this

is either Czech or Slo-

vak, but it can't be both),

Foster's Lager from Austra-

lia (or in the case of our par-

licular bottle, Toronto,

Canada) and the Breckenridge

Avalanche which is brewed

right here in Colorado.

Pilsner Urquell

hi

uld

heir

Needless to say, the odor gets

most people off to a bad start

with this beer. At least we
"ever recovered from it.

The head is not great and

neither is the color, two char-

Kters which are excusable

'housh.

Poor head does not always

indicate a lousy beer (though

good head is always a big plus

for a beer). Secondly, a light

color is expected because this

beer is a pilsner and anything

else would be ridiculous.

Unfortunately the taste is

the big characteristic that we

cannot excuse. The taste is

very awful, and to some it's

just plain rotten. So unless

you enjoy paying the inflated

import price for bad beer,

don't buy this one!

Foster'.s Lager

$1.09 for one 12 oz. ta^
mm

Once again a chilly Cana-

dian lagerwith almost no head.

This beer is an Australian beer,

but the stuff that we got is

brewed in Canada.

When we say almost no

head we mean that if we
poured it while standing on a

table with the cup on the

ground we might get a head

on this one.

Foster's is one step up

from Bud, but still prettymuch

the same thing. Clear, crisp

and devoid of any aroma, this

is just chugging beer that is a

little over-priced. Not much

to say about this one. You're

betteroffpaying less for some-

thing else if this is the type of

beer you're looking for.

Photo by Chns Flood

Breckenridge Avalanche

$2.69 for 1 pint 6 oz.

I must say I was a httle

disheartened when I realized

that Perry bought this instead

of the India Pale Ale that the

folks at Breckenridge brew-

ery make. The India Pale Ale

may be the first beer I've had

that breaks the 4 mug record.

Avalanche is by no means

a disappointment. This beer

has a great copper color that

makes up for the weak look-

ing head. It is a full bodied

beer that doesn't have a par-

ticularly strong bitter taste.

Thedistinguishingfeature

of this beer is its tangy flavor,

its aftertaste is reminiscent of

pickles or lemons (Iknow this

sounds nasty but it is a subde

flavor, and we guarantee that

you will love it).

Ourpersonal theory is that

they put a small amount of

pasteurized soured beer into

each batch. It may not be true,

but it' s not altogether unheard

of. For instance. Guinness

does this with their stout.

Oh, one final note, the

folks in Enact were talking

about doing ahome brew con-

test (forEarth Day), so if there

are any brewers out there who

are interested you shouldkeep

that in mind while planning

your next few batches.

Si>,

Sl.59forl2oz.

Pilsner Urquell has a

strong smell that greets you

IS soon as you open the bottle.

The scent is something like

' C^Get Beach-Ready for Spring Break! C^

that of dirty, stale socks. I

25 Off Full Leg Wax w/ Bikini Wax
Regular $45

10% Off Half Leg/Bikini/or Underarm
Regular $22/ $15 / $10

3870 Maizeland Road

.,„.„,..„
596-7094

"ir*"'° AskforMarith .

co«i.«ii4n

Ask Dr. Botcher

Rastall employee breaks out

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I am a twenty year old

Rastall employee, and I have

bad skin. Since I've been

working at the cafeteria at

CC, my face has broken out

and my hands look horrible.

I've tried everything from

Palmolive to Clearasil, and

nothing seems to work. What
can 1 do?

Greasy

Dear Greasy:

You are suffering from a

normal dis-

ease that oc-

curs often in

cafeterias.

The dis-

ease is

called Ach-

neisis and

affects the

dermato-
logical layer

ofyourskin-

atis with a foliating exfolia-

tion hepititis {ed. transla-

tion: acne.) You should wash

your face with lye every day,

and that will take care of all

your face.

As for the hands, you

should try to avoid hot water

when you wash dishes. Also

don 't touch the food, some of

it is radioactive.

So, you should start wear-

ing gloves when you work,

also begin soaking your fin-

gers in gin and tonic.

Finally, if you get de-

pressed about your skin con-

dirion, just drink three or four

martinis, and you will forget

all of your problems very

quickly.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

1 have had an ear infec-

tion for quite a few months. 1

am a champion swimmer,

and I am afraid that this dis-

ease will affect my chances

of winning the Olyinpics.

What can I do?

Aching Ear

Dear Aching Ear:

This is a common prob-

lem, easily solved. My
mother used to pour alcohol

in our ears to make those

nasty infec-

tions go
! away. I

' would sug-

gest pour-

ing a mar-

tini in your

ears to clear

! out your

I

disease

without ol-

ives.

If this doesn't work, and

you still feel the pain, just

drink a couple maninis and

you won't feel a thing.

Advice from Dr. Botcher:

If you have genital itch-

ing, don't worry, there is a

simple solution for you.

Don't itch the infected area,

but instead take a bath and

rub the area lightly with soy

sauce. This will not solve

your problem, but it is excit-

ing. If you are timid about

this, drink some martinis be

fore you try.

Note: Dr. Botcher is not a

real doctor, but he visits one

regularly.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner \". lA,

NEW 25 \m
ITEM ./jiii

SALAD BAR ^r
$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

March 6, 7 Erotic Justice March 1 1 Spiney Norman

March 5, 6

Life Explodes
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Ed Webster returns to CC after Mt. Everest climb

By Alexander Durst

Catalyst Staff

In the Gates Common
room on Tues., March 9 at

7:00 p.m., Ed Webster, a

Colorado College graduate,

will tell the story of his, epic

1988 expedition to climb the

Kangshung face of Mt.

Everest.

Webster graduated in

1978 as an anthropology ma-

jor. He has twenty-six years

of climbing experience.

Mountaineering adventures

have brought him to Britain,

Europe, Scandinavia and the

Himalayas, including three

separate expeditions to Mt.

Everest and a recent expedi-

rion to Mongolia.

Since 1974his articles and

photographs have appeared in

periodicals such as Sports Il-

lustrated, Rolling Stone, The

New York Times, Climbing,

Summit, Mountain, Back-

packer and Vertical. He is

well known throughout Colo-

rado for his rock and ice as-

cents, including several first

Photo from the Ed Webster Collection

Webster reaching the crux pitch of the Kungshung Face.

ascents such as the ascent of Mt. Everest by a new route on

the Hallucinogen wall in

Black Canyon of the

Gunnison.

His 1988 International

Expedition was attempting

the Kangshung face without

sherpas oroxygen. Tempera-

tures on Mt. Everest canreach
-40' Fahrenheit. Winds can

pick up a tent filled with

people and sweep it off the

side of the mountain. Hidden

crevasses, avalanches, rock

fall and ice fall are routine

dangers that kill ten percent

of Himalayan mountaineers

every year.

Compounding these dan-

gers are the technical difficul-

ties of the expedition's cho-

sen route and style. The
Kangshung face is the most

remote and technically diffi-

cult face on Mt. Everest.

Webster's small interna-

tional team was attempting

the 4000 meter face by a route

which worldrenowned moun-

taineer Reinhold Messner

deemed as being too danger-

ous. Friends of the fourmem-
bers of the expedition ques-

tioned whether Webster's

team would come back alive.

Webster wondered about his

own sanity and safety several

times during the expedition.

The fashion of ascent for

Webster's team was "alpine

style." They were to attempt

the face with no supplemental

oxygen, no radios, and an at-

tempt to reach the peak in

one day lOOOmeterpush froi

the South Col (a col is thi

lowest point on a ridge be

tween two mountains).

Six weeks of technical!)

difficult and dangerous clinit

ing brought them to the Souil

Col. They began their asceii

in the dark night of May
• 1988. May 12 found Websiei

staggeringonEverest's Souj

Summit 1 00 meters below %
true Summit.

Hallucinating and frosi

bitten, Webster was facei

with the decision of severely

risking his life or turning hack

and salvaging the remotesi

chances of survival.

The rest will be up to you

imagination until Tues

March 9 at 7:00 p.m. in Gate

Common Room, Palmer Hall

So come and enjoy ihs

thrilling story of the 1988

Everest International Expe-

dition up the Kangshung face,

Webster will speak for one

and a half hours and then en-

tertain questions for half

hour.

«,
Solutions from your Apple Campus Resellen

th« perfect Macintosh system to fit your budget.

'Rvo inexpensive combinations

thatwill helpyousurro eventhe

most^eling semester.

Introducing the most affordable color Macintosh' sys- while still fitting within your budget. See this new system
tem even The new Macintosh Color Classic' computer gives today at your Apple Campus Reseller Where you'll get spe-

you a shaip, bright Sony llTnitron display, built-in audio, file cial student pricing, as well as service during college^ And
sharing, networking and more. And the new, compact Apple' discover the power of Macintosh. The power more ^
StyleWriter* II printer delivers stunning, laser-quality output college students choose. The power to be your best!W.
For more information visit Colorado CoUege Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

VpfrCf'TM^te O'uxaafrx'amllraAmarilarutiilo^/pliCompulfr.lK ThmlnailtanaiilmdlnldemarktJSatytapBmnoii

II
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Under cover of anonymity, a CC administrator urges deliberate, enlightened reason . .

.

"A Modest Proposal" examines CC Division I sports
In the course of human

(vents, when there is strife in

ilie land o'er misdeeds of the

hockey coach, with some call-

ing for his head while others

shout "the coach is dead, long

live the contract of the new

coach," reasonable voices

seek to be heard above (or

perhaps, beneath) the din.

Such soothing voices of

reason have been raised

among the faculty, with the

Faculty Executive Commit-

tee proposing at the Feb. 15

(acuity meeting that the col-

lege not rush into a reaffirma-

tion of the hockey program.

After all, there is so much

chaos in the land, they say,

with Strategic Planning Re-

ports to be mulled over and a

new president to take office

in just a few months; let us

instead do the prudent thing

and hire an interim coach un-

til the chaos passes, andwe all

can examine the program's

future in a calm, more ratio-

nal atmosphere.

This would also be done

"for the good of the players",

quoth one ever-so compas-

sionate fan of the program, so

that they aren't misled by a

premature commitment to

II

continue with Division I

which might change in a year

or two.

With all the pastoral care

and concern mustered by a

team ofhospital chaplains did

these faculty leaders speak so

eloquently about the reason-

able thing to do. It brought

tears to one's eyes.

Of course, it is easy to

summon up such lofty rheto-

ric andhumaneconcem when

. . . There is somuch chaos

in the land, they say, with

strategic planning

research reports to be

mulled over and a new

president to take office in

just a few months; let us

instead do the prudent

thing . .

.

the patient is suffering. The

problem is, these people are

only masquerading as chap-

lains; they really are benefi-

ciaries of the will, ready to

fight over what's left of the

estate as soon as the patient

dies.

Hiring an interim coach

will send the same message to

the current players, recruits

and others associated with

hockey as stopping treatment

would to a person struggling

with an illness: until we de-

cide on the best long-term

strategy for your treatment,

just continue to take two aspi-

rin a day.

The Faculty Executive

Committee statement says:

"in the current situation, 'to

not act is in fact to act.'" In-

deed, to not commit to re-

newed health of the hockey

program now is to commit it

to a slow death.

Arguments are made
about the costs of the hockey

program; of the evils of big

time athletics and theirincom-

patibility with quality under-

graduate education; of our

inability to be competitive in

the WCHA; and of the insuf-

ficiency of tradition as a rea-

son to continue with the pro-

gram.

All are good and worth-

while items for an open dis-

cussion among all those with

a stake in the program: fac-

ulty, support staff, adminis-

tration, alumni, community

people and the like.

In the spirit of the recent

presidential search, during

which all constituencies co-

operated in aconsensus-build-

ing process, let us all together

discuss the value, problems

and true potential for the

hockey program, and let us

review it with an eye to hav-

ing the same discussion about

women ' s soccer as well, since

the fates of the two sports are

intertwined.

While "events have con-

spired to bring the entire issue

of Division 1 athletics to the

The problem is, these

people are only masquer-

ading as chaplains; they

really are beneficiaries of

the will, ready to fight

over what's left of the es-

tate . .

.

fore now," we must frankly

admit that a meaningful dis-

cussion of the merits and defi-

cits of Division I athletics can

only occur by looking at them

OUTSIDE ofcircumstances;

otherwise, we will need to

evaluate many otherprograms

on campus whenever similar

problems occur.

Forexample, we have fac-

ulty who have broken drug

use laws which are a bit big-

ger than a handful of NCAA
regulations, and those faculty

are dealt with as individuals,

if at all

Their academic disci-

plines are not questioned as

having caused theirmisdeeds.

We occasionally have

other faculty whose perfor-

mance in their jobs, because

of personal circumstances,

may be well below the excel-

lence expected by (and often

exhibited by) their colleagues

and students; they are notpub-

licly cmcified, their tenure is

not threatened, nor their aca-

demic disciplinesquestioned.

My proposal is simple: if

the Faculty Executive Com-
mittee wishes to use circum-

stances as justification to ac-

celerate a decision about

hockey, then at least let us all

join in the process . . . and in

the future, let us apply the

same methods and standards

of circumstance-driven deci-

sion-making to other pro-

grams on campus as well.

-J. Swift

[Ed. note: Would the real J.

Swift please stand up?)

No mo' Perot," irritated Catalyst editors implore
By Scott Craig and Erika

Williams

Catalyst Co-Editors

Ross Perot is once again

in the news: the short, large-

earedTexan has gone to Capi-

tol Hill to tell the federal gov-

ernment what he thinks of its

ideas.

On March 2, Perot went

to Congress to give his advice

on drafting a plan to fix the

flailing US economy. He was

greeted by a cheering crowd

voicing their support of his

presence in Washington.

This may all sound fine

and dandy, kind of a media

enlarged "town meeting."

However, as one lawmaker

Suggested, Perot is long on

noise and artogance but short

on solutions.

Perot is certainly one of

the most bothersome of los-

ingcandidates. Nootherpresi-

dennal candidate that we can

remember has had the audac-

ity to think that because he

(we wish we could add a she

to this Ust of personal pro-

nouns) did not amass the ma-

jority of the American votes. We can only sum up his a business would work. If we

people really believe that his invective against the govern- worked the government like

opinions and plans are best, ment the way Senator Reid Perot's company, then the

(D-Nevada) did, "You gave President would be a billion-

us 45 minutes of sound bites aire in eight years,

and five minutes of details." Perot'slecture to the Con-

Perot's ideas are not in- gress was simply offensive,

herently invalid because he We voted for Clinton because

lost the presidential race, but we wanted to give him a

there is something to be said chance to try his ideas out.

for a graceful loser. At the Nothing is foolproof,

very least, Perot ought to al- Clinton'sfairlystrongvictoty

low time for Clinton's plans in November was an indica-

tion that the

Ross: you lost; admit it.

Perot was not invited to

the capitol; he came at his

own instigation. In the course

of his congressional hearing,

he was cortected many times

forexaggeration and misstate-

ments, and when his wisdom

was questioned he was fairly

vitriolic.

Perot cer-

tainly offered

some startling

wisdom, such

as, "Let's call

a dog a dog

and an el-

ephant an el-

ephant," and called Chnton's

energy-policy strategists "po-

ets, philosophers and bee-

keepers."

The main point of Perot's

lecture was that the govern

"Let's call a dog a dog and an elephant an elephant."

-Ross Perot

"^ou've given us 45 minutes of sound bites and five

minutes of details." -Senator Reid

nation is

tired of the

Republicans

and even

Ross Perot.

We do

not agree

to be put into effect before with everything Clinton is

critizing them. doing. He is too moderate for

We respect Perot'sknowl- our taste, and his plan lacks

edge and tough economic the socialism like it was in the

policies, but the medicine that Roosevelt adminisffanon.

lecture was tnai uic guvcu.- he says the US has to swallow On the otherhand, Clinton

ment should nin itself like tastes bad and will probably is showing strong leadership.

GeneralMotorsandSears.He do more harm than good: for We are encouraged by his

also made a lot of harsh com- example, modeling the gov- strong stand on abortion, his

ments about the President— emment after the faihng GM. plan to fix the economy, his

suggesting that CUnton has Wearenotconvincedthat commitment to including

no idea what he is doing. running the government like women in the higher offices

of government (yes, includ-

ing the brilliant Hillary

Clinton), his aid to Bosnia

and his education plans.

The time has come to stop

bickering and spitting out

inane sound bites and get to

work. Everyone has a spe-

cific gripe which they would

like to see the government

cortect in health care, the

economy and education.

As Perot surely realizes,

we have represenatives to

whom we can voice those

concerns. It may not be a

perfect system, but we should

at least give Clinton the four

years for which we elected

him.

Perot needs to stop listen-

ing to the applause and listen

to the people who elected

Clinton.

We want to see a different

change than Perot suggested,

and we are sick of hearing his

whining Texan accent drone

on about the inefficiency of

the government.

Admit it, Ross: the Ameri-

can pubhc has turned the chan-

nel.
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This DU Sucks could be the last of the line
By Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

Its is becoming something

ofarace. Who will be the first

to go, the Greek system or the

hockey team? Only the

Shadow, and possibly incom-

ing president Kathryn

Mohrman, know for sure.

One way or another,

though, the writing looks to

be on the wall for both of

msi

those formerly formidible

ColoradoCollege institutions.

Fonmidible, indeed. The fool-

ish might once have consid-

ered hockey and the iratemity

quad as sacred as, well, come

to think of it, is nothing sacred

around this place? Ultimate?

The stain down to the soccer

field by MacGiegor? The En-

vironmental House, perhaps.

But I digress.

The campus knows the

truth. You get a sense of it as

you walk around. Furtive con-

versations are held in in

hushed and serious tones.

Many Greeks seem resigned

to the inevitable. Some dare

to discuss it openly, wonder-

ing aloud whether they should

be meekly ushered out the

door or if they should just

blow the thing off its hinges,

once and for aU.

Tonight, the Broadmoor

World Arena will host what

might feasibly be the last an-

nual DU Sucks game. After-

wards there will be a party

that you can't get into without

I
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an invitation unless you're

Greek. If you do go, you'll

have to bring your own beer,

as kegs are now, um, sneered

at by the administration. The

party should be fun, regard-

less, but it simply will not be

the same.

In fact, the Greek system,

if it survives, will never be

OAG

what it once was. Two ques-

tions seem to arise. First, how
long can the Greeks endure in

an authoritarian climate which

is increasingly hostile, and

never more than indifferent

on its best days? Although

there are, surely, some sup-

porters among the faculty and

administration, they are few

and quiet. They must see how
the worm has turned. If the

rumors are true, then things

look awfully bleak. How long

can they fight city hall?

If the first, question is

whether Greeks can survive,

then the second must be do

they even want to? It may
seem heretical to some, but

the Greeks need to sit down
and honestlyconsider whether

it is worth it anymore.

I do not mean to make this

demise seem, necessarily, cer-

tain. Strange things occur in

this rarefied air. Maybe both

the hockey team and the

Greeks will stick it out an-

other year, another decade,

through all ofour twenty-fifth

reunions and beyond. Maybe
hockey can turn it around to

become competetive again in

the WCHA. Maybe the ad-

ministration will reverse its

senseless, suffocating alcohol

policies andkeggers-on-cam-

pus!-will once again rule the

nights. Maybe impassioned

aliunni will rise up as one and

valiantly insist upon the sta-

tus quo, lest dire injury befall

the annual fund.

Maybe. But the winds of

change are a-blowin'. Force:

angrier than tradition are

massing within our tranquil

borders. My hunch is that, in

matters such as these, a con-

tent but quiet majority can gei

stampeded by a pissed and

rowdy few. The power and

money issues here are real

and many. Those who have

interest in the outcome, and

KE
yet ignore the trends, do so ai

their peril.

If you should happen to

think the status quo is wortli

preserving, well, time is run

ning out. Move smartly.

In any case, Happy DU
Sucks tonight, Tigers, bui

please consider this last tasty

morsel: celebrate this one

well, loud and long. It mighi

just be the last.

Seniors, open your wallets!
What's your excuse for not helping to fund the future?

By Mike Morris

Catalyst Staff

Let me emphasize that I

am not a senior class agent,

and I have not been recruited

by any seniorclass agent. You
see, I am about to ask all my
fellow seniors to contribute

to this years senior class fund

and/or the Jason Wilke fund.

Giving to these funds il-

lustrates more than just our

appreciation to the Colorado

College for what it has done
for us over the last four years.

These funds also aim to help

improve the areas of this col-

lege that have fallen short of

our expectations.

For those of us who have

generally positive feelings

about the Colorado College I

urge you to contribute for the

following two reasons. First,

out of a sense of appreciation

for what the college has done
for us. It is important that we
give back a little bit of what
we have received from this

school. Second, we should

help insure that future gen-

erations can receive the same

quality of education that we
have received (if not better).

On the other hand, for

those who feel that this insti-

tution has fallen short in a

number of areas, I plead for

your money as well. If we
notice that in some way or

another this institution is lack-

ing then it is our responsibil-

ity to attempt to rectify the

situation. Nothing gets solved

whenpeople simply sit around

and complain. Further, it is

pretty well known that noth-

ing much happens in this

world without money.

Therefore, in order to im-

prove this school we need to

help provide it with the neces-

sary resources. Perhaps we
could try to earmark our do-

nations to the senior fund for

a specific cause, or if that is

not possible than maybe we
could give another donation

of an equal sum to the school

that is specifically targeted.

The important thing to

remember is that this institu-

tion needs money in order to

survive. If people like us do

not give then the tuition of

future students will have to

rise that much higher. This

contribution is not only a gift

to the school, but it is also a

gift to future generations; to

our younger brothers and sis

ters, and our future sons and

daughters.

The choice is obviously

up to each of us individually

but I hope we do not think of

thisintermsofourselves. Per

haps we buy one less compact

disk orone less beer, but whal

we ended up giving will far

outweigh what we will have

lost.

If we believe in educa-

tion, then we must give. Ifwe

believe that tuition costs are

too high, then we must give.

The point is that the time has

come to put ourmoney where

our collective mouths are.
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YUMMY!!!

The 3rd Asian American Student Union

Luncheon Special!!!

Homemade Fried Rice and Lumpia (Fffipino EggroUs)

$iOO

FRTDAY. MARCH 17 - 11:ffl AM-1:30 PM
IN THE ENTBANCP, OF BENJI'S

Afriam * SpiriOinl • Ga^ * Bbtes • Omlanponay

The C.C. Black Student Union Proudly Presents:

"REMEMBER MY SONG"
A Performance of Historic African-American Music and Poetry

MONDAY. HARCH « - 8:30 PM
nAYinRD ROOM IN WOKNER STUDENT CENTER

•• FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC "

Spccuil "Snaik Pair Mini-PerfonnaKe:

ty«t.^ ; ^thhv - Mnnday, March 8.IZ-I5- 12:30 pm

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 jxt6846

7I/7T CRUNCH
TONIGHT

FRIDAY. MARCH S. 8pm in Tutt Ubraiy

Team and Individual Races

BAND, PRIZES, FUN!!

$2 to run (through Tutt Library in sandals -

price includes thongs)

$1 to watch

BENEFITS ALTERNATIVE SPRING

BREAKS

«* * ** *

Special Ohmwics

commit a couple hours a week to help train

athletes right here on campus. Sign up now

at the Worner desk and more information

will be sent to your box.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

iMPnRMATlON SESSION!!

A representative from Beaver CoUege will be

in Womer Lobby on March 11 from 11:30am

- 1:30pm. Come by to learn about Beaver

College's various Study Abroad Programs!!

rr SIMMER ^TimY abroad!

There are still spaces available in these

Summer Session Programs:

Transitions in Faxtem Europe

North American Studies

in Canada, Mexico

and the United Slates

Information can be found about these

programs in the Summer Session office.

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE

Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

Some CHANGES...

Due to a scheduling conflict, the

Once-A-Block Open Forum Dinner

on

Campus Race Relations

will not be held this week.

INSTEAD...

On that Thursday, we encourage

you to check out the folk

singers at MEChA's Symposium

(
WnrnpT I ohhv - 5-6 pm )

AND THEN. ..

to attend

the Mystery Theme Dinner

in

Rffmis at 6 pm

Wanting to study abroad next Spring? J^
is the time to start researchmg! The Ulf

has info on programs in Angola, Egypt,

Tanzania, Switzerland, Argentina...well,

almost every country you can think of!!

Come by our office and we'll get you started!
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Monday
8

2:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Warner Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Worner Hayes Room 213.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody

Room 218.

12:00pm-ORC, WES Hall.

*12:15pm Sneak Preview

of"REMEI^BERMYSONG."
A performance of historic

Arfica-American music and

poetry. Perkins Lounge.

Sponsored by BSU.

12:15 Cutler Publications

Board of Directors, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*8:00 pm - "REMEMBER
MYSONG." A performance

by an all-women's ensem-
ble of BSU members (and

a few alums) of historic

African-American music

and poetry. Music directed

by Sylvia Summers; staged

by Rochelle Mason. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by

BSU.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove

Chapel Basement.

*7:00 pm - Lecture by ED
WEBSTER titled "Everest

The Kangshung Face." Mr.

Webster is a CC graduate

and will relate the exper-
ience of his epic ascent

up a new route on the

Kangshung face during his

1988 expedition. Free ad-

mission. Gates Common
Room. Sponsored by ORC
and Leisure Project Funds.

*7:00 pm - Lecture by

JEANBLONBELtitled, "The

Integration of Western and
Eastem Europe." He is pro-

fessor of political science

at The European University

Institute in Florence, Italy.

Free admission. Gaylord

Hall. Sponsored by the Po-

litical Science Department

and Political Union.

7:00 pm - Dialogue on
Racism, Student Cultural

Center.

*7:30 pm
Hall.

EnACT, WES

8:00 am - Fellowship of

Christian Attiletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Come and dance to roots

and dancehall music. Free

refreshments w/CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Wednesday
10

*12:00 pm - ASIA Worner

Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Lennox Lounge.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

*12:15 pm - MUSIC-AT-

MIDDAY. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored

by the Music Department.

12:15 pm - Theatre Work-

shop, Taylor Hall.

*3:00pm - LACROSSE, CC
vs. Drew University. Wash-

burn Field.

3:30-5 pm - Using UST-
SERV On-Line Discussion

Groups. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

6:00 pm
HalL

NARAL, WES

*8:00 pm - SEXUAU TEA
Women only discussion

group for anywomyn ques-

tioning or wanting to talk

about their sexuality. Top-

ics decided by those who
attend. Women Studies

Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT. Listen to al-

ternative and techno music
with DJ, Phil Brown. Free

refreshments w/CC ID. Ti-

ger Pit.

Thursday
11

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

Eleven. Lectureldemon-

stration by HEINRICH
SCHIFF, cello. Packard

Hall. Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas of

the Leisure Program.

*11:30 am - Beaver Col-

lege Study Abroad Infor-

mation Session. Perkins

Lounge. Sponsored by In-

ternational Programs.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:30 pm - REGENERA-
CI6n. Lecture/slide show
by Leo Tanguma, a Chica-

no sculptor from Denver.

Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

*5:00 pm - REGENERA-
ClON. Traditional folk

songs sung by Michelle

Lot)ato andAituro Quevas.

Perkins Lounge.

6:30 pm - Traffic Commit-

tee, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

*8:00 pm - HEINRICH
SCHIFF, world renowned
cellist, will play a concert

of works by Debussy, Luto-

slawski, Frank, Bach, and
Martinu. Tickets free wl
Activity Card; $8 general

admission at Worner Cen-

ter Desk. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by Great Per-

formers and Ideas of the

Leisure Program.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.

Free refreshments wICC
ID. Tiger Pit.
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Friday
12

Saturday
13

Sunday
14

On-Going Events

and l\/leetings

12:00 pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Hershey Room 215.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Warner
Hawbert Room 216.

*3-5:30 pm - KOREA FOR-
UM, featuring presenta-

tions by local, national and
international dignitaries

and business people.

Gates Common Room.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

Microsoft Windows 3.1.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, HIGH HEELS. $1 or

film card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olin 1.

*8:00 pm - ANNUAL FAC-

ULTY DANCE CONCERT.
Tickets free wICC ID; $3

general admission. Arm-

strong Theatre. Sponsored

by the Drama and Dance
Department.

*9 pm-12 am - REGENER-
ACION. CONJUmO CO-
LORES. A 10-piece ensem-

ble playing hot Salsa mu-
sic. Gaylord Hall.

*12;00 pm - REGENERA-
CION. Traditional folk

dancing by CC students.

Gaylord Hall.

*1 pm - REGENERACION.
Lecture by Bob Romero on
the Penitentes. Gaylord

Hall.

'2:45 pm - REGENERA-
CION. Storytelling perform-

ance of the oral tradition

by Teresa Pigoan. Loomis

Lounge.

*5:gO pm - REGENERA-
CION. Performance of tra-

ditional songs in the Maria-

chi style. Perkins Lounge.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, HIGH HEELS. $1 or

film card; $2 general ad-

mission. Olin 1.

*a:00 pm - ANNUAL FAC-
ULTY DANCE CONCERT.

See Friday, 3112, 8 pm.

9 pm-12 am - GIRLZ

NIGHT! Dance and party

with a DJ playing music by

women artists only. Free

refreshments. Dress op-

tional. Tiger Pit. Spon-

sored by Feminist Collec-

tive.

*3:00 pm - ANNUAL FAC-

ULTY DANCE CONCERT
See Friday, 3112, 8 pm.

"7:00 pm - CC CONCERT
BAND SPRING CONCERT
Robert Murray, Director.

Works by Mendelssohn

Beriioz, Gerstiwin, Erickson

and Andrew Uoyd Webt>er.

Free admission and re-

freshments. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music

Department

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MARCH 15-21 'THIS

WEEK" IS MONDAY, MARCH 8 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FEU-SWOOP INFOR-

MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVEAfT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Semis Exile Room.

German Tabte - Every Monday, 5.30 pm, Worner

Howben Room 216.

Kalian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and

reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA- Level 1. MondaylWednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except Wock break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese manial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE

PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSUAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHED-

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Monday & Wednesday - 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday & Sunday - 1 1:45-12:45 pm

•This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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WHAT TO BE OR NOT TO BE: THAT IS THE QUESTION
This Special Resource Guide Can Help You Find Some Answers

If You Can't Decide On A Major, You Probably Don't

Have Enough Information

Information is power, and the more infomiation you have the easier it is to make

decisions. But what kind of information will help you choose a major? You need

two types of information:

CAREER DECISION-MAKING

villThroughout the career planning process, you

be faced wilh many career decisions; What major to

choose? What career lo pursue? What types of

jobs/inlemships lo apply for? What graduale

programs to consider? What salary to accept?

To choose a course of action you need lo gather

information; information aboui yourself and about

what you are deciding on. The seven-slep

decision-making model below provides an example

of a process for making decisions:

STEP ONE: RGURE OUT WHAT YOU ARE
TRYING TO DECroE

STEP FIVE: EVALUATE OPTIONS THAT
WILL SOLVE THE PROBLEM

STEPSK: SELECT ONE OF THE OPTIONS

INFORMATION ABOUT YOU: SELF-

ASSESSMENT

Skflls:

• What are your strengths and weaknesses?

• What skills do you want to use on Ihe job?

Interests:

• What are you interested in doing?

• What kinds of job settings would you enjoy?

Values:

• What satisfactions io you seek from a career?

• In what ways must you be diallenged and

rewarded?

Personalilj;

• What pcnonal qualities do you possess that will

help on the job?

• Which career fields/areas would be conducive to

matching your personality trails?

RESOURCES TO HELPYOU ANSWER
THESE QUESTIONS

Career Coun^llng

A career counselor can help you answer questions

about yourself and show how to begin exploring

appropriate careers. Slop in or call the Career

Center to schedule an appoinimenL

Booklet

Self-Directed .Self-Assessment - Contains a series

of checklists, card sorts, and exercises designed lo

help you identify your skills, interests, values and

personality charac Ieristics as they relate to careers.

Workshop
"Finding A Career Wilh Your Name On It: Self

Assessment"

Career Testing

• Strong Inlerest Inventory

• College Majors Interest Inventory

• The Self-Directed Search

• Campbell Interests and Skills Survey

Career Options For Math
Majors
Career information panel for students

interested in careers in math on April IS

from 3-4:30 p.m. Panelists representing

different types of organizalions and levels of

experience will discuss employment

possibilities, qualifications and preparation,

and job search strategies in the field of

mathematics.

Career Networking Luncheon
With CC Alums
Colorado College alumni/ae will be available

to discuss their careers and their jobs with

you over limch. Learn about specific job-

related responsibilities, career paths, and job

search strategies. Develop or expand your

career network by connecting with our

alums. Space is limited, so signup early in

the Career Center. Advance siyn-up is

required.

Friday, April 2 12:00 Noon

INFORMATION ABOUT MAJORS AND
CAREERS

Minors:
• What majors inieresi you?

• What courses would you need to lake?

What career options exist if you choose a

particular major?

• What can you do wilh a major in ?

Careers:

From your self-assessment and exploration,

identify 4-5 careers to research in more depth.

For each career option gather the following

information:

1

.

Describe ihe work f)e[fom:ied

2. What arc Ihe typical work settings or

environments?

3. If you enter this career field what is the expected

sequence of positions (career ladder)?

4. What is Ihe employment outlook?

S.Whaiarethe qualifications and requircmenU for

entry and advancement?

6. How many hours per week are expected for this

type of work?

7. Which of your skills would be noticeably

important in this work?

8. Which of your weaknesses would make it

difficult for you lo succeed?

9.What major satisfactions would you derive from

this work?

1 0.Which of your values would not be satisfied?

1 1.What are Ihe salary and benefits?

1 2.Whai are the advantages of this type of woit?

13.Whal are Ihe disadvantages?

14.What are more sources of information about

this field? {e.g.. professional associations)?

RESOURCES FOR GATHERING
INFORMATION

PEOPLE IN THE CAREER FIELD
One of the best ways to obtain career information is

to talk with someone who is doing the kind of work

in which you have an interest. An jnfomialional

inlervjew is an excellent way to gather first-hand

infomiation about a particular career field and

various jobs within (hat field.

Career Referral Network

The Career Center has a notebook system with

information about alumni/ae volunteers who
participate in the Career Referral Network. These

alumni/ae have volunteered to be contacted for

information about iheir jobs and careers.

Career Panels

The Career Center sponsors a number of career

panels and presentations about specific career

fields. Alumni/ae and oiher professionals from a

variety of career fields are asked lo present about

their jobs and careers.

CAREER BOOKS/ARTICLES

Career Choices for The 90'z For Students of

by Walker and Co.

This series of books compares enlry-level jobs in a

variety of relevant fields, providing you with

detailed and practical information on each. TTie

series includes:

Art English

Business History

Communications & Journalism Mathematics

Computer Sciences Political Science

Psychology & Govemmenl

Jobsfor . . . Series by various authors; this

includes:

• JobsforEngUsh Majors & Other Smart People

• Jabsfor Sports Nuts & Other Athletic Types

• JabsforNumber Crunchers & Other

QuantUadve Types
• Jobs for Bookworms & Other Literary Types

• Jobs for Good Samaritans & Other

Humanitarian Types

These books are the Career Center Librarian's

favorites I Eachbookdescribesa variety of careers

- many of which may never have occurred lo you

- relaled lo each general inlerest area. These are

fascinating books, and all provide lists of additional

s to explore to learn still more about

n the area.

Are You Trying To Decide

On A Major?
Don't leave your future to chance

Leam about potential majors, courses, and career options

Majors Fair
March 10, 1993

4:30 -6:00 p.m.

Worner Center Lobby

Representatives from various departments will be available for

informed discussion about specific majors.

Co-Sponsored by;

Career Center Blue Key

College Majors and Careers: A Resource Guide

for Effective Life Planning by Paul Phifer

Provides information on major fields of study,

related occupations, related avocational and

leisure-lime activities, relaled skills, some values

and personal attributes associated with these areas,

sources for further exploration, and some related

occupations.

Liberal Education & Careers Today by Howard

Figler

WriUen by one of ihe authorities on career

planning, the focus of this book is on helping

liberal aits students draw links between their

current academic pursuits and ways to plan for

their futures.

The Jobs Rated Almanac by Les Krantz

Ranks Ihe best and worst jobs in the U.S. by more

than a dozen criteria, including salary, stress,

benefits, travel, and more.

Dictionary of Occupational Titles by U.S.

Department of Labor

Provides descriptions of and infoimalion aboul

1 2.000 different occupations.

Occupational Outlook Handbook by U.S.

Department of Labor

Describes in detail over 250 occupations covering

over 100 million jobs. Provides information on the

nature of the work in different fields, working

conditions, employment possibilities, required

training and qualifications, advancement pattems,

job outlook, earnings, relaled occupations, and

sources of additional information

Careers Tomorrow - The Outlookfor Work in a

Changing WorW by Edward Comish
Contains a collection of recent articles from "The

Futurist" magazine. Some describe general trends

and changes in the world of work, while others

focus on specific career domains.

Career Bulletin
Kditor: Carolyn (Hanurclli

Career Center Staff:

Ricic Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

Patti Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullcn Hughes Mall Moyer
Johnna Kielzmann Sharleen Piscioita

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres lo a
policy ot equal opportunity In all aspects of

employment and education. We do not knowingly

list job opportunities from employers who
unlawfully dlschmlnaie.
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Greek action is not affirmative

Try church for change
Xo the Editor:

Last week, an article on

(he front page of the Features

section described various

shops and activities around

the downtown Colorado

ested in attending. I agree that

the religious community
around Colorado Springs has

a very conservative inclina-

tion; however, not all the

churches are "Focus on the

Family". In fact. First Con-

Springs area. Keeping inmind gregational UCC and All

ihattheinformation given was Souls Unitarian are two

ihe personal experience of churches within walking dis-

Brian Wiggett, 1 would like to tance ofcampus which might

challenge
even the lib-

eralism of

the CC pop-

ulation,

"Those of

you without

cars can or-

ganize your

own ser-

commentona

small portion

of the article.

'You'd
think that a

city of this

size would

have at least

one church,

ouldn't
you?" I wonder ifMr. Wiggett

bothered to look through the

fifteen pages worth of

churches in the Springs yel-

low pages. There are twenty-

five churches within ten

Mocks of theCC campus. Mr.

Wiggett's opinions are his

own, but please insure that

the information in the Cata-

lyst is accurate.

"You say you want to at-

tend a church here in the

Springs? That's too bad, be-

cause the nearest one to cam-

pus is in Monument." Too
bad, you may have to walk

two whole blocks offcampus
10 the nearest church. The es-

cort service will take you three

blocks.

Perhaps Mr. Wiggett
doesn't think that there are

any churches in the area that

CC students would be inter-

I agree that the relig-

ious community around

Colorado Springs has a

very conservative incli-

nation; however, not all

the churches are "Focus

on the Family."

vices in Shove, I guess."There

are many religious organiza-

tions on campus, and some of

them sponsor services at

Shove.

Information about these

is available in the Shove of-

fice, as well as are lists of

local churches and service

times. The chaplain's name is

Bruce Coriell, and I am sure

that he would be more than

willing to help with any ques-

tions regarding religious ser-

vices around town and on

campus.

If you've never been to

church, try it. Then the next

time those guys are on the

street comer telling us allhow
we're going to hell, you can

say, "I went to chiuch last

Sunday; how about you?"

-David Inglis

To the Editor:

Upon reading "Divisive-

nessHasNo Benefit,"printed

in the Feb. 12 edition of the

Catalyst, it became painfully

clear that the issue of Greek

minorities is being waged on

apersonallevel.consequently

diverting attention from far

more important issues.

Greek opposition to affir-

mative action presents far

deeper implications than "a

difference of opinion." It

goes to the very roots of the

prevailing beliefs on this cam-

pus.

It cannot be denied that

racism is real and is a part of

American society. Out of the

Civil Rights Movement arose

the need to include people of

color in all institutions.

In addressing this issue,

the major tenets of affirma-

tive action were based upon

accountability and accessibil-

ity. The practice of major

institutions are placed under

intense scrutiny, forcing em-

ployers to give minorities

equal opportunity.

Affirmative action has ef-

fectively challenged the think-

ing of all Americans. The
intentions of affrmiative ac-

tion are only to force institu-

tions to make a good faith

effort in providing access to

jobs.

Contrary to the current

sentiment ofopponents of af-

firmative action, this program

provides no promises or guar-

antees of inclusion. It only

compels the employer to con-

sciously employ a policy of

inclusion. Lost in the debate

is the fact that affirmative ac-

tion is national law and has

been repeatedly upheld by the

judicial system.

In a broad sense, the views

articulated at Colorado Col-

lege must be taken within the

context of Colorado College

and not representative of mi-

nority opinion as a whole.

What does affirmative

action mean for the minority

community? Certainly, the

opinions of the Greek system

are in direct conflict with an

overwhelming number of mi-

norities.

Does the Greek system

represent minorities?NO. Do
they represent national law?

NO. Do they represent judi-

cial rulings in favor of affir-

mative action? NO. Whom
do they represent?

An anti-affirmative action

stance, within the frame work

Some credit for journalism?
To the Registrar:

nations do
lot have the

>pportunity

oleamfrom

rained pro-

essionals,

lecause the college does not

lave a communications de-

lartment.

The amount oftime the staffspends on the paper and the

experience they gain from their efforts more than justifies

giving academic credit.

eluded in the college curricu- is right tiiat college classes

lum as an adjunct for aca- come before extra-curricular

demic credit. activities, the paper's quality

However, activities like The amount of time the suffers from it. The extra ef-

he Catalyst newspaper offer staff spends on the paper and fon involved in producing the

he perfect medium for sm- the experience they gain from newspaper needs to be recog-

their effons more than justi-

fies giving academic credit.

Thiswouldalsoofferagreater

incentive for participation in

lents to receive hands-on ex

iwience and training in a wide

'ariety of communications
WUs including writing, lay-

ofCC, may seem like a simple

"difference of opinion," yetit

is a reflection of a predomi-

nantiy held view.

The Greek system is a re-

flection of the manner in

which CC (i.e. student publi-

cations) tends to de-empha-

size race issues.

The impression given to a

prospective minority student

visiting CC is of a setting

which effectively takes away
the issues that affect their lives

most.

Are we content to brush

race issues under the table by

calling them simple differ-

ences of opinion, or can CC
students open up an intelli-

gent and well informed dia-

logue on these critically im-

portant problems?

-Roberto Venegas

What do we fear?
CC should oppose Amendment 2

To the Editor:

Does anyoneelse find that

there is some confusion about

the school's policy (or non-

policy) on Amendment 2? Is

it not odd that, while our

school wants to maintain a

policy that is anti-discrimina-

tory, it does not actively take

a stand against this legislation

that we feel is blatantly

wrong?

We are afraid, supposedly,

of becoming political.

However there is nodoubt

that the school, in having an

anti-discrimination policy, is

in direct conti'adiction with

the recent amendment. The

confusion is in the mixing of

moral and political stances-

Colorado tor Family Values

(CFV) has combined the two.

On one hand, we seek to

say that we are fostering a

campus of political tolerance

and diversity by not taking an

offical position on Amend-
ment . Yet it is apparent that

we have made the decision to

be intolerant of CFV and

Amendment 2. Why are we
so scared of raging against it,

even though we have already

crossed that "line" between

See Oppose on Pg. 12

out, editing and computer the paper and create a more

consistent writing staff. Both

the students involved and the

quality of the paper would

benefit.

The student interest in

skills.

Currently, Colorado Col- Clearly, activities like the

lege offers no classes in com- Catalyst teach students the

nunications, and it gives no same knowledge they would

sedit for journalistic activi- gain in a classroom, if not

liesoncampus. Studentswho more. This is why we think joumalismandothercommu-

ire curious about communi- the Catalyst should be in- nication pursuits is out tiiere,

. otherwise

the paper

would not

exist.
However,
although it

nized; give credit where credit

is due.

-Christina Serkowski and

Matt Lewis

CCCA and Choice
To the Editor:

I 'd like to respond to Jus-

tin Broce's letter. Perhaps

the volatile issue of abortion

on demand has obscured the

budgetary process of Colo-

rado College Community
Association (CCCA).

Allow me toexplain. The

responsibilities of a mem-
ber-at-large require many
judgments and decisions.

While these judgments are

obviously based to a certain

extenton personal belief and

principles, members are also

responsible to a larger com-

munity that elected them.

On behalf of that com-

munity,CCCA annually dis-

perses funds to organizations

recognized by the college as

serving the interests of all

the students. In addition, or-

ganizations with particular

political agendas may also

request funds. It is in the

latter case that a member's

judgment is more likely to

come into conflict with that

ofa group that does not com-

mand the consensus of the

CC community.

An open political pro-

cess recognizes these inevi-

tabledisagreements without

characterizing them as hard-

ened positions, suppression

ofopinions, or personal ven-

dettas. Limited resources

require difficult decisions.

Responsible representatives

must make decisions on be-

half of all students.

Truly, at least in this area,

we are all pro-choice.

-David Coffey
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Anti-Amend. 2
From Opposed on Pg. 1

1

political and moral?

Manyofushad assumed

that anti-descrimination

policies and laws were ac-

ceptable beyond dispute,

and no longer questionable

the political realm. CFV
has challenged that. In re-

sponse, we must look into

our policy, admit that it is a

moral and political stance,

and come out against

Amendment 2.

-Jessica Brezneau

Facing the world of eating disorders

The

Catalyst

is proud to

announce

that your

satisfaction is

guaranteed,

for as long as

you may read

it. Or you get

your money

back.

By Diana Zipeto

Catalyst Opinions Editor

"I want to puke."

I'm a checker at Rastall,

and I can't count how many

times I've heard people say

this as they leave the dining

hall. It'sup there with, "What

class are you in?" as far as

meaningful phrases go, but

for anyone who's ever had an

eating disorder, "I want to

puke," hits a deep chord.

Over one million young

females are classified as

anorexic or bulimic in the

United States. On average,

one in five college women are

bulimic. That's one in five

women here who lean over

the toilet with hate and sad-

ness, anger and humiliation.

Most of these emotions are

directed at diemselves.

It' s not as simple as "want-

ing to be thin." Eating disor-

ders are frequentiy about los-

ing weight-the more lost tiie

better-but it's only die physi-

cal form ofamuch more com-

plex problem. Flesh is some-

thing tangible you can grab

onto; sadness and insecurity

are not.

Eating disorders always

hide feelings that can 't be ex-

pressed in any other way. In

a world where "I'm falling

apart," isn't a legitimate re-

sponse when someone asks

A Womb WithA View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Reasons to Bring Back Disco

10. Business boom for Goodwill stores everywhere.

9.Halfof all crimes today are committed by individuals out

offrustration due to there being no proper outlet for their

uncontrollable urge to do "die Sprinkler."

8. Patagonia would finally imveil their preciously guarded

line of polyester, big-collared winterwear. Tasty.

7. Platform shoes. Bell-bottoms. Pork chop sideburns.

Oh yes.

6. Last Saturday night.

5. Cindy Crawford, terrycloth tube top. Enough said.

4. The only way we'll ever get to see Al Gore "Feed the

Chickens" on national television.

3.Would inevitably lead to the return ofbreakdancing, and
we would once again be blessed with "The Worm" as an

acceptable party maneuver.

2. John Travolta was recendy spotted on a street comer
selhng stolen packs of Tic-Tacs.

1. Platform shoes. Bell-bottoms. Pork chop sideburns.

Oh yes.

you how you're doing, eating

disorders provide a quiet out-

let for unwanted feelings.

No one wants to spend

hours a day thinking about

what she's eating, how much
water and exercise would

Drawing by Saskia Nilsen

maximize her weight loss,

how much she hates herself

for eating that bowl of cereal.

Butforsome women, theonly

personal power they feel is

through their management of

food and weight. The reality

of that is not good or bad, it's

just very sad. No one is hor-

rible or immoral for making

themselves throw up, because

if they had any other feasible

options for what to do with

their problems, they'd take

them.

Some women end up giv-

ing in to their self-hate.

Women with eating disorders

have a 15% mortality rate.

Death occurs from the break-

down of the body as well as

from suicide.

All the movies and books

I've ever seen about eating

disorders have ended when

the woman realizes that

people love her and help is

possible. I've never seen any-

thing about what it's like to

actually have to recover from

an earing disorder.

Recovery is slow and it's

much less than perfect. There

is no sudden happy ending,

which can be so damn frus-

trating, but things can and do

get better. Believe me, they

get a lot better.

Of Libraries and Mediocrity
Synthetic pass symbolizes sorry state of high schools
^—^^^^^^—^—^ cess. It symboUzed something sex lives. He quit the year

By Claire Carpenter

Catalyst Staff

I went through the pock-

ets of my old jean jacket the

other day, the one I inherited

frommy father. Inside Ifound

the relics of my past-the re-

ceipt for razors from the long

ago days when I used to shave

my legs, and movie ticket

stubs for the Never Ending

Story. Amidst die other tat-

tered papers I foundmy coun-

terfeit high school library pass.

What, you might ask, is a

counterfeit library pass? I

don ' tknow what it was like at

otherhigh schools, but in mine

you needed a pass to go to the

library at any time, even on

your lunch break. Since 1 was
hungry for knowledge and a

bookworm besides, I spent a

good deal of my time there.

There was no guarantee I

would always find a teacher

who would write me a pass,

so 1 had a counterfeit one,

carefully hoarded. It seems

strange to me that a school

would go to such great lengths

to keep people out of a center

of knowledge and learning, 1

was even given detention once

for walking through a closed

hallway to get to the library.

When I saw the familiar

blue slip of paper it occurred

to me that this was not simply

a momento from an earlier

stage of my education pro-

else, something basically

wrong in the high school edu-

cation system. Iam not by any

means the firstperson to think

this. Everyone from Bush the

Education President to Bill

Clinton has been saying that

there is something seriously

wrong with our education sys-

tem. They all have their ideas

for quick fixes.

I don't think the problem

lies with any program or lack

thereof. I think it's deeper than

that. I think the problem is in

the basic attitude that prevails

at schools, with the faculty

and staff as well as with the

students. Let me give a few

examples to illustrate what I

mean.

In my high school, class

was cut short at least once a

weekforclubperiod, assembl,

or some other nonacademic

pursuit. 1 thought extracur-

ricular meant "outside the

curriculum", not instead of it.

Teachers got by without

teaching. I had a world his-

tory teacher who taught class

twice the whole year I was
with him. He assigned noth-

ing. He would come to class

and he wouldn 't say a word to

us for the entire fifty minutes.

We treated it as a social hour.

If I hadn't taken it upon
myself to read the text all

would would have gotten out

of that class was a lot ofjuicy

gossip about other people's

after I left, but things haven

gotten anybetter.Thelasttime

I calledhome I heard my little

brothercomplainingabout the

same teacher who showed si-

lent French films for most of

myjunior year Spanish class.

Not all the fault lies with

the instructors or staff Other

students ridicule those who

try to succeed. Being sman

and being popular tended to

be viewed as opposite ex-

tremes. "Just getting by" was

good enough for almost ev-

eryone. Cheating was ram-

pant and curve-breaking was

a crime punishable by ostra-

cism.

When teachers don't

teach, when valuable class

time is taken for "clubs" or

"assemblies" or "pep rallies'",

when peer pressure leads to

mediocracy and even access

to knowledge is restricted, it

should be clear that there is

something wrong with the at-

titude towards learning,

I don't have any panaceas

to fix the school system, 1

don't think Clinton's appren-

tice program or any other edu-

cational reform is really go-

ing to be effective unless it

can change the basic attitude

of mediocracy and bureau-

cracy that has engulfed the

system. However, a good
place to start might be mak-

ing the school library open to

the students.
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Senior shines on playing field and on stage
The versatile Andrea Hull will perform a piano recital at Packard Hall tonight

By Doug Dawe
Catalyst Staff

Hey you in the Tiger Kt
playing video games! Grow

up, get some culture!

Hey you trying to sneak

Rolling Rock past Joe at

Loomis! Forget that swill and

be civilized for an hour!

Hey you listening toDead

covers! It sucked the first

time; listen to some real mu-

sic!

Do what all the cool

people are doing; go hear

some excellent piano mtisic

played by a fellow student.

Annie Hull, seniorpianist

extraordinaire , is presenting

a fabulous program tonight,

Fri, March 5 (yes, that is the

date today, check your calen-

dar) at 8:00 p.m. in Packard

Hall.

Those who know Hull

wonder how she has time to

put together a piano recital. It

is only through her secret su-

perpowers that she can do all

she does and still smile. For

example, she is a starter on

the women's soccer team, a

singer, the coach of soccer

and basketball teams at Colo-

rado Springs Christian School

(a high school) and a piano

instructor for private students.

After her junior piano re-

cital last February, Hull and

her instructor Susan Grace

decided which pieces Hull

was going to play for her re-

cital this year. Together, they

came up with a doosey of a

program. Hull chose Chopin's

Ballade in A flat #3 becBMse,

like all sensible people, she

loves Chopin. Also on the

program is Hull's favorite

Beethoven sonata. Sonata,

Opus 3 1 #2, and Prokofiev's

Sonata It1.

Now for all of you who
are maybe not all that excited

about traditional western pi-

ano music, there are other rea-

sons to attend. There will be

"good things to eat, that's why
people should come," said

Hull. She mentioned some-

thing about homemade cook-

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

March 5-6

"Deathtrap"

March 12-13

Faculty Dance

Concert

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

MUSIC

C.S. Fine Arts Center

Armstrong

March 5

Andrea Hull, piano 8:00 p.m. Packard

March 6

Laser Floyd 8:00 p.m. Pikes Peak Center

March 7
CCTrio 3:00 p.m. Packard

March 11

Heinrich Schiff, cello 8:00 p.m. Packard

March 12-13

C.S. Symphony 8:00 p.m. Pikes Peak Center

IN CONCERT

March 9

Phish Pikes Peak Center

Marchll
Phish Dobson Arena (Vail)

Sundays Fox Theatre (Den.)

March 13
Red Skelton TempleBuell(Den.)

Photo by Brigid Mahcr

Annie Hull rehearses for her senior recital in Packard Hall. Hull is a high school

basketball and soccer coach, piano teacher, singer and women's varsity soccer player.

But don ' t go for the cook-

ies. Go to expand your nnind.

Go to support Hull, one of

CC's most talented smdents.

Go to hear some great music

played by a fabulous pianist.

"I'm not the kind of per-

son who says, 'I'm awe-

some,'" chimes Hull. How-

ever, anyone who has hetud

her play knows differently,

and knows that Friday night's

concert will be awesome.

So be there. Culture yourself.

Coffee Shop features "Omnibus"
CC group brings together diverse talents for classic jazz

By Shawn Keener

Catalyst Staff

So, what's an "omnibus"

and why is one playing at a

coffee shop this Friday?

In the nineteenth century,

it was an all-purpose stage-

coach or "bus." It also means

"for all" in Latin. Musically

speaking.it'sachord progres-

sion which can lead anywhere.

For the members of the

jazz quintet Omnibus (of

which I am one) this last defi-

nition is our favorite and is

really what we had in mind

when choosing our name.

See, to us the name, "om-

nibus," represents opening the

limitless realms of musical

possibilities through impro-

vised jazz. (Or did we just

think it sounded cool?)

Either way, our Omnibus

is ajazz group ofCC students,

and we're playing Fri, March

5 at LaDolce Vita coffee shop.

The members of Omni-

bus are: John Stephenson,

bass; Dave Smith, drums;

Jamie Mclntire, guitar, Julie

Urquhart, piano; and Shawn

Keener (that's me) on trum-

pet. You might have heard us

at Steak Night, Block IV in

Bemis.

If you did, you know our

repertoire is mostly classic

jazz pieces such as "Autumn

Leaves," "Tune Up," "Satin

Doll," "Sffaight, No Chase,"

"Witch Hunt," et cetera.

We're also working on our

own tunes, some of which you

can hear Friday.

To us name "omnibus"
represents opening the

limitless realms of. . .

improvised jazz.

Cognoscenti of the CC
music scene will recognize

the names in the group and

may not associate them with

jazz. Dave Smith and Jamie

Mclntire are in the popular

and acclaimed group Spiney

Norman.

John Stephenson, also of

rock fame, made his presence

known through the hit band

Cacti. Julie Urquhan is a pia-

nist of note, having given sev-

eral recitals during her years

at CC. 1 am sharing a recital

this year and will be playing a

trumpet concerto with the

Chamber Orchestra.

As you can see, we bring

a lot of different backgrounds

and experiences to our group.

1 believe these different per-

spectives make the music all

the more exciting to create

and, hopefully, even more fun

to listen to.

Miles Davis always told

his band he was paying them

to practice on stage, and this

experimental spirit is some-

thing we would like to cap-

ture and share.

Everytime we play we

learn something new. So,

there's something "for all,"

whether you're a newcomer

to jazz, a veteran fan or would

just like some coffee and

music.

Omnibus will be at La

Dolce Vita, 801A N. Tejon

(one block south of campus),

Fri, March5from8:30- 10:30

p.m..

Come hear us at work; we

plan on having a great time.

Hope to see you there!
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Falling Down stands tall at the box office

By Luigi Cicala

Catalyst Staff

BillD-FENS has cracked.

Divorced by his wife and

dismissed fi-om his job with a

defense contractor, the nerdy

engineer who "helped build

missiles to protect us from the

communists" abandons his

traffic-jammed car in the Los

Angeles morning rush hour

and heads across town on foot.

Hisdestination: the house

he once shared with his wife

and daughter. He hasn't seen

it or them since his ex-wife,

fearful ofhis capacity for vio-

lence, obtained a judicial re-

straining order. The obstacle:

contemporary L.A. Today is

little Adele's birthday and

nothing is going to keep

Daddy from seeing her-not

Korean grocers, not Latino

gang members, not surplus

store nazis, not anyone.

Robert Duvall is an aging

desk-bound cop retiring to

Arizona with his wife at the

end of the day. Somewhere

between farewell cranks,

cakes and a strip-o-gram, he

finds himself hot on the trail

of a psycho with a pocket pen

protector who is gunning

down civilians as he walks

across town. Bill D-FENS:

meet the police.

How virtual is this urban

reality of director Joel

Schumaucher? I bought D-

FENS' journey more than I

did the stops along the way.

The idea of cracking under

the pressure of urban life is

easy for any city dweller to

appreciate.

Parallels between police-

man good guy Duvall and the

vigilante bad guy D-FENS
make both characters easier

to accept: how different is this

anti-social psychotic from the

(socially sanctioned) officer

of the law or from you and I?

Yet the individual inci-

dents of violence that mark

D-FENS' stroll across town

all have a video-game quality

that makes the whole tale less

believable. He goes from the

store-front screen to the fast

food screen, kilUng each new

comical villain with weapons

acquired from his last victim.

He cannot die.

On the other hand, film-

ing of Falling Down finished

just before the L.A. riots:

though I found the particulars

of Bill D-FENS' story unbe.

lievable, the larger social, eth-

nic and economic tensions on

which the tale rests are con

vincingly portrayed.

There is also an importani

connection in the film to Te:

nessee Williams' The Glass

Menagerie. Junior Eric

Brittain pointed it out to nie,

and it is definitely worth no.

ticing. Those familiar with

the play may better under-

stand D-FENS ' origin.

(4 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

Butler's photography comes to hfe in Packard
By Alicia Pulsifer

Catalyst Staff

Photo by Brigid Maher

This piece is currently on display in Packard Hall along with many of Butler's works.

The culmination ofShawn

Butler's senior art studio re-

quirement was presented last

Thur. in Packard Hall as a

photographic display of big

faces blown up beyond life

size to intriguing and intimi-

dating proportions. Butler's

work will be dislayed through

the weekend.

Buder'swork is all in black

and white, and she described

it as facial studies more than

portraiture. She found it im-

perative to know her subjects

personally in order to capture

a characteristic moment, ex-

pression or mood.

The subjects of her pho-

tos included herself, her boy-

friend, father, nephew and

friends. The works were
unlabelled, because Butlerdid

not want the viewer to feel

THE 1993 CC AWARDS
AUTOdPAPhPAPTT

and

IN LITERATURE
ccccPTion

for

SUZAnnA WALTERS

$11,000 for Block
and Summer Projects

Author of

LIVES TOOCmCJ!, WORLDS APART:

AOTMERS AHD DAUmTCRS in POPULAR CULTURE

(Unlyrrslt)^ of California Prfsi)

Aonday, Aartfi 1S. ItJO am
Colorado Collrgr C)oobtorr

Lfrturr - 7:C>0 p.m - Dates

Summer Projects: up to $2,500
Block Projects: up to $1,200

Eligibility: Juniors

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
APRIL 2, 2:00 p.m.

Further information see Comittee Members
Profs. Butte, Mauch, Yaffe, (English); Prof. Kelso

(Biology); students Scott Givens, Jessica
Saberman, and Theresa Strausbaugh

forced into accepting her tides,

objectives or motives.

She made a point of ask-

ing her guests at the opening

reception what they thoughi

of the images and what mes-

sage they received from her

pictures. She would rather

have each person read her

photos differently than have

her meaning spelled out on a

card under the image.

I read Butler's work as an

enlarged photographic vale n-

tine, a series representing

magnified compassion and

stilled emotion. One guest

described the photos as "fa-

cial parts on an enormous

scale."

BuUer hopes to go larger

size, but, the equipment in the

CC darkroom is only set up to

develop prints as large as

16"X20", and that is the size

of all the prints in her show.

She feels there is a lot of

potential for expansion with

her theme and hopes to make

a huge collage of one large

face composed of pans from

many different people. She

also intends to move on to

details of other parts of the

body.

One striking photo was a

tryptich of two eyes, sepa-

rated by a blurred portion of

the nose. It was like an omni-

scient Big Brother.

She also broke up full

faces into a window-pane for-

mat, doubly exposed and su-

perimposed faces upon each

otherand combined parts from

two negatives into one image

creating a spooky, compos-

ite, quasi-human figure.

It was an uncomplicated

and uniform show. The im-

ages were all on the same

scale, with similar tones, or

similar images. Littie detec-

tive work was necessary to

extract meaning.
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2DIN0SAUR JR.Where You Been - My friend

bought Dinosaur Jr.'s You're Living All Over Me
when we were sophomores in high school, and traded

it to me for some beer because he hated it so much. I

hated it too, but after a while it became one of my
favorites. The new one from J. Mascis and Dinosaur

Jr., Where You Been, shows the same sort ofdynamic

quality which has made him a guitar hero, andrecently

kind of a star (he hangs out with Matt Dillon).

The new album features tympani, chimes, an or-

gan and even a string quartet. All these new expan-

sions on his guitar-based music, coupled with the fact

that he sounds like his lyrics arebeing squeezed out of

him, and he and the background vocalists try to sing far

higher than they probably should, makes this a chal-

lenging record the first few listenings. The songs have

a righmess to them though, and I'd say this is a fine

purchase. It's sort of in the same limb as Neil Young,

but on a different vein. (3 Faces, 3 Light Bulbs)

BELLY, Star - Tanya Donnelly of Throwing Muses

and Breeders fame has recently made good with her
.

own musical endeavor. The band is called Belly and-

the CD, Star. The album consists of strong guitar-

driven songs that make wonderful use of Donnelly's

beautiful voice. The lyrics are a bit fantasy-like and

Donnelly admits to aspiring to writing children's

books.

Although these songs may be fairy tales they bear

moreresemblance to Brothers ' Grimm than to Mother

Goose. Songs like "SomeoneTo DieFoi^'and "Dusted"

illustrate this aspect of the music. In this critic's

opinion "Feed the Tree", "Full Moon" and "Empty

Heart" are the coolest songs because of their energy

and basic musical strength. All things considered Star

is a great first effort with some real unique and awe-

some songs. Expect great stuff from Tanya Donnelly

and Belly in the future. (3.5 Faces, 3 Light Bulbs).

JOHN LEEHOOKER BoomBoom - Ifyou like the

good old blues sounds of J.L.H. then go ahead and buy

this disc now. If you do not like the old stuff, then

don't bother. This is the same stuff Hooker has been

doing since women with short hair were considered

sluts. Okay, maybe he's not that old, but on the cover

of the newCD he looks like he 's about to die or already

dead. What Iam trying to say is that this isprobably his

last album. You have to respect a legend, though.

(3 Faces, 2 Light Bulbs)

The STONE ROSES - A source at Geffen Records

has confirmed that the band is still together. A new
single is scheduled for release inMay , and a full length

CD will follow. There is no word yet on an"American

tour, because the band refuses to play in the U.S.

unless they are the featured act at a major venue.

DURAN DURAN DuranDuran - After a long break

from the music world, Duran Duran has returned with

their ninth album. They have kept a lot of the catchy

lyrics, but their music cairies some new elements.

"Ordinary World" is a great single, but the rest of the

album is not as appealing. However, if you catch

yourself listening to Decade, this is definitely a good

buy. (4 Faces, 2.5 Light Bulbs)
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CU Prof, discusses exhibit
Press Release

David Carrasco, interna-

tionally recognized scholarof

Mesoamerican and Native

American religions, will give

a talk and slide-show entitled

"From Excavation to Exhibi-

tion: The Making of Aztec:

the World of Moctezuma."

The talk is free and open to

the public and will take place

on Mon, March 15, at 8:00

p.m. in the Gaylord Room of

Colorado College's Womer
Center

.

The exhibition, "Aztec,

theWorld of Moctezuma,"
was on display at the Denver

Museum of Natural History

from Septemtier through late

February.

Billed as the most com-

prehensive showing of Aztec

art and culture outside

Mexico, the show included

close to 300 national treasures

and was shown only in Den-

ver.In 1992, theshow brought

the museum's attendance

record to above two million,

third in the nation for mu-

seum attendance.

Carrasco will speak about

what goes into putting to-

gether a major exhibition. He
will discuss not only the

people in the public eye, but

also the hundreds of people

involved in what he calls "the

actual human process of re-

covering the past," (the exca-

vation) that make such an ex-

hibition possible.

He will talk about his work

in Mexico and the work of

many others who have con-

tributed to the show, as well

as how the show came to be

held in Denver.

How to read the Arts

SmilevFaces are the enter-

tainment value, with 5

faces being the best.

Lipiht Bulbs represent the

intellectual value, again

being the best.

MW^

Photo from College Rclaiions

CU professor David Carrasco will speak at CC Mar.15

Carrasco, who holds de- several volumes, including

grees in theology and history

of religions from the Univer-

sity of Chicago, has taught

since 1976 at the University

ofColorado at Boulder, where

he established and currently

directs the Mesoamerican

Archive and Research Project.

Since 1987, Carrasco has

worked closely with Eduardo

Matos Moctezuma, consid-

ered to be Mexico's premier

archeologist.

Quetzalcoatt and the Irony of

Empire: Myths and Prophe-

cies in Aztec Religion .

The lecwre is part of the

Andrew Norman Lecture Se-

ries, an endowment estab-

lished at CC inl988 by the

Andrew Norman Foundation

to enhance and promote val-

ues in Southwest studies. The

foundation is located in Los

Angeles and supports creative

programs in education and

Carrasco is the author of public affairs.

HOUHTl BIKE HUD iHDMOiiDiPEQill^lS

GEAR UP FOR SPRING

Bikes for transportation...

Bikes for fitness...

Bikes for outrageous,

single-track adventures.

(SHOW YOUR CC ID FOR 1 0% OFF A BIKE TUNE-UP.^

Clothing . Accessories . Suspension Forks . Rentals

H t X T TO THE SKI S H U I"
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The ever popular band PHISH will appear at the

Independent records store at 3030 E. Platte starting

at 3:00 p.m. on Tue., March 9. The band will play a

concert at the Pikes Peak Center that evening.

CC Trio performs Sunday
Press Release

The Colorado College

Trio and two guest artists will

perfoim a concert Sun., March

7 at 3:00 p.m. The concert, in

Packard Hall, is free and open

to the public.

The CC Trio is made up

of Susan Grace, piano; Susan

Smith, cello; and Michael

Hanson, violin. Guest artists

Joseph Head, bass, and Philip

Tietze, viola, will join the trio.

All five performers cur-

rently teach at CC. Billed for

performance are the follow-

ing: Three Nocturnes by

Emest Bloch; Mozart's Trio

"Remember My Song"
BSU helps in music of African-Americans

College Relations

"RememberMy Song," a

performance of historic Afri-

can-American music and po-

etry, is scheduled for March

8, at 8:30 p.m. in Gaylord.

The performance, which

is sponsored by CC's Black

Student Union, is free and

open to the public.

An all-women ' s ensemble

of the BSU members, accom-

panied by a few alumni, will

read poetry and perform 10

songs from the genres of Af-

rican, spiritual, gospel, blues

and contemporary African-

American music.

A special "sneak-peek"

mini-performance will be

given in the lobby ofWomer
Center at 12: 15 p.m. on Mon-

day, March 8. Formore infor-

mation, call Rochelle Mason

at ext. 6338.

Thanks Seniors
For your contributions to the

Senior Class Campaign
Donors as of March 4, 1993

Kristen Anderson
Kurt Anderson
Elke Barnes

Stacy Black

Penny Brandt

Phil Brown
Erin Biu-kett

Anne Dean
Brian Dennis
Amy Edwards

Charlotte Gaither

Sarah Hadley
Charles Jones

Stephanie Judd
Charles Brian Kellog

Tracey Lowe
Jason Manosevitz

Ned McCall
Carloyn McCarthy

Lisa McGee
Julia Munsch

Brian Ormiston

Peter Petitt

Sara Philips

Alicia Pulsifer

Julie Rappaport

Jamie Schwellenbach

Heather Stoeber

Gia Sullivan

Philip Tschersich

Jeremy Vannatta

David Walter

James Washburn
Michael West

George Williams

Robert K, Wilson

in E major, K. 452; and

Schubert's "Trout" piano

quintet inA Major, Opus 1 1 4.

Grace, artistic director of

the Colorado College Sum-

mer Conservatory and Music

Festival, has appeared inter-

nationally as a soloist and in

chamberrecitals. Smith is the

principal cellist in the Colo-

rado Springs Symphony, Tay-

lor Memorial Chamber Play-

ers, the Colorado Springs Or-

chestra and the Colorado Op-

era Festival Orchestra.

Hanson, Concertmaster

with the Colorado Springs

Symphony, has played with

Chicago's Grant Park Sym-

phony and served as Concert-

master with the West Coasi

Chamber Orchestra.

Joseph Head, presently

bassist with the Colorado

Springs Symphony, has per.

formed with the Utah Sym.

phony, Colorado Symphony

and the Denver Chamber Or-

chestra.

Philip Tietze has served

as Principal Violaofthe Colo-

rado Springs Symphony and

the Wichita Symphony and

frequently appeared as a solo-

ist.

The concert is sponsored

by the college's music depart

ment.

Writing award up for grabs

CC English Department

A new award for creative

writers at Colorado College

has been established by an

anonymous donor. Amount-

ing to two thousand dollars,

theColoradoCollege Creative

Writing Award is to be given

annually to a student who has

shown, over a period of time,

that he or she has the ability

and dedication to write good

poetry or fiction.

The money is intended

both torecognize past accom-

plishment and to give the re-

cipientachance to spendsome

time writing, fi-ee from some

of the pressures that might

interfere with this process.

Any CC student, including

graduating seniors, is eUgible.

Therecipientoftheaward

is to be chosen by the CC
professors chiefly responsible

for teaching creative writing

at the college: ProfessorJoan

Stone for poetry and Profes-

sor James Yaffe for fiction.

They point out that this

award differs fundamentally

from other creative writing

awards the college has offered

for many years. It is not the

prize in a contest for the best

story, poem or other literary

work; nor do potential win-

ners have to submit specific

projects, budgets, statements

on purpose, etc. as in the case

of the summer literature

award. "It's more like the

Nobel Prize than the Pulitzer

Prize," says Professor Yaffe,

Interested students need

not file any application for

the award, but ifthey feel they

are qualified for it they are

encouraged to call themselves

to the attention of Professor

Stone or Professor Yaffe.

Also, it is hoped that fac-

ulty members will nominaie

qualified students. This year'

recipient will be announced

bytheendofBlock?, 1993.

$3

OFF
$3

OFF

$3.00 Off Regular Price of Tapes
or CD's

•3030 E. Platte '123 E. Bijou

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

Write

for the

Arts

section!
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Femme cats stroke past Colorado competition
By Kathryn Plummer

and Melinda Sharkey

Catalyst Staff

The swimming season is

over and once again the Fe-

lineAquaGoddesses have tri-

umphed. We unsettled the

D.U. Pioneers TWICE and to

their utter dismay they had to

accept aposition beneath non-

scholarship swimmers.

We drowned the floun-

dering Metro Roadrunners-

perhaps they should take up

running since they sure as hell

can't swim, "meep-meep!"

We speculate the Mines

swimmers were too busy pos-

tulating, deriving and calcu-

lating to get in practice time.

Emily Davis shamed the Buf-

faloes by wasting their "ath-

lete" of the year, Andrea

"Lardass" Jenkins, in the 50

free.

Our secondplace finish in

the Colorado Conference

Championships ended our re-

markable 10-2 season with the

Aqua Goddesses performing

at their peak.

The fearless seniors led

the ferocious team through

bad, good and best times.

Sensational captain Kathryn

Plummer earned a school

record in the 200 yd. back-

stroke, as well as a best time

and 2nd place in the 100 yd.

back, and 5th place in the 100

free. Fabulous captain

Melinda Sharkey captured

best times in both 200 and

100 yd. breast strokes with a

5lh and 6thplace respectively.

Great Alison Gale was
cheered with a 5th place in the

Phoio counesy of swim leam

The ladies swim team put on their Sunday best for their travels to conquer opponents'

pools. The team compiled a 10-2 record against many scholarship swim teams the year.

100 fly and 6th place in the free (10th place) and 200 damnable opponents to reach

200I.M. with personalrecords

in both races, including the

100 yd. breast. Beastly Beth

Bacon swam beautifully in

the 200 yd. free, 200 back

(9thplace)andl00free. Spec-

tacular Hilary Specht swam
superbly also in the 100 yd

back (6thplace), 200yd. back

(6th place) and the 100 free

(11th place).

Dangerous Dawn Fore-

man flew through the 50 yd

free (12th place), the 100 yd

free (10th place) and the 100

back (9th place). Terrifying

Tanya Kotowski tore like a

tidal wave through the water

in the 500 free (11th), and 200

yd. free events. Luminous

Lisa Selle lit up the lane and

scoreboard with her finishes

in 500 free (13th place), 200

breast (11th place).

Jumpin' Julie Brabson

joyfullyjousted heropponents

in the 500 free (9th place),

200 free (7th place) and mile

(4th place). Chilling Cristina

Bergerclobberedeveryonein

sight with the 50 free, 100

back(llthplace)and 100 free.

Marvelous Merritt DriscoU

mademiracles with heramaz-
ing 50 free, 100 breast (9th

place) and 200 breast (10th

place).

Crushing Karen Kowalski

killed the enemy swimmers

intheSOfiee, 100breast,(10th

place) and 200 breast (8th

place). Star Sarah Spanberger

smashed senseless her oppo-

nents in the 50 free, 200 yd

free and 100 free. Deafening

Dana Robertson dammed her

1st place in the I.M., 200 fly

and mile. Amazing Abby
Clough abolished the compe-

tition in the mile (2nd place),

500 free (8th place) and 200

free (9th place).

Exciting Elizabeth

Cunningham raced by her

opposition in the 200I.M. (7 th

place), 100 fly (7th place) and

200 yd free. Exceptional

Emily "Eat My Bubbles"

Davis also swam to a2nd place

lOOfree finish. Magic Missy

McCaleb mastered the 1 and

3meterdivingchampionships

winning 1st place in each.

To the stunning swim-

mers who could not compete

at Conference -Capt. Heather

Stoebner, Sarah, Shabbi,

Caitlin, Juli, Treoloar, and

Amy- a special thanks for

your support. Your contribu-

tion made this a successful

season!

And to Sandra Janes, who
received "Coach of the Year"

at Conference, and toWoody,
another special thanky you.

As for our male counter-

parts who refer to themselves

as the "Big Cats", well, we've

glanced at your Speedos and

sure can't find your torpe-

does. What a bummer. And,

have you seen their haircuts?

Is it a new fad to idolize Bea-

ker?

For some old, previously

classified gossip to spread

around, the Zach-meister and

the Matt-misses got married

in CaHfornia. Nate and Eric-

White finally expressed their

affection for one another

while floating in inner tubes.

Meanwhile Steve, Sid and

Coach Lear auditioned to be

Chippendales. Who would

have ever guessed?

Friday, March 5th

Week in preview

Men's Hockey vs. the University of Denver

Women's Tennis vs. W. Texas St.

7:35 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Broadmoor
AFA

Saturday, March 6th

Men's and Women's Track & Field at Potts Inv.

Men's Tennis at Northern Colorado

Men's Lacrosse

Men's Hockey vs. University of Denver

9:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

7:05 p.m.

Boulder

Greeley

AFA
Denver

Sunday, March 7th

Men's Baseball vs. Colorado School of Mines 11:00 a.m. Golden

Wednesday, March 10th

Men's Lacrosse vs. Drew University

Men's Tennis vs. Springfield College

Women's Tennis vs. Northern Colorado

3:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

Washbum Fid

Greeley

Telluride extreme
By Caroline Keresey

Catalyst Staff

Our hut to hut adventure

in Telluride was not the re-

laxing block break that we
had planned. We envisioned

an easy five mile ski to a hut

in the San Juans, but it be-

came a dangerous challenge

that tested our outdoor sur-

vival skills.

We were misled by the

outfitter from the San Juan

Hut systems. He gave us a

topographical map and told

us that we would have no

problem finding the hut.

However, after three

hours of searching and comb-

ing the woods, dark soon fell

upon us and we realized that

we were not going to find the

hut that night. Our only op-

tion was to build a snow cave.

Even though it snowed

several inches that night and

we all fell asleep with soaked

gear, the cave kept us warm.

Fortunately, the next

morning one of the mem-
bers of our group found the

hut. It was nowhere near the

marking on the map given to

us by the man from San Juan

Hut Systems, who was obvi-

ously "Baked in Telluride."

When we skied out the

following day, we were con-

fronted by the county sheriff

as well as the head of the

search and rescue team who
were called by worried resi-

dents of Ouray where we

had parked ourcar. They had

a twenty-five person rescue

team and a helicopter on

standby for usdue to a major

storm coming in.

Our purpose in writing

this article is to warn any

skiers, hikers, or campers

who plan to venture into the

backcountry, especially in

the winter. Be cautious-

have a compass and clear

directions, and most impor-

tantly-notify the local

sheriff s depanment prior to

depanure.
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Women's indoor track wraps up
By Heather Pantley

Catalyst Staff

The second week after

Christmas break marked the

beginning of our dedicated

track team's season. As the

rest of campus was contem-

plating weekend ski plans,

these women were out on the

track or trails, busy training

for the indoor and outdoor

seasons and contemplating

their first indoor meet of the

year on the next Saturday.

Since that day, the team

has had a "great start" to the

season, and is made up of a

"wonderful group ofpeople,"

in the words of coach Mary

Harrington. In general, the

team has been running well

and is excited about the sea-

son.

So who is on the team?

Fifteen women with at least

one from each class. Jen

Eldridge, the token senior, is

a distance runner who will

compete in the 300m and 5K
races. The two juniors give

depth to the team, starting

with Jen Crute, a blazin'

sprinter who especially likes

the 400m race and Cassie

Roberts, the team's only dis-

cus and shot thrower

Sophomore Juli Brabson

is a triathlete who likes the

long distances. Another sec-

ond year is Missy Brothers,

who plans to run the 1500m
race and try the high jump.

The third and final sopho-

more, Kamla Carder, better

known as "Kimba" or "lx)u-

Lx)u," is another sprinter of

200s and 400s.

The rest of the team is

made up of first-years: Derva

Cerovski, a sprinter and jav-

elin thrower; Abby Clough,

who joined the team once her

swim season was over, plans

torun the 1500m and 3000m.

Christina Crumpecker will

join the distance team in the

1500m and 3000m, two popu-

lar races on this team.

The fourth first-year is

Lynn Evans, a sprinter adding

variety to the list; next is

Wendy Fox, who is a talented

1500m runner; Sara Fry,

whom some of you may re-

member as the starofthe cross-

country team, wants to try the

1500m, 3000m, 5K and lOK;

CelinaSantana, acheerleader,

plans to run short sprints; and

the last of the nine newcomers

is Kathryn Wright, an 800m
runner.

This past Saturday, Feb.

28, the women competed at

the Colorado/TAC Indoor

Championships, at the Air

Force Academy. This is a

meet open to all ages, so they

ran in the college age group.

Of the eight women who
competed, four were running

in their first track meet ever.

Lynn Evans and Jen Cerovski

placed first and second in the

200m race, with respective

times of29.5, a school record,

and 33.2 seconds, a personal

record.

In the 400m, Jen Crute

and Celina Santana followed

Lynn and Jen with another

first and second place sweep,

with respective times of 65.6,

another school record, and

70.6 seconds, a personal

record. Sara Fry ran in the

800m and 1500m, placing

firstand setting school records

in both with impressive times

of2:34inthe800mand 5:12

in the 1500m. In the 3000m,

Jen Eldridge and Brabson

placed 1st and 2nd with re-

spective times of 12:41 and

12:49.

CC had two 4xl00m re-

lay teams as well, which

placed I st and 2nd with times

of 2:53 and 3:28. The "A"
team consisted of Evans,

Santana, Cerovski and Crute,

and the "B" team was
Gardner, Brabson, Fry and

Eldridge. Nice work! And as

Coach Harrington said, it was

"a wonderful meet for every-

one. It went great."

This coming Sat. March

6, die team will compete at

Pott's Invitational at CU in

Boulder, at 9:00 a.m. This is

their final indoor meet before

the outdoorseason starts.

Ifyou are at all interested

in running or volunteering to

be a student manager for

Coach Harrington, just call

MaryHarrington at ext. 648 1

.

No experience is necessary,

just a desire to train, run, and

have a good time.

Lax attax Regis

Phoio By Chris Flood

A CC attacker cradles the ball as he prepares to fire

away. The Tigers tallied 24 times on Wedenesday.

By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

going into last wedenesday's jocke'

game against Regis Univer-

sity from Denver,

However things quicklyThe Tiger lacrosse team

opened it's season with a changed as the Tigers wal-

scrimmage against Denver loped the first year program

Brine, a club team. The Ti-

gers lost tile battle 14-7, un-

aware at the rime of how
good this team actually was.

The Denver Brine club

team had eight former All-

Americans in their line-up

and the team had played to-

getherpriortolast weekend's

sciimmage.

The 'Tigers were some-

what down on themselves

by the score of 24-5

The team revelled in their

victory briefly before turn

ing their attention towards

this weekend's game against

the Air Force Academy,

Please come out to the Acad

emy to support the Tigers al

1:00 pm on Saturday. It's

only fifteen minutes away,

andthe rivalry will make the

game exciting.
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Tiger hockey final home
game tonight at 7:30 vs DU

VISTA VOLUNTEERS.

• serve full-time for one year in low-income communities.

• help people mobilize to overcome poverty in their

neigtibortioods.

• are assigned to local projects in Itie 50 states. Puerto Rico

and Washington. O.C.

• set up projects to reduce hunger and homelessness,

organize people to rebuild urban housing, create

employment and literacy projects . . and much more,

• are U.S. citizens or permanent residents, age 18 or older

VISTA VOLUNTEERS RECEIVE.

• a modest living allowance plus a $95 monthly stipend paid

upon completion of service.

• training before and during service

• unique experience and new skills wfiich enhance career

development,

• possible determent or partial cancellation of student loans.

• easier access to federal employment after service

1
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Are CC Tiger hockey coaches stuck in the past?
The hockey powers de-

eded to "professionalize"

jmateur hoclcey being played

the United States. They did

iliis by changing one simple

,ule. The old rule: NO
CHECKING IN NEUTRAL
^ONEORTHEOFFENSIVE
lONE. CHECKING AL-

LOWED IN DEFENSIVE
ZONE ONLY! (pre- 1972)

was changed to CHECKING
ALLOWED IN ALL
ZONES-NO RESTRIC-
TIONS (post -1972).

This single rule changed

liockey. Therulewaschanged

by the hockey power struc-

lure in order to provide play-

for the expanding profes-

sional league. American

hockey players were seldom

iWe to play in the National

Hockey League because they

ivere trained under limited

ihecking rules.

American players who
ilayed under the pre-1972

if ules coached American

lockey into the professional

At Colorado College,men
ivho played under American

ailes, and were nurtured in

American limited checking

tekey brought change to Ti-

gerhockey. Tony Frasca, Bob

Johnson, John Matchefts, Jeff

Sauer, Mike Bertsch and Brad

Buetow had a common expe-

rience.

They all were able to play

hockey in theWCHA becau se

the Colorado College, the

University of Michigan and

the University of Minnesota

were committed to supporting

American hockey players. All

came from the United States

and played limited checking

hockey as players.

Over the past three de-

cades. Tiger hockey shifted

from an amateurprogram sup-

porting United States trained

players to a professionalized

program designed to prepare

players for the expanding pro-

fessional leagues. The very

men who benefitted from the

commitment to American

players found themselves

more and more looking to Ca-

nadian players to play forthem

on theirWCHA teams.

The irony is best seen with

Jeff Sauer. Recruited to CC
when the Tigers developed a

commitment to use as many
American players as possible,

Jeff as a coach at CC slowly

but surely looked more often

to Canada for "blue chip"

players.

Jeff's mentor. Bob
Johnson, showed everyone

how to succeed while coach-

ing at Wisconsin. Relymgon
Canadian players, (notable ex-

ception his son Mark) Bob
built the premiere program.

Brad Buetow often refers to

Bob as his mentor.

Is there any wonder why
Brad operates on the edge?

Bob and Jeff did it and were

successful.

TheWCHA includes both

Canadian and American play-

ers. The rule change in 1972

enabled many American play-

ers to develop the checking

skills to survive professional

hockey.

For Brad to succeed in the

WCHA, professional hockey

league attitudes and practices

became a necessity. His chal-

lenge; turn a second-rate pro-

gram into a winner in a first

class league. Is there any

wonder he was on the edge?

JeffSauer leftCC and was

highly critical of the CC pro-

gram when he left to follow

his mentor at Wisconsin. He
returned to the Springs advo-

cating the continuation ofCC
hockey in Division I.

Overthe years thechanges

have been subtle. Brad is the

product of the

professionalization of ama-

teur hockey. The public is

justifiably confused by the

mixed messages from coaches
and programs.

This briefoverview of the

changes in hockey provides

another perspective of theCC
hockey dilemma.

The Wisconsin/CC series

brings face to face the past

and present. Jeff brings the

team to town thatBobJohnson
built in the professional im-

age. Brad tries to compete

with contradictions: CC pro-

gram committed to education

first in the liberal arts addi-

tion, yet is in the area with a

WCHA power that drove the

league from its amateur roots

to its professionalized present.

The CC hockey program

(in true Liberal Arts fashion)

that suspended play against

DenverUniversity because of

a violent act by a DU player

25 years ago is struggling to

discover its current identity

with hockey: amateur roots or

professionalized present in the

WCHA. Brad Buetow is the

product of this transition of

hockey at Colorado College.

-Anonymous
Letter to Sports Editor

_ CC Rugby takes to the pitches in Denver
^ !y Ted Smith

".atalyst Staff

TheCCrugby team ' s sea-

ion opener is the Annual

Metro State Tournament this

weekend in Denver. They
mil bring great expectations

)f performing well.

One imponant thing that

be Tigers are relying on to

be a dominating force on the

field is the scrum. This year'

s

Pack has some real power in

the scrum as well as loose

play.

With the powerful Scrum

and depth on the bench the

Ruggers are confident that the

Pack will be adominant force.

The second row has play-

ers with good hair, experi-

ence and speed. Spencer Lee

and JeffSinen are sure to lead

the Backs and the team in

trys.

Expectations for an

appearance on the winners

stand this weekend are the

thoughts of the team. What-

ever the result it will be a

great season opener and a

great season to come.

Trivia!
Question:

Can you name six

teams in pro bas-

ketball, baseball,

hockey and football

that have names
which do not end

with an 's'?

Northwestern University

Summer Se,ssion '93

Think or swim.

Our inlensives in cliemislr>. pliysics.

and languages draw students from

ail over the country.

Call l-800-FlNDS NU (in Illinois, call

TOS/t^l-^l H) or mail lliis coupun.

I'm thinliing. Send me a free copy of

Ihe Summer Session '9.S catalog wilh

financial aid and regislralion infomialion

(available in March), Please send the

calalog 10 G my home my school.

Summer Session 'OS, iOOi Sheridan Road

Evanston. Illinois 602082650

J
School Address

IM hockey
Intramural hockey saw

Dikfer make their first suc-

cessful campaign in the Rec
League, The team from

Aurthur House have been

practicing late-night work-

ing on their skating skills

and it paid off. They de-

feated the L.ung Cookies 4-

0. Kris Kimber, the man
wearing the stripes had a

busy game too. He ended

up having to kick out two

players (one from each

team) for fighting.

The C league had amost

exciting game. Kappa
Sigma and The Grundle

Warts were even until the

third period when The
Grundle Warts scored a go

ahead goal dousing the fire

of Mike Drum's team. It

was not over however, Tu
Phan scored the equalizer

with only two minutes left.

With one minute left in

the game Kappa Sigma
pulled their goalie and it

paid off asFUBARjammed
in the GWG just seconds

later. Putting the goalie

Mike "Five hole"

Rabinovitch back In net to

seal the victory seemed only

ceremonial.

But with less than ten

seconds left The Grundle

Warts stormed down the ice

and put up a powerful upper

corner shot which

Rabinovitch snagged with

split second precision. The

buzzer sounded and the

players all skated off con-

tent with a well fought game.

The B league saw the

Snails and Some Guys
squareoffinatighdy battled

game. The much improved

Some Guys held the Snails

scoreless until the middle

of the second period. The

game ended 2-0 to the sur-

prise of both teams. No
longer will Some Guys be

taken lightly,

London
$ 949 *

k. At

Amsterdam $ m*
Paris $ «»'
Madrid i «»•
Frankfurt $ M»*
Geneva $ «»•
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Council Travel
11 38 13th street (On the Hill)

Boulder, CO 80309

303-447B101 • 1.8H-743-1813
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College News

Office of Residential Life

Now has the following forms

available: Off-Campus Lot-

tery Applications, Group Liv-

ing Applications, Senior Off-

Campus Forms and San

Rafael Apartment Applica-

tions.

French living

There are rooms now avail-

able in the French House.

Contact the Office of Resi-

dential Life for more info.

Applications for Theme

Houses for Fall

Applications for Theme

Houses for Fall housing are

now available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-

line for the proposals is Mon-

day, Mar. 15, 1993 at 5:00

p.m. in the Office ofResiden-

tial Life.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

Asia Festival Day

Sat. March 6 from 10:30 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m. in Wpmer Cen-

ter. Events are free and open

to the public (cost for food

only). For more info, and a

schedule of events, call ext.

6338.

Attention Summer Starts

The CC Cabin is reserved for

April 17 & 18. If you are a

summer start from 1992 and

would like to go to the CC
Cabin, sign up at Womer
Desk before the end of the

block.

ClassilieJs
Catalyst

Women in the Medu
"Vamps, Virgins and Killer

Nannies." Professor Susanna

Walters speaks on women in

the media. Monday, March 8

at 7:00p.m. in the Gates Com-

mon Room.

Art Lecture

Well-known artist Leo

Tanguma will show slides of

his work, including innova-

tive free-standing sculptural

murals, on Thursday, March

1 1, in Gaylord Hall at 12:30

p.m. He has worked with

Chicano Humanities & Arts

Council and the new Denver

Airport. Bring yoiu- lunch!

Trivia Bowl

March 11, 12, 13. Teams of

4 at $4 per team. Sign-up in

Womer Center. Any ques-

tions contact Heather

McQuire ext. 7738. Spon-

sored by Blue Key.

TuTT Crunch

3rd Annual Tutt Crunch at

8:00 p.m. on Friday, March 5

inTuttLibrary. Runforprizes

including: Josh and John's,

Mt. Chalet. Food, beverages

and a band will be there -

Don't miss it!

CCCA Wants You
CCCA seeking applicants to

fill a recently vacated Mem-

ber-at-large. This is a great

opportunity to have an active

voice in the policies of CC.

Pick up an application at

Womer Desk. Deadline for

applications is Monday,

March 15 at 12:00 p.m.

Employment

KRCC's Training Classes

2 volunteer positions avail-

able. Must be around town for

summer and fall. 2 hours and

4 consecutive Saturdays.

Starts March 27. Pick up ap-

plication at KRCC, 912 N.

Weber. Any questions? Call

Rich Lafgrin at 473-4801.

Student Telemarketers

Needed for annual fund gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours.

You must have a referral from

Financial Aid. Call Nancy

Kent ext. 6691.

Travel

Costa Rica

ACM Costa Rica: Applica-

tion deadline March 15 for

Fall 1993 or early decision.

Spring 1994. See Paul

Kutsche, ext. 6359 for Fall,

BarbaraWintemitz, ext. 6605,

for Spring.

Urban Studies

ACM Chicago Urban Studies

Program: Informational

meeting with Tsehaye Hebert

at noon on Monday, March 8

in Womer 218.

Work Abroad

Programs in Britain, France,

Germany, New Zealand,

Costa Rica and Jamaica. For

more information contact:

CIEE, WA-122, 205 East

42nd Street, New York, NY
10017. (212) 661-1414, ext.

1130.

Czech Republic

ACM Czech Republic Pro-

gram at Palacky University in

Olomouc, Czech Republic.

Application deadline March

10, 1993. See Libby

Rittenberg, Palmer 102, ext.

6410 for further information.

Eastern Europe

Exciting on location summer

course: Transistion in East-

em Europe. Learn about the

changes taking place on loca-

tion in Germany, the Czech

Republic, Hungary and Po-

land during an early summer

session course. For more in-

formation, contact Libby

Rittenberg, Palmer 102, ext.

6410. Deadline: April 2.

Blrkeniioclc
• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

10% off for all CC students

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon
632-6161

J1992eiRKENSTOCK

:::::::::::::::«:t

Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Delta Gamma
Kappa Alpha Theta

Spring Sorority

Rush
March 5,6, & 7

Open Houses Casual Dress
Sponsored by: Colorado College Panhellenlc Association

|n;;,iiii||i;;;;;;;;uuuuu;;;u;;;;;;;;itl

Open House Times
Friday, March 5

4.-00 Gamma Phi Beta

4:30 Delta Gamma
S.'OO Kappa Kappa Gamma
5:30 Kappa Alpha Theta

Saturday, March 6

2: 00 - 3:00 Kappa Alpha Thela

&. Kappa Kappa Ganvna

3:00-4:00 Delta Gamma &
Gamma Phi Beta

Sunday, March 7

2:00-3:00 Delta Gamma &
Gamma Phi Beta

3.-00 - 4:00 Kappa Alpha Theta

&. Kappa Kappa Gamma

Misc.

For Sale

Fisher Mnt. Tam Mountaii

Bike. 16" Frame, limited ad

dition rock shocks, Shimano

coinponents, STP pedals

much more. Call Dorothy

684-9294.

Personal

Tan Goddess—

The eloquent answers to the

questions of Mimir show

Braggi his brutishness. Freya

envies you, and Frigg hopes

she can manage as well. Even

Freyja appreciates youi

skills. -Thor

Warning

Bad things happen to those

who steal personal objects.

You heard it here first.

PetE"

Congratulations on your suc-

cess. How about a celebra-

tion - what d'ya think - sunrisi

& sunset?-Sally

Hey CC!!

Submit some Personals!

free, and you don't even have

to think. . . much.

ANNOUNCING
The Colorado College Contests

in Poetry and Fiction

He Evelyn Bridges Poetry .iward

sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
For more information, contact Ruth Barton, x6503

TheRenlle PrizeforFiction

sponsored by Mnf. English Department

from One to Three Short Stories

For more information, contact Mark Stavig, x651

1

General Rules for Both Contests

cumpoiilion oflhc ituikni.

2.MiubmmiDnin,u>lbc»:
3.T0 SubmiL- On ynil manui

i. Both eonlHU lobe judged b^ conunii^i'inadc up ^ot ihe I
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Three CC first-years accused of vandalism
Students publicize spray painting of anti-Amendment 2 graffiti at "Focus" headquarters

By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

Three CC first-year stu-

dents were issued summonses

last Friday for the Feb. 1

1

spray painting of anti-

Amendment 2 slogans on a

building occupied by Focus

on the Family, an evangelical

religious group.

The three students - Sa-

rah Langer, Laura Peterson

and Amanda Wintcher-now

face three to 12 months in jail

and/or $250 to $1000 in fines

for a Class 2 Misdemeanor.

"The whole Amendment

2 thing is stupid and uncon-

stitutional," said Wintcher,

who said she faxed an anony-

mous statement taking credit

for the spray painting to local

mediabutdenied actually par-

ticipating in the spray paint-

ing.

"I feel like the people

againstAmendment 2 are not

doing enough," said

Wintcher.

The three students were

issued summonses for paint-

ing pink triangles and the

statements "Overturn 2" and

"No on 2" on theFocus build-

a local televi-

sion station to

anonymously
take credit for

the spray paint-

ing.

Wintcher
said she faxed

a statement to

the Gazette-

Telegraph say-

ing the spray

painting was

done by a new

group called

"Hate Free

Colorado."

The stu-

dents said they

issued the

statements be-

cause they

were upset by

anti-gay litera-

ture circulated

by Focus prior

Photo by Chris Flood (q the Nov. 3

officials Focus on The Family offices sustained $410 in damage. election in

. , , which Amend-

on April 5 to enter pleas in the ment 2 was approved by Colo-

case, rado voters.

The students have not ad- Amendment2,astatecon-

mitted spray painting the stitutional amendment

building. Langer, however, authored by Colorado

caller identified Langer,

Peterson and Wintcher as CC
smdents and said they live in

Mathias Hall.

The three students are

scheduled to appear in court said in an interview she called Spnngs-based Colorado For

Man threatens CC student with gun
Security disarms the 28-year-old non-student, bans him from campus

Family Values, bans laws pro-

hibiting discrimination

against homosexuals based on

their sexual orientation.

An injunction was re-

cently issued against the

amendment pending a court

challenge.

Although police acknowl-

edge this is a sensitive case,

they said the CC students are

not likely to face stiff penal-

ties.

"What I expect is based

on the fact they have no prior

records, if restitution is made

they may just be on probation

for three inonths," said police

Sgt. OIlie BaltiiS noting that

sentencing guidelines recom-

mending stiffer sentences are

often disregarded.

Baltus refused to say

whether the police have evi-

dence directly linking the

three students to the spray

painting, but he did say police

have a copy of the oral state-

ment made to KKTV, Chan-

nel 11, taking credit for the

spray painting.

A copy of the written

statement said: "We have

See Arrests on Pg. 4

By Peter Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

A 28-yeaT old Colorado

Springs man with a gun al-

legedly threatened a first-year

female Bemis resident at

12: 15 a.m. on Tues, March 9.

The student asked a fel-

low resident to call security

when she was outoftheman ' s

earshot.

Campus security re-

sponded immediately, dis-

armed the non-student and

called the Colorado Springs

Police Department.

The Bemis resident had

previously dated the man, and

he was apparently angered

by her plans to break off the

relationship, according to a

college press release.

The man threatened the

student with a handgun. Se-

curity guards who disarmed

the man called him "coopera-

tive."

The CSPD arrested the

suspect; he was later released

on bond. He is being charged

with second-degree kidnap-

ping.

pect from campus.

Ron Smith, CC's Secu-

rity Director, said in a

Wednesday interview that

campus security has tempo-

rarily posted an additional

guardin Bemisfrom 6:00p.m.

More on CC and crime inside:

Krissy Dziedzic contextulaizes CC's crime problem with a

national-scope report comparing CC's crime totals with the

national averages.

Sean McLaughlin reports on the Security Escort Service's

use rates and their latest attempt at revitalization.

Tina Eyre exposes harassment of off-campus female stu-

dents. Her repon details individual incidents and survey

results.

Other charges are pend-

ing, but have not been released

at the time of print.

CC has issued a trespass-

ing warning, banning the sus-

to midnight.

All campus security of-

ficers have a photograph and

description of the man. The

Bemis door combination and

the student's lock were

changed. A security notice

was posted to alert Bemis resi-

dents of the incident.

VicePresidentforStudent

Affairs Laurel McLeod, in an

interview on Tuesday after-

noon, stressed that "all stu-

dents are vulnerable."

She accentuated the

college's commitment to the

victim's privacy and the many

things the college can do for

victims.

The school offers coun-

seling and lock changes; se-

curity can tailor their rounds

for an individual student; and

Residential Life can relocate

any student, upon request, for

security reasons.

Any or all of these steps,

McLeod said, are taken "in

consultation with the student"

to protect the student from

funher harm.

Inside

Features

Wooglin's Deli makes
unpopular changes.

Pg.5

Opinions
Editor questions

Pope's stand on abor-

tion.

Pg.9

Arts

Boulder band reaches

the big time.

Pg.l3

Sports

Hockey team off to

Wisconsin for play-

offs.

Pg. 17
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CC crime statistics evaluated
Bike thefts and harassment may create misleading info

By Krissy Dziedzic

Catalyst Staff

Crime on college cam-

puses has long been ignored

or swept under the rug. The

Student Right-to-Know and

Campus Security Act finally

tookeffectin September 1990.

The federal law requires ev-

ery post-secondary institution

that receives federal aid to

provide a report about crime

statistics and policies.

From the time periods

between Aug. 1, 1991 andJuly

31, 1992, Colorado College

reported two rapes, one rob-

bery, eleven burglaries and

threemotorvehicle thefts. CC
reported no incidents of mur-

der, aggravated assault or ar-

rests on campus for violations

of liquor law, drug abuse or

weapons possession.

However, these statistics

can be misleading. For ex-

ample, bike thefts are omitted

because they do not fit under

the definition of "burglary"

which is " breaking and en-

tering." Bike theft is larceny

which does not need to be

reported under federal law.

According to Dave
Stormer, the Assistant Vice-

President for Safety Services

at Penn State, larcenies "ac-

count for more than 75% of

all crimes committed on col-

lege campuses. Leaving them

out greatly underestimates the

extent of campus crime."

TheJan. 20, 1993 edition

of the Chronicle of Higher

Education reports the first

annual statistics from more

than 2,400 colleges. Unfortu-

nately, there is no national

average compiled to compare

with CC.
Such acomparison would

be misleading anyway. Sev-

eral factors affect crime sta-

tistics.

First, reporting standards

vary from school to school.

Second, statistics do con-

sider a school 's size and loca-

tion. For example, a univer-

sity of 30,000 students with

five reponed cases of rape

may actually be safer than a

college of 1000 with 2 cases.

Finally, the school's poli-

cies for fighting crime and

helping victims is the most

important factor but not ad-

dressed by statistics. A place

which encourages students to

report incidents and is sensi-

tive to a victim's needs will

likely have higher crime sta-

tistics. This does not make a

more dangerous campus. It

could be more safe than a place

with low numbers but no ag-

gressive programs.

The Student Right-to-

Know and Campus Security

Act is an important step to-

ward safer college campuses.

Students should be informed

of their crime statistics.

More importantly,

though, they need to be aware

of their school's policies and

urge the adininistration to con-

stantly improve safety mea-

sures.

Linnemann Lecture to feature rainforests

College Relations

"Lessons From the

Rainforest," a discussion and

slide program on the impor-

tance of conserving the

planet's rainforests, is the

topic for this year's Timothy

Linnemann Memorial Lecture

on theEnvironment. The talk,

willtakeplaceon Wed. .April

14, at 8:00 p.m. in Packard

Hall.

The speaker for the event.

Randy Hayes, is the founder

anddirectorofthe Rainforest

Action Network, an organi-

zation committed to protect-

ing the world's rainforests.

Hayes ' presentation points out

that preserving the rainforests

is one of the most important

global ecological issues ofour

rime.

He explains the adverse

effects that American over-

consumption of rainforest

products, ill-spent foreign aid

and irresponsible multi-na-

rional corporations have had

on the fragile rainforest eco-

systems. His slides offer spec-

tacular views of the world's

rainforests and the destruc-

tion they are facing.

Theenvironmental lecture

series commemorating Timo-

thy Linnemann was estab-

lished by his family in 1991

following his death in an au-

tomobile accident in the sum-

mer of 1990.

Linnemann, a member of

the Class of 1991, was com-

mitted to environmental

causes and heightening

awareness to the necessity of

working for conservation.

Catalyst

Photo from College Relations

Randy Hayes will deliver the annual Linnemann Lecture.

Security Beat

March 2 4:50 p.m.

Emergency phone taken off the hook. Security responded,

no one was in the area.

March 2 5:05 p.m.

Emergency phone taken off the hook. Security responded,

no one was in the area.

March 3 3:35 p.m.

Student stole Grandma's Cookies from Benjamin's and

was apprehended by a Benjamin's employee.

March 4 1:30 p.m.

Bicycle reported stolen. The bike had been locked with a

cable which was cut . The bike was valued at $600.

March 5 8:30 p.m.

Student reported that his car was damaged in a hit and run

accident in the Bemis parking lot. The student told

security that $130 worth of car repairs were needed.

March 6 12:10 a.m.

Two students got into a fight at a fraternity house. One

sustained injuries.

March 7 4:00 p.m.

A student reported having received numerous harassing

phone calls since the beginning of the semester.

March 9 12:15 a.m.

Non-student male threatened a Bemis resident with a gun.

CC Security and the Colorado Springs Police Department

responded. The non-student was disarmed and arrested.

(See anicle in News section this week).

Safety Escort Service will try golf carts

By Sean McLaughlin
Catalyst News Editor

On Monday, March 29,

the Safety Escort Service (for-

merly the Escort Service) will

begin escorting students in a

golf cart rather than on foot.

Chris Bell, Director of Secu-

rity Information and head of

the Safety Escort Service, be-

lieves that the switch will al-

low more students to get es-

corted each hour.

"We might as well try to

get as many people as we can

[to use the service], and we
figured that [using the golf

cart] is one way to do that,"

said Bell.

The Safety Escort Service

use declined 15% over the

first three blocks of the 1992

fall semester as compared to

the same period last year. The
service escorted 143 walkers

in Blocks I, II and in, 26 less

than last year's total, 169 stu-

dents for Blocks I through III.

The service costs CC
about $450 each week in stu-

dent wages. The Safety Es-

cort Service budget was cut

for the academic year 1992-

93, so they could no longer

afford five escorts on duty

each night.

Use of the golf cart will

provide a more time-efficient

way to escort students, Bell

believes.

The golf cart is used by

housekeeping during the day,

so the Safety Escort Service

didn't have to buy the ve-

hicle. Bell said.

The Escort Service of-

fered vehicle transportation of

a different form in recent

years, but the experiment was

not successful. In the 1990-

9 1 academic year the service

gave rides to students in a

mini-bus which followed a

scheduled route.

The service had only one

bus, so students often had to

wait thirty minutes or more

for the bus, and they some-

rimes waited another thirty

minutes to get to their desti-

nation across campus.

The new system will op-

erate much like the present

service. If a student calls be-

tween and 8:00 p.m. and 1:00

a.m. any day of the week or

weekend, "two escorts will

pick up [callers], take them

where they need to go, and

then go back to their office in

Mathias," Bell said.
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Jackson to become Living/Learning Center
Mew residence will be more than a theme house; "serious learners" find a home

By Luigi Cicala and Bryan

Shuman
Special to the Catalyst

Withthestartofnext year,

Jackson House will become

an academically and intellec-

tually-oriented residence hall

for students who wish to ex-

plore, discuss and debate to-

gether the issues raised in their

studies.

Hall Director Chris Bell

described the new house:

"With an eye toward the ide-

als of liberal education, stu-

dents with various academic

interests will use the Living/

Learning Center as aplace for

discussion.

"There will also be more

formal opportunities for be-

yond-classroom learning,"

Bell continued. Among those

opportunities will be pro-

grams organized by the stu-

dents living in the center and

open to the larger college com-

munity.

Foremost among the

center's goals is the mainte-

nance of an environment de-

scribed by sophomore co-

founder Bryan Shuman as "a

place where Colorado

College ' s serious learners can

live, congregate and discuss

various ideas and topics."

There wall be no set theme

for discussions; rather, the en-

vironmentwiU be flexible and

open to the pursuit - casually

or formally -of any subject of

interest to the community.

Though the intellectual

life is the focus of the resi-

dence, its structureis flexible.

Some aspects of the house

have already been set, while

other plans and goals will be

fully formed only after the

residents have committed.

The students who live at

the Center and those who par-

ticipate in it will forge its char-

London
$949*

acter, activities and impact.

Programming ideas

abound. Students might host

professors from the philoso-

phy department and the po-

litical science department to

discuss a section of Plato's

Republic.

At other times, professors

may talk about one of their

books, hold discussion groups

or teach class in one of the

house's lounges maintained

for that purpose," wrote

sophomore Luigi Cicala, the

other student involved in or-

ganizing the center, in an early

proposal.

The house may hold stu-

find additional space in the

Center. In order to spread the

intellectual activity of the

house across campus, the resi-

dents may also publish a jour-

naloftheir activities and work.

In all its activities, the

Center will attempt to blur the

distinctions between the aca-

demic, extracurricular and

residential by inviting

thought, students and profes-

sors into residential lives. The

house will be quiet and pro-

videan excellentenvironment

for study.

Resource development

will be the responsibihty of

the residents and will hope-

Photo by Chns Flood

Academically motivated students will have Jackson

House as a "Living/Learning Center."

dent art openings. Residents

mighthostprofessorsforregu-

lar house dinners. The

founders hope some campus

clubs and activists will de-

velop close ties yet still have

room to grow at Jackson

House.

Writing clubs, language

groups and film festivals will

fully include newspaper and

magazine subscriptions, a

television and VCR.
Other ideas call for main-

taining a small in-house li-

brary of student publications,

past and future symposia lit-

erature, books taught and used

in CC classes and various

video materials.

Common areas will serve

as classrooms for professors

interested in teaching in a dif-

ferent environment, much as

Hamlin House's living room

is now used.

Sophomores Cicala and

Shuman first formulated an

idea for an academically and

intellectually oriented resi-

dence hall earlier this year.

The two had planned to pro-

pose their idea as a theme

house until tiiey talked with

Bell.

The Hall Director was al-

ready working on a nearly

identical plan of his own for

Jackson House. The three

have since been working to-

gether in the planning of the

Living/Learning Center.

As a team they have

brought their combined ideas

for the Center to this stage, at

which the Office of Residen-

tial Life has begun accepting

applications from students

interested in he Living/Learn-

ing Center.

Applications are available

at the Office of Residential

Life in Taylor Hall. The dead-

line for turning a completed

apphcation is April 26. An
information session for inter-

ested students will be held

Mon, April 5.

All interested smdents are

urged to apply, attend the in-

formational meetings and

contact Hall Director Chris

BeU , Luigi Cicala (ext. 7368)

or Bryan Shuman (ext. 7339).

Western water

talk slated for

Earth Week

College Relations

We have come to a situ

anon where the traditional

owners and users [of water]

are in direct conflict with

changing societal prefer-

ences," said economics Pro-

fessor Mark Smith, who will

talk at the upcoming
Aficianados luncheon.

Smith's talk, entitled

Utes, Razorback Suckers

and Farmers: Current Is-

suesin Western Water," will

take place on Wed, April 7

,

at noon in the Gaylord Room
of Worner Center.

Smith will discuss how
water issues commonly af-

fect a variety of groups.

Smith has taught

courses at CC in environ-

mental economics, natural

resource economics and the

Colorado River.

He will discuss the de-

veloping historical context

behind current water con-

troversies in the West.

Smith will address sev-

eral issues which are more

specific to the Southwest,

such as the Animas-LaPlata

controversy and water ac-

quisition attempts by

American Water Develop-

ment, Inc.

Aficionados supports

CC's southwest studies pro

gram.

SALE!
Slide out of Winter.

Roll into Spring!

March 13 -20
20-50% OFF
selected mountain bike and

snowboard gear

ANNOUNCING
The Colorado College Contests

in Poetry and Fiction

Tbe Evelyn BridgesPomy . 1ward

sponsored by the English D-partment

from One to Ten Poems

For m.ore information, contact Ruth Barton, x6503

The Reville Prize for Fiction

sponsored by the English Dcpartmnnt

from O.ne to Three Short Stories

For more infonmation, contact Mark Stavig, >
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Drunk Driving
Remember safety comes first

By Toni Linenberger

Catalyst Staff

"Nothing is intrinsically

good or evil but its manner of

usage maymake it so." - Saint

Thomas Aquinas.

This was the slogan

BACCHUS adopted for Al-

cohol Awareness Week in

October, and it is just as rel-

evant now as we prepare for

Spring Break.

The term BACCHUS has

very negative connotations

because many people think

we condemn drinking, yet this

is not what the organization is

about. We strive to make
people aware ofwhat they are

doing and the dangers of al-

cohol. Nomemberwouldcon-

demn drinking outrighdy; we
merely want people to think

carefully about what they are

doing, and not to drive if they

have been drinking.

For Spring Break we are

asking the same thing. Many
of you will take off for the

week and not think about what
you are doing. Take five min-

utes, and if you are going to

File Photo

be drinking, designate a

driver, or better yet, plan on

staying where you are. Just

act responsibly.

This Spring Break prom-

ises to be one of the best,

don 't ruin it by driving drunk.

* You don't have to be

"drunk" to be impaired-even

one or two drinks affects your

driving skills.

* Drinking, drugs and driving

don't mix.

* Take your turn being the

designated driver.

* Respect other people'sright,

and your own-to choose not

todrink.There'splentyoffun

to be had without alcohol.

* Respect state laws and cam-
pus policies.

* Don ' t let your friends drive

if they are impaired.

*Wearyourseatbelt-it'syour

best protection against an im-

paired driver.

* Relax, enjoy yourself and
play it safe during Spring

Break!

Tips courtesy of the National

BACCHUS Organization.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
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The Clubhouse . Downtovim:
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590
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Wooglin's sports new look

From Woogie's Pg. 5

see the restaurant that way. I

like things to be eclectic. . .

You need toknow what works

here."

Response from the Colo-

rado College clientele has

been mixed, and naturally,

taste in atmosphere is as sub-

jective as taste in food.

"I really dislike the fact

that the walls are womb-red,"

said CC senior Michael J.

McClure. "And 1 don't like

the new [all-you-can-drink]

drink policy."

Charlie Keen m, a sopho-

more, says he goes there more

now than he did before and, in

fact, hadn'treally been aware

of any change.

"What's the difference be-

tween this year and last year,"

he asked. "Besides that really

drugged-out lady who used to

work at 7-11?"

Well, most ofthe changes,

Schneider insist, are really

only cosmetic. However,
many CC students are upset

by their perception that CC
student employees were
pushed out when Schneider

took over.

"I have not been there

since the change," says senior

Andrea Christensen. "Be-
cause I heard that the first

thing they did was fire all C.

students. I'm boycotting on
that principle."

Schneider asserts that

there was no such pohcy. CC
students simply got swept
away in Schneider's drive for

a more efficient and manage-
able employee pool: "Linda

[LaFollette] and Dan [Cross]

had too many employees-

some working only two to ten

hours per week. We wanted

more full time employees."

Lopez, herself a student

at Pike's Peak Community
College, concurs. "For stu-

dents, education is a priority,

and it should be," she ac-

knowledged.

Schneider explained, it

was too hard to run a business

around that. "There was no

concerted effort to get rid of

CC students. Butifwechased
every rumor and answered

every complaint, we'd get

"I thought about having

a senior class. . . Meet The
BitchNightorhavingCC

students play music
here."

-Laura Schneider

mired."

However, CC students

who were let go feel a certain

bitterness about the way the

firing was handled.

Jamie Schwellenbach, a

CC. senior who began work-

ing for Dan Cross during the

summer, felt shoved out of

her job.

"She [Linda Schneider]

never talked to me," asserts

Schwellenbach. "Then sud-

denly I had no hours — I

wasn't scheduled anymore. I

have no respect for the

woman."
For the most part,

Schneider is determined sim-

ply to realize her vision of a

quality operation and has a

sense ofhumor about some of

the rumors that go around.

"There was one rumor that

THE 1993 CC AWARDS
IN LITERATURE

$11,000 for Block
and Summer Projects

Summer Projects: up to $2,500
Block Projects: up to $1,200

Eligibility: Juniors

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
APRIL 2, 2:00 p.m.

Further irtformation see Comittee Members
Profs. Butte, Mauch, Yaffe, (English); Prof. Kelso

(Biology); students Scott Givens, Jessica
Saberman, and Theresa Strausbaugh

I was a member of the reli-

gious right. That's ridicu-

lous.

"I'm Christian, but I like

to live it, not prophesy
it.

Another impression was that

1 was an entrepreneur-a bitch

just out to make a lot of

money,"she says with alaugh,

"Gee, 1 wish, but I can't make
that much money. . . if I were

in it for the money I'd do a

chain or something."

In fact, before moving to

Colorado, Schneider opened

a non-profit restaurant in

Philadelphia in order to raise

money to restore a historical

building.

"I like to do quality op-

erations— I like to do things

people tell me can't be done.

I think the reason those ru-

mors are out there is that

there's been a change and

people are ticked that it's not

exactiy the same."

A loss of CC loyalty to

Wooglin's worries her, and

she has some things in mind

to bring the malcontents back

into the fold.

"I thought about having a

senior classMTB night - Meet

The Bitch Night or having

CC students play music here.

I like to have different people

in here. We get the profes-

sionals at lunch and the stu-

dents at night.

"I like the professors over

here, the girl with the purple

hair over there. It makes me
think about when I was in

college, and can I still relate?"

Change is in the works for

Wooglin's. What happened

to Wooglin's? Linda
Schneider happened. She's

got a vision but is willing to

cloud it with input from the

community. However, it

seems she's determined to

stay and, well, she owns the

joint.

Rescue

exhausted

Catalyst

staff!

Become a legend
in your own

time.

Bring your
Pagemaker
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and Erika,

x6675
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Research aims to help Nicaraguan fishing village

Photo by Heather Hetzcek

Heather Hetzcek poses with her Nicaraguan hosts.

By Heather Hetzcek

Catalyst Staff

I flew into Managua,

Nicaragua seated next to a

little old woman from

Managua who was flying for

the second time in her life.

She didn't speak any En-

glish, so 1 talked her through

the take-offand landing when

she became apprehensive.

When we were descend-

ing, she thought the clouds

were treetops and that we
might hit one. She kept duck-

ing-1 assume to avoid the

trees.

She had on a T-shirt that

someone had given her in the

United States. It said, "Dial

91 1-Make a cop come." I'd

betmy life savings she had no

idea what it said. I contem-

plated explaining it to her but

decided against it.

This was just the begin-

ning of the month I recenrty

spent in Nicaragua funded by

the Venture Grant Commit-

tee. I 'ventured' there to re-

search my sociology senior

thesis topic-a small fishing

cooperative located on an is-

land in Lake Nicaragua.

I planned to do so after

spending last year traveling

through Mexico, Costa Rica,

Panama and Nicaragua.

Through my travels I have

come to love Latin America'

s

diverse peoples and cultures,

along with the varied land-

scapes and wildlife.

I am especially interested

in Nicaragua. It is a country

torn by its recent revolution

which ousted one of the most

corrupt dictatorships in Latin

American history. Currently

it is faltering under a govern-

ment that was popularly

elected in February of 1990.

Privatization of basic ser-

vices such as health and edu-

cation which were once free

means they are no longer ac-

cessible to the poor. Unem-
ployment isrunning rampant,

andtheluckypeoplewhohave

jobs say that wages are de-

clining. Political tensions are

on the rise again.

Despite all of this, I find

that the people of Nicaragua

are among the friendliest I

have ever met. Folks have

always been warmhearted and

helpful towards me-offering

me places to stay, travel infor-

mation and whatever food or

refreshments they are able to

provide.

Most of the people are

more than willing to sit down

and talk or tell a gory story

about the revolution. It's an

open atmosphere where al-

most everything is shared.

So. . . my original idea

was to spend time researching

on Ometepe Island and then

come home to Colorado and

write up tiie data I had gath-

ered.

However, once I reached

Ometepe, I learned that the

fishing cooperative I had

planned to study had recently

fallen apart. Its leader had

taken the funds and equip-

ment, leaving the fisherman

with nothing.

I had to revise my thesis

topic in a hurry. While I

thought about it, I hiked both

volcanoes on the island;

painted watercolors while the

neighborhood kids gathered

around; came across three

huge alligators basking in the

sun; and did my laundry on

the rocks of the coastline with

the local women.

By this time I decided that

the only way I was going to

complete a full blown thesis

was to return to the area 1

worked in last year.

In 1992 another woman

and I had conducted a socio-

economic study in Las Isletas ']

de Granada-a group of about •!
j;|

350 small islands located off

ofthe Asese Peninsula in Lake

Nicaragua.

We conducted the study

with the hope of gaining in-

ternational funding for the

formation of a grassroots fish-

ing cooperative.

My hope was that by go-

ing back toLas Isletas, I could

write a comprehensive report

on the socio-econoinic stand-

ing of the area witii the data

gathered last year. Hopefully

this would further our grant

proposals. It was time to get

back on the feny and head to

Las Isletas.

Luckily everytiiing went

smoothly from there on.

Las Isletas is another gor-

geous area of Nicaragua. The

area would be paradise if it

weren't for all of the poverty

among its residents. Most

folks live basic subsistence

lifestyles which rely heavily

on their natural resources.

Their way of life is ex-

tremely self-reliant, self-suf-

ficient and entails a low level

ofconsumption and waste due

to their high level ofresource-

fulness.

Unfortunately, much of

the time this resourcefulness

is not enough.

Often they will not catch

enough fish or will have a bad

crop. Many of them cannot

afford the materials to make

proper fishing equipment.

Rainy season makes their

fishing trade extremely hard

at times. Crops are subject to

drought and other natural di-

sasters. The lake is being

contaminated by industries

that dot the northern shore-

line. In short, they are in an

incredibly vulnerable posi-

tions.

For these reasons, a fish-

ing cooperative could help

bring stability to the people of

Las Isletas by providing fish-

ing equipment and incentives

was glad 1 returned to Las

Isletas. The project we began

there seems to be gaining pub-

lic attention, and this will

hopefully mean funding.

It was also good to reaf-

firm much of the information

I had gathered last year and

see what changes have oc-

Phoio by Heather Hetzcek

Nicaragua presents varied landscape as well as people.

tojoin together and work as a curred.

community.

Working as a community

could also provide a sense of

group empowerment and

guard the area against large

fishing industries that might

try and enter the area due to

the government's current

trend of privatization and

emphasis on industry.

By the end of my trip I

My journey was an in-

credible experience. 1 learned

as much (if not two or three

times as much) as I ever could

have learned in a structured

classroom. CC offers ainaz-

ing opportunities such as its

block system and Venture

Grants. 1 urge everyone to

take advantage of these things

while they can.

Mountain Chalet

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
SALE!

XC Touring Skis w/Bindings, Boots, Poies

Sorry No Kids Stuff

SELECTED Bacl< Country & Tele Skis & Boots

Snowshoes
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SALES START AT 9:00 A.M. SHARP!
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Summer starts adapt to a larger student body
Summer start program offers a unique introduction to campus life for first-year students

By Melissa Noel

Catalyst Staff

While most fust year stu-

dents spent last sunimer fin-

ishing their goodbyes to high

school chums or enjoying the

last of theirinnocentfreedoms

before taking off for the "real

world," summer starts were

thrusting themselves into a

new, active life here at CC.

Starting early gave us a

whole different perspective on

college life from fall starts.

We had the campus to our-

selves (except for the few who
wanted in on the summer fun

here, too), and we definitely

used it.

On and off campus, we
took full advantage of the

summer weather. Those who
didn't have time for the vari-

ous athletic tournaments (like

ultimate) every day, would

hold their study groups in the

quad to suppon energetic

fiends.

With only 67 of us, we
easily built close friendships

that may very well last our

life-times. As friends, we
looked out for one another at

parties, enjoying the small

ttmi outs that brought us even

closer. Andwhataboutmovie
nights? Didn't we influence

one another to bag the study

scene for just one more
movie?

Now we're back! Only

college life isn't so intimate

any more. We have to reach

out to more people and find

other activities. Nothing's the

same, not the weather, the

quiemess, our meal program,

not even the same people are

our neighbors.

Summer starts are amaz-

ing people in case you haven 't

metoneyet. Ifwecan take off

for collegejustfourdays after

graduation (some of us even

missed our high school gradu-

That feeling of confusion

and being "out of place"

was common among all of

ation altogether), then we can

adjust to regular semester life

atCC.

After our experience-

filled fall lives, most of us

were ready to return. Some of

us spent the fall working our

butts off for lack of anything

more pressing to do, others

went on adventures with Out-

ward Bound.

"I was excited to be back,"

said Johanna Cohen, "It was
great to see everybody again."

Benjacob Sprenke admit-

ted, that he felt "confused and

out ofplace at first," but he is

definitely well adjusted now.
(Just ask his roommate who
said "All I have to say about

summer starts is meet Ben.")

r. ..%itm^tmtt%t»%iiiliiiiiiii»iii
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That feeling of confusion

and being "out of place" was

common among all of us.

Most of us just had a hard

time getting used to so many
people (not to mention the

cold weather).

"When I got back, the

summer starts generally clung

together, but we were all so-

ciable and easily split off to

make our own friends. Our

social circle kind of got big-

ger and more intricate," said

Carl Greene, a summer start

last year. Carl's experience

is tme for most summer starts

in any year.

The hardest part is break-

ing out of the social comfon
zone we're used to and inte-

grating into CC life. To this,

Greene has some advice,

"Don't limit yourself 'cause

there are so many cool people

around here."

We've all begun to find

our new niche, and life, for

the majority ofsummerstarts,

is getting easier even if their

are some things from this sum-

merthatcanneverbe replaced

and we all definitely miss.
"1 miss knowing every-

body," said Becky Reiswig.

"I miss the sun and people
being more friendly," said

Brenna, Brigit and Becky.

Other summer starts

missed these things: "The
smallness of the parties, you
can't even walk through 222

any more."

"Doing Jane Fonda in

Slocum whenever I felt like

it."

Try us and see what you think

for yourself From those who
spent the summer with all of

us summer starts, they would

like to say, "Welcome back!

"

*Some summer starts

from the class of '96 feel a

little too spread out and want

A gaggle of summer starts sit

"Movie nights, ORC crips

with a small handful ofpeople

and macaroni dinners in the

Slocum kitchen,"

"The bazillian programs

and the fourth of July hay

ride."

For those ofyou who have

yet to meet a summer start,

get on the ball! We're fun,

wacky and definitely friendly

(ask Benjacob's roommate).

Some go so far as to say that

we're "a breed of our own."

Photo by Chris Flood

around before Psych. 101.

to know ifwe can get together

for some fun and nostalgia.

Leaders in our group are

trying to plan a trip up to the

CC cabin where we went on

the Saturday of our first full

weekend here at CC this sum-

mer.

We are currently looking

at Sat, April 17. For those of

you who are psyched about

this idea, keep your eyes

pealed for more info by the

end of this block.

By Jennifer Ryals

Catalyst StdSf

Letter brings reality of war home

It's easy to forget that

when we hear about "sol-

diers" or "forces" on the

evening news that we are re-

ally hearing about individual
men and women with fami-

lies back home and friends

who care.

Their experiences seem
remote, like reading a history

textbook. So as a way ofper-
haps bringing those lives a

little closer, I am printing a

portion from a letter of a

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

friend who helped storm the

beach in Somalia.

"... I will never forget

the day I heard President Bush
talk of Voops' off the coast.

You always hear of troops

being deployed, but this time

1 was one ofthem. The whole
world was watching us. . .

Ourcompany was tasked with

taking over the port of
Mogadishu. We were told the

port was heavily guarded and
we would encounter heavy

resistance. We all carried 'toe

tags' in our blouse pockets,

this added to the apprehen-

Full Bar

And it's purple too!

Dale Street Cafe
115 E.Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

sion.

"On Dec. 8th we. . . loaded

our rubber rafts. We had live

rounds and grenades. All my
training came down to this.

At 1:00 a.m. we launched

our rafts for a 3 hour boat

ride. . . About 5(X) meters

from the port, we loaded our

weapons with a round in each

chamber.

There is no way to de-

scribe that feeling. Fear, ner-

vousness with excitement. To I

know 1 could kill someone,
or die myself When we hit

the port I was in one of the

first three boats in the first

wave. We crawled out. A
team went into the first build-

ing and 1 00 meters from me 1

heard shots and saw tracers.

It was a little after four in the

morning of the ninth . I hadn ' t

slept,

"The next wave came
from newsmen. This was the

stupidest thing I had ever

seen. We could have killed

one. And after seeing the

news clips, should have...

mostoftheirinformation was
wrong,"
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When will the Pope join the modern world?
B_v Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

When Sinead O'Connor

ripped the Pope's picture on

national television, I thought,

"Shut up." Now, I am begin-

ning to wonder if she didn't

have a point.

Before I go too far, I want

to point out that this is not

Catholic bashing. My point

of argument lies with the phi-

losophy of the Pope, not his

religion.

The Pope recently issued

a statement to the effect that

the women in Bosnia cannot

get abortions ifthey are raped

by invading soldiers. Maybe

I'm petty, but who the hell

asked him?

The Pope's statement is

the height ofinsensitivity. He

went on to say that the act of

violence can be turned into

one of love, if the women will

only put the children up for

adoption.

1 have no problem with

using adoption as an alterna-

tive to abortion, but at the

same time, I don't think any-

one should tell a women what

to do after she has been raped.

The Pope also said that

nuns in

Bosnia
could not use

the Pill as a

means to

avoid preg-

nancy in the

incidence
that they are

"Get over it and give the child

up for adoption. Hell, it's only

nine months."

When I hear those kind of

statements, I get upset. Rape

in this soci-

ety is treated

as sex gone

wrong, a bad

date. The
Pope's state-

ment is just

another ex-

ample of this

In a supreme gesture of

tolerance, he said that nuns

who are raped will not have

to lose their habits ifthey are

re-blessed. Thank you, Pope.

raped. Once again, I was hor- insensitivity; it takes away a

rifled to hear this insensitive woman's chance to make a

statement. decision about her body-even

In a supreme gesture of after she has already had that

tolerance, he said that nuns choice violently taken away

who are raped will not have to from her

bands and hate crimes.

The Catholic Church en-

courages counseling versus

divorce for women who are

battered by their husbands. It

would seem that society

makes rules and mores so that

women cannot escape vio-

lence or find solutions against

it.

We should re-evaluate the

way that we treat issues of

violence against women. The

court system needs to be

changed to make rape trials

fairer for women. The media

needs to treatviolenceagainst

women not as tabloid gossip

about cheap and easy women
but as a serious issue. The

police need to treat domestic

injury like they do any other

violent crime, as an act of

violence against another hu-

man being.

The Pope's ruling is just

one example of the insensi-

tivity and continuing mi-

sogyny dealing with issues of

violence against women. In

this case, the Pope is the real

enemy.

lose their habits if they are re-

blessed. Thank you. Pope.

The Pope's statement is

another in a continuing series

of male and societal insensi-

tivity and ignorance on the

topics of violence towards

women. For some reason, men

seem to be the most vocal

opponents of abortion in cir-

cumstances of rape, saying.

Even in beautiful, safe-

from-war America, women
are still raped and must make

the decision to have the child

or get an abortion.

The time has come for our

society to make changes in

the way that it treats issues of

violence against women. The

problem is larger than rape,

extending to abusive hus-

Media undermines feminism
By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

In her recent lecture

"Vamps, Virgins, and Killer

Nannies; Women in the Me-

dia," former CC professor

Susanna Walters pointed out;

'The media depicts women's

problems as those of trying to

balance and juggle a family

and a career. Wrong. Those

aren't women's problems.

Women's problems are that

they don't get paid enough,

they get raped, etc. Those are

women's problems."

There are many femi-

nisms, and yes, part of

feminism's concern is pre-

senting a woman with the

knowledge of all her avail-

able opportunities, including

motherhood and careers.

More importantly, however,

feminism has a larger goal of

combatting abuses against

women.

Regretfully, the media

doesn't focus its attention on

how feminists, through Am-
nesty International, are ask-

ing President Clinton to ratify

the United Nations Conven-

tion on the Elimination of All

Forms of Discrimination

AgainstWomen. As Amnesty

International points out,

"women around the world

continue to suffer unspeak-

able abuses and death."

Instead.publicationssuch

as Time magazine gloat that

the hey-day of feminism has

ended. Feminists, they an-

nounce, created a bad name

for themselves by becoming

exclusionary, overly-de-

The sign in the Women's

Studies Office doesn't

demand longer prison

sentences for rapists or

federal legislation to

provide child-care for

working mothers. Instead

it says, "Love your legs,

don't shave them!"

manding and unattractive.

And sure enough, some-

how feminism became the

"f ' word, perhaps because of

a reactionary response on the

pan of feminists. Let's look

at our own Women's Studies

Office. The sign in the

Women's Studies Office

doesn'tdemandlongerprison

sentences for rapists or fed-

eral legislation to provide

child-care for working moth-

ers. Instead it says, "Love

your legs, don't shave them!"

If we sit back and look at

what the real problems are,

we realize that the freedom to

have hairy legs is one of our

lesser concerns. By diverting

our attention to leg-shaving,

we are taking part in a media-

constructed battie of hairy

feminists vs. smooth-shinned

"professional" looking

women. Similarly, we can-

not pit those who chose mar-

riage against those who re-

main single, or lesbians

against straight women.

When we do, the loser is

inevitably women. This is

not an us-against-them game,

remember? Especially when

both the "us" and the "them"

are women. We can't afford

to allow the women's move-

ment to become narrowly de-

fined.

The media' s most power-

ful weapon against the

women ' s movement is its abil-

ity to pit women against one

another. What occurs next is

a continuation of the age-old

polarity women have been

subjected to; Subject and

Other. Only this time, within

the group of Other (women),

a second polarization is cre-

ated: good women and bad

See Feminsim Pg. 10

Curmudgeon encouraged

By Mike Morris

Catalyst Staff

There are signs of hope coming out of Washington

these days. For some strange reason our leaders in Wash-

ington have decided to take their responsibilities somewhat

seriously. Congress has begun to realize the benefits of

reducing the deficit through spendingcuts; President Clinton

has hinted at tort reform as well as banking reform. We
even have an Attorney General. This isn't the Washington

that I know.

In fact, it isn't the Washington that any of us know, and

that's because the electorate is not the same electorate that

we all know. Americans are sick ofbudget agreements that

do nothing but hide the problem. We want a real budget

agreement, one that reduces the federal budget deficit

through fiscally responsible means. Congress has sensed

this mood among the American citizenry and has re-

sponded by proposing further reductions in the deficit than

even the President himself has called for.

Now, with or without a change in the mood of the

American citizens, this is still Washington and that means

disagreement. So there are, of course, two different plans

for how these further reductions should take place (not

including the Republican plans). The first, proposed in the

House, calls for $62 billion more in spending cuts than the

Clinton plan. The second, proposed by Senator Jim Sasser,

Democrat ofTennessee and chairman of the Senate Budget

committee, reUes more on increasing taxes than the House

version does.

I do not know which mood the Democrat from Tennes-

see is sensing, but I doubt that the American people are truly

asking for even higher taxes than President Clinton has

proposed. Perhaps the Senator in his heart of heans also

know this, and for that reason he has also asked that

Congress delay funding some of the President's spending

programs. I'm not sure how delaying the spending increase

will, in the long run, actually decrease the deficit, but at

least we have a democratic Senator subtly suggesting that

President Clinton has called for too large a spending boost.

Ifwe are able to combine Senator Sasser's delays m the

spending increase with the House's additional $462 billion

in spending cuts, we can see the beginnings of fiscal

responsibility in the United States. 1 still would like to see

a decrease in the these increases, but this is at least a start.

Whether or not Congress moves any further than this

depends on two things; the American people and the

Democratic Congress. At least for now, I am optimistic

But wait, there's more. President Clinton recentiy

made mention ofcurbing the amounts awarded in malprac-

tice cases. It appears that the President has realized that

defensive medicine adds a considerable amount to the cost

of health care. However, we all know that presidents like to

See Clinton Pg. 12
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Administration gets slammed by mad student

By Sean Cayton

Catalyst Staff

You have to get your card

validated. You can't come
intothisparty withoutaGreek

sticker. Youcan'tparkthere.

No kegs on this campus. No
smoking. Do you have an

ID? You're fined fifty dol-

lars for being on the roof.

Hey, you 're going to have

to check that twelve-pack at

the door. You're making too

muchnoise. Youcan'tsmoke

that here. We have sold all

our rental houses. You can't

drink a beer in the hall. Do
you have an invite? No skate-

boards. No hard alcohol. No
streaking. No teepeeing. No
climbing or repelling. Just

don't do anything.

Rules, rules and more

rules. It seems that now more
than ever people are telling

me what to do. Like the man
in Falling Down , I'm tired,

fed up and pissed off

Who do I see about my

concerns? There are commit-

tees about everything in this

school. Where's the one for

complaints? Are they conve-

niently "Out To Lunch?"

Where can I file a repon re-

garding the invasion of my
rights by the administration?

"We are a liberal institu-

tion. You have the power in

this school. You have the

freedom of an adult. We let

you do
whatever
you feel

you need to

do in order

to find and

express
yourself."

That's the administration's

sales pitch.

What's the matter with it?

It' s laden with more bat guano

than all the greenhouses in

Colorado. Business is busi-

ness, and the administration

can't afford to let me do what

I want anymore. Liability,

law suits, political correctness

and, finally, the desire to be

Ivy League all demand that

CC controls me.

The administration de-

mands we act like responsible

adults. But we aren't and

never will be. Unfortunately,

like all college students across

the nation, I am going to have

a good time. What does that

mean? It means that along

with my class, "Topics: The

(Tata lyst
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structed by the administration

to be politically correct and to

take care of all the sticky prob-

lems of growing up. The an-

swer lies in keeping everyone

on campus busy with creative

theme houses and social "fun"

groups. Oh boy, Beav! Now
I can advance my intellectual

endeavors and have fun at the

same time. I thank the Lord

above that someone is look-

ing out for

me and di-

recting my
social
growth.

It has

^^^^_^_^^ been my
experience

that schools succeed very well

when they concentrate on aca-

demic growth. However,

schools fail miserably when

meddling in students' lives.

At the same time, the students

suffer directly.

In their drive to make the

top twenty in U. S. News and

World Report, the adminis-

tration has neglected its re-

sponsibility to us, the students.

First, no one asked us what

they wanted and whether or

not we needed change.

Second, someone forgot

the essential idea that it is a

hell of a lot safer to experi-

ence things on-campus than

off-campus. Finally, the ad-

ministration has made moral

Rules, rules, and more rules. It seems that now more than

ever people are telling me what to do. Like the man in

Falling Down , I'm tired, fed up and pissed off.

Moral Developments of In-

vertebrate Rectumology," I

am going to party, talk with

friends and drink beer.

The administration has

tried to take away every as-

pect of social life on campus

except for Thursdays-at-

Eleven and Friday night po-

etry readings, both of which

will promote this school to

the elevated ranks of higher

education. Anythingthatisn't

polidcally correct and not

sponsored by the school has

been meticulously stamped

out.

Let's take a typical ad-

venture on a Friday night. We
cross Nevada to off-campus

houses. We drink beer, talk to

friends and enjoy. But the

police will come. It seems

that too many kids are mak-

ing toomuch noise in too small

a house.

Afterwards, we grab a

snack at 7-11, where any-

thing can happen. Fromfights

to stabbing to guns. It's hap-

pened before; it will happen

again.

Time for bed. Let's

stumble across a very busy

street and back into our dorm
rooms where security is keep-

ing our possessions very safe.

Yeah, I want to stick around

on weekends and Block
Breaks for this.

Greeks on this campus are

paralyzed. They were thrown
into an empty cement pool

head first by Res. Life and 50
or so inconclusive Greek re-

views. Ifsomeone even thinks

about opening a can of beer

they close the shades, put a

damp towel under the door

and turn out the lights. Greek
behavior is already an old

joke. They'vestanedBINGO
for senior citizens on Satur-

day nights. These fraternities

have become the admini-

stration's wet dream.

All is not lost. Social life

is now being strategically con-

judgments on us. They use

this tojustify the changes they

have already made, such as

their no keg policy, closed

fraternity parties and BYOB
parties.

Where does the adminis-

tration get off judging me?
They have presumed to know
what is good and bad for me.

I am tired ofdealing whh some
God-forsaken committee
handing down rules about

what is right and wrong and

how I should live my life here

at CC, especially since I have

little-to-no say in what
"policy" is.

I will graduate in a year

and move on to a place that

allows me a little more free-

dom. Meanwhile, this insti-

tution will admit the kids who
will fit their system and run a

daycare center. My advice to

the administration is to keep

this school what it was when

1 came here: a great place to

grow, learn and develop out-

side the umbrella of parental

nurturing. That's the CC ex-

perience.

Teach and understand;

don't control and direct. You
are suffocating those diverse,

free-thinking individuals who
would have appreciated the

place this school could be. I

have felt their pillow over my
head for too long. At least I

will leave soon.

Media vs. Feminism
From Feminism Pg. 9

women, true feminists and

feminist-wanna-be' s.

We've been aware of the

evils of bi-polarity since

Simone de Beauvoir and Mar-

tinLutherKing. It'sasystem

that creates hierarchy. Where
there is an Other, there is a

superiorwho feels littie shame

in abusing the other. Rape
flourishes, racism continues,

and, in the case of feminism,

we become exclusionary.

This system of hierarchy

is what I, as a feminist, want

to see circumvented and re-

placed - especially in the

women's movement. A rap-

ist doesn't differentiate be-

tween feminists and non-

feminists when picking his

target. I want to see feminism

embrace full-time mothers

and full-time executives, un-

shaven women and those with

Nair in their bathrooms. The

greater our numbers, the

greater our strength in com-

batting the more urgent issue

of violence against women.

Pro-life activist murders
In Pensacola, Florida, an

anti-abortion activist shot and

killed a doctor during a pro-

test.

The incident is the first

reported in the United States,

but it marks one ofmany prob-

lems in the anti-abortion

movement.

The abortion doctor,

David Gunn, was shot in the

chest repeatedly as he got out

of his car.

The pro-life movement
has always had the agenda to

save hves, not end them. Now
we must wonder what mes-

sage they are sending to the

America public.

The anti-abortion move-

ment has become so twisted

in its goal to end abortions,

that it has become militant

and violent.

The pro-choice move-

ment has never resorted to

terrorist tactics to win inde-

pendence for women, and

perhaps that speaks most

strongly for their cause.
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FOLKSINGER'S WORKSHOP
with Charlie King

MONDAY. APRn. 15 - 9:30 AM
WES HALL

*• FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBUC •*

Sponsored by the CC Campps Ministty and RgjgOTD^rment_

The Colorado CoOege MEChA
(Movimiaao EsBulUiiail Chkaio de Aztlan)

Imita you to Aaaul

'CONJUNTO COLORES" - Live Salsa Band!!

Friday. March 12. 1993

9:00 pm - MidniQlTt - Gavlord in Womer Center

** FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBUC **

VENGAN A DIVERTIRSE. LOS ESPERAMOSIM

FREE Refreshments! Bring CC ID.

SPRING BREAK HOURS 1993

aKMAMBTS

Thur, Mar. 18, 7ani-2pm

FrL, Mai. 19, 7aiii-2pm

Sat, Mar. 20, 10am-2pm

Sun., Mar. 21-Sat, Mai. 27

CLOSED
Sihl, Mai. 28, REGULAR HOURS

^ BOETTCHeR HEALTH CTR.

Wed, Mai. 17, 8am-8pm

Thul. & Fri, Mai. 18 & 19, 8am-8:30piil

Sat, Mai. 20, 8am-8:30pin

Sun, Mai. 21 - C L O S E D
Mon.-Pri, Maich 22-26, 8am-4:30pm

Sat, Mai. 27 - C L O S E D
Son, Mai. 28 - REGULAR HOURS

GATES COMMON ROOM

Wed, Mai. 17, CLOSE 1pm
Mon, Mai. 29, Tarn, REOPEN

CC BOOKSTORE

Thu, Mai. 18, CLOSE 12pni

Sun, Mai. 28, RE-OPEN 4pm

RASTALL DINING ROOM

Wed, Mai, 17, CLOSE 7pm Thui. & Fri, Mai. 18/19, 8:3D-(:30pm

Sun Mai. 28, REOPEN REG. HRS. SaL & Sun, Mai. 20 & 21, CLOSED
Mon.-Fli, Mai. 22-26, 12pm-4:30pni

BRMIS DINING HALL Sat & Sun, Mai. 27 & 28, CLOSED
Mon, Mai. 29, REGULAR HOURS

Tues, Mai. 16, 7pm, CLOSE rfMTER
Mon, Mai. 29, RE-OPEN 12pm fif, fVMAR CfcfflfcK

Wed, Mai. 17, CLOSE 5pm
Thui.-Sun, Mai 18-28, CLOSED
Mon, Mai. 29, REGULAR HOURS

i;abi.f wfighTROOM

CLOSED WEEK-ENDS
Mon.-Fri, Open 10am-4pra

(Use Back Dooi)
SCHLBSSMAN POOL

Tues, Mai. 16, llam-3pm
Wed, Mai. 17, 10am-2pm

Mon, Mai. 29, RE-OPEN REG. HRS.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 ExL6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

COLORADO SPRINGS
BOUND FOR SPRING BREAK?

Mark your calendar for the Super

Cities Walk for Multiple Sclerosis

<iATrmn4Y. march 27

The walk will be a 7.5 mile route

beginning and ending in Monument

Park "affording walkers

a spectacular view of Pikes Peak."

There are many opportunities to help

with the Super Cities Walk for M.S.

besides walking - entertaining walkers,

driving support vehicles,

staffing rest stops, etc.

***Members of the CC community

will be forming a team for the walk.

If interested in joining this team,

contact Eileen Mcllvain at x6752.

ni**)^ ** ** ****

The Colorado College Community

Kitchen needs

people to help serve March 21 and 28,

Sundays of Spring Break. Contact

Becky Manchester at x6846 or x7660 for

more information.

The Alternative Spring Break is all set

to go. Hope you all have a wonderful

Spring Break!!

Hey!! Are you interested in studying abroad in

next Spring Semester?!? The Office of

International Programs has terrific resources to

help you choose the nghi program for you!

Come by today!

«««*«« ** ****

ihmnRMATION SESSION!!

Syracuse University Study Abroad Programs

will be in Worner Lobby from 11:30 am -

1:30 pm on March 16. Be sure to find out

about the many Study Abroad Programs

available from Syracuse!

THE DIP WISHES EVERYONE A
WONDERFUL SPRING BREAK'!

From Excavation to Exhibition

THE MAKING OF "AZTEC:

THE WORLD
OF

MOCTEZUMA"

Lecture by

DAVID CARRASCO

He is a Professor

of History of Religions and

Director of the

Mesoamerica Archive, CU Boulder

MONDAY. MARCH 15

8 PM
r.AYinRDROOM

Sponsored by;

The Hulbert Center for

Southwestern Studies
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Monday
15

*9:30 am - Folksinger's

Worl<shop with Charlie

King. Free admission.

WES Hall. Sponsored
by Campus Ministry

and Religion Depart-

ment.

12:00 pm -

Club, Worner

Room 213.

Hawaii

Hayes

12-1 pm - United

States Air Force Infor-

mation Session. Worner

Quonset Room 219.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

*8:00pm - Norman En-

dowed Lecture by DA-
VID CARRASCO, titled,

"From Excavation to Ex-

hibition: The Making of

Aztec, the World of

Moctezuma." He is

professor of history of

religions and director

of the Mesoamerican
Archive at Colorado
University in Boulder.

Free admission. Gay-
lord Hall. Sponsored
by the Hulbert Center
for Southwestern Stud-

ies.

Tuesday
16

12:00 pm - MEChA,
Worner Edwards Room
211.

Wednesdayr
17

12:00pm - New Focus.

*4:30 pm - Feminist

Collective, Women Stu-

dies Office.

6:30 pm - BGALA,
Shove Chapel Base-

ment.

7:00 pm - Dialogue on
Racism, Student Cultur-

al Center.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Paradox 3.5/4.0. Call

ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*8:00pm - Sexuali Tea.

Women Studies Office.

Thursday
18

*3:00pm- LACROSSE,
CC vs. Springfield Col-

lege. Washburn Field.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Tables. Call ext. 6716.

203 Barnes. Sponsored
by Academic Comput-
ing.
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Friday
19

Saturday
20

Sunday
21

On-Going Events

and Meetings

3:30-5 pm - Introduc-

tion to Microsoft Win-

dows 3.1. Call ext.

6716. 203 Barnes.

SponsoredbyAcadem-

ic Computing.

*1:00pm -LACROSSE.
CC vs. Connecticut

College. Washburn
Field.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MARCH 2»APRIL 4

•THIS WEEI^ IS MONDAY, MARCH 22 AT 4:00

PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-

SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHED IN

'THIS WEEK.' THESE FORMSAREAVAILABLEAT
NELUS REINERrS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - first Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and

reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 an}-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Levei 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikkk) Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and Hfl's

M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHED^

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Monday & Wednesday - 6:30-7:30 pm

•This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Career Networking Luncheon
With CC Alums
Colorado College alumni/ae will be

available to discuss their careers with

you over lunch.

• Learn about specific job-related

responsibilities, career paths, and job

search strategies.

• Develop or expand your career network by connecting with our

alums.

Space is limited, so .si gn up early in the Career Center. Advance sign-

up is required.

Internships

Friday, April 2 12:00 Noon

Attention All Students

Interested In Washington, D.C.

* Are you curious about life in DC. ?

* Do you anticipate working there at any time in

your future?

* Would you just like to explore careers in D.C?

The Career Center, in conjunction with the

National Alumni Council Career Committee, is

planning a networking event in June, 1993 in

Washington, DC. There are over 1000 Colorado

College Alumni/ae living and working in our

nation's capiiol. We are thinking about hosting a

networking reception for all interested students/

graduates and alumni/ae. The goal of the event

would be to introduce you to the wide range of interesting and often unique job and

internship opportunities, increase your familiarity with the D.C. job market, update

you on ways to navigate within it, and introduce you to some helpful alumni/ae.

This is 021 just for seniors; pll siydent? are welcome to participate. Before we start

putting the program together we need to know how many students are interested. If

you would attend this event, please stop in to the Career Center and sign up on the

interest list for "Washington D.C. Career Day."

Thp FJ Pnmar Foundation

Two year pMst-graduate fellowship in community

service offered beginning September 1, 1993. The

Program Assistant will monitor El Pomar grant

recipients, delennine the impact of El Pomar giBnts

in meeting the needs of recipients, research and

analyze areas of interest, assist the Director of El

Pomar Center, support the Foundation's Youth in

Community Service and Awards for Excellence

programs, woik part-time at a community service

organization, and represent the Foundation at

events and programs. Applicants should have an

interest in public and community service with

excellent veibal and writing skills. The applicant

must also be able to travel throughout the state on

official El Pomar business. Starting salary is

$17,500 wiUi competitive benefils. Toapply,

submit a letter describing interest in program and

caieer objectives, along with resume, transcript.

and a maximum of two letten of recommendation

to: Mr. David Palenchar. Vice Pre sidem/Programs.

El Pomar Foundation, 10 Lake Circle, Colorado

Springs, CO 80906. Applications must be

postmarked no later than April 15. 1993 . Contact:

Associate Program Officers Jeff Trojillo at (719)

577.7006 or Lisa Remey at (719)-633-7733. (Jobs

in Colorado Notebook)

ffenvcr OfTicg of Chase Manhattan Pprannal

Financial Servlcgs. Inc. is seeking a Human
Resources Intern/Associate to begin immediately.

The duties would include: working with the

Western U.S. Human Resource Manager on

projecu related to compensation, recruiiing,

benefits, training, staff development and other

strategic issues. Requires experience with

computers, especially I,otus and WordPerfect

strong attention to detail; organization skills; ability

to meet deadlines. Pays S5.00/hr. Application

tlsad|ineisMarch3l. 1993 . If interested, send

resume and cover letter to: Kelly B. Powers (aCC
alum). Chase Manhattan Personal Financial

Services. Inc., 2000 S. Colorado Blvd., #8000,

Denver, CO 80222. (Colorado-Based Internships

Notebook)

Career Options For Math Majors
Career information panel for students interested

in careers in math on April 15 from 3-4:30 p.m.

Panelists representing different types of

organizations and levels of experience will

discuss employment possibilities, qualifications

and preparation, and job search strategies in the

field of mathematics.

Siinreme Court nf Ihe Hnli«t St»t« .Siimmpr

jiwlgiant/lnrpmshln is a program offering

positions in several Court offices. Offices include:

Clerk of Uie Court, Marshal of the Court, Reporter

of Decisions, Pubhc Information, Personnel, Police,

Legal, Library, and Curator. Internships involve

clerical work, filling in for employees on vacation,

handling mail and deliveries, and shelving or

delivering books. Applicants must have completed

at least one year of college and have an interest in

the woit of the Supiwne Court. Work experience

in an office setting is prefcned. as well as typing/

penonal computer skills and availability for at least

eight weeks. Wages are $7.88 per hour for all

interns. To apply, submit a Standard Federal

Government Form 171 with a cover letter

explaining why you are seeking an internship with

the Supreme Court, the office(s) in which you wish

to wotk. and tlie dates you are available. Resumes

are not accepted. Application deadline is Mareh

19. 1993 . For more information, contact: Supreme

Court of the United Slates, 1 Fir^t Street, NE.

Personnel Office, Room 3, Washington. DC
20543; (202) 479-3404. (Summer Job

Opportunities Notebook)

Part-timelSeasonal

I^h Technician

Occupational Health Technologies, Inc. is looking

for geology or chemistry students interested in part-

time work as an environmental health lab

technician. Responsibilities for ihc job include

sample prep, microscope analyses, field work and

sample collection. Wort hours will be very

flexible with possible fulMime employment in the

summer and after graduatioiL Interested a^^licants

should send a letter of interest including work

cxfwrience and class history to: OHT. Kevin R.

Weaver, 2802 Janitell Rd.. Colorado Springs, CO
80906. (Part-Time Jobs Notebook)

WCRb

Full-Time Positions

Korea Interciilhiral .S^-rvlcf^ is a job information

service which introduces native English speaki

Korean employers, including foreign language
instinites. They are currcnUy seeking applicants to

become conversational English teachers.

Becoming an English leadicr can be s valuable

experience for students with a major in

International Relations, Political Science, Teaching
orBusmcss. Applicants are not limited to any
partjcuUr undergraduate degree. Monthly salaries

range from S1300-S2000. Travel lo Uie "Land of
the Moming Calm" as a conver^iional English

leacJieri To apjpfy send a cover leoer (including

telephone number, marital sUhis and number of

dcpendaits), a resume, 2 passport size photos, a

photocopy of passport, a letter from the college

verifying graduation dale, college transcripts, and
three letters of reference to: Korea Inlerailtural

Services, Yang Chun P.O. Box 8, Yang Chun Gu,
Seoul 158-055, Korea. (International Jobs

Notebook)

Gamco lndiL«rti-k--iL Inf

Position open for microcomputer progtuiuner in

company that produces and distributes educational

microcomputer software on a national basis.

Requirements include a major in Management
Information Systems or Computer Science,

minimum GPA of 3.0, ability to program in the "C"
Language and/or MS-DOS. and experience with
Macintosh toolbox. Salary is commensurate with
ability and experience. Toapply, send resume.
IranicrifX. and sample(s) of programming worit to
Gamco Industries. Inc., P.O. Box 191 1. Big Spring,

TX 79721 by April 1, 1993. (Business and
Industry Jobs Notebook)

i^S^te^

The Junior Jump On Graduate School
For Juniors thinking about Graduate School. Going to graduate school is one option

to consider, depending on the career path you choose. This workshop will help you
identify questions to consider in thinking about graduate schools. Learn how to

research and gather information about specific graduate programs and schools.

Understand what is required in terms of application materials, testing, scholarships,

and deadlines. April 12 3-4:30pin

ATTRNTION!
The Career Center receives

complimentary copies of the Black
Colleeian and Hispanic RiisJnpw

magazines. These magazines contain

interesting articles about a wide range of

careers. There are also articles on
interviewing, job hunting and other

related topics. The information

provided would be helpful to any

studem. If you'd like to receive a copy
of either of these publications, stop by
the Career Center.

Miscellaneous

The Colni^do Association of REALTORS
F^ucatlon |Foundfltlnn will be holding the Maria
Mooi^ Job Fair on Saturday, April 17, 1993. It

will take place at the Holiday Inn in Aurora, CO (1-

70 & Chambers Rd.). The Fair will provide

students with an opportimity to learn about real

estate careers and to network with industry

represcntativei. Lunch will be provided as well as

a free directory of jobs available in the industry and
infonnalion about the JOB OPPORTUNITY
BANK. This program is presented FREE to

students. If you are interested in attending, please

visit the CaieerCcnter by March 31 to complete a

registration form. (Front Desk).

RECRIJITTNG IIP-nATF.

Detoitte & louche Update_.For those of you who attended the Economics Unite Out, a

decision has not yet been made as to whether an on-campus interview schedule for

Deloitte & Touche will take place this year. If they come to campus, it will be after

Spring Break. Lindsey Green has requested that if you are interested in a position to

send your resume and cover letter to her at: Lindsey Green. Director of Recruiting,

Deloitte & Touche. 2001 Bryan Tower, Suite 2400, Dallas, TX 75201. Check with the

Career Center for any fast-breaking news.

AT&T has sent us information about their Student Employee Programs throughout the

United States. If you are interested in career or internship options, stop by the Career
Center and review the AT&T employer file.

Practice Interviews. Space is still available for the Tuesday, April 6th schedule.

Come to the Career Center to sign up.

Career Bulletin

Kditor: Carohn (Jianarilli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts. Director

Cindy Fonk, Assistant Director

Shaiyl Bender Peterson. Research & Resources Coordinator
Patti Spoebnan. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullcn Hu^es Matt Moyer
Johnna Kietzmann Sharleen Pisciotta

Jennifer McLean

The Carear Center promotes and adheres to a
policy ot equal opportunit/ In all aspects of

employmeni and education. We do not knowlnflly

list job opportunities from employera who
unlawfully discriminate.
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The Greek debate continues

Greek leaders laud change

To the Editor:

The winds of change are

indeed blowing: blowing for

the better. Greek life on this

campus has survived a revo-

lution that has gone virtually

unnoticed by the faculty, ad-

ministration and students of

Colorado College. This revo-

lution has undoubtedly had

many positive effects on the

Greek system as well as the

entire Colorado College com-

munity.

Life is full of change; we

can't ever expect things to

remain constant. This includes

the Greek life on this campus.

The pro-active paths chosen

by the Greek organizations,

not the administration, over

the past year, offer the Greeks

the chance to enter into the

future with a bright new out-

look. These pro-active

changes include a strict new

alcohol policy outlawing the

use ofkegs in Greek houses, a

concerted effort to strengthen

the Inter-Fraternity Council

and Panhellenic Council, and

a reaffirmation of the ideals

that our individual chapters

were founded on.

These changes lead many
people to believe that the

Greek system, if it survives,

will never be what it once

was. In response to this opin-

ion, we believe that the pro-

active changes that have been

instituted will allow us not

only to survive but to prosper.

For the twenty-five per-

cent of the student body that

has chosen the Greek way of

life, this situation offers us a

unique opportunity. We fi-

nally have the chance, to

eliminate the "Animal House"

stereotype that we have been

batrting for years.

Now, more than ever, it

should be obvious to this col-

lege community that we are

much more than social clubs.

We are groups of individuals

bonded by sisterhood and

brotherhood dedicated to the

pursuits offriendship, knowl-

edge, service, morality and

excellence.

The relationship between

the administration/faculty and

the Greeks on this campus is

not, contrary to popular be-

lief, an "Us" versus "Them"

situation. In fact, the primary

goal of the Greeks is to main-

tain healthy relationships with

ALL campus organizations.

Student life on this campus

has always been an important

part of the Colorado College

experience. The Greek sys-

tem has played a major role in

the development of this expe-

rience for nearly a century.

The Colorado College

See Fraternities Pg. 12

To tiie Editor:

Many people seem to be

misinformed about the Greek

system, and I hope this letter

will provide them with the

proper information.

The Dec. 11, 1992 issue

of the Catalyst featured an

angry letter written by a group

of ten Greek minority stu-

dents. In this letter, the stu-

dents spoke of affirmative

action in this manner:

"We joined fraternities

and sororities, and attend this

school, not because of affir-

mative action, but because we
are individuals."

Since then, this statement

has been misinterpreted to

mean that these individuals

are opposed to affirmative

action and, furthermore, that

the entire Greek system is

opposed to affirmative action.

However, this is not the

case.

First, the statement about

affirmative action must not

be taken out of context. The

intent of die Dec. 1 1 letter was

to defend the Greek system

against those who think it is a

racist institution and to de-

fend the minority members

who have joined the organ!

zation. The statement means
that affirmative action is not

needed in the Greek system at

CC, and I will tell you why.

Affirmative action in the

Greek system would not work,

becausejoining a fraternity or

sorority is not like applying

for a job. The reasons are ob-

vious. During Rush we try to

determine who will make a

good brother or sister.

That determination is not

based on color although, in

the past, color did play a big

part. Since few minorities are

a part of the Greek system,

people assume that we do not

want minorities, i.e., that we
discriminate. This is a wrong

assumption.

Due to the stereotyping of

Greeks and the slandering of

the system by those who know
only generalities, minorities

believe they will not be ac-

cepted if they Rush.

Therefore they do not

Rush, and few minorities are

part of the Greek system.

Since they believe we dis-

criminate, they won't even

give us a chance.

Does the Greek system de-

emphasize race issues? Not

on this campus. In fact, it was

only recenUy that we had an

informative discussion in our

Greek lecture series about

race. We will continue to dis-

cuss race issues in the future.

The Greek system is not

opposed to affirmative action.

There are definitely individu-

als opposed to it, just as there

are individuals that are for it.

How and why anyone ever

thought that the entire Greek

system could be opposed to

aiffirmative action is beyond

me.

I hope this is the end of

discussions about affirmative

action, because 1 am tired of

defending the system 1 love

against inane charges.

Please, when you refer to

CC Greeks as being this or

that, be sure you are not

clumping us together with the

other Greek systems around

the country. We are all differ-

ent, and the system here is one

of the best in the nation.

-Michael Drum
Vice President Kappa

Sigma

P.S. The Beta Omega chapter

of Kappa Sigma at CC was

the first Kappa Sigmachapter

to initiate a black man. That

was 25 years ago.

Hey CC students - lock your doors
To the CC community:

Last Saturday night, I

went out partying as usual.

Some people I was with were

pretty trashed and went wan-

Fiji member criticizes Greek bashing
To the Editor:

I don't know if you all

know, but there is a brand

new fad on campus. Why
doesn't everyone jump on

the bandwagon? Recently,

therehasbeen arushofGreek

system bashing on the CC
campus. I have two major

objections to two recent ar-

ticles.

In the January issue of

"Fight the Power," there was
an article on minorities in

the Greek system. The au-

thors ofthis article expressed

their disapproval of mem-
bership of "people of color"

in fraternities and sororities.

1 have many problems with

this.

First, it is fine if they

think that the Greek system

ain't no place for people of

color, however I (as well as

a vast majority of Greek

members) believe that it is

up to the individual to choose

whether or not to join-so let

people decide for themselves

instead of making minorities

feel guilty for joining and

making Greek houses look

like destroyers of ethnicity.

This brings me to my next

point: members of the Greek

system can and do incorpo-

rate their individual beliefs,

styles and actions into then-

own houses. For example, I

live in Palo Alto, California

next to a hard core ghetto.

East Palo Alto, and therefore

have been exposed to and

taken part in that type of cul-

ture. As a member of a frater-

nity, I have the right to play

loud rap music, dance and

carry on other behavior typi-

cal of E.P.A. (East Palo Alto)

- and I do.

My point is simple: let

minorities make their own

decision to join in the Greek

system! Publishing articles

like those discussed above

creates further problems be-

tween Greeks and non

Greeks, as people begin to

believe pre-existing stereo-

types, which irritate and com-

pound problems between

races.

Next, I would like to re-

spond to last week's article

in the Catalyst about frater-

nities and sororities being

culturally non-diverse. To
begin with, Colorado Col-

lege has a terrible problem-

minorities make up only

11.8% of our school popula-

tion. Hey bashers, don't

take your frustration out on

us; discuss your problems

with the Admissions Office.

Here are some quotes

from the article. "Does the

Greek system represent mi-

norities? NO." This bold

and rash statement is simply

untrue. If one were to actu-

ally obtain statistics (like the

author should have done) he

See Bashing Pg. 12

dering around at about two or

three in the morning. When
they returned, they had taken

over $600 worth of property

from various rooms on cam-

pus. I guess they just walked

around trying doors until they

opened.

Most of the people were

in their rooms, sleeping.

These guys just took stuff

fromundertheirnoses. Some

of the people they walked in

on were girls. Lucky these

people aren't rapists. I can't

imagine waking up and real-

izing that some stranger had

been in my room, going

through my stuff.

My roommate and 1 al-

ways lock the door, even when

we just go to the bathroom.

My heart goes out to you guys

who are missing your stuff-

but I can't help thinking you

deserved to learn your lesson.

Come on, you guys- this cam-

pus isn 't as safe as you think it

is. People aren't as honest as

you are.

-Concerned Student

Lend us vour voice
To our Readers:

Every week the editors of

this paper wait anxiously by

the mailbox to see if anyone

has been offended by an ar-

ticle in the Catalyst, or dis-

agrees with an editorial or re-

ally hates Dr. Botcher and

wants us to know.

But no. . . the CC campus

has not respondead. We never

hear from anyone about any

of our articles. Why is that?

Do CC students not re-

spond to the Catalyst unless

there are spelling errors and

grammatical mistakes?

For example: "You can't

write, you spelled 'disagree'

wrong, and so your stance on

abortion is ignorant."

We hope not. Virtually the

only letters we've received

have been on-going letter

battles between angry stu-

dents. The Cara(ys(is a forum

for ideas, but we don't want it

to become a bickering tab-

loid.

We have been as offen-

sive as we can within the

bounds of being PC, but we

know our liberal slant can't

agree with everyone on cam-

pus. Write in, we want to hear

from you.

-The Editors
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Nuking the tennis courts is a bad idea

Dear President Grace:

We have just learned of

the plan to arbitrarily destroy

a third of the college's tennis

facilities.

It is no wonder that such a

scheme was conceived behind

closed doors, for this is an

outrage that would have been

shouted down in an open

meeting.

How is it that you, as act-

ing leaderofthiscollege, have

failed to (1) publicly an-

nounce, and (2) publicly de-

nounce such a plan?

For what earthly reason

would you suddenly raise the

rights of runners above the

rights of other athletes?

That is: Would you even

momentarily consider short-

ening Washburn football field

to serve special interests? Or

reducing the size of the El

Pomar basketball court? Or

cutting off a third of the

StewartFieldsoccerarea? Or,

if you prefer, there are many

who would like to see Packard

Hall reduced by 33% to allow

room for "expanded" art gal-

lery facilities. Your thoughts

on that?

Of course not! And yet

you would silently allow, and

thus certainly abet, the de-

struction of two of the six

highly popular Burghart

Courts!

When was this voted on?

Did you alone make the deci-

sion, or with others? This

would mean hundreds were

never consulted.

There is mention of "re-

placing" these courts, at some

unnamed future date, to the

east of the current campus?

Why not instead replace the

track to the east? After all, it

is the low-lying track which

has the problems of drainage

and snow; why not move and

elevate it, since the money for

A Womb With a View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Library Terms: A Guide to Tutt

10. Tutt Mutt-an individual to be found at the library at all

hours ofthe day, often identifiable by the large pile of

used coffee cups and sleeping bag by her/his seat.

9. Tutt Slut-the kind of person who goes to the library to

scope out members of the opposite sex, often found on
third floor peering over the railing. Key Identifying

Factor: no books, or if books are present, they are

upside down and usually about Argentina.

8. Tutt Glut-the seldom occurring yet potentially fatal

situation that occurs when too many people try to enter

the library at the same time, becoming trapped between

the outside and inside doors causing panic and hyste-

ria, possibly even acne.

7. Tutt Hut-the structure occasionally created out of books
by Tutt Sluts in order to hide themselves from their

prey. Never come near such an enclosure without a

penguin.

6. Tutt Butt-the little understood phenomenon that has

been observed appearing on many species of the Tutt

Mutt, thought to be caused by reading in poor lighting.

5. TuttGut-usually afflicting those individuals also suffer-

ing from Tutt Butt, though contemporary physics is yet

to prove any direct link.

4. TuttRut-often occurs sometime during the third hour of

studying, when the same line of die page is read over
one hundred times with little or no comprehension.

3. Tutt Nut-the annoying guy at the table next to you
singing "Roxanne"when you have a test the next day.

2, Tutt Cut-walking through the Lrow on your way to get

a book from the Q section. Ooooooh.

1
.
TuttWhat-the expression seen on sttidents' faces imme-
diately after a shaved gorilla streaks through the library

holding a sign that says "Booga Booga Booga."

Q-ack improvements is avail-

able?

There has even been some

question as towhether a"new"

track is wanted or needed.

Certainly it is not among the

top priorities of the Athletic

Department or of the college.

Several people have sug-

gested forming all-college

informal committee to take

this issue before whatever

parties need to hear of this

outrage. Frankly, that seems

extreme. Surely good judg-

ment andcommon sense from

your office and others will

reverse this secret decision

make in special interests, a

spurious decisions on thatyou

surely cannot want as alegacy

of your time as President.

Aside of how this "deci-

sion" was reached, think of

what harm this would do to

the campus and community

tennis interest and college ten-

nis programs.

-Preliminary Ad Hoc
All-College Committee of

Uniform Rights to Tennis

No New Taxes
From Clinton Pg. 9

float trial balloons, so the mere

fact that the president has

mentioned the possibility of

tort reform in no way guaran-

tees its enactment. Still, as

with the spending cuts out-

lined by Congress, this is a

step forward.

To end this wonderful

week there seems to be some

serious talk about reforming

the banking laws to allow

more lending to business. This

idea has bounced around for a

while, but it seems to have

gained momentum recently.

The President claims that

these reforms will result in

"billions of dollars of eco-

nomic stimulus that doesn't

cost the American taxpayers

one red cent."

If, as the President claims,

liberalizing lending by banks

can give a boost to the Ameri-

can economy, then why do

we need a $31 billion eco-

nomic stimulus package?

The answer is that we
don't need the stimulus pack-

A Call to End Greek Bashing

From Bashing Pg. 11

would have found that, at least

at the Fiji house, we have three

new pledges who are minori-

ties. This shows several

things. One, fraternities do

not discriminate against mi-

norities. Two, those students

were given bids of member-
ship as a sign that we wanted

them to be a part of the house.

Three, we actually are repre-

senting a chunk of the minor-

ity population, as we already

have three actives who are

also minorities.

Now, a valid response to

my last statement might be,

"Why don't you have more
than six minorities in your

house?" Only a small portion

of the minority population

even rushed. Now, the fact

that some minorities did not

rush was their decision, not

ours.

I invite all the Greek-

bashers over to <I)A0 so that

misconceptions and stereo-

types can be abolished. Fra-

ternities and sororities have a

right to exist on our campus
and those that don't wish to

take part in the system should

respect our solidarity of sis-

terhood and brotherhood.

I am proud to be aFiji and

Secretary of the Black Stu-

dent Union.

-Jefe Friedman

Greeks not bad
From Fraternities Pg. 1

1

Strategic Planning Report is

complete, and once again the

Greeks were placed under a

microscope. An article in last

week's Catalyst stated that

the Directorof Strategic Plan-

ning approaches the college'

s

future with three emphases:

academics, student develop-

ment and a community focus.

The Greek system clearly

contributes to each of these

aspects, and in doing so sup-

ports this college.

Current Greeks who
helped us make these radical

changes can breathe easy. We
have guaranteed that the tra-

dition and the pride of Greeks

will be passed on for genera-

tions. Our twenty-fifth re-

unions, and beyond, will be

that much more meaningful

when we return to see the posi-

tive impact the Greeks con-

tinue to have on this campus.

-Jon Surdam, President

Inter Fraternity Council

-Brian Richardson

Kappa Sigma President

-Adam Brezine

Sigma Chi President

-Joel Feistner

Phi Delta Theta President

-Collon Kennedy
Phi Gamma Delta President

age. We could reduce the

federal budget deficit by an

extta $31 bilUon and stimu-

late the economy at the same
time!

Perhaps the presidemfeels

tiiat he has broken enough

campaign promises recently

and doesn't want to renege on

hispromisedeconomic stimu-

lus program.

It's too bad that the only

promises that the president

seems to be keeping these days

are the ones that he should be

breaking.

So what happened this

week? Wasthisjustafluke.a

briefmomentoffiscal respon-
sibility followed by acciden-

tal inteUigence in the national

policy field? Given that there

is still a long way to go, a

small amount of hope is not

unwarranted.

When all is said and done,

a constructive, beneficial and

responsible economic pro-

gram may emerge. However,

despite my new found opti-

mism, I doubt it. After all,

this is still Washington.

U.S. must

intervene in

Bosnian war

The U.S. is consider-

ing military action in

Bosnia, and Clinton's ad-

ministration is encourag-

ing die United Nations to

prepare forces to save the

beseiged Muslims.

Warisneverahumane

act. No war has diverted

killing; war may stop

genocide, but it can only

lead to more violence.

The reason why the

U.S. should take military

action in Bosnia is not to

avoid violence, but to end

the genocide of Uie Mus-

lims and the gynocide of

Bosnian and Muslim
women.

The measures taken to

enforce cease-fires and air-

drops have been unsuc-

cessful. Obviously, other

actions must be taken in

order to stop the war in

Bosnia.

The option of war

should always be the last

resort for the United Na-

tions to use, but unfortu-

nately the option is a nec-

essary one.

The cruelty and vio-

lence in Yugoslavia must

be ended before a race is

completely obliterated.
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Boulder band is a hit everywhere
A new album and a new label make Big Head Todd more than a local attraction

Courtesy of Giant Records

Ask Big Head Todd and

^e Monsters how they feel

about their debut release for

Giant Records, Sister Sweetly,

and you're likely to get a shy

smile in reply. The fact is, Big

Head Todd and the Monsters

have worked towards the goal

ofwiderrecognition with such

diligence, talent and patience

that the achievement is the

logical next step in their for-

ward motion.

YetToddParkMohr.Rob

Squires and Brian Nevin have

never been cocky about their

s, choosing instead to re-

main focused on the music

and its performance.

Big Head Todd and the

Monsters prefer to let the

music speak on their behalf.

They retain the same self-ef-

facing, natural personas that

first endeared them to fans in

Denverand Boulder, and later,

to audiences in such musi-

cally-rich cities as Minneapo-

lis, Austin, Chicago and San

Francisco. Since 1986, the

Colorado-based trio has built

and maintained a large and

loyal following and released

two recordings. Another
Mayberry (1989) and Mid-

night Radia (1990), on their

own Big Records label. They

sold a combined 40,000 cop-

ies.

Such concrete affirmation

of BHTM's appeal — along

with repeated sold-out per-

formances at such venues as

Chicago's Vic Theatre (1400

capacity), Minneapolis'

Cabooze Club ( 1 000) and San

Francisco's late-lamented I-

Beam (800)— caught the at-

tention of record company
execs, including Irving Azoff

,

President of Giant Records.

The trio earned their fol-

lowing with hard work and

unshakable confidence.

BHTM's music is utterly

original, unpretentious and

thoroughlycontemporary. It's

real music for real people, a

result of intuitive interplay

between Mohr and his two

compatriots, developed from

years of playing together.

Instead of serving as un-

inspired background for a bril-

liant soloist, BHTM is the

sound of three young musi-

cians of world-class stature

giving their all.

While Mohr blazes away,

punctuating his mournful

growl with fiery fretwork,

Nevin power-drives the group

with drums and a battery of

percussion as Squires' bass,

both standard and standup,

defines rhythmic propulsion.

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

Current

Flamingo Flambe
Mar. 17
Sacred Land exibit

Mar. 12-13

"Feet on Fire"

Mar. 14

"Feet on Fire"

Daily

8:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

MUSIC

8:00 p.m.

Mar. 14

Charlie King
Karl De Costa, tenor 8:00 p.m.

with Dan Brink

Mar. 31

CC Jazz Ensemble 7:30 p.m.

Werner Center

Fine Arts Center

ArmstrongTheater

Armstrong Theater

All Souls Church

Packard Hall

Packard Hall

IN CONCERT

Mar. 13
Koko Taylor

Phish

Canninball Corps

Boulder Theater

Boulder Theater

Gothic Theatre

Pholo by Melodic McDaniel

Colorado's Big Head Todd and the Monsters are at home on the streets of Boulder.

Such interaction comes natu- Big Head Todd and the ship, with music as the bond

rally, as they've been close Monsters evolved fu'st and

friends since high school. foremost out of that friend-
See BHTM Pg. 16

Charlie King appears in Springs

Legendary folksinger will also conduct a workshop at CC

Press Release

George Carlin quotes his

humor. Pete Seeger sings his

praises. Billboard Magazine

cites his "unvarying taste,

musical skill and charm."

Santa Cruz, CA gave him

the key to the city, and great

singers of folk and topical

music - Holly Near, Ronnie

Gilbert, Pete Seeger, Arlo

Guthrie, John McCutcheon

and Judy Small - honor him

by singing his songs.

Charlie King is a musical

storyteller, a political satirist,

a clear Irish tenor and one of

the finest songwriters in the

contemporary folk idiom.

The Arizona Daily Star

advises: "If you've seen him,

you know. If you haven't,

don't miss him."

Chariie King will be per-

forming in Colorado Springs

on Sunday, March 14 at 8:00

p.m. at All Souls Unitarian

Church, 730 N. Tejon Street.

Tickets are available at Daily

Planet Option Store, both In-

dependent Records and Vid-

eos locations and at the door.

Proceeds from the con-

cert will benefit Citizens

Project, Colorado Springs

Minority Coalition, Daily

Planet Options Store, Ground

Zero, NOW and the Pikes

Peak Justice and Peace Com-

mission.

Charlie King'ssongshave

carried him to concert stages,

festivals and campuses across

Nonh America, Ireland and

England.

His professional career

spans twenty years and has

produced eight albums.

"I 'm a hope monger," says

King. "I look at the wide world

as it is; 1 look for the humor,

the sadness, the inspiration

and I write and sing about it."

King's lyrics and mono-

logues celebrate the unsung

heroes, the ordinary people

who do extraordinary things.

"I sing a lot of rebel songs,

songs about feisty, unruly

people, lovers and fools, the

people who make things hap-

pen."

King can be seen atCC on

Monday, Mar. 15. He will

discuss and demonsffate the

art of folksinging in a free

workshop.

The workshop will begin

at 9:30 a.m. in the W.E.S.

room on the lower level of the

Worner Campus Center.

The Monday morning ses-

sion is intended for the CC
community and members of

the public who have a special

interest in folksinging.

Experience King for the

fun, the music and the humor.

On stage and off he is a per-

sonality you should not miss.
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New Releases Review

BIG HEAD TODD AND
THE MONSTERS

Sister Sweetly

4.5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs

BASEHEAD
Not in KansasAnymore
4 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs

EDDIEMURPHY
Love's AUright

3.5 Faces, 3.5 Light Bulbs

BIG HEAD TODD AND THE MONSTERS Sister

Sweetly - The best release of the year thus far. Sister

Sweetly is sure to be a huge hit with fans new and old. The

band is now on a major label and no longer produces their

own music. In most cases the band benefits from their step

into the big time, but the new version of "Bittersweet" is

overproduced and may leave you temporarily yearning for

your recording of Midnight Radio. Tracks like "Broken

Hearted Savior" and'Tum the Light Out" will convince

you that Big Head Todd has taken a giant step forward and

should never look back.

With this release, the band has already moved ahead of

theirfriends The Samples as Colorado'spremier band, and

a Sister Sweetly receives the attention it deserves nation-

ally, Big Head Todd should move to the forefront of today's

alternative scene.

Every song on this CD is more original than the one

proceeding it. This is not your typical Seattle, every song

sounds the same, band. Big Head Todd and The Monsters

are the real thing, and pretty soon everyone will know it.

(4.5 Smiley Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

BASEHEAD Not in Kansas Anymore - Basehead leader

Michael Ivey writes the kind of dreamy hip hop that any

stoner would love. Even for those drug free souls among

us, Basehead' s new disc Not In Kansas Anymore is a

hilarious album with a great beat. Unlike Basehead's

debut, Play With Toys, Ivey and the gang have taken

advantage ofCD technology and overloaded Kansas with

19 songs; unfortunately not all are as strong as the 1 2 on the

first album.

Sull, many of the songs are just as brilliant as the great

songs of the original album. "Do You Want to F-k" is the

highlight of the album. It, brings the meUow, qualuded

style of the old Basehead together with a new funk style

that leaves every listener thinking only of the horizontal

lambada. NotIn Kansas Anymore is a great buy for anyone

who likes to smoke pot, or at least thoroughly relax.

(4 Smiley Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

STING - Sting's new album is finally on the shelves, but

the biggest news about the star is that he will go on tour as

the opening actfor the Greatful Dead. Look for areview of

the new Sting (his real name is Gordon Sumner) in the next

issue of the Catalyst.

EDDIE MURPHY Love's AUright - Eddie is finally back

with a foUowup to his early eighties hit "Party All the

Time". I know it is hard to think of Murphy as anyhting

but a comedian, but this album will surprise you. The
album survives on Murphy's soulful voice and strong

instrumentals. Murphy really does have a great voice.

Of course, with people like Stevie Wonder, Janet

Jackson, Nichael Jackson, Luther VanVandross, Garth

Brooks and Shabba Ranks helping out, it is hard to fail.

(3.5 Smiley Faces, 3.5 Light Bulbs)

Have a

great

Spring

Break

and...

...Remember

to pick up

your tickets...

'

Taylor Travel

818 N. Tejon

I
'Your Campus Travel Agency" 636-3871

How to read the Arts

Smiley Faces are the enter-

tainment value, with 5 faces

being the best.

Li ght Bulbs represent the in-

tellectual value, again 5 be-

ing the best.

Feet on Fire
Dance recital starts this weekend

Dance Department

"Feet on Fire," the annual

faculty dance concert at Colo-

rado College, will be per-

formed in Armstrong Theater

at 8 :00 p.m. on March 1 2 and

1 3 and at 3 :00 p.m. on March
14. The program is open to

the public and the cost is $3

(free with CC I.D.). Tickets

are on sale at the WomerCen-
ter or at the door.

The program features

with a large ballet work en-

tided "Celebration", choreo-

graphed by ballet instructor

Mercer, set to Bach's Third

Brandenburg Concerto.

Tung has based her three

dances on Chinese meditative

and martial arts, including

T'ai Chi, Sword and Fan

dances. Kwok, who has won
numerous awards for her cho-

reography, created "Path of

the Peasant," an abstract de-

piction ofthe struggle ofpeas-

Photo by Bill Slut

Sara Joel rehearses for the faculty dance recital.

original choreography by CC
dance faculty Peggy Berg,

Deborah Marcer and Yun Yu
Wang and includes the work
of guest choreographers Cea
Tail (formerly artistic direc-

tor of the Colorado Springs

Dance Theater), and visiting

artists Shu-Gi Tung from Tai-

wan andHiu-WahKwokfrom
mainland China, both of

whom have created works
with traditional Chinese
themes for CC students.

Also included will be

works by senior dance stu-

dents Kristin Van Loon (to be

performed by students) and

Shana Gold, who will present

their work at the American

College Dance Festival in

Utah later this month.

vThe program will open

kTI^.

ant workers.

Wang's "Money-Sticl(

Dance" is influenced by the

ancient traditional dance per-

formed by children at the

Chinese New Year.

Wang has also choreo-

graphed a high-energy work

called "Between the Move-

ments" to be performed to an

original score sung by New
York vocal artist Toby Twin-

ing.

Professor Berg has col-

laborated with singer Arielle

LeCornec of Perpignan,

France, to create a work en-

titied "Identity" which ex-

plores the theme of a frag-

mented sense ofself. "Idenity"

isperformed by fouradvanced

dance students.

Also by Berg is

"Compulsories," a work with

a driven quality inspired by

television commentators.

Kristin Van Loon choreo-

graphed "Tennessee," in-

spired by the sounds of a hot,

summer night and set to a

sound collage created by Van

Loon.

ShanaGold's hard-hitting

dance about women and rape

is combined with an original

score to create a dark look at

women's fears.
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Phish always thrills wild Colorado fans
By Randy Lawler

Catalyst Staff

Phish, the renowned Ver-

mont subculture quartet, per-

formed before an enthused

pikes Peak Center crowd on

Tuesday night. The three and

a half-hour show was an epic

concert which left no one dis-

appointed.

As Phish took the stage

they looked obviously excited

to be back in front of their

Colorado fans. The crowd

Icnew they were in for a big

show when they opened with

a smokin' rendition of "Run-

away Jim." Mark Lawler

noted, "They started hot, and

never looked back." After

"Him," the band launched into

a sweet version of the crowd-

pleaser "Fo. . .m."

Phish' s barber-shop quar-

tet lessons have definitely paid

off Trey, Page McConnell

andMikeGordon belted out a

superb rendition of "I Didn't

Know," which was accompa-

nied by Jon Tubb's Fishmen

on trombone. The first set

closed with an intense ver-

sion of "Run Like An Ante-

lope." Chris "Sweet Guy"

Sweeney stated: "That very

well could have been the best

set I've ever witnessed.
"

The second set opened

timidly with average versions

of new songs "Axcilla" and

"Rift."Thingspickedupwhen

Phish exploded into a fren-

zied "Tweezer," and kept go-

ing when they followed with

an excellent rendition of the

crowd-pleasing "Reba." Page

McConnell then did his

"lounge lizard" imitation as

he sang "Lawn Boy." Fog,

strobe lights and Mike and

Trey on trampolines accom-

panied a ferocious version of

"Mike's Song - I am Hydro-

gen - Weekapang Groove"

and played an extended solo

on the vacuum.

Audience participation

was up next: the band played

"Big Bell Jem" as beach balls

bounced around the enthused

crowd and were eventually

shot through the basketball

hoopmade by Trey, Mike and

a stage hand. Mike then led

the band through an interest-

ing version of "I Walk the

Line." "Squirming Coil" was

next and closed with a sensa-

tional piano solo by Page.

Band
Concert

College Relations

Once again, Phish impresses

"Tweezer Reprise" closed an

excellent second set.

The encore was an

acappella version of "Amaz-

ing Grace," sung without mi-

crophones. This was followed

by a peppy version of"Rocky

Top Tennessee," and another

triumphant Phish show had

come to a thunderous close.

At this point, Adam Kohn,

Photo by Michael Halsband

energetic CC followers.

who travelled to Colorado

from Philadelphia for the

show, stated, "The concert

definitely highlighted my
trip." Phish will continue

their Colorado segment of the

Spring Tour by playing Dob-

son Area in Vail (12th), The

CU Field House in Boulder

(13th) and at Western State

College in Gunnison (14th).

The Colorado College
Concert band will be per

forming its annual Spring

Concert on Sunday , March

14, at 7:00 p.m. The con

cert, to be held at CC's
Packard Hall, is free and

open to the public.

Sunday's program,

which promises an

evening of lively music,

will include John Philip

Sousa's"Stars and Stripes

Forever," selections from

"The Phantom of the Op-

era" by Andrew Lloyd

Weber and George
Gershwin's"SnrikeUp the

Band."

The Concert Band, In

its fourth season, is made
up of 57 performers - stu-

dents, faculty and com-

munity musicians. Band

DirectorRobertM urtay is

a member of theCC music

faculty and is the Colo-

rado SpringsSymphony ' s

Principal French horn.

Solutions from your Apple Campus Resellen

^^^^y^^M^ a full Macintosh line for all your needs.

r Youtenotthe only

oneA^o^ carryingalotof

units this semester.

IB^

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new

line of full-fealured Macinlash' computers ever There's the Apple' Macintosh

Color Classic"- a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh

LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And,

For more information visit Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6392

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris" 610. See these new computers

today at your Apple Campas ReseOer. Wliere you'O get special student pricing,

as well as service during college! And experience the power of Macintosh.^^
The power more college students choose. The power to be your best: W.

rre nwkTBllniikmirb cf Affit Cmrfukr. lo
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BHTM takes a giant step forward
FromBHTMPg. 13

that kept them together.

They first performed in a

high school oldies band.

Mohr at the time played

saxophone; hecouldn'tplay

guitar and he never sang.

The unit split when
Mohr headed to Colorado

State University to study

English Lit. and Oriental

History (hisgrandfatheris a

well-known Korean theolo-

gian).

The other two attended

the University of Colorado

in Boulder, with Nevin

studying music and Squires,

business. But they had to

play together, soMohrtrans-

ferred a year later, joining

the other two at CU.
Squires earned his de-

gree, but once the threesome

formed Big Head Todd and

the Monsters, Nevin and

Mohr were inexorably

drawn awayfrom school and

into Boulder's club scene.

By 1987, BHTM was

getting anention in thepress

equally forMohr' s riveting,

charismatic performances

as well as the band's musi-

cianship and wide-ranging

material.

The older sound in-

cluded Albert Collins-style

blues vamps and a number
of unexpected covers such

as "Mona Lisa" and "Ring

of Fire," as well as an in-

creasing number of finely-

honed songs written tjy

Mohr.

Before long, the band

was playing all original mu-
sic and attracting larger and

more loyal audiences.

The group consolidated

its local following with the

release of its first album. An-

other Mayberry, in 1989.

BHTM's second release,M/d-

night Radio, drew national

attention, earning a rave fea-

ture in Rolling Stone. The al-

bum was recorded live, and

its tracks confirmed the trio's

readiness. Critics at the Wash-

ington Post and California

Daily included the album on

their year-end top-ten best

lists.

Big Head Todd and the

Monsters reached this level

of success by running every

aspect of their music as a

fiercely reliant team, parcel-

ing out business tasks among
bandmembers and road crew

who are also friends.

BHTM have taken the

journey to Sister Sweetly with

business acumen as well as

artistic integrity. The group

channeled the fruits of its in-

creasing popularity into re-

cordings as well as upgrading

its concert sound equipment

The band also worked its

way up the transportation evo-

lutionary scale from a 1977

Plymouth van currently in

semi-retirement with over

230,000 miles, to an '89 Ford

van they call "El Presidente"

in homage to a favored Chi-

cago eatery.

The road to Giant Records

was paved when Irving Azoff

was convinced to see BHTM
at an Aspen club. Literally

within weeks, the group was
signed to Giant with Azoff

personally overseeing the

deal.

Thanks to a recommen-
dation by guitar master Leo
Kottice, who shares manage-

ment witii BHTM, David Z
(Fine Young Cannibals,

BoDeans) waschosen as pro-

ducer for Sister Sweetly.

The production lends

the perfect sonic boost to

BHTM'scompactensemble

sound (you can also hear

Kottke in an almost psyche-

delic display of finger-pick-

ing throughout die swiri of

"Soul For Every Cowboy").

Sister Sweetly is a musi-

cally rich tapestry. Tracks

like "Broken Hearted Sav-

ior," "Turn the Light Out"

and die anthemic "Circle"

bring stellar musicianship to

primal, roaring rock.

"Sister Sweetly" is an

edgy ode to modem love un-

derscored with a wah-wah

riff. "It's AUright" is a rime-

less story of romantic resig-

nation.

"Groove Thing" is a

rhythmic workout that pays

tribute to some of Mohr's

musical and philosophical

heroes. "Ellis Island" is an

atmospheric cinematic nar-

rative.

"Tomorrow Never
Comes," "Bittersweet" and

"Soul For Every Cowboy"
are all ballads that stay with

the listenerlong after the disc

ends. Throughout, Mohr's

outstanding guitaris given a

variety of treatments.

Sister Sweetly proves

what lucky fans have known
for years about Big Head
Todd and the Monsters: that

powerful rock and roll mu-
sic doesn't have to rely on a

trendy scene or posturing.

All you need is heart and the

conviction to play what you

believe in.

De Costa Concert
By Doug Dawe
Catalyst Staff

Cartots not yet peeled?

Celery not yet cut? Oranges

not yet squeezed? Squash not

yet. . . squashed?

No, it's Potatoes Not Yet

Mashed, and it is the title of

Karl de Costa's song recital

happening at 3:00 p.m. on

Sunday, March 14.

The unusual tide is not

Song Settings by European

Composers", featuring music

by Vaillant, Rodrigo, Dvorak,

Ravel, Britten and de Falla.

The second half features

American Twentieth century

composers, including P.D.Q,

Bach, Bowles, Rorem, Bonds
Menotti, Sondheim and CC;
own Carlton Gamer. To in

crease the headache of put-

ting arecital together, de Costa

Karl de Costa performs his

the only unusual thing about

this recital. De Costa has cho-

sen an interesting variety of

music, ranging from French

settings ofGreek folksongs to

a"baroque"oratorioofP.D.Q.

Bach. De Costa says he

wanted to "do away with

imaginary boundaries for a

debut recital", and he has cer-

tainly done this.

The first half of his 31-

piece recital ("they're

short! !", insists de Costa) is

entitled "Folk and Popular

Photo by Brigid Mahor

senior recital this weekend,

invited six other artists to per-

form with him on instruments

from guitar and recorder to

slide whisde and kazoo.

The concert is certainly

going to be one of the most

unique presented at CC in a

longtime. De Costa implores,

"Come with an open mind!"

As he is sick of "esoteric"

traditional recitals, this con-

cert will be a breath of fresh

air for the concert-goer, and

enormously entertaining to

boot.

Cutler ISTeeds You!
Positions available

for editorsKips
and administration

Contact: Cheri Gette
389-6675

-Catalyst editor

-Disparaging Eye editor
-Nugget editor

-Leviathan editor

Cutler president-
Ad manager/designer-

Ortice manager-
Members-at-large-
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Hockey coach

deserves credit

8y Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

I'm not one to beat a

Jead horse, but I think that

there is some unfinished

business to take care of per-

taining to Brad Buetow's

tenure as head hockey coach

here at CC. Buetowcameto

CC five years ago, inherit

ing a perennially losingpro-

with no self esteem

and no respect within the

league or the community.

Five years of his hard work

have given theTiger hockey

program pride and disci-

pline, notto mention respect

from everyone in the col

lege hockey community.

Brad Buetow does not

want to leave this program.

I'll miss it very much," he

told me, "I put my heart and

soul into the program. I'll

iniss thepeople around town

and on campus."

It's a pity that Buetow

won't be around next sea-

son to reap the benefits of

four full years of recruiting,

the usual time acoach needs

to turn a program around.

With all the controversy

swirling around the team this

season, along with key inju-

ries throughout the season,

it is no wonder that the

team's record suffered as a

result. Instead of dwelling

on the negative, let's recap

the successes that Buetow

has had with the Tigers,

In the coach's opinion,

the highlight of his carreer

here was the national rank-

ing last season in which CC
climbed as high as 11th in

the country. In addition last

year's team made it to the

WCHA final four in Minne-

apolis after beating Minne-

sota-Duluth in thefirstround

of the playoffs. Those three

home games were perhaps

some of the most exciting

games ever played at the

Broadmoor. CC won in

triple overtime then lost in

overtime, and finally

clinched the series with an-

other tripleovertime victory

the longest game to date in

college hockey history.

Although the team lost

in the final round of the

leagueplayoffs.thefactthat

the Tigers were even there

was a turning point for the

program. They had national

t
cognition as a premier

See BeutowPg.l9
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Denver skates past Tigers twice
By Karen Heasley

Catalyst Staff

The Tigers had hoped to

end the regular season on an

optimistic note by beating

DU in this greatly antici-

pated home and home se-

ries. As fate and poor offici-

ating would have it, the Pio-

neers got the sweep instead,

defeating CC 4-2 and 8-2.

This was DU's first sweep

of the Tigers in four years.

Friday night the Tigers

played in front of a boister-

ous crowd of over 3,800 at

the Broadmoor, including a

television audience,asPrime

Sports Network broadcasted

the game live. The Tigers

took their only lead of the

night just four minutes into

the game as Steve Nelson

scored on an assist by Peter

Geronazzo and put CC on

the board at 1-0. The Pio-

neers weren't long in an-

swering, as they went on to

score 3 goals by early in the

third period to take a two

goal lead.

The Tigers cut the lead

to one not long after that, as

Jody Jaraczeski tipped in a

shot by Shawn Reid to score

a power play goal, and it still

appeared to be anybody's

game. Then, with less than

8 minutes left in the game

DU scored on a power play

and managed to hold onto

their two goal lead this time.

This was a close game
throughout, with shots on

goal being almost equal.

Photo by Chris Flood

RJ Enga blasts a shot against Denver University last Friday night. The Tigers played

their final home game for the season. Next stop is Wisconsin for first round playoffs

Saturday night the Tigers

made the trek up to the DU
Arena to play in front of a

sellout crowd. This time it

wasDU who got the first score

early into the game. The Ti-

gers tied it up in the second as

,

once again. Nelson got the

later on in a similar fashion

DU came out of the second on

top 5-1. The Pioneers scored

two more goals in the third

before the Tigers got theironly

other goal, a short-handed goal

scored unassisted by

Jaraczewski.DU scored their eling to #2 Wisconsin for

first score for CC, assisted by final goal with four minutes the first round, playing the

Geronazzo and Jason left to complete theirromp of 12th, 13th and, if necessary,

CC at 8-2.

This weekend theWCHA
playoffs begin with a best of

three series, the winners ad-

vancing to the "Final Five" in

St. Paul the next weekend.

This is a new twist to the play-

offs with the addition of an

affiliate memberof the league.

Christopherson.

Midway through the second

period, penalties became a

major problem for the Tigers

as they received three at once,

including one to the bench for

protesting the original call.

This gave the Pioneers an

enormous scoring opportu-

nity, which they had no inten-

tion of wasting. Scoring two

goals in 30 seconds, and two

the 19th with the #1 team

playing the #4/#5 winner,

and #2 playing #3. Third

place and the championship

games will be played on the

20th.

The Tigers will be trav-

the 14th. Other match-ups

in the league for this week-

end are affiliate member
Alaska-Anchorage at Min-

nesota-Duluth, North Da-

kota at Minnesota, St. Cloud

at Michigan Tech and Den-

ver at Northern Michigan.

Best of luck to the Ti-

For die Final Five, the #4 team gers this weekend as they

will play the #5 team on the take on theBadgers in Wis-

18th, then the semifinals on consin!

March Madness - no surprises Tough ones for men's Lacrosse

By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

March Madness is upon

us and before we all go to

snow covered mountains or

sun soaked beaches, it is time

to consider who will come

out on top in college basket-

ball.

This year has the peren-

nial big names, but there are

also some littie names that

have done big things this year.

Some of those little name

teams to watch out for will be

Utah, Florida State (Charley

Ward is back at guard), Bos-

ton College may even get far-

ther than they are expected to

and a long shot UNLV.
However in the end when

it comes down to the Final

Four the big names will sur-

vive. Sounding like betting

safe, but really only facing

reality, one has to look for

Indiana, Michigan, Arizona

and Kansas.

Picking a winner only be-

comes impossible with all of

those names crowding the last

four positions. However to

continue on the seemingly

easy path Indiana has to stand

out for several reasons.

Bob Knight and Calbert

Cheaney are two names that

must give a confident feeling

to any bookie. Michigan has

the "fab five" with the fire

from last year's loss and one

more year of experience, but

the mad defense, 3 point arse-

nal and infamous coach give

Indiana my vote. Only SI

picking Indiana could make

this a bad bet.

By Ezra Bayles

Catalyst Staff

The Colorado College

Men 's Lacrosse team had two

games against fairly power-

ful teams this week, yet the

Tigers came away with one

win and one loss. The loss

came at the hands of the de-

fending Rocky Mountain

League champions and

perrennial powerhouse Air

Force Falcons, whereas the

win came against the loud-

mouthed Drew (no known

mascot) University from the

wonderful state of New Jer-

sey.

The Tigers travelled up to

the well-spent-tax-dollar

Academy on Saturday, only

to find that somehow our tax

dollars had only managed to

paint the lines on their side of

the field. However, the Ti-

gers did not allow the travesty

to affect their playing and in

fact lead 1 -0 at the end of one,

and were tied at 2-2 at the

half. However, the Zoomies

had a few more legs than the

Tigers and scored four goals

in a five minute span to even-

tually win 8-4. The game was

definitely highlighted by the

laser guided precision shot by

senior co-captain Chuck

Jones, whose right-handed

crank was a veritable shot of

beauty.

Wednesday, the Tigers

faced Drew University, who

perhaps may want to rethink

their future Spring Break plans

of going to Las Vegas. The

See Lacrosse Pg. 19
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Track doses the indoor season in CU
By Heather Pantley and

Chris Flood

Catalyst Staff

Last weekend the CC
men's track team went up to

CU to run in the Frank Potts

Invitational track meet. The

Division I competition meant

fast rxinners, but the CC men

were ready. After its tenth

consecutive undefeated sea-

son in their region, the team

was anxious to go up against

some real quaUty competition

.

Every year there is some

worry about the team being

lulled into overconfidence by

the pathetic Rocky Mountain

Division HI competition.

Pat Judge opened things

up by running alone from gun

to tape to win the 5000m run

after a less than ideal warm
up. Jim Macken and Sean

Cavanaugh followed not far

behind.

In the mile run Jack Hayes

sprinted off the line like the

inexperienced firstyearthathe

is. Chris Flood, steely vet-

eran that he is, followed Hayes

the entire race only to beat the

spent rabbit in the final sprint

for thirdplace andhalfadozen

Power Bars (actually there

remains some debate as to the

order of finish).

Both Kris O'Connor and

Blane Olson ran impressive

800m dashes, and Mark Sweet
ran his mile much faster than

either Hayes or Flood but re-

ceived noPowerBars because

he was silly enough to run in

the fast heat (silly Mark - go

for the prizes).

Others ran well, includ-

ing Ryland North in the mile

PhoLo b\ Chrii Flood

CC track stars run even with Division I powerhouses

such as Colorado. Track begins outdoors in late March.

and Beckley Davis in the 200,

55, and 4x400m dashes. This

was in fact more than Davis, a

pole vaulter, had ever run in

one day before— needless to

say he was a bit tired.

There was one casualty

though. Jeff Bogardes pulled

Seven women competed

in the day's events. The day

started out with Celina

Santana's 3rd place finish in

the 55m race with a time of

8.39 seconds. In the indi-

vidual 3000m race, Sara Fry

placed 3rd with a strong time

his hamstring in the 200m of ll;10,andJenEldridgeset

dash, but he is working with a personal best in this same

was that this meet was a"good

end to the indoor season," and

now the team is ready "to get

up and train for the outdoor

season," which begins on Sat.,

March 27 in Colby, Kansas.

Good luckoverSpringBreak,

ladies!!

If you are interested in

competing in track and field

give Coach Mary Harrington

a call at ext. 648 1 . No expe-

rience is necessary, just a de-

sire to run and have fun. The

team is also looking for a track

manager. If youdon'twantto

run and train, but want to be a

part of the track program, this

isyourchance. Givethecoach

a call and she will tell you

how to be a great manager.

The outdoor season will

not only bring the runners but

some very exciting field

events. In these events CC
delivers some powerful tal-

ent.

The talent ranges from the

incredible hulk Mike Drum to

the flying Texan Beckley

Davis. Both hope to improve

upon their performances last

year and get more prizes (like

the jackets and watches) yeh!

So road trip with the team

and see them in action for

yourself!

Richard Quincy in the train-

ingroom and hopes to be able

to run some time in 1997.

This past Saturady morn-

ing at 6:00 a.m., the women's
track team al so headed for the

Pott's Invitational at CU. The
team ran some great races and

set some new indoor school

records.

race with a time of 12:40.

In the shotput, Cassie

Roberts threw a 33' 7" in her

first competition of the year.

The 4x4()0 team, made up of

Jen Crute, Jen Cervoski,

Kamla Gardner and Celina

Santana, setyet another school

record of 4:52.

Coach Harrington ' s comment

Quiz Answers:

6 teams that have no "s" at

the end of their name:

Tampa Bay Lightning
Boston Red Sox
Chicago White Sox
Miami Heat
Utah Jazz
Orlando Magic

AIRFARE ALERT!

DON'T BE LEFT BEHIND!!!
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IM playoffs

By Sheryle Tamagini
Catalyst Staff

March 4, C league

hockey had two final games
to decide who would go on

to the playoffs. First, Team
Zamboni played against the

Manly Men. While the skat-

ing was not the best in the

league there was great pass-

ing.

In the first period the

score was tied 2-2, but the

Manly Men rallied and

scored two more goals, pull-

ing ahead ofTeam Zamboni
4-3. The game ended 5-5

though, with no overtime.

The second C league

game that night was be-

tween Kappa Sigma and

DooDoo Brown. DooDoo
Brown hadsuperiorskating

and stick handling abilities.

The final score of the game

was 4-1, Doo Doo Brown

will go on to the playoffs.

The McGregorMen and

the Phi Delta Thetas had

their Rec league playoff

gameonMiirch 10. During

the first period, McGregor
out played the Phi Delts

scoring the first goal of the

game. The Phi IJelts came

back, especially after

McGregor' s best player got

thrown out of the game for

being too good for Rec. The

Phi Delts evened the score

in the second and no goals

were scored in the third de-

spite the diving, sliding,

trickling shot made by Ken

Whiteman which stopped

less than a blade's width

from going in.

The game went to over-

time, but the Phi Delts

scored the winning goal

three minutes into the first

OT period. The final score

was 2-1 Phi Delts, and

they're now in the semi-

finals.

Intramural raquetball

saw Brian Counts, a senior,

and Paul Jones, the Director

of Residential Life, play the

final game of singles rac-

quetball last week. They

played three sets, which of

Counts won two.

Both players were very

glad that it was finally over

and excited to get out of El

Pomar, but they did com-

ment on their game before

they left. Counts pointed

out, "He gave me at least

halfofmy points on misses."

Jones agreed and added,

"That's true. We had a lot

of long rallies. ..We kept

switching off between
power games and finesse

games." Congratulations

from l.M. to both players.
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Tigers send Drew packing, drop one to AFA Tiger hockey not short on abiltiy

Ted Nussbaum brushes aside

key player for the Tigers' last

From LacrossePg. 17

game started out in typical

CC fashion, in which the Ti-

gers felt somewhat sorry for

Drew, as they do go to school

in New Jersey and spotted the

Green a 3-0 lead. The last of

the three goals exuded a

scream of joy from the

shrimpy attackman "It's so

easy!!"'

Photo by Chris Flood

the defense as he leads the CC attack. Nussbaum was a

week's win over Drew University on Wednesday.

5-2 and that was the end of served the win.

However, the half ended

Drew's joy. The Tigers of-

fense, led by co-captain Will

King, Junior Ted Nussbaum
and SophmoreMax Caulkins,

sparked the comeback. King

was perfect on six shots from

the field, whereas Nussbaum
assisted on six CC. goals.

CC. led 9-6, yet still allowed

Drew to get back into the

game at 9-8. Yet some in-

spired defensive plays pre-

The secret to the Drew
game may have been the Ti-

ger's ability to shoot the ball

very far, even though they

were not too accurate. Also,

assistant coaches Sam Jack-

son and Fry Carr have put the

Tigers on a strict diet of milk,

which they all like very much.

The Tigers want to thank

all the fans for their support

this week and in the future.

By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Spons Editor

The Tigers have not had

therecord they had hoped for,

and there has been plenty of

negative press about the rest

of CC hockey, yet all this

time several players have had

a positive season.

Jay McNeil and Chad
Remackel (two of CC's first

yearplayers) have made their

mark among the WCHA
Scoring Leaders. In a school

known for its defense, these

forwards made headlines

around the league.

Jay McNeil making the

top twenty and also the lead-

ing rookie scorer. Jay McNeil

finished the regular season

with 37 points. Chad
Remackel finished just one

point shy of 30. Collin

Schmidt was another fast

moving freshman until a back

Brad Beutow moves on to coaching position in the NHL
From Beutow on Pg. 17

about the team's academic

performance in comparison to

the rest of the league.

For the five years that

Buetow coached the Tigers,

they led the WCHA with the

most players on the All-Aca-

demic team. A total of 38

players received the accolade

overthefive yearperiod which

is a league high. Every player

under Buetow that stayed at

CC for the entire four years

has graduated. Buetow took

great pride in the team's aca-

demic performance as well as

the team's performance on

the ice.

Buetow is heading to

Pittsburgh to become an as-

sistantwiththePenguins. "I'll

miss Colorado Springs," said

Buetow,"We might live here

in the off season." Best of

luck to you Brad!!

THE CONDOS
LUXURY LIVING

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
CONDOS. ABSOLUTE

DEADLINE: MARCH 31, 1993

FREE MICROWAVE or T.V. If Lease is Signed by MARCH 24th

The Condos Contain:

•All new appliances •Washers/Dryers •Disposals
•2 Story cathedral ceiling •Fireplaces •Skylights

•Dishwashers •Decks •Alarm Systems

injury slowed him down.

The verterans also put

forth strong performances. RJ

Enga and Jodi Jaraczewski

broke the 30 point barrier.

Chris Hynnes in his final sea-

son finished with 25 points;

he is on his way to the I^IHL

via Quebec.

The headlines may have

been filled with disapointing

captions, but there were many
bright spots.

With the strong first year

performances and returning

leaders, 1 believe the Tigers

should finish this season and

and take the positive points

from this year into the 1993-

94 season. For now it is off to

Wisconsin and one more test

for the Tigers. With this ex-

pected to be the last series of

the year, maybe the Tigers

can leave the press behind and

play. Good luck to Brad and

the rest of the Tigers.

Next generation of entertainment

By Sergei Federov

Catalyst Siail

No matter what the sea-

son, no matter what the

weather, perhaps the most

gruelinggameshappenmside.

For college students it is usu-

ally on a 19- inch TV in a

crowdedroom. Intense games

have been witnessed in the

hockey wings and fraternity

house. Don't think that these

are the only ones; there are

closet SEGA junkies.

EASN hockey and John

Madden Football are the real

challenges. The small feather-

weight can be seen pummling

the meat head next to him.

The kid from New York who

has never skated can wheel

and deal like he is actually

Steve Yzerman.

There are other games, but

the sports games (with their

realistic plays, stats and gen-

eral play) are a way to "play"

the real game.

It is a lot better than being

smashed by somebody who is

not nearly as formitable as

Mike Singletary or being

dangled by a C leaguer with

bent ankles.

Conversley it feels aw-

fully nice to have Madden say

"Ooh what a hit, he'll feel that

one tomorrow morning," I

find it most pleasing to dink

one by Belfour.

For those who think there

is no skill involved just sit

down with a veteran and learn

the meaning of humility.

While the game gives you the

potential of the best players,

you must actualize it through

the controller.

SEGA has been known to

so greatly affect individuals

that they spend theirevenings

playing, break into others

rooms at odd hours, and even

challenge people three times

their size.

So before everybody

looks outside to play volley-

ball take time to put yourself

to the SEGA challenge.

To look

goodfor

Spring Y EARS
Break

A H G A D

HAIR DESIGN

Look

ahead

to Years

Ahead

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING - $25

20% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS
20% OFF ALL PERMS

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N. Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552
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Language Houses

Students interested in living

in either the Russian or Ger-

man House are urged to file

an apphcation with the De-

partment ofGerman and Rus-

sian, the repective language

house or Residential Life.

Applications are available in

the department ofGerman and

Russian, Armstrong Hall.

Applications for Theme
Houses for Fall

Applications for Theme
Houses for Fall housing are

now available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-

line for the proposals is Mon-

day, Mar. 15, 1993 at 5:00

p.m. in the Office ofResiden-

tial Life.

Office of REsroENTUL Life

Now has the following forms

available: Off-Campus Lot-

tery Applicaitons, Group Liv-

ing Applications, Senior Off-

Campus Forms and San

Rafael Apartment Applica-

tions.

SEXUALIXy

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-
fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

A Taste of Diversity

The Residence Hall Associa-

tion presents "A Taste of Di-

versity" on April 2 from 1 :00-

5:00 p.m. in Womer Quad.

Food, fun, music and dancing

in celebration of our

community's diversity. Any
questions? Call the RHA of-

fice at ext. 6833.

Skating on Thin Ice?

A skating exhibition featur-

ing local skaters including

John Stine— 1990 Junior

Nat'l Silver MedaUst. Watch

him demonstrate his skill and

hear him share what motivates

him from a spiritual perspec-

tive. Sat. March 13, 7:00-

9:00p.m. atHonnen Ice Rink.

Any questions? Call Calli at

ext. 7563. Sponsored by

HCCM and Campus Crusade.

Summer Session Catalog
Be sure to pick up your 1993

Summer Session Catalog at

the Worner Desk today.

Choose fromclasses in Politi-

cal Science, History, Chem-

istry, Biology, English, Cre-

ative Writing, Theatre, Film-

making, American Studies

—

and much more!

Attention Summer Starts

The CC Cabin is reserved for

April 17 ,X 1 8. If you are a

summer start from 1992 and

would like to go to the CC
Cabin, sign up atWomerDesk
before the end of the block.

Attention Men!

Come to the newMen 'sGroup

that will be meeting Monday
nights from 7:00-9:00 p.m.

starting Monday March 29, in

the Hamlin House. If you are

interested or have any ques-

tions about this new group

please call Dave at ext. 7783.

Trivia Bowl
March 11, 12, 13. Teamsof4

at $4 per team. Sign-up in

Womer Center. Any ques-

tions contact Heather

McQuire at ext. 7738. Spon-

sored by Blue Key.

CCCA Wants You
CCCA seeking applicants to

fill a recently vacated Mem-
ber-at-Large position. This is

a great opportunity to have an

active voice in the policies of

CC. Pick up an application at

Womer Desk. Deadline for

applications is Monday,
March 15 at 2:00 p.m.

Employment

KRCC's Training Classes

2 volunteer positions avail-

able. Must be around town

for summer and fall. 2 hours

and 4 consecutive Saturdays.

Starts March 27. Pick up ap-

plications at KRCC, 912 N.

Weber. Any questions? Call

Rich Lafgrin at 473-4801.

Thanks Seniors
For your contributions to the Senior Class Campaign

Donors as of March 11, 1993
Miriam Amdur

Kristen Anderson
Kurt Anderson
Kara Ayers

Paul Badalich

Elke Barnes
Paul Beardsley

Stacy Black

Adriana Blake
Jason Bogardus
Penny Brandt

Perry Brown
Phil Brown

Lesie Brunner
Erin Burkett

Chrissi Bumap
John Calhoon

Gretchen Corbin
Jeff Curry
Anne Dean

Kari de Costa
Brian Dennis

Diana DiStefano
Michael Drennan

Alex Durst

Kritina Dziedzic

Michael Eastman
Amy Edwards
Jason Friedt

Benjamin Fryer

Christian Funk
Charlotte Gaither

Gina Gianarelli

Matt Gregory
Aime Had

Sarah Hadley
Todd Holmes
Jushua Holo
Chris Hynnes

Scott Ingvoldstad

Charles Jones

Vanessa Jones

Stephanie Judd
K. Mechelle Keeton

Charles Brian Kellogg
Will King

Lisa Knowles
Leigh Lambert
Chris Lepisto

Aaron Lloyd
Andrew Lotrich

Tracey Lowe
Alistar Lucks

Jason Manesovitz

Ned McCall
Carlolyn McCarthy

Lisa McGee
Sean McLaughlin
Joseph Morse
Mark MuUally
Julia Munsch

Brian Ormiston
Larissa Penz
Mark Peterson

Peter Petitt

Sara Phillips

Alexandra Prime

Alicia Pulsifer

Julie Rappaport

Shawn Reddington

Liza Reeder

Jamie Roehm

Gareth Saxe

Jennifer Shorr

Jennifer Schreck

Jamie Schwellenbach

Laura Shoaf

Heather Stoebner

Gia Sullivan

Philip Tschersich

Julie Urquhart

Kristin Van Loon

Jeremy Vanatta

Alicia Vogel

Kathleen Vorpahl

David Walter

James Washbum
Christopher Weldon

Michael West

George Williams

Robert K. Wilson

Adan Yonkers

Student Telemarketers

Needed for annual fund gifts.

Great pay, bonuses, hours.

You mu St have a referral from

Financial Aid. Call Nancy

Kent at ext. 6691.

Misc. J

Travel

Semester in Luneburg

Students interested in partici-

pating in the German semes-

ter in Luneburg in the spring

of 1994 are encouraged to file

an application with the Ger-

man Depanment no later than

thebeginningofblock7. Pre-

requisites are GR202 and

COD. Call Prof. Wishard for

more information.

Costa Rica

ACM Costa Rica: Applica-

tion deadline is March 15 for

fall 1993 or early decision,

spring 1994. See Paul

Ketsche, ext. 6539 for fall,

Barbara Wintemitz,ext. 6605,

for spring.

Information Session

Syracuse University Study

Abroad Programs will be in

Womer Lobby from 1 1 :30-

1:30 p.m. on March 16. Be
sure to find out about the

many Study AbroadPrograms

available from Syracuse!

Eastern Europe
Exciting on location summer
course: Transistion in East-

em Europe. Leam about the

changes taking place on loca-

tion in Germany, the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Po-

land during an early summer
session course. For more in-

formation, contact Libby
Rittenberg, Palmer 102, ext.

6410.

GRE Preparation

Preparing for the GRE will

offered on Mondays, March

13throughApril 12,from6:00

p.m. to 9:00 p.m. at Sabin Jr.

High School. Pre-registia-

tion is required. For more

information contact Meg;

Self, at 593-3364.

Ski Rack
Thule Ski Rack: a universal,

gutterless rack. Holds 8-10

pairs of skis or 4 snowboards

Only $55. Call today: 632-

1021.

For Sale
Fisher Mnt. Tam Mountain

Bike. 16" Frame, limited ad-

dition rock shocks, Shimano

components, STP pedal

much more. Call Dorothy at

684-9294.

Photo Contest
"Capture the Nike Spirit

photo contest. The winner of

the month will receive

cash and will be eligible for

the grand prize award of

$1,000. For more informa-

tion, contact Jacki Hampton

at 310-551-1381.

Personal

Wanted
Anyone going to Jackson Hole

for Spring Break. I can offer

$, time, driving and navigat-

ing expertise. I need: inter-

ested party(s) with a car

Please call Jay soon at 473-

1022.

Hey CC!
Submit some Personals! It's

free, and you don't even have

to think—much.

Are you lonely?

Do you need things?

How could you tell someone?

Get off your tush

and turn in personals

to the Catalyst.

Free of charge.
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Uext year's fees will break the $20,000 barrier

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalsyt News Editor

The Board ofTrastees ap-

proved the $53 million 1993-

1994 CC budget in its March

13 meeting. The budget

specifies a 7.2% increase in

tuition and fees (including

room, board and telephone

charges) to $20,038. Tuition

alone will cost $15,942 in

1993-94.

The budget also gives an

additional 7.6% to financial

aid. CC will retain its need-

blind admissions policy.

Need-blind admissions

means that a student's finan-

cial situation and ability to

pay tuition are not consid-

ered in the admissions pro-

cess.

CC's need-blind policy

makes exceptions for late ap-

83.'84 W-'SS '85-'86 '86-'87 '87-'88

Source: College Board Annual Survey

This graph reflects tuition increases over the last 11 years,

plications by transfer students

if the coming school year's

financial aid allowance is ex-

hausted. In these cases, stu-

dents' financial need is con-

sidered in the admission pro-

cess.

According to Vice-Presi-

dent for Student Life Laurel

McLeod, the faculty salary

pool was increased by 5.8%.

Funds available for adminis-

trative and staff salaries will

increase by 4.8%.

91-'92 Vl-Vi '93-'94

Graph by Pete Mulvihill

in thousands of dollars.

Senior status was granted

to four professors at the board

meeting, which requires the

college to hire a replacement

professorwhile the senior sta-

tus professor is still on the

payroll.

Student wages will also

increase from $4.25 to $4,75,

according to Vice-President

McLeod.
Salary and wageincreases

and the need to hire additional

faculty to replace those still

on payroll account for a por-

tion of the tuition increase,

said McLeod.
Tuition pays for 70% of

the cost of a CC education,

and tuition for 1993-94 has to

make up for "significant re-

ductions in. . .interest earn-

ings and annual fund dollars,"

according to Acting President

Michael Grace.

Grace wrote in a March

29 memo that the cost of aCC
education for 1993-'94

"achieves a balance between

our commitment to maintain

our academic excellence and

our desire to keep CC afford-

able."

Trustees uphold non-

discrimination policy

One member supports Amend. 2

By Justin Blum
Cara/yir Staff Writer

Despite a show of support for Amendment 2 by a CC
trustee, the college's governing body voted last block to

reaffirm CC's pledge not to discriminate based on sexual

orientation.

The vote to reaffirm the college's non-discrimination

policy— which includes sexual orientation — came in a

closed door quarteriy trustee meeting on March 13. The

non-discrimination policy was originally adopted Nov. 14,

1987.

The trustees' action was taken in response to student

requests, said Laurel McLeod, Vice President for Student

Life. DanLinkofCC'sBisexual, Gay andLesbian Alliance

asked several board members to reaffirm the policy in the

wake of Amendment 2.

But the reaffirmation was approved by the board with-

out discussion of Amendment 2, the statewide constitu-

tional amendment which bans laws prohibiting discrimina-

tion against homosexuals based on their sexual orientation.

The trustees' action was announced by McLeod during

Wednesday Colorado College Campus Association Meet-

ng.

See Trustees on Pg. 4

CC names two new trustees

Anti-Discrimination Policy

Colorado College does not discriminate on the

basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age,

religion, disability or sexual orientation in its

educational programs and activities or employ-

ment practices. Any person found to liave vio-

lated this anti-discrimination poHcy will be sub-

ject to appropriate disciplinary action.

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

Colorado College ' s Board

ofTrustees has twonew mem-

bers who will help decide the

future of CC.

Edward Glassmeyer will

serve as a Charter Trustee for

a six-year renewable term.

Ron Rubin will serve as

president of the National

Alumni Association for two

years, and will serve as past-

president for two years fol-

lowing his presidential term.

Glassmeyer was sworn in

at the March 13 board meet-

ing. He is the co-founder and

president of Oak Investment

Partners of Westport, Con-

necticut, an investment man-

agement corporation.

Three of Glassmeyer'

s

children have attended CC.

His other ties to CC include

serving as co-chair of the

Parent's Council and as ex-

officio member of the Devel-

opment Leadership Commit-

tee.

Glassmeyer graduated

from Princeton University.

Ron Rubin is an invest-

ment specialist with the Colo-

rado Springs office of Clay

Sorrick Associates.

Rubin has maintained a

connection toCC since gradu-

ating in 1973. As an under-

graduate at CC, Rubin was a

religion major.

He has hosted local stu-

dents in his home, served as

chair of the Springs alumni

club and held positionson the

National Alumni Council.

These new trustees, along

with incoming President

Ka thrynMohrman and the rest

of the board, will play key

roles in implimenting any

results of the Strategic Plan-

ning Process.

Inside

Phoros counesy of College Relations

The two new members of the Board of Trustees are pictured

above. They are: Ed Glassmeyer (left) and Ron Rubins.
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Hockey team at a crossroads as Buetow resigns

College officials to search for new head coach. Division I status in the balance

By Justin Blum

Catalyst Staff

With the future of Divi-

sion I hoclcey in question, Brad

Buetow ended his embattled

fifth season as CC's hoclcey

coach by cleaning out his of-

fice after the team's second

round play-off defeat.

"He left the Monday after

the final hockey game," said

Athletic Director Max Tay-

lor, clearly relieved. The last

game was a March 13 10-3

loss to Wisconsin.

Buetow's departure

—

described by administrators

as aforced resignation— ends

one of the most problem-

plagued seasons in the history

of CC's hockey program.

Buetow was forced to

leave after repeated violations

of National Collegiate Ath-

letic Association rules.

He was suspended for 60

days and placed on probation

in September for diverting at

least $700 in college funds to

a volunteer coach. College

officials told the Catalyst a

second diversion offunds oc-

curred but refused to provide

details.

In Feburary, after an ex-

haustive 12-dayinvestigation,

college officials determined

Buetow violated NCAA re-

cruiting rules by flying a

hockey recmit to campus and

allowing the student to prac-

tice with the team.

"The guyjust lacksjudge-
ment," said a frustrated

Michael Grace, CC's acting

president, following the Feb-

ruary investigation.

Grace and Taylor decided
to allow Buetow to complete

the hockey season before leav-

ing—a decision for which
both received sharp criticism

from some faculty members.
Buetow's departure does

not close this troubled chap-

ter in Division I hockey ' s his-

tory. The NCAA could im-

pose penalties against the team

as punishment for Buetow's

actions. Taylor said he ex-

pected an NCAA decision

"any day now."

NCAA sanctions were not

imposed following Buetow's

first rule violations.

Taylor remains hopeful

that penalties will not be im-

posed for the second set of

violations because Buetow

has left the college.

If the NCAA decides the

college should be penalized,

the NCAA has the ability to

suspend the hockey team's

play and resttict hockey schol-

arships and recruiting efforts

— actions that would likely

cripple the program. CC pro-

vides about 20 scholarships

for Division I hockey players.

While some hockey foes

view the Buetow rule break-

ing as another weapon in their

battle to abandon Division I,

advocates maintain the affair

will have litde impact on the

future of the program.

"As far as I'm concerned,

this doesn't— and shouldn't

—influence the program,"

said history professor Susan

Ashley in a recent interview.

"The most vociferous critics

separate personnel issues from

program issues."

Also looming on the hori-

zon is the college's strategic

planning report, which con-

tains arguments to lower

hockey to aDivision III sport.

During a recent campus

appearance, CC's incoming

president, Kathryn Mohrman,

said no decision about

whether to keep Division 1

sports has been made.

The faculty — who sev-

eral years ago voted to aban-

don Division I— met behind

closed doors last block to dis-

cuss the athletic strategic plan-

ning report.

One of the issues likely

discussed was a section of the

report detailing for the first

time in recent CC history an

admissions office policy of

lower academic standards for

hockey players.

The faculty were rebuffed

by the college's Board of

Trustees in their last attempt

to abandon Division I.

It is unclear if most trust-

ees still back Division 1 or

whether the combination of

the program's recent prob-

lems and the addition of new
trustees has tempered their

coUective-support.

It is against this uncertain

backdrop—that college offi-

cials plan to begin actively

searching for a new head

hockey coach.

"There is the possibility

that the college could elimi-

nate Division I sports," said

Taylor. "Anyone we bring in

here [to coach hockey] will

be made aware of that."

Nkiwane criticizes U.N. actions in lecture

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

Dr. Solomon M. Nkiwane
addressed the role of the

United Nations in the New
World Order in a lecture

which tookplaceMon., March
29 in Gaylord Hall.

Nkiwane is a native Zim-
babwean who received his

early education in Southern

Rhodesia and South Africa.

He pursued higher education

in the United States, Uganda
and Canada.

In 1982 Nkiwane returned

to Zimbabwe to lecture on

international relations.

Nkiwane is an active

member of global organiza-

tions including the London-
based International Institute

for Strategic Studies and the

International Peace Research

Association.

Nkiwane is a CC alum-

nus. Presently he is teaching

a course on the United Na-
tions.

In his lecture, Nkiwane
stressed that conflict remains

a part of the world scene de-

spite the end of the Cold War.

He cited the rise ofnew ethnic

conflicts and the fragmenta-

tion of states as evidence of

this.

"The United Nations is

part of a huge international

system," he stated. He sug-

gested that as the international

system changes, so will the

system's parts. One of these

pans is the United Nations.

Nkiwane also cited fail-

ures of the U.N. during the

Cold War era. He said the

U.N. seemed "helpless" be-

cause it"couldn'tpreventthe

Cold War". Also, U.N. in-

volvement in peace depended
on state consent. The U.N.

becomes "stalemated because

both parties must agree," he

added.

Nkiwane also criticized

the General Assembly's role

during the Cold War. He
stated that although much was
said and discussed, little ac-

tion resulted.

Nkiwane criticized the

U.N. Security Council for

using its veto power for po-

litical rather than "construe-
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season
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502 West Colorado Ave
Phone 520-9907

tive" reasons. He added that

the U.N. was hindered by the

politics of the Security Coun-

cil.

Nkiwane also cited sev-

eral examples of U.N.
successes.including de-colo-

nization and self-determina-

tion among states. "The
United Nations brought inde-

pendence tomany countries,"

he said.

Mr. Nkiwane used an ex-

ample from African history to

illustrate his point. In 1945,

he said, only four countries in

Africa were independent. As
the U.N. grew, so did African

state independence rates. In

1960, 31 states had gained

independence. Currently, al-

most 50 years later, there are

52 independent African states.

He also acknowledged that

the U.N. did protect the sov-

ereignty of smaller states dur-

ing the Cold War

.

Nkiwane finished with an

asssessment of the U.N.
Nkiwane said, "Trends show
that tiie U.N. will have a mean-
ingful role in the future." He
gave examples of current in-

tervention trends beginning

with the 1990 Nambian U,N.

involvement which led to in-

dependence. Next, he cited

the present U.N. involvement

in Cambodia. Lastiy, he men-

tioned the U.N. involvement

in the recent Angolan elec-

tions as evidence of the in-

creasing positive role of the

U.N.

He stressed that the U.N.

must be financially supported

by all of the world powers.

Even though 25% of the U.N.

budget is paid for by the

United States, the U.S. still

owes half of the money it

pledged for past U.N. sup-

port.

Nkiwane concluded by

stating, "The ultimate test for

the U.N. is its degree of in-

volvement in the success of

the alleviation of world-wide

suffering."
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3 CC students win Watson grants

Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

The Watson Foundation

recently awarded three

$15,000 fellowships to CC
seniors Jennifer McLean,

Julissa Portales and Matthew

Tilker. The fellowships fund

one year of research outside

tlie United States on a

grantee's chosen topic.

JenniferMclxan ' s project

is entitled "Policies and Re-

alities: Single-Parent Female

Headed Families in France."

McLean plans to look at fam-

ily policy issues for single

mothers.

She hopes to live with

single parent families in all

regions of France to see how

state initiatives affect their

economic and social condi-

tions.

Mclean will also study

demographic trends charac-

teristic ofEuropean countries

and America.

Julissa Portales's topic is

entitled "Serving and Liber-

ating; The Church in Soci-

ety." Portales will live in

Central America and study

two Catholic missionary

groups.

One of the groups follows
traditional Catholic theology,

and the other practices libera-

tion theology. Liberation

theologians help people gain

control of their own lives

through social and political

activism. Portales will be

comparing the twogroups and

asking individual missionar-

ies about their roles.

Matthew Tilker will be

researching alternative treat-

ment clinics in Europe.

Tilker's project is entitled

"Third Opinion: Alternative

CancerTherapies in England,

France, Germany, and Swit-

zerland."

Some of the clinics Tilker

will be visiting use diet,

detoxification, vitamin and

herb treatments, which are

called holistic techniques.

Other alternative clinics

use art, speech and movement

therapies, in addition to coun-

seling.

Tilker will be examining

the various alternative treat-

ments offered in Europe and

then working with people who
have undergone treatment.

By working with these cancer

patients, he hopes to learn how

they were re-integrated into

society after undergoing the

lifestyle changes mandated by

the treatment.

PIRGs offer non-profit careers

Nat. Student News Service

Non-profit careers in en-

vironmental and social activ-

ism are receiving more atten-

tion than ever from today's

college graduates who in-

creasingly seekjobexperience

which reflects their growing

social awareness.

"Particularly for someone

coming right out of college,

[activism] is a great opponu-

nity to not only have a real

impact on issues that we care

about but also to gain valu-

able work experience," said

Cathie Currie, recruitment

director for the Fund for Pub-

lic Interest Research. The

fund oversees the far flung

national network of Public

Interest Research Groups

(PIRGs).

"PIRG is one of the most

effective organizations in

terms ofestablishing new laws

and strengthening existing

laws which protect the envi-

ronment and consumers,"

Currie said.

Currie continued, "Espe-

cially for someone coming

right out of college, we are

one of the strongest organiza-

tions for training and provid-

ing new people with the types

of skills needed to be effec-

tive in social change work as

a long-term career."

Founded by students in

1971, the non-profit PIRG

network has based its success

on the vitality, energy and

commitmentofyoungpeople.

PIRG focuses on issues

ranging from a national bottle

recycling bi 11 to consumer pro-

tection laws. PIRG staffers

are trained in a variety of po-

sitions, including citizen out-

reach directors, campus orga-

nizers, environmental cam-

paign coordinators, political

writers and graphic design-

ers.

"When I talk tomy friends

PIRG staffers are trained

in a variety of positions,

including citizen outreach

directors, on-campus

organizers,environmental

campaign coordinators,

political writers and

graphic designers.

now from school who entered

the mainstream business

world, they're not at all ful-

filled or sure what they really

want to do," said 23-year-old

Amanda Dates, canvass di-

rector for PIRG's Boston of-

fice.

"I'm very sure this is what

I want to do for the long haul.

Doing grassroots organizing,

working on political cam-

paigns, working on social

change and actually seeing

that change happen is a really

empowering experience,"

said Dates.

Students seeking more

information on the PIRGs

should contact Currie at the

Fund For Public Interest Re-

search, 29 Temple Place, Bos-

ton MA 02111, (617) 292-

4805.

Otherresources for a non-

profit career search include

The Clearinghouse Review,

407 S. Dearborn, Suite 400,

Chicago, DL 60605,(312)939-

i&30;OpportunityNOCs, 944

Market St., Suite 700, San

Francisco, CA 94102,

(415)362-9735; and Public

Interest Employment Report,

200 McAllister St., San Fran-

cisco, CA 94102-4978,

(415)565-4695.

* -rn ai'
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Security Beat
•March 12 1:45 p.m.

A male was reported to have been in awoman ' s restroom

while a CC female student was showering.

• March 14 1:15 a.m.

CC student broke a window in Bemis Hall to gain

entrance to the building.

•March 14 1:05 a.m.

Student entered Rastall through the exit after Rastall had

closed. The student may need to go through campus

judicial proceedings.

•March 15 8:25 p.m.

Student reponed a bicycle stolen from her off-campus

porch. The bike, valued at $383, had been unlocked.

•March 15 12:45 p.m.

Student reported a license plate stolen off their car in the

Bemis parking lot.

• March 20 4:00 p.m.

Five CC male lacrosse players reported that someone had

entered the locker room on the previous day and stolen

various items from them. The items ranged in value from

$20 - $100.

•March 23 11:25p.m.

Three young males were seen taking bicycles from the

Loomis bikerack. Security responded, chased the theives.

retrieved the bikes but the thieves got away.

• March 26 5:45 p.m.

A male non-student was roaming through Slocuin. CC
Security was notified and they responded. The non-

student had no reason to be on campus and security had

him leave.

•March 27 1:30 a.m.

CC Security spotted two high school aged males looking

at bicycles near Mathias Hall. CC Security stopped them,

found the males had no tools for stealing bikes and issued

them a trespassing warning.

• March 29 8:00 a.m.

Two VCRs were reported missing from the chUd care

center on campus. VCRs were valued at $190 each. CC

Security is still investigating.

• March 29 9:05 p.m.

An electric piano was stolen from a room in Armstrong.

•March 30 7:00 p.m.

A janitor found a video camera under a bush near

Armstrong parking lot. He turned the camera in to

security.

Colorado College encourages students to report

all criminal incidents by callingcollege security

at ext. 6707 (open 24 hours).
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Native American Symposium slated for April 5-10

College Relations

"We, as native peoples,

must take our destinies, our

lives, and our futures into our

own hands and shape it for

the generations tocome in the

next 500 years and beyond.

There are still infinite lessons

to be learned fix>m the past to

help shape this future."

-N.A.S.A.

The third annual Native

American Heritage Sympo-

sium, presented by the Na-

tive American Student Asso-

ciation (N.A.S.A.) of the

Colorado College, will be

held the week of April 5.

This year's symposium,

"The Future of Indian

America," will address such

issues as the future of Ameri-

can Indians in higher educa-

tion, technology, literature,

politics and economics.

The symposium will

move beyond the 500th anni-

versary of the arrival of Co-

lumbustoconsiderhow "Old-

Way knowledge" can be ap-

plied to today and tomorrow,

and to ask "can Indian na-

tions once again be truly and

completely independent in

America?"

A variety of fi-ee public

events, featuring guest speak-

ers, music and art, is slated

from April 5-10 at the Colo-

rado College. The week's

activities are jointly spon-

sored by N.A.S.A., Colorado

CoUege, the Leisure Program
and the Office of Minority

Programs.

Forfurther information on

the symposium events, call

Felix A. Sanchez-Edsitty at

ext. 6647.

The following is a schedule of public events:

Mon, April 5

6:00 a.m.— Blessing Ceremony (Womer Quad)— John

Emhoolah, Kiowa

7:00 p.m.— Guest Speaker (Gaylord Room in Womer
Center)—Dwight Goumeau, Turtle Mountain Chippewa,

Deputy Director, American Indian Science and Engineer-

ing Society

Tiies, April 6

1 :00 p.m. - Film and Discussion -

Incident at Oglala

WES Room

7:00 p.m. - Storytelling - Gaylord Hall

Wed, April 7

Noon— Drum Presentation (Perkins Lounge)

Heart Beats

-Earth's

7:00 p.m. — Guest Speaker (Gaylord Room) — Rick

Williams, Lakota Director, University Learning Center,

CU-BouIder

Thurs, April 8

1 :00 p.m. - Film and discussion -

Thunderheart

WES Room

8:00 p.m. - Speaker - Gaylord Hall - Cauhilla Red Elk,

Cauhilla Mission/Lakota

Director, Colorado Springs American Indian Life Center

Fri, April 9

Noon— American Indian Art (Perkins Lounge)

8:00 p.m. — Keynote Address (Packard Hall) Ward
Churchill, Creek/Cherokee/Metis- Co-Director, Ameri-
can Indian movement (AIM) Colorado, author, professor,

CU-Boulder

Sat, April 10

1:00 p.m. — Men's Lacrosse competition (Washburn
Field)— Colorado College vs. Brigham Young Univer-

sity

8:00 p.m. - Modem Pow-Wow -

wtih DJ, beer and food

Gaylor Hall - Dance
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Reality Beat

will reappear in

the next issue

of the Catalsyt.
Reports should be made to

Taa Dixon at ext. 7519.

Native American students invite the CC community to

participate in the Heritage Symposium, on April 5-10.

Trustee Susemihl: Amendment

2 "is a very legitimate thing..."

From Trustees Pg. 1

McLeod said the tmstee

vote was unanimous, but she

was unsure how many trust-

ees were present.

The board's support for

the non-discrimination policy

came despite a heated discus-

sion of Amendment 2 during

the Student Life Committee
meeting of the board one day

before the vote.

In response to denuncia-

tions of Amendment 2 by
CCCA President John
Langhus and other student

government members, trustee

Pete Susemihl, a Colorado

Springs attorney, said the

amendment is legitimate.

"I didn't see it as an issue

of hate," Susemihl said. "I

saw it ... as a real legitimate

and constitutional issue:

whether or not to extend con-

stitutional status to a lifestyle.

I have heard gay people in

this community support
Amendment 2 ... saying it

[constitutional protection]

should not apply to sexual

orientation.

"The fact of the matter is
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in this country there's a real

debate going on over family

values. This whole issue over

Amendment 2, I think, is a

very legitimate thing."

But Langhus said the

amendment is inherendy hate-

ful because it condemns gays

and lesbians.

"When you have a group

that condemns another group

in the name of God, this is

violence," he said. "It is vio-

lence against that group of

people. When laws arepassed

against a group of people ...

when the government acts in

such a manner as that, every

single time there's an increase

in hate crimes."

Despite Susemihl's com-

ments—and the fact that other

members of the board have

ties to local organizations that

oppose homosexual rights—
the reaffirmation was ap-

proved. Several trustees are

leaders of the charitable El

Pomar Foundation which

granted the evangelical orga-

nization Focus on the Family

about $4 million in 1990 to

move to Colorado Springs.

"For them to reaffirm the

policy is the final step to say

the college will not discrimi-

nate against people," said

Link. The faculty, adminis-

tration and student govern-

ment all recently reaffirmed

their support of the policy.

But Link said he is disap-

pointed the board did not as-

sociate its vote with Amend-
ment 2.

"Certainly the faculty and

administration linked it to

Amendment 2," he said. "So I

don ' t see why the board can't

do the same thing."
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Ground Zero hosts speaker
By Mel Berwin

Catalyst Staff

On the Tuesday before

Spring Break, Ground Zero,

the organization working to

undo Amendment 2, held a

Town Meeting in Gaylord

Hall and invited Suzanne

Pharr to speak in conjunction

with the Ground Zero Educa-

tion Committee's Monthly

Lecture Series.

Suzanne has been active

in Civil Rights activism for

years and is the author of

Homophobia - A Weapon of

Sexism. She spoke cahnly,

eloquently and determinedly

on the issue of the religious

right and its opposition.

Her message at first

seemedextremelydepressing:

the religious right supports a

"line of rigid authority," with

God (a heterosexual, white,

male God) at its center. Any-

thing interfering with this line

of authority becomes a target

of theirs. This authoritarian

Environmental Column

Xeriscape for CC
By Bryan Shuman
Catalyst Staff

Photo by Chris Flood

Ground Zero meets to discuss Amend. 2.

principle is inherently in op-

position to critical thinking

on any level; thus multi-

culturalism, which presents

many perspectives and visions

of reality; sex education,

which provides information

and alternatives in lifestyles;

scientific theoriesofcreation,

etc., which challenge strict

religious doctrines and open

policies of book selection in

libraries are all phenomena

which encourage or require

critical thinking and are all in

opposition to the fundamen-

tal principles of the religious

right. And the religious right

is effectively organizing to

promote these principles.

The religious right does

not limit their agenda to dis-

criminating against gay, les-

bian and bisexual people. For

the g/Vb community to as-

sume this is to play into the

design of the religious right.

If we inadvertently focus

See Ground Zero Pg. 8

Splash, splash.

Feet become soaked as

they wade through one of the

many pools ofwater and Ken-

tucky Bluegrass that appear

just about any-

where through-

out the Colo-

rado College

campus.

From the

spaces between

the criss-cross

of sidewalks in

front of Barnes

to the Soccer

fields along

Monument
Creek, sprin-

klers fill these

They are plants that come

from wetter climates.

Xeriscape would replace these

grasses with the species Blue

Grama, which is the domi-

nant native grass.

Also, almost 50% of the

open space on CC campus

could be con-

verted from

grasses to com-

plete xeriscapes

-including
yucca, prickly

pear and other

native plants.

This has been

done already to

a limited

amount in front

to the South-

west Studies

Center and the

Shankland snoozes in Seville

By Laura Shankland

Catalyst Staff

Maybe it was just jet lag,

but my first impressions of

Spain are the least clear. As I

stepped off the plane in

Seville, the capital city of

Andalucia, Spain's southern

region, my strongest feeling

was something to the effect of

"Toto, we're not in Kansas

anymore." Through the

course of a little homesick-

ness and culture shock and a

lot of mispronounced Span-

ish, this foreign city began to

feelmore like home andmany

of the strange faces were

friends by the time I left.

I arranged to stay in Seville

through Sweet BriarCollege'

s

JuniorYear in Spain program,

oneofmany organizations that

offer exchange programs in

Seville. Part of my immer-

sion in Spanish culture in-

cluded living with a host fam-

ily and taking classes in Spa-

nish with both Spanish and

American students at theUni-

versity of Seville.

The numerous saint days

provided plenty ofdays off to

travel andbecome acquainted

with many museums, cathe-

drals and castles as well as the

olive and orange groves that

covered the countryside of

southern Spain.

I spent the first three

weeks in Seville attendingori-

entations and adjusting to

what seemed to be a crowded

but beautiful city. As the days

passed, things became less

foreign and began to make

more sense to me. Maybe it

was just the change from

Colorado to Aandalucian

weather, but most ofmy first

observations about Seville re-

volved around the heat.

Apartments were built tall

and close together to provide

more shade; stores closed

down and people took siestas

to avoid the hottest part of the

day; children and adults alike

spent their evenings on long,

leisurely walks or in outdoor

caf& because it was much

cooler on the streets than in-

side.

As the weather cooled,

people still stayed in the streets

and the bars until nearly sun-

rise - and sometimes later.

The night life of Seville often

prompted comments on the

regional differences of Spain.

Severalpeoplepointedout

to me that the people in the

North worked much harder

but were also much more se-

rious and reserved than the

people in the South. It was a

source of regional pride that

the people of southern Spain

were much more open and

relaxed. In short, they liked

to have a good time.

One ofmy friends boasted

that Seville had the highest

concentration of bars in all of

Europe and even in the cold

(well, relatively speaking) the

bars were always full.

Whether in bars, parks or the

university, I never tired of

being in the streets watching

the people go by. I often

passed afternoons in the park

people-watching while wait-

ing for lunch-time to arrive,

my stomach still not used to

the idea that Spaniards eat

lunch at 3:00 p.m. instead of

noon.

There were times when I

See Seville Pg. 6

temporary swamps in the pro-

cessofwatering the CClawns.

Data from a draft of a

Physical Plant Department

"Information Sheet," reveals

that an average of 4,201,649

gallons of non-potable water

have been used each yearover

the past three fiscal years.

The same sheet only gave

information for the past two

fiscal years for residential

water use, but showed that an

average of 4,065,807 gallons

per year are used in that sec-

tor. The grasses drink neariy

as much as the people.

Both of these water uses

cause heavy stress on the

Monument Cieek-FoundaQon

Creek-Arkansas River water-

shed.

For this land just east of

the Front Range is the Short-

grass prairie ecosystem,

which has an average between

1 and 1 6 inches of precipita-

tion-Kentucky Bluegrass re-

quires over 30 inches. There

are, however, alternatives to

heavy water use sprinkler sys-

tems and Bluegrass lawns.

To save water-and energy

-a major route to help in this

situation would be to increase

the area of xeriscaping at CC.

This is a landscaping pro-

cess which would cover parts

of the lands, quads, and fields

with drought-tolerant native

plants.

So what exactly does

xeriscape mean for Colorado

College?

The Physical Plantreports

that the campus lawns are

seeded with 70% Kentucky

Bluegrass and 30% Perennial

Ryegrass.

Tim Linne-mann Memorial

Garden.

Xeriscaping is a step be-

yond using recycled water.

This technique would cut

back on fertilizer, a major

"run-off pollutant of CC's

watershed, and costs. In the

Fiscal year 1991/92 CC spent

$20,524 on non-potable wa-

ter, and $8,407 on residential

water.

Also, water lost to evapo-

ration during sprinkling could

be preserved and allowed to

flow further down into the

Arkansas River watershed.

Another consideration is

energy usage. There is a fair

amount of energy required to

transport nonpotable water

from storage ponds.

One Heating Plant

workerpointed out that grassy

lawns help keep buildings

cool, so less energy is used for

air conditioning.

The use of native plants

would help protect this eco-

system and its diversity. A

Sierra Club Naturalist's

Guide: The Southern Rockies

(Audrey DeLella Benedict,

Sierra Club Books, 1990)

shows thatmuch diversity and

area of the Shortgrass prairie

ecosystem has been lost to

overgrazing, irrigated agricul-

ture and urban sprawl.

Last spring. Earth Firsters,

responding to these issues,

"borrowed" some of the cam-

pus sprinkler systems. This

sparked the Physical Plant to

look into community interest

in this alternate landscaping

technique. A formal CC panel

See Xeriscape Pg. 7
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Beer Column

Simpatico refreshes despite smell of wet hay
By Brian Kellog and

Brian Dennis

Catalyst Staff

As fortune would have it,

a bronchial infection has seen

Perry on large doses of peni-

cillin and Justin is over-

whelmed with narcoleptic fits,

particularly on Monday morn-

ings. Being fellow quasi-

home-brewers, our palates

were called on to sample this

week's worldly beers.

In order to prepare our-

selves forour zymurgic world

tour, we indulged ourselves

in some ritual spirit invoca-

tion. We smeared ourselves

with malt extract and stuffed

our cheeks with hops, like

two chipmunks at harvest

time. Then we danced naked

in the light of a full moon and

sang incantations to Bacchus.

At the height of our inspira-

tion, we cracked our first

beer...

Abbey Trappist Style Ale

Brewed and bottled in

Fort Collins, this ale contains

a small amount of live yeast,

as per the brewing customs of

Belgian TrappistMonks. The
headis shon lasting and some-

what less than a pleasing or-

ange. The bouquet is fruity

and tainted by an over-abun-

dance of yeasty odor

Undismayed, we took a

swig. The initial taste is

pleasant, although a bit too

sweet and fruity, but it

quickly transforms to a flat,

unsavory one. I thought it

tasted like bananas before

they are really ripe, but Brian

said it left that certain unsat-

isfying Je tie sais quoi that

mystery fruit leaves you with.

Unfortunately, all we had

to snack upon while sam-

pling this brew were

Santitas® brand tortilla

chips. While these might go

great with Miller, we postu-

lated that this beer would be

much better ifcomplemented

by blue cheese and grape-

fruits.

If fruity and multi-level

flavor is your thing, we won 't

try to discourage you. We
cannot, however, give it a

very high rating since it just

plain didn't please us in any

way. We give it two martinis

(same as mugs).

Simpatico, premium am-
ber

This beer comes to us

from an Iowa brewery. We
were plagued by visions of

gauchos wandering aimlessly

through acres of com, and

herdsofcowsplagued by pica-

dors and matadors. But when

the vision had passed and

Brian stopped speaking in

tongues, we chalked it up to

the free trade agreement and

popped the cap.

The botde ofthis beersays

'class'. The head rose to meet

our eager lips and stayed

around for the first few min-

utes of quaffing. Thecolorof

the fluid below was a proper

amber; a bit cloudy, but truly

amber in hue. The bouquet

was a bit disappointing. It

bore an odor not dissimilar to

wet hay. Brian said it was
"distijrbing to the sense, that

sense being smell"

The taste, however, is a

pleasant conffast to the dis-

turbing smell. It is light and

fades away into a faint bitter-

ness which is quite pleasing.

While sipping this amber

ale, Brian and I were both

struck with visions of Copa

Cabana, white sands and the

blazing sun (Brian also

thought of hot salsa, but I

didn't). This beer would go

great with any sort of hot lazy

setting. The smell is certainly

distracting, but the light re-

freshment far outweighs the

unpleasant odor. We agreed

that it would be worth the

investment of a six pack for a

day in the sun. We give it

three couch cushions (three

mugs).

Aktien, St. Martin, Dunkler

Doppelbock

Atkien comes to us with

an audientic German label and

an expiration date to boot. The

only English on the bottle was

there to tell us that we were

risking birth defects and im-

pairing our ability to perform

tasks which required motor

control (such as typing).

Undaunted, we slurped

on. 'Amusing' is the best

word I couldcome up with for

the head. It didn't want to

show itselfat first, then puffed

up in a display of something

less than grandeur, then

quickly fizzled away to noth-

ing. Brian said it reminded

him ofhis love life. The color

is a deep, coffee hue with a

hint of red. It is pleasing to

the eye and reminiscent of

root beer.

Upon inhaling we were

greeted with arich malt aroma

which encouraged further in-

vestigation. The nose was
full and satisfying in its own
right with indications of the

tasty experience to come.

The taste lived up to our

expectations. It is rich, full

bodied and satisfying. The

taste does not stay long, but

departs with a blend of bitter

and sweet in excellent pro-

portions. Molasses and honey

are two flavors that shine

through in the pantoios of

flavors that weave together to

form the full taste of this

doppelbock.

We certainly hope to en-

counter this one again, and

had no problem agreeing that

it was the best of the bunch.

We tit) our hats to the Ger-

mans who brew beer and sun-

bathe in the Greek Isles

(Helga, if you are out there,

we love you). We give this

three and a halfcouples (three

point five mugs).

Holy week and April Fair part of life in Seville
From Seville Pg. 5

thought Spanish life was in a

constant state of preparation

for the month of April. From
the time I arrived in Septem-

ber onwards, people talked

about April. Holy Week, the

Fetia (April Fair), the orange

blossoms, the sun. Late at

night, when the streets were

less crowded, I watched young

men practice for Holy Week
by carrying floats through the

narrow streets of downtown
Seville.

All of thi s preparation cul-

minated during Holy Week
when nearly everyone wore

their nicest clothes and
crowded into the sti'eets to

watch die bands, tiie floats

with statues of Jesus and the

Virgin Mary, and the proces-

sions ofpeople walking bare-

foot and carrying crosses as a

form of penance. The degree

to which Catholicism perme-

ated Spanish culture was easy

to sense during Holy Week,
especially when I considered

the processions' American

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

counterpart, the Easterbunny.

At the same time that

people were preparing for

Holy Week, there was also a

scramble to get ready for the

Feria. I was able to look

down the sti'eet frommy apart-

ment and watch the consauc-

tion of the arch that formed

the main entrance of the fair-

grounds and the tents that

families used to hold all of the

necessities for a week of cel-

ebration: a bar, a dance floor

and a toilet. I was lucky

enough to live just a few
blocks from the fairgrounds,

a location that proved handy
when I was tying to make it

home after a night of dancing

and drinking sherry.

"If you really want to

know Flamenco, you don't

learn it in the academy; you

learn it on die streets during

the Feria" a friend of mine

told me as she tiied to teach

me the dances a few weeks
before this big bash. A week
after Holy Week ended, the

Feria began; the lights, the

music, the clapping of hands,

the sherry drinking, the danc-

ing. Although Flamenco is

supposed to be the dance of

seduction, I never quite mas-

tered the stance of the haughty

senorita. I seemed to spend

most of the songs just tying to

remember the dance steps fast

enough to keep up with the

music while at the same time

tiding to avoid clubbing any-

one in the face with die cast 1

was wearing as a souvenir

from a hospital in Barcelona.

Fortunately, I didn't knock

anyone off the dance floor

and nobody really cared who
knew all of the steps as long

as everyone had a good time.

As the rime to leave drew

closer, I found myself won-

dering how I was ever going

to sum up this experience for

people back home.

Sometimes the best de-

scriptions oflife in Spain come
fromdaily happenings; things

like my host brother sprin-

kling ohve oil on his toast in

the morning, my professor

stopping his lecture to ask if

any ofhis students had a ciga-

rette or being in a discoteque

and hearing a Michael Jack-

son song followed by a Ra-
menco tune. While nothing

can capture the feeling of

Spain, it is often little things

like this that 1 find myself

remembering m.ost often.
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physical Plant, EnAct discuss Xeriscape for CC
From Xeriscape Pg. 5

10 consider the issue was cre-

ated. Tliis joint project, be-

tween the Physical Plant and

EnAct, will take public cora-

ments and compile them into

a proposal for a newCC land-

scape.

The panel will include

Leigh Gillette, senior and

Head Resident of Wood
House, Chemistry Professor

Sally Meyer, Economics Pro-

fessor Mark Smith, Physical

PlantdirectorPhil Rector and

the Water Programs Special-

ist from the Colorado Springs

'

Department of Water, Linda

Firth.

They conducted a public

forum on Wed, March 31 at

7:00 p.m. in the Gates Com-

mon Room of Palmer Hall.

This event was moderated by

Mike Edmonds, Dean of Stu-

dents. During the forum,

statements were made by the

five person panel and fol-

lowed by comments from

community members who at-

tend the meeting.

Other written comments,

collected through tables in

Werner in the weeks before

the forum, were also consid-

ered by the panel. To be sure

that all perspectives are con-

sidered in this project, orga-

nizers are hoping many
membrs of the CC commu-
nity will consider the issue

and make suggestions and

comments.

Greg McLaughlin,

sophomore and organizer,

stated that he "really encour-

ages student input. . . from all

sides." The panel is seeking

to develop a proposal for a

system of landscaping that

will fit the school and the

environment.

The city is also pushing

for residents to make water

needs fit the environment.

This push by the Department

of Water was also a factor

leading to the panel. Although

the Department has been no-

torious for pushing to be al-

lowed to exploit water re-

sources in other areas to meet

the city's needs, ithas strongly

recommended that residents

conserve water.

TheXeriscapeTaskForce

of the Colorado Springs Utili-

ties Department of Water has

stated that, "increasing de-

mand and diminishing re-

sources make it desirable to

reduce waste and increase the

efficiency with which we use

the existing resource. . .

xeriscape offers a means to

reduce water waste and a way
to achieve a coinfortable, at-

Photo by Chnst Flood

CC experimented with Xeriscaping near the Hulbert Center for Southwest Studies.

tractive landscape adapted to prairie could leave water in ment Creeks were used, the

this area."

Colorado Springs, higher

than the Mile High City and

sheltered from blizzards and

rain by Pike's Peak, is in a

climatic zone of extremes.

Supporting the needs of all of

the people of this city in such

a climate requires more water

than the naturally occuring

quantity. Water is pumped
from the Colorado River into

the Arkansas River watershed

to supply the demand of this

cityand others along theFront

Range. This means that wa-

ter, originally on the Pacific

side of the Continental Di-

vide, bound for Mexico, is

piped to the Adantic side to

supply Colorado Springs.

Xeriscaping, if more

broadly applied, could help to

leave more water in appropri-

ate watersheds. Protection of

the diversity of the shortgrass

the Colorado River for the

diverse life ofthe river's delta.

All of this is related to the

overall problem being faced

which that water in the West

is extremely over-distributed.

There is less water than

has been proportioned out to

various users. This is why
there have been huge debates

over water rights, such as the

recent controversy with the

San Luis Valley, why the

Colorado Riverneverreaches

the ocean and the marshes of

the delta are slowly drying

up.

Also, capitalism planned

the West poorly. Colorado

Springs and the college are

here not because this is where

the environment can support

aconstantly growing city, but

because the railroads wanted

them here. Even if all the

watersofFountain andMonu-

supply would not be great

enough for an adequate drink-

ing supply — not to mention

equally thirsty lawns, or

downstream cities such as

Pueblo. This place can not be

abandoned for a better site,

but better choices even in the

types of grasses that we grow

on our lawns will bring us

into a better situation.

The Xeriscape Task Force

has reported Kentucky Blue-

grass as a shallow rooted high

quality grass that requires fre-

quent irrigation. This is simi-

lar to the perennial rye grasses.

Both are also "disease and

insect prone."

Blue Grama has excellent

heat and drought resistance.

"It may well be the grass of

choice for a truly water effi-

cient turf area." XTF lists

several other native grasses

which may be good for spe-

cific slops and soil types.

The Southern Rockies

says that years of average pre-

cipitation can give "a dense

grey green turf" for areas

seeded with Blue Grama.

"Long, vertical roots may
reach adepth of 5 feetormore,

tapping moisture reserves. .

.

Nearer the surface, a multi-

branched network of fine root-

lets spreads. . . to make use of

. . . brief showers."

The major drawback is

that the native grasses are not

as durable in the face of sports

and other high impacts as the

exotic species. Therefore CC
will need to continue to use

bluegrasses and ryegrasses in

certain areas.

There can be some change

in the mixture of seeds to in-

clude varying amounts of na-

tive and exotic grasses de-

pending upon the area. But as

the XTF as stated, "the real

choice for water conservation

is to limit lawn areas, not to

find alternate grasses."

The question that has been

posed is about considering

how to progress from the ex-

periment at the Southwest

Studies Center. CC could add

to its uniqueness by creating a

campus that is true to the

Southwest.

Imagine playing in fields

and quads surround by

xeriscape gardens similar to

the open spaces at Palmer

Park, Garden of the Gods or

theXTF xeriscape demonstra-

tion garden on Mesa Avenue.

After all, CC is not a New
England liberal arts college,

it is the home of the Block

Plan-a college of the South-

west.
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Local tattoo artist awarded for portrait work
By Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Features Editor

For many cultures, the art

of tattoo is an ancient custom.

In tlie Orient, tattoos are a

symbol ofbeauty and strength.

It is part of their tradition to

continuously chant "Short is

the pain, long is the ornament"

while receiving a tattoo. The

more tattoos someone has, the

more noble she/he is.

Jack D'Amore didn't

have to chant while he got his

Harley Davidson tattoo, but

he would still be considered

extremely noble by Oriental

standards.

D'Amore is an artist. In

fact, he's one of only a hand-

ful ofpeople in the world who
can draw a permanent portrait

of anyone, anywhere on your

body.

He and his soon-to-be-

partner, Donna Chandler,

moved from California to

Colorado Springs in early

February of this year and

opened Art With a Pulse tat-

too parlor.

At a San Francisco tattoo

competition, he won first

place for back and arm tat-

toos. When he moved to Colo-

rado, he won first place for

the most realistic portrait tat-

too.

"I enjoyed doing the por-

trait, but it's risky. If you

make one httle mistake it

doesn'tlookright." D'Amore
took the risk, and the awards

hehaswonforhisworkprom-

ise to bring him new custom-

ers.

After all, the cost of a por-

trait tattoois only a small price

to pay to have a picture of

your idol or loved one follow

you around wherever you go.

(Many artists charge around

$500 for a portrait. D'Amore
isn't quite that expensive.)

D'Amore has been tattoo-

ing for 1 1 years and has been

an artist since he could hold a

pencil. His mother and father

wanted him to pursue com-

mercial art.

"Instead I started drawing

monsters. I went to an art

institute and hated it because

it was too regimented. I was

bored with commercial art-

istry and wanted a challenge.

"Tattooing is an art, but I

can 't use any erasers and there

is no paper tojust crumple up.

I love it as an art form because

it's forever. Rembrandt is

hanging up somewhere, but

tattoo art is living and walk-

ing around.

"If I can draw it, I can

tattoo it. I love it."

For about 5 years,

D'Amore tattooed out of his

home. Word of mouth kept

Photo by Chris Flood

Donna Chandler and Jack D'Amore tattoo a customer.

D'Amore has been tattoing for 11 years and specializes

in tattooing portraits.

his business going.

When he decided to move,

he chose Colorado Springs be-

cause he needed a town big

enough to support his busi-

ness and the military bases

bring in extra customers.

At least 50% of his cus-

tomers know what tattoo they

want. Some bring in a pic-

ture, some have D'Amore
draw an original idea. (He
especially likes to draw bi-

zarre designs.) He also has

magazines and wall hangings

to give customers an idea.

"All sorts of people are

getting tattoos these days. My
oldest customer was a 75 year

old man. Most people get

them on the upper arm and

women tend to get them on

their shoulder or ankle where
they are more concealable."

A large tattoo takes 10-15

hours, a smaller tattoo takes

around six hours. Most take

about three weeks to heal.

Some take months.

If you don't like your tat-

too, you can have it removed
with laser surgery, but the

technique leaves a permanent

scar.

A tattoo is an actual skin

abrasion. A needle puts thou-

sands of holes in the skin

which then fill with a veg-

etable dye.

Technology has improved

tattoo techniques, and if the

skin is properly cared for, the

tattoo will last forever That's

not much pain for really Ion?

lasting ornament.

If you get a tattoo at

D'Amore's parlor, it's even

less painful— all ofhis prices

are negotiable. In most cases,

he charges a $40 minimum
for a small tattoo and larger

pieces are charged by the hour.

"I just want to make it

affordable. My first tattoos

were expensive and I didn't

understand why."

The tattoo business is dif-

ficult these days because of

disease concerns, but if done

properly, tattoos are very safe.

D'Amore makes his own
needles and never uses a

needle twice. The equipment

is completely sterile and the

risk of contracting hepatitis

or AIDS is much greater for

the artist than the customer.

The cozy parlor is at 729

1/2W. Colorado Ave, (719)

630-3628 ifyou are interested

in sterile, award-winning tat-

toos. Walk-ins are welcome.

Pharr addresses Ground Zero Town Meeting
From Ground Zero Pg. 5

only on how, they are target-

ing us as gay, lesbian and bi-

sexual people, we will be

igoringmany otherimportant

steps they are taking to imple-

ment a much broader-scale

plan which prevents the au-

tonomy of other groups
singled outforexclusion, such

as communities of color,
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people with disabilities, al-

ternative-structured families,

non-Christian communities,

etc.

The language the reli-

gious right uses is specifi-

cally designed tomakepeople
believe that laws which give

these particular groups "ac-

cess to tools to fight discrimi-

nation" are "special rights."

This rhetoric simply cannot

be seen as promoting any-

thing other than blatant dis-

crimination.

Suzanne Pharr identified

four issues within our nation

which have been successfully

used by the religious right in

their organizing: the intense

economic fears of the general

public, the fear of the chang-

ing demographics in our soci-

ety (by the year 2000, women
and people ofcolor will be the

majority of the workforce),

the combined forces of sex-

ism and homophobia and a

prevailing ignorance about

sexuality in general.

She called on Ground
Zero and all "people of con-

science" to mobilize and
counter the forces of the reli-

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827N.Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

gious right by launching mass

public education on the real-

ity of these four issues: What
or who is really controlling

the economy? What are the

real consequences ofa chang-

ing demography? What does

it really mean to be homo-
sexual?

She called on us to first

acknowledge and deal with

the racism, sexism and inter-

nalized homophobia in our

own community.

The next step would be to

concentrate on the internal in-

tegrity of our own organiza-

tion, and then begin to build

coalitions with othercommu-
nities fighting discrimination

,

to create a broad-based move-
ment for mass public educa-

tion. She reminded us of the

importance ofnot wasting any

human energy, of finding a

role and a place for everyone

who has energy to put into

this endeavor.

If you are interested in

more information about
Ground Zero or other com-
munities of conscience in

Colorado Springs, contact

MelBenvin at 473-9696.
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CCCA prez addresses trustees

John Langhus fires at fraternities and Division I sports

fliefollowing is aprinted text

ofa
speech delivered to mem-

liers of the Board ofTrustees

j,v
CCCA President John

ianghus on Friday, March

12, 1993.

Fellow students, Pres.-

elect Mohrman, Pres. Grace,

and Members of the Board;

There is cause for excite-

ment at Colorado College.

This summer brings with it a

new college president - the

first woman president in our

history. Though I have met

her only once, I am optimistic

ihat her presence will create a

new vitality at the college and

am anxious to see the initia-

tives that her administration

will pursue.

We have already seen

hours of committee meetings

discussing the options ad-

vanced in the recently released

Strategic Planning Reports.

These reports offer choices

for the future regarding every

aspect of the college. They

range from radical to insig-

nificantand seem to represent

a legitimate effort to reevalu-

ate every policy currendy in

place.

I applaud such a diligent

reappraisal, and I am here to-

day to urge you to consider

each option as carefully as it

was developed. I am also

here to make a case for spe-

cific options regarding three

of the most important reports

:

Financial Aid, Athletics and

the Greek System.

As a student member of

the Presidential Commission

on Tuition, Admission and

Financial Aid, I realize the

extent to which the policies of

I find it troublesome that

the college would sooner

abandon its need-blind

admissions policy than

Division I athletics.

this branch of the college af-

fect student life. While I un-

derstand that the college must

prevent the financial aid bud-

get from devouring a larger

and larger portion of the Edu-

cational and General budget,

I do not think that some of the

cost-saving options proposed

in the report are worth the

money that they will save.

The college must not

abandon its need-blind admis-

sion policy if it is to remain

committed to a host of current

policies. It is nonsensical to

say that we will maintain a

need-blind policy, but then

when the funds run out we
will become need sensitive.

That is the abandonment of

the need-blind policy and will

have several adverse effects.

No one can deny that

abandoning need-blind will

mean a reduction in the al-

ready shamefully low repre-

sentation of students of color

on our campus. It will also

mean that the quality of the

student body will be lowered

because higher ability stu-

dents with need will be passed

overforlowerability students

with the ability to pay.

This option would be a

disaster for a college which

claims a passionate commit-

ment to increasing student

diversity andjoinmg the ranks

of the top twenty-five liberal

artscoUeges. Therefore, I urge

that you adopt a policy which

is both creative and aggres-

sive to raise the extra

$800,000 to $1,000,000 that

the report forecasts will be

required.

This brings me to the next

issue: athletics. The Ameri-

can education ethic has al-

ways placed a great impor-

tanceonthefitnessof the body

as well as the mind, and I

could not agree more. Colo-

rado College has an impres-

sive level of participation in

athletics ranging from

intramurals to club and var-

sity athletics, to more alterna-

tive sports like climbing, ski-

See Speech Pg. 12

Pseudo-feminist criticized

By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

"Now it's sex and the senior woman," the New York

Times said, praising Cosmopolitan editor Helen Gurley

Brown, age, 7 1 . Only this woman refuses to be a senior. Ms.

Brown has done whatever she deemed necessary to avoid

the appearance, and maturity, of an adult woman.

Ms. Brown made her reputation as "that Cosmo girl,"

and through her then radical book Sex and the Single Girl

in 1962. Sex and the Single Girl shocked America and

earned Ms. Brown, then Ms. Gurley, a clear feminist

ranking. In her book, Ms. Brown affirmed that single

women had as much right to sexual encounters as theirmale

peers.

Regretfully, Ms. Brown seems to have regressed since

her hey-day in the sixties. She spends her recent time

pitching her book Having It All, an equally shocking but

infinitely more annoying affair. Having It All argues that

women (both single and mamed) have as much right to a

married man as the man's wife.

"Husbands are a source of supply," Ms. Brown main-

tains. "I never feel guilt about the wife, if she can't keep him

at home. I'm espousing 'never let sex disappear no matter

how old you are.' There are many women in sexless

marriages or not in one at all. Certainly, if you have any

sense you don't fall in love with the man."

Somehow, 1 suspect that no one is in danger of falling

in love with Ms. Brown, either. Which is not to say that she

doesn't try her hardest.

Ms. Brown's method is simple: look and act like a giri.

Ms. Brown endorses cosmetic surgery and is herself the

recepient of a face life, eye lift, nose job, tattooed eyebrows

and silicone injections in her face. To further charm a man,

Ms. Brown recommends: "Talk only of him. It sounds

cliche, comy and old fashioned, but it is absolutely full-

proof Your eyes are wide open, bright, fascinated by the

words coming out of his moudi."

While she may be endearing herselfto men, Ms. Brown 's

unsympathetic and competitive attitude towards other

See Sweet Helen Pg. 12

Eye author misplaced blame for minority woes
*^

. . ... ^^ — ;

—

,^*ia^ „f (,t,i/i^nfc ic in!iHf»niiqtp nnnnsition to black frate

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

I rarely have the urge to

respond to articles that are

written in the Disparaging

Eye, but a recent opinion

stated by Michael Eastman

has stirredmy editorial blood.

I found his article entitled

"The Politics of Diversity:

'Open it up or shut it down!'"

offensive.

His invective againstLau-

rel McLeod is completely

untenable, and many of his

"assertions" are just untrue.

Let us start from the begin-

ning.

He claims that Laurel

McLeod tells minority stu-

dents who are leaving Colo-

rado College (coUoquialized

beautifully by Eastman),

"You don't like it?! There's

the door, get the fuck out!"

Hello? I don't think

Eastman's done his research.

McLeod was the one who in-

stituted the exit interview pro-

cess for students leaving CC.

She organized the Women's
Studies Program and Minor-

ity Concerns to help her find

out why students leave CC,

especially minority students.

The exit interview is con-

fidential, and there is a large

staffof interviewers. McLeod

found that the reasons minor-

ity students leave CC range

ftom love relationships and

family problems to finances

and academics. Race is an is-

sue, but it is not the only rea-

son.

Eastman continues by

stating that CC's black popu-

lation has decUnedfrom 1982,

and that nothing is being done

to solve this problem. The

facts are that minority enroll-

ment at CC has had a steady

increase every year, though

not in all minority groups all

years. McLeod admits that the

increase is slow, but she says

that the school is trying to

attract as many minonties as

possible.

As an example of CC's

continuing effort to attract

minority students to CC, a

new program was instituted

by McLeod's office to fly

minority students to cam-

pus—students who see the

campus are more likely to at-

tend CC.
Eastman further claims

that "the administration has

'window dressed' the admis-

sions office with people of

color." This statement is of-

fensive; Eastman completely

de-legitimizes those admin-

istrators' positions and ac-

complishments.

The assertion that CC's

enrollment of Native Ameri-

cans is disgraceful is also

questionable. As a matter of

fact, CC has the highest per-

centage of Native Americans

of any ACM school. McLeod
admits that the numbers of

African American and Asian

students is inadequate.

Eastman is right about the

number of minority students

on campus, including that we

cannot be a liberal, diverse

campus without a disparate

pool of people. My main ob-

jection to his argument is his

"interesting" comment about

American Indian blood.

I question Eastman ' s abil-

ity to decide who is a "valid"

minority and who is not. He

says that he wants to check

their CIB (Certificate of In-

dian Blood). I don't think so.

I am reminded of

Langston Hughes' beautiful

line, "Negro blood is power-

ful-because just one drop of

black blood makes a colored

man. One drop-you are Ne-

gro!" If someone wants to

claim ethnicity, let diem; it is

their right and heritage. To

argue otherwise is racist and

fascist.

Eastman also assens that

McLeod has been the main

opposition to black fraterni-

ties, but again he is just plain

wrong. As a matter of truth,

McLeod has never been ap-

proached with the idea of a

black fraternity while in of-

fice. The one document relat-

ing to black fraternities dates

before McLeod was even at

CC.
McLeod says that the ad-

ministration would gladly

consider any proposal for a

black fraternity or sorority, as

long as it is not exclusive.

I tend to agree that the

fratemity/sorority system is a

waste of money and space as

an upper class country club,

but I don't think that minori-

ties who are members have

sold out.

Eastman's point that

10.7% of new hires were mi-

norities is true, but that is about

the same number of minori-

ties on campus (12.2%).

See Minorities Pg. 10
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CC initiates battery recycling
To the Editor:

Have you ever wondered

what to do with your used-up

batteries? What do you do

with your Wallcman 's AA
cells? Most every one knows

that these small, seemingly

harmless "electrochemical

energy storage cells" aren't

great for the environment, but

no one really knows what to

do with them.

Batteries don't comprise

a great percentage of the total

weight of our waste stream,

but with waste, as with any-

thing, we must notjust talk of

quantity but also of quality.

Simply stated, batteries aren 't

good for the environment.

They are only small con-

traptions, but they are ex-

tremely powerful and remain

"alive" well after their useful

life-span. I'm sure all of us

have forgotten old batteries in

aradio, only to find the casing

corroded when we opened it

months later. Batteries should

always be treated with care.

Old alkaline batteries-the

ones that don ' t have the green

"environmentally improved"

label on the packaging-con-

tain mercury, an extremely

toxic substance. Manufactur-

ing companies may say that

their new batteries are envi-

ronmentally-friendly and

mercury-free, but this is only

partly true.

Batteries may also con-

tain other heavy metals: man-

ganese, zinc, cadmium,
nickel, chromium, lithium,

plus acidic and alkaline

charged solutions.

Colorado College has re-

sponded to this problem by

setting up an experimental

battery-recovery program.

The ideal goal of this pro-

gram would be to recycle the

batteries, but, unfonunately,

the technology for recycling

batteries has not been as fully

developed as with other cat-

egories of recyclables.

Some industries say they
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recycle batteries, however

these claims are still being

investigated by CC's project

coordinators.

In the meantime, the bat-

teries collected between now
andtheendoftheschoolyear

will be disposed of in a haz-

ardous waste landfill, prevent-

ing them from polluting the

soil, water or air. This dis-

posal strategy has been devel-

oped thanks to the coopera-

tion of the El Paso County

Waste Management Depart-

ment.

The batteries will then be

brought to the Household

Hazardous Waste Day Event,

which the EPC Waste Man-
agementDepartment will hold

at Penrose Stadium next May.
This program is only a

beginning, so let's make it a

success! We safeguard our

soil and our water by keeping

these batteries out ofourdaily

waste, and consequently out

of unprotected landfills.

Please hold your cells, and

toss them in the specially la-

beled plastic jugs at the front

desk of every major dorm, at

the Womer Center entrance

and in the CC Bookstore.

Special thanks go to

EnAct, the Physical Plant and
the Residential Life office, for

making this battery recovery

project possible. Let's all

REDUCE, REUSE, RE-
CYCLE.

-Duccio Faraoni

Is romance racial?
Student confronts inequality

By Joanna Stewart I later found out from this

Catalyst Staff guy's friend that he had lied

to us about his age, he said

Recently, I was con- that he was 24, not 30. The

fronted with a situation that more I learned about this per-

started as a personality con- son, the less I wanted to asso-

flict and resulted in a misun-

derstanding about my stance

on racial equality. The prob-

lem started

friendCamKn
I told him politely that I

and I went out "'^s "ot interested in him

for coffee one romantically and immed-

night during iately, he took offense. He
Spring Break, thought the reason that I

didn't want to date him

was because he was black.

A total stra-

nger aproac-

hed Carmen
on her way
into the coffee house and

asked if he could join her.

He was extremely

friendly, and we were both

impressed by his story ofhow
he had just graduated from

MIT, and had recently moved
to Colorado to work forNCR.
He was also tall, attractive

and black.

My friend and I were con-

vinced tiiat this guy was flaw-

less and agreed that we would
like to go out with him again.

Later in the week, we went
out with him and one of his

friends. He drank a lot that

evening, andmade obnoxious

passes at my friend who tried

to ignore him, but felt so un-

comfortable that she decided

to leave.

ciate with him.

After things didn't work

out between him and Carmen,

he called me
and harassed

me for a half

an hour to see

if I would go

out with him.

I was not im-

pressed. 1

told him po-

litely that 1

was not inter-

ested in him romantically and

immediately, he took offense.

He thought the reason that 1

didn't want to date him was

because he was black. 1

thought this was interesting

because race was never an

issue between him and

Carmen (sheis half-Bolivian.)

I was appalled that he

could misunderstand me in

such a big way. There were

several reasons why I would

not want to get involved with

him, and the color of his skin

did not have any influence on

my decision. 1 am still

troubled by his idea that be-

cause he is black and I am
white, I am obligated to date

him or I will be labeled a

bigot.

Editor disparages Eye article

From Minorities Pg. 9

Again Eastman's inflamma-

tory language is insulting for

those minorities who are

working on campus.

Eastman also complains
about the number of minority

faculty members and admin-
istration. The fact is that 15%
of the Student Life adminis-

tt'ation and staff is minority,

and there aremany high rank-

ing minorities in the decision

making process at CC: e.g.

the Dean, Dir. of Financial

Aid, Assistant Registrar, Dir.

ofMinorityStudentLife,Ass.

Dir. of Admissions and the

Associate Dir. ofAdmissions.

Again, Eastman belittles

the minorities in the system
by implying that they are in-

effective or just mysteriously
not there.

Eastman's first solution

for solving minorityproblems
is to get rid ofLaurel McLeod.
He claims, "Her tenure as a

liaison to students has been

miserable. Over the past three

years, racial tensions between
students have risen dramati-

cally. . . Her tenure, which has

done nothing more than look

out for number one (i.e. her-

self), should come to an end
immediately."

Once again, 1 find his as-

sertions untrue and nearly li-

belous. McLeod admits that

what she has ttied to do on
campus for minority students

has not always been success-

ful, but that she been trying

hard over the last couple years
to make significant changes.

McLeod is a member of

many different committees
that deal with minority affairs,

including the Student Life

Diversity Network. In the re-

cent Sn-ategic Planning Re-

port she made the goal for

minority admissions to be in-

creased to one-third of CC's
population or approximately

a 600% increase in minority

enrollment. These are not the

actions of someone who does

not care. Besides all of this,

Michael Eastman has never

formally met Laurel McLeod,

so I wonder where he gets this

psychic knowledge of her in-

tentions.

My final point is that

Eastman has a lot of good

ideas, but no idealism will

ever fly if the facts are wrong.

There is no possible way that

a large body of people are

going to sympathize with mi-

nority affairs if someone is

spewing false statements and

calling for the firing of the

people who are working hard-

est to end racism on campus.

The issues of racism and

fairness for minorities is an

important issue, and there is

still a lot to be done. I just

hope that in the future when
we make calls for change that

we will get the right informa-

tion and chose our allies more
carefully.
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BLOCK VII April 5-11, 1993 WEEK II

THE WASHINGTON SISWRS - Singing Island Funk to Gospel'

FRIDAY. APRIL 9 - 8:00 PM - ARMSTRONG THEATRE

Tickets FREE w/CC ID

$10 in advance and $12.50 at door

General Admission at Worner Desk, KRCC, Abaton Books,

Independent Records, Poor Richards, and Ground Zero Office

Sponsored by BGALA and Ground Zero. ^^

3ni Annual Name American HerUage Week Symposium

'THE FUTURE OF INDIAN AMERICAN'
April 5-10. 1993

"REUGIOUS PERSPECTIVES: AN EXPLORATION
OF VARIOUS ETHICAL ISSUES'

A Panel From Various Religions including

B'Hai, Mormon, & Rastafarian

Will Discuss Current Moral Issues Based on

Their Faith Traditions

TUESDAY. APRIL 6 - 8:00 PM - SLOCHM HALL LOUNGE

•* FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC **

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext 6846

7:00 pm -

-MONDAY. APRIL S -

Rlf«dng7ViT..mnnin^omef Quad

Jatui Emhootah. Kiowa

Guest Speaker Gavlord H.^ll

Dwight Gamitau. Tuide Mountain Chippewa

Deputy-Director. American Indian Science

& Engineeiing Society

.TirRSDAY. APRIL6'
1:00 pm- FHm nnri l^iiniMinn WHS RoOtT

'Inddau at Ogltila'

7:00 pm - Suxytdling - Gavlord Hall

NOON
8:00 pm -

Eanlx't Ham Beats

Guest SpealccT - Gavlord Hall

Rick Williams. Lakota

Director. Univ. l-eaming Center, CU-Bouldcr

RSDA
Film a

"TTiundCTAeon"

Guest Spcaltcr Gavlord Hall

CaiuiiUa Red Elk. Caluiilla MissionlLakttla

Director, Colo. Springs American Indian Life Center

.FRTnAY. APRIL 9-

^fn^-n;:^ inrfinn Art - perlons Inunue

Keynote Speech - Pacltard Hall

Wajd Chtiichm. OeekJCliemkee/Metis

Co-Director. AIM Colorado, author, profes

University of Colorado. Boulder

Modem PowJVow Dance - Gavlord Hall

Dance with DJ. beer, and food!

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

NOMINATION FORMS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE FOR

COMMUNITY SERVICE
RECOGNITIONAWARDS

Please help us recognize the

achievements of extraordinary

volunteers by nominating deserving

groups and individuals. Award

categories include:

» The Award for Outstanding

Community Service, sponsored by

the class of 1981

* Innovative Leadership Award

* Organizational Leadership

Award
Student Organization,

Residence Unit, Greek Chapter

and College Department Team

Awards
Colorado College Community

and Colorado Springs

Community Partnership Awards.

These awards will be presented at the

Community Recognition Dinner

Wednesday, April 28. Nomination

forms and explanations of criteria are

available at the Center for Community

Service and are due by Monday. April

5.

Intematinnal Student Identity Cards

Buy this card in order to obtain the cheapest

airfares available...plus basic heahh insurance

and tourist discohe ISIC can be purchased

right here on campus at the Office of

International Programs, Womer 233. Don't

wait. Cards may run out. Cost: $15

Link up with a new Foreign Student

The OIP is seeking students who would like

to help ease anxiety for a new incoming

foreign student this Fall. Write them a

welcome letter over the summer. Be there

for them Block I, introduce them to your

friends, answer questions. Interested? See

Tiggy Shields, OIP, Womer 233, or call

X6802.

Ideas forFxcitine Sunurur Adventures

The Transitions Abroad bi-monthly magazine

is loaded with great ideas about travel, study,

volunteer and work experiences all over the

worid. Directories of helpful addresses and

tips from students make this resource a real

jewel! Ask about it in the Office of

Intemational Programs.

CHAVERIM WELCOMES YOU
TO A

PASSOVER SEDER

MONnAY. APRIL 5

ei

6:00 PM

IN

GATES COMMON ROOM

IN PALMER

For More Information,

please

call 475-2854
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Monday

*6:00 am - Blessing Cere-

mony, JOHN EMHOOLAH,
Kiowa. Womer Quad.

12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm Hawaii Club,

Womer Hayes Room 213.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Womer Greg Room
212.

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Life

Advisory Council, Shove

Chapel Seminar Room.

3:30-5 pm WPS.I Tables.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*7:00 pm Lecture by

DWIGHT GOURNEAU, Tur-

tle Mountain Chippewa. He
is the Deputy Director of

the American Indian Sci-

ence and Engineering

Society. Gaylord Hall.

*8:00 pm - CC CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA SPRING
CONCERT, with co-win-

ners of the 3rd Annual
Concerto Competition.

Ronald C. Foster, conduc-
tor Works by Corigliano,

Grieg, Hummel, Mozart
Free admission. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department

THIS

Tuesday

*12:00 pm - ISO, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MECtiA, Womer
Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

12:00pm - Non-TradiHonal

Students, Womer Edwards

Room 211.

*1:00 pm - Movie, "INCI-

DENTAT OGLALA' follow-

ed by discussion. WES
Hall.

*3:00 pm - Russian Films

(with subtitles). Free ad-

mission. Armstrong 300.

3:30-5pm - Beginning Par-

adox 3.514.0. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Sponsor-

ed by Academic Comput-
ing.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement.

*7:00 pm - STORYTELL-
ING. Speaker to be an-

nounced. Gaylord Hall.

*7:30 pm
Hall.

EnACT, WES

8:00 pm - THE GONG
SHOW. Take-off from the

popular TV game show.

Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by S/AA and the Class of

•94.

*8:00 pm - "Religious Per-

spectives: An Exploration

of Various Ethical Issues."

Slocum Lounge.

*8:00 pm - Senior Recital

by JUUE URQUHART, pia-

no. Works by Stravinsky,

Bach and Chopin. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes. Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Tiger Pit

Wednesday

*12:00pm - AFICIONADOS
LUNCHEON. Talk by hXaik

Smith, Professor of Econ-

omics titled, "Utes, Razor-

back Suckers and Farm-

ers: Current Issues in

Western Water." Call 389-

6649 by 4/5 for reserva-

tions; $9 for lunch. Gaylord

Hall. Sponsored by South-

west Studies.

*12:00 pm ASIA, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - Drum presen-

tation by EARTH'S HEART
BEATS. Perkins Lounge.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

3:30-5 pm - Using Kermit

to Transfer & Print Vax

Files & E-Mail. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Sponsor-

ed by Academic Comput-
ing.

*5:15 pm - Democratic

Socialists ofAmerica, Wor-

ner Hershey Room 215.

*7:00 pm - Lecture by
RICK WILLIAMS, Lakota.

He is the Director of the

University Learning Center

at CU Boulder. Gaylord

Half

*8:00 pm - Sexuali Tea.

Women Studies Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT with DJ
Drew Crumbaugh. Free re-

freshments with CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Thursdayr

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

11. BAUNESE GAMELON
MUSICAND DANCE. Pack-

ard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

12:00 pm - ACM URBAN
EDUCATION PROGRAM
CHICAGO information ses-

sion. CC students will talk

about dimensions of multi-

cultural awareness, foreign

language for elementary

schools, independent stu-

dy of an educational issue

and student teaching for

private/public schools.

Worner Hayes Room 213.

Sponsored by the Educa-

tion Department.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

*1:00 pm - Movie "THUN-

DERHEART." Discussion

will follow. WES Hall.

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1 Col-

umns and Macros. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*5:30-7:30 pm - Opening

reception for KEN CAMP-
BELL BOOK SHOW. Co-

burn Art Gallery.

*8:00 pm - BAUNESE
GAMELON MUSIC AND
DANCE CONCERT. Free

admission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music

Department

*8:00 pm - Lecture by

CAHUILLA RED ELK Ca-

huilla Mission/Lakota. He
is the Director of the Colo-

rado Springs American In-

dian Life Center. Gaylord

HalL

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free refreshments with CC
ID. Tiger Pit



a WEEK

Friday

*12:00 pm - AMERICAN
INDIAN ART. Perkins

Lounge.

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-

ner Hershey Room 215.

*12:00 pm - Faculty and
Faith, Bemis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

*2:00pm - Lecture by Pro-

fessor Francoise Meltzer,

University of Chicago, tit-

led "Colette and Feminist

Publications. "Gaylord Hall.

Sponosred by the Compar-
ative Literature Program.

3:30-5 pm - Introduction to

Microsoft Windows 3.1.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*7:00pm -ANCHORSUDE.
A team ice competition to

benefit the Colorado
School for the Deaf and
Blind and Delta Gamma's
National Philanthropy of

Aid to the Blind. $1 admis-

sion. Honnon Ice Rink.

Sponsored by Delta Gam-
ma Sorority.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, LA FEMME NIKfTA

$1 or film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by
WARD CHURCHILL^ Creekl

Cherokee/Metis. He is the

Co-Director of AIM Color-

ado and an author and
professor at the University

of Colorado, Boulder
Packard Hall

*8:00pm - THE WASHING-
TON SISTERS singing is-

land funk to gospel. Tick-

ets free w/CC ID; $10 in

advance/$12.50 at door
general admission at Wor-

ner Desk, KRCC, Abaton
Books, Independent Rec-
ords, Poor Richards, and
Ground Zero Office. Arm-
strong Theatre. Sponsored
by BGALA and Ground Ze-

ro.

Saturday
10

*8 am-3 pm - BIOLOGY
DAY. Biology majors will

give oral or poster pre-

sentations on their inde-

pendent research. The
keynote speech will be
given by DR. PETER
THORSNESS '82 titled

"Identification and Charac-
terization of Genes Con-
trolling Migration of DNA
from Mitochondria to the

Nucleus." He is a profes-

sor in the Department of

Molecular Biology, Univer-

sity of Wyoming. Gaylord

HalL

*1:00 pm - Lacrosse, CC
vs. Brigham Young Univer-

sity. Washburn Field.

*7:30 pm - Film Series

Movie, LA FEMME NIKfTA
$1 or film card; $2 general

admission. Olin 1.

*8:00pm - MODERNPOW-
WOW. DJ music for danc-

ing and free refreshments.

Gaylord Hall.

Sunday
11

*3:00 pm - CC CHAMBER
CHORUS SPRING CON-
CERT. Donald Jenkins,

conductor Works by Bach,
Mendelssohn, and Effin-

ger. Free admission. Pack-
ard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department

*9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,
Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE OEADUNE FOR THE APRIL 12-18 'THIS
WEEK IS MONDAY, APRIL 5 AT 4M PM YOU
MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELLSWOOP INFOR-
MAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OF MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS RBNERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chiriese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

FrerKh Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Tatile - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
reflection tyy individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9pm
Friday, 7am-5pm
Sunday, 9 am-IO pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC: $45 non-CC tor semester
Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except blocl< break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHECt-

ULE
Tuesday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Monday & Wednesday - 6:30-7:30 pm
Saturday & Sunday - 1-2 pm

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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More Students use Career Center.

Career Center staff burns out!

staff loses it and creates April Fools

Edition of Bulletin.

Colorado College Senior Offered Job On
Another Planet
After Series Of Interviews, Aliens Offer Man A JobI

Cody Mitchell, a Psychology Major who is about to graduate in May, 1993 recently reported to frie Career Center
staff ttiot he has been offered a job on another planet, Mr. Mitchell gave this account: 'It was during a block break,

I was doing a fourteener, and was basking in the moonlight after hiking to the summit. Suddenly, a loud buzzing noise

grew louder and louder. I wos kinda ticked "cause I thought some local on o dirt bike was spoiling the moment, but I

finally realized the noise wos coming from above. Then, without warning, tfiere if was - some kind of flying saucer
with lights oil over tfie place, A beom of lightshotouf of itporolyzing me. I was lifted up and taken into ttie ship, I

lost cor^sciousness for o few minutes. The next thing I know I'm sitting in a chair at a table ond there are ft^ree green
creatures with big round heads wittn kinda buggy eyes across from me, Ttiey began firing questions at me. Somehow
I was able to understand: perhaps it was some kind of telepothy. They osked me my strengths, my weaknesses, my
short-term goals, long-term goals, and why I was the best candidate for the job. Luckily I hod gone through the
Coreer Center's interview workshop and had done some practice interviews. I "knocked 'em deadl" After the initial

interview, I hod two more in-depth follow-up interviews. I must have done all right "cause they offered me the job. It

was an offer I couldn't turn down, t start June 1st. I've always wanted o job that allowed me to travel and
my foreign language skills. I'll do this for a year or two and then maybe go to grad school.'

Elvis Spotted In The Career
Center

WORLD
EXCLUSIVE

The King Stops In For Career Counseling
On Monday, February 15th, a man calling himseil Eldon Preston came to the Career
Center lor a career counseling appointment with Assistant Director Cindy Funk. In an
exclusive lor the Career Bulletin Ms. Funk gives her account of what happened:
"Mr. Preston recently moved to the Colorado Spnngs area, having lived in Michigan tor the
past twenty years. He has been v^orking in a Stop and Shop as a grocery bagger and as
tultilling as that has been, he decided to make a career change. I explained the Career
Development process and helped him begin by wor1<ing through our self-assessment
packet. He showed some very strong interests in the perlonning arts, used automobile sales, and house painting. He was very
adamant about not wanting to pursue a career in music and decided to explore other options. I oouldnl get him to open up about
his strong dislike for music-related careers. We went through the Career Referral Network and found the names of some alums
who were working his preferred career areas. Mr. Preston wrote down the names and indicated he would be conducting some
informational interviews. He scheduled a lollow-up appointment lor March 1 st but he failed to keep the appointment. After he feft
the office, our staff assistant Patti pointed out how much he looked like Elvis. After thinking about it, it all added up. It was him -
the King was here in the Career Center! Now 1 wish I had talked him into a videotaped practice interview - the tape would have
been worth a fortune! Who knows where he is now? He could be painting houses or maybe even selling used cars!"
Since the Elvis sighting, dozens of Elvis fans have been "camped out" in the Career Library pretending to explore careers hooino
to get a glimpse of the King. » r- fa

Woman With Multipl
Personalities Seeks

Oreer Counselors Try To Help Her
With Her Unusual Job Search
December Graduate Andrea Wilkerson
presented an interesting situation to the

staff of the Career Center; she was
looking for a job, "Who isn't, you say?"

Well, Andrea is only one of the several

personalities inhabiting the same body,
Edna, Wilomena, and Francesca are the

other personalities currently seeing the

career counselors at the Career Center;

all at the same time! Edna is the quiet,

reserved one who is interested in

investigative, mostly high-tech and
computer-related careers. Wilomena is

more the Artistic type, preferring careers
in journalism, Francesca is drawn to

Enterprising careers, particularly in

sales. And Andrea is the Social Type,
looking for a career in teaching. Sharyl
Bender Peterson, one of three career
counselors working with Andrea et al,

had this to say: "Andrea has presented
an interesting challenge. You never

know who is going to emerge in the

counseling session. One day it's Andrea
going into teaching and then the next
time it's Francesca heading for sales,

and then suddenly you've got Edna
wanting to work with computers. In

terms of resumes, we recommend a

"targeted resume" which is designed
for a specific career goal and highlights

related experience for the employer
receiving it, Andrea has four different
targeted resumes and has been
conducting four different job search
campaigns. It will be interesting to see
who gets a job first!"

NEW TO THE CAREER LIBRARY
Career Planning Resources For The Nineties
• How To Ptayknd Win The Lollery
* Panning For Gold In Tlie Roclcy Mountains
• Ten Winning Slrategies To Get Parents To Let You Live With TItem After You
Gradtiate

* Winning Resumes For Ski Bums
' How To Cover Up That Gap On Your Resume Where You Were Traveling Around

tlie World Having A Great Time And Not Doing Anything Career-Related

Archeologist Uncovers
Evidence Of Prehistoric
Career
Planning
Amazing Find In
Colorado Shows Cave
Dwellers Planned Their
Careers
Dr. AnasLassi Valeric, renowned
archeologist. recently revealed her
astounding discovery of some
startling cave drawings In a remote
area Just south of Denver. Colorado.
The recent find provides evidence
that Neanderthal people were
actually concerned about their
careers. According to Dr. Valeric, the
ancient drav^ngs depict the various
career tracks of the time, including
spear makers, food hunters, cave
cleaners, food preparers, and daycare
workers. The ancient vn-itlngs indicate that those individuals who fzilled to
plan their careers tended to wander aimlessly, bouncing from Job to Job. It is

Dr. Valerie's theory that the first people to cross from what is new Siberia to
North America were the world's first undecided career seekers. And. some of
the artifacts uncovered In the cave seem to indicate that its inhabitants were
doing primitive skill identiflcation and other self-assessment acUvlUes to help
them decide what to do.

ON A SBRIOOS NOTE:

Editor: Carolvn Gianarelli

Career Aseia'

Deadline la April 9th i

ain experience! Help your peers! Learn
rn money! Build your resume! Learn job
Co live! Pick, up applications and job
5:00 p.m.
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Tutt Slut" rebuttal
To the Editor:

I resent the remark made

by Marc Phillips about Ar-

gentina in his Mar. 12 Cata-

lyst column "A Womb With a

View".

His list of "Top Ten Li-

braryTerms" was bad enough,

making fun of people that

chose to study in Tutt. Term
number nine was :

"Tutt Slut-the kind ofper-

son who goes to the library to

scope out members of the op-

posite sex, oftenfoundon third

floor peering over the railing.

Key Identifying Factor: no
books, or if hiooks are present,

they are upside down and u su-

ally about Argentina".

It is not fair that he classi-

fies those of us who are inter-

estedin Argentina as sexually

promiscuous. I don't think

it's true, but even if it was he

would have no right telling

the world about it.

-Andrew Brown

Reds burn Joe Stern
Dear Editor: If the missile officers in

the Russian silos could have

The real enemies of Rus- mental images of the beauti-

sia are not the peace-loving ful, innocent faces and bodies

people of the U.S. The real ofthe children in the cribs and

enemiesaretheinsaneorirra- elementary schools in the

tional members of the KGB
and the Politburo, who be-

lieve that the U.S. is their im-

placable foe, and that by build-

ing more nuclear and conven-

tional weapons their security

will be as- ^^^^^^^^_
sured.

Any na-

tion which
has a con-

tinuing and

The Kremlin leaders have

an obsessive hatred and

fearoftheU.S.

unabating hatred of another

country abandons its essen-

tial duty for preserving the

peace and well-being of its

own citizens.

Pres. Eisenhower might

well have contemplated that

kind of situation which exists

in Russia today when we
stated: "There is noway that a

country can satisfy the

cravings for absolute security

— but it can easily bankrupt

itself, morally and economi-

cally, in attempting to reach

thatillusory goal through arms

alone."

U.S., they would vow never,

ever to obey any immoral or-

der to push the button.

The Kremlin leaders' ob-

sessive hatred and fear of the

U.S. is matched only by their

own fiendish

and Satanic

ideas that

Russia
stands for

everything

that is good and noble in the

world.

When the leaders of a

country are convinced oftheir

sole moral righteousness and

they possess large quantities

of nuclear weapons, they rep-

resent a threat to all human-

ity.

The oppressed Russian

people should be encouraged

to properly render harmless

their meglomaniacal leaders.

-Joe Stern, Chairman
American Committee to

Promote Pacifism in Russia

Deli owner objects, corrects
To the Editor:

It was with great interest

that I read Robert Neer's ar-

ticle concerning Wooglin's

Deli in the Mar. 12 issue of

the Catalyst. For the most

part I found the article to be

an accurate statement of the

continuing Wooglin's story.

There are a couple of items

that I feel should be brought

to your attention. My name
is Linda Snyder not Laura

Schnieder. It is true, how-

ever, I am so busy since I

"adopted my new child" that

I am not always sure of my
own name.

I feel that the quote at-

tributed to Charlie Keen III

referring to one of our em-

ployees as a "drugged-out

lady" was not accurate or

fair. Even thought the em-

ployee was not named, I feel

that this type of serious ac-

cusation could have been

verified or at least discussed

before the article went to

press.

As far as keeping my
agreement (promise) with

Dan Cross and Linda
LaFollette regarding the op-

eration of the Deli, I must

have been unclear if I gave

Robert Neer the impression

that I had not kept the agree-

ment. Dan Cross still has

ownership inWooglin ' s Deli

and we meet often to discuss

problems and future direc-

tions.

I believe that Dan and

Linda agree with the vast

majority of the changes that

have been made. I feel that

the changes that we have

made were done with the

idea of improving the Deli

for our customers. There are

two things I know about

change: The only thing that

is constant is change and no-

body I know likes it, includ-

ing me.

The Mission Statement of

Wooglin's is simple: "Con-
sistentExcellenceinaWarm,

Friendly, Casual, Diverse At-

mosphere." 1 expect the Deli

to be a place that people of all

ages and lifestyles can come
and feel welcome. Wooglin's

cannot be Wooglin's without

the support of the Colorado

College student body.

The diversity of the cus-

tomers and the friendly atmo-

sphere is what attracted me to

Wooglin's. 1 believe that

Wooglin's will continue to be

successful from a business

standpoint and we will ac-

complish our mission state-

ment.

As we continue to

struggle to make Wooglin's

not the same, but better, we
will continue to make some
mistakes. We will, however,

never forget who we work
for, who writes our checks.

We are responsible to you,

our customers.

Ifour efforts to date have

fallen short, 1 am truly sorry

and we will make every ef-

fort to improve. 1 welcome
input from anyone regarding

Wooglin's and, contrary to

what 1 said in the article, I

will respond to each and ev-

ery question or complaint.

-Linda Snyder, Owner
Wooglin's Deli

Rob's ready reply
To the Editor:

I received a letter from

Linda Snyder, which I under-

stand will be printed in this

week's issue, regarding my
article in the last Catalyst on

recent changes at Wooglin's.

In it she calls into question

my journalistic judgment and

that of the editorial staff as

well. Not one to pass the buck,

I will simply respond with

this: I believe I did my job.

It is my job as a features

writer to write an accurate,

informative and entertaining

article. I did that as best I

could with theresources avail-

able to me. Linda Lafollette

andDan Cross were both con-

tacted forcomment and failed

to return my calls. The color-

ful quotation from Charles

Keen was accurately attrib-

uted to him.

The article was about

Wooglin's and the percep-

tions students have ofthe res-

taurant. If any feelings were

hurt, 1 apologize. Quite hon-

estly 1 expected thecomment
to be taken with the tongue-

in-cheek air of humor with

which it was intended. If the

editors felt inclined to cut it,

that was their job.

As far as Snyder's asser-

tion that she was unclear re-

garding her agreement with

Cross and that 1 somehow
took creative liberties with

her answer, she is wrong.

Her quotation was the an-

swer to my direct question,

"Do you think you have lived

up to that promise to keep

the feel of Wooglin's?" I

sincerely apologize for mis-

spelling her last name, an

embarrassing and inexcus-

able error on my part - how
ever, the blow-up quote in

which her first name ap

peared as Laura was done

during layout and was not

my mistake. No hard feel-

ings, I still eat there.

-Robert Neer

Will Clinton's liberalism respect all human life?

By Michael Roach
Catalyst Guest

Mr. Clinton, through his

election to the Presidency, has

scored a victory for "Liberal

America" which will have a

profound impact on this gen-

eration. Many policies of the

once business-as-usual Re-

publican government will be

abandoned, and ahberal voice
will once again be heard on

Capitol Hill.

This liberal voice will cry

Out as champion for the cause

of those who have been si-

lenced for so long, and finally

wrestie the control of the ship

of state out of the hands of

Corporate America.

Mr. Clinton will also cry

out for, and win, a greater

level ofhuman decency. This

country can hope that capital

punishment will finally come
to an end. No longer will this

nation condone the murder of

prisoners under any circum-

stances.

All in all, this new liberal

voice has called for a great

many things in the last two

months. Ultimately, Mr.

Clinton calls for a govern-

ment where every person is

equally protected, and where

life - even that of a criminal -

is sacred.

Unsurprisingly, one small

voice is neglected; one small

voice is silenced, day after

day. There is one part of this

nation that the new liberals on

Capitol Hill are not listening

to.

It may soon become ille-

gal to kill a convicted crimi-

nal anywhere in this country.

Yet it remains legal for a

mother to take the life of her

unborn child into her own
hands. Government sanc-

tioned murders will still oc-

cur in this country, it seems,

even after the end of capital

punishment.

Mr. Clinton's new voice

in government may be that of

a great man, and, undoubt-

edly, many of his new poli-

cies are greatly needed.

But where he and many

like him stand in relation to

that one small voice of the

unborn child is questionable,

at the very least.

This school is known for

the intellectual power of the

people whoattend it. Itwould

be hoped that every student

will tum that powerful intel-

lect on the position ofthe new

President and his party, and

recognize the burning hypoc-

risy within.

Then we should tum that

same intellect in on ourselves

and examine the consistency

of our own 'oeliefs, before we

allow Mr. Clinton to heed-

lessly silence that one small

voice.
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Langhus urges trustees to reevaluate policies
From Langhus Pg.9

ing.andmountainbiking. The

fact that we attract an athletic

student body is a strength for

the school.

As the same time, the pres-

ence ofDivision I athletics at

ColoradoCollege hasoutlived

its feasibility. The tremen-

dous expense, the increasing

professionalization of the

sports and the fact that Divi-

sion I athletes (though prima-

rily hockey players rather than

soccer players) receive spe-

cial treatment not accorded

other students have led me to

this conclusion.

I understand thatDivision

I athletics provides a bridge

to an otherwise hostile com-

munity as was mentioned by

Prof. Ashley in her defense of

the program in the report.

However, it was just men-

tioned that the financial aid

office is in a critical fiscal

crisis, and other reports men-

tion the need to improve the

library, drama facilities and

the intramural athletics facili-

ties.

I find it troublesome that

the college would sooner

abandon its need-bh'nd admis-

sions policy than Division I

athletics. I also cannot help

but wonder why we should

provide this community with

entertainment at greatexpense

to us when it is so hostile to

us. Amendment 2, spawned

by groups m this city, has

denied members of our com-

munity basic civil rights. It

seems not only cowardly, but

patently foolish to pander to

such intolerance and igno-

rance.

Division I athletes repre-

sent2.5% of the student body

and 61% of the varsity ath-

letic budget which works out

to $16,127 per athlete. By
comparison intramural and

club athletes represent 64%
ofthe student body at a cost of

$32 per athlete. Clearly the

elimination ofDivision I ath-

letics would not mean a lesser

commitment to student ath-

letes.

Indeed, Prof. Hochman
clearly pointed out that

$50,000 of the money saved

could pay forthemuch needed

ino^mural field complex on

the east side of campus. This

would clearly represent a

greater commitment to ath-

letic opportunities for the av-

erage student.

Finally, I also understand

that there is considerable af-

fection for the hockey pro-

A Womb With a View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Things CC Security Guards Do During the Day

10. Wander around the campus aimlessly, hoping nobody
realizes they are stoned out of their minds, while fight-

ing an incredible urge to twirl.

9. Count the minutes until they get to work the Saturday

morning dorm shift to see who does the "Walk of

Shame."

8. Trying to cope with the humiliating fact that they are

not "packing heat."

7. Kick squirrels.

6. Search for various evils around campus, hke bicycles

in hallways.

5. Race each other in the electiic golf carts when all the

students are in class.

4. Attempt to suppress that little voice inside their head
screaming, "What am I doing here? For Pete's sake, I

should be at the ballet!" And then wonder who the hell

Pete is.

3. Petition the adminisu-ation for a pack of attack dogs
"just because."

2. Run errands for the chief to get brownie points in the

intense political struggle for the coveted Slocum door
guard position.

1
. Stop first-years on theirway to class and say, "Pull my
finger."

gram among alumni, but I am
confident that they would un-

derstand that in time of fiscal

crisis, the college must priori-

tize, and Division I athletics

is not an integral pan of the

college's mission.

Finally, I would like to

briefly address the issue of

the Greek system. I urge the

elimination of residential fra-

ternities at Colorado College.

There is no other living space

on campus where students are

allowed to live without the

presence of an objective au-

thority figure: either an RA or

a Head Resident. To allow a

closely knit group ofmen 1 7-

23 years old to live together

and police themselves cannot

help but contribute to a gen-

eral atmosphere of lawless-

ness in those living spaces.

I am not against fraterni-

ties at Colorado College be-

cause 1 do not believe that

they are exclusive here like

they are at other schools. lam
concerned, however, that

there is a significant popula-

tion ofwomen and men at this

school who are frightened not

only of those spaces, but of

that entire part of campus.

This is not a tolerable situa-

tion, especially as fraternities

represent almost all of the op-

portunity for school-wide so-

cial activities.

I urge that fraternities be

made non-residential and that

a student pub which has been

proposed several times in re-

cent years be given full fund-

ing toprovide the campus with

a much needed community-

wide social space.

As you review these op-

tions you must also review

the college's philosophy and

consequently how you want

the college to appear to the

internal as well as external

communities.

Are you committed to be-

commg a top twenty-five

school known for academic

excellence or would you
ratherremain the only top fifty

school with less than 2,000

students and a Division I ath-

letic program? Are you com-

mitted to a diverse student

body and faculty or would

you rather cower in the

shadow of the religious right

rewarding hate with silence

and subsidized entertainment^

Are you committed to mak-

ing all students feel like their

safety and well being is a con-

cern to you, or would you

rather place some peoples'

right to police themselves over

other peoples' concerns?

The choice is yours, and

the difference can not be em-

phasized enough. We may
become great, the object of

envy, or we may descend into

mediocrity and stagnation.

Courage, creativity and vi-

sion will make the difference.

That Cosmo girl is no feminist
From Sweet Helen Pg. 9

women exposes a selfish and

desperate woman trying to de-

fine herself through appear-

ance and flattery.

Despite what may be her

best intentions - and I seri-

ously doubt that Ms. Brown is

concerned with anyone otiier

than herself - her charm
school proposes to teach

"girls" topander tomen'segos

and to manipulate their fe-

male bodies into stereotyped

objects of desire. Sadly, Ms.

Brown maintains quite a fan

club.

Ms. Brown is willing to

admit that insecurity moti-

vates her to the extreme mea-

sures she takes to remain a

Ms. Brown's charm
school teaches "girls" to

pander to male egos and
manipulate their female

bodies into stereotyped

objects of desire.

"girl." "Women" evidently

don't exist in Ms. Brown's
world: "My philosophy is if

you're not having sex, you're

finished. It separtes the girls

from the old people." Ms.

Brown, however, seemsfairly

sure of her position in her

marriage to film producer

David Brown.

"Mr. Brown is not the

cheating type," Ms. Brown
claims, "but there are plenty

ofmen who do cheat who I'm

not married to and we should

make the best of them."

Said Ms. Brown, "I'm not

being phony. I believe every-

one can do what I do."

Sorry, Ms. Brown. I'm

not interested.
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The Physicists marks 25 years of German plays
Courtesy CC German work.However.theworkcon-

Department tinues in secret at the institu-

tion.

This 25th year ofGerman Sub-plots develop as it be-

plays at Colorado College will coines clear that the scientists

be commemorated with three differ about their ethical and

performances ofa famous and social responsibility and as

provocative dark comedy: the play explores the sanity of

Die Physiker, a tale of scien-

tists and secrets, of success

nd ethics.

DiePhysiker(DEE PHIZ-
;-kur), or The

characters.

Cast for this production

are 18 CC students directed

by Richardson.

fhysicists,

will be per-

formed at 8:00

Thurs-

day, Friday

and Saturday,

April 1, 2 and 3. The perfor

"We do these plays for the

language development of

our students."

-Horst Richardson

Richardson

is a man of

many hats:

aprofessor

ofGerman
language

and culture at the college, the

mances, free and open to the often-honored coach for the

public, will be staged in college men's soccer team
Annstrong Hall's little the-

ater, room 300 (14 E. Cache

La Poudre).

As in the past, the play

will be presented in German,
with opening introductory

comments in English by Horst

Richardson, profp=''-"-"f'^-o,-_

man at CC.
The play was written in

Ihe 1950s by Friedrich

Durrenmatt, a Swiss,"

(named theFar-WestRegion's

"Coach of the Year" for the

1992 season), head of the Dis-

trict 1 1 school board, creator

of a widely-praised book
based on the letters of his sol-

dier father and of course the

fniinHpr and director of the

college's annual German
plays.

"We do these plays for

the language development of
Richardson said, "and paral- our students," he said, "but
Ids may be found to the Man- we also do them for interac-

liattan Project that produced
the atomic bomb."

Three scientists working
on a classified project are sent

10 a mental institution when
ihey decline to complete the

tion with the community.

"This one, especially,

deals with social issues; it has

caught the attention of physi-

cists and dramatists, and is

known and performed around

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

^pril2-3

Vie Physicists

April 9
Grand Hotel

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

MUSIC

Armstrong 300

Pikes Peak Center

ApnlS

Chamber Orchestra 3

April 6
Julie Urquhart,piano 8

April 1!

Chamber Chorus 3

00 p.m.

00 p.m.

:00 p.m.

IN CONCERT

ril3

Screaming Trees

April 6

Shabba Ranks
Belly

April 7

House of Pain

Packard

Packard

CANCELLED

Tanguerayez(F.C.)

FoxTheatre(Den.)

Boulder Theatre

Gothic(Den.)

Pholo By Chris Flood
Cast members for Die Physiker rehearse; the play will be performed in German.

the world.

"In our production, we
plan to intersperse slides and

videos of the Bomb, to help

make elements of the plot

clear."

The performance room
seats approximately 125
people, and seating, in gen-

eral, will be on a first-come

basis without tickets. How-
ever, reservations for a par-

ticular night can be made,
Richardson said, by calling

ext. 6635.

SaidRichardson.'Tveen-

joyed the lengthy association

with the terrific students

who've been able to practice

and improve their German
via the vehicle of theater."

This is the 25th uninter-

rupted year for the annual

German play productions at

CC and Horst Richardson's

25th year directing them.

This play also comes at a

time when the language de-

partments are applying for an

eighty thousand dollar grant.

The money will be used to

renovate Armstrong 300 into

a foreign language "play-

house".

Currently, plays can be

and sporadically are per-

formed in Armstrong 300;

nevenheless, the room does

not have the adequate equip-

ment and lighting that are

commonplace in any modem
theatre.

The renovations will not

only improve the quality of

the current plays, but also al-

low the foreign language de-

partments to perform a greater

number and variety of plays.

Springs native goes solo
Bob Tudor brings one man show to Smokebrush Center

Press Release

Bob Tudor, known in the

Colorado Springs area for his

one-man band performances,

will give a concert titled "Af-

ter the Tone" at 8:00 p.m.,

Wed, April 7, at the

Smokebrush Center for the

Arts, 235 S. Nevada Ave.

The concert, presented by
Tudor and the Smokebrush
Foundation, will be free and

open to the public. Donations

will be accepted to benefit the

foundation's Ken Davidson

Fund which will sponsor spe-

cial theater projects.

"After the Tone" will be a

collection of new collabora-

tive performances involving

the music and instruments of

Bob Tudor and special guest

artists.

Among the guests to be

performing with Tudor will

be Professor Peggy Berg, Di-

rector of the Dance Depart-

ment at Colorado College;

David Fulker, Principal Trum-

pet with the Boulder Philhar-

monic and leader of the jazz

group. Division by Zero; Gra-

ham Moses, songwriter and

performer from Los Angeles;

Peter Cooper. Timpanist with

the Colorado Springs Sym-
phony; performance artists

Varya Tudor, Kat Walter and

Jean Pulos; and others yet to

be announced.

A native of Colorado
Springs, Tudor was in the

midst of diverse musical

projects when, in 1976, he

invented his "Pedimotive"

(foot operated) trombone and

found himself in demand as a

one-man band.

Since then he has trav-

eled much of the U.S. and to

the Soviet Union as a one-

man band.

He has built many other

unusual andexperimental mu-
sical instruments and is con-

tinually creating new mu-
sic for a wide variety of per-

formances,

Mr. Tudor currently per-

forms at area schools for the

Performing Arts for Youth

Organization and works as a

dance accompanist at Colo-

rado College. In February of

this year he appeared with the

Colorado Springs Symphony
on the Youth Concert and

Adventure Concert series.
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Campbell Display CC orchestra performs Balinese ensemble

College Relations

Mixing innovative

graphic design with tactile

qualities has brought artist-

bookmaker Ken Campbell to

the attention of critics here

and abroad. A free, public

exhibit of his unique and ex-

pressive books will be in Colo-

rado College's Cobum Gal-

lery from Tuesday, March 30,

though April 21 -with a pub-

lic reception there for the art-

ist from 5:30-7:30 p.m.,

Thursday, April 8.

Cobum Gallery is in the

Womer Campus Center, and

the "Ken Campbell Book
Show" can be viewed from

noon-7:00 p.m., Tuesdays

through Samrdays.

During the late 50s and

early 60s, Campbell trained

as an apprentice printer and

design student at the London

College of Printing. He then

worked as a professional de-

signer for several years be-

fore distancing himself from

the commercial world. His

creations still explore profes-

sional graphic design ele-

ments but often employ
"found materials" and chance

juxtapositions to startling ef-

fect.

A flyer for one of his pre-

vious exhibits noted that 'the

weight and texture ofpaper is

as important to him as the

width of the page and the

material used for the binding

thread. Therefore the books

not only have sensuous tactile

qualities but are all essentially

sculptural in form."

Campbell will be a visit-

ing professor at the college

during April and his exhibit is

sponsored by the college's art

department.

For more information

please call ext. 6365.

Photo By Chris Flood

Ken Campbell's works are now on display in Womer.

The Ultimate Delivery Combo!

¥> JOSH i JOHN'SLOUI'ES $
HKruRALur HoncnAse tec cksahs

Order a pint of Josh & John's

Naturally Homemade Ice Cream
with tile purchase of your next pizza.

r CALL FOR THIS WEEKS FLAVORS
• Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough

• Chocolate with White Chocolate Chunks

• Chocolate Ftanut Butter Chocolate Chip

Colorado Cookies & Cream

Vanilla Bean

Mocha

1635 West Uintah (In the Uintah Sation)

635-5565

C.C. Special
One 12" Medium Pizza with Cheese and

2 Items
&

One Pint of Josh-n-John's Ice Cream

Pick-up or Delivery |7,0!/ Expires 6/30/93

Guest artist

featured in

Thursday

performance

Press Release

The premiere perfor-

mance of Tunjung Sari, The

Colorado College Balinese

gamelan orchestra, will take

place on Thursday, April 8, at

8:00 p.m. in Packard Hall.

The concert is free and open

to the public.

The concert will feature

two distinguished Balinese

guest artists, I Made
Lasmawan, composer and

master drummer, and I

Nyoman Wenten, dancer.

Gamelan is a generic term

meaning orchestra; there are

many different kinds of

gamelan ensembles in Indo-

nesia, each with its own dis-

tinctive repertory and musi-

cal styles.

The basic melody instru-

ment in the gamelan is a

bronze metallaphone, which

comes in three sizes and is

played with a wooden mallet.

The other gamelan instru-

ments include tuned knobbed

gongs, hanging gongs, cym-
bals, drums, flutes and more.

Colorado College ac-

quired two Balinese gamelans

in October 1992, after nearly

two years of planning and

preparation. One is a gamelan

angklung, a village temple

orchesB'a used to perform

music in honor of the gods.

The other is a gender
wayang, a quartet used to ac-

company Balinese shadow
puppet plays. Following Ba-

linese tradition, both en-

sembles were blessed and re-

ceived names in a ceremony
earlier this year.

Courtesy of CC Music Dcpt

I Made Lasmauan leads a rehearsal of the CC gamelan.

The gamelan angklung

was named Tunjung Sari^

meaning "Lotus Blossom,"

while the gender-wayang was
named Santi-Swara, or

"Sound of Peace."

The Balinese gamelan is

being taught at Colorado Col-

lege by Jill Fredericksen, the

Artistic DirectorofGamelan-

Angklung Tunas Mekar in

Denver.

The premiere concert will

be conducted by I Made
Lasmawan, a Balinese com-
poser and master drummer.

Lasmawan is a graduate of

the Conservatory of Dance,

Music and Puppetry in Bali

and the Indonesian College of

the Arts in Java.

He has performed
throughout Asia, Europe and

Mexico, and currendy teaches

gamelan at San Diego State
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The concert will inclui

five selections firom the topeng

(masked dance) repertory,

performed by I Nyoman
Wenten, one of Bali's most

versatile and renowned dan

ers. Wenten graduated from

the Conservatory of Dance,

Music and Puppetry in Bali

and the National Academy of

Dance in Java.

He has performed

throughout the United States,
""

Canada, Mexico, Asia and

Europe. He teaches at the

California Institute of the Ans

and assists the Consul Gen

eral of Indonesia as Director

of Music, Dance and Lan-

guage Programs.

For further information

about the concert, please con-

tact the Music Department of

Colorado College at ext. 6545,

iGUIDe
IR*Va SYSTEM. INC m

Student discounts are availablefor summer
break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor

using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors!

For all your travel needs call Laura at

632-6412 or come into our campus office

in Armstrong Hall.

CarlsonTravel Navwrk

$3.00 off any

regularly priced
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N/Iovic Review Orchestra plays rare Grieg work
^ad Lieutenant makes a good show Press Release

jy
Lewis Biscamp

:atfl/yif Staff

BadLieutenantYiasslowly

jept into the lair of The Cry-

M Game, demanding a single

nodest showing at 9:45 p.m.

ii
Kimball's Cinema.

Perhaps it is appropriate

lial Bad Lieutenant has only

me showing every night; it

as neither the flash nor the

ixcitement to be the object of

nuch popular acclaim (un-

i)ce the former movie). Cer-

ainly, with its scornful NC-

7 rating, Bad Lieutenant is

lOt likely to hold a place in

he Oscar ceremonies next

/ear.

But, you ask, what is the

ilm about, and did you like

I? 1 wish I could answer

lither question. I suspect that

lack either the cultural so-

ihistication or the depravity

)f soul to color my reactions

this movie either positively

)r negatively.

Harvy Keitel plays a New
ioA City lieutenant. As he is

riving his children to school

ne fine morning he is rea-

onably composed, consider-

ng the depths into which he

oon plunges.

Throughout the movie, the

ieutenant devours alcohol,

ocaine, sex and power and

till remains empty.

The movie might be de-

cribed as a ride where the

iewer is allowed to witness

he lieutenant's depths of de-

Iravity. (But"wimess"isdefi-

litely not a strong enough

lerb.)

Bad Lieutenant is not a

jretentious movie which pur-

josefuUy remains aloft from
Je viewer. Quite the contrary,

tie viewer is invited to par-

icipate in the activities of the

ieutenant and identify with

is (and the other characters')

espair.

I could never bring my-
clf to care for the lieutenant,

«cause, after all he is only

"le nameless individual who
appens to stumble (perhaps

lore violentiy than most)

pon the sometimes obvious

"congruity between exist-

nce and happiness.

We are never really given

inch ground for the reasons

'hy this man has sunk so

'eep, and maybe it does not

wtter, but I wonder what the

'"ipose is for telling his story,

f not to initiate or harden in

^e viewer the notion that life

> just screwed.

Now, with all that being

^'d, I would be renaiss and

oblivious to say thatBadLieu-

Wnantmerely embraces dark-

ness. (And I would be like-

wise simplistic to say that any

sort of dichotomy between

dark and light holds central

meaning in this film.) We do

see light in this movie, in some
strange places.

The lieutenant meets sal-

vation head on, and he is

stunned. We do not have to

dwell in the depths ofdeprav-

ity to empathize with his re-

action.

We are all a party to the

"badness", perhaps better de-

scribed as emptiness, of the

lieutenant-the contradiction

of existing as a living animal

who also has the capability

for conscious reflection.

Without the possibility of

some form of salvation, how-

ever one wishes to define it in

intellectual terms, I am not

sure that any of us are im-

mune to the path into which

the lieutenant has fallen.

And now for the obliga-

tory, superficial, scale-based

ratings. I am not sure that the

entenainment value of this

filmis terribly applicable, but,

if you're are a dark soul like

me, the film is probably wor-

thy of four smiley faces.

As for intellectual value,

since the movie often went

over my head, (and I am re-

ally , really smart) I would give

it four and a half light bulbs.

Due to its subject matter,

Bad Lieutenant also merits a

totally new rating scale, and

out of a scale of five, I would

give it five angst-ridden faces.

Colorado Springs music

lovers will soon have the op-

portunity to hear two orches-

tral compositions never pre-

viously performed in the area.

On Monday, April 5 at

phony, which was composed
in 1 864 when Grieg was 20.

Grieg felt that it did not

represent the more mature na-

tionalistic style that charac-

terized his later works.

The symphony was first

presented to the public at large

Award, and his opera, The
Ghosts of Versailles, was
premiered by the Metropoli-

tan Opera in 1992. Elegy

for Orchestra was com-
posed in 1965.

Al so featuredon the pro-

gram will be the co-winners

Courtesy CC Music Department

The CC Chamber Orchestra at a recent rehearsal for their upcoming performance

of Grieg's Symphony in C minor and John Corigliano's Elegy for Orchestra. The

concert will also feature CC soloists, Shawn Keener and Erin Coyne.

8:00 p.m. in Packard Hall (5

W. Cache La Poudre), the

Colorado College Chamber

Orchestra will give the Colo-

rado premiere of Edvard

Grieg's Symphony in C mi-

nor, as well as the regional

premiere ofJohn CorigUano' s

Elegyfor Orchestra. The con-

cert is free and open to the

public, with Ronald Foster

conducting.

During his lifetime,

Edvard Grieg suppressed the

performance of his only sym-

inl981.

The Colorado College

Chamber Orchestra will per-

form the work in honor of the

one-hundred-fiftieth anniver-

sary of Grieg's birth.

John Corigliano is one of

America's most sought after

composers. HisSymp/ionyWo.

1 recentiy received a Grammy

EVERY

THURSDAY
IS

LADIES' NIGHT
Ladies.. .You Pay NO COVER And

Drink PENNY Drafts, Wells, and Wines
All Night From 8 To Close!

It Just Doesn't Get Any Better Than This!

HOURLY SHOT SPECIALS!

In the Rustic Hills North Mall
(Or Just Ask Anybody!)

of the Colorado College

Concerto Competition: Erin

Coyne, pianist, performing

the third movement of the

Piano Concerto No. 22 by

Mozart (K. 482) and Shawn

Keener, trumpeter, perform-

ing the first movement of

the Hummel Trumpet Con-

certo.

Syracuse Abroad

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •

ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •

ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN

• Courses Taught in English and Host Country

Language

• SU Credit

• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars

• Internships

• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placement,

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472

'»*»«»»»**»»»*'
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PLAY YOUR CARDS RIGHT! CALL BLACKJACK PIZZA TONIGHT

633-1200
19 15 W U N I T A H

BETTER PIZZA, BETTER PRICE

FREE DELIVERY

214"
LARGE 1

ITEM
PIZZAS

9.99
"ftK not hohidKL AdMonri

oSmtooi^onsVdiMrab

PEPPmONI SUPREME.

HAWUIMpSUhoe

QAMBIERS-SUPREME

1 12" MEDIUM
699

2 12- MEDIUMS
10.99

"* 'hinhiilBil AtbU^m^mnOinBUalL WBfMi

nMMWb& NotwUsBI
oVmtCM^cnt or oMfiL

HOURS
MON-SAT

11AM -12 MIDNIGHT
SUN

11AM - 11PM

DELICIOUS
TOPPINGS:
PEPPERONI

ITALIAN SAUSAGE
HAM

GROUND BEEF
BACON
FRESH

MUSHROOMS
BLACK OLIVES

GREEN PEPPERS
GREEN OLIVES
GREEN CHILES
JALAPENO
PEPPERS
ONIONS

DOLE PINEAPPLE
ANCHOVIES

EXTRA CHEESE
THICK CRUST
TOMATOES

2 16" Extra

Large, 1 item

pizza and 1

six-pack of

soda

14.99
nniiflttik NotwHvlh
ovNTooi^onv OfQNni

1 14"

LARGE
PIZZA WITH
1 ITEM AND
TWO
SODAS

6.99
Tto notiHUBKL AdJfciiw
nmofldnk NolwHdwIh

m

DRINKS - 50(t ea.

Coke
Diet Coke
Dr. Pepper

&
Sprite

SIDE SALAD - 99c ea. + tax

Ranch Italian Thousand-

French Blue Cheese Island

1 12"

PIZZA WITH
2 ITEMS
2 SALADS
2 COKES

8.49

V

1 10" PIZZA
WITH TWO
ITEMS

AND ONE
SODA

4.99
NKimrauaiA MMHorai

NO MATTER HOW YOU DEAL EM EVERY HAND'S A WINNER

Now Hiring Drivers
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Rex, we're not in

Kansas anymore

By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

Today I glanced at my
NCAA tournament picks

and tried to figure out if I

was sober when I picked

UMASS to make the final

four. Realizing that I was

going to lose all ofmy three

dollar entry fee, I quickly

started rooting for my
hometown favorites, Cal

and Santa Clara. After

Santa Clara delivered a huge

upset to Arizona, the team

that was supposed to wreak

havoc upon the 64 team

field as I stated in an earlier

issue of the Catalyst, I de-

cided to hell with my picks.

1 thought, hey, it's only three

bucks. I make almost twice

that much each month
working for the Catalyst.

All seriousness aside, it

has been an exciting tour-

nament despite the lack of

close games. However
there were a few nailbiters

in the early rounds. In the

second round California

defeated two time defend-

ing champs Duke, in agame
that can only be described

as thrilling. In another sec-

ond round game Michigan

and UCLA clashed as the

Bruins tried to pull one over

on the Fab Five sopho-

mores. Glancing back at

my picks I notice but one
team left in the hunt for the

National title. That team is

none other than the Michi-

gan Wolverines.

See Finally Four Pg. 18

Lacrosse undefeated in league
Tigers lose to east coast opponents, beat Denver 10-8

By Jeff Short

Catalyst Staff

The men's lacrosse team,

you may have noticed, did not

get much sun over spring

break. While just about ev-

eryone else at CC returned

with a tan from exoric sun-

spots like South Padre, Texas,

the Canyonlands, Hawaii,

Montana, the Caribbean, Vail,

and even Denver, the lacrosse

team returned having soaked

up some rain in the vacation

paradise of Virginia. Actu-

ally, Virginia is a nice place;

March just isn't the time to

visit unless, possibly, you are

allergic to the sun. Sunbath-

ing, however, was not the

purpose of the trip.

The teamwent to improve

their level of play against a

few of the top teams in the

nation. The Tigers first game
was against Roanoke College,

ranked #3 in NCAA Division

III. The Maroons (that's their

catchy school nickname) won.

The score of the game is a

heavily protected secret and

will not be revealed by any-

one on the team so don't

bother asking.

The second game saw the

Tigers take on the Generals of

Washington and Lee Univer-

sity, who are also ranked in

the top ten in the nation. The
Tigers played considerably

better than before, but again

came up short. This time,

though, the final score was

fairly respectable.

By the end of the week,

after the two losses and end-

Photo by Chris Flood

A TigerLax player cradles the ball during a recent practice.

The team brings a 2-0 league record into Saturday's game.

less hours spent in hotel rooms tudes before the next game on

and barracks, the team's spir-

its were low. All were look-

ing forward to returning to

the Springs, putting the break

behind them, and preparing

for league play.

Upon arriving back home
the team had only two days of

practice to learn from their

mistakes and adjust their atti-

The week in preview
Satxuday April 3

Women's Tennis vs. Colorado State Univ. 10:00 a.m.

Men's Lacrosse vs. University of Colorado 1 :00 p.m.

Men's Teimis vs. Northern Colorado 1:30 p.m.

Men's and Women's Track at CSU Invitational 10:00 a.m.

Monday April 5

Men's and Women's Tennis at Regis University 3:00 p.m.

Tuesday April 6

Men's Tennis at Metro State 6:00 p.m.

Wednesday April 7

Lacrosse at Colorado School of Mines 4:00 p.m.

Thursday April 8

Women's Tennis at Metro State 3:00 p.m.

Wednesday. For the most part,

the team was successful in

turning things around.

The Tigers, who by this

time were accustomed to play-

ing in bad weather, traveled to

Denver to take on DU in a

game that saw both rain and

snow. Ignoring the precipita-

tion, CC went on to win by a

score of 10-8, improving their

league record to 2-0. The win

restored confidence and

helped the team refocus on

their ultimate goal ofwinning

the league.

The next game is this Sat-

urday, April 3, at 1:00 p.m.

The Tigers will be taking on

theCU Buffaloes. The weath-

erman has predicted a warm
day so come on out to the field

and cheer on the team. And if

the weather is bad come on

out anyway. As always, the

team appreciates the support

of its fans.

Did you know?

Did you know that the

official national sport of

Canada is Lacrosse?

Tiger Rugby
Stymies AFA

By Ted Smith

Catalyst Staff

To stimulate a greater in-

terest in the Rugby articles

and hopefully spur interest in

Rugby on campus it has been

decided to let everyone know
what a bunch of swell guys

we are. Certain members of

the team have revived the age

old tradition of THE LAND
SHARK. Recent trustees to

this time-honored order in-

clude Ted Smith and Scott

Grosscup. Scott, when asked

to comment on his landshark

said, "It was swell."

Another ritual harking

back to the days when people

lived and fought together as

clans is THE ZULU WAR-
RIOR. The Zulu clan of the

upper highlands in England

have always been attributed

as being the first Rugby play-

ers to eat their dead.

After CC's recent victory

over Air Force another in-

ductee was brought to our

clan, Sean "Baloo" McBride.

He will soon be seen hanging

his Georgia peaches in the

ritualistic dance of the Zulu

Warrior. It has also been said

that the Rugby team is by far

the most musical bunch of

men on campus. Legend has

it that after especially heroic

tests the team can be heard

singing ancient songs as they

commune with the spirits of

evolutionary ancestors.

All this week is Spencer

Leese week. He was named

the M.V.P. of the last test CC
played against Air Force. He
scored two try's for the team

tallying a remarkable 10

pointsforthe Tigers. So when

you see Spencer give him a

big hug and kiss. Inciden-

tally the Tigers led by Matt

Douglas beat A.F.A. 23-0.

Also scoring for the Tigers

were Ted Smith and Sean

McBride scoring 7 and 5

points respectively. The team

played well as a whole yet

there were some standout

players. Outstanding rookie

performance came from the

Zack Attackand Anton Boija.

Kudos Boys!

Our next game is this Sat-

urday against DU in Denver.

It should be a hard fought

contest. Incidentally the Ti-

gers beat Denver to win the

DIVISION TITLE last year.

Best of luck to the ruggers

this weekend!
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Women's tennis strokes through Ca.

Suzy Greenburg

Catalyst Staff

I'm going to Disneyland

was a popular saying when

the Colorado College

Women's Tennis Team was

in Califomia for Spring Brealc.

Riding "The Pirates of the

Carribean" and "It's a Small

World" was nothing com-

pared to Coach Betty Burg's

wild ride on Space Mountain.

It was a great ending to a

day that saw the Tigers defeat

Occidental College 5-4 to cap

off a 2 and 1 trip.

Firstyears, Mary Kocman

and Sabrina Sammons (Lips)

came back from down a match

point to post the deciding vic-

tory at #3 doubles.

Last Monday, the women

Pholo by Chris Flood

The women's tennis team completes their final lap of conditioning holding hands.

played Lewis and Clark State match today against Mesa tennis match, but 95% of the

College at the AirForce Acad-

emy which ended at 1 :00 a.m.

in the morning. Unfortunately,

it ended in an 8-1 loss.

The Tigers are 5-4 this

season going into a home

State College at 3:00 p.m.,

then hostCSU Saturday morn-

ing at 10:00 a.m.

It should be noted that

95% of the CC community

has never seen a Lady Tiger

players could care less.

Assistant Coach Jerry

Cross, however, could use

some companionship on the

sideHnes, so come on out this

afternoon.

Women's track kicks into season vaiant honored

Heather Pantley

Catalyst Staff

While the rest of the CC
campus was off on various

wonderful vacations in exotic

places, the track and field team

was back early on Friday to

drive to Kansas. They were

venturing tocompete at Colby

Community College on Sat-

urday the 27th in the season's

first outdoor meet. Consider-

ing it is the beginning of the

season, thewomen had a great

meet!

Starting the day with the

field events,many CCwomen
competed in an event for the

first time ever. Everyone, that

is, but veteran thrower Cassie

Roberts, who threw her per-

sonal best in the shot —

34'9.75", and placed fourth

in the discus with a 101' 11"

throw.

Jen Cerovski started her

career in the javolin with a

throw of 63'6", Jen Crute

joined her in new pursuits by

longjumpingforthefirsttime.

Then the running events

t)egan, and the Tigers showed

their might with a number of

personal bests and places in

the meet. Starting with the

1500m race, Jen Eldridge set

a personal record and placed

fourth with a time of 5:42. At

the end of the day, Eldridge

set a PR of 1 8 seconds in the

3000m with a time of 12:22.

Next, in the 400m, Crute

set an impressive personal

lifetime best time of 64.8.

In the200m sprint, Celina

Santana and Cerovski placed

third and fourth respectively,

with times of29.70 and 32.91

- also a PR for Jen.

Jen Cerovski summed up

the meet by saying that "ev-

eryone did great at [the] first

outdoor meet. It psyched us

up for the rest of the season
!

"

This Saturday, April 3, the

entire team will be back to

compete at CSU. The field

events begin at 1 1 :00 a.m., so

drive up and cheer them on.

have fun and lots o' luck, girls!

Press Release

Trivia

What affliction
didtheYankee
Ironman Lou
Gherig die of?

Senior Jason Vaiant has

been named to the 1993 Divi-

sion III All-West Region bas-

ketball team. Vaiant, a sec-

ond-team selection, led the

Tigers in scoring, averaging

15.4 points per game and in

free throw percentage

(83.3%). He is CC's all-time

scoring leader with 1,899

points. His 315 three-point

field goals gives him a tie for

third in Division III for all-

time three-point field goals

made,

Jason Vaiant will be re-

membered for getting the Ti-

gers to the Division m tour-

nament for the first time in 30

years. Jason never missed a

game in his CC career.

Northwestern University

Summer Session '93

Think or swim.

Our multicouree registration iliscount

saves you 20 percent on two courees,

25 percent on tliree or more.

Call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call

708/491-41 14) or mail litis coupon,

I'm tliinking. Send me a free copy of

Itie Summer Ses,sion '^i catalog with

financial aid and registration information

(available in Marcfi). Please send Ifte

catalog to Q my home my school.

Summer Session, 200,^ .Sheridan Road

Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650

Finally four
From Rex Pg. 17

Now that the tourna-

ment is in it's final stages, I

re all zethati underestimated

the talent level of some
teams. The Kentucky Wild-

cats are Sports Ulustrated's

pick to win the big game.

To say that Jamal Mashburn

and company cruised

through their region would

be a tremendous understate-

ment. Dead eye three-point

shooting coupled with in-

tense defense led the Wild-

cats to a plethora of double

digit victories, without a

single close game. Ken-

tucky will face Michigan in

one of the semifinal match-

ups.

The other semifinal will

see Dean Smith's North

Carolina Tar Heels, face

Roy Williams's Kansas

Jayhawks, in a pupil/men-

tor match -up, Williams'

was Smith's assistant at

UNC for years, and conse-

quently both teams run al-

most identical offensive and

defensive schemes, I pick

the Tar Heel's to run past

Kansas. I don't think the

Jayhawks will be able to

contain Eric Montross,

Carolina's seven foot cen-

ter. Unless Rex Walters

rallies his team to play the

collective game of their

lives, Kansas will watch the

final as fans.

Back to the Michigan/

Kentucky match-up. Hike

the way Michigan runs the

court, and I like their loose

style. If Rose, Howard,

Webber, King and Jackson

can play together with the

spunk and emotion they've

exhibited throughout the

season, then I beleive there

is no stopping the Wolver-

ines,

On the other side of the

court Kentucky is arguably

the best team on paper. To

show how the Wildcats can

completely dominate a

game think about this. Ear-

lier in the tournament ten

minutes into the game
against Kentucky, The

Deamon Deacons of Wake
Forest were unconcious

shooting a near perfect 86'5f

from the field, however they

were losing to the Wildcats

by 22 points. Kentucky had

only allowed Wake Forest

to take seven shots. If Ken-

tucky can dominate defen-

sively and make Michigan

turn over the ball, thenMon-
day night there won't be

blue and yellow.

Finally for the pick

you've been waiting for,

Michigan by four over

North Carolina,
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Winter IM comes to a close with the playoffs
By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

The winter intramurals

finished up their season with

theirown championship tour-

naments. Basketball, soccer,

hoclcey and raquetball

crowned their victors just as

the block was finishing up.

However, everybody

knows the real glory comes

from those rare coveted intra-

mural championship (with

nuest stars Calvin and

Hobbes) T-shirts.

Basketball found Lynch

Mob as the A league champs,

Stale Bagels finishing fu'st in

the B league and Waste of

Height coming out on top in

the co-ed league.

Indoor soccer has the

Shweds taking the Men's com-
petitive league. The co-ed

league passed out the shirts to

East Bengal.

Raquetball had singles and

doubles champs. Brian Counts

came away with the singles

title, while Paul Jones and

Chris Bell receive the kudos

for the doubles final.

With the last game com-
ing off the ice on the final

Sunday of the block intramu-

Pholo by Inunmural Staff

The Ice Holes, B league champs, pose after their victory.

Chris Kimber was the shining "North" star, keeping

them in the game with numerous great saves. Ian

"Soup" Campbell anchored a stingy defense that

allowed the team's offense to unleash four goals, each

scored by different players.

Photo by Inu-amural Suiff

Intramural basketball found serious competition from every league. The A league

game was especially heated where Lynch Mob scratched and clawed past The Green

House. It is not the Final Four but don't even think of telling these players that.

ral hockey came to a close. B
league found Ice Holes the

surprise Honnen Cup champs
(where were those Snail char-

acters?) as the team was
thrown together in the last

few weeks of the season.

They all don'teven know each

others names!

This team was stacked

with talent including the

Chris "Cheap Shot" Chelios-

like defense of Ryan Earhart,

as hekept the opponents away

irom the goal oron theirbacks

around the goal plus his gen-

eral hustle (admittedly his

girlfriend was watching) plus

the scoring weapon Michael

Rabinovitch (this is all he was
as his defense was sleepy at

best). Congratulations!!

The C league Mad Dogs
skated away victors behind

Ezra "Le Mur" Bayles and

Pete "B League Ability"

Mulvihill. It seems that teams

sometimes get a little too ex-

cited about winning those T-

shirts and add a few ringers to

their team. It was good that

Mad Dogs brought Pete

Mulvihill along as he spent

most of his time shadowing

the other team's ringer. It all

was fair in the end, 1 think.

Sean McLaughlin wants to be

remembered for not getting a

penalty. Nicely done.

The Rec league wr.aps up

the hockey season by bestow-

ing the honors to Phi Delta

Theta.

Intramurals now look to-

wards spring sports. Tennis,

Softball and pickleball leagues

and tournainents are being

offered. There are different

divisions in each sport allow-

ing everyone to compete. Go
and sign up early in El Pomar.

WE NEED YOUR HELP TO RECOGNIZE OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEERS

NOMINATE outstanding volunteers to receive awards at tlie Community Service Recogni-

tion Dinner on Wednesday, April 28.

Nomination forms with explanations of criteria are available at the Womer desk and the Center for Com-

munity Service.

III.

IV.

HELP US
RECOGNIZE THE
ACHIEVEMENTS
OF EXTRAORDINARY
VOLUNTEERS

These awards will be presented:

I. SPECIAL AWARDS
a. The Award for Outstanding Community

Service, sponsored by the Class of 1981
b. Innovative Leadership Award
c. Organizational Leadership Award

II. SPIRIT AWARDS
a. Faculty or Staff Member Spirit Award
b. Alimina or Alumnus Spirit Award
c. Student Spirit Awards

TEAM AWARDS
a. Student Organization Team Award
b. Residence Unit Team Award
c. Greek Chapter Team Award
d. College Department Team Award

PARTNERSHIP AWARDS
a. Colorado College Commimity Partnership Award
b. Colorado Springs Community Partnership Award

NOMINATIONS ARE DUE IN THE CENTER FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE, WORNER 205,

BY MONDAY, APRILS.

COMMITMENT BEYOND THE SELF HELPS ONE ACHIEVE MEANING

^^m
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Classifieds

College News

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

Religious Panel

Apanelfrom various religions

includingBHai, Mormon and

Rastafarian will discuss cur-

rent moral issues based on

their faith traditions, "Reli-

gious Perspectives: An Ex-

ploration of Various Ethical

Issues" will be on Tuesday

April 6 at 8:00p.m. in Slocum

Hall Lounge.

Attention Men!
Come to thenewMen 'sGroup

that will be meeting Monday
nights from 7:00-9:00 p.m.

starting Monday March 29, in

the Hamlin House. If you are

interested or have any ques-

tions about this new group

please call Dave at ext. 7783.

Trivia Bowl
Collidascope Trivia Bowl on

Monday, April 12 at 7:00

p.m. in Bemis Hall Lounge.

Join the campus for a fun-

fiUed TV-style game. Test

yourknowledge ofcivil rights,

sexism and Jewish oppres-

sion. You may even win the

Grandprize- 1 st pick ofroom

for next year!

Arts & Crafts

Openings in clay, jewelry, fi-

ber and photography are still

available! Sign up now at the

Womer Desk for Arts &
Crafts classes for 7th and 8th

block.

Blue Key
Blue Key National Honor

Society will make applica-

tions available for all sopho-

mores and juniors. Pick up

applications at Womer Desk,

due April 9 at 5 p.m. to the

Womer Desk or Womer Box

310.

Goodwill Donations

Need someplace to put those

old clothes? There is now a

Goodwill clothing donation

box in the lower level of the

Womer Center, under the

stairway by the Womer stu-

dent mail boxes.

Anchorslide

Friday, April 9 at 7:00 p.m. at

CC's Honnen Ice Rink. Tick-

ets are available at Womer
Center or at the door for $1

each. Proceeds to benefitThe
Colorado School for the Deaf
and the Blind.

A Taste of Diversity

The Residence Hall Associa-

tion presents "A Taste of Di-

versity " on April 2 from 1 :00-

5:00 p.m. in Womer Quad.

Food, fun, music and dancing

in celebration of our

community's diversity. Any
questions? CalltheRHA of-

fice at ext. 6833.

Employment

ing age is in Mexico and

Canada? This summer fly to

far away, exotic bars with 6

eligible women. Call El

QuesoGrande atext. 6588 for

more info.

Adventure

Service Adventures, Inc. is

setting up a table in Womer
on Thurs., April 8 to inform

students of opportunities to

participate in ecological and

scientific research in Russia

and Central Asia. For more

information contact (303)

892-5743.

Interested in Teaching?

UNC in Greeley will host

TeacherEmploymentDayson

April 20 and 21. Preregistra-

tion is mandatory and costs

$30. Fee due by April 9. For

more information or to regis-

ter for the conference contact

Jennifer Watson or Lori

Rapp at (303) 351-1441.

Summer Positions

Girl Scout Camp: general

counselors, cooks, horseback

riding instmctors. Minimum
age 18. Contact GSWWC,
3535 Parkmoor Vill, Colo-

radoSprings,CO 80917-5298

or phone 597-8603.

Misc.

For Sale

Pioneer receiver. Hasn't

been used and need to get rid

of it. $160.00 or best offer.

Call ext. 7895.

Photo Contest

"Capture the Nike Spirit."

The winner of the month will

receive $50 cash and will be

eligible for the grand prize

award of $1,000. For more
information, contact Jacki

Hampton at 310-551-1381.

Personal

Catalyst

wants to adopt. We will pro-

vide a secure and nurturing

home for your infant, and lots

of understading and suppon

for you. Call Joanne and

David at 1-800-645-1622.

Beer Tour
North American beer tour

summer 1993. Official Po-

litical Science Dept. fiesta!!!

9 1/2 weeks (minus 3) with 6

women seeking 4 or more

bachelors. For a great time

call El Queso Grande at ext

6588.

It's Greek to IMe

I've lost my Greek text boo]<.

Ifyou have itplease call Scott

at ext. 7764.

Hey CC!
Does anyone out there

listen? Submit some Per-

sonals! It's free, and you

don't even have to think

—

much.

Travel

Drinking

Do you know what the drink-

Seeking Fun?

Hey all you wilderness ad-

venture seekers! Nowhere to

go 7th Block Break? Low on

funds? Come explore incred-

ible rock formations, skirt

high alpine passes and drink

in breath-taking vistas with

ORC- all this for only $10!

Sign up now in the Leisure

Program Office before it's too

late.

Adoption

Loving, open Coloradocouple

Thanks
For your contributions to

the Senior Class

Campaign
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President are at
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in Advertising or
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Friday, April 9.

Direct any questions

to Cheri at ext. 6675.
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Williams stresses future Graduation speakers chosen

By Orlando Martinez

Catalyst Staff

Today ends the 3rd An-

nual Native American Heri-

tage Week Symposium. This

year's theme was "The Fu-

ture ofIndian America." Riclc

Wilhams, a Lalcota Indian and

Director ofthe Learning Cen-

ter at CU-Boulder, spolce on

Wednesday about the neces-

sities to insure a future for

Native Americans.

Mr. Williams began by

addressing history and mis-

conceptions about Native

Americans. "We know what

the last 500 years was like.

Now we must decide what

the next 500 years will be,"

said Williams. He empha-

sized that Native Americans

must shape their future or face

the possJbiHty of losing the

identity thej; have fought to

keep.

Freedom, language, reli-

gion, and maintaining a rela-

tionship with nature are the

most important issues for

Mr.Williams, because they

are the main components of

Native culture and the means

by which Native Americans

canmaintain aplace forthem-

selves in the future of

America.

"If we remember that we
are fiee, we will still be In-

dian People," Williams said

as he recalled Native Ameri-

cans' past fights for freedom

from government control.

Williams added that the

Native American nations

must maintain and increase

their sovereignty in order to

have a place to practice their

culture. Williams also

stressed the importance of

each tribe respecting the sov-

ereignty of other tril^es be-

cause of the distinctiveness

of the different native cul-

tures in the Americas.

For Williams, language

and religion are important for

maintaining a cultural iden-

tity and as an aspect of the

Native American relationship

with nature. He emphasized

this, saying, "We're here be-

cause we are part of this

Earth," and he extended this

statement to all of humanity,

saying that everyone must

See Williams Pg. 3

Marieka Brown and Su-

sanMoss have been chosen as

senior speakers for the May
1993 Commencement cer-

emonies.

Brown will give the ad-

dress verbally, while Moss
delivers the same speech in

American Sign Language.

Marieka Brown antici-

pated that the address would

"focus on social change."

Brown said they would

emphasize that, "No matter

who you are or what you do,

you can change the world

around you."

Presenting the address in

sign language and orally has

a dual function in that it will

"bridge twocommunities [the

hearing and the hearing-im-

paired], and will serve as a

springboard to discuss the di-

verse experiences of CC se-

niors," said Brown.

Photo by John Holecek

Rick Williams focused on history as a guide to the future.

Trial set in Bemis assault

Pholo courtesy ot Marieka Brown

Graduation speakers Susan Moss and Marieka Brown

relax together. Seniors chose the pair in a recent election.

By John Anthony
Catalyst Staff

Criminal proceedings are

under way in the case against

a Colorado Springs man who
allegedly threatened aCC stu-

dent with a gun. The victim

was a female first-year stu-

dent who lives in Bemis.

A preliminary hearing

was scheduled on Fri, April

2. However, the defendant

waived his right to the hear-

ing. A trial date has now been
set, and the 28-year-old de-

fendant will face the charges

against him in a jury trial.

The man's arrest resulted

from an altercation with the

Bemis resident during the

early morning hours ofTues,

March 9. The two had appar-

ently been involved and the

man became angered at the

possibility of the relation-

ships' termination. The man
then allegedly threatened the

woman with a handgun.

A fellow Bemis resident

phoned security, and CC se-

curity promptly responded.

They disarmed the coopera-

tive suspect and notified the

See Trial Pg. 3

Photo by John Holecek

Bemis Hall, the site of a potentially dangerous incident in

early March. The case is heading to court.

This issue's news feature

focuses on the last forty-

five days seniors have to

get jobs, write theses and

enjoy the mountains.

See story Pg. 4

Inside

Features

Alternative Spring

Breakers visit Cajun-

land

Pg.5

Opinions

Editor ponders power

tools. A must-read!

Pg. 10

Arts

Bowling balls debut

in Armstrong

Pg. 14

Sports

Men's track... runs

Pe. 17
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20th century China topic of talk

College Relations

Timothy Cheek will be

the guest speaker at the an-

nual Woman's Educational

Society (W.E.S .) meeting and

luncheon on Saturday, April

24 at 11:30 a.m. in Bemis

Hall.

Cheek will discuss "Revo-

lution, Evolution, and Conti-

nuity in 20th Century China."

The luncheon is open to

the public and costs $10. Res-

ervations are needed before

Saturday, April 17 and can be

made by reaching Merodie

Riegel at 632-1275.

Cheek is the director of

Asian-Pacific Studies and a

history professor at Colorado

College.

His talk will question the

historical models of "revolu-

tion" and "modernization" in

the understanding of China's

history.

Recent world events,

from the collapse of the So-

viet Union to the uncertain-

ties of the "new world order,"

are a part of this questioning.

To understand China in

modem times as well as his-

tory in general, Cheek sug-

gests adopting the "threekinds

of time" used by French his-

torian Femand Braudel: natu-

ral time, social time andeven t-

ful time.

Founded in 1889, the

Woman's Educational Soci-

ety promotes the welfare of

Colorado College students,

with "women helping

women" as a centi^al theme.

Its scholarship fund, based

on student need, has helped

hundreds of women scholars

pursue college educations.

W.E.S. support has also

created residential and health

facilities, as well as lecture-

ships, at the college and has

established social and educa-

tional programs for the cam-

pus and the community.

Anti-Violence Project combats harassment

Press Release

The Anti-Violence

Project, Colorado Springs

(AVP), a service of the Pikes

Peak Gay & Lesbian Com-
munity Center, began serving

the Colorado Springs com-

munity effective April 1,

1993.

This 24-hour crisis-line is

accessible from any telephone
by dialing 636-0606. The
Ann-Violence Project, Colo-

rado Springs is working in

conjunction with the AVP,
Denver to compile statistics

on violence against the Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and
Transgendered communities.

The mission of the Anti-

Violence Project is to elimi-

nate violence experienced by

tfie Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual

and Transgendered commu-
nities—including, butnotlim-

ited to hate crimes, discrimi-

nation , domestic violence,

verbal harassment, sexual as-

sault, etc.

The Anti-Violence
Project is commited to pro-

viding direct services to vic-

tims, facilitating access to

existing victim s assistance

and domestic violence pro-

grams and eudcatingcommu-
nities regarding issues ofLes-

bian, Gay, Bisexual and

Transgendered victimization.

While the primary goal of

die AVP is to help the Les-

bian, Gay, Bisexual and

Transgendered communities,

we will endeavor to serve the

community at large.

The Anti-Violence project

will offer the following ser-

vices: victim's assistance, re-

source referrals, crisis inter-

vention, legal and systems

advocacy, support services

and community education.

The Anti-Violence
Project, Colorado Springs is a

non-profit, volunteer organi-

zation that operates on busi-

ness sponsorships and private

donations. For more infor-

mation, call 471-4429.

Students, administrators to

discuss Strategic Planning

All students are invited to

discuss the Strategic Planning

Report with President-Desig-

nate Kathryn Mohrman, Presi-

dent Michael Grace, Vice

PresidentLaurel McLeod and

CCCA President John
Langhus on Tuesday, April

13.

Students and adminisQ^-

tors will discuss the report

and Professor Glen Brooks's

summary of the report.

Also, students can com-
ment on the various choices

and recommendations offered

• ^~~ Dni <-,«..*? K..A ^ It

Primitive and Ethnic An,
Clottilng & JcMwky In Old Colorada City

2S10 West Colorado Avenue
Open Dally • 633-0584

in the report.

Mohrman may act in con-

junction with the board of

trustees to implement some
of the actions debated within

the repon and its summary,
including building a perform-

ing arts center, abolishing the

Greek system and eliminat-

ing Division I hockey.

These options are dis-

cussed in Brook's summary
report, available in theCCCA
office in Womer Center.

The 1000-page Stiategic

Planning Report is available

at Womer Desk and Tutt Li-

brary.

The meeting will take

place at 3:00 p.m. in the WES
room of Womer Center.

Security Beat

March 31 11:45 a.m.

Student reported receiving 4 obscene phone calls the night

before.

March 31 11:48 p.m.

Two students were assaulted by 4 or 5 non-students on the

comer of Cache laPoudre and Weber. One student was hit

in the head with a skateboard. One of the non-students had

a gun but did not fire it during the assault

April 1 10:35 p.m.

A bike was reported stolen nearTicknor Hall. The bike was
valued at $50.

April 3 11:45 p.m.

Student reported that a camera and case were stolen from

room in Palmer. The camera was valued at $100.

April 5 8:30 a.m.

A professor reported a $200 bike stolen near Barnes. The
bike had been locked.

Aprils 12:15 p.m.

A bicycle valued at $200 was reported stolen from Mathais
bike rack over the weekend.

Colorado College encourages students to

report all criminal incidents by calling col-

lege security at ext. 6707 (open 24 hours).

Students plead not-guilty
By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

Three first-year students ac-

cused of spray-painting anti-

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

And it's purple too!

Full Bar

Dale Street Cafe
115 E.Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

Amendment 2 slogans on a

Focus on the Family build-

ing pleaded not guilty Mon-
day to class 2 misdemeanor

charges.

The students— Sara

Langer, Laura Peterson and

Amanda Wintcher—were

accused of spray-painting

the Focus at 420 N. Cascade

Ave. on Feb. 11.

Focus on theFamily said

that the cost ofremoving the

paint was $410.

The students hope to ne-

gotiate a suspended sentence

in a pre-nial conference on

May 12 with the district at-

torney.

Ifconvicted, the students

could face up to 12 months
in jail and $1,000 in fines.
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Reality Beat

Block 6

Siudent in InterVarsity Fellowship reports finding an IV

poster hung in Worner torn down and crumpled on the

floor.

Aprils

Student reports finding the following message written in

the men's restroom on the second floor of Tutt North:

"CC students are homosexual just to be politically cor-

rect."

Student reports finding the plastic used to cover her car

window "smashed in" late Monday night. Reality Beat

reported earlier this semester that the car window was

shot through and an attempt was made to peel off her

bumper sticker reading "Focus on Your Own Damn
Family." A sign in the student's carread: "Hate is Not a

Family Value." As a result of the harassment and

damage, the student has decided to remove both.

April?

Student reports hearing the followingcomment made by

a classmate: "Hispanics will never be a driving force."

After the professor's response, the classmate added, "At

least not in the way Americans have been." Student

reported feeling like the situation was not responsibly

handled in class by the professor. When approached by

the student the following day, the professor said he was

unaware that tiie student had taken offense to the state-

ments made in class. The student wrote a letter to the

editor which appears in this issue's Op/Ed section.

April 8

Student reports tiiat poster publicizing "Straight Night"

had been torn down and crumpled. "Straight Night" is a

event sponsored by the Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Asso-

ciation (BGALA).

Criminal proceedings begin in Bemis assault

HATE
^ FREE ZONE

Photo by Chris Flood

From Trial pg. 1

Colorado Springs Police.

Upon arrival, the CSPD ar-

rested him.

He was initially charged

with second degree kidnap-

ping and released on bond.

The District Attorney's

office decided to press three

additional charges. They are:

crime of violence, felony

menacing and carrying a con-

cealed weapon. The charges

carry hefty penalties.

Attempts to discern the

DA's position regarding plea

bargain possibilities were un-

fruitful. Likewise, attempts

to gain access to the

Native American future explored

From Williams pg. 1

realize their connection to the

earth.

Williams then explored

the Native American relation-

ship with nature by consider-

ing the importance of buffalo

and extended family relation-

ships in the pre-Columbian

history of his tribe.

He explained the

parrallels between the struc-

ture of nature and and the

structure of the traditional

Native American family,

showing how these natural

relationships are crucial to a

healthy culture and environ-

ment.

Mr. Williams also bal-

anced honest critcism of

America's none-too-pretty

history with the optimistic

view that Europeans and Na-

tive Americans can eventu-

ally overcome the past and

move forward so that "The

Fuhire of Indian America" and

the future of European
America need not be mutu-

ally exclusive visions.

defendant's criminal record

were also unsuccessful.

At the student's request.

Dean of Students Mike
Edmonds and Director of Se-

curity Ron Smith will attend

all proceedings regarding the

alleged incident.

CC Security has issued

the man a trespass warning. It

prohibits the man from being

anywhere on campus. Secu-

rity can take him into custody

if he ignores the warning.

The College has taken

several specific measures to

ensure the students' safety.

Counseling is available to

students is dangerous situa-

tions, as are lock changes.

Security can tailor their

rounds for an individual stu-

dent, and Residential Life can

relocate students for security

reasons.

These measures are open

to all students who feel that

they have been a victim of

harassment.

Holocaust Anniversary Observed
College Relations

Eckanar explores relationship of

dreams tospirituality in Bemis

Press Release
information call Mark
Weissler, 528-1095.

The Holocaust of 1933-

1945 mav seem now like an

unalterable part ofhistory , but

as time slowly claims the sur-

vivors and close relatives of

the six million victims, might

revisionists persuade future

generations of adifferent ver-

sion?

A talk on that topic, plus a

panel discussion that includes

local survivors of the Holo-

caust, will constitute a Holo-

caust observance on Sunday

afternoon, April 18. The date

is Yom Shoah, set aside in

Judaism as a time to reflect on

the Holocaust.

"Remembering the Holo-

caust" will be held in the

lounge of Bemis Hall. The

2:00 p.m. panel discussion

will be followed at 4:00 p.m.

with a talk by James Wolf

entitled, "Will the revision-

ists win? Will the Holocaust

have a history?"

Wolf is a history profes-

sor at the University of Colo-

rado at Denver and is a re-

spected scholar of, and

speaker about, the Holocaust,

noted Bruce Coriell, Colorado

College chaplain.

The April 18 event is the

fourth such annua! com-

memoration at Colorado Col-

lege and is sponsored by the

chaplain's office, Temple
Shalom, and the college's

Holocaust Programs Commit-

tee.

For more information,

please call ext. 6638.

"The Spiritual Meaning of

Dreams" will be the topic of

an Introductory Discussion

sponsored by Eckankar, Reli-

gion of the Light and Sound

of God. The talk will be held

in the lounge at Bemis Hall,

Colorado College, on

Wednesday, April 21 at 6:00

p.m. The event is free and

open to the public, Eckankar

is an ancient spiritual teach-

ing whose followers believe

an understanding of dreams

can help one solve problems

encountered in daily life. For

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone

• Repair service available

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon

632-6161
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If you enjoy working with people, then

consider job oportunities with WATS
Marketing.

Our telemarketing reps have the distinct

advantage of working in a corporate

environment that emphasizes

professionalism, integrity, and quality

service.

You'll never be at a loss for words. Our

thorough, paid training will teach you

everything you need to know to be

successful at what you like to do best -

talk on the phone. And you'll be paid for

doing it!

Consider these advantages:

•FULLTIME SHIFTS
M-Thurs, 7am -3:45 pm,

7am- 2:30 pm.Fri

•PART -TIME SHIFTS
4pm - 9pm, Mon-Fri

9am - 5pm, Sat; Choose 4-5 days a week; one

day must be Fri or Sat.

•PAID TRAINING
•Start at $5.25/ hr + opportunity for sales

bonuses

•Increase to $5.50/ hr upon graduation from

u-aining status,

•opportunity for regular pay increases and

merit bonuses.

•Health, dental, vision, disability life, stock

purchase plan and mition reimbursement upon

eligibility.

•Paid vacation, pergonal holidays & birthday

holiday upon eligibility

Training

classes

begin each
Monday in

April .so

apply today!

Mon-Fri,
8am to 5pm.
WATS

Marketing
4775

Centennial

Blvd
Colorado

Springs. CO
80919

S48-WATS

Directions:

Exit 1-25 at

Garden of

the Gods
Rd. l^milc

west to

Centennial.

WATS is the

first bid. on
the right.

An Equal Oppjnunity
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Earth Week features Greek Week to benefit AIDS project

tunes, talks and trees

College Relations

Colorado College will

celebrate Earth Week, April

12-17, with a wide array of

ftee, public events, including

music, multi-media presen-

tations, debates and talks.

On Mon, April 12, from

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the

Gaylord Room of Womer
Center, there will be a debate

on wolf reintroduction, fea-

turing Michael Robinson, di-

rector of the Sinapu wolf re-

introduction group, and

Reeves Brown, representa-

tive of the Colorado Cattle

Growers.

Also in Gaylord, on Tues,

April 13, from 7:00 p.m. to

9:00 p.m., Many Walter and

Roz McClellan will lead a

discussion on "Colorado's

Vanishing Wilderness: com-

pelling New Strategies for

Colorado and the West."

On Wed, April 14,at8:00

p.m. in Packard Hall, director

ofRainforest Action Network

Randy Hayes will give the

Timothy Linnemann memo-
rial Lecture on the Environ-

ment.

On Thurs, April 15, at

11:00 a.m. in Packard Hall,

Director of the compact
Brooke Beaird will talk about

community service and ser-

vice learning.

On Fri, April 16 at 7:00

p.m. in Gates Common Room
in Palmer Hall, Dan Johnson

of Durango will give a mass-

media presentation on the

greater San Juan ecosystem.

The music continues on

Sat., April 17. From noon to

5:00 p.m., local bands will

perform in the Cutler Quad;

then at 8:00 p.m. in Gaylord,

Jo Anne Rand will play envi-

ronmental music.

Formore information , call

389-7014.

THE MAIL BOX
330 A W. UINTAH, 635-7917

•U.P.S.

•U.S. mail
•Federal Express
•Faxing

open Monday-Friday, 9-6, Saturday, 10-5
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By Elizabeth Dunne
Special to the Catalyst

The week of April 13-17,

the CC Greek system will be

sponsoringGreekWeek 1993,

to benefit the Southern Colo-

rado AIDS Project (SCAP).

Thepurpose of this week-long

event is both to educate the

campus-at-large and to raise

money for SCAP.
Several events will be co-

sponsored by other campus
organizations and open to the

campus, according to the cal-

endar.

Any groupwho would like

to participate in the lip sync

contest is welcome. The en-

try fee is $20 per group and

will go directly to SCAP.
Prizes will be awarded.

Please join the Greeks, the

AIDS Task Force, NARAL
and ENACT in this project in

order to educate yourself and

your friends about AIDS, and

to assist tliose living with the

disease who need your he)

A table in Worner will

provide information, sign-up

sheets, free condoms and red

ribbons all week.

Greek Week Events:

Tues, April 13 •9:00 p.m. "Women and

•5:00-8:00 p.m. AIDS"
Free AIDS testing - El Discussion at Delta Gamma
Pomar house ...Free pizza!!

Co-sponsored by the AIDS Co-sponsored by NARAL
Task Force Fri, April 16

Thurs, April 15 •2:00 p.m.

•10:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m. FAC/'Lip Sync - frat quad.

Blood Drive -Womer Cost: acanoffood forSCAP
Center Co-sponsored by ENACT

CC students suffer senior stress syndrome
By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

CC seniors are 45 days

from graduation. Stress, the-

ses and disarray dominate

conversation.

Job and graduate school

applications are generally in.

A few seniors already have

definite plans, butmany more
are waiting for replies, inspi-

ration or miracles.

A phone survey of two

seniorhomesrevealedacomic

look at their lack ofplans and

evenajobortwo; yet, a few

respondents belied frustration

and a lack of direction.

SeniorAdamYonkers ini-

tially expressed an interest in

the performing aits. "I want

to be a circus clown and raise

Christmas trees," he said.

Yonkers actually plans to

return to hometown D.C. to

intern for an environmental

organization and do volun-

teer work. Asked about plans

beyond the summer, he

sUppedbackintocomicmode.

He claimed his housemate

Blake Finley hoped to "go

back to Maine and test LL
Bean field equipment."

Housemate Jason
Boganus has hopes, but no
concrete plans. "I'm going to

really play it by ear." He
hopes to move to Eastern Eu-

rope and work in finance, but

has no idea how or when.

Across the street atahouse

of senior women, aspirations

and plans hold more struc-

ture. Laura Shoaf is waiting

to hear from aprospective San

Francisco employer. She
hopes to use her two and a-

half years experience work-

ing with battered women at

the only Colorado Springs

safehouse.

Housemate Jen Schorr has
a paying job in a beautiful

place. She has volunteered at

the Point Defiance Zoo in

Delay Reality
Frankfurt $199» Amsterdam $199*
Madrid $199* Paris $199*
London $199* Rome $199*
•Abo^faresareeachwoyfromDenverbasedonrotjndtrippurchase. Reslrictions
do apply and taxes not included.

1138 13th Street, Boulder, CO 80302

303447-8101 • 1-800-743-1823

Seattle, Washington, working

with aquatic mammals.
She describes herjob as a

"swim with the dolphins edu-

cational program." The job

will lastforone to six years, at

her discretion, and opportu-

nities to move to Costa Rica

and Belize lie ahead.

Housemate Charlotte

Gaither,askedaboutherplans

for next year, replied, "Shut

up, I'll tell Jen you called."

Gaither, like many other se-

niors, has recently suffered

from acute thesisitis, but she

indicated the end is in sight.

Many seniors are unafraid

of celebrating their last few

months here. At a recent se-

nior happy hour about 75 se-

niors turned out. I recognized

at least a dozen thesis-block

seniors letting off steam.

Other familiar faces at

social gatherings have all but

disappeared, hibernating in a

thesis lair somewhere in the

basement of Tutt.

Most theses are due at the

end of this block, job offers

and rejections should be on

the way soon and some se-

niors are already planning the

"Last-Chance- to-Smooch-

Your-Buddy" party.
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Break Out students pose by their van in Louisiana.

By Sarah Gibb and

Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Staff

OnWed, March 17,amere

hour and a-half after comple-

tion of grueling finals, a group

of fifteen enthusiastic CC stu-

dents (ourselves included)

loaded up the burrito of a big

blue CC van, piled in and em-

barked on an incredible jour-

ney.

With the guidance of our

fearless leaders, Mindy
KJowden and JeanDuplantier,

we set out to spend our Spring

Break alternatively

"Break Out" and do commu

nity service.

After a twenty-eight hour

van ride (and numerous tours

of Texan convenience stores

and their bathrooms), we ar-

rived, smelly and exhausted,

in New Orleans.

We visited Covenant

House, a shelter for homeless

youth, and Manna House, an

organization that brings meals

to the homeless on the streets.

We prepared and served an

outdoor lunch of Cajun

jambalaya for two hundred

homeless men and women in

the downtown district.

We spent three days in

New Orleans (pronounced

N'awlins) visiting the French

Quarter, gazing at the Missis-

sippi River and listening to

some good jazz. Louisiana

also has an interesting drink-

ing law: you still have to be 2

1

to drink, but you only need to

be 18 to buy alcohol. So, our

group was able to truly expe-

rience the night life of the

famous Bourbon Street.

Sunday morning we
dressed up and drove over the

thirty mile bridge across Lake

Pontchartrain to Covington,

the town where we would

spend the remainder of our

trip.

We attended services at

the Greater Starlight Baptist

Church, an African-American

church located in the commu-
nity wherewe would be work-
ing.

We all enjoyed the energy

of the service and the people

in the congregation; however,

some of the ideas expressed

by the preacher concerning

homosexuals disturbed us.

Later in the week, our group

encountered blatant sexism.

We struggled with the ques-

tion of whether to confront

these issues. We found no

clear cut answers.

During the course of the

week we also met with

Covington's mayor and the

executive director of the

Covington Housing Author-

ity to discuss community is-

sues.

Covington is a town of

about 8,000 that is sharply

divided by class and race. The

notion of "the wrong side of

the tracks" took on a real

meaning as we drove across

railroad tracks that ran be-

tween the large, well-kept

houses of a middle class,

strictly white neighborhood

and the small, dilapidated,

sub-standard housing of apre-

dominantly black neighbor-

hood.

Concern over the poverty

and inadequate housing of

many neighborhoods lead

Covington to form an affiliate

of Habitat for Humanity.

Habitat is an international

organization that works with

the needy to build and main-

tain adequate housing. Itdoes

not call itself a charitable or-

ganization; those who request

work to be done must contrib-

ute with labor or materials.

Habitat's goal is to em-

power while lending a hand

Our group spent four days

working for Habitat painting

drywalling, insulating, sheet-

rocking, cleaning, sorting

through clothing donations

and picking up trash around a

neighborhood.

The trash pick-up turned

out to be very successful.

People from the community

came out to talk with us and

gave us cold drinks.

Throughout the ffip we
enjoyed some of the great

cuisineofsouthein Louisiana.

We ate boiled crawfish, crabs,

jambalaya, hush puppies,

Elliott's extremely hot "pasta

from hell,"courtbouiUion and

lots of fried stuff.

We spent our last day in

Biloxi, Mississippi, swim-

ming and basking in the sun

on the beach .

We had the beach pretty

much to ourselves; 75 degree

weather is just not warm
enough for those Southerners

to go swimming. It was abso-

lutely perfect for us mountain

folk from cold Colorado!

By the end of trip, the

group had formed permanent

friendships with one another.

We worked together, learned

together and grew together.

The trip was an excellent ex-

perience, one that we will al-

ways treasure.
Break alternatively — to We spent three days in clear cut answers. Our group spent four days perience, one that we wil

"Break Out" and do commu- New Orleans (pronounced During the course of the working for Habitat painting, ways treasure.

Menstrual pain can be more than just PMS
Endometriosis Association ries, the bowel and the blad- BaUweg, executive director get a diagnosis so they can miliar with the most com
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"I felt so different from

my friends. Because I was in

so much pain all the time, I

didn't have the same type of

college experience they did.

The were focusing on college,

careers and achieving their

goals, and I was too sick to

even think about studying for

my classes."

Sarah Hillmert was a

sophomore atMarquetteUni-

versity in Milwaukee when

she started having more pain-

ful periods. Her family phy-

sician told her it was just "fe-

male problems."

What started out as toler-

able became, by her junior

year, almost three weeks of

pain every month. Even with

a lighter class load, she

watched in dismay as her

grade point dropped.

Sarah was eventually di-

agnosed with endometriosis,

a puzzling disease that affects

women in their reproductive

years. Tissue normally found

in the uterus is also found in

other areas such as on the ova-

ries, the bowel and the blad-

der, causing internal bleed

ing. Scar tissue, inflamma-

tion and other problems then

develop which can cause se-

vere pain, infertility and even

bowel obstruction.

An estimated 5 million

women - from teenagers to

college students to middle-

aged women - suffer _
from this disease in the

United States alone. As

Sarah found out,

Endometriosis is not an

easy disease to diagnose

or treat. Continuously

fighting pain left her too

exhausted to attend ~
classes or her part-time

job.

One physician suggested

she get psychological coun-

seling; another told her that

her two emergency trips to

Ballweg, executive director

of the International Endo-

metriosis Association, spon-

sorsofEndometriosis Aware-

ness WeekMarch21-27. "We
have to break through the

stigma that still surrounds

menstruation," Ballweg con-

tinued. "We shouldn't be re-

luctant to talk about it, and we

"I felt so different from my
friends. Because I was in so

much pain all the time, I didn't

have the same type of college

experience they did."

-Sarah Hillmert

must be unwilling to accept

pain as normal."

According to Ballweg,

college-age women often

don't want to accept the fact

the hospital in^the middle of that things can go wrong with

the night because she was lit- their bodies.

erally doubled over in pain,

was not that unusual.

"All too often women are

told that monthly pain is ac-

ceptable; it's a part of being

female," says Mary Lou

But statistics show that

41% of diagnosed sufferers

had symptoms of endo-

metriosis before age 20.

"Women of any age have to

be assertive and persistent to

get a diagnosis so they can

start exploring treatment op-

tions."

If pain is continual, inter-

fering with classes and every-

day activities, women may

have to see more than one

doctor before getting answers

to their questions or before

getting a definite diagnosis.

Sarah wenttoonephy-
~

sician after another be-

fore finding one who

had experience dealing

with endometriosis and

whodidn't brush off her

complaints. "It was ter-

rible; I often felt so lost

~ and misunderstood."

Some women with

endometriosis may experi-

ence fairly mild problems, not

even realizing they have it

until they have difficulty be-

coming pregnant. For others,

however, it can be a debilitat-

ing, frusffating disease.

"Women with endo-

metriosis need to be asser-

tive," says Ballweg, "because

the road to diagnosis can be

long and fnistrating." She

recommends women be fa-

miliar with the most common
symptoms: chronic pelvic

pain, painful periods, pain

during sex, ongoing fatigue,

painful urination or bowel

movements during periods,

and extensive allergies.

"College students in par-

ticular," she maintains,

"should be able to look ahead

to bright, exciting futures in-

stead of having a disease like

Endometriosis slow them

down."

Sarah Hillmert still

struggles with Endometriosis,

at times wishing she'd pushed

harder earlier for answers and

solutions.

But she continues to pur-

sue treatment options and has

made lifestyle changes to help

her cope with the disease and

allow her to enjoy her favor-

ite pursuits.

Contact the Endo-

metriosis Association for

more information, including

how to order a diagnostic kit,

by writing 8585 N. 76th Place,

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

53223. Or call 1-800-992-

3636.

B
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Colorado Springs offers fine food and fast food
By Brian Wiggett

Cataysi Staff

First, let it be known this

article will not be dealing with

cuisine, as it were. I'm too

cheap to blow any money on

expensive meals at ritzy places

just to report to uncaring read-

ers how great they are or how
much they suck, I will simply

relate experiences I have had

forthe campus at large. Now,

since that all seems to be writ-

ten in the proper pompous at-

titude of a good food critic,

I'll begin.

One principle seems to

hold true: Colorado Springs

is the haven (or heaven in this

town) ofgood fast-food deals.

TheonlyWendy'srestaurants

in the country to still offer

quarter-pound burgers for

under a dollar are here.

Arby's gives you five

regular sandwiches for

five bucks. Subway grants -

two subs for the price of

one on Tuesdays.

Hamburger Stand and

TacoBell continue theirinex-

pensive eats. But forget

Burger King. They're over-

priced and service is repeti-

tively slow. And if you're

hungry after 10:00 p.m.,

you'reS.O.L. Every fast-food

joint in town, like everything

else, shuts down hours too

early for the normal college

student Then it's Benji's for

you buddy.

If you are looking at a

dining experience outside of dishes,orsomeotherdichoto-
u . t . t i ^ 4 i 1 1 i n n t n i 1 i

a chain franchise, the Springs

hasothergood offerings. One
pizza establishment that

seems to draw many CC stu-

dents, besides Old C's, is Leon

Gessi's. On Mondays, it's all

you can eat pizza for under

$4. Then, on Tuesday, head

over to Panino ' s for the same

U-eatment. Both pies are pretty

good, and the price is right.

Louie's Pizza is another fine

establishment, and their pies

are much better than

Domino's and Roadrunner's.

MUCH better. Even Pizza

Hut is challenged by this un-

assuming pizza. They are also

very reasonably priced.

Guiseppe's, at the train de-

pot, is another high quality

restaurant and has a great at-

mosphere.

Colorado Springs has almost

many restaurants as churches.

I have a personal bias

against Little. Caesar's; it

tastes like sweet cardboard

with rancid toppings. And I

think Poor Dick's pizza is

about the same, except it

doesn't have a sweet taste.

Thank God for the movie the-

ater there, but you can keep

the food. (I think the restau-

rant should try having special

dishes that tie in with the mov-
ies showing there. For ex-

ample, they could have Cry-

ing Game Sweet and Sour

! S
sxq

YRACUSE ABROAD
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mous food. Lame idea or

marketing genius? You be

the judge.)

As for general American

food. Wade's Pancake House

is Utopia. The green chili

burger is one of my favorites

in the Springs. Many of their

other dishes are renowned at

CC as well. Mr. Steak is not

recommended, as they do not

seem to believe in cooking

meat. Purr's cafeterias give

you anything and everything

you want in the place for un-

der six dollars. Plus you can

eat among citizens who helped

Stan this town. (I've been

going there since I was three,

and they haven't let me down
yet, with the food or the eld-

eriy.)

Conway ' sRedTop serves

up the largest burgers
"~ you'veseen.evenifyou're
2S from Texas. But better

burgers can be bought at

— Round the Comer, for less

money. Denny's, of

course, has good food, but I

invariably come out of

Denny's smelling like ciga-

rettes, even if I'm in the cor-

ner cowering from the smok-
ing section. Which reminds

me, no smoke should ever be

allowed in a restaurant, un-

less it's from a grill. Half the

enjoyment of food is the

aroma, which gets totally

screwed up by puffing on a

cig. Don't Cry the "my civil

rights to smoke wherever I

want" gig, either. How 'bout

my civil rights to breathe in

some clean air? There, that

about covers my feelings on

the subject. Whine to Scott or

Erika if you don't agree.

For Mexican food, try ei-

Photo by Chris Flood

Panino's graces Tejon with the smell of pizza and pasta.

ther Serior Manuel's, or the

Mission Inn, which has the

best sopapillas 1 've had down
here. Don't go to Jose

Muldoon 's, as the food is very

bland and unconvincing.

Unconvincing in that people

named Muldoon probably

don't have the best ideas on

what Mexican food should

taste like.

I half expected to order

potato soup enchiladas. Sorry,

but that name always struck

me as an unusual decision for

a restaurant that serves

burritos and tacos. Ididn'ttry

their green chili, though, so

maybe they specialize in their

mixed culturalism.

For Moroccan food, go to

Mataam Fez. I know I said I

wouldn't review expensive,

classy restaurants, but I had

so much fun at the Fez that I

couldn't let it go by unsaid.

There's no silverware! Eat

everything with your fingers!

Beautiful! And ladies pour

water from above their head

to a glass resting on their

AT THC eOOKSTORC

knees! Almost as exciting as

Rastall!

For Chinese, go to the

Golden Palace, on Circle and

Galley, behind Western
Sizzlin. Great food, period.

Lucky Dragon, on Fillmore,

is also good, but not as good.

And the Coal Mine Dragon,

on Uintah by King's, is not

worth consideration. (What

the hell would a coal mine

dragon look like, anyhow?
Wouldn't it blow itself up

every time it exhaled fire in a

coal mine? Okay, enough

with the Seinfeld revelations,

)

For Vietnamese, the

Mekong is very good, but you

better be able to get transpor-

tation, as it's halfway to

Pueblo. Not really, but after

the distance on Academy to

Hancock, it seems like it.

If you're in the mood for

seafood, hey, you're in Colo-

rado, goofy. Red Lobster is

about the best you're gonna

get, but if you're from one of

the coasts, you won't be very

impressed.

For Italian food, go to

Anthony's. Luigi'sis alright,

but not worth the inevitable

wait. And Bambino's gets

my lowest rating in the

Springs. The food isn't wor-

thy of proudness or praise

And I got a staple (!) in my
salad there. They didn't even

give memy money back. And
my friend's pasta was swim-

ming in sauce. Lousy.

Places I've heard are good

include Yakitori and La Ba-

guette. These are also places

I intend to visit soon, as in

"soon as someone pay s to take

me there."

The Donut Mill is a favor-

ite CC breakfast place, as is

Wade's. The Omelette Parlor

is also exceptional. Village

Inn is decent, but a little too

corporate for my tastes.

As one can see, Colorado

Springs has almost as many

See Food Pg.8
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Balding men at risk for heart attacks, study says
By Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Features Editor

If you're young and

you're losing the hair on the

top of your head, you're not

alone. Baldness affects about

one third of men under the

age of 55. But, you may have

more to worry about than hair

pieces, hair transplants, your

modeling career or the

weather. You may have to

worry about your heart.

A study conducted at Bos-

ton University of 1,500 men
under 55 found that vertex

baldness— losing hair on the

top of the head — is corre-

lated with a definite increase

in the risk of heart attack.

Not all hairless men are in

danger. The risk was not

found in frontal baldness or

loss of hair from other areas

of the scalp.

The more extensive the

hair loss on the top, the higher

the risk. Formen with mild or

moderate vertex baldness, the

risk was about 40% greater

than that for men with a full

set of hair, rising to 340 per-

cent for those with severe ver-

tex baldness.

Statistical analysis re-

vealed the association be-

tween baldness and heart at-

tacks. This does not necessar-

ily mean that baldness causes

heart attacks, and further stud-

ies may disprove the theory.

However, researchers

speculated that a male hor-

mone known to be necessary

for baldness may play a role

in suppressing "good" HDL
cholesterol, which protects the

heart.

Until more studies can be

conducted, men with vertex

baldness are encouraged to

control other risk factors for

heart disease like diet, weight,

exercise, smoking and high

blood pressure.

Smoking and untreated

high blood pressure are still

considered higher risk factors

than baldness.

Dr. Richard Carroll, a pre-

ventive cardiologist a Loyola

University Medical Center,

said men who are losing hair

on top should view it "more

as a marker for a potential

problem rather than as a po-

tential problem itself."

The study was controlled

for other factors like smok-

ing, hypertension, age, fam-

ily history, alcohol consump-

tion, exercise habits and other

traits associated with heart

risk. The link between bald-

ness and heart attacks still

held.

Yet it is unknown whe-

Ask Dr. Botcher

Frisbee causes tree accident
Dear Dr. Botcher:

I am a twenty year old

CC student, and recendy I

was trying to scale a tree in

Armstrong Quad. As I

reached the top of the tree to

retrieve my Frisbee, I fell

from the branch and broke

my arm.

I don't think that the

break is that bad. It huns like

hell , and there are little bumps

of bone sticking out through

the skin. What do you think I

should do?

Broken Arm

Dear Broken Ann:

I am not really sure how
to make a cast, but that is

what you need. I would guess

that those litde bumps are just

dry spots on your skin; you

should try using lotion.

If the pain of your injury

doesn'tgo away you willneed

medication. Since I am not a

real doctor, I cannot give you

a prescription. When I need

some pain killers, 1 go into a

hospital, fall on the floor and

scream, "I'm in pain! I'm in

pain!" Half of the time I get

arrested for public disorder,

but sometimes a nurse brings

over a botde of pain killers

that I can snatch. I would try

that.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

Recently my girlfriend

and I were making out in my
room, and she said she wanted

to have oral sex with me. I am
not very experienced, and I

have no idea what she is talk-

ing about. What should I do?

Orally Confused

Dear Orally Confused:

I am not a sex therapist,

but I think I can give you the

right advice. Oral sex is where

you stick fingers in your

girlfriend's mouth andrubher

gums unril she moans.

This is a very delicate

technique that was developed

in India. I would not suggest

doing this too often as your

fingers might prune.

Of hair and the heart
A now study links b^ikfness to hearl attacks with tho amount of risk
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Anchorslide slated
Delta Gamma

If you have a lot of sexual

questions, I would suggest

that you get the book that my
mother gave me when I was

young; Your Body and You.

It will give you all the sexual

infomiation that you need.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I goe to CC. One of muy
favorit activities iz to clime a

round mi colleg. 1 tyme I fel

off of a building and hurt mi

hed. Ouch! So what do I do,

Hun Mi Hed

Dear Hun Mi Hed:

Is this in EngUsh? 1 can't

understand a thing you wrote

in, but my advice would be

that you drink four martinis

anyway orjust drink until you

pass out. That solves every-

thing.

Note: Dr. Botcher is not a

real doctor, but he wishes he

was one.

Get ready everyone, it's

time for the annual Delta

Gamma anchorslide event.

On Fri, April 9, Honnen Ice

Arena will be the sight for this

spectacle between 7 p.m. and

9 p.m. The evening's affair

will consist of teams compet-

ing in a series of comical

games including a relay race,

broomball, tug-of-war and a

team cheer. This being the

anchorsHde though, all events

will take place on the ice.

Each team will be made

up of 4-5 people. The win-

ners will be rewarded greatly

with prizes from Disc Jockey,

Knit One, KRCC and more.

If you are not signed up to be

on a team, you can stiU join in

the fun. Everyone is invited

to watch the teams compete,

so come out to support your

friends. Delta Gamma is ask-

ing a $2.00 donation per per-

son at the door. All of the

money received will be do-

nated to The United States

Association for Blind Ath-

letes, Sight Conservation and

Aid to the Blind. So please

join Delta Gamma for a night

of fun and laughs and help

raise money for a wonderful

cause.

r
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1/2 PRICE SALE

Buy one & get a second
of equal or lesser value

for 1/2 price!
(Monday through Thursday only)

Open till Midnight

7 Days a Week
102 E. Kiowa
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Class Election '93:

Guide to the candidates

Elections will be held April 14-16

at lunch and dinner in Womer.

Class of 1994

President

Adam Brezine:

Another year, an-

otherelection. As

President of the

Class of '94 this

pastyear.I've wit-

nessed some in-

credible events.

For example, an-

other humiliating last place finish at the Home-
coming Games and the star-studded Second An-

nual Gong Show. We're currently planning a

Spring concert /Booze event which promises to be

just as thrilling. Let's see, next year we'll have

bands and beer and monthly happy hours and the

Spring Fling and, if we're lucky, another strong

showing at the class games. So elect me, because

since I won't be old enough to drink at the happy

hours, the least I can do is plan them. Trustme, it'll

be great.

Vice President

Angela Hunter: I

want to run for

Class of '94 Vice

President because

I like to plan happy

hours and other

such obnoxious
senior traditions. 1

am a real cheese-

ball, so I will really serve my class in the years after

graduation with all of those sentimental bulletins

and reunions. Seriously, I am currently the Class of

'94 Vice President, and I like it. I have a year of

experience as an officer and three years of experi-

ence as a liberal arts student. I would like to serve

my class and maybe attempt to do something a little

off-the-wall and memorable for our senior class.

Besides, no one else wants the job and I know I can

do it. So vote for me.

Secretary/
TVeasurer

Linda Buckley
and Katie
Tempero: We
are running for

secretary and trea-

surer, respec-

tively. Katie

brings with her a

yearofexperience

as secretary/treasurer of thejunior class and prom-

ises to teach Linda everything she knows. To-

gether with the president and vice president we
want to be your liaison between the senior class

and the faculty/alumni to get your ideas heard. We
will help to initiate boogieing, bonding and booz-

ing events, and hope to create unique and interest-

ing graduation activities in order to make it mean-

ingful and memorable. We are anxious to work

with the other school leaders and our class to make
it an unforgettable, climactic senior year.

Class of 1995

President

Brian Giebel: It

doesn'treally matter

whatl write now be-

cause I work for the

Catalsyt and will be

able to write some-

thing later. If I don't,

well, whoops! Vote

for me.

Vice President

David Andrew
Graf: I want you to

know that I am cool

so I would be a good
Vice President and I

really, really care

abouteveryone alot.

And I don't care what

happens to me as

long as everyone is having fun. I'm so unselfish

I can't believe it. I like bands that everyone likes

and I like to do what everyone is doing, I'll go
along with whatever someone wants as long as

everyone likes the idea. I want this so bad that I

sometimes feel like it might not happen. Please

... make it happen, but only if it feels right.

Class of 1996

President

Alex Bellows: lamrun-

ning for the position of

President because I be-

lieve I can relate to and

recognize the interests

ofmy peers. I intend to

utilize class funds to

host parties with bands

where food and bever-

ages are provided. Qualifications?? I'm one who
speaks my mind in the face of audiority in order to

express the suggestions and concerns ofmy class-

mates. I'm also one who loves to smile and enjoys
having a good time. You should vote for me
because I'm good enough, I'm strong enough, I'm

sman enough, and gosh dam it, people like me.

Vice President

Jennifer Kauerz: Nothing submitted.

Secretary/

TVeasurer

Sarah Soule: Nothing submitted

Vice President

Kindle Rising: Noth-

ing submitted

Secretary/
TVeasurer

Shawn Levin: I would
like to take this oppor-

tunity to let you know a

litde bit about myself.

After attending CC for a

year I have come to love

the atmosphere around

campus and made it a

goal of mine to improve

upon the parts which I felt needed work. I joined

organizations which improved me as much as I

tried to improve them. One such organization was
class government. I would like to continue serv-

ing the Class of 1996 as the Secretary/Treasurer

for the 1993-94 school year and contribute in the

many ways as I have done this past year.

LADOLCE VTTA FINE COFFEES
801A North Tejon

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80903

(719) 520 - 1818

•»(<

ENTERTAINMENT EVERYFRIDAY AND SATURDAYEVENINGS

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Food in C.S.
From Food Pg. 6

restaurants as churches. (Yes,

I knew this, 1 was just at-

tempting what I thought was
softie obvious humor in my
last article. Don't ever joke

about religion, I've learned.)

If I didn't like your favorite

restaurant, or didn't even talk

about it, hey, write your own
column. Christina would love

you. In fact, if you want to

complain, call her at any hour

of the day or night. I'm sure

she'd love to talk to you.
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Young sex victims further abused by the courts
By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

In 1988, when Margaret

Kelley Michaels was con-

victed of 115 outof 131 counts

of child sexual abuse,

children's rights advocates

saw the ruling as a step to-

wards greater legal protection

for children.

Ms. Michaels was accused

of turning the Wee Care cen-

ter in Maplewoood, NJ into a

sexual assault center. Chil-

dren charged that Ms.
Michaels inserted objects in-

cluding Lego blocks, forks,

spoons and serrated knives

into their vaginas, anuses and

penises; made everyone take

iheir clothes off and pile on

lop ofone another; lickedpea-

nut butter offtheir naked bod-

ies, or forced them to lick it

off hers; and performed oral

sex on some of the boys.

An appeals court recently

overturned the conviction,

despite the video-taped

records of the children's evi-

dence. Cecilia Zalkind, attor-

ney for the Association for

Most sexual assault vict-

ims, regardless oftheir age

at thetime ofthe incidence,

find a constant companion

and plague in guilt,

regardless of whether or

not they choose to pros-

ecute.

Children of New Jersey in

Newark, believes that the de-

cision could translate into

fewer presecutions just as

children's rights advocates

were finally making a dent in

the court system.

Ms. Michaels' defenders

appealed on the grounds that

Ms. Michaels' was the victim

of a wave of sexual assault

hysteria. They also convinced

Appellate Judges James H.

Coleman, Thomas F. Shebell

and Erminine Conley that:

"Certain questions plan-

ted sexual information in the

children's minds and supplied

the children with knowledge

and vocabulary which might

be considered inappropriate

for their age. Children were

encouraged to help the police

'bust this case wide open.'

Peerpressure and even threats

of disclosing to the otherchil-

dren that the child being un-

cooperative was used."

In other words, prosecu-

tors were accused ofcoercing

children into lying.

Steps should be taken in Worner
By Jay Marx
Catalyst Opinions Editor

Something is rotten in the

Womer Center.

A grave injustice has been

perpetrated upon CC students

ever since Lloyd E.'s memo-
rial opened, and it is high time

we petition our administra-

tion for a redress of griev-

ances.

You know what I'm talk-

ing about.

Some will say that I'm

being petty, that in these dark

days there are surely more

disturbing, more distressing

grievances toredress. Not so.

It chafes you a little, too,

doesn't it? C'mon, admit it.

There's no shame in your an-

noyance; yourpeeve is shared

by your Tiger brethren and

sistren. And unless we move
to correct this aberration now,

thinkofthe posterity who will

suffer the same indignity.

It's about the mail.

Isn't it enough that the

box is usually empty?

Isn't it enough that the

box is occasionally filled with

junk mail and bills?

Isn't it enough that the

box has an opaque door, so

you absolutely have to open

the thing to see if there's any-

thing in it?

Evidently, these unav-

oidables were not enough for

the diabolical architect who
committed the Womer Cen-

ter. Oh no. AsifGaylordHall

were not enough, the archi-

tect (architects? May they live

in infamy, whoever they may
be) felt obliged to pay hom-

age to the ugly idol of blatant

capitalism as well.

I put the question to you:

Was it absolutely necesary

that the stairs point only to-

wards the bookstore?

I thought not.

Consider: how much of

our collective time is wasted

daily circling around and un-

der that asinine staircase,

fighting traffic in that little

corridor?

Now, understand, I'm no

artist. There may be a very

sound aesthetic reason not to

build four stairs down the

otherway, towards the W.E.S.

room, towards the Tiger Pit.

Towards the mail.

But I can't think of it.

What about symmetry?

Symmetry is an attractive

quality, isn't it? That atrium

has always seemed a little,

uh, unbalanced, hasn't it?

Four more stairs would give

Lloyd just the air of balance

and dignity that he's been

missing.

And I could stop taking

the elevator.

Yes, I admit, I take the

elevator to get my mail. Not

veryPCIknow. lurgeyouto

do the same, until some far-

sighted soon-to-be-ex-Presi-

dent sees fit to leave, as the

lasting legacy of his tenure, a

labor-saving gift that thou-

sands of futme students can

enjoy.

Picture the scenario: free-

dom of choice! As you reach

the landing you hang for a

I see the decision as a re-

flection of a frightening trend

emerging in the court system

wherejuries are afraid tomake

tough convictions. I give you

the cases of Anita Hill, Will-

iam Kennedy and Rodney
King as examples.

1 understand and applaud

the courts for requiring more

evidence than one victim's

testimony for a conviction.

And yes, hysteria and false

accusations do occur, as evi-

denced by the Salein Witch
trials. But as psychologists

continue to affirm, most chil-

dren who report sexual as-

sault are not lying.

As one survivor of child-

See Victims Pg. 12

moment, suspended on an airy

crossroads. Then, instead of

being obhged to turn directly

away from your destination

and contemplate the

Bookstore's latest specials as

you negotiate the postal traf-

fic, you tiuTi your back to the

offending display of capital-

istic glitz and waltz, unhin-

dered, to your mailbox.

Afterchanging your daily

air, you would then again be

free to spurn the Bookstore's

greedy facade as you headed

itrflig/if back upstairs. Oh the

bliss.

Not that I have any objec-

tion to the Bookstore, you

understand. Indeed, I visit its

always friendly and helpful

staffand well-stocked shelves

whenever I can. It beats the

hell out of Tutt, anyway.

No. TheBookstoreisfine.

It is tiie avaricious adminis-

trators who should bear the

bruntoftheblame. Youknow
why, don't you?

Of course you do. You
were granted admission to this

fine SLAC; they can't hide

their insidious plot from the

likes ofyou. They want more

of your money.

AS IF THEY DON'T
HAVE ENOUGH AL-
READY.

Mr. Grace, we know you

were not responsible for this

travesty of non-strategic plan-

ning. But we also know that

you can act swiftly and deci-

sively to remedy this sad ill.

Grace Memorial Steps.

Nice ring, don't you think?

Build 'em.

Hormones are no excuse

for adolescent Spur Posse
By Diana Zipeto

Catalyst Opinions Editor

Well, we have another candidate for this year's Most

Ignorant Group of Bigots. Surprisingly, this group hails

not from Colorado Springs but from Lakewood, Califor-

nia.

The group, called the Spur Posse, is comprised ofmale

athletes from Lakewood High. Founded as a self-labeled

high school fraternity, the posse'smain activity is scoring.

With girls. And I mean young giris. The Spur Posse has

recently been arrested for lewd conduct, unlawful inter-

course and rape involving females from ages 10 to 16.

The Spur Posse has unfortunately found its way onto

the pages of this week' s Newsweek, and into the comfort-

able chairs ofJane Whitney's talk show. The Posse seems

to love the publicity, and members defend their rampant

sexual activity by labeling the girls with whom they've

scored with "sluts", and arguing that the girls are panially

to blame forbeingsocompetitive with each othertogoout

with high-status jocks. Some fathers of Spur Posse mem-

bers support their sons, giving them the old thumbs up and

telling the press that, "Hey, boys will be boys."

According to Newsweek, members of the Spur Posse

told investigators that they kept count of their carnal

conquests and had individual totals ofover 60 girls. Thank

goodness the Posse isn't stingy with their girls; they make

sure to share them with their Posse "brothers," thus

providing members with delicious conversation pieces.

Analysts have begun to lay into the Lakewood sex

scandal, and conclude that the Spur Posse looks at sexual

activity as another varsity sport in which they could letter.

They say that some Lakewood males are born athletes,

and that their status as demi-gods begins as early as

elementary school. Being an athlete is near perfection in

tiie eyes of the students, and to many the Posse is intimi-

dating.

Newsweek tells the story of an eleven-year-old giri

who was sleeping at a friend's house and was assaulted by

a Spur. He had entered the house through the window

("standard operating procedure for the Posse") and told

the girl to have sex with him. "She complied, she says,

because she had heard that the Spurs would hurt giris who

didn't cooperate."

I don't really think this is an isolated example of a

town whose hormones have mysteriously raged. I remem-

ber the male athletes in my seventh grade - they tried to

own the world and all the females in it. I just thought that,

like it or not, this was the way guys acted.

I look at those 11 -year old giris in Lakewood and

wonder if 1 was really that young when I was their age. 1

wonder if theyjust lie back and think, "Boys will be boys,"

and leave it at that.

But although "boys will be boys" may explain a

baseball and a broken window, it has littie to do with

explaining a broken hymen. The Spur Posse's motto is

more along the lines of "boys will be ignorant criminals;

"

an adage that is not quite so easily dismissed.
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A manly man laments . .

.

Power tools are sources of industrial frustration

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

Oneofthemostneglected

issues in today's world is that

of men and their tools. I sup-

pose that with the Year of the

Woman came the loss of

power tools.

You may ask me: Scott,

what do you know of power

tools? And the answer would

be: Why, nothing.

I am basically a failure of

a man: I don't spit, grab my-

self at public functions, have

a full vocabulary for 'chicks'

and, worst of all, Idon'tknow

anything about power tools.

In order to compensate for

my lack of manliness, I have

come up with an alternative:

fixing problems without

plugged-in items.

Forinstance, I fixed a sink

at a friend's apartment with a

fondue fork. The sink was

clogged with hair and other

odd substances that stick to

metal, so in a sudden fit of

inspiration I grabbed the near-

est long thin utensil in the

bathroom.

With fondue fork in hand

(don't ask me why there was

a fondue fork on the toilet), I

plunged it down the sink and

broke the filmy goop, allow-

ing a stream of toothpaste-

floating water to drain. Since

then, the sink has worked

flawlessly.

To anticipate the many

letters I know the Catalyst

will receiveabout fixing sinks

with fondue forks: yes, my
friend had poured half a bottle

ofDrain-O™ down this drain

to no avail. The fondue fork

technique is simple: simply

plimge and twisL

Okay, enough about me, I

don't want to go into themany
stories of me fixing things

without power tools - let me
instead tell you what I know
about power tools.

Most of this information

is from watching my father
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(the man who knows more

about power tools than any-

one else in the modem world)

wield screaming, over-

charged power tools on every

conceivable problem.

My father usually buys

power tools as the last resort

to problems that seem impos-

sible to fix with conventional

tools. So he goes to hardware

store and purchases some

stainless steelpowertool (usu-

ally with a note on the box

that says that the item can be

plugged into a raw fission

energy source).

Then he destroys the poor

piece ofpipe, wood or plaster

that gets pulverized by a blast

of pure power. For instance,

we had aproblem atmy house

with leaves collecting at the

gate ways, and simple brooms

would not solve the problem

.

Somy father bought a leaf

blower tiiat sent the leaves

from one end of the backyard

to the other. Needless to say,

those leaves are still perma-

Meet Mohrman;

offer an opinion

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

The swearing-in of two

new trustees brings intoques-

tion an issue that has lingered

inmymindforyears. Namely,

why do CC's students, who
pay millions each year in tu-

ition, have so little say in the

long-term future of the col-

lege?

Kathryn Mohrman was
selected by the BoardofTrust-

ees, who were themselves

chosen without regard to stu-

dent opinion. President-Des-

ignate Mohrman may well

have been the student body's

popular choice, just as Ed
Glassmeyer and Ron Rubin

might have been elected to

the board, had an election ac-

tually occurred. Neverthe-

less, without such a yardstick

ofstudent opinion, noone will

ever know.

Students will pay over

$20,000 each to attend CC
next year, yet they have little

or no control over the people

who govern them. Sounds a

bit like taxation without rep-

resentation, doesn't it?

Wars have been started

for less.

Still, I'm not calling for

revolution. I ask instead for

participation.

CC is not, by any stretch

See Mohrman Pg. 12

nently plastered to the fence.

Perhaps, you may be say-

ing: Scott, you are exaggerat-

ing. And I would say, yes, 1

am exaggerating. But he re-

ally does own a leaf blower

that even now is gathering

dust in the garage.

Occasionally, I have

helped my father with prob-

lems, and I admit that I have

been party to heinous pur-

chases of seldom-used power

tools. One time my dad and I

were putting together a

shower and bought a blow

torch to weld copper pipes.

We sat in the bathroom and

tried to get the solder to con-

nect the pipes; we nearly

passed out from the fumes.

I have also seenmy father

buy power sanders, saws and

screwdrivers. We have a ga-

rage full of various machines

that needmore electricity than

the Trump Tower to run.

Andmy fatherhas dreams

of bigger and better power

tools: lawn mowers that run

on 6-cylinder engines, wash-

ing machines with nuclear

reactors and screwdrivers that

can be plugged into car bat-

teries.

All right, so what is the

moral of this editorial?

My friends, 1 think that

CC needs to adapt its curricu-

lum for the growing problems

that the modem man is deal-

ing with. CC must add to its

growing list of classes Power

Tools 101 and Power Tools

102.

This program would also

be practical for women. I

think that once they get their

hands on a roaring engine,

they will know once and for

all what it is that drives men to

passion. I know that I was

unsure of my own entrance

into manhood until I got to

wieldmy father's power saw.

Okay, I'm finished. Next

week, stories of my father's

exercise machines and why

men buy them but never use

them.

Czar Yeltsin to rule

By Peter McDowell

Catalyst Staff

As my father says, "Once

a demagogue, always adema-

gogue."

To come from inauspi-

cious beginnings and rise to

an eminence of power over a

ruined but still vast empire

requires drive. Boris Yeltsin

is not a man to be trifled with.

His porcine countenance and

calculatedgrandstanding atop

a tank in Red Square were our

first clues.

The events of the last

month were not the writhings

ofanascientdemocracy. The

congress challenged Yeltsin's

greedy power grab, and failed.

It is important to remem-
ber that challenges to Yeltsin

have come most frequently

from those within the Russian

Republic who stand to gain

from any shift in power that

does not favor Yeltsin.

Boris is for Boris, and will

remain so. Power corrupts

and absolute power tends to

corrupt absolutely. El

Presidente, as he should be

called, looks to Stroessner and

Machiavelli for his inspira-

tion, ratherthan Jefferson and

Burr as he would have the

world believe.

Yeltsin is notthepureem-

bodiment of evil, but he is

power hungry and he will not

tolerate criticism or chal-

lenges to his authority.

The only political entity

Correction
The headline for

the article about bat-

tery recovery on this

page in last week's

issue should have

read "CC initiates

battery recovery."

The Catalyst

apologizes for any
confusion or incon-

venience due to this

more dangerous than an es

tablished autocrat - who may
fall into complacency - is an

autocrat on the make who is

wary, hungry, and mthless.

The beleaguered Russian

people can expect more pain

,

persecurion and economic

woes. What is particularly

disturbing is that one casualty

appears to have been hope;

more and more people are dis-

avowing politics and becom-

ing apathetic to the dangers

their morass of a govemment

holds for them.

Interview after interview

with the woman in the street

has elicited the same response

from the common people.

They believe that the partys,

leaders and rhetoric will come

and go, but it is their lot to

stand in line, endure poverty

and resign themselves to their

fate.

There is no hope for bet-

ter days in sight.

-~i'J'Vyx>'',''V,)^^
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^cGEE PRIZE JNWOMEN STUDIES^

A $500 award available to all junior and senior students with a demonsuaied interest

Women Studies or Women's iuues. TTie prize will be awarded at Homwa Convocatioa.

for appiicstiaD Moodw. AorB 19. Call Esther Rcdmount for more information at x6412.

>THE 1993 SPRING RETREATAT THE BACA

April 21-25 (Between blocks 7-8) at the Baca Campus.

For more information and sifft up contact the Shove ChapeL

Sponsored by the Shove Chapel

'BIOLOGYDAYPROGRAM - A Sdent^ Meeting-

K£fnfm Speaker: Dr. Ptaer Thoimm, PKIk, a CCAhm
He is now at ihe Department ofMolecuhr Biology, University of K^oming

Saturday, April 10 - 8:30 am - 1:30 om Gaylord Hall in Womer CenKr

Sponsored bytheCC Biology Department.

>COUJDASCOPE! THvia Bawl<

Join the campus for a fun-filled TV-style game. Test your knowledge of civil rights, i

and Jewish oppression. You may even win the Grand price - 1st pick of Room for no

Monday, April 12 - 7:00 pm - Bemis Hall Lounge

Sponsored by the CC Residential Ufe.

EARTH WEEK
April 12-17, 1993

12:30 pm - WES Room Wolf Reintroduction Slide Show
7:00 - 9:00 pm - Gaylord Hall - Wolf Reintroduction

Debate

Reeves Brown, Head of Colorado Cattlemen's

Association

Michael Robinson, Director of Sinapu

7:00 - 9:00 pm Gaylord Hall - Marty Walter

and Roz McCleland: Wilderness Managcmem Issue

8:00 pm - Packard Hall - Undeman Lecture

Randy Hayes, Director of Rainforest Action Network

10:00 - 2:00 pm Womer Center - Blood Drive

Thursday @ 11:00 Brooke Beaird, Director of the Colorado

College Compact - community service and service learnmg

3:30 - 5:00 pm - Armstrong Quad • Environmental Games
with Volunteer Action and the Greek system

8:00 pm - Nuclear Conference Keynote Presentation

All afternoon - Vegetanan Potluck and possible Solar

Barbecue at the Non-Violence House (Wood House)

7:30 pm - Gates Common Room in Palmer

Dan Johnson. Mass Media Presentation un the

Greater San Juan Ecosystem - Drum Jam afterwards

12:00 pm - 2:00 pm - Cutler Quad

Admissions Open House Picnic

12:00 pm - 6:00 pm - All- Campus Bands with Free Beer

and Refreshments

8:00 pm - Gaylord Hall - JoAnne Rand.

environmental musician - Drum Jam afterwards

Spomortd by; EnAa. CCCA. a

Ifyou have any queslions about if:

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ert. 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

THIS WEEK
THURSDAYAT

ELEVEN
Brooke Beaird

"Student Community
Service:

The Natural Science"

Mr. Beaird is the director of

Colorado Campus Compact,

a coalition of 20 college and

university campuses dedicated

to supporting and promoting

student community service.

His talk will focus on what is

being done nationally to

integrate service learning and

community service into the

'undergraduate 'experience.

h SPRING "94saVDYABROAD the time for

You are invited

to the

3rd Ammal Native American Heritage

you?? Researching your options NOW will put you

waaaaay ahead! CC or ACM programs and Non-

afBliated programs can open the World to you. The

Office of Intemalional Programs Resource Library

has numerous materials to get you started. Talk over

your ideas with the OIP Director. Gather program

materials you can discuss with your family over the

summer. Start now!!! CC deadline for non-affiliated

programs in Spring ^94 is NOVEMBER 1. 1993.

WORKABROAn THIS SUMMER TTie

'Catch 22" for working abroad is that you can't get a

job without a vlsa...can't get the visa without the job!

Break this cycle and make your summer abroad

dreams come true. The Council on International

Educational Exchange (CIEE), makes it possible for

you to get your visa BEFORE
you leave the U.S. There is a tee, and CC must

varify your student status (seniors have six months

past graduation). Come by the OIP if you'd like to

work in Britain, Germany, Jamaica, Ireland, Canada,

Costa Rica, France or New Zealand.

TRAVELADVISORIES - Worried about travel

to a certain country? Looking for up-to-date tourist

and embassy information abroad? The Office of

International Programs has up-to-the-minute reports

from the U.S. State Department If we're missing

your country," we'll fill your request instantly via E-

mail! Try us.

MODERN POW-WOWDANCE!!

SATURDAY. APRIL 10

AT
8:00 PM TO MIDNIGHT

IN
r.AYTDRD HALL
DJ music for dancing,

free refreshments,

beer and food!!

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

*** »• •*•

THE ONCE-A-BLOCK
OPEN FORUM ON CAMPUS RACE

RELATIONS-

WILL BE HELD
ON

THURSDAY. APRIL IS

AI
5:30 PM

IN
ROOM 218 IN WORNER

(CARRY YOUR DINNER TRAY)

Sponsored by the Office of Minority Student Life

aurt-tifi P/ace.oHoie.mi'.'.'-'!?.^'. Z'9efS^
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Monday
12

9 am-12 pm and 1-4 pm -

WP 5.1 Features Demos.

Call ext. 6716. Tutt South

Basement. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Warner Hayes Room 213.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm-ORC, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Worner Howbert Room
216.

*7:00 pm - "Collidascope!

Trivia Bowl." Bemis Hall

Lounge. Sponsored by

Residential Life.

*7:00 pm - Debate titled

"Wolves in Colorado,' with

Michael Rolunson-Sinapo

and a representative of the

Cattlemen's Association.

Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by EnACT.

Tuesday
13

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

3:00 pm - STUDENT OPEN
FORUM ON STRATEGIC
PLANNING. WES Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove

Chapel Basement.

*7:00 pm "Colorado's

Vanishing Wilderness.'

Discussion on competing

land strategies for Col-

orado and the West. Marty

Walter and Roz McClellan,

speakers. Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by EnACT.

*7:30 pm - CULT FILM
FESTIVAL "Dr. Strange-

love." $1 or film card; $2
general admission. Arm-
strong Theatre.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Attiletes. Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Roots and dancehall mu-
sic. Free refreshments with

CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Wednesday
14

Lunch & Dinner - Elections

for officers for the Classes

of '94, '95 and '96. Take a

minute to cast your vote

for representatives to plan

class activites next year.

Worner lobby. Sponsored

by the Office ofAlumni Re-

lations.

*12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner

Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - MUSIC-AT-

MIDDAY. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music

Department.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-

cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

12:15 pm - Theatre Work-

shop, Taylor Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Using UST-
SERV Online Groups. Call

ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

6:00 pm
Hall.

NARAL, WES

*8:00 pm - The Timothy

Linnemann Memorial Lec-

ture by RANDY HAYES,
Founder and Director of

the Rainforest Action Net-

work. Packard Hall.

*B:00 pm - Sexuali Tea.

Women Studies Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT with DJ
Drew Crumbaugh. Free re-

freshments with CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Thursday
15

Lunch & Dinner - Class

Elections. Worner Lobby.

*9 am-8 pm - National

Conference of The Global

Network Against Weapons
and Nuclear Power in

Space. Call Worner Center

Desk, X6606 for schedule

of events.

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

11. Lecture by BROOKE
BEAIRDon communityser-
vice from a national per-

spective. She is the Direct-

or of Colorado Campus
Compact. Packard Hall.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner

Hershey Room 215.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5. 1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored byAcadem-
ic Computing.

6:30 pm - Traffic Commit-

tee, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

*7:30 pm - Video, HARD
TRUTH, dealing with the

abortion issue. Discussion

will follow. WES Hall.

*7:30 pm - CULT FILM
FESTIVAL "Beyond ttie Val-

ley of ttie Dolls." $1 or film

card; $2 general admis-

.sion. Armstrong Theatre.

*8:00 pm - "THE LABORS
OF CHUCKIUS AND THE
LABOR OF CHICKIUS." A
light-hearted Greco-Roman
farce, written by Karl de
Costa and winner of the

1993 Theatre Workshop
Playwriting Contest. Tick-

ets free at Worner Center

Desk. Taylor Hall. Spon-
sored by Theatre Work-

shop of the Leisure Pro-

gram.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free refreshments with CC
ID. Tiger Pit.



WEEK

Friday
16

Saturday
17

Sunday
18

On-going
Events

Lunch & Dinner - Class

Elections. Warner Lobby.

*10 am-1:30 pm - National

Conference of The Global

Network Against Weapons
and Nuclear Power in

Space. Call Worner Center

Desk, X6606, for schedule

of events.

12:00pm - Chaverim, Wor-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Womer
Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

Microsoft Windows 3. 1.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*7:00 pm - Greater San
Juan ecosystem multimed-

ia presentation titled, "Sal-

vare para Siempre." It

deals with forestprotection

and activism. Come feel

the energy of Colorado's

ancient forests. Gates

Common Room. Sponsor-

ed by EnACT and CCCA.

*7:30 pm - CULT FILM
FESTIVAL "Brazil." $1 or

film card; $2 general ad-

mission. Armstrong Thea-

tre.

*8:00 pm - Colorado

Springs Symphony and
UCCS TheatreworUs. Tick-

ets $5 at Worner Center

Desk. Pikes Peak Center

Sponsored by Great Per-

formers and Ideas.

*8:00 pm - "THE LABORS
OF CHUCKIUS AND THE
LABOR OF CHICKIUS."

See Thursday, 4115, 8 pm.

*8:30 pm - "COSSfTT
ROT." Dance Workshop's

Spring Concert. Free ad-

misssion. Cossitt Gym.
Sponsored by Dance
Workshop.

*10:00 pm - CULT FILM

FESTIVAL. "Repo Man." $1

of film card; $2 general

admission. Armstrong The-

atre.

*11 am-Hpm - "FEAST OF
FOOLS." IVIedieval fighting

(rattan weapons), feasting,

dancing and costume con-

test. Free w/CC ID; $3
general admission. Arm-
strong Quad and Bemis
Dining Hall. Sponsored by
Carol Tarcza, Melanie Wil-

liams and SCA.

*1:00pm - LACROSSE, CC
vs. Denver University.

Washburn Field.

*6:00 pm - 'FIESTA DE LA
HISPANIDAD.' Celebrate

with Mexican food, music

and dance. Spanish
House.

*7:00 pm - HAWAII CLUB
MINI LUAU-HUKI LAU.

Hawaiian theme desserts

for CC community and pro-

spective students. Arm-

strong Quad/Slocum Field.

Sponsored by the Admis-

sions Office.

*8:00pm - JOANNE RAND,
singing aboutenvironment-

al and social justice is-

sues. Gaylord Hall. Spon-

sored by EnACT.

*8:00 pm - The Colorado

Springs Symphony. See

Friday, 4116, 8 pm.

*8:00 pm - "THE LABORS
OF CHUCKIUS AND THE
LABOR OF CHICKIUS."

See Thursday, 4115, 8 pm.

*8:30 pm - "COSSfTT

ROT." See Friday, 4116,

8:30 pm.

*9:30 pm - CULT FILM

FESTIVAL "Cheech and
Chong Up In Smoke." $1

or film card; $2 general

admission. Armstrong

Theatre.

*12:00 am - CULT FILM

FESTIVAL. "Rocky Horror

Picture Show." $1 or film

card; $2 general admis-

sion. Armstrong Theatre.

*2:00pm-REhAEMBERING
THE HOLOCAUST. Panel:

survivors of the Holocaust,

featuring local community
members. Bemis Lounge/
Dining Hall. Sponsored by

the Chaplain's Office, Tem-
ple Shalom and Holocaust

Programs Committee.

*2:30 pm - The Colorado

Springs Symphony. See
Friday, 4116, 8 pm.

*3:00 pm - CC NEW MU-
SIC ENSEMBLE AND
FRIENDS. "Music for Bow-
ed Piano and Other De-

lights." Stephen Scott,

director Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music
Department.

*4:00pm - REMEMBERING
THEHOLOCAUST Lecture

by JAMES WOLF titled,

"Will the Revisionist's Win?
Will the Holocaust Have a

History?' He is Professor of

History at the University of

Colorado, Denver Bemis

Lounge/Dining Hall. Spon-

sored by the Chaplain's

Office, Temple Shalom and
Holocaust Programs Com-
mittee.

*8:00 pm - "THE LABORS
OF CHUCKIUS AND THE
LABOR OF CHICKIUS."

See Thursday, 4115, 8 pm.

*8:30pm - THE VOLUPTU-
OUSNESS OF LOOKING.
Aiwen wader's thesis per-

formance in Drama and

Dance. Cossitt Gym. Spon-

sored by Dance Workshop.

*9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,

Shove Chapel.

THE OEADUNE FOR THE APRIL 19-25 •THIS

WEEK IS MONDAf, APRIL 12 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OF MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERrS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worrter Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Ttiree Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open lor meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7am-9pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block brealt Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese menial an;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F

M-F
M,W,F

SUN
SAT

- 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

- 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

- 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
- 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming
- CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHED-

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Wednesday - 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday- 12:15-1:15 pm

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robenson, Editor.

*Open to ttie public
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Career Options For Math Majors The junior jump On
Graduate SchoolCareer informalion panel for sludcnis

imercsicd in careers in math on April IS

from 3-4:30 p.m. Panelists representing

different types of organizations and levels of

experience will discuss employment

possibilities, qualifications and prcj

and job search strategics in the fieli

mathematics. Co-spx>nsored by lh(

Department. The panelists arc:

Kathy Merrill 75

Associate Professor

Oalorado College

Randy Bobier 72

Partner

Holme. Roberts & Owen

For Juniors thinking about Graduate School. Going to

graduate school is one option lo consider, depending

career path you choose. This workshop will help you

questions to consider in thinking about graduate school:

Learn how to research and gather information about

graduate programs and schools. Understand what

'

in terms of application materials, testing, scholarshi]

deadlines.

SueCIavin '68

Unit Manager

Digital Equipment Corp.

Kenny Crochet '90

Scientific and Engineering Programme)

Loral Command & Control Systems

Manuel Meslas Jr. '86

Math Teacher

Rampart High School

Internships
Full-Time Positions

Breckenrid gf Ouidoor Education Center

Wildemess iniemship program includes working

Willi an insirucior and oiher inlcms leading groups

on backpacking, rock climbing, white waier ratting

and various other Irips. Interns art responsible for

trip logistics while working and helping ihe

panicipanis on ihe Irips. The iniemshrps are iiot

paid, bui do include room and board. To apply,

send for an applicaiion lo: Mark H. Qiandler.

Program Director, Breckcnridge Ouidoor Educaiion

Cenier. Breckenridge.CO, 8W24. (Colorado

Iniemships Noiebook)

Citizens' Complalnl Center (CCO
CCC is recruiting for its suiruner program and is

cominually accepting applicaiions for positions

year-round. The Center processes minor cnnitnal

and civil complaints for citizens of Ihe Distnci of

Columbia. The primary function of the intern is lo

perfomi the initial client interviews and to assess

ihe complaints. The interviews are then reduced to

written reports which are read by the professional

staff. Positions are highly interpersonal, and an

iniem musi be willing lo work wilh and be lolerant

of people from varied backgrounds. For more
information, call Paul Labossiere al: (202)724-

8215. (Summer Job Opponunilies; Human
Services)

Summer Intemshio Wilh The Music Cenier Of
l.^s AneelesCounlry - Divenity Enhancemenl
Arts Management (DEAM) Iniemship Program is

offering students of diverse ethnic and racial

backgrounds experience in the field of arts

management. Students will experience Hrat-hand

the complexities of a large perfonning arts

insIituUon as they undertake special projects and

attend seminars with administrators from

Marketing. Commimiry Relations, Education, the

Music Center Unified Fund and L. A's four resident

companies-Los Angeles Philhannonic. Center

Theatre Group, Los Angeles Music Cenier Opera
and Ihe Los Angeles Master Chorale,

Undergraduate siip>end S350/wk, graduate stipend

S490/wk. Send resume, transcript, two lellers of

recommendation, a 500-word personal essay, and

(bplional) two writing samples. Ask for appli

infomialion ai the Career Center. Summer deadline

is April 3Q, (AiU and Media Financial AicL

Notebook)

Pn hi If InlPrwt Research firoii ns f PIRG>

The Nation's fastest-growing network of statewide

environmental and consumer advocacy

organizations are looking for a Litigation Staff

Scientisl lo conduct research on new Clean Water

enforcement lawsuits against polluien. In addition

io analyzing and interpreting data, lab records, and

engineering reports, the scientist would also be

consulting scientific experrs and providing

technical and analytical suppon lo Ihe attorneys.

Qualifications include an ability to communicate

scientific concepts to non- scientists, a Bachelors or

Masters degree in natural sciences, and basic

knowledge of organic and inorganic chemistry.

The Staff Scientist must also be able lo work

independently and assenively and be able lo

neiwork with a variety of people. Most

importantly, he/she must have a genuine

commitment to strong environmental enforcement.

Salary is negotiable. To apply, contact: Catherine

Cunie. Recruitment Director. 29 Temple Place,

Boston. MA 02111; (617)292-4805. (Health and

Human Services and Recreation Jobs Noiebook)

AFL-CIO Organl7.1ne Inslllute offers unique job

training and placement for students interested in

careers in Ihe labor movemenL Qualified

applicants are placed in a three-day training

program and then work with the AFL-CIO on

union campaigns. Applicants need lo be

committed lo building the labor movement: possess

lots of energy, enthusiasm, and good

communication skills; express leadership quSti

and be wilting to relocate. Housing and food

provided through the 3-day training program.

;

end of which selected applicants are offered

iniemship positions. Interns receive a $2I0M(
stipend and housing, food, and transportation.

Apprenticeship follows interning and pays S400J

week plus housing, iransponaiion, and health

insurance. Apprentices who successfully complete

the program are recommended to be hired as Union
Organizers by local and national unions. Pay
ranges from SI 8.000 to $30,000. For more

information oran application, wrile: AFL-CIO
Organizing Institute, 1444 Eye Street, NW, Suite

701. Washington. DC, 20005. (Bi

Industry Jobs Notebook)

Dress for Succe^^
Fashion Show ^^^iJ^w

Date: April 14, 1993

Time: ll:30-l:00pm

Place: Worner Center

Put your best foot forward look your professional best while interviewing.

Come and view our "Dress for Success Fashion Show" and piclc-up easy tips o

professional dressing for the worlt place.

Clothing compliments of: Casual Comer, Cain's Outfmers, J.C. Penney's and

May Dip
Professional Fashion Consultant: Sheiell J. Haley.

University of Colorado Health Sciences

Information Session

Representatives from the Medical Laboratory Sciences Program, Physical Therapy Program.

Graduate School, Center for Multicultural Enrichment, and Child Health Associate/Physician

Assistant Program will be available to answer questions and provide information lo students.

If you are interested in the School of Dentistry, Dental School and Dental Hygiene Program,

School of Medicuie. School of Nursing, and School of Pharmacy, cOme to the information

session on April 15 in Room 213 from l-3pm.

All Students Interested

in Washington, D.C.
The Career Center, in conjunction with the

National Alumni Council Career Committee, is

planning a networking event in June, 1993 in

Washington, DC. There are over I(X)0 Colorado

College Alumni/ae living and working in our

nation's capitol. We are Ihinktng about hosting a

networking reception for all interested students,

graduates and alumni/ae. The goal of the event

would be to introduce you to the wide range of

interesting and often unique job and internship

opportunities, increase your familiarity with the

D.C. job market, update you on ways lo navigate

within it, and introduce you to some helpful

alumni/ae.

This is Q2i just for seniors; all students are welcome lo participate. Before we start putting

the program together we need to know how many students are interested. If you would attend

this event, please stop in to the Career Center and sign up on the interest list for "Washinglon
D.C. Career Day."

Miscellaneous

n Worid Politics and
Economics will take place from May 17-28 in

Washington, D.C This two-week seminar will

provide an ovcn'iew of U.S. international rel&tioiu

and foiEJgD policy in the post-cold-war en.
Students will attend leaures and discussions at

places such k The World Bank. International

Mwielary Fund, Intenulional Trade Commission.
Department of Stale, Capitol Hill and several

embasiits. The leminir consists of workshops,

speakeii, small group discussions, readings &
journal keeping and more. The cost for luition and
housing is S769 (scholarships are available through

The Washington Center) and ihe applicaiion

deadline is April 23. 1993. Applications and further

infonrnaiion are available at the front desk in the

Career Center.

M£I in Colorado Springs is hiring computer prograirmiers. They will be
conduaing on-campus interviews on Friday, April 16lh. IfyouareaMaih
major wilh a Computer Science emphasis come in and sign up for an
interview. Deadline Is Wednesday, April 14th. Hurry in.

The I.lmllf^ a retail clothing store, is hiring Management Trainees for the

Colorado Front Range. Interviews will be held on campus Monday, April

19th. More information is available in the Career Cenier. Deadline to sign

up for an interview is Thursday, April 15th.

DcloltleandTouclie is seeking to hire an analyst for their Denver offtce.

They will be conducting interviews on campus April Mlh. Inieresicd

students need to: (1) send resume and cover letter to Lesley Green, Director

of Recruiling. Deloitie and Touche, 2001 Bryan Tower. Ste 2400, Dallas,

TX 75201 by Friday, AprU Kth, and (2) check wilh the Career Cenier lo

see if on-campus recniiiing requirements have been met.

ti\[ be conducting information U

Monday thm Wednesday. April 19-21. There will be an information

session held on Tuesday. April 20ih in WomerRm 21 3 from 6:00-8:00

pjn. Interviews will be held from 1 KX)-3:00. M-W. This is a greai

opportunity if you are a junior and looking for options after graduation.

Applications are available in the Career Center along with additional

information and ihe interview schedule.

I^Salle Partners Asscl ManaecmcrHr l.td ^ a national o
real estate firm, wants to hire 2 students for summer employment in

San Francisco and Orange County, lliey are seeking currenl students

(May '93 graduates are ok) that live in the San Francisco Bay area or

Orange Coumy area. The Vice President in the LA office is a CC alum
and very anxious to hire someone from CC. Great pay for a summer
job. Tentative interview dale is Thursday or Friday, April 29th or
30th. Check with the Career Cenier for more information. Cover leiter

and resume are needed to sign up for i

Cat eer Bulletin

Editor: Caroivn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Ride Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk. Assistant Director
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Cultural ignorance breeds racism
CC student expresses ire about classroom racial slur

Admissions responds
Pear Editor:

On behalf of our col-

leagues, we want to thank you

for your spirited editorial com-

ments regarding Michael

Eastman's article which ap-

peared in the March issue of

the Disparaging Eye. We ad-

mire your ability (and will-

ingness) to sort through vitu-

peration and hype in order to

present a set of facts worthy

of further study and debate.

However, while you ob-

viously felt compelled to re-

ply to Michael's opinion

piece, we found his inferences

so intemperate in tone and

insulting in content that we
find no redeeming value in

affording them the courtesy

of a thoughtful response.

Whatever it is about

Michael that lead him to de-

liver himself of the opinions

in that article only proves to

us that he knows very litUe

about the folks in the admis-

sion office and the enormous

responsibility we are charged

to uphold.

Frankly, it neverceases to

amaze us how inclined some

people are to treat conjecture

as fact, and we would argue

that at some point in the edu-

cational process Michael

ought to take a course which

would enable him to distin-

guish between evidence and

inference.

In closing, we would like

to acknowledge the frustra-

tions over the College's

present lack of diversity ex-

pressed by several student

groups on campus. Most no-

tably, the Accountability Coa-

lition and the Asian Ameri-

can Student Union have re-

cently presented their con-

cerns in a forceful, yet con-

structive manner. We share

those students' concerns and

look forward to discussing

with them our plans and their

ideas about bringing more stu-

dents of color into the Colo-

rado College community.

-Roberto A. Garcia

Senior Assistant Director

Adinission Office

-Anita Stokes

Assistant Director

Admission Office

Joe Stern Returns
To the Editor:

Political and economic

refugees from the dictatorial

government of Cuba are wel-

comed into Florida with open

arms by theU.S . government.

Political and economic refu-

gees from the dictatorial gov-

emmentofHaiti are prevented
from landing in Florida by the

U.S. Coast Guard.

The Cuban naval forces

are not as efficient as theU.S.

Coast Guard. The Haitian

refugees should go to Cuba

first and learn Spanish. Then,

the Coast Guard would prob-

ably escort the Haitians into

Miami, as they have been will-

ing to do for real Cubans.

Wouldn't this solution

help to solve the Haitianprob-

lem for Pres. Clinton?

-Joe Stern, Chairman
American Committee to

Promote Pacifism in Cuba

To the Editors:

While sitting in class just

two days ago, I was con-

fronted by an appalling inci-

dent that I believe warrants

attention. We began a discus-

sion of the effects that tech-

nology, culture and geogra-

phy have hid on the expan-

sion of human groups over

the globe. The focus eventu-

ally turned to the overwhelm-

ing influence that Europeans

have had in the United States.

We proceeded to consider

changes in demographics,

such as the projection that

"Hispanics" will be the domi-

nant population in the South-

west by the tum of the cen-

tury. As the discussion pro-

gressed, I was becoming more

and more offended by the use

of the term "Hispanic" and

the implication of its use

within our class. As the only

person of color in our class of

approximately 30 students, I

felt as if these topics were

being discussed like I wasn't

in the room.

Wanting to see where this

discussion would lead, I de-

cided to wait until more was

said before making a state-

ment. The discussion moved
on to expansion and its impli-

cations such as: loss of cul-

ture, assimilation etc. I in-

sisted that culture should be

viewed dynamically, not as a

static object that refrains from

change.

As the discussion pro-

gressed a student responded

to the professor's remarks by

stating that, "Hispanics would

never be a driving force . .

."

Although the professor inter-

rupted by adding that Hispan-

ics have been a driving force

in many areas, the student

continued his statement with,

"... at least not in the way that

Americans have been." I im-

mediately froze. Someone
within this classroom was say-

ing that 1 WAS NOT AN
AMERICAN!

Shaking with anger and

shock that someone would

have the audacity to call me
Hispanic and then toconclude

that I am not American, I

spoke out: "I am not Ameri-

can?" The student proceeded

to act as if his statement was

actually not that offensive.

The student did not offer an

apology, but rather stated that

he didn't mean what he said

as he was having a "word

I firmly believe that the

academic environment at

a liberal arts college re-

quires students and fac-

ulty to be responsible for

their remarks. I do not

believe that these types of

statements should be

"excused" because of

ignorance.

problem" today.

The professor proceeded

to address me with, "This is

just a case of someone not

meaning what they say, and

you should know what he

means." The professor then

ignored the fact that I had a

shocked look on my face and

continued the discussion as if

the incident never happened.

I was disappointed in the

way the professor handled this

matter. I believe that students

should have been given a

chance not only to define the

terms "Hispanic", "Ameri-

can" and "assimilation" (and

the implications of using

them), but also to define their

own beliefs and responses to

these comments.

This discussion could

have turned into an educa-

tional experience, but rather

was accepted, cut off and ig-

nored. Despite my desire to

stormout of the room, 1 waited

to see if the professor might

talk to me after class, but this

did not happen. Rather, Heft

the classroom and was anx-

iously greeted by five students

within the class who were

similarly appalled and wished

to speak with me about the

incident. However, I feel that

this event warranted a discus-

sion that should concern more
students and faculty than just

those in my class.

Therefore, I am writing to

ensure that more people on

this campus be made aware of
this type of offensive behav-

ior. I was absolutely appalled

that this happened to me in a

Colorado College classroom.

I firmly believe that the aca-

demic environment at a lib-

eral arts college requires stu-

dents and faculty to be re-

sponsible for their remarks. I

do not beUeve that these types

of statements should be dis-

missed or "excused" because

of lack of intent or because of

ignorance.

I felt betrayed not only by

my fellow classmates but also

by my professor. I do not

believe that I should have been

held responsible for under-

standing what the student

meant. Although 1 did not

completely understand the

meaning that he was uying to

communicate, 1 did under-

stand the implications of the

exact words that came out of

his mouth.

Despite my anger, I am
willing to consider two fac-

tors. It is possible that the

students within the class as

See Offended Pg. 12

Dialogue deteriorates as abortion debate rages
By Michael Roach

Catalyst Guest

Not long ago, a columnist
for the Washington Post was
invited to speak at Nazareth

College, in Rochester, N.Y.

Two weeks before the lec-

ture, he was notified that it

had been canceled. The lec-

ture committee had decided

that the topic of the lecture

was beyond the bounds of

what the students could safely

hear.

Although the speaker, Nat

Hentoff, specializes in lectur-

ing on censorship, on this oc-

casion he wished to speak

about his own political point

ofview, self-described as that

of"aJewish, atheist, left-wing

Pro-lifer."

Hentoff was not stopped

from speaking because of his

leftist views, but because ofa

lack ofunderstanding regard-

ing his idea of abortion. Thus

the problem was not one of

censorship but one of igno-

rance and dogma.
Unfortunately, it no

longer matters which side of

the abortion issue one is on.

In the twenty years since Roe

V. Wade, the arguments on

both sides have deteriorated

into shouts of anger, personal

slander and broad oversim-

plifications.

No longer is one allowed

to believe that there are more

than two sides to the issue of

abortion. For those who are

Pro-Choice, anyone else is

described as "Anti-Choice" or

people seeking to "enslave"

women. On the contrary, for

the Pro-Lifers, all others are

thought to be "murderers."

We should all wish that it

was that simple. There can no

longer be only two sides to

the issue of abortion. With-

out some kind of change, the

division between the people

will still remain when the fate

of the right to abortion is fi-

nally decided.

If a solution to the ques-

tion of abortion is ever to be

reached, members of both

camps need to begin empha-

sizingtheir similarities instead

oftheirdifferences. They must

stop simply tolerating the

speeches of others with gri-

maces of disgust and begin

the search for common
ground.

People with views like

Hentoff s need to be recog-

nized and respected, and not

allowed to fall victim to the

stereotypical generalizations

generated by both sides of the

issue.

Before becoming Pro-

Choice,JesseJackson warned

us all not to be convinced by

the Pro-Choicers that a fetus

is not a human being. He

cautioned, before his sudden

change forthe 1984Presiden-

tial election: "That's how the

whites dehumanized us, by

calling us niggers. The first

step was to distort the image

of us as human beings in or-

der to justify that which they

wanted to do."

Today, it is almost fright-

ening how well that warning

can be applied to both sides of

the abortion uproar.
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Judicial system fails abused kids

From Victims Pg. 9

hood sexual assault I talked

with said, "When the courts

refuse to tielieve a victim, it's

like they're perpetrating a sec-

ond crime against the child.

As vie tims, we 're being given

amessage from society all the

time that it's our fault the

crime happenned."

Children, in particular,

have a difficult time viewing

theirexperience as something

wrong which they didn't de-

serve simply because, as chil-

dren, they tend to take their

cues about what's right and

what's wrong from authority

figures.

Once they grow up, they

are faced with "a foundation

of skewed conceptions," the

survivor explained.

"Imean,who 's to say what

a healthy sexual relationship

is, but when your earliest ex-

perience with sex is not only

unhealthy but tragically abu-

sive, an unconscious change

occurs. My expectations

changed. [The assault] be-

came part of me and is taking

me years toovercome. Itgoes

to the core of your very be-

ing."

Most sexual assault vic-

tims, regardless of their age at

the time of the incidence, find

The rights of the accused,

rather than remaining equal

with the rights of the victim,

have become more impor-

tant.

a constant companion and

plague in guilt, regardless of

whether or not they choose to

prosecute. Hearing confir-

mation from the court that

what happened was not a vic-

timization of your body can

only compound the issue of

guilt.

"It's too easy to discredit

or blame the vicitm. The vic-

tim then learns to blame and

to doubt himself or herself,

not only in this instance but in

From Mohrman Pg. 10

of the imagination, a repre-

sentative democracy. Since

we can't choose our adminis-

trators or trustees, we must

work to influence their ac-

tions.

How can students ensure

that their opinions will be

heard by those in charge?

Thankfully, administrators

have presented us with a con-

venient forum for such ex-

pression.

Tuesday afternoon's dis-

cussion of the Strategic Plan-

ning Report will be attended

by Kathryn Mohrman, next

year's woman in charge. Ex-

ercise the opportunity to in-

fluence CC's future by telling

her how you feel about the

issues that matter to you.

If you think, as I do, that

students are intelligent and

mature, then go to the Strate-

gic Planning discussion pre-

pared to argue your case.

A Womb With A View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Things You Never Want Down Your Pants

10. Plutonium.

9. Chihuahuas named Al, Earl, or Penny, no matter what
they offer you in return.

8. 120 volts.

7. A duck.

6. Most third-world countries

5. A burrowing, worm-eating mongoose with bad eye-

sight.

4. Anything the word "festering" might describe.

3. The grabbing half of velcro.

2. A porcupine with herpes.

1. A spotted owl. Have you any idea how many penal
codes that would violate?

the future. Self-doubt be-

comes a constant problem,"

the survivor said.

Sexual assault is chroni-

cally underreported and, with

the court sytem hesitant to

convict, the percentage of re-

ports and subsequent trials

isn't likely to increase. The

rights of the accused, rather

than remaining equal with the

rights of the victim, have be-

come more important.

The successful appeal of

Ms. Michael ' s conviction has

lamed an already weak cam-

paign for children's rights.

Those survivors who read the

story and relate to its pain are

discouraged and saddened.

"Itreally makes me sick,"

my friend said. It makes me
sick, too, to realize that inci-

dences of sexual assault, par-

ticularly against children,con-

tinue to increase while con-

victions do not.

Rastall forgets Passover

By Dave Mason and

Mike Morris

Cata/yir Staff

So, 1 walk into Rastall,

and I'm looking for some

Matzo. After all, it's Pass-

over, right? Of course right.

So anyway, there's no

Matzo. So 1 ask this woman
who works there. You know
her, the short skinny one.

Well, I ask her, "Do you have

Matzo?" and she says to me,
"1 used to, but 1 was cured a

couple of years ago."

So I says to her, "No
Matzo?! Unleavened bread?

Passover?" No response.

I explain. "I'm Jewish.

It's Passover. I can't eat leav-

ened bread." Which at this

school means I can't eat.

"Why, you ask, is this

week different from all other

weeks? I'll tell you. Because

this week you don't give me
any food I can eat."

"Look, Idon'tknow what

your problem is. We're serv-

ing the same stuff we've

served all year. I didn't he;\r

you whining about your

'maht-sos' back in Septem-

ber. We got lots of variety

here. We got ham, we got

BLTs, we got cheeseburgers.

Why don't you make up your

mind and stop hassling me?
"And what's the deal with

that funny little hat?"

"Ay-Gavalt!"

Oh well, to make a long

story even longer, I never did

get my Matzo, and I had to

suffer my way through lunch

on an apple drenched in pesti-

cides.

Oh yeah, about the hat. 1

started wearing that after my
bar raitzvah when my horns

started to show.

Happy Passover, CC.

TV intern speaks off the record

Influence your future S
Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

As an intern on KKTV's
noon news, I see many stories

that nevermake iton the airor

into print. Sometimes I ques-

tion a producer's or editor's

decision not to air a story.

My ideologies tint my
judgment, no doubt. But re-

cently a truly putrid, heinous

storycame down the wire that

I did not want anyone else to

see.

I have since reconsidered.

Though I would still never air

this story, it must "say some-

thing about our society."

Cliche, I know, but revolt-

ingly true.

A woman in Illinois had a

child . . . then put the infant in

the freezer. She went to a

local hospital complaining of

vaginal bleeding.

When the medical staff

told her she just had a baby,

she nodded. They asked

where the baby was and she

told them it was in the freezer.

Unfortunately, I am not

making this up. What drug,

what booze, what disease

could drive a mother to fireeze

her newborn?
The baby was uncon-

scious, but it revived and is

now recovering.

I'm no Bible-thumper or

"family values" fundamental-

ist, but some mother out there

needs serious help. Who and

where was the father? Wliy

couldn ' t the mother give binh

in a hospital?

For a "developed" coun-

try, we have some grim social

problems. If we were a third-

world nation. Amnesty Inter-

national would doubtlessly

report on our human rights

violations.

I do think Clinton has

more of a conscience and ba-

sis in reality than Bush ever

did, so I guess I'm hopeful.

But a baby in the freezer?

Humans are imperfect;

"evil" will always exist. Yet

these abstract truisms don't

relieve my disgust.

Prof, and class slur student's culture
From Offended Pg. 11

well as the professor did not

realize that the term "His-

panic" can be very offensive

to people of Spanish-speak-

ing cultures within the United

States and in other countries

because it is a term that has

been chosen to label us all as

being the same.

Although the student

could have meant that "His-

panics" might, because of the

oppressive social structure,

never be a "driving force" in

terms of holding power, this

is not what he said. Therefore

the interpretation of his com-
ments is problematic.

These statements are of-

fensive because in essence

theydismiss the fact that"His-

panics" have made and will

continue to make strong con-

tributions to social change

within this country. Am I to

believe that I cannot make a

contribution because I lack

the potential to make a differ-

ence?

Considering that I take

pride in being a fourth-gen-

eration American of Mexican

descent, I found this incident

to be extremely offensive and

unacceptable. Being labeled

a Hispanic ignores my spe-

cific history, that of my fam-

ily and that of all my people.

To take it one step further

and to not be considered an

American completely disre-

gards my identity as 1 per-

ceive it. The student and the

professor might as well have

said that I did not exist or

matter.

However, 1 realize that I

do matter. Considering that I

will be the first college gradu-

ate to emerge from my entire

family, I take pride in accept-

ing a degree based not only on

myown accomplishments but

also based upon the history of

struggle by three generations

of family before me.

Despite the obstacles that

I may encounter as a woman
ofcolor within the oppressive

social structure, I have cho-

sen to stand up for what I

believe in and to make this a

learning experience that will

make me stronger.

I beUevethatmy academic

achievements at Colorado

College reflect my pride in

my upbringing as an Ameri-

can of Mexican descent and

will fuel my desire to become

a "driving force" within this

country.

-Julissa Portales
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Armstrong decorated with big bowling balls

By Nicholas Weigel

Camlyst Staff

On Monday, April 5, Terri

Fabian introduced the CC
community to the unfabled

mysteries of the bowling ball.

Her senior art show opened in ject everyone is familiar with,

Armstrong where hoards of especially in terms of its

explain that she was trying to

tap a consistent theme, one

that enveloped the ideas of

weight versus fragility. "Ba-

sically," she exclaimed, "the

idea of tension fascinates me.

A bowling ball is an ob-

baffled specta

tors wandered

endlessly from

one piece to the

next often emit-

ting "tee-hees,"

"ohmys"oreven

"wilakers, could

you imagine try-

to wear

those!"

These comic responses to

Fabian's work were in part

derived from her base me-

dium, bowling balls, which

she had then transformed into

sculpmres, mathematical il-

lustrations and a video.

1 asked Terri "Why, why
Terri did you pick heavyround

balls associated with boring

television and names like

Gary or Beth?" She gobbled

my sarcasm and proceeded to

The oversized ear-

rings, although rather

beautiful, import im-

ages of tension and
tearing upon the ear

if one was to actually

try them on.

weight and

destructive

potential. By
using mate-

rials like

chiffon, an

extremely
light weight

and delicate

fabric, I can

capture these

elements of tension through

the material's elasticity."

Many of Fabian's pieces

have this elementofthe heavy

or destructive versus the light

and fragile. Her visions span

from "Pickled Bowling
Balls", where balls are sus-

pended in a glass tank filled

with blue water to a pair of

giant earrings.

Both pieces explore the

elements ofpotential collapse

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

APRIL 9

Grand Hotel

April 15 - 18

Greco Roman
Comedies

8:00 p.m. Pikes Peak Center

8:00 p.m. Taylor Hall

MUSIC

April 9
Shawn Kenner, trumpet

Linda Olraan, horn 4:00 p.m. Packard

April 14

Music at Midday 12:15 p.m. Packard

April 16

C.S. Symphony 8:00 p.m. Pikes Peak Center

April 18

New Music
Ensemble 3:00 p.m. Packard

April 19
Ani Difranco 7:00 p.m. Gaylord

Phoio by Chris Flood

Bowling balls are theme ofTerri Fabian's senior recital, an example of one of her pieces.

or destruction.

The pickled balls have the

potential to break the glass

tank if the viewer were to get

curious.

She has combined two

materials which don't mix:

heavy objects you roll and

glass.

The oversized earrings,

although rather beautiful, im-

port images of tension and

tearing upon the ear if one

was to actually try them on.

On the lighter side of

Fabian's show was a video

which was fashioned after a

Hidden Video orCandid Cam-

era blurb. Fabian placed a bin

of "recycled" bowling balls

in Womer along side the other

three bins of paper, can and

bottles.

The video caught a couple

of groups of individuals; one

of which tried to invent a new

game along the lines offrisbee

golf, 1 guess this would be

something like bowling golf?

Whatever.

On a final note 1 would

like to recommend this show

for its offbeat taste, which is

always a plus, and for its dy-

namic exploration of a theme

with some BALLS!
Why don't you get off

yours and check it out before

it is gone.

Book examines modern novel
By Jon Elsberg

Catalyst Staff

Is the novel a dead art

form? Some have said so.

How should a novelist deal

with the question? Ask Lisa

Goldstein and her response is

The Dream Years, a novel,

and a good one at that.

TheDream Years follows

Robert, a writer in early 20th

century Paris. He is part of

the philosophical/intellectual

circles of the time when sur-

realism is hot and friends tell

him his novel writing is a

wasted effort.

Enter time-warp, stage

left. Robert finds himself

flashing between the Left

Bank of the Paris he knows

and the riot torn streets of the

60s student uprisings. He
meets Solange, one of the stu-

dents, and they groove on each

other.

Unfortunately, Roben is

not the only one affected by

If you're looking for in-

teresting side-reading

that's not overly dense but

still tickles your mind, try

this one out.

-On The Dream Years

the time-warping. AllofParis

begins to melt into surrealism

and some sort of surrealist

monster wreaks havoc as it

hones in on the couple.

Goldstein has written a su-

premely entertaining novel.

She created a truly unusual

situation and is wonderfully

successful at inventing an ac-

tual surreal world. Solange

and Robert are worthwhile

people to get to know.

If you're looking for in-

teresting side-reading that's

not overly dense but still tick-

les your mind, try this one

out.

Four Comers bookstore

has a few copies in the sci-

ence fiction section for $3 a

pop.

And hey! Don't forget to

check out La Femme Nikita

this weekend.

Ahh! Opera, oh Opera coming to Denver

Opera Colorado is pre-

senting two new operas this

season in May.

Le Nozze di Figaro {The

Marriage of Figaro) by

Amadeus Wolfgang Mozart

and // Barbiere di Siviglia

{The Barber of Seville) by

Gioacchino Rossini will be

featured.

The opera librettos are

from the plays of

Beaumarchais.

The operas will be con-

ducted by the famous Julius

Rudel, also look for the gor-

geous Marcia Ragonetti.

Last year the season sold

out and this year they are at

75% of capacity, so get your

tickets soon.

Barbiere shows May 1

,

4, 7 and 9 and Nozze plays

May 8, 11, 14 and 16. Tick-

ets range from $ 1 5 to $ 1 1 2.

For tickets call 303-

778-6464.

This will be a great sea-

son, so if you are interested

call.
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Greek farce goes up
By College Relations

"The Labors of Chucki us

and the Labor of Chickius," a

two-act, light-heaned Greco-

Roman comedy, wUI be per-

formed from April 15-18 at

8:00p.m.uiTaylorHall. Tick-

ets for the four firee, public

performances will be avail-

able April 12 at the Womer
Campus Center main desk.

The focus of the play is on

Chuckius, the half-mortal

half-god son of Zeus whose

not-so-secret identity is an

ongoing source of humor for

his Greek peers.

After offending Hera,

Zeus ' s wife, Chuckius is given

three labors to undertake

which he must complete be-

fore he can receive absolution

from the gods.

By combining a farcical

mimicking of classical Greek

heroes with an "elevated" (but

accessible) sense of Greek

humor, student playwright

Coco Chanel (a.k.a. Karl de

Costa) has created a witty sat-

ire of classical Greek mythol-

ogy. The humor is elevated

when the production's tech-

nical crew becomes involved

in the drama on stage.

The play, written by se-

nior Art History major

Chanel/de Costa, was the win-

ner of this year's play writing

contest, sponsored by the The-

ater Workshop. Fifteen CC
students were cast for the per-

formance.

Horn recital plays today
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

Aseniorrecital

featuring two bril-

liant horn blowers

is playing this Fri-

day at 4:00 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

On trumpet,

Shawn Keener will

play a sonata by

Handel, "The
Maid of the Mist"

(described by

Keener as a "con-

cert polka") by Herbert L.

Clarke and Concert Etude

by Alexander Goedicke.

Linda Olman, who plays

the French horn, will feature

the Sonata for Horn by

Samuel Adler, "Villanell" by

Dukas and "A Tear" by

Mussorsky.

Then they will play du-

ets by Rimsky-Korsakov and

Eugene Bozza. For their solo

works, they will be

accompanied by the

talented (he can

even play kazoos)

Daniel Brink.

Keener de-

scribes the recital,

"It's very eclectic,

butinawayitrepre-

sents what exists for

these instruments.

It's really fun mu-

sic-Sunday in the

park music."Come and sup-

port these very talented mu-

sicians.

New Music Ensemble explores new music Figure drawing offered

By College Relations

The internationally ac-

claimed Colorado College

New Music Ensemble will

presentits spring concert Sun-

day, April 18, at 3:00 p.m. in

Packard Hall. The concen is

free, and the public is wel-

come to attend.

The program will include

"Rainbows" and "Minerva's

Web," two ofthe several com-

positions by the Ensemble's

director, Stephen Scott, for

grand piano bowed and

plucked by ten musicians.

Both works have been heard

extensively in Europe, Aus-

tralia, Hong Kong and the

United States through the

Ensemble's tours and broad-

casts of its recordiiigs.

Scott founded the en-

semble in 1972. Its primary

instrument is the bowed pi-

ano, a grand piano with the lid

removed. Musicians draw

bows of nylon fishing line to

produce organ-like tones, use

wood bows with horsehair to

elicit strong, crisp sounds and

pluck strings with fingers or

guitar picks.

Sunday'sconcert willkick

off the Ensemble's second

Canadian tour, during which

the group will present the

same works as featured guests

of the Groundswell new mu-

sic series at the Winnipeg Art

Gallery.

Also on Sunday's pro-

gram will be the premiere of

"Tapestry," written for experi-

mental instruments by senior

music studentJamieMclntyre

of Princeton, New Jersey.

Contact Stephen Scott at

389-6557 for more informa-

The Colorado College An
department offers a Life

Drawing class on Mondays

from 7:00-9:00 p.m
Packard. These sessions are

free to CC students and only

$3 for the public. It is a re-

laxed atmosphere with no

pressure put on those who at-

tend. Models are different

each week to add anatomical

variety and occasionally the-

atrical props are used to add

flavor and composition. If

you've never taken an artclass

before this is a great opportu-

nity to relax, draw, and le;irn

something about the human

figure. Lets get naked!

Your Last Chance

!

Cutler Jobs:

•Cutler Publications President
•Catalyst Editor in Chief
•Disparaging Eye Editor in Chief
•Leviathan Editor in Chief

•Catalyst Advertising Sales Manager
•Catalyst Advertising Designer
•Cutler Publications Office Manager

If interested in any of these positions please
send a resume with a cover letter to Womer
Box 898 or pick up an application at Womer

Desk, by Friday, April 9. Direct any
questions to Cheri at ext. 6675.
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Hear No
Evil is a

real loser

Dy Rene Gabri

Catalyst Arts Editor

The latest movie in this

year's line of suspense

thrillers is Hear No Evil.

This isareal winner. Look

for this one in next year's

Oscars.

I'd rate this right up

there mlhDarkman as one

of my favorite movies of

all time. In all seriousness,

Marlee Matlin and Martin

Sheen couldn't even res-

cue this movie from the

depths of the corniest com
field.

Yeah, I know what

you're thinking. . . "What

did you expect?" Well I

didn't expect much I tell

you, but even my lowest

expectations were shot

down like an Iraqi MiG
(the i in this designation

for a type of Soviet fighter

is lowercased because it is

the Russian word for and).

I'll say this, if the

movie had ended about 20
minutes earher, I wouldn't

be complimenting it like

this.

Matlin should stick to

her T.V. show, and Sheen

hit hispeak when he wasn't
in Erailo Estevez and

Charlie Sheen's super-hit

MenAt Work. The plot is

as original as Vanilla Ice's

infamous hit "Ice Ice

Baby".

Sheen plays a pohce

chief who wants to fund

his retirement by arrang-

ing a museum hiest. The
plan falls apart, and he has
to kill everyonewho knows
anything about the hiest.

But hold your horses,

buster. Here comes Marlee
to save the day.

There is murder, cor-

ruption and more murder;

when all is said and done,

Marlee and her guy live

happily ever after. Hey,

there is even a bit of rock

climbing for all those

mountain surfers in the

house.

The movie would be

halfdecent if the story was

believable, but I thinjc this

plot is a tad far fetched.

Enough! Enough!
BEWARE, this movie is

pure trash! The movie in-

dustry needs to get a clue.

(0.5 Smiley Face, Light

julbs)

L.A. Style 4.5 Faces, 1 Light Bulb

13.00 off regular price of tapes or CD's

•3030 E. Platte •123 E. Bijou

EVERY

THURSDAY
IS

LADIES' NIGHT
Ladies.. .You Pay NO COVER And

Drink PENNY Drafts, Wells, and Wines
All Night From 8 To Close!

It Just Doesn't Get Any Better Than This!

HOURLY SHOT SPECIALS!

S
In the Rustic Hills North Mall

(Or Just Ask Anybody!)

Music Reviews
SUEDE Nude -A top notch Brit band, has finally made
their U.S. debut with their new album Nude. They have
been on the cover of nearly every British music magazine
and rightfully so. They are one of the better bands to come
out of England in recent years. The album is mixed with a

good combination of ear buzzing guitar riffs and sweet
melodies. If this band has any initiative to make it big, this

won't be the last you hear from them. The aura surrounding

this band is much like that of the Siniths in the early 80s.

This band is definitively original, but as far as living up to

the comparisons with the Smiths, they have their work cut

out for them. "She's Not Dead" is a jolly good song, and

"Metal Mickey" is another dandy. If you are interested in

checking out the newest alternative music from England,

this album is a must (4 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs).

L.A. STYLE-finally released their first full album this last

month. This album comes nearly two years after their

world wide hit "James Brown is Dead" (which is featured

in the album) first hit the club scene. L.A. Style is the

creation of Denzil Stemming, a Dutch musician. The
vocals are provided by a Dutch rapper, Frans Merkx and

Belgian vocalist Bibi. How did 3 Europeans come up with

the name L.A. Style? Well, Stemming spent a lot of time

tasting the L.A. club life; moreover, it was there that he

came up with the foundations for what would become the

most popular "techno-coUaboration" of our tiine. "I'm

Raving" was the first single off the new album and enjoyed

airplay in clubs everywhere. "It's Your Life" is the most
soulful song on the album. This album is a must for anyone

who enjoys dance music (4.5 Faces and 1 Light Bulb).

LOLLAPALOOZA-This year's extravaganza will head-

line Arrested Developement and Alice in Chains. The first

stop on this summer's tour is Chicago. The show was sold

out even before the featured bands were announced.

LEfiNY KRAVTTZAreYouGonnaGo My Way-Kr-dv'nz

is caught in a time warp. As his career moves forward his

musical style becomes more en&enched in musical styles

of the past. Kravitz's latest album is influenced even more

by the music of the 70s than his previous two. At times it

seems as if he isn't so much influened by the works of Led

Zeppelin and John Lennon; as he blatently steals from

them. Still, Are You Gonna Go My Way is a very good

album. Kravitz uses 70's style rock as a base for his own

soulful, creative singing and lyrics. If you liked his

previous albums, you will love this one. If you are a die-

hard Zeppehn fan who hates imitations, this album will piss

you off. If you don't know Kravitz or Zeppelin very well

(doubtful); buy this album anyways, it's worth it (3.5

Faces, 4 Light Bulbs).

S [ S S I f

Courses beginning

May 17, June 14,

and July 12

Call 1-800-854-6456

24 hours-a-day

7 days-a-week

for a free bulletin

Colorado
University

^
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Protest singer, AmDiFranco, to perform at CC
"She seems to have it all:

a clipped, edgy guitar style;

forceful melodies; to-the-

bone lyrics; and a voice that

can rock the boat one minute

and a cradle it the next" (Roch-

ester Times-Union).

Ani (AH-nee) DiFranco,

a singer and songwriter who
hasbeencalledaprotest singer

for the nineties, will return to

Colorado College to perform

a free public concert on Mon-

day, April 19, at 7:00 p.m. in

the Womer Campus Center's

Gaylord Room.
"Don'tforone minute dis-

miss her as your run-of-the-

mill sensitive-female-singer-

songwriter type" (Buffalo

AnVoice), forcritics agree that

Ani DiFranco is anything but

run-of-the-mill.

Equipped With an acous-

tic guitar and righteous indig-

nation, DiFranco captivates

her growing audiences.

A folk singer with a pow-

erful toughness, she chal-

lenges sexual politics and so-

cial conventions. She sings

out against oppression, most

notably that of women stnig-

gling in a male-dominated

world.

"I've fallen into a greater

political agenda" she says. "I

think what I talk about is a

typical average experience

and people seem to hear it for

the first time."

DiFranco's third album,

"Imperfectly," was indepen-

dently released in Mayof 1992

under the name Righteous

Records.

The concert is sponsored

by Bisexual Gay and Lesbian

Alliance (BGALA) and the

college's Leisure Program.

Pholo courtesy of Righteous Rccurii;

Ani DiFranco, folk singer, will be performing at CC April 19.

Lambert art show examines tacky side of America
By Emily Hall

Catalyst Staff

Photo by Chris Flood

The facade of Leigh Lambert's senior art show, that went up ealier this week.

"I really like the bad taste

ofAmerica,"Leigh says when
asked about the inspiration for

her show, "it's my outlet for

being tacky."

Her understanding of

color and texture makes the

"tacky" the "artistic."

When one enters the small

room, defined by walls made
of 2636 pop cans, the envi-

ronment is transformed from

the sterile halls of Packard to

a wonderland of the random.

Leigh has accomplished

her goal of visual and tactile

sensuousness. She says, "I

want to get my hands on

things, that's why I sculpt in

stead of paint." This desire

will serve her well in her hopes

of becoming a pastry chef

"The lounge chairs were

conceived first, and I feel aie

the most successful pieces

They have arichness which is

elegant, yet the artificial col

ors and synthetic media

scream 'Middle America',"

One wonders if the rag-

doll and sock sculptures be

long, or if they border too

much on the crafty.

Each object deserve:

tention as you stroll througli

the aluminum can door onto a

floor of astroturf. Expect a

feast for the imagination and

repulsion for the tacky.

CALL 444-8888

Buy one 14"

Large Pizza with
one toppoing for

only

and get a

FREE order of

TWISTY BREAD
i. J
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Tar Heels

triumph in

tourney

By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

The NCAA tourna-

ment concluded on Mon-

day in a championship

game that promised to be a

great one. The NorthCaro-

lina Tar Heels beat the

Michigan Wolverines in a

lailbiter. Well, it was a

nailbiter up until the last

eleven seconds when Chris

Webber, Michigan's cen-

ter and leader on the court,

called a timeout. Webber
thought that the team
possesed a dmeout, but in

fact they had used their last

one minutes earlier. The

consequences ofhis actions

were immense. Instead of

Michigan controlling the

ball down by two points

with 1 1 dcks on the clock

and a chance to tie or go
ahead, the ball was now in

UNC'scourt,literally. The
illegally called timeout was
translated into a technical

foul, giving twofree throws

and posesion to UNC, all

but sealing their victory.

A game of this magru-

tude should not end in such

a fashion. I was on the

Ige of my seat the entire

game as each team traded

monster slams and three

pointers. I'm sure I speak

for every sports fan in the

nationexcept perhaps those

Chapel Hill fans when I

say that I was overcome by
shock,then dissapointment

and finally an empty feel-

inside.

SeeNorthCarolinaPg.18

Men's track shines at Colorado State
By Blaine Olsen

Catalyst Staff

On the morning of Satur-

day, April 3, the CC Men's
Track Team set out for their

scheduledmeet in Fort Collins

at the Colorado State Invita-

tional. The only problem was
that, at the time it was snow-

ing, andwe're not talking light

fluiries. Fearless coach Ted
Castaneda predicted a bright,

sunny day in Fort Collins,

however, and lo and behold,

his prediction turned out to be

no April Fool's Joke.

Upon arriving at the CSU
track, 30 degree temperatures

and snow were exchanged for

50 degree weather with clear,

blue skies. The team van ar-

rived a Uttle late, however,

due to a pit stop during the

drive up, leaving entrants in

the meet's first event, the

1500m run, an abbreviated

warm-up timespan. The, race

turned out to be a boon forCC
runners as Tiger competitors

accounted for five of the top

nine sports. Leading the way
for CC was junior Mark
Sweet, who placed second

with a season-best time of

4:09, just three seconds off

the winner. Alsorunning sea-

son bests were first year Jack

Hayes, with a 4:18 in fourth

place and seniorJim Macken,

with a 4:32, which was good

Phoio by Chris Flood

A CC sprinter races around an indoor track earlier in the

season. The team has taken to the outdoor tracks for the

spring season

enough for seventh. Placing

eighth and ninth for CC were

Rylan North, whoran all-time

personal best of4:32 and Chris

Flood, who was right behind

in 4:34.

CC had only one entrant

,in the 400m dash. First year

Blaine Olsen finished the race

with a season-best time of 54

seconds, good for eleventh

place. Unfortunately, the team

left its greyhounds back in the

Springs and was unable to

enter the classic sprint events.

CC did, however, enter a

plethora of runners in the

SOOmrun. Led by Mark Sweet

once again, the Tigers placed

five runners in the top 15.

Sweet finished fourth overall

with a season-best 2:01 . Jun-

ior Kris O 'Conner followed

right behind with his own sea-

son bestof2:03. Hayes, Olsen

and North all finished the race

near the 2:10 mark.

The last individual event

of the day for the men was the

5(X)0mrun. For this race only,

CC unleashed senior Pat

Judge, who ran an impressive

season-bes! of 15:35, v/hich

earned him third place. Also
entered in the event for the

Tigers were Macken and jun-
iorSean Cavanaugh, who fin-

ished in 16:44 and 17:08 re-

spectively.

The last race of the day
was the 1600m relay. The
CC teamofO'Conner, Olsen,

Judge and Sweetw as ready to

go for broke. Just before the

starter's gun sounded, how-
ever, a car driven by senior

Scott Ingvolstad arrived at the

scene. Amazingly, Scott was
able to hopright into the third

leg of the race, taking Judge's

spot. Apparently the Qip up

from Denver was enough of a

warm-upforthesprinter. The
team ended up finishing in

fifth with a time of 3:44, a

respectable ending to a fine

day.

Overall, the Men' s Team
finished with 29 points, put-

ting them in sixth place, ahead

ofWestern State and the Uni-

versity ofNorthern Colorado.

Who cared that neither team

was at full strength? What
really mattered was that the

Tigers were now able to re-

turn to snowy Colorado

Springs. The next meet is to-

morrow in Gunnison. So
come on up and cheer.

Tiger Lacrosse hurries School of Mines
By Jesse Yuran

Catalyst Staff

The CC Tiger Lacrosse

team returned home from the

vacation paradise ofRoanoke,

VA to be greeted by the timely

second coming of winter on

the beautiful Rocky Moun-

tain Skyline.

The Tigers hosted the

Buffaloes of CU in a contest

which would propel the vic-

tor to the top spotintheRocky

Mountain League and drop

the loser into second place.

The blessed snow and

sleet, which have become a

Week in Preview
Friday, April 9

Women's Tennis vs. Oral Roberts University

Saturday, April 10

Rockies home opener vs. Montreal Expos

Men's Lacrosse vs. Brigham Yong University

Baseball vs. New Mexico Highlands

Monday, April 12

Women's Tennis vs. UC-Colorado Springs

Men's Tennis at Southern Colorado

Wednesday, April 14

Women's Tennis vs. Metro State

3:00 p.m. El Pomar courts

3:05 p.m. Mile High Stadium

1:00 p.m. Washburn Field

10:00 a.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

AFA
Pueblo, CO

3:00 p.m. El Pomar Courts

trademark for CC Lacrosse

games, arrived in timely fash-

ion, accompanying the Buffs

into this batde of would-be

giants.

The mighty Buffs proved

no match for CC's offensive

superiority, or the intense de-

fensive onslaught spurred on

by Coach Steve Beville. For

the Buffs, the first half was

bumbling, and at the halfway

mark, CC led by a score of 4-

2.

Due to a combination of

inspired play by CU, frequent

mental lapses by the Tigers

and of course the curse of the

weather gods, CU was able to

battle its way back into the

game and eventually win by a

score of 10-7.

Tiger's defenseman Josh

Christian vows revenge, say-

ing, "We and only we are to

blame for the loss. Our sec-

ond half play was uninspired,

and less than magnificent. We

should meet them in the cham-

pionship, and letthem beware,

for hell hath no furry like a

Tiger scorned!"

On Wednesday, a moti-

vated Tiger Lacrosse team

wore their game faces like

armor,intoGolden, Colorado

to take on the mighty

Orediggers from the School

of Mines.

The weather was beauti-

ful as the Tigers departed from

El Pomar, and affocious as

they stepped from that same

bus onto the playing field.

Senior Ezra Bayles, goal-

keeperextraordinaire had this

to say, "This is our weather, it

just wouldn't be the same if it

wasn't freezing cold and

snowing!"

As the game began,

Boyles proved an inspiration,

SeeLAXstrips Pg. 19
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North Carolina

from Tar Heels Pg. 17

Championship basket-

ball games should not end

that way! A game that close

should be decided by the tal

ent and clutch shooting of

the players on the floor. I

realize that Webber made a

mistake and his team had to

be penalized according to

the rules of the game, how

ever I would have loved to

have seen those last 1 1 sec-

onds played out, to the natu

ral finish.

There are two schools of

thoughtregardingWebber's

blunder. Some people feel

that Webber is a complete

idiot, a choker and deserves

not a single kind word. lam
notone of these people. lam
among ther group that be-

lieve that Chris Webber
played his heart out, pulling

unbeleivable rebounds off

the boards, fronting Eric

Montross and anchoring a

solid defense while scoring

a team high 23 points.

Don't get me wrong. I

take nothing away from the

Tar Heels, they played an

excellent game. Donald

William's all tournament

performance had some fans

remaniscingback to Michael

Jordan's Days at Carolina,

and his last second shot that

gave the Tar Heel's the Na-

tional Title back in '82.

I'm sorry that Michigan

didn't win and not only be-

cause I picked them to win

back in April. I enjoyed

watching the team play

throughout the season. I

think that if the Fab Rve
decide to return to school

next year and pass up the

ItireoftheNBA dollars, then

Michigan could wind up in

the Final Four once again.

The Catalyst

sports section in-

vites anyone to

write about per-

sonal sporting

events or leisure

activities. In ad-

dition, we wel-

come any inquir-

ies orquzQms with

the section i.e. a

lack of coverage

of your favorite

sport, or a letter to

the editor re-

sponding to an

opinion.

Sports
Friday, April 9, 1993

Women's track performs

well in Southern Colorado

By Heather Pantely

Catalyst Staff

Despite the falling snow

early last Saturday morning,

the women's track team

headed off to the track meet at

use for some great perfor-

mances amid tough competi-

tion. They placed fourth over-

all out of the field of eight

teams including CSU, CU,

University of Wyoming,
NorthEastem Junior College,

South DakotaTech andUNC.

Starting with the 100m

sprint, Celina Santana and

Lynn Evans botii ran personal

bests in die range of 14.8 sec-

onds. Next, in the 200m, Jen

Crute, Santana, and Jen

Cerovski ran personal records

forthisyearof28.7, 29.2, and

33.0 respectively. Crute, the

newly elected team captain,

ran a personal record of 63.6

in the 400m. And the dis-

tance specialist, Sara Fry,

placed 4th with a time of 1 1 : 11

in the 3,000m race. These

fast legs carried offinto strong

throws in the field events as

well. Cerovski threw 72.5 ft.

in thejaveIin,a9ftPR. And
Cassie Roberts tnrew wen m
both the shotput and the dis-

cuss. Overall, as Coach Mary

Harrington commented, the

team did "really well," and

the chancy weather turned out

to be "better than expected."

Nice work, girls!

Believe it or not, the Q-ack

team does do more than run

together. They are a neat

group of women who are get-

ting together for a community

service/social activity this

Thursday. In honor of the

upcoming Easterholiday, they

are coloring eggs to take to

Helen Hunt Elementary

School for an Easter egg hunt

they are organizing — how
exciting!

Unfortunately, the

Alamosa Relay meet planned

for this Saturday was can-

celed, but the team is still train-

ing through the weekend in

preparation for their big meet

in Grinnell, Iowa at Grinnell

College next Sat., April 17.

They will leave next Thurs-

day to travel up north where

they will compete against 20

otherDivisionUI teams. The

competition should be great,

with teams coming from all

over the mid-west region.

Uood luck!

Trivia: Which school holds the most

NCAA division I championship

titles, ever?

^UB'IW^^
CORNER OF BIJOU^i^lEiON
Buy 1 Footlong Sub and Med

Drink and get the Second of equal

or lesser value for

Only 09.
Not valid with anyjother offer. yalitLnnly at

this locauon. ^Expires May 31, 1993

Catalyst

CC disc does damage
By Justine Crowley

Catalyst Staff

Okay, while die rest of

you were pre-partying for

those exciting Final Four

games this Saturday, the

Women' s UltimateTeam was
playing its heart out in

Lawrence, KS. (That's right

the home of the KU
Jayhawks).

Despite the unfavorable

weather conditions (about 35

degrees Farenhiet and rainy)

the young but buff women
went 2-1.

The one loss was to the

KU Bettys; it was a nail biting

game, the final score was 8-7.

The other games were routs;

ask any of your favorite ulti-

mate players (that is those

who made it to Lawrence in

time for the games).

A crucial part of any ulti-

mate tournament is the party

and CC has a reputation of

winning the party, but this

year we broke from tradi-

tion and went home and got

a good night's sleep, which

was well deserved.

Since we were not

hungover the next morning

(granted half the team was

VERY sore from playing

six a side with no subs on

Saturday), we managed to

take second in the tourna-

ment (the Bettys took first)

- an extremely impressive

showing.

This was our first tour-

nament as a womens' team;

most of our experince had

come playing in co-ed tour-

naments. So congratulate

all those amazing women
of the Ultimate Team.

If any of you feel like

joining - well just come out

and play or contact Jen

Pierce or Christy Cain.

By Rachel Mills and Tracy
Woodward

Catalyst Staff

Women's tennis serves it to

Occidental, Oral Roberts next
Coaches Betty Burg and

Jerry Cross are just as ex-

cited about the team's

chances. Burg comments,

"This is a young team with

aiotorpotential." Jheteain

consists of four first years,

Maiy Kocman, Liz Jensen,

Sabrina Sammons and

Libby Collins; one sopho-

more, Carrie Towle; four

juniors, Leslie Randolph,

Tracy Woodward, Rachel

Mills and Carolyn
Koritzinsky; and one senior,

Kiki VorpahK?). Please

come support these tigers

as they take on Oral Robens

University at 3:00 p.m.

With only three weeks left

in the season, the women s

tennis team is looking for-

ward toa victory today against

Oral Roberts University.

Since its crucial 5-4 win over

Occidental College in Cali-

fornia, which put them in con-

tention for Nationals, the

team's enthusiasm is appar-

ent both off and on the court.

Leslie Randolph, team cap-

tain, says, "Nationals become
more of a reality each day...

except when we lose."

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM .A

SALAD BAR ^^

$325

The Clubhouse . Downtowns
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

April 9 and 10
AUTO - NO

April 11

EROTIC JUSTICE
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Augustaaaa
gy Josh Orfanakis

Caiafy^' Sports Editor

Thursday is the first day

of the Masters. This is not

just another golf tourna-

jient, The Masters is THE
tournament. It perhaps

possesses the richest tradi-

tion of any sporting event

loday.

The Masters is notjust a

liard course, or beautiful

course itsAugusta. Augusta

is renowned for having the

most immaculate course,

some of the most memo-

rable holes in golf and even

famous tree.

If somebody says 12,

lybody who knows any-

thing will visualize the most

picturesque (and deceiving)

three in the world. The

Japanese have even tried to

buy the rights to copy the

hole.

Eisenhower has a tree

named after him that is ru-

mored to have had a price

on its trunk by the late presi-

dent. He supposedly paid a

caddy to cut it down one

night, but proving that the

government can't do every-

thing it still stands today.

Some people wUl say

the fresh clipped ball parks,

ivory covered brick wall,

and green monsters are

known by more, but no-

where has a sporting event

captivated its players, com-
mentators, press, and past

champions like the Masters.

When somebody wins

they are instantly immortal-

ized. Notonly do they get to

say they beat a field of the

most prestigious golfers,

win one of the most coveted
trophies in this universe, get

fitted for The Green jacket

but for life they are a part of

a tradition.

The tournament begins

where the best may floun-

der and an underdog may
flourish only to meet the

secondday where theleader

board is shuffled as players

8re conquered or squeak

past. The champion does not
master the course: he just

does not let the course de-

stroy him.

As it stands now the

"lost famous golfer leads

the field. If Nickalaus wins
11wouldbe incredible.How^
wer the Masters rarley lets

anybody stay on top all four

rounds.

This weekend 12 will

'«!( many sffokes to play-

ers scores, the Eisenhower
iree will tangle many drives,

lid one fortunate player

*ill get to wear the green

jJckeL

Lax strips Mines
From LacrossePg. 17

Bayles proved an inspira-

tion, denying deadly accurate

shot after shot by the relent-

less offensive powerhouse of

the Orediggers. After playing

such a huge game, Bayles

commented, "Thanks to my
strenuous off-season workouts

and panther-like reflexes, I

was able to play the best game
I could."

The Tigers defense did its

part, but was overshadowed

significandy by the merciless

barrage of CC's attack and

mid fielders. "JVIighty Max"
Caulkins was the bearer of

bad news for the hopeless

OrediggerDefense, recording

a game high 10 points. "WUy
Willy" King and "Tenible

Ted"Nusbaum contributed six

and five points respectively.

The scoring didn't stop

there, as several other players

tallied point after point.

Mercifully, it would ap-

pear as though the gods have

deemed the Tigers punished

in full, and allowed the sun to

shine upon the Orediggers'

field for the final quarter of

play. Just as mercifully, the

clock ricked out the last few

seconds of the game, and the

Tiger' s were treated to a hard-

fought win the final score was
19-8.

The Tiger's Lacrosse

team is on a roll that is not

scheduled to stop until after

the league tide is won. The
victory tourcontinues tomor-

row at Washburn field, 1 :00

p.m. as the Tigers take on the

Cougars ofBYU in a struggle

for feline supremacy. The

weather forecast is great

(which really means nothing

to this team) so come on out.

Broomball is back
By Sheryle Tamagini
Catalyst Staff

Yes, broomball is back,

and I for one am extremely

psyched. It's actually pretty

scary that I'm this excited

about an intramural sport.

Anyway- my team, formerly

FA-Q, now the Resinators

(because of the censorship

policies of this left-wing lib-

eral arts school) won our first

game of the season against

the Bruised Tails.

The Bruised Tails are a

primarily first year team and

therefore were at a disadvan-

tage playing against our vet-

eran team (we almost won

the championship last year).

The Bruised tails were able to

score one goal against Vem,
the Super-Stud goalie for the

second consecutive year. The
final score of the game was 3-

1 , Resinators.

Resinators will be a very

competitive team this year as

they have snagged a signifi-

cant amount of Minnesota

ringers. One of these guys

even has his own official

Broomball shoes!

Another team that will

challenge for "die shirt" will

be Pete. This mature team is

sure to use their seniority as a

weapon as the season

progresses.

Answer to last week's trivia
question :

Lou Gherig's Disease, of course.

IGUID€
IKAVa SVSIEM. INCm

Student discounts are availablefor summer

break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor

using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors!

For all your travel needs call Laura at

632-6412 or come into our campus office

in Armstrong Hall.

rarlsnnTravriNenrork

Parting notes

Baseball

The Colorado College baseball team, idle since com-
pleting its annual trip to California on March 24, resumes
action this weekend with a Saturday doubleheader at New
Mexico Highlands.

The Tigers are 4-12 for the season after winning three

of their five games in California. Senior southpaw David
Solomon and senior righthander Todd Holmes each have

two victories to his credit, while Solomon also leads CC in

hitting with a .396 batting average. Solomon's .698 slug-

ging percentage reflects five doubles, a triples and three

homers among his team-high 2 1 hits. He has 1 6 runs batted

in, also tops among the Tigers.

Junior catcher Todd Mays, meanwhile, is hitting .352

with 14 RBI's, while junior third-sacker Chris Peper and

sophomore outfielder Josh Vitt also are batting above .3(K),

at .333 and .316, respectively.

Golf

The CC men's golf team finished ninth at the Rocky
Mountain Intercollegiate Golf Association #7 tournament

held atKissing Camels GolfCourse on Tuesday.The Tigers

were led by junior Jason Choo who placed ninth individu-

ally widi a round of 78.

Tennis

The men's tennis team, 4-6 on the season, played at

Metro State on Tuesday and travel to Pueblo for a match

against USC next Monday, The Tigers rolled over Mesa
State 9-0 last Friday, and Regis 8-1 on Monday.

What's 1 Block Away,
and a World Apart...

Taylor

Travel

636-3871

Where our experience

gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon

To look '^^jl^tf^^'——- ^""^

great
^""" '^ — ahead

for Y EARS ~a"H E A D toYears

Summer —i:r?7R-'o"Esnj7J—
^^""^

30 DAYS UNLIMITED TANNING
20% OFF ALL HIGHLIGHTS

20% OFF ALL PERMS

$25

15% off all services

for CC students
1 18 N, Tejon, Suite 301 • Above Old Chicago's

635-5552

H
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Classifieds
Catal,

College News

Open House

Saturday April 17, 9:30 a.tn.-

5:00 p.m. CC is holding its

annual Open House for ad-

mitted students. Please at-

tend and show your love of

CC. For more information

contact the Admissions Of-

fice at ext. 6344.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

Trivia Bowl
Collidascope Trivia Bowl on

Monday, April 12 at 7:00

p.m. in Bemis Hall Lounge.

Join the campus for a fun-

filled TV-style game. Test

yourknowledge ofcivil rights,

sexism and Jewish oppres-

sion. You may even win the

Grandprize- 1stpick ofroom

for next year!

Arts & Crafts

Openings still available. Sign

up at the Womer Desk now
for classes in clay, jewelry,

fiber and photography.

Take Back the Night!

Thursday, April 29 at 7:00

p.m. Meet at the flagpole for

a rally and march to unite the

CC and Colorado Springs

community against violence

against women.

Attention All French

Speakers

Several rooms still available

in the French house for Fall

semester 1993. Must be able

to communicate in French.

Contact ext. 6217 for more

info.

Remembering the Holo-
caust:

History and Revisionism

Sunday April 18, 1993 in

BemisL-oungefrom2:00-5:00

p.m. For more information

contact Kathy at Shove
Chapel at ext. 6638.

Vicarious Travel around

THE US
The Admissions Office seeks

a work-study intern for the

93-94 academic year to coor-

dinate the Alumni Admissions

college fair program. Gen-

eral office work also involved.

Job descriptions at Cutler hall

reception desk. Deadline for

applications - April 26.

Blue Key
Blue Key National Honor
Society will make applica-

tions available for all sopho-

mores and juniors. Pick up

applications at Womer Desk,

due today, April 9 at 5:00

p.m. to the Womer Desk or

Womer Box 310.

Goodwill Donations

Need someplace to put those

old clothes? There is now a

Goodwill clothing donation

box in the lower level of the

Womer Center, under the

stairway by the Womer stu-

dent mail boxes.

Thanks
For your contributions to

the Senior Class

Campaign

Donors as of March 11, 1993

Seniors

Lesley Men, Miriam Amdur, Krislen Anderson, Kurt Anderson, Wendy Anderson, Kara Ayers, Paul Badalich, Elke

Barnes, Dale Bashn, Ezra Baytes, Paul Beardsely, Meagan Billings, Lewa Biscamp, Stacy Black, Adriana Blake, Jason
Bogardus, Chris Boyle, Terry Bramschrieve^, Pcftny Brandt, Perry Brmon, Phil Brown, UsUe Brunner, Erin Burkett,

Matthew Burkley, Chrissi Bumap, Chris Burl, Shmrni Butler, John Calhoon, Andrea Carey, Michaela Carpenter, Lea
Casperson, Bob Clemants, Gretchen Corbin, Brian Counts, Dan Cullum, Sean Cunningham, Jeff Curry, Christopher
Danaihower, Anne Dean, Carl deCosta, Brian Dennis, Diana diStefano, Michael Drennan, ZacharyUrennen, Alex
Durst. Kristina Dziedic, Michael Eastman, Amy Edxoards, Jonathan Elsberg, Clay Fenatson, BlalxPindlay, Aridrea
Frasca, Jason Friedt, Benjamin Fryer, Margaret Fuller, Christian Funk, Dave Fumeaux, Charlotte Caither, Chetan
Ghate, Gina Cianerelli, Leigh CtVette, Laura Gilmer, Sandra Gilpin, Scott Gioens, Sara Cordon, Tracy Graham,
Genevieve Greer, Matt Gregory, Aimee Had, Windy Haddad, Sarah Hadtey, Julie Hart, Melanie Hathaway, Laura

Hemmy, Todd Homes, Joshua Holo, Theresa Hopkins, Amy Howlett, Andrea Hull, Cina Huplon, Chris llynnes, Scatt
Ingvotdstad, Charles Jones, Vanessa Jones, Stephanie ludd, K. Mechelle Keelon, Charles Brian Kellogg, Heather King,
Mark King, Will King, Lisa Knawles, Abby Koch, Mia Kosglow, Douglas Krezner, Leigh Lambert, %chelle Latimer,
Chris Lawler, Kelly Leaf Chris Lepisto, Aaron Lloyd, Andrew Lotrich, Tracy Lowe, Alistair Lucks, Jim Macken, Jason
Mansevitz, Karen Martin, Leah Matlheis, Ned McCall, Caroline McCarthy, Michael Jay McClure, Lisa McGee, Sean

McLaughlin, Jennifer McLean, Adam McVeigh, Pamela Milts, Alan Mishell, Jed Mtxter, Maria Moore, Michael
Morris, Joseph Morse, Keith Mottram, Mark Multally, Julia Munsch, Janet O'Brian, Brian Ormiston, Rosalie Paillard,
Andrea Paist, Larissa Penz, Maria Perkins-Seacrest, Mark Peterson, Peter Pettit, Jennifer Phelps, Sara Phillips, Nikki
P'terson. Randy Poison, Shannon Ponder, Andrew Powers. Alexandra Prime, Alicia Pulsifter, Javier Ramirez, Julie
Rappamrt. Shawn Reddington, Liza Reeder, Katrina Riggs, Jamie Roehm, Meg Rosequist, Jason Ross, Martha Ross,

Jessica Saberman, Andrea Savona, Gareth Saxe,J^m Schachler, Jennifer Shorr, Jennifer Schreck, Jamie
Sckwellenbach, BethSheffner, Laura Shoaf, Stephanie Smith, Heather Stoebner, John Slolpa, Gia Sullivan, Kristen

Swanson, Marin Tengler, foel Trachtenburg, Jose Trujillo, Phillip Tschersich, Amy Tucker, Jeanne Ulmer, Julie Urcjuart.

Jason Valant, Stephanie Van Auken. Kristen Van Loon, Jeremy Vanatta, Alicia Vogel, Kathleen Vorpahl, Marcy
Wainwrighl, David Waller, James Washburn, Karen Waxer, Amy Weitermier. Christopher Weldon, Michael West,

Brian Wiggett, Arwen Wilder, Erika Williams, Robert K. Wilson, Adam Yonkers, Yxtley Yost

Anchorslide

Friday (that's tonight), April

9 at 7:00 p.m. at CC'sHonnen

Ice Rink. Tickets are avail-

able at Worner Center or at

the door for $1 each. Pro-

ceeds to benefit The Colo-

rado School for the Deaf and

the Blind.

Employment

Nanny Needed

CC student wanted for nanny

position in Denver. All day

Mon., Wed. and Fri. 9:00-

5:00. Two adorable children

and excellent pay. For more

informaion please call Naomi

at (303) 741-1959.

Summer Intern Wanted
CC student wanted for paid

Summer Admission Intern

position. Duties include lead-

ing tours ofcampus, develop-

ing computer projects and

completing general office as-

signments. Job description in

the Admission office in Cut-

ler Hall. Deadline for appli-

cations is April 21.

Interested in Teaching?

UNC in Greeley will host

TeacherEmploymentDays on

April 20 and 21. Pieregistra-

tion is mandatory and costs

$30. Fee due by April 9. For

more information or to regis-

ter for the conference contact

Jennifer Watson or Lori

Rapp at (303) 351-1441.

Leave message for Karei

635-8107.

For Sale

Mac LC with monitor, k

board and printer. Inclu

software. Has 10 megabj

of RAM. Call Ted at 6

8007.

Photo Contest

"Capture the Nike Spir

The winner of the month
\

receive $50 cash and will

eligible for the grand pi

award of $1,000. For

information, contact Ja

Hampton at 310-551-1

Misc.

For Sale
Pioneer receiver. Hasn't been

used and need to get rid of it.

$160.00 or best offer. Call

ext. 7895.

Spiney Norman
would like to cordially invite

all CC students 18 and older

to their E.P. release party on

Thurs. Apr. 15 at the Under-

ground Bar. Only $2 cover.

Must Sell!

Two one-way tickets: Colo-

rado Springs to Houston,

Thursday, April 22. $120.

Personal

It's Greek to Mf,

I've lost my Greek text bo

If you have it please call Si

at ext. 7764.

Seeking Fun?

Hey all you wilderness

venture seekers! Nowherj ca

go 7th Block Break? Lo«

funds? Come explore iiicr al

ible rock formations

high alpine passes and dr

in breath-taking vistas

ORC - all this for only

Sign up now in die Leis

Program Office before it's

late.

DK!
Happy B-day! Let's ge

beer!

AEKAB Cooter

Dear Snookums,

I'll see you at the Cult Fi

Festival next week. Reme

ber: Tues. Dr. Strangelo

Thurs. Beyond the Valley

the Dolls, Fri. Repo Man

Brazil and Sat. Cheecli

Chong Up In Smoke and 1

Rocky Horror Picture Sk

Check at theWomer Desk

play times.

Love you, Pooh-B

Adoption

Loving, open Colorado cou

wants to adopt. We will

vide a secure and nurturi

home for your infant, and 1

of understading and supp

for you. Call Joanne a

David at 1-800-645-1622.

CORRECTION
LAST WEEK, THE C/tlALySr PRINTED TWO SEXIST AND

OFFENSIVE CLASSIFIEDS GIVING THE EXTENSION OF A

CC PROFESSOR. WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY
INCONVIENCE THIS MAY HAVE CAUSED. WE WOULD
ASK IN THE FUTURE THAT STUDENTS DO NOT USE THE

CLASSinEDS AS A FORUM FOR JOKES AT THE EXPENSE

OF PEOPLE IN THE FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION OR OF

STUDENTS

Ci
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CC's minority enrollment down, but looking up
By John Anthony

Catalyst Staff

In a recent study by the

Chronicle of Higher Educa-

tion, CC ranked 1 8th in racial

diversity of the student body

compared to twenty-five

other small liberal arts col-

leges. Many students of all

ethnic and national bacli-

grounds consider this prob-

lematic.

This spring, a group of

racially diverse students have

initiated attempts to resolve

this problem. About three

dozen students have formed

the Accountability Coalition

(AC).

Their goal is "to hold our

campus and its administra-

tion accountable for the over-

all campus climate of diver-

sity, multiculturalism and tol-

erance."

The coalition took its first

acuon by making a presenta-

tion to the Student Life Com-

mittee of the Board of Trust-

ees.

The meeting, held on Fri-

day, March 12, provided a

forum in which the coalition

could express concerns and

suggestions.

The students expressed

dismay at CC's lack of an

African-American studies de-

partment, criticizing the fact

that only 6% of CC's faculty

are people of color and not

one African-American male

professor is employed by the

college.

The coalition encouraged

the committee to initiate a mi-

norityrecruitmentprocess j ust

as rigorous as that of hockey

players. They expressed the

desire to see minority enroll-

ment rise to 20%.

They advocate the instal-

lation of a student member on
the board of trustees. In the

AC'S view, the student mem-
ber would provide the board

with a working knowledge of

Inauguration gala

will cost $20,000
By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

College officials are plan-

ning to spend $20,000 on in-

auguration week festivities in

September to celebrate the

arrival ofincomingCC Presi-

dent Kathryn Mohrman.

The week - Sept. 7-12 -

will be filled with speakers,

performers and picnics, said

Dean Tim Fuller in an inter-

view this week. Fuller heads

a committee that is planning

the week's events.

Mohrman, who i son cam-

pus preparing to teach a po-

litical science class block 8,

said she is looking forward to

the inauguration, which she

said will herald the college's

achievements.

"My general objective in

this is a general celebration

for the campus community,"

she said. "We're bringing

back alums in theater and

dance. . . It will be a celebra-

tion of liberal arts."

Among the events

planned: a concert, dance per-

formance, discussion about

the college ' s future, panel lec-

ture on the problems facing

higher education, and a for-

mal swearing-in ceremony.

Fuller said CC alums will

play a large role in the events.

He said Lynne V. Cheney, a

CC graduate and the former

director of the National En-

dowment for the Humanities

is among those who will likely

speak. Fuller also said recent

drama and dance majors will

appear in several dance recit-

als.

"They [the inaugural

events] will not so much fo-

cus on the person being inau-

gurated - they give an oppor-

tunity to celebrate a leader-

ship position," said Barbara

Yalich, vice president of de-

velopment and college rela-

tions, and a member of the

inaugural planning commit-

tee.

Although Yalich said the

inauguration will have an aca-

demic tone, she said partici-

pants "will remember the

pomp and circumstance of it."

See Inauguration Pg. 2
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CC's rank compared to twenty-five other similar schools according to ethnicity. Figures

at the top of each bar represent the percentage of CC students who identify themselves

in each group. Source: Chronicle of Higher Education, ^fi/9i

real student concerns.

Tuesday interviews with

Laurel McLeod, vice presi-

dent for student life, and Terry

Swenson, dean ofadmissions,

provided an opportunity to

learn some of the

administration's opinions.

VP McLeod offered sev-

eral explanations for the small

minority population at CC.

She emphasized the influence

that geography played inCC s

makeup. She pointed to the

fact that Colorado and sur-

rounding stales are sparsely

populated by some minori-

ties, especially African-

Americans.

She also contended that

the history of higher educa-

tion in this region hasn't been

one of private schooling.

McLeod stressed the Student

Life Office's commitment to

an enrollment that will in-

crease the likelihood of mi-

nority attendence and reten-

non.

Swenson voiced similar

concerns. He shared

McLeod's view of geography

working against CC.

However, Swenson ex-

pressed a sense of optimism

about the future of minority

representation at CC.

The number of minorities

whosubmitted applications to

See Minorities Pg. 2

Mohrman listens to

student concerns
By Peter Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Nearly one hundred stu-

dents crammed into the

W.E.S. room on Tuesday to

meet President-elect Kathryn

Mohrman, solicit her opinions

and voice their concerns.

Mohrman mixed her ar-

Kathryn Mohrman
le photo

ticulate responses to student

questions with a range of poli-

ticking, honesty and humor.

Acting President Michael

Grace and CCCA President

John Langhus joined

Mohrman for the afternoon

meeting of issues, micro and

macro, that will affect the fu-

ture of CC, its students and its

finances.

Students pressed Mohr-

man for specific plans or re-

actions in the wake of the Stra-

tegic Planning Report's pub-

lication. Early in the meet-

ing, she said, "it would be

presumptuous of me to say,

'here's the vision, sign up,

line up.'"

Other responses included,

"I'm not in a position to say,"

See Concerns Pg.4
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Festivities will cost $20,000
From Inauguration P, I

Jan Cassin, the vice president

for business and finance, said

although $20,000 is budgeted

for the event, college officials

may take more money out of

preexisting accounts to cover

budget overruns.

But college officials

sought to downplay the

event's costs.

"$20,000 on a $50 -mil-

lion dollar budget is not a

huge amount," said Cassin.

"I also think the whole event

is worth it - it's not just a

party."

Fuller said the event's

costs are deceiving because

the college was already plan-

ning to bring some of the

speakers and performers to

campus before the inaugura-

tion planning began.

"The college is well aware

of the fact that it is expensive

to go here," Dean Fuller said.

"We attempt to minimize the

cost."

Fuller said one of the big-

gest expenses of the week will

be three picnics during the

Wolf debate rages on as part of Earth Week

Pholo by Chris Flood

Michael Robinson (left) of the Sinapu wolf reintroduction group, and Reeves

Brown of the Colorado Cattle Growers debate the politics of wolf reintroduction in

Gaylord Hall as part of Colorado College's Earth Week Celebration.

campus community.

Mohrman said the college

is saving money by have al-

ums perform and speak.

Fuller said Mohrman 's

inauguration will be similar

to that of former President

Gresham Riley's in 1981.

Riley submitted his resigna-

tion in December 1991.

Mohrman will assume the

presidency on July 1. She

will replace music Prof.

Michael Grace, who has

served as the acting president

since last summer. Grace re-

placed political science I>rof.

Tom Cronin who presided

over the college for the se-

mester after Riley left.

Fuller said the week's

events will begin at the

college's opening convoca-

tion with a musical perfor-

mance featuring a prominent

local singer.

Aside from Cheney-who
Fuller said"has agreed in prin-

ciple tocome"- speakers will

likely include the president of

the Associated Colleges of the

Midwest and Wayne Booth,

an English professor at the

University of Chicago.

Fuller also said represen-

tatives of other colleges and

universities will be invited

along with state and local poli-

ticians. Alums and large do-

nors to the college will also be

invited, he said.

The college's trustees will

be on hand for the events.

The inauguration coin-

cides with theirquanerly Sep-

tember meeting, which Fuller

said will be shortened to one

day to allow the trustees to

attend the inauguration

events.

The shortened meeting

time will not funher delay the

strategic planning process.

Fuller said.

"The November board AccountabiHtv Coalitioii calls for more minorities
meeting would be the earliest '

mented in the March 3 issue

of the Chronicle of Higher

Education

The data reflected '92- '93

enrollment compared to 25

other small colleges. CC ex

eels in Native American and

Hispanic representation, rank

ing 1st and 4th respectively.

CC ranks next to last ir

African-American represen

tation at 2.1% of campus

population.

Wellsley College's ag-

gressive recruitment policies

have given their campus a

40.1% minority enrollment.

The Accountability Coa-

lition calls all students to voice

their opinion.

The AC holds meetings

every Thurs at 3:30 p.m. in

the Student Cultural Center.

point at which strategic plan-

ning decisions could be made

by the board," Fuller said.

"The inauguration should not

affect that," he added.

From Minorities Pg. 1

CC for 93-94 was a record

high.

1 7% of the admitted class

for next year are minorities.

These developments present

the possibility for a trend to-

wards increased minority ad-

mission and attendance.

The Admissions Office is

week that will be open to the Spring breakers trade bathing suits making a diligent effort

and beers for constructive service

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

Five Alternative Spring

Break trips were recently

sponsored by BreakOut and

the Center for Community
Service.

BreakOut is a CC organi-

zation that develops, orga-

nizes and promotes commu-
nity service-related trips for

students, faculty and staff.

One group traveled to

North Chicago to help Habi-

tat for Humanity rehabilitate

housing to assist low-income

families.

Covington, Louisiana,

was anoUier site where stu-

dents experienced rural life

by working with Habitat for

Humanity and other local ser-

vice agencies. Student tasks

included painting, cleaning

and installing insulation.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

wmSi^t
Style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment
827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

In David, Kentucky, stu-

dents learned about rural Ap-

palachia while helping out an

Alternative High School.

They did construction work

including plumbing and land-

scaping in addition to work-

ing with students.

The alternative trip to

Juarez, Mexico, provided lots

of warm sunshine and com-
munity service projects.

"The communities we
work in get not only the ben-

efit of physical labor but a

sense that somebody from the

outside world cares about their

lives," said student Tyler

Stevens, senior-coordinatorof

BreakOut.

Torreon, New Mexico,

was the location of the fifth

trip. Students did repair work
on a Headstart preschool lo-

cated in a Navajo commu-
nity. They also made adobe

bricks to be used for construc-

tion projects.

Next year, BreakOut will

offer at least five block break

trips and six Alternative

Spring Break trips.

"We're in need of people

to assist in behind-the-scenes

organizational work to get

next year's beneficial trips

out," said Saskia Nilsen, a

BreakOut coordinator.

Students interested in or-

ganizing projects for next year

can contact the Center for

Community Service at ext.

6846.

recruit minonties.

Admissions is assembling

strong financial aid packages

and providing travel allow-

ances for students to visit CC,
according to Swenson.

Despite Admissions' ef-

forts, CC still lags behind in

minority representation.

The small number of mi-

norities that choose to come
to CC may be a result of the

small number of minorities

that are enrolled at CC.
Several aspects of CC's

racial breakdown were docu-

Fiesta de la Hispanidad

By Alfredo 'Villegas

Special to the Catalyst

This Saturday, the Span-

ish House is hosting the Fi-

esta de la Hispanidad, a cel-

ebration that tries to unify all

the different Spanish-speak-

ing nationalities in the Ameri-

cas and Europe.

The Fiesta is a celebration

to show the diversity in all the

Hispanic cultures, andthedif-

ferences that exist from coun-
try to country by providing an

insight into Hispanic cultures

through music, food and
people.

Fiesta de la Hispanidad

offers an opportunity for

Spanish speakers to share part

of their culture with those that

do not come from a Spanish-

speaking environment. Since

Mexico is the closest Span-

ish-speaking country toColo-

rado, its culture will be fea-

tured in this event.

The Fiesta is going to start

with traditional dances orga-

nized by students from differ-

ent countries. The dancers

will be dressed with the tradi-

tional costumes of tlie nations

they come from.

Amariacfii band will play

Mexican music for two hours.

The Spanish House plans to

have traditional food from

Latin America in order to

complete the cultural experi-

ence.

The Fiesta will begin in

the yard of the Spanish House

early Saturday evening and

will be open to the whole CC

community.

This year's Fiesta also

commerates the 30th anniver-

sary of the Spanish House.
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Security Beat

April 8 2:20 p.m.

Security spotted a fire in front of the Phi Delta Theta house.

Rags and newspaper had been set on fire. Security put the

fire out.

April 8 2:30 p.m.

Secretary from political science department reported a cash

box missing. The cash box may have been stolen during the

lunch hour. It contained $20-25.

Aprils 10:15 p.m.

Security observed a car driving in the alley behind Lennox

& Jackson Houses and shining a spotlight onto the build-

ings. CC Security got the name of the person driving the car

and reported the incident to the Colorado Springs Police

Department.

April 9 1:40 p.m.

Student reported that sometime the night before, someone

had tried to pry out the rubber from the driver' s side window

of her vehicle. The car was parked in the Mathais parking

lot.

April 9 7:20 p.m.

License plate reported stolen from a vehicle in Mathias

parking lot.

Hayes works to save rainforest

KEEP invites seniors to "Requiem"

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

KEEP (Kare Enough
About Elderly People) invited

senior citizens to the April 4

presentation ofAndrewLloyd

Webber's "Requiem".

The performance was held

at the Pikes Peak Center.

The CCCA also funded a

pre-performancepotluckheld

at Stewart House.

Co-chair Jody Owen
looks forward to more suc-

cessful activities with addi-

tional funding from CCCA.
She said, "I think that it's

a big step towards our goal of

doing more diverse events

next year.

"It was a good experience.

Everything worked well. It

was fun for everybody,

Owen said.

KEEP is an organization

working through CC's Center

for Community Service.

KEEP is aimed at pro-

moting interaction between

CC students and elderly com-

munity members in the Colo-

rado Springs area.

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

Randy Hayes, founder and
director of the Rainforest Ac-

tion Network (RAN), pre-

sented the Timothy
Linnemann IVIemorial Lecture

on Wednesday evening in

Packard Hall as part of CC's

Earth Week celebration.

The Rainforest Action

Network is an activist organi-

zation with 45,000 members
working to save the world's

tropical rainforests from tim-

ber harvesting, cattle ranch-

ing and other threats.

Hayes's involvement with

rainforests began in 1983, and

since then RAN has forged a

"tremendous partnership. . .

between the North and South."

This partnership has al-

lowed RAN-affiliated activ-

ists in the United States and

Europe to help indigenous

people south of the equator

save their forested habitats.

Hayes said that destruc-

tion of rainforests occurs in

stages, beginning with the

building of roads, which al-

low trees to be harvested.

After all the trees have

been removed from an area,

the denuded soil retains few

nutrients and can't grow any-

thing but grasses.

In the final stage, cattle

graze on the grasses of the

clearcut former forests.

In the past, RAN has or-

ganized boycotts of compa-

nies involved in clearcut for-

estry including Scott Paper

Products and Burger King

Corporation.

Under pressure from the

Rainforest Action Network,

Burger King backed out of

$35 million in beef delivery

agreements that would have

contributed to South Ameri-

can deforestation.

RAN recently protested

the World Bank's efforts in

financing development

projects. "You have all prob-

ably learned to be suspicious

of the word 'development' by

1 THE MAIL BOX foOff
330 A W. UINTAH, 635-7917

•U.P.S.
• U.S. mail

•Federal Express
• Faxing

open Monday-Friday, 9-6, Saturday, 10-5

WE CAN PACKAGE OR SUPPLY
MATERIALS FOR SKIS, BIKES,

STEREOS.

LARGE MOVING BOXES.

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR EXTRA VALUES

Randy Hayes speaks on the

now," said Hayes.

Now the Rainforest Ac-

tion Network is spending

nearly half a million dollars

to organize and publicize a

boycott of Mitsubishi Corpo-

ration, one of the largest tim-

ber companies in the world.

The world's rainforests

are disappearing at the rate of

"a football field per second,"

said Hayes.

"We don't know if life on

earth can continue without

tropical rainforests," which

are tremendous resources for

pharmaceutical products,

oxygen and species diversity,

he said.

Photo by Chris Flood

loss of tropical rainforests.

"It's not the role of envi-

ronmental activists to com-
promise," said Hayes.

Theloss of rainforest acre-

age has occurred mainly since

the 1950's, andifitcontinues

at its present rate the

rainforests will be gone by

the end of the 21st century.

With this kind of time-

table for destruction, Hayes

said, environmentalists can't

afford to "trade away" for-

ests.

Since the inception of

EanhDayin 1970,Hayessaid,

"The environmental move-

ment has flourished, while the

environment has declined."

PACKAGING!

AND

SHIPPING

SUPPLIES

ALL

SHIPPING

(CASH ONLY)

OFFER EXPIRES
5/29/93

Serving Lunch ^>
j

SDinner ;ft^i

NEW 25
rrEM .,rt.

SALAD BAR J^-

The Clubhouse . Downtowns
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

APRIL 16 & 17

JOHN BAY LEY
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Students focus on Greek future with Mohrman
From Concerns Pg. 1

and the day's word, "balance."

Asked if Mohrman
avoided answers.juniorSun-

shine Lawley responded, "my
general impression of her, I

guess, is that she is really

committed to getting a better

understanding of what's go-

ing on here, before she comes

in with her own agenda."

Students raised a wide

variety of issues early in the

meeting, from community

service to diversity. Once the

future of the Greek system on

campus was raised, however,

the session acquired a focus.

Diversity

Junior Jason Astle ex-

pressed frustration at the lack

of specifics in the college's

plan to increase diversity.

Mohrman stated a desire to

set up "working groups" that

will meet on issues to propose

specifics measures.

These focus groups will

address "specific agendas,"

Mohrman said, and have

fewer participants than the

large-scale discussions she

has been exposed to so far.

Asked later about his re-

actions to Mohrman's com-

ments, Astle said, "I think it

was a good answer. And I

feel really good about Kathy

Mohrman... she'sreallycom-

ing in with an open mind and

she's also coming in with a

willingness tomakechanges."

Many issues raised

Student concerns ranged

from career preparation anxi-

ety to community service.

Students strongly supported

the idea of a extra-cirricular

CC grad founds company to

study Russia and Central Asia

By Sean McLaughlin

Catalyst News Editor

Not interested in intern-

ships, bagging groceries or

taking classes this summer?

A Boulder company founded

by a CC graduate offers

slightly more exotic summer
opponunities for students and

others interested in learning

aboutlhehistory,geology and

ecology of three Russian and

Central Asian locales.

Service Adventures, Inc.

(SAD was founded in 1991

by Tyler Norris, who gradu-

ated from CC in 1982. Ed
Opitz, who graduated from in

1998, serves as SAI's science

director.

This summer, SAI will

take participants along

Uzbekistan's Silk Road - the

famous route for Marco
Polo's travels between Eu-

rope and the FarEast -to study

monuments of ancient civili-

zations.

A second expedition will

return to Tajikstan to study

dinosaur tracks with Dr.

Valery Novikov, an expert

on dinosaur tracking in the

former Soviet Union.

Participants on SAI's
third expedition this summer
will float the Kerzhenetz
River and travel along the

Volga River to look at the

effects of industriahzation on
the two areas.

SAI scientists in 1992
traveled to the city of Nizhnii

Novgorod (formerly Gorky)

to assess the impacts ofestab-

lishing a national park along

the Kerzhenetz River. Along
with Russian scientists, SAI
developed a plan to establish

different "zones of different

levels ofprotection" along the

river. The region's governor

signed a declaration in Feb-

ruary establishing the pre-

serve according to SAI's rec-

ommendations.

Graham Roy participated

in an SAI expedition to

Nizhnii Novgorod after

graduating last May with a

biology degree from CC.

Graham Roy floated the

Kerzhenetz River for two

weeks with 23 Americans and

an equal number of Russian

scientists. They studied plant

communities around the river

and met the people who lived

in primitive conditions near

the river.

The group evaluated the

environmental impact of log-

ging and peat harvesting on

the river and its human de-

pendents. Roy said that SAI
realized that if they recom-

mended the cessation of peat

harvesting, such a recommen-

dation would negatively im-

pact the peat factory workers,

and admitted this troubled

him.

Roy told of some unfor-

gettable cultural interactions

with the fishermen who lived

near the river. Roy met a man
who "said he hadn't seen an

American since World War
II. He cried when we left."

Students interested in

joining one of SAI's expedi-

tions should contact Monte
Roulier at (303) 892-5743 for

information.

transcript that legitiinized ac-

tivities like dance, drama,

publications work and com-

munity servic^e.

Greeks and "Community"
Debating the future of

Greeks dominated the meet-

ing. A Greek student asserted

that 80-90 percent of the stu-

dents at the meeting were

Greek, and nods and Greek

logos seemed to affirm this

observation.

Mohrman responded that

if a concrete answer about the

Greek's future was what he

was after, "you're not going

to get it this afternoon." She

recognized hisfrustration and

impatience but said she was

here "to hear more of what

people think."

Senior Aaron Lloyd took

the first stand against the

Greeksystem, sayingthat"co-

hesiveness does not exist at

CC." This "lack of commu-
nity is what disturbs me the

most," Lloyd argued.

He portrayed the Greeks

as inherently exclusive since

they choose their own mem-
bers and charge membership

fees.

Delta Gamma President

Greer said that Greeks are try-

ing to improve their relations

to the campus and the com-

munity. "We're stereotyping

ourselves," she said. Shecited

Greek Week as an all-philan-

thropic, dry week that in-

cluded information sessions

on AIDS and a blood drive.

Asked about her impres-

sions of Mohrman and

Tuesday's discussion in gen-

eral, Greer responded, "She

[Mohrman] seemed honest in

her listening. . . she listened to

every perspective." Greeralso

felt that the forum was a

unique chance for people to

safely voice their opinions.

More meetings

Another chance for stu-

dents to voice concerns is

slated for May 3 at 3:00 p.m.

The Cata/y.vt will publish spe-

cific details.

CCCA committee members sought

Press Release

Beginning Fri, April 16

the CCCA will be looking for

students to serve on the Stu-

dent/Faculty committees for

the academic year 1993-1 994.

These committees are

composed of CC faculty and

students.

Committee positions are

available in the Admissions

and Financial Aid Commit-
tee, Athletics Board, Sympo-
sium Committee and Minor-

ity Concerns, as well as arange

of other committees.

Students who wish to

serve on a committee must be
willing to commit 2 to 5 hours

per block and attendance to

all meetings of the appointed

Photo courtesy of SAI
Michael Passoff, a protected areas specialist, hangs out
with a Tajik herdsman on a CC alum's summer program.

committee is mandatory.

This is a good opportu-

nity for students to become
involved in what happens

around CC, and perhaps even

to have some say in what is

done with their $20,000 in-

vestment.

Student committee mem-
bers will be active voting

members and will have

chances to voice their opin-

ions.

If you have an interest in

athletics, financial aid, minor-

ity concerns or a whole host

of other topics, please stop by

the Womer Desk and sign up.

Committee descriptions will

be available at the Womer
Desk. The deadline for appli-

cation is April 30.

<GUID€
IRAVa SYSTEM. INC m

Student discounts are availablefor summer
break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor
using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors!

For all your travel needs call Laura at
632-6412 or come into our campus office
in Armstrong Hall.

Carlson Travel Nehwnti<
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The Greater San Juan Ecosystem threatened
"Salvaje Para Siempre" fights developers, enlists the help of CC students

By Alison Walter

Cmfyst Staff

Last year the fiery issue

of old-growth logging in

Colorado's national forests

was brought home when nine

CC students were arrested

protesting the Sandbench tim-

ber sale.

The CC community mo-

bilized in support of the

'Sandbench 9" by providing

over $1000 of donations for

their legal defense. We wrote

letters, signed petitions and

attended events to teach us

inore about the incredibly de-

.

structive logging practices of

the Forest Service.

One year later, the case is

over. Sandbench was logged,

and we forgot about it. Yet,

the cutting continues. The

Forest Service (or Disservice,

as many would call it), acting

in blatant disregard of public

opinion, continues to mow
down the last remaining 1%
of Colorado's ancient forests.

The Southern San Juan re-

gion of southwest Colorado

seems to be the focus of this

assault.

The Greater SanJuanEco-

system is the largest complex

of wild country remaining in

Colorado. It is there that a

grizzly, which was believed

to be the last, was killed in

1979. Ursus arctos. . . Griz-

zly. . . is a symbol of all that is

wild and an essential part of

the ecosystem.

Once found throughout

western North America, this

magnificent bear has been re-

duced to small island popula-

tions in the lower 48 states,

Alaska and Canada. It may,

however, still hold out in the

San Juan Mountains of south-

west Colorado, but not for

long if the corporations and

the Forest Service have their

way.

If their will be done,

Colorado' s last ancient trees-

trees that began their lives

around the time the pilgrims

arrived-will also be elimi-

nated. Trees that represent

the last link to wilderness cor-

ridors will be mowed down

by corporations such as Stone

container and Amoco.
The corporations seek to

make profit for themselves,

while forcing us to pay-in

millions of dollars of tax

money and in the loss forever

of our forests.

For years, environmental-

ists have fought to preserve

Trees that date back to the Pilgrims' arrival are being cut

this biologically rich region, moderate mainstream groups

In the past two years this eco-

system has received national

attention when preservation

efforts have escalated to acts

of civil disobedience, involv-

that have exhausted all legal

avenues of environmental

protecrion, have, out of des-

peration, joined in the all-

American act of civil disobe-

ing tree sits, road blockades dience.

and sit-ins. "Salvaje Para Siempre,"

Citizens have been ar- which in English means "Wild

rested, shackled and jailed for Forever," aims to tell this

trying topreventthis needless story. It is a slide show put to

destruction. Even the more the rhythms of drums, guitar

Photo by Alison Waller

down by corporations.

and percussion, that is in-

tended to educate the audi-

ence on the ecologically price-

less Greater San Juan Ecosys-

tem.

It is a program that com-

bines scientific understand-

ings of biodiversity with the

stories of local grassroots ac-

tivists and their efforts to

See San Juan Pg. 7

"Take Back the Night" march protests violence

By Shawna Hedlund

Catalyst Staff

"... I have loved the stars too

fondly to be fearful of the

night"

-Sarah Williams

"Fear leads us to action,

not reaction." The fear

Michelle Kaye referred to in

this statement is the fear most

women try to ignore as they

vv'alk home from the library

alone at night. It is the fear

that makes us lock our doors

before going to sleep. It is the

fear that makes our stomachs

turn as we read a posted secu-

rity report that describes a fel-

low student's rape or assault;

the fear that makes thoughts

liJce"thatcouldhavebeenme"

or "that could have been my
girlfriend" unavoidable.

The "action" Michelle

Kaye and Megan Day are or-

ganizing is CC's semi-annual

"Take Back the Night" march

and rally.

"Take Back the Night" is

a nationally recognized pro-

test of assault, rape and ha^

rassment of women.

As Megan explained, the

intent of the protest is "not to

be negative, but pro-active
'

Flyers have been posted

as preview publicity that ask

CC students, "who does the

night belong to?" Security

reports alone demonstrate that

the night does not belong to

women.

lUusualion by Rene Qabri

"Take Back the Night"

strives to address the danger,

validate the fear and empower

the victims ofharassment and

assault. On Friday, April 29,

the entire CC community and

Colorado Springs residents

are invited and encouraged to

meet at the flagpole at 7;00

p.m. The rally will begin at

dusk, the time at which most

violent assaults occur. Stu-

dents and faculty will address

the frightening reality of

women and assault. -

The march will wind

through campus and sur-

rounding areas, passing or

pausing at the many sites

where CC students have been

assaulted or raped. At these

sites, poetry, songs or state-

ments willreflectthe strengths

and struggles of the survivors.

The intent of the march is

for women to empower thein-

selves by walking safely in

numbers.

Men are encouraged to

support women by assembling

during the march to discuss

their imperative role in reduc-

ing violent attacks. Women
and men will reconvene after-

wards at an open-mic rally.

By "taking back the

night," women are hoping to

increase awareness of precau-

tions both men and women

can take to reduce the vio-

lence that our society poses

for women.

As one woman shared at

one of the first planning meet-

ings, "this is not a women's

issue." This is acampus, com-

munity and cultural issue.

Women are "refusing to let

fear control their lives." This

is a night to "reclaim space

and empower women as well

as educate and seek the sup-

port of men."

If you have any recom-

mendations of places to pass

during the march, or you

would like to read, speak or

perform during the rally or

march, contact Michelle Kaye

or Megan Day.

^^
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Justin and Perry drink beer with Mystery Man

By Perry Bro>¥n and Justin

Herrmann
Catalyst Staff

You, the reader, are prob-

ably wondering where the hell

we've been.

In answer to your antici-

pated question: we've been

slacking off hard.

We have no good excuse

for our absence.

Except we aren't cool

enough to integrate school

work and hard drinking like

we need to do.

Its late on Tuesday. The

article was due almost seven

hours agoandwe haven'teven

staned to drink, yet sleep is a

long way away. It's going to

be a tough day tomorrow.

This week we have a spe-

cial treat for you, the reader.

We have a guest drinker with

us. Due to the large volume

of beer we have to consume,

Photo by Chris Flood

we have invited Mystery Man
to drink and offer his opin-

ions.

He was really excited

when we told him that he

could drink with us. Hope-

fully his excitement will trans-

fer into some tasty quotes we
can use.

We have four beers to re-

view this week: Peroni beer

from Italy, Breckenridge In-

dia Pale Ale, Samuel Adams
Double Bock and a home
brew that was given to us by

a young lad who goes by the

name Mud, his beer appears

to be a porter of some sort.

Peroni Beer

$1.42 for one 12 oz, bottle

It has a weird skunky odor

that reminds me of hops or

malt. Judging from how light

the smell, and accompanying

taste, the strongest likelihood

is that they just got a small

container of hops or malt and

set it near the fermentation

vat.

There's not much more to

say about Peroni. Perhaps

you should cry it on a hot day

when its light flavor would be

refreshing, but then again you

can get a more refreshing beer

for less money, so why bother.

Breckenridge India Pale Ale

$2.49 for 1 EL,6_

This beernas a nicefrothy

head that stays around for a

good period of time, Thecolor

is a light amber that makes us

happy.

I couldn 't detect much of

a smell, but Justin insists that

there is a slight twang that

assures hiin that this is "real

beer".

The taste is light and fresh

with a strong bitter aftertaste

that prevents the beer from

simply washing over your

tongue without much ado.

Mystery Man Odescribes

the taste as more of an intel-

lectual exercise as opposed to

something that takes your

taste buds by storm.

We agree that you should

drink it at your leisure, espe-

cially if you like a beer that

elicits an intellectual re-

sponse.

Samuel Adam's Double
Bock
$2.19 for Ij

This is sarii"Ad''s at its

finest. It has a killer amber

color which is not really nor-

mal for a double bock.

We expected areally dark

beer. But that's O.K., leaving

out the black patent maft

doesn't seem to affect the fla-

vor.

This beer has a wonderful

sweet aroma which probably

comes from copiou.s amount

of crystal malt.

I say this because it has a

very sweet flavor which often

comes from crystal malt. The

flavorof this beeris a little too

sweet for my taste, but it does

have an interesting bitter af-

tertaste that saves it.

All in all a quite excep-

tional brew.

Our special thanks to Mud
forflowing us the sweet home

brew. The color, bitter and

head were great, but where 's

the malt?

Coming next week: Good
cheap beer for your spring-

time-drin king-in -the -sun

pleasure.

Students "Break Out" in Juarez
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Photo by Kim Whitson

Break Out students load up a van headed to Juarez.

THE CONDOS
LUXURY LIVING

4 and 2 Bedrooms with nine
month lease still available!

5 Bedroom condo also available!

FREE MICROWAVE or T.V. If Lease is Signed by APRIL 28th

The Condos Contain:

•All nevi^ appliances •Washers/ Dryers •Disposals
•2 Story cathedral ceiling •Fireplaces •Skylights
• Dishvi^ashers •Decks •Alarm Systems

By Kimberly Whitson
Catalyst Staff

Departing on a snowy
Wednesday with the residue

of little sleep and finals still

showing its mark upon us;

fourteen students crammed
themselves and their luggage

into a CC van with a sign

telling the world Jaurez or

Bust (our spelling abilities

were less than perfect).

We spent the firstevening

in Sante Fe where we picked

up afifteenth member, learned

a bit about each other and

began learning important

Spanish phrases.

We made it to the border

town of El Paso, Texas on

Thursday afternoon, after

dnvmg madly to insure we

would be on time to meet our

Mexican contact.

To guarantee that we

would be on time, we took

what some thought to be ex-

treme measures (not stopping

for toilet breaks, food, etc.).

We crossed over the bor-

der to Mexico, negotiating the

suicidal streets and drivers,

blindly following the direc-

tions of our Mexican contact.

When we finally arrived

at our destination (in one

piece), we were given soine

idea about the organization

we would be working for, and

a clue as to the type of work

we would be doing.

After surviving our first

few hours, tired and starving,

we were taken to our first

Mexican meal in Mexico.

We started work on a

school house Friday morning.

It started with four walls and

See Spring Break Pg. 7
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New injectable contraceptive

offers new alternative to pill

Spring break trip

Depo-Provera is the first injectable contraceptive available for American women.

By Saskia Nilsen

Catalyst Staff

Last year another pre-

scription contraceptive for

women was approved for use

in the United States,

Millions of women from

around the world have been

using this form of injectable

contraceptive since 1969. It

is apparently popular in most

northern European countries.

But injectable contracep-

tives are a relatively new con-

cept for the birth control mar-

ket in this country.

Depo Provera Contracep-

tive Injection by Upjohn of-

fers a new, highly effective

method of binh control simi-

lar to the "pill."

Depo Provera alters the

body's chemicals that cause

ovulation. Each injection lasts

three monthsand offers amore

than 99% effective track

record.

Use of Depo Provera is

reported to have some side

effects.

Most women experience

changes in the menstrual cycle

such as irregularity or unpre-

dictable bleeding, as well as

weight gain and headaches.

This new method of in-

jection every three months of-

fers an alternative to the "pill,"

which women must remem-

ber to take every day. Depo
Provera is also relatively eas-

ily reversible. The amount of

time suggested to wait from

termination of use to concep-

tion depends on how long the

use has lasted.

To find out more about

Depo Provera, consult your

gynecologist or write to The

Upjohn Company.

From Spring Break Pg. 6

a roof, but by the end of the

trip we would subdivide the

rooms inside, paint the entire

thing a nice sinurf-blue, put in

windows, build sidewalks,

erect ceilings, put up dry wall,

spackle, entertain the kids and

have a lot of fun.

The last day of work at the

school, we threw a piiiata party

for the kids-all 130 of them-

who attended the school

which we were building.

Our group became close

because we were the only ones

who spoke English.

We also shared experi-

ences like working, having

our beer stolen, early sleepers

yelling for quiet at 9:00 p.m.,

writing Gestalt poems (usu-

ally poking fun at one of our

group known as "Pato"), tan-

ning, playing frisbee and the

ever popular siesta.

Night life in ]uarez was

Tutt holds public readings
College Relations

TheCharlesLeamingTutt

Library at Colorado College

will join more than a thou-

sand libraries nationwide in

hosting the second annual

public "Great American Read

Aloud." Tutt Library will

participate in the nation's larg-

est pro-literacy event by hold-

ing a schedule of continuous

reading aloud on Tuesday,

April 20 from 8:00 a.m. to

midnight.

The reading will be held

on the first floor, and students

are invited and encourages to

drop by and listen to the read-

ings for as long as they can.

The Great American Read

aloud, to take place during

National Library Week, is a

celebration of books, reading

and libraries, focusing onhow
books and libraries change

lives. Tutt's Read Aloud,

which set the 1 992 record time

with 16 hours of continuous

readings, will feature a vari-

ety of readings by students.

professors, staffand members

ofthe community.A few times

are still open for 15-minute

readings. People interested in

participating shouldcallLinda

Day at 389-6667.

Among those billed toread

are local authorswho will read

from their works, including

Julie Jones-Eddy, from her

recent book "Homesteading

Women: An Oral History of

Colorado 1810-1950"; Colo-

rado College professor Tim

Cheek, from his writings on

China; and local essayist Chris

Schiff, from his work on dada

and avant-garde art. From

10:30 a.m.-noon will be a ses-

sion for young readers, fea-

turing an 11:30 a.m. appear-

ance by the Pikes Peak Story-

tellers Guild. At 5:00 p.m.

"Funky Fairy Tales" will be

read. The event is sponsored

by the Tutt Library and The

Friends of the Tutt Library.

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors

No Preservatives

Full Bar

And it's purple too!

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

something that we experi-

enced to the fullest. From the

discos next to the border

which played American mu-

sic to the Mexican cowboy

bar (playing Mexican Coun-

try music!) in the middle of

nowhere, we got a taste of all

different types of "fun."

Our last day in Juarez, we
were treated to a pitrty by three

very different groups in the

city.

We lunched with the

teachers from the school , hob-

nobbed with the city's politi-

cians at an afternoon barbe-

cue and topped the night off

with a fiesta thrown by the

women who worked with CC
students on a previous year's

Spring Break trip to Jutu-ez.

Finally making it "home"

to CC (amazingly free from

permanent damage), we were

dismayed to find it was just

the same as when we had left.

COLD!

"Salvaje Para Siempre"

fights to save San Juan
spire us to take action in de-

fense of our own bioregion.
From San Juan Pg. 5

preserve this bioregion.

"Salvaje ParaSiempre" is

brought to us by a traveling

band of forest activists from

the San Juans, and led by Dan

Johnson. Johnson, 24, is a

famed tree-sitting member of

San Juan Earth First! and

Ancient Forest Rescue.

Trained at CSU in wild-

life biology, he has given his

life to saving the wildest ar-

eas in Colorado from the chain

saws of the Forest Service.

He and the rest of "Salvaje

Para Siempre" come to in-

through public involvement,

letter-writing and direct ac-

tion.

"We need places we just

leave alone," he says, "where

the processes of nature can go

on, as they had forever-until

recently."

"Salvaje Para Siempre"

will perform at7:30 p.m., Fri-

day, April 16 in Gates Com-

mon Room. This event is

absolutely free. Bring instru-

ments or anything you can

bang on, as a drum circle will

follow.

EVERY

THURSDAY
IS

LADIES' NIGHT
Ladies.. .You Pay NO COVER And

Drink PENNY Drafts, Wells, and Wines
All Night From 8 To Close!

It Just Doesn't Get Any Better Than This!

HOURLY SHOT SPECIALS!

In the Rustic Hills North Mall
(Or Just Ask Anybody!)
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PEACE CORPS IS COMING TO COLORADO COLLEGE
INFORMATION TABLE

April 19 - 21, 9:30am - 1pm, Womer Center

HLM SEMINAR
April 20, 6pm, "Let it Begin Here", Womer Center

INTERVIEWS
April 19 - 21, 1 - 3pm, Womer Center

Interviews by appointment only.

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a paycheck.

Amaicans have a proud tradition of people helping people - a tradition you can sharem the United States Peace Corps. You'll Uve and work for two years in one of more
than 90 countries worldwide. And, your work will pay you back. Consider these
competitive benefits... $5,400 "in the bank" after training and service; housing and
hving expenses; student loan deferment, partial Perkins loan canceUation, and

academic CTedit programs; transportation overseas & back, vacation & travel, and
medical care.

For a free information kit caU 800/525-4621, ext. 165.

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY "
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Is 'activism' a dirty word?
By Ray Bartlett

Catalyst Staff

I have a few things to say

about the struggle for positive

change in a world so obvi-

ously full of horrific flaws.

Individuals affect their

immediate environment by

the things they say and do.

Often, however, individual ef-

forts seemineffectual. To better

achieve common goals, some

people coalesce into groups

that are more able to fundraise,

publicize, increase awareness,

et cetera. This is activism.

I state the obvious for a

reason - lately, both here at

Colorado College as well as

the outside worid, something

seems to have been ubiqui-

tously overlooked.

People do not owe any-

one or anything automatic al-

legiance. Individuals have the

ability to decide for them-

selves whether they concur

with the ideologies espoused

by a particular activist group.

If they are indeed in agree-

ment, they still have the choice

of whether or not to become

active. This fundamental free-

dom of choice should be ob-

That scares me.

Every issue has pros and

cons that warrant discussion,

but missionaries are by nature

extremists: they want to as-

sume consensus and imple-

ment their views directly.

To catalyze this imple-

mentation they vilify, divid-

ing the world's people into

either friends or foes. The

friends are people who ac-

cept, without question or

thought, the missionary's own
ideas. The foes are everyone

else.

Such polarization is an

incredibly destructive over-

simplification of the world.

However, generalizations are

inherent to humans - what

color is the sky? Automati-

cally everyone thinks of

"blue." But the sky can be

yellow or orange or crimson

or gray. A generalization

about the sky is benign. Gen-

eralizations about people are

not.

Luckily, most political

missionaries arenotin thepo-

sition to change the world.

Few are able to reach posi-

tions of power. Almost al-

ways, the moderate persua-

sion prevails.

And for good reason.

When extreme views are tol-

erated for too long, unbeliev-

able atrocities are allowed to

occur. Hitler, a political mis-

sionary with the power to back

his views, created too much

pain before he was stopped.

Too much pain.

Almost everyone has

causes they believe to be im-

portant. Almost everyone

believes that their causes su-

persede those ofotherpeople.

But any cause - even an ex-

cellent one - can be taken to

destructive extremes, and

most often the victims are in-

nocent individuals.

This should not happen.

All individuals have the right

to live their own lives, unhin-

dered by generalizations from

either activists or the status

quo. All individuals have the

right to be judged for their

own actions, decisions, mis-

takes, successes - not those

of their ancestors, peers or

friends.

People are as individual

as snowflakes and as colorful

as the sky.

Only when everyone un-

derstands and respects this

will humanity ever be free.

Of Strategic Plans
Minutes from a recent meeting . . .

1 Kathryn Mohnnan was an outstanding choice and

should make an world-class president. On Tuesday she

appeared highly intelligent, straightforward and responsive

as well as diplomatic. Oh Gresh, Tom and Michael, we
students hardly knew ye. Alas, those worthy Presidents are

all but gone; long live the President!

2. Sheer detennination may be enough to keep Greeks

afloat and fraternities residential. If turnout at Tuesday's

meeting is any indication - and it is - of Greek dedication

and commitment to their future and the college's, then they

deserve to stay. It says something when under 25% of the

campus is Greek, but 80% of the turnout at an all-campus

discussion ofStrategic Planning is Greek-affiliated. If only

Division I sports had the same outspoken resolve,

3. Nevertheless, the meeting spent altogether too much

time on Greek issues. Was that a frustrated Glenn Brooks,

Strategic Planning Czar, who ducked out after an hour-and-

a-halfof single-track discussion, wondering if students here

are interested inany other issue he and his luiny of commit-

tees have researched .so diligently'? Probably. Afterall.the

decisions this college inust now make are serious enough

that the fate of the Greek system may be, in the end, only

tangential.

4. About those choices. Did you know that the SPR

offers three focuses for the direction of the college, each

significantly different from the others'? The fates of, well,

pretty inuch everything but the Block Plan will be dictated,

in the end, by whichever option the college determines to

pursue. Not the other way 'round, as some might have us

believe. But don't take my word for if. read the summary.

Respectfully submitted

-By Jay Marx
Catlaysl Opinions Editor

Abused children are not on a witch hunt
By Diana Zipeto

Catalyst Opinions Editor

A witch hunt?

I appreciate that News-

week tries to represent both

sides of an issue, but likening

children who claim their par-

ents have abused them to

people on a witch hunt is one

of the most misguided judg-

ments I've ever come across.

The two sides of the issue

are pretty clear: anychildwho

says she or he was abused is

either A) telling the truth or

B) lying.

Somehow, this week's

Newsweek offers a scenario

that falls in-between these

extremes: that adults have

placed ideas in children's

heads, forcing kids to testify

to abuse that never actually

occurred. Essenrially, News-

week has suggested that adults

are promoting a modem-day
witch hunt, which, as surely

as it did in the Salem trials,

will result in the persecution

of innocent people.

I can almost see the ratio-

nale for this kind of scenario.

People who are accused of

abusing their children have

been charged with a crime of

the worst kind. There is no

jury that will take pity on them

.

The accusedcannot claim that

she or he committed the abuse

in self-defense, or that they

hurt their child because their

life was being threatened.

People who have been

accused of sexual abuse are

marked forever. They are seen

as monsters, they are "sick,"

they are "horrible." Their ca-

reers, their image - it can all

be ruined through the simple

words of a small child who

has finally found a voice with

which to tell her or his story.

So why not cry witch?

Why not take advantage of

the fact that children are im-

pressionable and easily guided

by adults and then label the

sudden onslaught of sex abuse

disclosure and media as "hys-

teria?" It would certainly

make an uncomfortable

thought a lot easier to deal

with.

It is appallingly difficult

to believe that so many chil-

dren are so deeply hurt by the

adults who were supposed to

be their inalienable protectors.

Thus the "witch hunt" sce-

nario certainly pacifies the

anger and sadness that child

sex abuse cases provoke. This

pacificauoniscalled "denial,"

and I'm told that it happened

It is devastating to a child

who has been abused to

read that ifshe talks about

her abuse, her words will

be thought of as the inane

babble of a crazy child on

a witch hunt.

in this country in the 1940s,

when the Jewish genocide still

seemed like a figment of the

imagination.

But, unfortunately, Amer-

ican troops will not find camps

filled with the survivors of

sexual abuse. No one will ever

see a scar or a tattooed num-

ber. Nothing but the words of

the children can verify the

atrocities their abusers com-

mitted.

But there is evidence if

you look closely. Present-

day alcoholism, drug abuse,

eating disorders, depression

and suicide all point to a

person's inability to express

feelings that have eaten away

at their insides and left them

empty. Addiction is often an

attempt to fill the emptiness,

andmany abuse survivors find

themselves forever trying to

fill a hole that will never be

filled: the hole that formed

the first time someone ven-

tured to violate them.

Childhood sexual abuse

isn't simply about the act of

rape or the act of sodomy, it's

about the messages those ac-

tions give the young victim.

Many grow up with the no-

tion that Dad or Mom abused

me because there is something

"bad" about me.

Blaming themselves is the

only way small children can

explain what is happening.

They are too small and far too

needful of their parents' care

to ever be able to believe that

Dad orMom was the one who

could be doing the "bad"

thing.

One of the most painful

messages a child receives

from abuse is the idea that

since no one is there to protect

her or him from harm, they

must not be worthy of such

care. Why else would Mom
or Dad have let this happen to

them? This deficiency will

always be present in the life

of the adult child, and part of

recovery is learning to feel

the pain ofthat deficiency and

move on.

If adult children don't

have the opportunity to revise

those messages, they are never

able to get past the abuse.

Their lives are lived uncon-

sciously reacting to their abuse

until they can recognize it for

what it is, deal with the loss

and realize it was not their

fault.

It is devastating to a child

who has been abused to read

that if she talks about her

abuse, her words will be

thought of as the inane babble

of a crazy child on a witch

hunt. The pain involved in

recovery from childhood

abuse is far too great for it to

ever be minimized in such an

ignorant way.

Although I have sympa-

thy for those accused ofabuse,

for they are indeed desep/ing

of help, 1 have little desire to

acquit them of their crimes.
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What about contraception for men?
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

I was reading the Features

article this week on the new

contraceptive called Depo
Provera. I thought, "What a

great idea - a binh control

that youjust inject every three

months." No more daily pills,

sponges or lUDs for women;

if they don't want to have

children, they can just shoot

up every three months.

Of course, this isn't a safe

form of protection against

venereal diseases, but the

point is that it' s easy ... right?

I patted Science on the back

in my mind, thinking of the

amazing technologies in birth

control nowadays. They have

even made Norplant obsolete.

As I continued to think, I

realized that perhaps this Depo
Provera is just another in a

long line of dangerous con-

traceptives for women. I read

the article more carefully and

noticed that the drug can have

serious after-affects.

It would seem to me that

the only advances in contra-

ceptives these days are di-

rected towards women. Ever

since the development of the

condom (about three hundred

years ago, I'd bet), the only

advance in male contracep-

tive devices

So I tried to understand

why there are fewer

options of birth control

for men. My conclusion is

simple - men don't want

to be sterile.

has been va-

sectomies.

That means
that if part-

ners don't

want to use

condoms as

birth-con- ^—^^^-^^—
trol, then the woman must be

completely responsible for

birth control.

Now, don'tgetme wrong.

I am glad that women have a

lot of options available for

birth control, but it takes two

to tango (so to speak).

So I tried to understand

why there are fewer options

of birth control for men. My
conclusion is simple - men
don't want to be sterile.

How many men can con-
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ceive of taking some pill that

would render them sterile for

the duration of the use of the

pill with the possibility of

permanent damage? Not me.

And yet, science has per-

fected the pill to killing only

7-26 out of every 100,0(X)

women tak-

ing this con-

traceptive
between the

ages of 15

and 39. So,

why can't

sciencemake
—^——— apillformen,

or an injection or some kind

of contraceptive tattoo (I'm

thinking big, like Harley

Davidson and skulls).

The reason is because no

man would buy such a drug or

use it. Also, the predominantly

male science world would

never be so stupid as to even

research such technology.

But I warn all men - the

science world is being taken

over by women. In the next

twenty years, we could be

popping little blue pills every

day, or coming in for our

monthly injection of sperm-

killer.

In this cruel, unfair world

we will notice that our num-

bers are thinning out slowly.

Oh woe is we. . .

.

I suppose I've gone over-

board. Seriously, I think that

we need to think about our

birth control options and what

they are doing.

I am all for preventing

birth, butresearch needs to be

done to perfect those forms

we already have rather than to

devise some new one every

four months.

Reclaiming
the Night

It seems these days that

most signs in Worner are

filled with activities call-

ing attention to various

women's issues. One is a

picture of a woman, her

back tumed with an arm
stretched out to the stars.

The caption reads, "I have

loved the stars too fondly

to be fearful of the night,"

and the poster publicizes

an event called 'Take Back
the Night."

The event calls women
to reclaim what so many of

them have lost in the night;

it is a commemoration of

violent acts against women.
It is an event for both

women and men and will

be a powerful display of

the pain and strength that

comes from acts of vio-

lence.

Family values aren't just for bigots
To the Editor:

Of all the things this cam-

pus can boast of, open-
mindednessisnotoneofthem.

This was painfully illustrated

in an edi tonal from last week 's

issue of the Catalyst.

Ironically, the article en-

titled "Cultural ignorance

breeds racism" is not the ar-

ticle in question, but the ar-

ticle submitted by the Cata-

lyst News Editor, Pete

Mulvihill, entitled "TV intern

speaks off the record" is.

Aside from the author's

initial P.C. centered, moral

judgment on the news item's

acceptability, the article illus-

trates a closed-mindedness

bred of broad generalization

and stereotyping, which

Mulvihill admirably over-

comes.

Mulvihill's revelation is

that even though he is not a

"Bible-thumper" or a "family

values fundamentalist," he

still feels that when a mother

places her newborn infant in

the freezer she "needs serious

help." This indicates that he,

though unwilling to admit it,

feels the importance of astable

family, which is the comer-

stone of "family values."

I welcome Mulvihill to the

real world, one made more
colorful and tolerant by his

presence. The prevalent idea

that all who believe in "fam-

ily values" do so at the .ex-

pense of political and moral

realism is as stereotypical and

outdated as the belief that

African-Americans are infe-

rior citizens.

When this campus decides

that "family values" are not

insidious moral arguments

imposed by the Right, but sim

ply ideas held by many people
- even of liberal leanings -

then we can boast of an open -

mindedness found on few

other campuses in the nation.

When the individuals of

this campus find the courage

to express their ideals that fall

outside the cookie-cutter, po-

litically correct dictates of

what is fashionable, as did

Mulvihill, we shall find the

diversity that is so lacking at

this school, a diversity from

within.

-Michael Roach

'Values' exclude some families
To the Editor:

An editorial appears in

today's Cata/yjrthatresponds

to my editorial in last week's

edition. Last week I wrote to

share a disgusting story with

the CC community.

In an article appearing

elsewhere on this page,
Michael Roach interprets my
editorial as upholding "fam-

ily values." Roach argues that

by expressing disgust at a

mother who put her newborn
in the freezer, I feel "the im-

portance of a stable family,

the cornerstone offamily val-

ues."

I seemy "standard, stable"

family as supportive finan-

cially, morally and person-

ally. But the "Bible-thump-

ers" that so annoy me choose

toexclude those outside a two-

parent, heterosexual family.

Though I value my family, I

can ' t turn my back on my gay

uncle's family. His relation-

ships are as valuable and

meaningful as my "tradi-

tional" family.

The classic monogamous
two-parents family excludes

every individual who falls

outside the "family" defini-

tion. Married heterosexual

couples get tax breaks, legal

and social legitimization and
housing and employment
preference.

U.S. citizens with family

support have financial net-

works, health benefits and
personal support, at the ex-

pense of those without "stan-

dard" families. Senior citi-

zens with no immediate fam-

ily rely on the government for

health care. Gay and lesbian

parents who share all the love

and maturity of heterosexual

couples do not get similar le-

gal distinctions. (This is

slowly reforming.)

My article was meant to

show that I give a damn about

frozen babies. Family val-

ues? They helped me, but

those without a nuclear fam-

ily should have all the chances

I had.

Mr. Roach should find

other outlets for his right-

wing-Rush Limbaugh- Geo-
rge Bush- nightmarish dis-

course.

Don't put words in my
mouth simply because I'm

disgusted by a frozen baby.

-Pete Mulvihill
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M ARnSTS'S CONCERT - Featuring DaryO Stevens,

clarinet; Susan Smith, cello; and Susan Grace, piano.

Works by Weber Ireland and Brahms.

MONDAY. APRIL 19 - 8:00 PM • PACKARD HALL

** FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBUC **

Sponsored by the CC Music Depanment.

^ANNUAL WES MEETING AND LUNCHEON"
Lecture by Prof. Timothy Cheek titled

"Revobidon, Evolution, and Continuity in

20lh Centuiy China."

SATURDAY. APRIL 24 - 11:30 AM
RRMIS LOUNGE AND DINING HALL

** OPEN TO THE PUBLIC **

$10 for lunch. Call 632-1275 for reservations.

Sponsored by the CC Woman's Educational Society.

AN INVITATION

SHOWAND TELL FOR CHILDRENAT THE
COLORADO COLLEGE
CHILDREN'S CENTER

The Colorado College Children's Center invites you to share

a hobby, interests, talent, interesting experience,

unusual pet, tall tale, favorite poem, ??? with the children

of the Children's Center.

We are looking for members of the Colorado College

community who are willing to share a little bit of their time

to come to the Center to enhance and enrich one of our

classes: Toddlers (1-2), 2's and 3's and 4's and 5's.

We realize that your time is valuable, but many of

you have talents that small children will truly appreciate.

Your participation need to take much time: a dramatic

recitation of your favorite children's poem, a short story,

a demonstration, your magic tricks, a short talk - a

child's interest is intense, if short in span. Nevertheless,

they are enthralled by visitors and are willing to share

with them something new and different.

Fore more information, please call the Children's Center

at X6764 or x 6765.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

'This summer VISTA will be offering two paid

internship positions in Colo. Spiinp and seven in

Denver with Habitat for Humanity.

'JOBDESCRIPTION: Supervise and coordinate work

groups for the summer, canvassing in a low-income

neighborhood, office worlc and fundraising under

direction of staff; might include public speaking.

'QUALIFICATIONS: Must be good with people,

comfortable with low-income people and dedicated to

social change and working toward the goal of

affordable housing. Since Habitat for Humanity is an

Ecumenical Christian Organization you need to feel

comfortable working with board members who

espouse this philosophy.

'COMMITMENT: Forty hours/week for 8-10 weeks,

starting between May 25th and June 16th. You
cannot have another job or be in school during the 8-

10 week internships.

'STIPEND: $135/week.

If you are interested, contact either Kathleen Boyd,

475-7800 (Colo. Springs) or Ray Finney, Regional

Director of Habitat for Humanity, (303) 292-4114

(Denver); or stop by the Center.

•Citizen's Goals will be offering a paid internship:

'JOB DESCRIPTION: Answering the telephone,

organizing and preparing mailings, computer data

entry and other duties as assigned.

'QUALIFICATIONS: (SKILLS PREFERRED):
Word Perfect 5.1, typing - 50-Hwpm, telephone

communication skills, team player, prompt and

efficient.

'COMMITMENT: When intern is available, duration

and times are negotiable.

'STIPEND: SlOO/month, depending on hours.

Contact Jody Wilbur with Citizen's Goals, 632-2618

or stop by the Community Service Center for more

information.

^Styptth Bl<>clt bfcak trip to the beauty SAN LUIS
VALLEY. Sign up in the Caiurl

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

Come in

and check il out!!

The Office of International Programs offers

a Resource Library (open from 12 noon to

4pm) to help you find the study abroad

program that's right for you! Tiggy Shields,

the Director of the OIP, is also available

from 9:30 am to 5:00 pm daily to help you

answer any questions or concerns you may

have!!

Remember, it's never too early to start

thinking about Study Abroad!!

**************************************

JUSTDO IT...BUT ELSEWHERE!

**************************************

THIS MAYSEEM EARLY, but if you want

to study abroad Spring semester, the

deadline is November 1 !! Come in today to

start the process!!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext. 6338

MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW!

LEADERSHIP RETREAT

Z)esigDed around special

interests and concerns

of minority students.

SATURDAY. MAY 8, 1993

AT THE

STUDENT CULTURAL CENTER

2 PM - 6 PM

Sponsored by the Office of

Minority Student Life,

Office of International Programs

and Residential Life.
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Monday
19

12:00 pm -

Club, \Norner

Room 213.

Hawaii

Hayes

*7:00 pm - In Concert,

ANIDIFRANCO, "thrash

folk" singer. Free ad-

mission. Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by BGALA.

*8:00 pm - AN ART-
IST'S CONCERT, fea-

turing Daryll Stevens,

clarinet; Susan Smith,

cello; and Susan
Grace, piano. Works by
Wetyer, Ireland and
Brahms. Free admis-

sion. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Mu-
sic Department.

Tuesday
20

*8 am-Midnight - THE
GREAT AMERICAN
READALOUD. Continu-

ous schedule of read-

ing aloud by profes-

sors, students, staff

and community peo-

ple. Part of National Li-

brary Week. Tutt Libra-

ry-

12:00 pm - MEChA,
Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00pm - New Focus.

*4:30 pm - Feminist

Collective, Women Stu-

dies Office.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

6-8 pm - Peace Corps
Film Presentation. Wor-

ner Hayes Room 213.

6:30 pm - BGALA,
Shove Chapel.

8:00 pm - In Concert,

AUCE DIMICELE, sing-

ing new folk music
from the northwest.

"Songs filled wtih emo-
tion and love of this

earth. A concert not to

be missed." Free ad-
mission. Bemis Hall

Lounge. Sponsored by
BGALA, CCCA, Non-Vi-

olence House, and
Shove Council.

Wednesday
21

3:30-5 pm - Intermedi-

ate Quattro Pro. Call

ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*6:00 pm - ECKAN-
KAR: Religion of the

Light and Sound of

God. Join us for an
introductory philosoph-

ical discussion Bemis
Hall Lounge. Sponsor-

ed by Jennifer Dimond.

*8:00pm - Sexual! Tea.

Women Studies Office.

Thursday,
22

3:30-5 pm - Intermedi-

ate Paradox 3.5/4.0.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes

203. Sponsored by Ac-
ademic Computing.
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Friday
23

Saturday
24

Sunday
25

On-going
Events

3:30-5 pm - Introduc-

tion to Microsoft Win-

dows 3.1. Call ext.

6716. Barnes 203.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*11:30 am - ANNUAL
WES MEETING AND
LUNCHEON. Lecture

by Prof. Timothy Cheek
titled, "Revolution, Evo-

lution and Continuity in

20th Century China."

$10 for lunch; call 632-

1275 for reservations.

Bemis Lounge and
Dining Hall. Sponsored
by the Woman's Edu-
cational Society.

*1:00pm -LACROSSE,
CC vs. the Colorado
School of Mines. Wash-
burn Field.

*9:00 pm - Catholic

Mass, Shove Chapel.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE APRIL 26-MAY 2 •THIS
WEEK IS MONDAY, APRIL 19 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OF MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS

WEEK- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERrS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese TaWe - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German TaMe - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian TaWe - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monda^Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 amS pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester

Boettcher Basement
Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus Is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M.W.F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICE RINK GENERAL SESSION SCHED-

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Wednesday - 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday- 12:15-1:15 pm

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Hidden IVeasures; The Career Library
A Gold Mine Of Career And Job Search Resources Waits To Be Discovered

Exploring career options?

Lookingfor a job?

Preparingfor

The Career Library (located in the Career

Center, 226 Womer Center) is loaded with

resources lo help you with all of the above.

Career Books

The bookshelves contain a wide variety of

career books covering all phases of career

developmentand job searching. Topics

include: self assessment; career exploration;

job search; interviewing; graduate school;

salary negotiation; relocation; and women
and minority career issues. Career fields

include: Education; Science. Technical and

Environment; Health, Human Service, and

Recreation; International; Arts and Media;

Government and Public Affairs; and

Business and Industry.

Magazines/Publicarions/Joumals

The Career Center subscribes to a variety of

publications that list job vacancies. The

vacancies listed are from across the United

Stales as well as some international listings.

These publications also contain articles and

career information.

Summer Job and Internship Notebooks

The Career Center receives internship

listings, and full-lime, part-time, and

summer job listings from a wide range of

career fields and employers. Samplings of

these listings appear each week in the Career

BuDeiin .

Full-Time Positions

The Fox Chase Cancer Center

This biomedical research facility has several

openings for Research Technicians with a BS. MS
(or higher! in biology, biochemislry, microbiology,

or molecular biology. These positions offer a

pkasam, safe working environmenl, wiih excelleni

opponunilies for professional growth and scieniinc

achievenieni. Salary commensuralc with

experience. To apply, submil a resume lo: Ms.

Marianne Sharp, Personnel Department. The Fox

Chase Cancer Center. 7701 Butholme Avenue,

Philadelphia, PA 19III. (Health, Human Services,

and Recreation Jobs Notebook)

Miscellaneous

The Colorado Caretr & .lob Expo will be held

April 23, from 2-9 p.m. and April 24, from 8:30

a-m.-5:30 p.m. ai Currigan Exhibition Hall in

Denver, Colorado. The Expo will cover

interviewing skills, resume writing, discrimination

in the work place, job forecasts, how to find a job.

making a career change, starling a business, and

more. The cost of admission for both days is SI 2

and includes enrollment in "Workforce Information

Network." For registration information please send

a stamped, self- addressed envelope to: Colorado

Career & Job Expo. P.O. Box 13694. Denver, CO
80201; (303) 654-5875.

Recruiting Update

national commeFdal real estate firm, wants to hire 2

students for surruner employment in San Francisco

and Orange County. They are seeking current

students (May '93 graduates are (A) that live in the

San Francisco Bay area or Orange County area.

The Vice President in the LA office is a CC alum

and is very anxious to hire someone from CC.
Great pay for a summer job. Tentative interview

date is Thunday or Friday, April 29ih or 30lh.

Check with the Career Center for more information.

Cover later and resume are needed to sign up for

an interview.

Directories

The Career Library contains a number of

employer directories with information on

international, national, state, and local

employers. The directories provide contact

information as well as information about

the organizations.

Career Referral Network

Names, job titles, employer names,

addresses and phone numbers for Colorado

College alumni/ae who have volunteered to

help current students with their career plans

are filed in a notebook system. Names of

alumni/ae are indexed alphabetically, by

occupation, and by geographic regions.

Alumni/ae from all over the United Slates

as well as other countries have agreed to be

contacted by students.

Emolo r Literature Files

If you're researching potential employers

or preparing for interviews, the gray file

drawers contain files of employer literature

for a wide range of organizations. Files

contain annual reports, informational

brochures, articles, and in some cases,

complete notebooks with comprehensive

information about the organizations.

Special Notebooks

Sample resumes written by Colorado College

students; information about choosing a

major; and employment trends are available

in a series of special notebooks.

Information Booklets

Many free career information booklets are

available for your use: Credential Services,

Self-Assessment. Career Exploration,

Resume Writing, Job Related Letters,

Curriculum Vitae and Related Letters, Job

Interview Skills, The Long Distance Job

Search, and Applying to Graduate School.

Information Handouts

Short informational handouts are available on

the following subjects: Where lo have your

resume printed, Job Hotlines, Fringe

Benefits, The Class of 1991 -Profiles, and

nfiany more.

Recruiting Information

Recruiting schedules are available on the

door of the Career Center. Employer

literature is held on reserve and can be

obtained at the counter.

Career Tape Collection

Videotaped presentations about specific

organizations and tapes on interviewing and

job hunting are available for viewing.

Yours For Tlie Taking

Duplicate copies of employer and/or recruiter

information are available on the two tables

and wall pockets neaj the entrance lo ihe

Career Center. Please help yourself.

Last Call!!!

Tlie Career Center w;

• Gain experience!

• Help your peers!

• Develop communication

and public speaking skills!

• Get involved!

s you to become a Career Assistant

• Earn money!
• Build your resume!

• Learn job hunting strategies

• Make tlie world a better plat

in which to live!

Pick up applications and job descriptions in the Career Center.

r^OTE : Please check with Financial Aid regarding your eligibility for fmancial aid. Tlie

deadline has been extended to April 21, 1993 at 5:00p.m.

Transitions: Life After Colorado College
This workshop is designed for soon-to-be graduates who

will be dealing with the transition from Colorado

College to graduate study, employment or

even travel. Learn how to deal with

change, new environments, work

supervisors, new situations, and life-style

considerations. Presented by Bill Dove,

Psychologist. Tuesday, April 27. 1993,

1:00-2:30- p.m., WES Room.

Intensive Workshop:
Eleventh Hour Special: The Grad School Game, Resume Writing, Effective Job

Interviewing, Job Search Strategies

Got a case of "Senior Panic?" It's never too late to prepare for life after graduation. TTiis

four-in-one intensive workshop is designed for those who missed the Career workshops and

would like to do some last minute catching up.

Attend any or all sessions. Advance sign-up

requested in Career Center, Womer 226.

Wednesday, May 5, 1993

1 -2pm The Grad School Game
2-3pm Resume Writing

3-4pm Effective Job Interviewing

4-5pm Job Search Strategies

Internships

Colorado Collefic Admlssloas Officp Inlernshlp

The Admission Office at Colorado College has an

internship opening in the Alumni Admissions

Program. The intern working in this program is

responsible forgiving lours and guiding visitors lo

classes, working wiih other interns on special

projeas, and musl be available to lalk and write lo

prospective students. The intern is also responsible

10 coordinate the day-to-day logislics of alumni

attending college fairs and lo support the

Admissions Director in other alumni related

activities. The intern is expected lo work

approximately 8-10 hours a week, but this is

flexible. Interested applicants musl possess strong

lime management skills, have the ability to work

unsupervised and be able to organize and complete

projects, and have a generally upbeat attitude about

CC. For an application, contact Carol Peterson in

the Admissions Office ai x6347. Applications are

due April 26. For more information about this

internship, contact the Admissions Office.

(Colorado Internships Notebook)

Women's Studies Intcrnshlo At Colgate

Vpivcrsitv

Colgate University's Women's Studies Program is

seeking a full-time intern for Ihe academic year

1993-94. The intern will assist the Director of

Women's Studies and will be responsible for Ihe

day-to-day operation of Colgate's Center for

Women's Studies. Programming and organizing

experience is important, as well as a willingness to

work to educate women and men throughout the

university on genderissues. Women's Studies

majoris not required. The position mns mid-

August through mid-May and pays approx.

S12.500. Please send a resume and two letters of

recommendation lo; Joan D. MandJe, Director,

Colgate 'vVomen's Studies Program, Hamilton. NY
13346. (Women's Graduate School Financial Aid

Notebook)

The Aspen Institute Nonprofit Research Fund
Summer Internship is offering a position for their

grantmaiiing program in Washington, D.C. The

Nonprofit Sector Research Fund was established in

1991 to expand the understanding of nonprofit

activities, including philanthropy and its underlying

values, by making grants to support research

undenaken by scholars and practitioners. The

intern will help compile materials for (he Fund's

first major conference on the contributions of

nonprofit and voluntary organizaiions to

communities and their impact on democratic

institutions. The iniem will prepare: a report that

analyzes existing research to identify what is

known about the contributions and impacts of

nonprofit organixaiions; a report summarizing

interviews with approximately five researchers and

five nonprofit practitioners; and a compilation of

background articles for conference participants.

The position requires an experienced senior level

undergraduate with excellent research and

analytical skills, a background in policy studies,

political science, or related social sciences,

excellent writing and oral communication skills, an

interest or experience in nonprofit, voluntary

organizations, and the ability to work full-time for

10-12 weeks. A stipendof $10 per hour will be

paid. To apply, send a letter with three references

and a resume to: The Aspen Institute, The

Nonprofit Sector Research Fund, 1 333 New
Hampshire Avenue, NW. Suite 1070, Washington,

DC 20036; (202)466-6410. (Summer Research

Opponunilies Notet>ook: Social Sciences)

Glohal Routes Interns

Global Routes is a non-profit organization which

places student interns in its development projects in

Thailand, Indonesia, Nqjal, Tibet, Kenya, Costa

Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Jamaica, and the United

States. Global Routes Interns are assigned to

remote villages where they teadi in local schools

and lake on the responsibility of completing

community service projects, Intems meet with

Global Routes staff for training and are

subsequently placed with host families. The intem

positions for the Summer session begin in early

June and last until eariy August. The program fee

is $3,200, which does not include air fare. For

more infomtation and a registration form, come lo

the Career Center. (International Internships

Notebook Summer)

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolvn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk. Assistant Director

j

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

I

Pani Spoelman. Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

Cullen Hughes Matt Moyer

Johnna Kielzmann Sharleen Pisciotta

Jermifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a

policy of equal opportunity in all aspects ol

employment and educadon. We do not knowingly

list job opportunities Irom employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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MPlilTTifitn Complaints? Try committing
^^ » ^ * X»^^^iA..A. L To the Editor: student body, forinstance, has tantly, you will be able to bite

Omnipresent Greeks
To the Editor:

We are everywhere. In

Bames, in Cossit, in Rastall,

the locker rooms. We are

artists, dancers, feminists,

community servants, varsity

athletes, writers, R. A.s, cheer-

leaders, musicians, leaders,

committed students. ..and

Greeks.

Members of the Greek

system at Colorado College

areavariedand diverse group

who contribute positively to

many aspects of the CC com-

munity at large.

Those of you who at-

tended the meeting with

Michael Grace and Kathryn

Mohrman concerning strate-

gic planning are probably

thinking, "Oh no, not this

again."

A major portion of that

meeting was spent on the

'Greek Issue:" the prospect

that the Greek system will be

eliminated from this campus.

Considering the serious

consequence of this prospect,

the majority of students at-

tending that meeting were

members ofsororities and fra-

ternities who felt the need to

defend a system that has con-

tributed positively to their

experience at CC.
Defending the Greek sys-

tem is getting old. We are

often categorized as stupid,

materialistic sorority chics

and sexist, beer-guzzling frat

boys. By wearing our Greek

letters we face the possibility

ofbeing automatically stereo-

typed by our professors and

our peers.

I can hear many critics

saying, "Yeah, we feel really

sorry for you." But now we
face the genuine possibility

of being exterminated by the

hand of misconceptions and

uninformed stereotypes. So
we continue to talk about the

Greek Issue, and we keep

raising it over and over be-

cause we have a long history

of criticism to refute and a

great many unsubstantiated

comments to respond to. We
also have the future of our

organizations to fight for

Greek life is not for ev-

eryone, but it is a valuable

experience for many of us. It

provides an option for enrich-

ing student life and should

remain an option for students

atCC.

We are everywhere, we
are all different and we con-

tribute more than you know
to the success of this campus

and its organizations.

-Michelle Conner

Because I am a CCCA
officer, I am in a unique posi-

tion to hear much of the

bitching and moaning that

goes on around CC. The topic

of much of this seems to be a

perceived power vacuum.

Many students feel that

they have no real voice, that

their opinions go unheard and

that their fates are ruled by a

mysterious and not-so-be-

nevolent panel of dictators

known as the Board of Trust-

ees.

Now don't get me wrong.

I am not suggesting that this is

not a real problem. The CC

student body, forinstance, has

no representative to carry our

opinions to the Trustees. But

I would like to point out that

there are some options.

Beginning on April 16,

CCCA will be seeking stu-

dent applicants who are inter-

ested in serving on a Student/

Faculty Committee.

Depending on what com-
mittee you choose to serve -

and there are a bunch of them,

including Athletics, Sympo-
sium, Admission and Finan-

cial Aid, Student Conduct,

Minority Concerns, etc. - you

will be able to address the

issues that you feel are impor-

tant. Perhaps more impor-

tantly, you will be able to bitch

and moan all you want and

you will be doing it in a con-

structive manner.

We really have no right to

complain until we at least take

full advantage of the options

already open to us, so please

go to the Womer Desk and

sign up before April 30.

Basically, put up or shut

up. Show the powers-that-be

that CC's students are inter-

ested in more that just their

trust funds, the snow base at

Vail and Patagonia's new
spring line.

-Mark Bcarce

CCCA Vice President

Cease larceny at Career Center
Dear CC Students:

We are having a serious

problem here in the Career

Center that we hope some of

you will help us with: in the

pastmonth, several books and

directories that belong to the

Career Center's library have

been stolen.

These thefts cause at least

three serious problems:

1

)

stolen materials are ob-

viously no longer available

for use by other students;

2) our library budget is

very limited, and rather than

being able to use our funds to

add new books and directo-

ries to the library, we must

instead use the funds to re-

place stolen items (many of

which are very expensive),

thus library materials cannot

We won't ask any

questions - we'll just be

glad to get things back on

the shelves so that

everyone can use them.

be updated as frequently as

they should be; and

3) some materials, be-

cause of their unique nature,

are not replaceable at all.

Those of you who use the

Career Center know that you

can make copies of infonna-

tion that you need at no ch;u-ge.

Why, then, would you

steal materials and diminish

opportunities for other stu-

dents?

In case you may have

picked up one ofour books by

inistake, please check your

backpacks and home book-

shelves and return anything

that belongs to our library.

We won't ask any ques-

tions - we'll just be glad to

get things back on the shelves,

so that everyone can use them.

-Sharyl Bender Peterson

Career Center Staff

Racism, indifference draw professor's critique
To the Editor:

I read Julissa Portales ' let-

ter (appearing in the April 9

Catalyst) with great interest.

In her letter, Ms. Portales de-

scribed an experience in class

involving an obviously racist

statement made by a student

to the effect of, "Hispanics

[sic] would never be a driving

force" in Southwestern poli-

tics.

This block I am teaching

course on "Racial Inequal-

ity." Coincidentally, on the

same day in my class we ex-

amined the following two
quotes from Trinh T. Minh-
lia's book. Woman, Native,

Other.

"Difference is not differ-

ence to some ears, but awk-

wardness and incomplete-

ness."

"/ remember Virginia

'''^oolf s bishop [sic] who con-

''incingly declared in the pa-

pers that it was impossible/or

"ny woman, past, present, or

'0 come, to have the genius of

Shakespeare. From the male

reader-leader' s standpoint,

again, the great male writer-

leader is matchless. .

.

." (pp.

80; 84).

I read these quotes to my
class in the context of a dis-

cussion we were having on

the many ways in which white

males construct images of the

"Other" (white women,
people ofcolor, nature) as "in-

complete," "inferior,"

"flawed" or otherwise lack-

ing in the ability to "make a

difference," or to be a "driv-

ing force" in politics, history,

art or literature.

Our discussion led to the

consensus that Woolf's
bishop was exemplary of

Eurocentric cultural phall-

ocrats, a symbol of the privi-

leged gatekeepers of the holy

canon. He would silence that

which he found different, and

that which he defined as dif-

ferent was cast as threatening

(savage) or perhaps at best

mildly amusing (exotic).

In either case, the contri-

butions of the "Other" would

remain inconsequential and

unimportant. The "Others"

are reduced to inarticulate and

mute "companions of the

shadows" (to borrow a phrase

from the mid- 19th Century

French poet, Pierre DuPont).

Throughout the course of

this block, my students and I

have explored the many ways

in which the social and cul-

tural construction of "differ-

ence" has been (and is) used -

primarily by white men - to

exclude, deride, degrade, op-

press and marginalize the

"Other." These discussions

have seldom been joyous oc-

casions, for the topics we dis-

cuss in this course are "con-

troversial,""emononal,"even

"depressing".

Students always ask,

"OK, now tell us what can we
do?" I try to turn their depres-

sion and anger into indigna-

tion and hopefully action. But

in my classroom, we always

accept responsibility for our

statements. To walk away

from our thoughts is to dis-

own the fact that we can utter

them because we have been

privileged to speak with an

authority that "Others" may
not have - not because they

lack a voice but because they

are silenced or remain un-

heard.

I am reminded of Laurie

Anderson's warning: "Lan-

guage is a virus." And, I am
tempted to say, the distorted,

happy day fantasy, or

Baudrillardian hyperreality,

ofthedominant canon is noth-

ing less that a construct of

male-centered and Euro-cen-

tric power, and this is the "dis-

ease."

Both the student and the

faculty member in Julissa

Ponales' class displayed this

contempt and disrespect for

difference that is at the core of

what I have come to know as

"Western Civilization." Juli

is right: this exchange could

have turned into a wonderful

learning experience, but in-

stead she was silenced by the

authority of the professor and

the lack of courage displayed

by a student who is afraid to

admit that he has a racist atti-

tude.

The professor, perhaps

inadvertently, reinforced the

student's racism by not chal-

lenging him to clarify and

explain the statement, to per-

haps re-examine the assump-

tions that underiie his think-

ing.

Instead, the blame for the

"misunderstanding" was

shifted to Ms. Portales who

was told that she "should

know what he means."

Discussion was closed-

off, denying the students an

opportunity to learn some-

thing positive from the expe-

rience and, in effect, invali-

dating Ms. Ponales' knowl-

edge of and lived experience

with the history of her Mexi-

can-origin community. I sug-

gest that my colleague read

not just Minh-ha but Stuart

SeePenaPg. 12
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Ambivalent student defends class

To the Editor:

In response to the letter

from Julissa Portales last

week: I am in the same class

as Julissa and was sitting next

to the student who made the

original remark at the time. In

no way do I wish to excuse his

remark, which I felt to be rac-

ist also.

At the same time, I did not

observe the class situation in

the same way as Julissa and

feel the need to enter into the

dangerous position of de-

fender.

I have no complaint about

Julissa's description of the

student's remark and his in-

ability to adequately rectify

the situation. When he made

his remark making a distinc-

tion between "Americans" as

opposed to "Hispanics", I

urged him to restate himself

using the perhaps more proper

term of "Euro-Americans."

He did indeed seem some-

what flustered by the hole he

had dug himself and either

didn't hear me whispering or

chose to ignore me.

Where 1 begin to see the

situation differently was with

the professor' s response. I did

not feel that the professor was

placing the responsibihty on

Julissa to understand what the

student "meant to say."

Instead I felt that his re-

sponse, (and I quote very

roughly from memory) "This

is another one of those times

What the hell is that in Cutler Quad?
Excu.se me, but whose

bright idea was the druidic

circle in Cutler Quad?

Is there some directive

buried deep in the CC char-

terthat insists we plant, once

a year, several tons of rock

in a conspicuous location?

First the monolith, now some
pagan altar, what's next?

And where is the money

for this crap coming from?

Does my tuition or yours

cover this? And how much

was this latest boondoggle?

Tuition just shot up to

$20k, and some loose can-

non in the administration has

commandeered a slush fund.

Who's in charge here?

Kathy, stop the madness.

-Cara/ysi Ed. Staff

A Womb With a View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Unimportant "Yet Insignificant Points in the

CC Strategic Planning Report

10. Erect a huge chocolate walnut in Armstrong Quad,

because, according to one member of the committee,

it would be "wicked cool."

9. Make Lennox an exclusive house like Jackson, and

you can only live there if your looks are 8.5 or above.

8. Fund a citywide education program to teach motorists

that when the car in the other lane has stopped at a

crosswalk that they should probably stop too.

7. After hockey and the Greeks are gone, go after any

other group that might dare throw a party.

6. Permanantly attach a pink dress to the Tutt statue, thus

ending the pranks once and for all.

5. Proclaim every fifth Tuesday official "Run Around
Naked and Eat Lettuce Day."

4. Initiate a study to figure out how the hell it takes the

campus operator five minutes to answer the phone in

an office that is only six feet wide.

3. Establish a $500 cash prize for anyone who can lift the

Strategic Planning Report above their head for more
than three seconds.

2. Investigate the possibility of even more silent letters in

the last name Mohrman.

1.Allowing the biology professors to grow pot in the

Barnes greenhouse to subsidize financial aid.

where you [I understood 'you'

to mean everyone in the class]

are supposed to know what he

means even when he is saying

something entirely different,"

was more of a soft reprimand

towards the offending student

attempting to show him how

silly his "word trouble" de-

fense was.

Granted I don't think the

professor dealt with the situa-

tion seriously enough. The

series of comments made by

all were very troublesome and

deserved serious attention.

As it was, the professor

took an easier middle ground

to get over the incident and

move on to more innocuous

territory. Still, I would like to

re-emphasize that I don't think

the professor supported the

.student's remarks or put any

responsibility on Julissa.

I know that Colorado Col-

lege has many problems with

regard to racial issues (among

others). I have been both wit-

ness to and, on one occasion,

victim of racial and/or ethnic

slurs. I don't want to ease

anyone's mind in that regard.

Still, in regard to this par-

ticular incident, 1 think the

problem is smaller than it was

portrayed, and since few
people would have any trouble

finding out the names of the

professor and student in-

volved, I do wish to provide

them with this slight breath-

ing room.

-Jonathan Elsberg

Prof Pefia's opinion
FromPenaPg. 10

Hall's studies of the multiple

"negotiated and contested

meanings" that people derive

through discourse in every-

day life (including that which

unfolds in our classrooms).

Was this an isolated, and

anomolous, incident? Surely

the Colorado College is a safe

refuge for the free, and unfet-

tered, exploration of diverse

cultures and human experi-

ence, an apotheosis of liberal

learning? Surely our students

are not hard-core racists?

Actually, these types of

incidents occur in my classes

almost every block. But the

larger implications of these

incidents are that they occur

in an institutional context that

is not in practice very sup-

portive ofdifference (whether

this be in the recruitment and

retention of ethnic faculty and

students or in the amount of

support that goes to academic

programs like American Eth-

nic, Environmental and

Women Studies).

To Juli I say: I am pround

of you as a Chicana and as a

sociology major, you have

learned to think, write and

express yourself in original,

critical ways, and this will

serve you well during your

coming Watson fellowship

and graduate studies. I hope

there is a position at Colorado

College waiting for you when
you complete your doctorate.

To the male student in

Juli's class I say: if you fail lo

think in a critical and self-

reflective manner before

graduating from CC, then we

the faculty have surely failed

to provide you with the type

of education that will ser\'e

you well as an honest and

nonjudgemental fellow citi-

zen of a multicultural world.

Hopefully you can turn this

imo a learningexperience thai

will lead to change and intel-

lectual growth on your pan.

To the professor I say:

reexamine your pedagogical

techniques and start reading

the perspectives of people

other than those who have

been admitted to the "halls of

knowledge" by the gate keep-

ers of the holy canon. The

future of Colorado College as

an institution of"liberal learn-

ing" may well depend on the

commitment and engagement

of all faculty and students to a

more open, democratic, nur-

turing and respectful intellec-

tual community.

Here I leave you, hoping

that our new President, Kath-

ryn Mohrman, will demon-

strate the vision, wisdom and

fortitude to help us transform

the college in ways that will

place the "celebration of dif-

ference" at the center of our

academic mission in arapidly

changing and diverse worid.

-Devon Pena

Professor of Sociolog.v

Coping with the abysmal thesis

By Erika 'Williams

Catalyst Editor

1 can't tell you what's

going on in the world. I'm not

going to complain about any

recent injustices. I didn't go

to the all-campus Strategic

Planning Committee meeting.

Have I, an over-eager lib-

eral, finally succumbed to the

laws of reality and slipped

into the apathy our Genera-

tion "X" is so berated for?

No. My mind is full of

random German poetry and

half-comprehended Jungian

principles. I've been sucked

into that dark and endless

abyssoftheseniorthesis. My
anxious co-editor has called

twice today to ask, "Have you
written an editorial?" I con-

sidered submitting my thesis

introduction, hoping that the

opinions editors and maybe
the copy editor could make
some sense out of it for me.

I admit it: I'm a compara-

tive literature major. I'm part

of that nebulous group of Six-

teen Majors In Search of a

Department. Still, we scorn

English majors. Anyone can

write in English. Our thesis

must focus on literature in a

foreign language. I use the

word kaput a lot. (English

majors won't get that inside

joke. Sorry.)

Trying to do a thesis on

the block plan sounds like a

reasonable task. After all, we
gloat, those on the semester

plan have to write theses while

trying to finish Discreet Math-

ematics and their poetry

project. We at CC have noth-

ing to distract us from our

theses for three-and-a-half

weeks.

Except, of course, there

are the mountains, suns!

Spring intramurals and

distracting detail of trying lo

plan a post-CC life. Looking

for an excuse, any excuse, to

escape frommy thesis, I spent

an afternoon in the Career

Center. 1 diligently sorted

through several sets of "ca-

reer" cards andfilledoutques-

tionnaires, only to discovet

that my personality would be

suited best to acareer in weld-

ing.

I returned to my thesis.

That is when I began to

ask myself where my thesis

will get me in this world.

I could try a career in writ-

ing a weekly feminist edito-

rial. Asa matter of fact, I was

just thinking that the whole

concept of getting jobs and

writing theses is a patriarchal

plot to repress women. Why
else would it be necessary foi

women to prove that they've

been in college for four year*

by writing a forty-page paper

on a topic they really don i

know anything about?

I don'tknow. In this world

of so many problems, com-

plaining about a thesis seem-

a littie trivial. But then again

whenl'marguingforwomen i

rights, what could be more

important?
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The Divine Figure goes up in Packard
Senior art show features works by Angle Schwickerathswider and Cindy Berquist

By Nicholas Weigel

Catalyst Staff

The Packard Fine Arts

building is hosting the senior

works of Angie Schwick-

eratiiswider and Cindi

Bergquist April 10-17.

As a

The viewers eye is invited to

gorge itselfupon the richness

of [Schwickerathswider's]

earth tone colors and enig

matic subjects.

pair, the two

artists have

assembled a

substantial

body of

work con-

sisting, pre-

dominately

of oils on canvas, but a few
examples of egg tempera on

massonite are interspersed as

well.

Both artists have some-

what similar styles and exhib-

iting their

pieces in tan-

dem is very

appropriate

and adds a

great sense of

dynamism to

their overall

show.

The paintings these

women artists have chosen to

include in their show demon-
strate a sophisticated and al-

most elegant, gestural qual-

ity.

Schwickerathswider'

s

style, in oil, is wonderful! She
deals primarily with ideas of

religion.

The viewer's eye is in-

vited to gorge itself upon the

richness of her earth tone col-

ors and
enigmatic
subjects.
"Saint
Francis and

the Holy
Trinity" was
one such

painting.

Similarly, Bergquist'

s

workretains an electric vibra-

tion of color which gives life

to her portraits.

She paints large faces with

exaggerated features and hu-

morous or

sometimes

dazed ex-

pressions.

They
seem to

stare out

from their

large scale

canvas homes enveloping the

viewer in their soft, volumi-

nous shapes and hypnotic col-

ors.

"My Red Self," I believe

Berquist's work retains an

electric vibration of color

which gives life to her

portraits.

to be her best in this respect,

when you first see it, the color

rebound almost knocks you
over!

The work produced for

this show is very good, but I

would like to offer one criti-

cism of its display.

I was a little distracted

and not particularly fond of

the black environment they

constructed out of trash bags

and fabric.

I understand it may have

been to emphasize the "holy"

or "gothic" theme, and 1 actu-

ally like the barrier idea to

divide the hallway into sepa-

rate rooms.

However, 1 found myself

constantly looking, down at

the floor for fear of slipping

or breaking something.

Maybe that was my own
personal paranoid trip, regard-

less there are two points to

this criticism.

First, don't cheapen your

year long efforts by "half ass-

ing" your installation day; its

like not spell checking your

thesis.

Second and more impor-

tantly, the paintings in this

show are good enough to be

displayed without any exte-

rior aides.

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

Apr 16-17

Dance Workshop 8:00 p.m. Cossitt Gym
Arwen Wilder thesis 10:00 p.m. Cossitt Gym
Apr 16-18

Greek Comedy 8:00 p.m. Taylor

Peer Gynt 8:00 p.m.

MUSIC

Pikes Peak Center

Apr 16

C.S. Symphony 8:00p.m. Pikes Peak Center

Apr 17

Joanne Rande Taylor

Apr 18

C.C. New Music

Ensemble 3:00 p.m. Packard

Apr 19

Stevens,Kroth,Grace 8:00 p.m. Packard

Ani Difranco 7:00 p.m. Gaylord

Apr 20
Alice Di Micele 8:00 p.m. Bemis Lounge

Photo by Chris Flood

This piece entitled "St. Francis and The Holy Trinity" can

be seen in Packard along with several other works by

seniors Cindy Berquist and Angie Schwickerathswider.

Wilder presents dance thesis
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

Arwen Wilder' s senior

Dance/Drama thesis recital is

a complex exercise that tries

to reconcile text and dance.

Wilder's thesis statement was

to answer the question ofhow
dance and drama can be used

together.

In her attempt to answer

(or perhaps just address) the

question. Wilder chose four

texts that she thought would

lend themselves to dance.

Wilder wrote one of the

texts and then chose three oth-

ers: "Housekeeping" by

Marilyn Robinson, "Rock-a-

bye" by Samuel Beckett and a

narrative poem by Caroline

Forsche.

The show features 13

people who will read and

dance to Wilder's direction.

Wilder says of her show,

"It was a very difficult ex-

periment. I tried to answer the

problem in four really differ-

ent ways. I know text and

dance are really trendy now,

but it isn't being done well.

They ignore the text. .. that is,

they are meticulous with the

movements, but the whole

thing must be done like a

"It's movement at its

best," some random badly

dressed student submitted

verbally.

Wilder's show goes up on

Sunday, April 1 8 at 8:30 p.m.

in the basement of Cossitt

Hall. The show will last for

about a half-hour.

Phoio by Bill Sum-

Kristin VanLoon and Maggie Jastraemsky prepare the

performance of Arwen Wilder's Dance/Drama thesis.
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Joanne Rand and

her band visit CC
Press Release

Joanne Rand, singer-

songwriter and recording art-

ist with a devoted following

in the Western States, will

bring her powerful "acoustic

ritual" to Gaylord Hall on Sat,

April 17 at 8:00 p.m.

Rand 's riveting talents re-

cently garnered her a position

as finalist in the 1992 Best of

The Bay contest, coming in

12th in a field of 530.

A native of the Deep

South with three self-pro-

duced recordings.

Joanne Rand's music is a

progressive folk-rock blend

of genres with a compelling

environmental and political

theme.

Joanne Rand's new 4-

piece acoustic fusion band

burst on the scene last year.

They use stand-up and

electric bass, percussion, traps

and harmony vocals to ac-

company Rand's keyboard

and guitar. The Little Big

Band weaves a rich enhance-

ment for modem music.

Joanne Rand's perfor-

mance work goes tjeyond a

musical experience, eliciting

such comments as, "To see

Joanne Rand perform is to

take part in a ritual designed

to heal us all and startle us

into consciousness. . . her

stage presence is electrify-

ing!" raved Matrix Magazine

in 1991.

Her songs, unflinching

cries for the Earth's plight and

celebration ofits Ufe, are trans-

formative anthems of the

planet itself.

For more information call

389-6822. The Concert is

sponsored by EnAct as a part

of CC Earth Week 1993.

Courtesy of College Relations

Joanne Rande and her band will perform in Gaylord.

Theatre workshop slated to perform

award winning play this weekend

Press Release

The Labors of Chuckius

and the Labor ofChickius, a

two-act, light-hearted Greco-

Roman comedy, will be per-

formed from April 15-18 at

8:00p.m. in TaylorHall. Tick-

ets for the four free, public

performances -vrill be avail-

able April \1 at the Womer
Campus Center main desk.

The focus of the play is on

Chuckius, the half-mortal,

half-god son of Zeus whose

not-so-secret identity is an

ongoing source of humor for

his Greek peers.

After offending Hera,

Zeus ' s wife, Chuckius isgiven

three labors to undertake

which he must complete be-

fore hecan receive absolution

from the gods.

By combining a farcical

mimicking of classical Greek

heroes with an"elevated"{but

accessible) sense of Greek

humor, student playwright

Coco Chanel (a.k.a. Karl de

Costa) has created a witty sat-

ire of classical Greek mythol-

ogy-

The humor is elevated

when the production's tech-

nical crew becomes involved

in the drama on stage.

The play, written by se-

nior Art History major

Photo by Chris Flood

Theatre Workshop members rehearse for their upcoming

performance of Karl de Costa's award winning play.

Chanel/de Costa, was the win-

ner of this year's play writing

contest, sponsoredby the The-

$3 off

$3 off

Independent records & video

3030 E. Platte/123 E. Bijou

ater Workshop. Fifteen CC

students were cast for the per

formance.

$3otf

$3 off

CALL 444-8888

Buy one 14"

Large Pizza with
one toppoing for

only

and get a

FREE order of

TWISTY BREAD
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Dance Workshop

Press Release

Photo by BiU Starr

Shona Curley swings into action at a recent rehearsal.

The large cast, consisting

of first-year students to se-

niors, will perform an array of

works. A ballet and a solo tap

piece are from the more clas-

sical realm, andjazz and mod-

em stylesmove toward amore
interpretive scene.

The workshop then trav-

els into the world of oddity

and surrealism, performing a

specialty trapeze act, a 1970's

disco spoof and a dance in-

volving garbage cans.

Concert performed by faculty

CC Music Department

Dance Workshop will

show the spring in their step

in their annual Spring concert

Friday, April 16 and Satur-

day, April 17 at 8:30 p.m. in

Cossitt gym.

The performance is free

and open to the public. All

aspects of the show-from

lighring to choreography to

dance-are created and ex-

ecuted by students.

A poetic Spring concert

of classical and romantic

pieces from composers Carl

Weber, John Ireland and

Johannes Brahms will be per-

formed in "An Artists' Con-

cert" Monday, April 19 at 8:00

p.m. in Packard Hall. The

performance is free and open

to the public.

Members of Colorado

College's musicfaculty, clari-

netist Daryll Stevens, cellist

Susan Smith and pianist Su-

san Grace, will play the lyri-

cal sounds ofWeber's Grande

Duo Concertante, John

Ireland' s Fantasy-Sonata, and

Johannes Brahms' Trio for

Clarinet, Cello, and Piano.

Stevens is an active solo

musician and has performed

with the Colorado Springs

Symphony, the Colorado Col-

lege Summer Conservatory

and the Colorado College

Trio.

She is also a member of

Soundscapes, an ensemble

which specializes in the per-

formance of contemporary

music.

Smith is principal cel-

hst in the Colorado Springs

Symphony, Taylor Meino-

rial Chamber Players, the

Colorado Springs Chorale,

the Colorado Opera Festi-

val Orchestra and

Soundscapes.

Grace has performed

solo, in chamber recitals

and as a soloist with or-

chestras in the United

States, Europe, the former

Soviet Union and China.

Grace is also the artis-

tic director of the Colorado

College Summer Conser-

vatory and Music Festival.

Folk guitarist plays Bemis
The talented Di Micele makes first visit to Springs

Press Release

Singer, guitarist,

songwriter Alice Di Micele

(dee mis-ELLIE) will play her

style of new folk music on

Tuesday, April 20 at 8:00 p.m.

in Bemis Lounge.

Good Times of Santa

Cruz, Califomiahas said, "Her

guitar ability is setting her

apart from the sea of folk art-

ists whose repertoire consists

mostly of strumming."

A musician and singer

since childhood, Di Micele

Photo by Christopher Briscoe

Musician Alice Di Micele performs at Bemis this week.

notes, "I love all kinds of

music, be-bop to bluegrass,

and everything in between."

She has toured in the

United States and the United

Kingdom and has also found

the time to release four al-

bums since 1988.

Her albums include: "Too

Controversial," "Its a

Miracle," "Make a Change"

and "Searching."

The topics of her music

include passionate social com-

mentary, love songs and cel-

ebrationsofthe natural world.

Bill Varble of The Mail

Tribune in Oregon has said,

"Di Micele's voice is a big,

supple instrument that can

take a lyric from breathy inti-

macy to funky scat to jolting

lyricism and back again in a

few bars."

Jazz guitarist Mimi Fox

has called the singer-

songwriter someone "who
stretches the perimeters of

'folk' music to the bursting

point."

The free concert is spon-

sored by Shove Council, the

Non-Violence House, CCCA
and BGALA.

Di Micele's concert is in a

continuing series of concerts

to raise awareness and issues

forthe Colorado College cam-

pus.

RJ.'s

"Images"
Our apologies to R.J.

Gallardo for not adequately

covering his senior art show.

The show, "Images,"

will debut Monday night at

7:00 pm in Packard Hall.

Gallardo has spent the

last block making the final

preparations for the show-

ing. The works are a selec-

tion of his works at Colo-

rado College.

-Arts Editors

SPORT
SANDALS

• SotI nylon straps.

• Comloitoble, secure (it.

• Built-in atch suppoil.

• Easy on and off.

• All-Tettain sole.

SPORTSANDALS

Mountain Chalet
226 N.Tejon* 633-0732

CCS OUTDOOR CONNECTION
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Frogpile returns to CC
By Elliot Page

Catalyst Staff

Imagine another Friday

night at Colorado College.

Imagine heading to another

Livesounds show in

McGregor. You've done it

before. Imagine that famil-

iar waft of stale beer. See-

ing all the same faces. Keg
line. You've been there.

This time it's just a little

different. The beer, the

faces-just like before-but

the sound is fresh. This is a

new, unique challenge to the

unwilling ear-a tinful of

ideas never opened before.

This is Frogpile.

Frogpile' s music moves

you in new ways. A funky

bass line draws you in, set-

ting you up for a trumpet

melody. An unusual drum

feel keeps you guessing but

moving too while sweeping

guitar solos simply blow

you away. The tunes, mosdy
original, involve harmonies

between trumpet and guitar

and between vocalists, and

are full of timely changes

(often changing time signa-

tures as well).

Frogpile began in

Packard Hall at Colorado

College in early 1992 as a

trio with Eben Grace on
guitar, Brian McDougal on

bass and Raoul de Rossiter

ondrums. Widely acknowl-

edged by Colorado Springs

musicians as among the best

players on their respective

instnmients, the three took

their time preparing their

material while waiting for

Grace to graduate. Both

Grace and McDougal hold

degrees in music from Colo-

rado College. The band

moved to Boulder in the late

spring after playing a few

gigs in the Springs. From
there, they took on Matt

Planer as a lead singer and

trumpet player, adding a

fullness to the band's sound.

The band returned to

rock their old stomping

ground last Friday, playing

before a crowd in Mc-
Gregor. AfterCC bandPsy-

chotic Mary opened up,

Frogpile brought out some

polished old material, such

as "Space is the Place" and

"Jack the Pirhana," as well

as some surprises, such as a

cover of Led Zep's "Moby
Dick" which switched from

triple time tocommon time.

This seemed particularly

true ofde Rossiter, who was
on top of every change.

Grace, quite possibly the

best and certainly one of the

most original rock guitar-

ists currently playing in

Colorado, ornamented the

music with his blend of

smoking blues licks, angu-

lar jazz lines and lighten-

ing-speed sweeps of the up-

per register.

Frogpile will play the

DeluxeTavern onEastBijou

with CC band Faceplant on

April 30 and May 14.

Syracuse Abroad

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •

ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •

ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN

• Courses Taught in English and Host Country

Language

•SU Credit

• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars

• Internships

• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCL^L ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

^

1-800-235-3472

THELONIOUS
MONSTER

Beautiful Mess
3 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs

BUTTHOLE SURFERS
Independent Worm

Salloon

4 Faces, 2.5 Light Bulbs

Look Ma...

4 Faces, 2 Light Bulbs

How to read the Arts:

Smiley Faces are the

entertainment value, with

5 faces being the best.

Light Bulbs represent the

intellectual value, again 5

being the best

tendoni
$1i5l

Madrid $349*

Amsterdam $365*

Frankfurt $370*

Zurich $370*

Rome $399*

Council Travel
1138 13th StreeKOn the Hill)

Bouldei, CO 80302

303-447-8101 • 1-800-743-1813

New Releases
THELONIOUS MONSTER Beautiful Mess-UenWon

the name Thelonious Monster around the Los Angeles area

and you will probably find a good number of people who
have encountered the name before. Unfortunately, the

name has not spread as successfully around the rest of the

country. The band's new album Beautiful Mess might

finally get them the attention they have been seeking.

Beautiful Mess is a strange but likeable combination of

rock, folk and Tom Waits. The mixture of these styles

qualifies them as an "alternative" band.

Their songs address a variety of topics ranging from

the funny (i.e."Song For A Politically Correct Girl From

The Valley" to the down and out i.e. "Adios Lounge")

sides of life. The group has the ability to chum out some

snazzy tunes, but they lack the consistency that is neces-

sary to produce a first rate album. Tom Waits, Micheal

Penn and Soul Asylum make guest appearances to help out

their friends. In fact, it seems that the band has traits of

each of the three guest artists. Although the quality of the

songs varies, the album succeeds in raising Thelonious

Monster to a more respectable status in the alternative

music world. (3 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

BUTTHOLE SURFERS Independent-Those acid-fried

kings of warped and demented hardcore, are back with a

new album and their first on a major label, the 17-track

Independent Worm Saloon. Produced by Led Zep

minordomo John Paul Jones, Worm wastes no time in

parodying the many genres of rock n' roll. There's the

Ministry-ish industrial hardcore of "Who Was In My
Room Last Night?" and "Some Dispute Over T-Shin

Sales" (Where singer Gibby is obviously influenced by his

stint on Ministry's "Jesus Built My Hotrod"); there's the

country pastiches of"The Wooden Song" and "The Ballad

of Naked Man'" and there's the typical Surfers fare of

warped psychedelian "Strawberry' and "The Annoying

Song", where Gibby sings like a chihuahua on too much
helium. The standout track, however, is the closer "Clean

It Up", with its bass line straight out of the depths of hell

and vocals solely consisting of mutated vomiting. Classy.

(4 Faces, 2.5 Light Bulbs).

MAD KAP LookMa Duke, No Hands-A rap group from

New York with a definitely happenin' house music style,

Mad Kap's album is FUNKY. The band is comprised of

members Coke, Motif and Dr. Soose, the three together

have created a jammin' album.

Coke and Motif are the vocals for Mad Kap, both

singers complement each other nicely to create very funky

rhymes and vocals. Even more than the lyrics, a new twist

that really seperates MadKap from the rest of the rap scene

are the excellent tnimpet backgrounds played by Dr.Soose.
"Here Comes the Break" and "Proof is in the Puddin'" are

the best examples of Dr. Soose's trumpet playing ability.

Some other jammin' tunes are "Ph*ck What Ya Heard"

(with some ever so popular reggae sounds in the back-

ground), and "Dopest Verse".

With Dr. Soose and his trumpet adding a jazzy spice,

and Coke and Motif working their vocal magic. Mad Kap
has created a new sound and dimension to house style rap

and funk. (4 Faces, 2 Light Bulbs)

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon

632-6161

. O1992BIRKENST0CK
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Best buy
for a buck
By Mike Rabinovitch

Catalyst Sports Editor

A few niglits ago my
friend Stich and I made tlie

trek to Denver during rush

hour to catch a Roclcies

game. Upon entering Mile

High Stadium for the first

time I couldn ' t help but pic-

ture an evening in late De-

cember. The open sky is

filled with snowflakes as a

capacity crowd stands and

cheers. When I first glanced

at the scoreboard I thought

1 saw the Broncos trailing

the Browns by four with a

minute and twenty seconds

left in the fourth quarter, A
chill started at the base of

my neck and spread

throughout my body, awak-

ening me from my dream of

wildcard playoff madness.

1 began to sink into the grim

reality that it was not foot-

ball season, but, in fact, I

was at a baseball game, and

it was still snowing, lightly.

I glanced at my ticket

stub that read rockpile -

$1.00, and tried to figure

out why the small section

beyond the left center fence

was called the rockpile. I

See Rockies Pg. 18

Tigers trounce Cougars, run past Rams
By Jesse Yuran

Catalyst Staff

Watch out folks, the Ti-

gers are on the loose! The

Cougars of BYU must have

felt like Daniel walking into

the Tigers (hons?) den. They
faced an opponent so power-

ful, socunning, so determined,

the CC Tigers.

The Tigers were driven

men, spurred on by Coach
Steve Seville's inspirational

address. Bevelle was quoted

as warmly stating that notonly

he, but his whole team would

retire from the sport if they

lost to this rag-tag group of

Cavaliers with bad attitudes

and worse uniforms.

The Tigers exploded to a

5-2 half-time lead, largely due

to the scoring of Max
Caulkins, Will King, Ted
Nusbaum and the consistent

groups of mid fielders. The

fearless leaderofthemid field-

ers Chuck Jones, is a soft-

spoken often overlooked

player. Jones claims "The

offense's success is due to

more ball movement, and

great coaching by Sam Jack-

son and Jeff Carr." Chuck

Jones scored a quiet 2 goals

for the Tigers onSaturday. As

to why the senior captain is

such an underrated player, it's

not because of lack of ability,

Photo by Chris FU)od

Will King cradles around a Colorado State defender

ground ball after ground ball

and robbed Cougar attackmen

time and time again. The ag-

it's a lack of height.

Defensively, Ezra Bayles

once again played a stellar

game stopping almost every-

thing and tallying more than

20 saves.

The scrappy defense out-

hustled and out hit the Cou-

gars as the Tiger's tallied

The week in preview
Saturday, April 17

Men's Lacrosse vs. University of Denver

Men's and

Women's Track at Grinnell De Long Classic

Men's Baseball vs. University of Denver

Monday, April 19

Men's Tennis vs. Colorado Christian

Women's Tennis vs. Colorado Christian

Tuesday, April 20

Men's Tennis vs. Metro State

Wednesday, April 21

Men's Baseball vs. Metro State

Saturday, April 24

Men's Lacrosse vs. Colorado School of Mines

Sunday, April 25

Men's Baseball vs. Colorado School of Mines

Tuesday, April 26

Men's Tennis vs. Southern Colorado

Wednesday, April 27

Men's Tennis vs. Regis University

Women's Tennis vs. Regis University

1:00 p.m. Washburn Field

9:30 p.m.

11:00 a.m.

Grinnell, Iowa

3:00 p.m. Golden, CO
3:00 p.m. Golden, CO

4:00 p.m. El Pomar

4:00 p.m. Memorial Park

1:00 p.m. Washburn Field

11:00 a.m. Memorial Park

3:00 p.m. El Pomar

3:00 p.m. El Pomar
3:00 p.m. El Pomar

gressive play of the defense

led to numerous fast break

opponunities for the offense.

In the second half the Cou-

gars fared no better, as the

Tigers applied salt to the Cou-

gars' festering sores. Mid
fielders Lou Bartell, Chris

Smith and Jeff Short all con-

tributed to the scoring. Josh

Christian supplied excitement

by severely damaging a Cou-

gar attackman. BYU growl

was much worse than its bite

as the game finished 1 1-5.

The red-hot men's team

had to defend its turf once

again, as CSU labeled the

Tigers as a "mediocre team at

best, with little or no talent."

This comment is a strong iir-

gument for not legalizing hal-

lucinogenic drugs.

Max Caulkins displayed

his "meager talent" by rip-

ping shots in the upper right

corner, upper left comer and

through the legs of the CSU
goalkeeper. Will King and

Ted Nusbaum gave the Rams
a clinic on passing and shoot-

ing, feeding each other and

teammates Lou Battel and

Chris Smith for goal after

breathtaking goal.

The untalented defense of

CC made the CSU offense

wish it had stayed in Fort

Collins and gone cow-tip-

ping. The midfield defense

supplied by Mike Harkins,

Chris Soskin, Tom Bryant and

Adrian Utch proved too much
for the Rams' much vaunted

offense.

"Defense was the key,"

statesjunior defensemen An-

drew Daugherty. " We have

stymied opponents by giving

them the long shots, but not

the accurate ones."

The Tigers were ahead at

one point by a score of 9-1,

and held on to win 10-6.

Coach Steve Beville believes

the team has what it takes,

"This team can win the league,

but we have got to stay

healthy. The team is coming

together as a unit, everyone is

playing harder and smarter,

all we have to do is keep up

the hard work."

The Tigers will face the

Pioneers from DU tomorrow

so grab a few friends andcome

cheer the Tigers to victory.

Track treks to Western
By Blain Olsen

Catalyst Staff

Last Saturday, the CC
Men's Track Team ventured

to Gunnison for the Western

State Invitational. While only

three team members were able

to make the trip (the rest of the

team was busy sleeping when

the 6:00 a.m. departure time

arrived), the trip proved to be

eventful thanks to the road

conditions on the west side of

Monarch Pass.

It seems that, as the Ti-

gers' van was cresting the hill

on Monarch Pass, Mother Na-

ture had laid down a sheet of

ice over the road, causing quite

a problem even for coach Ted

"Andretti" Castaneda. The

van began sliding down the

hill and, much to the dismay

of the occupants, Castaneda

along with senior Kris

O'Conner, Junior Montel

Taylor and Sophomore Chris

Flood, nothing could be done

to slop it. Fortunately, the

van came to rest against a

siderail and everyone was all

right.

With this little obstacle

mounted, the team continued

on its journey to

Gunnison,where they arrived,

psyched up and ready to run

See Track Pg. 19
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Rockies
From Rockies Pg. 17

grabbed Stitch, who was al-

ready clutching two polish,

adraft beer, and sat us down

in the nearest pair of open

seats.

I relaxed as much as I

could with the temperature

dropping almost as fast as

Rockies batsmen. TheMets

jumped out to a six run lead

as the Rockies collected

only two hits prior to the

eighth inning. Stich and I

were both surprised because

even though the Rockies

trailed six to nothing, and a

shutout seemed inevitable,

most of the fans were brav-

ing the freezing drizzle to

watch every last out. Stitch

reminisced about past

games he had seen at Shea

and Yankee stadiums, while

I told my share of Candle-

stick anecdotes.

We sat through a fairly

lacklusterfirstseveninnings

coming to the conclusion

that at least half of the

57,483 patrons truly

beleived that John Elway

would come up to the plate

in the bottom of the ninth

and save the day. I take

nothing away from the

Rockies fans, in fact I ap-

plaud their enthusiasm. I

just hope thatthey don't turn

into the soft baseball fans

that frequent most parks

around the country.

The Rockies finally got

on the scoreboard in the bot-

tom of the eighth inning

when Eric Young hit a bases

loaded triple which riled the

crowd into a frenzy and cut

the deficit to three runs.

Stitch and I were elated to

see the fans in the outfield

bleachers on their feet,

chanting the first names of

theirhometown heros at the

plate. It reminded us of the

scene in the movie Major

League when the entire sta-

dium sang "Wild Thing" as

their fireballing pitchertook

the mound in the top of the

ninth.

1 had a great time at the

game and look forward to

catching a few more before

I go home to my beloved

Giants and my stellarseason

ticket seats two rows be

hind the plate.

Answer to last
week's trivia:

Stanford Uni-
versity holds
the record for
most NCAA
titles ever.

CC press release

Soccer

Senior forward Rob Lipp, who earned AU-American

honors after helping the Colorado College men's soccer

team to its best season ever in 1 992, has signed a one-year

contract to play for the Colorado Foxes of the American

Professional SoccerLeague. " It's pretty healthy for a first-

year contract," said Lipp, a psychology major who scored

29 goals in three seasons with the Tigers including 1 7 in the

last campaign. "It wasn't really negotiable, but I didn't need

to negotiate. I'm happy with it."

Colorado's 26-match APSL schedule begins May 8 in

Florida against the Fort Lauderdale Strikers. The Foxes,

who play their home matches at Englewood Stadium, are

defending champions of die seven-team league that also

has fanchises in L.A., Montreal, Tampa, Toronto and

Vancouver.

Lipp finished the '92 season as CCs second leading

scorer with 49 points (17g, 15a), He received third-team

Ail-American from the National Soccer Coaches Associa-

tion of America, as well as first-team honors in the

NSCAA All-West Region and Rocky Mountain Intercol-

legiate Soccer all-conference voting.

Tennis

TheCC Men's tennis team prepare for the home stretch

of the 1993 season with four matches diis week. The men's

team hosted UCCS on Tuesday and Eastern Montana on

Thursday. Next is a trip to Regis University on Friday. On

Monday the team will navel to Colorado Christian. All

matches begin at 3:00 p.m.

The men dropped an (8-1) decision to USC to fall to

4-7 in dual matches this season. Freshmen Adam Adair

and Minh Thai comined for the Tigers' only victory at No.

3 doubles.

Baseball

The Tigers, 5-13 after last weekend's doubleheader,

split at New Mexico Highlands University, are scheduled

to meet the University of Denver on the road in another

twinbill staning at 11:00 a.m. this Saturday. CC lost last

week's opener to the Cowboys, 12-8, before bouncing

back to win the nightcap, 6-5. Senior righthander Todd

Holmes huried 5 1/3 strong innings in the second game,

allowing four runs and five hits with three strikeouts and a

pair of walks. Freshman Hank Biemacki pitched 1 2/3

innings of relief, giving up just one unearned run. Sopho-

more outfielder Josh Vitt went 4-for-8 at the plate in the

two games, doubling three times and scoring three runs in

the opener. Sophomore shortstop Rob Toole was 3-for-7

for the day including a two-bagger and RBI in the first

game as well as a couple of runs scored in the second.

NBA players may make a lot of money per

game, but in April two individuals earned

chances to make enormous amounts of cash

on one shot. Who won and who lost?

Laundry

Cleaners

Expires 4130/93

1931 W. Unitah (1/2 block west of King Soopers)

Lady tiger tennis

Photo By Chris Flood

Women's tennis is approaching the end of the season

with several home matches which provide a great

chance for the Tigers to improve their record. After a

strong start they have faltered, dropping four in a

row. They hope to change that this weekend.

The women's tennis team begins a four match stretch

this next week. The women play Metropolitan State on

Wednesday, Eastern Montana on Thursday and Regis Fn

day. The Lady Tigers dien travel to Colorado Christian the

following Monday.

The Lady Tigers were defeated by Metro State (5-4),

Oral Roberts (5^), Colorado State Univerity (6-3) and the

University of Southern Colorado (7-2).

BEY I
What's 1 Block Away,
and a World Apart...

Taylor

Travel

636-3871

Where our experience

gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon
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Gunners get by near scare on icy road
From Track Pg. 17

the world's highest track.

spite the altitude, Mike

nvell's world record in the

jgjurnp was not threatened.

What did threaten com-

litors however, were

oiitel Taylor's times in the

Om and 200m. Taylor, still

early season form, ran an

,46 in the 100m and came

ci to post a 22.8 in the

Om.

the 1500m, CC entered

ins Flood, who finished in

line of 4:47.5. The only

jerrunner in both the 400m
dthe 800m was O'Conner,

came out strong in the

Om, running a season best

le of 53.9. The altitude

ikits toll in the 800m, how-
as O'Conner ran a

0,6.

All in all, the day turned

alright for the CC com-

ilors, despite the shaky

The ride back to the

[ingsproved uneventful, no

ibt tljanks to Castaneda's

Photo by Chris Flood

Montel Taylor strides neck in neck at Western State.

defensive driving style. Cur- heldSat, April 17inGrinnell,

rently, the Tigers are gearing Iowa. Come on out and cheer

up for their next meet being themtovictory(justkidding'

iger rugby loses, parties

Ted Smith

'Myst Staff

I, your humble reporter,

I the privilege of witness-

ihe secret ceremony of

Scmm-Half toss this past

:kend.

The legendary Brian

It, captain and scrum-half

The Colorado College

;by Team, was seen fly-

naked through the air and

islidingover a beer soaked

Ich of mylar to the finish

The event was conducted
the icy slopes of a

inison backyard.

Everyone was a winner

weekend even though the

teamdid not win the game
ihanks to Brian, the team
ked away with the presti-

«s Scrum-Half Toss title

tr their belts.

Tossing for the team were
ice Horton and Zack (at

time not stoned) Jones.

Wng the event was CC's
president Matt Douglas.

In, you are one sick and

1 dude! Lance Horton

'gave us an amazing show
length in his incredible

iJn lift! -SUCKERS-
promised, Sean

bo" McBride "let it all

1 out" during his induc-

ofdance of the Zulu War-
On a rating of 1 (inch)

X I give him a 6 (in.) (that

ke way is taking into ac-

"t the beer and cold
llier).

Now the audacity award.

This accolade was presented

to a Western player. He had

the extreme manliness to sing

a very sexist and crude song

about Western State women
while three of them were in

the room. Congratulations

Tracy!

About the game, as I ear-

lier said the CC Club lost 9-

15. It was a hard fought match

in which the team lost 4 play-

ers to injury. We showed im-

provement but lost the game
due to critical errors.

The only points for CC
were scored off kicks as the

Tigers kicked as well as a CC

place-kicker on the football

team. I scored the nine points

with rather sporadic accuracy

but did rally for an incredible

40 yard field goal. If I would

have scored on other oppor-

tunities, the Tigers might

have won 18-15.

As a parting shot, every-

one who was at the party at

222 Uintah, Saturday night

needs to taste their beer. Bet-

ter or not let Tom Eddy and

ScottGrosscup bartend. You
guys are amazing!

The team's next test is Sat-

urday in Denver at 1 :30 p.m.

against the Harlequins. Good
luck to us.

Brooms and Bats
By Sheryle Tamagini
Catalyst Staff

This Monday the

Goobers played the Stale

Bagels in an aggressive,

though not very skilled

broomball game. In the be-

ginningofthe Istperiod.the

Goobers dominated offense

with theiraggressiveness, but

they also had quick and

thoughtful defensive plays

when the Stale Bagels started

to come back. The score at

the end of the first period

was 2-1, Goobers.

In the second period, both

teams showed good team-

work making passes that re-

sulted in repeated shots on

goal. It was the Goobers,

however, that shot more and

put more in-maybe because

the Stale Bagels switched

goalies so often. The Stale

Bagels attempted a come-

back in the last few minutes

of the game, but time ran out

and the Goobers won, 4-1.

Softball had The Bad
News Bears squeek by by

one yesterday in tense coed

league. B league has the

Soggy Potatoe Chips on a 3

game winning streak after

their most recent victim,

Doeggies. With this action

maybe even the sun will

come out.
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Need a Study Break?

Come to a new kind of Cof-

feehouse on Sunday April 18

at 7:00 p.m. in Armstrong

Lxjbby. Featuring performers

from CC and the community.

(An extension oftheCCCom-
munity Kitchen)

Open House

Saturday April 17, 9:30 a.m.-

5:00 p.m. CC is holding its

annual Open House for ad-

mitted students. Please at-

tend and show your love of

CC. For more information

contact the Admissions Of-

fice at ext. 6344.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

New Members Needed

The Leisure Program Funds

Committee is recruitingmem-
bers for the 93-94 year. Ifyou

want to have some say in how
money is spent on campus,

join the LPF! Come to a spe-

cial introductory meeting on

Monday, April 26 at 12:00

Womer 218 (first day of

Blocks). We'll even feed you

free pizza! If interested, call

Georgia at ext 6800 by the

end of Block 7.

Ani DiFranco

"Thrash-folk" singer, will be

in concert on Mon, April 1 9 at

7:00 p.m. in Gaylord. Spon-

sored by BGALA.

Goodwill Donations

Need someplace to put those

old clothes? There is now a

Goodwill clothing donation

box in the lower level of the

Womer Center, under the

stairway by the Womer sfti-

dent mail boxes.

Remembering the Holo-
caust:

History and Revisionism

Sunday April 18, 1993 in

BemisLoungefrom 2:(X)-5:00

p.m. For more information

contact Kathy at Shove
Chapel at ext. 6638.

Take Back the Night!

Thursday, April 29 at 7:00

p.m. Meet at the flagpole for

a rally and march to unite the

CC and Colorado Springs

community against violence

against women.

Employment

Vicarious Travel around
the US

The Admissions Office seeks

a work-study intern for the

93-94 academic year to co-

ordinate the Alumni Admis-

sions college fair program.

General office work also in-

volved. Job descriptions at

Cutler hall reception desk.

Deadline for applications ~

April 26.

Information

The Peace Corps will have an

information table set up in

Perkins Lounge Mon.-Wed.,

April 19-21 from 9:30 a.m.-

1:00 p.m. For more
informaion contact Patti

Spoelman at ext. 6893.

Summer Positions

Girl Scout Camp: general

counselors, cooks, horseback

riding instructors. Minimum
age 18. GSWWC, 3535

Parkmoor Vill, Colorado

Springs,CO 80917-5298. For

more information contact

(719)597-8603.

Interviews

On campus recmiting news:

The Limited isrecruiting here

at CC on Monday April 19

from 1:00-4:30 p.m. The

Peace Corps also will be hold-

ing interviews Mon.-Wed.,

April 19-21 from 1:00-3:00

p.m. For more information

contact Patti Spoelman at ext.

6893.

Cruise Ships Now Hiring

Earn $2,000+/month & world

travel. Holiday, Summer and

Careeremploymentavailable.

No experience necessary. For

employment program call 1-

206-634-0468 ext. C5892.

Summer Intern Wanted
CC student wanted for paid

Tlaoh
For your contributions to

the Senior Class

Campaign

Donors as of March 11, 1993

Seniors

sSS.'^Ffk,:ES? At"!?' !?^'? Andenion Kurt Anderson, Wend y Anderson, Kara Avers, Paul
BlaA HS'e5^L?Adrii^= Rl?v r- '^%^'^}S^- ^?^ Beardselv Meagan'sillings, Lewis Bis<i«ip, S.acy

D^n C^l!^?i,^r,SSSr- B<5"3emanB^elchen Corbln, dSnore Cryslal'corneB, Brian cSS^S
oJcoi R^;S?fi£^T^^??^- ''^ S"^- Chrislophe' Danenhowcr, Anne'oean, Carl deCosta, Susan

;rISi^ K?,Si" i,?T^' ,
?^" Dennis, Diana diSlefano, Michael Drennan, Zacharv brennen Alex SSl

'^il!lT'- 5f* """"^'i^'k Mullallv, Peler Mulvihill.Jviia MunS. Bret, Chrilunat^((]££?, A

Summer Admission Intem

position. Duties include lead-

ing tours ofcampus, develop-

ing computer projects and

completing general office as-

signments. Job description in

the Admission office in Cut-

ler Hall. Deadline for appli-

cations is April 21.

Nanny Needed

CC student wanted for nanny

position in Denver. All day

Mon., Wed. and Fri. 9:00-

5:00. Two adorable children

and excellent pay. For more

informaion please call Naomi
at (303) 741-1959.

Travel

Go See France

There are still space available

for study in France in the

spring of 1994 with CC,
Blocks 5-7 in Perpignan,

Block 8 in Paris. Live with a

French family and immerse

yourself in the French lan-

guage and culture, for more

info, or to register, call the

Romance Languages Depart-

ment at ext. 6635 or Prof.

Paheau at ext. 6623.

Misc.

For Rent
Summer apartment for rent

from June-Aug. 1 bedroom -

lots of light. Call Brian at

work, ext. 6515.

Wanted
Female, non-smoking, cat-

lover to share 2nd floor, 2-

bedroom apartment from

June-Aug. Two bath, living

room, dining room & large

airy kitchen. Rent $240 plus

utilities. Only 3 blocks from

campus. CallJenat473-2275.

National Prayer Day
Come to the First Annual
Manitou Springs Prayer Lun-

cheon on May 6, from 11:30

a.m. to 1 :30 p.m., Briarhurst

Manor Inn (404 Manitou
Ave.). Tickets are $10 in ad-

vance. For more information

contact SuzieHawkins at 685-

5171.

Must Sell!

Two one-way tickets; Colo-

rado Springs to Houston,

Thursday, April 22. $120.

Leave message for Karen at

635-8107.

Drama
First Strike Theatre will be

performing its fourth annual

musical revue - Brickbats,

Unnatural Acts & the Family

Club. Shows at Poor

Richard's (324 N. Tejon St.)

run May 7-8 and 14-15 at

8:00p.m. and Sunday May 9

at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are $5

general admission, $2 low

income and are available in

advance (call 632-6189) and

at the door. For more info,

contact Mary Sprunger-

Froese at 471-3405.

For Sale

Mac LC with monitor, key-

board and printer. Includes

software. Has 10 megabytes

of RAM. Call Ted at 634-

8007.

Photo Contest

"Capture the Nike Spirit."

The winner of the month will

receive $50 cash and will be

eligible for the grand prize

award of $1,000. For more

information, contact Jack!

Hampton at 310-551-1381.

Personal

Onion Boy
I love you so very much. . ,

happy 17th (of April that is).

Love~the small one

Are You Full of Hot
Air?

Hey! I ! 1 need to contact the

guy I met in the CC Book-

store who plays the bagpipes.

Please give me a call 'cuz 1

want to start playing!

Langdon at ext. 7269.

Gosling

I would like to cordially in-

vite you to a night of sushi and

other activities in celebration

of...

Love-Duckling

Lost
Photo album. It's very im-

portant to me. I lost it some-

where on this campus. Please

call and mention Jackie at ext

6205. Reward if found.

It's Greek to Me
(And probably to you too)

I've lost my Greek text book.

No, it's not a report on the

Greek system at CC, it's for

my class which is studying

the beautiful lyrical language

of the ancients. If you have it

please (puh-Iease) call Scoii

at ext. 7764.

Hey ex-Professor!

We want to know who the

woman is. And "I forgot" is

NOT a valid answer. . .

You know who we are.
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BLOCK VIII April 26 - May 2, 1993 WEEK!

^OPENING OF THEALL CAMPUSARTSHOW
featuring student, faculty and staff artwork.

WRdnesdav. April 28. 1993 - 8:00 pm
WES Atrium Wnmer Center

** OPEN TO THE PUBLIC **

Sponsored by the Arts and Crafts Committee of the Leisure Program.

WOMEN'S REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CARE WEEK

>7lM» , Afwa 27 - 6 pm: Potluck dinner.

Donations accepted. Gaylord Hall in Womer Center.

-Wed.. Aura 211 -7 Dm: Movie concerning women's

reproductive rights. Bemis Lounge.

-Thursday at Fltrvm. AnrU 29: Panel of local religious

leaders vriU discuss "Reiigjon and Choice." Packard Hall.

** OPEN TO THE PUBLIC **

Sponsored by NARAL.
'

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext^jg46

** DON'T FORGET THE
COMMUNITY SERVICE
AWARDS DINNER

^/EDNESDAY, APRIL 28 ***

NEEDED

Volunteer to help a child with water

therapy at the Y one or two times

a week.

Volunteers to help 7th, 8th

and 9th grades

at Horace Mann Jr. High with

language barriers. Most of the

students speak

Korean and Laotian and are learning

English as a second language.

Please contact

the Center for Community

Service, x6846, for more information

about either of these opportunities.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 fat6802

VOLUNTEER!

The May Transitions Abroad" magazine is

in, hot off the press ! It has articles on

volunteer work, along with other pieces

about working, studying and travelling

abroad! (We also have many back issues

available to read.)

WANT TO STUDY A FOREIGN
LANGUAGE IN THE U.S.?'

The OIP can help!! We have information in

our resource library on various short-term

language programs. Come by and check it

out!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE

Womer 233/234 _^^_E»t6338

The CC Asian American Sludenl Union

presents

ETH-NOH-TEC
Nancy Wang and Robot Kikucki-Yngojo

nmnMP<!nAY APRIL 28. 1993

nBMisHALl.-7J10PM

Free and open to the public.

Sponsored by:

Rocky Mountain Asian American

Sludenl Coalilion,

Minority Student Lite Leisure Program,

and COCA

77i« Second Annual

'A NIGHT IN AFRICA"

international Student I.D. Cards (ISlC) are

available through the OIP! These cards are

good for student discounts all over the world

for museums, concerts, hotels, airfare and

more! They also provide you with

emergency assistance and accidental

insurance while abroad. See our office for

details!

Study Abroad Next Fall or Year?

Bring your last-minute questions to an:

TNFORMALPP ^-r'BPAR-n IRKSESSION

with students who have done it!

Monday, May 3, 6:30 pm - Loomis Lounge

cA-nmnAV, MAY 1.1993

7-nn PM - 9-30 PM
PACKARD HALJL

Storyteller, Opalanga Pug/i

and ne Moyo Ajriam Dancm from Denver,

mi Afiicm Fashion Shm. Vendors

of African goods will have booths set up.

" FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC *•

We invite you to dress in

traditional African attire!

Sponsored by BSU,

Office of Minority Sludenl Life, CCCA,

ISO, and Peace Corps.
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Monday
26

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Womer Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Worner Wolcott Room 1 1 7.

12:00pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm - ORG, IV£S Haii.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Worner Howbert Room
216.

3:30-5pm - Beginning Par-

adox. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-
ademic Computing.

*7:30 pm Lecture by
GARY MARX titled, "Win-

dows into the Soul: Sur-

veillance and Society in

the Age of High Technolo-
gy." He Is a Professor of

Sociology at the University

of Colorado, Boulder
Gates Common Room.
Sponsored by the Sociolo-

gy Department and the

Venture Grant Committee.

Tuesday
27

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

"12:00 pm - ISO, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm MEChA, Worner
Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

1-2:30 pm - Transition Life

After CC. A workshop on
how to move from life as a
student to life in the real

world WES Hall.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*6:00 pm - WOMEN'S RE-
PRODUCTIVE HEALTH
CARE WEEK Potluck din-

ner Donations accepted.
Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by NARAL

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel.

*7:00 pm TAKE BACK
THE NIGHT! A rally and
march to unite the CC and
Colorado Springs com-
munities against violence

against women. Worner
Quad.

*7:30 pm - EnACT, WES
Hall.

6:00 pm - Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm REGGAE NIGHT.
Roots and dancehall mus-
ic. Free refreshments with

CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Wednesday
28

*12:00 pm- ASIA Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active tor Peace,
Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar
Room.

12:15 pm - Theatre
Wori<shop, Taylor Hall.

3:30-5pm - Introduction to

E-Mail. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-
ademic Computing.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

5:30-7:30pm - Community
Service Awards Presenta-

tion Dinner. Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by the Center
for Community Service.

6:00 pm
Hall.

NARAL, WES

*7:00 pm - WOMEN'S RE-
PRODUCTIVE HEALTH
CARE WEEK Movie con-
cerning women's repro-

ductive rights. Bemis
Lounge. Sponsored by
NARAL

*8:00 pm - OPENING OF
THE ALL CAMPUS ART
SHOW featuring student,

faculty and staff artwork.

WES Atrium, Worner Cen-
ter Sponsored by the Arts

and Crafts Committee of

the Leisure Program.

*B:00 pm Sexuali Tea,

Women Studies Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT with DJ
Drew Cmmbaugh. Free re-

freshments with CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Thursday,

*11:00 am Thursday-at-

Eleven. WOMEN'S REPRO-
DUCTIVE HEALTH CARE
WEEK Panel of local re-

ligious leaders will discuss

"Religion and Choice."

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by NARAL

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00 pm - AASU. Worner
Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer
20. SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*5:15 pm Amnesty Inter-

national, Worner Greg
Room 212.

*5:30-7:30 pm - Opening
Reception for show in Co-
burn Art Gallery by ERIC
PADDOCK and ROBERT
ADAMS called NEW LAND-
SCAPES. Coburn Art Gal-

lery.

5:30 pm - Political Union,

Worner Peabody Room
218.

*7-10 pm - Arfican women
in the diaspora: a woman-
ist interpretation of literary

influences on "Daughters

of the Dust." Film-lecture-

discussion.Armstrong 300.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free freshments with CC
ID. Tiger Pit
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Friday
30

12:00 pm - Chaverim, Wor-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm Intermediate

QuaOro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

Saturday
1

*7:30pm - Film Series Mo-

vie, AmONIA AND JANE.

$1 or film card; $2 general

admission. Clin 1.

8:00pm - Country-Western

Dance. Learn with a pro-

fessional instructor. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by

Slocum Hall RHA.

*9:30-11:30 am - "Japan's

Changing Economy." A
presentation by three

speakers from Japan. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by

the Japan America Society

and the Japan Colorado

Springs Society.

*4-6:30 pm - SOhAAUA
FUNDRAISER. Live Reggae

band and Zimbabwae food

in exchange for donations.

Proceeds will go to the

American Red Cross's So-

malia Relief Fund. Arm-

strong Quad. Sponsored

by BSU and ISO.

*7:00 pm "A NIGHT IN

AFRICA." Storyteller, Opa-

longa Pugh and The f/layo

African Dancers from Den-

ver and an African Fashion

Show. Vendors of African

goods will have booths set

up. Pacliard Hall. Sponsor-

ed by BSU, Office of l^in-

ority Student Life, CCCA,

ISO and Peace Corps.

Sunday

*3:00 pm - COLORADO
COLLEGE COLLEGIUM
MUSICUM SPRING CON-
CERT. Featured worlds by

women composers, Kas-

sia, Hildegard von Bingen,

Beatritz de Dia, Anne Bol-

eyn, Maddalena Casulana,

Francesca Caccini, Bar-

bara Sirozzi, and Isabella

Leonarda. Free admission.

Pacl<ard Hall. Sponsored

by the Music Department.

On-going
Events

*9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,

Shove Chapel.

me OEADUNE FOR THE MAY 3-9 -THIS WEEK"

IS MONDAY, APRIL 26 AT 4:00 PM. YOU MUST
COMPLETE ONE-FELLSWOOP INFORMATION

SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR EVENT OR
MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS WEEK.' THESE

FORMS AVAILABLE AT NELUS REINERTS

OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Tabte - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Qreg floom 212.

Fiencti Table First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Gernien Table Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

BemIs Exile Room.

Russian Table First Three Wednesdays, 5.-30

pm, BemIs Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel Is open lor meditation, prayer and

reflection by Individuals end groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-IO pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CO; $45 non-CC tor semester

Boettcher Basement

Alkldo Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese menial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE

PROMPTI Focus Is on technique with references

to applications of dally life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HP's

M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

HONNEN ICF RINK GENERAI SESSION SCHED-

ULE
Monday-Friday - 12-1 pm
Wednesday 7:30-8:30 pm
Saturday- 12:15-1:15 pm

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Career Center 226 womer cemer 719-389-6893 ADril 26 - 30
information about c > sfrvices check ihc Career Center Kiosk. Career Center door, or inquire 01 the Career Center reception desk

Wanted
Missing Books

We are having a serious problem here in ihe Career Center that we hope some of you will help us with; in rhe pasl

monih, several books and directories Ihal belong to (he Career Center's library have been stolen. In case you may have
picked up one of our books by mistake, please check your backpacks and home bookshelves and return anything that

belongs to our library. We won't ask any questions - we'll just be glad 10 get things back on the shelves, so lhal everyone
can use lliem. Listed below are the missing books:

/. Guide to Education in Science, Engineering and Public

Policy (1990)

2. Top Professions (1989)

3. Peterson's Guides/Graduate Programs in the Humanities
& Social Sciences (199])

4. Preparing for Graduate Study in Psychology: Notfor
Seniors Only.' (J 980)

5. Opportunities in Human Resources Management Careers
(199])

6. Careers in Law (1992)

7. Environmental Careers:A Practical Guide to Opportunities
in the QO's (1992)

8. Careersfor Good Samaritans & Other Humanitarian Types
(1991)

9. Paper Tiger (1985)

10. 1993 Directory of Overseas Summer Jobs (1993)
11. Empty Place

12. National Directory of Arts Internships. 1991-92

Scholarships/

fellowshipslGrants

Diversity And Minority Grants And Fellowships

InL^w: University Of The Pacific McGcorge
Schooi Of Law - The Faculty Committee on

Minoriiy Affaire awards several fellowships and a

number of granls on Ihc basis of merit and need.

"Target groups" include Hispanic and African-

Americans, yci anyone from an under-represenled

group is urged lo apply. Fellows are funded on a

[hree-ycar t>asis, conditioned only upon

salisfaclory academic performance. Each Fellow

will receive a slipend of up to SI, 166 for each

month of residence. Those also aliendlng summer
session will receive a loial slipend of $14,000.

Awards will be granted during the Summer of

1993; however, waivers of application fee and

tuition deposit may be granted upon request. For
further information and application instructions,

write or telephone: Dr. Robert Chaim, Assistant

Dean for Students, McGeorge School of Law, 3200

Fiflh Avenue, Sacramento. CA 95817; (916) 739-

7177. (General Financial Aid & Scholarship

Notebook)

Full-Time Positions I Part-Tiihe/Seasonal

The Prlnt-pron Ro-iew han several positions

available for graduating senior? or recent graduates.

The Princeton Review (TPR) is the nation's leader
in standardized lest student preparation. Several
Assistant Director and Tutoring Director positions
are currently available in Ann Arixir. Michigan.
San Diego, California, and Wesipon. Connecticut.
Assistant Directors are responsible formari;eiing
and operations for a TPR franchise office. This
includes developing marketing plans, hiring and
training, and maintaining accounts and budgets.
Tutoring Director arc also responsible for

marketing, hiring and training instructors and
administrative duties. B.A. degree required. High
SAT scores are preferred along with computer
experience on a variety of computer systems.
Salaries range from 527,000-S33.000, For more
information and application resumes, come lo the

Career Center. (Business & Industry Notebook
Nationwide)

Internships

' Colorado Govemnr Roy Romer .Smrifn
l

InleniSllia - The Ofnce of Pohcy and Inilialives for
Governor Roy Romer is looking for interns. TTie
interns will help prepare briefings for the Governor
m advance of events, research and compile
Lnformaiion for his speeches, draft letters for his
signature, and conduct background research on a
variety of issues. In addition, there are a variety of
policy areas for interns lo work for. Applicants for
Ihe internships musl be rising junion. seniors or
graduate students. Applicants must also have
strong wniien communication skills, must be
dependable, and have a strong interest and
understanding of public service. These internships
are not paid. The deadline for Ihe application is

May 1, 1993. To apply for an internship, send a
currcnl resume and cover leiier to; Jim Peck,
Internship Coordinator. Office of Ihe Governor.
136 State Capiiol, Denver. CO 80203. For more
information, contaa ihe Career Cenler. (Colorado
Internship Notebook)

Enhanclnp Minority Fnrollmi-ni and Relcnllgn
in Graduate Fducatiorr fFMFPf^p;) i^ an eight-

week summer research program at Ihe University
of Wisconsin-Madison School of Business for 12
sophomores and juniors who are members of an
undcrrepresenled group, arc interested in pursuing
graduate school opponunilies, and arc pursuing an
academic career in business. Students gain first-

hand experience with research, and can collaboraie
wiih their faculty mentor on an ongoing project or
a pnajed of theirown. EMERGE participants learn
research skills and methodology, experience an
academic research environment, learn and apply
statistical and other software packages, and use
siate-of-ihe-art equipment. Applicants should have
a minimum of a B average in all courses related to

Ihe area in which they would like to do research.

EMERGE participants receive a fellowship, free

housing in a universily residence hall, a food
allowance, and round trip airfare. For more
information, oontacl: EMERGE/Dcans Office,
University of Wisconsin- Madison. School of
Business, 1155 Observatory Drive Madison WI
53706; (608)262-1553. (Summer Research

'

Opportunities Notebook)

Miscellaneous

The 1993Hc.aUhf;arf,Tft'TFillr will be held May
17 from 1 1-4 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Denver
Southeast (1-225 & Parker Rd.). Major health care
providers will be seeking candidates to fill a wide
variety of health care and technical positions.
Organizations such as Children's, St. Joseph's,
Porter Memonal and Swedish hospitals. Health
Force. Kaiser Permanenie. Nova arc. U.S. Army
Nurse's Corp and many morc will be there. Booths
will be set up wiih human resources representatives
from each organization, so come prepared for on-
Ihe-spoi interviews. There is no sign-up and the
fair is FREE - just show up ready for a job. For
more information call (303) 832-979L

Transitions: Life

After Colorado
College
Tliis workshop is designed for soon-to-be

graduates who will be dealing with tlie

transition from Colorado College to graduate

sliidy.employment or even travel. Learn
how to deal with change, new environmenis.
work supervisors, new situations, and life-

style consideraiions. Presenter: Bill Dove.
Psychologist. Plan lo attend on Tiiesday,

April27, from 1:00 -2:30 p.m. Advance
sign-up requested in the Career Cenler,

Womer 226.

All Students

Interested in

Washington, D.C.
Tlie Career Cenler, in conjunction with ihe

National Alumni Council Career Commiitee, is

planning a networking event June 14, 1993 in

Washington, DC. There are over 1000
Colorado College Alumni/ae living and
working in otir nation's capitol. We are

, ,
thinking about hosting a networking reception

tor all interested students, graduates and alumni/ae. The goal of the event would be lo
introduce you to the wide range of interesting and often unique job and internship
opportunities, increase your familiarity with the D.C. job market, update you on ways lo
navigate within u. and introduce you to some helpful alumni/ae.

This is nfil just for seniors; all sHitjepls are welcome lo participate. Before we start putting
the program togeUier we need lo know how many students are interested. If you would attend
this event, please stop in to the Career Cenler and sign up on the interest list for '-Washington
D.C. Career Day.

Intensive Workshop
Eleventh Hour Special:

The Grad School Game,
Resume Writing, Effective Job
Interviewing,

Job Search Strategies
Gol a case of "Senior Panic?" It's never
loo late to prepare for life after

graduation. This four-in-one intensive
workshop is designed for those who
missed the Career Center workshops and
would like lo do some last minute catching up. Attend any or all sessions on May 5, from I-
5 p.m. Tlie Grad School Game is from 1 :00-2:00 p.m.. Resume Writing is from 2:00-3-00

? m'« rwf
""' '°'' '"""''"ins 'S fr°"i 3:004:00 p.m.. and Job Search Strategies is from

4.00-5:00 p.m. Advance sign-up is requested in the Career Center. Womer 226

Career BiiHetiini

Ediror: Carolyn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rick Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk. Assistant Direaor
Shaiyl Bender Peterson. Research & Resoura:s CoonJinator
Patti Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh
Cullen Hughes Mall Moyer
Johnna Kielzmann Sharteen Pisciolla

Jennifer McLean

The Career Cenler promotes and adheres to a
policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects ol
employment and education. We do not knowingly
list joO opportunities Irom employers who
unlawlully Clscriminaie.
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count. The intrusion "com-

pletely shutdown the system,"

accoixling to Vice President

for Student Life Laurel

McLeod.
The hacker, who is

thought to be a student, ac-

cessed the account of a music

department professor from a

student terminal and sent the

documents from the

secretary's account to every

student, professor, adminis-

trator and staff member with

an account.

The documents included

See E-mail Pg. 4

march on nation's capital
Participants call the D.C. march a source of pride

E-mail system abused CC's bi-gay-lesbian students
V.P. McLeod calls "jive translation"

of U.S. Constitution "blatantly racist"

By Sean McLaughlin
Catalyst News Editor

Security measures pro-

tecting CC's electronic mail

system (E-mail) were

breached over block break,

resulting in $3,000 to $4,000

worth of lost computer pro-

ductivity and down time, ac-

cording to Director of Aca-

demic Computing Rick

Keller.

A CC staff inember's E-

mail account was accessed

illegally, and the hacker sent

approximately 100 pages of

text to every CC E-mail ac-

Students get first-hand look

at the Waco, Texas, disaster

By Taa Dixon and Monica
Evatz

Catalyst News Staff

Two Catalyst reporters

interviewed students at

Baylor University on April

21, following the publicity

barrage which has inundated

Waco, Texas for the past two

months. The students' reac-

tions to the Waco incident

andothercurrentevents high-

lighted a political and reli-

gious perspective not often

found at CC.
On April 19, the FBI as-

saulted the Branch Davidian

cult in Waco, Texas, with tear

gas, prompting a fire which

claimed as many as 86 lives.

Attorney General Janet Reno

defended the government's

actions while vowing not to

engage in "reciiininations".

Students at Baylor Uni-

versity were interviewed to

capture campus reactions to

'

See Waco Pg. 2

By B. Hoenigman, M.
McDermott, R. Paillard

and D. Ronning
Specials to the Catalyst

This past block break, 24

CC students traveled in two

vans to Washington, D.C, for

the Bi-Lesbian-Gay Equal

Rights March. The students

traveled 3 1 long hours to voice

their support for equal rights

for all.

In preparation for the trip,

BGALA held a variety of

fundraisers including a veg-

etarian dinner and a success-

ful dance. Local individuals

and businesses donated food

and money.
Organizers say that the

main reason for this large gath-

ering of queer and queer sup-

portive people was a demand

for equal rights for all people

regardless of sexual orienta-

tion. Other important rea-

sons include demanding a lift

of the ban on homosexuals in

the military and an over-

whelming call for increased

fundingforAIDS research and

education.

Students attended a vari-

ety of march-related events.

Many of die CC represen-

CC activists display queer support attire In D.C.

tatives attended a bi-lesbian-

gay student conference.

The largest Act-Up rally

ever surrounded the Capitol

building, where protesters

turned their back on the Capi-

tol to represent the govem-

ment turning its back on HIV
positive people.

The overall feelings ofthe

weekend, according to theCC
students who attended, were

pride, celebration and secu-

rity. Official organizers esti-

mated attendance of one inil-

lion people. Park Police

estimated the crowd at

300,000, a small estimate by

accounts of those there, but

still larger than the famous

civil rights march of the late

1960's.

CC students feel empow-
ered by being in an atmo-

sphere of support and love, a

far cry from the intolerant

reputation of Colorado

Springs.

Colorado was the first

state in line, though other

groups were ahead of it such

as Gay Youth and Veterans.

When the crowd recog-

See March Pg. 2

Empowered women "take back the night"

By Martha Ross

Catalyst Staff

Approximately 100-150

students gathered by die flag-

pole in front of Womer Cen-

ter on Tuesday to participate

in the Take Back the Night

March, an event protesting

violence against women. Jun-

iors Michelle Kaye and

Megan Day headed the orga-

nization of the rally, which

began at the flagpole with

several speakers.

Approximately one-hun-

dred-plusfemale participants

then marched, chanting and

yelling, through both campus

andoff-campus areas,retum-

ing to the flagpole for an open

mike session.

In theirintroductory state-

ments at the rally, Kaye and

Day spoke of the anger and

fear that women feel regard-

ing sexual assault, and the

need for women to unite to

fight this violence. They also

spoke of the importance of

education. Kaye stated, "We
want to get this issue in

peoples' faces. We want to

keep it there. This is not an

issue thatis goingto go away.''

Other speakers included

Mary Friedrichs from

Women's Therapy Associ-

ates, Cathy Reilly from

Planned Parenthood and CC
senior Laura Shoaf from the

Center for Prevention of Do-

mestic Violence. All reiter-

Photo by .Chris Flood

CC women rallied and marched to "take back the night."

ated the urgency of the fight

to stop violence against

women.
Friedrichs stated,"25% of

college women in one survey

experiencedrape orattempted

rape. 84% of those women

knew their attackers ... In an-

other survey, 15% of college

men admitted that they had

raped women. In a third sur-

vey, 5 1% of college men said

that they would rape women

if they knew they could get

away with it.

"In 1990 the FBI, in its

report, said thatatcurrentrates

one in four women will be

sexually assaulted in her life-

time." Friedrich's statistics

come from the September-

October, 1990 issue of Ms.

Magazine

See Night Pg. 4
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Bi-gay-iesbian ^^ students find Baylor U. a different world
community -^

drives 31

hours to show
their pride

From March Pg. 1

nized the Colorado contin-

gency, they showed a tremen-

dous amount of support and

compassion recognizing the

passage in November of

Amendment Two.
BGALA will present a

slide show of our trip some-

time this block. In June, there

is a national Queer Pride

Week. And on June 20, Colo-

rado Springs will hold itsown
Queer Pride March. Organiz-

ers expect up to 10,00 people

from around the state.

Reality Beat will not

appear this week due

to the recent block

break and other

interruptions.

However, submissions

are welcomed at

WornerBox#897.
Or phone ext. 7519

and ask for Taa

Dixon.

From Waco Pg. 1

the incident. According to

one sophomore, "Students

were aware of the assault, but

there was no change in cam-

pus routine."

Another student sarcasti-

cally commented that, "The

whole event is terribly trau-

matic. I'mgoingto be scarred

for life."

Popularopinion indicated

that "the entire student body

was fascinated by it." Heli-

copters flew over the campus

incessantly, and there was

much discussion about the

whole affair, according to

many students.

The Baptist Student

Union seemed to best typify

the strongreligious sentiment

present on the Baylor cam-

pus. "The students were

shocked by the whole ordeal,

and the prayer groups con-

stantly prayed for the cult

members."

A sophomore expressed a

conflicting opinion, remark-

ing, "I don't think the Bap-

tists would pray for the

Davidians!"

Across the street, at Taco

Bueno, one employee com-
pared David Koresh to Jim

Jones. In a Texas drawl he

CC Award in Literature grants

$10,000 to five literary juniors

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Five CC juniors are thou-

sands of dollars richer. The
thirteenth annual Colorado
College Award in Literature

recipients have been named
by a committee of faculty and

students.

The awards range from
$2,500 for summer projects

to $1,000 for block projects.

AH applicants submitted pro-

posals for either creative or

scholarly work in literature.

Elliott Davis, a junior

drama major, will write a bio-

graphical novel about a na-

tive Coloradan. TheAntonito,

Colorado, resident carves

santeros, is a veteran of two
wars, survivedalcoholism and
meddles in archaeology.

The Catalyst's own Taa
Dixon, a junior political sci-

ence major, will spend the

summer in Chicago collect-

ing and writing oral arra-

tives of urban black women.
SonlatsaJim-James, ajun-

ior Southwest Swdies major,

will collect life stories of a

folk hero of the American In-

dian rodeo. Her summer
project will spur her creative

juices to write short fiction

about hero Sonny Jim.

Spending his summer in

Cyprus, Lakis Polycarpous

will write short fiction about

the people he meets. A junior

English major, Polycaipous

will focus on Cypriot-Ameri-

cans and their experiences of

cross-cultural conflicts.

Junior English major
Todd Walker will spend a

block studying comic book
art, its major forms and con-

ventions and the visions of

one of its masters, Frank
Miller.

An anonymous CC grad

established the award in 1981.

This year's committee was
made up of faculty members
George Butte (Chair), Tom
Mauch, James Yaffe and Tass
Kelso.

Students Scott Givens,

JessicaSabennan and Theresa

Strausbaugh also served on
the committee.

17 students applied, 8

were interviewed and the in-

terview process narrowed the

field to the final five.

exclaimed, "I think those

people in the compoundprob-

ably took somethin' like the

wine Jim Jones gave those

people years ago. This is what

the whole 'Waco thing' re-

minds me of."

At the nearby Hilton Ho-

tel, a buslogoread: "REPENT
BAPTIST CHURCHES!!!"
Despite anti-Baptist sentiment

outside of campus, students

confirmed the strong religious

fervor of Baylor.

The atmosphere was one

of conservatism.

This attitude poured over

into other political issues. In

reference to gays in the mili-

tary, one student said,"I don't

think it's a good idea. No one

would trust them. I wouldn't

want a gay soldier behind me
fighting in die lines. That's

just the way things are now."

The president of Baylor

reportedly openly denounced

homosexuality, saying "We
don't condone homosexual-

ity here!" According to one

CCCA
candidates

wanted for

1993-1994

sophomore, the university

would not fund organizations

advocating alternative sexual

preferences.

We found the overall atti-

tude at Baylor to differ mark-

edly from the liberal perspec-

tives at the Colorado College.

From the Waco incident

to hot political topics, Baylor

sentiments were shaiply con-

servative and strongly tradi-

tional.

Religious overtones per-

vaded campus life and col-

ored many opinions.

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Become a part of the stu-

dent government. The
school's only body of gover-

nance for students is looking

for candidates for the next

acdemic year.

The Colorado College

Campus Association (CCCA)
welcomes applicants for all

positions.

CCCA deals with issues

of funding, student concerns

and politics.

ElecQonsoften offeronly

one or two candidates.

Studentswhocomplain about
notbeing heard have a chance

to make a direct impact on
many facets of life at CC.

Candidacy application

packets are available at the

Womerdesk. They must be

retumed to the CCCA office

in the basement floor of

Womer by May 4.

For more information,

speak with a present CCCA
mender or stop by theCCCA
office to learn more specific

job descriptions.

CCCA offers a chance to

impact CC student life and
serves as a great resume
builder.

Prospectives invade campus
Cutler quad festivities, sports and movies

show the lighter side of life on the block plan

By Orlando Martinez

Catalyst Staff

If you have ever hosted a prospective student, then you

may have had an in depth discussion about the pros and cons

of life here at CC.

How do you like the Block Plan? What do you do on

weekends? These are the kind ofquestions that prospectives

tend to ask, and there were a lot of prospectives here during

the third weekend of last block to ask just those questions.

Prospective students began arriving on Friday, April 16

and had most of the day to make themselves familiar with

campus. They were offered a delectable meal in Rastall

Dining Hall and given campus tours including a stop at Tutt

Library where the statue of Tutt himself formed the back-

drop to the tour guide's talk.

The Admissions Office offered information sessions

where prospective students could learn more about the many
facets of college life. Prospectives were informed about

issues such as financial aid, sports, the Greek system, Minor
ity Student life and all-college requirements.

Prospective students were also invited to attend a variety

of campus events. Events included a solar barbecue at the

Non-Violence House, two sports events: a tennis match with

Regis and a ultimate frisbee tournament, two movies, a

dance concert, a religious gathering, and a student play.

Friday's activities ended with a reception at the Student

Cultural Center where the prospectives were given the

opportunity to meet a diverse side of the student body.

Students were then left to (not) get enough sleep for anotiier

day of prospective hfe on Saturday.

Saturday was another event-packed day. The Admis-
sions Office organized a "Student Life Fair" in Womer
Center during the afternoon. Represented at the fair was a

broad array of student groups and opportunities for students

on campus.

The most noticeable event of the day, however, was the

picnic and concert on Cutler Quad. One CC student was
overheard saying that a prospective would have to be crazy

not to attend here after seeing the events on the quad
Saturday.

However, not all CC students were pleased with having

groups ofprospectives on campus. One student said, "I don't

like prospective weekend... it's good for them but not for

us." I should point out here that this student also lost his large

green coat in hisdormroom for a couple ofdays, and he lives

in a single to boot.

On top of the doings on Cutier Quad, there was more fun

stuff on Armsttong Quad. The Hawaii Club gave a Luau and
the Society for Creative Anachronism hosted a medieval
festival, though not at the same time which would have been
even more interesting.

To balance all the entenainment that had been sched-

uled, prospectives were also encouraged to attend informal

academic discussions.

Some faculty offered sample classescomposed solely of

prospectives, so that potential CC students could get a taste

of a class on the block plan.

All in all, our prospective peers were kept busy enough
that they probably gained a good feel for life on the block

plan and life atCC in general. Ijust hope that tiiey don 't think

we have beer and live music on Cutler Quad every Saturday.

But maybe we should.
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"The year of the woman" extends to class elections

By John Anthony

Catalyst News Staff

The results from block

Vn's class elections are in.

The winners include a proven

group of upper class leaders

and some promising sopho-

mores and first-years.

The class of 1994 presi-

dency goes to Adam Brezine.

Angela Hunter will assume

the office of \fice president

for the senior class. Linda

Buckley will tackle the du-

ties of secretary, and Katie

Tempero returns as treasurer.

Elections for the sopho-

more class were quite unusual.

The candidates for presi-

dent and vice president ran

unopposed and there were no

candidates for the secretary

and treasurer offices.

Despite this unforeseen

lack of competition, the class

of '95 has elected an exciting

group of leaders.

CaM/yifArtsEditorBrian

Giebel will assume the office

of the presidency.

David Graf will be vice

president.

As a write-in candidate

for the secretary/treasury of-

fice, Stacy Volker triumphed.

In their fu^t class elec-

tion, the class of 96' has hope-

fully produced a promising

core of officers.

Jennifer Kauerz will be

president, Kindle Rising the

vice president and Sarah

Soule was elected secretary/

treasurer.

Student

Ambassador

openings offer

free meals

Hecklers fail to spoil women's solidarity

By Jena Graber and

Brian Ormiston

Special to the Catalyst

It's time to select new

Colorado College Student

Ambassadors for theupcom-

ing 1993-94 school year, and

we want you to apply.

The Student Ambassa-

dor Program is designed to

recognize those students

who have made a signifi-

cant contribution to the CC
community, and to give two

of them (one male and one

female) the opportunity to

represent Colorado College!

to local organizations,

alumni functions and New
Student Orientation events.

In selecting the Ambas-

sadors, special consideration

is given to those nominees

with outstanding academic

records as well as participa

tion in various extracurricu-

lar on-campus activities.

There are two ways of

going about this process:

A: You can be nomi

nated by any student, advi-

sor, faculty member, etc

(So, pay a friend to nomi-

nate you if you're the mod-

est type or...

)

B:Youmaybebold and

nominate yourself.

If you're interested in

applying for or nominating

someone for the selection

process, please pick up an

application form from the

Womer Desk.

Return the completed

form to theWomerDesk by
the nomination deadline,

Friday, May 7 at 5:00 p.m..

Ithas been atremendous

pleasure for us to serve as

the 1992-1993 Colorado

College Student Ambassa-

dors, and we highly recom-

mend this chance for those

students who have been in-

volvedand interested inCC,

who enjoy public speaking,

and who are excited to rep-

resent the student body in

numerous settings.

From Night Pg. 1

She concluded with a call

to action: "Take your fear and

youranger seriously. Validate

it in yourself, validate it in

your friends ... Tonight we
say a resounding 'NO' to vio-

lence against women.Women
take back the night!" Enthusi-

astic cheers and applause

greeted this last statement.

Laura Shoaf, the next

speaker, added more grim sta-

tistics, specifically regarding

the prevalence of domestic

violence.

'Domestic violence in the

United States is the number

one underreported crime, and

the findings and the statistics

that I will share with you ...

may Idc ten times smaller than

they actually are ...

"In the United States

alone, a wife is beaten every

eighteen seconds ... Six mil-

lion wives are beaten by their

husbands in any one year ...

Some 2,000 to 4,000 women
are beaten to death every year

"In Colorado Springs, at

the Center for the Prevention

Supportive, educational and preventative resources

available on campus regarding sexual assault:

V.A.T., Victim's Assistance Team: a group consisting

of trained peers that offer information, support and referral

for survivors of sexual assault or harassment Call 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week: 475^4996

S.H.AJi.E., Students Helping Activate Rape Educa-

tion: an educational student organization that conducts

workshops, usually at wing meetings, with the goal of

initiating discussion and awareness regarding the issue of

rape. Meets at 5: 15 p.m. on Wednesdays upstairs in Womer

Center, open to both men and women.

The Safety Escort Service: call ext. 6340, 8:00 p.m. to

1:00 a.m., 7 days a week, for someone to walk you where

you want to go.

The Whistle-stop Program: Every incoming student

receives a whistle. Carry this whistle with you when walk-

ing alone or at night, and blow it if someone follows you or

acts suspicious. Ifyou hear a whistie, call Security and, after

describing where you heard the whistie, run outwith all your

friends (not alone, so you don't endariger yourself) to mob

the suspicious person until Securitycan come. Ifyou've lost

your whistie, you can pick one up at the Bemis Desk. The

Pathfinder states rather seriously tiiat "Whistie abuse is

considered a student conduct violation." So only blow tiiat

whistie if you mean it, folks.

OASIS: a recentiy begun women's suppon group. It

meets Wednesday nights at 5:30 p.m. upstairs in Womer.

Not specifically for survivors or women's issues, it is

speciScally for confidentiality, comminnent, and some-

tiling continuous throughout the block. New members wel-

come.

CENTER FOR PREVENTION OF DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE: not specifically a campus organization but

available to students. Call tiie 24 hour hotline at 633-3819.

CONFIDENTIAL SUPPORT GROUP FOR
SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIMS: a group sponsored by

BoettcherHealtii Center. Call Jackie Taylor orDianaFuller

to register at ext. 6384.

ofDomestic Violence, we re

ceive over 1,000 calls every

month, from women just in

this city, who are victims of

domestic violence." Shoaf s

sources are from the National

Bureau of Statistics.

Cathy Reilly, from"

Planned Parenthood, spoke of

the need tocondemn and fight

the terrorism, aimed both at

the women who seek abor-

tions and the doctors that per-

form them, that culminated

recentiy in the March 12 fatal

shooting of abortion provider

Dr. David Gunn.

Reilly asked the crowd to

urge their elected officials to

pass the Freedom of Access

to Clinic Entrances Act as well

as the Freedom ofChoice Act.

After Kaye and Day in-

troduced the various resources

on campus regarding sexual

assault [see insert], the par-

ticipants began their march.

Yelling such chants as

"We're here, we're women,

we're fabulous, don't fuck

with us!" and "We're

women— united— we'll

never be divided! ," the march

deliberately walked through

places where a woman alone

would not be safe, and where

known assaults on women had

taken place.

Hecklers twice disturbed

the march: several unidenti-

fied males jeered and laughed

from a window in the Four

West house in Mathias, and

five or six unidentified males

threw waterballoons at the

march on Cache la Poudre

and again in front of Slocum.

While the women
marched, the male partici-

pants, numbering about

twenty or thirty, remained at

the flagpole to discuss the is-

sues regarding violence

against women. Students

Thad Ryals and Scott

Grosscup led the discussion,

which greeted the returning

march with a banner that said,

"We support you."

The rally ended with an

open mike session that fur-

thersolidified the unity forged

during the march. In an atmo-

sphere of shared strength, an-

ger, humor, sorrow, pain and

hope, people read poems, per-

formed raps and shared per-

sonal experiences.

Several women, some for

the first time publicly, stated

that they had been raped or

had survived incest. The

crowd viewed these state-

ments not as cause for help-

lessness or pity, but rather,

for strength and determina-

tion to end such violence.

Serving Lunch
&Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM yi

SALAD BAR ^^

$325

The Clubhouse . Downtown^
130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

THIS WEEKEND, APRIL 30 AND MAY 1

IDLE HANDS
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E-mail hacker illegally used resources
From E-mail Pg. 1

a "jive translation" of the en-

tire Constitution of the United

States of America which

McLeod felt was "blatantly,

viciously racist." The "jive"

constitution was obtained

from a national database, and

not wrinen by a CC student,

according to Keller.

McLeod felt that the trans-

mission wasn't protected by

freedom ofspeech dictates be-

cause, "Freedom of expres-

sion covers dissent, but not

disruption."

The break-in was illegal.

and possibly a felony, said

McLeod. Keller believes that

it is unlikely the sender will

be caught.

Keller said that the docu-

ments were sent through a

staffmember'saccountso that

the sender could remain
anonymous and because only

faculty, staff and administra-

tors can send mass mailings

to college employees.

S taffmembers are chang-

ing passwords to prevent un-

authorized access to accounts,

but Academic Computing
avoided taking "more
draconian measures" which

might impinge on freedom of

expression, said Keller.

We da damn people uh de United States, in o'da to

fo'msomemo'epuhfectunion,establislijiistice,insho'nufr

domestic tranquility, provide fo' de common defense,

promote da damn general welfare, and secure de blessin'

uh liberty ('ourselves and our posterity, do o'dain and
establish de constitushun uh de United States uh America.

— Preamble to the "jive constiution" that flooded E-mail

Students help alleviate Somalia's woes

Press Release The reggae band B-Posi-

tive will play to listeners who
can taste authentic African

dishes prepared by Pretty

Nkiwane from Zimbabwe. A
$2donation is being requested

to raise money for the Red
Qoss organization.

Money collected will go

C-Springs chapter of the In-

ternational Red Cross and will

be used for food and supply

purchasing and supporting

relief structures.

ISO encourages all CC
students to come and partici-

pate in their Somalia
fundraiser.

The horrors occurring to-

day in Somalia, Africa have

been in the news for months

now.

The crisis in their war-

tom country continues to af-

fect every citizen and visitor

in the nation. In some areas t, i- t-> • • •

malnutrition affects 75 per- rulitzer rrize-winnmg writer
cent ofpeople and famine and , n -i c ,• . • „
starvation are widespread, to make sense oi the nmcties

The International Com- .

mittee of the Red Cross is

currently involved in the big-

gestreliefoperation in its his-

tory.

Since 1991, Somalians

have been confronted with

fierce clan warfare and se-

vere drought. The ICRC be-

gan humanitarian relief in

early 1992, and is already

spending a third of its global

budget on Somalia.

The International Student

Organization (ISO) has cho-

sen Somalia as a target coun-

try this year. In order to con-

tribute to the ICRC's opera-

tions, a fundraiser is planned

for Sat, May 1 from 4:00-

6:30p.m. at Armstrong Quad.

College Relations

"The more Americans are

overwhelmed with informa-

tion— daily news, bulletins

— the more we need to wrest

some sense ofmeaning out of

the current of events." So
says syndicated columnist

Ellen Goodman, who feels

that her job is to do just that.

Goodman's column ap-

pears in more than 440 news-

papers across the nation, and

Goodman herself will appear

atPackardHallonMon.,May

10, at 8:00 p.m.

Goodman's talk, "Mak-
ing Sense of the '90s," will

address subjects of social

<GUID€
IRAVa SVSIEM. INC a

Student discounts are availableforsummer
break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor
using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors/

For all your travel needs call Laura at
632-6412 or come into our campus office
in Armstrong Hall.

CaiteonTravtlNawak

change, particularly the

women's movement, and
modem values.

Goodman's column,
which received the Pulitzer

Prize forDistinguished Com-
mentary in 1980, isknown for

talented treatment of topics

that touch her readers' lives:

relationships, families,

women's rights, middle age

and abortion.

"I try to chronicle the am-
bivalence I hear, the mixed
feelingsandvalues. Thatisn't

easy in an era of thirty-sec-

ond bites and bumper-sticker

politics. I'm drawn to the

ambidextrous Americans who
argue with both hands."

Syndicated since 1976,

Goodman's column has ex-

panded the topics considered

wonhy of editorial comment,
turning the personal into the

political.

Goodman has been with

the Boston Globe since 1967,

where she is Associate Editor

as well as columnist.

The talk is the college's

1993 William Jovanovich
Endowed Lecture in Public

Speaking. The lecture series

is funded by an anonymous
grant to honor lovanovich, a

Colorado native and Chief
Executive of Harcourt Brace
lovanovich. Past speakers

have included Oscar Arias

and Ralph Nader.

For more information,
please callProfessorSalvatore

Bizarro at ext. 6627.

Security Beat
May 15 8:55 a.m.

Three separate incidents ofmoney being taken from rooms
in Palmer the night before were reported.

May 15 2:25 p.m.

Man who had been issued a trespassing warning was seen

on campus. CC Security a.nd the Colorado Springs Police

Department (CSPD) responded; the man left campus.

May 17 1:30 a.m.

A female student reported that on the night before, a person

had tried to open her locked door several times. The person

then hit the door, but eventually went away.

May 17 1:40 a.m.

CC Security spotted a white truck driving through the

middle of campus. CC Security stopped the vehicle and

called the CSPD. Driver stated he was just "messing with

Security". He was arrested for DUI and careless driving.

May 17 6:43 p.m.

Emergency phone was picked up. Security responded and
found two children had picked up the phone, not knowing
what it was.

May 17 11:10 p.m.

Someone threw a rock through a window of the Kappa
Sigma fraternity house.

May 18 1:00 a.m.

CC Security found several belongings in C^itler Quad.
They returned them to their owner at 10:30 AM.

May 18 7:30 p.m.

Student reported that just before spring break her 10-speed

bicycle was stolen. The bike had been locked.

May 19 12:35 p.m.

2 CDs were stolen out of a student's locked room in

Mathias.

May 19 5:05 p.m.

Faculty member reported his bicycle was stolen from a

locked room in Barnes. Bicycle was valued at $600.

May 20 9:35 a.m.

Ponable stereo was reported stolen from a locked faculty

room in Palmer. The stereo was valued at $160.

May 20 3:20 p.m.

Three strings of beads valued at $20 were stolen from
Womer Center Ans and Crafts area.

May 21 12:10 p.m.

Bicycle valued at $600 was stolen from the south Mathias
bike rack. The bike had been locked.

May 22 9:30 p.m.

Female student received an obscene phone call.

May 23 2:35 a.m.

A male entered the Sigma Chi house through an open
window and woke up the residents. CC Securityresponded.

May 24 2:15 a.m.

CC Security observed a vehicle being driven in a suspicious

manner. The vehicle then drove through the middle of
campus. CC Security notified the Colorado Springs Police

Department, which arrested the driver for DUI.

May 25 9:35 p.m.

Student reported binoculars valued at $50 stolen from her
room in Slocum. The room had been left unlocked.
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Fall brings new occupants into theme houses
Tenney will be the home for the Cultural Awareness group next year

By Steve Yujiro Hata

Catalyst Staff

As the world moves to-

ward the twenty-first century,

racial tensions and the degra-

dation of ethnic cultures are

increasing.

The need for ethnic aware-

ness is crucial for life in a

global community. At Colo-

rado College, this need is of-

ten overlooked.

We feel that the prevail-

ing attitude on campus is det-

rimental to studentsofminor-

ity cultures and deters per-

specdve minority students.

CC is drowning in political

correctness but refuses to fol-

low through in its rhetoric.

The Cultural Awareness

House would help implement

a program to show minority

students that the Colorado

College student body is con-

cerned with the needs of stu-

dents from different ethnic

backgrounds.

I am a Japanese Ameri-

can, and the first language I

learned was Japanese. My
parents were as traditional as

any Japanese parents could

be. When I look back to my
childhood I

thank my
parents for

passing
down the

Japanese
culture to

me.

I believe
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Tenney House stands ready to welcome cultural awareness group for '93/'94.

the modem world we live in, presentmany other events that ing ofcultural acceptance and

will provide an opportunity to

increase the knowledge and

appreciation ofothercultures.

We hope togive the theme

house members and the larger

CCcampuscommunity a feel-

What a waste it would be to

live in a world as fantasti-

cally diverse as ours and not

be able to understand and

appreciate that diversity.

I have benefitedfrommy par-

ents for I am left with the

ability toread,writeandspeak

Japanese.

My father passed down

the art of Kendo to me and

certain Japanese traditions

that I will always cherish. My
mother passed down to me
our religion, and from this I

amblessed by the greatpower

of Buddha.

I wasbom in Queens,New
York and lived there for six

years, and now 1 live in Yon-

kers. New York. The minor-

itypopulation ismuch greater

back home, and this issue of

cultural awareness is forced

to be addressed.

Cultural awareness: what

does this commonly used

phrase mean? The L.A. riots,

equal opportunity, affirmative

action, Hasidic Jew contro-

versy, Korean deli's, Japan Day and Columbus Day.

bashing, the list goes on. In The house will also

these situations primarily arise

from the lack of respect and

knowledge ofother races and

cultures.

When I came to this cam-

pus I had to shake my head.

You have to ask, how can

such a fine institution neglect

such an important issue?

Maybe it's because the ma-

jority popula-

tionofour stu-

dent body is

just sheltered

and would
rather not ad-

dress the is-

sues such as

discrimina-

tion. I can say from my per-

sonal experiences with the

theme house members that

there is no fear of that hap-

pening.

It is unrealistic to say our

theme house will change the

attitudes of our student body,

though I believe it is a very

realistic goal to say the mem-
bers of the theme house will

become more knowledgeable

and appreciative of each

other's cultures.

For the '93-'94 school

year we will be holding many

open campus events. These

events will include holidays

from many diverse cultures

such as the Mexican holiday.

The Day of the Dead.

We will also bring to the

surface many holidays that

may be viewed as inappropri-

ate, forexample Pearl Harbor

appreciation.

As a theme house I hope

we can all learn from one an-

other, become a family and

show in this segregated world

that we can live together.

"What we create reflects

our human attributes; so, as

every culture tums up a new
perspective into our true na-

ture we should be standing by

alert, with notebook in hand,

because we are looking at our-

selves also."

- Kevin Jones

"What a waste it would be

to live in a world as fantasti-

cally diverse as ours and not

be able to understand and ap-

preciate that diversity. And

yet that is the situation ofmany

Americans, even those be-

longing to minority back-

grounds; many people seem

to be afraid of cultures differ-

ent from their own. I feel that

this fear is alive and well at

CC.
"I hope that living to-

gether, the cultural awareness

house members, including

myself, will overcome this

fear and make of ourselves a

positive example for the rest

of the campus community"
- Tom Potter

SCA moves into Wood House

Photo by Chris Flood

Wood House will soon be christened Tygre's Keep.

By Karen Yamane
Catalyst Staff

has been slowly growing over

the past many years.

The planned events for

The winning theme for next year include an SCA

Wood House next year is the Week during block two from

SCA House. The SCA the second Wednesday to the

House (S.C.A. stands for third Thursday during which

Society for Creative Anach- we will have two Renaissance

ronism), soon to be known Dance Nights in Gaylord Hall

as Tygre's Keep, will bring (continuing from this year)

the Middle Ages to the Colo- on Wednesday nights, daily

rado College campus next classes and a medieval-ish

year. dinner on the last Thursday.

The SCA is an interna- This week will also be

tional medieval recreation supported by Bemis Dining

group. The people of the Hall which will serve penod

SCA House are part of the foods (from 600-1600 A.D.)

SCA grxmp on campus which The othermajor event is Feast

of Fools, which was held on

April 17 this year. Feast of

Fools includes a day offight-

ing, feasting and dancing.

Other activities planned

each block are classes that

house members or people af-

filiated with the house wiU

teach to anyone who is inter-

ested! These classes are on

everything from sewing to

heraldry, frombackgammon

to history.

Also planned are medi-

eval dinners each block.

Tygre's Keep plans to main-

tain a banner in Womer Cen-

ter to inform you of events

and, of course, there are al-

ways completely random

open houses and bread/

cookie bakes!

For more information

on the SCA, please contact

KarenYamane (or Cetharyne

DeMontrey) at ext. 7311,

WB 1799 or Melissa Hall (or

Aithne Sidheach de Graham)

at ext. 7813, WB 499. On

campus activities currentiy

include weekly Wednesday

dance practices in Gaylord

Hall from 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.

College Business Meetings

are held on the second Thurs-

day of each block.
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Beer Column

Heileman's Special Export turns

out not really so special after all

Marvin 's Room plays

Smokebrush Theater

By Justin Herrmann and

Perry Brown

Catalyst Staff

We've noticed a distinct

trend in our reviewing selec-

tions lately. We've only been

reviewing good expensive

beers. This is probably be-

cause we have acquired an

expensive palate in our old

age (yeah right!). We plan to

change this despicable trend

in this issue ...This week we'll

review some cheap bad beer.

No, not really. The beers we
reviewed this week are inuch

more reasonably priced than

the last few, but they still taste

good. At least some of them

do.

This week we reviewed

Heileman's Special Export

Beer from Lacrosse WI,

Augsburger Golden by the

Stroh's brewing Co. and

Leinenkugel's Limited "Fa-

mous since 1867" (Have we
done this one before? We
can'tremember. We've been

losing our memory due to

heavy alcohol usage).

Special Export

$4.39 a sixer

Special Export is not re-

ally that special ... it's just

another light lager. It has a in cheap beer?). It has adarker

very impressive head that color than Special Export but

quickly goes away— impres- it' s still on the light side. The

sive but not exceptional. This taste isn't really a taste that I

beer is very light in color and would associate with beer. It

flavor however it does have a reminds me more of water

slighdy bitter taste that keeps with caramel coloring in it.

your mouth interested. It is Perry doesn't agree with me,

very smooth and consistent buthe'snotreallyfondofthe

This is the kindofbeer thatwe flavor either. Nothing really

would buy if we just want to exciting, but it is fit for con-

Bou-tiQue &nd (;&l.l.eRy
PrInilthK ana Etiinic An.

Clothing & Jcweky m Old Cokndo CHy
251 West Colondo Avenue

Open Dally • 633-0SS4

Early in his career, Einstein discovered

the hazards of drinking and deriving.

sit in the hot sun and knock sumption,

off a couple sixes. Leinenkugcl 's Limited

Augsburger Golden $4.39 a sixer^

$4.39 a sixer ,^Yyh

WW
This beer has a good head

which doesn't stick around

(Notice a pattem here folks.

Can you say foaming agents

An old favorite,

Leinenkugel's has always

been a goodinexpensive beer.

It's a little more expensive

than we remember it, but it's

still reasonable. Leine's has

next to no head and a very

light color but that's okay

because its clean taste makes

up for it It has a faint hint of

a bitter but not enough to kill

its crystal clear thirst

quenchability. This is the ul-

timate in hot afternoon, disk

tossin ' , blowin offwork beers.

Definitely two thumbs up.

Well that' s it for thisweek,

kids. Have fun this weekend.

If you see us around have a

beer with us cause we're try-

ing to forget that graduation

is coming (yes, we still dread

the real world). Later.

By Peter Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Kat Walter and her hus-

band have opened a new ar-

tistic center for Colorado

Springs. The CC alums

bought an old church down-

town and their first theatrical

experiment involves many
CC folks.

The first amateur produc-

tion of "Marvin's Room" is

playing Friday and Saturday

nights at the Smokebrush

Theater downtown.

Last Tuesday, Walter said

tickets would probably be

gone by the time the Catalyst

came out, but she was "pretty

much planning on" holding it

over for at least one more

performance.

The play was written by

Scott McPherson, a Chicago

man who died of AIDS in

1992.

His estate decided the

Smokebrush should have first

amateur rights to produce

"Marvin's Room" because of

the political climate in Colo-

rado surrounding Amend-
ment 2.

CC faculty and students

are very involved in the pro-

duction. The drama
department ' sTom Lindblade

and Jim Malcolm directed it.

Gypsy Ames created the cos-

tumes and Donna Amink de-

signed the set. Four CC stu-

dents are in the cast: Thaddeus

PhilUps, Ida Smith, Jeremy

Wilhelm and Gareth Saxe.

Kat Walter, the ownerand

artistic director, said she has

always wanted to open a the-

ater. Why now? "I felt that

the time was right. I want to

try to provide some arts lead-

ership for the community,"

she said in a phone interview

Tuesday.

Walter's husband is a con-

tractor who is directing the

remodelling ofthe old church.

The Smokebmsh Founda-
tion will also house art stu-

dios, display space and a

children's theater when the

renovations are complete.

Although tickets may be

tough to come by, try to sup-

port this new artistic outiet in

the Springs. It's an overdue

addition to the artistic land-

scape.

The SmokebrushFounda-
tion is located at 235 S. Ne-

vada. The phone number is

444-0884.

CC Children's Center

celebrates accreditation

College Relations

The Children's Center at

ColoradoCollege, among the

firstchildcareprograms in the

nation to be accredited by the

National Academy of Early

Childhood Programs, cel-

ebrated that honor and five

years of successful operation

with an Open House April

22.

The4:00-5:30p.m. event

at 931 N. Nevada Ave. in-

cluded a tour of the facility,

refreshments and visits from

college officials. The event

THE MAIL BOX IQ'/oOFF

330 A W. UINTAH, 635-7917

•U.P.S. 'Federal Express
• U.S. nnail 'Faxing

open Monday-Friday, 9-6, Saturday, 10-5

WE CAN PACKAGE OH SUPPLY
MATERIALS FOR SKIS. BIKES.

STEREOS.

LARGE MOVING BOXES.

PICK-UP SERVICE AVAILABLE.
CALL FOR DETAILS.

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR EXTRA VALUES

PACKAGING

AND
SHIPPING

SUPPLIES

ALL

SHIPPING

(CASH ONLY)

was setduring NationalWeek
ofdieYoung ChUd (April 1

8-

24).

"Accreditation is an inde-

pendent proof that we run a

qualityprogram,"notedGayle

Dougherty, director of the

Children's Center. "Only

about 5 percent of the early

childhood training programs

in the nation are accredited."

The Academy's criteria

include comprehensive train-

ing and education for a

program's teachers, low ratio

of staff-to-children and strin-

gent health and safety stan-

dards for the facility.

Colorado College is one

of the few private employers

in the city to provide child

care for employees. The cen-

ter now has 10 full-time staff

caring for 42 children, ages

six weeks to five years, in its

childcare operations.

From June 7 to August

20, the center also serves as a

summer day camp, open to

the public, for 60 youngsters

ages 6 to 12. For information

about costs and availability

(spaces fill quickly), call 389-

6764.
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Early spring camping an experince of a lifetime

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

that campers need.

So we began the descent

onto the path leading toGoose

Creek. The sun was shining

and it was hot carrying the

What do the average CC
students do on block break?

Usually nothing. I usually end backpacks. We took off our

up staying on campus taking long sleeve shirts and enjoyed

advantage of the many out- the warmth,

dated movies and VCR's at Goose Creek is heavily

Xutt. wooded with huge pine trees.

But this last block Erika and the stream is slow mov-

Williams, my co-editor, and I ing and shallow, a deep green

expanded our horizons and color. Walking along the path,

went camping. you suddenly lose the sky in

Yes, we loaded up back- the water and the whole land-

packs with my dad's tent and scape seems to be one con-

a little Coleman stove and tinuous movement.

drove to the most remote part

of Colorado to test our abili-

ties as outdoors people.

I drive a little compact

Honda Civic that was not buih

by the Japanese to withstand

the torments of mountain dirt

roads. Nevertheless, my little

We walked for five miles

to our habitual campground, a

shady grove underneath a
, o- j ^ .1. .

dense collection of pines. Al- The trees were there, and a campHre and hey we were there too.

I responded, "No, not re- I were not prepared for cold

ally."

So she said, "I don't like

fishing when I don't catch

Photo courtesy of Scoll Craig

weather camping. Our sleep-

ing bags were meant for slum-

ber parties, not the torments

of the mountains.

We realized that this

summed it up best, "Scott, 1

can't see anything."

As you can tell, we made

it back just fine. We walked

slowly along the trail, taking

small breakstoallow the flash-

ways the wise campers, we

set up camp immediately

while it was still light out.

Then we set up our fly-

carmade it up the treacherous fishingrodsandputfreshflies anything

paths to the foot of the camp- on the invisible tapered end. Unraveling our fishing

jite Withpolesinhand,wewalked lines, we headed back to the camping trip was not meant light to regenerate itselt. We

Along the way we saw a over the stream. The sun was campsite empty handed. to be. Making a quick (and made only one wrong turn;

whole herd of deer grazing still bright, andwe rubbed our Being the expert campers completely stupid and rash) actually, wejust forgot to turn

along the road. They were pale, red-headed bodies with we are, we had brought other

young and we snapped a lot 45 sunscreen to avoid the irri- food sources to eat in the slim

of pictures, though the beasts tating redness that goes along chance that we didn't catch

ran too quickly for us to cap- with sunburns. any fish.

ture their beauty on ,

^° ^^
chopped up two po-

tatoes and fried them

on the very handy

Goleman stove. We
sipped hot chocolate

and talked about the

film well

We were in Lost

Park at the camping

grounds of Goose
Creek. We had been

there before during a

To say the least, Erika and I were not

prepared for cold weather camping. Our

sleeping bags were meant for slumber

parties, not the torments of the mountains.

decision, we decided to walk

back to the car, in the dark, up

the trail, along three bridges.

There was no moon. The

stars were bright and beauti-

ful, but offered about as much

light as my glow-in-the dark

watch hands. So we took two

failing flashlights and started

walking away.

The flashlights gave off

beautiful August weekend We cast our lines into our bad fishing and the "good old just enough light to find the

when the fish were popping favorite fishing hole, a fast days" when we could catch path(barely). Aswegottothe

outofthewaterintoourpock- moving section of creek. Last fish widi our eyes closed. first "bridge", a long fallen

ets In the middle of April, as summer, we caught six fish in Afterourtastylemonpep- tree over the stream, we lost

quickly learned, things this one hole; this time, we per potatoes,wemadeRamen the first flashhght in the wa

were different.

I was the first to strap my
burden upon my back. Three

vertebrae slipped as I tight-

ened the backpack upon my

caught nothing.

A fat brookie trout

squirmed on my fly for a mo-

ment but never caught.

Then a little later, I had

with our abundance of water ter. It went bobbing away

we had brought along with us down stream.

shoulder. I opted to carry the another fish on my line that

tent, while Erika carried the escaped me. Erika only saw

other various heavy tilings the fish on my line, but never

even had a bite.

We were quickly bored

with the dead waters, and die

weather was slowly getting

colder.

Erika asked me, "Do you

want to fish anymore?"

(as my back would contend).

The tent was set up and I

started a blazing fire. After

asserting myself as a most

manly man, I went back to

cooking the Ramen.

We drank the Ramen and

then roasted marshmallows.

At about 9:(X) p.m., we de-

cided to go to bed. It was

already freezing cold, and we

had put on all of our clothes.

To say the least, Erika and

We nearly died crossing

the bridge. I watched in hor-

at all.

In the end we were trium-

phant. We reached the car at

12:12 a.m., freezing cold and

possessionless. We saw a CC
van parked at the same place

as my car, but we didn't see

anyone the whole time we
were camping. We got in my
car and drove away.

The next morning, we
hiked the five miles back to

the campsite and cleaned ev-

erything up. I nearly had my
back break with my pack, and,

to make things worse, I fell

into the Arctic-cold stream

once.

Despite allofour troubles,

we can smile about it now.

ror as Erika wobbled back and My backhurt for about a week,

forth, screaming, "I can 't see and I still gingerly put on my

the damn log!"

Then I crawled across and

we found the trail again.

I will not bother telling

you the horror of trying to

walk in the dark in the big

forest following a small trail

that makes random turns with

a failing flashlight. Erika

backpack every morning be-

fore class. And 1 seriously

wonder if the CC group will

ever come back alive.

So all you CC folk with

the boring block breaks, go

camping in early Spring. It is

an experience that you won't

forget.
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Ask Dr. Botcher

Lingerie and no lingerie fails to arouse Trekkie

Note to the Reader from Dr.

Botcher

This week Dr. Botcher

answers the letters from

people who have asked him

for advice on their love lives.

Most of the mail was misdi-

rected and was meant for Dr.

Dolly.

Dear Dr.

Dolly:

I have

been dating

the same
woman for

three years,

and we are

looking for

something to

spice up our sex Ufe. What do

you suggest?

Needing Some Heat

Dear Needing Some Heat:

I am not Dr. Dolly, but I

hear you loud and clear. This

is a problem that we all have.

Tired of kissing all the time,

and all that heavy petting is a

bore.

I would suggest that you

and your girlfriend drink a

couple ofmartiiiis (you '11need

to bedrunk) and then trypour-

ing glue on each other and

sniffing each other until you

pass out. I think that will

"spice" up your sex life quite

a bit.

Dear Dr. Botcher:

Recently, my boyfriend

has been paying a lot less at-

tention to me. I have tried

peratefor Attention

DearDesperate for Attention:

I would say that you are in

trouble. Obviously, your boy-

friend is not turned on by you

anymore. The only solution

would be to try and fulfill his

greatest fantasy.

For instance, something

that I would like is for awoman
to coat herself in honey and

then cover her body with

feather, cocking and crowing

like a chicken.

This may not be your

boyfriend's fantasy, but I am

sure that if you ask him then

you will win him back.

Dear Dr. Dolly:

I am a fifty year old

woman with a craving for

young, handsome studs in

tightcut-offjeans. Ihave tried

everything to lure one ofthese

hunks of meat into my little

house where I could tie him

up and make him my sexual

slave. What would you do?

Granny in Heat

Dear Granny in Heat:

I am not Dr. Dolly, but I

am sure that I amjust as quali-

fied to deal with this question

as she is.

My suggestion would be

to coat yourself in honey and

then cover your body with

feathers, cocking and crow-

ing at your doorway. I know
that I would be hard pressed

not to stop by.

Also another good tech-

nique would be to call a

gardner or plumber who is

attractive to fix up yoiu' house.

After they have worked for a

while and are sweating like

pigs, invite them into your

house and give them lemon-

ade. Except this lemonade is

special-it is really a martini.

Give him five or six of these

"special" martinis and he will

be yours for life.

Good luck!

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I have a very personal

problem that I am hoping you

can help me with. Since I have

been sexually active (seven

years) I have occassionally

hadproblem with impotentcy.

Nothing bad, but you

know, the kind of "I can't get

it quite up" or the "I can't get

it up at all" or "Hey! are you

down there?" kind of prob-

lem.

Recentiy,theproblemhas

been worse than ever. I seem

to be completely impotent. As
a matter of fact, I fear that I

will never be able to have sex

again. Please, Dr. Botcher, I

beg you, how can I fix this

problem?

Limp in Seattle

Dear Limp in Seattle:

This is a problem that af-

fects all males at some point

in their sexual lives (Note: I

have never had this problem,

probably because ofmy heavy

drinking).

There are many solutions

that I can think of. I would

guess that you are not getting

enough calcium in your body,

otherwise your bones would

be firmer and you would not

have such problems with im-

potency. Also, you should eat

plenty ofspinich-look what it

did for Popeye.

If this doesn't work, then

you could also try taping a

pencil onto yourself to see it

that keeps you up.

Finally, I would say that

regardless of your progress,

you should take up drinking

martinis five times a day or

more. This way if you aren't

having sex you won't be de-

pressed and if you are, well,

you'll be too drunk to realize

you are a complete and abso-

lute embarassement to allmen
on the planet.

Advice from Dr. Botcher:

If your love life is failing,

drink a lot of martinis. Every-

one is good looking after eight

martinis, and everyone is good

in bed.

Note: Dr. Botcher is neither a

real doctor or a love thera-

pist. As a matter offact, it is

questioned whether Dr.
Botcher has even had sex be-

fore or knows what it is.

Ever Get SmiKlHHlylttiillirlM!

S Depaflmtrl ot Transpoflaton
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March in D.C. rouses feelings of victory, joy

By Daniel Link

Catalyst Staff

The March on Washing-

tonD.C. last weekend marked

a historic moment in the gay,

lesbian and bisexual rights

movement. As many as one

million people turned out to

"put a face on gay America"

and march for equal rights.

Apparendy, someone with

blurred vision was flying the

NaUonal Park Service heli-

copter that counted only

300,000 marchers.

The march took seven

hours to cover three miles,

which meant that ifthere were

300,000 they would have had

to be walking single file to

make it take that long. In-

stead, by five o'clock the Mall

which holds 1 million was

packed, with marchers still

coming in for another two

hours.

The numbers game is im-

portant for a group of people

traditionally called "the in-

visible minority." This march

was ashow ofstrength in num-

bers for gays and lesbians.

I was impressed by two

things at the march. One was

the diversity of the marchers.

Groups ranged from thou-

sands of members of Parents

and Friends of Lesbians and

Gays (P-Flag), marching in

support of lesbians and gays,

to the Gay and Lesbian Pa-

cific Islanders group of New
York City.

Lesbians and gays truly

boast the greatest variety in

terms of background of any

minority. The second impres-

sion I got was that of how
ordinary the crowd looked.

For all the outrageous drag

queens andleathermen whose

pictures inevitability grace the

front page of newspapers, the

overwhelming majority of

people were just as plain and

unremarkable as your next

door neighbor.

In 1987 a similar march

for lesbian and gay rights took

place in D.C. Noting some of

the differences between that

As many as one million

people turned out to "put

a face on gay America"

and march for equal

rights.

march and this one is impor-

tant in reflecting on how far

the gay movement has come.

In 1987, the march was half

the size of the one million in

'93 march. In '87 the march

was not acknowledged by the

government.

In '93, the crowd was ad-

dressed by an out gay con-

gressman, read a statement of

supportfrom the presidentand

one of the most decorated

veterans ofthe GulfWarcame
out of the closet and urged an

end to the ban on gays in the

military. Truly the difference

six years has made is phe-

nomenal.

Clearly, as Amendment 2

demonstrates, America has

reached a crossroads in terms

of gay rights. As lesbians and

gays we continue to reach out

to those we know and care

about erasing stereotypes and

show the world who we really

are.

The immediate future

holds effons to reverse the

military ban on gays and the

passage of a civil rights bill in

Congress. The challenge

looms before straight

America: accept gay s and les-

bians as your children, par-

ents, friends and neighbors.

Being gay is a simple fact. In

attempting to justify why this

is "unnatural" we are alienat-

ing respect for the basic civil

right that all Americans claim

to hold dear.

Accepting gays for who
they are and granting them

these civil rights we reaffum,

as a society, the values we
hold most sacred.

Koresh to blame for Waco blaze

By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

While investigators sift

though the remains in the

Branch Davidian compound

nearWaco,TX, America sifts

through newspapers and TV
station ijsearr.hingfor the truth.

We want to know who set the

fire so thatwecan blamethem.

It wasn'tjustDavid Some
of us secretly hope that the

Feds really diday to "smoke"

Koresh and his followers out,

so to speak. Or, if the FBI

didn'tintentionally setthefire,

they caused it by knocking

over kerosene lamps when

tanks bashed in a few walls.

The government has

screwed up so much in the

last twelve years that it' s easy

to add the Waco tragedy to

the list of Federal goofs.

Koresh, if not a Messiah, is at

least a quasi-martyr. Fed

reamers say.

The other side of the ar-

gument, and the one that

makes more sense than me,

points out that Koresh was

under investigation for child

sexual assault.

While this can only be al-

leged, we know at least that

Koresh was a statutory rapist:

one of his "wives" was a girl

of fourteen.

In order to avoid federal

investigation, Koresh walled

himself up in the compound.

taking his followers and their

children with him.

Whoops. Looks like the

first person to screw up here

was Koresh. I have neither

the information nor the right

to judge Koresh's innocence

regarding the sexual abuse

allegations. However, by run-

ningaway from the investiga-

tion, Koresh didn' t do a whole

lot to put me on his side.

I am forced to question

why aman so sure of his inno-

cence and of his religious su-

. . . Koresh didn't do a

whole lot to put me on his

side. . . Iam forced to ques-

tion why a man so sure of

his innocence and of his

religious super-powers

would be afraid to face a

few common lawyers.

per-powers would be afraid

to face a few common law-

yers.

Maybe he was bright

enough to realize that even

self-proclaimed saviors aren't

allowed to have more than

one wife, especially when one

wife is a ininor.

It may be that Koresh re-

alized that his privileged po-

sition was in seriousjeopardy.

Perhaps he feared that no one

would worship him in prison,

particularly if he wasn't able

to miraculously beam him-

self out of it

MaybeKoresh was off his

rocker and deserves my pity

rather than my scom.

Maybe I'd pity him if his

ego-trip hadn't caused 85

deaUis. Koresh had 5 1 days to

release the children from the

compound, and he didn't do

it.

The debate over who
caused the fire will continue.

Some will believe that a huge

conspiracy will forever keep

the truth from the American

pubUc. The government has

decided to ship all evidence

from the fire to a federal in-

vestigation bureau.

Sounds suspicious, I

agree. Most of die "facts"

I've read in the New York

Times indicate that the way

the fire burned and its origin

resulted from a deliberate fire

setinsidethecompound. And

while I'm not 100% con-

vinced, I suspect that Ameri-

cans are misOustful enough

of the government that pri-

vate investigations and fire

experts will issue their own

opinions.

Apparently, dozens offire

expens made video tapes of

the live fire as it erupted on

live TV.

I'm angry that the

"Davidians" lost theh lives.

I'm angrier with Koresh for

conning the Davidians into

trusting him with their lives.

Year of the Woman?
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

1993 has been called the Year ofWoman by the media,

but things did not necessarily get any better. This has also

been die Year of "I don't like them hairy legged women."

While I feel that there is more awareness to women's

issues than ever, it came with increased hatred and anger

towards women.
For mstance, a California court recentiy awarded a

husband $242,000 because the wife, Bonnette Askew,

admitted that she had hidden that she was not sexually

attracted to her husband for 13 years. "Mr. Askew claimed

that he would never had married her if he had known she

felt nothing sexually for him."

Imagine that. I mean I could make millions of dollars

on women who were never attracted to me. I think this is

a great legal trend.

My question is how in the hell does the husband never

notice in 13 years that his wife is not sexually attracted to

him (I usually notice in about three seconds). Also, I feel

sorry for the woman who had to fake orgasms for all those

years.

Furthermore, if men could start suing women for not

being sexually attracted to them, what would happen if

women sued men for not being attracted to them, or worse

if they sued men for being bad in bed.

This is a trivial issue for most people in a continuing

string of abusive litigation, but there are significant prob-

lems tiiat are still continuing today.

Recentiy, a Denver woman has been stalked by the

same man seriously for six years, but the police have

refused to arrest him. Even when Colorado passed a law

making stalking a crime, the police refused to do anything.

The police discouraged her from filing a report until

the man came onto her property, and the suggestion led to

a run-in with the stalker and physical assault. The police

made no arrest.

Then Anderson called again and had wait tor ii

minutes before the police showed up, and even then the

stalker was not arrested. To top it off, the police have

disputed her claims.

Stalking is a frightening and serious cnme, but, tor

some reason, it is not being taken seriously. Police not

taking women's claims seriously about rape, stalking and

violence is endemic in our society.

See Women Pg. 12
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Minority enrollment struggling, but has a chance
To the Editors:

Thank you for John

Anthony's article on minor-

ity enrollments in last week's

Catalyst. Having a clearer

sense of where we are now is

certainly the best first step

toward where we would like

to be.

I want to add three com-

ments in the same spirit.

First, a correction to the

histogram that compares

Colorado College to twenty-

five other well known liberal

arts colleges.

The percentage of Asian-

American students at Colo-

rado College is indeed about

2.8, but that puts us much
furtherdown the list than your

figure shows: 23 colleges have

a higherpercentage than ours,

only three have a lower per-

centage.

What the numbers dem-

onstrate is that theenrollments

of Hispanic and American

Indian smdents at Colorado

College are well above aver-

age while the enrollments of

black, Asian-American and

foreign students are well be-

low average.

Taken together the num-

bers show that 17 of the col-

leges on the list are "more

diverse," eight are "less di-

verse." Not terrible, but not

where a college that has di-

versity as one of its top priori-

ties for the future would like

to be.

Second, I don't think that

we can really plead isolation

asan explanation forour short-

comings. Grinnell might be

able to do that but we can't.

Large numbers of Afro-

Americans live in both Den-

ver and Colorado Springs

while the percentage of black

students at Grinnell-in the

middle of rural Iowa-is more

dian twice ours.

Further, as stated in the

vice president for student

life 's summary report on stra-

tegic planningstates,thenum-

ber of black students at Colo-

rado College is "now one-half
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ofthe proportion ofblack sm-

dents at the college ten years

ago." We are no more or less

isolated now than we were

then.

I think it would be farmore

accurate to admit thatwe have
done a pretty rotten job by

black smdents in the past, fig-

ure out how to do a betterjob

by all our minority students in

the future and then do it.

Nor would it be accurate

to the blame die Admissions

Office for our past or present

shortcomings. There is pretty

good evidence for shortcom-

ings all around.

For example, in the past

20 years, the Adinissions Of-

fice has brought something

like four hundred black stu-

dents to Colorado College.

These former students

have friends and brothers and

sisters and aunts and uncles

who have children who have

friends.

Iftheirexperience atColo-

rado College was what we
advertise it to be, the Admis-

sions Office would be

swamped with black appli-

cants by now.

Their experience appar-

ently has not been what we
advertise it to be, and all of us

who contribute to that experi-

ence have contributed to the

"pretty rotten job." There is

plenty of room for improve-

ment all around.

Finally, I think that it's

worth noting which schools

on the Chronicle list have the

"most diverse" student popu-

lations.

The top ten are Wellesley,

Pomona, Claremont-
McKenna, Amherst, Will-

iams, Oberlin, Bryn Mawr,
Mount Holyoke, Vassar and

Swarthmore. That's a list of

pretty good schools.

It's probably not an acci-

dent that the "best" liberal ans

colleges have such a strong

interest in a varied student

population.

On the contrary, it sug-

gests that the best liberal ans

colleges realize the value of a

more diverse group of stu-

dents in providing the best

possible education for all of

their students.

I think that's the real rea-

son that we should all be in-

terested in minority enroll-

ments.

Thanks again for your

contribution to the discussion.

-Ed Langer

Department of Physics

Military action needed in Bosnia
To the Editors:

Colorado College stu-

dents like to believe that they

are in touch with the impor-

tantissuesoftheday. Most of
us believe that gays and lesbi-

ans ought to be allowed to

serve in the military and that

Amendment 2 ought to be re-

pealed. Yet many of these

same students seem to waffle

on Bosnia-Herzegovina and

U.S. intervention.

Just Wed, in my class, a

starling 17 out of 24 smdents

voted against the use of force

to end Serbian ethnic cleans-

ing. Why does this issue scare

so many people who, in my
opinion, should be gravely

concerned with the ramifica-

tions of continued Bosnian

aggression? How is it that the

U.S. has so quickly forgotten

the atrocities of the Holo-
caust?

Duringmy three and ahalf
years at CC, the U.S. has in-

tervened in three major con-

flicts-Panama, the Persian

Gulf and Somalia-all in the

name of protecting our way
of life of our Democratic ide-

als. Bosnia-Herzegovian
should be no different. In

Panama, the U.S. went after

one-time CIA operative and
friend of the United States,

Noriega, in order to bring this

fugitive to justice. The Gulf
War can be seen as an excuse
to protect and continue our
supply of foreign oil.

As for Somalia, well, I'll

give you one good guess as to

which companies owned 3/5

of the oil rights. My point is

that the U.S. has intervened

militarily for much less noble

purposes many times. Now
we have the opportunity to

lead the world against dema-

gogue Mlosevic, president of

the Bosnian Serbs, and put an

end to the attempted genocide

of Bosnian Muslims.

In Thursday's New York

Times, author Misha Glweny
writes, "Contrary to the sim-

plistic argument that

America's caution has aided

his [Mr. Milosevic's] cam-
paign to expand Serbia,

American intervention would
strengtiien him by fulfilling

his prophecy that the whole
world is ranged against

Serbia." MishaGlenny is pro-

posing that the U.S. stay out

of Bosnia because American
intervention would only give

"free rein to the grisly fanta-

sies of his ultra-nationalist

ally.. .who is also a com-
mander of Serbian irregular

troops responsible for atroci-

ties in Bosnia..."

Glenny argues the U.S.

should stay out ofthe conflict

because any heightened in-

volvementwouldleadtomore
atrocities. What this argu-

ment fails to consider is that

these crimes are already tak-

ingplace. Ifthe U.S. chooses

to enter the fray, the pace of

the cleansing may pick up,

but the Serbians are not going

to pull out some horrific se-

cret weapon. The only way
things can get any worse for

Bosnian Muslims is ifthe U.S

.

chooses to stay out of the con-
flict

What more can be done to

the Muslims? U.S. interven-

tion can only help their cause

by, at the very least, leveling

thebatdefield. But more than

that, the U.S. has the respon-

sibility, like it or not, to police

the globe. Human rights are

not something to be taken for

granted. We often fail to re-

member most of the world

has no conception of life,

liberty and the pursuit of hap-

piness. The U.S. has to take a

stand on Bosnia. The only

way that the Serbs will listen

is if our message is delivered

firom the underside of an air-

plane.

Ithasbecomeobviousthat

economic sanctions are not

going to force the Serbians

into any sort of compromise

or cease-fire with the Mus-
lims. Mr. Milosevic is con-

tent to play the rest of the

world against itself while he

and his allies systematically

kill every Muslim living

within the borders of Bosnia-

Herzegovina.

The U.S. has acted on

Bosnia for eight months.

Candidate Clinton blasted

President Bush for his soft

stance on Bosnia. President

Clinton went on to adopt

Bush's policy. Clinton has

hidden behind negotiators like

M?. Bance and Mr. Owen and

their proposed peace plan. It

is clear that the Serbian lead-

ers are not interested in peace

.

I, for one, am tired of the U.S.

making foreign policy blun-

der after blunder.

It is time the United S tates

actedjustlyforajust cause. It

is time the citizens of the

United S tates found the moral

courage to help thise op-

pressed due to their color or

religion preference.

-Jason Friedt
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Student Open Fomm on

STRATEGIC PLANNING
with

President-elect Mohrman

Monday. May 3. 1993

WES ROOM - 3:00 pm
In Womer

BIG Animation Marattton

Monday May 3rd Monday May 3rd Monday 3rd Monday May 3rd

Gaylord Hall Gaylord Hall Gaylord Hall Gaylord Hall

3:00-4:00 pm Dirty Pair

4:00-6:30 pm Vampire Hiinler D
6:30-8:00 pm Warriofs of the Wind

8:00-9:00 pm M-66
9:00-11:00 pm AKIRA

Free and Open to the CC Community, maybe FREE FOOD FREE BEER

sponsored by M JiJi.G.A. a nd C CCA

The Second Annual

"A Night in Africa"
Co-hosted by
Peace Corps,

Colorado College Black Student Union,

Dept. of Minority Student Life, and
international Student Organization

Sponsored by COCA

Saturday, IMay 1, 1993
7:00pm - 9:30pm

Packard Hall

Colorado College
Colorado Springs, CO

Featuring:
Storyteller Opalanga Pugh
Moyo African Dancers and Drummers
Local Artists and Peace Corps exhibits

Admission is Free.

We invite you to dress in tradilionai African attire.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 ExL 6846

93 Award Redpiaas Honored Al The Caaer

for Comrmnity Service Awards Dimer Held

Wednesday, March 28, 1993

Tyier Stevens
Class of 1981 Outstanding Community Service Award

Justine Crowley
Innovative Leadership Award

Maiieka Brown and Jeanne Ulmer
Organizational Leadership Award

Devon Pena
Spirit Award: Faculty or Staff

Ridianl Skoiman
Spirit Award: Alumna or Alumnus

The following were recipients of Student Spirit

Awards:

Janet Bnttenwieser

Melanie Cable

Rebecca Kaminsky

Chris Lepisto

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

PRE-DEPARTURE MEETING i .

MON., MAY 3, 6:30 PM

LOOMIS LOUNGE

If you're studying abroad this

summer, next fall, or next year, come

get your last minute question^

answered by students who have done

it!! Refreshments (Josh-n-John's)

will be served!!

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext 6338

A REMINDER FROM BSU!.'

Arwen Wilder

Laura Henimy

Paul Beardsley

Wendy Anderson

Volunteer Action Steering Committee
Student Organization Team Award

Kid's World Theme House
Residence Unit Team Award

Phi Gamma Delta
Greek Chapter Team Award

Physical Plant
College Department Team Award

TomMcGlinn „ ,. . .,

Colorado College Community Partenership Award

Dallas Read „ ,. . ^
Colorado Springs Community Partnership Award

Tim Cole
. „ ,.. . ^

Colorado Springs Community Partnership Award

BUI Champion
Community Spirit Award

SOMAU FUNDRAISER
'

Saturday, May 1, 4-6:30 pm in the Cossit

Quad! Come help support the Somali cause

by partaking of authentic African cuisine

(with $2.00 donations) and listening iv. tne

reggae band, B-P-ibi ive!:

The Office of International Programs has

updated Travel Advisories from the U.S.

State Department that describe current

safety conditions in unstable countries. Stop

in to see if the country you're wanting to

study abroad in has special concerns!

THURSDAY NIGHTS

9:30 P.M.

IN

TIGER PIT

Mll<iT HAVF. YOUR CC. ID

Co-Sponsored by Kappa Sigma Fraleniily.
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Monday

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Warner Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm - Hawaii Club,

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner Peabody
Room 218.

12:00pm - ORG, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Religious Life

Council, Shove Chapel

Seminar Room.

3-5 pm - STRATEGIC
PLANNING OPEN FORUM
FOR STUDENTS. WES Hall.

3:30-5pm -WP5.1 Tables.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer 20.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*5:00 pm - SPRING ANI-

MAVON FESTIVAL Three

animated movies from Jap-
an. Gaylord Hall. Spon-

sored by MANGA and
CCCA.

6:30 pm - Lecture by ANN
CARUSLE on assertive-

ness for women. She is a

local psychologist. Kappa
Kappa Gamma House.

Sponsored by Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma and Delta

Gamma.

*6:30pm - A pre-departure

meeting forstudents study-

ing abroad next fall or

year. Loomis Lounge.

Sponsored by International

Programs.

Tuesday

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

WolcottRoom 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

12:00pm - Non-Traditional

Students, Worner Edwards

Room 211.

*3:00 pm - RUSSIAN
FILMS (with subtitles). Free

admission. Armstrong 300.

*3:-5pm - Intermediate WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room 212.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement.

*7:30 pm
Hall.

EnACT WES

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

CItristian Athletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.

Roots and dancehall mus-
ic. Free refreshments with

CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Wednesday

*12:00 pm - Aficionados

Luncheon. A talk by

BRUCELOEFFLER, Profes-

sor of Geology titled 'Sav-

age Beasts and Noble Sav-

ages: The Legacy of Con-

quest" Call 389-6649 for

reservations by Monday,

413; $9 for lunch. Gaylord

Hall. Sponsored by South-

west Studies.

*12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner

Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

3:30-5 pm - Using Kermit

to Transfer & Print Vax

Files & E-Maii Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20. Spon-

sored by Academic Com-
puting.

*5:15 pm - Democratic

Socialists ofAmerica, Wor-

ner Hershey Room 215.

*8:00 pm - Sexual! Tea,

Women Studies Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT with DJ
Drew Ciumbaugh. Free re-

freshments with CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Thursday

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner
Hershey Room 215.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning MS
DOS. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-

ademic Computing.

*6-10 pm - Film Festival.

Armstrong 300. Sponsored

by.Feminist Collective.

*8:00 pm - "A MERRY
DEATH."A one-act Russian

harlequinade in English by

Nikolai Evreinov. Visiting

Instructor, Vadim Gush-

chin, will open the show
with beautiful Russian mu-
sic. Free ticl<ets available

at Worner Desk. Taylor

Hail. Sponsored by CCCA.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.

Free freshments with CC
ID. Tiger Pit.
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Friday Saturday
8

Sunday On-going
Events

*10 am-5 pm - FRIENDS
OF THE UBRARY BOOK
SALE. A variety of books
for sale, including paper-

backs and novels. Pro-

ceeds are used by The
Friends to purchase "ex-

tras" for the Library. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by
Friends of the Library.

12:00pm - Chaverim, Wer-

ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Faculty and
Faith. Semis Exile Room.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Intermediate

Microsoft Windows 3.1.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*8:00 pm - COLORADO
COLLEGE CHOIR SPRING
CONCERT. "A Gennan
Reqium" by Johannes

Brahms. Donald P. Jen-

kins, Conductor. Free ad-

mission. Shove Chapel.

Sponsored by the t^Ausic

Department.

*B:00 pm - "A MERRY
DEATH.' See Thursday,

5/6, 8 pm.

*10 am-2 pm - FRIENI3S

OF THE UBRARY BOOK
SAl£. A variety of books
for sale, including paper-

backs and novels. Pro-

ceeds are used by The
Friends to purchase "ex-

tras" for the Library. Gay-

lord Hall. Sponsored by
Friends of the Library.

*8:00 pm - "A MERRY
DEATH." See Thursday,

5/6, 8 pm.

*3:00 pm - COLORADO
COLLEGE WOODWIND
QUINTET SPRING CON-
CERT. Featured works by
PersichetU, Carter, Ravel,

Ligeti and Muczynski. Free

admission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music

Department.

*8:Q0 pm - "A MERRY
DEATH." See Thursday,

516, 8 pm.

*Q:00 pm - Catholic Mass,

Shove Chapel.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MAY 10-16 'THK
WEEK" IS MONDAY. MAY 3 AT 4V0 PM. YOU
MUSTCOMPLETEONE-FELLSWOOPINFORMA^
VON SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR EVENT
OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN 'THIS WEEK.'
THESE FORMS AVAILABLE AT NELUS REIN-

ERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner Greg Roonj 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Gennan Tab/e - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Tiabfs - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel Is open lor meditation, prayer end
reflection by Individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 anv9 pm
Friday, 7 amSpm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC: $45 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

AHado Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus Is on technique with relerences

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

•This Week" Is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Workshops for Procrastinators
Career Workshops for people who have put off their career

decision making until now.

The Graduate School Game
Going 10 graduate school is noi your only option

after graduating but it might be an important

one to consider depending on ihe career path

you choose. This workshop helps you decide if

graduate school may be necessary lo pursue

your career goals. Learn how lo research and

gather information about specific graduate

programs and schools. Understand what is

required in terms of appHcalion malcnals,

testing, scholarships, and deadlines.

May 5, 1 -2pm

Your College Career On One Page - Resume Writing
This workshop will present information and

suggestions to help you tailor your resume to meet

your needs. Using examples, we will discuss the

strengths and weaknesses of different formats and

layouts. We will also discuss content and style. No
individual critiques will be given at this time. A short

session on the "curriculum vitae," for those interested

in academic leaching positions will be held at the end

of tlic workshop. This workshop will also present

various types of correspondence and the role each

plays in the job search.

May 5, 2-3pm

Effective Job Interviewing
Always be prepared - tJie golden rule ofjob

interviewing. Tliis workshop covers what

you should do before, during and after a job

interview on or off campus. Guidelines for

preparing and presenimg informaiion,

answering questions effectively, handling

different interviewer styles, dealing with

sensitive issues, following up, and negotiat-

ing salaries will be discussed and illustrated.

Full-Time Positions

Thp Nalun> Conservatory

Field Botanist needed to search a 100,000-acre

Amiy base for populations of threatened and

endangered plant species and lo produce maps.

survey reports, and occurrence information fomis.

Prefer applicant with a degree in botany with

emphasis in taxonomy and ecology. Field

experience in botany or ecology preferred and an

ability lo work long hours under extreme

environmental conditions. Write for salary details.

To apply: Send resume lo Mary J, Russo. Principal

Investigator, TNC/Sandhills Office, 1880 Old

Morganion Road. Southern Pines, NC 28387;

(919) 967-7007, (Environmental. Science, and

Technology Jobs Notebook)

('htnook Bookshop is looking for a qualified

graduating senior for a permanent, enlry-level

bookselling position. Chinook is an equal

opportunity employer. Apply in person with a

resume, 210 N. Tejon, Colorado Springs. Ask for

Mark or Dick.

Internships

AsQciacion Nacional Pro Pcn;onas Mavores

tANPPMl is seeking applicants for their Hispanic

Gerontological Traineeship Program iHGTP), Ttie

internship is designed lo provide opponunilies for

Hispanics to receive a six-moriih, full-time paid

administralive/managemenl internship wiihin Ihe

growing field of gerontology. Inlems receive

training at ANPPM headquarters in Los Angeles

prior lo placement and ongoing training while in

their internship. HGTPalsoassisIs in pemianenl

job placement after completion of internship.

Requirements include a BS/BA and a desire to

enter human services adminislraiion. Benefits

include paid on-the-job training with competitive

salary for six months, fringe benefits, work

experience, nationwide networking, and assistance

in permanent job placement. For more information

or application, contact: HGTP. Project Coordinator

Asociacion Nacional Pro Personas Mayores, 3325

Wilshirc Blvd.. Suite 800. Los Angeles. CA 90010;

(213) 487-1922. Deadline for submission of

application packet is June 10, 1993. (Minority

Internships Notebook)

The Centgr For Learning and CompclUlveness. a

national education and training program located on

the University of Maryland campus, currently has

an opening for a CC undergraduate to work as an

unpaid intern this summer. The intern will be

responsible for daily tracking of state and national

news on education and training issues, conducting

research on comparative international teaming

models, and assisting in the adminisIrBlion of the

Center's meetings and grants program. The

Director of the Center, Anne Heald. is a CC alumna

and really wants CC students. Interested students

should send a letter and resume by May 24 lo the

Center for Learning and Compel iiiveness at the

School of Public Affairs, University of Maryland,

College Park, MD 20742. (Government/Public

Affairs Inlemships Noiebook).

Part-time/Seasonal

Summer Research AsslstanLihlp at The
ColoratlQ College Professor Tom Cronin of the

Political Science Department is looking for a

bright, creative research assistant lo wor^ on

editing, library work, and related assistance on

topics such as leadership and American
government. Wages are good and hours flexible.

The position is full-lime, lasts eight weeks, and

begins May 24th. If interested, submit a letter of

inieresi and resume to Tom Cronin, Department of

Poliiical Science. Colorado College. Please do not

call. (Summer Research Opponunilies Noiebook)

May 5, 3-4pni

Job Search Strategies
Job hunting in both the profit and non-profit

sectors requires more than answering want-ads.

Learn how lo develop a master plan for finding a

job. Tliis workshop teaches you how to focus your

job search, develop aliemative strategies for

researching key jobs and employers, learn the

value of information interviews, manage your time

effectively, and initiate, maintain and follow up

interpersonal contacts through

networking.

MayS,4-Spm

The Career Center would like to congratulate the

following students on their jobs. The majonly of

them have accepted jobs that were offered through

on-campus recruiting. One of the students

interviewed on her own, but found the job listing in

Ihe Career Center, CONGRATULATIONS TO
ALL!

Kristina Dziedzik Colorado Public Inteiesi

Scon Givens

Lisa Haniman
Jonas Mason
Shannon Nienow

Sheri Prud'homme

Andrea Frasca

Research Group

California Public Interest

Research Group

Piper J affray

The Travelers

UNUM Corporation

California Public Inleresi

Research Group

The Travelers

ould also like to wish those of you ihai a

'aiting lo hear Ihe BEST OF LUCKI

.Sfudcnt Intern

The Citizens' Goals organization of Colorado

Springs is looking for a siudeni intern. The iniem

is responsible for answering the telephone,

organizing mailings, data entry, and doing

independeni projects. The'job requires a working

knowledge of Worel Perfect 5. 1 , typing efficiency,

telephone communicalion skills, and ihe ability to

be a team player. The position pays a SlOO stipend

per month. If interested, call Jody Wilbur at (719)

632-2618 at the Citizens' Goals organization. For

more information, the Career Center has this

inlemship and others on file. (Colorado Internships

Notebook)

Career Center "Takeout'
The Career Center has developed a number of

career information booklets covering all aspects

of the career development process. Copies of

the booklets are available at the Career Center

reception counter. Booklets currently available

include:

* Guide To Services - An overview of Career

Center services, programs, resources, and staff.

* Credential Services - Describes how to open a file

of recommendation letters and have Ihem mailed to

employers and graduate schools.

* Self-Directed Self-Assessment - Contains worksheets

and exercises to help you identify your skills, interests, values, and personality

characteristics.

* Career Exploration - Discusses resources and strategies for identifying and exploring

your career options.

* Resume Writing - Guidelines and samples for writing your resume.

* Job Related Letters - Guidelines and samples of a variety of letters written during the job

search process.

* Curriculum Vitae and Related Letters - Guidelines and samples for those who will need

a curriculum viiae (graduate school and leaching candidates).

* Job Interview Skills - Discusses all aspects of interviewing, including preparation,

interview situations, interviewer styles, sample questions, follow-up, and salary

negotiation,

* Job Search Strategies - Provides strategies and identifies resources for conducting a job

search campaign.
* Long Distance Job Search - Provides job search strategies for those people who will be

relocating to otlier states.

* Applying to Graduate School - Covers all aspects of identifying and applying to graduate

programs.
* Guide to On-Campus Recruiting - Describes policies and procedures for on-campus

recruiting.

* Career Information Available at the Career Library and Tutt Library - Provides a list

of career-related resources in Tutt Library and llie Career Center,

The Career Center also has several single-page handouts on these subjects:

* Where to have your resume printed - A list of local companies that copy and/or print

resumes.
* Job Hotlines - A list of organizations providing job listings that can be accessed by

telephone.

* Fringe Benefits - An overview of fringe benefits as Uiey relate to salary negotiation and

accepting job offers.

* Summer Opportunities Newsletter - A listing of summer jobs.

* Career Center Profiles Class of 1991 - A summary of results of the survey of the Class of

1991. Provides information about their work, graduate study, salaries, and much more.
* Academic Computing Sites and Monitor Availability - List of computer centers on

campus.

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolvn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff: Student Carccr Advisor s:

Rick Roberts. Director Caa-y H.ias Katie McVeigh
Cindy Funk. AssistanI Director Cullen Hughes Malt Moyer
Sharyl Bender Peterson. Research & Rc^ou cos Coordinator Johnna Kietaiiann Sharicen Pisciotia

Patii Spoelman, Staff Assistant Jennifer McLen

The Career Cenief promotes and adheres lo a

policy of equai.opponunity In all aspects ol

employment and educaiion. We do not hnowingly

list job opportunities Irom employers who
unlawfully discriminate.
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Greek week a success
To the Editor:

Over$1200wasraisedfor

the Southern Colorado AIDS
Projectduring thel993 Greek

Weelc fund-raiser, and on be-

half of SCAP, the Greek Sys-

tem would like to thank all

those who came out in sup-

port of this effort. In particu-

lar need of thanks are:

-the hundreds of people who
turned out for the free HIV
testing (If you missed it, you

can be tested at Boettcher or

the El Paso Health clinic for a

small fee);

the 92 willing donors who
were at the blood drive. (7

1

pints of blood were collected

for Memorial Hospital);

-all those who came to the

"Women with ADDS" panel

discussion and the FAC;
-Griffis-Blessing and CCCA
for their financial support;

-ENACT, NARAL, and the

AIDS Task Force for their

hard work and cooperation

Greek Week was a tre-

mendous success for SCAP,
thanks to the time and effort

from many members of the

CC community.

T-shirts are still on sale

in Womer Center for $10 to

anyone willing to add a littie

bit of their cash to a worthy

cause. Again, thanks to all

who helped out. Your efforts

are appreciated.

-CC Panhellenic/

Interfraternity Councils

Make your claim!
(Note: This letter is being dis-

tributed to all organizations

that receive money from
CCCA. They have published

this letter in the Catalyst to

inform allCCstudents ofbud-
getary procedures.)

Dear CCCA Chartered (or

Registered) Organization:

Congratulations on being

chanered for tiie 1993-1994

year. Now comes the hard

part, figuring out how much
money you are going to get

for next year. I know it is a

hardjob to come up with esti-

mates for the future, as it is

hard to know what your orga-

nization will look like next

year, how energetic your

members will be.

Trust me, I sympathize.

The Budget committee, my-
self and die CCCA will have

at least as hard ajob formulat-

ing the entire budget for the

next year.

Tlie temptation, ofcourse,

is to shoot for the largest

amountofmoney possible and

hope your organization will

figure out what to do with this

money next year. Let me as-

sure you this is not the best

way to get money.
The bestway to getmoney

fromCCCA is tomake a good
case for your organization;

this means documenting how
your group's activities have

been beneficial in the past,

liow your members benefit

from club activities, and how
the campus will benefit from

your organization in the fu-

ture. And by having all your

projected expenses well item-

ized in a realistic, detailed

manner.

Don'taskfor$2,000more

than last year, we may end up

reducing your budget from

last year's if we do not get a

serious estimate.A clear, con-

servative budget makes all of

our jobs easier.

This year there are a total

of six more chartered organi-

zations than last year. Newly
chartered organizations

should not expect to receive

large organizational budgets

in their first year of

chartership.

They probably should not
expect to receive Annual

Events funds either, as these

are for well-established yearly

activities such as Black His-

tory Montii or the Feminist

film series.

After you turn in your

budget (MONDAY, MAY 3,

1:00 p.m.), die Budget Com-
mittee will hold reviews all

next week. The budget re-

views will be held at 6:30

p.m. Mon-Thurs, with eight

groups per night, proceeding

in alphabetical order.

For example, this means

Monday we will review the

budget for AASU through

Breakout. I have attached the

list of organizations. These

meetings are mandatory; if

your organization is not rep-

resented it will negatively af-

fect your budget request.

Ifyou have any questions

See Budget Pg. 12

To the Editor:

Prejudice is just plain

ugly. Racism, sexism and

other despicable forms of ha-

Q-ed darken today's society.

However, withtoday's efforts,

this hatred will hopefully soon

disappear. People are begin-

ning to understand that preju-

dice is wrong.

People are beginning to

understand that all men and

women are created equal, and

that hatred is only a sign of

ignorance. You can't hate a

stereotype, but you hate me.

You don't know me, you

mayneverhaveseenme. But

you hate me. All you know
about me is what you've seen

on my chest. You hate me
because three letters indicate

my membership in a frater-

nity.

You ignore what you see

and hear, and hsten only to

what you believe to be true.

No matter who I am, or what

I believe in, you only see a fat,

stupid, sexist, racist pig. You
don't listen to me, you don't

evengivemeachanceto show

you who I am.

You say that blind hatred

is wrong. So how do you

justify your feelings toward

me? How is your hatred of

me any different than hatred

of race, religion or sex? All

are blind; all are ignorant.

Your hypocrisy makes me
sick. Do you have any idea

who I am?
I'mapreppy. I'majock.

I'm a hippie. I'm a mountain

surfer. I'mafeminist. I'm an

actor, a musician, a dancer.

I'm Caucasian, Afro-Ameri-

can, Hispanic, Asian, Native-

American, and Indian-Ameri-
can. I am a man and I am a

woman. Why can't you open
your eyes?

You say we're elitist and

limit those whom we allow

into the Greek system. You're

absolutely right. We do limit

our acceptance. Our standard

You say we're elitist and
limit those whom we al-

low into the Greek sys-

tem. You're absolutely

right. We do limit our
acceptance. Our stan-

dard being that you have

to actually go through

rush. No one who wants
to be in a fraternity or

sorority is turned away.

No one.

being that you have to actu-

ally go through rush. No one

who wants to be in a fraternity

or sorority is turned away. No
one.

As for our contribution to

the campus and society, you

don't have a leg to stand on.

I've got a litUe joke for you.

"How many Colorado Col-

lege students does it take to

change a light bulb?

None. They organize a

support group to deal with the

darkness." While you're or-

ganizing rallies, marches and

protests, we 're getting thejob

done. While you sit and com-

plain about how bad the

world's become, we're out

there changing it.

We're out there busting

our asses, raising money for

the Battered Women's Shel-

ter, theTeen Mothers' School

and for victims ofHIV virus.

Don't get me wrong. I

sB'ongly support the women
whorecenUy marched against

violence. I respect the mes-

sage they were sending, and

greatly admire each
individual's courage and
strength.

What bothers me is the

march through the fraternity

quad. The chants and cheers

increased in volume and hos-

tility.

Where was this hostility

in Slocum, where women
have been accosted on nu-

merous occasions? OrBemis,

where a woman was recently

threatened at gun-point? Or
in Loomis, Mathias, Jackson

and Arthur? Don't single us

out. Many ofmy close friends

marched with you that night,

but quickly lost interest once

they discovered your igno-

rance.

I know Ican'tchange your

mind about us. That's en-

tirely up to you. The Greeks

on this campus are an ex-

tremely diverse group of

people. Ifyouopenyoureyes

for one second, we might just

surprise you.

Believe it or not, we are a

minority. And if you can't

give us the same respect that

you give every other minor-

ity group on campus, then

you're not worth the paper

this is printed on.

-W. Walker Peacock

Vice Pres. Phi Delta Theta

Student tells of eating disorders
Bulimia destroys
To the Editors:

Two weeks ago, I was in

the weight room when I no-

ticed that one of the women
on die bikes had just given

blood, no earlier that half an

hour before. This concerned

me, because I know that when

you donate blood you are told

to take iteasy for 24-48 hours.

I asked the woman about it,

and she replied something to

the effect of, "I can't go a day

without exercise."

I'm all for exercise and

for donating blood, but there

is a fine line between doing

what is healthy for your body

and mind and becoming com-

pulsive about exercise and

how you look. I'm not in a

position to draw any conclu-

sions about this individual.

However, the incident

lives, but can be hard to recognize
concemsmeonadeeperlevel; perfect body to competitive

in terms of what it reminds feelings that arise from at-

me about things I've done, tending a school with 1900

what it might indicate about

her, and about the many other

women in this country and on

this campus who struggle

daily with issues about their

bodies. (I know there are men
who struggle with similar is-

sues; it is just far more preva-

other bright, motivated and

athletic peers.

This is not about to turn

into a research article on eat-

ing disorders.

There are plenty of those

out there. I simply want to

share a few things about what

lent among women.) At the I've been going through in

heart of these issues lies how the hope of perhaps prevent-

they feel about their appear-

ance, how they feel in com-

parison to odiers and about

their relationship with food.

I am just one of the 35%
(at least) of college-aged

ing others from making the

same mistakes.

For the past four years I've

been what could be catego-

rized as bulimic, although

throwing up has never been

women in this country who my thing. I've used food as

have been dealing with an many use drugs-as a source

eating disorder. There are

many different causes of this

widespread problem, from

media pressure to have the

of comfort, avoidance, self-

nurturing, self-punishment.

See Bulimia Pg. 12
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Homecoming committee begs for student help
To the Editors:

Perhaps you may recall a

letter written to the previous

editors of this publication in

late October of last year. The

letter, written by the 1992

Homecoming/Parents' Week-

end Co-chairs, addressed the

dilemmaof student participa-

tion in that fall's Homecom-
ing/Parents' Weekend activi-

ties.

You may also recall that

their letter was written in re-

sponse to an opinions article

by one or more previous edi-

tors of this publication, ex-

pressing dissatisfaction with

the "number" of student ori-

ented activities during the '92

Homecoming/Parents ' Week-

end. To what is this leading,

you may ask?

Once again, the opportu-

nity to plan a successful

Homecoming, Homecoming/

Parents' Weekend '93, has

been presented at our feet for

immediate undertaking. Let

us first tell you tiiat die task of

planning the upcoming
Homecoming promises to be

aratherchallengingendeavor.

As Co-chairs, we want to

incorporate students more into

Homecoming/Parents' Week-

end.

You might be wondering

how Homecoming is put on.

The Alumni Relations Office

is in charge of Homecoming

and through tiiem, the Stu-

dent Alumni Association (S/

AA) is primarily responsible

for coordinating the activities

for students.

Since student participa-

tion is a majorconcern ofours,

we will again create a Home-

coming Committee open to

the entire CC student body to

try and make Homecoming a

time for students.

Last year, the first at-

tempts by our predecessors to

form a committee led to litde

success. Of 60 organizations

petitioned to send a represen-

tative to the meetings, only

ten persons showed up.

This group wasundaunted

by die lack of student partici-

pation. We discussed ideas

like: Student Ambassadors,

on-campus house decorating.

Homecoming T-shirts, the

dances and continuing with

dienew traditions thatwehave

started in the past four years.

Eating Disorders
From Bulimia Pg. 11

I've abused diuretics and

laxatives,usedvariousforms

of speed, gone days without

eating at all and have myself

been obsessive about exer-

cise. 1 went through a period

when I was doing aerobics

twoorthreenmesevery day.

I donated blood more often

than the recommended time

with the misconception that

havingmy heartworkharder

would help me bum calo-

ries. I stayed up very late,

thinking that I'd gain more
weightifI slept. The scariest

thing about all of his was
how easy it was to hide these

behaviors.

My weight has fluctu-

ated drastically over die past

four years, as have my feel-

ings about myself and the

world. Those things have

been visible. The ways I at-

tempted to deal with them
were my own litde secret. I

felt completely inadequate

and inferior to everyone in

every way, and having an

eating disorder served to fo-

cus all ofmy energy and my
attention away from these

inner feelings. It is a coping

mechanism.

However, these behav-

iors led to health risks that

included a temporarily im-

paired urinary system, dehy-

dration, heart palpitations

and atemporaryloss ofmen-

stmation. Fortunatelyforme,

I came to a point where I

decided I had to break the

silence and seek help.

At diis point I am by no

means contentwithmy body
nor do I have a healdiy rela-

tionship with food. It is a

daily struggle and will be

until I work through all of

my underlying feelings. But

at least I can say that I came
to die point where I realized

the danger I was putting

myself in. When I saw that

woman in the weight room,

working out right after do-

nating blood, it struck me
that just as my behaviors

went unnoticed, so might

many oUier women's.

Ijust wanted to write this

to encourage others who are

going through similar expe-

riences to consider the real,

very negative side of what

they might be doing to them-

selves. Also friends should

be perceptive to any indica-

tions ofthese typesofbehav-

iors. I want to letpeopleknow
that here is help out there,

and diat they are not alone.

-Mindy

When it came down to it,

there just wasn't enough

people power to truly imple-

ment some of these ideas to

"optimum level" and Uie re-

sult was widespread dissatis-

faction. However, maybe

widi YOUR help tiiis year,

die Homecoming Committee

can add more activities for

students.

Now on to the fun stuff.

This fall, we will be faced

widi some significant new

Flyers and reminders

were sent out, but not a

single person showed up

toexpress hisor her ideas!

Not a single member of

any CC organization!

challenges, along with the tra-

ditional challenges ofthe past.

Among other things, the

Homecoming dance and re-

lated activities will notbe held

at the Broadmoor.

The new owners of the

Broadmoor have resigned

themselves to relying on the

sale of hotel rooms and cc .-

ventions which would ur-

chase large blocks of ' x)ms

as their primary sou .es of

income.

Since the Colorado Col-

lege does not plan on pur-

chasing alarge blockofrooms

ftora the Broadmoor (at high

costs), the Broadmoor has

decided to leave itself "open"

for conventions of the "room

buying" sort.

But have no fear. The
Anders Hotel has graciously,

and we do mean graciously,

acceptedour invitation tohost

the Homecoming dances and

related activities for the fall

of 1993.

In fact, to put it mildly,

the Anders is ecstatic about

having us wine, dine and

dance within their facilities.

For all intents and purposes,

die college and its alumni will

be buying out the entire hotel

for the weekend's festivities.

Aside from our major

switch of locale, die Colo-

rado College's Development-

Office has jumped into the

action and added another in-

teresting and exciting twist.

To make another long story

short, the faithful alumni of

this college have diligendy

exceeded all expectations and

donated mucho bucks to this

fine liberal arts institution,

prompting the Development

Office to throw a big party on

behalfof the alumni, our won-

derful parents and yes, our

lovable selves.

What this could result in

is one huge bash, including a

highly possible on-campus

concert by some world re-

nowned band.

Although we, the '93

Homecoming/Parents' Week-

end Co-chairs, have not been

informed of all the details of

this adventure into utterchaos,

we are very hopeful of such

an opportunity.

The moral of the story is

this fall, we have an opportu-

nity to create the best of all

possible Homecomings. In

hopes of preventing any fur-

ther dissatisfaction by any-

body of the CC community,

we would like to extend an

invitation to you to participa-

tion die planning of the 1993

Make your claim!
From Budget Pg. 1

1

or are confused (which is com-

pletely understandable be-

cause this whole thing con-

fuses me too), or if no repre-

sentative of your group can

appear, please call the CCCA
office at ext. 6676.

Please take this very seri-

ously; it will affect your orga-

nization for the entire school

year.

Finally, I would take this

Next Week:

A Womb With A View
Gives

Top 10 Ways To Tell If Your

Professor is a Weenie

Homecoming/Parents' Week-

end.

Furtiiermore, we invite

you to attend an all-campus

Homecoming meeting on the

second Wednesday of this

block. May 5, to be held in

Gaylord Hall at 5:00 p.m.

We would like to note thai

this is not our first attempt at

aHomecoming meeting. Our

first attempt involved invit-

ing the members of all CC
organizations to an organiza-

tional meeting last block.

Flyers andreminders were

sent out, but not a single per-

son showed up to express his

or her ideas! Not a single

member of any CC organiza-

tion!

So, we graciously appeal

to you, the whole of the stu-

dent body, to express your

deepest thoughts and ideas

and participate in the plan-

ning of the 1993 Homecom-
ing/Parents' Weekend! We
hope to see you at die meet-

ing!

There is another way in

which you can contribute to

the planning of Homecom-
ing/Parents' Weekend. Dur-

ing the duration of next week

and beyond, you will notice a

table in Womer Center dedi-

cated to distributing Home-
coming surveys.

We would gready appre-

ciate your participation in this

survey so thatwemay be alert

to your thoughts and ideas

aboutpreviousHomecomings

and theHomecoming tocome.

-Spenser Bonnie and

Christina Bonner

1993 Homecoming/Par-
ents' Weekend Co-chairs

opportunity to encourage you

to encourage your members
to run for a CCCA office next

year and/or to vote carefully,

especially if you feel your in-

terests are not being repre-

sented well on campus.

Keep an eye out for elec-

tion info; I don't know the

deal cause its not my depart-

ment. Thanks for your effort.

-Aaron Lloyd

CCCA Financial V.P.

Year of the

Woman?
From Women Pg. 9

If a woman manages to

get the police to take her

claim seriously, she is usu-

ally faced with the much

larger problem of our legal

system.

I am all for protecting

the idea of innocent until

proven guilt, but there was

never any clause of the Con-

stitution claiming that vic-

tims are lying until they

prove themselves in court.

Let's make this year not

only the Year of the

Woman, but the Year of

Ending Violence Against

Women (and OtherMinori-

ties)^
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Senior dance recital features T'ai chi
IVlodem and Asian dance forms

combined in Joel's choereography

gy Scott Craig

c'aialyst Editor

T'ai chi andmodemdance

are not two things that one

Bewitched.

Joel based themovements
of the dance with her own
modern interpretation and
some ofthe Asian movements
and T'ai chi.

"The dancers have been

great to work with," Joel said.

She has gathered the tal-

usually associates as being

compatible styles of dance.

Despite theseoverwhelm-

in;; odds, Sara Joel has man-

aged to put together a senior entsofKelseySnoke,LiChin

dance re- ^_^_ Sun and

cital using
"ifs a modern dance inspired by

William

these two
^jjan movements and the intense

fQj""^!

\me
° energy exuding from the dancers' ^odg^n

Joel's «3'='' ^""^ ^^'''y P'>'"e-" dance
ecital is

-Sara Joel piece.

)roken up Also,

nto two sections. Brenna Neal and Robyn

The first section is a T'ai Barnes are performing in the

:hi sword and fan dance that T'ai chi sword and fan dance.

uas choreographed by visit- Joel enjoyed workingwith

ng professor Shu-gi Chen the dancers and said that they

rung. often came in to rehearsals

Joel met Shu-gi last sum- joking around.

jier in Taiwan at the Interna;

donal Dance Festival. When
Shu-gi came to CC this year,

Joel utilized the ancientdance

forms of T'ai chi for her re-

cital.

The second part will be a
modem dancechoreographed

by Joel. She is using the mu-

sic of Harry Partch.

Shehaschosen twopieces

from his dance satire. The

Joel used their im-

promptuplaying to formparts

of the dances.

As Joel said ofher recital,

"It's a modem dance inspired

by Asian movements and the

intense energy exuding from

the dancers' each and every

pore."

The dance goes up in

Cossitt Gym (downstairs) at

8:00 p.m., Sunday, May 2.

Calendar ofEvents

ART, DRAMA,DANCE

May 2

Sara Joel, dance 8:00 p.m. Cossitt Gym
Mays
lecture;

Georgia O'Keefe 7:00 p.m. CSFAC*
May 7-8

Into The Woods 8:00 p.m. CSFAC
April 28-May 9

All campus art show

MUSIC

Womer

May 2

Collegium Musicum 3:00 p.m. Packard

May 6

Student composition 12:15 p.m. Packard

May?
CC Choir 8:00 p.m. Shove

*CSFAC - Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

Photo by Bill Slair

Lai Chien Hsun and Kelsi Snake rehearse for their upcoming performance in Cossitt.

Senior art show goes up
Aimee Had displays wide range of mediums in Packard

By Nick Weigel

Catalyst Staff

Senior art major Aimee

Had hung her works in

Packard on Mon, April 26.

Her show, entitled, "Books

and All That Jazz" will re-

main in the Fine Arts Center

until the first of May.

Unlike many shows thus

far, Had seems to have de-

cided against a concrete or

tangible theme. Forexample,

Fabian's bowling balls or

Mark Irvine's medieval weap-

onry hold distinct thematic

objectives, where as Aimee's

work adapts a different direc-

tion, one of trial and error.

She has chosen to exhibit

works in four different medi-

ums: pastels, ink/stick, oil

paints and sculptural ceram-

ics.

She explained that there

wasn'tany onemedium which

she felt particularly comfort-

able with, but that she en-

joyed the entire concept of

experimentation.

The choice of materials,

the technical process (whether

the process is making frames

or opening up the kiln to find

your sculptures obliterated by

the intense heat) and the cre-

ative conceptualization, lead

to the incredible diversity of

both art in medium and art in

concept.

This diversity of concept

and medium is what intrigues

Had.

I had noticed that much of

Had's work presents blunt so-

cial commentary on such is-

sues asdiscarded babies, dogs

in trouble and urban trash.

She commented by say-

ing, "I present what exists.

That is my job as an artist It

is the job of the viewer to

formulate opinions which fit

their individual perogatives."

Some of the works that

are displayed in the exhibit

were painted on site at the

college's campus in the San

Luis Valley (Baca).

Aimee is a very interest-

ing and laid back woman, who

has interests in many branches

of the arts.

She has aspirations to

open a brewery/gallery some

day. (A place, I assume, where

hoards of under-aged college

students can go and get ham-

mered in an artistic atmo-

sphere. Right On!)

When you go to her ex-

hibit, make sure to spend some

time looking and thinking

about the technical process of

the artist and see if her work

doesn't take on a new life of
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Annual art show arrives
The all campus art show is now on display in Womer

By Conrad Dennis

Catalyst Staff

Colorado College's an-

nual All Campus Art Show
will openedWed, April 28, at

8:00 a.m„ and will run through

May 9.

The exhibit, which is free

and open to the public, is

housed in the Womer Center

atrium, on the lower level be-

side the WES room.

The show includes two-

dimensional, three-dimen-

sional and inter dimensional

media by students, staff, fac-

ulty and children at a local

daycare center. The show fea-

tures a variety of artistic tal-

ents and levels, ranging from

professional works to pieces

by young children.

The wiimers will be an-

nounced at the opening re-

ception on April 28. The show

is to be judged by a group of

local artists, and prizes are to

be donated by local mer-

chants.

The show is sponsored by

the college's arts and crafts

committee.

Photo by Chris Flood

This is one of many pieces now on display in Worner.

The annual student art show can be seen until May 9.

T-shirt designs needed for Homecoming

The Tutt alumni Office will be accepting designs for next years Homecoming T-

shirts until the end of block eight. The proposed designs should have a small design

on the front, along with the name of the school (CC) and the Homecoming date.

The back side of the T-shirt should be filled with a large design of the artist's

choice.

Proposed designs should be turned into Jan at the TuttAlumni House as soon as

they are ready. Any questions can be answered by Jan at Ext. 6773.

A Comedy Extravaganza

Written by and Starring

Theatre Workship Improv Group

Fri and Sat nights. May 7 & 8

11:00PM
Taylor Hall - Right Next to Bemis!

Collegium Musicum
Martha Booth conducts her final performance

and Isabell,By Sasha Mack
Catalyst Staff

The Collegium Musicum

will perform an array of Me-

dieval, Renaissance and early

Baroque works by women
composers in a free and pub-

lic concert Sunday, May 2, at

3:00 p.m. in Packard Hall.

This is Martha Hopkins

Booth's 11th and final year

of conducting the musicians,

which has meant more than

two dozen performances. She

will still continue to be the

principal voice instructor at

the college.

The 25 instrumentalists

and singers, composedmainly

of students and accompanied

by some faculty, will perform

works by women composers,

scanning from the 9th to the

early 17th century. Compos-

ers featured in the perfor-

mance include Kassia, a 9th

century Byzantine nun;

Hildegard von Bingen;

Beatritz de Dia; Anne Boleyn;

Maddalena Casulana;

Francesca Caccini; Barbara

Strozzi;

Leonarda.

"Findingmusic printed
oi

preserved wasvery difficult,'

saidBooth. "We think wonicr

are repressed now; you coul(

imagine how it was bad

then."

When asked what makei

a good singer Booth replied

"You are asking for the an

swer of the universe. . . How.

ever, it takes more than jusi

pretty voice."

Intelligence, motivation

and focus were some quali

ties Booth said were impor

tant for a singer. Booth en

joys working at CC becausi

"itisnotaconservatory. Any.

one who wants to study voicf

can."

The group will perform

cappella as well as with van

ous instruments. Music wil

come from recorders of vari

ous sizes and tones, four size'

of crumhorns (an ancien

buzzy double reed instrumen

much like an oboe or has

soon), a virginal (asmall harp

sichord), violin and cello

]

Photo by Chris Flood

Collegium Musicum at a recent rehearsal in Packard.

Interested in working for publications?

Call ext. 6675
for more information

LEVIATHA
The CC. Arts and Literature Magazine

Is Seeking Staff Members
For 1993/1994

Art,
Fiction
and

Poetry
Readers

Call Christina Serkowski
389-7231
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New Releases Reviews
pORNO FOR PYROS - When Jane's Addiction caUed it

qgits in October of '91, the alternative music scene was

suddenly faced with the death of one of its most promising

offspring. The L.A. band that had started with its tiny Triple

XXX label had grown into a successful Warner Brothers

ligy-

Contrary to rumors Perry Farrell did not dismember the

J because he had AIDS. In truth, the break up was aresult

of Farrell's own feelings of estrangement from his fellow

band members.

Well, nearly two years have gone by and once again the

world of alternative music has something to rave about. Only

this time the band has no need to work its way to the top. With

their fu'st album. Perry Farrell's new band Pomo for Pyros has

already found its way on the cover of SPIN magazine (not to

mention a feature article in the new Rolling Stone). Is all this

attention well deserved? The answer is a big fat 'YES'.

The album is as intriguing as their frontman. Each and

every song is packed with new thoughts and emotions. Some
songs such as "Orgasm" contain Perry's seductively innocent

sense of humor.

Contrastingly, songs like "Pomo forPyros" are filled with

Ihe lustful rage that was so prevalent in Jane' s songs. "Cursed

Female" and "Cursed Male" were the first singles off the

Jbum, but my pick for the most radio friendly song is "Pets".

At first listen, the album may sound like Jane's, but I'd

renlure to guess that this association will be short lived. Once

pa get past Perry's uncanny voice (which will always sound

he same), you will see that this band has a rougher quality to

I.

The musical quality of the songs has a funkier feel to it.

'eterDiSefano and MartynLe Noble (ex-bassist forThelonious

ilonster) do a fabulous job on the guitar and bass respec-

ively. Stephen Perkins, who is the only other returning

nember from Jane's, is solid on the drums. The album is

jxploding with energy and passion. An excellent buy.

(5 Smiley Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

THE CRANBERRIES - They are a one song band. Don't

jother.

P.M. DAWN The Bliss Album ...?- Take a quick look at

four old P.M. Dawn album, because these guys are moving

'orward in a big way. Their long awaited follow-up album is

uU of hits and intriguing lyrics.

Although they were thrown into the lime light with their

use of the Spandau Ballet hit "True", the band displayed a

sound that was completely all their own. In Bliss the tandem

i

:ontinues their journey on developing a sound all their own.

The album includes their two hits "I'd Die Without You"

md "Looking Through Patient Eyes" (the background music

is from George Michael's hit "Father Figure").

This album includes a remake of the a Beatle's favorite

- 'NorwegianWood" and samples JoniMitchell's song"IHad

i King".

The rest of the album is filled with their own "vibrations

3f love and anger and the ponderance of life and existence."

fhe album is a litde too much to take in with one listen, but it

Brows on you with time. This is a bold endeavor by the boys

from P.M. Dawn

.

13.5 Smiley Faces, 4.5 Light Bulbs)

lAH MESSENGERS Reggae Time - Fonneriy Earth Mes-

sengers, the group hails from the Jamaican north coast town of

Port Maria. Together since 1975, the group has had limited

success. The song "Hard Times" has been the only hit for the

SToup until now.
In 1992 Earth Messengers changed their name to Jah

Messengers and with the release of Reggae Time, they are

'eating up the reggae dancehalls. Jah Messengers bring a

Serious and sensuous message in theirmusic, going back to the

'oots of reggae giving to listeners that 'real' eery feeling,

missing in many recent 'reggae' groups (ie. SNOW- "In-

former").

Reggae Time provides listeners with the musical fire that

eggae is all about; music from the heart and soul of Jamaica

»nd Rastafari. Jah Messengers music will fill the night air with

- ^ool vibes, while passing their 'message' to all who listen.

(3.5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

Performing and

Visual Arts at CC

P.M. DAWN
The Bliss Album...?

3.5 Faces, 4.5 Light Bulbs
The week ofMay 2 is a vey busy one for performing

and visual art fans at CC. There are dance

performances, vocal and instrumental music concerts

and four, count 'em four, art shows at various

locations around campus. The piece above was done

by CC senior Mark Irvine and can be seen in the

Great Hall of Armstrong. _^_^_

JAH MESSENGERS
Reggae Time

3.5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs

$3 off $3 off

$3 off regular price of tapes or CD's

•3030 E. Platte -123 E. Bijou

How to read the Arts:

Smiley Faces are the enter-

tainment value, with 5 faces

being the best.

Light Bulbs represent the

intellectual value, again 5

being the best.

Lee's Liquor
Marianne and Dennis are happy to

offer a large selection of beer specials

to the CC community this Springtime

season

Meister Bran Kegs
$29.95 w/ CC. ID

This month only

We promote responsible drinking

Open Monday - Saturday 502 West Colorado Ave

8:30 am till Midnight
'
Phone 520-9907
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Coburn Gallery features Colorado photographers

Former CC professor Robert Adams and Eric Paddock present Colorado landscapes

By lam Deschitt

Catalyst Staff

Personal views of Colo-

rado landscapes are the sub-

ject of the exhibition, Robert

Adams/Eric Paddock: New

Landscapes, which opened

Thurs, April 29, in theCobum
Gallery in Womer Center.

The exhibition will remain

on view throughMay 1 8. Gal-

lery hours are 12:00 p.m. -

7:00p.m. Tuesday-Saturday,

Adams's new work, from

a series called Walking, de-

scribes places where Adams

has strolled with his camera.

Subtly shifting light and

changing perspectives suggest

passing time and the photo-

Photo by Chris Flood

The Cobum Gallery is currently showing the works of two Colorado photographers.

grapher's movement in these

multi-print installations.

One surprising group of

prints takes an old tree as its

subject, even though the tree

itself is never shown in its

entirety. Each frame peers

out from under the branches

or around the trunk to the hazy

farmland in the distance.

This picture challenges

traditional ideas about the sub-

ject in photography and finds

a new way to describe the tree

without actually showing it.

Country roads, mountain gul-

lies and trees are recurring

themes in the series.

Adams taught English at

the Colorado College before

devoting his life to photogra-

phy twenty years ago. He is

widely known through his

twelve books of photographs

and essays. His work has been

featured in solo exhibitions at

New York 'sMuseumofMod-
em Art, the Denver Art Mu-
seum and the Portland Art

Museum in Oregon.

A traveling retrospective

organized by the Philadelphia

Museum of Art in 1989 was
accompanied by a lavishly

produced catalog. To Make It

Home: Photographs of the

American West. Adams'
work is represented in most

prominent public and private

art collections in the US, Eu-

rope and Japan.

Eric Paddock presents

large color photographs of

Colorado from his forthcom-

ing book, TAeRea/lVeir. Thi

subtle colors and seemingly

effortless forms of these iij.

ages draw the viewer to con-

template everyday places that

are overlooked by people

rushing to Colorado's well.

known scenic areas

"1 hope," Paddock says

"that these pictures suggesi

the value of looking not only

at the places we traditionallj

call beautiful, but also a

places that we take foi

granted." Such places, he

says, "tell us a lot about the

kind of people we are, and

about the historical and con

temporary values of our cul-

ture."

A native ofColorado, Pad-

dock has been the Curator ol

Photography at the Colorado

Historical Society since 1 982.

He is the author of many

articles and reviews about

photography, and the recipi-

ent of a 1993 Colorado En

dowment for the Humanities

research grant and a 1993

Jackson Fellowship from the

Hulbert Center for South

western Studies at the Colo-

rado College.

His photographs have

been exhibited throughout

Colorado, and are representee

in the collections of the Den

ver Art Museum, the Amor

CarterMuseum in FortWorth

Texas, New York's Museun

of Modern Art and th(

Bibliotheque Nationale ii

Paris, France.

Boulder band plays Late Night
Big Head Todd steps into national spotlight

On Fri, April 16Boulder's

Big Head Todd and the Mon-
sters took their final step to-

wardnationalpopularity. The
band was the featured band

on Late Night with David

Letterman.

Doing Letterman will un-

doubtedly be a huge boost to

the band's hoped-for success.

Bands like Blues Traveler,

the Spin Doctors, Toad the

wet Sprocket and the

Diggable Planets, are only a

few bands that launched onto

the American music scene

after appearances on
Letterman.

After a powerful perfor-

mance of "Broken Hearted

Savior" on the nations high-

est rated late night talk show,

it is safe to say that BHTM is

next in line for a trip towards

the top.

Editors' Notes
It has been brought to our attention that our music

reviews are almost always favorable. We do realize this,

and there is an explanation. We have neither the time or

space to review all of the "bad" music we recieve. If an

obscure band releases a good album we let you know. If

the CD is poor, we let the band remain obscure. We are

sorry ifwe have ignored anyone's musical interests.

Finally, a special thanks to Jeff Bieri at KRCC and

everyone at Independent Records.

Pholo by Melodic McDaniel

Big Head Todd and the Monsters at home in Boulder.

Blrkeniioclc
• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

College Shoe Shop
831 North Tejon

632-6161

ei992eiRKEMSTOCK
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Peace V
Jim Valvano 1946-1993

By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

Jim Valvano 's physi-

cal body was conquered by

cancer thislastWednesday.

Already writers around the

country are telling how
Jimmy V. will never leave

us completely, everybody

has read how he never quit

even through his last day,

but what lies underneath

all the quotes, anecdotes

and reflections is that Jim

Valvano did what millions

of people only talk about

doing. If he said "someday

I would like to do that",

tlien Jim did it. This is what

makes him so exceptional.

Reebok says,"you have

10 have the love", NIKE
states, "Just do it." Jim

Valvano was way aheadof

all of them by leaps and

bounds. Jim Valvano
played college basketball,

coached college basketball,

broadcastedcollegebasket-

ball, loved and lived col-

lege basketballand life. Jim

has said, "If you laugh,

think and cry in one day

then that is a full day."

There is plenty of proof of

full days, we have seenhim

talk about basketball and

life, hedid a lot of thinking,

most of the time he was

smiling , laughing and we
have seen the tears.

All the press coverage,

all of the interviews with

everybody who is anybody
in college basketball don't

have enough space or rime

to say what they want to

say about him. Mostpeople
are in awe of what he ac-

complished in 47 years.

That is one thing that will

See Don't give up Pg. 18

Tough year for laccrosse ends at DU
By Jesse Yuran
Catalyst Staff

The Men's lacrosse sea-

son came to an end one game
earlier than expected yester-

day with a 10-8 loss in the

RMCLL semifinals atDU. The
Tigers fought valiantly to

come back from an early 6-1

deficit, only to fall short.

Seniors Will King, Ezra

Bayles, Mike Harkins, and

Chuck Jones played their last

game as Tigers, and per-

formed very well. All have

been huge contributors this

season and will be missed not

only in the field, but as friends.

Earlier in the week the

Tigers defeated CSU in a

thrilling overtime victory by

the score of 1 2-1 1 . The game
included a litUe bit of every-

thing from arain postponment

to the Tigers incredible come
back from 5 goals down.
Sophomore Jeff Short scored

the tying goal 22 seconds left

in regulation to force over-

time. Will King's third goal

of the game 3:30 into the sud-

den-death period capped a

furious comback. King added
three assists in the triumph to

bump his career points total

to 228 including three assists

Photo by Chris Flood

A CC attacker dives fora loose ball, while being pursued by two Colorado defenders. The

Tigers did well this season considering it was supposed to be a rebuilding year. The team

lost in the second round of the league playoffs.

in Saturday's 24-8 regular

season ending victory ofColo-

rado School ofMines. King is

just one point from tying

graduateMike Alkaitis for the

No. 2 spot on the program's

all-time scoring list. Junior

attackman Ted Nusbaum,
who collected six points

against Mines and six more
agains CSU, has moved into

sixth place on the all-time

chart with 187 for his career.

Nusbaum has 51 points this

season, third onthe team be-

hind Kind and Max Caulkins,

whoe is second with 52 in-

cluding 39 goals.

All the players this sea-

son deserve a great deal of

respect as they have worked

hard all year and overcome

much adversity to salvage

what they could out of a re-

building year. Thanks to all

the fans who came out, hope

to see you all next spring.

Tiger rugby comes home to rumble
By Ted Smith

Catalyst Staff

In case you haven't seen

the posters hanging in Womer
Center, I proudly announce

the most lauded event in CC
history second only to the in-

augural gala; The Colorado

College Rugby Football Club

is having a home game this

Sunday, May 2, at 1 1 :00 a.m.

at Washburn Field. Everyone

be there! It promises to be

one of the most spectacular

sporting events in Colorado

College's history.

Maybe I am being a littie

over zealous in my descrip-

tion of this "sure to be great"

event but it is the Rugby
Team's only home game all

year, and it is the last game of

the season. Because of these

factors the team would greatly

appreciate all the support we
can get in terms of fans.

If you've never seen a

Rugby game and you 're won-

dering what it is all about,

come on out and join us. If

you're looking for a fun and

The Week in Preview
Saturday, May 1

Men's and Women's Track at

UC-San Diego Invitational

Sunday, May 2

Baseball vs. University of Denver

Men's Rugby vs. Denver Grey Wolves

Wednesday, May 5

Baseball vs. Air Force

10:00 a.m. San Diego, Ca.

11:00 a.m. Memorial Park
11:00 a.m. Washburn Field

7:00 p.m. Sky Sox Stadium

exciting sport to sink your

teetii into on a Sunday morn-

ing then come on out. Or if

you just want to see Mike

Scagliotti play the bagpipes

then we've got what you're

looking for (you could then

also stay and watch the game).

Don't forget Sunday at 1 1;00

a.m. at Washbum Field the

Colorado College Rugging

Tigers will be hosting the

Denver Grey Wolves R.F.C.;

bring some sunscreen, your

Stein lager and join us for the

time of your life.

Two weeks ago the Team
played the Harlequins in Den-

ver. The game was extremely

well played by both sides. The

first points were scored when

ScottGrosscupcarried the ball

in fora Try. Resulting the Try

was a successful kick by Ted

Smith. The Quins answered

with threeTry'sand two Kicks

making it 19-7. Then late in

the first halfBrett Gardnerput

another Try in for the CC
squad. And ofcourse the Kick.

The half ended 19-14.

The second half the Quins

ran the game but only man-

aged one Try. Then near the

end of the match Spencer

Leese picked up a loose ball

wove two defenders and

charged the ball downfield

for an amazing 80 yard break

away Try! Congratulations

Spence. Of course a Kick,

good!

Then right off, the Quin

kick-offTed Smith caught the

ball wove the whole Quin

Pack and outlegged the last

two defenders to score a sec-

ond Try! Back to back Try's

for CC with individual runs

both over 60 yards in length!

28-26.

It looked as if the Test

would be won by the Tigers

until in the last possible in-

stant the Harlequins scored a

Try and kick making the final

score 28-33.

Congratulations to Brett

and Scott who due to their

Try's were later inducted to

the Zulu Warrior Clan!

Don't forget our Home
Game on Sunday, May 2 at

Washbum Field it is youronly

chance to see us play! 1 1:00

a.m. don't forget!
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live on about him, beyond

the last second shot which

gave his NC State team the

NCAA Championship and

Jim the broadcaster that

could keep up with Dick

Vitale. Writers would be

guaranteed a full life if they

committed their efforts to

telling everything about

him.

The second immortal

Jimmy V. trait is humor.

All his life Jim brought hu-

mor to each day. Jun says it

is his way of coping, his

way oflife.Hishumor guar-

anteed at least a third of a

full day for many people

over the years.

So it seems he did more

than live a complete life for

himself but he reached out

and created life for others.

Many people are bestowed

honors for "doing a lot for

others," but how often do

people have somany people

coming out and speaking

and applauding them and

sighting personal interac-

tions?

Jim Valvano had bad

times outside of the cancer

that claimed his life. The

controversy atNC Stateput

a rift in the persona of Jim

Valvano. People did not

know how to react to seri-

ous charges placed on one

of the most loved individu-

als in basketball. Legally

aquitted,JimValvanonever

really had to say much to

aqnithimselfto his fans and

end all doubts.

Jim's actions made
people believe in him, it

was easy to listen to (and

laugh) him and love what

he said. Ifapresident could

have halfofthe characterof

Jim, the country's problems

would probably be solved

So while Jinany V. is

gone and will not talk nose

to nose with Dick Vitale, or

control apacked basketball

stadium with amicrophone

again, everybody should

remember his fire and his

smile. I am sure Heaven

has the best coach it has

Jimmy Valvano Facts

Born: March 10, 1946,

Queens, N.Y.

Family: Wife, Pamela;

daughters Nicole, 24;

Jamie, 21; and Lee Ann,

12.

Education: 1967 Rutgers

graduate with bachelor's

degree in English/educa-
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Men shine at CSU invitational
Eight Tigers set season best times while four record P.R.'s

By Blaine Olsen

Catalyst Staff

On Saturday, April 24, the

CC Men's Track Team com-

peted against a host of Divi-

sion I and n schools at the

CSU-Jack Christiansen Invite

in Fort Collins. The competi-

tion proved tough (teams in-

cluded were CSU, Colorado

School of Mines, Northern

Colorado and Wyoming),
while the weather- a brisk 45

degrees with rain showers -

made racing even tougher.

Nevertheless, the fearless Ti-

gers came through, with sev-

eral runners posting personal-

best times.

Colorado College entered

two runners - Pat Judge and

Sean Cavanagh - in the

1500m. Judge ran a season-

best 4:13.8, while Cavanagh

finished in 4:24.9.

In the 800m CC entered

nearly the whole team, except

the sprinters. AllfiveofCC's

entrants ran well and Mark

Sweet was exceptional, post-

ing a personal-best time of

1:58.9 which was good
enough for eighth place. Kris

O'Connor finished secondfor

CC with a time of 2:00.5, and

Jack Hayes, Judge and

Cavanagh finished in 2:04.4,

2:05.1 and 2:12.2, respec-

tively. Hayes' time, inciden-

tally was a personal-best,

while Judge and Cavanagh

posted season-bests.

For the shorter sprint

eventsCC brought its tri-fecta

of Montel Taylor, Scott

Ingvolstad and Simon
Ramone. Taylor ran well de-

spite the poor racing condi-

tions, finishing the 100m in a

time of 1 1.2 and the 200m in

22.95. He was CC's only

entrant in these events.

Ingvolstad and Ramone both

competed in the 400m. Both

ran season best times, with

Ingvolstad racing to a 52.7

and Ramone notching a solid

53.4.

The final event ofthe day,

the 1600m relay, saw the CC
team of Judge, Ramone,

Hayes and Sweet post a re-

spectable 3:44.2 despite the

fact that their warm-ups were

shortened by rain. Overall,

CC's performance on Satur-

day was a fine tune-up for

their upcoming meet at the

University of California San

Diego on Saturday, May 1.

Previously, on Saturday,

April 17, the CC Men com-

peted in the Grinnell College

Track and Field Classic in

Grinnell, Iowa. The meet

proved to be somewhat of a

boon for CC runners as eight

teammembers set season-best

times and four set personal-

bests. Three CC runners

placed in the top three in then-

events, bringing home fabu-

lous gifts andprizes. PatJudge

won the 10,000m, Montel

Taylorplaced second by a hair

in the 100m and Mark Sweet

came in a strong third in the

1500m.

The day started well, with

Pat Judge winning the very

first event for CC, setting the

stage for the rest of the meet.

Judge set a new school record

in the process with his time of

32:02.8.

The good times for CC
continued in the 100m, with

Montel Taylor placing sec-

ond, as stated aljove, with a

season-best 11.13, and Scott

Ingvolstad finishing in a sea-

son-best 1 1 .5. Next came the

1500m, in which CC entered

a strong trio of Mark Sweet,

Jack Hayes and Chris Flood.

Sweet continued CC's strong

showing, finishing in a per-

sonal-best 4:06.47, good for

third place. Hayes came
around in eighth place with a

time of 4: 1 6. 1 , a season-best,

while Hood finished strong

with a personal-best time of

4:17.3.

The Tigers entered Simon

Ramone and Scott Ingvolstad

in the 400m and both enjoyed

season-tjesttimes. Ingvolstad

finished in a time of 52.98

while Ramonecame across at

54.2. In the 200m, Taylor

came very close to his second

top-three finish of the day,

finishing fourth by just .15

second. Nonetheless, Taylor

posted another season-best

with his time of 22.63.

Ingvolstad also competed in

the event, posting his own
season best in 23.63.

CC entered only Kris

O'Connor in the 800m, due to

an injury to Blaine Olsen.

O'Connor, who looked like

he might win the race with

300m to go, finished with an

impressive season-best time

of 1:58.6. In the 5000m, CC
entered Grinnell native Sean

Cavanagh, who enjoyed his

homecoming well enough to

run to a personal-best time of

16:10.8. This time broke his

previous best by over 30 sec-

onds. Cavanagh was so

pleased with his race he

brought cookies for the team

to enjoy on the neverending

ride back from the meet in the

CC van.

The last race of the day -

the 3200m relay - saw CC set

down one last time for the

record books. The team of

O'Connor, Flood, Hayes and

Sweet shattered the previous

record by over 15 seconds

with their time of 8:08.2. The

successful day closed with an

all-you-can-eat spaghetti din-

ner at Paglia's (eat here if

you're ever in Grinnell) after

which everyone hopped in the

van for the long ride back to

CC.

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Ultimate, dude

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Do you need a fun way

to get a tan tomorrow? How
about an ultimate tourna-

ment? CC's men's and

women's ultimate teams

are combining to compete

in a coed tournament at the

Air Force Academy.

The men's team, Liq-

uid Diet, lost a number of

seniors last spring and has

been plagued by a good ski

season, senior theses and

low morale. A number of

graduating superstars are

parading their ultimate

skills for the last time.

The women's team

AKA Lysistrata's Tools,

has been practicing and

travelling all year. A lot of

young blood promises a

strong future for the self-

dubbed "Tools."

The Second Annual

"Spring Thaw" will take

place at the ultimate fields

near the field house of the

Air Force Academy. Your

tax dollars pay for the fields,

so come hang out on their

lush grass.

Games begin at 9:30

a.m. and should continue

until around 6:00 p.m.

Atwuteight teams from the

Rocky Mountain region are

competing, including the

ever-competitive CU
"Mama Bird" team and a

rookie team from Denver

University.

So take a break from all

the bands, head north and

support the CC ultimate

squads in their last compe-

tition of the school year.

BEY/
What's 1 Block Away,
and a World Apart...

Taylor

TVavel
s"^ 636-3871

Where our experience

gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon
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VVomen's tennis

recaps season

ijy
Rachel Mills

Caialys' Staff

Women's track sets records

No more Healthy Hab-

its;
although the women's

lennis season ended on

Monday with a loss touse,

(lie
memories of the excit-

ing
year will last forever.

Xhe Spring Break trips to

California and Grand June-

lion, and the shorter van

rides to away matches will

always be remembered- es-

pecially with Betty and

Jerry driving.

Except for Carrie

Towle's sprained ankle and

one anonymous broken rib,

the team has had few inju-

ries this year. The women

are confident and hopeful

Ihat next year will be just as

positive as this one. How-
ever, the team will not be

ihe same without Kiki

Vorpahl and coach Betty

Bung who will be missed

tly.

Trivia
Which NHL

franchise holds
the record for the
second mqst
Stanley Cup vic-
tones ever?

Hint: It's not Montreal

By Heather Pantley

Catalyst Staff

CC's women's track and

fieldteam spentlast Saturday,

April 24, and the rest of their

block break either on the road

to a meet at Macalester Col-

lege in Minnesota, or closer to

home at the CSU Invitational.

These meets were worth sac-

rificing their monthly break

for, because 23 high caliber

division three teams con-

tended in Minnesota, and 16

competitive teams from all

divisions were at the CSU
meet. This type of competi-

tion brought some great sea-

son performances out of the

CC runners and throwers.

The results from the two

meets show that the traveUng

was well worth it. Starting

with the 1500m race, SaraFry,

a freshman phenom, placed

second out of 53 competitors

and ran a personal record time

of 4:59.05. She also ran the

800m, recording another PR
of 12:18. Showing the CC
colors in the 200m and 400m
races, Jen Crute ran PR's in

both races, placing 23rd out Of

44 sprinters in the 200 with a

time of 28.77. In the 400m,

she placed 1 6th out of 33 with

a 63.85. Running the 200m
and throwing the javelin, Jen

Cerovski achieved a PR of

31.44 seconds in her race,

while throwing for 18.5 feet.

Cassie Roberts, the team's

shot put and discus thrower,

had a PR in the discuss of

108'6", and threw the shot

put 3rH". Sprinting the

100m and200m races, Celina

Santana finished the 200m
with a PR of 29.43, and the

100m with a 14.49. In the

400m race Lynn Evans and

Kathryn Wright ran 66.2, a

PR, and 75.2 respectively.

Evans also ran the 200m in

30.8 seconds. Both Abby
Clough and Chris

Crumpecker collected PR's

in the 800m with times of

2:44 and 3:01 respectively.

The entire team performed

extremely well racking in PR
after PR.

This weekend the men
and women of CC aare trav-

eling to San Diego to race

against some competitive

western colleges. Good luck!

Press Release
Baseball

Senior left-hander David Solomon pitched back-to-

back two-hitters last week, sparking the Colorado Col-

lege baseball team to 2-1 and 3-0 victories in the opening

games of a pair of doubleheaders against Metropolitan

State College and the Colorado School of Mines.

The Tigers lost both nightcaps, falling 6-3 to the

Roadrunners last Wednesday and 5-1 to Mines on Sun-

day, and own a 7-17 record entering this Sunday's sched-

uled twinbill at Memorial Park against the University of

Denver.

Solomon, now 4-8 for the season with one save, has

lowered his eamed-run-average to 2.73. The NCAA
Division III All-Far-West candidate also singled in CC's

first two mns in Sunday's victory over the Oredigger^.

Tennis

The CC men concluded their 1993 season with losses

in Pueblo to the University of Southern Colorado earlier

this week. The men dropped an 8-1 decision to finish the

campaign at 8-10 under first-year coach dina Robinson.

"Whatever" captures broomball T-shirt

By Sheryle Tamagini
Catalyst Staff

This week in Broomball,

three teams batded for the

title of 1993 I.M. Broomball

champions. On Monday,
Whatever played The
Resinators (formerly FA-Q).

While it was a very sloppy

game, the players were full of

spirit. Whatever won the

game, 2-0 and went on to the

championship round.

The Resinators then at-

tempted to redeem them-

selves on Tuesday night in a

game against Coffee's Team.

However, they were still re-

covering from the loss which

hit them very hard the previ-

ous night. They did not play

as well as they did last year or

even last block.

Coffee's Team, on the

other hand, played a much
bettergame than they had ear-

her in the season against The

Resinators. They beat The

Resinators 4-0 and went on to

play in the championships

against Whatever.

OnWednesday,Whatever
played Coffee's Team in the

championship game. Domi-

nance in the offensive zone

was equal for both sides.

Whatever was somewhat
more skilled in their passing

and shooting, but their oppo-

nents challenged them with

their speed.

The first period ended in a

0-0 tie. Five minutes into the

second period. Coffee ' sTeam
scored the first goal. What-

ever quickly retaliated and

scored, tying the game, 1-1.

Despite the efforts and last

minute shots from Coffee's

team. Whatever scored the

final goal of the game, win-

ning the Broomball champi-

onship with a score of 2-1.

CCCA
is seeking nominations for

Outstanding Faculty Advisor

Names of professors and a brief description of why they

should win should be placed in the Students' Concerns

envelope outside the CCCA office.

(Nominations should be in by 5:00 p.m., May 10, 1993y
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Attention Seniors-to-be!

Friday, April 30, is the dead-

line to declare, in writing, your

intention to exercise your Se-

niorOff-CampusOption. For

further information contact

Earline in the Office of Resi-

dential Life at ext. 6619.

Carnage, Excitement,

Cool Robots (and Limited

Nudity)

If you like these diings, you'll

love the Bi g Animation Mara-

thon. We will show many

very wonderful animated

movies from Japan, all

brought to you by

M.A.N.G.A. Be there in

Gaylord on May 3! It starts

at 3:00 p.m. and runs until

11:00 p.m.

Elections

Help your organizations, help

the school to get in one thefun

inCCCA. Elections are com-

ing so get your election pack-

ets at Womer Desk from now
until May 4th. If you are

considering running for of-

fice, this packet will answer

all of your questions.

Arts & Crafts

Sign up at the Womer Desk

now for classes! Space still

available in clay,jewelry, fi-

berandphotography. Express

your creativity!

Ebey Novella Prize

$1,300 in prizes for 1993!

Deadline for entries is Sep-

tember 27, 1993. For all the

rules and further information.

contact Professor Thomas

Mauch at ext. 6502 or Profes-

sor George Butte, ext. 6508.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

Goodwill Donations

Need someplace to put those

old clothes? There is a Good-

will clothing donation box in

the lower level of the Womer
Center, under the stairway by

the Womer student mail

boxes.

BreakOut!

Have you gone on a BreakOut

Community Service nip? If

so, would you like to lead

anotherone during either first

or second Block Break next

year? If you are interested,

please contactAlexa Miller at

ext. 7200,

473-5028 for more informa-

tion.

Cruise Ships Now Hiring

Earn $2,000+/month & worid

travel. Holiday, Summer and
Careeremploymentavailable.

Noexperience necessary. For

employment program call 1-

206-634-0468 ext. C5892.

Travel

Outward Bound

New expanded summer pro-

gramming into Canada. For

moreinformation,andacom-

plete catalog of courses, in-

cluding the Fall Semesterpro-

gram which combines travel

in Northern Minnesota and

the Big Bend area of Texas,

call 1-800-542-9448.

Misc. 1

Employment

Summer Positions

Girl Scout Camp: general

counselors, cooks, horseback

riding instructors. Minimum
age 18. GSWWC, 3535

Parkmoor Vill, Colorado

Springs,CO 80917-5298. For

more information contact

(719) 597-8603.

Work!
Easy work, flexible hours-

we would work around your

schedule.. Payis$6/hr. Call

Need Your Car Washed?
Gamma Phi Beta is sponsor-

ing a car wash on Sat. May 1

from 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. at

Walmart by Chapel Hills

Mall. All proceeds will ben-

efit Handicamp and the Tri-

County Easter Seals Society.

Hope to see you there!

Lorr for Sale

Many famous people have

slept on it and they all agree:

it's very stiu'dy and in good

shape. Call ext. 7634 with

best offer.

Another Loft for Sale

Not quite as many famous

people have slept on it, but

those who have say, "Wow!

This is really cool!" Be the

first on your wing to own a

two story, -two person loft!

Buy now! Only $120 or best

offer. Call ext. 7762 or stop

by 303 Mathias.

Buy Now!
Backpackforsale. NorthFace

-Inca trails. Excellent condi-

tion and low price. Call 471-

0933 and ask for Jon.

Landscaping

Rose Fairy Garden Company.

Specializing in designing,

landscaping and maintaining

lush European flower gardens,

potted plants, all foliage, wild

flowers and natural gardens.

Indoors and outdoors. All

aspects of groundskeeping

including spring clean up.

Over 20 yrs. of Rocky Mtn.

garden experience. To set up

appointment please call 685-

4748.

Sleep Well!
2 mattress and box spring sets

are now up for grabs. Only

$75 a set. Buy them now and-

store over the summer. Call

Kristen at 520-5483.

Drama
First Strike Theatre will be

performing its fourth annual

musical revue - Brickbats,

Unnatural Acts & the Family

Club. Shows at Poor
Richard's (324 N. Tejon St.)

run May 7-8 and 14-15 at

8:00p.m. and Sunday May 9

at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are $5

general admission, $2 low

income and are available in

advance (call 632-6189) and

at the door. For more info.

contact Mary Sprunger

Froese at 471-3405.

Personal

Thank You!!

The Arts and Crafts Commit

tee at CC would like to ex

press its gratitude to those wh

donated awards for our an

nual exhibition: Art Hard

ware. Dale Street Cafe, EOt

Studios.NovisFrameandAr JT
Wickerbill Contemporar -

Gifts, Listen Up, Colorad

Springs Fine Arts Cente

Market LaRue, Beckett's, C(

Art Department, CC Book

store, Leisure Program, Tu

Library, Student Life Offic

and the Residential Life 01

fice.

Ca.

Celebrate Yourself!

Come party for the last tim

withtheWomenof519Tejoi

Tonight (Fri.) beginning i

9:30p.m. (Party like Bunny!

Your Secret's Oui

No more hiding! Don't thin

I don't know just what is gt

ing on. Buzz. .

.

It's Greek to Me
(And probably to you too)

I've lost my Greek text bool

Yes, it's still missing, and

am still optimistic. If yo

have it, or know where it ii
p^

please (puh-lease) call Sco

at ext. 7764.

cli

De

fo:

fo

th

LLAMAPALOOZA!
9 campus bands plus a re:

llama. In Cutler Quad, Satui

day. May 1, from 11:00 a.m

7:00 p.m.

Thanks For your contributions to

the Senior Class

Campaisn
Donors as of March 11. 1993

Seniors
, Ki

-ich, 1

'.)

n, ea

slc-n Anderson, Kurt Anderson, Wenc
vrn Bayles, PaLiI licTrdsely, Cyntliia B,
.Then Bovver-,, Cl>ris Boyle, Terry Bran-
JurkfU, Mnuhew Btirkley, Chrissi Bui
Michaeln Carpenter, Lea Casperson,
bin, Eleanore Crystal Cornell, Brian C
1 deCosla, Susan OeCou, Rhonda Des

, Alex Dursl, Ki
~

S"
Anderson. Kara Avers, Paul 13adaHch,Karen Badonie, William

St, VIeaftan ISillinRS, Lewis Biscamp, Stacy Black, Helen Biai
iebcr, F"nny Brandt, Justin Broce, Perry Brown, Phil Brown,

p, Chris Burt, Shawn Butler, Janet Bultenwieser Melanie Cabl
ina Chandler, Eric Chesebro, Bob Clemants, Trcena Colby,
nls, Dan Cullum, Sean Cunningham, Jeff Curry, Christopher
Brian Dennis, Diana diStefano, Ivlichael Drennan, Zachary

, Michael Eastman, Amy Ed -*- •""-

^

'-
, DeAn

all™,"
nnifer Gregory,
ny, M.J. David

Lesley Allen, Miriam -

Bailey, Elke Barnes, Dal
Adriana Blake, Jason I

Leslie Brunncr, Todd \iv
JohnCalhoon, Ant

Christopher Cole, Gretch<
Danenhower, Anne De;

Drennen.Julie Duckslad, Su
Jonathan Elsberg, Clay Penalson, Julia Fureuson, Blake Findlay, St

Puller, Christian Hunk, Dave Furneaux, Charlotte Gaither, Alisr
Sandra K. Gilpin, Scott Givens, Sara Cordon,Jena Graber, Tracy (

Matt Gregory, Aimee Had, Windy Haddad, Sarah Hadley, Lisa
Hewcll, V^ndy HiUmer, Keith Holcombe, Todd Holmes, Joshu

Gina Hupton, Chris Hynnes, Scott Ingvoldstad, Paul Isiesing, Ch,
Brian Kellogg, Heather King, Mark King, Will King, Lisa Knowle
Lambert, Kachelle Latimer, Chris Lavvler, Kelly Leaf, Chris Lepi^.„,. ^.. .- -, .. ...„^ _, ^ - . ^ .

Lowe, Phillip Lozevski, Alistair Lucks, David Luebke, Kfathasha Lutovich; Jim IVlacken, Meredith Manning, Jason M:anosevitz„ Karen
Martin, Erik Mason, Leah Maltheis, Monica IVlauch, Ned McCall, Caroline McCarthy, M;ichael Jay McClure, M;atthew IVlcElroy, Lisa
rvIcGee, Sean McLaughlin, Jennifer Mcl^ean, Adam M;cVeigh, Pamela !vlills, Alan Mishell, Jed M:ixter, Maria ^

' '"
' ' * '

Joseph Morse, Keith Mottram, Ivlark Mullally, Peter MUjlvihili; Julia Munsch, Brett Christina Naff, Robert A. Nee
Nienow, Chris Noyes, Janet OBrian, Brian Ormiston, Elizabeth Ortiz:, Rosalie Paillard, Andrea Paist, M. Scott Partee, L-anssa i-en^, ivx^i:

Perkin.s-Seacrest, Mark Peterson, Peter Pettil, Jennifer Phelps.Rey Phillips, Sara Phillips, Nikki Pierson, Randy Poison, Shannon Pondei
Andrew Powers, Alexandra Prime, Alicia Pulsifier, Javier Ramirez,, Laura Ramos, Julie Rappaport, Shawn Reddington, Liza Reeder,

Katrina Riggs, Jamie Roehm, M^eg Rosequist, Jason Ross, Martha Ross, Kathleen Sabec, Jessica Saberman, Andrea Savona, Gareth Saxe
Joshua Schachter, Jen Schneider, Jennifer Shorr, Jennifer Schreck, Jamie Schwellenbach, Elizabeth Shaffer, Melinda Sharkey, Beth Sheffnt

Laura Shoaf, Sara Silton, Stephanie Smith, John Stephenson, Tyler Stevens, Heather Stoebner, John Slolpa,Ben Straley, Gia Sullivan,
Kristen Swanson, Marcus Sven Taeck, Marin Tengler, J^el Trachlenburg, Jose Truiillo, Phillip Tschersich, Amy Tucker, Jeanne Ulmer, Jul:

Urquart, Jason Valant, Stephanie Van Auken, Kristen Van Loon, Jeremy Vanatla, Alicia Vogel, Kathleen Vorpahl, M:arcy Wainwright,
David Walter. James Washburn, Karen Waxcr, Jennifer V^ebster, Amy Weitermier, Christopher Weldon, Michael West, Brian Wiggett,

Arwen Wilder, Erika Williams, Robert K. Wilson, Adam Yonkers, Andrew Yorra, Kelley Yost, Brett Zachman

W. Fisher, Andrea Frasca, Jason Friedt, B
1 Gale, Chelan Ghate, Gina Gianerelli, Leigh Gil
raham, Zachary Gray, Lisa Greer, Genevieve Greer, Ji

farriman, Julie Hart, N^elanie Hathaway, Laura Hem-.^.
Holo, Theresa Hopkins, Amy Hewlett, Alexis Hughes, Andrea Hull,
-les Jones, Vanessa Jones, Stephanie Judd, K. Mechelle Keeton, Charles
Abby Koch, Mia Kosglow, Douglas Krezner, Elizabeth Krueger, Leigh

T, .1 .T_i_ A_ J I „, _;^Yi, Tracys, Aa 1 Lloyd, Jud Lohnes, Andrew Lo

, Je
;,'Michael Mc
ny Nichols, Sh;
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'A Night in Africa"

enthralls audience
African fashions, a storyteller and

speakers highlight the annual event

By Taa Dixon

Catalyst Staff

Protest draws hundreds
By John Anthony

Catalyst Staff

The second annual "A

Night in Africa" toolc place

on May 1 in Packard Hall.

Over 300 people attended

from both Colorado College

and the Colorado Springs

community.

Featured performers in-

cluded the Moyo African

Dancers andDrummers from

Denver.

The group consists of 17

members who specialize in

traditional Afri-Haitian and

Afri-American dance and

martial aits. Their lively per-

formance drew a standing

ovation.

Opalanga D. Pugh also

received audience approval

with her storytelling perfor-

mance. An enchanting and

energetic Pugh related

folktales in the African and

Afri-American tradition.

One such story included

the African version of the

'creation story" with a char-

acter referred to as "Papa

God."

A full-time professional

storyteller since 1986, Pugh

has found that, "any place

wherehuman interaction takes

place is a place for story-

telling."

The evening ended with a

colorful andlight-heaned dis-

play ofAfrican inspired cloth-

ing.

The Black Student Union

modelled fashions provided

by African Imports of Colo-

rado Springs. Commentary

was given by Rochelle Ma-

son, director of Minority Stu-

dent Life.

Various vendors and ex-

hibitors also took part in the

event by setting up booths in

the lobby of Packard before

the show.

This successful event is

planned again for next year,

and is open to the public.

The event was sponsored

by the Peace Corps, the Black

Student Union, tiie Office of

Minority Student Life and the

International Student Organi-

Many Colorado College

students consider CC's lack

of diversity problematic, and

recently many of them came

together to express their dis-

satisfaction.

The Accountability Coa-

lition (AC) is a group of ra-

cially diverse students whose

objective is to "hold our cam-

pus and its administration ac-

countable for the overall cam-

pus climate of diversity,

muhiculturalism and toler-

ance."

Just yesterday the AC
staged a successful protest

outside Armstrong Hall. The

noon event was strategically

set at the doors of the most

influential administrators at

CC. The event attracted a

sizable crowd.

Over three hundred people

turned out, includingstudents,

faculty and staff. Media rep-

resentatives included KKTV,
Seventeen magazine and the

Gazette Telegraph.

The presence of Dean of

Students Mike Edmonds, Vice

President ofSuidentLifeLau-

rel McLeod, Dean of Admis-

sionsTerry Swenson and Act-

ing President Michael Grace

illustrates that the AC has

caught the administration's

ear.

The protest, led by Junior

Montell Taylor, included

speeches and demands.

The Asian American Stu-

dent Union (AASU), Native

American Student Assocation

(NASA), MECHA, Black

Student Union, B-GALA and

Chaverim all had a chance to

have their voices heard. These

groupswere able to unite to-

gether to speak their minds,

though there was no cohesive

Speeches were made by

UCCS Sociology Professor

Ruben Martinez and CC's

own Adrienne Seward.

Maninez spoke of the link

between institutions such as

C and society as a whole. He
felt that a more diversified

student body could ease inter-

racial tensions once outside

of college.

Several speakers stressed

the importance of diversity in

tiie classroom and emphasized

the value of a cultural experi-

ence. "College is not just

about studying," Seward said.

It was upon the following

foundation that the speakers

made that the Accountability

Coalition laid their demands.

See Protest Pg. 3

Photo by Chris Flood

A demonstration demanding diversity dreve almost four

hundred people, say organizers.

Students agree to restitution in Focus spray-painting

By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

The three CC students

charged with spray-painting

anti-Amendment 2 sloganson

a local family values organi-

zation said Wednesday they

agreed to pay an out-of-court

setdement of $407.

Following their decision

to settleoutofcourt this week,

the three first-years—Sara

Langer, Laura Peterson and

Amanda Wintcher—took

credit for the Feb 1 1 spray-

painting ofFocus on the Fam-

ily, but said it was a mistake.

Photo by Chns Flood

ThreeCCstudentswere recently accused ofspray-painting

focus on the Family. Focus is an evangelical Christian

Organization.

"We're now willing to

take credit for the spray-paint-

ing," said Peterson. "It was

blown out of proportion, but

we're happy [the settlement]

was as low as it was."

Three studentspreviously

said they phoned a local tele-

vision station and sent a fax

taking credit for the spray-

painting Of Focus on the

Family's building at 420 N.

Cascade Ave., but they did

not admit to actually spray-

painting the building.

The amount of the setde-

ment is the same as the amount

Focus on the Family officials

said they spent to remove the

pink triangles and slogans like

"no on 2" and "overturn 2"

that were painted on the build-

ing.

The deputy district attor-

ney who handled the case,

Jayne Candea-Ramsey, did

not return phone calls about

the setdement.

Paul Hetrick, a Focus vice

president, said he is pleased

with the setdement.

"It would be great if the

[spray-painting] had not oc-

curred at all," he said. "Our

basic position was we're not

interested... in going to court.

Ouronly concern was the cost

be restored to us."

The students were charged

with Class 2 misdemeanors,

punishable with jail time and

fines. The settlement means

they will not face further fines

or jail.

The students said they

took creditforthe spray-paint-

ing because they did not think

enough people were speaking

out againstAmendment 2, the

constitutional amendment

passed by Colorado voters

Nov. 3. The amendment bans

laws prohibiting discrimina-

tion against gays and lesbi-

See Focus Pg. 2
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Next fall's opening ceremony

speakers chosen already
Prof. Cronin honored

Press Release

Opening convocation next

fall seems far off to all stu-

dents and irrelevant to seniors,

but the speakers have been

chosen.

Jane Lubchenco ('69) is

currently presidentofthe Eco-

logical Society of America, a

position that recognizes both

her scientific and political

leadership.

One of her most signifi-

cant achievements was to be

the first authoron ESA's Sus-

tainable Biosphere Initiative,

adocument that outlines ways

in which humans can live in

and use our planet without

degrading it for our future

generations. She spoke at the

1993 Colorado College Sym-

posium.

Jane's research accom-

plishments embody an un-

equaled pluralism: substantial

interest in both physical and

biological effects; compara-

tive research in at least three

major marine nearshore eco-

systems (eastern Pacific,New
England and Panama) and

equal facility with plant and

animal aspects ofcommunity
ecology.

Her studies have brought

recognition in the form of: a

Mercer Award, 1979, shared

CC writer wins $2,000
By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Ray Baitlett is two thou-

sand dollars richer, has a job

lined up in Japan and a "hope

to create beauty." He won a

yet-to-be-named literary

award donated by an anony-

mous alumnus.

The award is unique in

that no strings are attached.

English professors Jim Yaffe

and Joan Stone, two of the

primary teachers of creative

writing at CC, chose Bartlett

for his continued and prolific

devotion to writing quality fic-

tion.

Asked toclassifyhisstyle,

Bartlett called it "magical re-

alist fiction." His mentors

include Toni Morrison and

Gabriel Garcia M^quez.
Bartlett is finishing his CC

career this month - "finally,"

he says. "I was an art studio

major until the third block of

my fu'st senior year." He is

now a political economy ma-
jorand has a teachingjob lined

up in Japan for a year. Then
he hopes to have enough
money saved to return to the

United States and write for a

year.

Bartlett is a native ofCape
Cod, MA, and says he often

writes from his own experi-

ences, as do most creative

writers. He used an example

of creating a setting from
houses he is familiar with, or

what he calls, "a collage of

real things."

Bartlettkeeps ahandwrit-

ten journal for immediate
thoughts and a computerjour-

nal for more developed ideas.

"1 love Word Perfect 5.1,"

he said, "That's my own per-

sonal love-slave."

Press Release

with Bruch Menge; AAAS
Fellow, 1990; an honorary

DoctorofSciencedegree from

Drexel University, 1992; and

most recently, designation as

a PEW Scholar in Conserva-

tion and the Environment.

Attorney Kenneth

Salazar, executive director of

the Colorado Department of

Natural Resources, is a former

water rights lawyer.

Salazar was Governor

Roy Romer's chief counsel

throughout the governor's

first term.

He grew up on a wheat

farm and cattle ranch in the

San Luis Valley, south of

Alamosa, and remains a part-

ner in the operation with his

parents.

A 1977 CC graduate with

a degree in political science

and a law degree from the

University of Michigan,

Salazar is the first Hispanic to

head the state agency.

The Department of Natu-

ral Resources oversees the

development of the state's

water policies and water

projects, mining, oil and gas

regulation andminedland rec-

lamation.

It alsooversees state lands

and the state divisions ofparks

and outdoor recreation and

wildlife.

Professor Tom Cronin,

McHugh Professor ofAmeri-

can Institutions and Leader-

ship at Colorado College, was

recently elected as President

of the Western Political Sci-

ence Association.

The Association publishes

thejournal PoliticalResearch

Quarterly and holds an an-

nual meeting for political sci-

ence research.

The Association also

grants annual awards for top

PhD dissertations and re-

search papers in the West.

Cronin is also a member
of the Executive committee

of Pi Sigma Alpha- the Na-

tional Political ScienceHonor

Society.

Cronin is well known in

his profession for his writings

on elections, the American

presidency and American

government.

Cronin has run for public

office in the past and has writ-

ten a book on the experience.

He acted as president of

the college during Gresham
Riley's sabbatical.

Suspected

vandals settle

for restitution

out of court
From Focus Pg.l

ans.

The students were

charged with the spraj

painting after an anonymom
call to Crime Stoppers im-

plicated the three students,

"If I had to do it all ovei

I would have gone through

legal means," said Langer.

I'm not proud of what wt

did."

Wirth, Phipps, Markel awarded
Press Release

The honorary degree re-

cipients for the May com-

mencement exercises have

been confirmed. Tim Wirth

will be receiving a Doctor of

Laws, while Gerald Phipps

and Dr. Erich Markel will be

recievingaDoctorofHumane
Letters.

Tim Wirth was elected to

the United States Senate in

November 1986.

Recognized as a leader in

protecting our environment,

Wirth has fought for the pres-

ervation of Colorado's wil-

Correction

An article entitled

"'The year of the woman'
extends to class elections"

in last week's Catalyst in-

correctly stated that the

recent elections were the

firstfortheclassof '96. In

block I of this year, Sandra

Weiland, Lori Pailer and

Shawn Levin werechosen
to serve as first-year class

officers for 1992-93. Our
apologies to the class of
'96.

derness areas, Alaska's

Tongass National Forest and

the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge. He has also been a

proponent of national energy

policy, emphasizing energy

efficiency, alternative fuels

and national energy indepen-

dence.

In 1992, Wirth served as

national co-chair of the

Clinton-Gore campaign. In

January 1993, he was nomi-

nated for the position of

Undersecretary for Global

Affairs.

UndersecretaryWirth will

give the 1993 Commence-
ment address at Colorado

College.

Gerry Phipps is chairman

of the board of Gerald H.

Phipps Inc., a major Colo-

rado contracting firm, which

he founded in 1952.

In addition to major con-

struction work throughout the

state, Mr. Phipps's firm

handled construction of
Armstrong Hall, Boettcher

Health Center, Packard Hall,

Tutt Library addition, the

Womer Campus Center, the

Bames Science Center, the

Honnen Ice Rink enclosure

and renovation, the drama am

sculpture building and thi

Carle Weight Room and Fit

ness Center.

Phipps served as chartti

trustee of Colorado Collegi

for 24 years, from 1966-90.

Dr. Erich Markel is a long

time president of the Mai

Kade Foundation. Under hi

leadership, the foundatioi

supports programs in musii

as well as inGerman languag

and culture in order to fosiei

greater understanding ofGet

man culture and peoples,

CC's German House was

purchased withfundsfrom tht

foundation, andover the yean

major grants have permitted

substantial remodeling of the

house.

In addition, an annualcon

tribution allows for sponsor-

ship of speakers and cultural

events as well as regular house

activities.

Four years ago. Dr.

Markel responded to CC's

request to establish the Dis-

tinguished Visitors program,

which allows CC to bring in

major figures from the cul

tural scene of the German
speaking countries.
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Faculty salary pool increases but rise

can't be compared to natl. average
allocated for"meritinereases"

to faculty members who,

Fuller explains, "have gone

above and beyond their call

of duty."

Thethirdfactoristhemost

complicated andhas todowith

the fixed dollar amounts in

the different brackets for pro-

fessors, depending on how
many years they have been

teaching at CC. There is an

average number of years that

a faculty member will remain

in each bracket. Salary in-

creases are made accordingly

in order to maintain an equi-

table structure within these

brackets.

Prior to the 1993-94 bud-

get, the Associate Professor

bracketwasnot adjustedprop-

erly and salaries would reach

the maximum amount allo-

cated before the faculty mem-
ber was ready to be promoted

gy Krissy Dziedzic

Catalyst Staff

According to a survey by

the American Association of

University Professors

(AAUP), the national aver-

age for faculty salaries rose

by only 2.5 percent while the

inflation rate went up by 2.9

percent.

The salary increases var-

ied by type of institution.

Public school salaries in-

creased by only 1.9 percent,

while private school salaries

rose by 3.8 percent and reli-

gious school salaries went up

by 4.2 percent.

It is difficult to compare

CC's faculty salary increases

to these figures because CC
bases their raises on fixed

dollar amounts and not per-

centages. The 1993-94 bud-

get was approved with a pro-

vision for a 5.8 percent in-

crease to the pool of money

available for faculty salaries.

However, this does not

imply that all faculty salaries

will increase by 5.8 percent.

DeanFuUerexplained that

faculty salaries increase ac-

cording to three factors: the ^Iqj-q studeiits eligible for aid
cost of living, merit and aver-

^' -^ ^ O
age progression through the

to the nextbracket The 1993-

94 budget will use much of

the 5.8 percent increase to

adjust this bracket and main-

tain equity within the salary

structure.

Fuller maintains that

simple statistics about CC
faculty's average salary in-

creases for each year would

not tell the whole story be-

cause of the fixed dollar

amounts within the various

brackets.

It is useless to compare

percentage statistics wdth the

AAUP's national average be-

cause different institutions

determine their salary in-

creases in such a variety of

ways. However, Fuller af-

firmed that CC professors'

salaries will be increased to

meet inflation, as well as be-

ing raised in an equitable

manner.

Salaries for CC's top brass - 1991-92

Colorado College

Total expenditures for 1991-1992: $49.4 million

Chief executive Pav
Gresham Riley $143,500 $10,175

Five highest paid employees

Glenn Brooks, strategic $115,997

planning coordinator

Janice Cassin, VP, business $92,500

and finance and treasurer

William Hockman, dean of $88,213

the summer session

David Finley, dean of $85,525

the college

Max Taylor, director of $79,850

athletics, chair of sports

Benefits

$15,265

$10,574

$5,984

$4,497

Source: May 5, 1993 issue of Uie Chronicle of Higher Education
\

Racism threatens student

elections at Alabama school

Professor

Assoc. Professor

Asst. Professor

Instructor

1992-1993

$50,240-76,000

$42,560-50,230

$34,880-42,550

$31,170-34,870

1993-1994

$53,530-79,290

$43,770-53,520

$35,960-43,760

$32,140-35,950

established salary brackets.

Forthel993-94year,C.C.

determined the inflation rate

to be 3.1 percent, slightly

higher than theAAUP report.

According to Fuller, "with

rare exceptions, everyone's

salary will increase by at least

3.1 percent." A substantial

portion of the 5.8 percent in-

crease to funds available for

faculty salaries will be used

simply to meet the rising de-

mands of the cost of living.

Another portion will be

Natl. Student News Serv.

Help may be available

next year to fight rising tu-

ition for students who have

been neglected by federal aid

in the past

A new provision in the

reauthorized Higher Educa-

tion Act will go into effect at

the startofthe 1993-94 school

year, promptingsome student

aid officials to declare the

emergence of a "nouveau

poor" on college campuses.

The provision eliminates

a family's home and farm

equity from the formula used

todetermine a student's eligi-

bility forfedefalfinancial aid.

Next year's change is ex-

pected to increase the amount

of students eligible for aid,

while the amount of federal

money available will remain

at 1992-93 levels.

Student aid officials may

have to face distributing lim-

ited grant money, and more

students will likely be encour-

aged to borrow to finance their

education.

National Student News
Service

University of Alabama
junior Minda Rileyreportedly

suffered from verbal threats,

burned crosses and violent

attacks in the wake of her an-

nouncement to run for stu-

dent body president, a posi-

tion dominated by white fra-

ternity members for most of

this century.

"You get emotionally os-

tracized," Riley toldCNN re-

cently. "I've been beaten up;

I've gotten death threats."

Riley and other students

have complained to school of-

ficials about alleged harass-

ment from members of a se-

cret campus organization

known asThe Machine, which

is said to be comprised of all-

white fraternity members.

The underground group

has dominated campus poli-

tics for more than 70 years.

Now students and admin-

istrators are charging that

members of The Machine

have used inumidation tac-

tics to discourage women and

minorities from campaigning

in student elections.

Due to the disclosure, uni-

versity officials have post-

poned the election so as to

devise a more representative

system that can diffuse The

Machine's hold on power.

"As a minority and as a

non-Greek, I don' t feel I have

a fair chance of getting in-

volved with the student gov-

ernment association," student

Karen Thompson told the i4i-

lanta Journal and Constitu-

H'on recently. "One group has

ruled this school long enough,

andl'mgladit'sgoingtoend."

CC's lack of diversity challenged by protest;

organizers believe their message was heard

From Protest Pg. 1

There were five main de-

mands:

1) That the Administra-

tion and Admissions pursue

minority students as actively

as Division I athletes. This

includes travel allowances,

scholarships and the continu-

ance of a need-blind admis-

sions policy.

2) That the Administra-

tion provide resources to hire

a male or female African-

American for admissions re-

cruitment. The AC cites a

50% drop in African-Ameri-

can enrollment in the last de-

cade for the need.

3) That the Administra-

tion provide resources in or-

der to elevate the office of

Assistant of the Office of Mi-

nority Student Life to a full-

time position.

4) That the Administra-

tion provide resources for

workshops on diversity,

multiculturalism and racism

for the trustees, administra-

tors and faculty.

5) That the percentage of

minority faculty members be

increased to 10% and to 20%
for the student body.

The AC encourages all

who are interested to partici-

pate in the rest of their meet-

ings this year and carry over

the momentum to next year.

ACmembers commented

that yesterday was indeed a

protest, but was also to a large

extent a rally as well. Erin

Tolvasummed up a main con-

cern of AC: "studying with

people of color is an invalu-

able component of the educa-

tional experience that Colo-

rado College is lagging be-

hind in.

'It seems as ifyesterday ' s

crowd of 380 people illus-

trates that this is an issue of

concern to a considerable

number of CC students."

BEY/
Get Your Tickets For

Home Now!

# Taylor

Travel

636-3871

Where our experience

gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon
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CCZCA. Elections
President:

Andy Brown : I have twice served on CCCA: under John Calhoon (NAME DROPPING), as member-at-large mj

Hrst year and Student Concerns VP with Tina Eyre the next year. I learned what is and is not effective. The biggest

oroblem that I saw while on council was some people's unwillingness to work with others, caused by conflicting visions

of what CCCA should have been. I have the know-how to smoothly lead CCCA. I want to have Livesounds events in

conjunction with ISO and other groups. I would be willing to fund things like the Somalia fundraiser 'til the cows come
*'

. 1 _ 1 -i*. j.i--_ ¥ :..^^^..w,Ar' TUa Ir^v ic in ofit different orniinc to worL

commit CCCA dollars to them as an exampl „ c, .

not used for frolicking, bringing Fishbone for Mohrman's inaugural ball, following through on the idea of a Student

Coffee House/Pub, pressure the administration to increase minority enrollment, havingMORE diverse cultural events

(diversity through music, keep the escort service, reduce tuition with the Bower plan that could freeze tuition for one

year,with cooperation.Thanksfor reading this. Feelfreefocall with questionsorsuggestionsatx7887.iVENCEREMOS!

Jennifer Carothers: Through Accountability Coalition I have learned the activities and needs of different groups

of campus. Because A.C. is leaderless and run by consensus, I am sure my involvement has strengthened my

organizational, communication and listening skills. My involvement in B-GALA (fund raising, campus awareness) has

increased my awareness of minority concerns. Although I no longer choose to be a member Kappa Alpha Theta, I

support the existence of the Greek system on campus. My heavy involvement in debate definitely has been an asset to

my speakingand communication skills.My most important personal quality for president ismy devotion to to ACTION
1 - u:i:*.. *„ «,..i,« f^rrrcmMC Tho n../>.^:H.int ^f rr^P A Jc L-nnwn An r»Tnnii<i a« snmponp lo hrinp concerns to.

campus. 1 would nke to see increasea lunaing lor L-ommuniiy acrviues, [jusii lu iin.ica:5c iinin/ii.j <ium..jic.i/..i> o..u

faculty, a student " pub" ,
prejudice reduction workshops for the campus, funding for minority awareness and cultural

events, encourage the adminstration to take a political stance against Amendment 2, and more all-campus social/fun

activities to develop a sense of community. I want to work on these and a number of other issues for ACTION.

Collon Kennedy: Currently, I am the President of Phi Gamma Delta. In this position, I have had the responsiblity

of representing the members of the fraternity in meetings with administration, faculty and student organizations. lam

conndent that the experiences I have gained in this capacity will lead me to excel as CCCA president. My two strongest

personal attributes that make me the best candidate for CCCA president are my openmindedness combined with a

sincere optimism for the future of this campus community. The arrival of our new president next year will be a year

full ofchange for the entire CC community. It is imperative that the ofTicial representative of the CCCA have an open

mind so as not to convey any personal biases to the faculty and administration. During this past school year, it became

increasingly evident that the personal biases that the current CCCA members had affected their policy making

-decisions. In a year where every student organization will be placed under a microscope, this type of leadership will

be dangerous. I believe under my leadership this will not be a concern, and that I will attack these changes with

optimism. In my opinion, the most important role ofCCCA is to break down the barriers of this campus. I will use every

channel available to me to guarantee that the long process of breaking down these barriers will begin!

Execiative "Vice President:

Mark Bearce: I am currently involved in the CCCA as the Ex. Vice Pres. During the last semester I have learned

a lot about how the CCCA operates, how the adminstration works, and what the responsibilities of the Ex-VP consist

of. I have also learned where the CCCA doesn't work and what its weaknesses are. I believe that this is a big benefit

because if I am re-elected I will be in the position to make changes that need to be made. I am involved in Volunteer

Action, campus employment, Latin American Junta, and have participated in Community Service Center trips and

projects. Iam also an active supporter of the intermurals, arts and crafts and the outdoor programs. Firstand foremost,

on our campus it is important to have an open mind because there are so many varieties of opinions. I am willing to

listen to towhat students are concerned about. There is a lot more to do before CCCA is a true instrument ofthe student

opinion and action. Iam interested in seeingmore direct student participation in decision making at this school. I would

like to see adjunct credit issued for work on campus publications like the Catalyst. Lastly, Iwould like to seeCC become

actively involved in theUnited States Student Association as well as other areas of student activism. I think we should

be taking an active and noisy role both on this bizarre campus and on a larger national level.

Jon Surdam: I have been an active leader on thiscampussince Iwasmy sophomore year. During the second semester

ofmy sophomore, I was elected president of my fraternity. Phi Gamma Delta. I successfully completed my one year

term, erasing a chapter debt of$9,000. 1 am currently serving as Inter-Fraternity Council president, and recently was

in charge oforganizing a successful Greek Week that raised of$1,200 for the Southern Colorado AIDS project. I should

also mention that I have developed good relations with the adminstration and would not have a problem to discussing

anything with them. My strongest point is my ability to listen. I have always taken pride in my ability to keep my
personal opinions out of decision making. I became very concerned with the biases that many of the current CCCA
members have voiced. I believe that all students concerned are not represented on the council, and I would help

eliminate this problem. I will be very concerned with the implementation of programs to increase the community spirit

ofthe collegecampus withoutjeapodizing the individualism and diversity ofour students. I'm tired of people not taking

pride in this school. I want school spirit to stand for something. I will do whatever it takes to introduce pride back into

this college campus.

CCCA Elections
Continued on Pages 5 and 6
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JeffTieman: Iam an active member of tlieCC debate team. Debate has prepared me to talte on a student government

office by teachingme to communicate, think, speak, and listen effectively. lam also a Writing Center tutor which helps

with the listening skills involved with understanding fellow students and promotes the evaluative skills necessary to

select qualified individuals to fill the student/faculty committee positions. I will also be an R.A. next year, and therefore

in touch with students on campus and familiar with their concerns and ideas. I am willing to entertain all CCCA
member and student ideas and I have the ability to think through them logically and thoughtfully. I take my work

seriously and dedicate myself to responsiblities in the same way I have worked toward academic and extra-curricular

excellence. Because the two main groups on campus are the students and the faculty, directing the committee which

coordinatesthese relationswould be interesting, challenging,andimportant.Iam interested in ensuring that important

student organizations such as the Catalyst get enough funding to support their outstanding products. Improving the

relationship between CC students and CCCA is something I prioritize highly. Cultivating a strong relationship with

the faculty and getting their help in this effort will be critical and something I will approach immediately.

Constitutional "Vice President:
—~I^

I

Dennis G. Apergis: Currently I'm

j|flHHlk serving in theCCCA as a member-at-large.

^^^^j^^k This has given me valuable experience

JH| ^^^B which I can bring into the new council, t

tf -^ ! have the experience needed to help CCCA

I '^"iBp^ move into a new academic year. I, Dennis
^ . W G. Apergis, as Constitutional VP want to

be a part of a CCCA council that helps the

right hand tell the left what it is doing.

Lack of communication between campus

organizations is the problem that needs to

be tackled with the coming of the new

school year. This is a problem that can no

longer be ignored. The new council will have the opportunity to set a

precedent be ignored. The new council will have the opportunity to Set a

precedent for communication among campus groups. As Consitutional

VP I would take the lead role in council public relations-there is much

room for improvement and I want to be part ofthe solution. I can do itand

do it well. Let's celebrate the diversity among campus organizations, not

destroy it.

Stephen Mahoney: I have been an

active participant in campus activitlessince

my freshman year. My sophomore year I

coached the women's club hockey team

and wrote for the Catalyst. At to the same

time, I held a job off-campus working 20

hours a week which has enabled me to

develop time management and organiza-

tional skills. 1 am willing to express my own

concerns while at the same time maintain-

ing an open mind to the concerns of others.

I also think my time management and or-

ganizational skills will enable me to corre-

spond with all the student organizations and give them a proper voice in

CCCA meetings. I think the concerns of individual student organizations

have not been fully understood and accordingly have been given as much

attention.I plan to exercise the powers and responsiblities of the Consti-

tutional VP to their greatest potential. By taking this approach I will be

able to make informed decisions as to the granting of status of each

organization and recommend those priorities accordingly to the CCCA.

Financial Vice President:

Kasandra Griffin: Until last block

when I had no time for anything but medi-

eval history, I was a loyal member of EN-

ACT, NARAL, and the feminist collective.

All that shows is that I am active in groups.

1 am also on Colorado College Campus
Association (CCCA) now. I was a member
of the budget committee this semester and

I enjoyed it. I think it's important that the

Financial Vice President have budget com-

mittee experience because it's so compli-

cated. I really want to support groups that

try to make Colorado College a better

place, like the Black Student Union working on minority recruitment. I

also support activism, protest rallies, and all that fun stuff.

SteveYujiro Hata: I have been involved

in ASIA, the head student of Cultural

_ Awareness House, Asian American Stu-

iLI.IF"'^ ' dent Union, Cultural Awareness Club (co-

W -~~j chair and founder), teacher ofKendo club,

ENACT, Asian Pacific Studies Minor,Com-

munity Service Programs and Minority

Student Life. The positions I have held in

the past have prepared me well for the

Financial VP. I feel there is a need for a

Financial VP who is unbiased. I am a firm

believer that it is necessary to give all stu-

dent groups the opportunity to obtain

money for activities they feel will make campus life better for the entire

campus. I would like to make a great effort to hear the Greek communi-

ties' concerns, and toseehow they feel about the current issues on campus.

If elected, I will act in an unbiased manner to address the issues in a

proper, orderly manner and to propose the fairest courses of action.

Vice President for Student Concerns:
Becky Manches-
ter: As students

wearecustomers of
this college. We
havethe right to de-

mand that our

$20,000 tuition be

used to best sup-

port our varied

educational pur-

suits. The lack of

people of color at

CC is contributing

to a deficient liberal arts education. As VP of

S.C, my first priority will be to motivate stu-

dents to fight for increased minority recruit-

ment and expand current support for gays,

lesbians, and bi-sexuals. As co-founder and cur-

rent manager of the CC Community Kitchen, I

am above all else ACTION-ORIENTED. Com-

munication is the key! 1 will approach all stu-

dents and respond to your specific concerns!

Mac McDonald:
Iwas a member-at-

large last semester,

student tour guide,

member of Phi

Gamma Delta, and
member ofCatalyst

staff. I am a hard

worker who really

wants to make an

impact at this

school. I think that

the students of this

school have a lot ofgood ideas, but no vehicle for

expressing their views. I want to start scheduled

discussions in each dorm so students have the

ability to express anything that's on their mind,

also to greatly increase the Students Concerns

Committees. From my experiences there are a

tremendous number of good ideas at CC. People

just don't communicate, and I want to change

that.

Marc Phillips: I

was Constitutional

VP of CCCA last

year, and have

served on several

student/faculty
committees. I am
currently chair-

man ofLivesounds.

I know how the sys-

tem works and will

be able to make
sure that those in

decision making positions hear and act on your

concerns and needs. I want to get Kathryn

Mohrman to walk around the dorms and talk to

students in their territory, instead of trying to

get them to go to her. I also want the Physical

Plant to set up a " sprinkler hotline" so students

can report wild sprinklers If there is no re-

sponse after 10 minutes, students can go after

the sprinklers with baseball bats.
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]VIemb>ers at Large:
F.lpna Becerril : Involved

with MEChA. I care

about the issues that are

floating around on cam-

pusand I'm interested in

creatinga better environ-

ment for everyone at CC.
I think there is a need for

minority representation

on campus. Minority issues might be something

I pursue.

David Coffev : Harvest,

intramural basketball,

indoor and outdoor soc-

cer, hockey, indoor and

i,
outdoor volleyball, ulti-

tijt mate frisbee, and

'^f^ broomball. Leadership

Conference, Volunteer

Action, and CCCA. I am
running for member-at-large because I want

the chance to continue to make a difference.
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Sierra Blackwelder:
Student Alumnae Asso-

ciation, Residence Hall

Ass. hall rep., Kappa
Kappa Gamma. As a

member ofvarious orga-

nizations, I have learned

how to represent the con-

cerns and desires of the

people in the organization. My interest is the

quality of living in the residence halls of CC.

Nancv Crane: lam pro-

gressively becoming dis-

illusioned with CC asmy
eyes are opened to prob-

lems such as the tensions

between Greeks and the

laxity of some faculty. I

am running for CCCA
so I can change and im-

prove this campus. I want to increase the voice

of students in administrative decisions.

m Adam Brezine : For the

past two years, I have

been involved in class

officer activities, some-

thing I will continue next

year as president of the

senior class. I am alsu

currently serving as

president of Sigma Chi

Fraternity, and as Treasurer of the Student

Alumni Association.

loel Feistner : Sopho-

more class president,

President's Advisory
Commission on Res. Life,

and pres. of my frater-

nity. CC is going through

a transition now in every

aspect. I simply want to

be a part of this transi-

tion by providing insight and ideas concerning

the direction I feel CC should be heading.

Shawna Hedlund: 3

years student gov., R.A.,

women's support group.

Issues: a briefnewsletter

on policy changesand op-

portunities for involve-

ment, increased minor-

ityenrollment,formulate

student advisors to the

administration for alternatives for dorm living

and an on campus " bar" or coffee house.

Becky Hoenigman:
Member of the women's
club lacrosse team has

instilled in me the im-

portance of being part of

a team, and I think that

getting involved in

CCCA will allow me to

become more involved

with our campus.I'd like to be in a position to

allow more activities to happen on campus.

Spenser Leese : CCCA
member-at-large, EN-
ACT, Phi Gamma Delta,

club rugby. Volunteer

Action. I am easy-going,

responsibleand efricient,

I would like to continue

with my work in CCCA.
I want to see increased

participation in the running of the college by

students.

^-^-g
I

Cristina Llamas: I am
^Bft^ involved in MEChA and
m^^ ^ Cultural Awareness

^^,^% Club. I would like to

^^^_^r B bring issues to CCCA
^^9^^ that involve all people on

J^^^^^^H this campus. I would like

r^^Hj^^R to be a represent-

ingminoritystudentcon-

cerns at CCCA. I want to bring different views

to CCCA that will make CC more aware.

Chris McCaulev : In the

past semester I have been
a CCCA member-at-
large and on the budget
committee.I'm a good
leader and have good or-

ganizational skills. If a

student has a problem
with anything that the

CCCA could fix, I would like to know so that the

Council might be able to make a difference.

Sara McK^ii^is: Delta

Gamma, Volunteer Ac-

tion, intramural soccer

and Softball. I am inter-

ested in promoting ac-

tivities at CC that give

people the chance to ex-

pand their horizons. I

would love to see a cohe-

sive campus, and I would work towards unity

and understanding between students.

^^^Hll -lohn Moore: With the

^^^^^B^^H new president will come

I^H^^P^^^^ policy changes and new
^HBlBlir programs that have the
7^^ ^^ J potential to improve life

'^wJEJI on our campus. In the

V^Bb upcoming period of

^pJl^^^p.^ change it is essential that
~

—

'

a strong CCCA in-

creases, not limits CC's choices. Better adminis-
tration relationship with students is my goal.

Amit Navar: I am moti-

vated and very open-
minded. Iwould dedicate

myselftoCCCA,whichI
feel has the potential to

allow CC to blossom. I

would pursue an im-
provement of housing,

also an attempt to relieve

tension between Greeks and anti-Greek stu-

dents and resolve the conflict which has arisen.

BrendanPennard: Mem-
ber of swim team this

year, and an R.A. next

year. I want to maintain

an open mind about
things, which is one of

the most important
qualities in a CCCA rep-

resentative. On minority
issues, everyone must see where everyone else is

coming from.

Brendan Reyan: I have
been involved in Enact. I

am currently very in-

volved in B-GALA.
y^L ' These activities have
v^^^K helped me learn how to

i|^|Hr>^ work in a group I am
^—(^HVk^ I

responsible, open-
'

' minded, and interested
in many of the issues on this campus. I would
like to see greater effort at CC to confront
racism, sexism and homophobia.

Matt Reinhard: My
main activity O.R.C.
Leadership Training. I

feel that I have the abil-

ity to communicate
clearly and effectively

with other people, even
when we disagree about
a particular problem. I

want to increase minority enrolment at CC. I

would push for more pressure to make CC more
appealing to minority students .

^HK^ Chad Zelkin: Board of

^HHI^ Directors of a volunteer

p _^^ ^ health organization in

T^'SINP' Denver and staff of the

same organization
(Amigos de las Ameri-
cas) in Costa Rica over

thesummer.Iamcreative
and organized with my

ideas. I feel our campus is not taking full advan-
tage of our city. I see the opportunities that the
city could provide us with.

.

g'^'^o'-^ fjO\f\ AH Of the applications have been cut and edi ted. Some havp had maior cuts taken from them. If von arp
ItlKr^Stgd in any of the candidate.s. please get more information from them before voting. This is a very important ejppfinn

and there are a lot of candidates, try and read all of thpjr bios and vote responsibly.
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Eating disorders linked to body image
Sociology professor Margaret Duncombe discusses the subject of unhealthy body image

Body Image Among Students (1986)

Desired weight change

-126%

Want to lose weight

Want to stay same

Want to gain weight

Underweight

Normal weight

Overweight

Dieting now

Dieted in the past

Never dieted

By Saskia Nilsen

Catalyst Staff

Diet history (dieting to lose weight)

28%

Last Wednesday night in

the Loomis lounge professor

Margaret Duncombe gave a

talkon body image. She talked

about the overwhelming pres-

sure in today's society to con-

form to certain body images.

ProfessorDuncombe also

talked about the forms in

which these pressures mani-

fest themselves.

She gave examples from

a study done on incoming

first-year students in 1986.

Some of the results are shown

in the tables. From the tables

one can see that relatively few

people are happy with their

current weights.

Dieting and exercise seem

to be commonly used to con-

trol body image. But body

imagedissatisfaction can also

lead to eating disorders, such

as ahorexia and bulimia.

Although body image is

often not the sole cause, these

disorders are becoming wide-

spread. Teenage girls and

young women seem to be the

most affected. Examples of

such pressures can be found

in any magazine, on TV and

in most everyday situations.

The large turnout for the

talk added a lot to the discus-

sion. At the end a student

read a personal statement

about anorexia. This state-

ment shared a lot ofdeep feel-

ings not usually expressed.

The statement was followed

by silence and tears which

showed that these issues touch

our lives in more ways than

we think.

Having known many
people with eating disorders,

I don't think most people re-

alize how widespread and se-

rious the problem is.

Even though pressure to

conform to certain body im-

ages is usually not the sole

causes of eating disorders, it

doesn't help.

Eating disorders are only

starting to be studied and un-

derstood. But please watch

what you say about someone s

appearance. Itmay have more

ramifications than you think.

Rhodes and Lutze help community service happen
By Mel Berwin

Catalyst Staff

Have you ever become

concerned about a particular

social issue such as

homelessness, abuse, poverty,

children's education, AIDS,

hunger, care ofelderly people

or literacy?

Have you everconsidered

joining a program which in-

creased awareness about the

people affected by these is-

sues?

Have you ever simply

wanted to educate yourself

and become more involved

with such concerns?

Did you realize that the

CC Center

happen.

Lynn Rhodes and Kim
Lutze, the director and the

secretaryofthe Centerrespec-

tively, oversee the student-

run planning and implemen-

tation of the many volunteer

organizations such as the

AIDS Task Force, the

Breakout program (Alterna-

tive Spring Break and ABC
trips), the CC Community
Kitchen,DAAC(Differently-

Abled Awareness Coalition),

EnAct (Environmental Ac-

tion), Food Harvest, the

Gorman Minority Scholars

Mentoring Program, Habitat

for Humanity, KEEP (Kare

Enough about Elderly

"I just like people. Every person is important to me, and

community service is a means to bring people together in

harmony."
Kim Lutze

for Commu-
nity Service

provides the

resources,

the staff and

Ihe pro-

grams for students to become

involved as organizers and

members of any interest you

have in community issues?

Well, they do! And there are

two amazing women "behind

the scenes" who help it all to

People), READiscover, The

San Luis Valley Connection,

Sheltered Lives and Volun-

teer Action.

Rhodes andLutze both be-

lieve the Center and its ser-

vices should conrinue to be

student-driven. However,

they provide the encourage-

ment, information, mechani-

cal help, problem-solving and

leadership training required

to make the ideas come to life

and theprograms become suc-

cessful.

They find that the Center

combines service and learn-

ing; they encourage students

to evaluate what they learn

from service and how it af-

fects them. And they do it

with a smile!

Who are these wonderful

women and how did they get

involved with community ser-

vice?

Rhodes' long interest in

^^^__^^_ community
service comes

partially from

her parent's

involvement

with volun-

teer organiza-

tions. When she had chil-

dren, Rhodes developed an

early-childhood center at her

synagogue, which led her to

return to school for a master'

s

degree in social work.

She began working at CC

Photo by Chris Flood

The Center for Community Service offers service and learning.

as the director of the Career familysupportand children's

Center. She is also involved issues: "I am particularly con-

with other campus organiza- cemedaboutthewayourchil-

tions such as Chaverim and dren are growing up today. .

.

the Service Learning so many of them growing up

Taskforce, which she co- in poveny, so many with no

chairs with Margi Duncombe. suppon, so many in abusive

Rhodes'own primary con- g^^ Community Pg. 8

cems are women's issues.
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US Foreign Policy in Korea
By Stephanie Van Auken

Catalyst Staff

East Asian Studies Minor. States is involved because the

Korea is not a country that is newly instituted Reagan Ad-

studiedmuch even though the ministration refused to medi-

United States has maintained ate the 10 day struggle in

a military presence 43 years, which the citizens ofKwangju

This lack of understand- pleaded with the State De-

On the morning of March

18, myself, one of my best

friendsandprobably lOOother

CC students were screaming ing concerning the country partment for help,

at the fog that had descended and the Korean perspective Unfonunately, this was

on Colorado Springs Airport launchedme intomy research not the only American in-

making flights impossible and project which entailed under- volvement. TheReaganAd-

therebycuttingintoourSpring standing native Korean con- ministration never cnticized

Break by a few hours. cems about U.S. Foreign the action which circum-

However, my anger was Policy in the Region. vented the U.N. chain ofcom-

not one due to wasted parties. I learned much about Ko- mand. We also placed Chung

Iwas heading

towards Ko-

rea to con-

duct research

subsidizedby

a Venture

Grant and

G a y 1 or

d

Prize in

Asian Stud-

ies.

A democratic movement in the city of Kwangju occurred

in response to the declaration of martial law by General

Chung Doo-Hwan. The United States is involved because

the newly Instituted Reagan Administration refused to

mediate the 10 day struggle in which the citizens of

Kwangju pleaded with the State Department for help.

Doo-Hwan
in power
maintaining

that, "stabil-

ity is more
important
than democ-

racy." Of
course, we
meant our

The fact that only one

flightadayleftfromSanFran-

cisco for Korea (a flight I was

destined to miss due to the

fog) increased my anger, but

spending the night in San

Francisco was a nice com-

pensation.

Spending the last Spring

Break of my college career

lege seniors: forme, itwas the

realization of a dream.

I studied Korean at the

Defense Language Institute

(DLI) in California five years

ago. Since that time I had

been interested in visiting

Korea: CC gave me that op-

pormnity.

,

stability.

Korea is not a unique ex-

ample of U.S. foreign policy

during the Cold War. How-
ever, it serves as an excellent

reminder of the validation of

anti-Americanism from the

perspective ofdeveloping na-

tions.

Perhaps, as we move past

the narrow viewpoints en-

rea from my interviews with

various officials and scholars

during my stay.

I held afonim on April 29

in the Asia House where I

was able to go into my re-

search in detail. Therefore, it

was hard to decide what to

write for in the Catalyst that

would be somewhat shorter.

I have decided to discuss

conductingresearehmightnot the Kwangju Uprising ofMay couraged by the Cold War,

seemtooexcitingtomostcol- 1980 since 13 years ago this theforeignpolicyof theU.S.

month a democratic rebellion

was brutally crushed by the

military dictatorship of Ko-

rea (an event that U.S. also

shares in the blame).

A brief synopsis of the

event is that a democratic

movement in the city of

Kwangju occurred in re-

I am a political science sponse to the declaration of riculum, so that students can

major with an emphasis on martiallaw by General Chung equate more than just kimchi

International Relations and an Doo-Hwan. The United and soju with Korea.

Community Service
Lynn Rhodes and Kim Lutze create a

positive community service community

of hers is the issue of literacy.

From Community Pg. 7

situations, so many without

positive education. .

."

Lutze says, "I just like

people. Every person is im-

ponant to me, and commu-

nity serviceisameans to bring

people together in harmony."

She feels a strong Chris-

tian conviction is responsible

for her interest in service, and

she also believes that "those

ofus who have should share,"

whedier that is sharing money,

time, energy or simply giving

of yourself.

The issues she personally

cares most about are the

younger and the older genera-

tions' support systems. She is

concerned about the health

and happiness of the elderly

community and about thecon-

flict ofworking mothers rais-

ing children. Shehasadegree

in english and education, and

says anothergrowingconcern

Rhodes and Lutze out

lined the reasons students be-

come involved in community

service. They care deeply

about issues and want to get

involved and make a differ-

ence. They are exploring ca-

reers in non-profit work. They

have religious convictions of

service. Their families have a

history of valuing service.

They enjoy the creativity of

planning programs and test-

ing their skills. They find ser-

vice to be a means of strength-

ening their personal identity.

And they find a community

of others who share the saipe

concerns and commitment.

One thing is certain:

Rhodes and Lutze create a

positive community service

community, whichrecognizes

and appreciates theircommit-

ment and energy, and all of

their work "behind the

scenes."

will become more human (a

kinder and gender foreign

policy).

I also hope diat my re-

search in Korea will convince

the East Asian and Political

Science departments of the

need to someday include

courses on Korea in their cur-

Guschin to perform
During dinner on Thurs-

day, May 13, Vadim
Gushchin, actor, singer, poet

and visiting professor from

St. Petersburg, Russia, will

be singing traditional Rus-

sian gypsy and folk songs

and romantic ballads at

Bemis Dining hall.

As an actor, Gushchin

is well- known as the first

person in Russia to play the

role of Yurii Zhivago, in a

work suppressed by the So-

viets, known popularly in the

US in the film remake Dr.

Zhivago. He is one profes-

sional entertainer diat people

of CC should not miss. He
can often be found in the

Russian House, with his gui-

tar, singing to whoever gath-

ers, and people do gather.

He is quite willing to bring

his guitar and play when and

where he is invited.

"The best Thaifood in Colorado Springs.'

1222 N. Academy Blvd.

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

The
THAI ORCHID

Restaurant

•VEGETARIAN, SEAFOOD, BEEF
POULTRY AND CURRY DISHES

•10%OFFWITHCCLD.

•PARTIES OF 10 OR MORE
RECEIVE A FREE MEAL

719-380-8333
Mon-Sat 11:00A.M. - 10:00P.M.

Sunday 12:00P.M. - 9:00P.M.
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Ask Dr. Botcher

Quack claims that

martinis can cure

every cosmetic ill

Breakout plans expansion
By Kevin Price

Catalyst Staff

A Note to All the Faithful

Readers:

This issue is devoted to

plastic surgery. Remember

Pr. Botcher is not a plastic

surgeon,
though he

could use

one.

Dear Dr.

Botcher:

I am

to leave much. I don't mind if

you take some out."

Dear Dr. Botcher:

There is too much fat in

my thighs. I

fifty-four
years old and

all the plastic

surgery that I

have got is

starting to

wear away. I can't keep on

pulling the skin back on my
face to make me look thir-

teen. My mouth has already

moved to where my nose

should be, and my eyes are

nearly touching my ears.

Are there any methods of

plastic surgery that will make

me permanently young? I

would pay anything.

Wrinkling

Dear Wrinkling:

There is no way to stop

aging; you are going to have

to do something drastic. I

would suggest artificially

stretching your face without

surgery. First, drink four or

five martinis, because this will

hurt. Attach a couple of fish

hooks into parts of your face

that are not visible and then

put weights on the fish hooks.

This will hun, but it will

smooth your face out com-

pletely. Good luck!

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I don't like my nose very

much. It is too long and

slightly bulbous. I don't have

enough money for real sur-

gery, so what can I do?

Big Nose

Dear Big Nose:

First, drinkfourteen or fif-

teen martinis. You know all

those beautiful models with

the littlebumpson theirnoses?

Well, thatisbecause theyhave

broken noses. I would sug-

gest that you throw yourself

down a flight of stairs. This

will surely break your nose,

and then when you go to the

hospital your insurance will

cover fixing it. Just say to the

doctors, "Hey, youdoa'thave .

Dear
Thighs:

The correct procedure is

to use avacuum to remove the

fat. This could be done by

drinking a lot of martinis.

Then take a very powerful

vacuum cleaner and attach a

large needle to the end with

duck tape. Then suck away.

This will probably hurt, but

I'm sure that you will notice

the difference.

Advice from Dr. Botcher:

If you are not satisfied

with your body, there are

many different solutions.

Plastic surgery may not be the

safest, but it' s the fastest.

Note: Dr. Botcher is not a

real doctor, though he should

see one soon.

Community service at

Colorado College will be

widespread next year, thanks

to the new and improved

BreakoutCocnmunity Service

program. Entering its 5th year

of existence. Breakout re-

centlyreorganizedits services

to better serve the student

body.

Operating for the firsttime

with a charter from CCCA,
Breakout formed a new stu-

dent steering committee to

better organize current

projects, andcoordinate long-

term plans, such as possible

community service abroad.

For four years Breakout

has been leading "alternative"

block breaks and Spring

Breaks, giving students the

opportunity to travel and par-

ticipate in othercommunities.

Next year. Breakout will

be embarking on arecord five

trips during first block break.

In addition to the standard trips

to the San Luis Valley, trips

to Denver and environmental

action project are in the works

Photo by Jon Elsbcrg

Perry Brown took part in Breakouts ABS trip to Chicago.

With the success of this trip to Asia in two or three

year's Spring Break trips to

Chicago, Kentucky, New
Mexico, New Orleans and

Mexico, Breakout hopes to

expand its Alternative Spring

Break Program to include a

trip to San Francisco and other

points west.

Also being considered are

possible Alternative Half-

Block trips. As testimony to

Breakout's far reaching vi-

sioit, the groundwork for

years is being laid.

Breakout works out of the

Center for Community Ser-

vice in Womer Center and

gladly welcomes new people

wanting to participate in the

program.

If you are interested in

leading a trip or working for

Breakout, come to the meet-

ings, every Wednesday at

noon in the Center for Com-
munity Service.

CC to sponser elementary

science education program
COLLEGE RELATIONS

Colorado College will

sponsor a summer class for

elementary swdentsinterested

in science. The two weeks of

morning classes is called

"Whiz Bang Science; Pat-

terns, Systems and Connec-

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone
• Repair service available

THE COLLEGE SHOE

SHOPTHANKSYOU
20% OFF ORIGINAL

PRICES OF ALL
MERCHANDISE

TO STUDENTS WITH
CCID

Now thru 5/25/93

tions."

Applications are being ac-

cepted right now for enroll-

ment. The program will run

from July 26 -August 6, 1993,

mornings from 9- 11:30a.m.

at the college's Palmer Hall.

"Whiz Bang Science" will

allow students the opportu-

nity to develop science pro-

cess skills through a variety of

exploratory hands-on scien-

tific investigations and activi-

ties focusing on patterns, sys-

tems, and connections.

The program is directed

by Colorado College Profes-

sor Paul Kuerbis and District

11 teacher Judy Dixon

Hawkins, to be assisted by

four local, experienced class-

room teachers.

The teacher to pupil ratio

will be 1:7 or smaller, allow-

ing for individual exploration

and small group interaction.

Enrollment will be lim-

ited, and applications will be

accepted on afirst-come.first-

served basis until May 28, or

until all sections are filled.

The program cost is $90.

Need-based scholarship assis-

tance is available through the

generosity of Colorado Na-

tional Bank.

For more information, call

(303)6438-3728or(719)389-

6472.

The college also offers a

day camp program for the re-

mainder of the day. For fur-

ther information on this pro-

gram, callj89-6764.
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CCCA veep strongarms Catalyst with budget threat

By Erika Williams

Catalyst Editor

Twenty-nine people are

ninning for CCCA. They are

hoping, praying, making

jokes, doing imost anything

to get your vote. And they're

not stupid. They recognize

who votes on this campus and

address themselves to those

groups.

In the past, there has al-

ways been a working rela-

tionship between CCCA and

Cutler publications. CCCA
acknowledges that their large

annual budget (this year's is

$129,000) reflects the

administration's expectation

that Cutler publications will

receive a good chunk of that.

Cutler publications typi-

cally requests $70-75,000.

The Catalyst, the Disparag-

ing Eye, the Leviathan and

theiVug^ef receive all of their

funding in this way, with the

exception of advertising rev-

enue from the Catalyst and

the Nugget.

Each of the four publica-

tions is run entirely by stu-

dents and distributed free to

the campus. For those stu-

dents interested injournalism,

publications offer the only

possibility for on-campus ex-

perience since Colorado Col-

lege, as a devoted liberal arts

institution, resists insituting a

journalism program.

Journalists who want to

build portfolios can submit to

the Catalyst and the Dispar-

aging Eye. Fiction writers,

poets and artists find their ex-

pression in the Leviathan. I

suspect that there isn't a stu-

dent on this campus who
hasn't picked up a publica-

tion at some time or another.

Candidates Jeff Tieman

and Mark Bearce have men-
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tioned the need for good pub-

licationsonthiscampus. They

also realize that printing a

newpaper, an arts magazine

or a political/academic maga-

zine takes a lot of money.

Last year, several current

CCCA executive officers in-

cluded in their platforms a

promise to "straighten out"

Cutier publications. They

were reacting to the reports of

thousands of dollars worth of

yearbooks sitting in the base-

ment of Cossit Hall. Those

yearbooks sit there not be-

cause theWwg^ereditor didn't

do her job, and certainly not

because CCCA funds were

abused.

They sit there simply be-

cause students didn't buy

yearbooks. In response, Cut-

ler publications has omitted a

yearbook from next year's

budget proposal. We don't

expect much response from

thecampus community,much

less a student rally, demand-

ing a yearbook.

As part of the working

relationship between the

CatalystandCCCA, the Cata-

lysthas always included a list

ofcandidates forCCCA posi-

tions and a summary of the

candidates' "platforms." In

this issue, we'vedevoted three

solid pages to the candidates.

To give you an idea of the

cost, three pages equals

$1,050 wortii of advertising.

But we think it' s important to

provide students with infor-

mation with which to make a

reasonably informed vote.

Still, a few CCCA mem-
bers are a little too aware of

the financial power which

they wield. TheCara/yirwas

informed early tiiis week by

Aaron Lloyd, current CCCA
Financial VP, "our Constitu-

tional VP has had trouble get-

ting our CCCA election stuff

in tiie Catalyst. I just want to

say that it would be in your

bestinteresttoprinttheCCCA

election material." If we ne-

glected to do so, the threat

implied, we'd pay for it later.

I don't know what it

sounds like to you, but itseems

tome thatwe were given a not

sosubtieremindertiiatCCCA

controls our budget. In fact, it

comes under review in Mr.

Lloyd's committee today.Fri-

day. Apparently, our budget

will be viewed quite unfavor-

ably if we aren't scratching

CCCA's back.

Now, CCCA ought to

carefully examine each bud-

get request. But once they

make their fiscal allocations

they have a responsibility to

let go of that money, lest they

encourage a conflict of inter-

est. You know what I mean.

Imagine ifeach group that

received money from CCCA
had to compensate CCCA for

giving them that money.

Would Rainbow Jam feel

compelled to send a complete

sampling of food to CCCA
board meetings? Would the

Femininst Collective be re-

quired to save front row seat-

ing at their film festival for

CCCA members? Is the Cata-

lyst required to play politics

and brown-nose to insure fu-

ture funding?

The comments made to

the Catalyst were unethical

and amount to a badly veiled

form of blackmail. I recom-

mend that Mr. Lloyd reevalu-

ate CCCA's position on the

campus and recognize that in-

dividual memebers are stew-

ards of funds, not owners. 1

also urge the campus body to

evaluate all candidates for

their ethics and sincereity.

Above all else, vote.

March leaders clarify purpose
"Take Back the Night" rally intended to unify, not divide

To the Editor:

We are writing for three

reasons. First of all, we want

to thank all the men and

women who, by organizing,

planning or just showing up,

made the "Take Back the

Night" march an incredibly

successful and empowering

experience for many people

on this campus. Congramla-

tions on making a fabulous

and strong stand against vio-

lence against women.
Secondly, we want to dis-

pel some of the rumors and

hostility about the march.

Negative reactions towards

the march included rumors

that we intended to

"badmouth" certainpeopleor

groups. Also, chalked female

symbols were altered to male

symbols and there was hostil-

ity from the men who did not

understand our purpose for

marching solely as women.
For those who reacted

negatively toward the

women's march, we feel that,

had they attended, they would
have found that the men
played a valued and impor-

tant role in "Take Back the

Night." While women
marched, the men held their

own discussion group which

addressed men's roles in the

issue of violence against

women andhowmen can stop

rape.

The third specific issue is

about our march through the

Though the issue is not how
many women have been

assaulted in one area

relative to another, the fact

that the march became

spontaneouslymore intense

in the fraternityquadshould

send a message . .

.

fraternity quad. There was

concern over the fact that our

chanting waslouder and more

intense in the fraternity quad

than in any other of the loca-

tions. This is perhaps true,

and there are factual reasons

for this that need clarifica-

tion.

The march portion of

"Take Back the Night"

stopped at ten different loca-

tions where women have been

attacked: nine oncampus and

one slighUy off campus. We
chanted thix)ughoutthemarch

and at each location, we read

either a poem or a specific

writing in respect for, and

hopefully inordertoempower

the woman who may have

been attacked there. No one

instructed themarchers to yell

louder at any of the stops, and

this remains true for the quad

as well.

However, if we may be

blunt and honest, there have

been many instances of ha-

rassment and assault in that

area. Though the issue is not

how many women have been

assaulted in one area relative

to another, the fact that the

march became spontaneously

more intense in the fraternity

quad should send a message

to the fraternities that they

need to take the issue seri-

ously, ratherthan mocking the

march with slogans such as

the one chalked after the

march: "Men unite, drinkbeer

tonight."

It was only logical that,

See March Pg. 11
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>^LectuTe by ELLEN GOODMAN titled

"Making Sense of the QO's."

Monday. May 10. 1993

- 8:00 pm - Packard Hall

* Free Admission and Open to the Public **

WANTEDAND NEEDED Tiger Pit DJ's for next year.

AUemative Music Night,

Reggae Ni^
SoulNite

Other??

Pick up and application in the

Leisure Program Office, Room 230

in Womer Center.

^ThuTsday-At-Eleven Lecture by

PROFESSOR PORTLi MAULTSBY titled

"The Rap on Rap."

She is a specialist in African-American ethnomusicology.

Thursday. May 13. 1993 - 11:00 am - Packard Hall

** Free and Open to the Public **

Sponsored by the Ethnic Studies Program

and the Music Department.

-JJ. CALE in Concert

Many of his songs haye been popularized by Eric Clapton,

Dire Straits, Derek and the Dominoes, Leon Russell,

Poco, and Jose Feliciano. He rarely performs on the

road and this is his first tour in four years.

Wednesday. May 12. 1993 - 8:00 pm - Fine Arts Center

Tickets $12 w/CC ID; $15 general admission

at KRCC Radio, 912 North Weber.

Sponsored by KRCC.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Womer 205 Ext. 6846

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 Ext 6802

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 ExL 6338

Looking for something to do

after graduation?

APPRENTICESHIPS

AFL-CIO UNION ORGANIZER
APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM
Apprentices go through a four stage

training program, learning to assist

workers in gaining union
representation. Those apprentices

who successfully complete the paid

apprenticeship will be recommended
to be hired as Union Organizer by

local and national unions.

Information and applications are

available ih the Center for Community
Service.

NEXTINNOVATIONS
Apprentices receive one year of

training in areas such as strategic

planning, programming, fundraising

and evaluation while simultaneously

working in a Twin Cities (Minnesota)

non-profit agency. More information

about Next Innovations and the

apprenticeship is in the Center.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
IDENTnY CARDS/!

Students going abroad this summer or next fall: If

you need to purchase an International Student I.D.

card, do so nowl The OIP has very limited supplies!

(Ifwe do run out, we can provide you with alternative

ways of obtaining the card.) Remember...fiist come,

first serve!

VADIM GUSHCHIN
Visiting Professor

Come see Vadim Gnshcbin perform traditional

Russian music and song on May 13, from 5:30 - 7:00

pm in Bemis Dining Hall.

WORK OPPORTUNFTIES...

Come by and pick up the brochure, 'Work Abroad,'

sent out by the Council for International Educational

Exchange (CIEE)! It contains special work abroad

programs in Britain, belaud, France, Gennany, New
Zealand, r'amrfa Costa Rica, and Jamaica These

programs are for fuU-time students and allow you to

obtain a work visa before entering the country!

Still wondering what you're going to do this summer

vacation ? How about travelling to a foreign

country?!? The Office of International Programs has

information on travel, including the "Ttansilions

Abroad' magazine, which has numerous low cost

travel tips!!

FIND OUT WHERE CCCA
CANDIDATES STAND ON

MINORITY ISSUES!!

Come to the

STUDENT

CULTURAL CENTER

MONDAY. MAY 10

AT

NOON

to meet the CCCA candidates and

question them on their

views on minority issues.
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Monday
10

*12:00 pm - Concerned

Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Greg Room 212.

12:00 pm Hawaii Club,

Worner Wolcott Room 117.

12:00pm - ORG, WES Hall.

12:15 pm - Cutler Publica-

tions Board of Directors,

Warner Howbert Room
216.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning

Quattro Pro. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by EL-

LEN GOODMAN titled,

'MakingSense ofthe 90's."

She will share her view of

the world, full of perplexi-

ties, exploring change and
its debilitating side effects.

"I follow, like a scorekeep-

er, the conflicts and ambiv-

alences of our lives..." she
writes. Free admission.

Packard Hall.

Tuesday
11

*11:00 am - HONOR'S
CONVOCATION. Shove

Chapel. Sponsored by

Blue Key and the Regis-

trar's Office.

12:00 pm - Film Series,

Worner Greg Room 212.

*12:00 pm - ISO, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner

Wolcott Room 117.

12:00 pm - New Focus.

*3:00-5 pm - Intermediate

WP 5.1. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by

Academic Computing.

*4:30 pm - Feminist Col-

lective, Women Studies

Office.

5:00 pm - Uvesounds,
Worner Greg Room 212.

6:30 pm - BGALA, Shove
Chapel Basement

*7:30pm - EnACT, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

8:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Delta

Gamma House.

9:30pm - REGGAE NIGHT.
Roots and dancehall mus-
ic. Free refreshments with

CC ID. Tiger Pit.

Wednesday
12

*12:00 pm - ASIA, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*12:00 pm - Concerned
Citizens Active for Peace,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

*12:00 pm - Shove Coun-
cil, Shove Chapel Seminar

Room.

*12:15 pm - MUSIC-AT-

MIDDAY. Free admission.

Packard Hall. Sponsored
by the Music Department.

12:15 pm - Theatre Worit-

shop, Taylor HalL

3:30 pm - CCCA Full

Council, Gaylord Hall.

3:30-5 pm - Using LIST-

SERVEOn-LJne Discussion
Groups. Call ext. 6716.

Palmer 20. Sponsored by
Academic Computing.

6:00 pm - NARAL, Worner
Hayes Room 213.

*8:00 pm - J.J. CALE, In

Concert Many of his

songs have been popular-

ized by Eric Clapton, Dire

Straits, Derek and the

Dominoes, Leon Russell,

Poco, and Jose Feliciana.

He rarely performs on the

road and this is his first

tour in four years. Tickets

$12 wICC ID; $15 general

admission at KRCC Radio,

912 North Weber. Fine Arts

Center. Sponsored by
KRCC.

*8:00 pm - Sexuali Tea,

Women Studies Office.

9:30 pm - ALTERNATIVE
MUSIC NIGHT with DJ
Drew Ckumbau^. Free re-

freshments with CC ID.

Tiger Pit.

Thursday
13

*11:00 am - Thursday-at-

11. Lecture by PROFFES-
SOR PORTIA MAULTSBY
titled. The Rap on Rap."

She is a specialist in

African-American ethno-

musicology. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Ethnic

Studies Program and the

Music Department.

12:00 pm - AASU, Worner
Hershey Room 215.

12:00pm - Arts and Crafts,

Worner Edwards Room
211.

3:30-5 pm - Beginning WP
5.1. Call ext. 6716. Pal-

mer 20. Sponsored by Ac-

ademic Computing.

6:30 pm - TraKc Commit-
tee, Worner Edwards
Room 211.

*7:00 pm - "ROOM 4G'-A
cappella with an attitude.

End of school spring con-

cert cert with a variety of

music. Come join us for a

fun evening. Free admis-

sion. Bemis Lounge.

*7:30 pm - CONTRA
DANGNG. Easy fonn of

American folk dance. Live

music. No experience or

partners necessary. Free

to CC students; $5 general

admission. Gaylord HalL

*8:00 pm - THE HONORS
CONCERTOFCOLORADO
COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Free admission. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department

*aM>pm - ONEACTFEST-
IVAL Vckets free w/CC ID;

$2.50 sUjdents; $5 general

admission at Worner Cen-
ter Desk. Armstrong Thea-

tre. Sponsored by the De-
partment of Drama and
Dance.

9:30 pm - SOUL NIGHT.
Free freshments with CC
ID. Tiger Pit
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Friday
14

12:00pm - Chaverim, War-
ner Peabody Room 218.

12:00 pm - Great Perform-

ers and Ideas, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

3:30-5 pm - Irrtermediate

Microsoft Windows 3.1.

Call ext. 6716. Barnes 203.

Sponsored by Academic
Computing.

*8:60pm - ONEACTFEST-
IVAL See Thursday, 5/13,

8 pm.

Saturday
15

*8:00pm - ONEACTFEST-
IVAL. See Thursday, 5/13,

8 pm.

Sunday
16

*3:00pm - ONEACTFEST-
IVAL See Thursday, 5/13,

8 pm.

*4:00 pm - KARA AYERS,
AMY CHADWICK and DAN
WIENCEK, pianists, per-

forming works from the du-
et, two piano and solo rep-

ertoire by Bartdk, Bloch,

Debussy, Milhaud and Ra-
vel. Free admission. Pack-
ard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

*9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,
Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADUNE FOR THE MAY 17-23 -THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY. MAY 10 AT 4.V0 PM YOU
MUSTCOMPLEJEONE-FELL.SWOOPINFORMA-
TION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR EVENT
OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS WEEK.-
THESE FORMS AVAILABLE AT NELUS REIN-
ERrS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner Greg Room 212.

FrencI) Table - First Ttiree Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
German Tat>le - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner
Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Bemis Exile Room.
Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open tor meditation, prayer and
reflection by individuals and groups during the

following hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7an^9pm
Friday, Tam-Spm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Levei 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC for semester
Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.
Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art:

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPTI Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HR's

M-F - 1 1 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F - 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming
SUN - 1:30-3:30 pm - Recreational Swimming
SAT - CLOSED

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor

*Open to the public
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Interviewing The Interviewers
Some Thoughts About Interviews From Human Resources Managers

In the Winter, 1992 edition of Career WOMAN.
author Oet>ofah Flores wrote an [nteresting

article entjUed •Personnel Pet Peeves." HerQ

are some ot the responses she received from

recruiters about the iniervtew process.

Preparedness and Prolocol

It strikes me as odd that so many people who

are out of work aren't aware of or don't adhere

10 the formalities. TTiey come in unprepared,

don't know anything aboul the organization, or

don't furnish you with references or transaipts.

I've even received resumes without cover

letters."

Larry Anderson. Director ol Personnel tor Shriners

HospHals tor Crippled Children. Shrevepon, LA

Candidates should "learn as much as you can

about the company and the overall industry.

Read annua] reports or go to the library for

public information on a particular organization.

Also, make sure that your resume highlights

your strengths and is rellecuve of your

educational and work experience - neither

overstabng or understating what youVe done.

And, prepare a concise cover letter that

explains why you quality for the position,"

- Andrew McCormlcK Media relations representative.

IBM

Attitude and Attire

1 can't tell you how many times people come in

with their cut-offs and flip-flops It gives you an

indication right away that tiiey're not serious

about getting a job. You need to look the part.

It's amazing how many people don't

demonstrate good, polite manners; they may t©

rude or pushy with a receptionist, for example.

It pays to smile and be cordial with everyone

you come in contact with. That attitude makes

a difference in terms of how you're perceived

by a prospective employer. That first

impression - for better or worse - is a lasting

impression. Common courtesies such as

letting people know when and where you can

be reached, providing current telephone

numbers and addresses for references, and

sending a thank you note are also noted and

appreciated by personnel managers."

Mie Smilh. Employee Relations Manager. Pepsi

Cola Co., Riverside. CA

PIrccllon and Drive

"One of the questions I always ask is "Where do

you want to tie five or ten years from now?"

Many young people don't know, but they need

to think atjout these kinds of questions because

employers look tor individuals who have a

direction and who can set goals."

- Diane StronisKy. Financial and Personnel Director,

Goodyviti industries. Florida

"t interview many candidates who say things

like 'Oh. I'll do sales, or I'll do operations - it

doesn't matter.' They don't realize that each of

these positions represents different skill sets.

It's obvious that they haven't done their

homework and thai they're just saying anything

to get their foot in the door. You need to tte

specific about the kind of job you're interested

in or qualified for."

- Julie Smilh. Pepsi Cola Co.

Sales AblMlv and Savvy

Inlen/iewing is selling yourself to the employer.

Even your handshake when you fir.stwalk in is

important. If candidates hand the inten/iewer a

dead fish', they're telling something about

themselves - their confidence level, for

example. How you sit up in your chair, your

posture, and your eye contact are all part of it."

- Larry Anderson, Shriners Hospital

"What did you do while you were going to

school? Many people may have had part-time

positions that they've discounted. You need to

look at yourself and be prepared to identify your

sti"engttis in the interview,"

- Darcy Kersbergen. Assistant Vice President ot

Human Resources. Home Federal Savings Sank,

Fort Collins. CO

Looking For A Job?

The Career Center Receives Job Listings Every Day!
If you art a faithful follower of the Career Bullelin you know thai we publish a small number of full-

time arKJ pait-lime jobs, inlcmships. summer jobs, and scholanhips in almosl every edilion of the

Bullelip . T^se lislings are Jusi a small sample of the many listings received in the Career Center. We
receive job listings every day which are then placed in our job listing notebooks. If you are willing to

dedicate some lime and energy lo digging ihrough these notebooks there's no telling what great jobs

you might Hnd. If you are graduating and looking for a job you might consider a paid summer
internship to gel some experience while you are looking for a full-lime job. We recommend checking

Ihrough the lislings at leasi iwicc a week lo slay on top of the jobs Ihal come in. Gel to know Staff

Assisianl, Patti Spoelman twcause she opens the mail every day and knows what jobs have come in.

Stop in from lime to lime lo say "hi" and see whai jobs we have.

The job listings and inlcmships received are filed by these categories:

Environmenial. Science and Technology Intemalional
- Government and Public Affairs Arts and Media
Business and Industry - Local Part-time

Educalion . Jobs In Colorado
Heallh, Human Services and Recreation

A "hidden treasure" lo t>ecome familiar wjih is ihe Noletxjok containing exchange bullelins from olher

colleges and univenilies. These bulletins come lo us from all over the couniry and contain job and
inlemship listings published in Iheirjob bulletins or ncwstellcrs.

we also receive numerous lislings which are filed in nolebooksIf you are slill looking for

by these categories:

Summer Job Oppoitunilies

National Parks

- U.S. Camps

There are too irony jobs to publish in oui

our job listings. You never know, there i

- International, Special Camps. Nanny Posiiio

- Summer Research Opportunities

Career Bulleiin . Stop by the Career Center and check out

light be a greal job just wailing for you!!!

Other Words of AdvlC9

Some other pet peeves include: superficial or

yes", "no* answers (fliey reveal a lack of

deptii); rambling responses {indicate that the

candidate probably doesn't know what he or

she is talking about or is trying to lake it);

interrupting or challenging the interviewer

(perceived not only as rude but f.macks of

arrogance as well); and criticizing a previous

employer (may prompt an interviewer to

question a candidate's potential loyalty and

professionalism).

"Recruiters welcome questions about career

growth possibilities in the company, long-lerm

career options, and training opportunities. Such

inquiries communicate a candidate's

professional aspirations and level of

commitment," -Andrew McCormick. IBM

"When you apply lor a job, show that you have

put a great deal of thought into the process.'

- Diana Siromsky. Goodwill Industries

For information about job interviewing, the

Career Center can help:

[nformalion Booklet : "Job Inten/iewing"

Comprehensive booklet on job inten/iewing.

Includes how to prepare for interviews,

questions you will be asked, questions to ask,

how to handle certain situations, and salary

negotiation. Ask for a copy at the Career

Center reception counter.

RECRUITING
UPDATE

Muro Pharmaceutical. Inc. is a small, rapidly-

growing phamiaceulical company looking for a

Sales Represcnlaiive in Colomdo Springs. Position

pays $26,OO0/year plus commission/bonuses.

Responsibilities include calling on physicians,

pharmacies and hospitals lo crcale the demand for

ihe prescription product line. Some overnight

Irave! required. Training, reimbursed expenses,

company car and a comprehensive benefit package

are provided. Company recmiler may come to

campus lo interview on May 13lh or 14th,

depending on sludenl interest. More information is

available in the Career Cenlcr. Deadline for

applying is Monday, May lOlh.

ThP Npw F-nt»l3nri/.Sorrlck Awocialcs. a Colorado

Springs employer that has hired several CC
graduates, will be conducting on-campus

interviews on Thursday, May 13lh, The positions

available are Sales Representatives. You need to

submit a cover letter and resume to Ihe Career

Center tiy Monday, May 10th. The New England

will pre-select the sludenls ihey wish lo interview.

More informalion about The New England as well

as the position is available in the Career Center,

Deadline for applying is Monday, May 10th.

R t Rpvnolds Tobacco Company has an enlry-

level temporary sales pmsilion in Colorado Springs.

Company will piovide vehicle, expense account

and salary. Bring cover letter and resume to the

Career Center by Monday, May 10th if you are

inlerested in applying.

The Equitable insurance conjpany has an on-

going need to hire Sales Represenlatives. More

infomiation is available in the Career Center.

PLEASE LET US KNOW WHEN YOU HAVE
ACCEPTED A JOB SO WE CAN SHARE IN

YOUR HAPPINESS.

DON'T BE A STRANGER, CAREER CENTER
SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE FOR (SNE -
YEAR AFTER GRADUATION!

This week's congratulations go lo:

Alicia Pulsifer U.S. Government

Gina Glanarelli El Pomar Foundation

Caroline Keresey Chemical Bank

The "Easy Does It" Method
Of Job Hunting
Just One Hour A Day And That

Great Job Can Be Yours!

THE MOST COMMON lament of students who come lo the

Career Center is: "Why does job hunting have to be so

difficult?" In olher words, a typical job search is a loi of hard

work, takes a lot of lime, invites a lot of rejection, and is loaded

wilhaloloffrusualion. Who needs it?

Well, here at long last is a plan Ihal makesjob hunting "easy." By devoting just one hour a day, yes, one hour a

day, that great job will \k yours in no time. Here's how it works:

MONDAY; Spend ONE HOUR making a list of potential employers. Use directories, the yellow pages,

professional associations, catalogs, chambei^ of commerce, and ads listing organizations. Get Ihe name of the

person who does Ihe hiring for the kind ofjobs you're interested in {when in doubt, call the organization directly.)

TUESDAY: SpendONEHOUR typing(word processing) letters -inquiry.application, thankyou -loemployers

on your lisL Include a resume. Keep a record of all correspondence.

WEDNESDAY: Spend ONE HOUR making [^one calls to people you know or to Colorado College alumni/ae

(use Alumni CareerReferral Network) lo maintain and expand yourjob search network. Set up times lo meet with

them.

Consult your record-

informational interview with employer, an

THURSDAY: Spend ONE HOUR following-up On lellers of inquiry and applica

keeping system, ihen call employers to see if you can set up interx'iew appointments.

FRIDAY; SpendONE HOUR ineilherajobiniervie

alumnus/a. or a person in your network.

SATURDAY: Spend ONE HOUR researching potential employers and organizations. Use employer literature,

annual reports directories, professional associations and joumals. and articles, or talk to someone who works or has

worked there (Colorado College alum?).

It ads. Clip the appropriate job lislings and add themSUNDAY: Spertd ONE HOUR leading Ihe newspaper

»

lo your employer list.

All good plans conic equipped with some flcxiliility, so here are some possible variations or substitutions:

• Spend one hour in the Career Onter lo discover and utilize Ihe variety ofjob search n
• Meet for less than one hour with a Career Center counselor to discuss your job search o

•Combine two one-hour lime slots and attend a Career Ccnicr career workshop.

• Combine a lot of one-hour slots and attend a recruitment fair or a professional association's annual conference.

Career Bulletin
Editor: Carolvn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rick RoberU. Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Shaiyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

Pali Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Carey Haas Katie McVeigh

CuUen Hughes Matt Moyer
Johnna KieJzmann Sharieen Pisciotta

Jennifer McLean

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a

policy ol equal opportunity In all aspects !
employmeni and education. We do not knowingly

lisllobopporiunltjestrom employers wtio

unlawfully discriminate.
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Mailroom
Senior epidemic diagnosed

Alum calls for altruism

No one knows cure for contagious, dehabilitating 'itis'

By Erin Burkett

Catalyst Staff

Dear Colorado College,

I write this letter as both

an outsider and an insider of

the campuscommunity. Iwas

a student at CC from the fall

of90 to the spring of '92. I

left last summer to serve as a

full time missionary for the

Church ofJesus ChristofLat-

ter-Day Saints, "the Mor-
mons." I have had a wonder-

ful time, I am presently in El

Paso,TX, working withmany
great people.

I received the April 9 and

16 issues of the Catalyst. I

was glad to see that CC is the

same greatplace Heft. One of

the greatest attributes of the

student body is that it is ideal-

istic and will not settle for

second rate. Also, there is a

great diversity of beliefs that

are represented on campus.

I was also saddened by

some of the things I saw and

read. Still on campus, it ap-

pears thateveryone is looking

out for themselves. I read

article after article about how
so-and-so did this and how
so-and-so did that, and how
that offended "me", and how
that made "me" feel. It is sad

that things like this happen,

and it will be a better place

when we all learn to actually

care for others more than we
care for ourselves.

Ohmy goodness, is that a

slap in the face to everything

the world has taught us or

what? Iknowitistrue, though.

When we help others and try

to see it from the other

person's viewpoint we will

be happier.

That's what we all want,

right? Try to think backwhen
you went out of your way for

someone else. How did you
feel? Howdidthey feel? More
than likely you both felt good

if it was done with love.

To Julissa Portales, I'm

sortyforwhathappened. With

working with many of Span-

ish-speaking culture right

now, I know that they are a

very special and loving

people. Also, I have learned

everyone can make a change

in their environment. I'm
sorry that someone did not try

to look at the situation other

than their own.

Also, look at it from the

other's view, too. Change is

very hard, and usually means
we must change oreven leave

our comfort zone, and no one

likes that

I hope that we will all be

able to help each, through love

and caring, instead ofhurting

each other. If any would like

torespondto these statements,

please write and we will dis-

cuss this further.

-Matt Jackson

1840 E. River Rd. #102
Tucson, AZ 85718

The last few weeks ofmy
college career stare me bra-

zenly in the face, and 1—as no
doubt every other graduating

senior—find myself wallow-

ing in what appears to be the

advanced stage of an acute

case of senior-itis.

Typically, senior-itis is

thought to be characterized as

something experienced by
bored, antsy students who
have difficulty performing

even elementary tasks or as-

signments in theu: impatience

Symptoms resemble those

sophomore "get-me-out-of-

this-hell-hole-before-I-

throw-myself-in-front-of-a-

bus" blues.

to graduate.

Although on a surface

level this description is accu-

rate, senior-itisis amuch more
complex condition deserving

careful study and attention.

Senior-itis at large Universi-

ties is no doubt a somewhat

different experience than the

case that festers here at Colo-

rado College. I, however, am
not personally familiar with

other varieties and will thus

avoid making risky and un-

necessary speculations

about them.

The first stage of senior-

itis here atCCmost frequently

develops first semester of se-

nior year and closely re-

sennbles those sophomore
"get-me-out-of-this-hell-

hole-before-I-throw-myself-

in-fiont-of-a-bus" blues. Jun-

iors, take heed. You will rec-

ognize yourselfas a first stage

senior-itisvictim around mid-

September when you find

your previously pleasing and

typically sexual fantasy hfe

invaded by the following un-

controllable longings:

1) To throw a party and

invitehundredsoftowniesjust

to invoke any sort of change

in the CC social scene.

2) To hurl your
Birkenstocks out the window
and parade around campus in

a mini skirt and make up.

3) To meet someone at-

tractive of the opposite sex

without having the distinct

feeling you saw this same
person leave your best friend'

s

room one morning last block,

or last week.

4) To meet someone at-

tractive of the opposite sex.

You will know you are

deep into the first stages when
startlingly:

1 ) You find yourself mys-
- teriously roaming around the

Citadel measuring mall bangs

while looking forahomecom-
ing date.

2)You spend a great deal

of time in bed with a hang-

over when, oddly enough, you

have not consumed alcohol in

weeks.

3) Instead of going out

Friday night you choose to

stay home and imagine your-

self receiving pay for your

"Take Back the Night" attacks violence, not men
Organizers decry fear and express optimism about future marches

From March Pg. 10

with so much unified vocal

and sheer numerical support,

women wouldfinally feel safe
thereandtheir chantingwould

becomemore intense.Human
beings react as their emotions

see fit.

Our purpose was not to

attack any group, norwerewe
pointing any fingers. This

was not a "war of the sexes"

nor an evening of man-bash-

ing, not by any stretch of the

imagination. 'Take Back the

Night" intended to foster

awareness of the violence

committed againstwomen, to

educate ourselves and others

about this issue and to unite as

human beings to fight the

never-ending fear and vio-

lence that women encounter

Every singledayoftheir lives.

Period.

Despiteour self-affirming

purpose, therewereobviously

those who felt defensive and

lashed out against us. Our

response is this: don't attack

s ome -

thing out —^^^^^^
of igno-

rance,
fear or

both. We
have no
respect
for those

who
mock or

attack
what we
did that night from the safety

of ignorance or the confines

offear. "TakeBackthe Night"

was an attack on one thing

only: violence againstwomen.
This is not an apology;

this is a challenge. To anyone
who did not participate in the

Our purpose was not to attack

any group, nor were we
pointingany fingers. This was

not a "war ofthe sexes" nor an

evening of man-bashing, not

by any stretch of the

imagination.

march who may have con-

cerns, questions, arguments

or negative feelings towards

our piUTpose or our action: we
challenge you to attend the

march next

year. Find

out for

yourselves

what
"Take
Back the

Night" is

about, and

make your

judgments

not form
hearsay of

ignorance, but fi'om the facts.

Presently, we hope those

who still have arguments

about "Take Back the Night"

feel free to talk to any partici-

pant, woman or man, to find

out the truth. One person in

particular approached us to

voice his concern over out

treatment of the fraternities,

and I commend hun for con-

fronting us directly with the

matter and dispelling the ru-

mors involved.

We regret that we cannot

linger any longer on the sub-

ject ofattacks on ourpurpose,

but truly, we rendered them

insignificant by the sole fact

of our success and our soli-

darity in ouractions that night.

We hope that"Take Back

the Night" has as much or

more success and participa-

tion next year. We also want

to restate how amazing it can

be, and how much can be ac-

complished when we forget

all our differences and unite

to put an end to violence

against women.

-Megan Day &
Michelle Kaye

work, drinking foreign beer

with beautiful strangers and

embracing yoiu' diploma in

the magnificent realization

that you will never again have

to write the phrase "Honor
Code Upheld" on the coverof

a paper filled with blatant lies

and plagiarism.

The second stage of se-

nior-itis is more puzzling and

considerably more serious.

Symptoms ofthe second stage

begin to develop towards the

lastfew daysofseventh block

,

when you find yourself cow-
ering the days away at

Murph's in an attempt to ig-

... all in an aromatic

mountainous location

where there are no

responsibilities to speak of.

nore any jarring signs of the

real world that lurks close

outside.

Suddenly you see the in-

stitution you used tocondemn
as a confining deprivation to

your freedom and basic rights

as a plush resort offering in-

tellectual stimulation, daily

recreational activities and

keggers on the lawn—all in

an aromatic mountainous lo-

cation where there are no re-

sponsibilities to speak of.

In a desperate effort to

forget the vast space of pov-

erty, responsibility and

directionless depression that

stretches out endlessly before

you, you fill up your days

frazzledly pounding beer

while reminiscing about those

sweet days when you were a

spry, carefree frosh. Most

often seniors in this stage are

too mixed up and frightened

to attend class. Many even

fail eighth block so that they

might be allowed to return for

another booze guzzling,

Frisbee playing CC semester.

So, to all those frustrated

profs who hunt down seniors

who have not attended class

in days, only to find them

drowning in stale Busch and

overdue homework assign-

ments: have a heart. I, as a

seniorexperiencing advanced

stages of the itis, finding it

difficult even to finish this

ariticle without breaking out

in fits of heatstroke and anx-

ious sweating, can assure you

that we mean well.

And when we look back

on are college years at good

old CC it will be with a great

fondness and respect for your

understanding in these diffi-

cult times ofemotional agita-

tion and upheaval.
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Temporary immigrants see opportunity in US
Josh Holo

Catalyst Staff

Endowed with a Venture

Grant, I traveled to Mexico

over Christinas break this

year. The purpose of my re-

search was to discuss immi-

gration with Mexicans who

had migrated to the United

States and had returned ulti-

mately to Mexico.

The economics of immi-

gration are simple and com-

pelling. In one day in the

States a Mexican laborer can

earn the equivalent of one

week's wages in Mexico.

It was my luck to be able

to talk to some of these men

who faced the dangers and

difficulties of life in a foreign

country in order to reap the

benefits of more lucrative

work north of the border. Our

discussionsreplaced themany

statistics and facts that I have

studied with faces and names.

Victor was the youngest

of the interviewees. He is 22

and he came across the border

when he was 19. Through

connections in theUS he man-

aged to find two full-time jobs

in Nashville, Tennessee, as

an undocumented short-order

cook. Victor, like all of the

in .erviewees, found the ac-

tual crossing to be the easiest

part ofhis seven-month expe-

rience. (I could not help not-

ing this fact with irony, con-

sidering the 1,000 mile-long

fence and heavily-patrolled

border.)

Victor Uved in a crowded

one-bedroom apartment

which he shared with five

other Mexican workers. He
neverleamedEnglish.andhis

entire social life was spent

with fellow undocumented

workers.

Although he considered

himself to have been well-

treated by his bosses, he em-

phasizedhisutterdependency

on his friend's (a legal immi-

grant) beneficence in such

matters as transportation, his

checking account and job ar-

rangement.

Victor went home to

Oaxaca after seven months.

He claims that while anybody

can make his/her fortune in

American with hard work and

frugality, he missed his home,

family and friends.

Ricardo, an elderly man

(he refused to give his precise

age), represents a whole gen-

eration of men who crossed

the border during the bracero

years (1942-1964). In these

years, the US and Mexico al-

lowed only a certain number

of Mexican laborers to work

A Womb With a View
By Marc Philips

Top 10 Ways to Tell if Your Professor is a Weenie

io. Didn't tell you the class was full until the

second week of the block.

9. Uses your head to erase the chalkboard.

8. Continually refers to you as "Pooky."

7. Half the homework assignments are really

optional, but you have to guess which ones.

6. Tells your dass you are going on a field trip,

drives into a carwash, rolls down all the win-

dows, locks the doors, and leaves.

5. Gets mad when you come to class naked and

ask for a spanking.

4. Has dass at home and asks for breakfast in bed.

3. Wear a T-shirt everyday to dass that says,

"Why yes, I am a weenie!"

2. Likes to play hide and seek . . . with your

graded tests.

1. Will only answer your questions if you sing

them in Latin, and ifs a physics dass.

in the US; the program began

in response to the labor short-

age of the War, and it ended

due to the growing American

sentiment that toomany Mexi-

cans were coming over.

During this period, illegal

immigration went hand in

hand with the officially sanc-

tioned braceros. Many people

worked in Texas and Califor-

nia, particularly in the fields,

factories and railroads.

Many Mexicans are willing

to face long journeys,

discrimination, language

barriers, backbreaking

work, homesickness, crow-

ded living conditions,

constant fear ofdeportation

and other misadventures for

the sake of the opportunity

our country affords.

Ricardo came across in the

'50s; he did not say what year.

He, like many, was vague

about his documentation.

While he answered "yes" to

the question, "Were you a

bracero?", he apparently

meant that he was a migrant

workerof the"bracero years."

He spoke ofhard physical

labor for the railroad on the

one hand and of the poverty

of Mexico on the other. The

remarkable quality of his in-

terview was its similarity with

the likes of younger Victor.

His difficulties were the same:

language, money and depen-

dency on benevolent gringos.

Little has changed for the

undocumented worker. He,

like the other bracero with

whom I spoke, considered his

travels to the US a sort of

money-making adventure. He
returned to Mexico because

the money was not worth

missing his home.

None of these men inter-

viewed (three others were in-

terviewed formally and more

informally) ever considered

the possibility of settling in

the US ; this fact is reaffumed

by their traveling alone and

their absolute ignorance of

EngUsh. Thus America, for

them, is an economic safety

net.

Today, the term "safety

valve" is used by political sci-

entists for the role of the

United States in the Mexican

economy. Given the dearth

of work and abundance of

workers in Mexico, the US
acts as an escape hatch for

surplus labor. These inter-

views proved that this "safety

valve" theory is not confined

to the theorists; it exists also

in the minds of potential im-

migrants.

Many Mexicans are will-

ing to face longjourneys, dis-

crimination, language barri-

ers, back-breaking work,

homesickness, crowded liv-

ing conditions, constant fear

of deportation and other mis-

adventures for the sake of the

opportunity our country af-

fords. As long as these work-

ers perceive America in this

fashion, and as long as the

vast gulf in opportunity and

wealth persists, iminigration

will continue.

The fact that somany male
immigrants intend to return

betrays theirview ofAmerica.

TheU.S. is aresource for these

people, and a fence and men
with guns will not render this

country any less desirable to

potential immigrants.

Tim Golden, in a Decem-
berl3, 1991 NewYorkTimes
article, called the border fence

"a monument ... to the im-

possibility of keeping poor

foreign workers from better-

paid jobs." The same article

states that numbers crossing

the border increased despite

the fence. To approach a so-

lution to the problem we have

to abandon these laughable

attempts to restrict immigra-

tion.

First we must determine

if tiie presence of Mexican

labor in the States is indeed a

problem. Have we become

dependent on the efficient,

cheap labor, and if we have,

do we want to discourage its

availability?

If, on the other hand, im-

migration is a problem, then

our present methods have

proven futile in stopping it.

The only solutions are long-

term.

Even the 1986 Amnesty

program was a failure. By

allowing amnesty to those i'

legally resident in theUS since

1982, and by imposing crimi

nal penalties on employers ol

undocumented workers, the

Congress hoped to integrate

the present immigrant popu-

lation and to deter further

immigration.

Larry Rohter's New York

Times June 24, 1988, from

page article quoted expert

Wayne Cornelius, "Those

who delayed migration to the

US duringl987 are now com-
ing, having observed that

work is still available even

for new arrivals lacking pa-

pers." Immigration statistics

even described growing num-

bers despite the Congression al

Act.

Let us hope that the immi-

nent Free Trade Agreement

will be our long-term solu-

tion. I say this not because 1

lament the presence of Mexi-

cans in our country, but be-

cause I hope that the welfare

of the people in Mexico im-

proves to the point that they

no longer need to look north-

ward for a better life.

Catalyst honcho seeks fall staff

By Todd Walker
Catalyst Staff

Fall. That far away sea-

son. Actually, Fall begins

now for the Catalyst. In order

to get the Catalyst off the

ground immediately in Sep-

tember, the Catalyst needs

section and assistant editors

for the fall semester. All

positions need to be filled;

News, Features, Op/Ed, Arts

and Sports. Now before ev-

eryonejumps through the roof

and stampedes the CutlerPub-

lications office, read on.

Hard work. That's thejob

description. I want people

who are excited about what

they'redoing. I'll take people

who can fake being excited

about what they're doing.

Pride in a job well done is of

utmost importance, and if that

means pulling all-nighters

once or twice a week, that's

what I want.

Open to criticism. More
jobdescription. Iwantpeople

who are willing to work to get

better. I'll be open to criti-

cism and 1 expect the staff to

operate in the same way.

Confidence in one's abilities

is important, but there is al-

ways room for improvement.

Cooperation is the key to bet-

terment.

Money. That's the incen-

tive. Section and assistant

editors are paid $15-$20 per

issue. For all you non-math-

ematics majors, that's about

$180-$240 for die semester.

It's not nearly enough, I'll

admit, but it's something-

Beer money, boys and girls,

beer money.

For those of you looking

past next fall, the position of

editor will look great on a

resume. Employers will love

you as they instanUy recog

nize your excellent organiza

tional skills and boost your

salary. It's worth it.
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Senior art shows coming to a close
The works of Erin Geer are

now showing in Packard Hall

By Nicholas Weigel

Catalyst Staff

Packard presents the se-

niorworksofErin Geer, aone

woman show of static energy,

wild color and controversial

subject matter.

Geer's exhibit consists of

numerous paintings on

massonite panels splashed

with contorted characters, of-

ten involved in actions which

play off their titles. For ex-

ample, "Christ Goddamnit"

is a work which questions the

pre-established ideals of tra-

ditional Catholicism.

Many of her pieces seem

to deal with stress, death or

insanity. One such piece is

"Menstruation," a bio-

logical event I'm not very fa-

miliar with, but just looking

at it makes me grateful to be a

man.

She has a series of por-

traits with such titles as "Ec-

stasy ofDelusion","BadHair
Day," "Do I Make You Ner-

vous, You Make Me Ner-

vous," and "I Take Three For

My Head Ache," all of which

all have crazy borders and

enigmatic women in trouble.

The latter in the series

depicts a woman's severed

head, floating through space

as her eyes stare in contempt

at the viewer. Like most art-

ists Geer, seems to comment
on the troubles of the world,

but in her case, from the per-

spective of the woman.
Many people might view

Geer's work as immature,

sloppy or offensive. This

would be a shame because,

Geer's vigor, humor and sty-

listic qualities, which give her

paintings a mysterious attrac-

tion, would be over looked.

The exhibit opened Mon-
day May 3 , and will remain in

the Packard Hall until the Sat,

May 8.

Calendar of Events

ART, DRAMA, DANCE

MAY 7-8

Theatre Workshop
Improv Group

MAY 7-9

A Merry Death

MAY 7
CO Choir

MAY 9

CC Faculty

WoodwindQuintet

MAY 12

Music at Midday
MAY 13

Honors Concert

MAY 15

Amy Bricker

11:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

MUSIC

Taylor Hall

Taylor Hall

8:00 p.m. Shove Chapel

3:00 p.m.

12:15 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

IN CONCERT

MAY 17
Leon Redbone 8:00 p.m
MAY 26

The Iguanas 8:00 p.m.

JUNE2S
Richaixl Thompson 8:00 p.m.

•Colorado Spnngs FineAm Center

Packard

Packard

Packard

Packard

C.S.F.A.C.*

C.S.F.A.C.*

C.S.F.A.C.*

•yveAoutAfc-^ <^

The senior art shows in Packard are coming to a close.

Photo by Chris Flood

This piece is by Erin Geer.

Show honors senior art majors
Cobum Art Gallery will soon feature students' work

By Pat Meyasse

Catalyst Staff

The Senior Show, honor-

ing the graduating art majors,

will debut Wed, May 19, and

run through Mon, May 24 in

Cobum Art Gallery in the

Womer Campus Center.

Gallery hours are noon to

7:00 p.m. Tuesday through

Saturday.

An opening reception for

the exhibit and the artists will

be held Sun, May 23 from

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. All

events are free andopen to the

public.

The diversity ofartists and

mediums has created an in-

credible expression of art to-

day.

Fifteen art majors have

each submitted one piece of

work from their ponfolios,

and all will be hung together

as a collective exhibit.

Sculpture, painting, pho-

tography, drawing and

printmaking are all included

in the multimedia show.

Thesenior artists involved

in the exhibit are: Omar
Banmally, Cyndi Berquist,

Jason Bowers, Shawn Butier,

Terry Fabian, R.J. Gallardo,

Erin Geer, Aimee Had, Jodi

Hilton, Mark Irvine, Leigh

Lamben, Nicki Pearson, Ja-

son Ross, Angela

Schwickerath and Amy
Tucker.

Jenkins conducts Brahms performance

By Lara Popadakis

Catalyst Staff

Donald P. Jenkins will be

conducting the Colorado Col-

lege Choir in amelodic spring

concert Fri, May 7, at 8:00

p.m. in Shove Chapel. The

performance is free and open

to the public.

The choir of 75 voices,

accompanied by an orchestra

of 36 players will execute the

sounds of Johannes Brahms'

Ein Deutsches Requiem {A

German Requiem).

The 70-minute piece will

be sung entirely in German

with no intermission. Jenkins

calls Brahms' Requiem, "one

of the staples of the sym-

phonic/choral repertoire.

"It is a great masterpiece,

deeply moving and satisfying

for performers and audience

alike."

Jenkins received his B.A.

and B.M.E. at Oberlin Col-

lege in Massachusetts in 1958

and his Master's at the Julliard

School of Music in 1960—

the same year he joined the

Colorado College faculty.

In addition to conducting

the Colorado College Choir,

he conducts the Colorado

Springs Chorale and is the

managing director and con-

ductor of the Colorado Opera

Festival. Jenkins will condcut

the Opera Festival's upcom-

ing production of Aida.
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Honors Concert closes student performances

By Doug Dawe
Catalyst Staff

Whew! It has been a long

year of concerts and other

various performances at this

expensive liberal arts college.

Thank heavens that is all over

with!

Wrong, chowder-heads!

We have one more concert

left, and it is the creme de la

creme, the A- 1 steaksauce, the

topofthe wedding cake. What

we have here is the greatest

student concert of the year. It

is called the Honors Concert,

and it is a student concert (yes,

your friends are performing!)

featuring the best of the stu-

dent performances this year.

The competition to be in

the Honors Concert is gruel-

ing; first, a ten-K run, fol-

lowed by a swim from L.A. to

San Francisco, ... oh, wait.

Actually, hopeful candi-

dates audition Mon, May 10,

in ftont of two all-knowing

judges, Don Jenkins and be packed!

Carlton Gamer. These two

wisemen will then pick die

most-prepared to sing and

play in the concert on Thurs,

May 13, at 8:00 p.m..

For those private students

of voice or instrument who
would like to audition, audi-

tion slips are available from

Lyn Doyon in the Music De-

partment office. The audition

sign-up sheet is on the door of

the Music Library in Packard

Hall.

For those who are not

musically inclined but enjoy

a good concert, this concert is

amust-see. Itis the best ofthe

student performers. The per-

formers last year were so pol-

ished and downright fabulous

that there were no fewer than

three standing ovations for

individual performers. That

is unheard of this side of the

Mississippi!!

This writer's advice: Get

there early on Thurs, May 13,

because Packard is going to

Photo by Chris Flood

Andrea Hull, who performed her senior recital earlier this year, is one of many

talented CC musicians who are candidates to play in this year's Honors Concert.

The Honors Concert is the Music Department's last student performance of the year.

The Honors Concert will be performed Thurs, May 13, at 8:00 p.m.

Have a very Merry Death
By Conrad Eldon Dennis

Cc talystStiSf

A Merry Death, directed

by senior Marie Rubin,

opened last night in Taylor

Hall (adjacent to Bemis). The

comic self-named

harlequinade encompasses

revenge, friendship, love, the

ridiculous, passion and, of

course, death in the relation-

ship between a husband, wife

and their best friend.

Written by Nicolas

Evreinov, the play is in En-

glish but will feature profes-

sorVadimGushchin,who will

sing Russian songs before the

T-shirt designs needed

for '93 Homecoming
The Tutt alumni office will be accepting designs

for next year's homecoming T-shirts until the end of

Block Vin. The proposed designs should have a small

design on the front along with the name of the school

(CC) and the homecoming date.

The back side of the T-shirt should be filled by a

large design of the artist's choice.

Proposed designs should be turned into Jan at the

TuttAlumni House as soon as possible. Any questions

can be answered by Jan at ext. 6773.

Photo by Bill Slan

The cast otA Merry Death at a recent rehearsal.

performance. The one-act will at eight o'clock for all perfor-

run through Sunday, May 9, mances.

IGUIDC
niAVa SYSTEM. INC m

Student discounts are availableforsummer
break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor
using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors!

For all your travel needs call Laura at

632-6412 or come into our campus office

in Armstrong Hall.

CaiteonTravdNetwortt

London

Paris
^~™~^ $345*

Madrid $349*

Amsterdam $365*

Frankfurt $370*

Zurich $370*

Rome $399*

Correction
Last week, the Catalyst ran a photograph taken by Jodi

Hilton andincorrectlypaired itwith an artilce aboutCobum
Gallery, failing to credit Hilton. Hilton's photo was part of

the all-campus art show. The Catalyst regrets the error.

a woridwide desOnabwis

»

Council Travel
1138 13th street (On the Hill)

Boulder, CO 80302

303-M;.8101 • 1.800-T43-iaH

THE MAIL BOX lOIOFf
330 A W. UINTAH, 635-7917

•U.P.S. 'Federal Express
•U.S. mail 'Faxing

open Monday-Friday, 9-6, Saturday, 10-5

WE CAN PACKAGE OR SUPPLY
MATERIALS FOR SKIS, BIKES,

STEREOS.

LARGE MOVING BOXES.

PICK-UP SERVICE AVAILABLE.
CALL FOR DETAILS.

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR EXTRA VALUES

PACKAGING

AND
SHIPPING

SUPPLIES

ALL

SHIPPING

(CASH ONLY)
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Llamapalooza worth the wait
gy Dennis Apergis

Catalyst Staff

Though it was about as

easy to get started as a Yugo
a blizzard, once up and

running Llamapalooza took

off like a bat out of hell.

Featuring everyCC band,

nine in all, and a real llama,

the all-day concert on Sun-

I, May 2 was quite a show.

Originally planned for

Saturday, poor weather

caused the move to Sunday

and clear skies. After techni-

cal difficulties caused an hour

delay. The Undertow took the

stage and played for about 10

seconds before blowing up a

circuit, bringing toshow to an

abrupt halt.

An exhaustive search by

the combined forces of the

Physical Plant and CC Secu-

rity tracked down the breaker

and the set continued. From
here on out it was smooth

sailing, as Mr. Wiggly and T.

Child rocked the ever-in-

creasing crowd.

The crowdresumeddanc-

ing as Mt. Mestis and the Soul

Injection gotdown and funky.

Sexual Chocolate followed

Rap, Race and Reality
Portia Maultsby featured this week

Ethnics Studies Program
and the Music Depart-
ment

Photo Courtesy of Llamapalooza

Concert fans pose with the event's mascot last Sunday.

with a set that brought most of

theremaining loungers to their

feet.

Chris French took the

mike during a drum change

for a 10-minute rap, which,

combined with the overflow

from the nearby low-rider

competition, brought aboutan

element of diversity seldom

seen at Colorado College.

It was then time for Psy-

chotic Mary, who played the

final song of .their career,

twice. The crowd grew again

after dinner and was treated

to the sounds of Faceplant,

whose veteran musicians re-

ally came together to shine as

the sun waned.

Spiney Norman closed

the show with an incredible

final set as the moon rose,

playing many tunes from their

newly released album, "File

Under Funk."

SponsoredbyLivesounds

and CCCA, Llamopalooza

was the largest and most suc-

cessful show to hit Cutler

Quad in years.

If you had a picture taken

with the llama, or wish to buy

a Llamapalooza shirt, call

Marc at ext. 7743 or Andy at

ext. 7887.

Portia Maultsby, special-

ist in African-American
ethnomusicology, will give a

free and public talk, "The Rap

on Rap: Rap, Race and Real-

ity," on Thursday, May 13, at

11:00 a.m. in Packard Hall.

Maultsby is a professor

in the department of African-

American studies and the

School of Music at Indiana

University-Bloomington.

"Rap is controversial be-

cause of people's lack of

knowledge about its cultural

roots and about the multiple

themes it is capable of ad-

dressing — and due to the

provocative marketing tech-

niques used by the commer-

cial music industry.

"I'm coming to Colorado

College to bring acultural per-

spective to the significance of

rap music in city life,"

Maultsby said.

In addition to teaching

historical and theoretical

courses on Black music and

ethnomusicology, Maultsby

has been involved in its per-

formance and production.

Maultsby founded and

conducted for ten years the

Indiana Soul Revue. This 43-

piece performing ensemble

tours throughout the country,

and Maultsby served as the

group's primary song-writer,

arranger and producer.

Maultsby's research find-

ings on Black religious and

popular music and the rela-

tionship of African and Afri-

can-American music have

been cited in several newspa-

pers, journals and books in

Europe and the United States.

Maultsby also designed a

symposium on "Rhythm &
Blues 1945-1955" for the

Smithsonian Institution.

Maultsby has helped to create

video and film documenta-

ries for the National Afro-

American Museum and PBS.

Also for PBS, Maultsby se-

lected and edited music for

the African-American history

documentary, "Eyes on the

Prize n." Her Thursday pre-

sentation promises tobe great.

How Many CC People Does

It Take to Fill an 8X10?

Show up at 1 -.00 on Friday, May 1

4

in the Armstrong Quad

for an ALL-CAMPUS PICTURE

Students, Faculty, Administrators,

Support Staff

Complimentary josh and John's

ice cream will be served

Sponsored by CCCA's Spring Fiing; Student Alumni Association; Student

Development Association; Class Officers; Panfiellenic Council; and the

Interfraternity Council
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KRCC brings fresh

talent to Springs

New Music Reviews

PRIMUS
Pork Soda

(5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

In the months of May and June KRCC is scheduled to

sponsor several exiting acts at the Colorado Springs Fine

Ans Center.

The agenda features performers of all types. Leon

Redbone will be in town on May 17, The Iguanas on May
26, and Richard Thompson on June 25. Tickets are avail-

able through KRCC, Ticket Master, and the Fine Arts

Center box office.

Thelguanas (above) areaLann bandwithawide range

ofupbeat material. They are oftencompared toLos Lobos,

and are pitdicted to be the next big act to bring their talent

and popularity north of the border.

Forinore information concerning anyof the shows call

KRCC at 473-4801.

3030

E. Platte

•123 E. Bijou

CHAMPIONSHIP
BOXING
At the

CC Bookstore

Boxes for Shipping

Small - 81.50
Medium - 82.25
Large 83.00

Bicycle Boxes - 83.00
(Limited Supply) .

BIOHAZARD
Urban Discipline

(4 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

BLACK UHURU
Mystical Truth

(5 Faces, 5 Light Bulbs)

I am Earmuff and I noticed that there is a lack of attention

being payed to the little but loud bands of the of the world. I

was 8 years old when my cousins subjected me to the sounds

associated with abandoned theaters, combat boots and troubled

youth. From Black Flag to Gruntruck, the most interesting

section of the record store is often over looked. For those of

you who like Garth Brooks and Barry Manilow more power

to you, and you needn't read any further. For the six of you

who avoid easy listening these three reviews may interest you.

Primus Pork Soda - Just recently. Primus released Pork Soda

theur third full length CD which offers a continuum of heavy

bassed power-funk, odd lyrics, and cover art sculptures by

Lance "Link" Montoya. On the Interscope label the disc

contains fourteen original ttacks and one, "The Press Man,"

which was previously released live on the EP "S uck On This."

Pork Soda's uniqueness lies in the band's adaptation of the

mandolin and 6-string banjo which they fuse with gut wrench-

ing bass lines and complex drums, producing music which

suipasses the parameters of hard funk established by Fish

Bone or the Red Hot Chili Peppers. If that seems unbeliev-

able, try listening to "Hamburger Train" which is an 8 minute,

10 sec. bass solo. I would have to say, although I do like Flee,

Les Claypool buries 'him on this album. If you like the

alternative funk of Fish Bone and the heavy sometimes

screechiness of Soundgarden, Primus fits somewhere in be-

tween, but is defiantly on its own. Rumors are also circulating

that Primus will be featured in Lalapoloosa this summer

which will be coming through Wyoming sometime. So, ifyou

like them, keep your eyes open, because next to Murphy's

Law they are the best band I've ever seen live.

Biohazardl/rftanD/sci>/j«£-Biohazard appeared in Denver

about three weeks ago with two other New York hard core

bands, Sick of it All (headlining) and Fear Factory. Like a

complete moron I stayed here on campus studying and missed

the mosh/stompfest of the decade. Biohazard's 1992 release

on Roadrunner Records, places them among such bands as

Killing Time, Helmut, Sick of It AU and Pantera. If you like

any of those bands, you'll probably take to the heavy "kick it

in" rhythms and duel voices of Evan Sienfeld and Billy

Graziadei who trade offdepending on the tempo of the music.

Track two features a quote from Dolph Lungren when he

stared in the "Punisher" which serves as a lead in to "Punish-

ment." This track is an excellent example of this band's ability

to operate as anemoNew York hard-core/metal band. A good

find - check it out.

Black Uhuru Mystical Truth - BlackUhuru has just recently

released this new album and it is undoubtedly a classic.

Reggae's first Grammy winners have gone deep into their

Rastafarian beliefs to come out with an album that presents

to the listener Uhuru's very strong and personal convictions

towards life, religion and race. "We just there 'pon the truth

every time. Anything we a deal with is just righteous. Is just

truth we a deal with," explains Don Carlos. Uhuru's

convictions come from the very depths of the hearts and souls

of the legendary trio. The music is fantastic, very catchy and

tuneful, providing in my opinion the best reggae album in the

past few years.

Lee's Liquor
Marianne and Dennis are happy to

offer a large selection of beer specials

to the CC community this Springtime
season

Mei ste r B r a u K egs
$29 95 w/ c C. ID

This \T\ n h on 1 y

We promote responsible drinking

Open Monday - Saturday
8:30 am till Midnight

502 West Colorado Ave
Phone 520-99C7

How to read the Arts:

Smiley Faces are the en-

tertainment value, with

five faces being the best.

Light Bulbs represent the

intellectual value, again

five being the best..
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It's gotta be

the shoes

By Adam McVeigh
Bx-Catalyst Sports Editor

Men's track conquers competition, beaches

I think I've e figured

out why the Colorado Col-

lege baseball team is so bad.

It's not that they have bad

pitching or defense, or that

they can't hit the ball alick.

No, thereason thatour base-

ball team is hurtin ' so bad is

the man they have coach-

ing first base.

I attended the Tigers'

Wednesday night game
against Air Force, a 17-1

debacle, and immediately

spied this first base coach,

who will remain nameless

sinceldon'tknowhisname.

The coach is a man of aver-

age height and a little over

weight, as baseball coaches

tend to get as they get on in

age.

The thing that both-

ered me, however, was not

the coach's build, but his

uniform. His hat andjacket

were black,just like the rest

of the team; his jersey and

pants were white, just like

the rest of the team; his

stirrups and sannies were

black and white, respec-

tively, just like the rest of

the team. His shoes, hu^
ever, were unfortunately

and pitifully white. While

the entire rest of the team

hadonblackspikestocom-

pletethesharp-lookinguni-

forrcs, thismanwhoclaims

to be a baseball coach had

on white shoes! And they

didn't even have cleats on

See Baseball Pg. 18

By Blaine Olsen

Catalyst Staff

On Sat, May 1, the CC
Men' s Trackteamcompeted

in theUC San DiegoOpen in

La JoUa, California. The

meet saw three CC runners

setpersonal bests - Pat Judge

in the 5000m, Sean

Cavanagh in the 5000m, and

Mark Sweet in both the

5000m and 1500m. There

was also a first for CC in the

5000m as four runners -

Judge, Cavanagh, Sweet and

Jim Macken - broke the 16

minute barrier. Finally, m
the last event of the day, the

1600m relay, CC's squad

(composed of Simon
Ramone, Blaine Olsen,

Montel Taylor and Kris

O'Connor) set a season best

by 12 seconds with their time

of 3:31.8. Making the day

even better was idyllic

weather with temperatures

in the 70' s andwarm breezes,

perfect for a track meet or,

say , aday at the beach, which

the team enjoyed on Friday.

La Jolla Beach, where

the team spent Friday after-

noon lounging in the sand

and soaking up rays, could

passvery easily for the beach

in the popular cable drama

Bavwatch . complete with

surfboard-toting lifeguards.

This turned out to be very

fortunate for the Tiger run-

ners, who, though they could

handle themselves on dry

land, did not have a elude

when itcame to water safety.

Taylor, Olsen and Joel

Trachtenberg were alerted

that they were swunming in

I a surfing only zone, while

Macken, Judge, Chris Flood

his heat with a 1:57.7, a sea

son-best. Olsenrana2:07.2,

coming off an ankle injury.

CC entered two sprint-

ers, Scott Ingvolstad and

Simon Ramone in the 400m.

Both runners set season-

bests with their respective

times of 52.2 and 52,8.

Sprinter Montel Taylorcom
peted in both the 100m and

200m, running timesof 1 1 .06

and 22, 8, respectively. Also

running in the 200m was

BecklyDavis.whoranasea-

bon-best 25.0, coming back

from a broken toe,

CC entered both Mark

Sweet and Jack Hayes in the

1500m Invite, Sweet fin-

ished third with a time of

4 02 5, a personal-best, while

Hayes finished in a season-

best 4:15.6. In the 5000m,

CC placed four mnners in

the top fourteen, all under 1

6

minutes - a first. Judge ran a

personal-best 15:15.2;

Macken ran a season-best

1 5:48.7; Cavanagh ran a per

sonal-best 15:56 and Sweet,

in an impressive show of de-

termination, came back to

run a personal-best 15:59.8.

Photo file In the last event of the

J ^ „ .u . 1 .iir-cn day, the 1600m relay - CC
Mark sweet races around the all weather track at UCSU.

^^^ ^ season-best of 3:3 1 .8.

The track team competed against a plethora ofDIU teams.
^^^^^^^ ofRamone, Olsen,

and Hack Hayes brought the rant on Friday night eased Taylor and O'Connor con-

lifeguard to action,who swam minds, if not stomachs. tains no seniors and should

out and directed them to CCenteredtwoninnersin near the CC record of 3:25

safety Add all of this to the 1500m early Saturday next year. Taylor was espe-

Flood's 3rd degree sunburn morning. Flood finished the daily impressive, ninning

and coachTed Castaneda had race in 4:18.05 while

to be wondering whether Trachtenberg seta season-best

Friday'seventswereeeriepre- withhistimeof 4:41.6. Inthe

monitions of bad luck in next event, the 800m open,

Saturday's meet. Noway! A Kris O'Connor and Blaine Academy. Comeonoutand

hearty dinner, complete with Olsen competed for CC. cheerthemonasthereshould

red hot chili peppers, at a O'Connor ran an excellent be some excellent times put

popularMexican foodrestau- race and finished second in up by CC runners.

his fu-st 400m even in 51:8

The Men's Track team

finishes its season this Sat

urday. May 8 at the AirForce

By Ryan Ehrhart

Catalyst Staff

I
Macken, Judge, Chris Flood popuiarivicxiLmiiow.^»u»u- .gv,^ ...>. ........w^^^^^ - . .

The Rockies' streams provide excellent fishing
r——'

. . ,, ... .u . „_ji„i,=o,i,„,,„iii^^„^rmnrf rod made forlightactiou. This and black**'**'*'*or a bla

Springtime in the

Rockies brings many out-

door activities tomind. Hik-

ing, climbing, mountain bik-

ing and camping are always

great ways to enjoy the

mountains. But my mind is

thinking about FISHING.

Colorado provides some

of die most beautiful lakes

and streams for a fisherman

to spend a lazy afternoon

patrolling for a nice trout.

The best and cheapest

way to enjoy fishing is to get

a spinner reel, rod and some

bait and head to the nearest

stream or lake. All tiiis gear

can be had for no more than

$20 dollars (the rod and reel

are reusable and the scenery

is free).

This year's huge amount

of snowfall will be a blessin'

for the fisherman. For the

next two to three weeks the

run-off will cause the fishing

to be marginal at best. The

extra water filling the streams

and lakes will throw the fish

around in their natural habitat

and disrupt their normal pat-

terns. By the end of May the

fish will have setded, the run-

off will create bigger streams

and lakes that will covermore

area. This will bring more

food and cover into the fishs'

natural surroundings thus

causing them to get long and

fat.

Ifyou are heading toward

a lake you must observe

fisherman' s rule number one:

get the heck away from all of

the restofthe crazy fish catch-

ers. Fish are smart. They can

see. So don't fish around a

buddy or other people. Be-

sides, fishing is meant to be

you against, or with, the fish

(depending on whether or not

you actually catch a fish). A
funway to fish is to get a loose

rodmadeforlightaction. This

will enhance the fish's move-

ment once he is hooked to

your bait. Playing and fight-

ing with the fish is where all

the action is in this ancient

sport.

Baitisbig. NoitisHUGE.

If you don't have bait you

won't catch a fish. If you do

catch a fish on a bare hook,

you have just caught the

world'sdumbestfish. I would

recommend live bait in the

form of night crawlers or

crickets. Fish like things that

wiggle and kick around in the

water. Ifyouwanttouselures

I would recommend a silver

and black**'**'*'*or a black

and yellow spotted Mepps?.

These are time tested to catch

fish.

Don't forget to observe

state laws when you are fish-

ing. Get a license (season

passes are the best deals for

someone who will fish more

than four times a year) Fol-

low the catch and release

laws and only keep the ones

within the length and limit

laws.

I would recommend hit-

ting Deckers and the Arkan-

sas, for hot stream fishing.

Andremember, have fun and

enjoy the outdoors
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Game, set and match for IM sport

By Sheryle Tamagini

Catalyst Staff

The I.M. Pickleball

championships were heldon

Thure, April 29. PicklebaU

is a racquet sport which in-

volves various aspects of all

the major racquet sports: ten-

nis, badminton, racquetball,

ping pong, etc. The score

goes to eleven, but the team

in the lead must win by two

points. The winners must

win two games out of three.

(Ifyou want toknow exactly

how all these sports fit in,

then play in the Pickleball

tournament in 1994.)

Four teams of two were

involved in the tournament

which took place over the

seventh and eighth blocks.

Two teams made it to the

championship game: Conrad

Dennis/ Dave Hazlett and

Qay Carrington/Chris Cun-

ning.

In the first game Clay

and Chris used their exten-

sive Pickleball skill and tech-

nique to beat out Conrad and

Dave, 14-12. However in

the second game, Conrad and

Dave used their tennis skills

and claimed the game from

the start, winning 11-9. They

also won the second game

11-2, winning the

champoinship.

Champion Conrad Den-

nis says of the competition,

"We worked 'em!"

On Tuesday, May 4, the

I.M. Volleyballchampionship

took over the Slocum volley-

ball pit with considerable in-

tensity. Thetwo teams.Power

Tools and Fellaz, were very

much involved in their game,

showing a lot of enthusiasm

and support for their team-

mates.

The teams had to win two

out of three games, so when

the Power Tools won the first

game 15-11, the Fellaz felt

pressure and decided to paly

to win.

Although they had a lotof

good blockes and strond

spikes, the Power Tools won

the second game, staying with

their steady, skillful game.

The score of the second

game was 15-10, Power

Tools, and they are the 1993

I.M. Volleyball Champions.

Congratulations from the

I.M. Department to every-

one who participated.

This Wed, May 5, the

I.M. Department held a 5 K
Fun Run. The run took place

on the Monument Creek

path, starting at the tennis

courts. Although there were

notmany participants (four),

there was a lot of spirit and

comraderie between those

invlolved. (And Rene took

' some great pictures.)

Among the participants

was Ted Castaneda, I.M. Di-

rector and Men's Cross

Country and Track coach.

Tedcame in first, with a time

of 19.35 minutes, finishing

a close second was Harold

Jones, the former CC Men's

Track and Cross Country

coach with 21.15. The

womenoftheCCcommuntiy

were also well represented

by two students: Rebecca

Phelps, 23.06 and Claire

Patterson, 27.52. See y'all

next season!

Coach's gaffe explains record

From Baseball Pg. 17

the soles! The offending

shoes looked like the kind

you would buy atWalmart in

ordertogo wading in astream

or mow the lawn. Baseball

shoes these were not

Now, the game of base-

ball can tolerate some differ-

ences in the way players and

coaches wear theiruniforms.

Forexample, theamount

of stirrup that is covered by

the pants varies from player

toplayer and coach to coach.

Some players wear sleeves,

while others do not. Again,

though, baseball cannot tol-

erate the wearing of white

cleatless shoes.

I think the last time that

white shoes were worn in the

game of baseball, not count-

ing the Oakland Athletics,

was some time in the '70' s.

This guy is a 1970's

throwback; a time when I

had not yet reached double

digits in age and 1 wore

striped tube socks pulled up

to my knees. Yes, that was

when white baseball shoes

were acceptable. Today,

white shoes are not accepted

in the game of baseball; not

now, and hopefully not ever

again.

So for those of you who
haverauttered to yourselves,

"Why are these Tigers so

bad?", you need look no fur-

ther than the first base

coach's box, where aclod of

a coach is wearing white

cleatless shoes, and disrupt-

ing the balance of the great

game of baseball.

If you think you would have as

much fun making this section as

reading it call Mike or Josh at

x7172 for details about next year

Thanks
For your contributions to

the Senior Qass
Campaign

Donors as ofMay 6, 1993 Seniors
Lesley -Allen, Ivliriarri Arr\ciur, Kristerv ^Vrxderson, Kuit A.rvciersor\, Wendy A-nderson, Kara Ayers, Paul
Badalich,K:aren Badonie, William Bailey, JoHn Ballwetoer, Orr\ar Banjmally, Ellce Barnes, Ray Bartlett,

rDale Baskin, Ezra Bayles, Brad Beall, Paul Beardsely^ CyntHia Bercjuist, IVIeagan Billings, Le-vvis
Biscamp, Stacy Black:, Helen Blair, A.driana Blalce, Jaso:vi Bogardus, Jason Bowers, Chris Boyle, Xerry
Bramschrieber, Penny Brandt, Justin Broce, Perry Bro-wn, Plnil Brown, Leslie Brunner, Todd Burich,

Erin Burkett, IvlattRew Burkley, Chrissi Burnap, CKris Burt, Sha^A^n Butler, Janet Butten-wieser
Nlelanie Cable, John Calhoon, A-ndrea Carey, Michaela Carpenter, Lea Casjperson, A.rr\y Chadwiclc,

Seana Chandler, Eric Cheset>ro, Bob Clemants, Seth Cohen, Xreena Colby, Christopher Cole,
Gretchen Corbin, Eleanore Crystal Cornell, Brian Counts, IN/Iargaret Coyne, TDan Cullum, Sean
Cunningham, Jeff Curry, Christopher IDanenhow^er, Oouglas Arthu.r Dawe, A,nne Dean, Carl

deCosta, Susan DeCou, Rhonda Deen, Brian H^ennis, John Deregowslci, i:r>iana dlStefano, Tvlichael
L>rennan, Zachary Drennen, Julie H^uckstad, Susan EHancan, A.le3ct>u.rst, Kristina Oziedic, ICatherine

Eastman, ^/lichael Eastnnian, Anny Edwards, 'DgA.txtx Eley, Jonathan Elsberg,Du.cio FaraoniClay
Fenalson, Julia Ferguson, Blalce Findlay, Steven W. Fisher, Andrea Frasca, Jason Friedt, Xodd Frisbie,

Benjamin. Fryer, Ivlargaret Fuller, Christian FunU, TDav-e Furneaux, Charlotte Gaither, Allison
Gale,]SJathan Garrison, Paul Geislng, Cheri CSette, Cf^ietan Ghate, Gina Gianerelli, Leigh CSillette,
Laura Gilm.er, Sandra K. Gilpin, Scott Giveris, Sara Gordon.,Jen.a Graber, Xracy Grahann, Zachary
Gray, Lisa Greer, Gerve'vieve Greer, Jennifer CSregoiryr Js/Iatt Gregory, A,lnnee Mad, Windy Maddad,
Sarah i-Iadley, Lisa I-Iarriman, Julie Plart, Fvlelanie tiathaway, Jacqueline Fleath, A-ndre-w Fieitner,

Laiara Hennnny, IvI.J. IDavid Hewell, Wendy Flillnner, Keith I-Iolcon:\be, Xodd Holnnes, Joshiaa HColo,
Xricia Holwell, Xheresa !H[oplcins, A.nny Howlett, A.le>:is 1-Iu.ghes, A.rvdrea Hu.ll,rvlarlc Piu.nnnnels, Clirva
Hiapton, Gina Hupton, Chris Piynnes, Scott Ingvoldstad,^/Iarlc Irvine, Pau,l Isiesing, Jarrad Jobe,

Charles Jones, Vanessa Jones, Stephanie Ju.dd, K. Is/Iechelle Keeton, Charles Brian Kellogg, Heather
King, Ivlark King, Will King, Lisa Kno^vles, -Abby K:och, iVlia Kosglow, Derelc Krehbiel, L>oiaglas
Krezner, Jess Krucfcceberg, Elizabeth Krueger, Leigh Lambert, ^/laria Lara, Rachelle Latimer, Chris
Lawler, Kelly Leaf, Chris Lepisto,lVlatthew Lewis, A.aron Lloyd, Jtad Lohnes, A.rYdrew Lotrich,Jeff
Lovelace, Xracy Lov^e, Phillip Lozevskt, A-listalr Lucks, David Lu.eblce, ISTathasha Lu^tovich, Jinr\

Ivlacken, Ivleredith IVIanning, Jason Ivlanosevitz, Kai^eta Nlartin, Erik: Ivlason., Leah I^/Iattheis, ^Pvlonica
Mauch, IsJed K^cCall, Caroline IvIcCarthy, Michael Jay A^cClure, Kirsten ^^cIDade, ITvlatthew IvIcElroy,
Lisa K4cGee, Sean KlcLaughlin, Jennifer KlcLean, A.dam McVeigh, Pannela !M[ills, A.lan Ivlishell, Jed

Ivlixter, ^^/laria Ivloore, ^vlichael Ivlorris, Joseph !N/lorse, Keith Ivlottrann, K<Iatthew Klou.w, iN^arlc
Ivlullally, Peter Ivlulvihill, Julia Munsch, Brett Christina JSTaff, Xrevor ISTagel, Robert A.. Isleer, Jenny
JSTichoIs, TsTeal IMickles, Shannon fslienow, Chris ISToyes, Janet O'Brien, Brian Ornniston, Elizabeth
Ortiz, Rosalie Paillard, A.ndrea Paist, IVI. Scott Partee, Larissa Penz, JVIaria Perkins-Seacrest, iVtarlc
Peterson, Peter Pettit, Jennifer Phelps,Rey Phillips, Sara Phillips, ISTikki Pierson, Johnine Pietroslci,Randy Poison, Shannon Ponder, A.ndrew Powers, V^^indy Powers, A-lexandra Priirie, A.licia Pu.lsifier,
Javier Rannirez, Lauira Ranrxos, Julie Rappaport, Sha^v^rn Reddington, Liza Reeder, Katrina Riggs,

Jamie Roehn-i, IVIeg Rosequist, Jason Ross, Martha Ross, Kathleen Sabec, Jessica Saberman, Andrea
Savona, Gareth Saxe, Joshu.a Schachter, Jen Schneider, Jennifer Shorr, Jen.nifer Schreclc, Jannie
Schwellenbach, Elizabeth Shaffer, Ivlelinda Shark^ey, Beth Sheffner, Laura Shoaf, Sara Silton,

Stephanie Snrvith, John Stephenson, Tyler Stevens, Pleather Stoebner, John Stolpa,Ben Stralejy, C^ia
Sullivan, Kristen S-wanson, ^vlarcus Sven Xaeck, Ivlellissa Xatsch, Vanessa Xatsch, iVlarin Xengler, Joel
Xrachtenburg, Jose Xrujillo, Phillip Xschersich, A.my Xucker, Celine LTlibarri, Jeanne LTlmer, Julie
LTrquart, Jason Valant, Stephanie Van A.uken, Kristen Van Loon, Jeremy Vanatta, A-Iicia Vogel,
Kathleen Vorpahl, IVIarcy vVainwright, EJavid Walter, Janrves Washburn, Karen Waxer, Jennifer

Webster, A.nny VVeitermier, Christopher V/eldon, Ivllchael West, Brian Wlggett, A.rwen Wilder, Erilca
Williams, George Williams, RobertTK. Wilson, Carrie Wismer, Randal Wiss, A.dann Vonlcers, A.ndrew

Vorra, Kelley Vost, Brett ZacKman

Wilkes $3,656.90 Annual Fund 5,226.40 TOTAL 8,883.30

64.6% PARTICIPATION
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Fun in

the sun
By Sean Cayton

Catalyst Staff

Sports p,g,i,

Friday, May 7, 1993

Smith says: Go on, take the money and run
Ttv rirnhfim ^mith \/<»ar !»«: thp hiahp«i naiH ath- T thinW that it is Ip.apne and He.mand $:

There' s aplace in Colo-

rado where the sun shines

all day and the snow is soft

and delicious. That's rigfit

justwhen everyone is look-

ing forward to summer and
thinking back wistfully of

knee-deep powder, A-Ba-

sin captures the bestofboth

worlds. A-Basin is the

place to catch thatlastjump,

bump or stump, as the case

_
may be.

There is a way to ap-

preciate the spirit of A-Ba-

sin. First plan to take the

dayoffofschool. Youwill

enjoy it much more. Sec-

ond, pack thoroughly, A-

Basin needs all the appro-

priate gear, otherwise dep-

rivation can occur.

Packing recommenda-

tions include radio or mu-

sic of some type, barrel or

pony keg (depending on the

amount of people), sun

screen, lawn chairs and fi-

nally the works for a really

good barbecue off the hi-

bichi.

Oh one other thing,

don'tforgettwojackets that

everyone can where. If ev-

eryone can use the same

jacket everyone can ski.

This saves on the price of

ski tickets. Besides you

won't ski that much any-

way.
Plan on arriving at A-

basin early that way you

will have a good parking

space next to the snow. It's

critical or you will be bar-

becuing in the mud.

Then sack out before

the sun hits the snow, ap-

preciate the mountain air

and the spectacular sunrise.

There really is nothing like

it. People will be arriving

constantly somakesureyou

have marked yoiu- setup

early.

A-basin has excellent

spring skiing with over 80"

of base at the top. The

skiing is usually soft and

fun. There are places on the

mountain for everyone.

If you don't ski that's

all right. Many people just

spend their time in the beer

commercial quality atmo-

sphere at the bottom of the

hill. Thepeoplearefriendly

and fun is in the air. So go

enjoy it before school ends

this will be it until next

November,

By Graham Smith

Catalyst Staff

1 think that it is wrong to

blame the athletes for what is

wrong with professional sports

today. Please inform me of

anyone who will not play for

the highest bidder. That is

right, I said play. 1 am not

talking about any great moral

issue here. These athletes are

payed to perform and enter-

tain.

Technically, professional

sports are now a major enter-

tainment business. It is on a

par with television and mov-

ies. No one raised hell when

David Lettermen jumped net-

works for twice as much per

year as the highest paid ath-

lete (Barry Bonds) makes.

Also, ifyou ever watch David

Letterman, you know he is

only on T.V. as much as Barry

Bonds plays.

I can understand where

fans can become angry when

athletes leave the home team

for a larger market, but how
many of you would not leave

Colorado College if Harvard

offered you a full ride?

Of course it would be

very honorable to stay in Pitts-

burgh for less money than

you would make in San

Fransisco. But if a person's

skills are worth more else-

where, why is it a fault to go

where the best deal is?

I think that it is

importainnt that no one put

down athletes just because

their talentis physical. Ithink

that if you were going to be

fair and not let any athlete

profit by their atheleticism,

you would shouUd not let any

intelligent person profit from

their intelligence.

If there are any people

who are responsible for the

problems, it's the owners.

Owners are hypocritical

peoplewho notonly complain

about over paid players, but

then turn around and pay the

platooned left fielder $4.5

million a year.

I do have a problem with

the rookieswho waltz into the

league and demand $5
millinon a year. But Barry

Bonds was the MVP of the

National League two of the

last three years. He is argu-

ably the best player in base-

ball today; he deserves to be

the highest paid player in base-

ball today.

1 will not deny that there

are problems with pro sports

today, but 1 do not believe that

fans can justdump their prob-

lems on the players.

Barry Bonds is no more

to blame for his $7.5 million

contract for playing basball

than Michael Eisner is to

blame for his $40 million a

year contract for being the

CEO of Disney.

Loyalty scarce among pro athletes

By Tim Hebert

Catalyst Staff

What is the world of pro-

fessional sports coming to?

Have America's sports role

models really turned against

the youth who idolize them?

Let's look at a horrifying truth

which has recently been

splashed across the face of

America's*! sports magazine

(and I'm not talking about

"Runner's World"). Better

yet let's seek out loyalty in

professional sports (light!).

We've seen it in profes-

sional baseball. Wade Boggs

left Boston for New York,

Barry Bonds left Pittsburgh

for San Francisco, Ryne

Sandberg stayed in Chicago.

What do these ball players

have in common? The only

reason that they are playing

for their respective ball clubs

is the bottom line of all pro-

fessional athletics, MONEY.
Money rather than loyalty. It

tears at the very fabric of the

game.
Unfortunatelyforfootball

fans, it has recently hit a little

closer to home. With the ad-

vent of free agency,

everyone's favorite players

have left, without a second

thought to the reason to why
they are even in the NFL or

who had the confidence to

bring them along as flailing

rookies.

The most tragic case is
'

that of America's hero, ex-

SanFrancisco49'erJoeMon-

tana. Now this is not your

classic case of selling out to

the highest bidder. After lead-

ing his team to 4 Super Bowl

Championships between

198 1 and 1990, he underwent

back siu-gery which sidelined

him for the better part of two

years. Now, when he is ready

to return, the 49'er manage-

ment, forwhom Montanahas
earned millions of dollars,

won't have him back. No
loyalty at all. Unbelievable!

Arguably the world's best

everprofessional quarterback

and they won't give him a

chance.

Sure, they offered him the

starting position if he would

stay. "It's yours to lose,"

they said. After they had

given himpermission to shop

around for a new team. After

he had practiced with two

teams, the Phoenix Cardinals

and the Kansas City Chiefs.

After he had virtually reached

a contract with the latter. The

offer was almost like; "Lis-

ten, don't say that we didn't

offer it to you before you left.

It's you, not us, who has no

loyalty!" The offer was a

scapegoat, nothing more.

The bottom line in profes-

sional spons is money, noth-

ing more, nothing less. The

way to earn money in profes-

sional sports is to win games.

Ifthere is adoubt as to whether

or not a player can win those

preciousgames, they are axed,

let go, cut loose.

What happened to stick-

ing with your guns until they

decided to hang it up? What

decided to hang it up? What

happened to letting the Yaz

decide that he could no longer

contribute and he would be

better off retiring? I'll tell

you what happened to it,

MONEY!
It no longer just threatens

America's past-time, but all

rid of free-agency, or revise it

at least, so that both the play-

ers and the management have

to take complete responsibil-

ity for their lack of loyalty to

their team and their loyal and

trusting followers. Because

who is it that makes sports

professional. Not the athletes

or the management, but the

loyal fans.

Let's give the game back

to the fans to enjoy before

they get fed up with the mon-

etary problems facing sports.

HairDesignersforMen & Wgmen

-p^SijMia
style cuts, Cellophanes,

Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 N. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

Serving Lunch

^Dinner

NEW 25
ITEM ^,

SALAD BAR ^1

$325

The Clubhouse. Downtown.

130 E. Kiowa. 633-0590

FRIDAY, MAY 7

EVrS EDGE

SATURDAY, MAY

!
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Classifieds

College News

Financial Aid

Current students receiving fi-

nancial aid may still change

jobs for the 1993-1994 year.

Please see the Financial Aid

Office for a list of openings

and referrals.

Ebey Novella Prize

$1,300 in prizes for 1993!

Deadline for entries is Sep-

tember 27, 1993. For all the

rules and further information,

contact Professor Thomas

Mauch at ext. 6502 or Profes-

sor George Butte, ext. 6508.

Volunteers Needed

Interested in being a big

brother or big sister for an

elementary aged kid? Volun-

teerAction needs participants

for the '93-'94 school year.

Contact the Center for Com-

munity Service for more in-

formation.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

New Wood Floors

The main gymnasium in El

Pomar will be closed so that a

new wood floor can be in-

stalled. The installation pro-

cess will take between 5-6

weeks to complete. The gym-

nasium will be ready for the

start ofSummer Session. We
are sorry for any inconve-

nience.

BreakOut!
Have you gone on aBreakOut

Community Service trip? If

so, would you like to lead

another one during either first

or second Block Break next

year? If you are interested,

please contact Alexa Miller at

ext. 7200.

Truman ScHOLARsmps

Are you currently a junior?

Do you have community ser-

vice explerience, leadership

potential, and a desire topusue

acareeringovemmentorelse-

where in the public sector? If

so, apply for the Truman

scholarship-$30,000 towards

graduate school. Deadline for

nominations is Dec. 2, 1993.

Employment

Research Assistant

ProfessorTom Cronin is look-

ing for a bright, creative re-

search assistantwho will work

on editing, library work and

related assistance on leader-

ship and American govern-

ment topics. Good pay, flex-

ible hours-full time for 8

weeks beginning aroundMay
24. Please submit a letter of

interest and resume to Tom
Cronin. Denaretment of Po-

litical Science, Colorado Col-

lege. Please do not call.

Travel

Europe!

Experience adventure! Open

departure beforeJune 20from

DenvertoChicagotoMunich.

Makeme an offer! CalUayat

473-1022. Oh-one more

thing-it's one way.

Another One-Way
Hartford-Chicago-Colorado

Springs flight ticket for fe-

male. May 19departure. Only

$180. Call exL 7762.

LEVUTHA
The C.C. Arts and Literature Magazine

Is Seeking Staff Members
For 1993/1994

Art,
Fiction
and

Poetry
Readers

Call Christina Serkowski
389-7231

Misc.

Need Your Car Washed?

Gamma Phi Beta is sponsor-

ing a car wash on Sat. May 8

from 10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. at

Walmart by Chapel Hills

Mall. All proceeds will ben-

efit Handicamp and the Tri-

County Easter Seals Society.

Mac for Sale

Mac Classic. 40 Mb hard

drive. 4 Mb RAM. Some
software also available. Only

$750o.b.o. Contact Randy at

ext. 7324.

Printer for Sale

1989 Mac Classic image

writerprinter. Compulertable

also available. Price nego-

tiable. Call Beth at 635-0932.

For Rent
Beautiful blue house and what

a great location: Cache La

Poudre and Wahsatch. Fu-

ture presidential house, up to

5 people, back yard and deck,

dog fence, nice. ContactAndy
Brown at ext. 7887.

Summer Sublet

June - August. Near campus.

3-4 bedroom with dishwasher.

Inexpensive! Call Misty at

ext. 7732 or Johanna at ext.

7519.

Wanted:
Non-smoking, female (who

is looking for a place to live

for Fall semester ONLY)
wanted to share beautiful, spa-

cious, sunny, balconied, well-

decorated (i.e. matching

couches), conveniently lo-

cated (to CC and Weber St.

Liquors) apartment. . Please

contact Erika at 634-5895.

Housemate Wanted
Awesome house so close to

campus you'd think you were

still there. This house is big,

huge, humongous, colossal-

you gotta see it to belive just

how much space there is for

yourjunk! Ifyou are looking

for a place to live for Fall

semester ONLY, this is the

house for you! For more in-

formation on this fabulous

deal, call ext. 7172.

Loft for Sale

Many famous people have

slept on it and they all agree:

it's very sturdy and in good

shape. Best of all-we'U store

it free (that's rightFREE) over

the summer. Call ext. 7634

with best offer.

Another Loft for Sale

Not quite as many famous

people have slept on it, but

those who have say, "Wow!

This is really cool!" Be the

first on your wing to own a

two story, two person loft!

Buy now! Only $120 or best

offer and summer storage is

includedforthisloftalso. Call

ext. 7762 or stop by 303

Mathias.

For Sale

Blue Triumph bicycle with

dinosaur bell. Only $15.00-

what a deal! Call Cynthia

today at 577-4378.

Drama
First Strike Theatre will be

performing its fourth annual

musical revue - Brickbats,

Unnatural Acts & theFamily

Club. Shows at Poor

Catalyst

Richard's (324 N. Tejon St.;)

run May 7-8 and 14-15 at

8:00p.m. and Sunday May 9

at 4:00 p.m. Tickets are $5

general admission, $2 low

income and are available in

advance (call 632-6189) and

at the door. For more info,

contact Mary Sprunger-

Froese at 471-3405.

Personal

Help!

1 am a lovable 10 month old

black cat. (I'm male, but since

this is the 90's, should that

really make a difference? 1

am also neutered, so I would

beprotectingourenvironment

by not bringing more kittens

into this world—we can't sup-

port the ones we have al-

ready!) I am still playful as a

kitten, very affectionate and 1

need a home! Please help me.

My name is Flannery and I

may be contacted by calling

634-5895.

Thor
Casual, but not too casual.

Nice, but not too nice.

Nailpolish. . . Huh?

You're Arn It!

I have seen the ghost ofTom,

and hey! he has a future!

Congratularions Tommy,
we're all very proud of you!

Futon Needed

I am in desperate need of a

LARGE futon. I am tired of

the floor-I'm getting bruises

from all my exercise. Please

keep me from turning black

and blue by calling ext. 7764.

I do need a futon, so call.

A Comedy Extravaganza

Written by and Starring

Theatre Workship Improv Group

Fri and Sat nights, May 7 & 8

11:00 PM
Taylor Hall - Right Next to Bemis!
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Barber's contract not renewed
A string of firings plagues offices of the Spencer Center

By Justin Blum
Catalyst Staff

Despite receiving an

award from the student gov-

ernment this weeic, Joe Bar-

ber of college relations was

ousted by college officials

earlier this block.

Barber, who served as

associate director of college

relations, was given the

CCCA Award for distin-

uished service to the college

during the Tuesday awards

ceremony in Shove Chapel.

Barber, a seven-year vet-

eran of CC, left the college

ihe first Friday of the block

after his contract was not re-

newed. Although college of-

ficials maintain Barber's dis-

missal was justified, Barber

says he is contesting his con-

tract non-renewal.

"This award does send a

message," said outgoing

CCCA President John

Langhus, who presented the

award to Barber. "It says

he's bitchin'. He was really

helpful to the college com-

munity, especially to stu-

dents."

Barber is one of three ad-

ministrators this academic

year upset with Vice Presi-

dent for Development and

College Relations Barbara

Yalich who did not renew

their contracts.

The other two adminis-

trators-RobertMoUenhauer,

former director of develop-

mentandJanHeitman, former

Cronin moves on
Professor heads for Walla Walla

By John Anthony
Catalyst Staff

Photo by Chris Flood

The Spencer Center houses the offices ofdevelopmentand

college relations wherenew holesopenup every fewmonths.

associate director of alumni

relations - questioned the fir-

ings. MoUenhauer left in

March; Heitman left in Octo-

ber.

Some current and former

administrators interviewed for

this article maintain the fir-

ings were unjustified. Some
of those fired and several ad-

ministrative sources said the

dismissals occurred because

the employees did not act as

"cheerleaders" for Yalich.

See Spencer Pg. 4

Thomas E. Cronin, pro-

fessor of political science,

McHugh Professor ofAmeri-

can Government and a promi-

nent member of CC's faculty,

is leaving in August.

Cronin has accepted the

office of the presidency at

Whitman College. The Wed
announcement was made by

the Whitman Board of Trust-

ees. Cronin was the finalist in

a pool ofover 200 candidates.

Whitman is located in

Walla Walla, Washington. It

is a Uberal arts college of 1 ,200

students.

Whitman is receiving a

very qualified individual.

Cronin's degrees include a

doctorate and two masters-

all from Stanford University.

He served in The Johnson

White House, was a staff aid

in the U.S. Senate, and has

held fellowships at the

Brookings Institution and the

Center for the Study ofDemo-
cratic Instimtions.

Cronin is considered one

of the foremost experts on the

Americanpresidency. He has

written and edited several

boflks on the subject and ap-

pears regularly on network

newscasts.

Cronin has been a profes-

sor at CC since 1979. In his

nearly 15 years at CC, he has

become an integral member

ofthe community as a profes-

sor, advisor.recruiter, debater.

Cutler and CCCA batde out budgets
By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

unanimously, and the council

gave Bearce the authority to

write the adjoining letter.

Then the council voted to

give $4016.25 to a smdent-

run escort service for the Sum-

mer Session. The money was

given from $ 1 5,000 thatAaron

Lloyd, Financial V.P., had

found in the reserve accounts.

Pholo by College Relations

Tom Cronin Is leaving CC
to become president of

Whtiman College.

interim president and friend.

"1 love CC," Cronin said.

The decision was hard for

Cronin, but Whitman put to-

gether an attractive package

that will allow Cronin to con-

tinue his scholarly activities

and even teach.

He made his decision to

accept the position on Sun-

day. However, the imminent

departure "hasn't hit me yet",

Cronin said.

He called the prospect of

teaching his last class at CC
"saddening."

CCCA held their last

meeting on May 12 in a four-

hour discussion of campus

organizations' budgets. The

meeting, which was held in

the Gaylord room of Womer
Center, finalized the budget

for the 1993-94 academic

year.

The first item of business

was raised by CCCA Mem-
ber-At-Large Mark Bearce

who wanted to add CCCA's
approval to a letter the ad-

ministration encouraging ad- -—
junctcreditforCaia/y^rwrit-

. .^ . -^^T'^^'/J^
ers. The motion was passed CCCA thisweek finalized campus organizations budgets.

The council showed res-

ervations about giving money

for an escort service that the

administration should be

funding. CCCA president

John Langhus moved to have

CCCA send a. bill to the ad-

ministration and encouraged

students to write "outraged"

letters to the administration

over the issue.

Theremaining$ll,000in

the CCCA reserve account

was a constant shadow that

hung over the meeting. Some

members of CCCA wanted

the money to go to minority

scholarships, while organiza

See Budget Pg. 4
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Security Beat

A April 30 10:00 p.m.

Student reported receiving obscene phone calls

AMayl 5:42 p.m.

Student living off-campus reported that her apartment

had been burglarized.

A May 2 1:20 p.m.

Fraternity room was broken into; a statue was stolen.

A May 3 9:35 p.m.

TwoCC students were assaulted by 4 non-CC students

north of Mathias Hall.

A May 3 6:35 p.m.

Bicycle wheel, seat and seat post were stolen from a

locked bike near Honnen Ice rink. Parts were valued

at $150.00.

A May 4 5:00 a.m.

A vehicle parked near Armstrong Hall was broken

into. Car stereo and equalizer were stolen.

A May 7 11:00 a.m.

A non-student posing as an alumnus approached 3 CC

women and asked for their tennis shoes and dirty socks

for a skit he was putting on.

A May 7 4:35 p.m.

Female student reported that a group of non-students

made an inappropriate comment directed at her. CC

Security responded, questioned the individuals, then

escorted the non-students off campus.

A May 8 10:10 p.m.

A non-student entered the German House, attended a

cast party and stated that he had a gun and some crack

cocaine. The individual became belligerent. Security

was notified and responded, arresting the individual.

A May 8 11:00 p.m.

Student reported receiving an obscene phone call.

A May 8 9:00 p.m.

CC Security was notified about an impending fight at

Uintah and Cascade. Security respondedand broke up

the altercation.

A May 9 2:45 p.m.

Student reported a whistle blown off campus. The

whistle was blown at a party, and the individuals said

they had just been playing.

A May 9 12:30 a.m.

CC custodian reported that a non-student was inside

Shove Chapel. CC Security responded and escorted

the individual off-campus.

A May 10 9:08 p.m.

Two non-students entered Jackson House after being

followed by.a male driver in a blue Maverick. CC
Security was notified by a Jackson House resident, the

resident gave the non-students a ride to the bus station.

A May 11 3:35 p.m.

A mountain bike valued a $650 was stolen from the

south bicycle rack at Barnes Science Center. The

bicycle had not been locked.

A May 12 8:50 p.m.

Studentreported his mountain bike stolen from an area

west of Kappa Sigma firatemit'y house.

I

Clean Air Environment

No Artifical Flavors
No Preservatives

Full Bar

And it's purple too!

Dale Street Cafe
115 E. Dale

Mon-Sat • Lunch & Dinner
578-9898

Phi Delts raise money for teen mothers

By Marc Phillips

Special to the Catalyst

On Wed, May 12, the Phi

Delta Theta house put on their

annual "50's Show" to raise

money for teen mothers.

The Phis put on an ex-

travaganza that was, in the

words of one observer,

"Strange and odd, but really,

really fun."

One fun moment came

when two men starring in a

naked lip synch to 'Splish

Splash' came to the horrify-

ing realization that the soapy

water in the kiddie pool was

too shallow to hide all.

At one point,three of the

performers came out in 70's

garb and boogied theThe Vil-

lage People, though the 50's

theme was quickly returned

by men in white shirts with

rolled up sleeves and slicked

back hair.

The women ofKappa Al-

phaThetaperformed a revised

yet energetic portrayal of

"Greased Lightning."

In the end, all had a greai

time, several won prizes, and

over $150 dollars was raised

for the Teen Mothers' School

by Phi Delta Theta.

Ellen Goodman speaks on the

stunted women's movement
By Treena Colby

Catalyst Staff

Pulitzer Prize-winning

columnist Ellen Goodman
sees herself as an "observer

of change,' and in her talk

"Making Sense of the '90s,"

Goodman particularly ad-

dressed the woman's move-

ment and social values.

Her column appears in

over 440 newspapers, and

Goodman says she tries "to

chronicle the ambivalence I

hear, the mixed feelings and

values. That isn't easy in an

era of thirty-second bites and

bumper-sticker politics. I'm

drawn to the ambidextrous

.Americans who argue with

both hands."

Goodman sees the

woman's movement in tran-

sition, suffering from what she

calls "ClarenceThomas Post-

Traumatic Syndrome." When

themovement started 25 years

ago, there was a sharp di-

chotomy between anti-fam-

ily and anti-children radical

feminists andradical reaction-

aries, leaving moderates in

conflict and guilt.

Society's idea of

"supermom" moved to "su-

perwoman" in the 1970s and

80s. However, women were

expected to fill old roles while

taking on new respon-

sibitlities. Goodman said, "In

the 1980s we asked, 'Can we
have it all?' The answer is

no."

Because of hyper-expec-

tations, many women became

what Goodman calls

"superdrudge." Women
wanted to have it all, but got

stuck with it all. With one leg,

women tried to kick down
doors to enter society. With

the other, women tried to

move ahead and transform

society. Women have

suceeded with the first leg but

not the other.

Goodman sees the

woman's movement limping

due to this, and comments that

women have"equal responsi-

bility but not equal rights.

"Women are victims not

of too much change, but too

little change."

Goodman accounts the

crisis of values as the hurdle

to attain equality. Society's

division of male and female

values, such as achievement

vs. caretaking and private vs.

community, has created a split

in the national psyche.

Motherswho stay athome
with their children are told

that theirminds will rot, while

mothers who work outside the

home are told their children

will rot. The problem is that

women have taken on the

whole burden ofchange, leav-

ing society and men off the

hook, she said.

Men are needed for sup-

port in the movement, and

they are going through their

own internal changes. Soci-

ety is now expecting men to

be a new kind of"superman,"

where they are sensitive, open

and caring while strong and

successful.

Goodman sayswomen are

afraid to talk to men, for fear

of being rejected. However

men and women must mee

instead of two sides not un

derstanding each other

Goodman quoted a friend tell

ing her daughters, "Speak up'

Speak up! The only man you

will scare off is your future

ex-husband."

Goodman thinks society

has been very slow in respond-

ing to the women's move-

ment. She said the best ex-

ample of this was the 1992

Republican convention,

which was one long attack

against women. If the

women's movement gets

stuck, women's issues gei

stuckalso. Problemsof breasi

cancer, abortion and child

care will only be addressed il

womenkeepthemin the head

lines, she said.

For the future, Goodman

believes the women's move

mentmust maintain therighis

of the past 20 years while

pushing for change in Wash

ington and the workplace.

Photo by William HuW

Pulitzer Prize winner Ellen Goodman spoke on modern

women's issues to a receptive Packard crowd.
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Armstrong floods
Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

I^astweekend, a burstpipe

leaked tons of water into the

basement of Armstrong Hall.

The water flowed through a

heating tunnel covering most

ofthe ground floorwith about

four inches of non-potable

water intended for the grass

around campus.

Business Manager David

Lord estimated the damage
"probably somewhere be-

tween five and ten thousand

dollars. We have insurance.

All but a thousand dollar de-

ductible will be covered by

insurance," he said in an in-

terview Tuesday.

Asked if he had any idea

why the pipes burst, Lord re-

plied, "It's just one of those

things that happens."

A CC security guard

known to Lord only as

"Sherlock" discovered the

flood on Saturday morning

during routine rounds.

CC Security, Mariott

foodservice employees, the

physical plant and students

who were rehearsing a play

chipped in to minimize the

damage. "They did valiant

efforts," Lord lauded.

Records from the offices

of business, the registrar and

the president were threatened

by the flood, but no perma-

nent records were damaged.

Lord stressed the fortunate

luck of the audio-visual de-

partmentandthecampus' cen-

tral network computer in

avoiding damage.

Future precautions were

already noticeable on Tues-

day as reams of paper and

records were located upon

raised platforms.

Lord mentioned a move
towards shifting valuable

records to microfilm in the

future.

Much ofthedamagecame
to room 32, the depressed

"black box" theater.

As the lowest point in the

building, room 32 took the

brunt of the flood and many
costumes are being trashed or

dry-cleaned.

An expensive dance floor

was unsalvageable, but Lord

stressed that the school is try-

ing to recycle anything it can.

Armstrong Hall, Lord

said, has long been the bane

of the CC's physical plant.

Years ofreports ofheadaches,

congestion and general mal-

aise have plagued the

building's brief history.

No classes or office rou-

tines were significantly dis-

turbed by the flood thanks to

overtime for security and

physical plant employees.

CC's historic buildings surveyed
By Sean McLaughlin
Catalyst News Editor

CC is undertaking a

$50,000 survey of the

college's historic properties.

John Prosser, professorof

urban design at the Univer-

sity ofColorado, Denver, will

lead the survey, which is be-

ingfundedbyagrantfromthe

Colorado Historical Fund.

The results of the survey

will be central to an historic

preservation plan to be com-
pleted later this year. The
plan will suggest ways in

which to protect the historic

buildings on campus and re-

spect the design tenets around

which the college was origi-

nally planned.

CC's holdings now in-

clude 100 buildings, 70 of

which are over 50 years old

and are therefore considered

historic.

Additionally, the

college's surroundings are

historically significant. The

Cherokee Trail lies to the west

of campus. The Weber/
Washatch Historic District

east ofCC has been placed on

the National Register of His-

toric Places.

In a meeting May 5, Dr.

Piosser gave some hints as to

the near future of campus de-

velopment following the

completion of the preserva-

tion plan.

Prosser said that many of

CC's buildings would have to

be altered to comply with the

dictates of the Americans with

Disabilities Act. He said that

compliance with the regula-

tions doesn't necessarily com-

promise the aesthetics of his-

toric buildings, citing the ex-

ample of Cutler Hall, which

has a wheelchair lift.

While popular sentiment

around campus may favor the

modification of Armstrong

Hall and Tutt Library with

high explosives, Prosser sug-

gested that the buildings could

be made more attractive with-

Local groups protest space billboards

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Local public interest

groups held a press confer-

ence onThursday toannounce

plans to "ban billboards in

space."

Space Marketing, Inc. of

Roswell, GA, recently an-

nounced plans to launch huge

mylar billboards into space.

The billboards would or-

bit the earth for thirty days;

they would appear as about

the same size as a full moon;

they would be most visible

from sunrise to sunset; and

they would cost between 15

and 30 million dollars, ac-

cording to press reports in re-

cent weeks.

The Colorado Springs fo-

cus for the Public Interest

Research Groups(PIRGs) re-

lates to a UCCS professor's

involvement in the program.

Dr. Humble is an engineer for

Space Marketing, Inc. He was
unavailable for comment on

Thursday.

Local activist and busi-

nessman Richard Skorman, of

PoorRichard' s Bookstore and

Restaurant, noted, "If space

billboards weren't a reality,

they would be an absurd sub-

ject for a Saturday Night Live

skit."

"But," he added, "their

mere probability as a com-

mercial venture makes them

one of the most extreme inva-

sions of people's privacy we
have known to date."

Space Marketing, Inc.

claims that the vehicle that

tows the mile-long billboard

Correction
The news editors would hke to apologize for the errone-

ous coverage of the Accountability Coalition and the related

protest. We do not have the time or resources to check up on

reports from our staff.

The author has written an explanatory letter to the editor.

Please read it in the editorial section today.

Again, we apologize for printing an incortect account of

the protest.
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out the use of bulldozers. New
buildings to replace

Armstrong and Tutt would
cost at least $100 per square

foot, while Dr. Prosser re-

fused to suggest a cost for

aesthetic modifications to the

two buildings.

When queried about sug-

gestions to landscapeCC with

native plants, Prosser de-

fended the verdant quads.

"It's so green and so lush -

and that's great- it's an oa-

sis," he said. "You wouldn't

want to lose that."

Suggestions for Dr.

Prosser should be sent to him
c/o Dean Fuller.

- ,:,^^.^^-
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Pholo by Peabody and Steams

Prarie grass surrounded Cutler Hall in 1879.

would perform a public ser-

vice through ozone monitor-

ing.

PIRG Denver representa-
tive Lorez Meinhold rejected

these claims, calling the bill-

boards "space debris."

No advertisers have been

named yet, but the company

plans to launch the first space

billboard in 1996.

CCCA Election results

President: Andrew Brown
Executive Vice President: Mark Bearce

Student Concerns Vice President: Becky Manchester

Constitutional Vice President: Dennis Apergis

Members at Large:

Sierta Blackwelder

David Coffee

Joel Feistner

Shawna Hedlund

Spencer Leese

Chris McCauley

Sara McKenzie

Matt Reinhard

Two members-at-large will be elected from the incoming

First Year class during Block I of the 1993-1994 school

year.

Want to see your friends

graduate?

For MtcM&m

commenc
Be a part of things.

Help make commencement a

happy memory for your

friends.

Ifyou live on campus you may remain in a

dorm until Noon, Monday, May 24.

Call X 6700 for more information.
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Budget battle threatens next year's publications

From Budget Pg. 1

tions argued to have the

money given to them.

The budget meeting was

more charged, and many or-

ganizations left frustrated.

Many reasons were given

for cuts in organizations' pro-

posed budgets. ASIA was

dealt a small cut for low atten-

dance to their annual events.

BACCHUS was given a

serious cut in their proposed

budget because they were a

newly chartered organization.

In this case, as in most ques-

tioned budgets, the members

seemed disorganized about

seemed a little bewildered at

the references to swords and

wars by the SCA.

CCCA Member-at-Large

David Coffey commented on

the SCA hearing, "You need

to know a member to get any-

thing done."

In the end the original bud-

get for campus organizations

increased $1245.

CCCA members believed

the meeting was fair and ef-

fective. Most organizations

left the meetings satisfied with

their budgets, though some

felt frustrated by the process

and wait.

Langhus commented on

cuts and rarely had exact notes the budget process as a whole

to why cuts were made,

CCCA seemed responsive

to organizations who re-

quested raises in their fund-

ing, if the organization pre-

sented validreasonsfor spend-

ing the money.

When NASA asked for

why they were not given their

full budget, Lloyd could not

find the notes to why NASA
had been cut, but said tfiat he

"didn't see the rationale for

an increase" because they had

been raised $900 tiiis year.

NASA member Jonathan

Owens said of the hearing,

"It'sfair, we gotan extra$900.

But there were other groups

who had good reasons for

money but didn't get it."

READiscover and Room
46 both got no explanations

for the cuts to their organiza-

tions, but were reimbursed

from the Special Funds after

arguing that they needed the

money to run their organiza-

tion effectively.

SCA tookheavy cutsfrom

theu" proposed budget, and

they seemed frustrated by die

budgetproceedings. $500was

cut firom tile proposed budget

of SCA, and the members

were unable to successfully

argue for the money.

"I feel no guilt," Lloyd

said, "because you're a theme

house and we increased your

budget $245." The board

'It was long, but it went gen-

erally smooth. No one shook

their fists at us."

After the smaller budget

meetings were finalized, the

Cutler budget was discussed.

The meeting was tense for

both sides as misunderstand-

ings and resentments were

brought forth. Cutler was

given a $7000 cut on their

original budget.

Lloydquestioned many of

die larger funds that Cutier

uses to operate, and the board

members, in general, seemed

confused by the wording of

parts of the Cutier budget.

CCCA also questioned

Cuder's cutting of the year-

book, TheNuggel, and asking

for the same funding amount.

Chen Gette, Cutier presi-

dent, responded that printing

costs hadrisen drastically and

the other publications needed

a big boost

Most CCCA members

seemed to want to make com-

promises on the budget, but

others felt that Curter's $4000

depreciation fund was unjus-

tified. Cutler left the meeting

$4000 short, though another

hearing on Monday, May 17

with an economics professor

has been scheduled.

Lloyd especially seemed

frustrated with Cutler's bud-

gets and he was quoted as

saying that he "has a lot of

problems" with Cutier.

Cutler's $70,000 makes

up over half of CCCA's bud-

get. Langhus believed that

the size of the budget made it

hard to come to agreements,

"I thought that it waspretty

tense. It would have helped

for us to have a better under-

File photo

CCCA's Financial VP
Aaron Lloyd

HairDesignersforMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes,
Perms, & Color
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827 W. Tejon at Cache La Poudre 632-3531

standing of how the Cutier

organization works. When
you're dealing with thatmuch

money, itpresents problems."

Langhus was insti^men-

tal in keeping the discussion

from turning into a shouting

match.

Coffey, member-at-large,

said about the Cutier meet-

ing, "I think we screwed up

File photo

CCCA's President John

Langhus

this year, because the repre.

sentative [to Cutler] only weni

once-right tiiere we have i

problem."

At the end of the meetin

CCCA voted to give LloyJ

and Langhus the right to de.

cide on the last $4000 if Cui.

ler could explain the costs

Though, even after Getit

found where the money was

spent last year, Lloyd refusal

to vote "yes" until he heard

"something that I don't know

about depreciation

Langhus was visibly tired

and felt like Cutier had ex-

plained the depreciation

money adequately.

Coffey commented abom

the Cutler meeting, "I think

that the Cutier meeting could

have been handled better;

think we really left Che:

[Gette] in the lurch toward

the end, and I was really frus-

trated."

Yalich denies a firing pattern
From Spencer Pg. 1

The college maintains the fir-

ings— "contract non-renew-

als'' in CCjerms— were jus-

tified. They portrayed the fir-

ings as routine and justified.

Renee Rabinowitz, CC's

legal counsel, said: "Gener-

ally these people's contracts

were not renewed because

they weren'tperforming their

jobs as their supervisor

thought they should."

Yalich, denying that she

expects employees to be

cheerleaders, said tiiere were

not any similarities in the rea-

sons the contracts were not

renewed. "There's no pat-

tern," she said. "They were

all very different circum-

stances."

But the dismissed admin-

istrators attribute their depar-

tures primarily to difficulties

with Yalich.

"I think there is an atmo-

sphere in the advancement di-

vision of some intimidation

that I don't find in other of-

fices," said Barber, who has

16 years ofjournalism expe-

rience. "I and other people

who do work and have worked
in the division feel there is a

leadership problem."

MoUenhauer, who said he

met his fund-raising goals as

development director, left the

college despite being selected

in a national search in Janu-

ary 1992.

"It's possible to say it was

just a bad match-me and Bar-

bara Yalich - not me and the

college," he said.

MoUenhauer saidhe couldnot

elaborate on the reasons for

his dismissal because of a

settlement agreement he

signed with the college.

"I want to say more but 1

have to be true to the agree-

ment," he said. "I have a wife

and two kids." But

MoUenhauer added that he

would suppon an investiga-

tion into the management of

his former department.

Jan Heitman, a CC alum

who worked for the college

for about 10 years, echoed

Barber and MoUenhauer.

Yalich's philosophy, she

said, is " 'We all have to pull

together and follow my path.'

She's the ultimate authority.

Basically, you have to believe

in her goals."

A number of top adminis-

trators take issue with nega-

tive assessments of Yalich.

But others - who feared

Yalich would retaliate if they

spoke on the record - said

Yalich gets upset when ad-

ministrators don't enthusias-

tically support her.

"She has been known in a

Photo by College Relations

Barbara Yalich

number of instances to taiga

people who aren't considered

'team players,' " said an ad

ministrator who has worke(

with Yalich.

But college officials

eluding Acting Presidcn

Michael Grace, Rabinov.it

and Human Resources Direc

tor Brenda Balzer - said thei

reviewed each case and founi

no wrong-doing by Yalich,

"Any non-renewal of i

contract is hard to make," sail

Acting President Michae

Grace. "But in every case

thought the right decision wm

made
A search for a new col

lege relations official will be

gin soon, Yalich said. Thi

development department wa

reorganized to eliminali

MoUenhauer' s former posi

tion and a new alumni rela

tions official has been hired

Yalich, a favorite of thi

college's governing Board o

Trustees who has been at C(

for 20 years, said she is proui

of her record as a demandin,

supervisor.

"I do believe that staff

this department all have

believe in the goals in wha

the department is doing," shi

said. "I am a manager whi

sets very high expectation

on staff members and I jus

don't apologize for that

But Heitman said it is no

fair to expect long hours frofl

low-paid support staff.

"She expects all employ

ees to be work-a-holics," sail

Heitman. "But that does no

take into consideration peo]

who have families."
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Washington faces tough healthcare decisions
By Jena Graber and

IVlarin Tengler

Catalyst Staff

We had the lucky privi-

lege of being awarded a CC
Venture Grant that enabled us

to travel to Washington D.C.

over 7th block break to do

research on health care issue,

most specifically care con-

cerning senior citizens.

Reform of the health care

system, in its theory and in

practice, isbeingreshaped and

remolded by the Clinton Ad-

ministration as we speak. Is it

comprehensive. . . does it in-

clude all citizens? No. The

one group given little, if any

attention in this soon-to-be-

released proposal, are the eld-

erly in this country.

On average, our parents

will retire in ten to fifteen

years. Most likely they will

spend another five to ten years

enjoying relatively good

health, and then they will be-

gin requiring assistance, in

some form or another, regard-

ing their health care. Who
will pay for this care? Get

excited children of the baby-

boom generation. . . we will.

Currently, one fifth of all

Americans are over the age of

65, and they annually spend

over 162 billion dollars on

health care services. Couple

this trend with the fact that

Americans are living longer

and longereach year. Current

statistics show that in 1993

the average life span is an

additional 17.3 years from the

turn of the century and is ris-

ing substantially. With this

increased life expectancy

comes an increased over-all

costs to care for the increase

in "hving" years.

Who pays? Right now, it

costs the average senior citi-

zen $5,360 a year for care.

The average senior citizen's

income, through savings, so-

cial security benefits, etc., is

approximately $14,357.

The govemment spends

billions annually on health

lllusu^tion by Langdon Foss

care subsidies for senior citi-

zens through Medicare and

Social Security programs

which significantly strains the

economy. Savings quickly

disappear when, as is the case,

health care costs and services

exponentially increase with

age.

Reasons why most of us

will get stuck with a good

chunk of this bill includes the

following trends. The baby-

boom generation has charac-

teristics unlike any genera-

tion previously. They grew

up in the credit card era, and

convenient money and debt

are no foreign words. With

this trend, "savings" is pretty

much a concept of the past.

Statistics also show that

what little money is saved,

has gone to their children's

education, will be spent on

the first few years of good-

health retirement, or the re-

tired themselveshave miscon-

ceptions about the amount

Medicare and Social Security

covers health care costs.

Usually the elderly over-

estimate the benefits. If there

is any money left over, it is

predicted to be eaten up in

health care costs within the

first four years of increased

care needs. Here is where we,

the children, step in to help

our parents get through the

last stages of life. . . and at an

expensive tab.

Does health care for the

elderly have to be so expen-

sive? Well, our compradres

in Western Europe have a so-

lution or two. It is customary

See Health Care Pg. 8

CC's New Music Ensemble tours internationally

Unique music group plucks and bows piano strings to the compositions of Stephen Scott

r, r, »>,! 1- TiQcc/iHhw Thpn tirinCTnfthe made a recorriine on the Ncw ^ ""^'^^S^ "^
By Dan Wiencek

Special to the Catalyst

Finished our finals this

morning and hopped on a bus

at noon. Drove to Denver,

flew to Chicago and drove to

Lake Forest- about an hour's

ride north of Chicago. Ar-

rived at Lake Forest College

where we were treated to a

last minute dinner, courtesy

of the cafeteria. You think

Rastallisbad! Afterour gour-

met meal we zipped into the

performance space and began

preparing for our concert

which was to kick off in an

hour.

Aswe bowed and plucked

thisYamaha Grand piano, our

music (it must have sounded

heavenly!) awoke a spider

who had taken up residence

under the dampers. Our guest

ofhonor crawled out from his

hideaway, yawned and

stretched, rubbing his eyes

and made a quick tour of the

soundboard, offering encour-

agement to each of us as he

passed by. Then, tiring of the

affair, he headed back home

to wait out the rest of the con-

cert. Sort ofFreudian that our

first piece of the evening was

entitled Minerva's Web.

Solaunched our 1989 tour

of the States. Tour itineraries

can be pretty grueling- on this

same tour I recall waking up

at 3 a.m. in Davenport, Iowa,

driving to Chicago's O'Hare

and flying to Tallahassee to

perform at 5 p.m.! This tour

also included stops in

Grinnell, St. Louis,New York

and Providence.

When we arrived in Den-

ver Sunday evening, we dis-

covered we had been forgot-

ten — there was no bus to pick

us up. So we hopped into a

couple ofrental vans andmade

it home. Sleep was welcome

considering Block 7 started in

a few short hours!

I was a sophomore when I

joined the New Music En-

semble (NME). That was the

year of the tour described

above, and also the year we

made a recording on the New
Albion label. The weekend

of April 22-23, we spent all

day Saturday and Sunday re-

cording- we compiled sixteen

hours worth of recorded ma-

terial that was mixed down
into theone hour performance.

The NME has been on

several tours both stateside

and abroad, and I have been

fortunate enough to have gone

on several of these. I went to

New York in 1990, Australia

in the summer of 1991 (the

ensemble had been there pre-

viously in 1987 and had gone

to Europe in 1986), and this

past block break we played a

couple of concerts in

Winnipeg.

Although the NME fo-

cuses primarily on the bowed

piano music of the director-

composer and CC music pro-

fessor Stephen Scott - we

have played a wide variety of

music. I remember playing

parts of Tom Johnson's The

Four

See NME Pg. 8

Phoio courtesy of College Relations

Director/composer Stephen Scott bows the Piano with NME
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Ask Dr. Botcher:

Dr. Botcher gives Clinton, senators advise on health plan

Dear Dr. Botcher:

I have a severe drinking

problem. Every day I cannot

stop drink

Dear Drowning in Martinis:

What is the problem?

Drink a few more martinis,

and you won't know what

you're addicted to.

Dear Dr. Botcher,

I am having anxiety at-

tacks about leaving college.

On one hand, I cannot deal

with going home, on the other

hand, 1 don't want to be at

college anymore.What should

Ido?
Split Directions

Dear Split Directions:

I am embarrassed that a

college student would send

me such a letter. You surely

have access to gin and ver-

mouth.
Make amar-

Dear Dr.

Botcher:

M y
girlfriend

has threat-

ened to

break up
with me, if I

do not learn about women's

anatomies immediately.

I need help fast. I failed

out of my high school health

class, and I don't know my
body-much less hers. Please

help me.

No Idea

Dear No Idea:

Calm down. This is

simple. There are two places

on a woman's body that are

important to remember when

making love.

First, you must pay a lot

of attention to her breasts.

Those are the large hanging

lobesofflesh aroundher chest.

Most women like to be ogled.

so just stare at her chest for a

couple of minutes, and she

willbe begging formore in no

time.

The other area of a

woman's body I cannot de-

scribe in print, but I will just

tell you, head towards the

lower part of her feet.

With careful attention to

her "private part" you will

mummM

Driving drunk kills

BACCHUS

TheBACCHUS organi-

zation would like to wish you

a safe and happy summer.

Since drinking and driving

accidents are the leading

cause of death for Ameri-

cans between the ages of 1

8

and 24, we want to remind

you to act responsibly if you

or your friends are drinking.

When alcohol is going to

bt involved always choose a

designated driver before you

leave home.

If you are hosting a party

be sure to arrange safe trans-

portation for any guests who
have had too much to drink.

Here are some tips to help

you have a safe summer.

-You don't have to be

"drunk" to be impaired-even

one or two drinks affect your

driving skills.

-Drinking, drugs and

driving don't mix.

-Take your tum being the

designated driver.

-Respect other people's

right, and yourown, tochoose

not to drink.

-Don't let your friends

drive if they are impau-ed.

-Wear your seat belt-it's

your best protection against

an impaired driver.

See you in the fall!

have her screaming in plea-

sure, laughing and crying.

Dr. Botcher Responds:

I have been watching the

news from my cell , and I have

someproblems with Clinton ' s

health plan.

What kind of health plan

completely ignores such com-

mon remedies as martinis and

Valium?

If I was a senator,

wouldn't vote for his plan.

Let's join together to make

this country safer, and

drunker.

Note: Dr. Botcher is not

real doctor, though he has

been arrestedfor pretendi,

to be one.

ONE NIGHT ONLY!
8:30PM - 1 0:00PM

erandOlesti
OUTFITTERS

PACKS
GREGORY DANA DESIGNS n£L'^°ws'^°''^^S50°
LOWE MOUNTAIN SMITH -^ V:-.^no'«"' V
OSPREY JANSPORT
CAMPTRAILS KELTY

SLEEPING BAGS
MARMOT SIERRA DESIGNS
KELTY THE NORTH FACE
OUTBOUND MOONSTONE

TENTS
EUREKA THE NORTH FACE
MOSS • SIERRA DESIGNS
OUTBOUND

HIKING BOOTS
VASQUE MERRELL NIKE ACG
RAICHLE SALOMON • TECNICA
ONE SPORT REEBOK TEVA
SANDALS

(LIAABING GEAR
BLACK DIAMOND JRAT . PETZL
5 10- CUMBHIGH PMI BLUE
WATER • BOREAL SCARPA
SALEWA -LOWE

STOVES
MSR TRANGIA SCORPION
COLEMAN

4
MOUNTAIN BIKES &

ACCESSORIES
BRIDGESTONE SCOTT

UNIVEGA FUJI • AVENIR
SPECIAUZED BELL

CLOTHING
COLUMBIA • MARMOT

JANSPORT WOOLRICH
THE NORTH FACE PATAGONIA

SOLSTICE MOONSTONE
ROYAL ROBBINS

WATER FILTERS
PUR FIRST NEED MSR

ACCESSORIES
COOKING SETS FIRST AID KITS

SWISS ARMY KNIVES
INSECT REPELLANT

STUFF SACKS PONCHOS
SUN SCREEN

NALGENE BOnLES & BOTAS
BOTTLES

DON'T AAlff THIS GREAT STUDY BREAK!

MmL 5 9 6-3031
3250 N ACADEMY

SALE UMITED TO STOCK ON HAND VALID CC ID MUST BE
PRESENTED BEFORE ADMISSION. ALL NON-SALE ITEMS WILL BE

20% OFF.
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Students stroll down memory lane as year ends
First-Year marvels at dorm life, block breaks, friendships

By Christina Serkowski

Catalyst Features Editor

One fourth of the best

years of my life are over.

Hmmm... Scary thought.

Looking back, the yearwasn't

ihat long, but it was packed

with so many events, I can

hardly begin to remember

them all.

Who can forget the hid-

eous First-Year Orientation?

What was that stupid book

about anyway? Did we learn

anything, did we grow, did

wc.orientate? My discus-

sion group decided that the

book was an example of a

serious publishing mistake.

But we bonded, we
learned our way around. The

fu-st night in the dorms was an

orgy of meetings and

forgettings and re-meetings.

Picture the scene. Hundreds

of people who are suddenly

living together who don't

know a soul. Hundreds of

people with their doors open,

ready to greet the "hallers"

(large groups of First-Years

who roam the halls hoping to

meet anyone).

'Hi, my name is Henry

and I'm from Idaho. I don't

know anybody yet, and it

looks like my roommate is

going to be a loser, can we be

friends?"

I can't even count the

number of true and lasting

friendships that have started

this way.

I almost feel like I live in

mini neighborhood. Count-

less times my parents yelled

the neighbor' s dog and bor-

rowed butterandeggs in small

quantities from everyone on

the block until we had our

groceries for the week.

Now, I live with lots of

people and I yell atmy neigh-

bors all the time and they yell

back. I even borrow butter.

And crackers. And popcorn.

And soup. And bread. And

fruit. I have a whole grocery

store in my refrigerator, and I

never even had to find a way

to the store. We have a good

relationship.

And the magical part of

all this is that when I travel all

the way next door to borrow

whatever, a whole slew of

people end up sitting in the

hall eating whatever it was I

came to bortow.

We turn on the music re-

ally loud. Random (yes, ran-

dom) people stop for food and

share their lives. We feast on

packaged cuisine until some-

one donates Turns to every-

one. We bitch about classes,

relationships, homework and

howwedon'thaveacartoget

to the grocery store.

Sometimes we literally sit

up all night singing, laughing

and partying in other people'

s

rooms. Then, when we
stumble to our own rooms to

call our parents, we complain

while skiing, then I learned

how to fall again, then I

learned how to ski. I ate

Rastall food and real food,

and hung out. What a magical

thing.

Then, another block

would start. Sometimes itwas

easier than the last one, and I

had time to discover the cam-

1^

Senior makes it through thesis with

a cynical view of final year, future

By Treena Colby

Catalyst Staff

that we can't wait for block

break so we can get out and

have some fun.

But I must admit that the

block plan has proven a chal-

lenge. Sometimes those all

nighters have been becauseof

papers, reading and group

projects. Uhhh. I never read

so much in a month before. I

never learned so much in a

month before. I neverneeded

the end of a month so much,

before.

But rightwhen I thought I

couldn't stay up anotherhour,

read anotherpage or write an-

otherpaper,blockbreakcame

.

The brochures don't do itjus-

tice. Blockbreakisoneofthe

most heavenly things I have

found on earth. I never knew

such a wonderful thing could

exist, legally.

I hung out and found out

how much fun hanging out

could be. Ileamedhowtofall

pus. And off campus. And

the variety of things to do on

a Tuesday night when you're

bored. And when 1 would tell

my parents how unstressed 1

was, they assumed it was be-

cause of my trip to the mas-

sage therapist at Boettcher the

week before...

I'm sure they know the

real reason.

How could they not? (I

mean really...Moettcher???)

Well, now it' s time to say

good-bye to everyone...for

summer, and for life. I will be

back next year to the bad

plumbing and institutional

food (which isn't that bad, by

the way).

I'll be back next year for

another full year of block

breaks, all nighters and Tues-

day nights. Time to close the

book on the fu-st chapter of

the best years of my life.

Hmmm...

UGH, I'm braindead.

How many times have all you

seniors said that this past year?

Well, personally 1 have said it

many times when I find the

energy to speak.

Granted I got to go to

Belize, Central America on a

Venture Grant to research my
thesis (afactmy advisors bring

up each time I look for sym-

pathy), but come on.

"I hope you don't have

any plans for block break,"

was the first thing out of my
advisor's mouth when 1 re-

turned. "Just write five pages

per day until you have 100,"

he said.

Yeah, right back at ya,

buddy. However, I persevered

and pumped out 1 35 pages in

four weeks. Yeah block plan!

As I lived my nightmare,

otherwise called writing my
thesis, I saw changes in my-

self.

I started to hate the happy

people frolicking in the quad

under the mid-day sun as I

trudged to the basement of

the library.

I lost my hard-earned,

four-week, Caribbean tan in-

stantiy, and my eyes became

hard andyellow from the com-

puter monitor.

My musical tastes went

from Bob Marley singing

"Don'tWorry AboutaThing"

to Soundgarden's "Jesus

Christ Pose" and other songs

of destruction.

1 even found myself too

tired or unwilling to party.

That is when I became really

worried that I was near per-

manent damage.

Professorsregard a senior

thesis as the culmination of

four years of schooling and,

basically, your life.

I always thought the best

way to show my professors

how much I have learned was

to gather them together at a

keg party.

I would then show them

my agility, perseverance and

sffength as I did a keg stand.

Then 1 would pull an "A" by

showing them my increased

lung power.

Wake up! Wake up!

Treena, the clue phone is ring-

ing, and it's for you!

But yes, 1 did it! I'm done!

Wait, hold the excitement for

just a second.

Right when you finish

your thesis, you are still ex-

pected to keep on dealing.

WHAT? 1 STILL HAVE
ANOTHER CLASS?

School is one thing, but

parents are another. "When

are you going to use your de-

gree and find a career?" asked

my mother the same day I

passed my nightmare, 1 mean

thesis. All I did was laugh in

response.

So, after all of this, how

do I see myself after I leave

school? Unemployed and in

debt from so many student

loans.

Ah, cynical senior year.

iGUIDe
TBAVEl SVSIEM. INC m

Student discounts are availablefor summer

break world wide or your trip home.

We thank all of the students and stafffor

using our convenient service this year.

Congratulations to

all Graduating Seniors!

For all your travel needs call Laura at

632-6412 or come into our campus office

in Armstrong Hall.

CarlsonTravd Networit

• Colors, sizes & styles for everyone

• Repair service available

THE COLLEGE SHOE

SHOPTHANKSYOU
20% OFF ORIGINAL

PRICES OF ALL

MERCHANDISE
TO STUDENTS WITH

CCID

Now thru 5/25/93
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Beer Review

Red Seal Ale embodies America
By Justin Herrmann and

Perry Brown

Catalyst staff drunlcs

Well kids this is it, the big

finale the last super beer

review by Justin and Perry.

We were planning to review

the super, king of all beer,

transcendental omni-brew

Old Peculiar. This is truly a

devastating beer which has a

complex array of flavor sen-

sations. If you ever get a

chance to sip this incredible

feat ofbrew-masteryjump on

the opponunity. Alas, like

most things in our lives, it did

not work out as we planned.

By some despicable twist of

fate all the Uquor stores in

Colorado Springs stopped

selling this truly unique brew.

Needless to say we can not

review it for you, but let us

assure you that you will love

this beer.

We just couldn't let an-

other beer take the place of

Old Peculiar so this week we

only reviewed two beers. We
were lucky and found two

radically different beers that

were very good : Red Seal

Ale and Mackeson Triple

Stout. We think you will en-

joy both of these beers even

though they are a little pricey.

Red Seal Ale

K 19 for lpint6oz.

Catalyst file photo

Charles Tutt statue drinks with Justin and Perry.

one we agreed that we could liticalsentimentofTheUnited

not give it a good review un- States of America"
'

but after

the fourth one all he could say

was "I thank ithst's reaaaally

gooood. <hick> , <burp>"".

As you can see this beer is

wonh it.

less it was really worth the

money it definitely was. It

has an almost fluorescent

amber color and an extremely

hoppy bouquet. Basically, it

looks promising from the start.

It has a burley head that does

not go away. There is areally $4.99 a^^jJir pajj

striking character to this beer

that we have never seen in

any other beer; it has incred-

ibly small bubbles. So small

that we noticed a real differ-

ence between Red Seal and

other beers. Well anyway,

how does it taste? Thisbeeris

not for the Lite of heart (and

Mackeson Triple Stout

Mackeson is truly a triple

stout. This stuff is thick as

mud and it has a head which

will suppon the weight of

small elephants. ThisisStout!

It has a very strong bitter

which is nicely balanced by a

we do mean Lite). It has a malty sweetness. We don't

crisp almost spicy bitter that generally like sweet stouts but

Red Seaf comes from

somewhere in California not

too far from mystery man O ' s

town. As you have probably

noticed the price is kind of

steep. When we bought this

doesn't leave a film in your

mouth. But the bitter is ex-

tremely strong and should

only be experienced with ex-

treme caution. After drink-

ing the first Red Seal our fa-

vorite political scientist, Tom
made thecomment "The taste

of Red Seal embodies the po-

this is definitely an excep-

tion. Anyway it's good ...

you'lUikeit trust us,we 're

experts.

"We did not actixally drink

withTomCronin. This isjust

a sick drunk delusion and he

neversaidany ofthese things

.

Catalyst

NME performs Saturday
in «, ^/Mnnlpt*>lvHiffprpnt wa

From New Music Pg. 5

NoteOpera. Doyouremem-
ber the ANZAC DAY ru-

ined piano event last spring

with Aussie composer and

guestofhonorRoss Bolleter?

Andiflmayputinaplug
foranothernon-bowedNME

sanctioned piano event, this

Saturday (May 15) we will

be having an informal read-

ing of two important works-

Steve Reich's Piano Phase

andTerry Riley ' s /n C- come

in a completely different way

and performing with a di-

verse group ofmusicians has

really opened me up musi-

cally to encompass a much

widerrangeofmusical styles.

I have also had the good

fortune to have met and/or

worked closely with many

composers- Ross Bolleter,

Stephen Scott, Vincent

Plush, Terry Riley, Peter

Sculthorpe and Michael

Harrison- I could probably

rattle off more but I'm al-

hearsomegreatmusicat2;30 ready getting long-winded

p.m. at Packard Hall

As a musician, the op-

portunity to perform in the

New Music Ensemble has

been an incredible experi-

ence.

Learning to play piano

Overall, my time in the

NME has been an incredible

eye (and ear!) opening expe-

rience. Go to their concerts,

get involved- it may be one

ofthose experiences you will

never forget.

Health care reforms

raise difficult questions

From Health Care Pg. 5

for families to live together

— forever. Nursing homes

exist only for severely ill in-

dividuals, of which care can

not adequately be given in in

the nuclear home. The pri-

mary source of care comes

from elderly parents living

with their children. Another

avenue, just recently initi-

ated in die Netherlands, is

the legalization of euthana-

sia. Although sbll under strict

guidelines, this practice al-

lows individuals and fami-

lies to decide when a life is

no longer "living."

The conclusion is the en-

tire nation is demanding

health care reform not only

for the elderly but for Uiem-

selves. The issue of care for

the elderly in this country

does not seem to be included

in that debate because of the

relatively sufficient Medi-

care program. But there will

soon be a saturation point for

this area as well, and fixing

the "system" of care mighi

not be enough.

Rather, fixing thecultural

views and attitudes about ag-

ing and death will be re-

quired. Are we ready for our

parents to live with us and

our new family for better or

for worse? Are we ready to

practice euthanasia? Perhaps

not Butwebetterstart think-

ing about the consequences

morally, socially and eco

nomically to initiate a shift

in the cultural consciousness

of this country on the treat-

ment of senior citizens.

"The best Thaifood in Colorado Springs.

'

1222 N. Academy Blvd.

Colorado Springs, CO 80909

The

THAI ORCHID
Restaurant

•VEGETARIAN, SEAFOOD. BEEF
POULTRYAND CURRY DISHES

•10%OFFWITHCCI.D.

•PARTIES OF 10 OR MORE
RECEIVE A FREE MEAL

Now Featuring A Buffet On Weekdays

719-380-8333 Mon-Sat 11:00 a.m - 10:00 p.m.

Sunday 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
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Graffiti vandals stand neither proud nor sorry
To the Editors of the Catalyst:

In an effort to retain our

constitutional rights and en-

suredue process, we havekept

our silence in the face ofmuch
hostility and confusion atx)ut

our motives and actions, but

now that this matter is behind

us, we feel free to explain

ourselves.

We are, as anation, poised

on the brink of a second civil

war, this time with the rights

and freedoms of the homo-

sexual community at stake.

There are no neutral parties in

this war. You must each

choose for yourselves. Either

you are for freedom or you

oppose it.

That is your choice, but if

you choose to deny homo-

sexuals their most basic of

human rights—the right to

choose without fear who they

sleep with orwho they marry-

-you must bear in mind ex-

actly to whom you are giving

the ultimate power to decide

right andwrong, and whether

in factyourown behavior will

always measure up to their

rigorous staandards of deco-

rum, decency and godliness.

Jesus told his people not to

judge the splinter in their

neighbor's eye until they re-

moved the log from theirown,

and we would advise you to

do likewise.

We understand there has

been some negative reaction

in the gay community towards

our actions, and we under-

stand and appreciate that. It

stands as a sign of the basic

humanity and decency of

groups like Ground Zero to

attempt every means ofnego-

tiation and reconciliation be-

fore resorting to more drastic

means.

Perhaps they are right , but

it was our belief that groups

like Focus on the Family need

to be shocked into a realiza-

tion of the cultural war that

awaits if this issue is not re-

solved, in order to spur them

to the bargaining table. Also,

we felt that groups like

Ground Zero would seem

even more reasonable in con-

trast to a more militant group

.

We acted alone and with-

out consultation with anyone

in the homosexual commu-

nity. We are ourselves het-

erosexual and, while we have

a number of homosexual

friends, our actions in no way

represent them or their views.

It is our hope that some

amicable settlement can be

reached in the matter of

Amendment 2 and that Colo-

rado can again return to peace

and tranquility—not special

rights, but equal liberty—but

until such time you would do

well to heed the words of

Barry Goldwater: "Extrem-

ism in the defense of liberty is

no vice . . . and moderation in

the pursuit of justice is no

virtue."

We are pleased with the

restitution arrangements

which have been worked out

and would like to sincerely

tharJc Focus on the Family

and the District Attomey's

office. We would also like to

thank the Colorado Springs

Police Department for the fine

and professional manner in

which this was handled. We
can all rest safely in our beds,

with whomever we choose,

knowing that Detective

Theresa Shutz is on the job.

Ifthe example ofour small

and insignificant actions be-

ing blown out of proportion

into a media feeding frenzy

serves in any way to illustrate

the power that groups like

Focus on the Family wield in

this community, then our ac-

tions were not in vain. How-

ever, this is not our fight,-

except in the larger sense that

struggles for freedom and ba-

sic equality are everyone's

batties—and we gladly relin-

quish our role. Our actions

will not be repeated.

You are, Colorado, left on

your own to work this thing

out for good or for ill. The

public must decide.

-Amanda Wintcher

Laura Peterson

Hate Free Colorado

Ed note: Another letter fol-

lowed this one, but we did not

have space in this issue. We
apologive for any inconve-

nience.

Military gays are a Clinton test

By Michael Morris

Catalyst Staff

When testifying before the

SenateArmed Services Com-
mittee earlier this week. Colo-

nel Fred Peck declared his

opposition to his homosexual

son, or any homosexual for

that matter, serving in the

military.

Part of his reasoning for

supporting the ban consisted

of his fear that the military is

a dangerous place for homo-

sexuals. With all due respect

to the Colonel, and I do be-

lieve thathe is due a great deal

ofrespect, this ban should not

be continued in order to "pro-

tect" homosexuals from pos-

sible violence. It should be a

concem ifthe ban is lifted, but

it should not be a deciding

factor.

Rule by mob cannot be

tolerated in the United States.

Any exception to this rule

posses a great threat to free-

dom and order. Declaring

that the ban against gays in

the military should be contin-

ued in order to protect homo-

sexuals fromviolence blames

gays for the violence perpetu-

ated against them. This in

turn encourages mob rule by

granting a political victory to

those who disobey, and even

flaunt, the law.

Still, this possible threat

ofviolence cannotbe ignored.

If the ban on gays in the mili-

tary is eventually lifted it is

only prudent to prepare for

any possible violence.

Mob rule cannot be toler-

ated or allowed to govern our

society, butitcan'tbeignored

either.

Any lifting of the ban

should takeplace gradually in

order to allow for a peaceful

transition. However, gradual

does not mean never. A spe-

cific time period should be set

If the presence of

homosexuals renders a

soldiers incapable of

executing those

obligations then it is time

for that soldier to retire

from military life.

during which various restric-

tions are phased out.

A strict test of standards

needs to be set. The armed

services are not the place for

making political statements.

The purpose of having a

military is to provide for the

defenseoftheentireUS. That

requires that all enlisted per-

sonnel, straight or gay, abide

by a set oflaws that are snicter

than those for the rest of soci-

ety. The ability to express

one's sexuality, regardless of

sexual preference, will of

necesity be abridged once a

person becomes a member of

the armed services. Any per-

son who seeks to enter the

military understands this

point.

There is a valid point that

lifting the ban on gays could

seriously undermine the mo-

rale of some soldiers. That,

however, is chiefly a concem

for those whose morale might

be dampened. It is not the

responsibihty of the United

States government to

accomodate the prejudices of

any soldier.

It is, however, the respon-

sibility of a soldier to perfoim

his/her duties properiy. If the

presence ofhomosexuals ren-

ders a soldiers incapable of

executing those obligations

then it is time for that soldier

to retire from military life.

Still, like the issue of vio-

lence, we cannot ignore the

fact that lifting this ban could

possibly hamper the effective-

ness of America's armed

forces. This decision should

not be, and so far hasn' t been,

rammed down the throats of

the military. Without letting

them stall, give the military

time to evolve. Compromise

in these types of situations

always work better than con-

See Gays Pg. 11

CCCA vs. Cutler
Time for changes in funding scheme

By Scott Craig

Catalyst Editor

The recent CCCA versus Cutler Publications battle has

made it clear that changes about budget decisions should

probably be made.

I don't want to brood on tiiis year's meeting or complain

about the budget for this year. Instead I would like to focus

on changes.

The original intent in allowing CCCA to hold hearings

and give Cutler its budget was to provide a learning expe-

rience for the students. In past years, though, budget

hearings have been screaming matches and have not been

very educational for anyone.

Cutier usually receives approximately $70,000 a year

from CCCA. As one member of CCCA said this year,

"What you do with the money is your business." In truth,

though. Cutler has never known that luxury.

Culter is scrutinized from every angle; our telephone

bills are challenged, our stipends budget is analyzed and

even the choice of art in the Leviathan is questioned.

The tioith be known, no individual on Cutier board

knows how to deal with $70,000 alone. That is why we have

a comptroller, Denise Dye, and aCPA to do our taxes, write

paychecks and organize our budgets

Considering that Cutier can' t make a fiscal move with-

out professional advice, how can CCCA possibly presume

to have the economic knowledge to make those decisions

for us? The answeris that they can't.

I give CCCA credit for trying to improve relationships

with Cutler. But the Cutler liason from CCCA only showed

up to one board meeting tiiis year, and he was not even

present at the budget meeting.

I propose, then, that we make changes in the way that

Cutier gets its money. Legal problems do arise for the

college when it gives Cutler money for publications di-

rectiy. Nevertheless, there is surely some way that the

college mightconsistently fund Cutler, as intended, without

any kind of legal hassle.

The time has come for Cutler to be truly treated as a

corporation, not as a student organization. If people expect

Cutler to produce professional publications then they should

treat it as a professional organization.

Right now CCCA has confused ideas about Cutler, and

rarely treats this corporation as a business. By eliminating

CCCA as middle-person, we could get down to the real

reason for CuUer's existance—to put out good publications

for the entire campus community.
^
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Graduating at last, a senior lays it on the line
C*

, _,..,. T-K,„ inci.hK n.nallv not the oroblem. The prob- and ask someone els(

By Derek Krehbiel

Special to the Catalyst

Alright, here's the deal at

Colorado College as I see it.

Just so you don't wonderwho

is behind this column, I'm , an

American ofGerman descent,

I'm a Kappa Sigma and I'm

graduating.

I have people-watched on

this campus for four years

now, and I am really im-

pressed with how wild, won-

derful and scary this place can

be. CC is an electrified envi-

ronment for personal growth,

metamorphosis, and basically

trying anything that grabs you.

S tudents here are exposed

to ideological movements

such as feminism and envi-

ronmentalism, directly or in-

directly. From what I have

seen, if you are ready to ex-

plore the world and look at it

from different perspectives,

this campus is wild and won-

derful.

However, the years that

students spend here atCC are

also fraught with fear, for the

simple reason that now is the

time when most of us are fig-

uring out who we are. We
often feel threatened by op-

posing points of view and al-

ternative lifestyles.

This fear, or insecurity,

results from the fact that we

don ' t honor ourown personal

stories. We don't allow our-

selves to say loud and proud,

"This is my struggle." Young

boys are taught that it is un-

manly to show emotion,

young girisare taughttovalue

themselves only in terms of

looks. There are many other

issues that we as individuals

must deal with, positively or

negatively, as we become

adults in this society.

So we have a campus full

ofyoung adultswho are grow-

ing at different speeds. Some

people experience a tidal wave

of revelations very early on;

some people seem destined

never to experience true in-

sight. The problem is, some

ofthose who gain insight tend

to become radicalized in their

view.
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These insights usually

cover stuff like sexual orien-

tation, feminism, masculine

philosophy, and environmen-

talism. Because their insights

are firesh, these folks aren't

quite sure of themselves, and

tend to take themselves just a

litfle too seriously.

The scary part of CC is

that there is a substantial num-

ber of people who take them-

selves a littie too seriously.

Student groups talk to each

other in editorials and

graffiti on campus instead

of face to face, but it is one-

to-one connections that will

makeCC a real community.

The really scary thing is that

these individuals excel in talk-

ing at people, as opposed to

with people.

As 1 stated earlier, I am a

Greek. We have come under

attack from leftist liberalswho

say we areawhite-malecoun-

try club that is discriminatory

against everybody else. All

of a sudden, we have people

that are experts on life in the

Greek system. Certain indi-

viduals are arrogant enough

to assume that theyknowhow
we should live our lives. Kids

tiiese days.

Now I know that the

causes for which these indi-

viduals seem to stand are le-

gitimate and noble. That's

;The Catalyst is published weekly by Cutler Publications, Inc. twenty-

two limes a year while classes are in session. Subscriptions are S22 a

year. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The Catalyst, The

Colorado College, 902 N. Cascade, Colorado Springs, CO 80946,

CuUer Publications, Inc. does not discriminate on the basisof race, sex,

color, age, religion, national origin, physical disability, or sexual

orientation. Editorial policy is determined by the editors. Letters to die

editor are welcomeand musiinclude a legible signature. Names may be

widiheld upon request. The views expressed in The Catalyst do not

necessarily represent the views ofCuder Publications, Inc. Please call

(719)389-6675 for advenising informauon.

not the problem. The prob

lem as I see it is that these

radical left-wingers have an

axe to grind witii people like

me: white males.

I read Fight the Power and

die Catalyst, and I actually

agree with some of the more

radical things said about life

on this campus. However,

here's a newsflash: I am an

adult, and I'll be damned if

someone who hasn't walked

a mile in my shoes is going to

tell me that I am livingmy life

wrong.

That is what I see as the

inherent flaw in student ac-

tivism on campus, we have a

bunch of self-rightous, flag-

waving, arrogant crusaders

running around campus with

the implicit message, "If

you're not down with the

cause, you're a bad person."

People who have been

seasoned by life, usually out-

side die safe haven ofcollege,

realize that things aren 't quite

that simple.

Where are the moderates

on campus? Does anyone care

about good ol' fashioned sit

down talks anymore? If you

have a beef with someone or

some group, shouldn't you

face your fears and go see

what tiieir side of the story is?

Where is the strength to

allow yourself to listen to

people who think completely

different firom you? Where is

the strength to temporarily

suspend personal judgment

and ask someone else

'What'sgoingonhere?" Stu

dent groups talk to each other

in editorials and graffiti on

campus instead offace to face.

It is one-to-one connec-

tions that will make CC a real

community, if anything can,

I was privileged to meet many

strong feminist women in a

recentclass I took, tided Gen-

der, Ritual and Community. 1

was scared the first day of

class because I didn't know

.anyone, and all the women

seemed to be hard-core femi-

nists. However, I allowed

myself to be exposed to these

individuals, and I can now put

a face and smile to some shad-

owy stereotypes that I once

had.

I was ready for that expe-

rience, though. I knew I

needed to meet members of

the Feminist Collective and

B-GALA, and have a strong

African-American woman

teach me. Not everyone is

ready for the wild, wonderful

and scary journey that is life

On the cosmic scale, every-

one is on their own schedule

for enlightenment, and at-

tempts to force people to "see

the light" is dishonoring a

struggle thatweall go through.

My extension is x7379,

and I live in room 209 of the

Kappa Sigma house. My
WomerBoxisl055. Anyone

who wants to discuss what

I've said face to face is wel-

come to let me know.

IL

V

Carter, not Reagan, to blame

By Stephanie Van Auken

Catalyst Staff

Oops, no kudos forme. I

made an inexcusable mistake

in the features article I wrote

last week on "U.S. Foreign

Policy in Korea."

In the article, Icondemned

the Reagan Administration for

refusing to cooperate with the

students/citizens at Kwangju

when I actually meant the

Carter Administration—I can

only hope that none of my
Political Science professors

read that article.

I hope that I can redeem

myself by mentioning that in

my Asian Philosophies of

Feminism class with Jane

Cauvel, and in my ASIA fo-

rumpresentations, I had men-

tioned that the Carter Admin-

istration was to blame.

Writing an editorial apol-

ogy instead of just a correc-

tion gives me the opportunity

to expand on the travesty of

the Kwangju Uprising and the

U.S. connection. In my opin-

ion. Carter (who supposedly

based his foreign policy ap-

proach on human rights) and

the State Department failed

democracy and themselves.

Regan focused solely on

the Cold War; Carter wanted

to transcend the Cold War.

Unfortunately, the failure of

his administration in Korea

during May of 1980 is proof

that even the Carter Adminis-

tration saw the world in terms

of "us" and "them."

The threat from the So-

viet Union (ala Stalin) was

very real after WWII. I can

understand the panic and ra-

tionality that led to militariza-

tion and an arms race after

Korea in 1953. However, the

U.S. needs to accept that its

Cold War policies did littie to

endear it to the developing

nations of the world. Espe-

cially unfortunate is the fact

that the U.S. was willing to

support any dictator that

wasn't communist, £ven at

the expense of democracy

movements within those

countries.

The domino theory and

Macarthysim that plagued the

decades of the Cold War af-

fected even the most liberal

administrations and lead to

anti-Americanism throughout

much of the "Third World."

Americans must not for-

get this pan of our history.

We must strive to work with

the other countries and undo

the anti-Americanism that not

just students but many of the

citizens in those countries

believe is justifiable. AsKini

Chang Soo (senior policy ana-

lyst for the Korean Institute

of Defense Analysis) stated

in his interview, "The U.S.

must recognize that the Cold

War is over and change its

foreign policy strategy from

one of 'big brother' to one of

equal partner and ally."

Ronald Reagan can be

blamed for many things—

Kwangju isn't one of them.
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^Opening reception for

"THE SENIOR SHOW."

A poup show oftiw senior art studio

majors—one piecepom each student

Sunday. Mm 23 - 4:00-&00 vm - Cobum An Gallen

•• Open to the Public *•

CAMPUS INTERIM HOURS

WORNER CENTER

>LEON REDBONE in Concert

Elected as most mysterious person in the music

business. Leon performs music from Tin Pan Alley

through the Depression Era. He is often seen on

the Tonight Show, Saturday Night Live and

TV Commercials.

MONDAY. MAY 17 - 8:00 PM - FINE ARTS CENTER

$12 w/CC ID; $15 general admission at

KRCC Radio, 912 N. Weber.

Sponsored by KRCC.

•Wed.. May 19 thru Man.. May 2-1 - REGULAR HOURS
'Tue.. May 25 thru Fri. Mav 2S - SOO am-4:30 pm
Sal. & Sun.. Mav 29 & 30. CLOSED
•Mon.. May 31. MEMORIAL DAY - CLOSED
•Tue.. Junt I ihiu Fri, June 4. 8am-4pm

Sat & SuTL. June 5 & 6. CLOSED
•Man. June 7 ihru Fri. June II. Sam-lpm

•Sol & Sun.. June I2ii 13 - REGULAR HOURS
•iVeek-Davs & Salurdavs • Sam - 11pm
•Sunda\-! 9.1W am - 10:00 pm

Ft POMAR SPORTS CENTER

-rhu.. ,Wav 20 - Man. June N
'oruiay thru Saturday. Warn - 2pm

'ei^hi Room (back door)

•JCHI FSSMAN FOOL

BOETTCHER HEALTH CENTER

•Man.. Mav 24. 12.00 Noon CLOSE
•Mon. June N. Sam RE-OPEN

SUMMER NURSES HOURS

•Tueidav & nursdav, Ipm • 4pm

•Fridav LOO pm - 3:00 p.

CLOSED WEEK-ENDS

'Thu.. May 20 thru

Sun.. May 23 7am - 7pm

•Mon. Mav 24 6:30 am 10:00 pm
•Tue- Mav 25 thru June II. CLOSED
-Sal.. June 11 RE-OPEN
11:00 ant 7:00 pm Week-Ends

'. 00 nni 10:00 pm Mortdav thru Fna

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Vomer 205 Ext 6846

The Colorado College Children's

Center is collecting donation for

ayardsak scheduled for

Finturti/iy. .June 19th,

to benefit the Center. Donations

may be deposited in marked

wntainers at the following locations:

Slocum, Mathias, Bemis,

Loomis, and the Centerfor

Community Service

(Womer 205)

Consignment items are also being

accepted (with 20% of the selling

price going to the Center).

Any questions or items? Call Alison

Seyler at x6358 or Gayle Dougherty

and Jeannie Wellmann at x6765.

Thank you!

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Womer 232/233 ExL 6802

FAREWELL-

to the 159 students going abroad this

summer, next fall or year!

CC Summer 45

ACM: 37

CC Mexico: 8

Non-AfBliated: 69

These students are travelling to 34 countries

from Argentina from Zimbabwe! We wish

you safe, exciting travels and successful

studies!

!

,

CONGRATULATIONS Graduates of 1993!!

THANKS!

A heartfelt THANK-YOU is given to

everyone who has enhanced international

education at Colorado College this past

school year!

TRAVEL ADVISORIES!!

Call (x6802) or come by and get information

on travel advisories in the country you're

visiting. (This process may take a day or so

and we may require you to supply a floppy

disk to copy the information onto.) The up-

to-date advisories come straight from the U.S.

State Department and are FREE!

JlfTT UBtURY

May ;5Vun* IS. 1993

•ItVd. Mm to

last day of Block S ttitm-Spm

'Thu.. .May 20

and Fri, ,\fav 21 Ham.Spm
'Sal.. May 22 Oont-Spm

'Sun., May 23

Baccataureai 12 Noon-ipni

'Mon., May 2J

Commtncemtni I pm • 5 pm
'Tue,. May 25 thru

Fri.. ,May 2S .^am-Spm

.Sat., Mav 29 {hru

Mon. ,\tay 31 CLOSED
•Tur.. Junt I ihm

Fn, lunr 4 ,^nm-5pni

Sun., June l> CLOSED
'Mon., June 7 ,/inj

Fn., June II Sam-ipm
'Sm, June 12 lOan.-Jpni

Sun. June 13 l2Noon,Spm
'Mon. June 1

1

/iani-9pm

Suenmer Stsnon Begina

COLORADO COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

RASTALL DINING HALL

'Thu., Mav la Ipm CLOSE
'Sun.. June 13, RE.OPEN
7:00 am ^:30 oni Breokfasi

MINORITY STUDENT LIFE
Womer 233/234 Ext. 6338

'CHOICES lor

Ifyou're going to be around

this summer and would like to be

a part of the "Choices 101" skits

for summer start and new student

orientations, give us a call!

"Choices 101" is a series of six

short skits and discussions

dealing with everything from

recycling ui

diversity on campus.

PERFORMANCES ARE:

fTIMF Id and AIJCUST 27.

You can do one or other, or both!!

P.S. - You don't have to be a

great actor (or even an actor

at all!) and the rehearsals

are minimaL

For more information, call

the office of Minority

Student Life at x633&
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Monday
17

*12:00 pm - Concern-

ed Citizens Active for

Peace, Worner Greg

Room 212.

12:00 pm -

Club, Worner

Room 213.

Hawaii

Hayes

'^'KK.'^viwvrf^-^i •

3:30-5 pm - Intermedi-

ate Paradox. Call ext.

6716. Palmer 20.

SponsoredbyAcadem-
ic Computing.

*7:00 pm - SENIOR
ART EXHIBIT. A fairly

small scale architectur-

al piece using various

medium displaying

photos, drawings and
sculptures. Armstrong

Great Hall.

*8:00 pm - LEON RED-
BONE, In Concert.

Elected as most mys-
terious person in the

music business, Leon
performs music from

Tin Pan Alley through

the Depression Era. He
is often seen on the

Tonight Show, Satur-

day Night Live and TV
Commercials. Tickets

$12 w/CC ID; $15 gen-

eral admission at

KRCC Radio, 912
North Weber. Fine Arts

Center Sponsored by
KRCC.

Tuesday
18

12:00 pm - MEChA,
Worner Edwards Room
211.

12:00 pm
us.

New Foc-

*4:30 pm - Feminist

Collective, Women Stu-

dies Office.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Worner Greg Room
212.

6:30 pm - BGALA,
Shove Chapel Base-

ment.

Wednesday
19

3:30-5 pm - WP 5.1

Columns and Macros.

Call ext. 6716. Palmer

20. Sponsored by Aca-
demic Computing.

*8:00pm - Sexuali Tea,

Women Studies Office.

Thursday
20



WEEK

Friday
21

Saturday
22

Sunday
23

On-going
Events

*8:00pm - THE COLO-
RADO SPRINGS SYM-
PHONYAND THE COL-
ORADO SPRINGS
CHORALE. Verdi's Re-

quiem featuring MAR-
TILEROWLAND, sopra-

no. T/c/cefs $5 w/CC ID

at Worner Center Desl<.

Pil<es Peal< Center.

Sponsored by Great

Performers and Ideas

of the Leisure Program.

*8:00pm - THE COLO-
RADO SPRINGS SYM-
PHONYAND THE COL-
ORADO SPRINGS
CHORALE See Friday.

5121, 8 pm.

*2:30pm - THE COLO-
RADO SPRINGS SYM-
PHONYAND THE COL-
ORADO SPRINGS
CHORALE See Friday

5/21, 8 pm.

*4-6 pm - Opening re-

ception for "THE SEN-
IOR SHOW." A group

stiow of ttie senior art

studio majors-one
piece from eacfi stu-

dent. Coburn Art Gal-

lery.

*9:00 pm - Catholic

Mass, Shove Chapel.

THE DEADUNE FOR THE AUGUST SOSEPTEM-
BER 5 •mis WEEK" IS MONDAY, AUGUST 23 AT
4M) PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE ONE-FELL-
SWOOP INFORMAVON SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHED IN

•THIS WEEK.- THESE FORMS AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE. WORNER CENTER.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worrter Greg Room 212.

French Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm.

Semis Exile Room.
German Table - Every Monday, 5:30 pm, Worner

Howbert Room 216.

Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
Russian Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Bemis Exile Room.

Spanish Table - First Three Tuesdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.

Shove Chapel is open for meditation, prayer and

rellection by individuals and groups during the

lollowing hours:

Monday-Thursday, 7 am-9 pm
Friday, 7 am-5 pm
Sunday, 9 am-10 pm

YOGA-Level 1, Monday/Wednesday, 12:10-1 pm
Level 2, Tuesday, 12:10-1 pm
$35 CC; $45 non-CC lor semester

Boettcher Basement

Aikido Practice - Every Sunday, Tuesday, Thurs-

day (except block break Thursdays). 7:00 pm.

Boettcher Basement. Japanese martial art;

beginners are encouraged to attend. PLEASE BE
PROMPT! Focus is on technique with references

to applications of daily life.

SCHLESSMAN POOL SCHEDULE
M,W,F - 10-11 am - Faculty Wives and HRs
M-F -11 am-3 pm - Faculty, Students & Staff

M,W,F 7:30-9 pm - Recreational Swimming

SUN - 1:30-3:30pm Recreational Swimming

SAT - CLOSED

•This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Congratulations, Class of 1993

The Career Center staff would like to congratulate the Class of 1993 and express our best

wishes for continued success and happiness

ssciwADS

Career Services Available After Graduation
Activation with the Career Center

Students and alumni/ae of The Colorado

College are encouraged lo complcle a Careei

Center Inroniiaiion Form and thus become

activaied. Siudenis and a!uinni/ae should

aciivaie as soon as possible to avail

Ihemselves of individual counseling, job

announcemenis, ihe credcniials service, and

recruiuneni visiis.

Individuahzed Services

Career Counseling. All smdenls and

alumni/ae seeking assislance with career

planning, resumes, graduale school

programs, or job-hunllng issues may make

an appomunent lo see a counselor afier

activating. Student Career Assistants are

available for initial resume reviews and

other career development needs. Regular

"walk-in" times are available for those with

brief questions or concerns.

Testing. Career counselors use the Strong

Interest Inventory. Campbell Interest and

Skill Survey, the Myers Briggs Type

Inventory, and College Major Interest

Inventory lo facilitate the self assessment

and career exploration process. (S5.00 per

test)

Credentials Services. The Career Center

will send out letters of reference and

resumes lo employers and graduale schools

at the wntlen request of the student or

alumnus/a. Allow two to lluee working

days.

Videotaped Practice Interviews. Job

seekers preparing for interviews can sign up

for a taped practice interview conducied by a

local area professional. Critiques are given

after each i

Recruiting Visits. The Career Center

sponsors visits from graduate schools,

corporations, and other organizations who
will interview on campus. Advance sign-up

is required.

Career Referral Network. Students and

alumni/ae who wish to contact ahimni/ae

for information on tlieir career fields or

geographic areas may use tlie Career

Referral Network at tlie Career Center.

Names of alumni/ae who have agreed to

serve as sources of information to students

and lo other alumni/ae are indexed

alphabetically, by occupation, and by

geographic regions.

Career Related Videotapes. Videotapes

arc on reserve for viewing in the Career

Center. The tapes cover Ihe interviewing

process and presentations by employers on

the job search process witliin their field

and about their organizations.

Career Programs
Workshops. Participatory workshops on

career plarming, career exploration,

resume and cover letter writing, graduale

school process, job hunting techniques,

interviewing skills, and other career-

related topics are offered throughout the

academic year. Advance sign-up is

requested.

Career Panels and Presentations. Panel

discussions and lalks featuring employers,

alumni/ae, students, faculty, and others are

held throughout the year on different

career fields and issues.

Job and Career Fairs. Tlie Career Center

supports and sponsors a number of job and

career fairs providing students and

alumni/ae an opportunity to meet

employers and other alumni/ae to discuss

internships, part-time and summer jobs,

and longer term opportunities, and to learn

about various career fields and options.

Career Information and Resources

Career Library. The Career Center has a

non-circulating library collection

containing career exploration materials,

directories, organizational literanjre,

annual reports, professional journals, and

job newsletters.

Job and Internship Listings. Tlie job and

internship notebooks also contain detailed

descriptions of job vacancies sent by

organizations. In addition, the Career

Center receives job vacancy bulletins IVt

other colleges and u

Informational Booklets and Guides.

Informational booklets on topics such as

resume and cover letter writing.

interviewing skills, self-assessment.

graduale school decision-making, career

exploration, and Ihe job search are available

in addition to guides on specific career

fields. Tlie booklets and guides are free to

current studeiiis and activated alumni/ae.

Booklets are S2.00 to all otliers.

Survey of Recent Graduates. Each year

the Career Center compiles a statistical

report of fields of employment, salaries, job

hunting methods, etc. of the preceding

graduating class, including tlieir current jobs

or graduate school activities.

Fees
Currently activated students and alumni/ae

within one year of graduation pay no fees

for most services. Testing (e.g., Myers-

Briggs, Strong) is available at S5.00 per test.

Alumni/ae beyond one year of graduation

who wish to use the services of the Career

Center must fill out an information form and

pay a fee. A fee schedule is available in the

Career Center.

Hours
Tlie Career Center is open Monday lo

Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. except on

official College holidays. Summer hours are

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Looking For A
Job?
The Career Center Receives

Job Listings Every Day!
If you are a faithful roiiowcr of ihe Career Bullelin

you know thai wc publish a small numlxT of full-

time and pan-lime Jobs, iniemship.s summer jobs,

and scholarships in almost every edition of the

Rullelin . These listings are just a small sample of

Ihe many listings received in ihe Career Center. We
receive job listings eveiy day which are ihen placed

in our job listing notebooks. If you are willing to

dedicate some time and energy to digging through

ihese notebooks ihere's no telling what great jobs

you mighi find. If you are graduating and looking

for a job you might consider a paid summer

internship lo gel some experience while you are

looking for a full-time job. We recommend

checking through Ihc listings ai least iwice a week lo

stay on top of the jobs that come in. Get to know

Staff Assistant Palii Spoelman because she opens Ihc

mail every day and knows what jobs have come in.

Stop in from time to lime to say "hi" and see what

The job listings and internships received are filed by

Ihese categories:

Environmental, Science and

Technology

Govemmeni and Public Affairs

Business and Industry

Education

Health, Human Services and Recreation

• Inlemaltonal

Arts and Media

• Local Pan-time

Jobs in Colorado

A "hidden ircasure " lo txcome familiarwith is ihe

Notebook containing exchange bulletins from oilier

colleges and universities. These bulletins come to us

from all over the country and contain job and

internship listings published in their job bulletins or

This Weeks Congratulations go to:

Jason Hilkev Trident Data Systems

Mark Mallo'lv MCI
Ben Fryer UCHSC
Chuck Jones Travelers

Julia Ferguson Chinook Bookstore

The fax machine has been working

overtime...We arc receiving many job

openings in the Colorado Springs and

Denver Markets. They are posted in the

"Jobs in Colorado" notebook. Stop by

to check them out.

caiscIf you are still looking for summei

receive numerous listings which arc Hied in

notebooks by these categories:

- Summer Job Opportunities

• N.-iiional Partis

U.S. Camps
• Iniemaiional. Special Camps, Nanny

Positions. Resons

Summer Research Opportunities

There are loo many jobs to publish all of them in ou

Career Bulleiin , Stop by the CareerCenter and

check out our job listings. You never know, there

might be a great job just wailing foryoull!

Career Bulletin

Editor: Carolvn Gianarelli

Career Center Staff:

Rid: Roberts, Director

Cindy Funk, Assistant Director

Sharyl Bender Peterson, Research & Resources Coordinator

Pani Spoelman, Staff Assistant

Student Career Advisors:

Colleen Currie Aniia Stokes

Cullen Hughes Erin Zimmer

Jennifer McUan Eth.in Hemming

The Career Center promotes and adheres to a

policy of equal opponunity in all aspects of

employment and education. We do not knowingly

list )ob opportunities Irom employers who
unlawlully d
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Mailroom
Alum makes case for Cutler
Former financial veep clarifies CCCA relationship

Dear Members of the Colo- partofamasterproposedbud- to the campus community. In

Pre-Med student values time at

Eads' tiny, four-room hospital

Dear Editor:

As a senior pre-med stu-

dent, I wanted to get some

practical experience in medi-

cine before I got in too far

over ray head. I decided to

apply for a Venture grant and

do an independent study

project in Eads, Colorado.

I signed up for the sociol-

ogy Department' s "Internship

in Social Organizations"

class, packed my bags, and

spent the majority of seventh

block in that thriving metropo-

lis of 700 inhabitants.

The time I spent in Eads

amounted to one of the most

rewarding experiences of my
twenty-one years, and defi-

nitely my best experience

while at Colorado College. I

was able to assist the physi-

cians and nurse practitioner

in diagnosing and treating

patients, taking x-rays, treat-

ing trauma victims, calming

screaming children (who
hadn't even been stuck with a

needle, yet), and I even got to

assist in four minor surgeries.

Weisbrod Memorial Hos-

pital andEads Medical Clinic,

where I spentmy three weeks,

are the only health care pro-

viding facilities in Kiowa

County. They service a large

ponion of Eastern Colorado,

and Westem Kansas.

WeisbrodMemorial is the

smallest hospital in Colorado

and the second smallest in the

nation; it has four rooms and

eight beds. This tiny hospital

is of great importance to the

community it serves, how-

ever, and people drive up to

fifty miles (one way) to re-

ceive medical care there.

I did some demographic

research to determine the

availability of medical care

for the clients of the facility,

and I did a survey of patient

opinions. I concluded that the

loss of the medical facilities

in Eads would both economi-

cally and emotionally devas-

tate the entire community.

In all, it was a great expe-

rience and one 1 would love to

repeat, but I guess I'll just

have to settle for spending the

rest of my life (after medical

school) practicing as a rural

physician in a community like

Eads.

I'd like to thank the Ven-

ture Grant Committee and

Prof. Margi Duncombe of the

Sociology Department for

making this experience pos-

sible.

-Melanie Cable

Snappy answers

to senior question

rado College Community:

As an alumnus of the

Colorado College I am deeply

concerned about some recent

actions of the Colorado Col-

legeCampus Association, the

budget committe in particu-

lar.

At the present time Cutler

Publications, which is the stu-

dent run non-profit organiza-

tion responsible for publish-

ing the Catalyst, the Levia-

than, and the Disparaging

Eye, is without a budget be-

cause of the inflexibility and

belligerence of some mem-
bers of the council.

Apparently, the members

of the budget committee do

not understand the successful

andlong standing relationship

between the CCCA and Cut-

ler. I wish to provide some

background regarding this in

the hope that it will assist in

resolving this problem.

The CCCA, as it is known,

is not a student government;

it is a campus association

which is responsible for char-

tering student organizations

according to constitutional

standards. Organizations

must be open to all member s

of the community and pro-

vide a service of some type to

the community.

Organizations such as B-

GALA, MECHA and ASIA
all receive a budget from the

CCCA as chartered organiza-

tions. The budget committee

administers the funds which

enable these organizations to

operate. The CCCA is not an

organization which has the

discretion to circumvent long

standing procedures and its

own constitution in the inter-

get to the council. However,

Cutler Publications has al-

ways been a different case.

Unlike the chartered or-

ganizations, Cutler is a non -

profit corporation which in-

vites the participation of all

students that are interested in

the publications of the cam-

pus community. It has been

understood for many years

thatwhen the budget commit-

tee meets with the representa-

tives of Cutler—usually the

President of the Cutler Board,

an editor and the book-

keeper—during seventh

block, it is a contractual ne-

gotiation. Unlike the char-

tered organizations. Cutler

must be a corporation because

itis in the publishing business

and therefore acts as a buffer

between the Colorado Col-

lege and the publications.

This relationship is not an

acciden;, it is the conscious

choice of the CC adminisffa-

don and trustees. It helps

guarantee that the adminis-

tration will not influence the

content of the publications.

Apparently the budget

committee members, the

members of the CCCA and

the greater campus commu-

nity fail to comprehend the

nature of such a relationship

and its obvious impact on edi-

torial freedom. On numerous

occasions Cutler has pub-

lished stories that have cast a

unfavorable light on the ad-

ministration. If the relation-

ship did not exist as it does,

the administration might be

in a position to bury such sto-

ries. If the budget committee

and the CCCA as a whole

continue to treat CuUer asjust

another chartered organiza-

the light of CCCA member
concerns over the quality of

the publications, it would

seem that they might approve

of Cutier's efforts to improve

quality.

Apparently, the CCCA
has failed to negotiate in good

faith. They have delayed the

budget review process until

the final full week of the block

,

apparently intending to force

a budget through without

question. This is the only

time in recent memory in

which the master budget was

presented to the council for

the first time at such a late

date.

It would be great if CCCA
could charter every organiza-

tion that requested official

recognition and funding, but

it cannot and it should not.

CCCA has a limited budget

which comes from student

fees, endowment e:miings and

the administration, and these

funds are intended to enhance

the educational experience of

the Colorado College—of

which quality publications are

an essential pan. Sacrificing

the quality of the publications

in order to provide more

money for chartered organi-

zations is a mistake.

I hope that this explana-

tion will educate members of

the campus community so

they will voice their concerns

to their elected representatives

on the CCCA and urge them

to grant Cutler Publications

the funds it needs to continue

bringing quality products to

the Colorado College.

Dear Editor:

As a graduating senior, I

have composed for my fel-

low graduates a list of ten

responsesto the number one

most pervasive and perturb-

ing question asked upon

graduation:

"So, what are you going

to do?"

I recommend the follow-

ing answers:

1. "Nothing."

2. "Well, I'm getting mar-

ried to a guy I met during my
education at Colorado Col-

lege. His sergeant said we

could live on base."

3. "I'm glad you asked

that because it so happens that

I have applied for a position

on the U.S.S. Enterprise on

the eternal mission for the

blueprints for the meaning of

life."

4. "I've been selected to

train contestants for JEOP-

ARDY."
5. "Due to the nature of

my degree, I feel best suited

to roaming Tejon Street ask-

ing random Blasenheim/

HochmanHistory questions.

"

6. "I've decided to join

the ranks of Islam and coerce

CC. into accepting diversity."

7. "Rule the world as God
has ordained me to do, be-

cause pure good always pre-

vails."

8. "1 think I still need time

to find myself."

9. "I'm going to star on 7-

11 ' s hidden camera network.

"

10. "Why, I've chosen to

follow in your footsteps, of

course!"

-Maria Christina Moore

estofitsmostinfluentialmem-

bers.

The CCCA, through tiie

budget committee, takes part

in a yearly process known as

the budget review. It is the

responsibility of the Finan-

cial VP to conduct this in a

timely fashion—not at the last

moment as has been tiie case

this year. Traditionally, the

budget committee has com-

pleted its meetings with all

the campus organizations and

its negotiations with Cutier

by the end of seventh block.

This process has not yet been

completed in the third week

of eighth block this year.

Normally, each organiza-

tion submits a proposed bud-

get to tiie CCCA budget com-

mittee which reviews this,

meets with the organizations

representatives, and then pre-

sents a recommendation, as

tion, this freedom could be in

jeopardy.

The relationship between

CCCA and Cutierhasnot been

perfect. In the past, under my
tenure as financial VP for ex-

ample, the presidents of the

CCCA and Cutler, engaged

in activities which at best

would be described as ques-

tionable, at the expense of

their respectiveorganizations.

Both organizations have since

implemented financial safe-

guards to minimize the likeli-

hood of these abuses ever oc-

curring again.

For the past two years

Cutler has engaged in good

faith negotiations with the

budget committee and been

rewarded with a smaller bud-

get each year. The budget

requests are based on honest

evaluations of the cost of

bringing quality publications

-Rick Levin, '92

Slighted artist,

bitter, lashes out

To the Editor:

Since when are you sup-

posed to edit facts? In last

week's Llamapalooza article

you stated that nine bands

played, then listed eight!

You completely cut out

the two sentences about Fetal

Position's acoustic set. I asked

the author and he said it was

in the submitted article. 1

would appreciate acorrection

in this week's issue stating

that Fetal Position did play at

Llamapalooza.

Thank you.

-Marc Phillips

Ed. Note: Fetal Position did,

infact, play atLlamapalooza.

You're welcome.
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What diversity do we want?
By Jason Manosevitz

Special to the Catalyst

The issue of diversity has

once again risen its head from

a deep sleep.

Most know me as an ad-

vocate of the devil, and it is

from this stance that I ask the

question as to whether Colo-

rado College, and I mean the

collective body thereof, is pre-

pared for diversity.

I ask what is it that this

institution offers for individu-

als that are from diverse back-

grounds? Look at who emp-

ties our trash cans, sweeps

and mops our floors, and

washes our windows. Who
are those who serve and pre-

pare our food or the ones who

we rarely see, the ones that

clean up after us?

I could argue that these

people come from "diverse"

backgrounds. Perhaps the

mostdisturbingthoughtisthat

we casually and consistently

ignore them and rarely give

them any consideration.

Lftii take a brief look at

my point. As most professors

demand, I must substantiate

my argument The best way

is by example. How many

signs, posters and flyers did

the CCCA candidates use this

week, or the A.C.T.I.O.N.

group that was set in motion

last week? No matter, most

of their paper is recyclable;

but who cleaned that mess?

People that our student body

generally calls "diversej!.

I ask myself and you, if I

were "diverse" would I want

to go to a school that defines

my role as that of a servant

and nose wiper? How would

I feel if people treated me the

way that we treat the janito-

rial staff?

These people are largely

ignored or lookeddown upon

by the majority ofpeople here:

students, faculty and admin-

istrators. With this in mind I

do not believe that CC offers

much to those we label "di-

verse."

Do we offer anything? I

admit my own poor planning

and therefore do not know

how many classes or profes-

sors that we have that actu-

ally teach to the"diverse" stu-

dent. I tread on such a thin

AWomb With a View
By Marc Phillips

Top Ten Things on the CCCA Agenda for Next Year

10. Establish a task force to scrape all of this year's

campaign posters off the glass, bricks and cement.

9. Buy more strange rock things to put in Cutier Quad.

8. Call in a team of physics experts to study the mysterious

pinpoint winds which rip certain people's posters right

off the ground while other people's posters, only a foot

away, remain unscathed.

7. Establish an award for the CC students who can get past

the most dorm security guards without having to surren-

der their IDs.

6. Actively recruit more musical talent from high schools

so we can hear bands other than Faceplant and Spiney

Norman.

5. Permanently ban anyone from using "Mr. Pancreas" as

a campaign endorsement.

4. Hold back halfof Cutlefs budget to fund a study to find

out just how so many candidate pictures were mixed up

or lost completely when they were all taken in the same

order at the same time in the same place on the same roll

of film.

3.Go to Rastall every other Tuesday, smear food on mem-
bers' bodies, do a ten-minute lambada exhibition and

leave.

2. Make allthe differentcampus groups acceptone another's

right to exist, and then fly back from that planet on a

paper airplane.

I.Try to remember everyone who" won the 8th block

elections and get them to come to a meeting.

line here, but I can think of

only a few courses that break

the mainstream and cross over

to, at best, survey and "touch

upon" cultures, histories, lan-

guages and art forms from a

non-Western perspecrive.

Should CC want to attract a

more "diverse" population,

perhaps this would be a pru-

dent place to begin: offering

course work and positions that

warrant diversity. Or at least

positions that extend beyond

traditional "diverse" roles.

I am not quite sure what it

is that we mean by diversity.

Ifwe define it in terms of skin

color, culture, ability, sexual

orientation, orlanguagetheni

believe that Colorado College

has failed as a liberal arts in-

stitution and we have failed as

"scholars".

If we define diversity in

terms of diversity of thought,

CC does not possess a diver-

sity problem. Indeed we have

somany groups and organiza-

tions on campus that express

different views that none of

them can effectively work to-

gether. Perhaps this is a case

of too much diversity.

However we define the

term we must ask ourselves

what it is that we want from

diversity, what it is that we
offer the diverse person, and

whether we have earned the

responsibility of supporting a

diverse campus.

More War and Sex
From Gays Pg. 9

frontation, especially if the

end result is the same.

Most important, if the

president does eventually de-

cide to enforce an all out end

to this ban, then he must be

prepared to support it

unequivocably. This is es-

pecially true if the move en-

countersviolence. Therecan

be no compromise when

dealing with acts of terror-

ism, and Clinton will have to

remain strong and consis-

tent. Two qualities that he

seems to be short of lately.

Also, Clinton will have

to decide whether he is will-

ing to take on this political

battie now, or whether he

should wait another year or

more. With the budget battle

looming larger, the health

care debatejust beginning to

warm up and the prospects

of military intervention in

Bosnia, it seems foolish to

take on yet another politi-

cally controversial issue. By
spreading himself too thin

the president may succeed

in getting absolutely noth-

ing passed (which, consid-

ering his health and eco-

nomic proposals, could ac-

tually mm out to be a bless-

ing). President Clinton

seems to be learning this les-

son the hard way.

In the end, this all boils

down to a question of priori-

ties. There is only so much

political capital that tiie presi-

dent can expend in a given

year. The problem for pre si-

dent Clinton is that, through

election year promises, he

has allocated more capital

than he possesses. This

means that he either has to

break yet another promise,

of suffer a number of legis-

lative defeats.

Gays in the military is an

importantissue, and one that

deserves to be honestly and

openly debated. This might

even be the year that America

should discuss it. However,

if Clinton decides to take on

this political fight now then

he must be prepared to fight

it correctly, which means that

he will have to give up some-

thing else.

This is perhaps, in many

ways, the first crucial test

that president Clinton has

had to face in his short ten-

ure as president. Clinton can

go the path of overextension

that doomed presidents

Johnson and Carter to fail-

ure, or he can make the hard

choices that a president is

supposed to make. The con-

sequences of making the

wrong decision could prove

disastrous for Clinton's re-

election ambitions, and more

importantiy, for the nation

as a whole.

And we are outta' here
By Scott Craig and Erika

Williams

Catalyst Editors

We would like to tiiank a

few people for helping us put

together die Catalyst.

First, we should thank our

staff.

Our news staff, Sean

McLaughlin and Pete

Mulvihill, has been truly dedi-

cated to accurate and profes-

sional news coverage. Going

from almost no computer

knowledge to expertise, they

have put together a great new
section. Nevertheless, we
would have liked it better if

Pete had left his shoes on.

We have gotten to know
our features staff very well

from spending all night on

Wednesday trying to call

people to write about their ex-

periences abroad. Sung Chang

and Christina Serkowski have

managed to get an amazing

amount of interesting articles.

Also, we would like to thank

Scott Craig for writing Dr.

Botcher: it took no talent, but

it surely took a lot of time.

Jay Marx and Diana

Zipeto have been the two

slowest op-ed editors of any

paper ever. We mean this.

Nevertheless, they have done

a greatjob, and the op-ed sec-

tion has never looked better.

Brian Giebel and Rene

Gabri managed to review ev-

ery CD released this semes-

ter. They also did a great job

of covering campus events

and finding writers for a sec-

tion that no one wants to write

for.

Finally, the sports section.

Mike Rabinovitch and Josh

Orfanakis were absolutely the

funniest and most retarded

sports staff we have ever

known. Their only real con-

tiibution to this paper was

updates on the Simpsons. No.

Really, they managed tomake

four articles fill three pages,

and their weekly columns

were some of the best writing

in the Catalyst.

Second, our writers.

We could list all of our

writers, butwe wouldjust like

to thank profusely everyone

who wrote for us—you know

who you are.

Third, the photo staff.

Basically, Chris Flood

took all the pictures. Thank

you, Chris.

The pictures were devel-

oped by Jeremy Wilhelm and

the unpaid Fred. They did a

great job, though we never

figured out what they were

smoking in the darkroom.

Fourth, Cheri Gette and

the Cutler Board.

Cheri was always there

for us when things broke

down. She even tried to help

the sports section one time.

She also has not stolen a com-

puter yet, whichisavery noble

thing for a Cutier president.

The faculty on Cutler

Board, Ruth Barton and

Brenda Tooley, were always

supportive. I don't think any

one could thank them enough

for their work.

Fifth, ourselves.

We could not have done

this paper without us.

Thank you to everyone

whom we've forgotten. It has

not been fun or rewarding,

but we did get 400 an hour.
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Senior shocks with images of sex and violence

Jason Ross presents disturbing images of New York peep shows in final week

By Nick Weigel

Catalyst Staff

Images ofNew Yorkpeep

shows conclude the wild ar-

ray of subject matter presented

by this year's senior art studio

majors. Jason Ross is exhib-

iting his works in an untitled

show which introduces the

viewer to the artist's impres-

sions of New York City's

"dirty" world.

Themes of sex, violence

and "peeping" dominate the

exhibit. The show consist»of

five large scale pieces which

vary in medium from water

colors and oils to spliced pho-

tographs fused wtih heavy

strokes of gesso ( a thick,

white, preping agent for can-

vas painting).

Ross' opening on Mon,

May 10, fdled the hall with

energized music and spirits.

As people funnelled into

Packard, they basked under

the large canvasses, gorged

themselves on french bread

and mustard, and commented

with grace on his controver-

sial subject matter.

Many were drawn to the

mysterious sounds of circu-

lating slides which pounded

from behind a dark assem-

blage of small viewing booths.

Upon entering this envi-

ronment the viewer is alone

and can look through a portal

to see images of sadomasoch-

ism, phallic symbols andRoss

touching himself.

The reasoning behind this

peep-show booth is to include

the viewer in an experience of

sexual privacy.

There is a large painting

to the left of the structure

which portrays the same

booths and peeping invita-

tions, but this time the viewer

witnesses others from afar as

they act out their private

sexual acts in front of the por-

tals.

The pieces are successful

in that each evokes feelings

of insecurity and questions

about proper sexual thoughts.

Should I be watching? Why
am I watching? Do I like

what I see?

Ross' accompanying
works follow other tangential

interests of the artist such as

Asian embroidery and photo-

graphic collage. Both styles

are ofa"cleaner" nature. The

See ROSS p. 15

A Novel Opportunity

How many peopleknow the difference between a novel

and a novella?

The students who write anovella over the summerknow.

Ifthey are competing for the Ebey Novella prizes, they make

sure they know.

The Ebey Novellaprizes offer $ 1 ,300 in awards for long

short fiction. "Long" means more than 8,000 words, and

"short" means less that 15,000. In ordinary pages, thismeans

from about 30 to about 60 pages.

The long short story gives students a chance to develop

character and plot and to tell a more complex, perhaps more

powerful story.

The Ebey competition was established by a CC alum,

John Ebey, and his wife Susan, to encourage this kind of

more ambitious writing. The prizes are larger than most at

CC, because of the effort a novella requires. The program is

announced in Block VIO, so that students can think about

writing over the summer.

Last fall's winners included Ray Bartlett, an art major,

Scott Craig, an EngUsh/Classics major, andLakis
Polycarpou,

an English major who went on to win a CC Award in

Literature for this summer.

A recent first-prize winner, Lynda Olman, went on to

win the ACM's Nick Adams contest, which has a prize of

$1,000. Fiction has its rewards.

Ifyou have any questions about this year' s program, call

Professors Tom Mauch or George Butte in the English

Department.

And spend the summer sharpening your pencils (does

anyone write with pencils any more?).

Photo by Chris Flood

For his senior art exhibit, Jason Ross used a variety of mediums, including oils.

One Acts open with a bang
By Jamie Roberts

Catalyst Staff

Many ofyou have set foot

in Armstrong, most of you

have seen or participated in

the fine theater productions

on campus this year. Regard-

less, you should make a point

of seeing the diverse and in-

triguing One Act plays this

weekend. Under the wing of

the Drama Department, this

conglomerate of talented stu-

dent directors and fine acting

talent is possibly the last thing

you'll see on the CC stage,

and probably the thing you'll

least want to miss.

Six shows are being per-

formed on alternate days,

three on Thursday and Satur-

day at 8:00 p.m. and the other

three on Friday at 8:00 p.m.

and Sunday at 3:00 p.m. Sun-

day Costs Five Pesos is a

quirky soap-opera in a Span-

ish vein, directed by Karl de

Costa. ErinTramplerandRob

Neer play the melodramatic

engenues Berta and Fidel with

The Drama Department One

all the tragedy of young

love—backed up by a flam-

boyant neighbor (Lisa

Records), her naive sidekick

(Katy Yanda), and the evil

"other woman" La Celestina

(Amy Fuller). Bright cos-

tumes flounce across the stage

in this playful piece, as heated

words and sighs of love fiy

overhead.

This zesty piece is fol-

lowed by Picnic on the Battle-

field, a surreal stroll into the

Photo by Chris Flood

Acts play this weekend.

world of war. A dreamlike

quality covers this play, and

one is never quite sure where

reality fades into farce. Guy

Mossman is innocent and

childlike as a soldier in the

trenches whose loneliness is

invaded by his parents

(Thaddeus Phillips, Valerie

Karasz), who bring him a pic-

nic lunch, and later by an en-

emy soldier (Chriscinda

See ACTS p. 15
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Animation director discovers Elysian Plains

Janet Alexander's six-minute environmental film was a journey of personal revelations

By Patrice Roades-Baum

Catalyst Staff

In Greek mythology.

Amaranth is an elusive, ever-

blooming flower sought for

its magical powers of immor-

tality. Anyone who finds this

unfading flower is miracu-

lously delivered to the bliss-

ful Elysian Fields, a land of

eternal springtime.

Local artist and film in-

structor Janet Alexander cre-

ated her own Amaranth and,

through the process, was de-

livered to her own artistic

Elysian Fields. After four

years in the making,

Alexander is now wrapping

up Amaranth, a six-minute

animated film.

To celebrate the comple-

tion of Amaranth and share

the film's images. Max Art

Gallery is displaying and sell-

ing many of the film's 7,000

eel-individual drawings on

acetate that, when photo-

graphed in sequence, become

the animation.

TheexhibitopensMay 14

with a reception from 5:00-

8:00 p.m. and continues

through May 29. (The public

screening of Amaranth has

not yet been scheduled.)

Amaranth isthestoiyofa

female character, as yet un-

named, whom Alexander

sometimes refers to as "the

artist."

The film opens with the

character, painted in gray

tones, looking through her

window at a bleak factory

spewing smoke. The artist

tries to paint a grove of

healthy, leafy trees over the

factory, yet the foreboding

factory reasserts itself and

overcomes the pleasant im-

age.

Thechaiacter finally con-

fronts the factory. Realizing

that she cannot destroy it, she

embraces it. She visually

opens herself up to the fac-

tory. Together, the artist and

factory metamorphose into a

green, healthy tree. She is

delivered to the Elysian

Fields.

Amaranth first began as

an environmental film urging

social action to help heal our

planet. Alexander's anima-

tion illustrates environmen-

tal abuse and confronts uni-

versal fears about pollution,

acid rain and global warming.

"Thecharacterrealizeswe
can't destroy technology,"

Alexander explains. "As long

as we continue to be angry or

afraid ofsomething, we won't

get anything accomplished.

We have to accept the current

state ofour environment, then

work to make our planet a

healthy place to live."

While working on her

film, Alexander realized the

artist, factory and tree also

represent aspects of an

individual's process of per-

sonal growth and transforma-

tion.

"Creating this film be-

came a deeper process than I

can ever tell you," she says.

"I discovered that the factory,

to me, is the realization that

animation is never going to

be easy for me, and that's my
strength. I had to embracemy
own factory. This film has

been a personal journey of

revelations."

During her long and

bumpy journey of develop-

ing, funding and producing

her film, Alexander arrived

at her own Elysian Fields.

"I discovered that my art

isn't the product; it's the pro-

cess. Thereal reward is when

someone I'm working with

has a realization and says

somethingprofound. Orwhen

I give away a problem and

someone comes back with a

solution I never thought of.

That's the exciting part."

To support and produce

her film over the past three

years, Alexander received

grants through the Summer

Youth Employment Program

of the Job Training Partner-

ship Act (JTPA), a federally

funded program of the U.S.

Department of Labor.

Through JTPA, high school

students received summer

jobs topaiatAmaranth's eels.

"The great gift of anima-

tors is that they have tenac-

ity," Alexanderexplains. "It's

a God-given gift I did not

know I had."

Alexander's newly found

tenacity will help her realize

her goal of creating a non-

profit, film animation busi-

ness.

"I want to hire young

people and give them tiie ex-

perience of building a busi-

ness fi'om the ground up; I

want to teach them how to

make sound business deci-

sions. I think that's the best

education lean give students.

"

' Perhaps this education and

experience will help some of

Alexander' s students discover

their own Elysian Fields.

Kline featured twice in Dave
By Julia Starr

Dave is a movie about

politics made personal and a

person who least expected it

made political. Dave (Kevin

Kline) runs a temp service

and does impersonations of

the President on the side in

Washington DC.

"1

USeV BOOKBUY-BACK
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President Mitchel (Kevin

Kline) is a corrupt political

leader who suffers from a se-

rious stroke and is left inca-

pacitated. Simple situation.

Just swear in the Vice Presi-

dent.

But the ChiefofStaff, also

corrupt, has another idea. That

idea's name is Dave. And it

works. Even The First Lady

(Sigoume Weaver), who has

a less than

stellar rela-

tionship with

her husband

anyway, is

convinced.

So Dave
sits in the

Oval Office,

collectsrandommemorabilia,

and even visits a homeless

shelter with the First Lady.

He lets his (orratherl^esi-

dentMitchel's) Chiefof Staff

run everything. Until the

Chief of Staff vetoes a 450

million dollar bill to fund the

homeless shelters.

Dave finally askswhy and

is told that if he can cut 450

million from the federal bud-

get he can have the shelters.

So, at the next meeting, Dave

invites die press, and cuts 450

million.

Atthispoint, Mis. Mitchel

figures out that Dave is not

her husband (actually she fig-

ured it out because he'd

looked at her legs on the way

to the homeless shelter). She

wants out. Dave decides to

get out too.

Then she asks Dave what

he would do if he were presi-

dent. Not just a rhetorical

question in this case. And

they realize that together

maybe they really can do some

good for the country.

Many public and political

peopleranging fromJay Leno

and Larry King to Allen

Simpson and Tip O'Neil play

themselves in Dave, adding a

rich texture and realistic flair.

Although Dme is about

romance,
relation-

When working on cutting

the budget, Dave (as Presi-

dent Mitchel) asks the Secre-

tary of Commerce:

"Do you want to tell a

homeless kid that he can't

have a place to live because

we're going to spend the

moneyconvincingpeople thai

they like the American car

they already own?"

The answer was no. The

answer is no. Sure, this is still

Hollywood. This is still the

hope for the existence of the

"American Dream" in spite

of the modem political cli-

mate and current state of

Western Civilization.

Kevin Kline andSigoume

Weaver bring brilliance and

integrity to the screen. Dave

is an inspiring andheartwarm-

ing film full of life and real,

although simple, social re-

sponsibility.
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One Acts go up
From ACTS Pg.l3

Henry). The characters are

wonderfully zany and amus-

ing, deUvering lines painful

in their truth. ShoshanaGold
deserves compliment for

bringingthis work and itscon-

cept to life as its director, as-

sisted by her fine cast of ac-

tors.

The third shov/,Birdbath,

is a relationship play directed

masterfully by Eric Brittain.

Duccio Faraoni is marvelous

as the hard-edged, angst-rid-

den Frankie; Haven Iverson

brings the neurotic fragile

waitress Vehna to life. The

two spin about in the tender

danceofnewfound attraction,

and the development of the

play through the characters'

interaction is a curious mix-

ture of soft and hard words

and emotions. Rarely have 1

seen such an incredible mix-

ture of comedy and tragedy,

pain and laughter.

The second set of plays is

quite different from the first

and just as exciting, opening

with Women and Wallace.

Matt Sampson is quite good

as Wallace, and flows easily

from age to age, emotion to

emotion. The women in his

life, all eight ofthem, are por-

trayedby sevenwomen whose
characters help to define

Wallace through their inter-

action with him. Memorable

are Christina Serkowski as

his true love and Rachel

Shwayderas the grandmother.

Wallace's world is then

changed into an English par-

lor for Overruled, the amus-

ing tale of the affairs of two

married couples directed by

BrigidMaher. ShonaCurley's

flirtatious Mrs. Juno is drawn

to the roman.tic Gregory,

played byJay Marx. Thispair

is nicely contrasted with Li-

ana Holmberg as Gregory's

self-possessedwifeMrs.Lunn

New Music Reviews

Jason

Ross
From Ross Pg. 13

photographic collage is a

tremendous representa-

tion of the artist's street

comerin New York City.

Ross' work is inter-

esting for many reasons

including both subject

matter and fusion of me-

dia, but what I find most

interesting is his atten-

tion to detail. Ross' ex-

hibit will remian in

Packard until May 22.

and her pursuer, the proud

and proper Sibthorpe (and

Mark Irvine truly is a

"Sibthorpe" to his very

seams). The outrageous hu-

mor of their trysts and con-

frontations is a joy to watch.

The Public Eye, directed

by Nathan Garrison, is filled

with comic relief provided

mainly by Michael J. McClure

as the obnoxious detective

Julian Cristoforou. Gareth

Saxe provides an excellent

contrast as the snooty busi-

nessman Charles Sidley; he

and McClure are amazing to-

gether in this, their final per-

formance at C.C. Joanna

Heitzmakes a marvelous Mrs.

Sidley, flowery and efferves-

cent. This show twists and

turns about, and a laugh lurks

in every comer.

Actors and directors all

deserve credit for their work,

but often tech nicians don ' t get

their due. Donna Amink has

created a purely amazing se-

ries of sets—the plays are

enhanced greatly by the

beauty and originality ofeach

individual backdrop. A great

deal of work has gone into the

tech part of these shows, and

Arnink, along with John

Newstrom and the hard-work-

ing crew members deserve a

heany round of applause for

all the time that they have

invested in creating the can-

vasses for these plays to be

painted upon.

If Ihaven 'tconvincedyou

yet that it is worth your while

to see these shows, you only

have to ask anyone who has

seen these shows for their

opinion. A spectacular finale

to a brilliant year of theater,

this sextuple dose of one-act

plays will grab your atten-

tion, hold it for the duration,

and knock you off your feet.

Don't worry. . .you have all

summer to recover.

ICE-T
Home Invasion

(3.5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

WORLD PARTY
Bang!

(4.5 Faces, 4 Light Bulbs)

Chris Isaak

San Francisco Days

(5 Faces, 2 Light Bulbs)
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ICE*T Home Invasion - After causing loads of contro-

versy with his thrash punk band Body Count, ICE-T has gone

solo once again with his new album Home Invasion. In an

attempt to shed some of the controversy caused by his Cop

Killer album, he switched from his huge Warner Brothers

label to Rhyme Syndicate Records. Rhyme Syndicate is

actually an ouUet of EMI (another huge label), but the

executives there are hoping that the Rhyme Syndicate will

distance them from the controversy that Time-Wamer expe-

rienced. Still, it seems highly unlikely that ICE-T will avoid

any of the controversy. A good share of his new songs are just

as volatile as his infamous "Cop Killer" single, only now the

thrash music is replaced by rap.

Home Invasion is really ICE-T's way of saying "F'*'*k

You" to anyone who doesn't agree with him. The album

begins with a warning that advises people who are easily

offended to stop playing his album. The album then takes a

dive into the hard core rap style that made ICE-T one of the

first rappers to achieve stardom. The lyrics in the album are

as political as ever. Although he has adamantly opposed gang

violence, songs like "It's On" are filled with glamorized

depictions of hardened youths on the verge of becoming

killers. Despite some of the controversial lyrics, ICE-T's

ability to mix rap with hype sounds stands out as the center

point on this album. The album is a must for any rap junkie.

(3.5 faces, 4 light bulbs)

WORLD PARTY Bang.' - After a two year layoff from their

hit album Goodbye Jumbo , Worid Party returns with a Bang

of an album. This album is as rare as they come. The tunes

are catchy, the lyrics are intelligent, and the musical styles

vary. Songs like"Kingdom Come" and"lsItLike Today" are

reminiscent ofGoodbye Jumbo, but that is where the similari-

ties end. "What Is Love All About" is a soulful song with a

definite R&B influence. The variations in the musical styles

create a freshness in this album that is unlike many of today's

musicians. The songs have a tendency to focus on the dire

state of our environment, but don't worry. The music is so

good you won't be annoyed one bit. (4.5 faces, 4 light bulbs)

Chris Isaak San Francisco Days - After getting national

attention with his hit single "Wicked Game", Chris Isaak

finally has the opportunity to release an album with some

national recognition. Like his previous albums, Isaak draws

his music from a blend ofrockabilly, country and a taste of his

own style. "Two Hearts" is a beautiful song that exhibits the

blend of the three styles. Many of the songs have a dream-like

quality that is unsurpassed by any other musician. The music

in most of the songs is excellent and his voice is suave;

however, his lyrics have a tendency to get a little melancholy.

Regardless, San Francisco Days is a good buy. (5 faces, 2

light bulbs)
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ON YOUR 69% PARTICPATION IN YOUR SENIOR CLASS CAMPAIGN!

special thanks and congratulationsfrom:

Trustee Jerry McHugh: "I'm a poorer but a much prouder man!"
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Laura Ramos
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Hoops
for Hamms

By Pete Mulvihill

Catalyst News Editor

Rugby finishes season but keeps growing

CC ruggers fight for respect, they want to play and they want a coach

By Ted Smith

Catalyst Staff

The first annual spring

biathlon starred 24 stu-

dents, mostlyseniors. The

events started with three

on three basketball on a

street court with unforgiv-

ing rims, chain nets and

plenty of sunshine.

Points were totaled at

the end of the three game

tournament to be carried

over into the next event, so

people played hard even

when they were losing.

Only one team went unde-

feated in hoops, with Ezra

"sieve" Bayles serving

both as captain and star.

Other solid basketball

teams included Chris

Weldon'steamandAdam

'itmust be the shoes"Yon
kers' team of height and

skill.

At the ceremonies

later, Bayles was
unianimously voted hoops

MVP.
Senior center Matt

Lewis had a run-in with

Weldon in a rematch be-

tween their teams and

ended up with a black eye,

stiches and a prescription

for codeine.

The second event of

the day was caps. Games

of three on three to eleven

withminimum drinkskept

the evening events lively.

Senior Chris "Lefty"

Weldon was named MVP
for the caps portion of the

tournament for his consis

tent two-pointers and ran

domleft-handed shots. His

longevity and gracefulend

also helped him in the

MVP voting.

But the most valuable

player for the whole tour-

nament was definitely Ja-

son Friedt. After losing all

three of his bastketball

teams, he lost two team

members and then all of

his caps games. But with

a smile on his face.

A few non- seniors at-

tempted to keep up with

the experienced upper

classmen and promise to

keep the tournament alive

next spring. Hopefully

over the summer they will

continue their training so

they can set the pace when

they are seniors.

Well mates Rugby is over

for the season Our last game

turned out tobe an inter-squad

scrimmagesothereisn'tmuch

to say. Thanks for the great

season. There will be Sevens

Rugby this summer so if

you're interested contact

Brian Joseph Ignat.

At our last party, at our

secret off-campus location,

with our secret off- campus

beverage, a secret awards cer-

emony was held. Matthew

Douglas-most valuable presi-

dent, Ted Smith-lead scorer,

Spencer Leese-lead Try

scorer. Clay Cooper-most

valuable Rookie, Lance

Horton-most valuable for-

ward, Thomas Eddy-most

improved player, Hymie-I

can ' tcome to practice to sleep

with my girlfriend for three

weeks, Zach Jones-most im-

movable sleepingobject,Zack

Steer & Zack Jones-most im-

proved body odor, Jeff

"pumpkin" Sinert-least dis-

tance from thewomb traveled

Photo by Jotin Holacck

The last rugby game of the season. Even though the game turned out to be an intersquad

game it gave CC an exciting example of this crazy sport. Good luck next season folks.

to play Rugby, Thomas "But- per and would like to play call we may get. Finally, next

Brian Ignat or Matt Douglas
terfly" Eddy- the pre-game

puke or "Butterfly", this is all

I remember, if I forgot you,

I'm sorry, but you know how

great you were.

Next year the Rugby team

will be playing an alumni team

for homecoming just before

the football game. All those

alums who still read this pa-

or Matt Francis (next year).

Also to any reading Alumni,

we are currently establishing

a Rugby endowment and we

would very much appreciate

any donation. Rugby is be-

coming a very popular and

competitive sport so we sin-

cerely appreciate any support

year there are rumors the

Rugby team may be acquir-

ing a coach, don't worry,

we're paying for him out of

our pockets. This is exciting

because itmay herald a whole

new era of success of CC
Rugby.

See you next year, and

have a landsharking summer.

IFC golf shootout
By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

This past Wed. the first

IFC golfchallenge took place

at a cousrse far far away. Ac-

tually it was Appletree golf

course. The tournament was

open to all of the houses on

campus. Teams were com-

prised of four students, fac-

ulty and staff members. The

game was a 18 hole scramble

for all the marbles.

As it turned out the only

teams with the moxy to show

up were teams from Kappa

Sigma and Sigma Chi. Cap-

tains AdamBrezineandBrian

Richardson were confident

going into the tournament that

they had formed unbeatable

teams. With the questionable

absence of Jon Surdham and

his FUI team the head to head

competition began in the

morning rain.

Sigma Chi stared off

quickly getting to three under

before the first halfof the front

nine was completed. Kappa

Sigma came back quickly

eagling a par 5 with a 332

yard drive by Brian

Last lap of the season

Richardson and an excellent

approach by Tu Phan.

By the ninth hole things

were close until Adam
Brezine going through the

motions on the water approach

shot on nine threw their

alumn's Yonex graphiteADL
driver into the lake. As his

face turned white and apolo-

gizes flowed out of his mouth

the club floated to the surface

just out of reach. Ah the won-

dersoftechnology, fortunetiy

the wind blew the club to shore

and blood began flowing

through his body.

Maybe that was a bad

omen, for the back nine was

all Kappa Sigma they rolled

into 18 with a 64 taking the

tournament by 5 strokes.

In true sportsmanship the

Sigma Chi alumn purchased a

round of legal drinks in the

clubhouse for everybody. It

was good time for everybody

thanks to Brezine's well orga-

nized tournament and on

course entertainment.

Next year the second tour-

nament will suriey take place

and more teams will sign up

,tofightforthebraggingrights.

By Blaine Olsen

Catalyst Staff

On Saturday, May 8, the

CC's men's track team closed

out its season at the Air Force

Academy Cup here in Colo-

rado Springs. There were sev-

eral season-best times turned

in despite cold and blustery

weather and Mark Sweet even

managed a personal best in

the 800m.

After enjoying 70 degree

temperatures ofSan Diego the

week before, the Tiger run-

ners could not have been

pleased with the snow-like

precipitation which greeted

them at Air Force. Nonethe-

less, Beckley Davis endured

the elements in the first event

of the day - the pole vault.

Vaulting for the first time all

year because of injury, Davis

went a very respectable 14

feet 1 1/4 inches.

CC's next competitor was

Scott Ingvolstad in the 400m,

who ran a blistering season-

best time of 50.96, shattering

his previous best by neariy

two seconds. Montel Taylor

was CC's only other sprinter

on Saturday, and he came up

big as well mnning a season-

best 10.95 in the 100m, while

crossing the tape for a 22.56

in the 200m.

In CC's only other event,

the 800m, five Tiger runners

entered. Mark Sweet finished

first for CC and third overall

in a personal-best time of

1:58.8. Kris O'Connor came

across in a close second, fin-

ishing in fifth overall with a

1:58.85. Rounding out CC's

contingent were Pat Judge,

Blaine Olsen and Jim

Macken, delivering times of

2:06, 2:08 and 2:14, respec-

tively. CC's 1600m relay

team did not compete on Sat-

urday.

Though the majority of

CC's team ended its season

Saturday, senior Pat Judge

will compete in a 'Last

Chance' meet at low altitude

next week in an attempt to

qualify for nationals! Good

luck Pat!

Thanks for an excellent

season guys, especially coach

Ted Castaneda, and good luck

next year. Its only 3 months

until next season.
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Give me seeds Soggy champions Hockey
By Ryan Ehrhart

Catalyst Staff

"Have you got some seeds?"

"Yah I got a bag go 'head and

fill up!" These fellas aren't

plannin' on planting a garden

or having a good time. They

are talking about sunflower

seeds.

Sunflower seeds are the

new phenomana taking the

country by storm. Grabbing a

handful of seeds and slipping

them between your gums and

lips is as easy as cuttin' butter

with a hot knife.

Many people have turned

to sunflower seeds as an alter-

native to chew, dip and even

smoking.

Sunflower seeds are as

natural as the sky is blue.

When the only ingredients on

the bag are sunflower seeds

and salt, youknow that every-

thing is nautral and good for

you.

Professional ballplayers

are turning awayfrom tabacco

products. David's, a sunflower

seed distributitor, has signed

many contracts with major

league baseball teams to sup-

ply their players with all the

seeds that they can spit and

swallow.

The key to eating seeds is

possessing an adroit mouth.

You must maneuver the seed

into either a vertical or hori-

zontal position with you

tongue and hold it firlmly so

that your tooth can crack the

shell open to reveal the actual

seed. Chew and swallow the

seed and spit the shell.

Seeds are a great way to

pass time while you are driv-

ing, fishing, watching TV or

bum' daylight.

So grab yourself a bag and

try them for yourself. You'll

be hooked.

By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

The boys and girls of soft

summer finished the IM
spring schedule. The B soft-

ball league waswon by a team

that was so wellmanaged that

it was only possible to dream

about this team losing. Adam
McVeigh, with his huge

knowledge of baseball, used

the players available to him to

createonemean Softball team.

Soggy Potato Chips

walked through the season

with seven convincing wins,

utilizing an ever-changing

roster. Some of the regulars

were Adam himself, Brian

Richardson, OmarBanmally,

Stitch, JeffMontera and Brent

Mattress Meat victorious for

second time in three years

By Chris Lowell

Catalyst Staff

Although the team name

is obnoxious. Mattress Meat

has used it successfully for

three years and is too super-

stitious to give it up.

Superstition paid off. On
Thurs,May 1 3, Mattress Meat

played in their third IM co-ed

Softball championship game.

The teamwon an easy 15-9

victory.

The opposing team had a

strong rally in the fourth in-

ning, forcing the game to go

to five innings. In the fifth

inning, stellar pitching and

outfielding by Mattress Meat

cut the rally short Mattress

Meat won the game without

needing their final at-bat.

Team captainDougDawe
claims the team has stayed

together for four years hoping

to get better shins. The shirts

this year were "cooler," but

team members were more

anxious to celebrate at

OTurry's than to model for

the IM photographer.

BEY/
Get Your Tickets For

Home Now!

§1 ;

Taylor

Travel

636-3871

Where our experience

gets you anywhere!

818 N. Tejon

Clemmer. These players

formed the backbone of the

team.

Guest appearances in-

cluded a guy who almost

killed the pitcher with his one

hit, and one committed an er-

ror on his only chance in the

field. He immediately retired

from the Soggy Potato Chip

squad. Mike Rabinovitch,

when he would get out of bed

and do something helpful,

provided sketchy fielding and

sketchy hitting.

Hopefully somebody will

take the torch from Adam and

continue the Soggy tradition.

And hopefully Stitch will fi-

nally sign Monty's glove

since, in Montera's words,

"Stitch is a Softball god."

By Josh Orfanakis

Catalyst Sports Editor

See ya next season

By Heather Pantley

Catalyst Staff

The track and field season

came to an end this past Sat,

May 8 at the Air Force Cup in

Colorado Springs. Theteam's

final meet included many
greatperformances,with eight

season bests, eight personal

records, and one school

record. What a fantastic way

to complete the year!

Starting with the 100m

dash, Celina Santana ran a

13.5, setting a personal and

season best. FourCC women
ran in the 200m dash, and

each of them set both season

and personal bests. JenCrute

came in fourth out of thirteen

women from upper division

schools andunattached sprint-

ers, and her time was 28.40.

Santana sprinted the 200m in

29.23, followed by Lynn

Evans in 29.6, and Jen

Cerovski in 31.86. Cmteand

Evans both ran the400m dash,

each setting personal and sea-

son bests with respective times

of 1:02.99 andl:06.92. Sara

Fry ran in the 800m race, a

shorter race than her usual

3,000m, but she still ran a

strong 2:32.23. And die CC
4x4 relay team set the only

school record of the day, run-

ning the relay race in 4:35.61

,

a time which also set personal

and season bests for Evans,

Cerovski, Fry and Santana.

Moving on to the field

events, Cerovski sent the jav-

elin flying a total of 56-06.0

feet. Meanwhile, Cassie Rob-

erts, a veteran dicsus and shot

put thrower, threw the discus

for 101-07.0 feet.

Until next year folks, have

a good summer and keep run-

ning!

With therocky 1992-1993

Tiger hockey season behind

us the future is looking

brighter already. The process

ofcoach huntinghas been run-

ning at full steam since coach

Beutow left.

The final pick was made

earlierin the week. DonLucio

ofAlaska-Anchorage was of-

fered the head coaching posi-

tion ofThe Colorado College

Tigers.He is visiting this week

and the players and the rest of

the school are awaiting his

desicion.

For some of the Tigers

their focus is down in Mexico

A team from Colorado com-

posed of Denver University,

Air Force and Colorado Col-

lege players headed to sunny

weather to play in an interna-

tional match. Jason

Christophersen, Paul

Baudalich, Brian Bethard,

Mark Peterson, RJ Enga,

Steve Nelson and Jim Para-

dise are the CC representa-

tives. An example of CC's tal-

ent.

The latest is thatUSA has

routed Canada 4-1 with goals

from Brian Bethard and Jason

Christophersen of CC. Paul

Baudalich in goal was given

the MVP of the game while

Mark Peterson received

honrable mention.

Hopefully the news will

only get better. The coaching

position is still vacant and the

Tiger's home ice is only good

for one more year. However

the strong hockey tradition

here at CC should not be in

jeopardy, a good and popular

coach is waiting at the door.

Hopefully he and the Ti-

gers will be able to come out

next season and claim the top

spot in Rocky hockey.

Hey maybe someday you

really will get a new rink;

miracles do happen.

Kandom

Ad
Summer Sublet

1215 N.Nevada #10

Available June-August.

2 Bedrooms, across from

Mathias,Washer/Dryerin

Basement. Won'tlastlong

$400/month -^ nullities.

Give us a call!!!

473-3227
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NBA action... fantastic Baseball fights streak of bad luck

Western Conference

Seattle Supersonics

Okay they are playing well they have some athletic ability.

Shawn Kemphas an interesting haircut, but is this really the

team to send to fight for some Westem Conference pride? I

don't think so, they are leading the Rockets 2-0 but how long

can they play on athletic talent? They will beat theRockets but

it will stop there.

San Antonio Spurs

They ran over the Westem Conference champs of two of the

past three years. They are inconsistent and up against the team

from the west. The series is 1-0 for the Suns but the game

could have gone either way. This series will be six games, the

Spurs will not be able to stop the freight train the Suns are

riding.

Houston Rockets
Hakeem Olajuwon is the rockets. He can't beat the Sonics

alone. If the Rockets don't get some support from their guards

from downtown the golf clubs will come out soon for the

Rockets. This is a team that has a new coach and needs some

new players or let some others mature before it will make it to

the Finals.

Phoenix Suns
Charles Barkley, KJ, Thunder Dan. The first name is enough

to give them a chance to make it most of the way to the finals.

However the Suns have proven to not be the most intelligent

team, they obviously were not prepared for the first series with

the Lakers. They quickly got in gear and now may be on a

mission, maybe not even losing a game until the NBA finals.

The Suns have a superstar, a great guard, and three point

arsenals. Nobodv is eoine to beat them now.

Eastern Conference

Charlotte Hornets
Okay a center has proven to be a must in the playoffs. The

Magic aren't here so it must take something else. How about

Larry Johnson? This is why the Hornet are making the Knicks

work. The Mounring-Ewing matchup is one of the best shows

on TV. Adam says their season is over, "because they are

down 2-0." Okay next team.

Cleveland Cavaliers

This is a very good basketball team. It doesn't mean

anythingbecuase they are playing the Bulls. Jordan missed the

whole 4th quarter and still the Cavs are down 2-0. Try again

next year.

New York Knicks
Patrick Ewing and John Starks two excellent players, and to

top it all off the coach is probably the best in the game. Ewing

has experience and the Knicks have some feisty players:

Oakley and Starks. They will again come up against the Bull

for the Eastern crown.

Chicago BuUs
Jordan. Who can beat him? If you can contain him then who

will cover Pippen, then Paxon behind the 3 point line? The

Bulls are on their way to another Conference crown. Now it

seems only fitting to continue with the finals. Unless their

plane crashes or more than one of them get hurt the Bulls will

be theNBA champions. The Phoenix Suns will be theu- victim,

Barkley will have to live with that. It will be a good series,

although nobody is really to excited about it. There is no

mystery about the outcome.

Maybe next year will have a healthy Blazer team, one

more year of maturity for the Shaq, and even Phoenix will be

a year older and wiser. So this year listen to Wayne Gretzky

and catch the Stanley Cup Playoffs on ABC, Pittsburgh could

lose. Oh for the Nugget fans Congrats to Chris Jackson for

most improved player.

By Adam McVeigh
Catalyst Guest Editor

In last week's issue of

The Catalyst, I wrote a

tongue-in-cheek opinion

piece about the Colorado

College baseball team. The

point of the article was to

poke fun at the team's first

base coach, specifically his

white shoes, not to make fun

of nor offend the players on

the team. However, several

team members expressed

their dissatisfaction with the

article. *

The baseball squad

fielded here at CC does not

lack talent. They do not lack

fundamental fielding and hit-

ting ability, and they cenainly

do not lack hean. What the

team does lack, however, are

adequate pracdce facilities,

and luck. Let's first address

the topic of practice facili-

ties.

The baseball team, ever

since I've been here, has

seemed to be a team without

a home. While it is true that

they do have good fields to

play on for games (Memorial

Park and Sky Sox Stadium),

when it comes time to prac-

tice, they're left without even

so much as a backstop. There

were stretches this season

when baseball practice con-

sisted entirely of hitting in

the turfroom and throwing on

the side. No fungoes were hit

tokeep the fielding skills sharp

and there were no situational

scrimmages played to keep

the baseball mind sharp.

There were no fields avail-

able on which to do these

things.

Lacrosse has the football

field locked up for most of the

spring, and intramurals has

the soccer field tied up most

afternoons. What other big

open grassy areas are there on

thiscampus? Therejust aren't

any, so the baseball team is

stuck with the turf room and

the occasional drive to Me-

morial Park to take advantage

of the little free field time

they have there.

Turning to the issue of

luck: the team just doesn't

seem to have any. There are

no NCAA Division III teams

to play in the region, so the

only Div. Ill opponents that

CC faced this season was on

theirSpring Break trip to Cali-

fornia, and that was only five

games. Therestof the team's

thiny-some game schedule

was made up of upper-divi-

sion schools, h's tough to

hold your own against teams

of Div. I and II caliber. How-
ever, the team played respect-

ably, dropping at least four

one-run contests.

There is another source of

bad luck that the baseball team

must fight against. The Ath-

letics Board has discussed the

possibility of axing the entire

baseball program. They have

said that if an athletic pro-

gram needs to be cut, then

baseball would be the first to

go-

The board's reasoning is

that since the baseball team

does not have adequate facili-

ties, it would be easy to elimi-

nate. However, adequate fa-

cilities are exactiy what the

team has been fighting for for

.

a number of years. The base-

ball team desires a practice

field, but the athletic depart-

ment can't or won't give it to

them; the Athletics Board

wants to cut baseball because

they don't have a practice

field. Who will win?

It's obviously not for me
to say, but the feeling here is

as long as the team has enough

players to field nine, then the

athletic department should do

everything in its powerto help

out the baseball program. The

athletic department has the

ability to keep baseball at CC;

the question remains, will it?

NOTE: I learned from J.

Morse that the Oakland Ath-

letics are not the only team in

baseball currently to wear

white shoes. The Houston

Astros also wear white shoes.

Baseball Quiz for Sports Editor applicants

Present Day Players

1. Who became the youngest

player ever to win the Cy

Young Award?

2. Who became only the sec-

ond player to regiter at least

2,000 hits, 300 homemns and

300 stolen bases? Willie

Mays was the first.

3.Who is the second baseman

who did not commit an error

in 123 games over a 2 year

period?

4. Whose string of three

straight batting titles came to

an end in 1990?

5. Who became the first

catcher to lead the Astros in

batting with a .276 average?

6. Who is the Dodger pitcher

who tied Sandy Koufax'

single game club record of 1

8

strikeouts?

7.Who in 1990 became the

19th player in history to

homer in 4 straight at-bats?

8. Who is the American

League shortstop who became

the all-time leader in career

homers at his position?

9. Who in 1990 became the

first rookie since Fernando

Valenzuelaofthel981 Dodg-

ers to win his first 5 major

league starts?

10. Who has thrown a record

12 one-hitters?

11. Whose 57 saves in one

season set an all time record?
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Employment
|

FiNANCUL Am
Current students receiving fi-

nancial aid may still change

jobs for the 1993-1994 year.

Please see the Financial Aid

Office for a list of openings

and referrals.

CC Children's Center

Any and all student donations

will be graciously accepted

for the Children's Center Yard

Sale to be held at 931 N.Ne-

vada on Sat. June 19. All

proceeds of the sale will ben-

efit the Children's Center.

Collection bins are located at

Bemis, Loomis, Mathias and

Slocum and outside the Com-

munity Service Center in

Womer.

Ebey Novella Prize

$1,300 in prizes for 1993!

Deadline for entries is Sep-

tember 27, 1993. For all the

rules and further information,

contact Professor Thomas

Mauch at ext. 6502 or Profes-

sor George Butte, ext. 6508.

Volunteers Needed

Interested in being a big

brother or big sister for an

elementary aged kid? Volun-

teerActionneeds participants

for the '93-'94 school year.

Contact the Center for Com-

munity Service for more in-

fonnation.

Sexuality

Are you exploring your sexu-

ality? Do you want to talk to

someone, but don't feel com-

fortable going to B-GALA?
Then call Lance at 632-3455

or Sara at ext. 7840. Totally

confidential.

New Wood Floors

The main gymnasium in El

Pomar will be closed so that a

new wood floor can be in-

stalled. The installation pro-

cess will take between 5-6

weeks to complete. The gym-

nasium will be ready for the

start ofSummer Session. We
are sorry for any inconve-

nience.

Truman Scholarships

Are you cuirently a junior?

Do you have community ser-

vice experience, leadership

potential, and a desire to pur-

sue a career in government or

elsewhere in the public sec-

tor? If so, apply for the

Truman scholarship—$30,000

towards graduate school.

Deadline for nominations is

Dec. 2, 1993.

Interns Wanted

Starting June 1 , our editorial,

advertising and circulation

depts. need interns. Small

stipend possible. To apply

send resume with cover letter

to: The Newspaper Group,

322 N. Tejon, Suite 206, Colo-

rado Springs,CO 80903. Call

or fax for more information

(719) 578-0240 or (719)578-

0323 (fax).

Research Assistant

ProfessorTom Cronin is look-

ing for a bright, creative re-

search assistantwho will work

on editing, library work and

related assistance on leader-

ship and American govern-

ment topics. Good pay, flex-

ible hours-full time for 8

weeks beginning aroundMay

24. Please submit a letter of

interest and resume to Tom
Cronin, Department of Po-

litical Science, Colorado Col-

lege. Please do not call.

Travel

Europe!

Experience adventure! Open

departiue before June 20 from

Denver to Chicago toMunich

.

Makeme an offer! Call Jay at

473-1022. Oh-one more

thing-it's one way.

Another One-Way
Hartford-Chicago-Colorado

Springs flight ticket for fe-

male. May 19departure. Only

$180. Call ext 7762.

Plane Ticket

Female, before June 6 from

Denver to San Francisco!

SUPER CHEAP! Call Di at

632-7486.

Misc.

-f '^

Roommate Wanted
Female, non-smoker, mellow

roommate wanted for sum-

mer or fall or both. Rent is

$185-Hutils. 3 bedroom cot-

tage at Corona and Cache La

Poudre - completely fur-

nished. Call Andrea at ext.

7397.

Yard Sale

At 314 Monument St. on Sat-

urday (Tomorrow)from 1 1 :00

a.m. -3:00p.m. Beds, dress-

ers, couches, chairs, tables

and anything you need to fur-

nish yourhappy college home

are available. Buy stuff.

Wanted:

Non-smoking, female (who

is looking for a place to live

for Fall semester ONLY)
wanted to share beautiful, spa-

cious, sunny, balconied,fully

furnished, conveniently lo-

cated 2 bedroom apartment.

Rent is a low $ 195/per month

plus utilities. Please contact

Erika at 634-5895.

Housemate Wanted
Awesome house so close to

campus you'd think you were

still there. This house is big,

huge, humongous, colossal-

you gotta see it to belive just

how much space there is for

yourjunk! If you are looking

for a place to live for Fall

semester ONLY, this is the

house for you! For more in-

formation on this fabulous

deal, call ext. 7172.

Sublet for Summer

Sexy blue house needs up to 5

people for the summer. Cache

La Poudre and Wahsatch.

Deck, fenced backyard. Call

Andy at ext. 7887.

Sublet!

Great apartment for summer.

3 bedrooms, dishwasher, free

washer and dryer, wall to wall

carpeting. $500/month. One

person is interested - we can

lower it. Call ext. 7414 for

more information.

Must Sell!

Getting rid of everything -

leaving Colorado - gradua-

tion sale! CHEAP! Lots of

fabulous things for very little

money. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Sunday May 16 at 618 N.

Nevada (across from Bell's

Diner).

Free Beer

Sunday May 16. Yard sale

extravaganza. Live music. 5

years of stuff: furniture,

clothes, housewear gear of all

sorts. S.W. corner of

Wahsatch + Uintah.

Garage Sale

Saturday at 1007 Weber. Fur-

niture, couches, beds.

Lorr

Nice loft for that small-ass

room you've got (orwill have).

Great space saver. Only $45.

Call ext 7414.

Loft for Sale

Many famous people have

slept on it and they all agree:

it's very sturdy and in good

shape. Best of all-we'll store

it free (that's right FREE)

over the summer. Call ext.

7634 with best offer.

Another Loft FOR Sale

Not quite as many famous

people have slept on it, but

those who have say, "Wow!

This is really cool!" Be the

first on your wing to own a

two story, two person loft!

Buy now! Only $120 or best

offer and summer storage is

included for this loft also. Call

ext. 7762 or stop by 303

Mathias.

Carpet

Shitty but big. Only $5, you

move it. Call ext. 7414.

Personal

Seniors:

The Second Annual "Last

Chance to Smooch Your

Buddy Party" TONIGHT!!
314E.Monument. Bringyour

pickup lines and smiles from

9:00 p.m. until you get lucky.

Help!

I am a lovable 10 month old

black cat. (I'm male, but since

this is the 90's, should that

really make a difference? 1

am also neutered, so I would

beprotectingourenvironment

by not bringing more kittens

into this world-we can't sup-

port the ones we have al-

ready!) I am still playful as a

kitten, very affectionate and I

needahome! Please help me.

My name is Flannery and I

may be contacted by calling

634-5895.

TWIG
Thank you all for an unfor-

gettable season. . . Parting is

such sweet sorrow,

PICKARD OUT.

Lost

Gold I.D. bracelet. Inscrip-

tion "Dennis". If found con-

tact Dennis G. Apergis at ext.

7462. Please, Please, Please,

Please, Please, Please, Please,

Please, Please, Please, Please

itwas given tome when I wai

2 and has lots of sentimenta

value. Reward if you want.

Stolen

A white Trek Mountain Biki

was stolen on Thurs. May 1

from outside Barnes. If yo

have any information, or kno\

how I can get my bike bact

please leave a note at the Gei

manHouseorinWB#2. Thi

bike has lots of sentiment:

value-it is more than just

bike. Please, please, help n-

get my bike back.

Celebration

G - You bring the champagn

I'll bring the candles and spic

Anything else is up to you -

Congratulations

To the winners of the Res

dential Hall Associatic

Awards: "Outstanding RH
Member of the Year"-Sta(

Gerdes, "Program of tl

Year"-A Taste of Diversil

"Hall Council of the Yeai

Mathias Hall Council.

Get Yours Now!
No. . . it's not Jordan, it's r

Jerry, it's. . . AIR GARCl
Limited quantity of t-shi

still available for $10. Wl

a bargain! Get yours nc

before they are all gone. C

Josh at ext. 7172 TODAY

Dear Ma,
Thanks. Love -Pete

Dear Mum
Thanksforalwaysbeingthe

(Sorry about the lack of c

ativity.) Love - Sans

Sale!

Lengthy condom auction I

weekend. Most of them

only shghtly used. Somegt

models still available. 1

seriously folks, in this m
em day and age, with all th

going on, doesn't it re;

make a lot of sense to praci

safe sex by wearing

condom? Do more than

think about it.

AND COMMENCEMEN'

Call X6700 for more

information.
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